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SUTmfl THE STAGZ ..

INTRODUCTION "jHEN SEPARATED FROM
PCI.ASSiFIn• IUICLOSU1S

(U) As the year 1965 had been the Year of Decision in the Free
Worldts efforts to contain comaunist insurgency directed against the
Rep.ublic of Vietnam (RVN), so the year, 1966 marked thea-apparent -tmniz.
point in rhe fortunes of this strange and difficult operation. At the
beginning of 19661 the American people and their allies had been brought
to realtze the criticality of the Free World stand in Vietnam, and
if there were Americans unable to agree with their country's well-
diefined? position, yet the great majority of Americans rallied behind
the cause--to an extent that Time bad selected as ite year-end repro-
sentative "Man of the Year" the Comander of the United States Mil-.ita
Assistance Cqmand, Vietnam (COSiM(ACV)o Oenpral 1. C. Westmoreland.
By the end of 19669 it was clear to allp ezcept perhapi the ene,
that Free Wqrld forces in RVN could not be beaten nilitri3~y, but in
the eapitas. of America and her allies; voices were raised both die-
passio'nate.;y and angri3y as to the best means to be employed to bring
the fighting to a succisaful, conclusion,

(U) On the diplomatic front, the United States opened the year
1966 by pressing a peace offensive against the backdrop of an extended
cessation of bombing of military targets in North Viet.-nm (WiN).
Worldwide probing, howeverp uncovered no sign that the enenV was pre-
pared to move the conflict from the battlefield to the conference
table. CUSKACV believed that the enw es continuing strateg was
to sustain military pressure coupled with psychological pressure and
terrorism inside RVN• while stepping up propaganda internationally with
the twin aims of creating dissension amont a3liee and eroding the sup-
port of the American people for the war.

(TS) In these circumstanees US forces, Free World Military Aeals-
tanhe Forces (FWOAA), and Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVYF) per-
siated in their basic mission of defeating the eneq and extending
Government of Vietnam (GVN) control throughout the Republic. Military
operations, psychological wadare aflorts, and what came to be called
"R1evolutionary Development" programs weie directed toward this end.
Oa the ground, C•HUSIUA.7's hit•.w '- Ms coummnders were "to
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undertake operations which will finds fix and destroy Viet Cong (VC)
forces by sustained and aggressive action." 2  Aside from securing base
areas and major population centers, friendly forces were now penetrating
areas long conceded as VC territory; the majority of operations were
initiated to deprive the eneq of comand and operations centers, train-
ing areas, and supply bases. Increasingly$ operations were taking the
fo.m of spoiling attacks to keep the enemy off balance and deny him tho
option of fighting when and where he chose: when sufficient intelligence
was ccumulated to indicate a sizeable enemy buildups large forces were
committed to engage him. In contrast to mid-1965 when operations were
generally conducted for only a few days, sawe now lasted a month or longer.
Additional emphasis was also being given to the security of rice and
salt-producing areas. In the airs US and Vietnamese Air Force (VNAP)
planes flew around-the-clock support missious for ground operations,
strike missions against ensmy facilities and infiltration routess exten-
sive reconnaissance missionsp and psychological warfare missions. Despite
the 37-day standdown on NIM bombing until 31 January 1966s, and the 21-2
January blanket air-strike standdom over the lunar New Year (TET)
holiday9 the January total of US in-country and out-of-country air
combat sortiea was a monthly record for the war. 3 Off shore, US Navy
(USN) elements, in addition to air strikes and naval gunfire support,
were preparing to extend their anti-infiltration coastal suveillance
vith the Vietnamese Navy (VW) into the Mekong Delta area.4 Comple-
menting the military effort, US psychological warfare agencies in-country
wern being bolster.d,) and larger and more sophisticated programs were
being undertaken. A systematic three-month, Psychological Operations
(PSYOP) campaign was planned against North Vietnamese AraV (NVA) infl-
tratora, and a m-Assive Che Roi (Open 6arm) program wars underway, with
I,• emphasis timed for TS, to encourage enemy defections. 5

(S) The evidence early in 1966 was that the enemy remained confident
of eventual victory but was nov looking toward a protracted and difficult
wr 6r NVN i Defense Hitnster General Vo Nguyen Giap issued a major analysis
of the war in late J~auarys in which he .confidently insisted that no US
buildup, no matter how large or how lavishly accompanied by modern weapons
and equipment, could defeat "the great people's war of the Vietnaese
nation., Giap declared that the United States could not win over the
people of South Viet."-a nor create a viable ar or government in the
Republic. 6  Nonethe3vq,* Hanoi realized that its forces had suffered
heavy casualties end _.dned little in the months sines the US buildup
had begun. CGK3SMSA felt this may have accounted for the fact that
the VC early in 1966 vre avoiding actions which wmtld cause further
losses. It was also noted that friendly forces had taken the military
initiative in some 3reasp launching operationa which disrupted and fore-
stal,1ed eunV plans. CC•WMACV'a estimate of enecV intentions was that
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they would attack in mass whenever they thought victory was possible.
At the same time, they would continue terrorism, harassment, sabotage,
propaganda, and small hit-and-run attacks aimed at controlling the
population and blocking any significant gains in GVN r~ion-building.7

(TS) Confirmation of a significant addition to the enemy's fire-
power came in January when 120-mm mortars were used for the first time
in attacks on the Khe Sanh Special Forces (SF) Camp and the Da Nang
airbase. The situation in the Saigon area and the enemy's combat poten-
tial in the coastal provinces from Binh Dinh north were of particular
concern to MACV and RVNAF. VC strength in the immediate vicinity of
the capital was approximately 4,,600 men at the beginning of the year,
with about 39,000 located within an 80-kilometer radius. The RVNAF
Joint General Staff (JGS) believed VC activity was aimed at isolating
Saigon from the rest of the country and demoralizing the urban popula-
tion, with harassment of critical installations in the Capital Military
Region (CMR) likely to increase. The vulnerability to mortar attacks
of such installations as Saigon's Tan Son Nhut (TSN) airbase and the
petroleum-oil-lubricants (POL) storage facility at Nha Be wis a constant
worry to COMUSMACVo 8

(S) Infiltration of regular NVA units and VC recraitment within
the RVN continued steadily. This force increase closely approximated
the buildup rate of friendcUy troops, so that.-despite casualties--at
the beginning of 1966 the ratio of US/ WAF/RVNAF to VC/NVA strength
was still about 3.5 to 1, as it had been a ytar earlier. 9

IS) MACV estimated total VC/NVA strength at 229,759 on I January
1966, having confirmed 19 enev regiments and 107 battalions in-
country'. 1

IMUML FCRCES

(S) The overall in-country strength of friendly forces at the
beginning of 1966 was 777,931# which included 571,213 RRNAF, 184,314
US and 22,404 F,2AF. There was a total of 193 maneuver battalions
(149 RVW, 3A US and 10 FWiAF), along with sizeablz artillery forces.II
In addition, MACV and RVMkF had at their disposal more than 3,000
aircraft, including more than 500 strike airarett and about 1,700
helicopters. Four tactical fighter wings (TFW's) and five combat
support groups (CW's) were based in-country and 3 TFW's and 2 CSG'e
operated fro Thailand.12

- strength and capability rose, projected US troop
inroraesa wiere de'4e uwad Eventually,, an a~ggregate of 2614 friendly.
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maneuver battalions (162 RVNAFs 79 US and 23 tWMAF) was programmed for
January 1967.33 RVNAF continued to be plagued by desertions, its most
serious manpower problem. The January 1966 desertion rate was 14.6
per 1,000--about 50 percent h.-.> than the January 1965 rate.1 4  Plan-
ning for deployment of additional Free World forces in early 1966 was
based not only on operational requirements$ but also on the professed
political need to have more Free World flags in RIN. However# only
three oountries-Anstraliap Republic of Korea, and the Philippines-had
definite plans for deployments in 1966.15 (For a detailed discussicn
of the friendly buildup, see Chapter III).

(TS) To support 1Ahe ever-invreasing US and Free World coitment
in Vietnam, a massive logistics and construction effort was underway.
The basic fact was that the buildup depended upon this effort. The
deployment of tactical units was 3limited as 1966 began by inadequate
facilities and service support units in and out of the RVN. It was
C(•TUACVts. decision to proceed with the wa4imim possible combat build.
up, compensating for shortfalls throu•) substitution of units, civilian
contracts, and the use of axpedients. -W (See Chapter IV). P the begin-
ning of the years two US logistical areas had been established at Cam
Ranh Bay and Saigono and four support areas were operational at Da Nang., Qui
Nhon, Nha Trang and Vug Tau.17. Plans were made to increase the nmmber of
deep-draft berths in-country ard t3 reduce the port congestion that had
serious3y slowed the surp3py effort.18 HACV's construction program was
directed toward three major goalst airfield expansiong construction of
terminal facilities, anC construction of cantonments and depots in support
of major troop concentra'ionas.19 Maintenance was a critical problemp
particulaly of airoraft engineer heavy equipmentg and Material Handling
Equipment (MHf). High-priority resupply systems were instituted for
repair parts,9 while a high-priority reporting procedure was in effect
to deal with such important shortages as munitions certain types of
helicopters, combat uniforms, and tropical boots.2 6  The buildup also
caused great cowamioations demands. By early 1966 several comunica-
tions systems had been developed or improved, but the effort was hampered
by equipment anu heavy mchinery shortages, transportation delays,
excessive offloading tilme and local labor shortages. 21

THE DIPLOMTIC SCMR

(U) The beginning of 1966 saw the United States engaged in an
intensive diplomatic effort to achieve an equitable settlement of the
Vietnam conflict. This "peace offensivep" accompanied by the prolonged
cessation of bombing in NVNp met absolute enemy intransigence and, as
a result, failed. These were the key points in the declared positions
of the two sides:
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The United States Position

- Readiness for unconditional discussions or negotiations based
on the 1954 and 1962 Geneva Accords,

- Reciprocal reduction of hostilities with a cease-fire the
first topic of discussions o0 negotiations.

Readiness to withdraw US for' as soon as RYN could determine

its own future without external. interference.

- No desire for a continued US presence or bases in Vietnam.

- Democratic determination br the South VietneWse people of
their country's future political abructuree

- Determination of the issue of unifying the two Vietnams by freeelections of the two peoples. 22

The North Vietttameee Position

- Withdrawal of US and "satellite" troops from South Vietnam.

- US recognition of the National Liberation Front (NLF) as the
sole gehuine representative of the South Vietnamese people.

- US engagement in negotiationa with the NLW.

- US acceptance of North Vietnam's four-point standq which called
for eventual reunification of Vietnam and a political settlement in
RVN in accordance with the VC program for a coalition government. 2 3

(C) The NON position was outlined by Ho Chi Minh in a late
January letter to a number of heads of states. Deriding the US peaceoffensive9 the letter declared that the US imst "end unconditionally

and for good all bombing raids and other war acts" against NVN. Hie
demand that the US deal directly with the NLF represented a new element
in the eneml's negotiating stance. The US Itission in RVN saw the latter
as an attempt to prolong the boAbing pause and to put pressure on the
US for further concessions. It ws also viewed as a possible ensver
to criticism of Hanoi'a failure to respond directly to US peace over-
tures. During the bombing pauses NVN and VC propaganda media had,
on at least two occasions, sharply attacked US peace efforts. Oa 3
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January, Hanoi, in a sarcastic commentary declared that "despite all
the fine words and the now and attractive appearance given to it, the
campaign in quest of peace which I~ndon Jfhnson is continuing in the
Texas manner can by no means hide its deceitful and hypocritical nature."
The com natary said the US peace offensive was merely a prelude to and
an excuse for further intensification of the war. Five days later the
Viet Cong ze~io carried a broadcast entitled, "Johnson is a"in his
prayers while dropping bombs and spra•ing toxic gas to massacre the
South Vietnamese people," The VC concluded that the -US was seeking
negotiations since it "can no longer endure our deadly bloves. 2 4

(C) This declared determination to continue the war may have been
bolstered by the visit to Hanoi then underway of Soviet Praeaidium meser
Aleiander Shelepin and a delegation which included some impressive
military personages, With much fanfare about "fighting friendship and
fraternal cozperation.," the Soviet gueets and their NO hosts found no
trouble in agreedng about the justification of the SVN "liberation war"
and in castigating US "imperAalstic" and "aggressive" acts. However,
Sheletn' s public critioims of the US peace offensive wo more reserved
than the bitter, elaborate NVN verbal assaults on the "peace swindle,"
The NVN leadeirs also found it necessary (andq preswiablvy9 awkward) during
Shelepin' visit to refer publicly to the "sincere, great and vigorous" aid
they were receiving from the Chinese-who throughout the entire period
never mavered in their insistence on *complete conmunist victory as the
only solution in VietnamL and in their savage denunciations of US peace
moves. The :rgan of the Chinese Commist Party Peoples M editor-
ialized on 2 January that, President Johnson' s State of the Union address
and Defense Secretary MalolaaraIs 20 January presentation to Congress had
demonstratea that the US was t"slding down the path to wider war and is
determined to impose a more brctal and barbarous war of aggression on the
people of Vietnam and other countries in Indoohina,"*2 5

(S) GVN remained determined to prosecute the v'r and skeptical of
ary favorable co nisat, reaction to the peace offensive. GVO Foreign
Minister Tran Van Dop in an end-of-1965 press interview, said that negp-
tiations at that tine "would be like negotiating with a burglar while be
was busy looting the house." The North Vietnamese should first leave
South Vietnam, Do said, and he vam'ned that the coomuists would simply
use a cease-flre to build up their own forces and continue infiltration,
feel•Lng free to resume hostilities when they judged the time favorable.
On 16 January US Secretary of State Rusk concluded a 26-hour visit to
Saigon during which he and Premier Nguyen Cao Iy agreed on the necessity
of pursuing peace$ but with adequate guarantees for South Vietnam.
A joint aommoutilue noted no present indication that NVN "was prepared to
take positive steps to peace" and said the GVN "and its allies =mt
continue to take al asoessary mZJt+ax7 WaX-C9s while remaining alert
to all proposals and initiatives that might lead to peace." GVN Chief
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of State Lt Gen K -en Van Thieu used his lna Nw Year (TET) message
on 21 Januaq to attack the idea of "peace at any price,, and to warn
against a settlement like that of the 1954 Geneva Accords. "Our stand-
point is crystal olear," Thien said. Peace will be reestabUshed 0n2r.
after the cammists can no longer have ar opportvuity or means to
create sabotage and warlike acts.626

(TS) A constant preoccupation of the OVN.tee its own fragile
political base. On 28 January Thieu expressed to CWJSUACV an interest
in the resumption of bombing in NVN, raking the point that the possi-
b:lity of a coup d'etat in Saigon was increased during the etanddom
period. Thieu said that cessation of boabing suggested appeasment of
the communists and eagerness to negotiate, which were not consaistent
with the GVNs policy. Mherefori, part..es incliaed to negotiatices
with the cmunitst would try to develop popular support and Wght
attempt to overthrow the present goverimmnt. 'Mieu noted that the
bcmbing pause was being portrayed b•" the enreq as a victory, as vel
Sa sig of weakness by the US and the MV. e eu elt that Vo Ngum
Giap, who enjoyed great prestige for his victory over the French, had
probably assured the NVN leaders of military victory in the now an-
flict as well. Until it became clear that Giap could not make paol
Thieu m.antained, Hanoi would not sho an& illingwes for a peaceul
settlement. 2 7

The South Vituameae Internal Situation

(C) Apart from the direct military eafects of the war, the GVN
faced a staggering *ay of internal problem, as 1966 began. The ten
generals in the rdllng National tmadership Cmittee (NW) or Directorate
seemed to have achieved a reasonable degree of poi~tical tabiity in
the six mcaths they had held pcmer. But# with thu exaeptian of I Corps
Cm!inder Lt Gen Nguyen Chauh Thi, nme of the leadire vas considered
to enjoy any sigificant civilian support. The government 's effectrev-
ness depended on msintaining the unity of the Direct-Atea; such factors
as personalities, religion, home region, cnd pdWaTu injiests wmre
ot~ntially divisive Although steps toward representative governent

for the country wore being considered, the political scene vae not
encouraging. Praeier Ky conceded on 15 January that "the goveaemnt
still is unable to create a favorable political climate." The Oddbists
and Catholics, the two strongest political forcese were exerdising almst
no positive political Aynamism. Of the political parties, only wo
former anti-French nationalist groups, the VtIDD and the D0i. Viet,
had any sort of tradition; however, their Bztted strength was con-
centrated in the I Corps Tactical Zone (I CTZ) and factionalized thers
by provinces and neither party had forsulated up-to-date policies that
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might. attract adherents* Otherwise3 there were more than 60 tiiy unim- "
portent parties. Two now possible political factors were the Southern
Old Studsnts' Association, led by retired General Tran Van Don, and the
Vietnamese Veterans' League headed by Directorate Secretary General
IU Gen Pham Xui Chieu, The gover4ental system Itself no a. major
problem: one of South Vietnam's political facts of life was that pro-
p.ams agreed upon at the national. level were frequently emasculated,
sabotaged, or timply ignored by offieials at lower levels who enjoyed
considerable autonesr. Misuse of funds and other corrupt practices had
long been endemic. The 0VN had been unable or undlling to solve the
festerag problem of the discontented Noatagnard tribes in the bigh-

(U) Throughout the country there was m untin discontent over the
extremely serious economic situation. Inflation was relentless. The
amount of miney in circulation in the RVN had increased by 75 percent
during 1965 and prices had risen 40 percent. In Hue, with its pertnially
disgrunted intellectual-Bddhist col., the cosat of livizg had risen
almost 100 percent in the six months prior to January 1966. Major causes
of the inflation wove grwing GVN bidget deficits, military expenditures,
and economic dislocatiai. CCHUW(ACV and the US Mission in RfN were engaged
energetically in countering the infrationary effects of the US military
bvildup and acccparM g construction prograems. GT rice supplies were
kept adequate only thrgh extensive imports, as VC activity and adverse
econoamic factors held dovm deliveries from the Delta. Almost halt a
mllion refugees were in temporary ceaterst, generating eavere presure
on the coumtry's imade••ate housing ,upply. On 15 Jamaryj presenting
what he termed a (lunar) a-end balance sheet," Premier Kv listed
these other item an the negative side of the ledger: Saigon's con-

t' inuing electricity shortage, congestion, and inadequate bus system
war disruption of the inter-provincial coumwcatine network; swarcit
of milk, augar, ant clsth; long weiting periods for otor bikes; and
*ntarousinjustices e in all classs of society.*

(U) However, Ky maintained, political stability and national soli-
darity had been aLhieved in the face of the ene, the military tide had
turned in the GVN'a favor, and most food shortages had beer; elamsAted.
Ky also cited progress in land reform and distribution, rural eleotriti-
cation, low-cost housing, health, scoal welfare, the Chieu Hoit (Open
Arms) program to attract VC personnel to GVN control, education reform,
eatool co•nstrction, cultrxsa activities, and administrative reform.
Late In 1965 the GVK had begun displying katn anneneas of past mistakes
and had enthasia3ticafly prepared and released funds for a number of
pograms for 1966. The outxlook at the beginning of 1966 ftr the cruciaLly
important rural c•tstwuctica prcgram seemed particula&,y bri&ht. 2 9
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CHAPTE 3I

THE ,E-11

BiM{ RILE OF NORTH VIT1W.

Dhe leadership of North Vietoam

$() The strength and sophistication of the NVA/VC insurgency
in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) was a direct result of the leader-
ship provided by the Government of North Vietn=m (GNVN). The GNVN
planned, dirrecedF and. coordinated activities in South Vietnam and
provided moral support and justification for the continuir, war, The
instrument of control was the Lao Doug Party of -remier Ho Chi Ninh.
Prosaier Ho vas 76 years old. There were occasional rMports that the
NVN 'reimier did not look weLlp but there was more coavinoing evidence
that ho was in reasonably good health and that he continued to eerCive
decisive authority within the regime, It was not c.ear huw the sucoes-
sion might, have been provided for among the five probable coatendirs-
party secretary Le Duan, Prime Minister Pham Van Dong, Ccm•nder-in-

*• v •Chief-Vo NXSen Giap, party organizer Ua Duo Tho, and National AssmblZV
Chairmah Troung Chinh. There was some evidence of disagreement in the
top ranks of NVN political leadership, but tho extent of this disagree-
ment and its significance wel i difficult to assess. There were hints
in the polemics from Hanoi of continuing disagreement over the proper
strategy to be employed against the Free World forcs in the RVN. In
foreign policy Troung Chinh and possibly Le Duan appeared to oppose
negotiations until a Aeciisve defeat could be inflicted on the US forces
in RVN. Tham VAn Dong and Gen Giap reportedly had been more in favor
of entering negotiations in mid-1965, and may still be Laclined to nego-
tiate without a clear military victory over US forces. The US State
Department believed that Ho Chi Minh could remain on tht scene for
several years. Not only the outcome of the war in Vietnam but events
in China, and the concomitant ohangea in the pressures from China,' ould
be detertining factors in the succession. Ho Chi Mith's departure from
the Promicrship could weaken the tao Doig Party and control apparatus
for a periodp bat there was no evidence that Ho's departure would lead
to sharp changes in the policies of NVNi

(C) The objective of the QNVN was .to subvert the government of
"RVN in such a manner as to stpplant it. dith a com=mnist government.
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The instrument employed to gain control in RUN was the National Libera-
tion Front (NIF). Hilitarilyp command and control cf the insurgency
in RVN vas maintained through a complex organizational pyramid. The
apex of this pramid was Hanoi and the broad base was the many local
VO party colls.

(C) The role of the GNVN in ay possible cessaticx of the conflict
in RVN was clear. The most authoritative statement of the NON negotiating
position was made on 18 April 1965 by NUN Premier Phan Van Dong and sinoe
then has been repeated often. Premier Dong listed four points which he
described as the necessary basis for any political settlement of the wvu
in the RUN. He called for the followin'g!s 1) cessation of US "aggressionu;
1 2) adherence to the military provisions of the GeneVa Agreements; 3)
settlement of internal affairs of the RVN by the South Vietnamese them-
selves. in accordance with the NMY program; and 4) reunification by the
Vietnamese themselves without foreign interference, In essence the
NVN position viewed the conflict as an internal problem which had to be
settled by the South Vietnamese in accordance with the VC program and
only after the withdrawal of US forces and assistance. The NON regime
continued to adhere to this unconpromising line throughout 1966. On
the first amiversary of Prehier Pham Van Dong's statement the NVN press
devoted much space to reinforcing and justifying the NUN position.2

'1 (C) The allied peace offensive and the temporary cessation of

bombing operations over NUN in December 7.965 and Jamna 1966 failed
to eonvince the leaders in Hanoi that the US desired to arrange a
settlement. The respite was used 4a an advantageous period for free
movementg rebwtldingt and for pretiring additional defensive instal-
lations. It was- iso alear that the NUN used the stand-down to accel-
erate infiltration into RVNO3

Relations with Moscow and Peking

(C) -The relationship of NUN iith Red China and the UM was of
great interest to CC*MUSACVG Vie hnam had becom a focal point of the
Sino-Soviet dispate; Moscow and Peking vied with each other to gain
influence in Hanoi at the expense of tht other. Each used the issme
of support to NVN to attempt to discredit the other in the eyes of
commuist parties thoughout the world. On this and other similar issues
the Chinese Cmamnists vigoroasly attacked the Soviets. The Soviets
generally responded with mode:,-.' --a p but occasionaLly count r-attaakod
the Chinese sharply. Despite tie '%inese invective against 'n country
that would follow a middle course between Moscow and Peking, .?N con-
tinued with some success to do just that, Moreover, NON spckemen
abroad asserted alearI7 that any •ecisi~u by Hanoi on the questicn of
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aegotiations would be influenced by neither the Chinese nor the Soviet,
view. Independence and creative thinking were increasingly stressed
by Lao Dong Party jourmals in Hanoi. Toward the end of the yeaa Peking
seemed to become increasingly uneasy about relations with NVN, and con-
tinued to press for the hard terms in aWy possible settlement of the
Vietnam conflict. Meanwhile the leaders of NVN also became uneans about
the widespread political disturbance in CG mnist China, and the m -er
tain effect these disturbances could have on Peking's role in tho
Vietnam war. 4

Soviet Aid to NVN

(S) The estimated value of ar types of Soviet aid to NMN since
1953 was nearly $1.5 billion. About $1.0 billion of this support had
been extended since 1964. Through 1964, Soviet ecoomic aid to NVN
reached a total of about $370 million. illitary aid during the 1953-
1964 period was estimated at about $220 million and included armored
vehicles, artilleryp small arms, and airceaft, Of the nearly $1.0
billion in aid extended since 1964, it was difficult to determine what
poftion was military support. However, large portions of ostensiblv
non-military shipments did include motor vehicles. spare parts, POL#
wire, cableg and other similar materiel which had direct military
9.pplicationo Since eprly 1965 the principal contribution made by the
USSR to NVN was to provide an advanced air-defense systemp which Ircluded
surface-to-air missile (SAM) battalionsD radarp communications equip-
mant, antiaireraft guns. and jet lighter aircraft, In late August, US
officials reported that NVN had sent a high-level mission to Peking and
Moncow to arrange- for increased economic and technical assistance.
The mission went first to Moscow and stopped in Peking enroute back to
Hanoi. It appeared that NWN may have been attempting to get clearance
for the transit through China of Soviet hardware, The resulting new
aid agreement probably pushed the total Soviet aid to NMN to close
to $2.0 billion by the end of 1966.5

(F0J0) The 28 August issue of Pravda carried a feature article
with photographs of NUNAF pilots being trained by Soviet aces at a
Soviet facility. The article noted that Soviet-trained Vietnamese-
were piloting aircraf already engaging US aircraft over NMN. Other
evidence or Soviet support of the WNAF appeared in the 2 October issue
of R the Soviet Armed Forcee publication. The Red Star
article told of Soviet officers and noncomuissioned officea• AMVN
training NVN personnel in the use of conventional antiaircraft weapons
and SAM's. rho article did not disclose the magnitude of this support
or how long the program had been in operation. The item reportt;.. that
US bombs fell on firing pads whert. Soviet personnel were present, but
no mention was made of casualties. The article did not say that the
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Soviet personnel themselves took part in antiaircraft operations against
US aircraft- on the contrary, it was stressed repeatedly that the Soviet
personnel looked on during the firing. A news report from West Germazr
stated that the USSM had put over -100 large cargo aircraft into operati..
in their airlift service to NVN. Some of the larger aircraft reportedly
flew non-stop to Hanoi and to Naning in South China. Approximately
10,000 Soviet and satellite personnel reportedly were employed in the
operations of this Soviet airlift, which made stops at logistical support
bases in northern Laoap North Korea, and in'Red`Mhi.' .Thw neW•'iten
stated that US air reconnaissance had shiown that the Soviet airlift
carried not only small arms and aninitionp but also lsge mortars,
field gunsg radar equipment, and antiaircraft missiles.

Chinese Communist Aid- to NVN

(C) Peking continued to stress in political discussions that the
war in Vietnam was a "do-ito.yourself" war for NON and VC. In JulyMao Tse-Tung was quoted in the ?Peolets e as saying that the Vietnamese
people should and could rely only on themselves to make revolution and
.to wage the war in their own country. Mao stressed that though other
people might help, no outside aid could replace the arduous struggle
required for the VC to defeat the !JS, It appeared that Red China took
this line in order to defend the paucity of its support of the, iNM and
perhaps also to downgrade the importance of Soviet aid to NVN. Chinese
Caomunist aid'to NVN for the ten-year period 1955-1965 was valued at
about $125 million. $50 million of this was provided in 1965. Chinese
economic assistance consisted of soft coal, fertilizer, rice and other
foodstuffs, clothing, and some machineiy and spare parts. Military aid
included weapons,, am•mition and between 50 and 60 KG-15/17 aircraft. 7

(S) The Chinese Caminists also supported NVN with the deployment
of military units to serve in NMN. The number of troo,'i nnd units
deployed to NVN was difficult .to determine. CG4USACV estimated that
40,000 to 50,000 CHICC1 troops were assisting in NVN. There were anti-
aircraft artillery units assisting in air defense along the IM's fro=
China to Hanoi, and there were railway units, engineer units; and
miscellaneous logistic and other supporting units in NVN. It was
possible also that coastal artillery mnite were assisting in conetrue-
ting or manning defense installations along the coast north of Hanaoii
There were indications in 1966 that the Chinese assisted in the construc-
tion of the airfield complex at Ben Bai. Railmtd construction projects
in which the Chtnase vere engaged included the two rail lines northwest
of Hanoi, the rail line from Pingsig south to a point between Kep and
Hanoi, and possibly the standard-gauge line from Rep to Thai Nguyen.
Another important Chinese contribution was in road conetruction. Most
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of the assistance projects which the Chinese undertook enhanced the
NVN capability to support the war in RVN, but they also improved the
logistic base for the deployment of CHICOI. tactical units into or
through NVN if required in the future.

(S) There was a low-level indication early in the year that a
joint CHICCI/NVA command had been formed. This type of report empha-
sized the threat to CCOUS••ACVts mission posed by the large CHICCK force
deployed in southern China. At the end of 1966 this force consistod
of 30 aru* divisions, including 22 infantry, two artillery, and six
border-defense divisions. The air component of this force had 603
jet fighters,* capable of close support as well as defense missions.
There were 15 IL-28 light jet borners which had the capability of strik-
ing as far south as Saigon by staging through bases on Hainan Island
and in NVN. These forces gave Conmmunist China the capability to support
NVN politically, econoncaUly, and militarily; to move forces into NON;
to assist in the air defense of NVN; and to support the NUN aggiession
against RVN.$A

North Vietnam's Armed Forces

(S) Of particular concern to COMUSNACV were the armed forces of
'NVU which were backing the uncompromising political stance of Hanoi
with significant militiry capability. The IWA strength was 12 division1d
including 10 ihfantry divisions, one artillery division, and one AA
division. In addition, "°hero were four infantry brigades, eight
"infantry regiments, five engineer regiments, one armored regiment, 80
AA regUients and 32 SA-2 (SAO) battalions. The total strength of the
NVA, includint forces in RVN mid laos, was approximately 387,660. Ifn
addition, th•-r- -q a 27.100-man Armed Security Force and a militia
potentiUl of over three million men. Thus the total potential strensth
of the NVA was -Almost three and one-half million men.

(S) The NVN Air Force (NWNAP) had 14 1tD-21's, 55 MIG-17's, elght
IL-28 jet light bombers, and 38 IL-2/14 light bombers. The MVNAP had
grown rapidly from a very small transport force to a modern combat
force operating late-model jet fighters and light bombera. A complex
of modern jet bases was under construction or improvement, and several
bases were in operation. COM4USMACV estimated the total NVWAF personnel
strength at 3,600. Despite the increased capability of the NVAF, the
air defense of NVN was provided mairny by AAA and SAX units. Thi2
antiaircraft capability had been greatly expanded in 1965 and 1966.

(S) The operational threat of the North Vietnam Navy (NWNN) waN
less than Uhat posed by grotmd and air forces. The NVNN had only fawr
sub-chasers, four minesweepers, nine motor torpedo boats, 20 motor
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gunboats, and approxdmate3y 40 other surface craft. The strength of

the NV was estimated at approximate3y 2,500.9

Viet Cong and EVA Forces in South Vietnam

(G) VC and NVA forces in RVN.fell-into five broad categories:
Main Force, Loca4Force, Combat Support, XLlitia, and Political Cadre.
Wain Force units were tho primar7 combat elements. The camand and
control structure of VC/NVA units had undergone a reorganization since
1965 with the introduction of regimental and division-level headquarters.
The organization of these divisions generally included three subordinate
regiments, a•d from three to seven subordinate support battalions.
Although admkiistrative and political authority ias still exercised by
the Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN) and the Miltary Regions,
in most instances tactical control of combined VC/NVA regiments was
emercised through division headquarters. There had been ome instance
irn which an infantry regiment apparently had been detached temporardv
frm one division to another for a specific operation. Thformation
from captured documents and statements frm VC and returnees had provided
the basis for acceptanec by MACJ2 and J2 JOB of seven contirmed, one
possibles, and. one probab3,o division-level units subordinate to COSVN
and WMlitary Region 5°. Total forces available to the enemy in ,RVN at
the end of 1966 consisted of nine division headquarters; 34 regimental
heace.quart4rsp 152 combat battalion.% 34 support battalions,, 196 separate
ccaýnanies,, and 70 separate platoons. Personnel strength totaled 280,600,
of %hich 123,665 were combat or support troops, 1U2,760 were militia,
"and 39,l75 were -p9litical cadre. The embat suppoft batalions included
artiller, AA, engineer, transportation, medical, and signal battalions.I0
(See .--, er Organizational Structure.)

(C) At the end of the year the anew's strength in I TZ was
66,200 troops$, consisting of two divisions (both NVA), nine regiments
(seven NVA), 54 battalions (37 NVA), and 41 aepaxate VC companies. The
n C= had a total of 67.317 troopsg consisting of f o divisions (all
NVA), ten regiments (all NVA), 58 battalions (44 NVA), 51 separate VC
companies, and 32 separate VC platoon. In the IlI GTZ the total was
65,013 troops, consisting of three divisions (one NVA), 13 reginsnte
(four NVA), 53 battalions (13 NVA), 34 separate VC compwdpes, and 27
separate VO platoons. In the IV CTZ there ware app-oxfmately 82,070
VC troops, consisting of two regiments, 21 battalions, 70 separate
aampanies, and 31 aeparate platoons. The war in the Delta area of IV
CTZ was basicaly in Phases I and II of guerrilla operations, whereas
the eneny was attempting in the other CTZ' s to move into Phase III with
large-unit opm.atlon.,

- -
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(S) Mhe disposition and composition of NVA forces indicated
that the main battle area was to be NR5 in the northern highlands.
The mountainous and heavily-jungled terrain of the highlands, and its
close proximity to Laos, Cambodia, and NVN made this battle area more
favorable to enemy forces than to US and Free World forces. The NVA/VC
would create a holding area between the highlands and the Delta and
maintain sufficient forces in this holding area to threaten the US/GVN
capability of reinforcing the main highland battle area. The Delta,
as a support area, would continue to provide manpower and logistios.
CCMUSlACV estimated that by the first quarter of 1967 MR5 would have
approximately 61 percent of the total NVN/C combat strength and would
be directly under Hanoi. COSVN, also directly under Hanoi, would con-
trol the holding and support areas. The total estimated enemy force
would be 12 divisions, 46 regiments$ 199 infantry battalions and 103
combat support battalions. •2

(S) There were many indicatioaw that OVN was having difficulty
meeting manpower requirements. For exip~le, despite a mrinimm draft
age of 16, a few 17-year-olds had been drafted. The ma3xmim age had
b&en extended from 25 to 45p and a large number of veterans, reportedl
up to age 45, had been recalled. Howeverp MACV reported that newy.-
infiltrated trdps from NUN were better trained than those that infil-
trated in late 1965. As an example, the major elements of the 3124
Div had trained for six months before beginning to' infiltrate south-
ward in May. An aalysis of the backgrounds of 924 formor NVA
soldieres obtained from. intexTogation reports and captured biographical
statements, revealed some clear differences in the composition og
infiltration groups. Group I infiltrated before 1966, Group II

* infiltrated from January through May, and Group III infiltrated after
.&y. The educational level had improved from the US equivalent of
the seventh grade to the eighth glade, a shift which reflected the
partial termziation of education deferment from the draft, The average
age decreased from 24.5 years for Groups I and II to 22.1 for Group III.
The pre-infiltration military experience of the IMI troops increased
significantly. In Group 1.47 percent had less than .a year of service
prior to infiltrations an-d 24 percent had less than six months. In
Group UI, the figures were 43 and eight percent. Of Group I, only
12 percent had less than six months. Thus the NVA soldier who infil-
trated into RVN in 1966 was better educatoA younger, and had more
military experience than his predecessors.z

(S) Interrogation of enenr captives and returuees indicated that
inadequate rice, inadequate medicine, malaria, air striJe, personal
hardships, and the prolorged conflict definitely had contrimbted to a
general lowering of morale. The forced abandoriwnt of the enwaZ plan
to enter Phase III of the conflict also had contributed to lower .morale.
These factors were especially applicable to NVA soldiers who had
suffered the additional hardships of long Ma=hes, Mearatioo from
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their families, and disillusionment that the battle was not almost won,
as they had been told in NVN. Most NVA troops came from the lowland
rice-producing provinces of NVNo This explained partly the rapid physical
deterioration of NVA troops during and after their infiltration through
the highlands. Despite these indications of lower morale there had been
no appreciable rise in military defections during 1966. NACV could not
detect signs of intnent mass defections or any weakening of the 4ll
to fight among a significant number of ene7 soldiers. 1 4

NVA/VC Strateg and Tactics

(C) The overall NVN political strategy was aimed at the demoradl-
zation of the RVN and the collapse of resistance in the south, ae well
as the closely related contingency of US withdrawal from Vietnam. In
their planning to accomplish this stratea the NW leaders were influenced
by their experience during the Indochina War, when the Viet Minh had
relied on the unwillingness of the French people to continue to support
a long and costly "dirty war." Although the US was a more formidable
enemy, NVN leaders apparently believed that the same political strate•"
.would succeed again, and that their @wn will to fight would outlast that
of the Americans The eneny expected that the high financial coat, the
loss of American lives, international pressures, and domestic dissension
inevitably would fbrce the US Government to withdraw miitary forces
-from RVN. The eneq' s long-range plan of military strategy had three
phases. The first pha&e called for the creation of a political organi-

* zation and a guerrilla capability1 and the initiation of guerrilla warfare.
The second phase called for the establishment of larger bases from which
a "strategic mobiity" effort could be launched. The third phase called
for the initiation of the final large-scale attacks that would annitlate
the opposing forces. Du-rinrg the first phase of the NVW plan the lao
Dong Party established a firm party organization by the creation of the
NIF. Conourrently, NIN began guerrilla-type operations, established
secure bases for larger operations, and began to force the RUN into a
defensive posture. Infiltration routes from NVN were established and a
system of logistic support for the base areas w-s set tp. In order to

* accelerate the tranaition to the final phase at annihilation, NM began
to move regular NVA troops into the RVN. This activity was first indi-
cated in April 1964, v"en the 325th NVA Div began accelerated training
in preparation for deploymut to the RVu.l5

(C) An important facet of the second phase was to attain "etrategic
mobility" in order to counter the tactical mobility of RVN and FW forces.
The object of a "strategic mobilityr was to mass a large number of maneuver
battalicns in several widely-scattered areas. These maneuver battalions
would tie large uumbers of Allied forces to static defense roles, and
permit the NVA/rC to attao& specific positions at times of their owa
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choosing. The buildup in the nunber of battalions, and particularly
the infiltration of la-ger NVA units, would be done covert2• with the
object of initiating the larger-sized attacks by surprise, The version
of *strategic mobility" inplemented by Gen Vo Nguyen Giap vus a "defen-
sive/offensive" strate.' which had the following objectives: 1) to
develop strong multi-division forces in dispersed areas that were secure
and accessible to svpplies 2) two entice FW forces into prepared ene=
positions so that the entrenched oo•mmit forces could inflict heavy
casualties on them; and 3) to continue country-wide guerrilla actl4c to
tie down Allied forces, destroy small units, and extend control.lo

(S) The NVN and VC emphasized in guidance put out to their people
that the war would be won in the highlands of NR5, an area that the enemy
envisioned as a "killing zone." The mountainous and Jungled terrain
favored VC operations in that the highlands were closer to the NVA
buildup areas near the DMZ and to the secure base areas in Laos and
Cambodiao These factors made the highlands a much more favorable
battle area for the N7A/VC than for the N forces. The enezy would also
be able to place sizeable forces on the entrance routes to the •maiiy
populated coastal areasý In order to use the highlands as the killing
zone in the war for RVN, the eneA7 hoped first to establish an "equilb-
ri-u of forces" in the highlands, and then to launch an offensive in
one or more districts. The enezy had thus hoped in 1966 to launch
ever-larger attacks in the highlands, to concentrate his troaps and
firepower, awl,, with improved comnand and cantrol, to attack and hold
important obje.tives. .7P

(C) Duiag the same eneiV time-frame that the highlands were
1'eing exploiteki a. the Idiling zone, the eneW had other plans for the
DeltA area and for Saigon. The Delta was to be the supuort area and
as such was to continue to provide manpower wd £i logiatic requt!Amenta
forthe other operational regions, particularly I5. Insofar as possible,
it was planned that the Delta should move also toward the seoond phase
of larger-unit "strategic mobility," The Delta, being the seat of the
old revolutionar7 political organization, was to be the io .,ting
point of new political organizatims sent out to support the offt!iw
in the highlads. In his plAV -conceming Sai•uo and the surroundins
areas, the eneM intended to dcminate all routes leding into the city,
to isolate the city econtmica3lly a&d to create an atmosphere of inse-
cuirity in and around the city. It appeared that the eneW intended to
capture and hold important areas in an are above the Capital Militai7 Dis-
trir •. . Vtr 44, Upcao t•vera ecial nni.ts t..be•c• • •d and
":ere c=e'tine inthe area ol Sion.•

(S) The NVA/VC avoided initiating actions which might result in
large and uacceptable casualties from the firepower of Allied forces.
During the year the enek heca=A increasing-y cautlous in the face of
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i n#%.eased Allied strength. The enemy tended to attack only when he
had overwhelming superiority of numbers, such as during the attack in
IMarch on the Special Forces outpost at A Shau. VC tactics were designed
to ccuserve main force strengths for the most opportune targets. The
NVA/VC avoided attacking large Allied units of regiment or brigade size,
out did attack isolated battalions and companies using sufficient

* strength to insure great numerical superiority. It was typical of the
.rnemy to attack with one-third of his available force and to employ the
remaining two-thirds of the units to set up an ambush of the Allied relief
column. During attacks the NVA/VC used a hugging tactic as a means of

"* .- protecting themselves from Allied artillery and air strikes. The enem
often withdrew by small squad-sized increments, using multiple routes.
To defend against surveillance and artillery and air strikes, the enemy
dispersed into the jungle in small units, moved frequently, and made
maidmuj use of darkness and periods of low visibility.1 9

(C) The NVA/VC had planned to shift into the final annihilation
phase as far back as early 1965. The buildup of US forces in particular
in late 1965 and early 1966 inhibited the shift by the VC into their
final phases. As an alternative the enest attempted to build up larger
forces in certain areastin accordance with Giapt s versio of "strategic
mobility." The areas-wherein the enwmy attempted these buildups were
Quano T. Province in the I CTZ, and the border areas opposite the high-
lands in the 11 CTZ. In July it appeared that the enemy might also attempt
to l.riiate a holding area between thehighlands and the Delta by the
use of sufficient forces to prevent the US and. W Loroes from reaintorciPh
the main threat in the highlands.

(S) Duaring-late June and early July the NVA attempted to move the
324D Div across the MCZ without detection aid establish a base area com-
plete with underground shelters and supply caches. At the asme time the
NVA/VC attempted to establish a base for a two or three division force
in the southwestern part of Kontum Province. In addition, it appeared that
in War Zone C an attenpt would be nade to train and re-aquip the 9th VC
Div and reinforce it with a regiment of the NVA, and to establish a
base area east of Tay Ninh. With the advent of the northeast mmwsoon
seascon in October the RVA/VG had j. xndto launch attacka from tha
base area into Qerng Th and Thua Thien. The IWA 2d Div was to make
diversionary attaoks along the coast betwen. Quang T-i and Quwig to ai.
From the base area in southern 1ontum an attack to the east wovld be
made in coordtination with the NVA 3d Div in Bimh Dinh. The objective
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was to control the Pleiku-Qui Nhon axis, a classic element of strategy
which long has been of interest to the NVA and VC. The main effort
in the III CTZ was an attack from the base east of Tay Ainh by the
9th VC Miv and the lOu1t NVA Regt. The aim of this attack was to
control Tay NihL, Bi )iong, and Hau Nghia, the three provinces north-
west of Saigon. In thv Delta the VC continued randum attacks on outposts
and Isolated units. Toward the end of the year the enemy disposition
of one division in Quang Ngai, nee in Binh Dinh and one in Phu Yen
indicated a possible intention to retaJni control over large population
centers and LOG's and to increase his access to rice, fish, and salt.
The eneq dispositions also made it possible for him to threaten to
isolate the I MTt. 2 0

lILTRAUON TTO RVN

(C) At the end of tho year MACV had accepted a figure of
48,400 infiltrators during the year. An additional 25,600 inflil-
trators may have infiltrated into South Vietnam cu the basis of
information evaluated as possibly true. This total of 74,000
"accepted" and "possible" infiltrators was based upon iormatic--
available to MACV as of 31 December 1.966 and represents only' the
number of infiltrators known at that date to havo entered South
Vietnam. The nature of the enezy's infiltration of personnel ij
such that it is diffipult to deteet many groups until after they
have ben in South Vietnam for as long as six months or evftn longr.
Tthrf ore, the figures for the period 30 July 19,66 to 33. 1cnmbear
1966 were inccm•!eta at the end of the year. Consideriog only
the data for the fThrt six months of 1966. the average monthly
inf ltration rate for t1is period was 9,100, ncL.ding both
"actcepted" and "poaslble" figures. The foUowing table repre-
sents North Vietnamtoe infiltrators as ýnoim to COWJ&'{ACV at the
eend of the year.
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Month Confirmed Probable Total Possible Total

Jan 3,012 1,785 4,817 2,070 6,887
Feb 600 , 8,368 2,410 10,788
Mar ,• 1,324 10,861 3,550 4,2411.
Apr 90 791 881 20 901
May 2,800 2,890 5,690 3,465 9,155
Jun 10,460 600 11,060 1,315 12,375
Jul 2 60r, 120 2,720 4,806 7,526
Aug 4,ý' 400 1,950 3,180 5,130

ýep 1,400 1,400 300 1,700
Oct 115 500 615 4,200 4,815
h•ov 280 280
Dec
t('P.T 38,184 1O-X 48,0062 2-5,5-96 -73,7968

(S) Infiltration had increased from a monthly average of two
battalion-eoauivalents per imonth during the last six months of 1964 to
approximately 15 battali6n-equivalents per month during the first six
mionths of 1966. This high infiltrataon rate was still below the infil-
tration capability of the NVA. Of the 40 NVA infantry regiments in
NVN, 14 were believed to constitute the strategic reserves. This left
.26 regiments which could be used to cadre and train new units. If the

NVA atilized all of these units as training regiments, and if each
trained a new light infantry regiment every 90 days, then NVN could
train 78 new battalions eve.-y three months. This would give the NVA
tha capability of sending 1 ,600 trained replacements into RVN each
month. However,- as will be discussed in a snbsequent section, NVA
logistical limitations would or0--1- 1- I.",4 ,. r ), input. 2 2

infiltration through Laos

(S) Du1ýing 1966 most of the infiltration from NVN went through..
laos, as it had during previous years. Aerial reconnaissance, repoý-ts

S from road-watch teams, and other intelligence indicated that through-
out the year nxtensive troop infiltration and vehicular traffic continued
to filter through Laos into RVN. In addition to the numerous trails,
there was a road net of approximately 500 milea; by the expenditure of
considerable energy and manpower, the NVA/VC kept some 200 miler of
this road net open the year around. Infiltration through laos was
organized as part of a system that stretched from the 17th Parallel
south to the Cau Mau Peninsula in RVN. The system consisted of a net of' way-
stations, manned by permanently-aasigned personnel, at which trucks were
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provided with POL and maintenance. South-bound supplies, including
ammunition, were aceountad for and stockpiled at these stations. A
NVA PW interrogated in July gave considerable information on the use
of trucks to carry cargo south through the laotian infiltration routes.
The PW revealed that, the majority of material sent south for combat
operations in RVN was carried by trucks. He also indicated that truck
travel was generally restricted to daylight hours and required the
expenditure of much manpower because of the effectiveness of US and M
air interdiation. 23

(S) Comprehensive ineormation on the effectiveness of air inter-
diction of Laotian infiltration was difficult to develop. However,
during the last half of the year over 300 NVA trucks were destroyed
and additional vehicles were damaged by air strikes. More than 1,300
road cuts and landslides were caused by air action during the last six
months of 1966; repairing "r bypassing the damage caused by these air
strikes necessitated the use of sizeable road crews. The NVAVC made
many attempts at camouflage or deception. Ground observation teams
reported that extensive portions of the Laotian read net were covered
by a bamboo trellis over wtich branches had been placed to conceal the
road. Aerial photography revealed that a new technique of deception
was employed by the NVA to conceal the true condition of highway bridges
on infiltration routes leading south. Tension cables were stretched
over what appeared to be an unserviceable section; at night temporar7
decklIng was placed on the cables and traffic continued until dawn,
when the decking was removed. * VCJ2 reported that there were Fix base
areas located in Laos and adjacent to the I CTZ. These areas were
located on infiltration trails at or near the terminus of known routes
or avenues of approach to R'J?. From these bases in Laos the NVA/VC
could attack isolated outposts such as Mhe :-Anh and withdraw into
Laos.e 4

Infiltration through the Demilitarized Zone

(U) The demarcation line and the Demilitarized Zone (M) were
created in 1954'at the G;eneva Conference. The DO vas to serve as a
buffer zone between the French and the Viet -Mah and was to renain
free of armd forces except police. Hanoi had nevertheless been
infiltrating men and material through the zone for many years. The
VC alto had been active in the areas of the 32 south of the demwrca-
tion line.

(S) Forward Air Controllers (FAC's) flying along the southern
edg• -f the DMZ reported the existence in the DYZ of camouflaged road
and 4rail nets, road eon8truction, and support structures. The
development of these facilities and LCC's appeared to be supporting the
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movement of troops in the DI and north of it. In April COYU3MACV
received an indication that a NVA division was moving southward
toward the MZ. By June he was convinced that major elements of the
324B Div had moved across the D4 into Quang Tri Province. Iiptelli-
genes reported that the mission of these forces was to liberate the
two northern RVN provinces of Qaang Tri and Thu. Thien. There were
also intelligence indications during June and the following months
that division-sized units were being deplcryed south from ,l= in North
Vietnam to the area of the DNZ. Daring operations in June additional
intelligence was developed through secondary explosions, aerial photog-
raphy, and combat reports. This intelligence confirmed that the NVA
had gone to great lengths to establish supply areas and structural faci-
lities in the DIV, and adjacent to it.25

(S) By October numerous trail patterns in the EZ area had been
investigated and it appeared that new trails up to motorable size had
been constructed in northern uaang Tri through the DIM. 'Mere were
two general routes into Quang Tri Province. The western route went south
from Route 102, crossed the Ben Hai River in the DIZ, then traveled
west and entered RVN. The other route followed a dense trail and road
net from Route 102, turned east, and after following the Ben Hai River
for about 10 kilnosters, turned south and exited into RRVN. In December
FAC's reported that an east-west road from Route . just north of the
TM. had been greatly improved. C0USMACV reported his concern and
requested authority to interdict the road with artillery and naval

(S) CG III WA completed an analyeis in November of NVA/VC activi-
ties in the area of tha =,. The study showed that the tWA wau estab-
Ueshin; extensive fortifications and positions in the area of the DM
and that ihere waz an emphasis on AA and artillery positions. The con-
struction of AA positions was considered by CG III HtAF to be a mjor"
threat. The large number of firing positions prmvided the NVA with great
flexibility in locating AA weapons effectively against US and VNAW
aircraft operating in and near the 1M. CMJSI-CV noted a similarity

Sbetweon AA strength in the area of the D14Z and the situation that
obtained at Dier Bien Phu in 1954. The loss of four aireraft in the area
during a relatively short period in November drew additional attention
to thiq new threat,. 47

(S) MACrZ reported in September that the NVA had deployed FA-2
missiles into, the vicinity of the DIC. One site reportedly was estab-
lished witt-in eight miles of the Mt. Camouflage efforts ,ere sufficient
to call attention to the distinct possibility that there vere other
missile sites in the area. In November CG(US•ACV announced to the
Misoion Council that he had suspended the B-52 raids in the DIZ pri-
mariy because of the SA-2 miesiles. 2 8
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(S) In addition to ground infiltration. the NVA/VC continued
in 1966 to resort to water-borne infiltration. Intelligence based on
SLAR contacts, aerial reconnaissance, and secondary eixplosions indicated
that the NVA'continued to move military cargo by water around the D2
and into the areas adjacent to the DMZ. This activity was particularly
high in Augu-. 1.ACJ2 noted that the maritime traffic carried material
as far south as the Ben Hai River. Intelligence assessments of the
extent and pattern of maritime traffic indicated that most trawl was
within two kilometers of the shore and was carried ov-t at night, with
a midnight peak and predawn cessation. Maritime iruiltration could
be distinguished from the operation of fishing sampi-M fleets by the
general irregularity of the movement of the infiltrators as they
attempted to avoid repeated landings at the same point on successive
nights. C ,$MMACV pointed out that the Rules of ngagement permitted
the NVA to transport supplies down the coast with certain impunities.
For example, the maritime infiltrators could travel southward outside
the three mile airstrike limit until they reached the safety of the
no-strike zone below 17003'N. Thereafter, the infiltrators could proceed
Lnto the Ben Hai estuary or move directly across into RVN. This activity
prompted C1TUS•ACV to propose interdiction by US surface units of
CQiSEVnmTFLT, and CC4AvFORV. 2 9

(s) At the end of the year COMAWCV continued' to be concerned
about the infiltration of the NVA/VC through and near the DI4Z. He
believed that n9t enough had been done to counter NVA activities in
the DI", particularly in the more populated easter'n h•If. MACJ2 con-
tinued to report infiltration in the eastern areas of the DM2, along
with evidence of a buildup of NVA units in that area. C001US.ACV again
was considering the possibility of further fl-52 strikes in the DI4Z.3 0

ICC Efforts to Check Infiltration

(C) The International Commission for ,upicrvision and Control
(ICC) in Vietnam had been relatively inactive :ýn the DI- for several
years. However, the increased enemy infiltration through the D1Z and
the sharpening of combat contacts in the area during July and August
drew attention to the ICC and its intended role. In August the GVN
protested sharply to the ICC about the increasingly flagrant NVA vio-
lations of the D14Z. The OVN backed the protest with photographs of NVA
installations in the zone and with statements imade by MI4's who had
infiltrated through the zone. The OVN also indicated their readiness
to cooperate with the ICC patrols end inspections. On 19 August the
ICC requested that Free World forces suspend activities in the DU as
.of 27 September in order that ICC Niobile Team 76 could be reestablished
and resume patrolling of the D?,Z. The uoual ICC patrols, accompanied
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by RVN liaison officers, were resumed in the southern sector of the W.C.
However, the ICC was unsuccessful in its effort to patrol the northern
half of the DMZ.313

(S) In early October COK&SMACV and CINCPAC agreed that the suspen-
sion of operations in the eastern part of the DMC was working to the
advantage of the NVA/VC. CCMISMACV reported that the ICC patrols could
not be effective, and expressed strong concern that the resumption of
ICC patrols only in the southern half would hamstring the Free World
military response to NVA actions. The North Vietnamese continued to
refuse to cooperate with the ICC, so that on 13 October the restrictions
on military operations in the extreme eastern portion of the DMZ were
rescinded and C04USMACV again was authorized to conduct military opera-
tions in the DMZ."

Infiltration through Cambodia

(S) Limited logistic support of the NVA/VC in RVN had been provided
by Cambodians on a local basis for several years. However, in late 1965
and early 1966 MACJ2 reported evidence that the NVA/VC in both Labs and
RVN had been receiving large amounts of logisticdl support from and
through Cambodia. In addition to personnel movemets, a major support
itpm was rice, which was delivered to the NVA/VC both on a local and
unofficial basis and reportedly as a res11t of official national-level
contracts between the governments of Communist China, NV, and Cambodia. (RKG).
The exact role of the RKG in these contracts was not clear. It was,
however, clear thas the RKG supported at least passively the cross-border
movement of personnel and supplies into RVN and Iaos.33

(C) In late 1965 MACJ2 reported that the number of NVA infiltrators
entering RVN through Cambodia had been increasing steadily. Intelligenc6
resources ware focused on developing additional information on the Cambodian
extensioti of the Ho Chi Minh Trail system. This portion of the infiltration
route linked Laos with thq RVN highlands and the Delta area, and with
Cambodian rivers and roadways. Contiderable portione of this trail
system were in Cambodia and thus had the built-in advantage of immunity
from damaging air attacks and interdiction. MACJ2 reported in early
1966 that new sections of the trail had been constructed farther west
in Cambodian territory. It appeared that aggressive Allied military
operations in Kontum and Pleiku Provinces had made the western routes
more attractive to the NVA/VC. MACJ2 stated that the realignment of the
Cambodian infiltration routes permitted the NVA/VC to make the trip south
and enter RVN only on the final leg of their journey. Thus the NVA/VC
soldiers were much better prepared and rested for operations in RVN.
Cambodian infiltration trails were described in September as being from
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one to three meters wide and well concealed by the jungle canopy.
MACJ2 stated that most evidence showed that the Cambodian-portion of the
trail was operated and controlled by NVA personnel. Stationed along the
trails was a net of way-stations similar to that in Laos. These stations
provided infiltrating personmel with provisioi cd pee~slUes for.
the trip.34

(C) The maritime nature of the RVN Delta made it accessible by
infiltration from Cambodia by sea as well as by rivers and canals.
The numerous rivers and canals crossing the Cambodian-RVN border
presented a formidable interdiction problem to Free World forces; even
during the dry season there are thousands of miles of navigable water-
ways. Supplies were believed to have entered Cuabodia also at the
major ports of Sihanoukville, Kampor, and Phnom Penh. From these ports
there were inland water routes which provided access to RVN including
the Delta, the central highlands, and all but the northern most provinces.
Some of these inland water routes followed rivers such as the Se San
and the Sre Bok, which with their tributaries accomodated small native
craft. Other waterways, including the Mekong and Bassac Rivers, provided
access to most points in the RVN Delta. It was believed that consider-
able rice was sent from the Delta into Cambodia on these major rivers.
From Cambodia this rice then went to VC units in the central and
northern highlands .35

• Maritime Infiltri,tion

(C) The discovery of a VC supply ship in Vung Ro Bay on 16
February .1965 provided the first confiraied evidence that the NVA/VC
were attempting large-scale infiltration into RVN by sea. The VC
supply ship was a steel-hull trawler approximately 100 feet in length
and having an estimated full-load displacement of 280 tons. In
response to this amplified logistic threat, CXTUSHACV initiated the
MARKET TIME sea patrol operations. A MARKET TIN destroyer detected
the next large-scale infiltration attempt on 31 December 1965, when
another large trawler similar to that which had been discovered in
Vung Ro May was detected about 30 miles off the Ca Hau Peninsula.
This trawler altered course when detected, headed seaward, aid was sub-
sequently tracked into the territorial waters of Communist China.
Despite effective MARkXT TI:E surveillance operations of the USN and the
VNN, the NVA/VC continued in 1966 to attenmt to infiltrate weapows and
supplies on a large scale. On 10 i1ay another of the 100-foot steel-
hull trawlers was discovered adjacent to the Ca Mau Peninsula off the
eastern coast of An Xuyen Province, near the meuth of the Bo De River.
The USCG Cutter Point Orey aided by VNI craft, forced the trawler
aground. In order to insure that the cargo did not fall into the
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hands of the V0, it was necessary to call in air strikes and destroy
the trawler, Subsequent salvage operations recovered smafl arms, mortars#
a recoilless rifle, and various types of ammunition and demolitions.
Items such as a radio, audio visual equipment, and propaganda material,
all originating in Communist China, were'also recovered., 0

(C) The next large-ecalo enaw infiltration attempt was intercepted
on 20 June on the coast of Vinh Binh Province in the IV CTZ. A trawler
was captured intact with approximately 250 tons of predominantly Chinesu
Comm•ist-made weapons and ammunition intended for the VC. It appeared
that the destination of this ship's cargo was the Thanh Phong VC base
area in Kien Hoa Province in the IV CTZ. Study of the captured ship and
comparison with other evidence revealed that it was identical with thb.
one sighted off the Ca Mau Penineula on 31 December 1965 and the ship.
destroyed on the eastern coast of An Xuyen Province on 10 May 1966.
The fact that the NVA/VC were risking ships of this size and type so
frequently indicated to HACJ2 that a& effort was being made to re.l.enish
diminishing stockpiles in the Delta.37

(C) On 23 December yet another steel trawler, this one heavily
loaded, was* sightea by lARKET T334E aircraft approxmately 80 miles north-
east of Qui Mon. This trawler was kept under air surveillanct, as it
maneuvered on various courses and finally turned north and W.ered tne
Hairan Straits. Photographic analysis indicated that the trawler ht-d
the same type hull a's those used previously for infiltration atteptse.
This incident was evaluated as an atteipt to infiltrate cargo into
Binh Dinh Prov~nce. 38

(8) A NVN Y..I captured when a PT boat was. sunk in July, gave
considerable info.vtion on the organization, equimpwent, and procedures
employed to infilt.rate supplies, weapons, and i.•mwn=V-4in into UWN. A
special unit of highly-motivated naval personnel wai o.. -n!ized into -a
"Group 12511 to carry out maritime infiltration missions. The group
reported directly to the high comuarnd, rather that tn the IN. The
R4 gave additional information on assezb1.' points# IoadiAR prooedtres5
and routes used to approach RN. Sinificantly, the VW described the
+craft used by "Group 125" as itteel-hull ships simii.r tcthe trawler
that landed in A-. Xuyen on 10 1lay and tLe one that was oapw.ured on 20
June on the Vinh Binh coast.3 9

(C) CCMUSMACV estimated that im 1965 approximately 70 percent of
the NVA/VC resupply was accomplished by maritime infiltration. In
mid-1966 CG-MS14ACV considered that " he euccesi of HARXE T VI operations
was such that not more than ten percent of NlIYA/VC logistic support came
by sea. By the end of the year COCWSACV was able to state that there
was no credible evidence of any significant infiltration of enemy troops
or supplies by sea since November 1965. All indications were that
Operation Mk'T TflS had interdicted this avenue of resuply.w
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Exploitation of Stand-Down Periods

(S) During the 1966 Christmas and New Year stand-downs the NVA/VC
made a concerted effort to take maxim= advantage of the cease-fire periods
to accomplish C major resupply effort, to make tactical redeployments, and
to initiate incidents that resulted in US, FNAP, and RVUAF causlties.
Supplies were move.d by rail, road, and coastal and inland waterways. It
appeared that the NVA/VC were able to move a significant amount of supplies
and equipment into the iZ and adjacent areas. The moot prodigious login-
tic effort took place in the northern coastal waterways of the SEA DRAGON
area. During the 48 hours of the Ohristmas stand-down sightings of watsn
craft in the SEA DRAGON area almost equalled the total sightings of the
first two months of the whole SEA DRAGON operation. A detailed study
was made of water-borne logistic movements diring the Christmas rtand-
down. Situation reports just prior to the stand-down revealed little
water-borne logistic traffic in the SEA DRAGON area. However, during
the stand-down st. least 20 junks approximiately 80 feet in length, a 140-
foot craft and ten or more smaller craft moved from the north into the
Kien Giang and the Giang Rivers. This water-bo=ne logistic activity
was capable of moving 1,250 tons of war material frm M into the area
just north of the DHZ, a point from which the material could be introduced
into the infiltration pipeline acroas the DMZ or through Laos. A traffic
analysis of this infiltration during the stand-down ahowed that all traffic
either entered or exited the Kien (iang River or the Giang River, and
that a great deal of traffic trwesled between the two rivers, reaching
a density of 20 to 50 junks at one time during the stand-down, An
estimated 10,000 tons of cargo could have been moved to within 10 miles
of the I*Z by this shuttle traffic. Similar activity probably was carried
out durg the 48-hour New Year stand-down. Some 48 water-borne logistic
oraft were active in the Qiang Rivor area end southward during this period.
Some of these craft were srmed cargo carrierea, a type that previoualy
had not been identified by intelligence.e4

(S) The stand-downs also provided the ,P"../C with opportunities
to make advantageous tactical movements of their t-roop with impunity.
For exruple, an attempt -,ow made by the VC to infiltrate and mass a
lvarge force near USXO areas in thle I CTZ. The attempt, was discovered
by III MAI patrols and disrupted at least partially. However, CM,'MCV
considered this enemy action a serious and unwarranted threat to friendly
troops. The advantage that could be gained by the VC during the stand-
down was demonstrated shortly after the Christmas truce when on the night
of 27 December the VC were able to overrun the positions of a US artillery
battery in Binh Dinh Province. Heavy casualties--inoluding 27 ML& and
65 WIL--were inflicted on the battery. CC4UWACV assessed the action
and concluded that the preceding cease-fire and stand-doun had provided
the VC with the tactical opportunity to Lmas for the attack. Honitoring
of the Christmas and New Yeaw stana-avoms lea. i;,Z4UWACV to conclude thau
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such arrangements served also to provide the NVA/VC with opportunities
to initiate incidents. During the New Year stand-down theio were at
least 169 VC/NVA-initiated incidents. These resulted in 14 US and 5
RVN personnel KIA. During the Christmas cease-fire there were 3 US and
14 RVN personnel KIA.42

£N.. OPERATICNS IN RVN

(C) Despite increased US and Free World aetivity the enemy retained
considerable control over the size and character of combat actions in
general and a gra deaIl of control over harassing attacks, terrorism., and
sabotage. It -All be evident in the discussions which follow that the
nature of the enemy threat and his efforts to increase that threat varied
considerably in the four CTZ's as different deterdmnants conLinued to
apply in each of the zones. Historic and geographic differences and even
the basic differences in proximity to NVN,, were increasingy m;nifest in
the war. In order to highlight these differencea,'the discussions which
follow dep at the enemy operations throughout the year in each of the
SCTQ's.3 (See Map--Principal NVA/VC units in SVN.)

Operations in I Corps Tactical Zone

(C) During January the number of VC-initýated incidents decreased
t6 369 as opposed to 432 for December 1965. There was a sharp decrease
in the number of attacks from 29 in December to 13 in January. The TET
lull was believed to have contributed to this decline. Mortar attacks
were the primary VC activity throughout the I CTZ. On 4 hnd 5 January
the VC fired approximately 70 rounds of l20•*imort:-rs at the Khe Sanh
CIDG camp--the *first. positive identification of 12C =n mortars in the I
CTZ.. On 17 January the VC fired 29 rounds of 81-emn mortar into Quang Ngai
City; some of thape rounds fell near the MACV compovnd And ot-hers landed
near an orphanage. On 19 January the province headquarters at Tam KY was
hit by. 57-mm recoilless rifle and both 60- and 81-•m mortar fire. At the
same ti-me, a refugee village 5,000 meters south of the province headqarts
was attacked by an estimated VC platoon. On 25 January the M Nang area
came under 81-mm and 120-m mortar fire. On 28 January a CIDG reaction
unit was dispatched to ralieve an outpost under attack and was ambushed
near Tra Bong by a superior VC force. Intellieence indicated that the 18t
NVA Regiment had moved froim southern Quang Kgai Province to Bin D)inh.
province in the II 0TZ. In the Da Nang area the major threat was mpaW-
size raids conducted by specially trained sapper teams, and the posi-:
bility of terrorist attacks against US insta lltiona and billets.

(C) In February the nmber of VC-initiated incidents decreased
to 284. The VC placed particular emphasis on the interdiction of thw
National Railroad, with 12 incidents of rail damage and five incidents
of train mining. On 12 February, the VC ambushed two vehicles in
the Ai Van Pass, killing five ARVN and wounding five. On 17 February
a squad of VC attacked the An Cuu National Police station in Rue,
killing one policeman and woubding seven others. This attack took
place approilmtely 700 meters eonthw3t of the MACV compound.
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Pris=,_va captured during Operations LAN~ WNI 234 and 235 indicated the
posuible fox-mtion of toprovisional regiments in the 11th DTA. During
combat action in Quarg Tri Province the 808th VC Bn sustained casualti~es
which 4eriously reduced ito effectivenxuue. VC inaidants of vi~ningp,
harassmenterp ant attaolm on posts on bridges in the Quang, lam Special
Seotr. increasai. Th~e VC 70th Bn was believed to have suffered aignificant
aastzaities. 7x. the 12th- MIMI b camerts autd attachen inoreasod, both la
Quang Tin and. Quang Nga± Provinces., with the. latter reasiving the greater
number. Throughout the MyZ the VC retained the capability to law.4b
roimentsl-ai" attuaka at a time and, place of their choosing.

(0) In March Uxe nurler 0f VC~-initiated incidentva rose, to 435P The
moot significant VC~ activity was the zttaok on A Sbau on 9 &Ad 10 March.
Information obtained prior to 6 M~arch gave indications of an enmy buildup
and. preparation for an attack. The camp was zxeinforced on 8 Wxcrh by
a CIOG strike force compagy =nd 17USAVF. At 0950 on 9 MErch the *sap
began receiving heavy concentrations of 81-mm mortar Iftre. Tbhi attac.4,
continued. until 1730 hours on 10 Hwah, vihen evaou*stiou and escape-evasion
plans were implemented. Elsewhere in I OTZ the VC retained a capability
to launch regimental.-size attacks at a~ny time wand place Mr their -choosing.
During Hexch there were iradications of a signiticant. buildup of GA~
forces in Quaizg Ngai Province. The lot VC Reg't and the 21st Wt~i Rogt
were confim~ed in northern Quang Ygaip &... enother regiment We been.
reported moving into novthern Quang Zfeair. rapfvta amA unit -aqUC,
indicated the 24 VC Regt end the 18th 1NVA IRegt moved'txcrc- Bizh DIW
ftovinzae into aouthern quaug Ngai Province. These moves int~tased the
threat to the fra Bong SY Can'i and hamlets and the RYNA uaits along
Route 1.

(a) -in Apwil t~he nmlber of VO.4nitiatea iuaidents dewseAsed 'to
263, The VC made no multi-battalion attacks in April.. It aVPpeard
that the VC used the unsettleA political period to reorgsni*Aos reoup~%.
ete, and increase their influence in the populoun lowland rogions,
Attaoks in the area of Phu Loo and slog Righvay I indicxte4 an increased
VC effot to interdict the routo south of the Rae and Phu W~a areal
an to sy-orov-arland supply in antioipat~ion, of a spring oaapaiaU

in he'wo orternproincs.,A returnee reported a VC plea for lioa
tiug t~he plains of queng fri and Thut Thien Provinces. Thase I of the
plan had been conducted during February &ad inoluded operations to toot
saai probe friein.lY forces; this phase resulted in over 600 VC killed.
M.ese IX , gcoomrkng to the retuxnee, v wo to begin in Apr~il and would
employ three regimantfs, four eeparato battalions, and support companies,
"The objectives of Phase 11 operations were to gain control of the wrant
or quang ?ri Province and the coast azxl plains of Thu& Thien Province,
Reports continued to revaal NVL forces in the area surrounding Rhoe Sanhi,
and indications were that an attack on the oa~p could take place at
any tize., In Qiaang Ngai Provinco., Drsonnel An'd weapons losses suf-
fered by the let VC Iiegt In Operation U&T spa i~s/Llm nT 36 disrupted



VC plans in northeastern Quag Ngai. However, the presence of at least
two regiments th.e 1st VC and the 21st NVA), and probably another (the 31st
NVA), continued to indicate that a major VC effort would be directed at
ettacikig and harassing RVNAF units and posts in an attemint to Adsattv
morale and inorease V7 control over th= p(pulation. Qn 10 April the 937th
RF Co, located at )t DaLi, was attacked by an estimated VC battalion.

SArpri.L two companies of the 2/4 ARVN Regt also were attacked by an
estiýaated VC battalion. This attack resulted in a reaction operation
which producea contact with the 90th Tn of the lst VC Regb and the 22d
Bu of the 21st NVA Regt. On 28 April MACV reported the 620th NVA Div
--as in the 12th DTA; this division consisted of two confirmed regiments,
the 1st VC and the 21st NVA.

(C) In t:- VC-initiated incidants remained at the relatively low

level of 225. In the U1th DTA, two significant VC attacks occurred mn
19 Il.ay. At 0245 hours, Gia Lin outpost received 150 rounds of 81-m
mortar £m.re, 'oflowed by a ground assault by an estim~ted V0 battalion.
Although the VC momentarily peretrated the outpost, they failed to overmn
it. Friendly casualtiss were 43 NIA including on- US, Iid 54 Mfl.
Eneom losses were seven KIA and 10 weapons captured. At 0310 hours,
Con Thien outpost wa• hit by mortar fiirt and assaulted by an estimated
VC coupaiy. ARVN losses were 20 NIA and 12 WIA. VC losses eere 20 KIA
and five 'weapons captured. Reports indicated that the 810th lb was owerl-
ating in the vicinity of %u Loc to harra3ss b-tets and units along
flighway l.. while the 314th BA was operating in north!nm Quang f.T province
to protect VC supply bases. a.Reports indictted that two NV4 division0,
the 312th and the 324th, wer, preparing to enter Q'aang Tri Province
for ophrations. Captured documnwts resulted in the accentance ot the
31st WA Regt and Zou.r additional battalions (RQ 20, 22g. 23 and- 214) in
south-orn X CTZ. These units all were subordinate to the 620th Div
located in the (.s$f Tin area. Movemeants of units iuto this area indi-
cated tant the 620th >-muld soon be up to its programed strength ot Live
regime-nts. This posed a significant threat to friendly forces, since
this division could be used to carry Out the enew plan to seize Q=8
Ngai Province.

(C) During June VC-initiated incideots ruained at the saen 'o
level with a total of 224. Li the 1hDTA, the 745th RIP Co and o=4 PP
platoao were attacked on 28 June by an omvW fore istimated at thre
cctpazaes. Friendly caaualties •ree 2-1 KIA and eight .'IA. &MeR c-aual-
ties were estimated at )0 KIA; one UC w carurei. $inificant ten-y
movement ws noted in n Tin Province arnd both rf'turneees a an
con~trad the presence of three subordinate regiments of the 620th Div
in south eýntral Qaune Tin. 2neV. capabilities increased in June tothe
extent that the eneoy ýas capable of attacking in greater than regimntal
strengt?. in the 11th and 12th MTA's. As the political situation, stabilired
in the I CTZ, enemy opportunities for politic&l subversion gund agita-.on
cdii hed. COa-JS•'CV believed more direct miniitary action could be
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expected.. Of significance was the possibl~e infiltration nf elements of
the 3243 Div into northern I CZ

(C) The niuber of eaezy-initiated incoidents increased slight]7'
in July with 245 incidents x,-nortedl. TDroop infiltration through the
DMZ4 in May and. June was confiimed as large-scala infiltration developed
in July. During operation LAM SON 288, the ARVII 2d Abu Bn made heavy
contact with a large VC force--probably the 812th -WA Rest of the
324B Div. Operation HASTINGS resulted in ground ocibat actions invol-
ving forces up to batta-lion size, coupled with heavy air endl artillery
strikeet against the enemy. On 18 Julya siae OONAt~p
in full battle dress assaulted the 34 Marines com~mand post, near Cam
Lot Folloving this action contact was infrequent as enemy capabilities
werre Teduced. Friendly units continued to clear pockets of resistance
and to press extensive air attacks on the entnay buildup area north of
the 2M~. There were indications that a division-size force, possibly

A ~tha 304th, was looated just north of the MMI. The 324B Div was in the
southern portion of the MMZ and additional !WA forces of re~gimental or
division size had deployed into the DMZ east of 324B. 1Q1CJ2 rtported
that the mission of the 324B Div was to help the forces in 'the area to
liberate Qusn fri Province and to cover the infiltration route alonig

* Rout. 9. The major objectives of the 324B Div reportedly wore Doing Ha,
CamLow Cua Ca Lug arABa Long. Forces in Qusn8Tri and ThusThien
Provinces were to attack all reinforcements movirg from Rue to QuWn
fri Province. -One unidentified division wiould attackc from aca L along

Route 9 and cover the supply ocyrridor. One WVA division in 4IR 4 inI .1VINI would be in reaerve and ready to reinforce. Thi NIVA 3041ý Div was
sent to replace the 324B Dfv at Ha Tinh and would reinforce us requirxed
in RVN. Thera heAi been no contact vith major elemento of the 620th Div
siuo. early July; however, subordinate unite reportedly continued to

ruppl~y, train, replace depleted rmnka, pre pare defensive position,
4mA concurrently to haraim outposts In the Qvong Nam-quazzg Tin border
area. M'ov--ent patterns shoved r1Qb-Me1t&-ei4ZV Units Gonoentrating
in the three areas of southern Quang IT= Province, central Quang Tin

*1 Proviucef mud on the Quang 1Nam-Quang Tin Province border. Intelli-
gence. indicated that the 620>th Div wvs in posit Pn to iuiti&lb oW&ra..
tiona in the Cbu Lai awe&.

(C) The number of enezty-initiated inoidento increaaed in August
to 266. On 16 August the 917th RP Co was attacked by en estimated two
enemy c~pauies. Priendly casualties were K2i UAvd 2 WIA.1 equipment
losses. were one 60-m mortar, 40 individual weapons# and 'three AB/P.RC.I0
radiov. Intelligence indicated that the VC main force. vas operating
primarily in Nlatoon. and =oazpcy-size units, in conjunction with local
forces# in the lowla3nds of Quazg Tri and Thua Thien Provincee. Ja
the oneVy posture izproved throughout the I CTZ, his ov-pability to
suppor-t a -41-r offerui-ain&~ El~emi'' of the 3243 Div %fere
cotacted it Quang fri Province* indicating now infiltrzations * It
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was considered possible that there were at least two newly-infiltrated
regiments in Thua ThienI Province. The enemy fmrce that threatened
friendl4 forces in the two northern provinces consisted of five
confirmed and possibly as many as seven regiments. In addition,
confirmed separate battalions in Thua Thien Province had the capability
to operate as one regiment, Operations COLORADC/PI.N MET 52 confirmed
the presence of the 620th Div in Quang Tin Province early in .,gust.
It was probab)e that two additional unidentified regiments infiltrated
from the Iaos/RVN border area beginning in June and arrived in Quang
Ngai Province in August. The 620th Div and units newly-infiltrated into
the southern part of the I CTZ were deployed to engage friendly forces
in support of enemy operations in northern I CTZ.

(C) During September the number of enemy-initiated irnidents increased
to 310, with a sharp rise just prior to the elections. On 13 September
a company of the 4th ARVN Regt was attacked by a VC battalion at Nui
rLng outpost. Following a mortar attack the VC launched a ground attack
and overran the outpost, The A0VN casualtied were 35 KIA, 37 WIAh, 24
1IA. in addition, two 105 howitzt s, one AN/GRC-.87 radio, 4 crew-served
weapons, 89 individual weapono, and three AN/PRC-10 radios were destroyed
or captured. The VC battalion suffered four KIA And five individual
weapons were capthred. VC activity was heavy in two other areai during
September. In northern Quang Tri Province, agents, FW's, and other
initelligence sources indicated that the 324B Div had moved just south
of the DMZ and that other large units may have seen moved to positions
just north of the DY2. In Quang Ngai Province, information indicated
that two regiments were located in western Son Tin and eastern Tra Bong
Districts. Intelligence indic&ted that the enemy plarned offensive acticn
in at least regimental strength in Quang rri Provln.ie, and continued
infiltration into northwest Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces. * 26
September a troop concentration and base area was discovered approximately
14 km nertheast of Khe Sanh. After Operation RASTINGS the combat effec-
tiveness of the NVA 324B Div was considered to be 75 percent. During
September, the regiments of the NVA 620th Div continued to occupy positions
in the same area of Quans, Tin Province. The 620th Div was considered. to
be 80 percent effective.

(C) VC Ainitiatcd-incidents in Octcoer dropped to the lowest level in
four months, with only 194 Incidents reported. L-. the I CTZ activity

near the BW and in Quang Tri Province diminished to light contact and
patrolling by both NVA and friendly forces. Pn exception was a regimental-
size contact between NVA and RVN forces in the Con Thien area on 4 and 5
October. Following the contact, NVA fcrces withdrew to the north. Captured
documents indicated that units of the 31st ard 32d Retts of the hVA 341st
Div had been involved. Captured documents and prisoner Interrogations
continued to indicate that the enemy planned a fall and uinter campaign
in Quang Tin and northern Quang Ngai rI"rvinces, and a secondary campaign
in Quang Nam Province. The general plan .. ^ tU. lll Pr --inter campaign
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s a;-ta-Z', I a-ted ~_ns•_-•.•attzn iith guerrilla :inits and to attack

reacr.i z.r. fi:~t-eŽ3 -h xaL• , urits of the 620th DTv. In the NVA
32 . ,B !i- ,' f o the nine inrfa. y battalions werq considered combat
uffe:ti•ve, and -1±22 ni:n bt'ais ýf the 2d Div were considered combat
eff6cti .v

-3) Dring Nove.imr thre number-of significant enemy-initiated
incidents lzc-pped to i32---tbe l.onest level of 1966. There were a
naumber of fri.enrly alr~'af• losses in November. A USAF O-IS was
downed by an-tiaircraf, fire ncar the Mhe Sanh Special Forces Camp
sn 9, Ao-iibe:,. O 21 NlovemDer 5t Dong Ha four aircraft were shot
down., intAud:ir t• Dne F8, and one AlE. On 17 November an
Air America C-4. was downed by machine gun fire near the Tam Ky runway.
Agent. reporms and aer:a_ .3t~graphy confirmed that in the M(Z the
enemy had re.-ived repls.aements, supplies, and equipment; was conducting
train-ng.g and had zcn".tructed SAM sites, antiaircraft emplacements,

runcer., and entrern.ents. Intelligence indicated that the 341st Dai
woald replace the 324B Div in RVN in December. Later information indi-
cated the 324B Div withdre~ww to &n araa within or north of the Ma to
receive replacements and equipmentp and to restore morale. The strength
of -.he 321.B Div was asstimated at 7,200 and its nine battalions were
considered conibat offectiv". The strength of the 341st Div was estimated
at 9,9400 and its nine battacflns were also rated combat effective. The

gth of the NVA 2,d Dx w~s es•,Amated at 7,000 and all nine battalions

were considered combat eff,_'-tV

(0) in Da r t•hrA. wr-7 171 VC-inttiated incidents. In-I CTZ
mo.st elements of the NVA a nd 324B Div remained in positions north
of tthe Ben Hai Rives. E:1 .:r?-'s a!:,ng the •MZ avoided major contact
with US -uits d-oring Iw-,-e.bs•r b.t carried out mortar attacks on USe4
units -amd engaged ASS.• uni;s in batta.ion strength. Activities in the

F!Z area caisisted pri].y cf stookpiling amminition and supplies along
i•.•fl infiltratzcn -1utei• .iductlng reconnaissance, and making prepara-

ticns for offensi-.N op.,rz-iAc.s. FAC's noted two large storage areas
along Route 103 in, NV aby,'• tne westsrn part of the DMZ. Reconnaissance

and p:cbirg an.;tion:z s NVA for_-,s were intensified in eastern Quang Tri

P..ov.ice*. in Venir.l ! IZZ, there were two battalion-size contacts
in late Dacmezber. D'a:.t.,g Opzsrt,.% CHINOOK in Thua Thien Province, US

Marines were atta.zked ij 2 of the VC 802d Bn and possibly elements
of the NVA 6th Reg.. Ln Zitn I CTZ the enemy continued harassing
and small •nit aBa Tns B &c &-d .au Pho were potential targets for

ene"-y cperaticns. The Wk.' ZZ, X- =d. subordinate regiments (the VC lst,

NVA 3d, and NVA 21st) cmzs in i.aang Ngai and Quang Tin Provinces.
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CX.-ratIons in iiUCorps Tactical Zone

(C) Except for battalion-size attacks in Phu Yen and Dinh DiWI
Provinces, the enemy in the II CTZ caitinued to avoid any sizeable combat
action during the month of Janaary, The anticipated post-T;IT offensive
failed to materialize. Tih greatest'number of VC-irItiatbcd incidents
occurred in the provinces of -hu Yen, Darlac, MI~an Hoae, and CjIang
Due. During early January the VC continued to attack small UF cnd
PF installations in Phu Yen. The largest of these attacks occurred on
7 January when an estimated VC battalion attaol-ed and attempted to
overrun an RF outpost of Son Car i•_strict :headquarters. cO 31 January
a VC force of an estimated two battalions attacked the bivouac areas of
the 9th and 10th Cos of the 2d ROK lfar Ble in Phu Yen Proviice. The unit
wVich attacked the 9th Co was believed to ba the 30th Bn, 3d VO negt.
The unit attacking the l(0th Co was believed to be an NVA unLt-, possibly
a part of the 95th Regt. I CHICCU ,eapons and ea&Lpment were found in ths
area and the 217 VC dead were stripped of clothing. Elsewhere in Phu
Yen Province.the VM continued to confiscate rice and to terrorize the
populace.

(C) During February xajor enemW units continued to avoid ýombat
with large Free World forces whenever possible, Hmever, the nimber of
VC attacks against RF/PF units and outposts increased.' Of these attacks
against the RF/FF units, three were battalion-size, eight were company-
size, and seven were platoon-size. Dur-ing Febru•.7 there were a number of
important developments. The existence of a 'Field Front and a new NVA
regiment in Binh Dinh Province were confizrned. There were also indicatIcns
that another Field Front was operat:ng in Fnu Yen Pro-,ince. It appeared
that the enemy wab preparing fbr increased activity in the i,•a.tern highla•ns,
particularly in w¢estern Pleiku Provinice. A large share of VC-initlated

* incidents occurred in Darlac and Mnih" auan Provinctis. The 966th Bn,
S 32d IVA Regt, and 3d Bn, 33d MVA Regtq waere der.lified in Trlac. These
identifications, the high Licident ratep and irmation flci a captive
suggested that the entire 32d NVA Reet was operating In Darlac Province.
The enerq Field Front in Binh Dinh Province vas designated SAC VAM and
controlled at least .three enemq regimnets. Tlhey were the 2d VO and 18th
I VA Regto and the newly-idelitified 22d NVA or Quyst Tam .egt. in additi(ci
to these three regiments the SAO VAM& had other subordinate companies and

* battalions, including AA, signa!, t xwpoitatio, and medical units.

(C) The number of VC-initatsd Incidents during l hrcn in the II CTZ
surpassed the high February rate by 38 per'entt continuing a zsteady increase
since January. EneaV forces made six battal¶ on-size attacks in March. As
in February most attacks waer made ag&Lnst RF/FF units, outpusts, and
AIRVN units. The attack on Bu Prang 1y a reinforced battalion .as the largest
enmW affort of the month, and large ene= units avoided cont': ct with ARtVN
and F•WJAF units. Follvlmg Ope.aatLn MASHnm/oWHITE WuiG in -inh DInh
Province, the enemy initiated efforts to regain ecmtrol of the coastal
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lowlands and to prevent the GVN from consolidating control and furthering
RD in the area. VC and NVA units in battalion and regimental strength
were reported in the mountain area of Binh Dinh Province. Infiltration
of NVA units apparently continued. Identifications of new units included
the 500th Transportatlin Da of the SAO VTNG Field Front. Following the
ARVN and FWMAF operations in Phu Yen Province, the enemy made no effort
to prevent further GO rice collection in that area. Phan Thiet Airfield
was attacked by mortar fire on 24 Marchp and nearby hamlets, outposts,
and Highway 1 were attacked repeatedly by the VCo. Preemptive operations
of the US 1st Cay Div (Af'in western Pleiku probably delayed enemy attacks
in that area,

(C) VC-initiated incidents continued in April at a high level.
Except for two battalion-size attacks against ARVN units, the enemy
continued to avoid contact with friendly forces. NVA infiltration,
however, was continued at a heavy pace. Regimental-size infiltration
groups 303 and 304 were located in western Pleiku Province and in the
area of Cambodia opposite the Chu Pong Mountains. Interrogations revealed
that the NVA 15th Engineer Bn and elements of the 16th Signal Bn also
were operating in the area south of Chu Pong Mountain near the Cambodsz
border. Both battalions reportedly were supporting the 340th NVA Div:
which suggested that the 340th Div headquarters was the control head-
quarters of all NVA units in that area, The enemy continued to harass
and attack New Life Hamlets, RF/PF outposts, and LOC's° Attacks also
were launched against US units and installations in the vicinity of
Pleikuj Qai Nhon, and An Khe.

(C) Enemy incidents dropped sharply during the first two weeks
of May., but by the end of the month had again reached a relatively high
level. The enemy launched two battalion-size attacks during May.
Infiltration continued and newly identified units included the 24th and
88th NVA Regts in Kontum Province, the 558th, 559th and 580th i.nfiltra-
tion Groups in Pleiku and Binh Dinh Province , and the 95th NVA Mortar
Bn (120-rm) in Pleiku Province. The enemy logistic-support capability
kept pace with this infiltration of new units.

(C) During June enemy-initiated incidents remained at a moderately
high level, with a major increase noted within the VC MR 4 portion of
II CTZ, specifically Binh Thuan, lami Dong, and Quang Duc Provinces.
A significant increase from two to nine battalion-size attacks was
reported during June. This increase was probably in response to an
MR 4 directive which ordered a major increase in activity, including

operations b7 regimental-size units, with the objective of destroying
ARVN and RF/PF elements. The IR 5 portion of the II CTZ was also
active. The 18B Regb was confirmed in Phu Yen Province following a move
from Cambodia. The 49th NVA Regt was reported in southwest Pleiku
Province. The 24th NVA Regt was forced to move from central Kortum to
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the RVN-Laos border after having suffered over 50 percent casualties.
Both tne - Loi Div in western Pleiku Province and the SAO VAI Field
Front in Binh Dinh Province were prepared for either separate or joint
operations. The gratest threat to the IAI OTZ uas a coordinated rwIlti-

'pronged offensive in widely scattered areas. Friendly reaction forces
in thw CTZ would be hard pressed to counter effectively such widely.
scattered attacks.

(C) Enemy units in the highlaznds of II CTZ were relatively inactive
during July, except for an attack on an ARVN battalion by the DI Lt Bn
in northern Darlac Province. This attack resulted in 12 ARVN .KIA and
105 VC KIA. Significantly, the VC initiated this attack without their
usual numerical superiority. Operation NATHAN HALE reportedly inter-
rupted plans of the NVA 18B Regt to attack Dong Tre Camp.

(C) During August enemy activity in II CTZ centered in the western
highlands, wrhere captives and returnees reported movements of large units.
In addition., a new control headquarters., the NVA 5th Div.. was formed in
Phu Yen Province. Intelligence indicated that four regiments-the 32d,
33d, .66th, and 88th-were operating in western Pleiku, e's from units
in Pleiku Province reported that their units were understrength andi without
adequate replacements, that food and ammmition were in short supply, and
that approximately 40 percent of the NVA soldiers had malaria and low
morale. Despite the evilence of a continued buildup of forces in western.
II CTZ, the shortages of supplies and food continued to limit seriously
the enir7 capability- for sustained combat operations. A westward shift
of enemy units in late August suggested thh~t the refuge offered by Cambodia
was an essential enemy requirement for the support of NVA operations in
the II 0TZ.

(C) September began with a large-scale VC effort to disrupt the
GVN elections by propaganda and terrorism. During the period the enemy
launched one multi-battalion and three battalion-size attacks against
ARVN~ troops.* These attacks were in Binh Dinh Province and were carried
out by units of the NVA 12th Regt of the 610th Div. Operations THAYER,
MUAMNG HO 6, and B311H PHU 27 were launchod in an effort to engage the 610th
Div,, but no significant contact was made.* It was evident later that the
610th Div had moved into Cambodia in late August to evade friendly forces
during Operations PAUL REVERE II and III.

(C) During October friendly operations in Binh Dinh Province hurt
enemy military and paramilitary units and disrupted the VC infrastructure
in areas that had been under VC control for as long as throe years.
The 610th Dims local VC units, and guerrilla forces in northeastern
Binh Dinh Province sustained over 1,600 killed during Operations IRVING,
DAI BANG 800, and IUkENG HO 6. In addition to the heavy casualties, the
enemy lost large amounts of rice and a~mmnitior, and was denied the use
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of several northern base areas in the province. The 12th Regt of the
NVA 3d Div was reduced by combat action to approm'mately one battalion
plus regimental support nits. In addition VC units including the 3210
and 50th Local Force Bns, in the Phu Cat MountAin area, were reduced
by combat losses. During October elements of the 630th [v returned to
RVN from their Cambodian sanctuary, There were ind•ations that the
NVA 32d and 33d Regts and ts lst Div were in southwestern Kontum and
northwestern Pleiku Provincep. In Phu Yen Erovince, light contacts
with enemy forces were reported. The headquarters of the IVA 5th Div
was reported to be located in tM northwestern portion of the province.
The NVA 95th Regt% was located in central Phu Yenand the NVA I1B Reet
was reported to be, im northern Mhanh Hoa Province.

(C) During November -Opration PAUL REVRE IV apparently thwarted
VC plans to laamch.a conosxt,4 ofenfa.ive-against the Plei Djereng Special
Forces Camp. In November elument• of the 95BO 88th, 32d and 33d Regbs
were identified in northwegtm Kontm Province. Friendly operations
In& the highland area forced the eany to withdraw from the Plii Djereng
area. The 88th and 33d RHgtS apparently were withdraap to the wst and
relocated along the Cambodian border, where they could operate with
relative safety. In northeastern Binh Dinh Province the NVA 34 Div
avoided major contact dui" lovumbeo. Becanse of the October coebat
losses the division did not ham the capability of division-eize
operations. Friendly operations in Phu Yen. had denied a la-,ge portftu
of .the rice harvest, to-the UVA 5th Div, but the to regimento of the
division remained a sipi ahcnt threat.

(C) In December emv, =its avoided major cnatact, partitularay
during the early part of the month. NVA units located north and west
of Plel Djereng Special Faies Camp in the western highlands moved fu-
ther west into the sactuaL area. The !VA 10th Div %as tentatively
accepted and located in thu .tamr highlanis area with the 88th, 95B9
and possibly the 1010 Regts s 8ub1akinate. In eastern II CTZ, the WA
3d and 5th Divs a~oided eaeaiht 'a earlyDeceaber, after suffering
heavy losses during Octbjer amA November. A late Deceaber ccntact
in Rinh Dinh Province indicated that eleoents of the 34 Div had rtumrd
to their base areas and ware resuming an otfensive posture. 0a 1?
and 18 December US forces eug#aed elements of the 18th Regt of the 3d
Div in Binh Dinh Province. These enemy troops were occupying prepared
defensive positions in Base Area 227. Also in Binh Dinh, ao'estimted
enemy battalion attacked a friendly battalion during Operation TUMEA
II. The 5th Div remained in Pft Yen and =hanh Hoa Provinces. e's
from the 5th Div indicated that morale was low and most of the soldiers
feared air and artillez7 strikes. They otated that there was a general
shortage of food and madic.e, and in esoe units axmmition was also short.
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Operations in III Corps Tactical Zone

(C) During January there was little large-scale VC activity in
the III CTZ and the enemy avoided contact with major ARVN units whenever
possible. However, the number of VC incidents increased to 485 compared
with 430 in December 1965. The most important of these was a battalion-
size attack against the 1/49th Regt, near Trang Bang. Intelligence
indicated that all or part of the 273d VC Regt had departed War Zone C
and moved east toward War Zone D. It was reported that the 6th Bn of
the 165A Regt, the Dong Thap (DT) 2 Regt1 and two organic battalions
(267th and 269th) were in Hau Nghia Province. A returnee identified
a new unit, the 225th VC Zngr Bn, in the RSSZ and reported that one
company of this battalion had participated in the attempted mining
of the merchant ship Kina on 2 December 1965. The battalion reportedly
had the mission of blocking the deep-draft channel to Saigon by sinking
a ship in a narrow stretch of the Long Tao River.

(C) During February there was a sharp decrease in VC incidents,
particularly in propaganda and harassments.. The two largest VC
attacks in February were an ambush df an RF company in Tay Ninh Prov-ince
on 8 February and an attack on the 1/43d in Binh Tuy Province on 28
February. By early February the 273d VC Reft had moved eastward out
of Tay Ninh Province toward 'Iar Zone D. The 271st VC Regt also moved
toward War Zone D from the Binh Lcng-Tay Ninh border area. Units of
these two regiments were identified during a 24 February VC attack
against units of the 173d Abn Bde. The D800th Bn of the 94th VC Regt
also was identified in this bettle. On this and other occasions elements
of two or .more regimients took 'iart in offensive operations under one
tactical headquarters.

(C) VC activity decreased 23 percent in March, vith 198 incidents
reported compared with 257 in February. 1%eVy activity in the III CTZ
continued to reflect the VC effort to isolate Saigon froa the remainder of
the country. In addition to sabotage and terrorism, there were several
attacks in the provinces imxediately adjacent to Saigon. A returnee
reported that the 156A and 156B Regts were in the Saigon/Gia Dinh area.
Later in the month the 165A Regt, also known as the Capital Liberation
Regizmnt, was confirmed in the Saigon area.

(C) During April VC activity decreased 22 percent to 156 incidents.
(h 11 April a VG force estimated at one battalion surrounded and attacked
C/2/16th In', ist Inf Div, during Operation ABIL•E2 in Phuoc Tuy Province.
The attack lasted about three hours and inflicted heavy casualties or. the
US unit. On 13 April the VC struck Tan Son Nhut Air Base with approxi-
m.tely 157 rounds of 81-ram mortar and 75-mu 7'. firae. US losses during
this attaclk were seven KIA and 135 WI1A. Four aircraft were destroyed
and 56 damaged.
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(C) During May the movement of maJor enemy forces in the III CTZ
apparently was in reaotion to friendly operations in War Zone C. On 17
May a CIDG search-and-destroy operation near Loo Ninh contacted an
estimated VC battalion, tentatively identified as belonging to the 272d
Regt. Intelligence indicated that the VC wero preparing to attack the
Loo Ninh sub-sector and the Special Forces Camp. In late May VC sabotage
wau especially intense on LOC's in Binh Duong and Bien Boa Provinoes.

A (C) In June the VC continued to-threaten the minh long area of
northern III CTZ. On the nights of 4s S, and 9 Junet the loo Minh
airfield and Special Forces Camp received 81-m fire. On 14 June the
272d VC Regt again was reported in War Zone C. However, eney units
in Binh Long Province avoided contact with friendly forces until 30
June. At that time the US B/I/4th Cay was on a clearing operation
on Route 13 south of Loc Ninh when contact was made with three battalions
of the 271st VC Regt. The enemy sustained 300 KIA before breaking con-
tact. On.29 June a patrol of the US 1/27 Inf was overrun by a VC force
of unknown size about 12 km SW of Chu Chi, during Operation SANTA FE.
On the same date during (peration Y(RKTOWN in southern long Khanh
Province, the US A/2/503d Inf engaged elements of the 274th VC Regt.
From fortified positions the TC force vigorously defended against the
US troops, using msall armas 12.7-am machine guns, and mortars. It
appeared that when Operat4on T•EOW threatened VC base areas, the eaiui"
opposition intensified.

*1 (C) During July the enaW was generally reactive and avoided
friendly operations in the III CTZ. The exception was an ambush on
9 July ot units of the US Ist luf Div in Binh Long Province by the 272d
Regt; VC losses during this engagaeint were 238 killed. After breaking
contact, the 272d Regt withdrew to the northx;-st toward War Zone C and
Cambodia. Captives stat.ed that !T.A personnel were being used as replace-
ments in the 271st and 272d Regts. The Trai Bi Special Forces camp
had been harassed since 22 June.' On 23 July the camp was attacked by
a force of unknown size, supported by 81-mm mortars and 75--on howitzers.
In long (hanh and northern Phuoc TV Proviri- .5, the enemy evaded large
contacts with US forces. The ene' continued t, inflict casualties on
friendly forces by the use of mines and booty traps, and by firing
mortars at friendly bases. The enemy attacked only the smaller iso-
lated friendly units, where he could exploit his numerical superiority.

(C) During August eneny divisions continued to avoid cambat while
pressing harassing attacks and reconnaissance probes. The enemy con-
tinued to harass Trai Ri Special Forces Camp with occasional heavy
probes pressed by units of unkxmn size. The introduction of the US
196th Lt InC Bde into Tay inh Province probably deterred any major
attack on the camp. The VC.9th Div remained out of action after the 9
July engagaemnt with the US lt Inf Div in Binh Iog Province.
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(C) In September enea-initiated incidents continued to be directed
against the RP/PF and lightly-defended installations. The VC 5th and 9th
Divs were relatively inactive. The Trai Bi Special Forces Camp in Tay
Ninh Province continued to be the objective of probing attacks. Friendly
units overran training facilities and nmunitions factories in the RSSZ
without, however, making significant contact with enem forces. Enemy
documeans captured during this operation gave the first indication that a
company-sized unit subordinate to the 102 2 headquarters was deployed in
the R!'SZ, with a mission probably related to the VC effort to interdict
shipping between Vung Tau and Saigon.

(C) The October level of enemV-initiated incidents was comparable
to that of September. The VC 274th 'tegt reportedly had moved west between
inter-provincial Route 2 and Highway 15 in Phuoc Tuy Province. The VC
9th Div remained inactive. However, in late October units of the US
lst Inf Div contacted a unit in southern Binh Long Province vhich was
probably the 3d Bn, 272d Regt, of the 9th VC Div. Shipping on the Long
Tao River continued to be a high-priority VC target, as demonstrated
by the mining and sinking of VNN craft on 2 and 4 October$ and mortar
fire on a USN LW1 on 7 October.

(C) In November elements of the 70th Security Regt, the NVA 101st
Regt, and afl three regiments of the 9th VC Div were identified in combat
in Tay Ninh Province during Operation ATTLEBOM. This operation, which
terminated on 25 November, resulted in substantial enemV losses includin•
1,106 KIA and 44 captured. Following the major contact in eastern T'y
Ninh, friendly forces moved into northern Tay Ninh and ,pressed a vecon-
naissance in force to the Cambodian border, but 'failed to make significant
contact. The strength of the 9th VC Div was reduced to approximately

" .,900. On 21 November units of the 274th flegt of the 5th VC Div
ambushed units of the US llth ACR along Highway Is near Xuan Lon in the
southern III CTZ. In the brief firefight 28 VC were killed and 1 captured.
This was the first confirmed contact with the 5th VC Div since 1 August.

(C) In the north of the III CTZ. the winter-spring campaign plans

of the 9th VC Div had been spoiled temporarily by the November Operation
ATTLTCO. The division•s three regiments, the VC 271st, 272d, and 273d,
plus the NVA 101st Regt, evaded further contact with US forces and spent
December regrouping, resupplying, planning, and training. By late December
agent reporta indicated that the 9th Div had replaced at least a pqrtion
of the ATTLEBORO losses. The 9th Div remained in a defensive posture
in Tay Ninh and northern Binh Duong Province. On 2 December units of
the 275th VC Regt ambushoaL the US l1th ACR on Route I south of Gia Ray
in southern Log Khanh Province. Elements of the 274th Regt were identified
in an attack on two ARVN training companies on 9 December near Ba Ria
in P1ouc Thy Province.

(C) During December the most significant enemy-initiated attack
in the 0 vas the attack on Tan Son hut AIL Base. During the early
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morning hours of 4 December two platoons of the 6th VO Bn, 165k Regt
attacked, cauing light damage to the key US facility. The VG suffered
31 killed and four captured. The attack was probably part of the VC
winter-spring campaign plan which mentioned Tan Son Nhut Air Base and
Nha Be as potential targets. Additional objectiv6s of the plan were to
interdict shipping on the Long Tao River and movement over other LOG's*
Operation FAIRFAX/RANG DONG, a combined US/ARVN search-and-destroy opera-
tion in Gia Dinh Province, was successful in keeping the VC off-balance
and in spoiling plans for activity in the CMD. The VO were unsuccessful
in attempts to destroy two key bridges in the Saigon area, but reports
indicated that the enemy continued to reconnoiter key facilities in
continuation of the winter-spring campaign plans.

Operations in IV Corps Tactical Zone

(C) The number of VC-initiated incidents in the IV CTZ decreased
in January to 803 from 899 in the previous month. The VC continued to
attempt to gain control of National Highway 4 by pressing harassing
attacks and by terrorism. The enemy had the capability for battalion-
size attacks; however, most of the 45 attacks during Janusay were in
company-size or smaller.

2J (C) There was a slight decrease in the number of enemy-initiated
incidents during February, but there was little change in VC tactics.
Local VC guerillas continued to carry out most of the attacks, which
were generally directed against GVN outposts. There was some increase
in the sabotage of Highway 4, and a number of attacks on outposts and v
villag is in Dinh Tuong Province. This activity was consistent with
the reported VC objective of severing this important land route between
Saigon and the Delta. Attacks oo.itinued to be In company-size or
smaller; however, the continued capability f.,r larger attacks was clear
on 7 February when the enemy attacked with a reinforced battalion.

(o) Small-scale attacks against outpost continued during March,
and the level of VC incidents remained about ti- same as for Februavy.
There were teportz of increased conscription, stspped-up training
activity, and efforta to form new units. In addition there were indi-
cations that the VC were increasing their effort to exploit the economy
of the Delta. The VO reportedly raised the tax rate and increased tho
number of personnel detailed to collect taxes. A numbez of new organ-
izations reportedly were formed to improve the control and distribution
of goods. These measures appenred to be related to the NVA/VC buildup,
particularly in the III CTZ, wkich placed greater support demands on
the VC in IV CTZ7. One of the results of the VC effort to exact morei men and rice from IV OTZ was a definite increase in the number of
returnees and refugees in the zone.
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(C) The level of VC-irxltlated activity during April remained
relatively stable. However, the tiee most significant VC ettaohe in
RVN during April were all in the IV CTZ. On 9 April an estimated
battalion-size VC unit took heavy casualties whon it assaulted the
Special Forces base at Tuyen Nhon in Kien Tuong Province. In mid-April
another battalion-size unit attacked the EF/PF Training Center at Ben
Tre and inflicted heavy losses on friendly forces. On 25 April the
•VC deviated from their normal night tactic to attack the district townof Cau Xe in Vinh Binth during daylight. Timely intervention by armed

helicopters and ARVN reinforcements kept the VC from over-.running the
district town and inflicting heavy casualties,

(C) During My VC-initiated incidents rose markedly to over
1,000, compared ith approximately 750 during April. There were in-

creases in night harassment of outposts, watch tower,, and isolated
villages. The increase in VC activity was relat•d to the large number
of VC holidays in May, and was further evidence that the VC used
commemorative dates to inspire acti-n. An additional factor in the
high level of activity was the renewed effort of the VC to take advan-
tage of the monsoon season. There were several significant VC actions
in the 17 CTZ durLig 1aW. On 19 I-ay a Spe cial Forces fcorard operating
base and a PF outpost in Mhau Doe Province were attacked by a VU bat-
"talion. The VC unit suffered heavy casualties as a result of the deter-

* mined defense and pursuit by friendly troops. On 20 May the 261st
4min Force Bn, reinforced with two companies, inflicted moderate cas-

ualties on ARVN troops when attacking positions of the 3/15th Tuf Regt
at My'An in Kien Phong Province. On 20 Ilay a large steel-hull vessel
was destroyed while the VC were attempting to land weapons and anuition
on the Ca Mau Peninsula. Elsewhere, in a demonstration of their dis-
regard for civilians, the VC killed 19 canal workers and wounded another16.

(C) The level of VC-initiated incidents in IV CTZ dropped to 8"
during the month of June. The VC continued with their primary objectives
of harassing outposts and interdicting LOC's. There were several notable
incidents during the month of June. A 12-man political action team
in Vinh Binh Province was assassinated. Vinh Long ard Soo Trang air-
fields and the MACV compound at tr Tho were subject to V'C hrassing
attacks. Two watch towers in An Xuyen Province were overrun and the Kinh
Quan 11 Special Forces camp and two nearby CIDG platoons were attacked

With mortar and small arms fire. An e=ample of the VC use of cambat
forces to cover obstacles and barriers took place on 30 June, when three
VC companies attacked four RF/PF platoons whUch were enroute to clear a
roadblock in Dinh Tuong 'Province. Additional friedly forces were
required to clear the roadblock.

(0) During July the VC incident rate dropped slightly to 711.
There were several significant contacts in the IV CTZ. A reinforced
VC compmy struck at Binh Thuy airfield with an estimated 60 to 100
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rounds of 75-am RR fire. later in the month a n,=r)er of rounds of
75-ram were fired at Soc Trang airfield. On 17 Ju3y a New Life
hamlet in Vinh long Province wa'. attacked and overrun. A review of
friendly operations during the first six months of 1966 revealed that
sevewof.the 21 VC battalions in the IV CTZ-306th, 261st, 501st,
716th:, Taydo U Minh 2d Ah&Uj.?tnh 10th--had-,sutfered losses of 2.percent
or more in various combat actions. Other tmidentified battalions
also suffered heavy losses. While these combat losses were probably
replaced during the yearp,. there were other indicaticns in mid-year
that the level of training of VC main force units in IV =TZ had
declined.

(C) Dmr-lg August VC-initiated activity droPped sharply to 459.
In addition, there was evidence of increased reluctance on the part
of the VO in IV CTZ to stand and fight with any sizable force. ARVN
forces reacted by increasing the nwber of operations and the overall
result was an increase in VU casuaities and an improved kill ratio.
There was more VC activity along the main rivers, including an
unsuccessful attempt to mine the claz-shell dredge operating at the
Dong Tam construction site.

(C) The number of VC-initiated incidents declined to 451 in
September. A factor in the low level of VC ictivity "was the heavy
f.ooding which occurred in the IV GTZ. To counterbalance the lower
level of activity the VC evidently attempted to increase the intensity
of those actions that were undertake4." There were mome daylight
attacks during the month, and there was a larger number of attacks
against towns, including mortar, attacks on provincial capitals. The
Simmediate objective of the later type of harasswant was to disrupt
the GVN elections.

(C) The number of eneny-initiated incidents increased dftwng
October to 657. The VO concentrated a large number of incidents in
Kien Hoe Province, a development that was consistent with reports
that the eneW had planned to start the autumn-.nter campaiip in
that province. Captured documents revealed that the VC regional
and provincial committees were concerned about a decline in the
quality of the VC cadre, and problems in recruiting, training, and
financing military operations. Agent reports in September reported
that VC planning mas limited in scope to small-scale activities such
as attacking outposts, harassing with mortar fire, mining roads,
recruiting troops, and training sappers. These objectives contrasted
with the considerably more ambitious objectives of the VC in IV CTZ,
as reported earlier in the year. These earlier objectives included
large-scale attacks and even consideration3 of seizing Sai•o

(C) In November the continuation of the IC autu=u-vinter cam-
paign was evidert in a rise in the number of VC-initiated incidents
to 693. Agmt reports continued to state the obje9tives of the VC
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campaign In terms similar to those relatively-limited objectives noted in
October. ae main concern of the eneW was to improve military- capubil.ý
itiem and expand control over the population. The enemy wenL to notable
extremes in attempting io gain control over the people. For example,
on 7 November VC units of the 4Ist Div entered the long Vinh New 1Afe
Hamlet and forcibly carried a-cy the total population of 107 people.
On 24 November the saie VC company attacked Dinh Cu New IAfe Hamlet. and
again carried off over 100 Deople. The majority of theae people were
recent refugees from nearby VC-controlled territory. The people were
s bbsequently given indoctrination classes by the VC. Mass kidnapping
of people from GVN-sponsored hamlets had not been previously practiced
in the IV MTZ, but mass indoctrination of the people was not new. The
VC had 21 battalioms deployed in the IV CTZ. Deployment was decentralized
in order to carry c:ut widely scattered small-scale attacks.

(C) During December the VC autumn-winter campaign continued
and the level of ativity cont,.nued high at 721 enem-initiated incidents.
Significant3y, the enemy increz3ed the use of high-trajectory RR fire to
shell critical friendly targets, and directed more attacks against
Rural Construction cadre and their escorting units. In Dinh Tuong
Province the VO attacked and harassed the Dong Tam constructio site
in an effort to delay completion of this operations base. On 11
Docember a drag-line at the site was destroyed while guards were
lured away by small arms fire. Elsewhere the headquarters of the 9th
ARMI Div was harassed by small arms, mortars and. RR fire. Thus at
the end of the year the VC in IV CTZ were contimnung their tactics of
random hare ssments a-nd small-scale attacks against targeta that appeared
to promise numerous small, quick victories.

•% SUPPViT OP1•.TION5

E-n• logistics

(3) As 1966 ended the enMV's logistics system ias supplyng
approxirmtely 128,665 combat and riobat support persoanel with muffi-
cient food, equipnent, arms, ammntn, and other supplies to continue
the war of attrition. The eanez had established an vfficient locistics
network in RVi%, and had disposed Iris mneuver battalions to take full
advantage of LOC's, base areas, and sanctuaries. Clothing, equipment,
and a~munition were supplied for the moat part from out-of-country
resouxces, while most of his food uas secured within RlVN and Cambodia."

(3) In November of 1965 14ACV had estimated that with a major
truck effort NUN had the year-round capability of moving 195 tons of
supplies and material per day fr=m ?IM through laos into lVN,. (Sir v,•
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that estimate, however, th enemy had completed a major road con-
struotion effort.) In the opinion of MACJ2, it was important not to
underestimate either the dete innation or the logistic o&pabilities
of the enemy. Gon Vo Nguyen Giap had written7

On the main Dien Bien Phu front, our people
had to ensure the supply of food and munitions to
a big Army, operating 500 to 700 kilometers from
the rear, and in very difficult conditions. The
roads were bad, the means of transport insufficient
and the supply lined relentlessly attacked by the
enem . There was in addition, the menace of heavy
rains that could create more obstacles then bombing.

Truck convoys valiantly crossed streams,
mountains, and forestse Drivers spent scores of
sleepless nights, in defiance of difficulties and
dangers, to bring food and ammunition to the front,
to permit the army to annihilate the eney. Thou-
sands of bicycles from the towns also carried food
and munittons to the front. Hundreds of sampans of
all sizee, hundreds of thousands of bamboo rafts
crossed ravdds and casoades to supply the front.
Convoys of packhorues from the Meo highlands or tho
provinces headed for the frbnt. Day and night,
hundreds of thousands of porters and young volunteers
crossed passes and forded rivers in spite of enemy
planes and delayed action bombs. 4 5I (S) An a result of the enemy's increased efforts, MACV estimated

in early 1966 that the enomy had a year-round capability of moving
a daily average of at least 308 tonas through Laos, Cambodia, and by
sea infiltration into RVN. MACV estimated that the enemy could move
at least an additional 150 tone per day on the LOC'e leading to and
through the WX'Z. Thus the total estimated year-round logistic infiltra-
tion capability of the enemy was approximately 458 tons per Lday.
MACJ2 studied these enemy logistic capabilities in the context ox. tuo
variables, i.e., the estimated number of troops that the enemy r2ight
attempt to employ in the RfVN, and the inoreased intensity of combat
which had been forced upon the enemy by the 1966 increases in the scale
of ftiemdly operations. MACJ2 concluded that at the higher levels of
intensity of combat the total enemy requirement would be approximately
260 tons of supplies per day. Further, even in the enamy deployed the
maximum projected force in HVH and maintained the higher tempo of cbat,
the logistic requirement would total approximately 517 tons per day.
Since the enemy was capable of infiltrating 458 tons of supplies per day,
NACJ2 estimated that even at the maximum estimated strength the enemy
would sti; 1 have an excess logistic oapabilty of approximately 140 tons
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(C) An analysis of two notebooks belonging to two differert
high-ranking rear service staff officers in tht, 610th Div disclosed
letails of the supply system of that division, which were similar to

t*hose of other large enemy units. The .1ear service staff of the division
was responsible for providing the troops with the necessary supplies for
combat, including food, clothing, anmunition, medical supplies, and
financial support. To accomplish this mission the rear .service staff
used such special units as the division tranport battalions and regi-
mental transport companies. The ree service staff had four secticnri-
quartermaster, ordnance, medical and finance. Since motor transport
generally was not available to the enemy in RVN, the rear service staff
relied on foot transport provided by the division transport battalion
of approximately 400 men aad the regimental transport compaaies of
approximately 70 men. laborers were levied from the division area of
activity. the 610th Div planning for a labor force of I,200 personnel.
The transport battalion normally was used in its entirety, while the
regiLental transport comparn was committed according to tactical require-
ments and the labor force available. Thb rice and ammunition depots
belonged either to the region, the sub-rear service, the division, or
the district. in emergencies, rice could be borrowed from the local
people or from the depot and repaid later by the region. The organi-
zation of depot and service supp6rt units varied, since local commanders
were allowed a great deal of flexibility and had the authority to organize
their rear service units in accordance with a particular mission. Depots
were not scattered, but 'were located in a central area where the division
units were most likely.to conduct operations, in rugged terrai: which

'denied the RVNAF easy access. They 'rera as close as -ossibie to popu-
lated areas for easy acc~ess to transport labor and for tactical considera-
tions. The 610th Div storage area was positioned in stuthern Quang Ngai
Province, a location which permitted the division the flexibility of
operating for a period in either Quang Ngai or Binh Dirnh Province and
then falling back to rest areas which had adequate logistic support.
Thus when an enemy unit moved out for an operation, it also moved closer
to its source of supplies. There were two methods oV storage and issue.
In one method, one-third of the stock was moved to forward depots, and the
remainder was dispersed among the villagers for safe keeping. Thus each
village and hamlet waa iii effect a VC depot. In the other method 4n
initial issue of a 30-day rice supply was mrade to the regiment and replenished
when half of it was consumed. Rear service staffs maintained a 30-day
supply Ifor all units in their areas. Each soldier camried a saven-day
emergency rice ration in his personal pack. Units drew rice from villages
or depots along their axis of advance and regiments were assigned specific
areas from which foodstitffs could be purchased. 4 7
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(6) The enemy continued in 1966 to use a large variety of makes
and models of small arms and crew-served weapoas. The trend in weapoar
la •mai force units was to 7.62-mm rifles, submachine guns, assault
rifles, a-d machine guns of communist-block manufacture. The VC
4pparently.had an adequate supply of crew-served weapons; the most
coumon were i7-mi and 75-mm RR, eal.50 and 12.7-Ma machine guns,
rocket launchers, and flamethrowere. The enenW continued his efforts
to standardize the weapons in main force battalions, but XACV believed
he would rely heavily on captured weapons for his local force units.
The issue status of the new family - 7o62-m weapons showed that 41
of:t of 60 NVA main force battalionL. nd 28 of 52 VO main force battalions
had the weapons, which consisted of the Soviet-designed and Chinsse-
manufactured AK-47 assault rifle, the SKS carbine, and the RPD light
machine -nm. Ithe term "family" Vas used since all three weapons fire
*the short 7.62-ý= 1EL943 cartridge. Weapons of this type first had been
captured. in the Meikng Delta in December 1964# and since had appeared '
in increasing numbers throughout RVN. VO mnuitions factories could not
manuuacture 7.62-mm small arms or ammunition and there was no evidence
that expended shells were being reloaded. Therefore, since captured
US 7.62-•u ammunition was not compatible with the comst weapons,
the cartridges hiad to be supplied frcm. outside R•V.48

(S) The variety of weapons available to VC and NVA soldiers
provided them with a potenbial firepower chmparable to that of any
infwitrywan in the world. A unit armed with the 7.62-mn weapons and
the %-50 submachine gun had more firepower than an opposing unit equipped
with &uch semi-automatic weapons as -,.he US Ml and M14. ! Weapons and
amiuition used by the VA/VC were acquired in various ways. Some
were captured from RUW or Allied forces, some were manufactured locally,
an' Frenh weapons from the Xndochini. War were still employed.
Inacreasingly large numbers of weapons and amounts of ammunition were
brought into the RVN from N•N and other comiunist areas . Most of this
M;tcrial was produced in China ard moved via NON into the RVN. Scme of
the larger weapons may have been shipped directly into the RVN. A number
of the -eapono captured from the VC were the same types that NVN had
prcrided Kon Le and the Pathet lao in Laos. large quantities of
""homiamadel" mines and grenades were used by VC and NVA units; muiy of
t1em wore staxidardized and were quite effective. This use of local
resources greatly reduced the burden cm the supply lines reaching
back to Nm and Co~mnist china.4 9

(S) The eneroy relild increasingly on mortars, particularly forb,°rassment actiona such as those associated with the elections in
September 1966.. Ie employment of 60, 81, and 82-mm mortars was standard
pra-tioe. Tha 120-=m mortar was identified firo in early 1966 during
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an attack against the Khe Sanh special Forces camp. Light howitzers were
also in the NVA/VC inventory, but only a few were believed to be available.
The eney normally used from one to ten mortars for supporting attacks
and probes. The actual number of ueapons varied with the size of the
attack force, and the number of rounds fired varied from a few to more
than 100. At least four 81 or 82-m= mortars were uWed during battalion
and larger unit actions, and occasionally these were supplemented by four
to six 60-mu mortars. The VC used their mortars effectively for harassing
fire against static friendly positions such as airfields and parked air-
craft. There were few confirmed uses of 70-am or 75-mm howitzers in RVN.
Captured documents alluded to the use of howitzers, but probably more
frequently than was actually the case. The number of mortars and howitzers
estimated to have been in the hands of enemy forces is shown in the following
table: 5 0

IAAP0N NUMM CRIGIN

60-am mortar 676 US, CHICOM

81-mm and 82-mm mortar 791 US, CHIC

120-ma mortar 46 Soviet

70-m howitzer 5 Japan

75-am howitzer 6 Us

105-mm howitzer 8 US

S(C) The 32I,.B Div, which ixfiltrated across the MIZ in June and

July, was equipped idth Soviet and CHICCC4 equipment. During Oeration
HASTINS a number of new items of equipment made their first appearance
in RVN. These included a Soviet KTH clinometer, for use with the Soviet
82-m•m mortar model 1937; a CHIIC(UM B600 fi-ld telephone; a CHICC mondel
55-625 mine detector; a Soviet 82-nm recoilless gun; and a Soviet- Mnu..
factured protective suit. In addition, a Soviet 7.62 RF-46 light machine
Sgun, the fst of its kind captured anywhere, was. taken during Cperation

S RAS~TINGS.•-

(C) There was some evidence of the existence of AA weapons In
RVN. In rid-Febriary air bursts were sighted at 12,000 feet in two
northern provinces in RVN, similar in description and altitude to tho)se
made by 37-mm antiaircraft projectiles. On 21 February a USIM F4B flying
at 16,0OO feet ,as fired on by an air-burst weapon which continued to
track the aircraft accurately after the pilot took evasive action.
This was an indication of the existence of a radar-controlled AA weapon
at least 57-mm in size. A Goryunov 7.62 MOD 1943 heavy machine gun was
captured in Ba Long Valley. There was additional scattered evidence
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that the NVN/VC were using AA wea&ons in RVN. In July US Marines
captured two bows of 20-imm AA ammunition near the DMZo and troops of
the US 1st Inf Div discovered three 20-ck AA weapons ten miles north-
east of Phu Cuong in Binh Duorg Provinoee According to COWSMACV,
this was the first known discovery af the 20-Dmm weapons. The German
pre-WorId War II 20-m AA Gun N38 (Flak 38) was known to be in the hands
of the enemy as an antiaircraft weaono Ground fire reports from the
IV CTZ in November and December indicated the possibilitv that the
enemy was using a 37-amu AA wearon in that area. It was also renorted
that COSYN Headquarters in Tar Ninh Province had a 20-rm AA capa-
bilityv. 52

Enamr Intelligenoe

(C) " Four largte enemy organizations directed intelligence opera;-
tions against theo GVN and Free Worid forces in the RVN. Two of these
major intelligence organizations criginated in and were directed by
Hanoi. These were the NVN Central Research Bureau and the NVN Ministry
of Public Security. The other two major intelligence organizations
operating in the RVN were the VC infrastructure and the combined NVA
and VC main force staff.

(C) The enemy intelligence organizations paralleled the organi-
zation of the GVNo Under the central government was the static reglor~l
structure of corps' ta-tical ;ones, provinces. dis.rictsq villages, and
hamlets. There were also the mobile military units. including divisaii
regiments, and battalions° This GVN pattern was reflected in the eneA,-.
intelligenoe structure; however, enemy poti.i-al boundaries did not
coincide with those of GVNq and regions were substituted for the CTZ's.
The NVN Central Research Bureau and the NVN Ministry of Public Security
operated in the area of the COSVN. The VO infrastructum was etatic
and operational sub-areas were fairly well der.nea. in contrast, main
force military units were mobile and their intelligence operations were
1not necessarily bound to any political area. This resulted in an
apparent overlapping of enemy intelligence operations. The NVN agencies,
hcweverg directed more effort against strategic, long-range targets;
the product of their operations was of greater value to Hanoi. There
were indications that there was good Liaison between the VC infra-
structure and main force units. The VC infrastructure provided that
aspect of intelligence requirements which depended on a detailed know-
ledge of and access to local areas. Main force units availed them-
selves of the intelligence capabilitiis of the VC infrastructure which
augmented their own mobile organic inteiligence capability.

(C) COSVN, the highest headquarters of the VC in RVN, controlled
all VC intelligence operati-xie = RVN. The Current Affairs Committee
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of COSVN was the highest continuously-functioning decision-making body
and, as such, decided all questions of policy which arose between meetings
of the full COSVN Committee. Committees similar to the Current Affairs
Committee existed at all political echelons of COSVN, including the Militaz7
Region (MR), province, district, and village. This committee controlled
daily activities at all echelons, including both the military and civilian
intelligen:e operations. Some key special sections or committees which
reported to the Current Affairs Committee were the Security Section, the
Military Proselyting Seotiop 4 the Civilian Proselyting Section, and the
Military Affairs Cammittee.74'

Viet Cong Tax Collection

(S) During 1966 the VC continued their political and economic activL-
Sties in much the same manner as in past years. In the economic field the

VC plan called for an increase of 40 percent in the level of taxes. This
increase actually may have been achieved in enemy-controlled areas, but
friendly operations in the rice-rich areas prevented the enemy from excting
the amounts of rice which had been taken as coercive taxes in previous
years. The success of the VC tax-colleetion effort in urban areas was not
"lear, but MACV believed that a "pay off" to the VC .was expected if businesses
were to continue to operate. (It should be noted that non-VC gangsters
"were also -engaged in ektorting "protection" from the saw businesses as the
vc.) 54

(3) One example of VC tax collection practices, which was of
iimmediatt, concern to MACV, was the regular VC exaction of taxes from the
vehicular traffic along National Route 20 between Saigon and Dalat. Most
reports indicated that the VC used stationary collection points which were
manned for several hours each day. On occasion VC tax-collection teams
traveled along the roan stopping all vehicles. The monthly tax rates
reported were 1,000 piasters for automobiles, 2,000 piasters for buses,
and 10,000 piasters for trucks. Although 10,000 piasters was frequently
mentioned as the amoint exacted for trucks. there were also reports of
trucks being taxed according to the value of their cargo, at rates usually
ranging from 25 to 30 percent. MACV estimated that the VC collected between
S1,000,000 and 2,000,p=0 piasters daily on National Route 20. The number of
VC operating a tax-collection point varied from a squad to a unit of 200
men. A member of the US Mission reported that one VC tax-collection point
on Route 20 was operated by women. COHUSMACV designated the elimination of
VC tax collection along National Route 20 as an important objective, and
the 1967 Combined Campaign Plan Placed emphasis on reducing VC transpor-
tation t4xation throughout RVN.55
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VC EPPOWS TO DISRUPT GVI MLUOTIONS

(U) The scope and vehemence of the anti-election campaign revealed
how clearly the communists considered the September Co atituent Assembly
elections to be a major political challengeo The int~bity of the enemy
oounteraotion in 1966 contrasted with the relatively m.nor interert shown
by GNMI and the VC in the 1965 provincial and munoipal. elections, wheu
neither the VC nor Hanoi took a firm position and there was no campaign
of propeganda-, harassment, or terrorim_ The national election of
September 1966 was a very different matter and was of vital concern to
the VCO because VC aspirations were based ultimately on the success of
their struggle to weaken and eventually !,o subvert the GVN. Any demon-
stration of the growth of a viable popular political base in -the RVN
constituted in itself a fundamental threat to VC strategy and expecta-
tions.

(0) Reports from throughout the country indicated well in advance
that the VC planned to attempt to disrupt the September elect!.ons,
Specific and detailed plans were drawn up to accomplish this ead, and
VC orders and instructions were widely disseminated. The NVN/VC plan
called for the following anti-electjon aotivitiest

1) intense propaganda by radio broadoast and leaflets;

2) organized demonstrations;

3) exacerbation of religious and regional differencesa.

4) intimidation of cand-idates and votersa

5) attacking or blocking of the routes to the polling places;

6) general terrorism, to include threats to murder voters and
assassinate candidates, and throwing grenades at polling places. The
VO propaganda campaign against the elections began in mid-April, some
five months before the elections, but faded out with only a few cursory
broadcasts. On 16 June Radio Hanoi broadcast the first reference to a
boycott. Given the party-line from NUN, the VC picked up the pace of
anti-election broadcasts, and by mid-June the anti-election propaganda
campaign over the VC Liberation Radio was in full swing. An NL? policy
statement on 25 July urged the people of the RVN to have nothing to do
with the elections. During the first half of August the VC and Hanoi
radio transmitted some ten broadcasts urging either boycott of the elec-
tions or violent overthrow of the GVN. In this propaganda effort Libera-
tion Radio end Radio Hanoi devoted a major portion of air time to anti-
election propaganda.
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(C) The 25 July VC Liberation Radio broadcast of the statement
made by the NLF fresirm is an example of the anti-election propaganda
effort. A pertinent part of this statement follows:

The US imperialists and their henchmen a." playing
cunningg deceitful tricks such as democrael oonstruction,
social revolution, stabilization, and so forth. They
have decided to organize the so called elections of the
Constitutional Assetbly on 11 September. By means of
this deceitful trick, the dirty Vietnamese traitors
Thieu and Ky, who lead the Saigon puppet authorities
are striving, in obedience to their US masters' orders,
to dab democratic paint on their rotten, treacherous
regime in order to cheat public opinion at hone and
abroad. The NrL Presidium solemn1y declares: the so-
called Constitutional Assembly electionsp or whatever
type of National Assembly elections that may be staged
by the United States and its puppets, are political
deceitful tricks and buffooneries of false democracy,
false freedom, and false independence; the NFL Pre-
sidium calls on all our compatriots, especially those
in cities and areas still controlled temporarily by the
enery, to thoroughly boycott the election trick of the.
United States and Thieu-KF henchmen clique, to smash
this deceitful buffoonery, to strengthen their soli-
darity, end to firmly carry on the struggle against the
US aggressors and the Thieu-Ky troachercus clique in
order to win back national sovereigpity and all the rights
.of the people for livelihood and democraoy.5 6

(C) A second broadcast by the VC Liberation Radio quoted a 15
August commnique by the "military eanand of liberation armed forces
in Saigon-04f# inh area." A significant passage from this coi=ique
reads:

The so-called candidates must withdraw their
names immediately from the list of candidates. They
should not, repeat should not give any reason to
Justify their candidacy a& lackoys of the US-Thieu-4
clique. GovernTent personnel, including chiefs of city
wards and sectors, civil servants, policemen, and
personnel of other agencies ast stop inmediately all
activities advertising the election and should not repeat
not coerce the masses to vote. Those who deliberately
assist the US-Thieu-Ay clique by running for the alnetion,
campaigning for the election, and coercing the masses
to go and vote will do so at risk of their lives. 57
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( (C) The pattern of other types of VC anti-election activity varied
somewhat in the different CTZ's. These variations reflected such differ-
ences as ethnic composition, religious groupings, and political makeup.
There was no evidence of any cooperation between the VC and the anti-GVN
Buddhist movement, but the VC probably attempted to penetrate and use
the Budhist struggle movement as an anti-government device. In I CTZ,
particularly, the VC encouraged anti-GVN Buddhist eotrmaists in anti-
election activities. The VC also initiated terrorist and ailitary
attacks on candidates and polling places before election day. An
extensive leaflet and word-of-mouth campaign was carried out. In
August a pro-election carnival sponsored by the GVN in Hue was disrupted
by the detonation of a VC mine. In II CTZ the VC appeared to concentrate
on propagandizing and intimidating the Montagnards and playing upon
religious and lucal prejudices to divide the populace. In Binh Thuam
Province the VC Provincial Committee held a political indoctrination
course of instruction in methods of disrupting the elections. The VC
cadre of Binh Thuan Prdvince were instructed to carry out general anti-
election activities, including small arms firing at the polling places.
In IV CTZ the VC effort was not so clearly directed at any particular
ethnic group. The propaganda campaign used slogans appealing to patrio-
tism and urging boycott of the elections. Three-man VC teams were active
in Chau Doc Province of the Delta attempting to confuse and intimidate
the people. In Kien Hoa Province police apprehended a VO unit which
apparently was planning to sabotage the election in various towne of
the Delta province. In other areas villagers wero threatened with
decapitation if they voted. In III CTZ the VC anti-election campaign
reflected the importance of the capital city to the elections, and in
this zone the VC were most active. In Long An Province the VC cadre
were ordered to hold propaganda gatherings and to harass the people
who intended tu vote. Guer"'l'la groups were to gather near polling
places and to restrict the people front traveling to the polls. Villagers
in Long Khanh and Binh Tuy Provinces were told that those who voted would
be murdered, and OhaL voting b wooA., -ould be blown up and shot at during
the elections. in one village not far from Saigon, VC cadre wbrkers
'visited every house and warned the people not to vote at the risk of
their lives. As the day of the election approached, VC terrorism
increased markedly throughout the country, but particularly in the III
CTZ. The VC blew up a school and a district headquarters compound
early in September. -Two polling placos near Saigon were blown up and
there were numerous instances in which the VC threw grenades at groupa
of people listening to election speeches.ý8

(C) The GVN made preparations on ita own to protect the election
from VC interference, and to secure a valid political expression. The
ARVN and the National Police implemented plans to provide maxim-m seouzitr
for candidates and voters, by providing protection for the polling places
and by providing body guards for individual candidates. As the election
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approached there was little agreement among GVN officials as to the prob-
able percent of voters who would turn out$ and how many voters would be
deterred by the VC anti-election campaign. In a pre-election appraisal
the US Embassy considered that a turn-out of one half of the registered
voters would represent an important achievement in the political life
of the Republic of Vietnam.

(C) The VC campaign of terror and intimidation against the election
reached a peak on election eve and continued throughout election day.
GVN officials estimated that during the period from 12 hours imuediately
preceding the election until the close of the polls on election day
there were 166 Acts of terrorism perpetrated by the VC. During this
period 17 RVNAF personnel, 11 civilians, and two national polioemen lost
their lives and 167 others were injured in incidents directly related
to the elections. The VC terror campaign continued throughout election
day. Ten district towns and three province capitals were fired on by
the VC and several major highways and many secondary roads were blocked
and bridgos blown.53

(C) Despite the extensive VC and NVN effort, the people of the
RVN turned out to vote in great numbers. Even at places that had been
harassed only a few hours before the opening of the polls, the voter
turn-out was not affected significantly by the VC anti-election campaign.
The relatively large majority of 7.2 percent of the people who partici-
.patec in the election made it a clear demonstration of the growinS
political unity and sense of responsibility of the people of RVN.90

THE E14J&Y SITUATIN AT YEAR'S END

(S) At the end of the year COZMUSMACV sent a summary report to
CINCPAC on the enemy situationo Lnoluding his objectives, tactics,
and strategy. C(OUSMACV felt that the enemy could at a7, time launch
division-strength attacks at selected targets in th3 I II and III
CTZ's, while in the IV CTZ the enemy was capable of launching regimental-
size attacks. These attacks would also be supported by local forcea

A and guerrillas. Conaarrently the enemy could continue harassing
attacks throughout the RVN. On the political front, the enemy was
expected to continue efforts to destroy the effectiveness of hamlet,

- village, district, provincial, and national government by elimination,
intimidation, and subversion of GVN officials. The enemy would continue

* efforts to discredit and erode GVN political authority at all levels by
conducting propaganda attacks against elected and appointed GVN officials
and against GVN programs. COMUSMACV expected that the enemy would inten-
sify efforts to blockade the GVN by denying the government the required
access to its own resources. and would conduct overt and covert operations
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,throughout RVN against vital econimic targets and attempt to interrupt
the flow of commodities to the markets by interdiction and harassment of
LOC's. CCSMACV also expected that the enemy would attempt to under-
mine popular confidence in currency bly..opaganda and possibly by
counterfeiting.

(S) COCMUSMACY reported that the enmy had increased his strength
by acme 42,000 during 1966, leading to the conclusion that, despite
known losses, the enemy had been able to achieve a counter-buildup

.. proportional to the growth of US/FIHA forces. The sources of this
increase were in-country conscription and infiltration of personnel
from NW through TAos, Cambodia, and the DE.

(S) C4USMACV believed that the enemy's doctrine of "strategic
mobility" had been the subject of debate in NvN during 1966. Politburo
member Ylixgrn Chi Thanh held that the proper application was to initiate
mobile wartare with simltaneous attacks throughout RUN. However, the
views ol Defense Minister Vo Ngyen Giap had prevailed. Gen Giap favored
a "defensive/offensive" version of strategic mobility, which had the
following objectives:

1.) to develop strong, m•uti-division forces in dispersed,
secure regions that smm ac&caMae to supplies;

2) to entice US/FWM forces to move into prepared' enemy
positions so that entrenched cemmist force could "inflict h~avy
casualties upon then; ant

3) to intenstfY eomtzr-idde guerril and harazment pressure,
to tie down friendly forces, to destroy small units, to undermine morale,
and to extend eneW control.

The enem dispositions, logistic efforts, and lev4 of combat indicated
continued adherence to this doctrine of strategic mobility implemented
by Giap's tactic of the 'defensive/offensivn. Friendly intelligence
did not indicate a ohrnoe in enemy strastey, tactics, or weapons during
1967, although this possibility remained under continuous scrutiny.
C(NJSAGV had no evidenc2 of an en-mW intent to fragment his main
forcec and revert ezcluei'vely to guarrills'4ype operaticais.

(s) CamS=CV rortethat drtng 1%6 the eamy had been hurt
in many areas. In his prLncpal cametrvtaw mr eanctuaries at
the MaC, in the Mnm P= regio, and In the Tay WMnh and Rinh Long

1 areas, the enemy had suffered nWay losses and had been contained by
friendly preemptive operet-Ice. At the end of the year the enemy as
avoiding major contact, fighting defensively on forced to do so, and

& attepting to rebuild and reinforce for %inter-apring operations.
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CO(KUSKAVV be.lieved it would be premature to assume that.an apparent
decrease in activity in December 1966, just prior to holiday stand-

"downs, was indicative of a future tread. Ftrither it would be erroneous
to co•clude that VO main force and NVA formations were no longer dange'ousp
or that their unit integrity had been destroyedv or that their logistic
capabillty.'had falleln.below that needed to sustain the war of conquest
by attrition.

(S) The level of battalion-sized ccmbat actions the enemy had
maintained throughout 1966 was about 1 day in 30. This level was consistent
with his strategy of conserving his forces while attriting US/iFMA forces,
and was within his logistic support capabilities. If forced to a higher
level ofA.ccmbat activity such as 1 day in 15, the enezy would encounter
difficulty. It was probable that during 1967 the enemy would attempt to
infiltrate men and supplies into RVN by sea) through Laos and Cambodia$
and across the DMZ in order to accomplish the following: to counter-
balance the US/FMLAF buildup; to maintain a strong military threat; to
attrit friendly forces and destroy friendly determination by inflicting
casualties and prolonging the conflict; to maintain and expand the
insurgency basaj and to continue his protracted war for control of the
people of RVU.0
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To I1?CRWAIM TH2M
i~TIM TRWO? 5B•MP

(C) The continued buildup of US/PWAP in RVN ma a dirwet 1osponse
to the threat of increased VC/WA foroes and the derzridition of the
MG. to maest this threat. During 1965v theemoyment. of. ge US. cmbat

Wo08e Ma& the basis of experoee and know-how for futuez operations
and tactios. The mvpport of this oontined buildup vas. a reneotion
of the US dateoruawtion to £ful its oommitmenta to RVN. and. to provide
the atdsophere in vibioh a free nation could choose its own gwverawent
under its aim rules1 (See Chapter I.)

(S) Beoaua- it is' ipossible to separate the political, nilitazr,
ard economic o•isderatiors of the US preseae in the RVN, port•ons of
this chapter may seo= unlated to the total US effort. Such is not
the case. In. the period covered by this History, every aspect of the
militaxy effcrt.v s oonsidered at the US Mission OounIf leve. before
&W major ioommemdation vs forv-rded to Washirgton. No dloavaat
of US/INW forces =s made vithaut al1 consideration of the impact
W. the econmW, the long mngo gaIls of the QVNe the local personalities
isvolved, and the varied political ard geographioal diffeoences that
eWdst tbraoghout RVN.

(0 It is probably safe to say that 1966 marked the yoar ofro -
4t11 -m-&liAztiO by the US that there ims w magic solution to the
VC/GVA ýhreat as lon as they avoided the oonfewme table; realisAtion
by the VC/NVA that tha US!I/AF were not goin to be defeated or dis.
lodged, realization that there existed a strorg sentimnmt amon the
Vietnr se people to have a truly democratic goverzsntg realization by
the WN and the CHtCC goverments that they vers not btimg supported
W3fl byr other oommwist uations.

US Araq Budup and Deploynent

(TS) As of I Jamry 1966 there were 116v755 USA persomml and
-12 USA mawver battalions in RVN. The major mamsuver units wore the
ist Inf Div (rdws battalions)c ist Cav Div (AM) (eight battalions), let

-ds, 10ist Abn Div (three battalions), oand 173d Ahn Bde (two battalions).
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In addition to these 22 USA maneuver battalions there ere 13 1/3 US)M
and ten Free World (nine RP, one Australian) battalions for a total of45 1/3. Other US units in-country as 1966 began wore 22 1/3 engineer

battalions, 24 field artillery battalions, four air defense artillery
battalions, and 46 halicopter companies/squadrons.

(TS) US forces prograzied for RVN during 1965 bad been reerred to
is Phase I forces. Forces programmed for 1966 were referred to initially
as Phase 11 forces, but an increase in en•Wy infiltration of troops and
eipent caused an upward revision of the US force-level required and
the revised plan was called Phase IA (Add-on). Initdal planxing for
Phase IlA began in November 1965 a9 was the basis for a conference hold
in Saigon on 28 November, attended by SECDEF, CM=UACVs, senior tactical
commadrs, and the M&CV principal staff oMaficers* Fdoo g -the
conferene, fI in zrequirements were made and the resu~tant

o attons were presented at a CINOPAC confereme held in Honolulu
17 January - 6 February 1966. In accordance with gaidame reeivedc
Sfromthe MS,4 CU•SACVts requfavast were prepared in the form of
threc altermtive programs. This CNCIPAC conference was directed by
JOS to prepare the proposed forces strccturw and deploym•y t ahedules
in the same fernm* These programs, called Case I, Case 33,. and Case
=#., differed in the nmmber and composition of m.ts, the sources of

these units, and in their ar•ival dates in RVN.

(TS) The z'eatest limiting factor impos•d by JCS on the three
altermtivw plaw was the source of the new units. Resources fw Case
SI inluded the current CONUS force stt~rottsu', "imludig a~tlvatoWs
pus feasible de-down from overseas areas. Case M1 resources would
be dr&n only Iro. the current CONUS force strwxtura, inculding acti.
vatiom. Cases I and II programmed 37 USA maneuver battalions, 6 2/3
USMC bttaltonsrand 13 DW battalions for a total of 56 ?/3- Added to
the 45 1/3 alredy inmountr7 on 1 Jan 1965P the total forme by.the end
of 1966 would be IM maneuver battalions, the nwber requested by
CMI&MACV. Case M would add 19 USA, 6 2/3 Uvs•, and 13 w battalions
for a total of 3b 1/3. Added to those forces -country, the total
maneuver battalions under Case In would be 84.

(TS) Nos of the ,three cases fully met CMIUSMACV's requiremts,
primrily becamse of non-availability or units within the desired time
frma. As a result thare vere shortoominp in each of the prog• oa,
but Case I seemed to offer the best ohames of achieving the obeotives
desired by both COMSM= and CINCPAC Rlawe it prograd the largest
amount or forces in the shortest parlocL of time. This plan called for
the introhdction of the 25th Lif 1dv (which had begun arrivizg in RVN
in late December 1965) , the 4Ut4 In Dive the 9 Th " Divy the 199th Inf

Bde, the 11th Artmi Cav Rjt, two air cavalry squadrons, two tank bat.
talions (belongirg to the 25th and 4th Inf DiVe), an air *obile infantry
battalion, fw.3r &:.r defense artillery battalions, ton helicopter companies,
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a field ferce headquarters9 andizipp tros/A ~toa.aron

bpttali~on for th~a 173d Abn Dde0v to bxing. Its streM-th-to three battalions.0
uwa iwluded in. the request for the fiod f orce headquarters and. troops.
Ca.se I vas satisfactory in terms of marzionxrer battalions (Ior4) and. the
required artillery support 9 but it -was dellicient in required helicopter
supporto since only 64o,3 percent of the desired lU.f.. UG.pability mes
provided* The plan. also provided, only 88 percent of the requirement. for
comb~t service sup.porto In cma ipthe etfeaivemess of the forcoer
und1er each case a t ma naeu~ver batta.ions were consddered 1NO percent
effective if all the required support vas avallablea- Any shortages in
logistics, ackabat supports or- cmbat service support rinexrerd the battalion

:1 less than. 100 percent effective* The evaluation vas mado by applying
these reduotion factors, and in. this case the 102 manonver battalions uere
reduced to the equivslent of 96 fuI3ly-sqppurted battalions.

(TS) Case 11 provided the esaw mamnuver forces as did Case 10 but
sieit did not utilize selected. reserve units ard ix.vidSl, azil could

not plan for extension. of tours a many specialized unixts. veze not avail-~
able.' This plan provided almost i8oOO0 fewer support troops than did Case
1. As a result9 onl~y 52 percent of. the.required helicopter support and
68 percent of the required oombxt service~ support vas available. When
reductizn factors were applied# the 102 marmuver battalions. vere reue
to 88. This plan. had the abortoomings of inadequate mobd~lityn limited.
offensive capability0o resvltiM-. in. a ho ia inabil~ity to produce
enemX casualties faster than the. anW ooplc produce roplacements a. high
rate of. equipment loss and deadlime. resulting. from. inaintemwne deficiennissi
the acceptqii9 of a high. r~isko. ir. -the event. of, escalationo because of .
inadequate support for autainmd. opera±±oQns. uxnar such. oonditians~
-1 -nuff icient forres f or the desired. level of sustained off ensive opeml rmetin
to offset VC/NVA buildup; ant i zsrfiAiant. lc~gistias support forces to
provid~e the. dsaired level, of suppoxt for US forces in RWN. The adverse
effects caused by the shortage of logistics units were cu=mLativm and
projected into CY 67-

(TS) Case IMl pravided a total. of only 84 maneuver battalions.
* Deleted from, this plan were tba 9th. Inf Div. a brigade from the 4th Inf

D)iv, the 199th lIii Bde, an infantxy airmobile hxittaliong the extra
battalion for the 173d Abu. Bda,, &md the tad, battalion from the 9th. Inf
D~iv, for a total shortage of 18 maneuver battalions, Generall.y the samw
defiaiaienis fouid in Case II applied to Case 1f, vi.th the additional
deficiencies of inadequate artillery support, no ground1 forces for
Delta operations, and insuffiient, force and mobility to guarantee 2
defense of all prorinoes and districts presently undeor GVN control.

(TS) These three proposals were forwarded to JCS on 12 February
1966. On I. March 1JCS recomovmedad to SECDEF that CIIEPAC's total force
requirement for CY 66 be approved on a time schedule vhich would extend
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=Wt the first half of CY 67. on i0 Marh. sED~r. directed the varloua
Services and JCS to plan, for " Lnteord period, to deploy forces to
RYN in aceoodnw-me with the Case I deployment capahilities and schedules.
On 31 March the JCS document, revised on 4 April, was published out-
liring the umits ard deployment dates for CY 66 force requirements for
the RVN and PACCO areas, The plan published by JCS did not differ
basicall from the one proposeu uy COHUSM&CV and subsequently approved
by CINCPAC. Ther. were nn changes in the total nuber of mameuver
battalion and onl4 a slight change in their closure dates* There were
changas, however, in the namber of support persaomal. fut ishedq and
sothere o a. gem dalsi Ippage of closure dates for these support uzits.,some of them dn.stic.•

(TS) The decision by SECDEF to adhere to the forces listed in
Case 1, ard to deploy these forces as closely as possible in conso-
nate with the Case I deployment schedule* had a worldmide impact on
US military pre as. The JCS-approved plan stretched out the
deployment of forces to 16 months rather than the ten months which
remained in the year in which the plan was made. Under this ulan, all

S: major frces would lose RVN by mid-1967 rather than by tha end ofD -ember 1966. This program required, ain extensive dravdown of
personne. and equipment from overseas areas, particularly Suropeo
The drawdown of a mHiimum of 55,300 personnel from USAUR wild
result in the loss of more than 21 battalion.equivalents of combat
effectivenes,, and the recovery period would extend over a period of
18 months. This plamnnd slippage in deployment dates would also
preserve critical worl-4ide skills and 3llow more time for buildup
of a traindng base. Th,3 trairndg base in CONUS required to sustain
the present overseas. da -oymeits required a base of 9 1/3 divisions.
As of I March 1966, thoe wera only 5 i/3 divisions in CONUS, none
of them deployable-. Tht stretch.out in deployment dato3 gave this
base more time to adapt %ud expand. The four.-division deficit could
not be overcome, under current personnel prpgrms, until. 1968 for
person=l and n=t until 1969 for equipment.'.

(TS) In further justification of their modifioatinn of the
origimal CY 66 Case I deployment plan, JCS stated that the impact of
extenini into 1967 the deployment of forces required by COMUSMLCV in
CY 6, tlthough. miLitzily undesizable, was a, more acceptable. risk than
the gr•eater degradation of the US worldwide ilitary posture which would
"re'sult if deployment were completed in CY 66 to meet Case I requirements
with active forces. Disadvantages were due primarily to slippages in
closure dates. However, these undesirahle features were offset partially
by providirg combat and support forces in better balance, creating a
more effective force. In the meantime, US forces in RVN were tot
expocted to be in danger of being overrun, although some loss of momentum
to the war effort would result. Compared to the original Case I deployment
plan, the JCS-approved plan had far less impact on the strategic reserve,
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the COWIS txaminf axm ziot-tlon base, the anpa 2%d±ta. pestaxe. and
K other worledde co=Utwa -5

(TS) In response to this proposal* CI1CSARPAC was oonceerad that
there would be no division for PACHK reserve in &=44 for almost two
yea:si during which time an al*c division vould assume this role in
CONUS. He pointed out the advaatages of tormin am. tndiz• • in H oaii#
and the advantage of havimg a division deployed to a foiuari area. -.
a. similar responsa, CMACV stated that be vs nt in a position to
assess the vorldsdde imact of the nw Plano but that bheaul4 accept
every •anuver battalion 'hot could be supported. Re wa'd that if
the alt•rmtivs deploymnt .. bawle vere iA-lmnkt. the result Q A
be a reduction in the foroe -urtio, sir•e the VC/YA buildup v1d aon.
time while our own would bave been dela:ed. Although he did not oem.
sider the oocmm in jeepady, hv asked that the impact of tbo less of
momentum of the war effort be oaxefully weighed against the advatages
which accrued from an extension of the deployment schedule. He also
stated. that extmordinary mm s o to include civilian conti•st, VMS
beidg undertaken to overcome support deficiencies and upgrade the 3r
country capability to receive and support additional combat forces.

(TS) While the planning of force requirements for CY &; and 67
=9 in a state of fluxt. actual deployment of major combat urdts uw in

*Prvgess. On 9 December 1965 C MUS(ACV had asked that a brigade fr=
the 25th Inf Div in Hawai be airlifted directly to Pleiku it. early
Janaary 1966 and that another bn-igade be deployed by sea to the Saigon
axas by 20 Janlý.y These accelerated deployments vwre raquosted in order
to acounter. the e thxeat in t higba 9, and to give the Ist. Ca&
Div (AN) more flexiblity in op•emtions. The brigade in the Saigon area
would ouanter the growing enemy threat in the Saigon-Cholon.Gia Dinh
"area.. CQOMISMACV requested air deplayment to provide the most .rapid
movement direct to the critical areasD to. avoid added congestion at
INN ports, and to avoid the requirement to divert sizable fomes to
the task of securing2 ani routes from the port areas to Pleiku for the
ioountry movement of the brigade. JCS approved this request on 11
December, amd, the 3d Bde, 25th Inf Div began a riving in Pleiku late in
Decembert the 2d Bde, 25th Imf Div arrived by ship dvirg, the period
1&31 JanWLx7 and deployed to the base camp at Cla Chi in Hau, Nghi&SProvimce 4r

(TS) On 23 Jaweary COKUSMALCV asked that the deployment of the
remainder of the 25th Inf Div be accelerated. He specifically desired
to have the cavalry squadron and enginer battalion by 15 -Mmch the
support oo=ma#, division artillery, signal battalion* medical battalion.
a-d division headquarters by 30 March3 and the lst Bde by 30 April.
CI1=PAC forwarded this request to JCS on 30 Jaznuax-, and on 4 February
DA authorized CI=&SAWPAC to issue the movement directive to the divisions
The lst Bde was schaduled to arrive on 30 April. while deployment of
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divisi= command grmoup. mas at the discretion of the division commandere
The 1st Wde arrived on 29 Apri, havizg been preceded by the oomnct
group by six da"v. Tha acoeelerted deployment brought the 95th Ini Div
im.oountry some five months ahead of thA oviginal schedule.

(S) OrdgJi n pla•s .for the deployment of the 1st Bn, 69th A=.r
of the 25th Imf Div called for the entire battalion to be daployed to
Qui Nihon for movement overland. to Pleilm. On 17 February CCAUSMACV

quested that one compan be deployed to Qui Nion for movement to
Fleilm to sauppot operations -Ath the 3d Bde, 25th Imf Div and that the
battalion (-) be deployed to Vuzg Tau for movement to Cu Chi, the
division headquarters. This chauge vas requested becuse of imreased
VC activity in Eau Ngbia- Provime in early 1966, and good traffic-
ability in the area for armor during the dry season, whiah would extend
into May. This request was approved oo 20 Febxuary and the battalion
was deployed as scheduled on 15 March.

(TS) Late in April COMUSNACV became alarmed at the NVA conoentration
wich threatened the CIDG camps and population centers in the HVN high.
lands. This threat was expected to become more serious after the onset
of the SW monsoon season (riiny to early September), when tactical air
and airmobile forces would be groumded for extended periods of time.
In view of *this, COMUSMACV informed CINPAC of his decision to redeploy
the Ist Bn, 69th Armor (-) from Cu Chi to Fleikcu He stated that the
complete tank battalion would provide CG I FFOWEEV a strong strike
oapability which oould be used to reinforce or relieve areas under attack
jai the highlAnds. He further stated that although this move would
reduce significantly the offensive capabWLity in III CTZ, it could be
accepted during the monsoon season when timificability would be limited.
He also requested that an additional tank battalion be deployed to RVN as
soon as possible, -preferably equipped with the Sheridan tank beoause of
its swim capability, CG 25th Inf Div objected strongly to the withdrawal
of his tank element, but COMUSMCV replied that the decision had already
been made. The battalion was originally scheduled to arrive in Pleiku on
15 May, but this was slipped to 22 May duel~o the unit's participation in
Operation BIRMINHAM in Tay Ninh Provimne. '

(S) As the monsoon season approached, COMUSMACV urged. reoow4dera-
tion of his concept for employment of armor in RVN. Restating his request
for the early deploymeut of a tank battalion, he asked that the tank
battalion from the 4th Inf Div go to Cu Chi to replace the battalion C-)
mbich had deployed to Pleilu. CIMPAC conourred, but no accelerated
deployment schedule was mentioned at this time. CQSMACV's oowept of
the use of armor in RVN dated from 1965, when the l1th Arai Cay Regt
(ACR) had been requested for route security for National Route i, with
base at Xuan Loo, as part of the CY 66 buildup. Since he desired to use
this regiment on missions other than route security, he became oncerned
over the TOE of the regimant, m•aitainlig it was too heavy for RVN's
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heavy rains, difficult terrein., andi li. iity bridges. Late in
"- Dcsar t965 an equip t .modfi•cnation, proposal was sent to DA suggesting

the substitution of M4UA3 tanks for medirm tanksp of M1i3's for tanks in
the armored cavalry platoonsa of amwwid cars for certain. KiU32s. 6 f the
N57a track recovery vehilea (VTR) for the M88 track recovery vehiala, axi
the deletion of tha amorze& veb 0lel9An Tod. bridges (AVOB) and lan=h03 .
DA rspliod that simme COMSK4C .hacl requested. that the ACR be deployed at
the. aarliest practicable datap m mjor, change- cou2J.be made in- its

ipe nt becausa of the. tim required for Yamificastio= and the con.
cmit. trai W ng mcquizred. o the modified equipment. DA also stated. that
deplaymant vith its TOE Piipmm an e-ahla the 1th-ACR to perfarm
tasks other than ro=te security.

(TS) CIN=USARPAC echoed the s&ve- thinking, stating that it W=1lA be
desirahla- to deploy the 11th ACR in July 1966 in its present- 8e.vipn
configuration, a course of action that would increase _CMUSXACVzs cabat
power soonest and provide a strong capability for route security, convoy
protection, and, screening operations. -Its present configuration permitted
a hig4 degree of flexibility in organizing light task forces for operations
where medium tanks vould be restricted* In regard to thn specific equip.
meat modifications proposed by CCMUSXACV, CIINUSARPAC non-concurred on
snbstitution of light tanks for mediun tanks because of the support
problem involved. There vas no objection to substitution of XUi13's for
tanks in the. armored cavalry platoons9 bat the loss of direct .'izepwaer
was pointea out, as was the fact that the present am ored oar -as an
unsa±isfactory substitute for the R1t13; the introduction of this new
vshicle. wiuld.. complicate support problems.* In regard. to the M578 Versus
the X88, the M88 was superior in turning. radjis. vertical an& ditch
clea=Ua=01 fording chAsztalzsticso and winohbing tovingo and traction
capabilities, Cf=SARPAC also mcanded. that the A•B be retalmd
because of ita sixty-foot streIa.spa nnig capability.°

(TS) CAUSMACV then stated a preferene for a mochait ed brig&4 lu
(liu of the formerly programted ACpi The M48A3 ta ko he f dltb was too

heavy for both reads and- oridgas iC RThe, amn the 132 hfel3 tanks in th

ACR would be the equivalent of over two tank battalions, for which he
had no requiremat. He considered that mechanized infantry unuts, by
reason of equipment aid. training. were better suited than the ACR then
progrumd for the mission of L0C security. CG USCONAX then recamusied
the inactivation of the 11th ACR and conversion of the 199th luf Bde
(Sep) to a mechanized brigade, but DA, in its non-conourince, stated
that renxmmLntion of the deployment of a mechanized brigade in lieu of
the 11th ACR had resulted in the recomxnedation to modify the 11th ACR
ani. deploy it to meet an August 1966 in-country close date. This
rweommandation. -,as based on the fact that an ACR had axtensive oryAnc
signal ommminncations, wus orgamized and trained to conduct decentralized
reconuaissance aun security opevutions over large areas, was stractured
to provide easy transition to fdLlow-on vehicles such as the armored

' ,reconnsissaaze airborme assault vehicle, and, aisd a good orgamic fire
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support oapability--•n artillery battez% aid four carirs in each
squadron. The proposed DA madAifati=am of the. ACR 4 ruhet*lon
of M113's for MW a k in the armored cavalry p ons replacemema .of
the M48A3 tarks vith Wl31s in the a~z•od cavalry troops, on a tvo
for three basis; retbntion and deployment of the M48A3 tank in the ta*
troops of the armored *avalry squadrons (total of 51 in ACR); azn
retention and deployment of the M88 VTR and the AVLB. Aalysis of the
11th ACM (as modified) favored its selection ov a mechaized brigade
based on oompmrative brs of combat vehicles, automatic vpons, anl
lorg-range commumleations density, and its greatar M iltty in intel.
ligeme gathering 4  Alqt, substitution of a mechanIzed bidgade vould
delay the closure •te i.zcountry, ard it .cld not be supported fromproraze assets."

(C) The warng order for deploymoat to RVN vLs sent to the 11th
ACR on II March 1966. The 2d Sq a=ived on 8 Septembar, the 3d sq
arI•ved on R September ani the enti•re •unthI&. closed by the end of

(S) Another action related t4 the e of & .in RVN
began. on 3 Nmay 1966 id= CG USAW requested 20a additio=l AIts. DA
at once inquired as to the nymbn of addttoml modite a..e personr*, ,
that vou be requir&L On II Xay CfMUSAAPAC. requsted.that..DAsupn actiu. on USARV'Is rqaant .for -Qd Moa APO ta, ,pe1in- a
comlplete analysis of theater assets. On Z3 May ACSFOR informd CofSA
that 61 additioml maintemme personnel- wmd be required, to provide
orpnizatiom.l and dir-ect sipport nteymmo. for the 'ýO An. Is
requested by USA&W, un 24 may CULuUSARFAU vas notified ok the*
orgarzatiois bein considered as a means for providing the requested
APC's (with woessary maintenanoe pearonnel) anid his views amd
reoomrenations welm reqited. UISARPAC indicated that meohanization
of the infantry omapaaes could be accomplished in RVN when the
compauies (TOE 55.-?T) were deployed in CY 67. The USAWV proposal
invisaged moohatizing selected infaitry companLes simply by providing
APC's plus "mechakics" only, with tha ifavtry compavies hav" to
Iwovide drivews. On 23 June USARPAC requested that the highest

ionity be given to the shipent of 79 MW13's to replce o" .losses
and to repl%%ish exhausted -ma.nhomtye e float asd.depot stocks. "

(S) In late Jume COIUSMACV um=aLzd sdhis future. requirem• • a. for
&=a to CIMPAC o. He rocommured a cavalry squadron and. a tank• •at,-
taliUon for the IV CZ, #ai & cavalry sq'uadm. for both the. 1 amd MlI
CTZ's. For these urits ho reammimned. a total of,ý3 Z-551 Arm•red
Reoomaissamce/Airborne Assault Vehicles (ARAAV)."' Consideration was
given to retaining. the -Jtanks in the. WiWAglA Areaa'. CMMHACV also
recoamwined expediting development. of the Eehlve or canister round Lor
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(S) a e armor vas iortant in the 1966 COcmC reqir zts,
axsti stI1played the key rale in 2;Aiity. C•MISCV •M s o-a
cartee tW.t bin a- mobility rtio w wt keepirg up ith t go
Lop strogth 1,oause of a shortae of aviators, fimd vi4 aircraft,
and halicaptoo z. In Jamazy 1966 DA had Informed CMIUSKAZV that all
Aaation i eources had been eziantsted an that rearly 500 RVN reta wes

wei. bein recycled back to WN (176 with less than two yea betvem
tonrs) to provide aviators for onezvtly-plannad CY 66 deployments.
OMMSXA11 took steps to 7roe the impact of this aviator shortage
I cutAM• aviator authorizatiow to the uzinmm essental, and by
imd&e te reasaigmet I z u &riatom in the grades of =jor azd
below to cockpt slots.

(S) DA su=ied up the seriousness of the pilot shortage in a status
report, on 14 Jun:

Order of MA tude of Shortage* By and Ft 66, the
Anru wfl have a requirewnt for approximtely 14,300
aviators vs a projected strength of approxitely 9•700.
Fquests for additiowal aviation support in Phases
and M for RVN, •ith the aviation requirments in the
desired Corps Contingewy Force, may increase aviator
force basis requirements for PF 67 from a current
proJection of 16,800 to approx.mately 21,514. Against
this requiremmitq, a st.regth of 12,800 at end Fr 67 is
currently projected. (The additional requirement iroludes
consideration of redhced requirements resulting from the
CV12/7 twans)er-)

Pr4- Actiomns to procure additional aviators
through v oluntary recall have failed to produce substan.
tial results to date° Since I November 1965, includimg
34 applIcations on h" at that time, 68 of 127 appli-
cants have been accepted and action is ponxig on 21.
(Normal a=ntl direct accessions approximate 110.) As
of 2 June 1966 indlividual letters had been mailed to
1,773 aviators * w: vere not on active duty inviting them
to apply for voluntary recall to active duty. To date,
60 applicatiow have been eceived and are being prooesO0do

Trairring. On 29 Maroh 1966, SECDEF approved an
Arry request to increase flight trairing to provide an
active Ax•r outpat of 410 aviators paer month beginizn
in Apr 67. The current rate of 120 per month il
inrease to 200 per month in May 66, to 310 per month
in Sep 66, aMn to the maY.mm rate of 410 per month in
A3r 67. The Arm staff is currantly evaluating the
requiramont for further increases in new aviator
production.

0
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Other Actions. The follawing is a swmmaiy of
actions tale.. to date to incrase the availability of
aviators for SE Asia deployment:

- Redaction of mannire levels world-wide
to the following percentages of authorized aviator
strzegth: "'vf to. 90 percent; all overseas commai,
less USAE[JR and Korea, to 25 percent.

, Reduction of time between VN tours to a
minm= of one year for aviator Personnel in grades
of WO through Major.

- AssigzmerAt of Majors to cockpit seat
positions, as required; temporary suspension of
career course attenmiane by Army aviators; ani,
contism•d suspension of "grounl duty" tours for
Captains and Majors,

On 6 May 66, SECDE=F approved an Army request tc
withdraw aviators from Europe and Korea to =LuU=
strengths of 250 ani 349, respectively. Aviator
strength in USK-MR is to be reconstituted to
approxidately 833,y 31 Dec 66 and in Korea to 172,
as assets perrmt.

* (3) CaWJSMACV is informed by DA that Sven with piyled large 116
creases in aviator training aul a reduction of the interval betweer, tou"-s
in RVN to ows- year, his requirents for aviators could not be met fully
until late 1S67. - As a result of this chronic shortageg CMMHACV ims
forced to shuefle hviator assets throughout RVN durir the first hUf of
1966, ani the picture eor the last half of the yeai looked = brighter.
Tn August there vere 137 aviators in RVN on secoow tours, kJ of ghm
wdre volun 'oers. DA had beo• o select for a secoor tour aviators vho
bad returned from RVN in 1963.

(S) Ralatlug to the chronia shortages of aviators ws the ever
inareasing requirement for air mobility. The successes of the Ist Cav
Div (aM) in lAte 1965 and early 1966 had led DA to send a mssage to
Cn=SARPAC, statimg that the ighily successful operations of this unit
appeared to be dfe in large part to its organic capability to firA and
fix the erey by the use of the air cavalry squadron. DA then asked
that in order to assist the DA staff in anticipating future require-
ments, and to provide matimum procurement lead time, aOy requirement
for an air cavalry squadron for the lst, 25th, awd 9th Inf Div's, and
an additioral assault helicopter battalion for the 15t Cay Div (AM) be
evaluated, stating that three widftional air cavalry squadrons and one
aswault helicopter battalion could be provided by the enI of CY 68.
COHSUACV conmured in p utbig for three raw units. CIIMUSARPAC, in
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a message to DA9 -Wholheartedlzy supported the addition of these udits,
ctatirg that they vould exterd the amea of sureilla e and the. aa of
influemes of the division comMa!gr* permitting him to exploit his
superior mobility and firepowr.

(TS) In plawmdx for the statiorng of t1e Jnioarg 4th mtf Div.
a plan vas presented to CMMSM&CV vhich wold leave the 3d Bdeq 25th
mt Div at Pleiku and trzwfer it to the 4th Inf Dive idth that unLt

mout!n one of its brigades to Cu Chi when it arrived in r!N. One
brigade of the 25th Lrf Div had al=7s boen scheduled for the FPle:oz
area, with the understa.n~i that it wouId rejoin its parent unit upon
arrival of the 4th Txf Div in Fledku. Although ther^ ,.,m Admitte•y
historical and psychological reasons against suh a trnojfftit vu
pointed out that there would be logistical savings oy avovd±b a
double move, d by August 1966 the 3d Bde would have becme familiar
Aith the terrain and specialized combat techniques peculiar to the

h11!x•sa It ms estimated that two montha required for a unit
to adapt to its sumrr,,an gs, thus, if n trw!nfer •ook place1 a
total of four brigade months would be lost. Ia his replyp COMMM14V
felt that Imman faotor.s =utweighed logistical gU.LM and opevatioal
advantages; therefore, the umits waald not be e=xhaxged, bt thei-
hs'vy e.qcpusmt would. HrmerD in a later meeting 4ith the CofSA,
COMSMACV brached the brigade eohage idea; CofSA had w objectiun to
leaving the 3d Bde at fleik, either maki it a part of the 4th Inf Div
or estalUishing it as a sepa-ate brlgade. Another indepeodent brigade
yet to be deployed oculd be made compatible with the 25,,h Inf Div and
honors4nda oolow could be worki-d out. How~er, this idoa seemed nipped
in ths b&d by a reply Zf-= DSoMe in Mky, L-ioatixg that thve w; no
intention of redesigratiig the 2d Bde, 4th Intf Div as a brigade of the
25th Inf Div# r•ez•g less of its area of deployment in WeN. The mes-age
-frther. stated that such an action would discard all tho efforM t of unit
e u e to build unit espe 0t.22

(C) Ope-atican ROMBO deployment of the 4th Imt Dive began with
the axrival of the advarwe pawties of the 2d BWe at Pleika on 21 July.
Phase I optrod with the ailml on 29 July of the 4th L-gr Bn at
Qui NMon; peazonnal of the battalion uvre debaxked on 30 and 31 July
and airli.ftod to Pleaku. The ai•elra of the division closed in
theo n• three mone ith the last units of the 3d Bde arriving at
Du Tiong on 3. October.

(TS) In otder to isxve that the fores ib.country and those
scheduled fo, 1VN •e•re propsrly rounded out, and to provide *he
ma,.•. lead time possible to aoid or minimide the deficainoies
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foamn in the CY 65 and CY 66 force buildup, CO{SM&CV bogan plartAg
early in 1966 for CY 67 requiemnts. After refinement I the M=
staff, these requirmnents were sent to CIWPAC on U1 Nay in pro-
paration Por a CINCPAC conference on 2-10 June. These requirments
were in the form of a roundxout force, called Phase ME, and a Corps
contirrgezy plan; the Corps oontirgency plan ms kept separate from
the Phase IE forces. USA Phase M3 forces requested by uMOWSCV
totaled 59,210 personnel an inaluded U maneuver battalionl, eight
engineer battalions, 16 2/3 artillery battalions, and one helicopter
oompaav. The major combat unit in this force wsa a separato infantry
brigade (mwoBx•zed) scheduled to deploy to Phan ThMet in March 2967.0

(s) Early in 1966, it ma recognized that a rotation hump •w•uld
result from the large buildup in 1965. DA at U3A ooorzatod eforts
to yimlanize this impact. A joint DA/USARPAC team visitid USA=& dulr
the period 7-9 May 1966 to review actions required by the DA plan. DA
actions in establishing requirements for early atd late arrivals were
conurred in by USARV, and the DA/USARPAC team agreed with actions beoxg
taken by USAR. In order to eliulante the mcessity for USAW to
transport large mmbere of ist Cay Div (AM) r•piacements/rotatees between
Fleilu and Tan Son Nbut during the summer rotational period, a pm
was developed to move personnel directly betveen Travis APB and flaikn,
utilizing MAC special mission flights (0141) durirg June, July, atd
August. Approximately g,000 ist Cay Div (AM) replacendnts were movod
to Pleiku by these special flights chIrg that thzeo.mnth period.
The flights.flso sere used to retum lat Ca Div (AM) rotees toTravis AFB.*

(TS) In the rnL-out force plan sutbitted by CWSACV in June
1966, he envisioned thAt the forces to be introduced into RuN frca
Febroary to September 1967 uould place emphasis on the following tasks2
Intensify the progress of Revolutionary Develomnat. to attain the goals
established in the February (1966) Honolulu Conference; extend the bat.
tlefield to increase groutd operations in the highlanl and alorg bordar
areas; increase reliare on ground LOC's to support grout operatiow,
which wvald require the opentrg, restoration, atd maintmanee of critioal.
LOC't; ad orosolrdesr operations, as approved, to strike the e= in
hi satua .es

(TS) In addition to the CY 67 force requireuonts known as Phase
MIE, COKSPI•CV also recognized the need for a large force which could be

employed rcad:Sy in RVN or elsewhere in SEASIA should a need for it arisa.
Originaliy comeived as a corps-siwe force based in RVN, this ooncept w
chane on 6 May in a decision briefing for COMUSMACV, when it became
apparent that permanent basing of the force in RVN would necessitate a
construotion effort which would seriously Jeopardize other critical
construction projects unlornay and pla•v. and further compound the
ballace-of-payments problem. The plan as modified at presented for
CIIPAC study, prior '^ the Ro61n.1it Corf'-"nr' held or 2-10 June. enriz-
ioted a force based initially outside R&N which could be called in rapidly
should the need arise, T%- a ttalb• 'D - + ' AC called the
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"Corps Contingency Force" a package to be made ready for deployment to
an area as dictated by the developing situation. The area of deployment
could be any place in RVN or. if authorized, in Laos or Cambodia. The
force might operate under current strategy against a strong enmu, or
it might be used in a shift of strategy. if for example an opportunity
developed to shorten the war by new operations in RVNI, Laos, or Cam-
bodia, More specifically9 the force might be used to intensify the
program of Revolutionary Develoment to attain the goals established
in the February 1966 Honolulu Conference; to extend the battlefield
by increased ground operations in II and III CTZ's, and in I C=Z with
elements of the force; to conduct large-scale operations in Laos or
Cambodia against iemo bases9 facilities. and infiltration routes; to
asa.et in the oýIefense of the central highlands northern I CTZ, or
other areas which the enemy might threaten to seize and control, The
USA elements of this force package consisted of two infantry divisions
(19 maneuver battalions). one airmobile division (nine battalions),
ono AGR (three battalions), 14 engineer baitalions, 26 artillery
battalionsp and nine helicopter companies for a total of 122,885
personnel. Logistically the force could be supported in II and III
CTZ.. If deployed in I CTZ, a deep-water port would be required in
the vicinity of Hue. With the exception of the port and improveent
in lines of camnunioation. the Corps wiuld require minimal construe-,
tion requirements, aince it was intended to operate in an expedition-
ary role without permanent bases and contonments. 25

.(U) Progra~med as part of the CY 66 buildup was a Corp3-level
heedquarters to control the rapidly growing US units in the III C
area. This headquarters became operational on 15 March at Long Binh,
Mien Hoa Province. known as 11 Field Force Vietnam (II FFOMCEV), it
assumed control of the 1st Int Divq the 25th Inf Div (-)H tha 173d
Abn BdW, the 23d Arty Gp, and the 1"th AV (,p (-). On the same date,
Field Force Vietnam, under Maj Gen S. R. Larseon was redesignated
I FF(RCEV at Nha Trango Haj Gen J. 0. Seaman assumed command of II
FFORCEV and Maj Gen W. E. ePy former MACGJ3, a~sumed comand of
Gen Seaman's 3ist Inf Div.

(TS) On 10 August COMUSACV sent a message to CIYCPAC and JCS
on the subject of CT 66-67 force requirements. Because it 5uZMarises
the basic views of C(AUWACV and provides the rationale bahimd his
requirementsit is quoted at length.

Continuous study of the situation indicates
that past and current developments reinforce my
appraisal of the war on viah the CY 66-67 force
requirements were based., There are no indioations
that the eney has reduced his resolve. He has
increased his rate of infiltration, formed diviaion
size units, introduced new weapons Into ais ranks,
maintained lines of cxnmunications leading into
South Vietnamq increased zh•i use of Cambodia as a
safe haven, and reoeatly ioed a c.=oat division
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tbzough the DMZ. These and other facts support
qarlier predictions and suggest that the eiey intends
to oont!ime a protracted =ar of attrition. We must
not unlerestimate the enm nor his detervdation.

The war can contiem to escalate. Imailtration
of eemy troops an supplies from NO can inorease
and there is no assurance that this ii ncx occur.

If, contm'r to current indications, Hanoi
decides not to escalate further, some modification of
the forces mhich I have requested probably could be
made. Under such circumstanoes, I oonoei'e of a
carefully vbal ed force that is designed to fight
an extend mar - attritim•n and sustaizle vithout
mti onml mobilization.

I recognize the possib2hLy that the m may
not covtite to fo2.ow the pattern of infitration
as projeote4. Accodi~ngly W stariff !s atrrently
comdotin a mmbor of iudies with the objeatve of
plao±i tiss coum and the RVN in a posture that

il jermit us to retain the izitsatLve reaz'dless
of the course the emW~ chooses to mmue* These

ae A stuty which oroidm•st osible cou.-ee-v
of action by the eeW on our force posture ard
owv ,oeAtiom¶ to rwdintain our. superiority.

b. An anralis of our requirewnts to dater.
mne a balAmed US facme that c"a b6 emplo7vd w
sustained fu and e•ectively in oembat on an
ir iinite baais vithont natioual bliza=ton.

.0 A ftudý' to detevLari the evolutionary steps
to I* tak in d4wignlx an ultimte MVN security

do A study to date•riie the op = RVWAF
froro atrozture uhioh can be attaized a suppoerto
in oonmid•ra•tion of rgenm excpe'iee ard our estimate
CS the wrIOvr Po0l.0

(TS) An unpl~mvd addition to the M&AV force -s t ture. duxd ,
1W, % the 196th Mt W' Bde. On 14 Jum SEMF notified OCEP
that this brigades, Uioh m to have been deployed to the Domiican
Rapublic on 15 July, would not b- ztquirad in that area. arA that the
unit could be of±'ered as a substitution for the 199Mh i"f Wda, or in
vddition to the murrent p~grm. The reply to MMW Stated that tbA
unit coold be acceptod as soon as it %as availAbleg and that it should
be in addition to the 199th Inf Bde. On 22 Jue .CMS1WC noted that the
brigade did not oontain crtain elownts of its TC. but said that MAC7
wuld accept the brigade without these elements and requested it deploy
to MNI -4th r. lemm dat,3 of 25 August or sooner. Tho movezer of tth
unit. ima ewxdItado, aid the 196th Lt liai Bde al.oud at its Tay Mmih
bcase cap on 16 Augwt.-
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(TS) The decisions on statiori.ng major uxats wew of great
concern to COMUSMA.CV in July bca=uve of: the exqparded WA use of the
critical avenues of appro~wh from Cambodia throiagh the Paleikua-
Darlac-Pbu Bon pr~ovinces to the coastal plaixo. Early 'plAns had.
called for the statioring of the 196th Lt Inf Bde at Tuy Hoa; how..
ever9 a major threat in the Tay NInli ame changed these plan and a
mission vas given to the 195oth Lt Thtf Bda to open and secure Route
22 from Go Daii Ha to T47 Ninh City and to prepare for large...sale
opeaytions in War Zone Ca Furthere it was hoped that this deploymezt
'would allow pressure to be pisoed on the Michelin Plantation and
woadd auff- tba 25.h lI-S Div to emphasize pacifization in Hati Vgbt.U
provinc~e*

(S) The ergeTy threat 3-t the DN1Z area and the "stern mroztiot
Al of I CTZ in narly U:!tober led C(M3'*IAV to decide t.- divert a 175---

Nef-pmpeklled &A-i3llex7 battalion and. a lO5--miu SP artillory batts.'Jon
tzo I crZ for i~rarase4 %Lro support. CO's I FFOFCEV ani 32 P70FMI
voxe directed to ýpuea~e additional contirgensy plaxas to suppor~t =1

WJ'if res~A

(TS) On 21 Octobeair, in a message t,, CLICPACt, CI=~SJW1AC
str-ongly echced the boton ld-&,in COMUSW.4CV's evaluAtion ot
the need forpo~ deploymartis to be aac plshed ar' px~pt3.
as tha Services Ihad the oapeabUi.tyo It ms reognIzewx thst these
deployments ue-z- eassenial to permit accemtlishaent of required
mili-3twty v~i53aics ani the atipp~rt of RiutonrDevelopmant (W))
COMUSIRCV-S stztowert thAt it Vas ftviteaa to secure nerw areas 'when
fozn3o, w~vre w' ra~sl to maimsOx, sec-,uxrty once ost~abalishda and
the absolu~te rm~siAy of csoorvLnatd RD pupport AlonS64wth other US
HIsaloni fifortsp vw 1J4gbl.ghtod in the sAme message.

(S) By tho raiddle oif Ooteber the decision on tlve loction of
the 9th I,,- Div =as beocaiang c~t~ical. With tha thradat in the iwrthe
C %IUSMIACV considered the possiblity of dtieortJ4-r this division to I
CIrZ in its ontirety. Alternate pla" o;alied for deployixg the diviion
(-j and almdios were ord4ered on the logistical impact.e The staf
-,as direct~ed to prrovide stu~a~is on the vrrious altmnatlyan in w
to Allow dive rsoWi of -the division to & rW -f the CT I

(S) IDu~ri this sa~a periode requests 'were forwarded to JCS
toadJubt the CY 67 roquizrmerrts for a greater rau~ber of self -pro..

pelledA air- defense &rtilla.,T &utomatilc weapons battalions. CCWSH&CV
desiread to attach an AW (SP) battalion9 reinfozeed, with a Oa2ofte-5O
battery, to each cf tho sev-a, divisions in FJN; to provide an AW (SP)
battslion,. reinforeed, to support each of three sapamte brigades; and
to rwke available f'our calliber-.5O batteries to support the 1st Bdal
101st Airborre Div. CCOUSM~CV rsasmoid that these highly mobile and
versatile weapons would provide a goat iwreaise in ground firepower

* for a =vwly L2 imwr-as i.:- mampm m- They 'wore particularly
effective it ths conduct of reconnai~ssance by 4ire of suspected amb2.ah
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sites and provided instant high0vo1ume fine in the event of ambshl they
could be posutdonsd to defeni smoh critical points as bridges, defiles

and passasi ari as base-defense veapons, they could be employed in a quick,
zeact oz-force role to counterattack enemy forces. CQIUSMACV noted that
thea vailability of this veapon vould permit a reduction of security
forces currently tied down to the protection of atLWlery position,
supply duns, and mote airfields.32

(TS) On 9 Deoceber SEB= sent a metianlum to JCS on SEASIA
deployments:

I have reviewed JCSM 739-66 dated December 2,
1966 an approve the rooo re-ati on in paxa.7A
regarding deletions add additions to program NBR 4
Forces e~ept that I defer approval of the rew ArmW
units shown in Enolosure I pending a detailed
justiftcation for each by deployment adjutment
request.

The approval inaludes the reozended revisions
for Thal~ande %tth regard to other PACOM countriea,
hmivro I consider that Program OR 4 is adequate

i•th respect to other areas except as noted in the
enclolure. Arq additional requests for deployments
to out-of-oountz7 areas should be fully justified
as to thei relation to the conicit in SEA.

The trade-off of four Army engineer battalions
an one Navy construction .battalion is inoluded in
tie above approval. However, these trade-offe
should not be cause for an inorease of contractor
constrfttion in lieu of programied troop construation
effort*

The ewlolosu" mentioned in the quote above deferred certain units, vithout
prejudice, pendir a detailed justification for each deployment. The
units included an augmentation to 53136MP battalion amd inaW maaller
units for a total of 2,803 spaces.

(TS) Early in December M= 1967 force requirements wre adjusted
to meet the 3iitations imposed by SE)EF Program 4. One of the major
adjustments was 442 spaces addsd to the ftelM advisory elemnts, uhich
allowed aa irmrease of advisory effort at the sector azd subseotor levels.
CMACV deteroined that the addition of these special advisory skUlls
at this level would have a coawry-.ide iqwt in the ration.buildig

.mpogram. EspeciaLly emphasized mors e ongner advisors in districts
%th =merous self9.help programs, and security advisors where pacification
wis underway. In the struoturir of his force CCMSMCV requested the
greatest possible latitude in c1azxing the unit mix as the tactical
situation dictated. He asked that procedures be established to provide
a syst~m whereby he ooLd mako known his total requirments, to iwl~Ie
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thoe wppotabe, y rad-ofs ith heS=CE ceiling,. and those not
supprtale.ftrdwr CCUSMCV ske tht poceure bedeveloped

ivtoh would authorize him to influence the type and mix of oobaj
ready forces to be held in the US to meet possible contingencies.

(S) As the year erded, the 9th Int Div vae olosizng in KilN, and
plans had been made to station elaiants of the division in IV CTZ.
The USA stz-.gfth had reached Z50,000 in.-country, san plans iere being
rAxi to level this f orce during 1967 to approtnately 300,000. At
thgen oflat the year thezt 4rrt 59 USA miuuver battalions in Kill, dith
eight move planned. Aviationn assets ecutiuned to be a major problem.
At the ena of the year thiere inze 56 aviation compardes in KlN, w~t
counrting the six CV.2 ccpazztes iqbch were transferred to the USA? on
31 December. Two &o*tsr aviation, companies were em'ot~o ani adittions3
avitatt3n assets wene planned for 1967. This Imludsd six insdium bolt..
copter cmpnupvor, 16 Ulgiat ambulaate UAnietaehmentsy three: 11oha-e

comP=0qAnie¶.Ran supPw..gI' .n e~anee units.35

Free World Ni~tar? Asaistamoe Force Doploymont~s

(C) Free World (7W) -.outributions to RVIi5nroased significantly
in 1966. Much of the assistamoe resulted from nagotiations and urinigs
of' the United States 'crerrmrrnt (USG) in 1965 which did wot, boar f~ruit
until 1966. Most nshttos preferred to provide civic, aetion sixl madioel
assistaeG qs opposed w~ active military partioipstion. Cowside-rations
of possibit 01110M moe-tion in its Formosa Strsit-s9 of rwnwed. Soveto-
preasu-e on Berlin, and adteorse vorld pablic opinion on Gerwmn military
partiovatins , affected the doxcisions of the Rnpuhtio of China (RO)C)
and the Germ..n Peetoal Reynbliui (GFR),.croap=tivcly in the typ of
a3sistarn$e t-hey would gtvas. Mails and Canada, because of their nzabet'
ship on the Iatonnt-icnfL Centxel Ccdassion (ICC). Thkowise were lmirt&±
in the asetitamwe thoy couu3a viovide. Preposed.astmefo m-%

* xn~tiow,D notabl the Republic of Korea (ROEt) aw9 the Kepab3Sc of the
Thflirimns (UP) mat rith cvnsAdersble opposition vithin the national
legi0Jativwf bcdies. eo'-' -14 zpw tian , caued by the unstable
political situation in MI rN m Marclkh truwgh "r, w some from
attsmpts to secure, addit~cmfl oowessioms fznn U33G. The 13SG 'orked
beiUld the sc*enes Nith dafewe rdnistries anl heads of flr-icN1 states,
assisting and urgixg as x*250835f7, to secure favcnbtle legislative
roactions to the assistsz=e pmvgfl. In alnst. anl oases the US paid
for thO eqUijn~nt, tzrAneporttiO~A. and in-COuntry support Of the perOnnel.
of the BN assistame grcnps.

(S) On 25 March the President signed into law a DOD Suppilmental
Appropriations Bill0 The 'bil transferred responsibility for Miltary
As~sistanne- P-,rognim (MHP) tutgf~ DOD to the various services in
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MN, allowng Free World Military Assistane Forces (FWAF) to be -
suwxrted by correspondirg US Services, instead of through the normal
(AP Chanmels. "This change in budgeting and futxing had little or no
Impact on support procedures in-cmuxtry. A major shame of this support
of FWA in RVN subsequently va placed on US services. This ws done
for ease of plamdmg and to provide some relief to the RVNAW loistics
iysLwma, ihich vmas haxd pressed to aocompish the support mission of its
own for•e."

Additional MM l-moob forE MN

(S) On 8 April JCS inuired of CIICPAC as to the possibdlity of
inareased MRNA to RVN. The basis of this inquiry vs a JCS study to
dot-m!nae wbat additional support vould be usefLI ani vhIch would be
reasombly available from BN nations. It vs hoped that NW forces
might be able to make contributions uhich wead fM gaps caused by
the US Services' shortfalls in certain type units planned for RVM
dbwIM the Honolulu Conferenee in JamaMry and Februa, ars i the
corcept ms in complete agreement -ith the President~s oall for more
flags in !VN. Several problem areas were identified as requiring
consideration prior to requestbzg additionml AF, chief amowr them
being a unit's capability to contribite to favorable progress and to
provide the most imediate and noticeable a ffect on the wr effort.
The uits wulad b operationLy, logistically, and adzinistratively

""-supportable by the Wk MeN, or the N country offering the assistaAMo
either sirCJy or in conpfuiatioh. Other pioblem areas 6owmerW ocmand
ard control, security, aref of operation, logistics support, limgustio
barriers, and special situation. engendered by natiotality, religio•p
custouz an acceptability in NV•, and ability to beddow air units.

(8) C• CAcV provided CCPAC a list of umits wich ho felt MW
realstioally coutlA provide. These un-Its were: A=W-tho x1am udbz
of intantry battalions uhich could be supported, AAA battalionb, FA

* abttal3oM, 10 Erimer construotion coapanies, four S gimer Light
equipwnt coCqpazlies, three Ergineer port constrmction caianies, three
E&ginoer dir~p tmoik companies * thre Erxgineer aspbAlt platoons, u"
-isceaneaais eCineer support detachmants, mwilcal evacuation units,
petroleun depot units, transportation units and tugboat ore%*; Air
Force..F.100, F,.04v F..59 and 1B-.7 *VAdronse possible FW-=.mamii of the
P-,5 ssa ron at Bien Bou, Ight FW observation units for use in the
FAc role, qualified personal to act As FAC-s, ALO* s amd duty offijee
in oca•md cuntore, DASC's, and TACCts and transport squadrons or
flights. It %-as recognized, however, that the introduotion of additional
air force units vold require the eoustraction of added facilities Wddoh
vauld be a limiting factor. Navy forces uhich could be provided inoluded
additional surface patrol craft for HARM TIME operations, additionil
destrWer-type craft for mval gunfire mIssionw, additional patrol air.
crtft, additional survey saips to meet the heavy deanda of hbdrographio
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Suvsy, sail logistics lift otmfto In lcoldrg at the Asirn nations
widch would be able 3or id6I Ia to contzibiateo CIIEPAC noted that Thaflamr
sani Malaysia were c~udtted fully in their o=~ paticAular araasa ROK
had pvtrided afl. that could be expected. anai furthar tntmses 'would not
rvducce especially sign~Ifcanat ratnzn~ from the US irnwstmnt imvolved.

samnand ROC were both capable of supplying more asztaL.ujioe in afll
categories 9- but political oal~iti ons arri questions of' escalation of týj9
,,a- by Red Chi=a werea the dooiding. factors in linLting their support* t

(S) In August 1965 the US Mission in Saigon bad advam~ed a conmept
cfadding nrn f lags to RVN by t'ritirg x11itax~y observe teems from

selected Afnican countries to advise sarx assist in counterinsurgenay
U~rfao sns coarept clad not get cff tin grcwxl and ai's put in abeyare

iitiefli4.t'sy by the Massi=n in April. 1966. L'torzts did contimie, how-
amr, tz got other ndUita.:y obsez'vtm to EV~o Both Geek xAl Dutch
miltary c.fticzas shýwed iinterest in ths oowxýept, althcngh tha Greek
gtvsnnect '=s oons-id9e-d to be less than rzweptive to the icbn.e The
US Ambazsador Ax Athens suaggested That if ow or tw oether NCTO mtionz
wn's to talce the firstL atep, then the Gra& gmvenmmt might foillow

=uto The Gyuvenmnet oft the Nwtbsr~anis appeared to Mave a isvvxable
attittzie on the subjact, saYi tin US Anbassador t1wre suggested that a
jctint RVN/US imrittaLion te- rztfarei to the Dutch Mtt&ster oft D92eib

*inv"Iting4 Di40tt rdltkttai OhSetwr3 to Vietrnmm In late Sejitemb~r, an
dbserat~ion gru fro -sJpmeSXDe~j oc i.Ie V
tou~ad vamrioums installtit-n Iin.rcountry. This visit vas vponsorvi by
th a~aza Ehh--yv a~though H&CV prv±ded tr-ccuztxy rai7

,,as in vtera. J~tnsteak'tvs

* ~~~~(S) At. theMss 'n c, kl rtin on I A tjgut COMUSMAV discussed
the ofeiflza~r i the WA 32413 Di-- through th9 DNZ, aal
eotn'.pts ttki*h ha lad dsvaloped to counter it. Omn coinept uisa the
focxzatiom ecx a m-lttAnmtio~nl force (EAI2US-.Koresn, Austn.lAno New
Zse2s.mi, saxrI Us fo~nea) to opa-r-.te in the axetI Soith of thil MM.
&wisiored waz a. V~dga4a.iza unit supcrting thes 1st AIIVN Div. to be
omIeNl"1d Wy a USM gmenxul otflow. u-ho inul exercise opezutiozwl*1contr(•l of tin ARVNi £e-3-, as -46l . Control wuld be emr,lised tumlr the

4~gu~an af topereticral covordiimtion' to avoid otlezxtbg AIWN sensitivities.
.,hoochiefnvlueofathis oxnlationivstlw afaot that it vaou ba an

* 5zitrn~atiowl far,, -4th -*io~h to cofi'ront tein tuvson frcc tba )Noth.
CC&IUSMAV also -,u~ggwted that the ICC coruld pWxae obsemrn with the
force-. The Mission OCuail rsspomlod to the cowept vvery favexuably,

*~= .4 s flt tha-,t if amuch a force could be de-velopeA uskar tnuly Thten..
S ntional aiwpioss o a -u pozsibly- oven unler the ICC,0 then Uhe US position

in thea evntAa~lItY CSf irgotations might be iinrnrWi. 3 9

(S) The Coasv msa t-. be ocmpr-ised of two US}E battalion ind ow
axK infgntry bazta-ion, thIle tha hsadquartaro would prcide spaces for
3morpxpztixg tokan natioaml contrilbutions fv-K AustrsliLandi New tealani
as mU as othears that night beccis avuailsl1e. Sino.s UAJWS was ezpeotad
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to cooperate 0losely Vith the ICC, Positions held by elements of the
force vould be accessible to visits •-c the control body, whioh vocld
be encouraged to exrcise its prerogative. JOCS vas requested to study
the proposal and, if in agreement, to initiate an approach to the govern.
ments conoerned to obtain their views and agremot. The Ambassador
pursued the saw i ed with an id~entjoal message to M=CSA=. All US
Am bassAdore to the mtions oorverrd oonc'ined in the project and vere
favorably impressed -Ath the iagiative tirld behind the proposal."

(S) On 21. August CCMUSMA requested timelyv State-Defense approval
sad griidame~ for the KA=US project,- because the statiouzLig of aizy size..
able force in nmthern Quarg Tri Provioe vould have to be accomnlshad
by I October; otherwise, the onset of the mnrtheast monsoon vould seis-
iously hamper construction of base cawps, establishment axI stocking of
supply points, upradirg of lines of ocemunication (LOC), and other
aotions critical for adequate logistical and admi•istrative support.Additionaly onl rddm time .13abl for te•e n
sbak6-.ovm of components of the ooheela

(S) Some eeption vas taken to the no KAMM as beig mweessar.
13vy restrictive, to the zatiows oipati. and Mmight preclude other
nations from participatirg. It uts proposed that a naebe devised
that would signify broad participation in this in.ernatiomal forne.
The ground rules for operation• in the area of tba DMZ also had to be
considered, and it vms recm ended that the force have the authority to
rax~uvr in the RVN potion of tD DM to provent ene, use of the aea
as a safe haven. A satiafa;omry legal aanent would have to be
made with the 100 prior to estahlishdi the force, because of the posi.
bility that at some future time it tdght be desirable for US and other

4 PW fprs to0 operate %ithout rest'riotion in the RVS portion of the

(TS) By the ond of Septeberp it appeared that the titniz of

UAMS was nat consistent %M the w threait in wrthern I CTI,
vhiah vas nw on the order of three divisions. To counter the
sltiple-division threat, Whioh, bAsixn itself on adjacent growud saw.

tuaries, coUld be Oustaired indefinitaly, a force of greater strength and
capability than KAWJS was requixed. A HACV study conaludvA'that the
conept was valid and recomm•nded that it be supported, but rem ee
also tb&t the =.Ioymsnt of UM be delayed uuntl after the monsoon

(S) In early October, CMMACV vus asked to ca ent on the mii.-
tary aspects of amployi.Ax the British Gurkha Bde in MfN. The Gurkhas,
professioiAl soldiers from Nepal. had been a part of the British Ary
sice 015 and vre considered excelent soldiers; they had von an
enviable reptation in every camqxign in uhich they bad paxticipated.
Sine, World War fl, the Gurkhas bad been employed in the Halaysia-Dorroo
area, and mall but 50C :f tho 14.,C Qu.•ý - ti-e y s curretly
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in that area. Talking with the US Army Attache in London, the Adjutant
General of the British Azry had confirmed speculation that the Gulrfcs
uould be phased out of British service. Unable or mmilliug to indicate
a time period for the action, the Adjutant General did say that such
phase-out would undoubtedly comence soon, perhaps within a year, mnd
could be completed within three years" The British Army was interested
in securing appropriate employment for the Gurkha Bde until such time
an it might be released from the British Army, and thequestion sias
rmised as to the desirability of its mployment in HRN.I The Gurkha Bde
consisted of eight infantry battaliow, one engirer-F-thalion, One
signal battalion, and other support elmente. Formed on the British
system, Gurkha units were similarly traied and, above platoon level,
were led by Britir h officers. These vere several critical factors to
be considered in utilizing Gurkha units in MTN. Besides American artip-
athy tomrd mercenaries, a possible Gu*,bA reluctane to serve unier mz.
Br na leadership had to be consideredi .lumher, Gurkha employment in 44

I could provide the oo~m ta with valuable propaganda opportunities.

(S) COCSIACV's concept of employwent of the Gurkh 3de, if its
use were accepted, =s to employ it in operations sirilar to those it
had conducted in Walaya. The principal advantage of employing the
brigade would be the addition to IM=V of highly-trAined and disoipliD
troops who were skilled and experiemcod in counter-guerrilla operations
in all types of terrain; the brigade would contriinte signiflcantly to
the military effort. If satisfactox arry •emnts for leadership and
sponsorship of the brigiade could be made there were no overriding military
disadvantages to the use of the Gurkha Bde in RVN. The priniple dis.
advantage indcld seem to aoiure to the sponsor, if disposition of the forcebet.- rbeupncsainof ho as.

'II

(S) Such quostiow, becaue at least teporarily aoadeic A wen the

United Kingpdon decided wt to phase out the Guxdca Bde before 1969,

%hen the UK defensZ policy and overall troop requireents beyond 19•0
would be xreviowodl.

Ropublic of Korea For-es

(S) At tho enoi of 1965, US efforts re woll urnerwy to incroase

the u.tbr of ROX units in the RVN. On 8 Jammary 1966, SEMSTATE
instructed tho US An.assador in Seou! to begin prwpt ngotiations
to obtain a ROK rogi-nont for deployment to RV,' by Aprdl, aml a ROK
division for deploy•ont by July, alow, %ith the necessary combat support
and combat service suppovrt elements.46
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to these forcis at tNR so-1o agrsezl to boentzu~o& A~x tw RM"
P" MtIdter Of 'Naticmz t~czt proviidt dc3.t" tWv4 a1skabflity gr'ad~tias

* ;eult 1 from oaSUAlties in P.Th1 at do'ahle tho rstes asgroed to by the
joi.tLI= 10K t-itxry com-ttttee; &.,& equip, provide trmizing foor, aol

1'iname complotty th e rea~ce aont, fr thei f orcos deplo1sd to RW'N.
~ialed %a~s th a0tivation of ow ready ee division a o.~&

tution of anothar asarr1Acmor' tt ~.%s. also agrsed to provi4:,I c~~eaetnieatiom rlaeilites for eanlustve ROK use uftohbvould Pextm.t the
4o ,toýt Alts far In V{V, fowr C-54 &.mt

* !~WS.F tor sup~port of ROF. fones in. RIM, and substantial iteti of
4 .juip~nt over theivit feyy, - yeanzi fr ziderni*-ation. of the &flCAU I
I ias Aurthn' agreedi to igprove tilitazy barrack4sx cr4reted £scflit~s

in the W3K width provtdsf~mW txassuiatos equip the I=& sreex
Nso It could I-imrnse a.-mmition pre*t tion. and to contribute, to

3)wovir4- the RflSA a~nti initraL_%.tion o~manabfity along tlm 58th Paralelel
1n the roalrm olf evonomie -assistarne, it =*s aaerx1 to relasez additiox~3
iUen tc the kcorin taadgot oqual to tho imareased costs of dopleyiag ansi
;;b~iliný.iiV thte etafoytvt; to gnisyoml the FAIP transfer pnrixnl for as

- long as there vviv at leaast tua }R3X dtý:sions in Rfl4; to procura in
Korea, in conrpotitior only vith LIS smippliAcn, as much as th~e ROS could

P trovids in- gcxb pamroasd by USAD; tco tho extent penoittod by GVN to



&llow Korean contractors to participate in construction projects under.
taken by the USG in MVN; to ircrease US technical assistance to the
OXK in export promotion; to provide additional loans in support of

Korea~n economic developm~ent in e~ess; of the $150 mil.lion agreed to
in May 1965; and to provide $15 mdIlion in program loans in 1966 to
be used for support of es-vrts to • and for other developmental
w.eds. After several ueeks of debate and behinI.the-eoenss political
marseverirg, the ROK National Assembl.y on 20 March pasdte b=l
authorizi.rg the MO ta ru k 4.tionAl troops to Ro

f.rf A tentative ROK force structure was developed by the I= J
and presented to Chief KMAG on 19 March. The major elexmnts of this
"stricture prov4 deed for one infantry dii7ision and one reginnt, M augmer.
tation to the ROK Forces Vietnam (ROFV). 51 logistic M units, ow
erngier battalion, one evac~utien hospital and associated medical unIts,
ordnanre DS and ammtinin m uxnts, QM service, signl units, and tr•s•-pox.

(TS) Simaltaxously vith the Korean agotiations, US plkmra
at the February Honolulu Confm~me prepared an additional trrop list
for ROK forces on a uniUatrl bais, to round out a "theater slice"
for ROK forces in RVN, consistdng of approrimately 10,376 peisonxl
organized into an engineor construction roup. trans.portation boat,
barge, trck .tarwz ml uits. medical clearir coopwq and evacuation
hospital, sa1gnal SUpport coMp=a7 artXillery rOup of 10,5.m and 155-
horitaer Sq GS asw NSOzdnawe wunts, ai QM service

•I•B'

.S., bad' 0,mh e lopeo a rarce s*- -mdt mr V for "

rue s to Seoul. on 14 Mmrcah, wffiwr tho ft'uawta" w -oalad dzuz t
2).488 by the rORG. the -tar-A xzgue advamed by t~he II JGuS and the
im force stmactm- rapproved by the F41K Ntimrnl 4ssr4 . Tba

increases in tho ovy.Tla WDK foi"e strmtuiv yesu~ltimg from the
aePloymnt of a4dit-1o0ml unitas to MI toi•,•d 3S,000 spas.5 0
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(S) The political crisis in WIN in Mkrcht April, ani May caused
comern among the ROK leadership and raised serious questions as to the
advisability of seanding additional RCK troops. Some ifluetial govern-
ment officials and the press suggested that it zight be wise to defer
dispatch of additional troops until after the GVN elections. It vas
pointod ont to the ROKG that such an action, or even contemplation of
such an actions mmld be good nse to the ery. The ROKG reatfl•imd
its ocu tments to the GVN on 25 May, vhen the Korean Miniater of Natioml
Defeame stated that the RK had sent troops "to stop the infiltration
of the Viet Cong and to help establish a democratic goverment there."
He ulded that political developments in Ril would not 1a21 a bearing on
RK ltary activities or on its reinforement program.

(S) CC4USMV and CCOT agreed to a command ani control relation,-
ship between ROK arA US forces whereby a FOK field HQ would be established
at •ha Trang, fith about 200 operations anil trelu.ng personnel coming
from the Saigon contingent; this location. ould ease operational liaison
between the BOK and I FFO0MV HE. CCM0UV would exercise ooand over
his forces and would have an adequate staff for this fumotion, while
CG I FFO -V would contime to exrcise de facto operationn, control,
consulting -i4th CCOKFV on operational matters as a matter of routine.
(There was no formal agreement pertainirg to operational control sai
CCUS0ACV felt that there vis no need 6f one in view of CCMFdVs

Sdemonstrated cooperation in the matter.) The iritial deployment of
the EOKis 26th FaT began on 16 April 1966. The MT debL ed-t Qui
Rhon and :oved into the Capital ROK If Div TAOR as plam.ed.2

(C) LogIstic support vtl as supplied by RVNF. In early
March aruirition shortage in ROK uvits in the field became &. soure of
corcern to ROK commaners. To relieve the problem, CO SMAGV recozinded

* - that. 1st Log C(d provide Class V support to ROKWV. In early May AREM
-as relieved of logistioal support uhich USAW assumed. (Details of this
are covered ým Chaptr Iq.)

(S) A sudden VC/NVA buildup in late March and April in I CTZ caused
CLCMSX4I V to begin plammzg for an early WK Wda.-* Bde *deployment to
rei:foroe =Z XAF. Political instability in the noerthr provimes of
I CTZ, secuzty requirements for Tuy Hoa and Cam Ranh Bay, and possible
oontingewy requirements in reaction to operations in the Chm Pog area
of the uentral highlands delayed this deploywat. F~law for a 4.m
diployment vere developed to meet azq possiblo requirement in I or' l
Corps. Subsequently, September was established for movemnt of the
WK l Mai Bde to I CTZ, ohich ooinaided vith the arrival of the firet
contingent from the ROK White Horse Div. CMSMVC still wanted the
contiMewy plans for 48ou. r deployment of the brigade kept cuutzn 5 3

(TS) In the rC 67 Force Requiem3nts C(WSMACV requested sufficieut
RnK Marie foles tt, rouwiout the ROK 2d Marine Bde to a full division.
In the event a ROK marine division could not be provided, COO!ACV
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requested-a.US Aivion-of-&-x iAnf ant battalions for-the I CTZ

con=red with COMUSMACVts "reuefost-forýdJ combat bat.
tal'lows but thought that these battalions should com from pre-
-19pioymriL of two brigades from the Corps Contirgency Force,, oonsid.

ering that this suzve allowed for earlier reconstitution of the
N"3M7 element of the PACOM reserve, wich would further enhane the

PACOM amphibiou:• assault capability for contingencies elsewhere
in C!rWPACt s area of responsiblity. The predeployment also bad
the obvious &-1antage of trainng and ac$•tmatization of a siguificazt
portion of t-A Corps Cme~ngenoy Foxcss.4

(TS) On 2i July CONUSMACV notitiod CI11PAC that the requiremwmt
to roundout I WAF with six additional battalions as progr=wd for
May 1967 was still valid, ani added that coments by COMUSKORFA -re
understood. COMUSMACMV stated that any arrangements to provide the
six infantry battalions required in I CTZ was acceptable. The prime
reason for CJStaDCVis request for Marines, ROE or US, ms that

, these units would have a common supply, organization, trzining dowtrine,
and commazi relationship with IIIl4APF5 5Imposition oW. other SerIce
unit-ts would be disruptive to a degree

(•) In mid-Jauary 1966 CIUSM?.C• was asked to evaluate the
ROM forces then in RVN. COMUSMACV iriLcated that for ths first two or
three months after their arrival in MVt, ROK senior oommanders had con-
trolled closely the offensive operations of their forces in corder to
indoctrlnate the troops to combat in their nw envirorient. This bad
0,.ven the impression that the IRDK's lacked aggressiveness and were

* reiuctant to take casualties, Houver, in Operation FLMIJG TIGER'in
early January, the Koreans accounted for 192 VC killed as against only

* U ROK's killed, Thich, coupled with their success in Operation MTfMON,
appeared to constitute a valid indication of their combat effectiveness.
"(Operations FLYTI', TIGER/JEFMERSON are discussed in Chapter V.) In
their ralations with the Viotnamese, tho ROK dan initial period
of difftculty arisizg frmin t hI n less urell•.equipped
ARVN a:xi RF/PF troops, lnx ig-ie-irs, aI-Re6driental "faoe"
problem. The ARVN attitude quitckly changed, howver, and their appraisal
"of the WDK forces was believed to be essontially the same as tle US
appraisai. The Koreans seemed to bave zade very gcod improssion on
the Vietrnmwse public in areas where they wore statio# d, probably
because of the coymon village origin of tha ROEK soId-A#. the
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Vietmamese peasunt, the oomii rice ecim 5gf the two countries, amd
their similarities in realj4gi m ad cult~,.

(U) On 15 August 1966 a WK CA/PSYOP owpV v irna troduced into
the RVN* The compay was deployed vith a stroigth of 30 officers and
1014 orlisted zaa. S.ims the cotmpan did wot bave its ziasioniessential

eq4Pwit, n anedo a~ameinents vere made fors the pareoznal, to receive
or,.the-.Job trsizim dqtlx elsiwints of the US Amy PSYOP oompazies for a
period of~ appro~tmtaly 30 days. The TOM for the ROX C4PFSYOP compaw
vasu approved on 21 July 1966 ani forsaxrded, to DUNA for procurement of
equipment. Wihen it became apparent that comaidereble, tine would be

* xrequired to obtAin all of the eqnipirt. authorinod bwy tbe TOO, action
ms imitate to wqeiedlvz of nission-.esenotial equipmenwt~.

By the enl of 1966 o&7y a few item of oquipmuit bad arrived. sub..
sequent to their tra~ining program elements of the ROK CA/PSYOP coarpa
mwyt edoyed as follows: CoBs-BV ~ X4Tag s l
Capitol MOK Dirso 2d F.t - Mt ROK Div; 3a Fit - 2d ROK Marine Bde; andl
ors Loudspeakar Soction2* Xovie Team !WPKuxlio Imfozmatioui Tea=
MOK Construction Support Gr~oups ri An,,-

(S) The ROM Civic Aztioiz/Xý priM= in ONX wa8 altewnately
labelled by sam press reports as moze prodmwtive than those of other
F~MA forces* or as crientally brutaj. and soever. Aatually, ROK force
uxed e~sen~ianlly the same conoepts that WAC and JOS had devaloped
f4or -vliu oporwtiow~ in support of EN. The main differenc. lay
in the fact 'that the ROE uni~ts operated in 5etablished TAORts andi
conw±dered their 3izaiy =Lasion, to be paoificationo, yile US and other

M~I forcon were 01,164W~e more te.gard Sea-me- stroy operations
throughout tha emutry and 'iire wt so oowered .vith securing a. larp,
Ziod TAOL., To th,.a extent. ROK forces might be more effective in

-supo-t of Msbutonyin a lmted area of opeations. There uw zo
evidewe of bruxtal or severe coowketo Cozdon me search operatious.
cor~wtotd to wood out the V(:9 drcnft do~gerss w4~ desertera, were,
emaouted siilrly~ to US operations, stmassin MGYOPS a-ad oivio, action*
RK wuilts usod the wdiiun of trb e,ýrhood" to aeo t theseves
closely with the popa3ation of spocific hamlets; -0upport of sahwoo3.s
bai~ldig roads * and otbar projects 'were utiod to 4dvaws aivic action*.
The oriental philosophy of tbse ROK forces may have eaiabled thm~ to
ga-4z greater~ rwSyat and rapport vith tho people than did US forces,

* The assentital oritiolsa of ROE forces' activities van that thair
oweations o±'tn %*" uxdl.atram wme omtiwmes t in, consomm~e vith
the plazw of provinco offIioass al-bboughi this tituation TAs iiqprovitg.

* ~(S) A matter of sms ocewern to tba Koivans *a the procuroemnt
of4C-ratio or their troops in RVH, Durng bis stopover visit to

* iiN wbile tmveUling to the MAaila Conferarae, the ROK President die..
ousead tha mfbJwst vith COMSMAfV "n order to obtain his support.
CCMMCV said that. as would t~ry to arzwge it, but that there ivere xawW
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ramifications involved, including the gold flow. The ration was smb-
sequently developed azd was designed as a substitute for the US rAtion
being provided ROKFV, not as a special Korean dietary supplement. The
ration was being subjected to field tests and the ROKG planned to procure

,000o rations for a one-month field test. The US opposed purchasing an
untested ration, and by the year's end the matter had not been resolved,
as the shelf-life test, which required six months, would not be completed
until April 196705

(S) The Korean Logistic Service Corps (KLSC), proposed by the
OKG, was to be a civilian force orgarized alorg military lines to perform

combat service support operations. The original concept was modified
from a purely civilian to a pars-militar7 organization composed of R0K
military-civilian employees subject to the same rules and regulations as
t+- ROK military personmml iii RVN. On 10 November, the ROK President ruled
out the possibility of further dispatch of Korean combat troops to RVN.
However, the ROKG retained its plans to send a civilian service corps,
"cm•pose- of volunteer non-combatant roserviata to serve with rear-aa US
*i rs by perfoxvdrg non-oombat guara and logistical servioes. Dispatch
of the group -r.uIld be undler the RKG' s manpower export pogram, but prior
consultation with anL! invitations from GVN and USG wra =mnatory before

S• it could be sent. The project now proposed was a considerably more
ambitiotts ow.%n.pt of MOK non-mlitary participation in RVN than a logistics

): service corpr. A pan to implement the ROKG proposal was presented-to the
P- K Prtsldenm, who delaed its aompletion unti2 USO and UIN could be oonsulted,
in conformity with US views. Organization of the IMSC, or of an alternative

Sproposal, th3 Norw n Civic Aoc'tion Group (KCAG) , was not 3ettled by the end
* K, ! of the year. CtUMACV@ directing a study to determine tEj mest effective

utlizatior, of a KLX in 3.nf, wanted a force structure deveoped and the
dxistirg logis'ic support s+.rcture examiwd to identify the amreas in which

"Cfor in-oe or p~rcgrmkd US support units. which could be employed else.

. where, and would augment the support s•rcture ivroasing support capability.

- Tbe study waz oxpeted to be completed eazrL, in 1967.59

",•titional Australian For~s fqr_ RVN

(S) As early ae 30 July 1965 plans were being made b the AustrrdlitayeiUt1ablsomnt to increase it.s forces in • .

v%~~zrmn of ustra GOA ""lokey "• sc o betireon the US
Ambassador to '- bassador in December1965 a Jami

MIX.1e Vat, it would augment AitstrLiAn forees, increasing its
. .. ...4'V • o
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battalion to a t•o•battalion task force with a headquarters, stp3ial air
service squadron, armor, artillery, egimeer, signal, supply and transport,
field ambulamne, and ordnace asd shop units. It was proposed that the
Australian Caribou flight then in-ourtry, alor with eight UR-IB hel-
copters, be given the primary Wssion of supporUig the task force,
which would total about 4,500."

(TS) At a briefing on the deployment of the Australian Task Force
(ATF) on 12 March, COUSMACV tentatively decided to employ it at Ba da
urnder the control of CG II FFORCE'hwbioh would place a large W force
in the area of Route 15, a priority LOC, and vould keep the ATF van
away from the Cambodian border. Because Australia maintainee didmcatiO
relations with Cambodia, GOA had requested and had received US asauxum
that Australian units would not be used in operations on the Cambodian
border. Additional artillery support, when required, vmad be provided
by CG I3 FFOIDEV. CQMUSMACV could not approve the request that Australian
Caribou units revert to the ATF oomand, although he said that reinforcing
aircraft would be provided as reqtired, because the Caribou unit had a
capacity in exess of that required by the ATF. Thq eight UiB h- l-
copters would come under comaild of the task foroe.O±

(S) An Australian Joint-Servioes plarizg team, headed by the 00S
Ausatralian-Aray, met with COMSb&CV and his staff during March to develop
new m4litary working arranegents and to plan for the movement and
employment of the task force. The military vorking arTragament, outlin:iM
comma-A relationships, tasks, restriotJons, and broad logistical vup
to be provided by the Australan Anry, wýas signed by the CG3 and COMMMCV
on 17 Maroh, superseding the previous mtiti working arrangemet of 5
May 1965. The coumand relationships established provided that omwand of
all Australian Forcest Ariy and Royal Austt'lian Air Force (RAAF), would
be exorcised by CG, Austaslian Forces in Vietnam (MV); Hq ANV would be
under the operational control of COMMACV, the ATF vould be placed
under the operational control of CG -I FFOII, and tht. RAAF Transport
Flight and Iroquois Flight would be placed in direct support of the VTr'
A:y lift capability in excess of ATF requiremnts voulJ. be oomditted to
3E FFOREE tasks. This agreement called for employment of the ATF in
Phuoc Thy Provinoe Wth a mission of operati in the province, alon

ghmy 15t, andl in the eastern portion of the ftM Sat Special Zoe (I z).
On 26 Maroh, a fiimanul workizg arrargement was signed by both ourntries#,
providirg for raimbursewnt to USG by Australia for support provided in
RUN. The ter=s of this agsrm.ant yore gqbstantialMl the same as those of
the 1965 V iraial worklmg aron0emeri

(U) The advanme party for the 1st AT? departed Australia on 12
April, with the main body following in several inorements. After a shake-
down trainng period in RVN, operational control of the task force passed
fr oomaorder of ANV to COG fl MROE on 5 June. Upon arrival of the
lot ATF, the ist Bn Pval Austr41-; Raegt derted HVN on1 JulY, after
one year of om•bat serace in EV.N...
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(S) On 21 April it was proposed that an Australian squadron of
12 Caribou aircraft be deployed to E'TN to make up some of the anticipated
shortages of sorties resulting from US deployment plans. COSM&CV
planned to employ the uni~t in support of ground operations by ARVN#
RDK# andi US troops as well as the AZTF- operational control of the aqua-
.dron would be given the 7th A? andi. if politicaflly acceptable, COIWMAWV
planmed to use it against targets in Laos.* On 6 May CINCPAC approached
JVS on the subjecti, listing the advantages of nobtaining the Austrtlian
squadron and rooomme=ing prompt negotiations to obtain it. SC8rAX3
coou~rred and requested the C~pbera mb ~n sy to confim that the squadron
uw available f or deployment.04

(S) In August, COMA7I suzmasrized discussions he had had with the
Awtralian Prime Minister and Minister of the Army earlier in the month,
stating that "we should not e t to see any t j ps until aft

(S) 'Fo32.owing the Australian electionsp the Chairma~n CofS Coimmittee
;ase asked to reononmdix added forces which could be provided to RVXN o~i
short notice; he vas provided little guidance and1 his recommendations
were prepared with minium.n information of the ability of RVNA and US
bases to accommodate additional urits * Even so, a tri-Service contr'i-
bution bf i,000 Army troops, an RAA squadron of light 11-57 Canberra
bombers, and a guided missile destroyer of the Adams class, vas rocoin-
mixied. It appeared that the Army might farnish -support troops rather
than another combat battalionowhilo the RAAY contirgeny of 450 men
'would inc~lude elements of an airf'ield construction squadron to help in
erecting housing and similar tasks.* The three Services ministers36
vere in accord with the oomweptq and the permanent head of the Defense .k
Department suppaxted the -idea that Australia should be the first nation,
other than the US t'aar1

-- -----------

NowZealand Absistaxme to RVN

(S) In Jamiary COMUSMACV discussed the possibIlity of increased
aid vidth thou New Zealand Ambassador, exp~ressing the hope that the
Gover~ment of New Zealand (GNZ) could provide a battalion of infantry for
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a three-battalion N•tw Zealanda brigade*, The Am ador vaas
sympathetic to the proposal, but said that there vere political consideN
ations goverrng2 the incrnease which vere beyond his cognizance. In
late February, a representative from the GIM MiUzistr of Ex•Le•nal
Affairs nt uith CM MACV axd iniicated interest in wn~ding out the
lorr•.u•t 105-m hoiltzer battery to six gurs. Subsequent political
considertiox prompted the GIZ to limit its aid zdngy to Mqn..allitary
sphe 5 res; 1966 vas an election year in Now Zealand ani po•3..ti•a,& faetors
w~ere irdluevM&l in gov ftla4o.siom H oiwever, on 26 March
Gfi axiommme I.tu ftus-rado increase its aid con.tment1 to RV14.
Despite 61Wtioiiqear pre5s~rsa"i tbs'uaftIlJet7 batftOt tken ~Ir in
MMl me to )p15rougi~ht uptotent by the addition oll tvuo fOi .

Ontwaffe27 men, and the surgieo a m tQ4So = 1
troftsed from seven to 13 personnel, r'

(8) During bis visit the CGS New Zealand Armiy had told CM(USMWC
that he believed New Zealand might respond to requests for ftrther
dlit~ry assistance after the November elections. Several possibilities

.'re mentiod, lud an infantry batte1ion of four companies and a
Special Air Service (A) Cop&a:--both of wbi.h were in Malaysia, but
.ich could be redeployed to RI-.an AFC pltoon and a trwkc ompany.'
Civilia€ and other military personnel in the GM Defense MinLsti did- n m t weoesssaMy share these views, CGS admitted, so little prospect

sas heldt for their implematation# at least not until after

/°'1m Assistanceý to R"N

(S) trizg the first haif of 1966 the Philippine President pressed
for a pawsa of a bill by the Philippine Congress authorizing the
funding and dispatch of a 2,000 man.engineer battýlion to RVN. The bill
passed the House of Representatives easily, but .four tougher opposition
in the Philippine Senate. After considerable debate, delay, and extra
sessions, the Senate passed the bill on 5 June. To assist in passage of
the bill, tudicious use of MAP aid had been applied in areas suggested
by President Maxros, iwliding delivery of four Swift boats for anti.
.m.gg.Li•g operations, x.14 rles and macbine guns for one constabulary
battalion combat team, and eqipment for three ergimer battalions. This
aid vas in addition to previous US commitments for one destroyer escort
" and sever patrol craft- under consideration were one F-5 squadron and
helicopter tnits The US also agreed to the provision of death gratuities
"ar -- 1.%atu allowames for the members of, the Philippine Civic ActionGroup (P•:fCtG)# to be adminstered a15 the sawe generl, lines as the

S~payment of these items to BO• troops.*

(8) The original planning for the PH37PAG called for deployment
of the unit approximately 120 days after passage of the bill, based on a
60-day period for trauiport, of P•t4A equkai.A to thE f.i:, ppi ,
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15 (ays for deprocessing and movement to a training area, 45 days of
training with the equipment, and 15 da for-nrnce v port it

'2. i •:•• • i.
the aRIN ••-:. •.- , -.••••

was pin out that the deployment pe cl
reduced cons. erably if the training equipment could be made avail-

able in less than the 45 days as then scheduled. An alternate proposal
vas to deploy the advance party 30-45 days following the passage of the
bill. The security forces, support, medical, and civic action personnel
could be deployed, approximately 60 days following a decisiona and could
then make preparations for the engineers. COMUSMACV noted that if an
inadequately-trained PHILCAG were attacked and sustained significant
casualties, far-reaching implications could affect both the GP and the
SUSG. An alternative proposal was that the unit conduct individual and
unit training in the Philippines, using existing equipment, and after
arrivul in RhN, train with the new equipment. COMtSMAGV felt that this
alternative had merit, if iA was absolutely necessary to deploy PfLCAG
earlier than planned, but suggested that the training time required woull
be 90 clays.

'(U) The first element of the PHJLCAG advance planning group

arrived in RVN.on 16 August, taking over the operations of the highly
successful PHILCON unit at Tay Ninh, which in a three-year period had
treated over 100,000 people and operated on 16,3i4 surgical cases.
The PHILCON team'members departed for Manila on 5 September. 7 1

(S) In considering emplayment of the PRILCAG, it was determined
that the- qompartmentation of Iong An Province precluded maximum use of
the group, while the Hau Nghia terrain afforded the best possibility for
its maximum use. The Philippine military attache supported the Hau Nghia
location as well, and COMUSMACV approved the Hau Nghia area for location
of the PHILCAG. On 1 June, however, COMUSMACV directed that a staff
study be conducted to determine the feasibility of relocating the PHILCAG
to Tay Ninh Province in lieu of Bao Trai, Hau Nghia Province, because the
US 25th Inf Div operations around Bao Trai negated the need for the PHILOAG
there. Additionally, there was a certain historical affinity between
Cambodia and the Philippines, aud this would place the PHILCAG near the
Cambodian border. The GVN Minister of Defense felt that there vis a
security hazard in stationing a unit so close to War Zone C, but added
that it would be a great advantage if the group could be used to provide
support for the 100,000 Cao Dai in Tay Ninh Province who had remained
loyal to GVN. 7 2
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(S) The GP initially was opposed to the ohame in locations for
the PH=LCAG and sent C0, Philippine Forces in Vietnam (•V) to survey
the location. He was given detailed briefings by the Province Chiefs
of both Eau Fghia and Tay Ninh, a groumd and air reconnaissance of each
province, and brieflns by the US 25th Inf Div and II FFORE relative
to support and security for PMCAG; among the reasons for seleocting
Tay Ninh rath- 4 hart &u Nghia, was that Tay Ninh had fewer VC incidents.
OG FPV then supported the chatge in positioning for PEM.CAG. It was
agreed that PLCAG, upon arrival, would provide its own local security#
vhile US forces would provide area security until the PHCAG security
battalion became fully operational. FMLCAG would be included in all
mtual seaurity arrangements involving tfie~ ly forces in and close
to Tay Ninh City, would be supported by 105 m and 155-u units fL-ng
from their base positions, and uould receive contingency support in
amd a round Tay K.nh City from 175-mm guns . Additionally, CCMOSMACV
agreed to equip PHMCAG with six 105..,m howitzers for one field artillery
battery, plus eight 4.2.-irch mortars and 17 APC's. Chief JGS also
agreed to provide the P1IJCAG with three M-4i tanks. PELCAG security
battalion riflemen were to be issued M-16 rifles when sufficient
quantities of the rifles became available. The security situation in
Tay nh was 9=ther improved vhn the US 196th Lt Inf Ede vas located
in Tay Manhe

(S) In December, at the request of the Philippine President,
COMUSMACV visited Manila. While there, COMUSMACV praised the excellent
perfomaw of PHFlCAG in MvN, and said that if the Philippines should
ever want to inceiase its contribution, the idea of establishirg a
helic6pter squadron for civic a"tion work might be considered. Another
ooncept CCMUSMACV mentioned was Philippine assistance in trainLng a
Vietnr=-ese constabula•i; Philippine advisors could go to RVN, and some
"Vietni ese cadres-could be seconded to the Philippine Constabulary for
traii 3 in the Philippines-" No definite arrmnements had been made
as 1966 eaoed.7 4

Reu3c-o`Cont -RO)i ons

(TS) Nationalist Chinese contributions to the war effort were
guided by extremely sensitive considerations involvig meaotion by
Peking, and the possibility, of H1C0M reaction in the Formosa Straits
or elsewhere caused the US Gover:nt to play down the role of Chinese
assistanoe and to keep Chinese aid directed primarily in the civic action
field. At the beginning of 1966 there were 15 political warfare officers,
86 agricultural experts, several technicians workng on the Thu Due
33,000.ky power plant, two C-46 aircraft with re"s flying in support of
USAID, and 20 Chinese Nationalist officers assigned to the MAGROCV. In
addition to these efforts, 45 RVA political warfare officers visits
HOC political warfare int•.llations in Taipei from 8 to 17 Febraary•.
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(S) Because of the critical harbor congestion and the need for
shallow-..&a±ft coastal shipping, the US in January requested the ROC to
provide six LST's, originally given to the ROC under MAPC manned by
Chinese crews in civilian clothi • The cost ena=9 and
crew wages was paid by the Us, • JooId
be under MSTS control, and we no 8.s

was able to provide only two ships. The
in April in a low key without,,,. gntire transfer uas accomtlished

* -.

N " ,

ThAi. Assistance to RVN •l. 5 ys)

(S) On 17 February the Royal Thai Military Assistanee Group,
Vietnam (R1MAGV) was activated and ths Royal Thai Air Force Conttngent
(PTAFCONW) became a subordinate element of MMA'IGV; IMAGV/CMS)IACV
military working arrangements wore signed on 23 March. ftn 30 March
COMMAGV requested COMUSMACV to fatnish one T-33 jet trainer fro
MAIV assets for RTAF Wing I for jet-tranlition training of VNAF pilots
trainimg in Thailand, which had been susp lied in February because of
a shortage of T-33's in Wing 1. On 22 April COMSMACV replied that
jet transition training for Vietnwmese pilots was proceeding satis-
factorily, that a T-33 could not be rrared from MACV a.7sets, and
suggested that the aircraft be procuved through MAP sources in Thailean.
CO1MAGV had also requested two C-123 aircraft with RAF markings,
to allow the RAFCOWI to Act as an interral unit§M COMUSMACV con

ýTI UF to provvi-eThe aircraft. CINCPACAF replied that C-123 air-
craft were not available from CONUS ani suggested the introduction
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of Thai pilots to fly two RTAF-marked, USAF-owned-and-maintained C-123
aircraft; arrangements were made to have these personnel operational in
RVN not later than 15 July, subject to RTAF crew members- attaining
minimum proficiency standards by that time. These crews, consisting of
21 personnel, became operational on 22 July and were attached to the
315th Air Commando Wing for C-123 operations, increasing the R]AFCONV
strength to 27; five personnel remained with the VNAF, where they were
assigned to fly C-47 aircraft. 7

(s) Early in 1966 Thailand and the US began negotiatiens to trans-
for an LST from US assets to Thailand for Thai use in RVN. Initially
Thailand desired that this LST operate in MARKET TIME, tut COMUSMACV
.felt that tLh LST could be used more profitably under operational control
of the VNN on the same basis as the Korean LST's. On 7 December the
LST, accompanied by a PGM, departed Thailand, arriving in Saigon for
duty on 10 December. Both vessels were manned by Thai crews and flew
the Thai flag. The LST came under operational control of MSTS; the W,
operating in MARKET TIME is under operational control of CONWFORV.

"(FOJO) Ot. the.next to the last day of the year, four newspapers
in Bangkok carried front page stories that RTG was considerir the
deployment to RVN of a battalion combat team of 700 to 800 mon. In
commenting on such a suggestion the Thai Deputy Prime Minister said:

2 r
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AsThsyai oobat d trop toato pointed to the early dispatch of• --•- Tha~i combat trops to RVN.QL

SpaIrsh Medical Assistanae

(C) In December 1965 the Goverent of Spain a&nouced that itS0uld send medical assistance to MVN, agreeing that a 12 to 14-aan
AMy medical team would be sent in early 1966. Negotiations over Wu4.port arnzments ere made. The major aspects of these arzwozgemnts
uere that a Spanish military medical team would, in coordimtlon withUSMlPD, assist the GVN MnIster of Health; the Govermnt of Spain
would pay the team's salaries ant afl&Uomes, plus fifty dolia- mon.., •tly per hber for subsistews; and that the US Govrneat aould pay

Sall other costa.Z
S -(C) It ms decided to locate *ae Spanish team in Go Cong Province.'* D•NuAM the mgotiatixm period, USA engineers renovated a buldimg anm•'•I •constructed quarters in a compcunl for the Spaniards. REonIting of

the members of to medicul tanm was completed in May, but it 1as notuntil 2 August that Spain made a firm c .mitent to the team compositionandf it Astiated time of arrival in WYN. The tam cosisted of four
, - ,hmArmy doctors, one quartearmstr captain, "nt sen r•!iter•ed or

PractIOal MU-3es 0 ArriviAg On 9 S;Pepabrer it nIs stationed at G,0

RVSAF Deployments nd Strergths

(U) The RIN ma*oer situation began to deteriorate in thefirst Dart of 1966. Desertions increased, combat losses were heavy,
and therO aS intense competition for skilled maaponr amorg all
segments of the RVN economyn The deterioration ws a cause of
andiety for all eements of the US mission Council aid became a
focal point for US efforts to imrras Vietnamese effeotiveness in
the war.

(S) Early in June CMSMVY directed IMAV J5 to study courses
of action leadirg to more dynamic progress in the counterinsurgency
0 effort-short-term and long-term. The purpose of the study was to
determine the major problem in 1WN which, if overoro, would
result in lale progrsa towMrd overll success*. One such
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p2'Wa 409 tbo RVN muM~ xiettwtj. Unler the pnwaij~iW system$
the V~t& of muouir eonswnpften uuuld exhazust pdriuaz'y buarpower, boiurces
in md4968 and socorxdary nilitary z~aio~ soiurces by the .ixd of 1969.
Besides this, it.sms.,a tjmted. that, 2326000 ymthi hW- been abl~e to
awd., - - - - =-on sime. th& sysetm had been inturg'wtad in, September
31957. The 3ytm lanked Overall -cetra d±reation and resulted in in..
belaxjea in Campa . Wvaj134flties to support~ tbo diverse wai often
camoliet~ing GVN pip ,s. The SirMl. orgaidzation oharged A4th mar.
po~me plamrtigo the Diriectouate of xobiliuationg mea a aubozdiatq
agowy of the HMis~t3'y of Defents and orgarsziationlly via wt in a
position to exet rationl cioutral owl' manowe rescuroes. The stud~y

ooxm1uade tbat a requi'iumt existe for order1y dinlbutio of awil-
&1 anle 324al amoM onees and that a geu*zr3. mobiiation ww3iA be
prefethibe to a par'tial mobiiation-althmigh the latter wonid be
betteri tLM the eWisting haphazad syetem. Tto Vtudy Yam~iie the
foz'mation of a eti4y group of interested agencies (anbassy, uUSAD,
WiCV) to analyu availble data on mc~ez and material reaouroas
and to do the iritial plArmxig required, pvtor to establishiM~ a jcdnt
US/GVN ammission to amlyze the existing govrnmental stmuotuz'e andl
to deterane ;ftt additionul gwerment~al machinery wouild be requixed
to awoanplish garerls mob~ijatioiu beausa he fNlt the (iVN %*ano
strorg ervangto muatin itseLf on in issuxe of sucoh magnitude. bWt
W~t that it w3a a good study auildeserved further tkwught. so a"&.atd

the FACV J3. to dvewlop a step..by.4tep pLa that ocaxd be timed with
politio~l d.m1opments to inplement, the recocmmudations. H* ate
dlireoted that a latto" be pwpoared for the Axbaasador on the subjeotw

(3) This Ivtttx dat^ed 15 Junio.m ogni~dW that the demands on
vCfltary xupawer iweve greatt and -that there us also a heavy a~
±rwreasing demaui fori quality zxmano~r for the oivil. *ax govero na
aeators of RVN* C(WSMACV folt that to ooumet the aMitary marpow~r

-problem thrwig1 w=raI~AU ayt~iorz vm~1d have & 3erjc~us effeat on
the WamantThg swuamZ'- it w;G obvim~s- thAt GVN had fMaled to orgomiz*g
itself to eet, the heavy deatnds plAoed on its %&Mawrt M043SM0.V

4 ~ocxAl 9" no solutions to the vaquxo~r diles=a ezoet through a det*1%
:mimtioia of tot#-' m-w-* agsats. total nmsmawr rlearement, 4LIV a
'UYVt of the tijo. !Reoonitn the .sarliu bimpiAations of total

2wb1i&ticont be rwoexupaae that a 'US ooazzitta@ to stu~y mobilization
be e*tAW 8i~hd under the dirootion of the Exh~aasy and inalud. MIDl]
AMd MkCV ý*'efzd~Atiou., BAased on the gtidelines of the owmdztteo, a
joint 'US/OVN oaumissicz uvaU~ be establiahled to integmato t~e pre~lxaazy
&spo*ts of the study ixito a ocamined pragmwm for' mobiliAtion %Ua~h
wmild be kopz'qriate to G'JU goverm~ntal "n social, struotuxtev. As
vivualised by Ce3MW CV, the aharter for this oam sion -%bw34 oberh.
it to aa:1i upon the servi~es of US Govftnust officials *ow Wa broad
wpn-eiewe) in MAMA Moilzation aidg5

(S) The Auztboz'isd 9trom-fth of RVW~ for FT s 41i7 .vU4th
the AM share 274.fk7,s &w Foram ORF) 1ý9.;

Id~b
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- ~(P7) 185,000, VNAF 14-,76o, V1140 6,5r40 anl Wilt 15.491. These authorized
strength levels had 1ocr requested by C0MUW4CV on 5 $avetber 19651
although more 'orces were desirable, these levels were the flszn
strezth 'thw Availadble manpouer base: )ould support. It was eatimated
that accesvions of 20,000 personiel per month would be required to
attain awd sustain these levels, and thst their maintesuance past
1969 would require recovery of eigrficant maowar resourceo from M-
controlled areas or the extension of terus of senti. and recal.l of
veterans. Early actieations from the F7 67 foroe structure authorized
-- SE=CDE in November 1965 increased the overall end-FY 66 foro sttrue
tare by 10,286 spaces. With this authorization AVN activated units
totaling 4,622 spaces. The RVWLY strngth picture, however, contirted
to show a decline1 with the marpover bare in its current state unable
to sustain further activations. CONSMACV --acwewled to JCS a mor-
atorium on aotivation of new RVW unite. This would result in the
owl 37 66 force stiiuot-re stabilizing, at 633,645, and would consist of

,77,363 AR1VI, 15,833 VNN, 7?.1 VMC0 15,292 VW*F, 141.?31 W ani
.176,254 PF. JCS concurm-d with the rcaxnigion anl the end FY 66
forcerstruotun was stabilized at that point.u

(S) The RVN strength picure was the subject of several dis.

ciisuions betwsen COMtESM&0V anl Chief JOS in May and June. During Uses
discussions, OOWJSMACV noted that it might be wecnsary to suspend

4,• actintiona of unlt called for in the FT 67 Force Struoture. On 30
Jawm C0)USA0V dispathad a letter to Chief JOB, staiting t~ht the
objeotives of the PT 67 Force Stzuctux might wt be at.tinable a&M
ahoIld be roexined to provide a more realistic aligment of forces

2 ~an a m*ans of ýnoreaai ng cachet effectiveness * Thisletter cited two
- rwasons (desertions and usuthorized units) for tie unsatia-faotory

* atrngth situation. al stated tbat it i*e izperative that aotivation
2oZ a~~tional units be susp" d"e for the reaider of aY 1966. Units
whioh were authorized for early activation to met operatioal r*-
quiratont-s mare oamted frcm the suspension.8 7

()Ad a rooUU.LI ua. a atwiafti ne R10nuiwir MRPWanFlwt %,tVW
dimcted a complete review of tho RVW¾ force structure. The study
would form tho mai for a r eonired troop ceiliug uyter which a

V ~~solid, nfll-a23tm,3 MWlA forae stucture coulid be developed. The
mreoirsflnts3 6stabisfd %-*r* to reviev the 8VMA for*e atniotuiw' by

13 July and then to conhiet a coubinad MA2V/RVAV review, as a b•ais
for developing IRVRVP 4ros atmctus proposals for CT 67. On 30

Joi COSMk" tdvised Chief JGS to orSiAne an inspection toac at
the general of•ier levnl, to inspect the ARVN division.l stretdh
situation with authority to asks on..tls-spot pert•owl riUstitxitioa.
The tax, tCO began iu"gotccuan 4 July, iwlnded C0I0.MCfls
preosl mprsentatiw.

(S) On 2. September COWM4CV was briefed on the force struituar
plans for RVMAF daveloped from this stdy.v B. direoted the study
p¶Q2 to consider other measas to iwmse the prfsnt-for-operation=

I .



T14

strergth of the combat uttalions, stressing the inactivation of
*unautho-Azed uidts in ARVN as well as inactivation of certain existing
units. The force structure continued to be examined in light of this
guidance. C0USMWCV then informed Chief JGS that a study of the
existing RVNAF foive structure had been completed and that new RVNF
force structure plans ho, od been developed. A copy of the study was
seaLi to Chief JGS for his consideration, wlth the FY 68 and FY 69 force
6tructure to be provided at a lste time for future planning. COMUSMACV
reoemmended that the FY 67 RVNAF force-strugcure plan be accepted as
a basis for futu--e forca-structure actions.

The Desertion PrOilem

(C) During the preceding three years the .nst serious problem
facing ARVN had been desertion, which assumed such proportions that
it seriously 'tumited ARVN's effectiveness. Reasons cited for deser-
tion, which uonstituted 77 percent of ARVN's losses, were many and
varied: erly restrictive leave policy, family separations, lack
of comarxi attention to personnel management and soldier velfare,
generaýl dissatisfaction with military life, apparent public apathy
tow -,c the mar, increasirgly heavy combat losses, misuse of certain
type units. and tolerancs of authorities toward desertion coupled with
slipshoei apprehension and punishment of offenlers. Desertion was
uapecially preValent in III CTZ because of the prodimity of Saigon,
where a deserter could lose Ihimself readily. The ARVN 5th Div lost
2,51C personnel through desertion in the first quarter of 1966.90

(C) Desertion rates teryd'to be confusiiig because the GVN

classified As deserters those personnel with less than 90 (ays'
se-vice who were AWOL for more than 30 days, personnel with more

"than 90 days' service iho were AWOL more than six (later 15) days,
and personnel who were absent more than 15 days while enroute to
a new duty station. The MACV SJA lh-d propcned substantial changes
to ARVN's approach to the desertion problem, reco~meiwwing, that a
uniform period of 30 days' unauthorized absence 'e the criterion,
after which an inixvidual would be dropped as a deserter; personnel
absent for less than 30 days would be punished by the oozrmandar and
a purisimiont book used to rdcord the gtion. RVAI" was generally
unresponsive to such recanenrtions.-

(U) Orders published during 1965 had removed all effective
disuiplinary restraint bo desertion by allowing deserters to escape
prcsecution by signirg a pledge not to desert again, after which,
rather than being jailed, they were returnied to duty. Prior to
promulgation of the orders, the RVNAF code of military justice
rrovided strict penalties for desertion in wartime, ranging from
sz x years imprisorment to death. The '.aduction in severity of pun-
isment for desertion was explained nartially by the cvercrowded
conditions of Vietnmese jails. Even so, desertion in 1965 from
all components of' RMY had riaen to 213,000 from the 73,000
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registered in 1964- gnd seemed that 1966 would contimne tbht trend.
Fizitj takdng notice of this situatiori, JGS published Decree Law
15/66 on 21 April. whiah established eevere new penaltiev Tor deser-
tarss zzil their accomplices. Decree Law 22/66 announced un 15 July,
vrsr~d Decn'e Law 15/66 by making it effective 1 August for persmnnel
an duty oan that date, and I October for-personnel in a desertion
status on 1 August. The 1 October date provided for a period of'grace
dur•ng idah deserters who were apprehwended or who urrinewered,
could escape punishment under the now pr~visions. In some Cases the
nev 3aws, besides restoring purishmert for desertion, actually in-
creased the severity of punishment. For the first conviction under
Deoree Law 15/66, the deserter was made a battlefield laborer for a
minimum of fiv3 years, receiving no pay and forfeiting death or
disability benefits. Battlefield laborers werm utilized in such
urgent battlefield duties as repairing roads nnd bridles, destroying
kniiUs and forests, opening vays, trnsporting ammunition, digging
idi-Vdual ditches arl trenches, burying the dewd, setting up tem-
p'rnry camps, and performing ha%d labor where units were located.
Popa-t offenders were subjected to increased pwnshmant- for a second
offense, the penalty was five to 20 pears' labor, an. ir a deserter
escaped while undergoing punishhent, t'3 punishment vas doubled for
the first offense; for the second, the purishment was death, Civilians

$ convicted of aiding and. abetting deserters were. sentenced t) five
-marst punishment at hard labhore9 2

(FOUO) • Emphasing the gravity of the desertiin problem and the
importance he attached to Decore Law 15A/66, CMUSaCV, in a letter to
advisoma stated:

The prosent for operations strength of each
unit must be Taised. The minimum accepttble mumber
to conduot a battalion operation is considerea to
be 450 men. The most irportawt single improvement
that can be made in the RVNAF to achieve this goalais
a solution to the desertion problem; &zx to this
end., advisory effort must be focused. 9 'A

(S) The April law vas greeted with oautious optirmsm by COMUSMACV.
After a trip to the Van Kiep National Training Center in early July,
the MACV J1 reported thAt as a consequence of RVNAF's new AUXL Aw
desertion progrem, improvement was evident; there had been no AWOL's
or desertions in the 2,000-man camp for the proceeding seven dAys.
Posters were displayed highlighting the consequences of AWOL and
desertion, and letters were sent to families of all deserters. The
positive efieots of the new decree began showing 4s increasing ARVN
unit effectivness, and COM.•SUCV congratulated Chief JGS for the
foraeftl arn enthusiastic manrr in which the desertion problem was
being attacked. On 8 August another desertion decree granted amnesty
to individcals Vho bad deserted from one force in order to join another
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force (from W1/PF to ezlist in ARVN) and we.e sarvig honorably in the
force to which they deserted. 9 3

(S) In an effort to asdat AIVN 2educe its desertion rate and improve
its cohbat effectiveness, COMUS11CVI directed that certain US units adopt
certain A1RVN units. Close association was planned between the US Ist Inf -
Div and the 5th ARVN Div, and between -the US 25th Inf Div and the 25th
ARVN Div. The program was designod to provide US help in estahlishing
adequate PX/Commissary services, help rAnd technical assistance in erecting
adequate dependent housing, and assistanoe in combined tactical operations. 9 4

(U) In a maoretndum to the Deputy Ambassador on 16 December,
COMUSMACV, observing the strides made in desertion-control by RVNAF,
noted the little-known cooperative effort betreen RVNAF and MACV to
prevent the hiring of deserters by US civil and military agencies
and contractors. In October MACV had published a directive which
required US agencies to screen their employees for deserters and draft
evaders, and which established the documentation an individual had to
present before he was hired. Since the directive did not apply to other
Mission agencies, however, loopholes still existed. To plug the holes,
COMUSMACV suggested that the Rubassy publish a directive similar to
MACV's which would apply to the US agencies not covered by the MACV
directive. 95

ARVN Strength and Oganization

(S) At the beginning of the year, ARVW forces consisted of 267,877
men organized into 149 combat ivneuver battalions and support elements,
and formed into 10 infantry divi.sions, six armored cavalry squadrons. one
separate infantry regiment, fiv, area logistical commands, an airborne
brigade, two special forces gra ps, 20 ranger battalions, 26 artillery
battalions, and misbellaneous combat, combat support ain combat service
support units. Schedule ARVN increases for PY 67 in combat units were
four infantry battalions and one infantry reigimont, with activation
dates of:

4th Bn, 15 Regt, 9 Div 18 July
4th Bn, 43d Rogt, 10th Div 18 July
4th Bn 4,2d Regt 18 July
lst Bn, 53d RWgt, 23d Div 22 August
2d Bn, 53d Regt. 23d Div 12 September
3A Bn, 53d Rgt, 23I dv 10 October
2d Bn, 52 RogtlOth Div ? November

T- accomodate t4g inorease 2,j94 spaces wore added to the revisad FY 66
ave structuetU•

(S). As the target dates for activation of the units grew close,
COMJSMACV became disturWed at the operatior~l strength of ARVN units.
Duirrg an informal dIscuvsion with Chief JGS, he expressed his concern
over the declining strength of ARVN units and reocmmonded a moratorium
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on activations until the strength status of existing units could
be improved. He stated that the Marine battalion was an exception,
but asked that all other action and planning be deferred until fall.
when the situation would be reviewed agoin,.g7

(S) COMUSMACVs concern over the declining present-for-combat
strength of ARVN units res•ited from a study which showed that, as
of 28 February, ARVN divisions averaged 90 percent of authorized
steergth and ARVN battalions averaged 85 percent of authorized
strength, but that only 62 percent of authoriml strengths were
being mustered for operations. The reasons for the disparitios
between assigned, present for duty and nrosent for operations
strengths vere that. division an1 regimental commandeis had organized
a number of non-TOg units such as strike/reaction forces, rocon-
naissance and security units, and recruiting teams, while large
nmmbers of deserters, long-torm hospital patients, and soldiers
Ulled in action were carried on unit rolls long after they should
have been deleted. To correct bhis tituation, COTJSMACV advisod
JGS to disband non-TOE units and return the personnel to infantry
battalions, anl reoommenled that increased attention be givhn*.to
administrative procedures in all units to drop deserters . long-term
hospital patients, arA personnel killed in action en a more timelY
basis. CCKJSMACV, on 24 March. asked his senior commanters to comment
on the differences between authorized, assigned, present for duty,

-and present for operation strengths of ARVN divisions and battalions,
and to report the nmmbers, types, and composition of unauthorized
units in-their (TZ' s. The SA's were directed to monitor the actions
of ARVN comumaers aud to exert their influence to build up the present
for operations strength of infantry battalions to at least 450 personnel,
which was oorwidered the minimum fome sufficient for ARVN units of-
feotively to engage VC Main Force and NVA units.98

(S) In reviewing tho ARVN strength problem, COO1UDACV partio-
ularly emphasized unauthorized units at dLivision and regimenatal level.
One type unit found in almost all regiments was the reconnaissance
company. Apparently a nced existed for such a unit, so COMUtACV
directed a study made to determine the, feasiblity and desirability of
authorizing a regimental reconnaissance company. When field advisorn
were asked their bpinions in the matter, all responses were favorable
and indicated that such units had been employed effectively in the past
a&M ire considered necessary. The -tudy uss approved in principle
awl concepts, and JGS uzs requested to develop the orgainzation for
a regimental reconnaissance company. As this unit could not be
or'•g mod Vrm FY 66 spaces, it was planned that the spaces would come
ft= units already programmod for FY 67.99

(S) A moratorium was placed on activation of new units for tho
reailnder of CY 66, in order to examine the RVNAF force structure.
The moratorium did not mean that the ARVN force structure became
static; on the contrary. COMUSNACV saw it as a dynamic thing. He
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favored continal appraisal of the ARVN force structure in order to
identify non.-productive units, and saw no reason to retain poorly-led,
understrength units, especially when they could be traded off by re-

ibldn'" the authorized force structure.1 00

(S) Sometimes, however, ARVN was not very receptive to the suggestion
of its US advisors. In November, recognizing the validity of the argument
of CG II FFORCEV for another battalion in the 23d ARVN Div. COMUSMACV
suggested that JGS activate an additional battalion in that division. In
order to obtain spaces within the imposed ceiling, COMUSMACV suggested
-deactivating a marginally-effective or ineffective battalion of another
division* personnel from the deactivated unit could be used to improve
the strength posture of residual units of the division. Chief JGS,

*. however, for reasons of his own, declined to authorize the 23d Div an
additional battalion.

(S) Because RVNA.F had to be organized at the minimum level
essential to porform its stated missions, each organization, unit,
and detachment had to be productive and employed to the best possible

V- advantage. To this end, COMUSMACV tasked the SA's of the four CTZ's
and other components of RVNAF to survey the RVNAF units operating
within their spheres of advisory qognizance. COMUSMACV wanted to

-......kow if the various RVNAF -uit' were being used acnording to their
argarizational mission, contributed effectively to the overall mission,
could be reduced in TOE. ,trength, could be absorbed into other units,
or should be deleted entirely. Replies from the field indicated.
instanoes of improper employment. of a few units; in some insta•-.s
caused by lack of proper equipment, as w-ith RF mechanized platoons
needing armored cars, and in others for other reasons, such as vuing '
reconaissan=e companies as housekeepirg units. In I CTZ, it was
felt that the ranger battalions were not properly emplbyed but stMll
were contributing io the efforte In IV CTZ, the only significant
malemployment was the continued use of provisional regimental eon-
maissance companies. The survey located quite a few units which could
be deleted entirely or which could be absorbed into other units. There
were several inadequately-trained scout companies which, if they failed
to respond to recommended organizational training, were recommended for
deletion, conversion to RF/FF, or absorption into other units* In I
CTZ, it was felt that armored cavalry uquadrons could be absorW into
the divisions. Elsewhere, it was felt that assigned ARVN units were
weessary, and contributed to the overall mission. As the year ended,
analysis of the reerwndations from the field had not been completed
by the MACV staff. 1

(C) On 1 Apr3l, an Adjutant General's Corps was established,
providing a qualified, professional cadre of administrators and
personnel managers for RVNAF. Personnel requirements based on AG-type
positions could now be defined and translated into AG Corps author.
izations, allowing for personnel to be procured and for training
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requirements to be determined. The AG Corps was the first corps to
be established under the provisions of Decree Law 13, which prescribed
the general regulations governing the personnel of the Regular Forces
in RVNAF. Previously ARVN had consisted only of branches (Infantry,
Armor, Rangers) supported by various agencies (Ordnance, Quartermaster,
Medical) at JGS level. 1 03

Regional and Popular Forces

(C) Regional Forces (RF) were voluntary forces organized within
a province for use within that province, and consisted of rifle com-
panies, river boat companies, and support units. Popular F.orces (PF)
were voluntary., locally-recruited forces, organized into squads and
platoons, used primarily as security forces in villages and hamlets.
RF strength for FY 65 and FY 66 had been set at 134,999, organized
into 759 companies; the Fr 67 force structure authorized 888 companies,
an increase of 121 over FT 669 with a strength of 155,322. Of the pro-
grammed company. increasei40 were reserved for conversion of CIDG com-
"panies into RF companies. The 81 remaining companies were divided into
two categories, based on the time frame for activatima. The emphasis
on Revolutionary Development (RD) at the Honolulu Conference meant that
mere RF companies would be needed to extend RVN influence into recently-,
cleared areas or into National Priority Areas (NPEAs). In order to gain
lead time#, 31 companies were scheduled for activation prior ',o 1 July,
21 of which were programmed for NPA's and 10 for Corps PA's. The remain-
ing 50 comp. ep were scheduled for activation between 1 July 1966 and
30 Jun 1967TO4

(U) The RE/PF command and control structure presented a dilemma.
RF/PF'forces constituted approximately 50 percent of the total RVNAF
force structure, but, in comparison to xheir size they unjoyed a
much smaller proportion of the emphasis in support and in operations.
They were far down in priority for training, equipment, and leadership,
wkich resulted in marginal or unsatisfactory ratings in almost every
category of their activities. The basis of the problem was the chain
of cummand. The RE/PF Central Headquarters, whose mission was to
command and manage E/PF units throughout the country in support of
their missions, did not have operational control of RF/PF units, except
"for the seven RE/PF National Training Centers; the actual control of
RF/PF was exercised by Corps and Divisions through sectors. One concept
called for placing RF/PF under the operational control of the Ministry
of RD, where some semblance of national control and direction could
be exercised. This concept would have retained the responsibility
for logistical support of RE/PF with ARVN. 10 5

(C) On 7 September the GVN approved a concept of RE/PF reorgan-
ization by which the separate RF/PF headquarters at JGS, Corps,
Division, Sector, and Subsector were integrated into the RVNAF head-
quarters at those echelons. Two advantages accrued from this arrangement:
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fewer personnel were required for staff Outy, thus relearing personnel.
for duty in the field, and the new arrargement would provide for iore
efficient logistical support of RF/PF units. The integration placed
the responsibility for operations, administration, and support of RF/PF
under the responsible tactical commanders throughout the RVNAF, providing
for a more unified effort throughout the chain of command. The reorgani-
zation also placed RF/PF troops under the command of sector and subsector
commanders; since these commanders were closely connected with RD, it
was thought likely that RF/PF troops would be used for RD purposes.
Further, a new position, known as the Chief of Central Agency and concur-
rently Deputy Chief of Staff for RF/PF at JGS/RVNAF, was formed and made
responsible for recommending policy and guidelines for RF/PF. The reorgani-
zation was planned for accomplishment in two phases: Phase I, to begin
on 15 September9 was the integration of CTZ RF/PF commands into the corps
headquarters, provincial RF/PF into sector and subsector, and formation
of an office at division and special sector headquarters for RF/PF matters;
Phase II scheduled to begin on 15 October, was the integration of thia
Central RF/PF Command into :J.es JGS. Implementing instructions were pub-.
"lished by the JGS on 21 Sep' ber. It was apparent that the time-phasing,
as contained in the JGS plan., was unrealistic. Also, the receipt by the
corps of the implementing plan after the scheduled starting date caused
"confusion and slippage to occur at the corps level. Phase II did begin
on the scheduled date. By year s end. however 9 the integration of the
-RF/PF command structure still was generating problems which required

.. resolution by both MACV and i.he .JGS.I06

(S) Followdng the Manila Conference9 with its proposal tp withdraw
US and FWMA forces from RVN within six months, as the other side withdrew,
stopped Lifiltration, and the level of violence subsided, it was noticed
that the conference communique made no provision for US military advisory
personnel to remain in RVN after a withdrawal. In the circumstances,
besides strengthening the civilian components of the Mission, it was
considered prudent to consider immediate organization and training of a
national constabulary under the guidance of MACV. One suggestion was to
draw upon RF/PF as a manpower source9 while another was to designate
RF as a provincial police foroev and PF as a. village police force.
CCKUSMACV agreed that early organization, with MACV assistance, of a con-
stabulary was necessary to provide a force which would not be subject
to negotiations. It appeared to COKUSMACV., however, that direct military
participation should be terminated as soon as possible. There were
several advantages to be gained from building on the RF/PF base, since
those forces, besides constituting an organized force, already had an
assigned mission which would not be changed materially by conversion;
they had a training base, and an advisory program. Other paramilitary
forces could be readily integrated into the program as well. To organize
a constabulary required planning and study, and it required that a concept
of organization and operation be developed. To provide the planning and
development required, an inter-agency study group was formed. The group
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completed its study on 19 December 1966 and recommeded that a Rural
Constabulary be formed, utilizing the Police Field Forces as a base
and opening up all manpower resources, including RVNAF, to recruitment.
At the end of the year this study had not yet been presented to the
Mission Council. In addition to the strdy being ccnducted by the inter-
agency group, COWUSMACV directed that a MACV task force be organized
to study all possible alternatives. The MACV conducted study was to
be based upon the research of constabularies formed in other nations,
i.e., Iran, Greece, the Philippines, Malaysia and the US in Gerany.
The completion date for this study was to be 25 February 1967. 07

(S) Although CC*USMACV agreed with the concept of converting
nF/PF into a provincial/district constabulary, he disagreed that PF
personnel could be us3d as a recruiting base for RD cadre, as had
been suggested by an inter-agency study group. As CCK]SMACV pointed
out, the major hamlet security force was PF and it should not be
used as a reservoir for RD cadre, regardless of the importance of RD.
PF already suffered from poor leadership, and to siphon off what
leadership it had would only make it evwn more ineffective. In the
long run, such a program would be self-defeating.1 O8

Civilian Irregular Defense Groups (CIDG)

(C) At the beginning of 1966 on3l 28,430 CIDG personnel were
enrolled in 200 companies, although a atrength of 37,250 was authorized
for both FY 66 and FY 67, which would have allowed an increase of 49
companies to a total of 249 companies.

(C) In 1965 a US study group had formulated a detailed plan for
converting the majority of CIDG companies to RF companies by the end of
1965 and the remainder by the end of 1966. On 15 September 1965 the
JOS had agreed in principle, but recoemndad that the conversion be
voluntary, recognizing the desirability of incorporating all military
and paramilitary organizations into the RVNAF, but recognizing also
that the unique role of CIDG remained valid for the imnediate future.
The concept was that as the areas in which CIOG units were operating
became more suited for RF operations, the CIfG units would be converted
to RF. USASF and LLDB (RVNAF Special Forces) then would move to other
locations and recruit and train other CIDG forces. CC14USMACV recom-
mended slow and deliberate conversion, using two or threo camps as
pilot models.1 0 9

(0) The camps chosen for conversion were Plei Do Lim, in Pleiku
Province; Boon Ea Yang, in Darlac Province; and An Phu, in Chau Doe
Province. The target date for converting all three camps had been
1 July; however, An Phu was not converted until 1 August, and Plei Do
Lim and Buon Ea Yang until 3 August. In the conversion, the LLDB
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team withdrew oil the day of con version, while the USASF team stayed
temporarily, being replaced by a MACV team at a time mutually agreed
upon. The TOE equipment of the camp was reduced to compatibility
with the RF TOE, except that special equipment needed for defense was
hdd-receipted to the camp. Disadvantages of the conversion were reduced
resupply capability, since th.. USASF was no longer supplying the camp;
a decrease in pay to some unmarried personnel when converted; reluctance
of civilian members of the rIm Gto join the RVNAF; and increased pressure -

on RVNAF deserters who had joined the CIDG. The slippage in converting
the three camps adversely affected the establishment of CIDG camps at
Dak Seang, Duc lap, and Bau Don, which had been scheduled by 12 August.
Other problems were encountered in establishing the camps. Recruiting
at Duc Lap was slow because of the CG II CTZ's requirement to have 50
percent Vietnamese in CIDG coLipanies, in an area where the population
was predominately Montagnard. Airfield and camp construction was difficult
during the SW monsoon season. Additionally, a lead time of about 120
days was required to recruit and train the CIDG and to construct the
camp and airstrip, A further complicating factor was the equipment transfer.
Essential weapons and equipment had remained in the converted camps on
a hand-receipt basis; this was an undesirable arrangement because of the
priorities established for issue of material to USASF. In effect, the
USASF were required to transfer their camp defense weapons and other
essential equipment without receiving replacement, at least within an
acceptable time frame. This was the basis for suspending the transfer
of additional camps during CY 66.110

National Police and Armed Combat Youth

(C) Two other paramilitary organizations were the National Police
S(NP) and the Armed Oo•ibat Youth kACY). The NP was formed at province,

district,, or village Level to maintain law and order and to provide
public security and safety: it was supported and advised by USAID. Its
missions -#ere to conduct normal police functions, penetrate the VO infra-
structure, develop informant networks, assist the military as required,
and establish population and resources control. COMUSMAOV was disappointed
at the work being done toward population and resources control, noting
that the VC were still harvesting rice and intimidating the people, and
"that few effective po ce check points had been established. The NIT had
changed from a CY to 0 9FY basis on 31 December 1965, when its strength
had reached the CY 65 ceiling of 52,250. MaMy NP were discharged service-
men and little difficulty was experienced in recruiting. NP losses through

-* desertion were very small during 1966, and most of the desertions occurred
during the political crisis in May and June.

(C) The ACT was found primarily at the hamlet level and was armed

with an assortment of obsolete or non-standard weapons. Little or no
support was given to the ACT by GVN, as the organization had been dis-
established in' 1964. The ACT refused to die., however, because hamlet
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chiefs had no available substitute for it. During the first eight months
of 1966, ACY strengtt slowly declined, but this trend was reversed toward
the end of the year.'"

o Changes

(8) The shortage of A-I aircraft assets had become a matter of con-
cern early in 1966. On 4 June JCS proposed a solution to the shortages in
RVNN, and CINCPAC promptly requested conents on the proposal, which
primarily concerned the inventory of CINCPACFLT. Ca 7 June CINCPACFLT
declared that the JCS proposal for the Navy to hold A-I assets on hand
would require him to operate some A-i squadrons at less than programmed
strength. However, he concluded that this appeared to be the only logical
solution in view of the non-availability of additional assets. By mid-
"June CINCPAC addressed to JCS the problem of A-i Aircraft shortages, e
emphasizing a general and growing problem in aircraft availability in
SEASIA, of which the provision for A-I attrition was only one aspect 01
the situation.1 1 2

(S) Replacement of VNAF A-l's with substitute aircraft and use of
those VNAF A-l's to cover USN and USAF A-I attrition appeared to be a
logical approach, in view of non-availability of such attrition replace-
ments from other sources, An early decision concerning replacen ntrfor
dwindling A-I and other aircraft assets was an urgent necessity. In
order to replace VNAF A-. assets, CINCPAC sugge ted expeditious pro-
curement of F-5 's and other selected aircraft.mLL

(S) For a number of years the armed services had been involvedwit- development and evaluation of aircraft designed specifically

to perform missions of the type the A-I was currently performing in
RVN. Additionally, capabilities being provided by A-l's were to be
found to a degree in several other aircraft. The YAT-37 was considered
capable of missions in a counterinsurgency environment such as those
flown by A-i's. Also, a review of OV-1OA design capabilities indicated
an acceptable counterinsurgency attack capability and significant capa-
bilities in several other functions, to include limited cargo transport,
short takeoff and landing (STOL) characteristics, endurance, and good
visibility as well in a FAC role. No previous requirement for OV-IOA
aircraft as a MAP replacement had been stated by CINCPAC due to high
unit cost coupled wit4 the former availability of excess A-l's. -a7

(S) In addition to A-1 replacement in RVN, MAP had aircraft
probleps in two other areas. hoe was the problem of replacement
of T-28B's in Thailand during late FY 1967 and in laos later in FY
1969--and the replacement of T-28A trainers Uiroughout PAC(H begin-
ning in FY 1967. T-28'e were not available, while T-28D resources
were steadily dwindling. The OV-10A, at reasonable cost, would
solve some of the MAP problems. Therefore, in addition to the TAT-37,
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MINCPAC recomended consideration of the OV-IOA as a replacement aircraft
for the VNAF A-1's and PACk T-28rsl15.

(S) The long-range implications and magnitude of 'uch a conversion
program highlighted the need for operational evaluation of the selected
aircraft on an expedited basis in CCRUS and RVN, as was done with the
F-5. Concurrently, the projected shortage of USN A-1 aircraft by
mid-September was such that the only available recourse appeared to
be the operation of USN A-1 squadrons at less than prog.zaed strength,
pending new production of A-6A and A-7A aircraft which needed to
be expedited. As an interim measure, CINCPAC suggested that A-1 aircraft
becoming available through conversion of VNAF squadrons to
other aircraft types. should be applied proportionately against USN shortages
and shortages in the two USAF A-I squadrons in SEASIA. Moreover, bearing
in mind the urgent need to maintain the capability comparable to the
A-I, CINCPAC concluded that earLier consideration should be given to
procurement of replacement aircraft which would permit USAF A-1 squadrons
in SEASIA an orderly tranaition as attrition depleted additional A-1
assets. 1 U

(S) Coicurrence wae given on 6 July by the AF Advisory Group and
COWSM{ACV to CINCPAC on the JIS recommendation that six VNAF A-I squadrons
be converted to two F-5 and four AT-37 jet aircraft. In addition to
updating VNAF equipment and boosting VNAF morale aad proficiency, such
an action would release VNAF A-1 aircraft to US forces. It was also
recomnended that two USAF tactical fighter squadrons for the CY 1967
force requieenth be equipped with AT-37 s and design-ited as air commando
Ssquadrons.

(C) As US and FN forces built up in RVN, the program of buildup for the'
Vietnamese Navy (MN) continued, if not at the same pace. The program
called for an increase of ships and boats, anD'inerease in personel,

*. and great emphasis on training and maintenance capability. At the beginning
of 1966 the VNN was organized into three major forcets the Sea Force,
River Forcep and Coastal Force.. A reorganization of VON had been proposed
in December 1.965 and was implemented during 1966. The new organization
provided for a Fleet Command composed as follows:

Sea Patrol
Patrol Cratt (PC)
&=-~ct Patrol Craft MPE)

* Insnore Patrol
Patrol Gunboats, Medium~ (1M)
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River Patrol
Support Landing Ships, Large (ISSL)
Infantry Landing Ships, Large (ISIL)

Logistic Lift Force
Tank Landing Ships (1ST)
Medium landing Ships (LIM)
Utility Landing Craft (ICU)

- AwAudlary Light Cargo Ship (AKL)
Yard Oiler (TOG)

Minecraft Force
Coaetal Minesweepers (MSC)
Minesweeping Motorlaunches (=QL)

The coastal groups were put under operational control of the four
coastal zone commanders whose area of responsibility coincided with
the four Corps Tactical Zonea (CTZ). The River Assault Groups (RAGts)5

were subordinate to the two Riverine, Area Ccomands in InI and IV CM.11

(C) During 1966 the programmbne increase of VN ships and craft
proceeded on schedule, except for the Yabuta junk program. The Yabuta
junks had been designed in Japan as a conosite of all the best features
of all the types of junks in us" in SIASUA. The design has been found
to be sound) and -he first 120 labutas were built on schedule by the VS
shipyard in Saigon. The second increment of 60 junks was seh6ftled to
begin building ini Jul7 1966 at a rate of one per week; however, the skille
workten who had built the first 120 were hired away from the ehird by
US coqtractors in Saigon who could and would pay higher wages thea the
I '•N The result #ae a production of nine junks between July and year's

end. All material was on hand for the renaming 51 junks. Contimhd
urging of US advisors to exnpt ahipyardlrkara from the draf to
retain shipyard s'ills vas unsuccessnu.

(S) The ship and craft inventory of the VNN and plainned changes
through 1967 are shown on the follcwing hart:

Jan 66 Deo 66 Planned increzase 1967

"PC 3 1 -P-E 5 5 -
12 16 5

N43 3 3
$IXL 5 5

7 6 7-.6
- "ST 3 3-
TOG 2 2 1



S+-r

!Lan 66 aS6 Plne Qncrease 16

An 1

V V - M-t+

12 11-

Cowd~i9 23-
Mntr9 1330

W-N-6 40 60
I=VP 36 36 -
STOAN 36 36
101.4 6 6-

,+ 29 28

The derease in ),S during 1966 reflects the decomissioning of twoPC's as obsolete wnd not ecomnpcally feasible to renovate. The Coastal
Forces were programmed to decrease in FY 67-69 to 268 junks as coastal
groupa are phased out. Concurrent,, beSinnug in ?( 68, -0 River Patrol
Boats (PWe'a), 20 Fast Patrol raft (PC?), and 20 Azmr•4 Support Patrol
Boats (ASPB) are programmed with first deliveries expected in Ca 68.
Personnel strength rose slightly as programmd frm 14,559 in December
1965 to 17,349 on 31 DeeYmber 1966, with a 3trevgth of 160076 pIreQ3M
authoilud by the end o$ June 1967.120

(C) Although materieals for buildinas at the V4N bawe had been
approved, until a VNN plan for base cqnatrction was prvidad, these
MAP asaset w•uld not be pU w" to VM. In the area of supplj3 a major
adviswy effrt rmuhou&6 the year resulted in the VNN establi"n
supply depots at th. five oostal surveillance c=ter in Oscemjn, whiYch
would move themucb-edd s parte and sot-"ble Bype .wt o the

4 Saigon depot to 4LatIa"ti h they cnld be uW

thL dunof VN

(C) The outhork-u4 strength of the WIC on 1 JAua*9 I 66 wea
l 6,540 officers ond Wnliated on. the authorized straenth incrweed

during the yar to 7j,189 wIth the authorization for an additiml Jnrfttf
uatta~lion, approved by (XOJMLC(V in 19.65 uith ~activation sicheduled for
I. July 1966. Oubseqbent to the recruiting effort, which cc~e=WmI3
Ka y, heavy acstalt..e received by the V=C battalious "equired the diemtim
of recruit eflreAdy intrn ning t,) the fi battalions so that they could.
remain cspoble of com1t dsployrent with more than 700 marines each, or
more than 70 percunt of the authorized otrtength. The decision of the
Co=rndant VTC re=Wlted in a request to the JOS to delay activation.
The matter was discussed with COQIMACV by the $oior VOC 'Advisor on
14 July; C(ESNCV ageed wiOthe logic of the "0ib as it coincdd
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with his views of the overall personnel situation in RVNAF, i.e.,
he preferred to augment low-strength in-being units rather than
activate new ones. Accordingly the activation date was changed
to 1 November.122

(C) The V?0C, anwious to get the new battalion organized,
trained, and operating, moved ahead by organizing the battalion
staff and two rifle companies on 1 September. By the end of
October the third rifle compaq had been fomed and by 31 December
the battalion's personnel strength had reached 855 officers and
enlisted men. The new battalion lacked only a small number of
NCO's, who would be assigned in the near future. Meanwhile the
battalion continued its Phase II training, stressing small unit
tactica. It was -anned for the unit to be combat effective early
in the new year.

RYNAF fraining

(U) At the end of the 1st quarter of 1966, it had became
apparent that the offshore schooling program for RVNAF personnel
needed to be studied and modified. The primary reaon for thi, was
the high nunber of offshore schooling cancellations during the first
the•e months of 1966; of a total of 366 personnel scheduled fto
offIshore schooling, 90 haid been cancelled. The min reason for
cancellations was the lack of language qualification, which
accounted for 93 percent of the cancellations. These cancellations
injected an element of turmeil into the system, which affected all
agencies concerned, the institutions in COUS, and the individuals
"selaseted for schooling; normally i- was not pcssible for CINOPAC or DA
to rýallocate the spaces to other FMP-rupugrted countries aSter the
usual late notification of cancellation.Ž 0I

(C) A study was made and a definite program developed by the
MACV Training DiArtotorate which aimd at reducing cancellation, and
"which sought to cure another problem as well, that of improper utili-
sation o those personnel trained in specific skidLs in C(IiUS. In the
areas of programming and selectim,ý both US advisor ant RVNALF channels
of coeiumicavioc were uted. Of primary importance wa the identification
of candidates; advisors and RVNAF octdancers wer- required to submit
to dOS and the Training Di;rectorate JustificiAon for the schobting
and Vie recomended job assigntaent following the student's ccmpletion of
the school. Specific respcnsibilities, both RVNAF and US, were defined
in a jotnt MACV/JGS directive. Increased efforts also were made to improvw
the ARMN &glish-language instrzction and testing, which resulted in the
development of a new E&glish-laznguages screening test designed to
sunplement the Eglish-lanrxage comprehension level test. The supple-
mentary test was to be given six months prior to attendance at the
cca;rse. Ey the end of the calendar ye" weli over 90 percent of the
programmed 3pces were being ui.ilzed.
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(C) The problti~m of student utilization was also attacked in XACV
Directive 551-4 of 30 Mky. In substanceg this directive provided for
imediate uee of RVNAF personnel in positiorn requiring the 1uowledge
gained by the offshore training9 and established specific time frames
for utilization-two .years2 utilization for those attending US service
schools, and four years2 utilizatlon for those personnel attending US
universities.. The directive also required continuous monitoring of the
utilization program to insure that the objectives were being met, S
deifned responsibilities for all RVNAF and IACV agencies concerned.

National TrainLng. Ceters

(C) Oa 30 Jurn COMUSILCV visited the Van Ki~p National Training
Center. During the visit. he _.oserved that there were nearly as maz7
cadre as there were r tts as the treining center was at the low ebb
in the recruit inprat eycle. This %onditi.on prompted COKUSMACV to convene
a conference on 2 July concec-.ig the statue of training centers, which
resulted in a s tudy- of the o-aral! trstdiný_g center structure, The study,
conducted by the Trairi~ng Direc' orates determined tihat the TOE of RVYAF
training centUers waa based on CY 65 needs. in view of the planned force
structurc expansion for CY 66, jGS had prepared a TOE change to increase
staff, faculty, and support of the training 6enters by adding 1,34 per-
sonnel; pending approval of the proposed TOE9 JGS had assigned an augmen-
t ration to each !.ente,- which roughly equated to their proposed TOE. The
training centers experienced a cycle of periodic peak' loads and reduced
loads; during tha peak month. of Ju1y and August the training centers
received an input of 8,000 pereonnel per month. "During the months of the
peak load ieriod the FitAF training'center capacity was exceeded by 20
percent. The Z t.dy' also focaid that t•he JC-Gproposed TOE was based on the
peak workload p ~rio~s Anotner problem area Identified was that the
division training certeru tcok 20 percent ao. th, recruits from the total
input, furthering tn: non -uii!',ation of national training center, facilitie!s
during reduced load periods. The atucdy of The peak load problem determined
that, in order mao mke maxisam use of the national training centers,
the slack and psak per• • would have to be eliminated by a smoothing
of recruit inputý if ii'is wa: noo pos-sib~e, then the training centers
woula have to be staffed and aupporned for peak load periods. 1 27

(0) A briefing was held by the training Directorate for CtMUSMACV
on 9 August, in which three recom endations for alleviating the training
center probleia were given to COUSKAMCV: to inform the JGS of the FY 67
force structure plans as socn as possib!9, to give maximum plcnning lead-
time; to persuade JGS To average the monthly input to training centers;
and to eliminate rocruit training at the dirision training centers and to
change their misslons to spe! ýaliat train'ng. The national training
centers had better instractors and facilities as wll as more experience,
and were zble to produce a better product. CMSMACV approved the first two
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recommendations, but held the third in abeyance for further study; he
felt that to take recruit training completely away from the divisions
would create opposition among ARVN division commanders. A0 a result
of this analysis of training center utilization, the JGS, CTA reactad
to reduce the training base. Decision was made to utilize national
training centers for training of Regional Forces as well as ARVN.
Effective 1 January, ho RF training was programmed to be conducted
in five of the seven existing CTZ RF training centers. These five
centers were scheduled to be phased out by lOUpril 1967 and to be used
for other military purposes, as appropriate.A

RVNAF Command Leadership Program

(S) One of the most crucial RVNAF problems, and one which greatly
influenced all other problem areas, was leadership. A major effort had
been made to improve the status of leadership, but unsatisfactory or
marginal commanders vere often retained instead of being eliminated.
The rapid expansion of the force structure, with an inadequate base of
experienced leaders in the face of concurrent aggression, allowed for
no other alternative. Typical of the unsatisfactory leadership which
saddled ARVN wan the CG 25th Div. Still in command, although rec•momnded
for elimination more than once, this officer, regardless of hwi much
he was propped up, always folded in situations requiring command and
leadership ability. Falsely proud, he cast himself in the role of an
advisor rather than a commaader, recommending courset of action, Vat
never commanding adoption of a course of action; he delegated authority,
but did not follow up or support his subordinates. His divis:on often
conducted operati ons in areas known not to contain VC; it often broke
ýontact early in the afternoon in order to secure base areas for thq
night; and it lef1 deliberate gaps in combat formations to allow the
aenww to escape.S .

(S) The critical nature of the situation prompted CCMUSMACV to
dispatch an aide-memoire to Chief JGS, on the subject of leadership.

He recommended better provisions and procedures for selection, train-
ingf and appointment of officers and NCO's; a strengthening Af command
responsibility to insure the highest degree of combat effectiveness
through proper training and discipline, and provisions for the health,
welfare, and morale of the soldier; a strengthening of the chain of
command in order to guarantee firm disciplinary control throughout;
and gtrater emphasis on officer career management, at the JGS level,

in the areas of personnel records, efficiency reporting, and centralized
personnel actions such as promotion, elimination, retirement, assignment,
schooling, and transfer. The aide-memoire provided the impetus necessary
to activate the RVNAF high command, and Chief JOS directed initiation
of a cocmand leadership program to strengthen RIMAF leadership. On
9 May the .1l JGS reviewed the main points of the &ide-aemoire and pre-
sented detailed viows of the measures and actions necessary to implement
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each point. The JGS planned to convene a conference as a point of depar-
ture for the leadership pro amp and requested MACV's views on the matter,
which were given on 9 June. 0

(C) On 8 July a report was made to Chief JGS, L• which major problem
areas were identified as needing thorough study. The significant result
of til conference was the appointment of the JGS command leadership
committee. The committee met for the first time on 21 July, developed
rules of operation, and appointed working committees to develop and present
courses of action to the full committee for consideration. -ftocmnmaifda-
tions approved by the full committee were passed on to the JGS or appro-
priate GVN agency for implementation. On 1 August the first recbnnenda-
tion was presented to the full committee, which was a proposed career
development plan for infantry officers. Among other things this proposal
specified rotating an officer's duty assignments between command and staff
billets and assigning new3-caamissioned officers to 'combat units, a
-program considered to be ba; ý.ally similar to the US program for career
management for officers. Th• proposal .was reviewed by JGS and was issued
as a directive. All officers appeared to be enthusiastic about the new
program, considering it a breakthrough in the area cf RVNAF officer career
management. Other significant actions resulting from the committee were:
(1) the 1967 Officer Annual Promotion procedures, which incorporated
annual efficiency reports into the selection criteria, and for the first
time provided for full disclosure of the results of the promotion board's
findings; (2) the 1967 NCO Annual Promotion procedures. which included
promotion ol merit and eznerience, centralized selection at JGS, discounting
of unit NCO strength as a factor affecting selectiun, and provisions for
Sfull disclosure of the promotion board's findings; (3) initiation of a

-nationwide campaign for the improvement of RVNAF discIplip e and conduct;
(4) revised selection criteria for CMCSC, which included central selection
at JGS as opposed to allocation quotas to subordinate commands, and
present position and promotion potential weighing significantly in the
selection process; (5) publication of a Vietnamese-authored handbook
for company commanders and squad and platoon leaders; and (6' initiation
of complete revitalization of the RVNAF IG system, which is to be patterned
along that of the USA, including personal complaint and redress procedures.
CCMSMACV viewed the latter as being quite significant and promising. " . .

"'Wa letter to Chief JGSo C SMOACV commented on the importance of a
,,41able Z my-atem, and made advisor suppq- ,available should JGS desire it.
As the year ended, the cmmittee was 6"1j_1ýjnumerous other areas incident
to leadership and overall RVNAF effectiveness. At the conclusion of a
progress briefing on 9 December, COH*SJACV stated that this. wa the most
important program relating to RVNAF improvement and cautioned that its
momntum must not dissipate. 13 1

(U) In addition to the RVNAF Command Leadership Program, other
significant, leadership-related programs produced highly favorable results
during 1966. One of the historical criticisms of the RVNAF was its
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commissioning and promotion system, with its heavy emphasis on educa-
tion. As far back as 1960, when RVNAF was one-third its 1966 strength,
a group of distinguished citizens had addressed the problem to President
Diem:

even in a group of the proud elite of
youth such as the Vietnamese Army. . . the spirit
of the "national revolutionary movement" .
divides the men of one and the same unit, sows
distrust between friends of the same rank, and
uses as a criterion for promotion fidelity toward
the party in blind submission to its leaders.

The purpose of the army, pillar of the defense
of the country, is tV stop foreign invasions and
to eliminate rebel movements. It is at the service
of the country only and should not lend itself to the
exploitation of any faction or party. Its total
reorganization is necessary. Clannishness and party
obedience should be eliminated; its moral bases
strengthened; a noble traditica of national pride
created3 and fighting spirit, professional coný-
science, and bravery should become criteria for
promotioh.

A more recent analysis by a US civilian i•rter was perhaps more to
the poinb:

We should urge the Swath Vietnamese Aruy to make
promotions and assignment on the basis of merit. The
efficiency of the fighting forces would be greatly
increased if the army adopted the simple expedient
of promotions on the battlefield, raising enlisted
men to officer rank regardless of education-rew~ding
proven ability, aggressiveness and dedication.;13A

(U) CCOISFACV strongly favored swund programs whereby .qualified
and deserving personnel might be commissioned from the enlisted ranks.
During 1966 there were three RVNAF programs directed towards this end.
Foremost was the Special Officer Candidate Training Course open to
qualified enlisted men with two years' service and in the grade of
Corporal First Class or higher. S, classes were programmed. From the
first five classes there were 1,484 graduates who were commissioned as
Aspirants. The election of the Constituent Assembly on 11 September
caused the completion of Class 6, with 255 students, to be extended
from December 1966 to January 1967. A second program was the direct
commissioning of 401 Master Sergeants First Class in the Regular Force
and 100 in the Regional Force as Aspirants. The third program was
awarding special battlefield commissions to '6 Master Sergeants First
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lClass ini. he Regular Force and four in the Regional Force. The 1966
total of ihe three programs amounted to 2,005 Aspirant. commissions
awarded to RVNAF servicemen from the ranks.. All RVNAF servicemen may
receive a Sqecial promotion based upon distinctive and" valorous per-
formance of duty in combat. During 1966, 196 officers, 648 NCO's, and
3,306 enlistqd men in the Regular Force were advanced one grade through

'the award o~battlefield promotions. Six officers, 42 NCO's and2A
enlisted men' 11

meI.?Jn the Regional Forq~es received simlar promotions.-

RVNAF Delrents

(S) On 21 January 1966 a combined MACV/JGS planning directive
was published calling for ,formation of 'aid 1RAF/MACV planning group
to consider and recommend deployments and redeployment of RVNAF during
CY 66. It also directed the planning group to recommend a revision
in the administrative and military structure in the Rung Sat Special
Z~ne (RSSZ). The guidance received by the group emphasized the
unsatisfactory security conditions within the Capital Military Region
(CON), and stated that US forces would provide an outer protective belt
for CNR and Gia Dinh Province, within which an improved security

.posture could be attained. The guidance also called for consideration
of moving elements of the 25th ARVN Div to Long An Province to close
security gaps along the southern and southwestern approaches to the C,.
The combined planning .group concluded that the guidance could.be imple-
mented in two phases. Tha~e I was to be primarily a positioning phase
for US forces t4 the north lan& west .of Saigon in order to release ARVN
units for PhasellI. Phase II was to be redeployment of nine .battalions
of the 25th Div to Long An to increase friendly troop density to the
south and southq'set of Saigon. CCZUSMMCV and Chief JGS concurred in
this action, and Chief JGS ordered CG III Corps to send not less than
nine battalions, to Long An Province. 1 3 2

(3) In ao ideration of the realignment of administrative and
operational re ponsibilities in RSSZ, the principle of unity of command
was the guiding factor. The planning group concluded that it %as
necessary to establish a RSSZ prefecture, to be responsible for public
administration,$ revolutionary development, commnand of the RSSZZ RP/PF
units, and operational control of RVNAF units allocated to the RSSZ. The
Prefect was resommanded to come from the VNN and to have a MACV senior
advisor (USK or USHC) as well as a USAID repr.oaetative. The planning'
group felt that this arrangment would facilitate coordination between
the Prefect and CTF 116.2 on the security of ship channels through the
RSSZ. CG(=ACV disagreed with the establishment of a prefecture, at
least for the near future, primarily because he felt that it would
disrupt a functioning organization and that there would be a regressim
In the progress already made in that area. The matter died there.1 33
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(S) With respect to relocating the General Reserve to obtain
more security for the CMR, the group recomended repositioning of
one airborne and two marine battalions in Gia Dinh, two airborne
battalions in Bien Hoa, to enhance the security of key installa-
tions in these areas, and a Ranger battalion from IV Corps to CMR.
In addition, seven RF companies were recoxusnded for redeployment to
assist in security. CCKUSMACV concurred, but the problem of
construction of dependent quarters and troop billets delayed action
on this recomnendation.13 4

(U) On 7 June, C was reorganized and designated as the Capital
Military District (CMD). The old CHR had been an entirely military
organization, with the mission of providing security and law and order
for its components, which consisted of Gia Dinh Province, the prefecture
of Saigon, and the Con Son Special Zone; the status of CMR headquarters
had been equivalent to that of a Corps. The new CMD encompassed the
same area as the CMR, and the only change was in the co~nand responsi-
bility. The CMD came under CG III Corps and assumed a status and author-
ity equivalent to a division tactical area. The former CG of the CMM
became C III Corps, while the CMD was commanded by the former deputy
commander of the CML. The reason for the change was not entirely clear,
but it appeared to have been made for political reasons. The change was
unilateral GVN ,ision and US personnel were not informed until after
its completion.'

USMC Buildup

(S) At the beginning of 1966 all Phase I USMC forces, except
one tactical fighter squadron, were in-country. These forces consisted
of the following major components of IlI MAP:

Headquarters, III Marine Amphibious Force
3d Marine Division (Rein)
Ist Marine Air Vang (Rein)
Force Logistics Support Group
7th Marine Regiment (lst Mar Div)
11th Marine Regiment (-) (Arty) (1st Mar Div)
2 Battalions, 1st Marine Regiment (lt Mar Div)

These units, plus Force troops combat support and combat service
support units, consisted of approximately 40,000 troops and constituted
12 infantry battalions and one tank battalion. The total Phase I-II
requirement for USMC forces in RVN was approximately 67,000, consisting
of the above listed elements, the remainder of the 1st Mar Div on
Okinawa, and additiozal elements of the Ist Marine Air Wing still eta-
tioned in Ckinawa and Japan. At the beginning of the year it was
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.anticipaed that all units scheduled for the III MF, located iý WESTPAC

outside -•i, would deploy to I CTZ during calendar year 1966,l3

(S) In December 1965 CINCPAC had forwarded '-.o JCS a reprogrammed

phased force requirement for 1966. Included in his reprogrammed require-

ments for IMO. were Phasp I1 and Phase II add-or forcet and the mne

ta:ctical fighter-squadron which W~1 not yet deployed as a part of Phase

I. The largest %Jttca ttit in the Phase II nackage was the let Mar

Div .(-) (•1e), which h-ad been listed as an expeditc item in CO13SMACVts

haEse A•1 requirements in November 1965. The regimental KQ plus one

battalion. of. th• le BAr Rf4t, a unit of the lst Mar Die, bad been recom-

mended.'for .:dep1,oyqnt fjo R'g1 by COMMUMCV., 'ý o arrive in-country during
January 1.966. The recimoends, on uas approved by SECDV and JCS directed

"the dep.rj&,ent in December. ,e unit deplo•yed from Ckidnva and arrived

at Chu Lai on 18 Januaz7. The 1st Mar Div (-) (Rein) began to deploy

from Okidawa. -3 Wjcr.1 and m major "mita were ashore at Chu Lai by

29 March, at which time the lst Mar Div relieved the 3d Mar Div in the

Chu Lai area. and assumed anerational control of all forces and ectivi-

ties in tha Chu Lai ^AOB. 1 37

(-+,otal of 6,*?14 for;* troops sc~heduled to arriie at-1a Nang
and C~~q--4 1r anay oJue 66, and 2,352 additional Force-troop

pereascr ' were to arrive not liter than 4une 1966; the availability of

shipplpg was the deteruining facto.r in the deployment of the latter grmp.

In addition, i total of 5j,70 .'Phase II add-on troops was scheduled to

deploy- to RVN during the period January'to October 1966. These forces

in•ol.4i two more tactic, fighter squadrons (T) and one medium ohli_-

copter*- qu4dron (10M). 'The arrival of these air e4aments would brig•

the tot6.l 6f'Jet-nquadrons in RVN to -en and tho number of helicopter

"squadrons to eite,'* The other requested forces included in the Phase

IIA (R) package,'cor, i'ted of Redeye platoons, soout-sniper teams, 60-ms

mortar sections, g det acint of the Ist Radio Ee, Force Service Regiment

augmentation, elements of the oomumnications battalion, a Marine Air Group

K, and supporting sql, tArons avid -7ther miscellaneous units. The -lst

Radio Dn and :ha 6th C.)nifutioati-n 1-n wore in-country by 19 July; the

scoivt-snger platoon and j*p 60-,= moiltar sections arrived in late

(s) raring the Jf.nuary-Febru.&-'y 1966 CICCPAC conference in

Honolulu, the force requirements were reevaluated and minor changes

were made to the 1966 total requirements as'follows:

US4C Fo as "909.
lot Mar Div ((8$985
5th Xq Regt 568

Force Troops (,5087)
Harinq Avn Units (I,352)
Force Troops (2052)

Pb~ss II (R)(5x756)
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The deletion of 987 personnel from the original requirements was due
to their non-ara&ability during 1966. The closure dates were unchanged
with the exception of BLT 3/5, previously scheduled to arrive during
June; this unit was the last infantry battalion scheduled to enter RVN
and complete the buildup of maneuver elements of the III MAW. However,
because of the non-availability of a BLT to take its place as the 7th
Fleet Special landing Force (SIP), the decision was made by CINCPAC to
retain the BLT with the 7th Fleet until July, when it would be relieved
by a BLT of the newly-activated 26th Mar Regt from CONUS. 139

(S) CINCPAC desired the 1st Mar Div (-) (Rein) to be deployed
as scheduled, but he did not support the introduction of the 5th Mar
Regt of the division, as its deployment would be to the detriment
of the ready Marine Amphibious Brigade in Okinawa and Japan. In
order to satisfy the requirement for a contingency force, deployment
of the regiment was dependent on the arrival in WESTPAC of anadditional RLT to -econstitute the PACOM reserve, which would be
exhausted if the 5th Mar Regt deployed as scheduled. Despite CINCPAC's
desire to maintain The 5th Mar Regt as the CINCPAC amphibious reserve,
JCS on 11 March directed that two BLT's of the 5th Mat' egt and ,
fighter attack squadron (Phase I carry over) be deployed to hVN. One
BLT .(2/5) arrived about 13 April, and-one BLT (115) deployed to Chu Iai
on 13 May. The deployment of the fighter squadron (VNFA 323) was
delayed until 15 July because of the late completion of a parking apron
nt.Da Nang airbase.l40

(S) During June CG III MAF recommended that two tight antiaircraft
missile (LAAM) batteries, scheduled for deployment to iVN during October,

"¶ not be deployed. This recommendation was based on a study of the air
defense structure already in 1±ace, which indicated that a repositioning
of the three batteries already in each battalion could provide adequate
air defense. CCMUSMACV approved the request on 24 June and appropriate
changes to the CY 66 force requirements were recommended to CINCPAC.
Related to the IAAM situation, CCMUSMACV recommended on 12 July to
CINCPAC that two Redeye platoons scheduled for deployment during October
be cancelled, based on the already adequate air defense capability of
the LAAM battalions.ll.

(S) During late September the enemy's rapid buildup in the DMZ
made it advisable to seek a contingency force to be responsive te
CMUSMACV should the need arise. CINCPAC was requested to develop a
contingency plan to provide one RLT (-) for employment in RVN.
CINCPAC camplied and a second ARG/bSLF, formed with shipping from
SEVENTHFLT and USMC troops from Okinawa, arrived off the coast of I
CTZ on 6 October, where it remained until the end of the month. Mean-
while the regularly scheduled ARG/SLF, though continuing training
exercises in the Philippines, was prepared to resporA within 96 hours
for employment in I CTZ. At the end of October the second ARG/SLF was
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dtisolved,, and the regla . AW/8I move. d into 'position'oft 'the coast'of-"' :
I CTZ.1-4

(S) In additionj, because of the increasing eneR* threat, CC!KIJMAOV
directed that certain USA units be withdLrwu or diverted from. other CtZ Ia
and deployed on a priority, basis to reinforce USMC., ARVNI, .pna RCK forces
in I CTZ. A batrtf15-ugn s) withdraw~n from. 132: CTZ, was
deployed to the Cam To area early in-October. A battalion of 175-Mr
guns was diverted at sea and closed I CTZ on 16 October. A battalion of
3.05-rn howlitt&rsp. Liewise at sea, -was also diverted and closed I CTZ
27 October., for employrment in the Dong Ha area.l1i3

(3) The regularly scheduled buildup continued, the most significant
in-country arrival being two tighter attack squadrons.,, bringing the'total
to ten, Also arriving'were elemerts of two.USMO squadrons,, NAG 13, and a
74-man detachment of AI(LICO. .During November-one armored amphibian
tractor company, one ADA (AW) battalion,, and the headquarters of a field
artillery group arrived for dmployment in I CTZ. 144

(S) The projected/required iný-country end-CY 66 strength for USE4
forces was approxdimately'70,000 troops. This figure constituted 18 maneuver
battalions.,.fiye engineer battalions, nine artiller battalions,, two air
defense battalions, ten tactical fighter squadrons, and eight helicopter
squadrons.* The'unit figure was firm., but it was expected that the personnel
figure would have some slippage into C! 1967. The units indicated were

* in-country by the end of the year, and the total USMC strength in RVN was
67,.006.145

USAF Buildup and Deploy'ment

()Based on the buildup of US/FWI4A ground maneuver battalions
and a thorough evaluation of projected sortie totals required to provide
close support to these units, Phase I called for 23 USAF/USMO squadrons
to be in place, under OCHU8MUCV operational control through component
ccimanders, by 31 December 1965. *Seven more tactical fighter squadrons
were to be added in Phiase Il by mid-1966. It was recognized that Jet air
Waes as well as squadron availability would not permit the buildup to

* ~progress into 1966 in strict accord with planned iw~nthrby-month schedules,
but the projections of requirements versus availabilities were expected to
intersedt in June 1966 .146

(S) At the beginning of 1966,0 19,000 officers and airmen were assigned
and 679 USAF civilians were an duty with USMACYts air component,, the 2d
Air Div (PAGAF),. comianded by Lt Gen Joseph H. Moms., who also served as

* DEPCCWSMACV for Air Operations. This total represented P, threefold increase
ih USA? personnel resources during 1965. Total USAF tactical aircraft
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resources supporting COffJSMACV had expanded during 1965 from 222 to 780
(599 in RVN, 181 in Thailand). In early January 1966, this inventory
consisted of 780 fixed and rotary-wing aircraft under operational control
of the 2d Air Div, assigned as follows: 388 to offensive missions, 60
to reconnaissance, 33 to special air warfare, 12 to air defense, 89 to
airlift and 198 in support operations. These aircraft were deployed
in 90 organizational units: 50 assigned, 33 attached, and .13 on temporary
duty status with the 2d Air Div. In addition, other USAF organization
units out-of-country provided mission support and airlift into RVN as
required. B-52 daily bombing sorties out of Guam (SAC-3d AD), airlift
out of Japan, Okinawa, and the Philippines (MAC), and field tests of
tactical air operational prototype weapons systems (TAC/AFSC) were
continuing at a stepped-up pace.le7

(S) In RVN, four 2d Air Div tactical fighter wing headquarters
directed flight operations from jet-capable air bases; two were at Bien
Hoa (one deactivated in February), one at Cam Ranh Bay, and one at Da
Nang... Five combat support groups provided airlift in-country from Tan
Son Nhut (TSN), Nha Trang, PleikusBinh Thuy, and Phan Rang. 2d Air
Div's Tactical Air Control Group, located at TSN operated the Tactical
Air Control Center (TACC) for USMACV. In Thailand, three 13th AF
tactical fighter wings were located at airbases in Ubon, Takhli, and
Korat. Two 13th AF combat support groups were at Udorn and Don Muang
and an airbase squadron was stationed at Nakhqna Phanom AB. Makeshift
beddown. arrangements at alternate airbases permitted the arrival in-
country of some deferred Phase I squadrons. On 5 January 25 A-IE's
of the 1st Air Commando Sq moved from Bien Hoa to Pleiku, permitting an
F-lOO squadron from CCRUS to move into Bien Hoa on 1 February. This
first step toward "making ramp space available for jets" relocated USAF
conventional strike aircraft from Bien Hoa, leavirg only" VNAF A-l's and
USAF F-1OO's. Shifting was completed when the 602d USAF Commando Ftr
Sq (A-Il's) moved to Nha Trang early in February. In other makeshifts,
the first F-4C Sq (391st) of the 366th Tac Ftr Wing, scheduled to be
based at Phan Rang, was temporarily placed at Cam Ranh Bay on 31 Jan-
uary. An advance party of the wing moved into Phan Rang facilities;
one additional F-4C squadrbn (319th) deployed into Da Nang. By 14
March, both squadrons plus a third F-4C (389th) squadron from CCNUS
moved into Phan Rang. This move completed the Phase I squadron deploy-
ments to RVN. 1 4 S

(S) In early December 1965, following an assessment of logistical
capabilities with SECDEF, CC14USMACV reviewed the limited tactical air
base support program for RVN and concurred with CINCPAC's proposal
to reduce from 30 to 23 the number of tactical fighter squadrons
required by the end of Phase II. In so doing, however, COMUSMACV
recomnended that 17 USAF and six USMC jet strike squadron-equivalents bo
deployed in-country, with the provision that one aircraft carrier
(CVA) contiL•u on Dixie SLation •.o=•h China X.a, offshore RVN) for
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Sinoowiry st''ike support until sufficient based aircraft were
Simcorntry to meet RYN -strike requirements. 2

(TS) CY-6 2d Air Div requirements, developed early in
January for integration with CIfCPAC/COUSMACV Phase II & =A
deployment schedules, were programmed at Honolulu in a joint-Service
conferere 17 Jamary through 6 February 1966.. Aircraft requiro.
2nnts were matched against best estimates of USAF capabilities to
meet MACV needs and dates. The program, as deveLoped, projected
VACV~s force requireme-its set forth by CXMPAC on 1.4 December 1963t
and from JCS/!4ilitary Seirioe actions on for*e av&ilabli•ty and read-
tness to meet stated SMA1IA requrements, TFS/CVA air support of
ii.-country operations owO.d not be firmed peaiixg final pmasing of
manuver battalions, ani aircaraft deavmeve avarlabilit'y was
critically dependent upo:+\ EGV -ecapable &Iteld ov-A÷rotione
Early in the conference COfNAV emZphasized to CIIMPAC the close
ard important relationship between airfields and ports available for
RVN deployments. His reevaluation, based on projected CY 66 strike
sortie rates, had confimed the requirement for three additioal jet
air bases in RVN. Tuy Roa constituted an ag-ta site, &tl it was
desirable that construction econov and -,aurity be attained by
satelliting the new Qui Nhon airfield in the pore It %As also
abundantly clear that a port facility was. required at or near Hue in
connection with- the. Phu" Bai airfield to support USAF operations$
Construction efforts were coromequently reoriented toward Qui Nhur or
-kie/Phu Bai to commence by mid-April. Concurrently, C04USMACV
studied the expansion of existing jet air bases to absorb 1966
programmed fighter squadrons & By- I March, a zew program would enoW0-sS
all required ew sites and the expansion of exist!± %se8 to
accommodate tactical jet aircraft deployment to RVN.

(TS) The confereiwe closed on 6 February, havixg established US
forces arA logistic support requirel for RVN& to include monthly sortierates for air operations in SEAWIA by tactioal strike aircraUt and B-52

ARO LIGHT bomber forces. Strike sortie rzLtes were keyed to available
"-muitions estimated from February through December 1966. Tactical
fighter sorties would maintain an average of 150 sorties per month
per US/FIOHA forces in.oountry maneuver battalion. A total of 7,800
sorties per month would support the RVNAF. Additionally, 3,000 sorties
per month vere marked for Laos and 7,100-7500 were Olocatod for ,N.
CO.W0-3I V could direct additional sorties from in..count 3 assets Ihn
improved targetiM in Laos indicated a higher priority.*•1

(TS) Based on these established sortie rates, thie C1 66 deployment
buildup of Jet tactical fighter squadrons was programmed to total 28 in
*R•VN (18 USA?, ten USH) and 11 in Thailand. Phase I1, ITA a =A
(revised) 1966 USF deployments wete scheduled as follcs;

1) Four tit•tical fighter squad-ons to Phan Rang AB, two
in April, owe in May, awl the fourth in November.
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2) Two tictical fighter squadrons to Bien Hoa AB, one inJuly and ono in August,

3) Four tactical fighter squadrons to Qui Nhon AB, three
beginning in July am! the fourth in November.

Four reconnaissance aircraft would emplyto TSN AB in July, followed
by a tactical reco missasne squadron in August. These Phase I1 unit
deployments for 1966 required - 6.785 additional USAF Weronnsl.- 52

(S) During the conference at Honolulu. COMUSNACV had irfowed
CINCPAC of his concern with aircraft deficiencies associated with air-
botme radiation detection and fixing (ARDF) of enemy positiovs. He
desired a properly-tested operational system wiich could be deployad
in the shortest possible time frme, regrdless of the type of
aircralt or the Service providing it. The ARDF program had demonstrated
unequivoually a capability to provide rapid deternination of enemy
lcoatiow and movement, Ahich w=s of paramount intelligene importance.
it was imperative that the 41 previously-requested aircraft be expsdited
and highest priority be given to furnishizg an additionAl 726/U8 or
equivalent aircraft and orew- to meet the MACV requirement.

(TS) The fontion of a reaonaissamea aircraft capability Qo.o be
used in detect1ng and pinpointimg enemy lower-xpwer radio transmitters,
as an aid in identifying enemy troop concentrations aud H near the trans-
mitters, wass adertaken with the objactive of Afl. operstioal aarmhility
by December 1966. The first - 4or this proJect* code amwed PSX
'AN1, arrived at TSN AB on 14 ,May.

(S) (.OMUSMACV, appraising his visual -urveillanae rtseds, had
requested 421 0.1 aircraft for RVN deployment in steppod-up FAC operations
ftzdg CY 66. As of Jamary, 291 04's wreon hand (132 in the 2dAir
Div and 159 in USARV) against a total requirement of 712. Thu cearohand..
spotting function of the forward air oontroller (FAC) was i&disivns ible
for control of tactical air strikes wAx artialery adjustment. Ma~r N-1
missions included radio relay, convoy cover, liascn, "d courier rissions;
it was an essential element of oountarin~urew operatiors. WAW
"-s oharged with primary responsibility for vivul mirvei= uve but
should continuing MACV assessment establiah fxrther weed Z£,, ," i
2d Air Div FAC capabilities with USARV 0-1 aircraft and RII' ', COHIUSMAV
directed that a formula be developed, bted ov FAC fQyi@., hotzs required
to supplement 2d Air Div resources with USAV 0-1's. Mwwila Infox..o
ration obta•imd frm HACV and USAW concermimg friewily grourn foraes
scheduled into RVN during FY 67 revealed an increasing requirement for
tSAF 0-1 visual reconnaissance aircraft to support these forces. The
basic 0-1 aircraft allocation was one por battxalon, with a sopar•'•e
brigade receiving one additional airvraft. A few exeptlons to this
standard allocation wore allowed due to additional operational factors
applicable to particular units. ContimAng delivery of modified O-1A
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aircraft (designated 0-i% to EVNl wa ezLpected to moot the authorwized
zL&5 us by De-omberi1966.'0

* (S) USA? 1966 deliloyments in support. of MWVT fthoed facility
problma not only in WVN but also in Thaflsnd. Late ?n ebruaxn',h
Bankok Sabassy advised CflXPAC that EWAP Unit.. Vee being Oroude
by US expansion on limited Thai facilities - This delayed tiruing
of USA? TIPS closure dates specified for Thailat, at the Honolulu
Conference. In June eight F-104 airaraft Mat crews from the 455th-
TI'S arrived at Udorn, raintroddeing this fighter into SMAIA after
several months' absence. The rammingm 12 F-4041 9' deployed in July.
and two squadrons of F-1O5' a arrived i41 June at Takhli * Also
arrivirg in ThIAflm during the xaonth wygg eight A-26A 4xc1raft
de~signated Dot it &&41~ Air Cantmo Sq.

(TB) Late in bA:,oh JCS requested ooms"ts and reoomemations on
SASIA tactical aircraft requirements for 1966. Reduction of the total
injudrons by five, as, proposed by s=cLEpmomonzxhmt of 2-6 Mtarch, would
sabstautiafl1y lirit US crtnabflity In SSASTA to r6sPotA to unforeseen

*dems*Is and surgoa in combat tempo. CIJWAO recoserad ±iaintenance 'Of
soritie capablljty in S=ASIA above t~vt expjliity identified in the
Jbrolulu Conterewe; COMUSMACV cowourred. In elMUM to JOS, CIICPAC
9plied Case 1. ationale to the CY 66 capab33itiee pro"nM :for Pbase4

:4 fl (revised) d~ploympnt of foxvas to PACOL, Case It vhich represented
* ~a capability to accept forces in the SMSIA theater, we a compromise

.becod. on har, it+,m ht"n opability at IRi air b&us4ek whih in turn,
*iraý dfrived from HACV estimated construction .progress and airfield

* ..~~ av baflbiitye froj@otoa ianoouiiry :i966 proaresed~ xonthly sortie
wquinmtenta graduXAl insrnsec frsz 17490X, in April to 221,4I90 in

* . ne*member. Consequent-y on 4 April, =C reocnwled to SEUDS a
* ~revised 1966 deploymentý prograwn comprised of 20 RVU-baaen al 1U Tha-

based squad-row pnU*totd on USAI c abi-litr to meet CXIEPAC/C
stated needs (xsj-Decemb&er 1966) for 11 tactialI tighter d"W

(TS) CPVCflC's request on; S JAn-l Cor. c0onet on the in JC&-
TcOOnded deployment progrm brought lxmsdtAt resPoas. fr COHUMACV
who ag~reed that the JC~recomendaid TFS progrma provided an adequate
rnwber of +aotic&V. strike s'~rties to c~ovr tJhe sUtavd inoou-0tMU require..
ionnts; Any mess sorties could be used in outeotnccountry operations.
CVEPAC#Fr reo ntmanded Ca(W$MACV'ea proposed Tfl deployments and bedfiovn,
adjusted to TFl closure Cates as reocirarde to S~O=~ on 4 Anrfl- By
.30 Aprilo jet TUS wro in rLe At five RlU bass an &--Aeven of eGUt
Jet -r.S due in ThuilaaI, Wid in P1ace. (One ?-105 squadron froM PACOM

& we ~tezrd unfl nry May.%?to tactioti. nco1t?1fl6aie squadroW,
(RMC'sa7 -W010s) sin or.e F4I2 FrI plus an P-5 UFS at Bien Roa

and aLB57 TOZat Da NaiE, COoiwltedth April unit iUV*Utory Of USA?
* s~trike aircrzaf in supPort of MACV 1'"
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(S) In response to JCS, COMUSIACV provided his views and
reeomendations on whetoer additional FWAF air units should be sought
for deployment to RVN. Analysis of USDIACV's 1966 force rourtl-out
and 1967 force requirements, as of late April, inicated that some
obvious shortfalls existed. Int--duction of M.VF~ air units would
augment and enharxe air operations, COMUSMACV felt, o i"h in turn
night permit release of some USAF resources in 1VN for other comrit-
ments. Considered were HAP-equipped F-5r F-100, F-i') and B-57
squu*,'ons; FW-maating of the USAF F-SA TFS based at Bien Boa; light
fix•d-uing aircraft units in the FAC role; and qualified personnel
to perform duty as FAC anI ALO, or to help staff tha DASC adi the
TACC. Squadron or flight-sized traspor~rlift uhits could also
be integrated into USAF's ailift systm.

(TS) Tactical air support requirements were determined during
a planning confere•e at lonalulu in May. Sorties required for support

*l of in-country grouni forces were computed at five sorties per day per
USA/FWMAF battalions. Sortie support for US/FN Marine forces was increased
by one third because of their larger maneuver battalionw. Out-of.couht7
sortie allocations were based on the oontimiiug requirement of 5,000

Ssorties per month in Laos and 11,200 sorties per month in NVN. A marked
increase was required in those air programs designed to reduce the flow
of men and materials into RVN. The requiret exIsted to build up sortie
capability as rapidly as possible in order to reach the desired level of
11,200 sorties peA" month in, tiN. First priority of effort u•wod be

'utilized to meet incountry air support requiraments; sortie overages
w ould be applied to Laos/NVN reir nt:. Air strike objectives in
Laos were twofold- to disrupt and reduce logistics support moving from
VN throuh Laos into RVN, &Wl to assist the Royal Laotian 'Govemnt (WLG)

in combating NVA insurgency in Laos. 1 6 0

(U) On I Apra. 2d Air Div had been rodesignatod Mt Air Force,
r- aining as the U$AF componnt of U•SACV. On I July Lt Gen William V.
14gm suoceed&d Lt Geni Moor'. as Comdr 7th AF.

* ~(3) Haa~mjile, the avuilabiltity of apxty aircraft for defolition
operations prese*ntwd prco4lem3 as th-t tefdLitiou prognam expanded from
! JN into Laos, Early in June JCS offered optiors for dellvorg of eight
C-123 irornft, to whioh CIMPAC replied on 10 Jum, rmozwndirn divwion
"" odific atin to sp•-,y oonfiguration of five of the eight 0-123's on
the COW•S .vst coast.

(S) Early in July C0VACV advised CIPAC to ta&e the oppoittwity
* in his forthcoming disoussion with SBDF to press for expedited ftl,

fil~net of several priority items, among vhioh vere the CY 67 rbquirements
for three squaurons of CV-2 type &imrrft, an improved nedium assult
trwisport, And five additional USAF TAC fighter squadrons. With espewt
to an improved edi=um assault transport, COIWWACV advised that eupport of
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large scale in-country airlift operations entailing the use of an
entensive variety of Airfields pl)ced a premium on early availability
of such a transport. The C-130 would provide an excellent interim
means of flfil•ing this requirement. In an interim step to improve
utilization of airlift resources in RVN, COMUSMACV on 29 July approved
a proposal by the Comdr 7th AF to deploy a new air division M to RVN
by I September. The airlift or--g;Azation would have under its comand
a CV-2 wing, a C-123 wing, and a Movement Control Center, plus operatiorl
control old-130 assets to be deployed to RVN fro 'the 315th Air Div
in Japan.

(C) Requirements for aircraft for use in psychological warfare
operations (PSIOP) ibreased each month throughout 1966, but the avaii-
ability of PSYOP aircraft decreased due to shortage of aircraft,
-mintenanoe problems, and poor P•ying weather. To maintain full-time
deployment of one PSYOP-configured C-47 aircraft to the flight detach.
ments of the 5th Air Commando Sq in each CTZ, two adcitional C-47's
were added to the squadronts inventory (total of 6) in August. CIMPAC
approved COMUSYA•CV's request for six additioal. C-47's to support

effeco' vely his projected PSYOP activities. In addition the Comdr,
7th AF requested 16 O-2A (subsrquently designated 0-23) loudspeaker-
equipp 6 ircrft to increase the USAF in,-country aerial PSYOP oapa- .
bility.

(11S) CLNCPAC advised JCS on 5 August that 35 KC-135 Thai-based
tanker aircraft ver- required for the support of tactical air operations,
directly conneoted with the conduot of the air campaign in $!AJA.
They were needed to provide for best operational deployment of tactical
aiieraft, to maximize effioiency and effectiveness of sorties, amd
to justify by cost effes:tiveness, as wellm by operational oonsiderationse
the basing of these airoraft in Thailando

(S) By the end of Tho year the USAF strength level in Thailani had
risen to 26,5I3" In late December the IUG acquiesced In the deployment
of additional KC-135 aircraft to that country which would brmg the
total to 40 (35 tankers and five radio relay)* H 1130H aircraft at
Udorn were replaced with. HC-130P camouxlaged models, with three out
of the schedulel four in place by year's end. As the year ended vith
MG moving toward Appreociable force cormitments to •iMWF in RVN, Thai
pilots were alreadý&=Itted to participate as air observers vith
operations in Laos.

(TS) Supplementation of the air Offort through irmroasod FOA
was unoirway by the end of the year. The one fim commitment by that
time was the profferred, accepted, and approved cove of eight Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF) Canberra (B-57),aircraft to RVIa. COMUSMACV.'s
views on the use of tIird-country pilots in RVN included the fact that the
use of such pilots would be restricted primarily by =nit eq.unmant. 166
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(TS) Intensive planning had been accomplished by the end oi the
year for the transfer of USA CV-2's (C-TA) to USAF on I January 1967.
A SECDEF decision supported the basing of the transferred aircraft at
only USAF bases. COMUSMACV supported the additional requirement for
three more C-? squadrons to remain in GONUS in support of contingency
plans, and for the devilopment of a FW aircr specifically designed
for direct support of forward area assaults*'

(S) Other projected aircraft deployments at the eri of the year
involved contirming C-130 in-country airlift from externally based
sources, MACV approval of relocation from TSN to Udorn of six EC-121
aircraft comprising the 552 AEW Detachment (BIG EYE), two EC-121M
aircraft to Cbu Lai, a three-plane VP squadron detachment to U Lapao
to provide improv . surveillance capability in direct support of SEASIA,
and 18 0-28 and six PSYWAR C-47's to begin arriving in-country in aid-
1967 for psychological operations. With the air commitment still growing
at year's end, in-country USAF personnel strength totaled 52,397.16d-

USN/USCG Buildup and Deployment-the MMAF

(C) The buildup of naval forces under the command of CCMUSMACV
during 1966 was in direct responise to the increased emphasis placed
on stopping infiltration of men and war material into RVN to support
the VC and MIA. while maintaining the logistical base for those
'USN and US1,C forces in-country.

(C) Operation •INRKEM TME, consisting of SEVENIHFLT radar
picket destroyer escorts (DER) and ocean minesweepers (1.1O)/coastal
minesweepers (MSC) and junks of the VNN coastal force, was designed
to stop the infiltration by sea amn along the coasts of RVN. Much
of this traffic consisted of small Junks and sampans operating in
the shallow waters close inshore where the SEVENrbMLT ships could not
go because of their draft. The November 1965 SECDEF visit to COM-USMACV
had resulted in the provision of additional patrol craft and personnel
for MARI = TIME. Fast Patrol Boats (PCF) , known as the "Swift Boats,"

ere to 1a augmented by 82-foot USCG cutters (WPB), manned by USCG crewa,
to provide the shallow-water capability required in MARME1T TIME. The
.SS K•ishna -as shifted from Norfolk to Phu Quoc Island to provide a
mother ship and floating repair base for these mgall craft. The PCF
began arriving in-country in January and the WPB in February, until at
year's e=4 MAJ= T3IE forces were at their progrommeid strength of 84

PCF and 27 WPB. Supporting ships in adLition to Krishna uere one repair
barge (YR) and one LST. Naval personnel manned the five Coastal
Su-veillanoe Centers which oontro 6 AR r TIME activity and the eight
bases supporting the PCF and WPB.
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(3) Control of the inland atenmys of RVN came into sharp fius
during 1966 (See Annex E--Vatermys Control.) The GAM WAMEN comept
bad been approved in December 1965 and in March 1966 the .first River
Patrol Boats (PEBR), v hioh vere sp ially-designed fiberglass boats vith
shallow draft and high speed, arrived ir~country. Ten Minesweepimg
Boats (MSB) had arrived in March to assist VNN forces in sweopL4 ýhe
approaohes to Da NaM.

(S) Construction o±" the GAM VA!EN bases proceeded essentiafl3v
on schedule, vith some delay due to the paucity of LST shipping for the
construction meteriAls. At mid-year COMUSMACV reported to CINOPAC that
USN Tozoebuioldizg was proceeding as plamned. Ovur half of the
prograimed PMR's wrs in-counzrtr, an. Mobile Inshore Undersea Warfare
Surmvi2laroe Units (NIUWU)--the Harbor Defense units-were operational
at six basess, Although USA helicopter fire teams were ourrently
supporting GAME ARDEN operations, USN pilots and crews vere training
in-oountry and would replace the USA crews. Martime wreck removal
and salvage oapability had been augmented by the arrival of a USN
Harbor Clearance toam in April. Naval Mobile Construction Battalio~o
(M4CB1 were employed in canstmotion of USN and I MAP facilities.
Naval Support Activity, Da Nar'wussestablished tO support I MA31
and other forces operating in the I- CTZ, while Naval -Support Activity,
Saigon, supported forces in the remainder of RVK, Total naval foroes
inoreased durixig 1966 IW 8,44~6 USN and 3o3 uscG t6 z3,z6o wNS and
-4•B USOG at year's end.

i. " (TS) A signi~icant underUaking t6 assist in the control of the
Nekong Delta was the conoept, planning, and initial base construction
for the Mekong Delta Mobile AfloAt Force (MDMAF). Termed by CCNUSMACV
"a fascinating cowept," it entailed deployment of a USA division to

- the IV CTZ. The plan involved basin the division where It could
operate in and around the coast line of the Mekong and Bassac Rivers,
to be supported by USN-.mand river assault groups and by muffcieut
converbed LS's to house a brigade. CTlVPAC vas asked th provide
tho resources for the floating bar ks. In rid-Februay 1966,

a'COSUBMACV referred ag4aln to the 'Ouwque oowept" and stated that
it as pued to put one brigade in Tan Hiep, one in Ba Riain
Mioo Ty Provie, and owe afloat on the ,ssaac/Mekon ridvar, Tb.
"floatirg brigade vauld be rotated vith the brigade at BA His. "

(TS) The projected )MVAF forces vmld need i-terial support.
Requi1'Bmeta ve' d~rav~ u'pt beginninrg in January. for birriacka ships
(APB). LST', large covered lighters (!FNB), and Lare harbor tugs (IB)
and modficAtioos thereof, as well a3 supporting craft of the harbor
repair 0orft (Yl), light eargo v"seal (AKL), eand mine oountermasuxes
support ship PS) types, together with the armament beat suited for
tha amea of operation. CIEPACPLT, tn vid-Febnuary, strorgl•y reco uzi~d
that MDMAF hAve the asset of self-.mobility, az4 discussed further

Ofm ents of material support, and added concepts on configuration of
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craft. An added reason for mobility was seen in a message from COMUSMACV
to CG Ist Inf Div and CG USARV: "Because of the lack of available land
space in the Delta from which to operate US ground forces, plans are
being developed for the employment of a US ri~ade from USN barracks
ships operating in the major Delta rivers.", _

ýTJ) CINCfPAC gave guidance to COHUSMACV in a message of 19 February
that, inter alia, requested COMUSMICV to develop and submit a detailed
concept of operations and logistic support for the employment of the
MDMAF. Such concept, it was stated, rhould include, but not be livited
to: force composition and phasing; tasks to be executed; methods of
execution; ravigable areas; operating areas; afloat force locations |
afloat force bases; provisions for air and naval gunfire support; heli-
copter support; command relationships. CINCPAC also asked for further
amplific.ation of the logistics concept of depot and port from which
support would be provided; additional facilities requirements at the
logistic support base; requirements for additional lighterage and other
logistic resources to support operations * CINCPAC representatives would
meet -!ith the MACV staff to "assist in the developemof the foregoing
arA to facilitate subsequent evaluation and review.'' ft

(TS) The concept was finalized and forwarded to CINCPAC on 15
March. CINCFAC asked CINCPACFLT to review the MACV concept. CI1CPACFLT
concurred, generally, and gave specific comments: COMUSMACV's concept
had provided for maintaining a brigade in the Delta for up to six
months; CINWPACFLT thought it might be necessary to rotate the APB's
for maintenance and upkeep every two or three months. Moreover,
although C0OMJSMACV had recommended that the USN commander be charged
with the security of the mobile base, with the USA commander to
partioqipate by providing support, CINCPACFLT, on-the other hand,
considered that the USA brigade commander should be responsible for
base security. The USN commander, CINCPACFLT suggested, would act in
support, specifically providing supporting fires and protection against
the uaterborne threat.174

(C) There were mary problems to iron out. COMNAVFORV mentioned
some problem areas and/or requirements: effective junk search;
defense against VC mines; protection of naval craft against VC gunfire;
counterambush weapons; incomplete or inaccurate hydrograpIc charts;
small craft noise-reduction, and the general problem of configurst-on of
the river assault craft. 1 75 ,

(S) An 11 oMy message from CUSMACV to CIM\PAC discussed interim
control rmmaxues. COMUSIICV alluded to the concern of CIMCPAC for

intensification of RVNAF operations and early initiation of US operations
in the 4ekorg Delta, stating that it "reinforces my own conviction that
enemy access to Delta resources must be terminated without delay." The
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onset of the SW monSoon, he felt, would militate against large
searohn-arLdestroy operations because of poor tr..fficability, heavy
rainifall, 7. reduced visibIlity. and reduction in tactical air cap.-
abilities.- His pianniz directive 3.66 on 21 April bad emphasirsed
vWers-zanging operations in drier northern coastal areas, and close..
in lelaringarx1-securing operati~ons in the wet souther% am*a The
plan did not envision awW major US effort in the Del~ta in the
current rairq season. COZ4USMACV pointed out that there were no
bases in the Del~ta and that base Bensficial Occupancy Dates (BCD)
would parallel !'MAP dates. "Short duration operations from III
crz" weres exmmned mid found to offer merits as were Speci.al Lazxdiz
Force (SLF) operations, since "JACK STA! proved that va can get into
mangrove s~mmps and reaie considerable benefit*H- \urtherm se
CQMUSX&CV vwa reviewir the possibility of usirg USA forces in If=
CMZ for amphibious operations, in oon~junotiou w~th a Seventh Fleet
amphibioua lift, and was currently assisting the RVNAP JGS in developing
palans to use V1NN and VMC units for these operatio~ns.<-ýSuoh combined

* . operations, that is,9 heJilifted US forces and RAG-borne AMVI forces,#
w~ould bring larderm forces to bear# would bolster ARMV confidence and
norale, should surprise the enfty with forces he had never encountered,
and would establilsh a US presence. Such operations in coastal &apes
COWISMACV azalvzed, could also t~advantage of amphibious caao lte
vith even =ore dramatic e ta'

(8) CMUSHACV anticipated deploying forces, toward the end of 1966and the beginning of 1967v from 3:11 CTZ to the Plain of Reeds &Mxiother
Delta ar~as. .He thought meaohAzied unilts could be used durirg -the dry
seasons And "control of Delta resources his been a matter of contiwig
comce= to me since'it is obvious that the enWm is dependent dpon that

*area for food and personnel and as a resupply route from the sea*" There

USassistance in selected portions of the Delta* Finally,v COUSM&ACVJ
stated that he had plans for CG f1 MR=~E to aasmme co~uad of US
taotical operations in the IV CTZ,9 coordizating, Wit CG IV (Jorpa through
the US8 Senior Advisor, vho vas to be a brigadier Seneral. Contingenoy
plans for opef;,ions before and after deployment of the division, would
be developed.

(S) On 29 VA y COUMM=~ was briefed on deployment of the fth jut
Div to the IV CTZo and approved the study as presented. its taaked the
MhCV J3 to discusis -ith C? 1I FF`O1R alternate locations for the 9th
Inf Div ba~se &Md one brigade, ana reiterated his previous decisions that
the 9th InC Div would be placed under CG 3:1 PEO1P to facilitate
tactical operations along the MI and I'! =T bouxnaryp that the CG 9th

Wh Div, would not become SA IV CTZp wan that the introduotion of
division force into thes XV CTZ woul~d be discussed vith 403 VMNA.~'
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(S) On 10 June COMUSMACV discussed possible future contingency
deployment of US forces to IV CTZ with Lt Gen Vien, Chief JGS, and
Lt Gen Quarg, CG IV CTZ. On 13 June the matter come up for discussion
in the Mission Council meeting. COMUSMACY recalled that General Quang
had made a public statement to the press, some weeks earlier, against
the stationing of US troops in IV Corps. I11 the meantime, however,
General Quang apparently had had a change of heart, since he now expressed
a desire that a US brigade be stationed in IV CTZ. Asked if a&final
decision had been made, COMUSMACV indicated that a final decision would
be taken in October. However, dredges had already been ordered to
prepare the proposed site and the terrain would be ready by December.
He further stated that the troops would be located about five kilometers
from My Tho, which city would be "off limits" to US troops, and that
travel through My Tho would be sharply restricted. And, since the base
vould be completely self-rufficient, it would constitute the barest
m_ dum drain on resources of the local economy. When the Ambassador and
the Political Counsellor expressed r-servations, COMUSMACV agreed with
them that it would be preferable to use ARVN troops, but to date they
had been unable to do the job in the Delta, and important 'IC units were
still operaLting there. 1 79

(S) On 9 June CO1USACV advanced the argument that the Delta might
Swell be a source of stabilization of the Vietnamese economy. It had the
capability of producing enough rice for the entire country, if it were
kept within GVN control; this would leavethe other areas of the country
free to industralize. The Delta was also the source of upwards of 50
percent of the countryls manpower. It therefore followed that revolutionary
development of the-region had to be accelerated. Planned deployment. the
US division along with other military actions would accomplish this,*-

(TS) At the Honolulu Requirements Planning Confereme in June,
•MWF was scheduled for CY 67 ami CY 68 requirements:

The Mekong Delta Mobile Afloat Force will
provide a means to introduce, employ and sustain
substantial US combat power in that vital area.
Introduction of the I-DMAF at the earliest
practicable date, whether it be an increment of
that force or all of it, will provide a capability
for more rapid-achievement of US objectives in that
area. The requirements for t)MA.F set forth in this
submission provide for the closure of the first
component of that force by April 1967 a the
secmoi. final component by 1laroh 1968.151

(TS) On 5 July SECDEF approved activation of the 1DFAF, to inelude
two River Assault Groups (RAG's) for deployment. JCS now requosted
evaluation of the planned employment and potential effectiveness of the
two additional RAG's proposed by CINCPAC. Evaluation had been goirg on;
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COMUSM had pointed out the lack of real estate for stationing major
elements of the 9th Inf Div, and noted that bases must be produced by
the "1tme consuzing process of dredging," while CINPACFLT summed up
by saying "the conept provides for a mobile force not depezndnt
on a fi d ba o.b a. .. 

.. .

(TS) On 29 fy, C'=USMACV had approved a deployment oonoept, whioh
he then sumari•ed in an Ii July message to CINCPAC, as the basis for .a
"reply to the earlier JCS request for an evaluation of the planned employ.
ment and potential effectiveness of two additional RAG's. Major points
of the COMUSM&CV evaluation werez

1) One bde of 9th Irf Div to be deployed to Mekong
Delta at Base Whiskey in the vicinity of My Tho in early
1967. When-barracks ships available, a reinforced bn
from the bdes in I1 CTZ will be afloat.

2) Two RAG's approved by SECDEF for PY 67 would
be stationed at Base Whiskey (later called Dong Tam,
owing to impact of word "whiskey" on sensitivity of
Vietnamese). Omission of AIL to provide mobile
maintenanoe capability would preclude RAG permanently
based with two APBts in first inorement of MAF.
However, either RAG would be available on call to
provide lift for the afloat battalion. Certain fire
support units of RAG would remain with the AP' a.

3) Units of the 9th Inf Div not stationed at
Xv Th (Dong Tam) base or aboard APE's' would be based
ii. 3:11 CTZ oth and east of the RSSZ area* This
would permit extensive operations into the RSSZ and
IV CTZ, Using R0 craft. With arrival of a third RAG*
which would include an ARL, one RA& could be permanently
a saignod to afloat forces. This would leave two RAG@s
assigned to Dong Tam for lifting bns of that bde,
and bns of the other bdes staged through Dorg Tam,
or to lift a bu from Vung Tau.At Lo area for operations
"in fMZ or lower Delta.

"4) With arrival of the seconl inorement, a
requirement would exist for a minimum of two RAG's
-4th the mobile afloat base and a minimum of one RAG
supportizg each of the other two bdes of the 9th Win
Div*

In view of the above, COMUS$MAC strorgly recommended to CIfCPAC that
two additional RAG's be inoluded in the CY 67 Force Requirements, and

. that they be activated and deployed at the barliest practical date.1 8 3•
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(TS) CINCPAC then turned to JCS with further justification of the
RAGgs on 16 July saying: "projection of US combat operations into the
Delta is an objective of major importance." CINCPAC mentioned the 3,000
Im of navigable waterways, during the dry season; the absence of adequate
roads; the lack of helicopters-.."therefore tactical mobility in terms
of ships and craft needed." Furthermore, the 9th Inf Div "will be the
principal riverine ground combat force," and at least two additional
battalions from 25th Inf Div and the Australian Task Force, both located
in 3I: CTZ, would .require RAG support. One RAG, said CINOPAC, could lift
and support one reinforced battalion. Four RAG's (two organic to
MDMAF and two additional) could lift about half of the riverine ground
force at any one time. In addition, RAG craft would be used in recon
and patrolling missions, resupply operations, would reinforce GAME
WADEN and IvMnT TIME operations when necessary, and would support
riverine perations to open and secure important water communications
routes •

(S) By August, •M F was being firmed up. On I August COMUSMACV
published Planning Directive 466--Operations in the Delta. In this,
the concept for employment of riverine forces was given "regardless of
whether based on lard (Dong Tam or elsewhere) or on MDMAF." Constitution
of a RAG vas given as 26 armored troop carriers (ATC), 16 assault
support patrol boats (ASPB), five monitors, two command communication
boats (CCB), and one LCM.6 refueler. The USA element would be landed
in the operati3nal area and.the USN forces would deploy to support
the groundi Qperations. 'ASPB's. wuuld screen the peripheral areas at
be used as a blocking force. RAG monitors would supply. artillery
support. Some ATC's w•uld commmenoe resupply operations, while at
least one of the ATC's would be designated as a forward aid station,
The CCB's would have tactical command posts. Three phases were
programmed:

1) Construction Phase (1 July 1966 - 31 Ja&Mary 1967).
During this phase all actions required to prepare the
ground ard facilities for occupation of the base would be

completed.

2) Preparation and Occupation Phase (I July
1966 - 31 Jamiary 1967 estimated). During this phase
all actions required to prepare the Army and Navy units
to occupy and operate from Dong Tam and the actual
occupation would be completed. Preparation would
proceed concurrently with construction.

3) Improvement and Operations Phase (31 January
1967,-estimated-irnlefinite). This phase would begin
when the Army and Navy units had occupied the base and
were r=ey to begin combat operations. All actions

PAGE/LI)
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Socessaxy to conduict mnd sustain combat operations
frog Doing "Tax.-would be taken during this phase, and.
it would conti~me indefinitely. 'Actions would be
taken durirng this phase to imprgl, an1 expada
necessary,7pthe base facilities.

(s) Planning Directive 7-6&.Co~mmand Relations for Eiyezine
Operations in RVN# was publibhed by COMUS1ACV on Z4 August 1966. Cozmandý
relationships were outlined and chart~ed. It was stated that the tenou
of the directive would apply specifically to'current and projected
operations in TIT CTZ, IV, CTZ9 and RSSZ# but that the pattern of
relations established would be applicable to all areas. The conduct of
riverine operations by USA and USN forces was a now conriept, it was
pointed out, arA one which would "require the utmost coordination and
cooperation by all conoerned."l As operations were conducted and
lessons learned, command relationships would be revised as needed* The
matter of local base defense was settled with the directive that the
officer assigred to command a base would also be responsible for the
local base defenses and that the-base ooummander for all Joint U3SA/USN
land bases would be the senior USA cozmmander assigned-, however, USII
'would provide its appropriate share of forces for such defense.

* Similarly, joint USA/UJSN afloat bases would be under command of the
senior USE' commander assigned. He,, too, would. be responsible for local
base defense, and the USA would provide its appropriate share of foa'cese
-Coordination and mu~tual support~ would be the order of the day. Pe-
looation of a mobile afloat base would normally be only on the authority
of COHMUWV; hovever, emergency relocations would be made at the
discretion of the a~float base commander, keepirg 43l concerned notifiedo.
FinAlly, extracts of JCS guidam.e (JCS Pub 2) were provided to insure
a better understanding of terms and command relations.186

(S) US troops in the Delta remained, it seemed, a matter still
under question by the Vietnamiese. A memo to Ambassador Lodge from
his Senior Liaison Officer# Gen Lansdale, discussed a talk he bad
had with General. Thang, 115.ister of E~c on 4 September:

Tharg comnented that he had talked to Chief
of State Thieu and Chief of Staff Viten about US
combat foraes in IV Corps. Thang feels very
strongly that there might be some popular
reaction set in against the.US, onbe American
forces get operating in so heavily populated
an area as there is in 1 Corps. Thang felt
that Thieu and Vien should have spoken about this
plainly and firn.y to General Weatmorelarid, at
the same time they took strong actions to make
WWA became effective, stairting in IV Corps.
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T,9 feeals that RVNAF morl, anl effectiveness
is ui~ddg. fastt duo- tj the spi'eadirg r'ot of
cooption. He admits that WWTNAP forces in IV
Corps are no match for the VC there, despite
occasional succeass but covld be with drastic
refaziso.

On 5 September dumn- a Pission Council Mleeting, a rmnber of remarks
were made conoernIM the activities of the CG IV Corps, General Quang
General Q~aang had had a "highly negativen reaction to a recant Time
Magazine artiole which had been critical of him, and C(USrACV
talked •ith General Quan subsequently and "bad perked him up saehat.*

(S) During his October visit, S 'DEF was fully briefed on MMA.
The requzremento for tvo additional RIver Assault Sqaadrow (RAS) wa
strewsed. The introduotion stateds:

If we are to achieve o national objectd.Ve
in Vietnam we =mst program for US. ground oper..
"ations iuto IV Corps in order to assist the HVN&P
in their revolutionaxy development efforts, The
prize - 35% of the pop-ulation and 68% of the rice
produoi.ng area, in the Repiblic of Vietnam. To do
this we nst have tactical mobility; in the Deltas.
this means boats.

The briefing explaineod the aanwe employment of the 9th Thf Div, du"
inmcountx7 in Deember 1966 and Jamiay 1967, as the primipal r,-.rin
grourA force. The .ivsr assault boats would confo=m to stanlard USN
o. azxiation structure, -ith to IRU's of about 50 boats eaoh under
comM of RVFLOTONE. The ter RAS was chosen to avoid confusion withthe VO RAG's. The Jtification for two additional. RAM's vas b-r.e

Althcmgh the HMW with the two river asault
squadrons already approvad vill give us a good
st&rt, we wu nred at least two additional river
assault squadvaus bY the erA of CY 6? to b6 able
to attalz thw momentum of riwerne operations.
Here is I we need the adatiowa•l'river assault
squadrons. or a total ofC fours

Besides t1. 9th Divilo, eslmenats of the
.- ustr-llA• Task Force & the 'US 25th Infantry
Division located in II CTZ ill also be used
on riverim operations. The 9th DIviion il
have seven infanxt battallonw a4- two moobenized
battaliow These battalions W-11 require WAS
support. Then we visualize that at least tvo
additional battalions from the US 25th Division



ata the Australian Task Force fl.3 roqtw.e PAS
support fran tie to time, or a total of eleven
battalions availble f or riverins operations.*

On* US can lift and support one battalion
combat team iwcludtg afliflery tberefore, the
four river assault squadrons vif be able to
li.ft and support less then half of the riveria.
grouni combat forces at eri* time. In addition
to lifting and auppotirg tbs grourt combat torces,
we dfl depeni on river assauolt orsft for eztensve
zeconxiissanoe QAn patrolling, resupply operntiokA,
and reinforcing GAiM WADDE operations when neoessary.
Then there io the bonws to security by the mmr
preserce, of US tosvoes in &Md arourd these water..

Thes prjce smployment of the force vas wrbd

-We plan to Toiep two river astsault squadrors
4 ~-tta the IHMF uhdr it reaohet its Wrfl ecuplmmet

* 1 of ships. The two additioaml river assault squadrons
requested wil be based at Doxg Tam wtth elements
rotatirg to n3: CTZ ani the 1?SSZ to supprt operations-
there. The inbswtnit fledbibty &nd mobility. combined
ttýh the tretmio'tz fire porwer of the river asarult

-qado WM pwzontazi mambar 6f combination of

patrols to multiple tsttalion opeitiora.
The &Mloat baze ant river assault squadron,

besidles giving flexdibl~ty of Wae location and
zixt:nftg pdataVO? xpantiturea. a3l8o represent
vsflowl assafts thst o.-an bo tqksn linin at the con.
elusion -of oastiltiota &*- held in modttis for

*pxAUw oporatibe gaUZ4nA mkflmd

(S) Sy 21 November CO'fSAVcould propose to *JM) X-is5ton Councll
thAt it vas fe~asble- to deploy a batU~tal tc-- fong Taxn in January Iq967,
cut requested the Council's irAkrsaaent of tba tomtion. Ant:Ioipating
Mission coworaencee C0IUSICV diectad the Wx4xgc and proparation
for an acealerated deployý=Ait to be fefloved by a W*~ade in F~ebruaz
! 967,±if dndtfeasible brCGflPFMIrnSV o 2a91Honuber AE1I
appnrod the deplcyrnnt. O'n I. Dectrber caRusMWc prozrngatcd the
confept for logistical cupport. of the M12*A forces. This plan provided
for two support concepts; owe for theo fixed rAt baise at Dozg T=,, awl
wM for the Mekorg Delta Mobile Rivsrira Base. Th tat'bs coisn~er[ .. . would have logiatic responsibility for the Doing Tax base, wan the

Hob~a RveTAm Bs6 Gman~r ould have the reepoztL 41 Jt7 for thb
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Mobile RIverine Base (XIM~), while Service-peculiar supply would be the
K responsibility of the component commander conoered. Saigon was

designated the primary supply source for the Dong Tam base with Vung Tau
as alternate, with land LOC's to be used whenever possible. The MOB
would be supported b9uzg Tau with Saigon as alternate, resupply being
accomplished by L~A

(S) After evaluating the progress of the base constructinn at
Dong Tam* OG F1 O=EV reported on 4 December that it was feasible to
support a battalion at Dong Tam in late February 1967. The plannn and
laison machinery went into high gear early in December. It was detenmined
that elements of the 9th lIf Div would be available for training at the
Vuzg Tau base in early Jaruary. COMNAVFORV shifted all efforts to
preparing the base for riverine training when a propoced training base
site at Ap Go Dau was abandoned in favor of Vurg Tau. Concurrently,
CAVFRV recomaended close liaison with RVN and US agencies be effected.
He requested CIMPACFLT to provide a suitable support ship at Vung Tau
about ? January and to deploy one river assault squadron staff and one
river assault division (RIVDIV) staff at the same time. For future plans
COfVFLOTONE and staff ye to deploy in iLd-February and a second
RtVDIV iz late Febrvary.-)'e

(S) COMLTS14ACV directed CG II FFOIXEXV to prepare to deploy an
infantry battalion TF from the 9th Inf Div to Dong Tamr, to be increased
later to, a brigade TF and to advise closure dates. OG USARV was
tasked to support the deployment and SA IV CTZ as directed to plan
for the provision of RVNAF security foroes, coordinate RVN and US
security arramnents, and plan creation of a suitable attitude amongS,.•. •thz people for a US presence in the Delta. 92-

(S) The first elements of the 9,th inf Div landed ou. 19 December
and on ZO December COMUSMACV estimated the battalion TF would move
to Dong Tam on 25 January uith tuv advare engineer compr ies to
proceed the main force arriving 7 Janury. He estimited the inarease
to brigade strength in late February or early vroh.-19 3

(3) The coraept of HDM•AF, conceived, approved and launched
durixg -9•6, 6vas one of the most compreheasive and far reaching
v-crmilismbents of the ynar. The control of the Delta, not only
in a military sense, but economica- ly and politically, could vdl
b a keytotheentieVNoperatin*
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Morale ani Wol±ars

(U) In 1966 the morel. and uaf;re of Military7 perstzl Ina
Vietnam continrmd to be of prim conern to COMMS V. Beginn1.
in 1965, and carrying over into 1966 with evr.iiwreasivg efficiewy,
ware evidences of now and expa=Kirg facilities and progM desi±pad
to rake the life of ailita% personnel move liwable in the RVNo Free

amilix privileges vere continued amd exAded,. Additional USO3s
and Red Cross reowration ceatArs ver Wd. a -dI Television breastiW
coamnoed in Februa=y and in October an Armed Forces Vietnam Tele.
vision and Radio Station was established amd in operation, proviidiz
a moxv oomprehersive news caverage and zore ertertaUmut. Now W
locations iere added ý and i gsig mnbers of per&anne vere permittad
to visit the existing centers. xhange facilities cotnued to
expad A liberal awardt poflloy vis contimed. Reewreatiozml
facilities and billetiM and messing failiti-es were increased and
imprnved UCopass emoted laws tuat provide, additional benefits
to xL•.tary persomnel in RVN. All vere items desigmd to sustain
A1d ilp=ve troop morale am welfare dmdz 1966.

(C) The rapid buildup of US foroes durl* 1965 and t6e oon-

timed intux ot personnel into the Saigoz/Cholon ax'sa during t9
"4 -ceated a mounting billeting problen. for MACV. Frro a strength of

app=roxmately 9,400 in early 1965 the nwmber of IN persowmel grow to
nearly 3,000 in the Saigon aa during April 1966. This vapid
inorease of poreosoml •traind not only the limited available billeting
space, but also contribated to the gravirg irnation problem in the
capital city. The forecaut for US military population by the end of
0! 66 in tb's Saigon/CholonfTan Sun NiAt ok-qlex was appwo1 inmte•y
3A,000. This was t2,000 more than CO4USN.AV felt desirvle. This
fat and 'the shortage of adequate bi=•irg spaces leased by the US
Govermmt eased COMOMAW to • t 'detailed studies cr1u obw to
reduce the military population.

(C) The results of these studies indleated that the mi1litai,
population in the Saigon area could be reduced to approzimately 22,000
aand the remommeiations providwod plans to maintain that strength, or a,
lesser level. This was to be accomplished by relocation cf units to
Cam Ranh Bay, Long Binh, and other areas, and precluded stationing of
=a neow unita in Saigon. The studies indicated that it would take u-ip
to two years at this rate to lower the population. CM4UGMCV decided
that this was tou lone and directed that the reduwtion take place Aithin
one year, The revised estimates then indicated that al! Phase II
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relocatiobs woulde accelerated to meet that timetable. The
miaulting obmges were that HQ USARV would move to the area formerly
set aside for USAID; HQ lot Log Command would relocate to the Long
Binh area and all 7th Air Force personnel would be situated in billets
inside the Tan Son Nhut Air Base complex. The only units remaining in
Saigon then would be Headquarters Area Corwaid, 4th Terminal Couiand
and the 3d Field Hospital. USARV estimated that their military
population could be reduced to 4,500. The efforts of the various
oomponent" would reduce the total military population to an estimated
22z.000.195

(C) By stabilizing the military population at approximately 22,000
within the Saigon complex, it was estimated that by the end of CY 1966
present facilities, programmed construction of barracks, relocations of
units. -rd options of V.etnamese construction would result in 16,000
billet , spaces in excess of MACV needs. Accordingly, COMUSM&CV
directed that no acquisition of additional Vietnamese-owned buildig for
use as billeting would be initiated without his personal approval.,

(TS) By mid-April, after construction of the new MACV headquarters
had commenced at the Petrus Ky site, Ambassador Lodge expressed concern
about the location, stating it was near a potentially-dangerous area#
but adding that the site was ideally located for a trade school USA=
was interesting in establishing. CO•USMACV informed the Ambassador that
there were no objections to relocating the headquarters, provided a
suitable site could be found. Subsequently, COMUSMCV directed his
staff to investigate the feasibility of moving the new headquarters to
a soccer field across from the Tan Son Miut Civilian Air Terminal, a
site previously requested and turned down. It was determined that
constiuction under way could be stopped, at some loss, aid that the
soccer. field site would be equally suitable from a construction view.
point. 'In addition, the move would put MACV closer to the JS and th
AF, and permit most of the personnel woricing in the M= headquarters to
be billeted ii the USOM/USAID housing area that had been taken over by
USARV, thereby removing many troops from the center of Saigono19 9

(S) In early May COMUSACV officially volunteeaed to release the
Petraus rvy site, with the proviso that the Premier would release the
Tan Son Nhut site for the new MACV headquarters. The Ambassador was
pleased with t1ds solution and agreed to discuss it with the Preoier.
On 6 May Premier Ky informed COWSMACV that he had decided A make
the acýoer field available to MACV as a headquarters site.

(C) During April billeting spaces became so critical that a MACV
dirsectiv was prouuJgatod establishing new policy and procedures for
assigrmont o. personnel aixt criteria for space authorized. per person.
The nrw criteria authorized approximately 110 square feet per officer and
70 square feet per enlisted an. Prior to the publishing of the new
directive, there had been no specific space allocated for billeting.
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As a result of the charge in criteria, many rooms were doubled up;
in some cases three and four personnel were assigned to the same
living spaces. However, this was limited more to transiet billeta
than those of a permanent nature. The crowding of available dining
spaces created another problem. The nnmber of officer ami enlisted
messes had expanded only to a limited degree, resulting apparently
in severely crowded conditions. After study, the situation was
determined not to be criiical as the time allowed for meals, usually
two to three hors, allowed the traffic to flow without serious
difficulty.1 7

(C) Another result of the study on billeting space inlicated that
some US servicemen assigned billets in US mi3A:'ry-controlled BOQ's,
BEQ1's ad goverment-leased quarters, were actually residing in
privately-rented quarters without authorization. This practice was
considered by CO USMACV to be oonducive to those personnel becoming
vulnerable to involvement in civil disturbaces, created a problem
to the commander in locating an individual in case of an emergency,
and needlessly over-extended the use of civilian billets by US
=1itary personnel. Therefore, CONUMC•V advised all ommaLndere to
take remedial action to eliminate the practice and insun that all goo
personnel resided in their assigned US zilitary-m ontrolled billets.

(S) During May the problem of increasizg umbers of US militqry
psrsonnel in the Saigon Area h7-fitioted the attention of CINCPAC
and the JCS. On 14 May CMUSMACV received messages from both CIOPAC
and JCS regarding relocation of personnel and uits from the Saigon
ae. In a ering both queries COMUSMRAW gave the general background
of the buildup of forces in RVN and reasons why moW units were
located in the Saigon areo: control and support headquartors had to
be located iattially in the Saigon cmplex because Saigon was the
seat of goverment, site of the Amarioan Emba~sy and headquarters of
the Vietnamese mroed Forces. Because of the continaing closs
coonination required between these agewies, it ad been natural
to locate the key US headquarters in Saigon; >wreover, their location
elsewhere vaj impoossible due to lack of facilities and lack of
capability to construct facilities in the time frame zequired. There
mas also the fact that Saigon %ms the only deep-water port capable of

haneZ4. the tonr.ge requir*d to support the buildup, and was the
looption of the major aerial port of entry into RVN, Tan Son Nhut.
14hen the influx of personnal had begun= the only facilities available
to house and feed them were commercial hotels. leased from the Vietnwams4
ani coverted to BOQ's and BEQ's. Senior officers were billeted in
buildings formerly occupied by familiea of MAG persomel. Xmmediate
plans were developed to construct additional faoilities in order to
relocate as m=7 pmonzil as possible on military installations and off
the local economy.
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() Tke Amnassadow and CCSACV re cooorneead about the umber
of Awricans in SaWon and both bad inItIated studies late in 1965 to
Idont4Y those uints wt needed In the Saigon area. They anted to
inaure MAiLU UtM z"atiO O ' eýsd. tbg failitiev, to 2elocate ;8=0=31
then eagaged in private rentals into goveraent•owmed or .c;d
Wilities, and to preclude tbe introduoAon of additioAl umits or
acivities into the Saigon area. Detailed plaw were devesoped for
Telocati4M units as rapidly as possible to Long Binh, Cam Ranh BEq,
and othkr areas. As new units arrived thoy were automticall3y sent
to tmndei-populated areas whatever possible. keepirg in mind tha unit' 8
adslion and the geographic area required for its aoomplasbmeuts.
Another stop to reduce the population was to reduo, transw nt movemt
in Saigon by no longer authourizzg leaves aid passas into the o.ty.

(C) COFMSMACV mu=ared 'his report to CINCPAC and the JCS by
advisimg them that all possible approaches tow-rd alleviating mewdipd
condltions in Saigon were being considered, and new vays to aco=Wlih
that objective would be contimously sought. Constametion priority
for developmnt of facilities for relocation oZ personnel and units
trom Saigon and tor the new MACV headquarters ownpleOAW Tan &Mn Wat
would be secon only to that o± the Helport projeott. -

(U) In August the Ambassador oiggested, in comaotion idth the
program to reduce the US population in the Saigon area, that e*Asiwds
also be plaeed on the moveent of civilian pploym n of US pj- Acoz
baving contracts with the Depaztxent of Defeu*e• CO4U51CV egreed
and requested all oompoanet ac ders, ard tU . ,e•-O-arge
of Costrwtion, to initiate plawnig to reduce the lmber of US
eontraotor personnel in the Saigonaa W7 ÷ P. by ,Deoeber o the -fforts to be made and l-,i•e results.•-0

(C) Dm*u C0UMACV's visit to President hnon's Tea
Sin Auet, the President evressed his peres l wish that the
Wvft of =lMtazy persou"l out of matfpolita e•.igon be
a*cl•erted. An a result, a~l ocaponsnt were advisod of the
Pte-Pidentts Personal interest and wae requested to 'mibmit the.x
feloowation plans to MACV. Fft tbhse accelerated plaw a ne MA&C
rmlocation program vas derivod, the deta of ,iiioh were foruim d
to aMPU on 15 Se tnber. 'MACJ4 wa chaged with staff supervie.on

bod --tbgo diffioulflis bmIved can-sod •mm staff plane,to refer to th project "sGO8 "uet Qut _f Saigon _nauell.01

(C) Key eleoents in Project MOOS were the relocation of YACV
beaduartere to Tan Son Nhut, movement of the headquarters of US= aud
lit Log Comw to Long Binh, relocation of 7th AF elements from Tan Soz Hhut
to other air bases, and movement of elements of the Eaval Suppeor Activity,
Saigou. to MA Be. The overall goal of this plan v a reduotion of
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12,800 personnel in the Saigon/Cholon area, to be accomplished by an
increase at Tan Son Nhut and its ..wirons of 5,200,for a net reduction
in the metropolitan area of 7,600 by 30 June 1967. Hopefully, the
ultimate residual military population in Saigon/Cholon proper would
be reduced to 4,800. Funding difficulties were foreseen, as an
estimated total additional cost of $40 m.llion, required betore
30 April 1967, was included iu %4i acceleratod program; a raising
of the piaster ceiling vas also coid red essential. By the enw
of 1966,, revised fore-szti irlicated that the residual population
of SaigocIn C'akl in December 1967 would be 5p304 and that for Tan
Son =ut 21,184, for a total of 26,488. These figures would require
the relocation outside the Saigon area completely of 10,906 personnel.
As the year ended, despite the difficulties inolved, thtarget
date for the bulk of th3 relocation remained July 1967.7"'

(U) Directly related to the crowded living conditions in certain
areas of RVN mas the problem of the health of the comiand. Preventive
medicine continued to be of vital concern to COMUSMACV and his Surgeon,
and cowtimious programs were undertaken during 1966 to suppress malaria
and to control and limit the numerous plague epidemics that threatened
US and Free World forces as well as RVNAF and the local population.
For a more detailed treatment, see Anwx I-Medical Activities.

*ot! e _x.hle Prom

(U) Because inflationary tendarmies threatened R1N duriM 1.966
every effort was made to persuade all US personnel to livit their
purbhases to authoxrized U3 facilities to help alleviate the problem
in the civilian oom•unitiis. To assi.st in this effort, Post/Base
Exchanges were expaed, ?,ow ones built, off-shore procurement
limitation was raised from $10 to $16 per man Ie•. month, awl an
effort made to increase the varieties of aerchandise to make them
more attractive to US personnel. Ly the end, of the year great
improvement had been madeoe owever, many items such as radios,
high-fidelity stereo sound equiprent, tape recorders, radio batteries,
electric irons, etc., were in short supply arl were not held in stock.
Authority for the sale of automobiles through the Exmhawge, beginring
in July 1966, vas accepted with euthusiasm by the troops. This
service proved to be imc easingly popular &M sales progressed well;
in Septemiber alone 296 automobiles were sold. From a modeot beginning
of four automobile sales outlets, by the end of the year there were
15 outlets located throughout RVN. In addition, the program was
advertised through available news media and by placing, in outlets
not havinM concessionariese post cards addressed to the Exchange
requestl details and special military prices on various makes a=4
models.
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T~ Ls tU7W p oliey -was 4&)tionsd by thbe Cbairaaus JC3
VApril. YiG :3urrw~ is.4d at tho ju r~ /bwin/daiy of progrme Fl

saipplies and vortz~ at. the apparant I~uk of auste$.ty. COMUSMACV
zoplied that u~a uvet uC tlxb PI qpan,.tio~s %right not be appreciated
adequatalyo Iwo the jmiaiee Impaot an the alzeady strained soomW~
of RV'N if tba i6Aga oX itwo stomkad in tbo E~,hange wze drastically
curtafl~edo In CM~OMA.GV's vii~ew the Rm*Azsge service fulfilled a
defiuxite sai valuuble 24mti~m in M.I by takidg the baxyir pewOf Us

* ~~and JPI!A* plus w m a themim~ki of c~riviims, ant of oanWstitivt i. dth
the 10=2 ctizawo~ QU the Geazwdity..aoa=0 Viatnumno =2kets Cos Van
advuised that US Ailib to &msslt GV) in aroa~tirg iztnima± vas cenral~n
to the attzimuwtxt tuf 8tabil~ity L~d politizal acioeptanoe of ou Ilaze
MdJ4.ta prmnw in RN% This expl~wtion satisfibd CJCS and the

(U) The monxthl3y Excbange sales, iihich ra~flected the inaveasing
iroou2ntry strogth, by thes latter part of the yaar amaunted to a3mot
$1.9 million rwnth).y. The total. yeAry sales amonuzted to $156*4J05 .237.00.
This was big business. so big andi so fraught with tem~ptations that the
Exchange prograim wius kept uzder carox'td scrutiny at afll times, not only
by COMUSMLCV. but by-everyone associated vith the progrem. The Chief
of tba ArvyfAir Force EFuhange Serviceq the Chief of the Pacific AmL
P.mxxh& e Serv*i'e, =1 uwmbem. of their i-espuativna stiiff a inspected

4 ~xhange operatioix andt fncilitia; iz WVN during October 1966,. 'Nowr
control imasmres wea'e implementeod to keep vtop, with the troop expansion*
A Fl zation19 .or issuu uixi cantral ey&U.m uas developed to xuoxitor the
issue of ration -ýahis to wrdIitairj i'arzz~mw.iL a file =vs eetablished
and maintained1 .n al~l wn ilitaryra idtioza,,1 hol~ders p ani a punah
ca~rd systemi ica davulu.ped that wou~ld prov-Lle & mo~ans for detecting
abiwe of -&utheirizai pri.vilege ý, whch Mught zj 5 ult, iL dnabra~nt or-
eligibility tarviuition. Aixt ftt12- ui 'i TAoul approvul was
given to a alt;L4 ot).\_-,-t O:) -. ý2 . Q.2i~to~t'l of tha Viotru 20
1Rg~onal E~w*bangis :ftro~ CL~U1.AC:V t4 tia. Nw ?.ifio Exchange Sysetaa

(C) Dmiwirg tho yaa stsevr~i pi'obi.j. tn areia oowernirg PX.
* privil~eges, onz, Gi t.1.E a t wwA ýýC'ar±d'i'iag tho end of

the year* ROMFX -ýruoniuil wd1'e authom&-A to patronuita US Ebuhangeaj
as 'were all. P.VMAF izr-coixntoy. tymiiy v'Axicing agreauntit RO

peromalin haSagonara oon-istontly -uvaa aýetla hi
proportionate shu"- of L-ghb.-kmrand mtlor.d4 items. In a f~ive.-week
pm-iod ending I. Dwtiubur thay paznhatsod more than 22 pereent of the
high~.demad rutiorio~i it~ws sold, altbhzxugh RIL)1UV storergth was less t3an
three percent of the PL-support&3d popu~lDti on. Prior efforts to obtain
Korean action t.)o tfb emessive parahas~rq had wot boo~n successful* Ir.
an effort to pronuco .-jiidtalile tLAtribution of these aoarco items,
a special wratiou it~as" atoim fur- tha Kurtuiiis vwas ozutablished on 35

N. December in their m=in billetin-g, ei-aa. Al~though ROKDY had been imfozwd
in writing of the plan. the Koreans iimuediataly took umbrage# oJlaimizg
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disorivination; the stum vas olosed 7 Deoember and rationed-item
sales to ROK persomml vei reinstituted -i a ExBhazge brawhes.
1•V proposed a control plan whereby ration cards of their personuJl
permamently assigned in the Saigon amea wo=ld be overprinted for
identification, and onLy these plus a few eeptians vould be allerý-
to use the Saigon emharige4 This WS believed to be a step in the
right direction, but iould not solvethe problem completely. In the
meantime, sales any vould contuse to deterzime the effectivenmess
of the ROKFV contr•lo

(U) At the erA of t966 the folio%.m e=hMwe acilities vm
operating tftougheut WsI~

Brawch Ehamb es 27
Aum=x &wbans 91

87
IMP• t fd E x39
Snwk Ban 26
Radi Repair Shops 2
Watch, Camara Repair Shops 4
Barber Shops 51
Clubs & Moss Accounts ?54
}Mbile Snack Bars 16
Mobile Retail Stores 1o
US Automobile Comoessiouaires 15
Diamond Cowession Outlets 15
GMf Shops ' 1

The 1Hst axzl 4-4t~ PiV9rM

(U) The out -ountr R&R progra waa estAblished in 1964
,for all. US fox'cos parsomml and1 US Gavernwnt employees aasigwnd
'&ties in R&N. Oe4;Iu&IIy the military pmrapm authorited one out.
of..owitry space z'eq-Uie trip Lo, every 12 wathe * not to aeood
seven daysv in a TD statuis vithout per diem, 4- S Gvezvmnt amploysew
vem- aut~olt~zad owe sevmndy out.-of.-caumtry& trpforevery 12

* i~~months in RtTN, but it vaai charged as &33=al leaveo Actually the
lenthi of asty at an authorizai E&R location was lmited to five days

* width the two other d&Zs being sapnt in traw~it. AUl persomnel ware
4.. required to have ser'ved a ridrda of three months £-cwu*Atr to be

* ealgible for out-of ount%7 M&R. The progrmm began by utilizirg
tAilitary atmraft e31luzivalye Rel~tad to the R&R program via a
pmoram of a~mni %aaveo This type of R&R was normlly for a
period of seven day's and was authorized by.COMUSiMACV chargeable as

V
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annual leave, with travel performed on a space-available basis. Such
leave Uas approved for authorized PAR locations only.ZIO

(C) The ~rogrm iritiated in 19&Li remained substantiafy incha ad
throughout 1965. The primary differences mmre that the nmmber of per-
sonnel going on H&R, or leave, had increased tremendously and the number
of approved locations had expanded. From a beginnin at Hong Kong ani
Bangkok in 1964, the program included Taipei, Tokyo and Manila at the
beginning of 1966, As of I January 1966, the numbers of personnel
authorized to visit MR loations at ary one time were:

LOCATION DAILY QUOTA OPERATI AUT7o0aTY

Horg Kong 300 CCUS.-ACV
Bangkok *500 C(MMACTHAI
Talpmi 360 CCSTDC
Tokly zoo COHUSJAPAN
Yazila 136 CIMPAMUTPM

*Amrioam Mbassy restriction in Jaamary was 350.
qu2ta us inareased to 500 1ii Pebna:7 1966.

T.th the ezePtion of Ma=da, all loc.tions vere capable of being expandad
to accomodate utditionml personnel. Although CINCPAC could inorease
the quotas, airlift V&s a limiting factor; it Vas anticipated that an
incroase would be sought from CINCPAC consistent vith availability of
airlift. Based on a strength of US/FW forces of 184,000 and 22.766
respe,1tively early in Janrary, it vas detoerned that about 8,000 US and
MUv ent on UR duftg that month. It mas estimated that the mmber

wuld increase to approxImately 24,000 per month by the end of the year.
At a Joit confoereace at M PACAF on 10-1 January 1966, the followirg
conlusiows vore reached xegzdig airlift roequireuet for the R
programs

1) The MACV RM program wuld be avdilable to &1 US aw
elii.bla his . 11

2) It was impractical to dontin•e use of orgarized itur-
theater airoxft assets because of shotage of litary airlift and
imreasirg air logistic support requiramtz.

3) 19ýdstim USAF sarusft ocad be maximized by relocation and
ty 1=re&&dj nA hmaur.

4) Space avfMabl travel for M*R program ums limited, sporadic
and many tUv o-,-way only. Tbaof ova , it vw. not cQnidared suitable to
plan for its use.



5) No airlift assets were available from CINCPACFLT or
?•.FPAC to support the program.

6) A firm plan was needed to employ a combination of
USAF 8axI commercial resources.

7) For the period February through December 1966, the
estimated cost of the R&R program (airlift only) was $14.304 million.

(C) The concept of operating the airlift for the program
provided for commercial ai..raft to onload at Da Nang, Nha Trang, and
Tan Son Xihut air bases for destinations at Hong Kong, Tokyo, and Taipei.
USAF C-118 and C-54 aircraft were based at Clark AFB, Philippines,
and Don Naang, Thailand, to support Manila and Bangkok requirements
respectively. It was planned that these latter aircraft would provide
source-to-user support, thus reducing in-country movements of troops
to staging onload bases. Basing the USAF aircraft assets out-of-
country would raduce congestion at RVN airbases and maximize their
utilization. Effective I March, a contract was awarded to Pan American
World Airways to operate the Tokyo and Hong Kong R&R channels; the
Taipei channel was transferred to Pan Am in MN Ban-R ok and Manila

•. •remained in operation under military airlift. 2

(C) DuriM January JCS queried CIIVPAC regarding the use of
{Hawaii as an R&R area. CINCPAC replied that in his view Hawaii did

not appear desirable in coomparison with those already in use from
"either a personal or official view point; COMOSMACV concurred. The
rationale for thi-s view included such factors as the proximity of
Hawaii to CONUS, which might tempt individuals to continua onwa2•i;
combat operations having inleterminate starting dates, causing last
minute cauaellations of plans for fLanly r-urnions* the time consumed
in transit; and the high cost of transportation. In May, however,
MEDEF decided to include Hawaii as an E&R area, the decision being
based primarily on the nee to reduce the gold flow. Responsibility
-as given to CINWUSARPAC to establish a,-d operate the WR- center,
to be located at Fort Do Russy in Honolulu. CIWPACVF was given
the task. of procuring necessary contract aixlift to support the
Ha-aii program. BoeinJg 707 jet aircraft were scheduled for the
flights, which originated from either Tan Son Nhut or Da Naqg on
an altar7Ate-wveek basis. The average daily on-the-grounl quota
=as set at 1651, The first quota Aeparted RVN during the first week
in August aboard aircraft of Northrost Airlines. In September,
.- tCCMUSMALV planning for Hauaii FAR was based on 66U on-grourA quota
for 3d quarter and 990 for 4th quarter FY 67. During the SECDEF
visit to Saigon in October, lie suggested increasing the R&R to
Hawaii. CO$USMACV requested arx CINPAC approved an on-ground quota
of 628 imnediately, 942 for 3d quarter and 1,570 for the 4th quarter
FY 67.213
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givings.- Itts primuary concern w a s the attitude of the Chizaa Zoammiota
nw1r ofo hopear aica t at Hog Kong irort. Aflsavan uwa H Ke

gove rnment was not oodedof the effectiva~z., of LIS adnldtrative
proedue, mluingpreventi~on o inaidwsts. The d5tAte eumn

thenl advised the H~ong Kw~g govermout tbaIt &I. ni l~itaiy siveraft al
bo replaced by civilian airlims.* A team o*' Pe!marntly-4ss~igm
ZdIitl prY OrMrml WU Ish at *lW toog to arhsi1~ftS? the pnnt

Inceass i on -- strength vora~ then au~tharizad to 310~ im. My wad to

(C) Tbo p1rizu pr'oblem in usir4 Taipft asn an B&M OeuterW 1
bsem the lack of a St~atus of ftme~s Agreemen (SOFA). This was vr
ome iz April. jitin the govermenits of Nationaist China. and the US
signed a torinal SOFA. As a wm,-.lt caf this agreemanr CINCPX,
xxthoriad an i=*aaso in tbo daily anthe..g~zou strath to XO'lx
1ftyb 4,50 in~ J"n, amxd the =.'dbtu of 600 stawtig in Julv. To pviovide
the additjoml airlift nse*ed to barifl tWs iamrsiwN~ otw
vith Pan Amrican Airaqvy to introuao. Dc.06B aixwafth 6a tho WaPO&2 ~ ffn Ila to repla= pmoiwisly schaed C..130 u3±~taW tir'.

* ~~Cc) Earlyv in 1966 the nmdmr of R&R arm~ =3a riot ±
the total rumiber of p~rogimumd R&1R per@~~als, -both bwa of the
nuarical liritatiumor~.tahlislmd by the State, Dqurboant~ at
lc~ations andL tbo la~ck of aiailWA9 ire'.llft As a result, afwtz

* ~ ~ vre made by C(M{SMACV to iwreasa the imnb~ar that coul1d bo serif tai
* IWnila andx Bangkok. Hiowever, CIMCPAC .atvised that ths we of Bavglo*

as a pan&. aMr lea~ve area for forooa 6-atatioiM in Thailatid. PIU3 at
* A ~~avorago load of' -500 R&R pmorowel, was rapidly aaturatirg the i.

.4 As for M1anila. the mtmber oif o-ttable hotel acooo~wdatianswwin qu~it's
* l~Uijuito, but the restrintion to approx~mately .!44) peraon=3. at azr

oam tim va~s raised to 200 a&of I July. On I. 3Spt4aber tth Bar~nk
channel ums taken ov~er bv Pan Am:, reolaoiin &airlft furmishad bn,,
13th AY. On I Oortobor Pan Am r~opllaeod Nr.WKestp ini otwwtion e- t?"
1H2.sd& channel, vtb. tiio amitraat for tho 24 q-aaite mwn aunard-d LU

M~R chwuxils ware now ~un-ir conweie.~ contras 4h it A e~smpt

Patang, * Waysia and at Singapore The remlts iisltAwtedIue C a~hl~s~yibdbe citda ~l L~W ta~i '.
thor" ware li1m1itAdi, but. that a daily load of 1'iO pereoxil2J *malr be
aacom~odatte at the two lv~iysian ci t~os andi '1)0 dally in Si~aDOi-v-

01 8 areh, after studiv awl st~aff vi s1tS. C114CPAC Authorimi4-1x
au n kR&k lcreation aw arin*mmtod LONISMACV to~ sug%,esL a 6saU2n (~taw

fk*l uz'u. i'1W (lat-o U.a3~ tentatively sat at 25 Mwah if ai'-vxT-*1ft -ao

.0 ~ r %C 4/M.A
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availables the initial daily load was set for 83 with a buildup
to 166 as maximmm. The first flight carrying 79 passengers arrived
at Singapore on 31 March. At a meeting in Kui1a Lumpur on 15 Apiwl,
attended by representatives of the Malaysian government, US Embassy,
amd MACV, the Malaysian gove~iment agreed to open up their country
to R&R in June. Initia21yo pending CI1PAC approval, the program
was to start in June with an on.the-ground daily quota of 83 in
both Penang ani Kuala Lunpur. Depend1ing on availability of aircraft
aul local accommodations, the program was expected to i•gr ase
gradually to a daily figure of 300 each in both cities. "

(C) At about the same time, consideration vas given to the feasi-
bility of utiliz!.rg Colomho (Ceylon), arachi (Pakistan), and New
Delhi (India) as R&R centerz. SECSTATE sent a query to the Ambassadors
involved and asker for their evaluation of the possibilities for R&R
in each locali. -The answers were generally negative: none of the
locations offewod mch in the way of recreational facilities, weather
=as disagreeablo, most were Moslem areas with a resultant lack of
beverages suited to vacationing Americans, and living accommodations
were minimal and. xpensive. From those answers it was apparent th48
the use of Colombo, Karachi, and Now Delhi mould rot be practipal.

(S) In Jum JCS requested CINR1ACts view on expansion of the
M, program, asding clarifination of thý estimated nmimber of personnel

to participate in FY 67, the feasibility of two R&Rts per man in lieu
of ir.comatry leave, awl reconsideration of Ceylon as an MR site.
After receiving comments arA mooimendations '"ro C•USMACV regarding
the points reised by the JCS, CINCPAC forwarded the following c maonts:

1) -tA cated R&I puLioipatiousi

a) Persormal mu=st servo threo months in RVN to be
eligible for MAR.

b) Eighty percent of thoso aliglblo vili dosi" to

participate.

o) RMquirinents anl oestiated participation mere
computed mwnthly based ox 80 percent of the aNvrmge monthly growth
rate, which is loss than 80 percent of the average monthLy strength,
and below 80 percent of end.FY 67 streigth. Recent experiewo by FACV
irlicated the actual number of personnml desiring to participato in
the program urmld fal! short of the 80 percent; therefore, the
conservative projected R&3 participation figure of Z50,000 submitted
early in the year by CO %aN as cosidered to bo realistic.

2) Two MR periods were not rcommend•e•, bowiuse:

MY nrI/nFYa7ID C .- '~
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4) Trasportation njuifewnts for in-ooutsy mvmetsa
would d=bla.

b) Additiomal movennt of MR personnel would criti• fly
=44u ~adyac ovr-rorded airfields.

o) -lam of additional duty time wcoid be disruptive to the

d) A signIfioant inmrease in support pereonm3 would be

a) Ordinary leave inmo try ms mt being autlz.ized.

3) Utiltltion of Ceylon as an R&R site was oons-dered in=
advisable, as eight ER& centers vere already in operation wi&h Eawidi
tLad to open in August. The addition of Ceylon would only ocapoua
maraent, problems aW,9 require additional support personw3. to staff a

ziaion center there.'

(U) While there was considerable effort to enlarge the ER&
program to take care of the increased wnke~r of m3Jitaz7 personnel in
MMII, other probles i• the established program becam appaent. USARV
had been assigned the responsibility for processing departing and
retuming onutof-country RER flights, and some deficienies in pazsbvg'sr
processing had been reported by officer observers. Those de.Uoiawiea
inlicated imluded the followings

1) An officer as not present to supervise the pr=aSs23

2) No positi"v check -o made to ensure NEC conaereict.

* I'm3) Buses not always available to turms•rt passerges trm
tain.nl tou iilansid

4) Ho briefing was given passenger.- to cover proo easing.

5) ol bagagae cheocks were issued for pereoxar baggae.

N6) o steps were taken to insure that passergeAs ha ID
I tags.

"7) No check vas made to insure that passengers on osrta•
norLhbouxd flights had appropriate clothiM for cold weather.

8) Iranisation records were not scrutiaized for saoou-cy.



9) Proedure's for r.mmosi ýg passergers were ý:unfuding,
and the entire prcoe'ss±bg prooedure wddbetter QtganiZingZ and
guidance*

10) L,.imamnd flightas were seldom met by processirg tenams,
ant passergers were leftu to their own initiative for processing and
omrard movement tc their parent units.

11) -When f4ights were met, no NCO or officer was present
tO supervise the ProOSAirgi.

These defioiewzlea were called to the attention of USAIW and stekps were
taken to correct them, ira orer to o±'gantwe better- the prouessiff0 ani
be more responsive to the ever.±noresirg wmber of passengers.

(3) On 6 Qctobe3r the, JCS ilot$that SEC3F was concerned
that ,CQHUSI4&W would m~t mos_ the Dd~ninum objeo~tive of 250,000 MR&
trips for IT £9617e at-- thst --.he contain vas compouixded by the impact
of the R&R program ona the sibilbty to stay within the yziaatenrspenbing
ceiling*, established by 3EC'?, andw requested COMUSMACV to prov -de- a
sumary aof tactions Wnarinny ati oontemffatedl to reeah the mini==m goal

FY fo 1f967. CONUSIW replied that the problemt of meeting the indzinmm
goal did exist, tUXA 'that beoaians of th trmi*dn n'eo mflitary

A ~~strength in RVN in the past qix morthis and pYctdfor 3d and 4th qtr
FY 67pJJ Uibr(as MR& 74UoiA.(_L asb ilvaY tigetefl 1.tto wai &nl 1urgs
requirenent. December Mt3 s4-tbdules -prv-mded seats to ia li&W sitesp

* wept ToKou, at the matxiurn n~zu'k4s pevrnittve4 by mizr~rnt waprved
quiotaa. The Tokyo quota- bAd wt been offoati.vot ut-izedl due to the
long flight, abnorwal personal exponae: and the r-qqrwwnomzt for
seasonal winter oJlothinz wInch zast paoersarwtt did ii have. The
effeotiva uti"ilU n of the Tot.uo quota fpain eAtbie in 4th
Qtnrter FT 67. Four of the inim aites wceima~i for Liaax~sed
guotas by insia'teoje biUetii; g ~ys CMtfCSHACV.also
stated that existing quotais Vrsa *s-r"ý*re~rtit against his
capabliUty to ThC1UattaO 250,000G t~Aops to go on R&R intF 2 with 4:h1
resultant 2.4 bdIllon piaste1,r ýýAltxss t4 the 1VIN eooamy.

(s4) Du~rig Ootober rtzaw vero wade and action initiated to provide
* ~~for future ermnalaon ef tha out..-of-oountry M& pmrognx, to "eot the

obJectives Of kee-ping pace -0th the iwr~oasing nutber of eligible
* n~~arraoapanrv auxd2 ~a toatie,~4 tto DMD goall of reduoirg pizator spenlin

by senting 2.50,000 persocun on R&0 twurig Fr 67. Inoreases in on*-
grvund streza~th limits at Aive sites we-re raquosted an followsn?"

SITE TRPQTR FT 67 4TH qTR Fr 67

Banýkcok 747 996
Taipei 747 830

Here 10ong 830 996
942 1,570
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(C) In October CINCPACREPPHIL requested temporary suspension
of the MACV R&H program to Manila during the period 17-28 October
because of the Seven Nations Conference; CCMUSMACV replied that the
request would be honored. On 11 October CINCPACREPPHII, expressed
the concern of Manila officials and the White House advance party
viiat the imposed suspension might subject the Seven Nation Confer-
ence and its participants to adverse criticism, and hoped that adequate
steps would be taken to minimize such criticism, suggesting a tem-
porary increase of on-ground quota upon resumption. COMUSMACV's
response stated that no adverse criticism of the Seven Nation Con-
ference was anticipated as a result of cancellation of Manila R&R
from 12 to 28 October, noting that during this period seats were
available to other R&R sites and that personnel who could not be
diverted to other sites in October could be accommodated in November,
and that the alternative suggested was not necessary. The temporary
suspension of R&R to Manila was removed effective 0001 hours 29
October.223

(U) During the period 20 September to 18 November IACV, USFJ,
and USARJ legal representatives clarified and confirmed policies
and procedures for handling R&R military personnel from RVN who became
involved in incidents in Japan which required disciplinary action.
The SOFA betw•een the US and Japan made it mandatory to hold in Japan
individuals who became involved in incidents over which the g9vernmnt
of Japan had and retained jurisdiction. 422

(C) In November CU(US!4ACV directed component comanders to take
immediato and' positive steps to insure proper orientation of personnel
prior to their departure on R&W, leave, or TDY. Particular emphasis
was 'to be placed on prohibitions against the carrying of weapons.
Recently a serviceman on R&R in Hong Kong had threatened a rickshaw
boy with a cocked and loaded .45 pistol; the servicezan was carrying
this weapon in violation of the law. CCULA'CV pointed out the serious
consequences that incidents of this nature could have on future
R&R programs and the relations between the United States and host
governments. The welfare of the US serviceman in RVN and the United
Stati3 position in Southeast Asia could not and would not be permitted
to be jeopardized by the heedless conduct of a few individumas, In
November and December CtCI!JSXACV directed al6 major co==ands to enforce
prohibitions against carrying weapons out of country by proper orien-
tation of personnel and by improvement of customs procedu-es.225

(U) COMUSMACV also emphasized the requirement for comand support
of R&R aircraft utilization. During November the R&R seat utili-
zation rate declined; of a total of 19,719 seats ave.ilable, =2,,y 17,914
wre filled, for a 90.8 percent utilization. CUTS.%'ACV in•formed all
subordinate co anders that to neet the pr•evr.n objectives, it was



essential that planning be meticulous and continuous toward a goal of
100 percent utilization. Quotas to Kuala Lumpur, Periang, and Tokyo were
to be met o,.. the same basis as Hong Kong, Bangkok, and Hawaii; quota-
fill rates less than 99 percent were not satisfactory.226

(C) During the period 2-15 December, the Amo.ican Consul in Hong
Kong conducted a survey to determine the average expenditure by US R&R
persomnel during a five-day stay. The results, compiled from questiomiairef
completed by 1,()9 Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine pwrsonnel, revealed
an average expenditure of 462.17 dollars for the period. It was noted
that military personnel arrive in Hong Kong with extensive shopping lists
for friends in RVN. The R&R office in Hong Kong estimated the individual's
own expenditure to be about 250.00 US dollars for the five-day period.227

(TS) In late November CCMUSMACV informed CINCPAC that the total
personnel on out-of-country R&R was based on the program of 63 percent
for FY 67 and 80 percent for FY 68 of the in-country strength. Based
on the forecast authorized strength commencing with the 2nd Quarter
FY 67 and ending with the 4th Quarter FT 68, projections for ?&R were:228

AVERAGE OUT-OF-
FISCAL STREWTH COUNTRY R&R

2nd FY 67 249,112 3,097
3rd FY 67 268,112 3,446
4th FT 67 280,859 3,623
1st FY 68 293,476 4,784
2nd FY 68 303,783 4,952'
3rd FY 68 3.L30,638 5,064
4th FX 68 3.12,729 5,09s

(C) In plarning for the FY 68 R&R program, several unfavorable
- _ • contingencies were considered. The maximum authorization for Tokyo

could not be utilized effectively in the winter season. Maximum use
of Hong Kong was doubtful on a yearly basis, due to tremendous use by

. tourists and the probability of temporary seasonal cutbacks in allowed
on-the-ground strengths° Maximum use of Hawaii authorizations in tourist
season, from July to September, had not been proven feasible to date,
lid might involve costs to the individual that would inhibit full utili-
zation. Several small sites had little expansion capabi ity and lacked

mass aupeal at present. The FY 68 requirements were expected to be as
follows:
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Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3

Seats required per month: 339000 34,000 369000 38.000
Estimated site capabilities per

Month: 29,400 30s000 31000 329500
Additional monthly, reqculy aant: 3,600 4,000 5.O9 0 5,9500

At the year's end, additional &R sites were being considered. These
included Ceylon, Okinawa, Alaska, Bali. and Australia. Preliminary
evaluation indicated that Australia should be most suitable. In
January 1967, R&R to Guam will be implemented for personnel of Guamanian
ancestry serving in RVN. 2 2 9

(C) At the beginning of the year in-country R&R centers were
located at Saigon. Da Nang., Dalat, Hue, Nha Trang, and Vung Tau.
However, the deteriorating political situation occurring in March
and April, culminating in demonstrations and riots. caused CCRUSMACV
to review the advisability of using these locations. In addition to
the "struggle movement" and its inherent effect on US personnel there
was a severe economic problem to be considered. Infiltration was
rampant in all of RVN in early 1966, particularly in the capital city.
Because of the large numbers of US personnel stationed in Saigon and
the large numbers of R&R personnel arriving daily, it was deemed
appronriate to eliminate Saigon and- other urban areas as R&R locataions.23

(U) At the end of the year, in-country R&R, centers were located
at two sites, Vung Tau and Da Nang. The Vung Tau site actually con-
tained thaee different R&R centers. The US H0 centerg capable of
billeting 260 enlisted personnel for a three-day period, had facilities
including mess, beach, bar, and outside 16-Dm movie theatre. The
Australian R&R center was capable of billeting 50 officers and enlisted
personnel for a seven-day period; the Australians used the US recrea-
tion facilities. The ROK R&R center was capable of billeting 70
personnel for a seven-day period, with facilities includi-ng a mess
hall and a small bar; while this center has a beach, the Koreans
generally used the US beach and snack bar facilities. The Da Nang
"China Beach" R&R center was capable of billeting 300 personnel for
three-day period, and would accommodate 400 after 1 January 1967.
Facilities include a large P1, snack bar, and beer hall; gymnasium,
library, and branch PX will be available after 1 January 1967. A
Chu Lai R&R center is under construction, which will billet 200 per-
sonnel for a three-day period; this center is scheduled to be completed
in April 1967.231
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Tour Length

(U) Daring 1966 several suggestions were made by various authorities
as to how service in RVN could be made more attractive, so that more
personnel would extend their tours of duty for periods of six months to
one year. A prpo,&l most often mentioned was to give officers the
same complete income tax exemption enjoyed by warrant officers and
enlisted men,. This plan had considerable backing from high-ranking
governmentf officials, and in August the President sent to Congress a
bill providing a $500 monthly income tax exemption for officers, an
increase over the existing $200 exemption. The Bill was passed in
October as Public law 39-739, retroactive to the beginning of 1966.

(C) The Chiez' of Staff, US Army (CofSA) requested comments from
CCRUSXACV in March regarding a possible bonus for military personnel
in RVN who would extend voluntarily. One suggestion offered by CofSA
was baved on a percentage of hsse pay, proficiency pay, and flight pay,
e.g.,p 15 percent lst month, 2C percent 2nd month, up to a maid.nm of 40
percent for six months, the maximum permissable extension; the maximum

.bonus entitlement for any month would be $350, The objective of this
proposal was to secure extensions in short-skill areas particularly, to

,increase operational efficiency, and to relieve the strain on personnel
resources. CCKUSMACV replied on 7 April that certain long-range dis-
advantages would accrue if the bonus plan were put into effect. His
primary concern was that it might generate a mercenary image of US troops
in the minds of Congress and the Ub public. He reiterated his view that
the 12-month toiur created a valuable pool of counterinsurgency experience.
Additionally, COMUSMKACV indicated that the bonus might make RVN even more
attractivi to black marketeers and other undesirables. This evaluation
by 6CRUSW.CV evidehtly persuaded CofSA that the plan was undesirable,
and the subject was dropped. By the end of August 1966, no specific
extension program had been approved and the normal tour of duty in RVN
remained at 12 months; both CCHUSRACV and the Office of the Secretary of
Difende (OSD) believed that retention of a 12-month tour for most personnel.
was extremely imporýnt from a morake st.,mrdy rnr,,t. 2 32

(S) By June 1966 operations in RVN haa progressed to tAe point
that increased stability in the organization of USMACV was necessary
to pursue more effective long-range goals and objectives. Command and
staff continuity, therefore, became a problem of increasing magnitude
and one of paramount concern to CCOUSMACV, who considered it imperative
that a minimum tour of two years, with provisions for extension when
desirsble or necessary, be established for a limited number of selected
officers who occupied key command, staff, and advisory positions. In
a message on 28 June, COMUSMACV advised CINCPAC of his concern in this
matter. He prefaced his message by stating once again that he considered
the current one-year tour highly desirable because of the increasing
intensity of combat, the large number of personnel living under austere
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conditions, and the debilitating effects of climate and environment.
He felt, however, that there were certain officers in key positions
who must be extended in order to achieve the degree of stability
and continuity required to prosecute the war in RVN and to complet.A
successfully the many civil programs that had been initiated.
C(KUS4ACV then proposed that after an individual had served iL. the
command in a critical position for a period of six to nine months.,
he would be offered two options. The first would be to return to
the United States at the end of 11 months for a 30-day leave, including
transit time, after which he would serve an additional period of time.
The second option would permit the officer to move his dependents,
at government expense, to a location near RVN where adeque.te housing
could be acquired through government lease. In this case the officer
would serve an additional 12 months after the arrival of his dependents
in the selected cverseas area, with provision for Iumther extension,
The officer would be authorized to return to the United States fo•r
30 days9 leave -o accompany and establish his family, and during
the 12-month extended period he would be afforded the opportunity
for short visits with his family .approximately every 30 days . While
this plan was not limited to any particular grade; key command and
staff and important advisory positions were usually filled by colonels/
captains or higher. In a few instances, officers -in lower grades,
who held critical positions, would be considered for extension,
It was expected that a total of approximately 150-200 officers
would extend voluntarily under the above options. An exploratory
study to determine the feasibility of locating dependents in.Taipei l
or Manila hal indicated that a mximum of 30 ftuilies could `e located
in Taipei and 100 in Manila. In view of the ability of US agenaies
to support this program, Manila wa& preferred over Taipei as the most
suitable area. The program would be similar to that in operation
for USAID and the State Department, which permitted familieta of key
prsonnel to relocate near RVN as an incentive for retaining the
sponsor in his job beyond tour length. If approved by CINCIPAC9
COMUSMACV would designate the officers for extension and would initiate
action in coordination with appropriate military commanders anad overn-
ment agencies to develop details for execution of the program.20 7

(S) After receiving comments from FACC. subordin. .e commands,
CINCPAC advised the JCS that he strongly supported the COMUSMACV

plan and recommended that action be taken to change the present tour
criteria to accommodate approximately 200 senior officers. CINCPAC
desired that personnel be identified on a case-by-case hasis rather than
by a billet identification, with mutual agreement in each case between
CCKUSMACV and the military Services. CINCPAC further recommended
that conceptual approval be granted for the relocation of selected
dependents to the Manila area, and that the military departments be
encouraged to sponsor official..i and Provide normal antitlements
for those relocated dependents.234
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(S) During the SECDEF Saigon Conference in October, SECDEF
authorized the extension of tours of selected key officers beyond 12
months with the attendant authorized government lease of up to 100
houses in Manila and the movement at government expense of the families
whose sponsors were on extended tour in RVN. In October COOUSMACV
directed an attitude survey to determine how the officers who might be
affected by the proposal of tour extension would react to the option
of family settlement in the Philippines or to the alternate options
as described. To accomplish this survey, the genera/flag officers of
the co~mand, chiefs of special and technical staff sections of HQ MACV,
officers of the senior advisory-echelons, and officers representing the
command and staff base within the components were addressed by letters
through command channels. The letters requested a response on an attached
check list, with the assurance that the response would indicate neither
a decision to accept one of the options at that time nor an indication
that change in the individual officerA6& tour length had been effected.
The set of options that could be selected by designated key officers
is summarized as follows:

Option L. Acceptance of US Government leased and furnished
family quarters in the Philippines.
Option 2. Acceptance of a plan providing for 30 days' leave
in CCNUS after nine months duty in RVN, with space-reauired
travel allowed, and 15-day periods of leave at the completion
of subsequent six-month increments.
Option 3. Acceptance of travel at government expense to and
from a secure area in Southeast -r Central Asia for the officer's

.wife and coincident leave, with travel paid to and from the
selected area, for the officer.
Option I. Accentance of a combination of the options offered
subject To conditions of the extension. 23 5

(S) A MACV staff officer visited the Philippines during October;

coordination with Embassy and USAID housing officials resulted in a
determination that suitable houses to accomodate entry, of five to ten
MACV families per month on a phased basis could be obtained in Manila
and environs. On 25 October, CCIUSMACV requested that GINCPAC initiate
action to obtain approval of the Government of the Philippines (GOP)
for entry and residence of MACV families in Manila, stating that the
agreement with GOP should contain provisions for duty-free import of
personal and household effects and motor vehicles, and all privileges
ind immunities afforded other US military dependents then residing
in the Philippines .236

(S) On 2 November CINCPAC informed CCMUSMACV that the JCS had
recommended to SECDEF that there be no premptVion of existing nilitary
housing. and that no temporary or sub-standard military housing be used.
In addition, the JCS had noted the deferred FY 66 appropriation for
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housing at Clark AFB and Sangley Point, and recommended that SECDEF
immediately approve const~ruction of 100 suitable family houses.,
authorized and funded but deferred and that DOD-leased housings fur-
nished, be provided in Manila. CINCPAC authorized direct liaison
between COMUSMACV and CINCPACREPPHIL and requested that CINCPACREPPHIL
be invited to housing discussions so that all concerned would be
advised of the development and could provide a time-phased plan for
implementation of the Tour Length Extension Program.2 3 7

(S) During November, MACV and UA representatives traveled to
Manila to gather data to provide SECDWF with a basis for decisions
as to where in the Philippines the families of key MACV officers
might be located. The compiled data indicated that the decision
could be either for leasing in the Manila civilian community or new
construction on Clark AFB. The option-survey return indicated that
MACV requirements for Philippine housing would be an initial need
for 60 sets of family quarters, with a requirement for possibly
100 by the end of CY 1967. In late December, CINCPACREPPHIL stated
that unless otherwise directed, on 6 January 1967 a request would
be made to the Embassy in Kanila to initiate action for GOP approval
and tax-free entry of about 100 MACV unaccompanied families. The
SECDEF decision was expected in iarly 1967, and it was anticipated
that some families would commence travel to the Philippines in March
1967. In late December SECDEF, authorized construction of 100 sets
of family quarters at Clark AFBS nd it was anticipated that 20 houses
per'month during the period I June - 31 October 1967 would be com-
pleted and occupied by MACV families. 23 8

(U) In November SECDEF.I nrovided advance implementing instruc-
tions concerning Public Law 89-735, which authorized, effective 2
"November 1966, a special 30-day period of leave to a military member
who, by reenlistment, extension of enlistment, or other voluntary
actiorl, extended his required tour of duty in hostile fire area for
"at least six months. SECDEF established the policy, determined the
eligibility criteria, and provided administrative instructions and
restrictions to put the law into effect. 2 3 9

(U) In November, CCKUSMACV concurred in CINCPAC's recammenda-
"tion to the JCS that MACV be granted interim authority to issue travel
orders on a space-required basis for leave travel to and from CONUS.
It was believed that such authority would enhance the voluntary
extension program of foreign service tours in Vietnam, expedite
movement of personnel, and have a favorable impact on morale. 24 0

|N| ... -•(S) On 18 November a JCS message to CINCPA09 with information
-"to CiSMACV, stated that the President had asked for an immediate

progress report on the recently-implemented Public Law 89-735. The
JCS asked for an initial report as of 15 December to arrive not later
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than 19 December, the report to ind• ,ate the number of extensions, by
Service, approved for d 30-day leave; the number. by Service, that had
actually departed on a 30-day leave; and a breakout of officers and
enlisted personnel participating. Following the initial report, quarterly
reports would be submitted to arrive not later than 30 days after the
end of each quarter. CINCPAC passed the action to CO4USMACV and on
18 December the initial report was submitted. A total of 95 officers
and 4,223 enlisted men from all services had extended, with 30-day
leaves approved. Some 25 officers and 1,457 enlisted men had actually
departed on leave as of 15 December. 2ai

Awsods and Decorations

(U) Service in Vietx.n' could be a most trying and frustrating
experience. There were no _ront lines and no rear areas. Much of the
area of the country was ini..ltrated by the Viet Cong, and efforts to
identify them among the friendly population were extremely difficult.
At no time or place in Vietnam could a member of the US forces i.est
-assured he was in a safe area. Organized enemy offensive attacks by
structured military organizations were often preceded or followed by
intricately-planned terrorist activity. In this atmosphere of universal
danger, there were thousan,;i of examples of :ourage above and beyond
the call of duty and of meritorious a,:hievements of the highest order.
CTUJSMACV considered it app'opriate that campaigns should be designated
and bronze campaign stars be authorizbd for the Vietnam Service Medal.
In a message to'CICPAC on 15 May 1966, ýCWUSMACV observed that many
thousands of military personnel had been awarded the Purple Heart for
wounds received in battle, and many thousands had been decorated for
valorous acts before the enemy, In his view it was difficult to ration-
alize that US servicemen should earn these combat decorations and then
be returned to the United States without credit for campaign partici-
pation.

(U) Prior to the May communication to' CINCPAC, the matter hýi been
discussed between USMACV and DA. CaPUSMACV felt that because of -.he
nature of the conflict, where combat operations were underway through-
out RVN at any given time, and the inherent mobility of US units
committed in Vietnam, it would be appropriate to designate campaigns by
period of time; previous methods of designating campaigns geographically
did not lend themselves to operations in Vietnam. Based on this method
could be the "Viet Cong Summer Monsoon Offensive 1965" dating from the
arrival of US ground combat units in RVN on 8 March 1965 to the termina-
tion of the monsoon season (1 November 1965) or the date of the Christmas
standdown (24 December 1965). It also appeared appropriate to designate
a campaign prior to 8 March 1965., possibly named Vietnam Advisory Effort.
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Any description of e.'3+'tc battles or units participating in specific
battles would lead to almost insurmountable problems in determining
those eligible for bottle credit and would preclude many personnel
from receiving credit they deserved. It would be difficult to desig-
nate individual advisors with RVNAF participating in the same opera-
tion and would be virtually impossible to credit advisors, air, and
naval personnel hundreds of miles away who, while not involved in
the major &ctdons, were participating in smaller and sometimes
independent operations on a daily basis; in addition, personnel sub-
jectad to terrorist activity would not be recognized. For these
persons it was recowmended that battle credit not be limited to
individual units, but should include RVN in its entirety. In addition
to the campaigns discussed above9 CCWUSMACV desired that a campaign
be designated for the period 2 November 1965 or 25 December 1965,
as appropriate, and terminating early in April 1966. He strongly
recommended immediate consideration be given to designating campaigns
and authorizing wear of bronze service stars on the Vietnam Service
Ribbon.=4

(U) CINCPAC concurred .n principle, but thought that oampaign

names which tended to add credence to or memoralize commiunist factions
or actions should be avoided, e.g., Viet Cong Summer Monsoon Offensive
1965. To support COAUSMACT's recoanmendations, CINCPAC added that the
proposal would assist in the preparation of unit histories and provide
a means for authorizing award of campaign streamers, war service
streamers, and s.lver campaign bands. In additiong CINCPAC
believed the time frames for identiiyi campaigns as discuesed in
CC)US{ACV's proposal appeared logical.A2 By August DA had approved
two campaigns-the Vietnam Advisory Campaign. ,5 March 1962 - 7 March
1965, and the Vietnam Defense Campaign from 8 March 1965 to 24 December
1965. A later campaign was to be added.

(U) In September DA dolegated authority to OG USARV, as Senior
Armr commander in Vietnam, to approve the award of the DSC to US
"Army personnel, and stated that the authority could not be further
delegated. COMUSMACV requested the same authority for the Axmy element
of HQ MACV. DA's response noted:
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It is noted that at the time the authority to
award the SS was delegated to MACV, there was no
major Army headquarters to whom delegation of award
authority could be made. With the introduction of
USARV in July 1965 an Army headquarters became a
clearly defined Army component of XACV. Then in
consonance with our policy of decentralizations
authority for award of the DSC was delegated to CG
USARV as the senior Army component ocumande .
While your desire to have award authority for the
DSQ is understood, it is our continuing belief that
the DSC, which is the highest Army-awarded medal for
valor, should be awarded only by the Army component.
In this regard it is noted that neither Navy nor Air
Force has delegated authority to MACV for their com-
parable awards.244

After CG USARV was delegated DSC awards authorityg there were two occa-
sions on which Army personnel of the Army element of HQ MACV were recom-
mended for the DSC. Since CC1MUSMACV did not have approving authority.9
the recoimendations were oubmitted to and approved, by COG USARV and
returned to CCRUSNACV for awarding; as COMUSKACV was also CM USARV,
the process was not too time-consuming.

(U) In November CCAUSMCV promulgated SECDEF instruotions an the
subject of processing reccom i•ations for the award of the Medal of
Honor:

DOD Directive 1348.189 dated 1 November 1966 .

contains public affairs guidance as follows: premature
public disclosure of information concerning reconnenda-
tions, processing, and approval/disapproval actions is
a potential source of embarassment to those recommended
and in the case of finally approved recommendations,
could diminish the impact of ceremonies at which the
awards are made. To prevent premature disclosure, pro-
cessing of Medal of Honor recommendations will be handled
on a "?For Official Use Cnly," basis until the awards are
officially announced or are presented. 24 5
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(U) Effective 3 Novamber the Distinguished Unit Citation was
designated the Presidential Unit Citation (Army). This .•eo a change
in title only; all other criteria pertinent to the award, wearing,
and description remained unchanged and awards made under the former
designation would not be changed.

(U) To recognize those personnel who responded to occasions
calling for actions of heroic or meritorious nature, MACV established
policies and procedures for submission and processing of recoimenda-
tions for awards to its members and units. Sucl- policies 4-naluded
expeditious reco endation and presentation at appropriate ceremoies
in RVN, while at the same time insuring that tbe high standards
established for awards were upheld and maintained.248

(U) The following decorations (Army only) were awarded during1966:

DSC 29 **BSH-V 50944 JSCM 764 '4T= 155,500
**SS 1,193 BSM 139274 **ACM-V 3,016
IX 703 **AX-V 2,381 ACM 149400
D1FC 13058 AN 920418 PH 20,969
M 251

* Includes USARV.
Inol ROK-5 'S; VN-8 SS; VN-22 BSM-V; VN-3 ACH-V

(U) Recommendations fwrwarded to other headqarters (all
Services) were:

NMH #DqR DS4 SS UX DFC **SM BSH AM JSCM *C(M TOTAL

Ar7 468 0 37 0 26 ' 1 '57=18
Navy 1 0 0 0 29 0 1 169 15911 71 531
Air Force 2 0 1 6 30 13 3 93 92 6 94 340
Marinee 5 1 1 21 4 0 80 35 1 43 210
RVNAF 00 9 1 7 4 22 22 0 10 75
USCG 000010 0 000 1 2
Civ 0 00 1 0 0.- 0 0 0 4
Total 12- - TO 8 3 40l

- I . -N :8: -- -d

* Incl Army, Navy & AF Commendation Medals.
** Incl Soldiers, Navy & Marine Corps, and Airmen Medals.
# Incl Distinguished Service, Navy, and AF Crosses.

No statistics were recorded by C(MWSMACV regarding final action on
recommendations submitted to higher headquarters.249
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(U) With reference to the awaRd nf the Joint Service Commendation
Medal, DOD Directive 1348.14, with change 2, authorized the Combat "V"
for the JCSM if the citation was for acts or service involving direct
participation in combat operations. Interpretation in MACV was that
it would be proper to award the Combat 'V" with all JOSHM' awarded as
a result of service in RVN, in order to distinguish award in combat
area from award in a non-combat area. CINOPAC's interpretation was
that the Combat QV" should be awarded for acts or service by an individual
involved in direct participation in combat operations involving exposure
to personal hazards due to direct enen action or imminence of such
action, not for acts or services performed in a g:,ograpnal area.

'CIICPAC also asserted that each moo should be judged en its own merits.

This interpretation was forwarded to the JCS, who concurred vith CINCPAC. 2 50

"(C) During 1965 the G&N had authorized the RVN Campaign Medal for
issue to Allied forceo assisting in the war against the Viet Cong.
Dring the fall of 1965 Public Law 3405 was passed approving acceptance
of the award, and on 19 October 1965 the President signed the bill.
This act became comon knowledge to officials of the GN. and to members
of US forces serving in Southeast Asia. On 15 January 1966 OWSHAV
emphasized to C1BCPAC the long administrative delay in issuance of
instructions for acceptance of the Campaign Medal. CINCPAC added to
JCS that the delay had fosts-ed an embarassing situation which could
only be alleviated by the prompt and effective removal of rmaining
administrative delays early autharization should be- granted in order
to permit timely prezentat 4eon of the avard to deserving personnel. JGS
replied that OSD had been made aware of the desire to expedite action,
and an 8 February JCS notified CINCPAC and CCWUSMACV that approval for
acceptarice of the Campaign Medal had been authorized. CJRUSACV officially
notified Qhief JGS that the United States &ocepted the offer of the

Vietn= Campaign Medal to members of the .US forces in Vietron. To
ensure equitablo distribution of the award, Chief JOS queried CCHSACV
concerning the ships of the Seventh Fleet; Ca4USHACV recommended adoption
of the same geographic and period-of--ervice limitations for the Vietnamese
Campaign Medal as were applicable to the US Vietnam Service Medal.
The decision of the JGS, received during April, included those serving
outside the geographical limits of RVN and coctributing direct combat
support to the RVNAF for six months in their struggle against an aimwden&7.25,1

(U) Final acceptance of foreign awards required Congressional
approval until 19 October 1965. On that date FL 89-257 was enacted,
rescinding that requirement and delegating authority to accept foreign
awards to the Services. This authority was further delegated, CaIUSMACV
and OG USARV receiving approval authority for Army personnel. The
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Department of the AF delegated approval to the local Air Force
comnander and the Navy Department authorized commanding officers
to approve acceptance awards.

. (U) In the case of recommendations by the RVNAF for tender
of ARVN unit awards to USA units, approval authority for battalion
or lower wss granted to COMUSACV. For larger units, and units of
the USN, USMC, and USAF, the Services held approval authority.2 5 2

(U) The following Vietnamese decorations were authorized by
the RVN Ministry of Defense to be awarded to foreign military and
"civilian personnel of all grades serving as military advisors in
RVN or serving with foreign military units that provided tactical 25
support to the RVNAF, in recognition of their meritorious service:5

RECIPIENT
DRCORATICN Off _M CXV

National Order Medal x
Military Order Medal X
Knight Cross Medal or Gallantry Cross X I x
Medal of Honor, ist Degree& I x
Medal of Honor, 2d Degree I
Medal of Unity X
Life Saving Medal K K K
Special Service Medal • x
Staff Service Medal x x X
Training Service Medal X x x
Arny Distinguished Service Medal x X (Diplomatic)
Army Mejal for Meritorious Service x
Technical Service Medal X x I
Hazardous Service Medal X x
Air Distinguished Service Medal x
Air Gallantry Medal x x (Flight Crews

•., Air Yadal for Meritorious Service I
Navy Medal for Meritoricus Service x
Navy Distir4 uished Service Medal I x (Diplomatic)

(C) During December a study "vs being conducted on widening
the provision of GVN awards and decorations to SEVErNTFLT personnel
to encompass personnel of the 3d Air Div. As a corollary under-
taking, recommendations would be developed along the same line for
Thailand-based USAI units. The latter would be developed in con-
junction with the US Embassy Saigon and US Embassy Bangkok. 25 4
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(C) A US Mission policy adopted in July 1965 limited award of
US military decorations to members of the RVNAF for acts of herois=
directly related to US personnel or for extraordinary heroism in action
against the enemW of a nature which fully met the criteria for award
of the DSC, or its Service equivalent. This policy was developed to
insure that meritorious awards did not result in handles for communist
propaganda, or create jealousies among senior RVNAF officers. In
March 1966 COMUSIANCV pointed out to the Ambassador that although Service
Department regulations authorized award of meritorious decorations to
foreignerss there had been no Mission policy established on US awards
to Free World Forces (FIIF) conmmitted in RVN. CaIUSMACV's recoim-mndation
that the following statement be accepted as Mission policy on individual
award.s to foreigners in Vietnam was approved in April 66.

US decorations which may be legally awarded
to foreign personnel are contained in pertinent
service publications. US Mission Policy is to
recommend foreign military personnel for US
decorations only for acts of heroism directly
related to US personnel or for extraordinary hero-
ism in action against the enemy of a nature which

4 . fully meets the criteria for award of the DSC
or its Service equivalent. Under the extra-
ordinary criteria, the acts need not be directly
related to US personnel. Reccmaendations for awards
submitted in accordance with this policy must have
been witnessed by a member(s) of the US military
forces. All such recommendations will be routed
through CC0-USMACV for comment and sekrLg zoncur-
rence of the foreign government concernec prior to
forWsrding to respective departmental headquarters
for final approval. Authority is delegated to
CICIUSRACV to conour or nonconcur for the US Itiission
to Vietuam.255

In June CCVUSMACV requested authority to approve and award the Silver
Star to foreign military personnel for valorous acts in RVN. Hin in-
formed the Ambassador of his request and provided the foLlowing
"rationale, including a recommendation:

Under present circumstances all recommenda-
tions for awards to foreignors must be processed
to service department level in Washington DC.
The administrative lag based on this long approval
channels is sometimes one year from the date of
the action to the date of the award. To rectify
this problem, I have requested, through military
chanfiels, that autho.-ity be de!eated by all



services to CC14USMACV to award valorous awards of
the Silver Star and below to individual foreign
personnel.

Working relationships between US and RVNAF
and US and Free World Forces are extremely cordial,
and mutual respect is growing daily. I believe
these relationships could be immeasurably enhanced
if I had the prerogative of awarding decorations
for valor to their deserving personnel immediately
following engagements with the enemy. Ihile I
do make a point of visiting and congratulating
personnel in such foreign units, I am limited to
verbal bouquets and hand shaking. Delegation
of the authority I have requested will in scae
measure alleviate the situation. However, it
occurs to me that the criteria which I recommend
you reaffirm in April 1966, is more stringent
than is compatible with a liberal awards policy.
I believe a reduction of the requirements for an
individual foreign serviceman tn qualify for a
US valorous award, from the criteria aplicable
to the Distinguished Service Cross to the cri-
teria applicable to the Silver Star, would apprici-
ably increase the opportunitiei to decorate foreign

- . se-vice personnel, but would rew-in sufficiently
arestrictive to insure against degradation of our

i--.°-,--awzrd-s systez.

I recommend the following statement be
accepted as Mission policy an individual awards to
foreigners in Vietnam:

US decorations which may be
*legally awarded to foreign personnel

are contained in perttnent service
p-ublications. US Mission pollcy is to
xrecoiend foreign military personnel
for US decorations only, for acts of
heroism directly related to US person-
nel or for gailantry in action against
the enemy of a nature which fully meets
the criteria for award of the Silver
Star. Under the gallantry criteria,
the acts need not be directly related
to US personnel. Recommendations for
awards submitted in accordance with
this policy mst have been witnessed

Sby a mamber(s) of the US military forces.
All such recommndatians will be routed
through C.MMERACV for aocent ani secur-
ing concurrence of the Aforeign eovernzent
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concerned prior to forwarding to respec-
tivo departmental headquarters for final
approval. Authority is delegated to
COMJSMACV to concur ornpnconcur for the
US Mission to Vietnamo"2i

The Ambassador approved this policy statement on 19 July. On 19 August
DA delegated authority to CC4USMACV• as Senior Army Commander in RVN,
to approve the award of the Silver Star, Distinguished Flaying Cross$
Bronze Star Medal, .. r Medal, and Army Ccmendation ,.edal to foreign
nationals in the grade of Colonel/Captain or below for valorous acts
in actual. combat. in direct suppart of operations ir RV•I. In early
Novemba CI.NCPAC rmtionded to COMUS1ACV's Juno request, Ltating that
DA had previously " g !,tx"d a-ardirg autho,-.ty to COMUSMACV as ssnior
Army Commiander zn RýN, and that JCS indicated the Navy contemplated
ear-ly delegation rf authority to CINCPACFLT and CO FMFPACj in October
the Air For!.s had delegated authority t.o CINCPACAF and 7th Air Force.
"On 30 November, SECNAV delegated auth*4ity *÷o CINCPACFLT to award the
Silver Star, Distinguished Flying Cro~s,, -ron 2t, •a, Mecial Air Medal,
and Nay Commendation Medal to foreign milirary personnel in the grade
of Captain/Colonel and below for he.oio deeds while participating in
combat Qperations in SEASIA. Authority was also granved for CMNCPACFLT
to sub-ielegate this authority to CG FwFPAC, 257

AWARDS APPROVAL AUTHORITY

DSCORATI(v
ARMY AIR FORCE NAVY WINEW CO~PTS

P30 UARY PAF SLCNAV SEW-AV
DSM DA DAF SECNAV SEONAV
SS #0CA•UMVACV/U SARV #CDR 7AF #PACFLT #FHFPAC

SCU7SiNACV/USARV PACAF PACFLT F•FPAC
iWO #UsMACVfUSAIF!V #CBa 7AF #PACFLX #FHF'PAC

%4 =-RAAVUAR DI A SECNAV SECKIAV
=-4 # dz.ACviUSARV #CDR 7 AF #PACFLT #FMFPAG

#A'i2v/U 51A vustV #CDRI 7AF #PACFIL? #MHFAC
JSEC '-,JMACV CCMUSMACV cCRUSNACV CCHUSMCV
A01 A•C'.•:MXCV, USARV CDR 7AF #PACFLT #FMFPAC
F~i '•C~jS !ACV/USA•RV CI 7AP NSAS III MAF
WF2I AWARDS -+ W/USARV DAF SECNAV SEUNJ&V

lMajor gener.K.s I n -ammand and brig generals in major genarals

4. irig genea:ls camiwnd seprate brigades.
*** Ccuiaders o" hosp-itals as a-athorized by CO 1st Log Caord.

N For vuacrous .d to for- % n milit.ary personne in grade ol/capt
and below,

+ Nresidential Unit Citator.n Val rc-us arit swm-• qnd meritorious
unit coma.-dat.o.:n az USAfVy
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UNCLASSIFED
Uniformed Services Savings Deposit Program

(U) As part of continuing efforts to make servics in RVN more
attractive, and at the same time to reduce the spendin4 of piasters,
with the resulting inflationary effect on the local economy, Congress
turned to methods of rewarding savings on the part of the individual
serviceman. Based on the eepsrience of the An•'s Soldiers' Deposit
program, which had lost favor in recent years because its interest
rate was no longer competitive. Congress on 14 August 1966 enacted
Public law G9-538, entitled the Uniformd Serviceas Savings Deposit
Program. Unlike the Soldiers' Dposits, the new program would include
officers as well as enlisted personnel$ but would be available only to
those serving overseas. The regulations provided that military members
might deposit sums monthly not to exceed the total of their unallotted
pay and allowances; interest at the rate of 10 percent compounded quar-
terly would be paid on accumulated balances, to include deposits made
before the 10th day of any month. On2y appr~ved emergency withdrawals
could be made overseas. On return to CONUS, members may elect to with-
draw their balances iAmnediately, or they may leave the balance on deposit
and continue to draw interest for an additional 90 days, after -whinh
time the account no longer draws inter3st and R•st be withdravapi.Z.•

(U) Implementing instructions were received from the Services
and promulgated to MACV components during the first week of September.
By the end of October 11,342 accounts had been opened, with a total
of $3,233,577 on deposit. As the obvious advantages of the program
ware recogwied, as the program was increasingly well publicized, and
as administrative procedures were standardived, participation increased.
At the end of November there were 16,166 accounts for a total of
$5,304,513, and by the end of the year the program had grown to 20#487
aocomsp, with total deposits of $9,650,639.59

The USO in RVN

(U) The United Services Organizations, Inc. (USO), began the
year 1966 with four clubs in operation in support of US servicemen
in RVN. By the end of the year the number had grown to 10, employing
a professional staff of 29. Three of the USO clubs were located at
Da Nang, with the others at Saigon, Tan Son Nhut, Nha Trang, Di An, Cam
Ranh Bay, Qi. Nhon, and Chu Iai. Cnty two of the clubs were located
within purely military complexes, one at Mefiang and at Cam Ranh Day;
here it was a matter of bringing the USO to the troops, basical2Jy because
no suitable buildings were available in the towns, and also to Limit
the miliary psence in the towns adjacent to the large military
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UNCLASSID
(U) Services provided in the USO clubs varied according to space,

need, and circums-ances. Normally all clubs included a snack bar,
lounge, movies and televisions game rooms,ý letter-writing facilities,
an.d a library. Some of the .nrger clubs had overseas telephone exchanges,
photographiZ la'.oratories, APO facilities, barber shops, art centers,
ane evý free refreshmantso The success of the USe clubs was reflected
SIn the attendaice figures: during April 138,032 personnel visited the
""ix clubs taen in operation, and by the end of 1966 the combined door-
coutt of the te-, ,'.ubs recorded 377,889 visitors. In December the Saigon
USO ciu) 'wicomfd its two-millionth serviceman since its opening in
April 1963., and a' about the same time the number of overseas telephone
calls ,cmpleted re:tshed -0,000.

",TT

" ,!J Durning 966 more shows that ever appeared in RVN, an average
)f four, and at t-Lme3 as many a:s seveny professional shows per month
bring provided. No.nally sho..ws did not exceed five persons, including
at least one neoeb,•,.ty entertaine:o. Small groups were preferred because
they could more easily be transported to isolated areas. The shows
were popular and effective morale-toosters; many times this was the
first opportunity that a youing soldier had ever had to see a show-business
celebrity or a top-name athlete. Hearing Bob Hope, Eddie Fisher, Martha
Raye, A=n-Margrets kZ•a Bryant, and Roy Acuff or shaking hands and
talking to Jorm Waynes. Robert Mitchum, George Jessel, John Utnitas, Sam
Huff dr ArThie Moore and a host of others was a big event for the indivi-.
dual and the entire ins-allation. Op-ratlonal responsibility for the
logistical suppor,. :f. USO shows was delegated to CG USARV, who further
delegated it to CG 1 it Log Comd. The -itertainment Director scheduled
the shows in the.fou, CTZýs through the respective Special Services

SOffi.ýers; IORUSMACV Lonitored the program. Security precautions were
-Laken at all times to insure the safety of the entertainsrso2 61

"(U) In aldition to the USO sponsored entertainment, other efforts
we,.:- being made to keep troop morale at a high peak. Time noted one
Is dch effort.

Th.- iemand for entertainment by US forces in
RVN is so insatiable that it has created a flour-
isning year-rounK. vaudeville circutt, especially in
the boondocks where, troops have little opportunity
to spend their money. TheVietnam circuit has
become the Orpheum of the Orient for adventurous
performers. In 1964 the first touring variety
shows arrived in Saigon and a year later the World
Wide Talent. agen:y was formed providing outside
talent from Hong Kong. Manila and Tokyo. In 1966
the agen:" b:olked - a:'s fr..r "ne outside, 25
Vietnamese bands,, four Filipino bands and 42 Vietnamese
gir.. sinr.,c*:s, 1 rfvF %re frED 'he US
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K: BRCLA~Srn
where at best they would be taking second or third
billing in night clubs and some would never make
it past the small time. Most people in the US have
never heard of them, but in Vietnam they are popular
and in their own way have become headliners. They
go into the boondocks knowing the risks are real,
roads terrible, living conditions primitive and
the performing areas a nightmare. Sure they are
here for the money, however, they also feel an obli-
gation to do what they can for the troops... *.262

American Red Cross

(U) During the year 1966, the American Red Cross effort in RVN
increased with the buildup of US forces in-country. The same problems
encountered by the military also confronted the Red Cross. More
personnel were required to staff the expanding activities, and additional
logistical support was required. The number of professional staff
"members increased from 95, assigned at the beginning of the year, to
254 at the year's end. The number of Field Director stations grew from
a modest seven on 1 January to 30 on 31 December 1966, plus an addi-
tional 20 sub-stations located throughout RVN.from Dong Ha in I CTZ to
Can Tho in IV CTZ.. In addition the number of recreational center club-
mobiles, which roamed about RVN entertaining the troops in the field
where security permitted,, increased from three to 15 as the year ended.
Thirteen military hospitals were staffed with ARC personnel to provide
health, comfort, and welfare services to patients, whereas on3y five
had been so staffed on I1January.

(U) During CY 66_he following services were provided US mili-
tary personnel in RVNt263

Emergency Leaves anti Extensiow 30,078
Government Benefits 1,933
Other Benefits 78,354
Personal Problems 16,068

* Family Problems 10,924
Other 15p628
Total Cases Served 143,577

Postal Operations

(U) During the first half of 1966 mail service continued to be
a major problem. However, increased efforts and more efficient
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management cut the median transit time for airmail letters and packages
between CONUS ard RVN to three to four days per major base area. The
real problem was surface mail, which sometimes took as long as 60 to
90 days in transit. This problem was greatly alleviated in November
1966 with the enactment of Public Law 87-725. This law authorized the
airlift of all letters and personal tape recordings between che US and
Military Post Offices overseas at surface-rate postage, and applied to
small packages weighing up to five pounds, newspapers, and certain
magazines.

(U) The enactment of Public Law 89-368 in March was a boost to
the morale of servicemen in Vietnam. This law authorized Armed Forces
personnel serving in a combat zone to mail home gifts tax and duty free
up to a value of $5000, provided the items were purchased in an exchange
or other authorized retail activity. Prior to enactment of the law the
tax and duty free limit had been $10.264

(C) During CY 66 military postal operations continued to expand.
One action had significant importance: The single-manager concept
was discontinaed and the predominent-user concept was instituted.

.Under the single-manager concept, the Department of the Air Force had
been responsible for providing postal services to all Armed Forces
personnel, organizations. and activities in RVN. Under the predominent-
user zoncept, the service which had predominate interest in an area
would provide postal service for all personnel, organizations and
activities in that area. The basis for this change in operational con-
cepts was the fact that the majority of units in the troop build-up
were Arm7y %its; marq of these units had organized poltal sectione, and
the Army wad better able to provide postal service to Army units, One
other reason was that during late 1965 the Air Force was operating only
two aerial mail terminals, 18 operational APO's. neven mail-address-only
APOtsý and an area postal directory. During the late summer of 1965
informal attempts were made to change the existing inter-service agree-
ment for postal operations. On 22 October COKIUS14ACV recommended that
CINCPAC change the existing concept; CINCPAC forwarded the request to
HQ Army - Air Force Postal Service, and HQ AAFPS approved the request
on 16 November 1965. Concurrent with the approval COHUSMACV requested
that additional postal units be sent to RVX to augment organized postal
units; this request was approved and the Army Postal Units began arriving
in March 1966. By the end of August 1966 Army Postal Units had relieved
the Air Force at Vung Tau, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay, Nha Tranh, and Pleiku,
the areas where it had predominent interest. The Air Force provided
postal service in those areas where it had predominent interest, and was
responsible for operating aerial mail terminals at Saigot, fa Nang, and
Cam Ranh Bay to handle incoming bulk mail segregation and distribution
to APO's and to conno.1date and dispat•h cuhu-going mail. The Air Force
would also operate an APO to serve the organization and activities located
in the SaigVC•holon/Tan Son Nhut area. T..M Navy 3-d 1.Harine Corps
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provided service in those areas where they had predominent interest,
primarily in the I CTZ. 69

"(U) Problem areas did appear during the year and continued to
hamper postal operations. These problems areas fell into three cate-
gories: facilities, personnel and transportation. The postal facilities
throughout RVN were inadequate in terms of space and security. Staff
postal officers were continually conducting campaigns to upgrade and
expand facilities, but the situation, though somewhat eased, still existed
at the end of the year. The number of postal facilities offering the
sale of money orders and stamps had increased from 75 at the beginning
of the year to more than 150 by the end of the year.2 6 6

(U) In the personnel problem area, Army postal personnel strengths
were not always in keeping with the increasing troop strength. Addi-
tional postal elements had been programmed but were not due to arrive
until late in the year. Postal units were habitually programmed to arrive
after the majority of other forces in the troop buildup; this appeared
to be an area for change. Troops require postal service as soon as
practicable after arrival, therefore postal support elements to include
base post offices or postal regulating detachments should be scheduled
to arrive carly in the build-up schedule. This matter was solved
during October when DA authorized USARV to activate seven additional
postal units fro. in-country resources and promised to expedite arrival
of scheduled in-coming postal personnel. The new units were established
and by the first of November the required personnel were in-couotry.

(U) In the transportation problem area, timely delivery of mail
to isolated areas was a major problem as the year began; however, by
the end of the year the problem had almost been eliminated. All large
units were receiving daily malU service, as were most isolated units.
In-country airlift requirements for the mail could not be disassociated
from tactical emergencies and maintenance of aircraft, which sometimes
caused mail delays. In spite of these diversions, daily mail service
was being provided to most servicemen in RVN..267

(U) Plans to handle the anticipated Christmao •&.J hsAvy mil
load were begun in July and the code name Operation PIME TREE was adopted
for all matters pertaining to Christmas mailings in RVN. Problems
that required in-country solving were isolated and eliminated. Recom-
mendations were made to CINCPACAF and CINCUSARPAC concerning personnel
requirements and means to expedite mail shipment, All of these were

i • accepted and by October all plans were in effect to handle the require-
,m •ments of Operation PINE TI.268

(U) A revised mail distribution system which would incorporate

direct flights from San Francisco to Danang and Cam Ranh, as well as
Saigon, was achieved on 28 November when the first direct mail deliv-
eries were made.
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UNCLASSE
(U) During the-year 1966 the workload for military postal activi-

Sties was as follows:9

Total Mail Moved 94$430 tons
Total Postal Money Orders Sold $200,040,262.89
Total Stamps Sold $ 4,575,219.57

Discipline, Law and Order

lfilitary Justice

(U) Policies and procedures for the administration of military
Justice in Vietnam were published in MACV Directive 22-1i 4 December
1965o. This directive outlined the various jurisdictional areas within
the various Servicesq and assisted and advised commanders in the dis-
charges of military personnel in Vietnamj administration of discipline
was primarily a uniservice responsibility and component commanders
promptly handled them.

(U) Each Service within HQ USMACV had a designated officer as
.c.=ander of its personnel. These .commanders, listed below, exercised
command over and were responsible •ur the administration of discipline
of their respective personnel. includin6 those attached to the MACV
Advisory Teams.

AruV--CG RQ Det, US Arv Element, US(ACV (MACV ACOfS, JI);
SHQ CoGmandant was designated as Dep Comdr, responsible for

the administration of discipline.
Navy-Cmnanding Officer, US Naval Unlit, USMACV (CCINAVFORV).
Air Force--Ccaander, Dets 10 Up, and 12, 1131st Special

Activities Squadron (KACV ACofSp J5), who delegated disci-
plinary authority to Cdr 377th Combat Support Group.

Marine Corps--CO Marine Corps Unit, HQ USHACV (Director COO).

Gene:al court-martial (GCM) jurisdiction was generally as prescribed by
Service directives. Special and simmary court-martial jurisdiction
was as prescribed in MACV Directive 22-1.270

(U) At the beginning of 1966 there was no specific guidance con-
cerning procedures for criminal cases involving US civilian personnel
in Vietnam. Howeverp cases wm-e investigated which included violations
of laws or regulations of one or more jurisdictions, e.g., US/GVN/iACV.
Such violations fell basically into three categories:

1) US civilians extended one or more of the military facility

privileges (and" .h " issarylses/Finace) azd lh ,-olated the privilege.
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UNCLASSIF
2) US civilians who were not authorized military facility

privileges, but who:

a) Usurped privileges by :.•rcumventing established
procedures.

b) Conspired with a person afforded the military
facility privileges in order to acquire goods or services.

3) CiviUians who were not authorized military facility
privileges and had no connection th the military, but who took advan-
tage of their status as US citizens to c,.ver illegal activities such
as black market or currency manipulations.

(U) To preclude such activities as mentioned above# an agreement
on procedures was reached between CC4USKACV and the American Ambassador
on 23 &pril 19661 covering the following:

1) Actions to be taken after receipt of preliminary investi-

gation Ladicating violation of laws or regulations:

a) Suspend facility privileges by CCHUSMACV.

b) Notify employer.

c) Notify American Enbassy.

d) Notify APO's, FPO's, Military F'inenee Officers, and
Provost Marshalm.

2) Actions to be taken after completed investigations which

suostanti0,a an alleged violation:

a) Withdraw all privileges by CCUISMACV.

b) Notify employer of actions taken requestimg specific
actions by employer, if appropriate.

c) Notify American Ebaeey.

d) Notif, APO's, FPO's, Military Finance Officers and
Provost Marshals.

e) Forward copy (2) of eonpleted case to appropriate

federal agencies (Internal Revenue Service, Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation, etc.), 27 1
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(C) As 1966 progressed the matter of control of US citizens became
a matter of increased concern to the US Ambassador. To determine the
practical and legal limits of his police power in RVN over US citizens,
he requested that tne MACV SJA prepare a staff study concerning existing
authority. The sfdy, based on the US Code, executive orders, penta-
lateral and economic agreements, and GVN cooperation agreements, was can-
pleted during April. The conclusions were that the Ambassador could legally
issue regulations concerning Mission personnel, providing those regulations
were not in violation of US or GVN laws. In the present circumstances,
he could issue police regulations concerning all US citizens in RVN,
providing they were not violative of US or GVN laws; he could also be
assured that the enforcement of police regulations by US military police
was legal on the basis of the existing RVN citizens' arrest law, military
security, and authority from the Ambassador. An additional conclusion
was that the MP-s authority would be strengthened if the consent of the
subject US citizen was obtained as a condition precedent to the extension
of US support. While the Ambassador could promulgate police regulations
applicable to US citizens in Vietnam. fullest support would be insured
by baszig enforcement of the regulations on the consent by the subject
US citizen and the citizens' arrest law. The RVN citizens' arrest law
is very similar to those extant in the United States and interpretation
vou:d be relatively simple. The study recommended that a statement of

wonducT be promalgated, to which US citizens were expected to adhere.
This statement woC.d include the requirement to possess a proper identity
card at ill times, the necessity of complying with AP's to produce the
card when requested9 agreement to comply with W requests to avoid off-
limits a, eas and obey curfew regulationse a statement of understanding
that may apprehend and deliver to GVN authorities those who offend
RVX laws, and the. knowledge that 10's could escort from public view
th'se per3ons ommLitting certain public offenses, such as public drunken-
ness, brawling, destruction of private or public property, or openly
lewd conduct. The study also recommended that employers and %ilitary
agencies handling US support for otherwise qualified US civilians
insure the insertion of a clause in the contracts of employment and in
the extension of any US supports that the person would comply with the
Ambassador's regulations as 9 condition of employment or receipt of the
US support privilegesý The study fInally recommended that the MACV
Provost Marshal prepare aid publish an SOP clearly setting forth the
procedures to be applied concerning civilians.272

(U) For reasons of clarity all US citizens were categorized as
follows ..

Category I - US citizens employed directly by the US Govern-
ment or any of its agencies.

Category I - US citizens employed by private business firms,
either foreign or US$ under contract to the US Government
or any :! its associated agencies.
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Category III - US citizens engaging in private endeavors
within the RVN not under the direction or auspices of the
US Government or any of its subordinate agencies. This
included news media personnel and tourists. In a case
where the particular status of US citizens was questica-
able, they would be considered Category II= upon estab-
lisbment of their US citizenship.

The Ambassador and CC]US(ACV agreed that P's would give information,
advice, and assistance within their capabilities to all US military
and civilian personnel in RVN. MP's could apprehend and temporarily
detain all US personnel when necessary for the protection of human
life and US property, or when the individual's public conduct reflected
unfavorably on the prestige of the US. At the same time it was stressed
that these procedures did not affect in any way the rights of US citizens
under the constitution and laws of the United States, nor dj.ý they
affect the Jurisdiction of GVN courts and law enforcement offic!ils over
US citizens in RVN.

(U) Responsibilities of the US Embassy, US Forces Police, and the
MACV Provost Marshal were established as follows:

1) The US Embassy would insure that all US civilians in-.
country were aware of the agreement which authorized US Forces Police
to exercise certain police powers over themý It would arrange f*r each
civilian to be issued an appropriate identification card. The aab,.ssy
would also furnish the MACV Provost Marshal cbTent lists of agencies
and nanes, of persons to be contacted when US civilians were apprehended
or detained.

under 2) US Forces Police would apprehend and/or detain US civilians
under conditions of the agreement. They would use only minimum force
to apprehend or detain and exercise discretion in the handling of all
uncooperative subjects. Those suspects who refused to identify them-
selves would be turned over to GVN authorities and a full report made
of the incident.

3) The MACV Provost Marshal would provide to all concerned,
lists of agencies and names of persons to be contacted when US civilians
were apprehended and would provide the Embassy a copy of all reports
concerning the detention or apprehension of, US civilians.

(U) Civilians taken into custody would be released as soon as
possible on their own recognizance. However, in instances where such
releases would be impractical, civilians in Categories I and II would
be released to their imediate supervisor or his authorized repre-
sentative-in the case of merchant seamen, •this would be the Ship's
Master or agent in-country. Those civiliaxs as defined in Category
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III who did not have an immediate supervisor would be released to the
Consulate at the US Embassy. Civilians in Category III who did have a
supervisor would be released the same as Category T .-P4 II personnel. 2 ? 3

(U) On 4 August 1966 specific guidance concerning US Forces Police
relations with news media was promulgated. This guidance provided that
USFP would not exercise police Jurisidction over civilian press personnel
who were working at their profession and normally would not curb their
activities in. any way. Press personnel would be allowed to move about
freely without interference from MP' s. By agreement with newsmen they
would produce their identity card (MACV Press Card) whsn asked to do so.
If a newsman refusedq but stated verbally that he wis a member of the
press, his word would be accepted and he be allowed to proceed. In such
a circumstance a report would be rendered immediately. If USFP should
be performing duty in an official cordoned-off area, newsmen would be
warned of any danger and allowed to proceed after being informed that
they did so at their own risk. However, if there exdsted real danger
US newsmen would not be allowed to proceed until safety conditions
permitted. 2 '4

(S) The judizlal application of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice (UCMJ) to US civilians in RVN was discussed again in Decmber
1966, The Departgent of State had asked whether the. Mission Council
believed It necessary to apply the UCMJ to US civilians employed by the
US Government or one of its contractors. AMCV SJA stated that, in his
opinion, application of the UCMJ would be proper, referring to ,precedents
in the Korean War, World War i1, and World War I. The USAIDI legal
advisor did not feel that the evil to be eradicated or diminished wus
so clear and present as to warrant such drastic action,. The kmbassador
stated that he would like to see the Code applied to US civilians in
RVN. While somes members of the council were against the proposal,
most of them agreed with the Ambassador4. but, no furthr information
wAs promulgated during the year.273

(S) During 1966 there was an increase in incidt tm involving US
personnell, both military and civilian, and Vietnamese nationals, due
to the rising troop strength. Often the &nglieh language newspapers
in Saigon published accounts of altercations between US pertonnel and
Vietnamese taxi drivers, bar owners, National Policemen, etc. Often
these articles identified the violator only as foreigner or American,
leaving to the reader s interpretation whether the Amarican was military
or civilian. it was assumed by, some authorities that due to the pre-
ponderence of military persomnel in the Saigon area, it was they to
whom these articles referred. The Ambassadorý therefore, discussed the
zonduct of troope in the ,aigon area with CCMM4J-.CV, once during May
and again in the sumaer of 1966. ft was Tne oontention of the Ambassador
that troop conduct was getting worse. CX-SMACV disCussed this allej-a-
tion with his staff and raceived s~r'cn denials based on personal
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Sinspewtions a?' review of iwnidents. The opinion was that the over.
,Whlming majority of servicemen were extremely well behaved.

(S) COMUSMACV requested staff reaction to a proposed requirement
that a.11 troops wear the uniform at. all times, with civilian clothes to
be allowed only on R&R. The general reaction of the staff was favor-
able, the reasoning being that many imnidents which were beirg attributed
to the military, actually involved construction workers and other ciAlian
personnel in-countr7; requirirg the uniform would identify who was doi.g
what to whom. A conference ims held on 18 August to discuss the problem.
buit as a result of the conferem there was no change in the off-duty
uniform of military eovl.•

(U) CNUSNACV periodically published comnand letters on the subject
of Standards of Conduct. In those letters to all eomanders in RVN
he stressed as partxcularlv disturbirg incidents involving US Rilitary
personnel and Vietnamese rationalsa He repeatedly and emphatically stated
that, "Commamders must contimially stress the high standards of conduot
expected of US militau personnel. .. Comanders must insure that all
of thAir personnel are impressed with the seriousness of this problem,
not only by written directives and messages, but also by frequent and
repeated briefings. . .1o COZUSMACV reiterated that the Nine RUles
set forth the guidelines for dealing with all Vietnamese, and that each
iwiividual must be made awmre of those preoepts. In COMUSMC's view,
those who ignored or violated them must be disciplined, promptly and
"appropriately. 4e further advised all comrar.ers that they would bring
this matt-4 to ths attention of all their pemronnel on a oontinirng

" basis ad that he expected positive r-sults -Ad would accept tothing

S(U)) As opposed to police control of US civilians, the adb-nist:m-
tioo of milita-y justioe for US3iACV was cause for little oeren at the
beindr• of 1966. Althougha review of the aour-t-.rtial rate during
1965 itiaated a risirg mer of oourts-ntisl at the end of the yeAr.
tULs wa attri1itable to the rtpld inarease i'n the number of US troops
arriving in RVM. At the end of the first six monthb of 196.5 the average
aourt.a rtial rate for all troops in R;N vas 1.? trials per thousard
men. Daring the lttar part of 1965 the average ourt m•rt•a• rate
inoreaswd to 2.0 per thausand men. Although this figure vas still
ler than the available figures for tho v•l.e.wide Axty rate (3.55 per
thvzsand m=n) it isas iderabl$ higho,, th=n for the V.rst portion
of tho ea.-6 A prizary reason for tIs rise was the fact that personnel
ware no longer beig iW.ividual2y so-eezwl prior to coming to RVN.

(UJ. SWttistically the ccr -z-artisl rate oreated n umdue oonmern
within the cwmmand during 1966. In fat. there was a defigite decAZOin the rate of oi mart.iaL tosiar the nd of the 27
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COMur-MARIAL 1966

JAN FEB MAR AMR MAY JUN JUL AUG X OCT NOV DEC

Courtsmartial 490 360 499 596 593 583 700 639 659 738 654 820
Rate/thousand 2.58 1.39 2.24 2.41 2.27 2.15 2i57 2.08 2.06 2.10 1.8 2.10
DAithtusand 2.76 2.76 2°76 2.85 2.85 2.85 3.01 2.85 2-85 2.85 !%01 3.01

Cr.-LAl Acts Against Vietnamese

(U) The comittirg of offenses by US personnel against the Vietnamese
Steadily deolined during the first quarter of 1966, but rose slightly

ring the second quarxter. The general categories of this type of criminal
Cffense were homicide v rape, assault, and larceny. There were. also several
instances of US guards shooting Vietnwese who were stealing from US
ins-.llations. Traffic fatalities were included as a part of such offenses
-t were not =r&Lly considered as criminal acts, olthough this particular

tragedy aoc-=nted for the majority of deaths oocurring from All categories
of inciderts. Quick apprehension of US offenders and rapid dispensing of
dcscipline in each case served to satisfy the Vietnarmse senue of justice,
ýnd in the opini:n of MACY SJA there was no substanti.il detriwent 'to US.
VX relations AS a result of these incidents. To over•ome any possible
groundswell of adverse meaction to niscondunt of US trocps, SJAo ia Hrch,
requested the GVN Minister of Justice to -furnish a monthly report oý:
incidents in which Viatnamese bomlaaind to their own police oonoermitg

Sthe conduct of US pers.cnnel. Thess reports were to be %ased in conjumtion
uith US reports to reveal any discrepanias and would afford a more
-r..id est•mate 0f -he actual situation.'

(U) The number of serious caseso bar incidents, and offenses again3st
the Vietnamese were relatively small in manner. Nevertheless, they
wa.rntWd close attention and continued supervision° Vehicular accident.s
-w* a major cause of claims during the first nine months of 1966.
R.-o-'aiing the Adve~se effect this could have on US.GVN relations, the
p -a.m ro as vatohed closely anf oontimied exaumtions of claims records
vs osarsd by COMUSMACV to see if a reooomenation for additional

* emphasis en driver nafety and traindig was called for.
280

CPMNAL ACTS AGAINST VIETNAM80
iJAN ED MAR APR •AkY JUN L AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Ser ious7 12 16 12 19 12 6 12 8 7 7 9*Offenses & Incidents

in Saigon/Cholon area. 118 52 69 67 unk W15 74 106 164 214 580 338
TrAffiB ftalities 30 25 22 23 unk 20 26 16 22 13 14 34
Na.=otic Incidents it 11 8 6 4 4 12 9 10 13 10 18

*Througn October only bar inoidents were iraluded; oomencirg in
No7ember al& offenses an& incidents such as curfew, uniforn, arn
pass/leave vnolations vweiv included.,
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Fozedn Claims Against the US 'Jwvernment

(U) Foreign claims against the United States Government were of
two types in Vietnim, combat olaims and non-combat ala.is . The formoe
was a responsibility of the GVi, but thbee were instances in vhboh
requests for oompenection for damages, injuries. or death arose from
combatIrelated. inideits and were submitted to US authorities. inal
action on sal substwv.iated combat claims was taken by the GVN. Non-
combat claims against tb•) Uyited States were processed and adjudicated
by the Foreign Claiw, Commi~sion located within the Offioe of the XACV
SJA. By deftiiion, non-oce*b.t foreign claims vuis requests for
compensation for !nj•r death, or dauws to property of an inhabitant
of Vietnam, other than in oombat, oausew by US Armed Foceso or oivi~lan
employees of the DM0 in the ,=mnissioi- of negligent, vrongful, or othebr
acts involving fault. Th3 primarzy pujmose of COMUSMAIV's policy in
definr, prooessing# and settlement of claims by W zamese against
the US Goverzw-t, vas to promote a.,,i maintain f riez- ly relations
through the pz•-. - 'ettlement of r-zitorious claims; proper i43merttion
of these polio.s cdd much to foster the good wl of the people and
contributed to the sucoess of the mission in Vietnam. Investigation of
non-ombat claims was a responsibility of each Service and local proeoodues

were authorized j•d exeouted; final adjudicationo hwever, we a X=responsibility.•

(C) The monthly nmwber aM detaols of foreign claims against the
United States =as as ninioated. below 2z2

1AA. MM M LRMA JUL AUG SEP OCT MXV DEC

Approved 120 1?79 202 2.0" 180 186 2.50 1'72 213 z61 2.5o 228*or Dssition il 25 30 10 29 24 57 6 6 27 3

moMth 361 339 350 3& 367 476 4 39 602 440 437 417 ?79

JUL AUG SSP OCT MOV IYOte9ip5-8io. 1 2 6573 10o,'29 2457f3..1 IM•'156,.12 36ot

Ped17 0_ 80 16 250 7
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-'--w- W US A ja -s4%

JAN FEB M4AR APR MAY JUN
Amount Appix4ved $17,398.83 30,288.93 435,848.77 45,645o07 42,804.90 63,959.88

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
42t2,272-89 26*775.22 147vc3-3313 605W.9i 533T9-7.33 56,3W049

(C) During the critical buildup period from March 1965 to August
1966 the growing US log"istical-suppcrt base was taxeed to its limit as
dasmas fe• uplies, services, an construction escalated rapidly.
Exnhange and commissary merchandise arrived, with other supplies ami
eqapmentq in v~exAinoreasing quantities. As the supplies arrived,
poper faoilttes had not become available to receive, warehouse, and
szoo-ae themo Controls could not be instituted because of lack of port
facilitiea, \avehhuseas and personnel for accountirg and protectitg the
morhandise. B"-ause of the shortage of NP's it bena•m neoessary to
-d-re cIv•iLan gaarid to seovxe merohiandise in various warehouses
leased throughout Saigon. Ships were unloaded and supplies stored in
a-7 av'ilable area; £,hange items were sometimes stored in as many as
13 different locations. EBharge goods were moved from the port com-
pletely aoross* tne city in umgarded open.top vehicles to various storage
c:mpc-zIs0 uhera there was often a complete lack of seeurity. The in-

'1 country trg sshi pae. of Exchange merchandise was often subjected to as
mny as thr trips in unguarded vehicles; the result Was almost' constant
loss and pilferage.

(C) Until z6 Dooember 1965, the Navy provided Exchange and com.
•issary support to aIl services in Vietnam. In April 1965 JCS approved
• he estahlshment of the Arvy and Air Force Exchange Service in Vietnam
ard en 26 December that activity assumed the responsibility for exmhAnge
Sopexuti The establishment of a single over-al system was required
bia•use of the urgent need for pexansion of Emchange servioe, the wed
"fr greater offioiewyo vad the fact that the MAFA was the service that

srmally supported ArmyAi-,.r Force units in a combat environment. Sabse.
quent to A&AFES assumption of thes E=cmhge responsibility, merchaWlse
was concentrated at tU fatilities of the Vietnam RegiotAl Exzharge.
Changes were made in the distribution system and a plan for &Fcharge

4 " • supplies to be delivered to the major ports .of Vietum vas initiated.
Supplies were oxired baksed upon the percentage of personnel to be served
from each pvrt, eliminating ccv wultiple handing and transhipment.
All Eohazgv supplios ware moved by goverment trasportation to the
depot3o where they were received,, stored, anl issued to the sales outlet.
Strlet acoounting procedures-imrs instituted to preclude misapproprdation
and cardlessness. When possihlac me.rchardise was moved directly to 0:!Ui w•
tutlets in -the loaked vans rf the Ehange service. Other means of safe..
g%-.'ding mermhsndise wre the use of st-n aditzed packs ant shippinr
"oonta-ntas, protective shields on pallets to eljimIate shipboard pidferage
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ube of convoys, guards, an forewarn1ig to depots of incoming shiptents.
Secu-elty fewinge covered storage, and MP details veze providedl in the
Saigon po•t area sentry dogs were used Vietnamse civilian guards
previd6d security at all insta.lationa.

(C) The Navy Znharge had indicated that intransit l.,ss of eohage
nzcharaise for 1965 was approxmatly 4.5 percent of $50 million sales,
or $2.25 million for the year* A large portion of these losses had
ocourred during the last quarter of 1965 when the troop buildup vas most
ipid ard movement and storages faoilities were strained. As of i Ma

i966 the A&VES had not coolucted an inventory sinoe the 26 Dechmber
1965 takeover from the Navy, and to cover ar losses d'rxng the fi st
six wnths of 1966 the MA& S set aside four percent of sales. This
"ammunted to $400,000 per month and was considered to be sufficient to
meet losses mourred duAng the transition period. It vas estimated
tha Id~fere- -) lwses for the ftrst four months of 1966 would not e.eed
three peroint, or $1.1 •illiou based on $37 mIllion sales, As the e~hane
vis ently bettr off in terms of security, storages az• colnl, it

ws estimated that the three percent pilferage rat* would, drop*

MC Sevsrs3 steps ver~. taken by ('1JMOWN to prevent highljy nap.
tiatle items fr=m vAwng the blauk mLaet. At the begimmng of 1ý6
toe irAv±iual liquor ration vas six bottles per month mlusive of
Mir*. Early in 1966 this wa i'edu'ed to the bottles per mont,
indludiM wim, in the beliaf tnat this would reduae by 30 pezrent the

qrzor b&liewvd to b3 reachibg -the black market. In ths a comwgtion,
'all o,&oer" were di.reoted to esreiaee strict contral iver the Waze
A use of alcoholia beverages In some armsasuah as ;he If 12? an

lot Cav.Div (AM), eahwhae did not s'. liqror to i .ivic ualsj alL
liquor ini thoe areas wa dispensed by %, drink et clabs andwi we

(Cj It was apparet at tha tim of tLe takeover by the AW
that tha quailiies of feam items bin bmught into T far @ceeded

ULM rVV Mmutwq70 14=,6 *t fzmtoo Ao -,*A takb.a n t•
reduce drastioaflv shipments entving during May 1966, axi although
the 1wharge ,stLI hamled femwle itoaw, they were s.lable only to
authoAzad female patrow,. Other rptionid it em approved by the MACV
Ration C•otrol beard were cigarettes, .aeras, eletrio faun, 9reord

a~yers , tuner amW~te-., a We wo jeotors, slide projectors, radios,
tape oordsvp typewriters, TV sets, and athes. However, the receipt
of time itams duving the sumar ws so small that It did mot constitute
as lvDe a problem as antioipated. Beer also u•Ae under ration, control
dlurg June, three cases being &fmed ptr inldvidual. The sediAl
nuber of ehaLe item saellin fro $10 aW more were ri•tordd on the
sales sllp and a copy forikded to the wareat Provort Marshal for
sIreening Pnd investigation mhfer warzanted.
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(C) Blaok market. activities and ourrenoy manipulation were matters
e. _ s-ric-.s anl c iauting concern f -zr COWUS&ACV. At regularly-scheduled
'cnmia•, exb' meetings he repeatedly stressed his concern in those areas
t.-. all ci.marAiers and sergearts major. Major points stressed inciuded
the da.gers of imreased opportunities Z illegal operations in this
eniiirment-' the importarce of MP's and inspectors in the control of
ileg•l pzrticest the need for all commanders to be especially alert

Sfor ixiUcations of illegal practices of all kinds, and the necessity
- for crgnizing a system of proper checks and balances to eradicate

illegal praotices. Coandalers were reminded that in every war a certain
nmosrl detesoration occurs, and that they must counteract this tendency
through their alertness, by setting the proper emple, and by taking
reaessary a.totrw to discourage that deteriorations COMUSMACV emphasized
that he would not tolerato immorale practices, and wanted examples made
of *s11 violatersp he repeatedly pointed out that the stakes were too
hIgh tc gamble in those a-ras which could reflect so adversely on our

an, that All meair at UACV's disposal would continue to be
,pplied T - t blackmrket operations and suppress corrupt
praotioes of -ll k4_ndX-,2

(U) On 8 N:mber Saigon city officials annoumed that the side.
valk black market sta&nds located on the main streets in downtown Saigon,
i*uld be ramoved by 17 November. Saigon newspapers indicated that the
vendicra wes shzxked at being informed that their flourishing businesses
Wra iii iU and e&M "n further astounded that they had less than two
w'eeks i.• dtspose ',f their goodso The marketeers organized under-the.
o :unter chsmber of black om,,eroce and openly petitioned city ba.l for a
st~ayt-rg ".w:o to hcld back the o -aokdown until February. Premier Ky
said not•gqJg bat the marketeers f Saigonv a city which had learned to
take vice in stride, interpreted the silence as agreement. This vas
in error. On 17 November the Vietnamese Combat Police moved in ani
Wi~Ahed Saigotn sidevalk black market shops, routing the dealers from
,LL.f r-tarAls and burning piles of illegally-procured US goods. For
j,.. ý a tha-n a month the main streets of dowatom Saigon were devoid of tL
nmerous sidewill black market stands, but a few days prior to Christmas
they began to veappear, USt-attributed items, possibly from the Commissary,
PX. ar salestore, were interspersed sparsely among legitimate goods in
saversl stands. Conspicuously absent was the large volume of such
m-r.handise i*oh had exlsted prior to 17 Novemberl also absent were
such high.value items as US-source watohes, tape recorders, 9 dios, sand
similar items available prior to the pelice cleanup. An objective
estimate of all US-souroe meroharnise displayed in the stands amounted
to parbaps one percent of the former total. During a press conference
Ix late Novembor. CONUSMACV was asked, "Has the black market been
curtail-d?" He replied, "It has been greatly curtailed: howeyf, it is
a job thAt requires a coutimitng effort from all oon•er.ed."
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CoMMEi'non

(S) The problem of corraption iditin the RVN hbad been a matter
of increasing oomein to COW-RUACV for an extended period. He forwzrded
a personal meo'andt. on this subject to the Ambassador on 15 lwenberg
and provided C33CPAC .th the text of the memo on 24becenber. in
addition to the maw problem areas vhioh bad received the close attention
of various US Mission Agenies, COWMWV noted, the oinpresent issue
of oorption was beiz raised by several sounes, the press in particular.
Unm3sbtantiated. ,.,egations of cormptive practices had been made on
mrous occasions, but the subject, as of Noveuber 1966, had not

become a nationul *.sgue in th. US. Hotever, press trends suggested that
oorruptiont partioul&Aly amorg GVN offiuilaq civilimand azd1 itaxy,
might ll roeive rather flamboyant mntional coverage. In order that
the Mission would be in a sound posture when and if this possibility
materialized, COMSM7CV 3uggested that the Eassy task a specific
Mission agemy to gather precise facts inmident to corruption, and that
these facts be analwed closely vwth a view to developing appropriate
remedial measures. As a paallel action CMSM=C suggested that a
complete study and review be made of the entire GVV pay stmucture, wdth
the aim of consolidtting what appeared, from a =Miliu standpoiuts to
be an un.deldy ombination of baue pay and nmerous special aUowu es.*?A

(S) tIthin MMCV measures vere alreaidy in Progress to redcbe the
opportunities for pqr*2. cormpton. These actions Imouded, estaib•ahlx
preocise streugth-accounbixg prooedurpe for all RVNAI units; ohookLn the
acoum 'y of payrols to insure 4hat a&l servioemen aotually received the
ft amount of pay to which they vere entitled; and pzecludii oommandoer
from inludixg deserters, decease-at or fictitious names on unit payx'olls.
AW programs ptovided for rogular impecItons a"d vezIUtiorn of the
use of M istry of Defense fuWis. On 8 December the Ambassador directed
the es'•tA LIVmIn't of an iUtfeeny Ou=dittee to deal Vith the PrOMOm of
wompiton at top US level in Vietw*. The conzitte, composed of
repessentatives of MACV, JUSPIAO, CAB, andt fbassy. axti obwaied by 1SAID,
was rosponsible for eazmxnUgt corxuption in &U1 aspeets,, r~porbtixi to
the Ambassador dimejt3,y or through Ume Mission Counail as appopriate,
and =Id ramenMations on bow best to del with diversion and
coruption for~toh the US and1 GM. The aomou1te vas to begin =*Ueoi

* CarraekZ Control

(U) P'rior to Septer 1965 US w ere the m dium ofembazge
in Vietwm. With the rapid buildup and attendant inf.atiomaxy trend
plus the inorease of gold.-lo from US sources, it became =esssa to
introduce I -litary Nywent CerWftictes (M!) as the only authowized

mdium oC e~uhwne in &11 US..sponsoord activities. Effective I Septazber
1965 a militAxy person3 vere paid ory in M4, and all, US currewy in
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the hands of the troops was eolected by Agent Officers who in turn
excharged it for MPC and returned. it to the individual concerned. The
introduction of 14C reduced currenoy maipulation amd simplified control.
uhitial p-obIems in miltng su~fioient piaster conversion points available

were elizintede and piaster conversion points operating on a 24-hour
basis were established at all ports e Generally, all civilian fims
dealt only with MPC and piasters. -When a firm did receive funds or
profit, a check was made out by the appropriate US fund-generating
ageny and mailed directly to OW. So US dollar instrument as
authorized to flow vithin RWN.

(U) An a resuet of evidence indioatimg black marketing in US
P•stal Money Orders, COMUSMACV implemented a wmber of control procedus
during early 1966. Personnel were not authorized puArchase of money
orders in emess of the amount of pay drawn each month. A new X= form
ws developed, recording name and address of payee and purchase; forms
were f2rarded to MACV FM for review and investigation if warranted.
The US ooimnity was advised that exess purchases of money orders
would be reported to IRS. IRS reooznended development of a treasury
oheek similar to a B40 which would be onnogotiable outside the US.
And fne .,y GVU law-enforoeent agercies conduot•d operations to
assist in control of illegal money transaotioms.. 9

(U) In addition to regulatory controls to discouxage ad prevent
tlaok market activities, it van, neqessar to institute progams directirg
troop.sapemiAng imo US ohannals rather than to the economy of RVN. Py.
so doing it uas hoped the inflationary impaot of the US buildup could
be kept to a zinmm. C MUWCV directed that a reportiM systex be

- devised to present montbly the status of the anftiunlatioxry aotiows
taken vithin the comn* . The report vas designed to measu* and
portray graphicallyv the toIlowing programss

1) Savings BorA Progme.

2) SpociAl action to increase troop sav:L,.

3) US facilities expazsion progrt.m

4) Status of Bming faoilities.

) lbhange sa1es per capita.

6) In-oountry SO progrem.

?)Outotfcowtry RUa program.

8) Per capita piater auiss.
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9) Per capita 12C sales.

10) Per capita money order sales.

11) Per capita treasury check sales.

Throgh this report it was expected that COMUSI could keep abreast
of the Id•atio program and deterne if the items vere serviM
the intended ymvpose.29

Narootics and NArihuana

(C) In September CMUACY irfo.nid the American Ebasy by mew
nrnhm that a survey had been completed in the Saigon/CholomiTan Son tnt
area to doterain the awilability of narcot•cs amu marbam to US
forces. The survey intdiated that the Vietnameseaw is not vefl defiwi;
that there is no effective central maruotios-enfozcau b agewyi ard
that etastig laws atd statutes are not enforced fvlurouslye. There as
no apparent GVK control over the sale of marihuara, atd ony limited
control over opim. ahribzm vaa being procured in cigarettes atA bulk
for, opium in liquid at solid form, ari mrphibe in v'tal fore. In

*the Saigon area, 29 outlets were identified. In a•lition, varihuam
A opium could be p-rcbsed from pedicabs, cyclo drivers, proprLetors,

eMployees and patrons of hotels at bars and private resideoes.

(C) Durig Y 66 a total of iQo cases (9t. m ,hrlirn) involving,
"167 US fowes personnrl wet. inestigated throughozut V1,t~tm. From I
Julyv 1966 to mid-Sentember tneatlgatiowu had been Art Sated in 24 camo
(22 marflaws) involvirg 54 US forces pemoment. W4UMHW stated that
the avaf3lity of narcotios and iarlum to the mcsers of our forces
"va a matter of conern. He believed ths situation wa"td foral
representation to the MV1 urging improved control at enoroaennt pro..
coetes. On 12 November CWENCV refrraed to his mirando a of IU
September atd asked to be advised of the status of this action at the
tision Coordiatorts earliest co "61Pe, W. by yeuar aid no
dinitive action bad be.n taken,91r'

Physioal Security of UM PerSozand. at Imeaftions

(C) As in the pxrevii year, phsical security of US peroiuzul
and iStallatio••as a £naJor Problem in 1966* and vas coapouaed by the
troop buidup in uerbn areas in gener.l ant in Sai-on/Oholon area in
particular. The 89th HP Op contined to provide securty support
throughout RVNi Or* of its suboriniate elements, tbhe 71th HP Sn, %au
una•rl the opntioml control of Headquarter Support AotIvIty SAIgon
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(HEDSUPACf), rteining under ronto? of its successor, US Army
aeadquarters Arm Conl (USAHAC), after I Aprdl 1966. The primary
mission of the 716th P? En and attached units (527th MP Co, assigned
to the battalion 8 September t966; 90th 1P Dot: and Co C, 524 Inf.
attached on 16 December 1966) vas security and law enforcement in the
Saigon/Cholon/Tan Son Mut ta . Specific security missions included
BOQWs, BEQs, the US &ibassy, critical US facilities and installations,
ani the Saigon pcrt. "he pirt security mission was handmled by the
300th HP Co 9-2ai HP Bn, in support of the TM, 4th Terminal Cowd.
The law enfozement mission involved mozal military police futions,
inoludimg oritel investigation. Most 716th MP Bn personnel were
employed in sezurirg critlcal US installations, activities, and billets.

* To imrove the seoumty of flixd guard posts, USAHAC eaginwrs began
constructicn of r-inforced ooairete booths (kiosks), consisting of an
*&inoh thick cow:rte seti-oirole with a supported metal roof. This
gave the guard e9elleut chest-high protection against small arms
tire and good pnztsotion against Claymore o-r similar type explosive
devices. Fu•Ntbem o,-o the kiosk prrvidoe Adequate protection from the
weather and vas vi.utsally mainteinane-freeo. As of 31 December 1966,
102 booths had been mpUlaced, With future rA&Ixg calling for an
incre"se to 200aoo 2

(C) Proevius owounters with terrorists had proven the nead for
MP personnel to achieve and maintain fire superiority. To this end
to 916th HIP n employed maohiv: gun patrols, opentiozal during the
eritioal hmurn 2300- 0700 Waily. Eaoh vehicle (I/4 ton K-A51), with
the jiazshield n.n-.vd and. replaced by a single layer of samibagas,
ias urnrec by two HP'so the rider arjed with an fl60 machine gun, # 4
the driver, an 6 .Iftle, These vehicles, mounting AN/M1i0 radios,

Sare assignm to patj st gecific areas vithin metrnporltan Saw~n/Cholon:
they vere capable cf Pari3ldrg almost instant Pire support to static
•t~,r puts within toir t-?ea, or to respond to cal"s fro adjacent
areas. With their extre*e mobility, ernt•o u*rmtl natter-s, aMl
fkL-3pwer capb4IJty, the gun jeeps vere a constant threat to the
terrorists and success of their activities. 9 )

The Threat to Saigon

S'ZC) The Viet .Ccgtoli,•r pzsion T4, or Saigon Si al Zot
.ýSZ) wa ecupcsod ritots. Thea sw~vv=nfrai
the 3iZ consisted of twc..p•ssibly throe•saparste battalions urder
c-peraticnall ozmtnl of Regiment 165A, with headquartxers' in the Thy
Uinh area. AU. battalous were klmn to be unierstrergth, with only
Z50-u0 per battaliont a ange number of persomnel were known to be
vwmen. In addition to the infantry battalions there was & rconmissanwe
--=pnv. a trausport cinpa.,v. a seuzilty guard company, ar4 an 81.4

,rtar cecmpay vaflable for duty. Also in the S3Z were approxiatety
fte battalions arA :n, corn'aw of local forces, located in each of the
five VC dit~rieot sur •rAizg Saigon. The aotiviated strengths of the
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local forces vere approxdmately 7,200. In addition to the combat units
there were believed to be five RA" and four 'RB" sapper teams operating
in the Saigon area. "All teams were hit-and-run terrorist organizations.
"B" teams operated in the city of Saigon urier a legal cover, bombin,
assassinations, kidnapping, and giving aid to "All teams when the latter
operated in the city. Both type teams had the capa&.lity to attack and
occupy targets, although tot for extended periods.ý'

(S) Operations conducted by main force and local force urits
budMz'ir the year had been by reinforced ccmpanies or less and had avoided

contact with larger forces. The VC maintained a consistently high
-. imident rate in the SSZ. The majority of the personnel in these forces

were rative to the area and Inew it =21; maxv had legal cover and there
were inareasirg efforts by the VC to obtain legal cover for all personnel,
iaich would enable them to move throughout the area almost at will.
Grmat emphasis had been placed by the VC on the political reliability
of sereonnel in the sasr and rezonnaissawce units and as a oonsequeme
they Lad a high percentage of party members and were intended as an
allte group. They had had first priority for personnel sime they
started their expasion in July 1965.295

(C) COWSMACV accepted that the VC bad the capability to attack
Sthroighout the SSZ in ua p to bnttalin strength# to interdict LOC's
in &ni out of Saigon* to attack Tan Son Mmt and Bien Hoa airfields,
to cotduct harassing and bombing attacks in Saigon, and to infiltrate
ina nd cat of Saigon at will. Although the VC d freedom of mmement.
as 'iniividuAls generally throughout the Saigcn area, frienfty operations
_I ,, a threat to bases aL4 semi-pen•wannt installations such as region
hadquarters ani supply dumps. The VC were for-ed to relonate their
hospital to Tay Nimh Prwrlime because of the threat posed by FWHAF operation
"in the region. The battaliow 9ai the four "'A" unit8 had been forced
genaally to set up bases on, the edge or just outside the rogion.
The VC m-ment vas dependent upon the political cadre for direction and
Support; this cadcle,' to "be effective, thad to rawain in oe and

ohewe as viloz.-able to identification amd elimiration.2

(S) COMJASCV took the position tbAt the RI.A•F was responsible
for the defense of the Capital &litary District (CMD), which im.luded
Saigon, Cholon, TSN Air Base, the port of Saigon, Nha Be PW. storage

nan, eui HACV M• buildligs &nd billets. For this 1urition, RVMIF
forces available i .aladed ARMN battalions, vF battalions Q-d PF
patocns. Homwr, in the ca-e of TSN Air Base, the USAF, USA, and
VW were responsible for their own internal security and protection
of their •wn reswrces4 US MPtoin coo rU~nti'nn with RJN Nat! .l
a.d Hilita7 Po•a.oe, provided gua.-s at all US Installatiows
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kC) VO x-Vrovrsm c,, Vietnwzese was vell established. The
t-3ohnique, was employed earlyv in the iwutrgerjy as a device for us-
posing of GVN &dherentso e~hirdatirg GVN support# eroding GVN controas
iir1 dv~mintirg the lc-cal popt~aoe. Terrorism vwas employod by the
er~my in disputad ani GVL secur-d amas. Gener~aflyt ter'rorism direated
against PWMAF had been limiited to the use of exlcsivest including land
grenades and Claymore mines. Reported instances of amabushes vere
prabably iint~e! iod wot so much f or terrorist purposes as f or enf oz'oim
'territorial cont'6l atxl interdicting LOC'q. A primary means of
implementing VC tarz.rism ias the ~r~apping and as,-assinatioz of
).ccal GVN offteials. Moat frequent targets fter assassina~tion were

mlanlL and i$IIqge .~U ands~ other low-level. officeials.~ The evident
-)bJe-.ts kof trus pý:ýg-s&i -aers -ko reduoe pub~lo confidence iLn GV14
pmta~t-Lva tio z andx to zwke racraitment of copabls of 14cials
ftff~i-.to X !.v hciatile acti-vitie-, vere inter-.relj ted in purposes

az~ f thessa, w -r was ths mcst illustrative.. TI1Q bombirg of a
LI bifet, fc~ xamaple, reduced the cocnfenze of the population in
ths GVN t:) msintain order arA security. It %as iantemed to demonstrate
U- the poirUtL-,,- toa,, that the GV1W's mll..tax7 ally was unable to
jrotet his cwn b~alt~s It allog of course, kiled and wounded
Americs~ns. Wateva deeta ~ous effect binet.-bomb;ng Lad on US
mwrdI ins a L-,=a aliGoto

(C)z ~i. JýUmazY to 31 December i966,p thoxe vere 37*092 VC
izdrts=c~e ag&!aiat US/GVN/D7AF in RV, inalvding 414 perso:14

a~saxute4 Ln 58&7 pez-at~ k1drpp d. MaYW of the ~a3Qiltie3 vers
th~ ~3ultc±g~r~iOUS1 'tbV-n by7 01MY taXr.-ist~s L1 MArq it-Maxe~s

___rmms- e iviL.-s vare kIlled "u =awr4E~ by terrorists in the
TOWy atteift~t CA . US pAs.OWrSl., Commni-st, tsrzrist activities

op~~dct 'tW pruaniple tha.t "it =etx t* kinl ton inwocent
pewp3e hitbl t: let OW aew~~ esipo.

1966p +.ttrorl 5atstVtioned asan& o Counitl axeron
m.o'emnt 4M it appeared %"it terrorisim in Saigon w enerstod b

*ratbar lU.rge czS;azt~i-... For swre&me either for profit or
becAusa ,ýf orkiers, action ins nat taku~biy tho VC on all. avaib~ble
t"Iseta* Coxzidern.rg ths sizz of the target US personnwl presented,I the Dspaty Ambasadcr wtod that, perhaps tawreioan personnel vere
resarried 53;,p-Aclar target against tho day when the VC 'woild
weed oen.

(C) 0i-,, 5 Jmi~gry a claymore mine va3 detonated at the main gate

,X T;,z S~n Ymrft id'rield, k-4llirg -no Vietnamese and v.ctrtib five
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Vietnamese and five Americans, On 31 Jamary the VC detonated two
charges at a US BM in Dalat, kIlliAng one American, uirg ten
Americans and one Vietnamese; one American ms listed as missing.
In another act of terror the VC detonated two claymore mines outside
the JGS compoy !,-+.a in Gia Dish, dI11n 12 and won•.ing .54 Vietnamese
on 17 February 1966. On 2? April, a claymore mine exploded in Gia
Dish, k)ckiln rnie Koreans and two Vietnamese and wouundng nine and tvo
Sespectelr, the Koreans were laborers employed by MKM. On ±0 May,
in confused Viring after the VC exploded a mine near the Brink BOQ

"" in Saigon, fi9 1Vietnamese were killed9 21 Vietnamese and eight Amexiocns
were vou'dedo

(C) In other acts of terror in WVN, on the 11th of August an
exploasie device vas detonated at the US MP firing rexge of Binh Tri
Dotg. One ccmparq of the "16th NP Bu was on the firing range, and the
result as two HPFs killed ami 17 woundied. In the city of Hue an
explosima device was set off during a fair on 17 August. The device
onsisti ,zf approximately two kilos of explosive material and =s

trown or placed on the r-oof of an eating establishment- the explosion
and paeic which followed resulted in 26 Vietnamese killed and 150-200
wounded. On 18 August VC attacks on US vehicles in Saigon resulted in
fcur Americans killed and five woanded, The VC bit the Da Nang WO
cl0b on 20 August with hand grenides; ten Americans and two Vietnmese
were wotinded frm= this action. Again in the city of Hue, 26 Vietnamese
"were w-nided from an elxplsion cn 6 Septembsr. when the VC threw explosives
into a crvd of lo~al inhabitants who werefithered for a lectura rega-ring
the elections of tha onstitusnt asambly.

_(C) On 17 October a VC torr-rist th-.-w a hwAn grerado into the
back door of a crowded ncvie house in Quang Tri Cityl four ARVN were
killed, 50 ARVN axA 20 civilians were wounded. Again on 17 Octobor.
at 0640 hours a claymore mine exploded approximtatly 50 meters ort•h.
east of thM Ky Son RB• in Saigon; ow• US and one Vietnsmese were killed,
sith seven US and two Viatnamese v'omed; the Vt 4type claymore mine
had been planted on a bicycle and uimsd tm-zzd the BE. On 30 October

*the Viatnarwese 1tiaLcia1 Pall-je captured a YQC damolition teem in Salzon.
After ir.lerrogation tha team led thsm to a eache of I*746 blmko of TNT
and iweapons. This lad to anm ireased aert at all US billets. At
2155 hrure 30 October, at the Capital BEQ (ýwich had reoeivvd intaligemeo
that it waw to be hit) a +&xi stopped in fmnt of the building. The
taxi failed to mow after & wbistle signal and varrnig shots vers fividl
the MP than Opened fir•e0, ru a passenge!, a VNA2 pilot. (n 18
October, a VC terrorist threw a grenade 4  i a gz.p of US officer3
rsa& a BOQ in Salg=n five were ,ounded."

(C) In terrorist activity du.ring Naticnal Day Ceremomies on
I NRvembar, Saigon c.ae under attack at 0710 hours from approxImtely
12 rounds of 75$-• RR firo noa' Kennedy Squszn and Le Loi Circle.
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Again at 0845 hours ftigon vas bit with apprxiately 12 round~s of 75..=
IM ±1--e As a remat of tbeass attacks 1.3 Viet so¶3 and one US vane
billed. five US and3 32 Vietnmese weore 'w~iurdled.

(C) in Binh Duorg Proviime on 18 Novwbez', two T" te''orist-s
disg~ised as Govermnent W~ormtion Service Agentsa puxt -,, mtsicfll
instirumet oaze.iX a MUM in the Inf Orat-ion Service C~fiaee
Seven VietwAm#~a wi'e iroundede In Saigou on 1f December 1%6# a
20-45 poun~d satohel ckabage exploded on a roof of a buildixg in the 0

cmfleoouax1, Uavou US vere vouzjcesd as a remilt of this attack.'0

(U) Th~ra vas saw thmght by US8 officials that an effective
co~znity ralAdcens program 'wold be enhanced by r~emvim the barriers
in frzof'US rtsUl-tiona. *QOn25 March the 0 of EMSMPACT # vhIo
tnt3iL I April 1966 =s respNusible for security in the Saigon
vatrapolitAian &.-up held a prass conferexm. at wlzeh he discussed
secizity of US billts in the Sailgor/Cholon area.- He stated that

'.1 although ~eamirity vas a major concemn his policy m3 not to block
streets or sidgwaks unimessarily.y so he had ordered aLU barbed vimo

i Jv rom US buidUiig In t~is area. Okn extra six feet do"e wt
* rake mzh W14~zrare when a bcab goes off*"l he roted3,jt'ieno

a±,,4id of the We, sai velre goin to lot bit kn=v it.#$V

(C) On IApril theVicto-a BOQ vas bobed by aVC terzorist
squsd us~ing a mWfl trick with 450 pota.W of plastique., The tracok was
l.odged Aadjcet to the fxrot. entrance of the BOO ivban the exlwiaoin

* ~oeouwred. A short .but violent gunfight pmacded the bambirge
Cassisltioa to.- the action iluded thrae US IMP's 1kilded tbmee
Vietmmae k~d~h aW7 1Q7 Amricians three Astraian¶i. &tA six
Vietu~atse WO,%Wrdod

(3) After this serivro 1wo'iento less considerstion use~ ai~vr to
Viatunae senscnitivities oowe~rn3bi steps to ba taken for the protection
of us faciuitias. CMUSKA d±u'oted CG Me~ to take 3.16di~taq pcsiftive
action to provids inareased securty of US billets in tba Zalgom/ftaolo
&-ft Am.tig the steps to be considered were: stationlIN mrken at.

* eoomeled. vantage points. use of flood lights. substitution, of acetato
for guss, in virxkms, Ana we or more efvective types of easpons. so
dimeted tbitt att&Wawk uh e. the ore on the Victoria B04 be aralyed
in an efteort to detezmIns the taotics, Time fzeiv, azM otlaor pert4iWnt

~taotore, to assist in dzemlopfr appropriate sa ue .CO)IB)CLV
farther salted that vhatever equipuint o upp'es viers waeed would be

procredon a prio~ity basis Irm~ COWS.~"
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(C) In anticipation of assui~rU the p1ysiosl security f"unaton
for the greater Saigon area ftrom EDSPPACT0 HAC had ±nitiated in
Ikrah an extensive study ocinerning phyzical security of billets.
The pur-pose of this study vas not only to improve ertstirg security
but to take a fr-esh look at the enxtire physical. security system. The
oomolusion reached =s that tezwozist. attacks -aild be prevented by
appi1%3vxr active aund passive measures in a centrally uontrolled and

* integrated program, Tim results would be proportionate to the invest-
4 mnt of persomw1. equipment, sai mate-rial. After the bombixg of the
4 V~ictoria aml the COWJSM(AC guidawe given above, the initi~ation of

the study recmlazations ins acoeleznted0 iiwluding roving jeep patrols
,with, mounted H60 =achine guns, an improved program of skiftixm personnel
to critical araas, based on inte22igerre, and the urs of grsater varisty
cd small aams on HP posts to repl~ne the sbotgtin vtich bad been prsvioasly
msed by US MP per-sonrei.L The 11A0 progrem fleao cnalld for billet
occupants toý perfoi seuifnziostnier the diecotion of a

Cdasignatsd se=-itr o.apsxzwt.-)

Port wa Sbipjdw Security

S)Security for shippi. M ani ports in MMN vas a oontinual probla
arafor the ooiunau. Aga~rst a threat tioah could be az'tioalstsd in

a variety of' ways at the encw-.' s cvn ohhýos of tine ard place, elaborate
measures u*re inrttttatsd to- prw-,ide the nesayseaunity. CO 11
iW =a respomsi~ble for senrity of US shippygti 1z I CTZ. In Da Nang
haitor, stflxzgent seou.-ýty wnmuzrn inx-e in uzfoot. Onm 0'asrt Ottard
10I ooalucted & nigh~ty patxe' off the bnieios, wbfitJ a Seventh Fleet
da!tý,yer oowjdaotgd a nightlr patz:3 c I art Ar entrzxa.es. Two Jatz%21
belts ve-,e st~Aticowc in the naVZý'i4 r t. a; tteso and two 45.-foo pioket
boats patw3olled the Inrbtor alt hcsrxrs a day7. TbeIa~o Sm.t,tnc Cnxtrcl
elew-ts oontiitad radsz= stisuzco, "a 7tsuC. urar-llawe. Weo VNN
mJdettas patrcUed n~ghtay weith USEM liIs~on mertomni aboa-ri. Onle4%.

avter Dwmctlition Teams (UP?) ald £zploril-i Otan.- e Demolition (EM))

OtiArds vero pl"ced =~ U.42agj 'ss~ets if =9lTezted by the master-. Armed

wit stagig areas- a4 hivairs a dar extra. gunds vere placed at ==nidtion
offloadiitg P¶4 ts CA jesp patr-ol, u-4.8 in opanmtion botvseuntzfrx
guaC- Masies5

(S) CG US=X =sa reponsble for z'so'utty of shipVing in 11,
Mf sari IV aTZ-s, izluding SaigoWVha Be, Vnrg Tan, Oni Nhgri. C&A Ranh

Bay.p zAi Ma Tirwzg. T~ha 92d IT Ba vu ecrnitted to the mdissio of genrail
support for vtn;ý -, aM port seonity *long the Saigon River frcu Vtzng

-, Tau to SaiAgzn. The battalion uas ,rspowibte for prcviALrg secnrity
tS*w for MSt "ix U~flag shipsu anteritE VunE txi aM, thcs* in trmesits,
via theO SaQgon livwr, to Saigon =r Vua Be &xln1 nig Security7 tecs
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were responsiblo Jor safeguardizg vessels , oargoes, and storagefacilities withit the Saigon port aream; escorting of supplies and

equipmeut from the port aa to storage facilities outsido the
oonrll.s of Saigon port- and for opormtir har-bor patrol boats at
Ra Be amd Saigon Dort. The foUcii±m security measures were
takens ZP guards were placed on all MSTS ships t_4amir- the rivers
betWeen Vu;t Tau and Saigon and vhile these ships were in the above
porl -* US gaards traveled on the .Thma e-m•axd IM s tmsiting
the Mekoc arA Bassac Bivers. Duri th trawit between VwV Tau
a-nd Saigoy, US ships we-e esoorted ahead axi astern by VIN boats.
The main ship ohannQ wa sept f£,r inens tvice daily by the VM.
Air corer vs provided iben designted critical ships trawited
bztwen VWng Tan Anr Saigon, or on the Mekozg-Bassao Rivers. RVNAP
Faroes were on alert in a res .here ships vex* transitirg, MP's
were statlinad on board mooz-,o 1WS..ccttzled ships ard periodioally
dstonted g-.nades ovemrbote ,- +o discourage eemy underwater activities.
Six L.ýzxx omft rmad.Z~ by MPts vere an constant patrol in the port. of

Saigoo An-US sbips -e inforne of thed• .gers of sabotage upon
a-triva!. in RVN, All :•T3S-ontrolled ships were required to floodlight
the vterlina when ir port, uA floodlightig vas recomwnd',d for a&U
US mxrhat ships. Piers were ewid ned udeewater and grersdes were
d4tcn-ti at berth.- pr.or to the mworIg of US ships,31i

(FOEUO) In order to reach the port oZ Saigon, ooean.goimg ships
had - t.,o ht the Long Tao River frz Vurg Tau to Saigoi. On either
side of the river between the two terinals v the Ruig Sat Special.
Zine (RSZ) vrich had been an' enemy base 'area a-d a sawtuary for over
20 years. In 1966 one of the object 1R s oV the VQ in the RSSZ apparently
=s. itts idiotion cf allied sAhpjine

(FOUO) The threat to frler41y shipping on th•. !*in ship cahUa
to Saigon ms intensified during the latter part o:C February by the VC
attack on the SS Lorinda, a Pam-,&Ian flag PCG.3 -Masol, on 27 rabruur,
approsimately 15 !--"• Nba Be. For approximately ten imrtes the
VC attacked with 7.62.= &-.40.30 ceaL small arns five, an uzln•n +.vpe
M93, anda 57 , RR from the vst bank of the chareol. Ten 57= - IR
rourAs Imppated orn the boat a&. tbee ,4waen 'wre voured, includig

Sthe master. The ship went agrouid, but was later refloated ani
pr-eeded to Saigon. On 3 !Var.h, the N av a self-propelled oil
barge nling the VY Ilag, vw, attakled by $-3 and 57.= RR three Im frm
'heor the Lorir& vas attacked. The Pal=ma reoeived five hits au•ord
the vaterli.e ard was towed to Saigon. To counter this t hreats ,n 25
Yrch COMUMO-7 laumrhe Operation JAXOtA (See Chapter V) in osier to
nL±lify the enermy threat to ahipi.3
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(C) On 26 Ma&y, at the Mi~a Be awb~o-z'go apprcxzate3ly 5 km~ SE of
Sagn the Pwzri-mi, -ýsghtei' Eastern Marziner suffered an explosion
frE= a pzrbahly Uzdezrwater MLne, causimg an egh-t4inh hole on the
Rtcxboa-- side3 and a tez-ixh ho-le on the port~ side; the ship settled
oy tha ster.n bu~t did not blW the faizray. On the sme d&.y the
25M-oot merchaant AL~ D~a in the sew area vas hit by an
explosiou believed to be from a mir attached to the awho chain;
= damgse resalted, frm this ex~losion. Latew in the day a min vas
diswrao attached to the amhor chain of the US aimmmition carrier
SS I of Pme aoGwxhored at Nha Be* Xmvy ECD perso~mIJ estuitVp4.bat -the zi covoneazd approximately 100 pomndB of esplosiie.

(35) On 23 AUVgA 19669 the HSTS freighter' Bs±= R% Yjt hit
a. mio betiewd to be eooa~.cetozjatsdq --n the Lorg Tzt., River in the
1RSSZ. Thaexplos'Lon oamsed hea-7 damiýe on the port sitwe of the enalm
mao The ship subssequetly sark after~ being zmv.isersd tc the norkh bank

of tho xi-rer Her tonags =znsisted of vet~iclesp four IBM com~pate'so,
4500 pallets of~ PI su~ppl.~esp and gener~al car-go. As a ---snj ti
aotion sevan'GS peroni-i. vere killd and tha-se wounded.1

*(C) Im the FMZ on the Lonug To Rivo Z7 km SE of Saigon ca22
Septembei'p a USN mineswper vas hit in. the pilot hease by fize from
a V7 - RR VniJe on a routim patzcZJ. oI i~i2n are US wAn womBxg
five On 2 Oatobew the VC m~tmd aai =dc a VINN LOM9 kil~ling tlire US
and vouiig tot US and five VINN. Also~ on 2 October the VO sabotaged
two' Vietmwa~zse Tessets. The tLi~t, a r-peýr wesault grmtp (R&O) ýW~
boato %,as b-~ky &n expLosiv ah&-'ga that, =.I butg =mr the side and
datoated-, a USN ad,,.sor ctatad that it appe,;z-ai a. 'C agent bad baen
onl biad as anf inx~1inLL9X iho ias not a rsguA.r cr'ew mee vis

ship Vals (Itzr17ig Vita s natiomnal in t-i-d.ng for the Q1.ynqio

a~ui vas baliaved to have~ beez the sibotour Thesaa wre tho first
kmwi~ imidents in vwhih the VIC wiere adoe to boazi V1UN ships "n
succlassffl~y perpetrate sabotage missions. *on 4 Ootober a V=N g~un-
boat was mimd on the Dan Zay River in the ISZt it broke into fivei
pieces and sanko kILUIM the entire arew of three Vietnamse. The

.2 craft had been t sporting elements of tho 4th US Div In -Opsration
BATON ROUGE., On? 7 ootber9 the VIC plsaeed =rar :imir on a USM =qM
wdn~ing 16. ft i Novober the VIC dot-out bs mm nth og Tao
RIvar s1.nkir a USN vdssvmper f=ur US -i:-o wound~ed ani t-wo rdsab-g.
These iri~idents, amd the miding :f the Mat~on Roup" Y!1ý ihi3goated
%bat the VC bad the eapability of intezdiotazg azW typa of czr.ft or
ship in the mvI4Uioga oh~mmal of tha RSSZ , at ths t$.m and paaoe of
tlrt-Ir ch-4ingsi C0MUSYAC jp:).t-3d the VIC uiiit px-,býbly reaponsible

frthese imi.dents mas tbeýghApsiw ape?5n it
ixpr~ stah&, Ai 0b0u Saae-st.it



(C) On 31 December., a US miniieseepei' diseowered a EtDsian..made
oontaot mine it the Lon~g Tao Chanwne. The rmin cortiaIrd 500 poiunds of
TND, vas 3 inobas in diameter arxi 52. im~hes 01%1 Lthe a=bor cable
appearad to beiv been out ardi ±t was drIft~mg vMt t~he current vhoxi
dioovrasd. US Navy M~ pesonmel. disamed the zf-, Thin vas the
ftirst diseovee7 of a Thussian-uade mine in the ame of the RSSZ; this
vas also the firvst kvn usenzs of a contaot mine. The availability of
contact mines to the eneW in arq sigmifioamIt quanttiesep~presented
a maiked wr~eass in the threat to abipgmg in the PZ*-

(S) The disabLmg of the Pw&=frohbeir, and the discovery
of &&Iiowli mines af±'~.zd to the aneboi chains of other vessels,

fozrced a reappreisal1 of OVN and 'US port~ aeouwity mc.~aures. CG USAW
vas assignad raponsibiJlity for all matters pertaining to port
seourity. The secifiLo tadk for port security of Nhla Be and1 Saigon
ports vas fthrw assigned to CG tat Log Commanxi To assist and

* ~~advise the CG tat Log Commodo, CMI4UM4A r'equested USCG personnel
tazsined in port eseurity. These persowael ouoild be uitilized in
datsuruMi~ port seouri~ty requdxemarta# .*ocz'dmtimglx it of
peraosul~ and1 equipmient of tba partiopa± 00jxn arx1 Monitorlrm
the readi..xas posture of port security Vzitsed

(S) In Jamwry 1966, USA Secaetary Baxold Brown visited RYN
and1 becwaz~ craerd abcut the semirity of the Nba Be PML storage

* iP;iolities, teA'miles south of Saigon on,-he Saigon River. Durtig a
txAfixg st Use than 2ix1 Air Div# the 8ero~ z~y askod why the tank

ftm at Nba Be hadntliA baft dttaoked by tba VC,, owe suggestion %we
* ~~tbxt US u±i, power Wa wt attaoked s~rim:r facili±ties Un WiN. cjrs

lad inlicated sz spp&.ýent tadawy in Washirgtcrn to oite Use Ma Be
vta,-bnMIbi4as& a reason for nwt strik±xg the Iiaiphwg P(M

(S) 1,0= wAd beean amIyxixg the effftt on frl~endly operatiow
!,fIL& Be vbere lost to eneW aotion. CU3VWCV admitted tbat the VO

had the capability~ in Javmury 1966 of dswtroyirg 50 percent of the
tank Dwmoi ~Int folt. tbat this vWoud n~ot have a detrimental effect ou
W1 towbat operotious omd by, I April even 100 peroent deatnetiotuo
could be accerted-O he rsewwrded to CJCS ami CI~rVPAC the =azlum
use ef this ewZysia in ftture targetimg plans wii.th reforewe to
W~N' e PM~ facJI3Itiess New.-theleast CIMPAC %as apprehensiva about
the rdlAtkmley smal. forces assigrod to the dafenee of lMia Be, smd
rsqizstsd a rai- Lqmunt to detervmine if add..dýLomal f~oros veve
requized. Althm~g4 .MU5SH=C bad stated that the loss of the task
;CA= =IA~ ba absorbado CMO~AC folt that any loss vould be barl1 to

'4 3pauca a&A thiat th 3bdaclrepa=sions .;a tiz f.-om the
loss wrold he,. 66eim



(5) Sharing CINCPAC's cowezri, C0HUMOV took continued action
to improw the defense ar& se-anity of M~a Be area. Mt s were assigind.
to pr'ovide three daylight vater pati'ol atd as manw as six* augmerted
by UJSN PMfl', durig poxiods of inorw asd tension. USN forces corduoted.
r~~n .n.-g and1 ImilJ.-tytcm seamobes dail~y* IP's a ere stationed on
snwhored shippingo PM facility security ±'oreces 'wz'e imreassd Itncm
tw4~ee to Lou!' RF ionpaniess wwutsxmmftar radar msa installedt and at
&azed helicopter t&an aid one s'--'efllaame Ma~rorft vers aiitozne darIng
da,71ight brzurs. Art~fle mzppwt vwa provided by fi~s 1O5..= ani on
155-m li rrdtzer I~p-atoon, one at Sha Be aul the reskimder elsouhmvz in
the MC-ý EZI fins veva schedulaed zdghtly. Izni'eased patrals and abushes
veve oo=biatedo ari the JOB to*k action to i~v ucomination of
security cpst=toa by plwiM all ssoirzity forces assaleated s4th MOa
Be wndar opesestionw1 countl of tba Nba Be Sensitive brea Ca~xer
Wh~la it --n telt. thakt these wn -ra~is wj'' im-q: the situationg ±00
pe-,. nt sefraIty =cJA~ wt be gu±mmteed for Ma Be.=±

Airf.-ed Security

(C) Enemy attudks on ±'ria.-iy sifrfisOld were wsroaw &dMrn 1966*
Th~ese attaks wwalUy ocmzxed after midnIghto daiu',g periods 6f' poor
lua Mebmiaztn andi vere emaoted by ema.1J teaam of 'IC vith iortars.
and/or RR. The sezV operated vith gocd ie 2li~gemie and the apparent

oapeuti-Dr~, either tliig or zoexede of tho local popuation located
in their avsme of adrxwe on.the airiialds. MAkCJ2 felt that the most
coeit-grae arxwwasas wiowe.td by the 'IC in 1966 vere thair &Tttaks against

(C) The ti- enmq attack = a itekenly atdield in 1966 we on 25
Jwn.,ýv hon 20 81-.im nrt&. runia lgxn1sd on D& Rw~g AB neazr the billting

uft.a Ow~ US 4&Jtn was Id-Ilad andi six ware wvursedt but there me little
mt~a-l &a~x w~ &Lvat damage. On 20 Febzrauy9 the VC attacked An Mbw
aixfttld vith 1.50 q o 8Z,..= w-.tar ftm Ssn US wars k~aded 51
v~rmuedvr,- s~ ight CHU-47 (CWx~n~k) haU3,pta~vs clq~ged in this etwakg
el.t&=Zh the dist'eniers wra~ supported by a fi xsshipt the oaly &aeurst
amW o&wtCsties us~o fmir VIC kil-Ied. On the &38i* eveznLng the eanny

etaý.d Pih Thikyv &trfield £tn Phmg Ditah Pz*-4wae An agent We usc1
that the 'C pLaw-d to attaok Riini Thiv durlrg the peeicd 10420 Fahzuny*
awx1 &a a rs~fl*ý-# no US persoxnsl we"e owusite Tand n --.1 O1 'MO U.i

iw~ret, t.br trwkuAs * andi a P(M. tark ;a-e damnaged. T-6- V-Ietnaie were
kIcled ani six -unxded, In additimi to two sentrj dogs )cdUe&*3 32

(S) T4 the ewly moritn heu~'s of 13 April.j the enmq infltcrsatd
the defenses of ?an Sot, Nhut ýT$N) &I--ba" a-n placed 82.4= zorta-, wki

ML~ fL-a on US aizozmft arA parsortml. This5 attqok uss well pL"wi,
arA it &aYppwazec tbat both wiapons and anmi.-tion might hate been pra..
posft~toWc pr'ior to the natt-acik.? =do -LSkaion about the attack
bad baen svnIailale a&x thore vaa oonsidax~ab)e oonftsion s&aI a &%



rmation by the base deftense Casualties wlzu1wed seven US killed.
135 US vo~unded 14 AMN wtu~ided four aire5gt destroyedt 56 aircraft
damaged. azdi 400,000 gallozw of. fael lost.

(S) C0MUSACM directed that imrwore d empbasi3 be placed on
s Lam e, calmt n cOun~tez*ttorYI we1 patrollim at afl
aizbeseso H ever, it inse~pass that basie defamee vas an.
MWN responsibility ws far as the outer perimter was oonoermod.
CC*ISM=C also diLreoted CG =l FFMWY to uadertske a war game amx1
surve of Lrb~ilez'y support, at TSN9 -Aich vas acoonpIishod in
early Angunt ezxI thq f~irbim form~rded to CW(UMA= axed to DSA

~ICorps.* As a result, addibiomul securIty meaaures were put into
effec3t at TSN. Tvo addittonal IWW battalions; ware added to the
en~ter defense belt, brirmio the total to three; each battalion
established a quiaok-reaotion force for response in its assigred
azva, wAn commnations i.th these forcesa from the TOC ean MI
%are improved. The perimeter fewe uns completely refuarbished and
stz'orgtbewds and a peri~meter lighting systam ms to be instaflled
as soon as, nwsOsaryZ naterials var &=Ufleabe Old French mine.
fields were rsplaced, and a joint.dsferue CPL w designed., MW
provided afll avilabla reaources to aid in the rapid developont
of this de~swe ps~~~m. US units boated on TSN provided interior
guax4 aarazr~g of' the US facilities w snmurvWiflawe of all other
ames. A qmiaL.-reaction fore vas iimediately avwiUlabe d~th a
sizeable. bt*k up forcest And US and IWWA were intei'.eonneoted with
Ubýh lnand~in AAn radio'. "oauioatjons Star2itesecope night..
viewi~rg devices were issued to 'US security forcesl a cocurezmortar
radAr wit provided a Unritasd detection o5~apbailtyg arA arfty US,
sentry dog teasm vere employed on thebase each ndght. Altbeugh
comnide'atble ivoowt "s realized, CCIJM&MCV reported that
TSK Air Base rmained wb~iamble to mortar attack becaue of the
built..up azeas a2A density of popalation in the immdiate viocttys
Inan attempt to offset this ProblAtkean active psylar program uka6
undottaken, ohbne sataration patrolzs g4 ambush paints operated
eaoh night in the cuta' do-fame belt. .M

(S) On 20 April, an estimated. 15 VC pezotrated An Khe aiwflidip
arid dmain~d two C-130ts vith sat4che charges. Ini a VO mortar attack
on the New Plaikiu airflaldv light damap and easuAlties resulted on
22 Aprxdl. On 18 MWy Soo Tran airfield ms fired upon by 82-ra,
mortaw and1 75= fRU; losses iniluded owe aircraft destroyed &And mize
othersIighxtay damagsd. A frienfl~y reaction force ws dispatchoe,
zesulting in 41 V0 kiled. arA five captaxed. On 22 J~une the VC
attaaked. the ai,%ase at Soc Twtmq for the sixth time in rame untha,

* wvith an astdmat3d 20 rounds of 75--m RR fi.", three O-IE's were
dama-ed, -ate URIUI destrqedo 16 UMiDlat daxngedo &M three US vwordado
The VC again bit BixL Thuy alrbaso on 7 JalJy with an estimated 40
,=n* of 81.= mo~tur casualties were one US AP killed and, four US
vwiniad. One B-43 va c35twe~yds, a±,2i -w %L439wzel owCr ware

4?dME2 -;kOr-I!.%-" -



damaged. Againot as in the case of the 20 Februar~y wtack on B11h
Thuyl the base was warned aesad of tim that an a~ttack vdas to take
place 325

(G) In at attack on 22 Muy, tUs VC at~t&ved the QUAMg Ngai ati..
field vith 81-anm motar firel five VS kosldled and one voun3od Onx
23 Ju2y in Qua.rg Nam Pz'ovice the VC attackod NAr'be Mountain air
facility, Da Nar and the riaw ho-spital located ad~soont to the base
stith appro~dLuatey 30 z'our-do of Bi-= mor'tar. Casatat~es vem 17
wouuied from the hospital, ton from. the airbase. A~i'czuft damaged
inwluded mine 0lE's,, tbree UIA (Otter) thww. UH-IDfs,, two UL1Ets,
tbxee TR-IB's, two UJ..Als (Beavers) and one ML3'* On 28 A~uat the VC
attacked the Vinh Long uixtield Twith seven irwmIs of 75.m~ IM ZIs,p
damaging mmrevelsi~copterse Fw~r US vere kdIed ard 61 vounded in a
3 September' attzack on the uiipport area of Camp RSadc1~f (let Car Div)

more amag d o etroyed in this attack.-

(C) Iin3icatiow vere tbat the VO/WA var) Wiamnn to ±nrezea the
wnber of attacks agaimst airfieds in the RVR# Intelli~gence repor'ts
from Il, =9 and IV Corps reflooted that the NOC bad 3peoIifoal2.y
targted airfields at TSNo Bien Hou., Da Nameg kne~e )iounta~ze.Vuze Taut
Binh M1~Y, Fleika and Long An* The reports irxiioated that these &Attck
right. be in retsULia.on, for the bombIg of t h niadNapog~1
stompg .iam±l±ties by US air~zfb on 29 Jus.~

(C) Three detaled maps af u. Da Hmg airase *vore aiwz .rr'ed dvz.L.A
sivhof a h.7ase, in Da, Nang in 7.tia Sepxtember. Tho mo~st dotgAled map

shawad all buildirgs "n r~uds oxi the baseus " ell as the %=v~v~irg
amga and vas keyed vith 40 uiwbex'e and does-rIpf~ors of =uh key arw~
as the VNA bodquartwe~e oam=nioatinw t,%ws- flight 'lme, and alert
orm'w qu~arters. Doo~immmts and captives indicated Da Hang* Chu L i., and
TSN as targets for destracioton at &ll costs X=C J2 believed that an
attack on these bames if timad to coineide with major contact th
116ldP c.wuld rectioe and cdiazuiPt frlwIendl ralatibn Capablities.

(C) on 21 September' Chun Lai airfIAl mecimea approximatel t5
to 30 rounds of mrzta~r fire-, 16 US more vrWo~ne wAn eight siroitft ,iero
damaged. Tho next day Hunacn airfield m~s attacked vith &n estizatedI 2O..a-30 ronnie of 6QI. Dortax fire* siwfl azzom ard ..utmatic, weapons.
Owe US uis kIlled and 25 vmx~ 15 &ir~vtft won damag*A Iai this
attaok. On 18 Oatober ;z urkam =ziber ef VC ftred =&Ul azus, met
off olayoore mines and ).suwhe grenades in-,* the 173C1 Anm Ede bass
weax Bien U.Two US were killaed 12 =oudad$ ard one UIBB

(C) TSIN ai1*asls w~s attAeked e9gain on 4 Decambarl an estimated 35
VC ponetrated tUs perimeter aid attaciced the base with small aa and

PA _ N.
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mevaz firs.~ The results. of this attack vere three WS idnea,
29 US and tu'o Vietmamese vcmnWe. Five C.471 s# one C-121 # wo E36-571so
two 1W.10i'so four P~~Jtse ow RFJ.4c ama three W-.30Ws wei-a dazzad.
The VO lost 31 Idied aizd four eaptuireds along id.th their weapon~se
The. CW, =zmd up the attack on TON in the fofl vir±g rt "brut
ef highly' successful gro~ut1 oper'ationis box-me b SArFreit
closs air saapport framished by the 'US Ary.t"33

(S) CCWSMACV reporbed to the Mission Couxtl on .5 December
that from the VC point~ of view the attack on TSN had been a dismal
frilur3 &Aix an expensive efforb for the ozmmistse The reaction
by the defenbxg foroes had been e~uelert, and1 BrtilJe1 andi air
str~kea vere rapid. CMMMMAC beli±eved that the reason them. had
not been graatez' attacks ums dwi to the MSS5 and Special. ER%*h
Police,, vh* had bee pickirg up members of terrozists and other'
dlements of the 'IC Infritmioturee C0ZWSMAN stated that vWile
efforts toward groater 3ecua'ity mast oontinmet he did not shaze
the cor~arn &zpressed by others in the Mission. He felt that the
03 wa gettixg on top of the situzation. and1 that TSK -had actmally
proved to be a setback to the CIC no aircraft had boen * ~ d
ard those dwagagd vould be operaIou by

(S) BweAusa of the V(C.Irttated mortar attacks on fri.endly
installations #n the latter paut of 1966t and i niciatiore that the

level an fequeray of thisn type of attack v.ouAd imveasip CW0MMC
on 31 Dwamber i$66 dixeted instaL~lation of a better syst.m to
pý*vA4e v&=bM of e6iv activity. C0!4RMI(T~ reqsquet d.eelopeent
of a soimda deteoto-60 Mich as the Ssmffia device, to pov~ide the

wm~g He~ emsiond ewp3joir the deteetoro in
"dmag8 pI~ Wroxiately 3,1000 Aterd in radius, "VAro frioafly
1,~tioust tidth the. datectors aquitored at a siz~le stationi
vithin ewoh porimatero QMWM=~' requested MWM assistame In
epedfitg San uaVVUtIU Of t410 COMOPto USi~g that, it th&
comapt proved feaciblaq hiMgh priority be & "U ~ hedu~o.
most# teatix, and procuzeat of, a suitable devioe.3-
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35. Report (S), PA2 4 Jan 67, Subj: Aivy Buildup Progress Report.

36. Msg (S), CINCPAC 132346Z Apr 66, Subj: Additional Free World
Militax Forces to RVN (U).

37. Msg (C)s CINCPAC 012337Z May 66, SubJ: Additiomal Free World

NMilitary Assistance Forces to RVN (U).

38. Free World Military Assistance Highlights (S), MACFMOA 9

Apr 66; Msg (S), USDA0 281045Z Jul 669 Subj. NATO/Greek Aid
to vistnrn; nibtel (S), The Hagueq 190940Z Aug 66, Subjt
Visit of Hilitary Cbstervers to Vietnam; Msg (3).9 CINCPAC to
COMMACV$ 140028Z Sep 66. Subj3 Visit of Japsaese 3DF
Military Ob~servation Group (U); Meg (S)o dOWSH~ACV HACJ032
toCINCPAC, Subij Visit of Jawnese 3D? Military Cbear-
"vatioz Group.

39. Hinutes of the Mission Council Meeting (S),, 6 Aug 66.

40. Mag (S), CUMPAC 0808= Aug 66b Ebtel (S), Saigon 2934,
8 Aug 66.

41. Has (3), CC*U)HACV 29204,9 21. Aug 66, Subj: KANZUS Force
(U); &btel (3), Wellington 8-1882-B, 16 Aug 66, Subj:
Viet•nm C Force.

42. Weg (S), CIMCPAC 28234Z Aug 66, Subj: KANWS Force (U)

43. MHg (XS), CINCPAC 242348Z Sep 66j, Subjt KANZS Force (U);
DF (TS), HACJ5, 23 Nov 66, Subjs Monthly History (Oct 66$.

44. Me CINCPAC 052IN,,7 Ott 66, Subj: British Gurkha I-gado
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45. Nag (S), COWiSMACV 46049, 17 Oct 66, subi: British Gurkha
Brigade (C); Staff Conference Notes (S), 18 Oct 66; MNg (S), DIA
3428, 23 Nov 66.

46. Mqg (S). SECSTATE 08210Z, 8 Jan 66, Subj: Additional
Korean Forces SVN,

47. kibtel (S)q Seoul, 060552Z Feb 66, Msg (S), SECSTATS 182319Z
Feb 66; Msg (3S) CG[USKCA 290550Z Jan 66, Subj: Additional
RCK Forces.

48. Embtel (S), Seoul, 220805Z Feb 66, Subj: ROK Forces for RVN
(U); MHg (S), COSMoRM 010717Z Oct 66; Mbte1 (C), Seoul
5-2734-Bý, 21 War 66, Subj: Troops for RVN.

49. Nag (TS)q CHKMAW Seoul, 200845Z Mar 66, Subj: RCE Force
Structure (U).

50. Hsg (TS)2 SECDEF 12032OZ Feb 66$ Subj% Additional Korean Sap-
port and Service Forces for SVN; MNg (T$), CCMISKCaq, 134.0915Z
Feb 669 Subj 9  Additional RCK Forces to RVN (C); Monthly Histor-
ical Report (S), MACJ4, 24. Apr 66; Mbtel (S), Seoul 200855Z
Jun 66,

S51. Mabtel (S), Seoul .228, 6 May 66, Subj: RCE Troops for Vietnam;
Saigon ZI& New, 27 My 66.

52. Xsg (W)9 C•WSMOV 07338, 8 Mar 66, Subj, Cczmad ROlations.

53. Ksg (S), CD I.Fr VCEV 1M53Z k: 66.

54. MsS (TS), COOUSMLCV 17917, 25 Hay 66, Sub3j: CY 67 Force Roquire-
ments; Fsg (TS), CMUMMRA. 080621Z jul 66., Subjs Additional
Forces to Vieucam; Nag (TS. CI•CARPAC, l9wIm0l Jul 66,
SRbju Additiomnl RO1 Forces to Vietnam 4U.

55. He5 (TS)s. C MAOCV 2514, 21 Jul 66v Subjt Additional RCK
Forces to Viet= (U); Ltr (S), COW SWACV, 24 Jun 66.

56. Memo for M.x. Chadburn. US &basy (s), 00123s 9 Tab 66, Subj:
Evaluaticn of R0K Forces (S); BriefLng (r). MACV Staff to
COWSJACV, 24 May 66.

56&. 1168s (M), ACJ42-SU,, 100830Z Sep 66; 041221Z Nov 66i,

57?. Ng (S), CINCPAC to CC1US4ACV 032331Z Dec 66, Subj: ROK
Activities in RVN (U); Msg (SI, CakUSMACV to CINCPAC, RDSD
52072, 5 Dec 66, Subj: RCK Activities in RVU (U).
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58. General Westmor.land'. distoriml Briefing (TS), 6 Nov 66;

Nsg (M), SECDEF to CINCPAC, 9695, 6 Dec 66, Subj: Subsistence
Support of RCKV (U); CWSKW MA to COWSMACV, UK 56951, 8
Dec 66, Subj: Korean C~ibat Ration (U); CHUS&CV to CO(US-
KQ tA, 52779, 10 Dec 66, Subj: Korean Combat Rations (U);
CINCPAC 24022OZ Dec 66, Subjz Subsistence Support of RW2FV
(U).

59. Embtels (C), Seoul 2589, 13 Nov 66, SubJ: RUCi Contribution
to Vietnam; Seoul 2719, 18 Nov 66, Subj: Korean Logistics
Service Corps for Vietnam; Saigon 10960, 15 Nov 66, Subjt
RCK Contribution to Vietnam; Hag (S), CINCPA0 082204Z Dec
66, Subj: Additional Korean Non-4litaz7 Participation in
Vietnam; Ltr (C), HACJ42•-•S, 29 Dec 66, Subj% Korean Logistic
Service Corps (M 7C (C),; Meg (S), CINCPAC 240201Z Dec 66,
Subj: Korean Logistic Service Corps (C); Hag (C), CCIfSKOR3A,
UK 57022, 20 Dec 66s, ftj: Korean Logistic Serve Corps
(KSC) (c).

60. DF (S), Chf -WMAOO 32 Dec 65, SubJ. Additional Australian
and Now Zealand Military Forces; Embtal (S), Canberra, 15
Dec 65; Xsg (TS), C3ICPAC 060330Z, 14r 66.

61. Briefing CS), HACJ3 to GCUM.%ACV, 12 M-Ar 66, Subj: Australian
Brigade (U); Interview (TS), Col R. J. Cook, .*FM.AO, by Capt
Collier, MHB, 19.ftr 66.

62. Free Wor3l Hilitari Assistance Historica. Suw" for Mothsn
of February and March 1966 (s), 20 .vp 66.

63. msg (S), UcNuseCv 19836, 10 Jun 66, Subj: O(.ati, &al Cotrol
ofI IATF (U).

64. Hag (TS), CINCPAC 27225(Z Apr 66; Hag sTS), C(HUSHACV 14750,
29 Apr 66; lbag (TS),q CINCPAC 06005l4Z Hay 66; Haeg (TS)p
SSTATE. 172235Z PAy 66; All Subj3: Australian Aircraft
Sqdn for So (1).

65. M. (s), 0ACF'"M0, '31,Aug 66, Subj: Additioral AustrelinTroop (s).

66. 1bg (S), JCS 1502, 15 Dec 66, Subj: Possible Australian Con.
tribution to IWWA (U); Emte3. (S)j, CarbemT 3103s, 15 Doec 66;
Hag (s), COMCV 53497 16 Dec 66, Subj: Possible Australian
Contribution to PFWA (US; 14sg (S), SECSTATE 10=7,. 24 Dec 66,
Subj: •A-Incrsed Australian Assistance.
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67. General Westmoreland's F13torical Briefing (VS)1 1 Feb 66, 26
Feb 66. abtel (s) Wellington 44, 8 Mar 66, Subj: NZ Aid to
Vietnam; Pubtel (US, Wellington 49, 26 MAr 66, Subj- = In..
creased Aid to Vietnam,

68. Hag (S), USDAO Wellington 4s9, 30 Sop 66, Subj: COS xew Zealam
Visit SEA (U).

69. Nsg (S), SECSTA 092245Z Apr 66.

70. Hog (s), CCPAC 170604Z Nay 66, Subj: Phil Aid to Vietnam (U);
Na• Ss), C•,USKA.AV 17552, 21 May 66, Subi: Phll Aid to Vietnam
(u ;ag (s•, CHJUS FIL 5-2197-B, 19 May 66, Subj: PWI Aid
to Vietnam (U).

71. Saism Wk ews., 5 Sep6,

.72. Staff Study (C)p NACF~MAO 30 Jun 659 SubJ: Location of ths
Shil3ppp~e Civic Action GrouP; Miasion Council Action Xowandna
No. 82 (S), 7 Jun 66;- MGR (8) a N Rouasio, 10Jun 66, Wub:
Hasting with 1:0DO GVN (U).

73. KS9 (S)j CHJUSX4PHr4I, 8020Z Jun 66, Subja Visit to VN; D?'
(ol Chief MACmO, I Jul 66, SUbj.- Departure of W G. V.

!74. botel (S), KwI 6Mp, 16 Dee .c--75. H (TS) , SJTATE 071235Z Feb 66.6/SbV.tb

• 78. Free World Kilitarr Aesistance Hi~torical Sunr for Months of

May 66s SubJ,. Assigrment of C-123 Air, raft to RTAF in RVN, PFeeWorld Assistance H2ghlight, l6riod 17-23 Jul 66 (C), 23 5L 66.

79. Free World Kilitary Assitance Hitorical Sumay for Month of

April, Ray, June 1966 (S), 17 jul 66; Interview (S), LTO %Laii,
HACM0, 1 A a, , 15 Sp 66.
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80. Msg (S), COMUSMACTHAI, O1O1OZ Aug 663 Msg (S), C41USMACV 26787
3 Aug 66; Msg (S) CGUS4ACTi{AI, 101030Z Aug 66; All Subjs:
Funding of Thai Forces in RVN (U).

81. Embtel (C), Bangkok 12-105, 1 Dec 66, Subj: Thai Military Assis-
tance to Vietnam; Eibtel (C)p Ban&*-k 12-3437-B, 30 Dec 66.

82. Embtel (C), Madrid 29, 4 Apr 66, Subj: Spanish Aid to Vietnam.

83. Nsg (U), SWSTATE 8-393-Ba 4 Aug 66, SubJ: Spanish MRdical
Mission.

84. NFR (TS), MACJ03, 5 Jun 66, SubJ: Briefing - Measures to
Achieve Dynamic Progress (U); Staff Study (S) MACJ14, 9
Jun 66, SubJ: General Nobillzation of RVN (C,; 1(sg (C), MAkqf1,
131230Z Oct 66.

85. Memo (S), CC(•4USACV, 15 Jan 66, Subj: Mobilization of the
RVN (c).

86. MACV Command History tiTS), 1965; Ms9 (S)9 CO&USHACV 26599,

2 Aug 66, Subj: RVNAF% Force lavels (U).

87. Ltr (S)-, CCJSN•CV, 30 Jun 66.

88. June Iistorical Sumary fTS), HACJG Dr (3), RAWII3, 3 Jul
66ý Subj: RVNAF Force Structure (U); Utr (S), C# CO , ACV to
LTO Vien, 30 Jun 66; MR (S), HAGJO3. 5 Jul 66p Subjz Brif-
ing - Adniiral Sharp (U).

89. Interview (S), MAJ Hamer, RACJ311 by Haj Cwran, NRa, 25
Aug 66; Report~ (TS), HAWO; 2') Oct 66p Zubj: J3 Historical
Su-Ar. for Sep 66.

90. MFR (S), KACJO3, 5 Jul 66, Subjt Briefing - Admiral Sharp (U);
Ltr (C)s MACJI 0360, 3 mar 66, Subj: Selected Personmel Data

aVNAF (U).

91. Ltr (1), COL Prugh, lMACVSJA to OL 0 i, 9'al JGS, U may 65 ; Memo
(U),) PACJA, 19 Jun 66, Subj: Deser.tLn Control.

92. MAC i Historical .&Szry, (S)X July, 20 Aug 66; Yemo (U), MACfl,
1 Dec 66., Subj: Newspaper Article by Fred S. Hofften.

92a. Ltr (FOUO), KACJ.4, 26 Jul 66, Subj: Desertion Coatroi.

93. X--no (U), MACJ-J,, 30 May 66, Sub': Punishmnt of Deserters;

M-R (S), NAGJ031, %.d., S..': SfatP - S Jul 65.
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94. Meg (S), CCOJSMACV 18514, 30 May 669 Subj: RVNAF Desertion

95. Mmo (U)., MACJi4, 16 Dec 66, SubJ0 Hiring of Deserters and Draft
Evaders.

96. MHg (S)2 CG4USMACV 26599, 2 Aug 66p SubJ: RVNAF Forces Levels (U).

97. Memo (S), MACJ03p 11 May 66, SabJ: Command/Staff Conference Memo
No. 66-30 (U),

98. neg (s), caIMACV o9286, 24 Mar 66, Subj: ARVN Strengths (U);
Msg (S), COMSMACV 5260, 4 May 669 Subj: Strengths of ARVN
Infantry Battalions (U); Peronnel Status Reports (MACV Form 301),
28 Feb 66.

99. Mag (S), CCMUSMACV 16295P 12 May 66, SubJ: Regimental Reconnaissance
Company (U);. Interview (S), LTC Reeder. MACJI3 Force Structure,
by MAj Curran, MHB, 20 Aug 66.

100. Ltr (C), MAC.3'1, 1 Nov 66; Meg (s)$ CCMUSNACV 48531, 6 Nov 66
and 50931, 26 %1ov 66, Subj: RVNAF Force Levels (U); Ltr (S),
CMKUSMACV, MACJ311 to LTG Vien, 7 Nov 66; Memo (TS), MACJO3,,
14011-66, 2 Nov 66, Subj; Cosand/Staff Conference Action
No. 66-77; Msg (S), CCMUSMkCV 48674, 7 Nov 66, SubJt Activation
of ARVN Battalions (U).

101. 's'g (S)q CGI MFORCEV, A-1489. 1 Nov 66, Subj: Activatim.i of
ARVN Battalion (U)- Ltr (S), COWVSMACV, 7 Nov 66, Subj: Not
statqd; Msg (S.., CGUSMACV, MACJ311. to CG I FFCRCEV, 2 Jan
"67, Subjic Activation of ARVN Battalion (U).

102. Msg (S)q CUSMACV 48478, 5 Nov 66. SubJ: RVNAF Unit Survey;
Msg (S), CG I FFORCEV A-19299 6 Dee 66, SubJx RVNAF Unit Survey;
Meg (3), CG III MAF., 070746Z Dec 66. Subj: FPM!AF Unit Survey;
Ms (S), SA IV CTZ NC-31490ý 6 Dec 66, Subj: RVNAF Unit suvy
(U);Msg (S), CO 5th SFGA, C56329% 21 vov 66, Subj-. RVNAF Unit
Survey.

103. Monthly Historical Summary (C), MACJi, 2 May 66.

104o Interview (C), MAJ Wallace, S3, FF/FF Adv Dot by MAJ Latimer,

14HB.

105. MFR (U), SA for RF/F', 22 Apr 66, Subj2 RF/PF Discussion
with GEN Westmoraland; Interview (U), CPT Parker, Operations and
Organization Advisor RF/PF Adv Det, by MAJ Curran, MHB, 22 Au. 66.
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106. Ltr (C), RACJ311, 5 Sep 66; Memo (C), The Dop Amb, 15 Sep 66,
Subj: Reorganization of RF/PF; Memo (C), MACJ31S, 28 Sep 66,
Subj: Reorganization of RF/PF (U); Report (TS), 1ACSj, 20 Oct
66, SubJ: J3 Historical Summary (Sep 66); Memo (C), Ministry
of Defense RVN No. 22997, 21 Sep 66, Subj: Determining the
Mission and Authority of the Deputy Chief of Pacification and
Territorial Security.

107. Embtel (S), Saigon 9475., 28 Oct 66; Staff Conference Notes (S),
28 Oct 66; Meg (S), CO9USMACV to CINCPACq 48588, 7 Nov 66p SubJ:
Organization of Constabulary SVN (S); Msg (C), CINCPAC 120017Z
Nov 66, Subj: Organization of Constabulary- Interview (U), LTC
Hanket, J5. by CPT Wilson, 23 Jan 67; DF (S), MACJ5 to MHB, 22
Mar 67, SubJ: Draft 1966 Command History.

108. MFR (S), MACJ33, 7 Sep 66, Subj: Report of the later-Agency
"Roles and Missions" Study Group.

109. USMA(V Command History (TS), 1965.

110. Interview (C), MAJ Bakerp J3 5th SFM 1z Detq by MAJ larimer,
MIB, 31 Mv 66; Msg (S), DSA II Corps,. 150530Zq 13 Jul 66,
Subj: Establishment of CIDG Camps; Interview (S), SGT Harper,
Det 355, In Det 5th SFGMA by MAJ Ourran, NuB, 22 Aug 66; Memo'
(U)0 MAC-RF/PFq 1 SO,3 66, SubJ: Status of Payment of RF Con-
vertees at Buon Ea Yang, Plei Do Liam and An Phu.

1ii. USMAOV Command Hi3tory (TS), 1965; Staff Conference Note• (S),

28 Oct 66; Ltr (C), MACJI, 0360, 3 Mar 66, SubiJ Selected
Personnel Data, RVNAF (U).

112. Nag (S), CINCPACFLTa 072314Z Jun 66o SubJ: A-I Aireraft
Aesets (U); Msg (S)X CINICPAC to JCS, 152300Z Jun 66, Subj:
A-I Aircraft Replacement (U).

113. Neg (S), 0rAXPAC to JOS, 072112Z May 66.

114. Hag (W), CINCPAC to JCS, 15230OZ Jun 66, 3ub3j A-I Aircraft4
Replacemant (U).

215. Ibid.

116. Hag (S), JCS to CVCPAC, 0416522 May 66, Subjt A-I Aircraft
Replacement (U).

U17. Meg (S)W CINCPAC, 09N0OIZ Jul 66, SubJ: A.-I Deployment to
Thailand (S); Yog (S)4 CGWSiAQV, I@4l7Z Ju- 66, zubj: A-lE
Deployment (U).
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118. Ca0NAVFCRV Monthly Historical Summaries (C), Jan-Dec 66.

119. Fact Sheet (C), CO1NAVFORVs Dec 66$ Subj: Yabuta Junk Program.

120. Msg (TS), CCHJSMACV to CINOPAC, 311602Z Oct 66, Subj: Concept
for use of RVNAF Forces; Interview with CED Hopper, NAVFORV, by
WCDR McAlevy, MHB, Feb 67; DPC Rpt AO1-4/4 (S)s Subj: Regular
Forces Strength by Grade, 31 Dec 66.

"121. Ibid.

122. USMACV Command History (TS), 1965; DF (C), MACJ31, 13 Jan 67,
Subj: Status of 6th Mar Bn, VNMC Bde; Interview (C), LTC R.
T. Kanep Asst SMA, by LTC Alford, NHB, Dec 66.

i23. Ibid; Nsg (C), MACJI, 300901Z Dec 66; Fact Sheet (C), NAVA&P

(Mar), 14 Jan 67, Subj,1 Vietnamese Marine Corps.

124. Quarterly Historical Summary (U), MACV Tug Dir, 20 Apr 66.

125. Ltr (U), HQ MACV, 29 Jun 66, Subj: Policy for Developomt
of FY 1968 ARVN/RF/PF Offshore Schools Program; DF (C), Dir 'Tg
Dir to MHB, 20 Mar 67, SubJs Draft 1966 Command History; MACV
Dir 551-4, MAC MAPF 30 May 66, Subj: Foreign Nationals---t.l±-
zation of Foreign Personnel Trained by the US Goverment.

126. Quarterly Historical Summary (C), MACV Tng Dir, 22 Jul 66;
Interliew (U), MAJ Hough, Ch, Offshore Schools Division, Tug
Dir, by MA gQurran, )I!B, 9 Aug 66, Subj.* Offshore Schools
Program.

:27. MFR (C): MACJ03s 2 Jul 66, Subjý Conference - National 1raining
Center (U).

128. Irterview (C), MAJ Hough, Tng Dir, by MAJ Curran, M•MB 31 Aug 66;
DF (C), Dir .Tk Dir to MWD, 20 Mar 67, Subj. Draft Command History.

129. Mission Council Action Memorandum No. 142, (S), 30 Nov 66, SubN:
Minutes of the Mission Council Meeting, 28 Nov 66.

130. Briefing (U)s NACJl4 to CC)USMACV, n.d., &ubJ: RVNAF Command
Leadership Program; Mag (TS), CaMUSHACV 45412, 13 Oct 66, SubJ:
Military Plaraxiug and Operationis in SWN (S)6

131. General Westmoreland's Historical Briefing (TS), 8 Oct 66;

Fact Sheet (U), HACJI4, 17 Mar 67, SubJt RVNAF Command Leader-
.ihip Program; Ltr (U), C0C1•XACV to Chief JGS, IIACJ4.4 29 Dec
66, Briefing (U), MACJ14 to Ca{USMkCV, 9 Dec 66, Subj: RVNAF
(kzýnd Leadership Program.



13UA. Fact Sheet (U), MACJl4, 17 Mar 679 Subj: RVNAF Command leader-
ship Program; "Manifesto of the Eighteen," addressed to Pres Diem,
26 Apr 60; Herman Kahn, Look 9 Aug 66, p. 31.

131B. Fact Sheet (U), MAC J14, 17 Mar 679 Subj: RVNAP Caumand Leader-
ship Program.

"132. Ltr (S), BG Phong to WS Tillson, 17 May 66, Subj: Deployment,
Redeployment of Troops.

133. Ltr (S), WG Tillson to BG Phong, 24 May 66.

134,. Ibid.

135. Fact Sheet (U), Joint Operations Divisica of COC, n.d., Subjt
Change of Capital Military Region to Capital Military District
(U); Interview, ITO Redfield, USM JOD, COC, by MAJ Curran, MHB,
26 Aug 66.

136. Ltr (TS)' CINCPAC 000473, 16 Dec 65, SubJ: Reprogramed Phased
Force Requirements for CY 66 (U); Ch 1 (TS); 28 Dec 65 to Ltr
cited.

131. Msg.(S)g OG let Mar Div. 1 1f0415Z Jan'66p Subj: RIT Onie
Deployment (U); Meg (3), ADMMO FMFPAC,9 25044OZ Feb 66., Subj:
Deploymint of let 11ar Div (U); Meig (), CG FHFPAC, 260820Z'
Mar 66, Subj: Oyertional Control of Units at Chu Lai (U).

138. Ltr (TS), CINCPAC 000473s 16 Dec 65, SubJ: Reprogrammed Phased
Force Requirements for CY 66 (U); Ltr (TS), CINCFAC 00055, 12
Feb 66, Subj: CY 1966 Capabilities Program (U); Meg (C),
GCCUSMACV, 230846Z Jul 66, Subj: Weekly Strength Report VN (U);
Msg (S)9 CCKUSMACV, 280835Z Jul 66, Subj: Deployment of Marine
units (U).

139. Meg (TS)# CINCPAC, 240729Z Apr 66, Subj: Marine Deployments to
SwI (U)

140. Msg (C), JCS, U12358Z Mar 66, Subj: Deployment of Marine Units (U);
Meg (C), CCa48VTIHFLT, 27134OZ Mar 66, Subjt Derloyment of
Marine Corps Units (U); UMs (C), CCHUSMACV, 210803Z May 66, Subjs
Weekly Strength Report VN (U); Msg (C), CINCPAC 020300Z Apr 66j
Sub.i, Deployment of Marine Units (U); Mag (S), CTF 79, 010723Z
Jul 66, Subj: Deployment of VMFA 323 to RVN (U).

141. Msg (s), 0G III MAF9 131330Z Jul 66, Subj: Reevaluation of Farce
Requirents (U), MeRg (5) C(OScO, 241303Z Jun 66p Same Sub.
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1. DF. (Ts),.XACJ34, 20 Oct 66,, Subj: 3 HistoricalSummarys Sep 646.

143. DF (TS), MACZ3., 20 Nov 66j Subj: J3 Historical Summary, Oct 66.

3244. MACV Monthly Evaluation Report, Oct 66 (S); DF (TS). MACJ34, 2 Dec
66, Subj: J3 Historical Summary, Nov 66.

145. Ltr (TS), CINCPAC 000255, 18 Jun 66, Subj: CY 66 Adjusted Require-'
ments and CY 67 Requirements, Vol II (U); MNg (C), III NAF COG,
030915Z Jan 67, 3ubj: III NAF Order of Battle as of 2 Jan 67; Meg
(C)a MACJI, 310621Z Dec 66, Subj: Weekly Strength Report.

146. Rpt (TS)p USMACV Concept of Operations, Sep 65; USAFSEASIA/2d AD
OPLAN 1-65 (Ts),9 Sep 65.

147. Nsg (S), COMSMACV,9 070659Z Dec 65; Nag (TS), JCS, 161234Z Dec 65;
Rpt (S), Command Status 2d AD, Jan 66; USMACV Comad History (TS),
1965; Historical Rpt (18L MACJ3421., Dec 65, Jan 66; CINCPAC Comand
History (TS), 1965.

148. 'Rpt (S), Command Status 2d AD) Dec 65, Jan 66; MaM~AL (S), 'UMACV.,
Dec 65, Jan 66; Doc (TSS, USMACV Comand History (TS), 1965, Chap
II; Rpt (S), MONEVAL, MACJ3419 Jan, Feb, Mar 66; Mag (C), CwUSMACV,
210849Z Jan 66. Subj: TFS Deploments to RVY. (U).

149. Nsg (TS), CCttUSMACV .to CINCPAC, 231109Z Jan 66, Subj: A-1 Aircraft
for RVN (U).

150. Meg (TS), CINCPAC, 120'74Z Jan 66, Subj% Planning Conference,
Honolulu (0); Mag (TS), CCSMACV9 231123ZD.ec 65, SUbJ: Honolulu
Planning Conferance; Ksg (TS), CINCPAC, 120430Z Jan 66, Same
Subj: Ksg (S), Cat4USVACV'to GINCPAC, 2300W Jan 66, Subj•
Airfield and Port Construction.

151. Msg (TS)9 CINCPAC, 190653Z Jan 66. Doc (TS), CINCPAC, CY 66
Capabilities Program$ Feb 66,

152. Doe (TS), CINCPAC CY 66 Capabilities Program Feb 66.

153. Mag (S), COMUSMACV, 190210Z Jan 66, Subj: ARDF Rqts (C).

154. USMACV NMOEVAL (S); May 66; .General Westmoreland's Historical
Briefing (TS), 10 Jul 66; Msg (S) CCKUSHACV, 221 Z jan 66.
Subj: Group Air Defense Units (US

155. 1ero (C), MACJ02, 0158, 1 Feb 66, Subj: Allocation of 0-1
Aircraft (U); •Isg (8), CINVPAC, 260921Z Mar 66, Subj: 0-4/
U-17 Aircraft for RLWF (S); Rpt (S), HQ 7th AF Tac Eval Ctr
66/ll, 20 Sep 66p Subj: Evaluation of Visual Reccnnaissance
Program SVN (U).



156. DmbtS2. (S).. Bangkok, 28103.9Z Feb 66; USMACV 1{CZEVAL r"5),v Jun
6AStatus 30 Jun 66.

157. Memo (T3), JCS 7196,0 292014 Mar 66; K i (TS)s CINCTIC,
310657Z 'Mr 66; Mag (T-3)0 CQWUSMACV, 01'4b.5Z Apr 66, !3ubj:
Tacticil Rqts for SEASIA; ~O (Tv)., MOW~&,$ 00055,0 12 Feb
66; Wisg (TS)s CIEIPACs 310657Z Mar 56.

158. Nag (TS)$ CDJCPACv 0407041 Apr 66, Sujý Tactdoal Aircraft
Requirewn*is in SEASIk *4LU)j Hag -(TS)s JCS 7870o 06W21~1 Apr
66; Ref Don Tv, JCSM-21eM66 4 Apr 66S; Meg (TS)., JO~S t)
CINCPACs 06431/7- Apr 66, 6~ubj: Deployment Frog c'w to MSA~f
and Other PMAO!4 Areas (U)- Nag (TS)I, CXNCPAC,, COW1.7Z Apr 66,
Subj: Deployexit, Program to SEASIA (U); Meg (TS), 0CU~f4GI~V,
092-431Z Apr 66,, aubj: Deplo~ment Frbgram to SEASIA Na; ~ig
(TS)., CINCPACAF,. 091.358Z Apr 66,, Subj: Beddowin of VFWA~
Squadrons in SEASIA (U); Haig (TS), COTOPACFLT 092216.'4 wir
66, Subj: -Deployment Progr~am &F2ASIA (U); Mag (TS),
CINCPACO 200325Z Apr 66, Subj: 3eddown of USAF Squadrons
SEA (U)

159. Natg (TS),, CBUakV, 060089Z Ws 66, Subj: BeddoEVn of USb) F
Squadrons SEA (~I~terview (6)., VrG K. H. Muse, M-ACJ32,0
by LTC Stokes$, 7t'h May 66; Rptv (3), Co3mand Sttutu #0 uq
7th1 AF, Apr 66; &1- (s),, C(?USMACV,. O.514Z Apt366, Subj:
Additional FtMAF tS , (U). .Apr.66, 1Fb

160. Doe (TS), USMACV Forc* Requirements9 iontllultx Plan~ning 0onfoe. aces
-Hay-Jun 1966.

161. m g (s), CCPAC to JCS, 100328Z Jun 66., Sub' C-23 Spra7
Aircraft (M.

1628. Msg (TS), C SNACV 5690, 0713002 JulA 66; Hag (T i ACV
22267 s 29 Jun 66; ) sg (TS), CCUSMACV 20867, 18 46; H•ai
(TS)s COC OACV' 5960, 07130OZ Jul 66; ,Dg (o)s CroM W to
CINdOACe 18140MZ Jun 66; Hag (S), CINOUSMPACt 0to 1 JSARV,
202014Z Jul 66, Subj: Development of Detoailed Ju;tifcation
for A-aditional CV-2/7 SquadronAI (U); Hg (S) CIEPAC to JOS,
20=ZLZ Jul 669 Subj: Airoraft Shorbages (US; Mt¶ (S), CO()USHACV
HA-"3- 30 Jul 66, Sub:: Airlift Resources (U); Mag (S), 7th
A. to PAC, 021037Z Aug 66, Subj: Deployent of Units to SOn (U).

163. spt (C), C, USKAM ONVAL Ma 66; 0pt (C)o U6ACV Monthly Historical
S6. (ary, Jul 66;- pt (, UVMACV FaMe L, Aug ,- Sep 66.
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164. Joint StateDefense Message (C)3, 03015OZ Aug,66., Subj: KC-.AQ5
Qperations at Don Huang and Ta~khli; Meg (TS), CINOPAC to Jf7S,
05C4'30Z Aug 66p Subjt KC-.235 Aircraft Requirements (U);- Mrg
(S)$ CINCPAC to JCS, O9030Z Aug 66,p Subjt ARC UGHT So&ttie

IA auire.t (U); Meg (B)o CINCPAC to'JCS, 0901300Z Aug-6S Subj
.ARC LIGUT Sortie Requirements (U); Bubtel (3), Bangkok, l1flhZ
Aug 66,P Subj: UC-135 Aircraft Deploynants to.SE&SI (U'#

165. Meg (S), OCOUSNACMAI to JCS 020421Z Jan 67,, Subj: St,-engtha
Report Thailand;, Meg (S), COM(USCTHAI to CINOPAC,, 21r,750Z too
66, %ubj: Deployments; Embtal (8), Bangkok.. 23fl08Z Dec 66,9
Suba: fleploymnta; Meg (3), A)MS to CIXCPACp 23119OZ Dec 66j,
bubj: Replacement of HC-130H Aircraft-with KC-2301; Aircroft;
Mdtol (S),0 Bangkok, 270927Z Dec 66, Subj:. Thai Pilots.

166. xeg (s),, mcIPA.AF to 7th AF,, 23o42iz Dec 66s, Sub3:. Free World
kasistance; Has. (TS),s CINCPAG to CCZ4UW(CV,, 250011Z D~ec 66, subj:
Ai1Mtral14nn Cont~ribution to FWKAF; Meg (8), USAIF~A Canberra to
Q3A~p 260346Z Dec 66,, Subj: RAAF Canberra Squadron Deployments
to SVH; Mag (S)p COMUE24ACV to OINCPAC, 271W2.' DNo 66,, Subj:
Use of Third Country Melta in SVN; Meg (8), CENCPAC to JOS,
29064,cýZ Desc 66,, Subj: Use of Third Country Pi-ote in SW.,

167. Meg (S)s CflUOPACq 160038Z Dee 66,, Butj: IN-2 Baeing; Hag (S)s
CINGUSARtPAC to CC2UMUMCV, 250032Z Nec 66,, ;)ubj:.'C..7A'(CV-2)
Support for SMASIA; Hag (TS),p CWMACVUP'804M2 Dec,66,* Subj.,
C-7 Support for MEAMAi

1603. ýý (3); CII4CPAO., 1715ý9Z Dec 66# Su:) Cw."3O Deploy'ment to
S7,12,e (S), OCR~USHACVs 171455Z Noc 66, Subj- BIG M
Airoraft.; Nag (S)$ CINCPACI'LX to GflGPACp 292Q5M Dee 66s
Suhj: Navl Air Facility t,!hu la-i Requirements; Meg (S)o
CIMCPAC,. 252233Z %Ic 66,9 Subj ý Oer'loynt -of V4. Squadron
Detachmeat to U Tapao; Heg (S), CSAP to CTNOPACPF9 302005Z

~'c66 S~ibjl: Deplo~ient of YA' Psychol.otcal Oiperations;
Meg (CI, C(CHU~MMC to JOS,, 31(5~21Z Dec 66, uj Wel
3t 'ngth Report- Ksg (O)s CCaUSM0~ t-j CICPAU;A? 051615Z
Dee 66, Subj:. Suzm&ýy of ReaW2.te of VC Att~ack on TSN,* 4
Dec 66.

169, The material for Ud~e section is derived fxw the CCMNVF(1RY
tHonthly Historical Summaries and CC!4USMACV~ HC2VALS; other
sources are incb~iduafll identified.

1770. Hsg (TS), (Pers),0 0o~nsra.. W83t~oreland to AMH Sharp,
OM/62OZ Jul 66.



171. Briefing Fact Sheet for Hon Cyrus Vance (TS), 29 Mar 661
Meg (TS), CINCPACFLT, 312128Z Mar 66; General Westmoreland's
Historical Briefing (TS), 21 Feb 66.

172. Mag (Ts), CCWSMACV, 3M50z Jan 66; Meg (Ts), COZUMaCV,
030615Z Feb 66; Msg (TS), CINCPACFLT, 040518Z Feb 66; mRg'
(TS), COWUSNAOV, 230737Z Jan 66; Me.• (TS), Afl4IN CINCPACFLT,
132231Z Feb 66; Msg (Ta), CCUSMACV, 150747Z Feb 66.

173. Msg (TS), CINCPAC, 190533Z Feb 66; Meg (TS)s CINCPAC 030615Z
Feb 66; Heg (TS), CC1USMACV, 080300Z Feb 66; Msg (TSS, CINOPACFLT
040518Z Feb 66; Nag (TS), COWMUCV, 030615Z Feb 66.

174. Monthly Historical Report (TS), MACJ3, Mar 66; Meg (TS),

CINCPACFLT, 220538Z Mar 66.

175. Mag (C), CHNAVADVGRP, 221144Z Mar 66.

176. Ltr (S), CGIUSNACV, MAC3797, 31 May 66, Subj: Interim Operations
in the Mekong Delta (C).

177. Ibid.

178. M (S), Ca($•MACV 00935, 29 Kay 66.

179. FR, MACJO3, 11 Jun 66, Subj: Deployment (U). Mission Council
Action Memorandum No a4 (S), 15 Jun 66, Subj: Minutes of theMission Council Meeting, 13 Jun 66.

180. Aeg (3), NCC, 3 Jun 66, Subj- Piaster Savings (U); Hsg (S)4
CCWJSMACV, 091505Z Jun 66, SubJ: DOD Piaster Spenwig FT 67
(U).

181. Honolulu Force Requirements Conference (TS), Jun 66.

182. MsHa (TS), JCS, 0•0O3Z Jul 66, SubJ: River Assault Groups (RAWte)
(U)|; Kg (TS), MACV 20867, 18 Jun 66; Hag (TS), CJXCPACMLT, 092217Z
Jun 66, SubJ: Mekong Delta Mobile Afloat Forces (U).

183. Msg (TS), C(HUSMACV, O21157Z Jun 66, Subj: Deployment of the 9th
Inf Div; Mag (S), CMSMACV, 1=155Z Jul 66, SubJ: River Assault
Groups (RAG's) (U).

184. Reg (TS), CNOP.AC, 162250Z Jul 66, Siibj: River Assault Groups

185. C.•MSMACV Planning Directive 4-66 (S), 1 Aug 66, Subj% Operations
in the Delta (U).
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!86. CONUSMACV Planning Directive 7-66 (S), 24 Aug 66o SubJ: Comand
Relations for Riverin6 Operations in SVN (U).

187. Memo (S), to Ambassador Lodge from Lansdale, Subj: Talk with
General Thang, 4 Sep; Minutes (S) of the Vdswun Counoi. Meeting,
5 Sep 66;. General Westmoreland's Historical Briefing (TS)p 1 Sep 66.

188. MNg (8), CýO IBPAC to CGUSCONARC, 241835Z Sep 66j Interview LT

Z. H. Greene, N Yokoauka, by 1CDR McAlevy, 301, Fab 67.

189. SECDEF Briefing (s), 12 Oct 66.

190. Msg (S), CCSMACV to CINCPAC 23146 Nov 66, dubj: Deployment of
Battalion Task Force (U); MNg (C)- .CCIUW-VAC to DCOG USARV, 260447Z
Nov 669 Subjt Deployment. of US Forces to IV CTZ (S); COSAWCV
Memo (S), to Amb Lodge, 8 Dee 66; CCWSKACV Planning Directive 11-66
(S)s MACJ44, 1 Dec 66.

191. 1sg (S), CO II FFOR"EV, 040a?05Z Dec 66, Subj: Deployment of US
Forces to IV CTZ (S); ,Ms (s), .-C(•NVFCRV, 070358 Dec 66., Subj:
Liaison Requirements for Riverine Operations in IV CTZ (S); Meg
(S), COHNAVF0RV to OG II FFORCEV, 090301Z Dec 66, Subj: 'Base Ap
Go Dau (U);- Meg (S), CCMVA~FQWV to CINCPACFLT 100632Z Dec 66,
Subj: RIVFWT ORE Deployments and Support (US; Hag (S), C00OAV.V .
to CQ1RVPACj 180909Z Dec 66, Subj: Deplyment of. Fgrces to IV'
CTZ (U).

192. Mog (C), CognACV to CG USAv 17o=OZ Dec 66,Subjs: Deploymont
of Forces to IV CTZ (U),

193. Nsg (s), CoiAmJucv to CG 11 FF1CK o V2o-t1-=Dec 661.
$ubjt Deployment of Forces to IV CTZ (U).

194. )emo (C), MACJ4, 31 Jan 66, Subj: Relocation of US Military Poiu-
lation from Saigon/Cholon Complex.

195. DF (C), MACJI, 20 Apr 66, Subj- Stntus of Studies on Militaz7
Population in Saigon.

196. Ltr (C), CCHUSMACV, 2 May 66, Subjt Acquisition of Facilities

for Use as Billets.

197. General Westmoreland's Historical Briefing (TS), 26 Apr 66..

198. General Westmoreland's Historical Briefing (TS), 3 May 66; HFR
(C),'KACJOO, 6 XaV 66, Subj: Meeting with Piim Minister 1,
1100-1130 hours# 6 My 66.



199. MCIV Dir 210-3 (U)W, 6 May 66, Subj: Blleting Policy.

200. Msg (C)a C(1USMACV, Ii1709Z Apr 66, Subj: Assigned Billets.

201. Nq ) JCS 2682-66, 1419OZZ May 66; Meg (TS), CflCPAC
124316Z May 66.

202. Mug (S), CC!4USMACV, 200640Z May 66, Subj: Plans and Progress
for Relocating Personnel and Units from Saigon.

203. Memo (U)s AXME Saigon to COWMUSMCY, 20 Aug 66; DF (U),9
MACJ42-XS, 2 Dec 66, Subjs Reduction o2 Contractors,

2104. General Westaoreland's Historical Briefing (TS), 1 Sep 66)
Msg (W) OCCUSMACV, 150440Z Sep 66-, Subj: Reduction of
US Military Personnel in the Saigon/Cholon Area (U).

.205. Coimand/Staff Conference Notes (W), 4 Nov 66; DF (S), MACJI,
21 Oct 66; DF (s), MACJi,9 23 Nov 66, Subj: Commnd Historical,
Program; Fact Sheet (C), XACJ42, nd., (Jan 67), SubJ: Project
MOOSE History, Aug-Dec 66.

206. DF (S)s MACJi, 21 Oct 66# Subj:. Cozand Historical Program
Sep 66.

2Q7 Mg (TSs) CJCS .1913o 9 Apr 669 Subj: 81 ackm ketings Ecnoi
Tmpact (U); Msg (S), C0IUSMACV, MAC2869, 12 Apr 66, Subj:
BlackImrketing Impact (U).

2L8. DFTs (S), MACJi 22 Nov 66 and 21 Jan 67, Subj: Comnand Historical

Progream; Msg (C%, ARM Saigon II8l, 240600Z Dec 66.

209. Msg (C), AMM, Saigon .4181, 240600Z Dec 66.

210. MACV Dir 28-2 (U), 3 Dec 64, Subj: R&R Out-of-Country.

411.. Hag (S),'C(ZUSMACV 05L25Z Jan 66, Subi, R&I Program (U); Meg (s),
CINCPAC 122200Z Jan 66, Subj: MACV Cut-of-Country R&, Prmgram (U).

212. Ibid; Meg (U), CCMSWACV, 181AISZ Feb 66, Subj: (Mt-of4ountry R0R.

213. MHg (C), CINCPAC 222317Z Jan 66, Subj: R=X Program (U); DF (S),
MACJI, 18 Jun 66, Subj: Comand Historical P-ogram (U); DF (C),
HACJ1, n.d., Sabj: Monthly Historical Swiary Oct 66.

214. Msg (C), AmConGen Hong Kong 260456Z Jan 66, Subj: M Program (U)
Msg (C), SECSTATE 280143Z Jan 66, Subji Airlift Requirements for MAC
Out-of-Country R&R Progm (U); Hsg (S), CO•USMACV 161213Z May 66,
Subj: MACV RU Program (U).
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215. DF (C), 9 XkJ1 21 May 66, Subj: Montbly Historical Summar-y, Apr
66 (U).

216. N39 (S)SO OINCPAC 302145Z Jan 66j, Sub3: R&R Program 1,11); DF (C)a
1{ACJI1, 20 Jul 66,, Subj: Command Historical Program (U).

217. Msg (C),. CCWSUMAC 010509Z Feb 66,, Subj-, MACV PR&R Program (U); Mag
(C),. CINCPAC 080449Z Mar 66., Subj: R&MT Prograna (U)

218. Nag (C)., SECSTATE 1=217Z Mar 669 Subj: RE&R rogram (U).

219. Nog Ws) JCS W421= Jmi 66j, SubjI- R&R for Vietnam Personnl. (U);
Nag (S)s CINCPAC 050813Z Jul 66, ;dbibJ R& (u),

220. Ltr (u)., CamumACv 1253,. 16 I"eb 66it Subj: Process~iig of' Paseenasre
for Out-o±f-Countz7 R&R FlighT t5.

221, Meg. (S), JCS 061934Z Oct 66,. Subj: R&R; Xag (C), CCRUSHA0V WI129Z
Oct 66s Subj: VietnmazR&R.Program (U).

222. DF (C) 14ACJi, n~de', Subj:, Monthbly Hiat~orical Su~ary, Out, 66 (V)-
Kbg (C5, GCC1JSMAGVO 050725% Dec 66, Subj: FAR~ oni-Groud Igcrwae a*t
Taipei (U).

223. MsS..(C),q CINCPACREPPHIL 061159i Oct 66; Nag (C)=CCUSACV 090851%Z Oct.
66# Subj: Temporary Susp~ension MACV. PR&Rto ?4anila,-'Hsg (0),v CINCPAC'.
REPPUIL 110623Z Oct. 66; Nsg (S)s COIUS(aCV,q 14 Get 66s Saij &
(U)) 'ag CU),p CCKUS{ACV 280552Z Oct 66# Subji R&R

224. Utr (U), OG USA~iJ, 20 Sep 66, Subj: UDieciplixne of IWL Peirsomnel
in Japan.

225.- Nag (u), c~4Sammv 080941Z Nov 66,, Subj,, R.03; He (0 ),, WCO
USARV, 1503OIZ Dea 66, Subj., R&R Incidents; Hag NC, CCHUUSWCV,
05(Y?25Z Dee 66, Subj: 1R&R incident (InJrearma &~ploasiv-co A~uxi±.-
tion, and Fireworks) (U).

226. Utr (U)$ C(O4USM1CV9 29. Oct 66, Subjt M& Seat Utilization; U38
(u),, CmtJSHcv 010300% Dec 66, &abj: Ua

2M?. Hag (C)s AmConsul Hoing Kong 150948Z Dec 66,# Subj: upItxEppeditume.@

228. Msg (TS)* CCIOISNACV 280940Z Nov 66, Subj: Del~poyiet SU&SA.

22.Kag iCCM% V 180255Z D~ee 66,. Subj-. R&R Progra FT 68;
229 Hg CQWSYMACV 201415Z Dec 66,, Subj; Guam as M&5 Site.

230. )ILCV Staff Conf Notes ('S), 18 Apr 66.
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231. Msg (U), CCMUMACV 091235Z Dec 66. Subj: Recreation Centers,
Beaches, and Swiuning Areas.

232. Hag (u), coA, WMC 3748, 262350Z Mar 66; Hag (C), COM ACV
MAC2730, 7 Apr 66; Nsg (U), NMCC 241500Z Apr 66, Subj: Bonus
for Extending in Vietnbm (U).

233. mag (a), COuaSmCV 281324Z Jun 66, Suabj: Pla= for Extending
Tours of Selected Officers (U).

234. Msg (s), CINCPAC 100650Z Jul 66, Subit Pman for &taing
Tours of Selected Officers.

235. DF (S), MACJI, 5 Nov 66, Subj: SECDRF Saigo4n Conference, Oct.

236. Nag (3), C1USICAV 250457Z Oct 66.

237. Msg (8), CINCPAC 020719Z Nov 66.

238. DF (SI HACGJr 22 Dee 66, Subj. Historical Sumary Nov 66;
.9 ag (, CXNCPACRMPPWI 210715Z Dec 66, Subj: Phil Housing
tor MACV Fami±Jes; DF (S), MA CJI 21 Jan 67, Subj: Historical
&=w47 Dec 66.

239. - 8 (u), M SW 071635Z Nov 66.

240. Mg (U), CO4USMACV 060912Z No7 &A.

24M,1 W.g(8, JGS Me256Z Nov 66, SuxbJt 30 ThLY Leave YI1agwtior Kea
(u), CI•WSACV 180&7Z Dec 66, Subj% Special 30 lay Lmwe,

242. Nsg (U), C(MJs.ACV, 061506Z May 66, Subj% Campaitip and arowA
Service Stars.

243. Kbg (U)t CINPAG 080950Z Jun 66, S&bji Camp~igw and Bronze Servioe
Stars.

244. Nog (U), MA. 782774, Sep 661 Nag (U), DA t91703Z Nov 66, aiij:
Delegation of DSC Award Authority.

245. Nag (U), COMMAM1ACV, 2705O1Z Nov 66, Subj: Procesing Racosn.tio.i "
for Awarding the Medal of Honor.

246. Xeg (U), COKI34ACV, 260911Z Nov 66, Skbj: US Unit AMards.
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248, MNCV Dir 672-1 (U), 22 Jul 66, SubJ: Decoration8 & Awards (U).

249. DF (n)q MACAG-PA, 10 Jan 66, Sabj: Decorations & Awicea for Jan-

DOC 66.

250. Meg (U), C(SNACV, 271624Z Apr 6651.ag (U), CINCPAC, 010421Z
Jun 66; Msg (U), JCS, 080855Z Jun 66, Sub$,t Joiat ;-rvce Co.Amd-
ation Hisdalo

S251. Nsg (C), CINCPAC, 192104Z Jan 66; Nag (C), JCS, 252119? J'n 66;
Ur, COWSMACV Ser 1671, 28 Feb 66, Sj: RVN Campai Modal.

*252. MACV Dir 672-1, 22 Jul 66, Subj: Decorations & Awards.

253. Memo (U), JOS RVNAF,• Awards & Decorations Div, 19 Jun 64, Subj:
Dissemination of 24 Demves Pertaining t6 the 3atb1ishbent of New
Decoratione,

254. MI (0), CIIC M48Otiflg 17 Doc 66.

255. Memo (CNF) for Amb Lodge, MeAClJ, Ser 0460, 30 Mar 66, Sub3P
Lndiv "dual Auards to Foreign itlitary Persamel.

.'256. Nag (U), CQtJSMAGV 021353Z 4un 663 Memo (G) for Arb Lodge, HACJI,

* ~7 Jul 66p Subj: Indivic*4aa Awards to. Foreig Mili~tary Foers L.1

257. msg (a), CINCPAC, 282354Z Nov 66 to CHUSMACV, Subj: Individual
Awards to Foreign Militarz" Personnel; DF (S), MACJ1, Historioal .
Bw= Novd ted Z2 D 66.

2.-S. Mamp~ (U)s MACCO, 6 Noy 66o Subj:. 9nitormed Sari'~ews Sa'vin~gs
Deposit Program,

239. amos (U), i4AeC0, 25 Nov 66 an, 10 Feb 67, SabJ: tktiforwd

-*rvicas Sav.4.gs Deposit Pro&-rz.

* 260. USoC, RVN Historical Data for 1966 (9), 7 Jan 67.

Z61. Workin8 Paper (U), XACJI, n.d., Subj:. USO in 'Vietum,

262. Tm. Vol 8, No, 1, 6 J" 67.

263. Intarri•w wit1h ,Mre Treaayk SASUM ARC Office Saigul, byAltord, IM,17 &,67.

264. Xse (M), S.•,F 221413Z -4a, 66,#.ib41cn of PUl L1v
09-368,.



265. DF (C), M-ACAG, 19 Apr 66, Sulhj: AG Quarterly Historical Report,
3d Qtr FT 66; DF (C), MACAG, 28 Jsl 66, Subj: AG Quarterly
Historical Report;, 4th Qtr FY 66.

266. Interview with MAJ Forgy, AD Postal Br, by LTC Alford, MBD,
I Doe 66.

267. Ibid.

268. MsA (U), GCUSHACV 270435Z Jul 66, SubJ: Christuaa Mail.

269. Interviewwith MAJ Ament, AG Postal Br, ty LTC Alfork, Mgl,
12 Jan 67.

270. MACV Dir 223-1 (U)9 MACJA, 4 Dec 65, Subj: Administration of
Military Justice.

271. Ltr (U), MACPH, Ser 3337, 13 Air 66, Subj: Processing of US
Forces, Crtlnal Investigation of Cases Involving US Civilimn
Personnel in Vietnam.

272. Wqmo (C), US Mission Council Meeting, 18 Anr 66, Tab 5, Staff
Study (C),,

273. Ltr (U), CMXJSKACV MACJ15, 22 Jul 66, Subi: Standard Operating
Procedures for US Forces Police.

4. '274. Addendum to Mission Council Atsion Memorandum No l0t, (U),
9 AuM 66, SubM: US Forces Po.•:m Authority Regardina US News
Media Personnel.

275. Mission Council Action ,meoru.tw= No U4 (S), 5 Dec 66.

276. MACV Staff Conference totes (5), 18 Aug 66.

-277. Mew (C), CC(HUSMACV, HACi, 8 M&y 66, Subjt Conduct of US
Personnvel (U); Ltt' (U), COWUSMACV. HAJ2, 8 Aug 66, Sub-.1
Standards of Conduct.

278. DF's (Ow MACJA* JSn-Deo 66. Subi: Monthly Killt4r Justice
Activities Report.

V. DF WU), MACJA. 23 Apr 66, Sub.i: SWA Historical Report, lIt
Cwuartr 1966.

280. DF (U), MACJA, 24 Jun 66, Subj: Militarr Justize Activities
Report.
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281. KACV Dir 25-,3_(U), MACJA. 8 Nov 65, SubJ: Claimt, Investigations
and Processing -of Combat CMaim; MACV Dir 25-1 (U), MACJA, 14
ft, 65, Sub.J: Claimt, Foreign Claims, Non-Combatant Claims

Responsibilitios

282. DF (U), MACJA, Jan-Dec 66, Subj: Monthlv Mitagry jiZk±t Activities
Reoort,

283. Memo (C), MACJI, 12 May 66, Subj. Blacmarketing and Guxrency
Control.

284. Ibid.

285. MACV Dir 60-8 (U), MAC.r, 27 Arr 66, Subj: ExzrAne Service
Alcoholic Beverages.

286. Memo (C), MACji, 12 MACJi, 12 May 66, Subj: Blackmarketing and

Currencr Control (U W).,

287T Saigon N w. 8, 9, and 18 Nov 66; CONUSMACV Press Friefing.

287A. Memo (5), C(MUSMAdV to Amb Lodize, 15 Nov iS, Subj• Corruntim.
within the Rerublic of Vietnam (S).

287B. ibid- DF (S), MACJI to -EBM 23 Marý 67, Siib: IDraft 1966 U.MCV.
Comand H±4'tory (U).

288. MACV Dir 37-7 (U); MACCO, 23 Aue 65, Subj-: Procedures fc•r
Introducing Military Payment. Certificates into the Reptblic of
Vietnam; Interview (U), LTC Donaldson, USA, MACJl, by LTC J. W.
Duncan, US(C, MACV MB, 2 Sep 66.

289. Ltr (U), MACCO, n.d., SubJ: Application for Conversion of
Military Payment Certificates to US Dollars or for Purohase of
Dollar Instrumeuts, Memo) (U), CID DM0, 8 Apr 66, SubJ: Investi-
gatlon of Illegal Money Manipulation in Saigon.

290. Answer (U)p MACJi, to Question No 4, SEUDF Msg C42044Z Apr 66.

291. Memo (S), CCWUSMACV to AMEHB, 15 Sep 66; Memo (S), C(•UWACV to
AMEMB, 12 Nov 66.

292. Report (S)q HQ 89th MP GOp, 15 May, Subj: Operational Report
of Lessons Lsarned for Period 1 Jan through 30 April 66 (U);
Report. (C), HQ 716th MP Bn, 8 Nov 66, Subj: Operatioual Report
on Lessons larned (U).
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293. Report (C), HQ 716th MP Bn, 12 Aug 66, SubJ: Operat.ional Report
on Lessons Learned (U).

29.. Msg (S), CCTUSMACV 302118Z Aug , SubJ. Special Estimato -
the Threat to Saigon (U); Briefing (TS), CCt4USMACVq 2 Sep 66s
Subj: Briefing for Admiral Sharp, CINCPAC (U).

295. Msg (S), C0KUSMACV 302118Z Aug 66, Subj: Special Estimate -
the Threat to Saigon (U).

296. Ibid.

297. Meg (s), CmUSaCV 171136Z Jan 66p SubJ: Physical Security of
Forces and, Installations in Saigon Area (U)

298. Study (C), MACJ2, 10 Dec 66, Subi: Counter Intelligence Latimate (U).
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B1WADF=NlM THE 18TICAL BASE

(U) Althiough a study of the logiatical aspects of the Vietnama
wa-roffered. neither the color nor the dzrama of the ' ccbat operationsp
It revealed nonetheless an astonishing spgotacle. Tb. problem of
.3upplying tim ever-increasing number3 Of OMNlAt forces pi-am!ted eormoqe

%UUea~ee, 7his chapter is the chronicle of how the task vue acocsplished:

(U) The US armed focsoperate with a logistical tail equialled
L1r no otber nation; US tactical conceptas, weaponry,0 and Int~erest in the
welfare of the individual contribute to this condition. Yet in Vietnam
the United States faced basic- logLstical problems niqua in its miliuax7
experience. It had no nearby,4 of f-shcx'e, comparatively seaure major
.installations, 9 uch as Eugland 'and the major ports. of the Continent
during World War II.* In that wa it had developed a seriet. of Ptcific.
island bases~ gs the Allies moved-toward the Japan.,. xailasd, and
during the Korean Wart could rely upon ext~enpive logistical facilities
it Japan until the am.33. perimeter at Pusan could be expanded wAn
secured. *But in Vietuamp the US faced many miles of ocean between i.ts
mlfltary operations w4 its major supply bases in OkInawa, the YMilippinesD

* ~and Japan. The :o'untr7 Itself offered little beyond the austere
faallities required by the RYNAF. Its one major port, at Sa4ons, was
barely adequat~e to support noms]. coOmrces

(U) Vietnam Mae Un the, &rip of a maor war; co~unist insurgente
dominated suuh of the aoun~txyside and were 1id a position to harass uAn
terrorize w.ast other ax'ebee Though major popialation comple-ue were
under goverrnmet Gontrol$ military garrisons continua~lly were subject
to attaok, It became oovious, therefore, that the US would be obliged
to contend with the VC at the s*me time and in the sume areas that it
was developing its logistical installations, This promised to~ impose
time-consuming diversions frow tasks at hwan and, in addition, to plcac
initial limitations on the number of civilian non~-combat~anta available
for contract labor.



() .:By mid..1 965 -the amiray -situation had deteriorated significantly.
The rapid introduction of US combat forces was required immediately. If
..the VC were to be denied further military success.., the siize of the initial

-US force 'would have to be substantials, and the subsequent deployment of
further' forces would irvolve ever-increasing numbers., Consequently,
-military planners faced a formidAVl.R challenge: they would have to "broaden
the base# concurrently with the influx of ever larpar combatt forces. There
would be no methodical logibtictl buildup before the fact. 1

(U) In 1965 the "base" was established. The next year was to be
the year of expansion, conam~ationq and finally stability. The start
had been impressive. Early in 1966 SECDE' was moved to observe;

There~ls some merit to the..qubstion of
'whether the wir i&- costing, mnore .per .e=W ki led
than any war in history. We are using in Vietnam
'what we have more of than anything else, moneay
instelffd of that which we value so highly8 lives.,
Never has any aruV in history had such equipmunt
and firepower. In short, 'we are substituting
dollars for lives.2

As 1966 begans, the infantry compwVanyozander could ask for and receive
fire support the like of which his predecessors of earlier -ears could
not have imagined. His weaponry9? which ranged from the sorjbiaticated -

and li~ghtweight XCM1 6B.1 Colt -autcmatio rifle to the thunderus striken
of the B-52; Stratotoritreasscould only be described as massive,

(C) flwing the Hono,~.ulu Conference of January a" February 1966s
ani important concept of particular importance to logisticians evolved.,
This was that the req~uired force levels would dictate the logistical
buildup-the logiatic capability 'would not dictate the force levels.
Although the concept was nevyer formal~l stated 'as a departure point for
military planning$ its com~ideration was implicit in the deliberatiobX
of the conferees. It meant that logistical J4.mitatirans had ceased to be
the governing factor in the pace of the US buildup. The 00MVit to
eupport" *me slowly returning to ita nomal focus.-that of being goe of
the several principal cozziderations asocciated with the dttermination 9f.

(C) COMWM~CV had examined the immediate need3 of bits command and
conc~luded thatj, in tarms of ground forces, he required the entire 25th
mtf 1)i'r an additional ROK regimental combat team, a sepsrate brigade for
the P'teiku area, the remainder of the l.st Marine Div,# oid ore additional
infantvr battalion for both the Ist Cay DlW (AM) wAd tho 173d Abn We..
He recogniged that-these deployments once again would strain the logistical
base, but in his reviov of the support capability, he had cont-luded that
he nowr possessd sufficient flexibility to meet the challenige. His
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reommendations were accepted and the 25th Inf Dirp which had been
alerted in December, began to deploy to the RVN.

(C) Following the Honolulu Conference, CCMUSMACV developed 'certain
policies which were intended to make the most of existing support facilitie
They permitted greater Zlexibility and provided for means to overcome
inevitable supply shortfalls on isolated iteme. In general, they were to:

1) Contract for civilians to perform duties which they could
accomplish, such As the operation of port facilities and repair of
equipmnt.

2) 'Where required, shift functions between Services. Service
identity and uni-service support practices were less important than
providing required support as efficiently and promptly as possible.

3) Establish cross-eervicing arrangements, so that specialists
in one Service would be able to apply their talents to the needs of any
Service short such specialists.

4) Create a management system especially designed to alleviate
logistical 'Yfttlenecks and shortfalls, where possible anticipating their
occurree. 5 "

(C) The idea of setting up a management team to anticipate and
forestall impending logisticol crises was a direct result of the Honolulu
Conference. This management team was established on 1 March 1966A under
tbe supervision of the KACV JA. It served to cons6lidate a number of
Smaxagement activities that. hud been decentralized previously under various
M4AC7-staff sections. j3peoiicallys the management system was designed
to aasure requirements against capabilities on a moth-by-month basiap
to inilude the following areas:

':I.) fPt operations, including lilghterae, terminal servicep
storage, and associated transportation.

2a) 'Supply and maintenance.

T3fransportation.

4) Conatruct ion.

5) ol~pialization.

,6) -C(unioatiows.

In additin, it would chart increases in logistical capabilities resulting
from the &rrival of 4didtional support Uxtta, the award o• civilian
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contracts, and simlar actions. In short,# GCMUSN~AGV had crated
:Centralized managemen activity to study continuously the logistical
situation. It would serve to'keep him informed azkd enabq -his to -take
prompt comsand action whenever the. nood seemed indicated.*

(U) As MiC planners proceeded in the directions dictated by -the
Honolulu Confez'encep +,hey developed certain guidelines whichformed the
basia for logistical decisions. Selme of these guidelines were more
extensions or continuations of existing-policies. Others were new#
or were departures from previous policy, and reflected the presence of
new factors in the logistical picture, During April 1966, MAGV A4
presented a breifirng to C(MUSNACV which articulated these guidelines
for GCOUS14ACV's approvial In this manne the guidelines became the basic
concepts which were to direct actions in the logistical field throughout
the year.7

(C) The basic principles of centr~ied control and decentralized
execution would continue. With the assistarille of the recently constituted

J4management group, CONUSMCV would coordinate stotivities and prescribe
policies for joint .logistical planning and operatio-m; the .component
ccmmanders would see to their execution.' To the extent possible,# the
logistical buildup and the force buildup would be comp eiw.tary, The
ccncuzrrcnt buildups would proceed aple neither one to the detriment
of the other, ond available shipping would be Judiciously illocated so
as to rander this precarious balance feaaible. With CINCPACt s aasistances
CONJUSUN would establish the wacssaary management c~iitrpios8

(C) Support would contimu on an area basis *or all :oi~on suzpply
and service activities. This meant, for example, that the Navy would
support Amy unity in lo,:atioas for which the Navy had beeii assigned the
s .upport missions Nowevers "service-peculiar" support would cowtinus
as the responsibility of the various components. "The presence of service-.
peculiar equioftst.van the need for vev"saA .. s~lp- dibtatied this

* poi ,~ In pvu cetic *%Wk OarleO~ approas~fi. tl p l3)*4 service support provided that:

1) The AniW component would perform cai~on support within the
* ~ U 111; aInd IV G"rp Tactical Zones (MCu),p plus arq portlon of the

I CTZ where major Arel forces were deployed. This latter provision did
not represent a deviation from the basic poi py as an examination of
the variou3 Taotic~a Areas of Responsiblt:T~ vl eel

2) Uthe Naval component would perform oamon support within
the ICTZo Since the bulk of this supportwao-rendered on behalf of
US Marines# it was consistant for the most part, witl the usulal Navy'

3) The Air Porce componsnt woul Perform commn support for
its air bases, This support vus provided to the air and groln elments,

OFN
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( of all Services stationed on the bases or in their immediate vicinities.

4) Separate arrangements would be deyeloped for YACV advisoiT
elements, the NW military forces and the RVN•.J

(C) The US advisr,-- elements, though predominantly USA, nones-
theless included substantLalportions of each Service. These elements
received comon s'.Lppo-.t from the component ommander in whose area they
were located. However, since some of their equipment was RVNAF-
peculiar (for example, the M2 carbine), this support was provided by
the RVNAF. In additionp the advisory elements used equipment provided
thr-ough the MAP9 the support for which was also provided by the RVNA1,
Finally, there were occasional instances in which an advisor possessed
equipment, peculiar to his Service, which was neither omon to the US
components nor provided to the RVNAF through the MAP; in such cases,
he was well advised to get rid of it. (See Footnote 10)

(C) Free World Military Assistance Forces (FMRAF) were supplied,
in general, by the USIACV component commander in whose zone they were
located0  There wasp however, the question of furnishing support for
equipment peculiar to the FW nation and common neither to US forces ucr
to RVNAF. Fortunately,9 the incidence of such examples proved oa~pa"--
atively mll., in large measure due to the scope of MAP and the fairly
general practice among the allies of US procurement. These problems
were resolved on individual basesq as was the question of fundiug,
itself a subject of same complexity,

(3) The PVNAF operated a separate logistica system, into which
flowed the proc.,eds of the MAP plus other procurement funded by the
GVN.. COMUSMACV intended that this 6sytem should remain separateg
since at the teimination of the war the RVNAF would continue to require
an orderly system tc support its military operations. He also in-
tended that US end RVNAF logiattas system would be coordinated at
appropriate levels to insure maximum use, of resources and facilities
joiMtly available, and that both logistias systems would be respon-
sive im~ediately to the emergency neede of all the Allise. 1 1

(S) In erder to complement the comon supply sy•tem, the aom-
ponents would examine proaremen practices and develop jointly comon
stockage levels. The achievement of oomon stookaqe objeW ise throvgh-
out the country would simplify and streamline the supply systemp improve
distribation, and ease management problems. The components also %ould
continue to use Service channels to promote the rapid developuent of
offshore bases for equipment rebuild. As of the April briefing, the
Army had initiated studies to determine the most suitable locationa,
and the Navy had begun already, to,ýse its facilities, at Subic Bay In
the Tilippines for this p•rpose.
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(S) Construction efforts would be az, A aed- imud4 to*Wd
pxrojects which would develop wthroughput' in the in-country portion
of the suppky pLpeline. This was a complex problem. In the language
of the logistioin, 'throa~put" is a function of time. How long does
it take to amove cargo from origin to destination and, acre importantly.,
what can be done to reduce this time? In RVN, throughput speed was
being frustrated by so many knotty, interrelated problems-in the face
of great urgency-that at times improvement seemed years away. CGUMAV
had identified the basic problem an one of port construction and
improvement, involving both seaports and aerial, ports. ge directed,
therefore, that construction priority wouml go to port expansion, with
the nimber one priority allocated to the bleakest bottleneck of all-
the port of Saigon. Thit took the fom of Pro•e•t Newport, in fact a
new porb, construction of which had begun in 156 it wua located
at a dse place on the Dong Nae River, northeast of Saigon. Its
actipletion would permit military shippizfg to bVpass the Saigon River
entirelyo &no its location w ideally suited for ewmeditious supft
of the entire III CTZ both 1W road a&W trm the air. 13

(3) A related ooept was that W A mMAere wojld uaUsi
and increave their ue rf ads. ThiUa mwe a an operatimal .
problem than a logisticao ne, since thie zueda.wire, In moat Ina es,
adequate to tolemte continued altary traffie. The need was to
secure theme roads and to Ire then from 1C Interdiction avi haraseent,
so as to permit an *verm-norased us. of trucas, In lieu of aircraft,
for resupply. Rising forc level demaded that the use of lund,
sea, and air wehoiles be brcugt into belal . frm a msnagement view-
point, functional., rather than tactical,. omi•deretions had to dictate
the mode of t-siport for supplies. In the early months of 1966,
nearly the reverse was true, with the result that airlift . drained
to its last o=e of capaOUty. V, intwrdatian of roads forced carg
into the air, and port, co• esa io forced carlo into the air. In
addition, there vere certain expedited wupty procedures, designe to
attack isolated shortfalls, %hich relied exalumivl upon air h•lK muta.
The iucreased use of the roads v.5 An obvious and wuch needed course
of aCtIon.

(s) A second area in the co -truotiu field, of both high priority
• and great iaportance, was the d neoan nt construction prograiu Troop

cantommuta included eerything frca billt a sd xse halls to sewage
and roads. "Cantoumnt'O is the all-lnclu&ve tam applied to the -n
total cw construction performed to oonatruot a base oip. GM AMCV
directed thev the oonstruaction program would fofla two guidelines:.

1) Austerity wowld be a basic policy. •roop labor would be
used to the extent possible, particularly in building tr-oop billets.
This approach would conserve resources, time, and soney, and wotul reduce
the inflationary impact of the. I'S presence by reducing local p-ouraeat
and the hire of lo0al nationals.



(_J 2) Permanent construction would be reserved to- installations
which were included in the Long Range Stationing Plan. Facilities which
would be abandoned at the termination of hostilities would not be accorded
the unneeded embellishments provided by permanent-type construotion.14

(S) Finally, CO01USRACV recognized that the use of private contractors
would continue to play an important role in the loeistical picture, and he
foresaw that requirements for the huge PI.-NU combiue would extend into
1967. Their services were expensive, in that overall costs included the
price of the company' s separate management and logistical structure, which

A had been created specifically to support its RVN operations. Their presenc
was inflationary because of extensive local procurement on a cost-plus-
fixed-fee basis, and because of their substantial introduction of US
dollars into the local economy through the salaries of US civilian employet
Nonetheless, their services represented a critical-portion of the logis-
tical pieturei and, though it appeared their work volum would peak late
in the earp it also appeared they would be needed for the foreseeable
fuurel

(U) These, then, were the concepts which dominated the logistical
effort for 1966. They envisioned a joint a&itWry-civilian effort,
carefully balanced against the planned buildup of conbat forces, policed
by a series of built-in controls and priorities, and overseen by a man-
agement group which dould monitor closely the entire progr"am and rec-
-i• sxnd appropriate actions when difficulties developed. Dovelopp of
coursep they did.

* SUPPXAT

Go== Suppl y setem

(C) The need for a coaton supply ystm reow from the tOaroa"
supply conceptp previously mentioned, and first developed in 1965.
In the spring of that year COU•SACV adopted a l.ogistics plan that
essential•l was based on eetablishtent of "'suppot areas,- and two
major "iogistics areas. " The former were supply iAalations which
served directly the combat wults; the latter iere large logistical
amplexes that existed principafly to support the pport ureas,
and iere to be located at Cam Ranh Bay and Saigon.

(3) ZstzblIdhant of extensive USN logistical facilties at
Da Haug,, activation of the USA lst Logistical CnauO (Log CxI)v
and the eantraljed location of tGC in the I CV woere tactors
Aich permitted the division of aupply reaponsibilities *song the
components on a geographic basis which generally coincided with
CZ boudarles. The next logical step vu to Wdentify the items
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of supply, comon to all the Services, owhich could be supplied to
users irrespective of .-Avice identities. These items ould con-
ettatbe the con supply systes. The Army, through its United States
Army Ryukus Islans (USARYS) headquartars on Okinaxa, would opur-
ate and manage input for the out-of-country end of the pipeline.

.Excluded frcm the cacn supply systen were a2r and ground .vnitions.
Each Service providen its mim Class V and VA ipor, under ;wooedmwes
ihich served special service-paculiar requirement•..

(S) MACV established 1 March 1966 as the date on which Phase I
of the coon supply system wvuld be•gi. Thaae I inolted Wlase III
support to all four CTZ' and Class 1, II, and IV oupport to a#,! CTZ's
except in I 01% where the USN would continue to support thoe USK(.
MACV established 30 June 1966 for Phase I1, the second ,and fainl
phase of the. conversion. On this date9 Class 1, II and IV support

vwould be extended to I CTZ. This did not mean inactivation of the.
Naval Support, Activity (NAV0SUPPACT) in Da Nangs, but it did swan a
change in Vie sowcoe of most to=n itema and oertain other changes
in the meohaical ,-,roess of handllng supply actions admistrativel.y,

(a) Two faotore affected the target dates that MACV had selt-
ected. First was the timeliness of a required '=EMF e-ision as to
the uWter aid aSo of the supp•l items to be desigated "cnon,"
Second was the speoA with tich USARXI could react to its iapedAiig
mission to man the out-of-Gourtry ond of the RVN pipeline. On 23
March CMMACV advised CIN1CPAC that local arrangements fcr the start
of the commou supply system were sufficiontXy 'unpleto and that,.
contingeit upon USARYIS readiness, he was prepared to get on with it.
He asked to t. advised on the status of the DA praewp tion.ý 9

(a) Meon'Abfle, funding complexities ware developing in Washingto.
To ircumvent those as wuch as povoible, the JOS projosed and SEODF
approved a nros-4ýervice reioblwsable" pl aent to' the field on 31
Miro. DA had the mission of resolvi4g the details of the plan, atd
by thi eid of the first week of hs LIWU•'j hA dbeen able to provide
guidance to thea headquarters me. oonaoesne USADV arnl USAMIUS. Ithase
I of the plan yresented no g"4at rrobin. &noe it taivflved ony ox-
tension of Class Ill supp.ot to X CTZ beyond the s~iti.- USAULS
mission. lio'evor, on 12 April OUSA S advised that :Lt doul not
aisue the roainder of the X• Cfmission unzti I J•u fwt:-CaseS
XX eaz IV, and until I Octaber for Class L. It as prrpede to begn
Phase I of the cnons mspply system aul did so an 1 May.

(5) lbaa-I of tVe plan thus began apprx ately sixty deTe
late6r than scheduled. The Class UT and IV portiot of hAse aI began
on schedule, bat the Glass I portion began sow ninety dayqs late.
The delays beyod MACV objectives were caused by a nuber of factors,
inobuding funlitg caoordinticas, a pipeline fill tine, cataloging ot.
the roughly 3,500 itecs designated by SBCDEF as 0 cocon, and denl-
oinit of demand data as a tasis for requisitions.



(0) The common supply system was not a universal panacea;
ammmition supply and service-peculiar items remained component
supply entities, and each presented its own management problems.
However, it offered some very important benefits. First, it
arrested duplication of effort among the Services, a normal and
predictable trend in a condition of rapidly-expanding force levels.
Second, it provided more reliable demand data, resulting in a more
orderly flow of supplies. Third, it was better suited for timely
response to the increasing requiremen~s generated by eveý-larger
forces. Finally, it promised to be a versatile and flexible instru-
ment, adaptable to a Ywriety of supply missions-for example, supply
of FWO(A on whatever basis might be requ~ired by the agreemsut with
the allied nation concerned.

(U) Closely connected with the begInning of the ceon supply
system was the phase-out of the Headquaarters Support Activity
(HEMSUPPACT) Saigong a USN facility whose mission becae an anuay
with the activation of the USA let Log clmd. HMWAOThad been the
logistical organization for support of US forces in the Saigon areas
but by the start of 1966 these responsibilities were being aesumed
by the let Log Comd on a gradual basie, in line with-a program started
durizg the previous years. C TUMCV established 30 June as the date
on •tdah this transition would be cokpleteo2 1

III Wz. Logisto• al Support

(C) Evolution of the oomon supply system and introduction of
the lst Mar Div wrought major changes in the logistical support of
UMC units in the I CTZ during 1966. NVSTP•ACT :a Nang was the Navy
organisation for supply of common itae= in I CTZ. Its US, counter-
part was the Forcr Logietioal Ccad (Mo), which promared aed di-.-
tributed both the common itms and S#- uLiar it•s and oprte
sub-aotivitles in each of the TAOR' 3.

(C) Throuhut 1965., the UWC logistical support had been
,provided by the Force Logistiaal Support Group (FLSG), hesdquartered
in Da Wang. This oraniuation was a ma&jor subordinate o•and of the
3d Force Service Regiment (FM) located on Okinawa; it was a caplete
logistical entity and served all of III W. When the lst Kar Div
arrived at Chu Lai in March 1966s, it became evident that the logis-
tiual system would require major exrpanion$ and that the expansion
would require •betantial orgmniiational changes. The FMC was estab-
liahed to serve these increased needs, and was activated on 15 March
&s a provisional orgmuization. The time frome coinaided generally
with the first efforts to begin the area-based, comm supply system
in RVN, with reeponsbI.Aty for I CTZ delegated to the USN component. 23

(3) FLC was under the command, less operational controlr nf OG
MMFFA; CG II MA exercaised the operatiaonl contUol. It was organized
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with its headquarters in Da Nang, and FLSG in each of the TAOR t so and
a Force Logistics Support Unit (FLSU) at Hue/Phu Bai. FUC procured
co~on items through NAV5,?AGT Da Nang. It procured USMC-peculiar
items through FMFPAC supply channels, principally the 3d FSR. Addition-
ally. it handled Class V and VA supply for USMC forces, qnd it operated
expedited supply procedures, discussed hereinafterp which met COMUSMACVs
requirements that each Service develop means to pveclude unanticipated
shortfalls ef critical items essential to the uonduct of tactical
operations. 2 4

MARKET TIVE and GAME WARDEN Foreas

(S) MARKT TIME (CTF 115) and GAME WAREN (CTF 116) were suppozted
logistically from several scurces. They requisitioned caron items of
supply from the nearest support facility. At Nha Trang, Cam Ranh Bays
SVung Tau$ and Qui Nhon, these facilities were activities of the USA let
Log Comd. in the Saigon/Bien Hoa/Nha Be area, the faoilities were the
HSAS, subsequently NAVSUFPACT Saigon. In I CTZ the facilities were
Pither the III NAF'a 1IC or NAVSUPPAG.TDa Nang; the latter was the pri-
mary souroe for vessels c'peiating in the Hue/Da NangJChu Lai area.
USN-peculipr items were requisitioned directly from the Naval Supply
Depot (NSD, at Subic Bay in the Philippines, which maintained a 18C-day
stockage for the MARKET TIME and GA.19 WARDEN shipu. Whenever a requi-
sitioned item was unavailable at Subic,, NSD passed it on to the Naval
Supply Center at either Oakland or San Diego. These centers airshipped
high-priority cargo directly to Tan Son Nh! (for delivery throughNAVSUFPA.GT Saigon) or to NAVSUPPACTDa Nang.•

(S) The Navy did not operate extensive maintenance faciLities on
shore i RVN to support its MARKET TIME and GAME WARDEN operations.
Commander Task Force 73 (CTF 73)., who was' also oommander of the Seventh
Fleet' s Logistic Support Force, had this responsibility. He served as
monitoring agent in the Westorn Pacific area for OQmtander Service
Foroe Pacific (COMSERVPAC). When opemational equipment of a MARKET TIME
or GAME WARDNE vessel suffered either combat damage or routine operational
break-downy the CTF reported his support requirement through the USN
logistical chain, using a reporting procedure known as C SPT#, disoussed
as an expedited supply procedure later in this •hapter. 2 o

Transfer of HEDSUPPACT Functions

(U) Prior to the introduction of substantial US combat ft-cee,
logistical support for both the 11ACV headquarters and its field advisory
elements had come from the USN Saigon facilities. These facilities.
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variously abbreviated as HSAS and HMSUPPACT Saigon, constituted the
Headquarters Snpport Activity for all US personnel in RVN, regardless
of their geographio locations. Consequently, adoption of a cemon
supply system, with its attendant reassignment of supply fuctionso
directly affected the mission and functions of YDSUPPACT Saigon-
regardless of the component which might administer its services. The
most sign!Xi;.t of these changes involved the support of US advisory
elements. These ceased to be the support responsibility of HDSUPPACT
and instead became support responsibilities of component ocmwanders
in whose CTZ' s they were situated. 2 7

(C) With the introduction af U0 ground forces in large numbers
activation of the 1st Log Ccmdp the decision to establish the comot
supply system, and the assig~ent to the Army of a support mission for
three of the four CTZ the bulk of the RVN logistical mission was
changing from USN to USA auspices. Because of the nearly total in-
country responsibilities previously assigned to H)SUPPACT Saigon, this
organization became a hub of the transition. It involved simultaneously
a transfer of t'unctions between Services and an expansion of the system.
COiSNAWCVs plan to complete the transfer emphasized gradual. and orderly
chimge. The many IDSU1PACT functions were isolated and evaluated sep-
arately and formed the basis for memoranda of understanding between the
two headquarters. These memoranda, written for each of the functions
to rass from USN to USA responsibilityp set down the required proced-
u-,es in detail, provided for the necessary overlap of personnelg tran-
Iýer of property, lead time for requisition*, and similar matters,
The manq funations and dates of transfer from SMDUWACT to 1st Log
COM&W~ ara bve2

FUNCTION TRANSFER DATE

Transportation Service 1 Nov 65
Port Operations 15 Nov 65
Dental Service 15 Nov 65

26 Dec 65Nedical/•vonal Spply 1 Jan 66
Chaplain 15 Jan 66
Civilian Pereonnel 1 Feb 66
Pur hasing and Gonacting Supply 1 Feb 66
Fea. Estate3 1 Mar 66
Class I 1 Mar 66
ClithiDg Salei 15 Mar 66
Clubs and Xos•a 1 Apr 66
Purchasibg anwl Contracting Public Works 1 Apr 66
Household Goods and B~age 1 Apr 66
Repair and Utilities 1 Apr 66
Medical Services I Apr 66
BiLeting 1 A.'• 66
Om•misary . Apr 66
Ship Stores 1 Apr 66
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FUCTO TRANSPE. DATE

Special Services 1 Apr 66
Installation Coordinator 15 Apr 66
Provost Marshal 15 Apr 66
Fire Marshal 15Apr 66
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (Land) 15 Apr 66
Class II and IV 1 May 66
Finance Disbursing and Fiscal AccountiAg 7 May 66
Troop Education 15 May 66
Motor Transport 15 May 66

(C) The translation service and the Exchange technically did not
become lot Log Comd functions. The former became a function of EQ MAQV
and the latter an activity of the Far East Arzy and Air Force Exabazge
Service (FEA&AFES). In additions the fiscal accounting portion of the
USN finance operation was deliberately carried through 30 June in order
to teri___nate at the close of the fiscal year. 2 9

(C) Probleme associated with the changeover proved remarkably
flw. USARV requisitions for personnel to man the various functions
did iaot reach the JCS until late January, with the result that many
of *the replacements wre not in-coantry in time to meet various
target dates.A.owevers the only major problem revolved around a
Navy decision to retain a Navy-peculiar support facility in the
Saigon area. The comarlder of the newly-activated USN compmentp
Naval Forces Vietnsm (COMNAVFCRV), saw the need to establish a USN-
peculiar support facility to provide administfative and USN-peculiar
suppl support for II3 II1 and IV CTZ, so -Naval advisory elements,
plus the extensive GAME WARDEN and MA••ET TIM operations in the
coastal and Delta areas, made this an obvious requirment, but the
original concept of phasing out E&SUVPACT Saigon involved the traswfer
of all HMSUPPACT resources to USARV. The Navy propc'seýd thereforoe
that the troop eduastion Zimotion, the Class II wAd IV supply function,

* and the non-NAP portion of the motor transport frnction-t-ogether with
the warehouse space required by these', activities-be retaiwd undwAw
USN adrmiistration. Such a plan would permit continued support of US N
advisory and operational elmente in the three CTV's A alapli4 the
problzm with respect to USN-peouliar supply. COWUSMACV disappmoved
thia proposal as being inconsistent with the concept of area support.
He fixed mamlatory transfer dates for the functions under oonsideration,
a&W on 15 May the last of these passed to UMSRV. On 17 A REM)UPPACT
Saigon was officially disestablishedo and on the sam daV RAMUPACT
Saigon wa, activated to assume USN-pouliar support in the II, ms, and
IV CTZ Is.

(S) On 17 March COMUSMXACV had received a briefing on the progress
of the transfer of functions, at tdich time he considered the proposed
structure of the USA suceessor to IHSUPPAC Saigon. He directed that
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( it should be a separate organization assigned te and under the operational
control of USARV. It would be ccnanded by a general officer and would
be called the Headquarters Area Command (HAC). HAC was activated
officially on 1 April under command of Brig Gen R. L. Ashworthp USA. and
thus was in existence 46 days prior to the disestablishment of HEDSUPPACTo
On 17 May HAG assumed ftll responsibility fo= .. ,pport of the MACV "in-
stallation" thrculhout Saigon ard Cholon, and Gen Ashworth became the
"Installation Coordinator.* Activation of GAG completed the Saigon/dholon
supply line as conceived under the ccmon supply system. It represented
an important achievament., for in centralizing procurement under the lst
Log Coed,, COMMCV completed the management structure necessary for
country-wide supply action through USA facilities at USARYrIS. Now possible
were other actions to streamline the logistical picture. These included
the attainment of common stockage leveles and transfer of USA logistical
atd logistical advisory functions from MACV to USARV. 3 1

Comon Stookage Objectives and Reduced Stockage Levels

(U) An iaportant goal for aiW logistical system is the attainment
of coanon stookage objectives. It is a difficult andL sometimes in-
possible goal to reachg for many variables bear on the problem. Howverp
the moere process of striving serves the end of contin= review and,
where possiblep revision of eist-ing stookage levels so as to bring them
more in line with continually changing requirements.

(S) CMUSMANA had noted wide 'de'riation amton& the c~n'ut of

stookage levels for more ooon item. On 26 May., in a meage to CINMPACp
he noted that Class I III and V might be handled betw,;i thr akorints
on a co•eov basis., provided that stockage levels could b+, leadspm
It was true, he noted, that Class V involved 4erain Servic•Gpecullar
ordnance, but even these might be haxdled on a a=.on basis #r=i imht
viewpoint of etoo~ae. The following stockage levels were il effeot at
the time for the three classes of suppli

Ols 1 105 Dare 30 Da" 150 Da 52 Dap
Clase MI 60 30 120 30
Class V 60 45 30 45

A similar representation for Class II and IV would be deceptive in that
major differences exiet in how the components handle and account for
the&i classes. The above is, however, a good general indicator of the
wide deviation to which COUSHACV refor.ed. Ho suggested a CINCPAC satiy
to determine optimum stockage levels and upon it32oomsletion0 a coaference
of all parties concerned to resolve differences.f
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()This propos4l howevers, encountered iumdiate resistarce frua t1~e
Navy. COMUMPOV on 27 June, and CINCF'ACFLT on 29 June, agreed that th

MACV objective was desirables but stated that admin'nitiatives tactical,
and regional variables rwade the attaizmmet, of truly cammon stookage levels
unrealistio.. Their eamp1est

1L) Stookage levels must ultimsA'ey depend upon how rapidly
the supply point can r'epl~enish its stocks. This is affected by length
.of the supply linev frequency of resupply$, weathers port facilities, and
available transport.

2) Missoin3i wi~ch generally afford an even and orderly de-
p~letion of assets permit lower stookage levels than those idhich are less
ywediotable. The nature of the mission# therefore, requires that stock..
age levels be suffioient to absorb the Impact of a sudden drains and
missions vary from locale to locale.

3) The size of the stookage level wil depend upon the flex-
ibility demanded of the supply point. If the supply point mmst meet
the requirements of a constant forces-levels, then it can operate with
lower atockage level. than wuld be required if the reverse were true*.
The capability to supply an over-olght, 25 percent increase in forcee, as
might be the case upon the temporary deploymat of a divisiou force into
ar~other =s2yudrequire stookage levels suficiently high to absorb
this Impact,-

(C) Cleary..y &M~ plan to adopt arbitrary stackage levels tbroughOO
owib UVN wiould requiro further study. It was possible.; hovsverp to reduce
tb.9 overall lavel of supply stocks in-countryi, for several reasons..
I~mwoved facilities for forward area storage, awre rapid resupply rates
pr.,,arily resulting from quicker transport,! and more efficient wathoda
of disrbton wre azn te mot* important . Wditionally# a reduction

Lwrstookago vlem& &raeuUement frewrstorage aita.
Inturns, this would mean loes construction end the possible divor-siork

of military construction funds to other equally needed projects, As &t
added benefits a lower level of construction would reduce infUtionax?
p-.essures upon the 1RVH econom'.

(S) For these reasons, at his Comnaixders' Conference on 30 Hay9,
COXOMACV asked the component commanders to study the impact of adopibng
a "moderate risk supply level. On I June., a A4 message to the field
described this level as:

Class 1 75 Days
Gltmss II avd IV 45 Days
Class III~ Pacaged 45Uq
Class III Bulk 30 Days



Class V 60 Days
Class VA 30 Day-
Post. Exchange ItAms 30 Day's

CQMSMACV did not intend these to be arbitrary levels. COMAVFORV
omments with respect to the difficulty of attaining coon levels were

well taken, and it had become apparent that the continuing change which
characterized the logistical picture would preclude inflexible stockage
policies. Ratherj COMU• CV desired to draw attention to the need for
continuous review of stoekages and wherever possible1 , to revise stoalmgsd
downward. He was encouraged by progress in this regard andp on 27 JulY
was able to advise CINCPAC that each component had been able to initiate
some reductions, When fully implementedq CMUMCV estimated that the
reduced stookage levels would permit a constru_#ion savings of am* $90
million as projected through the end of CV, 7,3'

(0) Thus, though 1966 did not see the reality of like stookage
levels$ it did see progress in the matter of reducing existing stockages*
There were continuing problems as the Services attempted to Wtegrate
methods. For example, at one point the Services were ovrstating POL
storage requ•r•ents because, though -computing FL according to CINOPAC
guidance, they were stating construction for-storage facilittes on a'
uni-Service basis. Such examples were typical problems that occurred
as the logistical picture continued to expand. Howeverg COMUMACV "had
succeednd in developing throughout the comand an.avareness of two im-
portant needs: firstp continuous review of st4ckWgv with a view towwd
elminating duplication and revising levels wnwar; secodmi ux
re-Inement of supply polioiesa, so that the language ad methods of the
reeppative components might become more rarly sml 5

(C) The HACV JA'.s effort to coordinate logistical functions awrog
the Servires was ompUloated by the fact that he conUnued to retain

Sresponsibility for USA logistical advisor7 functions. This was a con-
tinuation .r= the period during uhich KACV had been primarily an ad±isary
and aasiwtance headquarters, but with the expansion of US operations this
had become much more an "additional" duty than a "priary" duty. From a
functional standpointp the time had cwe to place this roepspuibilty
with the USA component$ where already USARV' lot Log C4•-d d assumed
the bulk of the USA logistical burden. Since military assistanoe in RVN
was predomLnantly assistance to the ARVN in essence thin ove wouia
tenmLnate the logistical aspect of military assistance at the Joitib 816-t.

Transfer of USA Loagitical Functions

(C) On 25 May CCU(USCV asked USARV to study the possibility of
assuming the USA logistical funotions then being performed by the MACV J4.
This study would encomp•ss "logistics advisory functiozs, requIred
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organisa~tional changes, oo-locatioin of logistics adtaozvs with 1
ported ARVN tech service aseoy, one organizational element in USARV to
whom logistics advisors 'would report, and a nall tri-serdce eleenrt at
IACV level who wculd keep books and deal with all s3 fvice logistils
matters including trn-service logistiral Problems.'

(C) One month later, USARV produced its study, and with it,
recmmendations so sweeping that the MACV Chief of Staff felt it neces-
sary to analyse the study carefully. Aocordingly on 1 July he directed
the Joint Staff to develop a position for presentation to COMUSMACV.
The USARV recomendationm vent be-or4 the scope originally sought, and
revolved around the proposition that the entire USA nilitary assistance
and advisory effort should be the exclusive function of the AnW a=-
ponent cumand, MACV should be freed of the advisory burden, USARV felt,
so as to be able to devote its vaergies to the management of its com-
poneant com=nds; force levels had expanded to the point that IACV no

-no longer an "assistance comando," but rather a Joint headquarters with
the overriding M1i38scn Of directing Joint combat operations. Since the
individual Services hid assted the mission of funding for their re-
specti;ve portionws of the WAp, it woil be more eff•icient for the
indavidual Services to administer the funds, Logistical functions are
not easily separated from operational and training functions, and the
same headquerters that provides logistical support should also direct
operations and supervise training, The USARV study did concede, how-
ever that MACV should retain operational oohtr-1l ofgdvisorz elants
directly associated with RUAF tactical operations.

(C) 01 16 July CG(•USAWCV approved the transfer of logistical
C advisory ftaotion04 but deferred approval of the other recumemnations

for further evaluation, He directed that a Joint MACV/USARV plannin
group be convened to deviflop the neceary detaile for wnryig out
these recc=cedations, an on 18 July this Voup met for the firat time,
MACV J4 announced that USARV would aesume UA logistical functions within
the limits of COMMOCV' original concept on 1 September. The joint
MACV/USAV planning group, Meanwile, qoojinuzd its dlibeni~tiona of
the. broaden, long-range USMRV proposals.

Supply and Distribution

(C) Supply of rations was generally satisfaotory at the start of
the year and continued to improve. The one significant yrcblem iu the
Class I area was the lack of refrigerated stomý. At the beginni•g of
1966 floating storage cerved to alleviate this problem, but in so doing
served also to aggrevate an existirn shortage of refrigeration ships for
nor=al resupply. In January, there were two reefer barges at Qui Nhon,



two at Cam Ranh Bay, and one reefer ahip at Da Nang. As more US ground
forces arrived in-country, the practice of using ocean-going vessels for
the atorage of perishables tended to increase. Though such vessels were
not considered permanent assets and were$ in faot, merely delayed for
discharge, nonetheless their signifie-J.•.-+y increased turn-around time
upset the Class I resupply cycle seriously° Finallys, on 16 May, CGCSELVPAC
was forced to ask USARV to expecdte the discharge of three reefer ships,
then in RWI waters; he set mandatory sailing dates for these vessels and
stated that, if necessary, they should sail with incomplete discharge of
cargo. There were three possible steps to the solutions provide more
refrigeration ships, construct more on-shore storage, and accept lower
levels of peizshable rations. As it turned out, each of these steps was
pursued, with the, asult that by the ea4 of August, the problem had been
la£rgely re2±ieved.46

(C) On 23 Juns the COMSTS held a "reefer conference.% An im-
portant result of this conference was a decision to supplement MSTS
reefer assets with "vessels of opportunity." This meant that MSTS
would charter any available refrigeration ships to augent its own fleet.
By 15 July CINCPACFLT advised that MSTS had succeeded in chartering two
additional reefer ships, and that the first of thesewould arrive at the
Wast Coast in August. Meanwhile, construction of on-shore refrigeration
facilities .had progressed, and units which had deployed in the spring
had begun to receive refrigeration units for use with base-camp mess
facilities. This permitted release of floating storagej, as dem=straued
by the release to MSTS on 11 J)uly o$*a vessel that had been providing
off-shore refrigeration at Da Nangf

(S) Shortfalls in stodk objectives for the perishable "A71 ration
caused supply points to accumlate the differences in "B" rations, viich
could be stored without refrigeration. Consequantlyq in August USARV
reported overall Class I levels at 97.8 days against a 105-day obleotive,
yet its "A" ration level was only 12.8 days against a 30-day objective.
Though not at the desired optimu, these figures represented adequate
Class I supply action, and also represented significant improvement over
conditions which threatened in the sprizg of the year. They permitted a
satisfactory mix from the food service viewpoint and, throughout the
countryp I "paration of wholesowe and nutritional meals. As the first
six monthe of 1266 terminated, KACV repore that its CiLse I supplies
Swere adequate.

(S) A acmparison of soatoo s stoakage objeCtives, by CTZ9 as of
August 1966.

SC7 11 CTZ III CTZ I? CT4

Clas IA 0.O - Z5 .8- 12.W - 50 L2..- YO
ClassIB )34,0O-90 61.1-45 61.1-45 61.1-45
Class IC 47.0- 60 23.9-30 23.9-30 23.9-30
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The, IL Log Cad provided Class I support to the I, 1s I, -and IV CTZ's to
the Saigon/Cholon area, and tolesale support to the NAVSUPPACT Saigon.
NAVSUPPACT Da Naug provided Class I support to the I CTZ, which included
III MAP, USN construction units, support personnel, and the advisory groups.
In this connection, III WAP maintained minimal Class 1" stocks internally.
The objectives were for Class IA, 7 day.; for Class IB, 15 days; and for
Class I McI, 30 days. When added to the overall NAVSIJPPACT Da Nang ob-
jective of 195 days, this additional 42-day total represented a baokap of
approximately eight months in theoretical support of U3HC units, a figure
more than twice the thee and one-half moth objective for support of the
11, 111$ and IV OZZt's.

8Classs II and iT

(S) The condition of the Class II and IV support effort decidedly
was subject to several interpretations. One could paint either a black

r'picture or a bright pioture, dependire upon the approach, Typical were
the following excerpts from a logistiol summary submitted by III MAF at
the close of the first six ionthe of (7 66% " C.lass 1 ani IV were
unsatisfactory, with the vast majorities of items on requisition being
delivered beyond priority designator delivery dates. Roughly fifty per-
cent of the 'authorized line items were at zero balance. . .*." On the
other hand, the report concluded that "there were no critical
shortages. . . 0" This apparent ambivalence, derived largely- from the
sheer acope of Class 'l-/l supply 'and the wide initial gulf between the
desirable and the attainable. Hundreds of cooodittes--repafr parts .

component partsg and end items--ere involved, anl they created maq: is-
olated prblems %ioh often equired' separate solutions. There developed
a nuzber of expedited supp1y procedures to cope with the more severe of
these ppr1lems. These procedures are discussed. ubsequeatly in thischapter.

(3) Despite substantial Uus numbers at sere balance, at the
start of the year no coponent aomander had reported a&W shortag
sufficiently severe "o affeot his ability to conduct required cwbat
operntiols As of 25 February, 7th AF reported that of 5#100 authorised
vehicles, only 45 percent of these were on had, Among the more s$g-
nificant. of U V3 ' •ast of items in critical short suppXy were 5-tou
trucks, air mattreseeo, poncho linere•, mesa kits,. sbotgU. 175-4= AuAU
tubes, and refrigerators. MII NAP re.unr shortages of canvas, wter
cans, and f.ield fortification materiaj.a4

(S) In general, the recurring problem in the Class II/IT ttlld,
concerned aircraft, aircraft cuponents, and aircraft repair parts.
Predictably, the lst Car Div (AN) experienced its share of these. In
April the USARV G4 organized a "fact f1ding task force" thich conducted
a thorough review of supply problem within the division, with a view
to obtaining as many critical Line items as possible frcm u-country re-

- The team observed all supply activities and made an analyis
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of the entire logistical setem. An urgent problem was tbe shortage of
repair parts for the CH-47 helicopter. This versatile aircraft was Par-
ticularly needed for transporting artillery to remote and othervise
inaccessible areas in support of far-rawn9in ground operations in the
rugged Central Highlands. Unfortunatoly, by the first week in July,
isasion-ready capability had declined to less than 40 percent, with the

result that, at about the sme time, the decision was taken to hand-
carry the repair parts requisitions to CONUS. Sam of these requisitions
vere filled out incorrectlys, reating further delay, but ultimately
USARAC pivised that about 82 percent of the requLi~tions could be filed

(S) !A May there developed a shortage of UR-] helicopters for
support of GAM WARDEN operations. On behalf of HACV, CIMPAC requested
that JCS increase PACFLT, a portion of monthly production frC four to
six aircraft. Ultimate!y, 20 M-l's vere transferred froa MA 'to •UN f•r
support of GAME WARDEN. This action occurred at the end of Juet and
represented a typical example of the sort of tion required to
manage Jointly the combined assets cf the eMMmd.4t

(8) Auother aircraft in short supply ,q the CH.-54 *Fing Cramns.-
nhs shortage pruadsed to be alleviated in cr 67 vith the arrival of
production models frau a no proeureMent program. Tht.-p - I s=da
for deliveries of one aircraft per month fru Decubwer 1966 troh April
1967, then two per mouth through January, 968,9 thken three per uorfh until
a total of 73 cranes had been deliUvered,

"(3) The USA OV-l Hohadc also presented its problems. By Auouat

wour out of oeigt reeently.-.deli.,ered new aircraft had arrived in-c'uontr-
vith-xto .the 150gallon "drop tanks." Drop tanks are used for auwiLiy
tua4 supply and permit up to three times the tim on station otherwis
possible-. an important requirment for reconnaissance aircraft. In ad-.
dition. the AM was exporiencing lelay in receipt of repair parts, and
hWd uno red ~intancees of either lost or misplaced parts in the depot

(S) Overall in-aountry assets of the 0-1 (L-19) single-eng:in. light
airplAneo 'dropped sinifioantly due to *ombat losses, a situation that was
the subject of a J3 zeworandza on 13 July. The losses derived from the
unusually high exposure of these aircraft to eneo groun fire, for they
were used by the USAF to direct air strikes and by the USA to direct
artillery strikes. COMUSMACV assigned top priority to Forward Air
Controllers (FAC's) and directed that both Services beguld arrange for
joint use of 0-1 assets until the situation izproved.Iv

(0) More than anythizg else, these problems reflected the ex-
tonsive and expanding importance of light aircraft for ground forces.
Without exception, ground comanders seised upon their versatility and
capitalized on their capabLlities for tactical mohility and extended
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reconnaissanoe. This air-minded pilwmophy generated continual require-
ments for airce_,ft of all types and, in turns strained to the breaking
point supply and maintenance facilities. Many were the air operations
officers who faced the hard choice between mission-essential requirements
and the considerations of air safety an operational reliability.

(C) Comunications equipmnb for ground forces presented diffi-
culties at the start of the year. These occurred primarilUy because the
coamand was under conversion from the "old family to the "new family" of
radios. The problems presented operational rather than logistical con-
siderations9 since primarily they concerned ,netting the old ýAth the
new as many organizations temporarily used eome radios of each type. US
units had priority for is=u%' of the new radios; the 25th Wt Div was con-
verted to the new family wvithin 60 days after its arrival, and in most
cases, units that deployed subsequently received their new equiPMnt in
CONUS. In a letter of 28 June, KACV A stated that the new AN/RC-25 and
AN/RCG-125 radios had become sufficiently atailable for issue to advisor#.5

(C) Several corditione aggrevated the overall Class IIAV situationm
Numbers and types of component parts and repair parts were multiplied ba-
cause the comand possessed zore than one model of the same end item; this
w particularly true in the cases of vehicles and material hamling equi-

iment (ME). Some units deployed with less than their full prescribed
(PtL),P and therefore placed sudden demands upon the supply syatem very
soon after their arrival. Finally, the supply line itself was clogged
with throughput problemsp essentially concerning the port sitiuatloa. Des-
pite these problems, Class II/V supply was moving toward both responsive-
tess and stability as the year entered its final quarter. Thrmghout the
year, no component reported ttat any shortage in these areas ;.as sufficiently
serious to affect -his combat operationes and only USA.V had consit.Amty
reported items in the "critical" ategory. 52

Class .tII

(8) Class III supply was principally a problem of storage and trons-
port. rather than a problem of availability. Tito buildup sharply incroased
demands for petroleun, oil# and lubrid-nts (POL), awd onc a4gain tested
the precarious equilibrium between the logistical expansion and the force
expansion. At the start of 1966, bulk P0L storage encompassed permanent-
type on-shore storage tahka, collareuble tanks, tanks on barges, end ocean-
going tankers at off-ehore anchor. Included as part of.the on-shore
capability were ameercial facilities at Nha Be, which also were used by
US forces, FW 9, RVNAF, and other goverrent agencies. In semi these
faoilities represented approximately a total 15-day supply of bulk P01.
which would support troop deployments scheduled thrugh Kay. Hli'ievert the
high consumption rate could tolerate no slov-moum or intorru ptiorA, for
a rapid depletion of stocks, to the point of endangering support of combat
operations,would result. There waa an i~ediate requirement to build an
additionali 6009000 bbl etorag capability and to improve tanker discharge
facilities at po locations.
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(S) The following is a sumary of POL on hand as of January 1966;
the figures do not include 15 days' supply in commercial tanks and in
floating storageS: 5 4

I CZ. STOCK OBJECTIVE (DAYS) ON HAND AVG (DAYS)

AVGAS 30 10
JP-4 30 5
HOGAS 30 7
DIESEL 30 8

-I a 1=, IV CTZ

AVOAS A5 10
JP-4 45 5
NOGAS 45 3
DIESEL 45 6

7th AIR FORMC

AVOAS 30 .10
JP-4 30 4
MOGAS NA NA

S DIEE NA NA

(3) GC0UMACVp determined to prevent undue and unnecessarW rem
liance on the uomercial facilities at 'Nha Be, directed a study to
determine what impact the oomplett loss of the Nha Be facilities would
have on ecbat operations. This study concluded 'that depedence up=
MiO Be had slackened materially; since MACV could ship directly to
Da Kang Qui Nhon, Nha Trang, Ca= Ranh Bay, ad Mha Be., total loe ao
Nha Be uould be tolerated. However,, NMa Be war critical for the Saigon/
Cholo/Tan Son Wut (TSN) area. Thera-fore an HST$ T-2 tarker dith
130,O00 bbl of bulk TOL vas established at COn Ranh EBay which could be
moved to the NWa Be area to support military requirements for up to
five day,; a second tanker could be provided trm D&a Nang if requLred.

*, The stidy pointed out that dependence on Nha Be w*uld decrease StMll
further, as additional planned POL sto-age wa•s ,nstruote ,i, The fol-
losing construction uas pLaned for the sprinrg

SCHEDULS
W)CATION FACILITYN

Saigon River to TSN Pipeline March
TSN Storage 20,000 bbl ItArch
Bien Hoa Storage 20,000 bbl April
TSN Storage 120v000 bbl April
Vien Loi Storage 50,000 bbl April
Vurig Tau Tanker discharge April
Vuzg Tau Storage 19,000 bib April
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Somes of this construction was. not ocmploted us sohedtit.,d. For example,
the pipeline from a barge in the Saigon RN* tto TSN was not opened* tn-
til July. Also,9 consumption increasjed during the -s7.tV && a rate greater
than forecast, icdth the result that stookage obj;cttvets im-pwoved only
slightly. In May,- the accusa was- maintaining apprcvtaAtelyv a ten day
supply of bulk YVL, considering both shaor ptd floating storage. This
figure was uimilar to January' a. Hotxov-iw the troop buildup had not
forced a further incursion on FOL stocks,, gd facilities under construction
soon ltoul4 increase storage subtazt~a 1 Iiy,

(a) The FML consumption figiures for 1966 are as taicated:.57

Mon C9OMMI0NCOSU)TO

Januar 1046,9000 bb& Jig 10800,300 bbl.
February 11314700 August 1,996,000
March 1s,584,500 September 2,901i2500
April. 10302s,000 Ootaobr 2,750
M47 4,543.,000 November a2pk;S800
June 1a592,300 December 2,592p300

(S) The long-range ob4,zt~ve, was to elimnd-ate otteshore etonge en-
tirely. This istrn r~leseO acre tankers for resuppky, decrease reliance
,on ocseoifl, tankers, and improve resupply ratn'. TM..e -objective, of,
course, Qiepmnded upon the complet-ion. of on-shore tanik test. M.&- -oX *q
the on~-ehore capacity, was .roughl7 692r0O0 bbkee Dy the end of 19t, tthe
on-shore capacity was prograJ=0e Ifor l$5e&.QO0 bbI'l *l-54-h repo "4-nted om
increase of sowe 229 percent, At mid'-yrar, I. DazHag "a Cam R44i Dal
poasessed the lareft on-ahore storgep capoeitiea, idth Laclix1ta'40 to
Store 223,000 bbl "a lO22000 bbtt respectively. AU of the PLstookage
area required off-thore istorWaeit this UMe to am-, ntunt.-w

(C) tnother aspect of MOL oupply thich requtre aonotreatM L-kwove-
mant *was ofU-aore discharge capabilty, At at-s~~the k* 4ocw
discharge capability 3tc*d &t appwoximatoly 60 bbl. per how.finhorge
facilities wer~e progras~ed for improvement to 6& 000 tbbl Ier -ho by the
end of the year. Thi improved ditobarges rate wo'JA iTat f0rn omsz-
pletion Of pipelines and pernznt JPapixszg aciuties.

(C) A ownaxy of capacities for .4ofb of th-s zavtm major VOL.
stockage Wars, as reflected by mid-ea~r reor=ts al yar-end progams,
via as folowes s



* e -

Da Nang 223,.000 bbl T-l Tanker 400 bbI. .• hr
SLChuai 400,00 bbl T-1 Tanker 400 bbl per hr

D&ng Tau 13,0OW bo.L Barge Jetty NA
-Nha Trang 50,00O ] bbl T-1 Tanker 700 bbl per br
tha Rang 55,000 bbl T-1 Tanker 500 bbl per hr
Cam Ranh Bay 182,000 bbl T-2 Tanker 700 bbl per hr
Qui Mhon 129,000 bbj T-1 Tanker 700 bbl per hr

Da Nang 231,000 bb1 T-2 Tanker 5,00 W bbl per hr Aug 66
Chu !At i 102,000 bbl T-2 Tanker 9,300 bbl per hr Sep 66
Vung Tan 13,000 bbl Barge Jetty NA
haM Trang 150000 bbl T-2 Tanker 2,000 bbl per hr Jul 66

Phna Rang 68,0100 bbl. T-1 Tanker Z,000 bbl per hr Jun 66
Cam Ranh Bay $80,000 bbi T-5 Tanker 242C00 bb] per hr :my 66
Qui NhOn !8,000 .bbl T-1 Tanker 2,500 bbl per hr Jun 66

Bates shown in the lower table are the dates durirn which improved dis-
* rj-•charge capabilities became operational. Improvement of P0L on-shore

storage facilities was programed through 30 June 1967. Capaelties at
Vung Tau and Cam Ranh _y, ror example, would apprimmdately double their
year-end reserve, tc 300,000 bbl and 750,000 bVI reepectiveW. Con-
struction of the POL tank fa$na relattd directly to the changing shape
of the combat situation. Da Nanhg long the major logistical base for
III MA, an instaltion dating rm the earliest US troop ccmit-
ment, ha&l the most eatenrive POL facilities as of 30 June and would
reach its plauned capacity shortly after the first of the year at 405,000
bbl. On the other hand, Vung Tau, ranked last as POL depot in June
1966, was scheduled to rank 4ith Da Nang and Qui Mon by June 1967.
ThiAs reflected the growing US iut,Žrest ti the UII GTZ and its efforts
to dvert supply traffic from the Saigon arfea.60

(5) CCIUS$ACV's position toward improvement of POL storage andthroughput was the same as his basic position in other areas of logis-

tical interest. He desired a balanced expansion, and exerted his influ-
once equally to prevent accumulation of unnecessary reserves and to
expedite required facilities. In July CCWISHACV frmaky advised CINflAC
that bulk POL storage needed to be brought into line and that he had
established among all compocents a etockage objective of 30 days. Also
in July, he supported a USARV request for accelerated depleyuent of the
43d Sigr Co (Pipeline Construction), a unit neeced for construction of

the pipeline from Qui Nh•i to An Kie. VOL requirements for the An Khe-
Pleiku area would triple by the end of the year and storage requirements
would quintuple. The altermatives to early deployment of the eirpar
involved diversion of an Engineer construction battalion from other

(Ch 1. 30 Jun 67)
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important tasks, employment of at least two medium truck companie3 to haul
POL overland, or some cur ,ailmerit of operations--all of which were unaccept-
able. These examples well illustrated the need to monitor continuously the
many aspects of a single general area. As matters turned out, construction
of the pipeline ultimately was delayed by a shortage of 6-inch nipe anc
pumping units, and in August JCS was investigating the shipment of 6-inch
pipe from US reserves in France. 6 1

(S) In general, tlroughout the year POL supply remained stable and
satisfactory, with the exception of one critical period during February.
At this time, diesel reserves sank to a very low level when one cargo
arrived and was found to be contaminated, and when a second cargo did not
arrive when scheduled; the command received emergency resupply from Subic
Bay in this instance, and normal. stocko were reconstituted by 5 March. Two
policies largely precluded other temporary shortages. On 17 January
CaRUS%1ACV directed all US forces to maintain a ten-day level of all POL
products either on hand or in organizational direct-support units. On
30 March, USARV asked USARPAC to have all brigades or larger units bring
with them to RVN a 15-day supply of packaged POL products. .These two pro-
cedures caused units to retain enough reserves to offset any temporary
slowdowns in the supply 3lne, and, in the case of newly deployed units,
afforded insurance against the possible early interdiction of land 14C's.
-By spring, USARV had terminated its automatic PUSH of POM products-an
expedited supply procedure, giscussed subsequently, which had outgrown
its usefulness in this area.

Class V

(TS) B--ause of the political impLiLcations involved, the most explo-
•sive question in .the supply field for 1966 was whether or not MACV
experienced a shortage of ammunition, and if so, whether or not the
shortage affected combat operations. This complicated question involves
a complicated answer; reduced to one word, however, the answer was "yes."
From the viewpoint of SECDEF, there is no shortage of a specific type of
ordnance if the world-wide production and assets in place compare favor-
ably with world-wide usage factors. From that level of management, the
problem is one of logistics, rather than one of produAtion. However,

* from the view oint of a battalion commander who desires types and volumes.
of ammunition which he cannot secure, whether the problem be one of stpply

or transportation the resulting condition is a shortage of ammunition.
Localized shortages of this type did occur in 1966, requiring that more
plentiful but less efficient types of ordnance be substituted for the
less plentiful but more efficient. Aircraft flew from time to time with
Less than optimui loads,, and occasionally with short loads-less than
the amount of ordnance the aircraft could carry. Particularly in the
field of air munitions, common practice was to trade available ordnance
between the components which served to bridge stockage gaps that developed
as critical munitions at times dropped far below necessary stockage
objectives. The practice of substituting acceptable alternate'munitions
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alleviated an imnediate problem9 but compounded the long-term problem,
for as deliveries in--country continued at rates less than usage, one b
one even the alternate munitions slipped to critical stockage leveLs736

(S) On the other handp like the rest of the logistical picture,
all plans grew from a basic concept of equilbrium between force ex-
pansion and logistical expansion. A primary consideration in the plan
for introduction of increased numbers of combat forces was that the so-
oallUed "base" would keep pace with the ever-increasing troop levels. To
be sure, safety levels were built into the total equations but from the
start COMUSMACV recognized and anticipated that significant management
problems would develop. He did not intend that so much emphasis qhould
be directed toward logistical expansion that the logistical expansion it-
self should become self-consuming9 and there was no tLme for a deliberate9
before-the-fact development of extensive supply facilities. Consequently,9
any fair estimate of the ammunition supply situation must consider the
basic plano Here too, there must be a precarzous equilibrium, with sol-
utions to inevitable problems deriving from souund and responsive management.
COMUSMACV s guideline was that shoq}ages should not interfere with
military objectives; they did nolo`0

(SY At no tie were there any shortages of direct firep flat tra-jectory munitions° 05 The suggestion that soldiers faced an enemy with
.less bullets than they needed, or that tanks and APC s were hamstrung by

shortages of the heavier munitions, has no basis in fact The shortages
that did develop had rwo' characteristics consistently. First, they
tended either to be localized geographically, or were oi short duration.
Second, they involved exclusively the indirect fire munitions,, and among
these, -primarily the air-de ivered muitions0  These shortages normally
were responsive to substitute ordnance-an artillery projectile instead
of a mortar projectile, or e•:_her a heavier or lighter general purpose
boiubo Although occasional shortages of prime ordnance caused ground
commanders to modify their concepts of some tactical operations, in no
case was a major ground operation curtailed by such shortages, MACV did
reduce somewhat its air and ground interdiction. Selective methods of
targeting helped produce the highest possible return from the air ordnance
available. And some limitations on the use of night i:Llumination, from
artillery pieces and mortars and by air-delivered flares, proved necessary*
In making the point that military operations proceeded in 1966 according
to plan, another very germane observation was that the Judicious manage-
ment of munitions is a necessary practice that has characterized other
wars as well as this one;o the problem was nothing new. A detailed treat-
ment of specific munitions and the problems associated with them follows:

(S) On 6 December 1965 MACV moved to centralize the management of
munitions. The J4 Ammunition Division was established on this date, and
began operations on 3 January 1966. One of the fi.rst actions of the now
organization was to develop a plan to afford mutual support among all
tb' components in matters involving ammuni,.ion m.applyo This -1an formed
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the ultimate basis for the tansfer of munitions between the components
later in the year when the supply line tightened and stockage levels began
to dwindle. It was published as MACV Directive 740-2 on 24 February and
served three objectives, establishment of procedures for transfer of
amunitions between the components; reduction of the use of high priority
transportation in anunit.Lou resupply; and elimination ý'f disparate stock-
age levels ghich might pezmit a shortage in one place and an excess
elsewhere. 6 7

(S) At the start of the years seven items had been reported in
serious short supply, and six of these were air munitions; the single
exception was the illumination projectile for the 81-mm mortar. The six"J•.L " , r•air munitions were the 40-cm grenade for launch from helicopters,9 the

.air-delivered 2.'5-inch rocketsp 20-am HE cannon ammunition, the MKI1
250-lb bomb, the MK82 500-lb bombg and the M-117 750-lb bomb. On 23
January the illumination projectile for the 1O5-im howitzer joined the
shortage list. Reliance upon 105-rn illumination to compensate for short-
ages of the 81-nm illumination had drained the 105-mr reserves, a con-
dition which occurred latg in the year because of similar drawdoWns of
other types of munitions.

(TS) In Washington on 11-12 January, DAF sponsored a USAF muni-
tions allocation conference. It determined that available munitions
would support 400 ARC LIGHT sorties per month through March, 450 throughV June, and 600 for the last six-months of the year.. The conference also
estimated that appproximately 3,000 STEEL TIGER$ BAR=EL ROLL, and TIM
HOUND sorties could be mounted each month. Available munitions would

4• permit an average load of 1.7 tons per sortie (2.1 in NVN and 1.55 in
SVN/Laos).°he 'con erence allocated USAF munitions for the first quarter
of CGY 66 and projeq ;ed allocations for the rest of the year. MACV J4
stated in January that "although allocations to PACAF and VNAF fell short
of requirements9 projection is being increased sufficiently to meet
estimated future requirements of all munitions except 2.75&-inch rocket
motors." It did not work out that way. Amiunition problems continued to
develop, and by the end of April the lisit of munitions officially listed
as eritio6 had expanded to thirteen--with every hew listing an air
munition.

(TS) On 20 January the Air Force Advisory Group (AFGP) advised
COMUSMACV that VNAF was running short of 500-lb bombs, 220/260-lb frag-
mentation bombs, and l00-1b general purpose bombs. By March the VNAF
bomb shortage had grown acute; principal causes were insufficient stocks
to begin with, untimely shipmentsp and diversion elsewhere of munitions
enrouteo CINCPAC informed JOS that VNAF had 73.000 bombs on hand or
enroute, and ti4at expenditure based upon a CSAF allocation of 310500 per
month would exhaust stocks by the end of April. He informed COMUSMACV
that VNAF had the same priority for ordnance as other users in SEASIA,
• l that distribution of assets would be monitored closely to ensure
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equitable distribution. MAP needed a 60-day level in country. JOS
assistance would be required to produce prgmpt shipments and reduce
diversions until this level was achievedo70

(TS) By 1 March, air munitions were becoming critically short
generally. The high explosive anti-personnel (HEAP) warhead for the
2.75-inch rocket was a particular problem. The command was some
17,692 fuzes short for the HEAP warhead, and no solution was possible
immediately since production of fuzes could only be at the expense of
production of complete rockets. Also among the newer problems were fire
bombs; 7th AF reported it lacked the necessary components to assemble
complete bombs and that recent shipments of the incendiaries had been
arriving without all the neaessary parts. 7th AF listed M9QL•2 nose fuses
as one of the critical items. MACV JA bluntly told 7th AF that "emergency
resupply is being used to cover inadequate supply programming procedures,"
but 7th AF responded that maintenatnce of adequate stock levels was vir-
tually impossible in the face of existing munitions allocations and
production lagso l

(TS) In Saigon on 3 April, Deputy SEODEF Vance reoeived a briefing
on the munitions situation. He was told that the munitions shortage was
critical and that production would be unable to meeot requirements before
early 1967° iapaim was the orly air munition in which there was a eur-
plus., HQ USAF had been forced to allocate to its major air commands ca
the basis of existing inventories and production and as a result, bomb
loads were being reduced and substitute munitions were being used, The
Secretary was advised that only 73 peruent of the required bomb alsete,
and only 33 percent of the required CBU-2 asseta, were available. 2

(TS) (JOMUSMACV informed CINCPAC and JCS on 8 April that he con-
sidered air munitions shortages an emergenty situation seriously affecting
air-strike capability in SESIA. He said that all feasible intra-
theatre actions to ýlleviate the situation had been taken. In the first
quarter of CY 66, some %0 soities had been used to distribute and re-
distribute munitions. Aircraft were being held on ground rather than
airborne slert, Between 4 and 7 April, somie 233 strike sorties had been
cancelled or not scheduled. To compound the problem, civil disturbances
at Da Nang caused diversion of a ship, loaded with air munitionr, to
Qul Nhonp creating further delay in the distribution of badly-needed
amwnntion. CINCPAC gave temporary relief to the USAF mnitions shortage
at Da Nanq by directing the transfer of some 2.400 bombs from the USN to
*he USAF. I

(TS) On 10 April CINCPAC directed that a report of sorties cancelled
due to shortage of munitions be submitted directly to his headquarters.
7th AF reported that 44 ROLLING THUNDR, 32 STEEL TIGER, and 4 BARREL ROLL
missions had been cancelled for this reason during the first ten days of
the soubh, No in-country missions had been cancelled, but aircraft had
been held on ground alert and 320 missions that normally would have been
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preplanned were not flown. During the period from 1 to 14 Aprilp 515 in-
country air strikes that o herwise vould have been flown were not scheduled
due to ordnance shortages° ;4

(TS) On 13 April CINCPAC r+equested a drastic reductioa o. eadar-
controlled bombing. road cratering, and other types of $xterdiction.
COMUSMACV could not agree, stating that he felt it imperativo to keep cer-
tain. infiltration routes interdioti4, expecially Mu Gia Passo and that the
prevalent cloud cover in the spring of the year made radar-controlled
bualet GCUSACV bomb as he-felt necessary.

(TS) On 19 April CINCPAC informed COMUSXACV that it appeared the USN
and USMO had enough munitions to perform on an austere basis, but that the
USAF was having trouble because munitions were missing component parts and
wereg in general, being received in insufficient quantities to provide
proper stockage levels, Some transfer between the Services still was pos-
sible., but CIVCPAC did not consider this a sufficiert action, He granted
COMUSMACV authority to call on Yankee Station carriers to strike essential
targets if necessary, and allocated 500 sorties from Yank e Station for
attack of targets in Laos durin the remainder of April." 6

(TS) Meanwhilep COMUSMACV had devaloped a system of priorities for
management of in-comntry air strikes by USAF. These were the six priorities:

A-Support of units in contact.
B--Sut pqrt of major operations.

-O'Esoort oX convoya and trains.
Dl-Targets directly affecting the ground situation.
D2--ucrativep perishable targetso
D3-Luotative, statio targets.

To ,:oncerve munitions, only requests for strikes against categories thr)ugh
- priority Dl were to be honored; 24 aircraft were placed on 15 and 30-m:Wute ground

alert, but were to be scrambled only for immediate requests against luc..
rative targets or to support ground units in emergency situations. All
other tn-oommission aircraft w.uld be loaded and placed on backup ground
alert, so that all aircraft would be standing, some type of alert. The
sorties reported by 7th AF as'either cancelled or not scheduled during
April were those which fell under priorities D2 and D3. 77

(TS) Many of the actions taken by the several headquarters during
April derived from DEPSECDEF Vance 0 s visit to Saigon on 3 April, which re-
sulted in an asmunition conference in Hawaii from 11 to 13 April. the
agenda for which concerned the SEASIA munitions crisis. All parties con-
cerned sent representatives to this conference, chaired by Assistant SECDEF
Ignatius. While the conference was in ses'ion, news stories broke in
CaMUS concerning the air muuitions shortage, and some of them suggested
that the US had overextended itself in SEASIA. CJCS &dvised C.LNCPAC and
COMUSMACV that while he favored producing the facts before proper authority,
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and earnestly sought e optimum support of troops in combat, irresponsible
news leaks might engender harmful attitudes in Congress, particularly with
respect to further troop commitments. The CINCPAC conference adjourned
after a thorough examination of the total munitions picture. Basically,
six courses of action were determined upon: to develop realistic sortie
plans by month, weapon, and Service; to provide operating stock levels;
to increase W'STPAC stock by drawing down on CONUS stocks,, to provide
better management for production of bomb componentg; to establish a
realistic pipeline; and to accelerate production.

(S) In CONOJS there were production bottlenecks. By September 1966p
the Army had activated a total of nine munitions plants to accommodate
the needs of the war. but until the activation of its munitions plant at
St. LQ:i5: only the National Presto plant at Eau Claire, Wisconsin, pro-
duced aumrniticn )r the lO5-mm howitzer. As will be apparent subsequently,
this product3.on limitation created a drawdown on reserves in CONUS and
PACOM, a shortage of training ammunition outside of RVN, and ultimately
a shortfall in-country. The example typifies the kind of problem en-
countered by all the Services as they moved to expand the munitions in-
dustry in support of RVN° In additions there were occasional cases of
quality-control difficultiess as in the case of bombs which arrived with-
out properly-assembled components, and defecti4 e alr-to-ground missiles
which had to be returned to CONUS for rework."

(S) In the ear2y spring, while munitions were receiving the in-
tensive inrterest of authorities at every level from MACV to Washingtonp
another quite different aspect of the munitions situation required
attention. This concerned the MAP. The decision to transfer the funding
aspect of i-he MAP from the State Department to the military Services
under the Lefense Department was one aspect; a second aspect concerned
the need to place Class V resupply for ground forces under one roof, a
need which developed largely from the introduction of large numbers of
Korean (ROK) troops--33%OO by September, with an end-strength forecast
at approximately 45,COO. On 3 March the YACV JA held a conference which
considered the transfer of MAP support to the 1st Log Cord. By the end
of April the decision had been made to begin USARV Class V support of
ROK force•k on 1 September. III MAF support for ROK forces depl~xed
permanently in I CTZ would be fixed by the dates of deployment.ou

(TS) In suimnary, the first three months of 1966 brought serious
munitions problems. From a tolerable munitions posture at the start of
the year, there developed a run on air munitions and selected important
shortages of qrnind munitions. Conferences concerning munitions dif-
ficulties had been held at Washington. Honolulu, and Saigon. Though
several management tools were used to alleviate temporarily specific
problems, the basic problems were those of production and transport, and
solution to there problems would require time. It was apparent-that the
situation would become vmrse before it improved4 and that the crisis
would occur in the sumner. Most of all, it was apparent that the crucial
problem would involve air munitions.
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Special Air Munitions Problems

(TS) In a personal message of 8 April, GJCS addressed the growing
shortage of air munitions squarely. He authorized CINCPAC "to divert and
om=Lt to operations in support of oombat in SEA for the use of any... com-
ponent an appropriate air munitions resources in seOM, regardless of
ownershipt... Authority specifically applies to r ve s held in support
of US Forces Korea°.." 1Tus, the rqr reserve munitions stockf 6ed to
blunt an attack gom North Korea were officially released to wiet, a gro~u•n
shortage in RVN."

(S) On 18 May a message from CINCPAC advised that a "critical" re-
duction in air munitions would be reflected in forthcoming revised
allooations. He stated that ",,.in many instances the allocations.o.fOr
the items Listed were less than required to satisf• GY 66 adjusted rates.

The.o.shortfalls will further aggravate the CY 66 adjusted rates." The
air munitions involved and the percentages by which they wer reduced
were as follows.

-M-64 500-lb Bomb HD 37%
M-59 1000-lb Bomb SAP 57%
MK84 2000-1b Bomb U 26W
MI-118 3000-b BomV GP. 48%
MLU-l0 Mine 45%
M-77 500-lb Bomb FRE 27%
•u..pup-B Missile 43%
Zuni Rocket 1.-foot 2
2.75-dnoh Rocokt (all types) 44
)T12 Flare 51%
MK24 Flare 19
M-79 1000-lb Bomb FIME 27%

(TS) On 18 june CORUSMACVU who was then in Honolulu at CINCPAC
headquarters, cabled his Chief of Staff that he had "discussed the bomb
availablity with CINCPAC. The situation is binding; he asked that we
do all p,)sible to conserve air munitions." At the end of the month
CINCPAC added to the long list of critically short air munitions three
more typeo of general purpose bombs2 the WMK3 lO00-1b bomb, the MK84
2000-1b bomb, atd the M-118 3000-1b bomb. This was an example of the
long-term problem compounded, for this ordnance, employed extensively
to ease the drain on the smaller and moreflexJble 250 and 500-lb bmbs,9
had itself slipped to the shortage level.0•
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(TS) Thus the status of air munitions reached its nadir at mid-
year. In six months the list of ammunitions in short supply had Vvwn
frcm one to thirteen. It included nearly everj type of conventional
air ordnanceo and the overall. stockage levels in 7th Air Force had,
fallen to 15 days--against a 45 day objective. Theme were the air
munitions concerned:

198l 250-lb Bomb M-61 20-u Cannon
182 500-lb Bomb 2.75-inch Rocket HEAP
M--117 750-lb Bomb 2.75-inch Rocket WP
1MK83 1000-1b Bomb CBU-2 Dispenser Bombs
MK84 2000-lb Bomb CBU-14 Dispenser Bobs
M-118 3000-1b Bomb W424 Flares
1M-39 20-ms Cannon

From this point the situation began to improveg slowly at first and then
more perceptibly. The overall stockage levels in 7th Air Force olim ed
to 20 days by 15 July and to 30 days by 15 August. Improved production
in CONUS and increased ammunition inventoria ein WESTPAC were having a
welcome, if somewhat delayed, effect in RV11.94

2.75-inch Rocket
(S) The first and most persistent air munition shortage was the

2.75-inch rocket. This weapon came 4- several configurations-4-HAP,
HEAT9 HE fragmentationg. and white pho,?horous (WP) for incendiary
effects and marking air strike locations. It was employed extensively
by all Services on nearly every type of air vehicle, ranging from hel-
-otpters and light fixed-wing observation aitcraft to jets. The USA

"*1 used- great quantities of this munition as acrial artillery; its 2d Bn
20th Arty (AM) was organized with armed helicopters imstead of howitzers.
The first such organization of its kindy it flew its weapons platforu

, •throughout II CTZ, and delivered payloads of 2.75-•inh rockets in sat-
uration quantities in support of forward areas. Predictably, shortages
"which occurred were not unifoom. The USAF developed a ahortage of the
WP and HEAP warheads; the USA Aeveloped a shortage of the HE warheads;
the USM0 developed a shortage of the pods in whiah the rockets were
carried; and all components experienced from time to time a shortage of
rocket motors.

(S) On 6 April USARPAC asked USARV to transfer some of its WP
assets to the 7th Air Force and within the next few weeks, the USA
component was able to turn over some 159000 rounds, helping to alleviate
a near crisis. On 21 May CINCPACAF noted that 11SAF FAC's had attempted
to use smoke grenades to mark targets for strike aircraft, but that
this procedure was completely unsatisfactory. He stated that production
of 10,000 WP warheads per mvnnth through December would be insufficient
arid indicated that a thirty percent increase would be required, citing
a requirement for 12,780 le warheads for December, On 15 May 7th A?
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form •lly requested that the WP warhead be added to the list of criticaly-.
short munitionsp even though the 2.75-inch rocket as a total cc=dt=
already was undertntenaive management at DOD; 28 May CINCPAG concurred
with the request.

(3) The H1.A? ,nrhead was another USAF probLem. On 21 Januat7
GINMPACAF reported that the command had insufficient quantities of the
munition "to provide 100 percent combat capabil4ty of current and pro-
Jected forces." Expenditures of the HEAP warhead were 466,000 from
March 1965 through February 19661 and PACAP had been substituting HE
ard HEAT warheads gradually to ease the growizg shortage of the pre-
ferred RFAP, DOD was doing what it could to increase pgduction, but
the limitIng factor was production of the rocket motor.""

(S) Whereas combined HE expenditures had been under 40,000 roude
per month during the 12-month period mentioned, PACAF estimated roughl7
1009000 in March of 1966, gradually to increase to 1509000 during the
last quarter of CY 66. Yet as of March 1966 there were only 51s,260 HE,
HEAT,9 and HEAP warheads in all of SEASIA, and 649,350 rocket motors. ,
Estimated resupply was 60,000 rockets per month. In July. the number of
HE, HEAT, and HEAP warheads had increased some 10,000 to a figure of
61,08349 but this was well below the stated PACAF requirement. In fact,
CINCPACAF estimated his July requirementb at 186,000 against an asoca-
tion of 65,400 for that monthp rising to a requirement for 290,000 rounds
during December against an allocation of 120,000, These fjures nearly
doubled the estimates which were made earlier in the yeamr.

(S) On 2 August the JCS advised that they had allocated to CIMPAG
the total production of 2.75-inch munitionis, but the August allocation
for PACAF :limbed only to 669300 rounds. PACFLT,, ýose air forces faced
similar problemsp suffered a cutback to 399400 rounds&, including the
allocation for the lst Marine Air Wing. Overall in August, GINGPAC
allocated some 180p000 roundo of 2.75-inch munitions throughout PACOK,
against itWý stated requirement of 464,600. This approximated 40 percent
of the PACCK need°, The problem derived principally from slippage in
the production of rocket motors. As early as 16 February, the Waahibgton
task force devoted to expediting shortage items noted that deliveries
of the 2.75-inch rocket were falling behind schedule, In April CINCPAC
had assumed control and future allocation responsibility for all. PACC(
assets, and on 22 May had slashed exlsting allocations by 42 percent.
The slippage in production of rocket motors va3 the basis for the C1NGPAC
message of 17 August, which established for PACAF and PACFLT the aliooationA
indicated.88

Bombs

(S) Between April and Ju1ly, all of the conmonly us3ed fragmentation
bombs fell into short supply. Initially, only the smaller general pur-
pose bombs were critical items. These were more floxible items suitable
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for use with most aircraft and in a variety of situations, and they were
in heavy demand. However, as more often the heavier ordnance was sub-
stituted against the larger area targets, the heavier bombs also became
critical. Production continued to lag during the first half of the year.
These bombs were considered critical as of July 1966:

M1KI 250-lb Bomb MK63 1000-1b Bomb
MMS2 500-1b Bomb =K84 2000-lb Bomb
M-117 750-1b Bomb H-ll8 3000-lb Bomb

The smaller bombs were in particularly short supply. At the end of May
CINCPAC reported that the 1,181 production was only 27,000 per month againet
a requirement for 68,400j the MK82, 14,000 against a requirement for 10097001
and the M-117, 30,,000 against a requirement for 47,000. By tha end of the
year., CINCPAC saw continued monthly ahortfall.13f 59,200 for the )M1J8lp
34,600 for the MK2., and 21p200 for the M-117.

(3) However, there were signs that improved production would materi~.Jize
On 14 Julyp SECNAV received a briefing at MACV headquarters. He was ad-
vised that the supply of bombs in-country Atood at 20 days at the time1
and that this supply should increase to 30 days by the end of the year.

, As of August, some 87,9700 metric tons of air munitions were awaiting
movement from CONUS ports. This figure was forecast to increase %o
110,O00 metric tons in Septembero136,100 metric tons in October, and
160,400 metric tons in November.

(t ) There were problems other than production lags which contributed
to the shortages. As COMUSMACV noted in an 8 July message to CINCPAC,
bumbs sometimes arriwd in-country incompletely assembled. As a typical
examples of 3,983 WI83 1,000-lb bombs which arrived in June, 1,030 came
without any tail fins. Also. frequently bombs were offered for shippinU,
but remained at ports for extended periods awaiting ships to move them.
As an example of this, a consignment of air munitions which included WU
29000-1b bomah was offered for shipment at Subic Bay in early July, but
there were no ships immeditately available, This problem occurred because
of uniformly heavy demands on shipping throughout PACOM, and sometimes
the components were forced to dip into th~elr reserveo while awaiting
munitions deliveries. In June III IAF used some of its reserves ct MK81,
MK82 9 and M83 ";ambe, ani was obliged to raduce its sorties in support of
the 7th AF in order to retain sufficient ausets in support of III MAW
operations. As was the case generally in the logistical field, the most
difficult period for 1960 munitions supply occurred during the sumer.
Problems were solved by the substitution of plentiful munitions for
those in short supply, by transfer of munitions between the components,
by acceptij temporary incursions into reserve stocks, ani by selective

a, targeting° w
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Other Air Munitions

(S) The MK24 air delivered flares were a much-used, much-neededp and
very critical munition. They were employed by grourd forces to illuminate
the battle area, for harassment, and for perimeter avuurityp and they were
employed extensively for aerial reconnaissance .at night and for night
aerial photography, As stocks of the illumination projectiles fired by
mortars and artillery became depleted, the demand for the air-delivered
flare became ever more acute. They Joined the list of critically short
munitions in March. At this time MACV J4 placed the requirement for the
USAF and VNAF at 117,000 per month, and noted that production was being
expanded to 125,000 flares per month; this level would not be obtained
uxitil the end of the year, however, and even then could not be allaated
exclusively to USAF and VNAF. JA noted that consumption of the flares bad
increased from 39,680 to 629510 in mid-February, and then again to 01,000
in mid-warch; these figures contrasted with an estimated consumption rate
of 20.000 f.ares per month which had been developed in September of 1965.
GOWNMACV adivied OINCPAC on 1 March that production could not meet
requirement 8.

(S) The Army position was unsatisfactory bat not crucial. WARV
possessed some 40,000 of the Mod 1 configuration which it could not use,
but which would be suitable for the Air Force. USARV began a transfer
of 21,000 of these flares, and on 18 March volunteered to transfer the
other 19,,000. USARV possessed sae 12s,000 of the favored Rod 3 coni'-
uration against its own stockage objective of l8,00; it expected to •
expend roughlv 7,000 per month over the remaining ten months of the year,
On 13 April...the task force in Washington reported that it had arranged.
furthar expansion of production of the Mod 3 HM flart, and outlined
an upward revision of production which provided for 579000 flares in the
month of Aprilp rising to 117,000 per month by September and 164,000 by
December. Even son it did It anticipate that production woud meet
demand until November 1966.

(S) Ammunition for the 20-m cannon in Jet aircraft also fell
.Into short eupply. The M-39 cartridge was employed by the F 4o00, F-5s,
iud B-57. while the M-61 cartridge was employed by the F-104. F-1059
iind F-4C. Combined expenditure of this ammuwition was runiang well
cmer 2,000,000 rounds per month dxur.n April. On 16 April .INCPACG4
iorecast a sharp increase in expenditures of these munitions, mid at-
tributed the shortfall in production to a shortage of metal parts
required in the manufacture of the cartridges, He reported that the
Air Force had been substitutins 50 percent ball ammnition in its
cannon loads in an effort to extend its stocks of high explosive iz-
cendliary ammunition; although he saw sow relief from the shortages
of X-39 20-4=9 he saw no i±rediate relief from the shotUges of M-61
and he asked continuous emphasis on accelerated production. On 22
April CCWSHACV concurred in these vlewt. But the M-39 situation did
not improve as forecast; on 20 Julyp PACAF reported 1,041o523 rounds
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on hand. CINCPAC's August estimates of the munition indicated a require-
ment in July for 29330,000 rounds against an allocation of 700,000,9 and a
requiLement in December for 3,070,000 rounds against an aJlocatis, of
2 0000,00o0 This meant a continued deficit in the monthly position for
the munition, and a year-end deficit balance of over one million rounds.
Thusp a3 1966 entered its last calendar quarter, 20-m ammunition re-
mained under tight control, and Jie stated requirements remained
substaztially above allocations°C•4

(S) The 40-un grenade was another critical air munition. This
grenade, which was idential to the ground munition in head design but
materially different in cartridge designa, was employed from the UH-I
series of helicopters; fired from a circular mount on the nose of the
helicopter which operated by belt feed the grenades could be delivered at
a rate of 200 rounds per minute for an effective range of 29000 meters.
This item was in world-wide short suptlvD and to increuq• stocks and re-
duce expenditures of this valuable munition, COTUSHACV reccmerAed that
DA reduce its authorized expenditure rate from 300 to 150 rounds per day,
which would also reduoe the stockage objective for the munition and remove
it *r= special DOD management. At the start of the year, requirements
were anticipated from roughly 153,9000 rounds in February to 234,000 in
June, Production wac scheduled to increase nearly seven-fold during this
same period,9 from 75,100 in 1'ebruax7 to 5-50,000 in June. By May, re-
quirements were running at 199,000 rounds per month, and the allocation
for that month had risen to 198,000. Allocations we"e scheduled to rise
steadily to levels of 2619000 for September and October. Productiony
which had risen to 5444000 at this polint was. now programmed for a further

S'narease to 948,000 by September, but DA inexplicably roduaed the July
A-location of 40-m grenades to 162,000 rounds. U43ie action, coupled
%Ath a-minor increase in requirements to 204,000 roundsp aggravated an
otherwise improving conELtion and created a deficit forecast through
November. This was a change for the worse from an earlier CINCPAC
estimate %t•ioh had concluded that requirements for 40-am grenades wou4
be met during July; CLNCPAC asked for further DA review of its policy.)

s() CBU-2 and CBU-14 Dispenser Bombs were other munitions that
remained in unfavorable balance throughout the year. These were not
erritical munitions tactically, for several other munitions and weapons
could be employed against similar targets with good effectiveness, but
they were critical from the supply viewpoint. Mid-year estimates of the
munition placed the GBUO-2 at only 17 percent awd the CBU-14 at 24 per-
cent of requirements; year-end estimates were 05 and 28 percent respectively.
These figures weoe based on "preferred mix," t1&e optimum loads for air-
craft committed to support of ground troops. A disadvantage of the CBU
was its cimparatively high dud rate, The CBU's were small grenades waich
were dropped to the ground from dispensers anr designed to explode on
contact. They were lethal and effective weapons, and had the capability
to cover large areas. But the dud rate was highp Wnd ground troops
frequently found the smaltbubs lying unexploded in operational areas,
volatile and fully armed.
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(S) Finally. both PACAF and PACFLT aeperienced some shortage of
missiles. The SHEIKE missile was being allocated as fast as production
would permit. CINCAC approved a PACAF request to dip into required
stookage levels in order to maintain the approved monthly allocation,
but denied a PACFLT request to increase its expenditure by a mere 120
missiles per month--an indication of the close management required for
this mnition. There wore also problems with the SIDEMME and
BULLPUP missiles. In some cases9 these missiles were defective and
had to be returned to CONUS for rework, However, they were being air-
shipped to WESTPAC immediately upon successful completion of acceptance
testsa and the problem, as in the case of SHRI1• , was principAlly one
of close management.?

(TS) 1nh sau ary suppv of air munitions became almuing during the
early months of the year, rose to c-isis proportions in the spring and ear3y
Sz •r •:drequfred clo~e managemeret throughout the remw& er of the year.
.- L,7v ný r~aWined in plentiful Usuply. Every other air aml.ti at
Sscum t ae and to .some degree became "a shortage.

Naval Munitione

(S) The USN air arm experienced many of the munitione shortages
already noted, but the only USN-jeouliar munition that consistently
"p"e•sented problems was •gim e•mItion for the 5-inch/38 and 5-Uch/54

dvr*dK ;.piose guns. These high velocity rifles were employed pmarly
f or shcre bnmbardnt, and with excellent effect.. Or. 1 April PACFLT
"aseats stood at 5-4nch/389 95,400 rounds; and at 5-inch/t54 7,#900
rounds., At current usage rates, PACFLT predicted that assets in the
5-inchi38 =zurition would drop to 50,900 rovrds by the end of the yearp
but foresaw aerobalanceforthe 54nch/54 anition by the and of

(S) Requirements for this munition were divided into two cat>gordos:
the first category consisted of operations and ts-raining stoeks maintained
at co-•tain levels, on board the vessels uhica would fire the amnunition;
the seeond category oonsisted of "floating stocks, which rreeented
the stocks maintained afloat in seaborne tenders. CINCPACFLT stated
Cn 7 Hay that the "current and projectedu PACFLT a3sets of the munition
could not "Bustain operations Ln SEASIA at the current tempo and
concurrently maintein adequate stocks in combatants and supporting,
undervey repleni•hment hips. , .1 PACFLT estimated that it required
131,700 and 39P606 rounds respectivelys for the 5-Inch/3-8 and5-,inck/54 in floating 3tockage tand for operatious and trainingv 21,000

and 7,500 rounds respectively. 9 9

(S) On 11 May CIUCPACFLT reported an overall decline in assets
for the muniticn from the April figxuLee. At thJ a point, stocks of
the 5-inch/38 stood at e5,,AO0 and the .5-inch!/5 stood at 13,450 rounds.
CINCPACFLT pointed out that wlack of gun anmunition to cover coastal
targets. . will dictate an increased requirement f-- air-to-ground



munitions to cover these same targets, thereby aggravating that already
critical situation." At this stage, EASTPAC shipfills had already drawn
down to support WESTPAC requirements. CNO' s estimates of world-wide assets
of the munitions, comparing May with December 9 were as follows,ý

MAY DECENM

5-ineh!•8 292,9000 216,000
5-ich54 74,,000 71,9000

CINCPACFLT requested an increase in the current allocation, and an increasein funding for procure•-•t and production. 100

(3) By the end of June, improved stockage figures permitted CINCPACFLT
to revise upward his year-end estimates. 'He now estimated for the 5-inch/38
a ýy*si position of 98,973 rounds, some 48, 000 rounds above his April
ett te. For the 5-inch/54, he saw a year-end position of 2495599 which in
April he had predicted would be at tero balance. During Augimt the situatio
improved significantly, and CINCPAC forecast a "get-well" date for the 5-iua
38 ammunition toward the end of that month. The CINCPAC estimate for
balance between supply and de-aand for the 5-inch/51-# was December, The
encouraging progress of the 5-inch/38 situation prompted CINCPAC to consider
removin- this munition from the list of ordnance requiring special managee-

(;round Munitions

(S) At the start of the year, the on17 item of ground munitions in
critical short supply was the illumination projectile for the 81-m mortar.
This projectile was used extensively by both RVNAF and US forces for battle-
field illumination, security ak2 hamlets and villages, night adjustment of
artillery, harassment, interdiction, and to assist airborne FAG's to identif
strike locations at night. Fired frcm the smooth bore medium mortaro the
munxition was suitable for employment by forces of all sizes, from any
location in which the highly portable mortar might be emplaced; the demand
for the bace-eJected parachute flare was constant. In March CINCPAC
estimated monthly requirements at 11,880 per month, the great bulk of these
for use in RO. There was no production of the munition a- thie timag but
June production was programed at 6,OOO rounds. By June the monthly
requirement had been revised upward to nearly 25,000 rounds, and the first
allocations from new production were only 2,000. The July allocation rose
slightly to 2,400 rounds against a requirement of 24,700, but the August
allocation, reflecting the arrival of new production at the end of the pipe-
line, jumped to 30,000 rounds. These allocations, which were established
by the Department of the ArEy, continued to rise to a year-end level of
37,000 rounds per month. MACV and CINCPAC estimates of December requirement
came to 47,800, however, and the monthly position at the end oL1966 would
be a minus 10,800 rounds, despite vastly improved deliveries.K J
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(S ) On 23 January,* the illum~ination projectile. for the 105-4=
howitzer fell into critical. short supply$ a shortage *fh~--ti -
least in pert by growi~ng demands for 105-mm illimnination to compenste
for shortages of the 81-mm. CfINCPAC estimated that requirements weould
level off at 70,2125 rounds per month during April$, May, &Wd June. Though
during February come 29,.000 rounds were acquired from war reserve stocks,,
assets-continued to run between 12,000 and 20,000 rounds per sonth chin'
ing the first six montiis of the yearp an average monthly shortfall. of
between 50,,000 and 60,000 rounds. However, as In the case oZ 81-on il-.
lumilmation mid-summer arrivals of new production promised to alleviate
the situation. Additionalljy, as availability of other t~pes of Miss-
ination Increased,* usage ot the 105-mm illutzmitioa 1.rapped otff per-
mitting &. drastic downward revision of requiremenfts. Whereas Jine
estimai~ea placed requirements for May and September at 50#000O wan 06ýQ0
reapactiveiy, Augwat estimates reported a July requirnmnt of 17,300
and a December ýequirement of 47sCCOO, Uinue, the allocation for July w&3
15,000 rounds, the deficit position for the month was minus only 2,0QI'
rounds. A parity between supply and demand Q~a3 foreco~st for Doicember.

(S) The ill.mmimtlon romid for the 4.2-inch mortasr never became
so oritica~ly short that. it joined the crisis list at. WD. However$
in late apringp U8SARV did find it weesmar to establish an Va for the
r~unition in order to control the rata of Its expenditure 0 Fortunately,9
Ij.2-inch tortars primarily were weapons of the US infantry battallowi,
and therei vere no mors than 12 +ubeB in the tyj4.cl brigade. Nonethe-
less# by July stookage ot the LA.71-4noh 13 3 izatiori had eunk to just
nize J,;yap the low point of the ayc.ie for this mwtmitoa. I0%

(S) The HiE projectiles for the 4.2-iaah mortar a=d the 105-=
howitzeaw-were the. basic munitions for the infantry 1,!attalion6; ais
such, they were under the apecial neuitorship of MAMV On 24 Nsy
MANV 14 dqdtermi med that 105-=m HE and 4.2.-inch HE allocated to USARW
would not meet the. oo=*nd' a requ;U-eaeots for the x-sauluder of 0! 66.
During June., USAUV imposed a tightIT-controlled ASR to manage closely
its dwindling supply of the two munitions. Us, natwhdle,9 directad
the Arny H4at&oriel Command (AMC) to investlgate the altuati.a and to
oo~plate ito raocc~andaf4ort bry 21 June; possibilities included Itre-

prograwming =A~/or 'iithdraw.1 of other thtatre Onet. (In Julyv
DA advised t~hat l4 ,0 rounds of 105-= HEW being shipped to

RVs quickly 8s pozeibio. As a result, USARV teruinated its AM
on the munition, but also investigated the possibility of callIng
forwa&-d its off-shore reserves in Okiinawa and Jap~a. Xf USARIV decided
to take this action, reconst~itution of stooks would be the responsi-
billity of the USAPIPAC kavontory Control Point (1011. USARLPAC noted
that the "off-shore reseirves should be caslled forwurd t* most bona-fide
wmrgenoies," a" reco=mne call forward of the 4.2.-inch HE; it d~is
not retomiend drawdoien of the 105-cm HtE, iu view of the recent DA Action.
but "eported a 'alaak of Wn cloar inalication of future avalahility of
4,.Z-iuch a~. As of 30 July, iln-country sodtocag of the 4.2-inch HtE
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stood at 27 days, and the in-country stockage of the I:O5-m HE stood
at roughly the same figure. However, on 1 October the ASR on I05-m
HE was reestablished and remained in effect for the remainder of the
year. 1 05 .

(s) On 1 August, in a briefing for J4, JCS, the XACV J4 pre-
dicted that at existing usage rates, the supply of 4.2-inch HE would
reach a zero balance during November 1966, and that the supply of
105-am HE would reach a zero balance during January 1967. These fig-
ureep however, did not consider any possible transfers from theatre
or CONUS stocks, and they did not consider amm=uition which might be
on the ground in ASP' s below depot level. JA explained that XACV con-
sidered ammunition issued &a ammunition expended, and felt that it was
uv.ikely that any substantial accumulation Gf either auunitiolA Was
developing at unit level; the figures, he noted, were based on current
usage rates and could be extended by imposition of an arbitrary ASR,
but such aotion would impose an undesired reaction on a muititn
orit.LQU to the cnnduct of grounW operations.

(S) During the month of August in analysis of surface munitions
it &as determined that 25 items wert in either critical or short oap-
ply. This last was diacussed with the team from the ArnV Am=iticn
Procurement and Supply Agency (AAPSA) in early September.. At the
CINCPAC Munitions Conferenoe 3-5 October 196S4 these items were further
discussed. Six items were clasified as, "Critical Supply,p and nine-
teent othei were identified as "Short Suppl.y. 1 The statue of all itimu
remained as identified throughout the year. USARV imipoed an kSR on
moat item3 to control txpendALturee. The follwing items were co•,id-
ered to be in Critical Supply:

5.56-mw Ball
60-mm Mortar HE

81-mm Mortar HE
81-m= Mortar Illum
105-=a How HE

The folloiming items were considered to be in short 3upplyI

5.56-m Traoer
40~ !FEs M406
57-eu Tracer
63-im Mortar, WP
lS-ram Motrs, WPiu
105-. m How, Ilu
4.2" Mortar, HE

* 4.2" Xortars, Tllh -

Grenade, Frag, H426A1
Mine, AP, MIK



66am Rocket, LAW
Si, Illum, Ord, WS cluster, 10.5.9
Sigi, fluai Grdd, GS Pare., $027
Sig, Ilium, Grds, 0 Parta, C19A1
Sig, Ilium, Gxd, GS cluster, E125
Big, !Žjk, Gnl, CYS cluster, WC.42.
Si:gp illum, WE Par%# 112
Flare. Trt.', h49
Frles, MATSQj, X564

(S) In waoarj, -. ÷it o,ý shortages involved air-del~irvenld
tz ireft-efise munition. Ahey did not concern direct-tfie mvition,
and vita the sirqle exception a mortar smmunition, did not involve any
of the vespons furixi ir 4Santry battalions. They did not cause the

taurttaiment of say major .round operations and did not interfere with
the attaimnb of either tactical or strategic objectives. The most
serius per.Io4 occurred from 15 AprIl to 15 July, during which produc-
tion schedules nre racing to catch rapidly-accelerated expenditures.
The snort ages tended to follow a pattern, characterized by the substi-
tution of more plentiful munitions for tbe less plent4.zl,' with the
ultimato result that most weapons of a like categor fell one by one
into a shortage condition. The principal problem posed to MAOV planners
was to devise, in concert with higher headquarters, methods to bridge
the ptoduotion gap. In addition to substituting one mumition for another,
they transferred munitions between caponents, and the csponents tran-
sferred munitions between ther own subordinte cmmunds. in some
cases, they *ontrollod the expenditures by imposing an ASR, 'hich served.
to regulate usage and eliminate unpredictable surges. In the case of
air munitions, sorties were allocated to as to obtain the greatest
possible return Xr ordnace expended, and a system of priorities
served to insure that interdiction missious based on questionable in-
telligence ga"e w to missions in support of ground operations.
Munitions management during this critical period was devoted to the
premise that at no time must any ground operation Q"V :t for ammuni-
tion, whother delivered fr the air or fram the graund. In this
respect it succeeded.

Expeditad Supply frocedures

(C) Because of the lack of facilities in RVN and because of a
world•wide shortage of cwbat service support units, corbat forces
were introduced into RVH in 1965 faster than the supporting logistical
base could expa. COMUSMACV had decided in 1965s, and he reiterated
in 1966, that the mwnx feasible buildup of acibat units should
proceed. This created a need to develop now and imagiiative suppley
and distribution concepts, and a need for man gent techniques which
could overome deficiencies in pbysical facilities, wumter of personel,
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and equipment. As one means of compeneating for shortfalls In combat
vezvice support, each of the services established one or more high-
priority supply procedures to expedite the flow of critical Items
such as repair parts.

Automatic Remuly System

(C) In 1965, prior to the start of the US buildup, COMUSKACV
had anticipated that the command would experience many supply short-
ages. He requested CINCPAC and 0CS to insure that these shortages
would be mininised by requiring units arriving in-country to be self-
muetaining for a period of 180 days after arrival. He planned that
this procedure would continue until stockage levels in-country beo
suffi.cienWly large to permit prestookling of supplies prior to deploy-
ment of new units. To support COMUSHMCV' requirement, CINCPAC
developed a plan for a system which provided 180 days of automatic
resupply for all classes except bulk POL, for support of deploying
divisions, brigades# combat support1 and combat service support unit
force-packages. This system was called PUH. Supplies were "pushed"
to these unit8 from C•NU, in 15-day inorevents, to sustain them
until they began receiving supply in response to their own requis-
itions. Initiall, all PUSH stoks were delivered directly to the
supported unit. However, the unit normally had very limited storage
capacities and, in addition, let Log omid depots needed to determine
the unit' s stock ,sage factors. Therefore the policy was modified
4s0 that the firat "tu 15-diay incr•omnts went directly to the unit
but the followtag ten Iner~ente went to the supportizg depot.1'?

(0) bevo&l problems arose in. the system. Occasionally
cargo we *ts-routed because the supported unit had changed loca-
tiom after its initial arrival iu-amtry. This sitwktion wae
alleated by the policy of ewding the last ten PUSH in innto to
depots rather than to unLt loations. Occasionally also, the PM
increant4 were not consolidated in ingle cargoe, which resulted
in delay, oconusion, and a&ouno%.blity problem when the cargo wea
ort-loaded. WACV A soved this problem by eliminating mixed cago
as much as possible, and by insuring wherever possible that JSHI
shibpmets iere the subject of olose coordination between the various
sippers, the KACV Trufto Naiagefent Agency (MA), and the PACOf

-ovements Priority Ageny (PANPA). A related problem was that ration
omp*nentz more not balanced properly between the twelve incremnts I
J4 broght Js to the attention of the shippere, %ho corrected the
diffioulty.

(0) By the end of March, the overall logist5cs posture in RVN
had developed to the point that OMWMCV requested CINCPAC to modify
the origL. PUH concept by eliiAting several individual items
from autuatia resup4ly and reduoig the number of days required for
other itea. More orderly arrival of tantical unite permitted this
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action. More lead time to procure the necessary supplies through
normal requisitioning procedures was becoming available, end the slow
development of ports and terminals was gradually permitting greater
throughput. Class I resupply could be eliminated entirely whenever
120 dayst advance notice of a unit's deployment could be provided.
0-aw V PUSH could be eliminated vhenever information on weapons den-
sities could be provided betweem 120 and 180 days in advance of a
deployment date. Modified PUSH procedures continued6r Class II and
IV, and for packaged Class III on a selective basis..,

USA Red Ball •xress

(G) An an outgrowth of his 28-29 November 1965 visit to Sagon,
SECDEF directed DA to establis1 a temporary method of expediting the
flow of repair parts to remove USA equipment from deadline. The system
that was developed was kaoi as the Red Bal Exprees, named after the
World War II operation. As a prerequisite for submission of a Red Ball
requisition, a piece of equipment had to be deadlined with no parts
available. Red Ball could not be used to fill Prescribed Load Lists
(PLL) or Authorised Stockage Lists (ASL), which had to be filled through
normal requisitions. All Red Ball requests were consolidated by let
Log Cbmd and placed on machine records cards,9 which were hand-oauried
by a CONUS returnee to the Logistics Control Office, Pacific (LCO-P)
in San Francisco. LCO-4 processed the requisitions und forwarded them
to the appropriate supply sourcep performed the necessary follow-up,
received cargop, arranged for airlift, and accomplished the necessary
doc•eontation. Orders that LCO-P could not fill were given to •
USCONARGC for fill from any available CONARC assets. A maxima cf
seven days from the time requirements were rbasived at LCOL-P wai the
maxium time for fill of Red Ball requisitions and delive:- to VJaigon4
If all went wellp the equipwmt would be deadlined for 3ot 6 than
aime days (two for processing and seven for 11ifing ).1t1

(C) Red Ball was most successful in removing airoraft firo dead-
line. Sfme equipmentp principally MHE. fsll into deadline more rapidly
than it could be removed. There was & 5wer' rate of requisition fill
for this equipmet, as compared to the rate of fill for aircraft pexts,
and a more rapid rate of depletion of PLL' s and ASL' s. Red Ballts
uaJor contribution was that it prevented the deadline rate frou going
still higher. DA recognised that the only way to reduceithe vois of
parts going through Red Ball was to improve the AS! and PLL statts
in-country ands, accordingly# began shipping parts to RVN over and above
requisitioned aour-wts. Additionally, DA began buildin up Class U1
and IV stookages at Okinawa. These actions served to permit replen-
ishmant of PL.' a and ASL' a awre rapidlyp and over a period of tim
significantly improved fill at the forward end of the pipeli .
Deadline rates were directly related to time required to fill requi-
sitiort, and impved •LL and ASL fill reduced deadlins proportionately.
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."SA. Sneed Through Air Resupp (STAR)

(C) Speed Through Air Resupply (STAR) was the primary logistic
technique for USAF support of its units in RVT. Under this system
a forward base in RVN requisitioned toeand-designated items (aircraft,
vehicles, generators, photo equipse survival gear, comunications
and electronic spare parts) from a singlo CONUS depot. Each weapon
system or commodity group operated through one specified depot in
CONUSI this depot received requisitions, provided fundzg, and init-
iated follow-up actions. The 7th AF and PACAF exercised coaand
follow-up through a system called Not Operational&y Ready Supply (NCRS),
and both cande maintAined a NC.S coitzol office to monitor all
STAR transactions. NY3 parts moved from depot to user with an exped-
itious handlin label, and in this manner were assured such handling
throughout the entire USAF supply and transportation g{tem. The

.STAR system worked well and experienced few problems.

USMC Red Ball Eapress

(C) FMFPAC and III RAF also operated a Red Ball Express. It
operated differently from the USA system9 but served essentially
the same ends. USHC Red Ball was restricted to items which the unit
coander deeignated as critiaal to the accmplishment of his mi3!ion,
and which had been requisitioned under a priority-two Military
&aLndad Requisitioning and Issue Procedure (ILTRIP) requisition.
To qualify for Red Ball the item had to be unavailabL6 from other
force assets, and unresponsive to tracer action after fifteen day.
on the KLL=IIP priority-two requisition. Once in the Red Ball
ahannel, the item attained a status of continuous comund interest,
and it romained on Red Ball until supply requhixemnta had been
3itisfied. All interested headquarters received information copies
of mea•agea which related to supply action and transportation
routing of Red Ball item-, Red Ball cargo was cons-piouously marked
ad assigned priority one air transportation. The UZC Red Ball ww
successful for its purpose and was used to procure critical materiel
excepting aircraft repair parts. The USN developed a system which
met this latter requirement, based on its reports of Aircraft OWt r1
-C=i•tai•ned for Parts (ACOP) and Aircraft Not Fully Equipped (AW.

SE CRITIPAC
(C) CRITtPACO which resembled in soe respects the USA PUSH

system, was an automatic. resupply system which served certain high-
usage items. Approximately 50 predomiamtly Class II and IV items
were prepackaged and force-led to battalion-sized units every 30
days. Although the units selected the items to be included in their
CR1TIPAC, the composition of the packs tended to be fairly stanud .
This was a unique system in mW ways I it served in particular the mall
unit, and the. faot that it lacked the scope of PUSH proved oa of its
virtuses* 14



US Navy Camftalty ReorL* System (ARE)

(C) The Coanzer of Task Force 73 (CTF 73), as coaster of the
Seventh Fleet's Logistic Support Force, was responsible for providing
maintenance support for the operational equipment of MARKET TIME (CTF
115) and GAME WARMN (CTF 116) vessels. 'When one of these vessels
suffered a casualty to operational equipmentv it would subit. a
casualty report by message (CASUPT). This ;epcrt 'was addressed for
information to all USH area commanders and the technical bureau
involved, indicating the extent of the casualty and the repair puts
required. CTF 73, as COMMMVPAC' a monitoring agent in the WESTPAC
area, monitored all actions t~aken by thie various supportiv, uni's
until the oasualty was corrected and the CASfl settled.I 5

FLAGPOLE

(C) In August 1965s SEODEF established a DOD level management
team to expedite crisis items to RVN. The team was called the Vietnam
Expediting Task Force (Vflb'F)g and was headed by Brig Gen H. D. McCown,
USA, with members drawn from all Services. VNETs mission was tO:
provfde SEC)EF prompt reports on any shortages In inventories of' S
military equiment aW supplies; to monitor and aesist in expediting
emergency reque5st for materieli equipentp supplies, manpower, ad
construction support; and to mainwilm full-time liaison with HQ MACV.
Stated more eimpply the mission was to polv -mistial problems
sufficiently crucial to affect directly the aouors of the were In
September 19659 CINCPAC insured that VNET? was not to become a channel
for expediting requisitions already under high-priority ,qnagemznt,
nor was it to be used for other Vroblems whioh# though seriouis, var
not genuinely crItical. Only th6 resource pvbems which would
seriously degrade an operfltoaal capability to prwecuta military oper.
ations would be reported."

(S) The reporting system by which such problems would be reparted
*wo known as "FlaS Pole." In a very short tima, the Flag Pole list

became the focal point for preliminary analysis of logistical progrese;
favorable or unfavorable prognosis of itmas on the Flag Pole list indi-
cated definite trende. The "'list of critically short munitions under
intensive DOD managementp" mentiotd previouslrv was part of the
Pole list, which also included such item as tactical voice-eeaurity
equipment,9 an eil pitpelite,9 radios, fleLGog piers, construction funas,
cmbat uniformas helicopters, and an grated wideband oat=ications
system-to ua~w the more natewortb.~lf1 '&

(C) The WWTF and its Flag Pole reportina systea lasted almost
eactly one year. The task force bridged an important gap during the
fList stages of the buildup, and during the period when the logisitical
establishment was still in i•niti developuent, served to centralise
- .nagement of the uors serious prolems. BeJg located at OSDO it had
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the continuing attention of SECDEI and immediately at band, the world
wide resources of DQD as obvious and important assets. On 15 August 1966,
SCDEF notified CINCPAC that VNE was being disestablished and that
Flag Pole reports to DOD would be discontinued as of that date. COMUSMACY
felt that the system had served a worthwhile and necessary purpose, bu
believed that effective channels of communication and logistical pro-
cedures had been established with CINOPAC, JCS, and the components, and
that remedial action could be taken 1never future problems occurred,
without a need for VMTF assistance,

HAWK Missile Parts

(C) DA eeasAblished a special system to e Aedite supply of repair
parts for USA HAWK units. The 79th Ord Det (GS) at TSN being the sole
in-country eaorce for HAWK parts., DA authorized the test of a special
requisitioning channel to eliminate the "middle men" in the supply dhin.
Under this conceptp the flow of requisitions was from the user to the
79th Ord DeA to the USA Missile Command., to the Ratheon Corporation,
which manufactured the misaile, in order to eliminate the varicus depots
and headquarters that served primarily to delay the progress of raqui-
sitions. The 79th Ord Det initially had deployed with two complete
battery seta of. major items, and two complete 90-day battalion-eise
packages of repair parts. This stookage supported approximately 10.,000

.line itemiv and the detachment processed an average of 300 requisitions
daily. The test of the special requisitionizg channel proved e ffeetive,
and it w&3 pWAed into oparation with but two mod=.oations of +Ahe
original conce?t: the use of air mail instead of teletype for the re-
quisitions, as the messages were being =nduly delayed by higher priority
traffic# and the ýse of any 4vlable ship for =ovexent of RAW oaaoe,
instead of wzesl apsificxay eamwarked for the purpose. Reggriations
already speoli:0, '•:a+ l •lar V cargoe must be seagegated from Seteral
cargos and mov-. :... -ate!y, and it was therefore un.neceesary to a eg .
regate further the HAWK cargo imn order to expedite disoharge in RVNO
which would tend to delay the total tim for receipt. VSMC HAWK units
were supported through noval supply proceduros, and UM Red Ball wa"
the normal procedure for amergeny requisitions., ftRow r the 79th
Ord Det could A did provIdeIW parta to the UM utits fro timeto
time on a reimbursable basis.eL

Non..Standard Wn -Item. Lar be, lat. 0Ev iPio' (A

(C) The let Car DMY (AN) required some 145 non-etandord line Itema
such as rappeUang ladders, llghtwlght ocamunioatione equipentp .ir-
iaaft fueling equip .ntp Jungle ca.op lsandýi p atfomi and like Lt
not f otd in the conv ntional infantry hbattaions. On 25 October 3.%5,
special requisitionibg rocedures were establi.hed by Ut8AIRV and USARikA
to provide timely pro-ourement of these items. AU roq uistions for non-
standard items were fu~ttted to the US Axoy Support Command (USASC) in
Qui hon. If USASC could not fill the requisitiong it passed it to the
US A=W Depot at Cam Ranh fr, taich either filled the requisitions or
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passed it to LCO-P in San Francisco. If it took the latter action, the
requisition bypassed other o=u-of-eountry USARPAC supply activities.
LCO-P routed the requisition to the appropriate Nationzl Inventory Con-
trol Point (NIGP), wtich assumed final responsibility for supply action
and follow-up. When the requisition was filled, the end item was shipped
-fro the NICP directly to USASC, Qui Nhon, where it was issued to the
lst Gay Div. Early in 1966 USARV requested the US Axr, Supply and Main-
tenancs Conand (USAS) to procure and ship a 45-day stockage of re-
pair parts for these non-standard items. Extended lead time was
involved, but by the evfggf April the complete range of required part,
had arrived in-country.

Machine Aocounting

(0) The components operated several electriocl machine aecounbiz
units to assist requisitioning anid mntetarne of the required records.
The USAfV Data Center, wder the operational control of the USARV C•mp-
troller, provided staff superviston over all UAV data processing act-
ivities in RVN; most of its capability was devoted to support of the
IM t n A p. The 14th Inventýor Control Center (Ice) was another USARV
activity, tuat was organic to and under operational control of the let
Log CoWd. This data center operated the machine record accounts for
all USARV stocks exeept those of the L2t4 Avn G, or esentially all
USARV stodks except those for @oraft repair parts. It eaquiped wlA
4maned to f aoiities, one a SaiWg aW one at CG" Ramh Say. The Saigon
faci!lty was fully oarational at the start of the year and had a tran-
sceiver capabilty whioh pezAitted world-'ide direct exdinge of logim-
tical. information uvor :the AUTrOLN4 wfstmi the C4z Bait Ray faaility
bonme fuzlly operat tonal during September, The Aviation Mtatriel Man-
agement .Cettr at $tS. opersted under the coutrol of the 34th Am Spt
Op. Thts acti~vity iorW0 -vry cloaety with the iUiav Data Center.
Zquipped with 43j AnzaW4ard madhints it. mission wats the %manwagnt
of AMq aircraft ant aircrat. sparo. prts, USA? operuted an OF? systa

t at. VSU *Iso, under. the operattionl eontrol of the 625Mt Cbt Spt Op.
* Trauscaivears fo the system ue loeated at TSN, Bien foa, 4aW Da Nang

inaohins rooma were located at TSV U% CW& RanW B, Da ftng, 4Wl Nb. Thing
Like bhe 14th 1%,, thls sotes va tied into AM.OBIN, through the Wu
Le= SThATCOM tacflity. In MHA? ue three data-wocesaing platoons
viach operated in m•bl• vans; tao platoons wn'e located at Da Ng
a&t the other at Chu Liat. Thene platoons did not have aocess to
AU1IT, but plan wer being developad to establih this capabhi~ty.?

(0) Re•uonisig the nee for an organisation to coutrol In-
country trasportatioun raeo une, '$ACV in September 1965 estrablishea
the Traffic Kanagmeaet Ageticy (11(A),# 4iah as ==annd by the 5VMt
Trans Op (Movement Control), under the opertional co•ntrol of CXMACV
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with staff supervision by MACV JA. Its mission was to direct, control,
and coordinate efficient and economical use of freight and passenger
transportation involving movement of DOD personnel and cargo. The
agency coimander communicated directly on technical matters with the
component commanders and their subordinate units, installations, and
activities. THA became the contact point for users of milLtary high-
ways, railways, inland and coastal waterwvys, and such troop currier
and cargo airlift transportation as the components made available.
It arranged for movement and advised and assisted both shippers and
receivers, to insure that all of the transport capability was used
effectively. It operated the MACV Traffic Coordinating Office and
coordinated with terminal operators to control morvuent into terminals.
It was also the contact point for matters of mutuall interest betvwn
the Military Sea Transportation Service (NSTS) and the Militar7 Airlift
Command (MAC) pertaining to transportation support of MACV. 12 2

(C) By the middle of March., THA was fully operational in all
three transporation nodes-lando sea, and air, It had set up ditrictfield offices for local coordination of transportation matters, and had

begun collecting data concern1ig projected ship arrivals to insure
thwt .the number of ships in RUN waters was compatible vith port cap-
abilities. Although maw other factors played a part in the reduction,
TMA management •fforts assisted an approximate 75 percent reduction in
ships awaiting discharge during the first four months of 1966. To
discharge its responsibility for highway regulationg TRA establihed
highwq regulation centers in Bit Dih, ,Konttum and fleiku. proues-
on Highways 1, 1.4, and, 19-a4anig theae centers jointly with S ail
ARW personnel.

(C) The growing responsibilities of THA resulted in it* deoig-
nation as t major subordinate cocmsnd of USAUV. On 7 mah USARV
released the 507th Trans Op from the 1st Log C•cl; oA 9 March MACV
redesignated the 5Ot formally as the MACV Transportation MaWagent
Agency, an activity of MACV J4. When UFSCE Vance visited Uagou
on 3 April, one of the bright points of his briefing was the record
of, W. CO (CV told the Secretar7 that THAI m centralised diractio
aW control of transporation traffic had betn a major factq in the
izcreased overall efficiency of transpcrtstioa operations.

(C) MACV experienced ttrfticnt maintenance preolems during
1966. As noted in tha disoussion of amunition short 4-", the p"oble•s
derived from several reUted eonditions aW gernrated a combted effect
more serious thi*y the proportionate effect of each of the conditions
which contributed. Materiel hwating squijnant (Wi)o wee for off-
loading of cargo at sea and aarial ports, w an excallent case in
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point. The na.4 for regt!3r and rapid throughput orvrAted a requi~rement
for 24-hoiur port operations. Crames,, forklifts, and similar items there-
f or. f ell idl. for only theý brlieesi. ptriods of mandatory' 6ditenance,
The "epair parts supply for thiu type of equiupment., howve~r, wu insuf-
ficient to sustain tMi high usage rates, and the situation nce.=U
cated further bjy * conklawration of makes and models tmong which thi
ava~ilable spa" parts were not interchangeable. As the deaJne of
WQU z~narease4p the operating time at the remaining MKES inrorased-aul

the deadline of IG1M further izw~reased. Thi obvioum solution was three-
foldt intrcdueb±on of now equynusatp standardination of existing
equitzlentj, and more repair parts. Thest, answer& involved jrocwwmnt
and then movement through an already classed pipts.±n.-a ptpeline tohc
fronioa&LýY# the ezutpaent in question vae needed to improve. The ultimats
anwer nmmirec1 time, so interim answers-ouch as controlled oamnzibalie,
sation w- d~tetnsd. MGCV experienced a Wlogisttca1 lag,#, with implica-

* ~~tion s 4mtar to those of deficit spendizg. It mted major ==ngemet

Mt Air Faores

(3) Of the ootp(=uets,ý,7th A? rn4syed tho fewolt maintenatoe
prcblrns,, both with respec*t to' &iroraf t &Wd ground ouipnnt. Its
percentages of oparatioanally. re#Ay alircraf~t rwsatned botween 85 parav4t
a&W 89 peroent throughouathWe yen th the atngv -exaeption~ Of I.

S5t#Ibe1r uhen the agwr* &rolped to -64 perceart. GCmesldertng that a
portioa of the wot oetialyready (NMi) #ircntt represente thaos
tiieh had enwtaline4 4almbat daaags thea* pWrceat~ag ware ren~rflie,

*Aircraft in tht .aen-aop, ceogata y vero olassified as eltthr wnn opor-
ationafl ready. ftcw roasona of sup W)Q~S Or "not Owr~tr.at~llrV
ready for niuenassote$("U The pertentages ole aircraft Alsnitia
Un the," two ca4tagkvdn* wre alrnttsr throvgbcnt the roar; a" in scam
"asee identicaal, Wnicating an ep, lhriA= Iz the euppTy aW n~intetw-
azes equotion 04 a etedy, if not optttis, flow of repar pa*c It
should be ntotd, howevr, that the etprtv lyow densaity, of bl.'-,
copters itt the 17ka AF inveatorr stmpflt~d its over#fl&ti attsnaos
problta. Also, the v-.rjy tat that PACAP waso its ova trvwder of Intor-

contnenal irlift served to apeed the supply of repair pvarts uxA
4 USAP operste4 its own sftlouln SITAR suppy7 -systma. Such Qirtot &esset~

re norttf avilabnni to the M~A ecýtie,-tz ul~nor p>t)sestatd ovvr xýatu airs
craft of its own t7r &&ear,6"' =at Of which Vere fU*ý*t"

(MV MSAP grouni equignnt vas less a matter of V=nenc ta
* of supply. Aheren ground fotces rererafly toooassn4 thsir authorised

"aotats o:- ujo-r end ittess saW wporisuumed mainaatee~pribteas, the
USA? genorafl~y was able to taintain ita equipuan&t acr-eptably, but con-
sistenaltl heJld)ess than Its auth*orind 1.evelc. the ,oflladzg isa
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comparison of authorized major end items of ground equipment vs eand

items on haM, by quarter% 145

DATE At7rHCIRf ON HAND

30 March 1966 5,539 3,269
30 June 1966 6,589 4,544
30 September 1966 7,963 5,310
31 December 1966 8,345 6,843

Aa can be seen from these figures, the "logistical lag" was running
in the vicinity of six months; only by September did the in-country
equipment levels geuerally coincide oith the levels authorized as of
March. These wera composite figures and incIdded general pxrpose
vehicles, special purpose vehicles, MsE, and base maintenence eqdp-
ment. Deadline rates for this equipment remained genera&lI under ten
percent, with the predictable exception of NM As of the end of the
third quarter, all categories of Air Force ground equipment continued
to reflect a downward trend in deadline rates. Even HME had dropped
to an acceptable level. At this point 7th AF possessed appTOjimteZ7
67 percent of its authorized equipment in these categories. 6

(3) The Maine Air Wintg (MAW> provided all types of air eup~ort
for the ground forces of IYI WA?. Its aircraft Invantory consisted ef
a coabination of helicopters and airplan-e eamployig xiat•s•n jet prop,

and pure jet engines, Its primary fixed-wing inventory consisted of the
AMC, AME, FME, RFSA, and thc WFiCB-althoughd it Also flew such airp•aus
as the aonverted 047 •tAgio dr4gons-.' Its pri=arr rctarv-ving in-
ventory oonsisted of helicopters of the M34, ORi, and 0H37 serie*.
The #C, therefore, faced maxntenanc. requ eutes in -•am respecte
more complex than these of the USA?; proportionately tthey had var$ more
helicopters to support, in addition to their need, in coazbn with the
USAF, to maintain substantial n-umbers of tactical air fihter-bmberst
Deadline rates for SE'iircraft weroe t3siderably higher tha thooe
of the USA? and compared generally with those of the USA. Throughit
the ears, the.opemrational status of III WAY aircraft varLed geeral/l-
between 62 percent and 72 percent, an approrUimnt fiarAe vhi 4i con-
siders the total aircraft of all tvses against the total operetcoz-l
aircraft of all types. With few exoeptions, more of the fnOD-p sit-
craft were dotm for aintenince than were down for supp3y, reflectAin,
among other factors, shartaes of persomuel skilled in opeetica aspects
of aircraft maintenatce. A shortage of experienced Maintenance ",
avionica persownnl, for ezaApleg# o a prime cause of increa•sd SM3t
rates for the F4B duriah Ai~gust.'O
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(C) Maintenance of ground equipment was generally satisfactory in
III MAF throughout the year, the ocmand reporting that its problems
concerned supply of repair parts more than maintenance itself. Following
are same of the items which were in -hort supply and contributed to the
deadline rate:

1) M-79 Sights.

2) LVT engines and suspension system components.

3) Drive sprockets for tanks.

4) M-14 Butt plate screws.

5) Delco Rem and Auto Lite generators for all types of
vehicles.

6) Transmission for M-52, H-54, 1M-35, and .4-38AI3. trucks.

7) Wheel cylinders.

8) Automatic frequency control (AFO) units for certain

transmitters.

9) Capacitors for infantry pack-type FM radios.

10) Starters and compressors for certain types a fork lifts.

I1) Seals for certain types of tractors.

12) Voltage regulators and overspaed governors for power
gene•ators.

"The Red Pall wexpedited supply systc was being used to procure many of
these itetsw and II3 MAF predicted that with Red Ball results, local
prou-c ;..,. tnd the receipt of new equipnent, deadline figures would
decrease s:Lgnificantly. As of 31 January, III MAF reported that "all
repair parts hAve been requisitioned and outstanding obligations are
held by the. supply souroe." On 2,March, III MAP indicated that ha
shortage pi •paru parts caused some items to remain unrepaired fod aP

excessive perioe% of time,'" but that "aggressive supply actions at all
echeldonsa have OsUi.nificantly"l reduced this number. Despite thli
bromide, the fact was that a aviort age of rhfi parts continued to
inhibit the command' i maintena,•e program.--

I(C) Ift mid-May, gradual improvement of 3.I MAP maintonance oper-
ations was frustrated by the I CTZ political crisis, Political mwet•
strikesp, and a general curtailment of operations ±interrupted both orderly
resupply and evacuation of depot repairable equipent. By 25 May, the



situation began to st&ah2.ize, at viich time port facilities and wang•.
operations resumed regular, schedules. The curtiilmant lasted ten days.
Arrival of required repair parts, evacuation of unserviceable equipmert,
and improved capabilities in-country combined to cause dramatic improve-
ments in both communicationa/electronics and motor transport i-aadline
rates for July; the former dropped from 19 percent to 13. percent during
a thirty-day period, and the latter dropped from 17 peroent to less
than ten peroent.12§

(C) A potentially serious probre. developed, however, when one-
third of the €omand' s eight-inch howitzers were deadlined beoause of
broken panoramic telescopes. The proiean w*P 'ith the bonding mat-
erial in the telescope pri-, whioh reacted to the ",limatic con-
ditions" and the "continuous firing of t.harge seven." The 3d FSR, in
Okinawa, was the closest repair facility, The situation continued
into August, but by the middle of that montli III MAF received fovr of
the M-lO panoramic telescopes, and the Situation was 1elieved.130

USN Cor. o.:

(C) USN maintaenance requirments involved support of logistical
facilities at Da Nang and support of the MARKET TIME and GAME IARDEN
task forces. During January and FebruAry, the USN began construction
of permanent bases to support MARKET TIME and temporary bases to tup-
port GAME WARDEN; the former ficilities were located at Cat Lo, Cam
Ranh Ba7, and Qi.Nhon, while the latter were at Can Th6.and Wy Tho.
The logistical staff which managed these -asets was. 16cAti with 2V=WPACT
Saigonz it-requisitioned, stored, and staged materiel also--princi-
pally for GAME WARDEN sites in the Delta. The firbt of the Advance
Base Functional Components (ABFC) for the permanent MARKET TIME bases
arrived at Cam Ranh Bay during February. It was necessary that these
bases be completed and fully operational by November so that they
could support extensive engine overhaul requirements which would exist
by that time. The GAME WARDEN bases al). were operational by 15 August,
with exoeptioh of some com cations equipment under installation
at Long Xuyrn and Sa Dc.

(C) The maintenance equipment at the MARKET TIME and GAME
WARDEN bases was exten6ive. The principal shortcomings were lift
capability, engine overhaul stunds, and mechanized power measuring
equipment such as dynamometers. However, they had no drydock fac-
ilities in most instances and, particularly in the case of the
MARKET TIE patrol boats, very little available off-station time.
Consequently, in Jine the USN arranged to drydock eight USCG cutters
(Wff) in commercial facilities at Bankok where, during July anDI
Augur;, they underwent overhaul. The percentage of the patrol bobts
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operational at the time was approdamately 83 percent. Four percent were
dialined for maintenance., and 23 percent were deadJined for parts short-
ages. The principal items of equipunt deadlined were radios, crams,
forklifts, and cargo trucks.15 2

(C) The most serious ndio difficulty involved the AN/VRC-58'4a
high frequency, FM, single-eideband, voice aW OW tactical radio used
for ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore onzunications. Maintenanoedfficul-
ties resulted primarily from shortages of repair parts. The yroblea
first developed in March; priority two requisitions were placed with the
Naval Supply Depot (NSD) at Subic Bayp and by the end of the month, the
Navy arrangedf fr "contractor representative" at Subic thoss Riasion
was "resolution of the problem.*" Despite these meastgq'e the situation
with the AN/VRC-58 did not improve until late rnner.' 3 3

(U) The picture for NAV7•FV wan ono of generally adequate rAen-
tenance, but itt certain areas of difficulty. There were shortages of
oertain repair parts, in large measi due to the changeover to USA
support. These occurred durizg a period of expanding maintenance require-
merts, due to the increased scope of K{UXT TIME and GAME WARDEN opera-
tions ,nd the establishment of detachawats to support them. Deadline
rates$ however, generally compared with silmilar rates for like items
among a lU Services and throughout RVN.

US Army Vietnam

(S) USARV operated nearly 2,000 aircraft of some 12 different types,
the great majority of which wre helicopters. The operational readiness
of these aircraft varied between 61 procent and 77 percent throughout
the year. In general, roughly two-thrids of the not-operationally-ready
aircraft were NM( and the remaining one-third were N(S. The ratio is
misleadJigD because a owon practice in helicopter maintenance was to
deadline aircraft deliberately during slack periods in order to fly as
many as possible during operations. As was ooronly the case in the
other oanponents and in most other areas of maintenance, the principal
difficulty in maintainiM the USA airoraft inventory wea a fthrwege of
repair parts. At the start of the year, over 40 percent of the kuthor-
Imed Stookige List (ASL) for USA aircraft was at seao balance, althoughb
there were current requisitions outstanding on all items. The overall
Class 1 and 17 stockage level was at 28 days, against an objective of
45 days. An acute shortage of trained suply imanagemnt personnel at
the Aviation Materiel Manageent Ceuter (AI&) fin-ther clpUcated
nattero. 134

(S) 'Major overhaul and rebuild posed both miartencse uw oper-
ational problems. It was neocesseary to evacuate to COWUS helicopters
which required major rebuildi this was tirz cor.sumig, ex•ensive, and



denied the comoat units the use of ba4l•y-eeded helicopte-a for ex-
tended periods. To alleviate this problem, a converted seaplane tender,
the USNS Cors Christi Iy, was deployed to RVN and arrived at Cam
r.h LEy cnn 4 Agil. This ship'was crewed by civilians; its work force
was the 1st Trans Bn (Seaborne). This floating aviation maintenance
fa~ilLty *Uad the necessary machine shops and technical lorary to pro-
vide industrial tne mairtenance. The facility angmented the shore
ra*11.ties of USARV and operated under the control of the let Log Coed.
Some examples of its technical maintenance problems were actuator ml-
functiors with tha CH-47 hydraulic control system; excessive failure
rates of OHU13 transmission drive quill assembliesl and imp era
lu•.icataon of tnil rot*.r drive shaft bearings on the UH-I.

(S) Maintenance of the many hundreds of major end items in the USA
combat and combat support units was a very complex matter. Expedited
supply of critically short reprir parts oIýL'iously was important, and the
-USA Red %3)l Eress operated v ell- as of 9 January it had been respom-
oible for removing some 849 items from deadline. Even so,'at the end of
Januar CINCPAC notcd tk-at while 600 short tons of repair parts had been
delivered through Red Ballp principal imrovement was confined to air-
craft deadline rates. Some 47 peiS ent of the Inulldoters in RVN and 44
percent of the M was 4eauiined at this time Proportions~ely more
aircraft parts requisitions were being Oilled, and PrIscribed Load List
(PLL) and, Authorized Stockg' Libt (ASL) stooks waich had ome with units
from CONS were being exhausted. On 6 Fbr 7ry USARV woi*d that since
operations in RVN depended upon a rapid estabiskient of the required
bases and LOC, such effort ea'Ued for ewxraorJinary use oý equipaent.
Work was being performed on a dfuble-shift baesi, retucinS available
muinte;anoe tirm, while cilmaic oonditions cozntrib,•ted to excessive
wear, premature breakdowng and high consamp;ion of repair parts; sow
units had'deployed with used eq~uipent. There was no g ieer heavy
maintenance oapability in the oommand at the time, and thero were wo
maintenance floats. All tho ee factors reduced the life expeatanoy of
the equipment because it would not be rip&Ired until it Lacame completely
inoperable. ITSARV estimated thaý under suc 3 godIitionsp equl~apmt wou:d
require replacement in three to four years.

(0) 00MUSMACV agreed with the USARV estimate. Two engineer hieavy
maintenance cempanias wore programnedp but were not oxpe-t.d to arrive
in-country until near the end of the year. To resolve iwediate prob-
lrs, CCUSMACV on I March directed MACV JA to progrL replacement
items of eq~dtpment on the basis of an inadiquate repair capability in-%
country. He Also directed JA to peoxit camnibalization of certe. n
items. To relieve the maintenance load on in-country resotcees, USARV
was authorized by USARPAC to evacuate all unserviceahls repairablea to
the 2d Log Cocd on Okinawa; this established an unlimited anacuation
polic, for USARV and precluded the aacculation of urserviceable jtrk.
By April USARV reported that the overall maintenance status wa" improving
and that out-of-country evacuation of major assemblies r'n end items for
rebuild was an important contribution to the decllne in the deadline rate. 3 7
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(C) Same of the maintenance problems that confronted USARV during
the early months of the year were shortages of publications and outdated
regulations., the need to expedite evacuation of @maged equipment for
rebuild; spare parts stockage for the many makes aid models of like items
(especially HE) in combat support units; t)'e suringly short life

.of the 175-im gun tube; and high deadline rates among all types of
heavy equlpent used to operate ports and utload ships, To help re-
duos the parts problem for many types of WM and construction equipment,
in Februciry the krmw Material Comaand (USAMC) began a standardization
program for RVN. USARV furnished USAMC its "density listing" of equip-
ment which needed replacement. Concurrently, programs for evacuation
and cannibalization provided the needed temporary relief. By mid-e.er,
the USAXC program began to have its effect. as, for example, in August
v4ien the 40-ton cranes in-country were exchanged on a one-for-one basis.13 8

(S) During March, the l75-m• gun tubes in-country were redistributed,
as an interim response to the alarming deadline rate resultiUg from worn-
out tubes. The big guns were being used intensively., and frequently were
fired for extended periods at maximum charge and maxim= ranpes. This
practice shortened tube life drastically, but the heavy canmon offered
a high intensity, acourate$ long range, all-weather cepability Which ccm-
meanders depended upon; the range capability of the l75-run extended
to 32,9 500 meters, which permitted ',.he circular coverage of over 19200
square miles. Requisitions for additional gun tubes wre placed on Red
Balls, and despite the weight of the 35-foot cannon, initial replacements
were airlifted to RVN. The eitua 4on was alleviated with the &=ival of
a saface shipment in mid-H.-i3

(W" In July USARI began a new kind of deadline report. it was based
on "4elected" Ltems of equipment which merited special mnagement because
they were mission-critical. The sample for the first report consisted of
nine categories and 14,211 major end items possessed by unts through-
out RVN. The country-wide Udline in tis sample was 2,246# or a per-
centage rate of 16 percent,.u

(S) Lighteragep used to unload ships and transport cargo in sup-
port of port operations, posed continuous maintenance challenges. In
MaY, the deadline rate for LOM's varied between 26 percent and 34
percent, even though the Army had contracted ccmernialy for additional
maintenance support. In mld-Auguts, three of eigxt tug boats belonrng
to USASC Saigon were deadlinod. In this case the tugs had been trans-
ferred from torea, had arrived in poor condition, and required amplete
overhaul. The Ar• ontracted ith the Thai Engineering CompwW to
perform this work.

(S) To assist in improving maintenance in RVN and to ease the
construction burden for new facilities, CINCPAC recomended to the JO3
that floating repair facilities be obtained from the USN to meet the
critical need to expand in-country repair capabilities immediatel.
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An LSD was offered for a four-month periods, beginning early in April, for
repair of Arm lighteragep as'was an internal combustion engine repair
ship, the USS Tutuila (ARG-4) which could be deployed from CONUS on 9
May for a period to be agreed upon between CINCPACFLT and CINCUSARPAC.
Also proffered were a 400-ton-capecity pontoon drydock which could be
made available toward the end of 1966 at a cost of $335,000, and tw
house barges (APL), which could billet 650 port and maintenance personnel
in close proetiity to their work. The Tutuila was never used for the
originall, intended purpose, but was retaind•under control of CTF 73 for
support of MARK TIME and GAME WARDEN operations. The other offers were
accepted and employed, however, and joined the Coru Christi Ba as
mainte ce or a nenance support assets owned by the MN aad supporting
USARV.

THE MUTAR ASSISTANCE !•o0aM

(U) Over the years, on a world-wide basis, US military aid had de-
veloped as a component of the total foreign aid programs, regardless of
the country involved. The cost of military assistaice was included as
part of overall foreign aid appropriacions, and conaequently, procure-
ment or military hardware became & function of the State Department.
Since US military advisors were normally in-country to oversee the em-
ployment of this equipment, the HMlitary Assistance Program (HAP) becam
a "tlitary" operation at the user level. At other levels, however, MAP
belonged to foreign aid, and decisions conerning funding and procurement
were essentially decisions by State cooidinated with DOD. This concept
proved workable for countries which were uprading their armed forces
under a planned and regulated development program. In RVM, however, WAP
had ceased to be a mere cmponent of foreign aid, directed toward the
orderly improvement of the nation's armed forces. It had Wme~ to dom-
inant aspect of foreig aid, and in fact a aupply line vhich 8upported
a full wa"e 'ar.

(S) W the end of 1966 the US and its PW allies had conitted a
nine-division force in RVN; a 12-division force by the e3d of 1967
appeared possible. This meant that the combined US-FWNAP ground combat
power would exceed that of RVNAF, to say nothing pthe heavy C tmnt
of US air and naval pow throughout the count-rye

(0) This build-up dictated a reappraisal of HAP support of RVNAP
by OSD. It w&3 apparent that the MAP effort must be coordinated Qloselr
with the overall logistioal effort, yet the RVNAF logistical system had
to retain its basic integrity against the tim when it would operate in-
dependently again. Also, there were USAID funds, sow of which went to
the Defense Ministry, which supported the RVN econm and had to be re-
tained separately. Finally, sFW received same type of military
asiotance, however small or large, under separate military assistance
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arrangements, and these programs required adjustrnt in terms of the
country' a comnitment in RVN. There were aazW country-peculiar items,
ranging from rations to vehicles, for which procurement decisions were
required. These considerations caused SEODEF to decide in December 1965
that the time had come to integrate MAP funding vith the appropriations
allocated to the several military departments. He directed the Joint
Staff and the Services to develop logisti-al, programming, ar.
policies, and established 31 March 1966 as the transfer date.-

(C) Plans for the transfer were discussed at the Honolulu Cons.
ferenoe. COMSMACV' s views were that the transfer should not degrade
the integrity of the RVNAF logistics aystem, and that the US should con-
tinue to hold RVNAF accountable for oontrol and use of MAP equipment by
retaining the requirement for title control. It vas important that US
advisors should have access to MAP manageent data, both to inform then-
selves and to keep their counterparts advised. Finally, COMUSMACV eeded
divorsion authority over MAP-authority to divert and change the MAP in-
country where necessary in the interest of flexibility and timely support.
SECDEF had imposed a ceiling of $540 mUion on MVN MAP for Fr 66, but
indicated that additional funds would be provide' through DOD su 1ppeena
appropriations. He established a budget of $631 million for F! 67.

(C) On 5 February JCS furnished a concept Nr the transfer of MAP
whioh included COMUSMACV'a stipulations. This concept included, a
others, the following points of interest to CONUSHACV:

1) The Services' roles in the field of research, development,
teats, and evaluation would remain unh-wged.

2) .Assistance-n-kindm (All) from 0GV would continua as a means
of compensation: for MACV support.

3) UWAfD economic support of GK, including the portion which
went to the Defense Hinistry, would continue without change.

4) The tranmfer would not degrade US, RVNAF, or FAP during
the transition period.

5) The Services would progriamp budget, and fund; JOS would
obtain SEC•EF approval for MAP support of both RVX4F and FWW.

6) Changes (in force structures force compositien, force levels#
.quipment) would be proposed by JACV and passed through CINPAC to JOS
for approval.

7) The IV logistical system would continue without sub-
etantial change, uA military department directives would not alter ERV
supply procedures without concurrence from CQXUSXACV.
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"8) Redistributable, e.g., excess MAP property elsewhere, would
be given top priority for meeting RVN requirements.

9) Programs of support requirements for RVN would continue to
be seutitted through unified command MAP channels until the military
depart t. were fully capable of handling these functions.14 o

(C) On 27 February COMUS#MCV informed CINCPAC that 4ACV would re-
tain its current organizational structure and that no additional person-
nel would be required as a result of the transfer of MAP responsibility.
Since the headquarters paralleled the RVNAF structure, it could draw
directly from the RVNAF data required for planning, programming, and
forwarding requirements. Once the components announced their require-
mients for Wervice funding, a reevaluation would be made and additional
personnel might then be required; if sop C0MUSXACV estimated that these
requirements would occu, in the programing., budgeting, supply accounting,
and comptroller fields.147

(U) CINCPAC informed his component comwanders and CUMUSNACV on 6
klarch that in view of the short time remaining before the anticipated
&pproval of the Fr 66 supplemental appropriations, and in tha absence
of implementing directives frm the military departments, CXNCPAC would
continue to process logistical support requirements for RVN until military
department implementing procedures had been developed and concurred in by
COMUSMACV. The individual Services presented their concepts during the
latter half of March.. However 9 these responses essentially were ganeral
in nature and did not outline the detailed procedures needed. 1 4

(6) COMUSMACV updated the FY 67 WAP program and forwardod it to
* " CIICPAC by the end of March. He revised the original estimate of $437.4

million upward to $852.5 millions an increase deyeloped almost entirely
from the decision to program additional ROK forces. This created a $219.5
million shortfall when compared to the DOD budget. The breakout of MAP
assets at the time of t-ransfer -I as shoun..U

FP66 BUDfGET TA IALUE

Axmty $121.6 xillion $521.6 aillion
Nav7 18.2 million 61.6 mi•lionAir Force 71,2 million 13948 million
Miscellany 19.2 million 68.8 million

TIDTAL $230.2 $791. 8
__6 13UDGET MA EIMS

ArcV $384.7 w13l'on $392.4 million
Navy 29.6 million 40.2 mallion
Air Force 15,2.0 million -339.3 million
Miscellmay 647 millMon 80.6 million

TOTAL $633.0 $852.5
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(U) The President signed the FT 66 Supplemental Authorizations and
Appropriations Act on 25 March, and effective with the close of business
on that date, the Services aesumted responsibility for support of RVNAF and
FWMAFo It was not possible, however, to adjust MAP's complex administrative
machinery so arbitrarily. MACV had been estimating MAP requirements, based
"on programmed force levels and experience obtained from the military op-
erations themselvesa these estimates had been furnished to DOD through
joint military ohannelsq at which time State' s coordination with DOD took
place. Under the new con4ty MACV and PACOM,9 as joint headquarters, del-
egated their administrative roles to the components9 but retained "cozand
and control" at their respective echelons. The new schematic protrayed
separate linesa, representing the Servicese passing through their respective
headquarters to departmental leve!, and converging only upon reaching 4CS.
The Services1 therefore, faced the task of devising new administrative
machinery, or more correctly, integrating the MAP mission with existing
administrative machinery which could perform the functions that were
previously in the purview of intermediate joint headquarters. They were
unable to accomplish this sizeable task immediatelyq and consequently
CINCPAC and CORUSMACV developed an "interim" procedure that sought to
provide transition and preserve continuity. Under this procedure, MACV
Sforwarded to PACOM additionsy deietions and changes to the MAP wograa
and furnished information copies to the components. The MAP format was
retained for these sumisasiona, w6h'.ch included both requirements for
material and requirements for trainingl construction requirementes how.
ever vere submitted by tha components through Service channels. CINCPA9
continued to maintain the "data base,9 d wt•ich was input for a computer
program needed to mar4,late the vw ime of complex information that
affected MAP actio=on.|A

CU) By eummerp the MACV taff had held numerous meetirgs with
counterparts in the component headquarters in order to deal vith specific
problems encountered by each se-vioeo With the exception of DAF, the
departments had provided little procedural guidanee• DA, faced with the
heaviest burden of MAP managements, had been unable to formulate detailed
procedures. Fortunately, ACV recaived a gocd volume of direct message
traffic, both trom DOD and the S3rvloes which although long on gen-
"eralities and short on partioularay did provide a basis for developing
"specific approach routes." These appr.)achcs were passed to the com-
ponentsp and MACV aasumed the role of advisor and coordinator. This
atmosphere of fiscal limbo i-pelled the HACV Comptroller to observe that
"on the eve of FT 67, the atmmands Ln Vietnam faced their funding and
support responsibilities unemoumberad by firm, detailed guidanoe, policy,
or instruction." As of the end of 1966 the USA was the only Service
that had provided final detailed procedures for Service-funded support
"of RVNAF/FMWAF. AR 795-10, Internatilzal Logistics - Realignment of
MAP RVN to Military Functions Appropriaticns, 23 August 19669 and
USARPAC Regulattion 795-10 were received an, reviewed. Meetings were
held in RVN with a USARPAC team to discuas implementation of their
direotive before it was Sublished. USAF and USN continued to follu
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( ~the Interim procedures specified earl~ier, A'el of the in-tw~ztry pro.-
*edures,p incl.uding the USyL A prooedureeg are basically WA procedures
vith minor modification.

(U) MACV Directive 415-5 was published cm 15 July, setting forth
the responsibilities and procedures for contlnuizg RV!WAF and F1WMA conf-
structiozu under new procedures require'i by the transfer of MAP. The
authoaiesedo f unded,9 but une.-eouted Particans of UAP construction pro-
grams had become a mIlitary responsibi301ty on 25 March. These funds
were transferred by the idividusý. servicese through USX ahannels to the
Officer-in-Charge of Construction .',01CC) IRVNI arA the 01CC then assumed
reapnosibility for their use., This had the affeclý of placing all. xilit&7y
construction (.iLCON) tr~er- one roaf. One Servicea-the USN~-rat the
K=0LC? program c omitry"-eide, irui~ng under this arrzgeuient con-
struction for MIAF and NMAP. US military advisors to RVNAF pA~yed a
key role in setting up new ne .to.They passed judg=6n on
RVNAI requests and We"e theMseI.V* rapie5Ie lo r submitting and just-
ifying the pa~per work. Tho advisors subuitted -their DD Foms 1391
(with all. needed inclostwea) through their vwn "ar,4oa channels,, &Ad at

HACV level the componentO integr~ated these vdith ct-her I4ILON requests,
for approval by the XACV DiLreetor o:" Constraiotica. anae approved, the
aa.ponents forwarded EILCON requests to thar resective departmenta In
Washington. AS so01n as they reoeived Th,he, Coigreesioxial approlmiationsj,
the departments transferred the MILCON fmrds thoukgh USN obannels to the
01CC. MYvW~ needs were handled z=w-ýatv Wei~ently. A bilateral agre-.
emient wzisted between thd US azxi A~ao'&, ocostry7 owic~ipating in the warp

*determining the nature and ý.~. . ) of s 'IJ as -ldn cosrciIn practiceg FWMAF aubitAed coarxl- rfpLe nts du1.eotly to the.
US component oamwder atoarr~d. and tzdze -,mY ~quset.s Vwre aousoi..
6.at~ed, pr~cesaee4 and funded liket "2 oteri, Th.e abaenoe of a US
advisor at 't~he begiwnixg ,ms t~h primrry V!Sroevaoap #though the ter~n
of the several bilatere2. agr~.enwta 'wre rve,

(C) COUSMIAC'V reoognized that the turn!ifezr of W swould require
subatantial tranaition bim an1ht1e~ ~udb~.asaeonpro
during whioh prooedural1 questiens would be ~'e .COMUSMCV desired'
thAt it the absence of clear and workablie new guidanos, old and proven
Wocadurei-As outlined in, the existiag dire ta4vea ton the subjfect-wonld
be followod.. Regardless of %hiat might, ba developadp uo major ohwigea
would be impoSed upon RVNAF intrernal oarticzn-thils was a mattor about
uhich C=2UMkGV Celt stroagly ard spoke f~rteqteil.y. `.IM XACV MAP
Director, to best abl.e to observe vhe ii~ptot af the transitionq ,-avuid
monirwr the changeover,, &;ssure cor jixd sup~d~ s ed rocawnd
any changes in the MACV JTiD Which he f elt to be neoessary.15

(U) By, October MACV waa able to publish formaI. guidance for the
support of WFMAP. This t~ook the farm o2 M!ACV flfrectlve 79.9-2p euti*,..ed
"inLogistic andi Administrative Support of FWW;- aal astablished that
direct US support of VFJMA would be fort howdoi±g &4 requiredp bui that
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efforts would be exaended, first$ to assure that upon. deplcment the FO(
-- eur, were as se.f-supporting as possible andj, second, that after deploy-

ment as much GVN support as possible would be provded. Thus the US
position, briefly stated, 'ian that it was prepared to take up the slack.
How much slack would depend upon fthe oabilit-is of the opo.ific allied
coxingent," the place in which the force was deployed, and the terms of
the bilateral arecmetns. The directive also established that -FWA
support would be along Sorvice counter•t lines. For example, FWM
armW elements would be supported by USARV,9 ad FW•A navy elemnts would
be supported RV funting cr his support would be a meddby
the US componeO'R.',.,

TME GAS• MTo• M-16 RIML

(C) In 1-9- CGMUSACV had dmaided to equip US, RVNAP, and FWa
ground force* with the Colt mX6M. automatic rifle (5.56-on). This rifle
was a descendant of the AR-15p Wh•ch in.tiaMly the USAF had praouro4 as
the M-16; the ftfferenae between the two models were s=all and consisted
piualrily of minor macdfications in the manufacture of the bolt assemxb1
and the substitutlon of ligWtaer, more durable materials for some of the
moving karts, The USA ultimately, adoped the M6B1 as standard and
dropped the "X" prefix from its namenlatwop, and the HIE1I becamo pop-
ularly known as the M.46. 'this wan not quite the aeme weapon, however,
as 'the originil M-16 introduoed by the T1 +.

(C) 'The M-16 offerot4 sms eubitantial advantiaes. Because it Val
an acour'ate high-in1oalty autcmati, weapon, it could eliuinate fram
groud foroc ivenotoiies the X-1 ri"le, M- aud M-2 oarbinesa, HM-U rifle,
flrownt~ng A-ytoamati M11C., gU- 4 4 1 'b~ 0b ±us

l(~b~i~~lxpcz.tionz$, andi ftw tactical Viewpoinflt 6r'eCt±V~4) Plao~i
an &olmatic w•ap• in the hews *of evr7y so34der. grom the rifle•a' I.
viewpoint, hero was a lightwight (less than six pounds), simple, maln-
ta:able weapon that fmotioned easily and resisted the corrosive effects
of the 3ungle enviurowt. The argumentas for the X-16 were irresistl4e
P*nd the rifle quiak!y becam the tavmite of soldiers throughout R 5N.

(8) JOS appro ved 0OR CV's request ior the M-16 and the supporting
5,56-m A t•tou. mhere were limitoa. wsting stocks of the M-16 in
CON1M$ and on 10 Januax-, JCS advised COMUSHACV that an initial contract
for- new p ýoduotion had been let. This new production provided for the
:olloidr~g mthly deliveries:

Sv 1966 6,696 Sptember 1966 16,000
J=e 1966 16,000 October 1966 16,000
Juy 1966 16o000 NovbeAr 1966 11,000
August 1966 16,000 Deceber 1966 10,000
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An additional 123,000 M-16's were included in the F! 66 Supplemental
Authorization and Appropriations Act (signed by the President on 25
March), but these rifles were not available during 1966 because of
limited production capabilities.156

(S) On 23 January, CCHUSMACV estimated his initial requirement at
179,643 rifles, a figure computed from the number of US, RVNAF, and FWMAF
rifle battalions in the field. Because of limitations on initial pro-
duction, it was decided to place the rifle exclusively in the hands of
the infantryman until sufficient production permitted its issue to other
maneuver units; ultimate3y, combat support units were to be included.
By 22 May, for example, USARV us prepared to extend iRsue of the K-16 to
all personnel assigned to separate infantry brigades, the headquarters
company of divisional infantry brigades, personnel in the deploying armored
cavalry regiment, and selected individuals in certain combat support and
security units. When, however, the USN on 3 August requested 3,675 11-16's
from PAC(4 assets, 4ACV opposed the move. In this instance, PACFLT.
required some 10 710 M-16 's to equip its Naval Mobile Construction
Battalions (NCBS which were deployed with the USHC in I CTZ, but had a
JCS allocation of only 7j035. The USH position was that since the WB's
were deployed with the USMC and were supported by them, a complete issue
oT the M-16's would permit single-weapon ammunition and parts suppOWt.
MACV nonconcurred because it considered the diversion a less efficient
use of the limited production: USARV engineer and construction battalicns
were not programmed to reoeive the M-16 until August 1967, and the PAVVLT
requirement would. if approved, force an extension of the time requirei
for issue of the M-16 to RVKAF infantry unita-f4irst qiwtor FT 68 was
the MACV estimate. Such were the consideralions which uore imposed by
the initial limited productio. 157

"(8) In Auust 170 H-16 Rifles each were issued to the RCM, RWAF
(Marine Brigade), and PILCf A for tining purpoes, in Septftb,

X-16 issues consisted of 200 for the Australians, 20 for ew Zealand.
728 for R0WPV, 465 to PHnIIAG, and 217 to RVNAF (Marine higade).
However, on 1,5 November GINCPAC defered issuance of U-16 to nOU43
units until authoeined by CINCPAC. Thds 0*ferout wýs plaed in effect
due to the M-14 rifle shortage in CRUS. Pandiug tia liftIn& of this
defermenat the remainder of MAP M-16 riltes were hold in the custod••
of lst Log Comd.. These consisted of 13 oarmarked for VMs, =2 for
ROVF, and 1,430 for the RVW Airborne iv£siaon. On I Deoeor JC= rovied
the M-16 rifle production allocation for the rewmaier of FT ON? n-
US forces alloceted H-16's were ROA (12,926), ROV) (2t708), R•VN
Airborne Division (3,073), mid VW (4,M). Thase were in adttion
to rifles prviousily issued and those inm-ountry which "ree earaprked
for noneUS 1 og. Thease rifles were expeoted to be issued prior to30 June 97A
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(S) The issue of the M-16's to US units was supposed to generate a
return of the M-14 rifles, which they replaced, to CONUS. CCGJRSACV
desired to use a portion of these assets for issue to RVNAF forces, but the
DA position was that expansion of tie training base in CONUS would force
issue of o34 M-1 rifles if the H-14's were not returned. On 26 January,
DA formally requested that all 2-14's made excess by issue of the M-16
be returned to CONIS. COUUACV estimated that 9,434 would be available
for return, but pointed out that this figure did not include i MAF
excesses, oince that comand did not have the authority to declare its
displaced 14-14ts excess to the needs of the USIC. Unfortimateov, some
USA units held H-14's at unit level even though they had received equiv-
alent issue of the M-16, and on 20 June DA stated rather forcefu14
that M-14's waild not be held at unit level, but would be turned ir as
the M-16's were issued. Even so, =i 9 August DA advised that in addition
to the pressures it was facing as a result of the expansion 3f th3
CCVUS trairing base, a slippage in the FY 66 rebuild program had
- curred and further aggravated the shortage of M-14's. At the time,
CCMUS requisitions were outstanding for 26,118 H-14's, and only 8,633
were available from the 9th Inf Div, which was converting to the U-16.
B~ut in RV., noted DA, there wre still (theoreticanly) u1,546 2-14
rifles that had become excess when M-16's were issued to the let anwd
25th Inf Diva; DA requested that "necessary aetion be taken" to return
these and thus reduce the CMU3 shortfall•-9

(S) A final factor bearing an the conversion to 2416's was aVail-
ability of ihe 5.36-mi ball wmmucition. DA polic t&3s that the rifles
should be I esued onlS, to +he .wtent tUat a•wuxtion was available in
the necessary quantities. All of the 5.56-m ammunition producticn was
allocated to RVNHp nept for a riniscule amount required for training
and testing in CONUS. The JCS annmncod w 27 September that "pro-
ductio, difficulties" had occurred, Otat it war establishing four
prioritios to govern distributim of the aunition that was available,
and that no a=nition would be earmarked for the fourth of these
priorities without JCS approval. The foar priorities were SMASIA,
trairdng, testing, and otockage •hjeotives in places other than SPASIP.
Fortunately, production ins increasing steadily; the year-end pro-
duction figures (in mallions of rounds) cpcpared to the omtbly allo-
cations of CINCPAC wor•

OCT NOV meG JA FEB M4AR

Prodectiam 34.60 54.60 63.50 78.50 93.70 108.80
=CG PAC 39.77 49.53 58-37 71.64 84.68 99.53

Proz the above it can be seen that by Harch of 1967, approximatel, one
billion rowids of M-16 ball awunition would be available to CI1CPAC on
a monthly baeis, the vast majority of this anwmition going to RVU.160
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THE )ULTABY AMhIST COME(A

(S) ke overall force levels in RUN increased,, the monthly volume
of passener traffic reached saturation proportions both at the fravis
ARE aeria3 port of embarkation (ARAE) and at the Tan Son lihut (Tsn)
temiufl at Saigon., The p oblem was further aggravated &t the MVN end
of the air channel by the correspondingly increased volume of air otrgo
fra outside the country and both passenger and cargo traffic in-cowitry;
TS-N was called the second buxsiest airport in the world after Chicago's
O'Hare. During the su~er, therefore,, the USAF began considering various
proposals to ease the pressures. USARPAU recoonended establishment of a
CONIJS to Gan Ranh Day passenger channel. The Military Airlift Comwld
(MAC4) was considering establishment. of a CONUS to D. Nang passenger channel,
and part of' the MAC pl~an involved anvrsian of the Travis AVEB passenger
load to Norton AFPE also iu California. CINOPAC supported passenger, car-
goe a&W zai1 service to Da N"n at ani early date, because this air channel
would do most to reduce transshipiient in RVN. Acoordin&\yp CINOPACAF
took under advisemnt all rec=c-neM&4ons and began a survy of possible
routes and avaflhblo &upport facillities, Such matters as thsý estima-ted
cuupLation datei for the Cam liznh Eaq J-~.A-3apable runway ware studied.
The survey was to be fliasý& by7 18 ik.gut "z ~Q corections were to
be furtished by 31 August&.

.(8) DA9 -which required t*ha grnt bv ak of 1MAC supportp reacted un-e
fa'vorablys, repowtPng that itcudntrearrang. its lpersonnelre ,
quisitiouing proteduree" In tixae to tdrniah MAC rd~iable passeanger data,
Alrir to February 1967. The USA eatiwosta at' xonthay pasaengr requir*-

a menu . t Cam Rath Bay-tn CT 67 nazsed from 4.000O tO' 13,0O3W AtgWes Which
apprxl~ateii L0 to 50 percent of tit total 'J,. in-aotntry motlypn
evgar tito. !.!A could not sutpoat ?tnM,' at. possible C{*U AIOM
bacuan~ Rortvn "s too far f rý, a USA per,",nnel oember tuch as OaklaiA
Aiwr Ttnminal. As en alternate j'~itt,DA e-quieittd o'ansziAortioo
of at~ar 0%~niA WaahtlVcztoa bosatod uazt to Fo*% Lewiapv, w;th aoulA

* Nntaicn &,7 pncnein*WV coiner f=- ;2,,00) PsyrcC each zouth in ut~ah

(3)' Oti 20 Auant HACtV tA tte i~t:ýati byr bagizning an tfl-ctountz7
* -it s~~~tudy, of additien-sl Air achannel rsqti-rencntm and ysnsmtgao

* tioren. bet'wsn interested partiesis an 5 &4peznber 0  MACV intemied to
tem~ in requiivr4s~ets fromq the ocpn vt ev.tn airfielA Amd ground-

.stpport- nspabdltie,v 4aid theni to wisauas poes~iA,1I44s vitit MAC. RAWV
als" vas coksidering Utzn Roe, nto't of a jtsteoa-pablso airfield committed

anlto taotla#ztr spp,t.0 at 041 A Xon to Da Narg anW C" Flah

(C) CCOtSAOV pro*vided CIhCAC. vith r~t,<oc*avkehi~t in. a aessage
o .. September. These rec*~altzatt~ons *ware that a 14AC COUIZ34SVN

passegor channel attt on 1 tUvcezkr at %-az Fao~ bay "a Bian Eoa,
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that passenger service from Da Nang be deferred indefinitely, that un-
restricted cargo service start at Cam Ranh Bay on 1 November, and thgt
mail delivery at both Cam Ranh Bay and Da Nang start on 1 November, Thus#
the recmmendations tied all actions to a I November start date, provided
for passenger operations at three locations (to include TSN), and for
certain additional cargo and mail operationa. Aerial port facilitios wei*
not adequate at the new AIOEt s, but XACV felt that stop-gip measures
would suffice until they could be provided. The inadequacies concerned
receiving facilities, passenger accommodations, and a lack of trained
personmel for prcessing the transients, Howe ., thaae were problem
that could be solved by completing bhe bulk of the rxo-'seing at the =it*
and moving the passenger to &-d from plvneside in busses. The passenger
estimates for Cam Ranh Bay totalled r,5598 for Lhe 14-onoth period frm
November 1966 through December 1967; the monthly figures began with a
requirement for 440 spaces during November 1966 and inareased monthly to
a peak of 15,993 by September of 1967. At s.en Hoa, the total estimate
was 187, 068 for the same 14-month perlod, peak load of 29488 spaces was
forecast for Decerber 1967. These, the•-.-f'e•, were substantial figures
and promised consiuerable relief for TSN. 1 64

(C) Urfortunately., these .plý&.s were frustrated by Lbhe question of
country clef-ance° Edisting agreements %.th the GVN required that MAC
charters enter RVN. only at TSN for reasons having to do with custcms and
the interests of v nir carrioezs. The subject was opened first an
20 July in '-onnection with Turnkev cortraotors. At that time Ca ndser
7th MAF ouLht unrestricted entry at either Cam Ranh Bay or Tuy Hoa,
primarily to expeite, t he aovement of construction materials being used
by the civilian. eontractors in the airftel4 upgrade program, but also
to improve aupp3ly operations for RVNAF and FWXAF and to reduce Uxtra-
country airlift. His letter to the GVN Minister of Ccmuiuicatious and
Transport went unanswered for two months. By this time the A¶ACV Con-
ference concerning additional MAC passenger and cargo routes had adjourned
with the recammendations mentioned. COMUSMACV therefore brought .he
matter to the attention of Ambassador Lodge in a memorandum of 26
September. CCHUSMACV emphasized the need to reduce AP0E congestion at
T&!, :elease local aircraft from intra-country airlift miesionsj, and
improve supply operations generally. He asked the Ambassador to secure
landing rights not only at Cam Ranh Bay and Bien Hoal butyric QuI
Nhon, Tuy Hoas, Pleiku, Ph.u Cat, Nha Trang, and Fhar v ,na .

(C) The Ambassador addressed a letter to Pre•i--r •y on 9 October,
transmitting COMUSMACV' s request. However, the Premier aid not act on
this letter, and on 1. November the Minister of Communications and
Transport advised that the matter was one raquiring cabinet approval.
Confronted with this intrensigence, Ambassador Lodge personally •p•pe
to Premier Ky. "It is indispancable,9 he said, ". .. that the military
airlift contract flights be authorized to land st airports other th1an
Tan Son Nhut. These flights ara used exlAsively for Department of
Defense material and personnel, civilian and mJJltary. They are an

K./
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integral part of our operations. At the moment, we expmct a great deal
of Christmas mail to cum in for the soldier" oii theae planes. Failure
of the Government to Authorize these planes to land at these *irports
would be incmprehencible."- The Ambassador left a copy of this statement
with the Premier, jwho I'Lppeared" to agree a2d to iutezd to give the nec-
esaary orders. By the and of No+&vi,,:ep Ky passed the word through in-
tea.ediaries that the proposition was aatisfaotoryp but official
notification to G011 \gSncies concerned seemed stalled as acmpletely as
ever. The Deputy Ambaa3ador decideds as of 21 Novemberp that the US
would go ahead with its pla on the basin of verbal permission frm the
GVN if no written action mod forthaomingg in effect confronting the
GU with the fact aoctumliehed1. ýy the end of 1966 no such written
notification had been received+,1-

(C) MAC had begun a mail channel to Da Nang on 7 November, but di-
verted the flight to Okinawa in the absence of clearance. All other
aspects of the increased air operations subsequently were held fra im-
plemevnttiou pending GVN approval. At the end of November,9 only military
aircraft had the privilege of entering the comutry at locations other
than TSN (for example, Da Nang), There was one obstruction to the car.-
tier operation which did not concern the GVN. This was at Bien Hoa,
wheri the FAA had withheld beginning of passenger operations beuause
axmintion was piled around the parking apron. A storage area W" beirn bWitt
for these munitions, and the ramp area was cleared ear•?in December.
Passenger service began at Bien Hoa on 1 January 1967.

LINES OF COMMIUNCATION

Railroads

(C) The Vietnamese National ailway System (VNRS) was a rail net
conn&c',g the city of Hue with Saigon along routes whieh paralleled the
eastern coast. q%'e VNRS, however, was a railroad in nanm only. Its
tracks were in disrepairg its road beds unsafe in matW placesp its rights
,of wav heavily interdicted )y the Viet Cog and its rolling stock anti-
quated and poorly maintained. Moreover. the few operable sections of the
VW were of lizitad value since often they led merely fron nouhere to
nowhere. Restoration of the VM was a matter of c noeor both for the
O71 and COMMIACV, since a reliable national railway system would provide
important economic and military advantages. Howevers, the MIS posed a
perpLexizg problem •n that it passed fcr externed distances through areas
intested by the VC, who could demolish the track as fast as it could be
repaired (faster, in some cases) and were skilled at csuszng train wrecks.
The VNRS, therefore1 became an undependable-and somewhat dangerous--
mode of transport.
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(S) On 28MaylACV publisheda plan to rebuild the M&3. The . Jan

W/

was based on the idea that, as friendly forces gradually secured areas
through which the railroad passed, the track could be rebuilt and poa.ced
The plan included a provision for constructiu roads along the riAhts of
way, parallel to the track, thich could accommodate security patrols. The
plan ezvisaghd four phases:

MASS I (thru 30 Jun 1966)

F3 arzi 1 only.

PHASE 3 (i July - 31 Dea 1966)

I CTZ - Da Nang to Qhu Lai
II CTZ P- Thu Cat to Qui Mhon

Tuy Hoa to Ninh Hoa
III CTZ- Bien Hoa to Cu Chi

PHASE 3I1 (1 Jan - 30 Jun 1967)

I CTZ - Dong Ha to Hue
Chu Lai to Quang Ngai

I C=Z - Bobg Son to Phu Oat
Qui. Nhon to Tuy Hoa
Phan Rang to =11 CTZ Boundary

III CTZ - I CT Boundary to luin Loa

THASEIV (1 Jul - 31 Doc.1967)

I CTZ - Baren to An Roa
Quang Ngai to 1U CTZ Boundary

TI CTZ - I CTZ BounAary to Bng Son
MII CMZ - ¢Ompleted

As of 1 June 1966, the MS was operative frc Hue to Da Nang, Ninh HOa
to Rga Bap Nga Ba to Ba Ngoi, NRga Ba to Thap Cham, Thap Chan to Dalat,
and Xuan Loo to Saigon, This was not much of a railroad sytem; it in-
volwd about 10D km between Hue and Da Nang, about 200 km in ande rmid
Cam Ranh Bay, and about 50 km to the northeast from Saigon. Nothing
conneoted with wnthimg else. The VXRS main line should have onsisted
of approximately 1,148 km of track. The restoration plan provided for
roconstructi-on of roughly 630 km of this amount through Thase I V. This
objective was in line with Uoal Three at the Hoialolu Conference: to
increase the opn %Mae and railroads from approximately 30 to apProx-
imate4 50 perceut.

(C) ReconstArution plans depended fully on funding. SAID wes re-
sponsible for mainlieu reconetruction, and tle military acvponents were
responsible for spare. No good estimates of military expendittuas for
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(spur oonstriact~ion were available,, but USAID planned to spend $7 millioin In
FT 67 fox' mairline construction materials$ an he GYN planned another
$4 million in piasters for contracting labor.164

(C) It was not intended that the US should construct its awn
military railroad system in RVN. However, facilities (spurs) and equip-
"ment (rolling stock) for exclusivelye military use were planned 14 ca.i
junction with VMS once the national railroad became operational again.
At that time the US would become a "customer" of the GV-owned, oacmer-
cially operated national railroad-and rent the use of its fa8Cilitie,
"So it was frankly true that$ in essence., the US would be paying to build
it and then paying to use it. COHUSMACV observed that "slippage in
for this plan might extend the restoration beyond the Cr 67 objectiveoi'I

(G) During the last six months of 1966 the actual restoration of the
VNRS did not move very far. However, the Joint XACv/usAID Railroad Co-
ordinating Comittee was formed, and this body met for the first time on
8 August and each month thereafter, It was established that the first and
most important need was to connect Saigon and Cam Ranh Bay, On 26 October,
SEGSTATE advised the US Mission that he oonsidered this reconstruction a
matter of urgency.* Finally,, on 10 December Mr. L. C. Reynolds arrived
fro the State Department in Washington for a period of sacme .5 days
temporary'duty to provide technical assistance in the restoration plan.
Reynolds had been in RVN previously from 1958 through 1965 as advisor to
VNSs, and offered extensive experience in the field of railroad operationsp
in addition to knowing peracnaLly many of the Vietnameae c•nnected with
the VMS organization. Ad the' year ended, thie is where. the matter stood.173

Porve

q(g)u The lack of reliable north-soutb rail and highway LOC's in RVN
required that much of the resupply for USp RVNAF., and FNAF troops be
distributed by sea to ooastal resupply pointz, thence transferred by high-
wy,9 rail, or air, to the receiving units, Wherever possible$ deep-draft
ships were loaded :n CONUS or PAC(K ports for direet discharge to the
resupply ports. Howeierp since only threa deep-draft ports %aisted at
the begnnim g of 1966-19a Nang (Un-the-etr*am discharge anly), amIanh
Bay (two piers)p and Saigrn kdtiscussed separately in Anne C-The Saigon
Port)-much of the resupply was acocmplished by coastal shipping from
the deep-draft ports. Plans had been formulated for upgrading ports in
RVN to handle the predicted increase in militarr and civilian cargos.
The ports, other than Saigonj which %ere utilied during 1966 will be
disaussed ixdividually. In desoribing the performnce of these porte,
the figures are in short tons (S/T) of 2000 ]bsa they indicate the cargo
handled a; 2 do not represent the "port throuhputu" as uoef.nad in USA
PH4 55-15.0
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(S) Da Nang is the principal port in I CT.Approximately 99,000 K
US and MWMP in I CZ, lui I4AP,9 USAIDO and civilian requirements. must
be supported through this port, The secondary shallow-draft ports of
Chu Lid (55 statute miles south of Da Nang) and'Hue (52 statute miles
north of Da Hang) receive the-bulk of their cargo as intra-coastal ship-
ment Zrom Da Nang, Similkrl"y, cargo put ashore over-the-beach at other
points in I GTZ usually emanates from Da Nang, Although located within
a natural bay or cove, Da Nang harbor is not wll. protected. The deep.-
draft facilities, located neaest to the open sea, are eepecially sub-
Ujet to weather conditions. Even those facilities located on the river
that flows into the bay are not fully protected from the effects of
heavy seas, sisne high witeds enter the port from the northeast during
the monsoon seasongo causing swell- which uamper ship unloading activ-
ities and at time a cause a complete halt in unloading. Another un-
desirable feature of this port is its location contieeous to congested
built-up areas, s ditonallys due to the lack of north-south land ae4
rail LO' or other deep-water ports in the northern portion of I CT4
logistic stocks are concentrated at or near the Da Nang port, The
political unrest and demonstratioos experienced during May and Jtie
1966 seriously retarded port operation. During this period some fac-
ilities wore timeabl to operate on a continuous basis and throughpnt
at these facilities was curtailed as much as 50 porcent during the
period of the turmcilo

(8) Intraroastal shipment represented ap wNtimately 20 percent
of th, total requirement at D& Nang. Frequent intga-country movements's
dictated by the tactical spituation involved both troop movement a
logi.tic supore t Wxnce the bulk of the resupply tonage for secondah
ports in i. ti was a ~ported by intua-coastal 0hio•ent from Da Nang$
tactical operations $upported through these ports had a dirett effect
on the port of D& ?Wig. The completion of two deep-draft piers, two
I$T berthed a 3004fot thatri and the Increased moh ing at Navl Support
Activity (NAVSUPPAoT) Da Neh during 19669 resulted in an inoreaas of
port perfo.mance frw m 88,pM so t inrJanuary to 151,921 p /t in December. 1 3

(N Whoen the planned construction program is camplated, the
facilities in the Da Nang port wiol consist of three deep-draft piers
capableof receiving six ahipsI nidn LST rampes five LOU ramps;1 1600
feet of quay wall; and lighterage sites capable of receiving barges
or =sml craft.. These facilities will have a capacity of 250,000
S/T monthly during the mondoon season and about 3209000 during good
weather. The port of Hue is supplied by transshipment of cargo f rm
deep-draft ships at Da Nang. January 1966 perfoxm•une, usi= the
marginal facilities for landing craft then in use, wae 4i5 SIT. The
completion of LCU sites during the year and increased LOU assets
improved discharge rates# until in December 7.9050 SI'r were handled.
Plans for upgrding the Hue port, not approved at year's end, in-
ceuded an LST ohannel, eix LST slips, a barge wharf, anchorage for
C-2 cargo ships, and associated protective wharfs at a -cost of $26.4
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million. Chu Lai is an LST port which was-improved during the year by
dredging a channel and turning basin, and construction of a four-ship

SIT ramp. The performance -of the port increased f ram 1,#275 S/T in
January to 37,A30 S/T in December.

(8) The 11 CTZ is served by one port complex--Cam Ranh Bay/!-ia
Trang-az4 by the ports of Qui Nhony Phan Rang and Vung Re. Although
"the porte of Cam Ranh and Nha Trang are located ewe 23 air miles apart•
they form essentially a single port complex. These two ports are inter-
connected by land LOCI a and are jointly managed by the US Army Support
Commad (USASC) Cam Ranh. Cam Ranh is by far the larger of the two, and
the only one with a deep-draft oapability Mha Trang is, in essence, a
subsidiary facility to the port of Cam Ranh. Cam Ranh is a relatively
new port designed for both lighterage and deep-draft operations. Oargo
for the support of approximately 82,000 US/F~AF in the southern half of
the II CTZ pass through the port of Cam Ranh. This port is located within
a natural bay mhose surrounding land mass provides considerable pvotection.
However, during three months of the monsoon season, the effots of adverse
weather conditions in the form of high wAnds, heavy rains, and water
turbulence have a measweable effect on port activities. 72#936 4iT of
cargo was handled by Cam Ranh in Jaary 1966. During the•year a 100-foot
barge wharfs a permanent LST rampp two DeLong cargo .iersA and a Del '=
ammnition pier were completed,* increasing the performance of the port to
132,38( SiT in December. The port construction wrograat which idll be
conpleted in 1967 v 'provide the Cam Rarh Port with five deep-water piers
capable at• receiving ten ships; eight LST ramps• a Margnal harf I are
1700 feet of sheet pile wharf capable of receiving barges and smll' craft.
The total facility capacity will be approximate4 244s,0o0 s/ zmonthly
during the monsoon. season, and approx1mately 271,000 8/T during the dry

(6) •ah Trang provides the blk of support for approximately 20C000
US and V{ troops located in that support area. It is an exposed port
located Just south of the oity of Nha Trang. Its only protection is
the large Hon Tre (Tre Inland) lyizg abot ten kilometers off shore.
There are no deep-draft facilitties at Rha Trang, but deep-draft vessls
are off-loaded therm by lighterage and ovar-the-beach operations. Fa.-..
ilitiee constructed in 1966 consisted of four temporary LST raumps and *
four barge points, which increased performance from 9.678 S/T to 21,506
S/T. The four tem=porary UT ramp are scheduled to be replaced by i ..ee

menanw r .T, , ., wqa ich will Provide a total port capaty of 6, 000SS/T per momh.
(S) Qui Mhon is a lighterage and deep-draft port located approx-

imately 265 statute mUles north of Saigon and 175 otatute miles ,outh of
D&a Nang. The Qui Nhon port is the only deep-draft port availabe to
support the northern half of the 1l CTZ. Because of the laak of other
deep water ports# and limited land LOCG 5e logistio stocks are initially
concentrated at or near the QU Whon port area. An of 31 December 196,
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approximately ton percent of total port capacity was used f or ii1tra-
coastal. abipmaetr. The political unrest and demonstrations experienced.
during May and Jun. 1966 caused some loss of productivity, but did not
seriously retard port operations. Qul. Nhon is a protected port; during
the four moniths of the monsoon seasou, even though port facilties are
loztedidfhin a natural bey, the effects of heavy seas cause'a water turb-
v~ulece which hampers operations within the port. Slimlrly, high winds
and heavy rains reduce the port capaolty. The composite total of these
adverse weather conditions during the monsoon period represents a ten
percent lose of the port facility cargo-discharge capacity. 'Improvements
during 1966) -which resulted in increased performance from 59,360 S/T to
113,476 SIT, were the completion of one DeLong pier complex providing
four deep-draft bertha$ and the dredging of a channel and approaches to
perait access by deep-draft vessels. 'When the proposed construction
program is completed in June 1967, the port A4ll be. further improved by
a~ddit~ion of a& sheet pile wiharfs a sall,0 boat land~ing ramp, and four

perannt STramps. The total capacity wilbe approxLmate]ly 161$000

monthly during good weather.

(S) Phan Rang, Just *aouth of Cam Ranh Bayseupports the airfield
there and consists of over-the-beach offloadimg sites and a TOIA sub-
merged pipeline faoilityl it receives its cargo frtmCm Rau~h Day.e So-
cause of increased cargo offerings, cargo handled increased from 5,523

/TIn January to 19.9174 S/A in December* Vung Ro was orig1ia]Aq de-
veloped to support the Tuy Hoa airfield. In January l;s,800 S/T of cargo
was moved ovetr-the-beach, or through the interim cointractor port In the
Da Rang River. The beach facilities wwuld not be suit-able duriA*- the
northeast monsoon and the utility of the contractor's port during that
period was doubtfvl. Operation JOHN PA'DL JONES in mid-~July cleared
the area of VO ind prompted re-tevaluation of Vung Ro as a deep-draft
port to support the airfield complex. An expeditionary pmrt was con-.
structed in September, consisting of a Navy cube finger pier for
barges,, two WST rampsj, harcistmnid, and a conneotizng roaid to Route 1.
In Decezber a COMSMACY recomendation. to GINCPAG was f avorably indoreed
to JCS for developmnt of Vung Ro into a peramnent deep-draft port; a
decision was pending at year's aend. Existing fadilities handled 16,(072
SIT of cargo in Decembers and the completion of one, DeLong pier projeoa3t
for January 1967 would provide the 640 S/T per day deaired oapabilty.W~

(S) The Saigon port complex consisting of Salgon, Newport, VWag
Taup and Wha Be aupports the III and IV OTZe.j In MI CTZ Inland LOC'sa
move cargo to the users,, while the IV CVZ Dolta artea must depend mainly
on water and air tOO. Saigon and Newport are discussed in detail in
Annex C-The Saigon Port. tung Tau facilities viere iritially limitod
to barge and shallow-draft operations which produced a performances of
6p153 9/T in January. An LST ramp end two barge landings in use by
Dece:Aber had increased the cargo handled to 26,9840 S/T in that =onth.
Nha Be in located on the Saigon River south of Saigon and is3 primaril~y
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an ammunition-handling facility,# consisting of deep-draft moorings and.
13 lighterage unloading sites, Port performance increased from 25.,638
SIT ini January to 48,*055 S/T in December.

The Aerial LOG

(U) The final, vital links in support of military operations
in thi RVN were the aerial LOO' a. An appreciation of the importance
of these vital links derives from several factors. Directly contri-
buting to the importance of aerial LOC' a was the topography and the
military oharacter of-.the operations conducted in the RVN. The rail-
road net in-country was confined and definitely oriented along the
seaboard because of the terrain and population centers. Regardless
of this inherent limitation, CY 66 proved that. because of inability
to maintain the point-to-point security required,# the railroad net
.utilization would be restricted to essentially spur-line operations
in the secured areas. The RVN road and highway network was not quite
as restricted topographically as the railroads, but again the problem
of security was paramount and the maintenance problem even more difficult.
The character of military operations contributing-to the importance of
aerial LOG' s steimed from. the non-existence of a defined battleline and
unit rear boundaries. In a flui~d military situation,* mobility Oms the
prime requisit~e$ and rapid response could be accomplished only throu~gh
a constantly expandi~ng network of airfields. Air LOC's were adaptable
to unit operations without battlelinos. A 2.,5 or 365 thousand-foot C-123
or C-1,30 airoraft--capable field could be brought into operation long
before a maod could be constructed. At tClh( sam~e time an appreciable
econoey in util1ization of construction battalions (CB3 was achieved.
This is not to say that airfield construation and upgrading in GY 66
vas an expedient and easily-acoomplished solution to the deterrent
problems of topography and military operational characteristics. For
eixaple, an appreciation of the scope of the CY 66 effort can be gained
by noting that in July 1.966 there were 243 listed airfields in the 1W?~;
this number reached a total of 282 by the end of the year, Further
evidence of the scope of the airfield upgrading was the geographxic area,
involved. Airfields stretched from little An Thoi airfield on Phui
Quoc Islan off the SW' coast to the abandoned Gio Lt~i'h airfield in Gio
Linh District, which is only 2j ka from the DMWZ.

(U) Interaction, between the SEASIA forces buildup and airfield
construction reciprocally Affected both areas. The buildup vas som
times- contingent upon construction capability and progress; conversely,
construction progress and location of effort were often predicated uponl
And demanded by the buildup program. COMUS14ACV found his attention
focused upon -the establisehment or upgrading of airfields to accept
tactical.'oupport. aircraft up to and including the C-130.
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(U) The airfield upgradg program pivoted. around the fluid mil-
itary and -political situation. Since airfields were desired at all.

-the feasible site*# it was the military and political situation that
was the deciding factor in determing the construction Iviotity sequence.o..
Problems interrelated to the upgrading consisted of airfield deterio-
ration because of over-use, the shifting of construction material as
the priority needs shifted, manufacturing deficiencies of specific types
of airfield matting1 shortages of the preferred types of airfield mat-
ting, and limitations in quantity of both construction battalions and
construction materials. Notwithstanding all of this, airfield construem-
tion in the RVN measured up to expectations and provided an enviable
record when measured against the problems surmounted,

(8) Decision carryovers from CGY 65 projected themselves into C!
66 and served to initiate the decisions it was found necessary to mmke,
A C-4USHACV deeision early in December 1965 serves well to exemplif
a major problem area of airfield construction. At that time a list of
12 airfields in sequential priority was furnished to CO USARV for daml-
opent as 0-130 capable. COMUSMACV added that these priorities, "have
been changed as a result of recent changes.in concept of operations and
unit deployment datae."l75

SCS) SWAPF Brown and CCMU54UAGV shared the same opinion at the -outset
or• OT 66, They ageed that "the construction problem and port problem
were matters of concern." Concerning the interrelated port probles.

In view of the construction of an artificial
port which would be established to supply the air-
field, I made the decision that construction at
Tq Hofi airfield would be indefinitely postponed.
We would concentrate insteal our construction
efforts og the Qui Mm port and develop the portat Hue. 177

(8) During Uniary airf iel construction focused upon apgrading
Cam Rauh' a airfield design. In the middle ox? the month CWM V
decided to shift rock-omshirg and earth-moviA esquipent to support
facilitUS* construction at Cam Ranh and then reshift the equiy•ant
about 1 June to acocmplish the redesign of the runways sufficient for
0-130 operations before the rainy season. Tho redesign woU upgrade
the Cam Ranh runway f,- 150 feet wide and madiul thicknese base to
200. feet wide and an 18-inch thick base.

(3) The upgrading construction cam under centralized adaitis-
trati.U control in lKW# beca ue of the prior lack of coordination of
the entire prora&. Th•ruh a coordinated effort HACV5 USARV and
7th A? developed a %aster plan for upgrading airfields a. direted by
.COXSV. This approach vae required primarily to inaure the
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avwilability of adequate air logistic support for forthcoming tactical
operations throughout the RVNo At the initial meeting of the coordi-
nat•.ng group, two primary decisions were reached: that the primary
requirement was for 0-130 airfields, and that an all-weather capability
of 6V C-130 sorties/ten-hor day was required (this level would support
a divisaion-size force in a tactical operation). By 27 May the group
had completed a proposed five-step master plan to accomplish the nec-
essarr upgrading, and a propose? ACV directive establishing a Joint
Airfield Evaluation Committeed

(0) The first week in June COMUS4ACV was presented the five-
step master plan and a priority listing of 40 C-130 airfields
requiriig upgrad.-,ng. After approving the master plan, CCMUS1ACV
establi'hed the following guideliness two areas had- first priority
in upgr inng-Pleiku/Kontum/Darlac and Binh Long/Phuoc Long-to be
accomplished in July-September3 airfields in I CTZ and I1 CTZ coastal
regions had ;econd priorityý III CTZ airfields not covered in pri-
ority one and IV CTZ airfields had. third priority. COMUSMACV directed
that the arrival in-country of engineer battalions fro incming
troop units9 ROK includeds be expedited to ansi3t the upgrading effort.
Every upgraded airfields he decided would include the Low Altitudw-
Parachute Extraction 'System (LAPES) capability. Jy 16 July the Joint
Airfield Evaluation Committee had established the ten first-priority
airfields; in their priority orderj these were Kontump Plei Me East,
Ben Bleoh, Song Be, Loc Ninhq Tak Xap Dong Hap Quang Ngaig Rhe Sanhp
and Ank Hoao. Because of a shortage of airfield matting, the oomittee
decided that only three fields (Kontum, Plei Me East, and Lou Ninh)
would be upgraded immediately. At the same&meeting the c=mittee
established the seoond survey priority listing: Oasis, An Loa$ Bu
Dop, D~ic Phongg Phan Thiet, Cong Sono Ban Me Thuotq Cheo Roe, and Tan
An. Four days later CG III MAF requested that Kham Due and Gia VuW be
added to the list. Thus by mid-year the upgrading program had achieved
a degree of coordinations but this did not solve the more mundane
probljems. 1 78

(S) The upgrading of airfields, especially to take 0-130 air-
craft, continued,, Toward the end of March CINCPAC had identified the
expeditionary airfields to be upgraded by utilizing AM-2 matting.
These were Cam Ranh Bay, Phan Rang, and FPhu Cat (Qui Nhon); Khon
Kaen was initially to receive a runway built to permanent pavement
standards. By mid-June COMSMACIVs guidance brought about a listing
of ton airfields for upgrading in Julyp August and September, Further
complicating the upgrading program was the fact that the overtarAtion
of a.r transportation was bringing about airfield deterioration.
C-13 0's weighing 130*000 to 135,P000 lbap with high landing impact
and ma-.mum bra&Wng action, caused runWuy surfacing problems before
the desired 52000 sorties vsre reached. The MSAI steel matting was
especially troublssome; the MX-1O matting was found to be superior
due to Its light weightp and it was cheaper than MlA or T-17 membrane,
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while at the same time sust&Lning the 5,000 sorties ,oal. It was finally ,- ....
resolved to use AM-2 and MX-19 matting for runways and MSA1 for ti vways
and parkirg. The T-17 membrane was used principally for C-123 airfields.1 79

(8) The progress of construction efforts at the Cheo Rto and An
Khe airfields in II CTZ are an exemplification of tuh• trials and trib-
ulations encountered at other sites throughout the year. In mid-March
both an ARVN engineer battalion and a US engineer omapany moved into
the Cheo Rea airfield site. The ARMN battalion was assigned to construct
a new C-130 capable runway adjacent to the existing runway. The US
company was to complete a hasty 0-130 airstrip by rehabilitating the old
strip and enlarging parking aprons, while work was underway by the ARVN
battalion on a more permanent facility. This joint effort was considered
essential because the ezpeoted completion date of the main runway would
not meet the deadline demanded by anticipated operational requirements.
The company completed its assigned task in April but the hasty airfield
steadily deteriorated under heavy operational traffic. By 15 July the
poor condition of the pierced steel planking (PSP) oa the runway Nrqred that
the airfield be closed to all C-l?86brafflo ezoept, that used for support
of tactical emergency operations.

(S) The problems encountered in the An Khe conmtruction effort
were slightly different but of no less a serious nature, After the
airfield beoame operational, the blowing of tirss on C-130 airoraft
landing on the An Khe SP became critical by April. $m temporary
solution became an urgent matter,. since closing the runway for asph-
altic surfacing would impose an unacceptable completion dote. in
April the worst portion of the ruzieay reoe.Lved a new PSP surfacingg
but by June the same condition reocoured at an u=&oeptable level. A
solution arrived at was to shift the 0.-30 traffic to the adjacent T-1?
me•brane-covered Camp Radco fe strip in July. S•ine a 0-1,30 capability
had to be maintalmd at the sitel AH-2 matting was diverted from Phu
Cat on a interim basic until the completion of the asphaltic ru•way
allowed its return to the original destination. By Aygust 1966, cAmp
Radcliffe was oampleted and operating sktisgactori

(S) The sequence of events related to the upgradinrg at Doug Ha
airfield in I CTZ exemplified the ohanging mlitary situation' s
impact upon construction activities. DoAS Ra wAo one of the Initial
ten airfields selected for upgrading to 0-130 capability. MUMACV
beeame vitally interested in this particular site in July b"a4se of
its tie-in with Operation TA=.I HO. After a VACV survey on 20 July,
C(CSMACV directed that upgradi• g begin immediately. The oonatruction
was to include LAWS, T-17 mambrane tai.ys., ard Peneprimo (a dust
pa tive) rmnay shoulders. At the end of the month, COMUSM0V
dire-ted that the runway be surfaced with MXBA at Liig and that an
alternate airfield for Doug Ha be selected for upgraing. In ordwr
to satisfy the �8Al mattizg requifrment, tha material siheduled for
delivery to lontum ia mid-August had to be diverte4 to Dog Ha. After
the first aircraft landin on the new ruwV suf•ered out tixes, the
in•tiAlatiau of matting was terinatod and &ll install& d matting was
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( removed. By mid-September,9 CC•KUWACV determined that AM-2 matting
should be utilized at, Dong Ha. After considering Quang Tri as the
Dong Ha alternate, that site was rejected in favor of the Khe Sanh
site. The upgrading of Khe Sanh began in late August, but after
the experiences with the deficient '4A1 matting at Dong Ha, the
alternate sit? >-s also surfaced with PM-2 matting. Ehe Sanh became
operational on 12 October as the alternate airfield in the Dong M

area, waile Dong Ha i.tself beoome operational five days earlier.%oC

(8) In July Chu Lai, Dong Ha_, and Phu Cat bulked large in the
construction program, COMUSMACV recomiended the construction of a
crosswind runway at Chu Lat, utlizing AM-2 matting0  The MACV Air-
fie]d Kvaluaticoa Committee selected and gave priority lusting to 12
airfields on 16 July, In additLon, OG USARV accomplished surveys in
II and I1- CTZ's, while C01NAVFORV did the same in I C=.o CINOPAC
into.med JCS that the original plan for expeditionary airfields in RVN
way based on obtaining an operating capability in a minimum time period.
This had been adhered to in the case of Cam RaM Bay and Phan Rang,
but now the criteria were an indefinite operational usage and 150-foot
runways and 75-foot tazkway minimums, which reflected an increase of
50 percent . CINCPAC pointed cut thatý1xs reduced the advantage of
nominal additioral construction time.

(S) hirfield upgrading received heavy emphasis in August.
Reflecting the increased construction activity, CG II FFORCEV sub-
mitted 20 airfields on. '2 August for upgradingq with the 'coment that
these "Ureflect deeired priortty of oon0rucionicn" In the same vein,
CQMUACV and CONAVFORV a•geed upon tct airftleld to be upgraded by
the- ei of Septeauber$ wtr .-m &L..... gven to Dong Ha) Khe 8anh
An H9q and Quang Ngai. COMWNAV0hf had been following the established
gulde.,nes throughout the year but in August in• oated that he would
like to have a representat_'e on KA06 s Airfield Evaluation C=mittee,
even though OMNAVFORV s responaebility was ftocused in the I CTZ. At
the end of the month, C=OSMACV directed the imediatae upgrade of Khe
Sanh to 0430 capebility, to Include zhe use of steel matting with
priority second only to Dong Has By the middle of September the Dir-
actor of Construction was able to provide the more preferred AN-2
matt~ig for both Dong Ha and Khe Savih. COWJSAtCV observed: "We may
run into some trouble in upgrading the airfield at Die Sanh since the
enemy could well reat if they observed the construction activity on
the airfield, It wovC4 be d4cided2y to the enemys interest to disrupt
our efforts to upgrade this field to take sustalned C-130 trafftic."18

(S) The airfields in i 0T2 vre teoaivig special attention dur-
ing September. C C..SACV pointed out that aa 11'K-2 runway will be
desirable if nct assential durimg te inortheast monsoon season." In
the middle of the month the Kne ,ai construction appeared behind
schedule, because no bunker or rovetmett material was on the site, the
neessuar air transportable doter was ttiiA at Cam Rath Bay, and the
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CBI' were on site but unable to start work until materials arrived. The
first week in Ootober, howeverp found COMUSMACV optimistically observing
that, "the construction of Khe Sanh airfield. . .seems to be ahead of
"schedule at the moment." At the aame time his meeting with CG MII MAP
brought forth the suggestion that they, consider a second airfield some-
where between Hue and Quang Trn, which would give a little more depth to
the battlefield. While touring with SECDE? McNamara in mid-October,
COMUSMACV noted: "Both Khe Sauh and Doug Ha airfields arc now all wea-
ther C-130 capable1 and covered with almimzm matting. I am greatly
relieved to have these airfields completed before the northeast monsoon
season came in full force."185

(S) A corollary probý. area was t1at of airfield maintenance, and
the large number of airfields in RVN expanded the scope of this problem.
COHUSMACV pointed out that "there are now mwre than 200 airfields used in
varying degrees by US milttary fixed-wing aircraft in RVN." The main-
tenance constraints included 'lix4ted numbers of engineering troops, lack
of available construction materialj materials being allocated to the
highest tacti.cal priorities, and engineering troops available being ex-
ployed in tactical operations construction. On 3 November COSMACV listed
62 airfields requirixg upgrading to C-130 capabiltty; 24 of these fielde
were to be accomplished during the balance of FT 67. COM A0CV elaborated:
""The estimated total requirement of 62 fields continues to be realistic.
It can be expectedv howevery that many changes in speoifio names or lca-
tions of requirements will occur as will the priority and order of aon-
struotion as sme uirftelds tre added and others droppe due to a changing
tactical situation." ',n I CTZ, CG I FFOEV had already pointed ot that-
tactical operations and rapid deployment of -aiiobile faraeo ovar 4 31000
square mile area influenced by enenq situation, terr*Un and veather. Wade
it necessary ta possess the capability to ontruot, on s&hoxormcce, all..
weather airtields &-nwerae vithin the tone,

(S) As Cy 66 ended, the upgrading pgroram %me progretring slowly
because of the unavailibility of MSA1 matting. Sven in Noveser it *,,erealized that requirements Otetated tUat the balaxce of in-co•.•try &ssets
would have to be utilized for the upgrade of U1 M"" airfislds (-glish
and Oasis). The recomended p.Arit, liot for C-,30 oapability irloed
15 airfields in December: Loi 1he, Ezgliah, Da4 Tiae• Soui Ua4 Pie
Djeringr Tra Bi$ Oasis, Con& Son, Pu Lai. Dong T.e, Phuto Vn.,x- 'hu TTut
Quan Loi, Son& VAop and Plel Trar An overall total of 6$ airfields %s
required to oupport 'rrently p•lamed or projected operations. Thees
65 were ideatfied by three tategoriesi fortard deployment, !c4.tlcal
unit baaep tai ta-ottcal unit base,, Umluded iA the liting were thote
fields proeCtet. for o plestion bt the end of FY 67#. At the end of 1966
An Hoap tuc PhOp and 4a ng lga.l Ud beo co.mpleted a& G-30O capable air-
fields; these were Ln addition to. the c"plaeted r''orama at Dagg Ha add
mhe ,,anh.•
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COMMUNICATIONS

(U) Future military aw sts writing 1f'the counterinsurgency environ-
ment of RVN will undoubtedly point out several major factors in the military
make-up of successful prosecution of this type of warfare. Air-mobility,
fire support from ground, sea, and air; effective logistics; and accur to
and timely intelligence, will all seen an key.areas. -ImfL ; ',
upon all of these, a major and occasionally limiting factor was eaamuni-
cations. As is true of any facet of warfare, comuunications needs imply
camunications problems. In the counterinsurgency milieu the coamuni-
catiomi experts have had many probiems to solve. The astounding rapidity
of manpower buildup; the hitherto un-battletested air mobility of the
maneuver units; the fact that "we don't own the real estate," giving
rIse to installations in insecure areas; the varying terrain, moun-
tainous on one hand and Jungle-eovered in another; the high noise-level
of tropical areaLk the need for mangemezt as well as operational and
maintenance responsibility among the several S&rvioea-these were some
of the problems faced. The wonder is, perhap6, that they were solved
at all.

4 tac aoal Sysatem

(C) In 1965 the r•:ky of a tactical aon.urications system had
to 4oincide with the rtA1d buildup, anti te problen continued throughout
1966 as th manpower doubled. bhuig 1966 the iw-cou~nty assets inclu-
ded the tollowl-h rsa.0t.~ AN/Pfl04ý, 9 anid 1.0; AII/OR-3 through a family;
AN/•fC-25; AN/OICC-125; AN/AfC-•, and AUAO-5k; AN/VfRC-12 aeries; AN/•l•C-
'89 and AN/V10"04; Afl/R c-74; AN/mr.C406 and A14/FitC93 Dw-f4.A).

1) Durire the year the AN/PRC-25 d ANI/GRC-e125 replaced the
ZIN/C-0 9 and 3.0 as well as the AN/VR-lO.

2) The AN/PAC0-?) and AN/GRG-106 beganx to replace the AN/(ThC-
87, AN/VR-'34 as-.well as the AU/P¶O-93.

3) T71w AN/ARC-54 also replacsU many 4f the oldor AU/ARC-.44's.

.4 4) Tho ANA'G-•12 se-ries (to include the VRC-46, 47 and 49)
btose a much used velicular mounmed radio and also replaced the AN/

(C) Throughout 1966 the new seriec of F4 radios (AN/FRC-25 series,
AN/iVC-12 series and AN/ARC-54) were distributed to units in the field
and sho.ad several advantages:

1) 3Xce frequencies could bi used, since these radios could
be tuned to every 50 EIS instead of the 100 M of the older sets,
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2) the sets have a wider frequency range, covering 30-75.95 MZ.
The AN/AV-54 has a frequency range of 30-69, 95 MHZ.

3) The AN/rMC-25 serles and O/VRC-12 series as well as the
ANiARC-54 have retransmission capabilities.

4). The new seriec of radios are pretuned on each 50 KUZ, as
coapared to manual tuniug of the older series of radios. The pretuned
frequennies allat quicker changing oZ frequencies.

5) The new series of radios are also much simpler to use and
require less operator training.

6) The new series of radios are module configurated, t us allowing

for quicker, easier, and wider repair at maintenance facilities.1 98

(C) During 1966 the new AM (SSB) radios AN/FRC-74 (2-11.99 MHZ) and

AN/GRO-106 (2-30 MHZ) began to replace the older AN/GRC-87 and AN/VRC-34
as well as the AN/FRC-93. The AN/PRC-74 is a manpack radio and allows for
long range patrol capabilities. The AN/PRC-74 can be used at base station, leg
but the AN/GRC-I06 has been found better suited for this type of employmenb.2 •

(C) By August 1966 a new type of squad radio was coming in-ca•Uti
to replace the current PRC-6. This was the PRT-4/PRR-9, which would
allow a receiver to be operated independently of the transmittet and could
be placed on a trooper' s helmet for small-unit one-way ruomunication. The

ireed for just such lightweight tactical equipment had been pointed out by
USARV on I0 March, when they requested that all Army combat units in RYN
lo'e provided with light-weight tactidal, airmobile cmmunications equipsont
.sach as had earlier been issued to the 1st Cay Div. By August 1966 the
W10C-12 family had been proved in the field and was working well, as were
the PRC-25 wets. The PRT-4/PRR-9 units were also being tested and during
November all USA and M MAF muits, except some support and set-vice ele-
ments had converted. As bank-up .or the tactical equipment, mary non-mil-
itary Collins KIM-2A transceivers had been obtained. These were SSB sets
coiering the heavily-used 2-30 MC range, but with adequate power, especially
with the 30L-I amplifier, to supply effective long and short range camun-
icition. Additional contingenay communications could be obtained through
use of the AFRS radio and TV stations, the va9uus MRAS stations and the
radio and TV-configured Blue Eagle aio'planes.' u

(C) In addition, vanized tactiaal (lig'it) troposcatter equipment
was being brought steadily in-country, as well as vanized tactical very
high frequency (VHF) and vanized tactical microwave (W) equipment# to
expand the Southeast Asia Wideband System (SEAW)S).191

(C) The long lines systems provided the basic conaunication chaz-
nels for support of the bulk of primary noiimand, control, administrative
and logistic cammunioation requirements t~o and within RVN -and constituted
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a significant portion of the SEAWBS. At the beginrJig of 1966 there
were several lo.ng lines systems to and within RVN to include:

1) Back Porch9 a heavy troposcatter system interconnecting
Vung Tau, Saigon9 Nha Trang, Pleikup Qui Nhon, and Da Nang in RVN and
Warin in Thailand. At Nha Trang the system interfaced with the Wet
Wash Cable System.

2) Cross Bow9 a light tropo system which provided alternate
routing and backup capacity for the Back Porch system.

3) Southern Tollp a GVN Postes and Telecommunications (PST)
microwave system which provided circuit extensions from the SEAWBS into
the Delta area of RVN.

4) Syncom=9 a synchronous-coommnicationx satellite link pro-
viding two channels betweon Soigon and Hawaii.

5) Wet Wash, a high quality 60 channel cable system between
Nha Trang and the Philippines.

With the exception of a limited number of channels on the Southern Toll
System, no commercial circuits were leased for long lines coamu•tcation
requiremants. 192

(C) Throughout 1966 communications facilities were utilized to
the maximum. In May it was.reported that available long lines aasets
were "inadequate" to perform all validated requirements; in July
"minimumessential cammunication requirements were met," while in
August, "marginal improvements were made in meeting essential communi-

cations requirement a." Smae progress y made in upgrading existing
systems and installing new facilities.

Integrated Wideband C n=icatioens System (IWCS)

(C) As early as October 1965 the Defense Communications Agency
(DCA) had been tasked to develop a plan for the upgrade of the SEASIA
long lines system., which had become inadequate to support US contin-
genoy plans, inte an 1WCS which would provide numerous channels of
communication for both tactical and strategic use on a highly-reliable
basis. The VWCS would include the use of multichannel tropospheric
scatter systems and both line-of-sight and diffraction microwave
systems. The plan to integrate the several lorg-lines systems in
SEASIA into a single system and to inurease the communications capacity
"of the entire system was developed by DCA and was approved in principle
in April 1965 by SECDEF. A formal approval was signed 4 August 1965
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and contracts were awarded on 5 September to Phlco for the Thailanu portion,
and Page Communications Engineers. Inc. for the WVN portiono for construc-
tion and implementation of the IWCS project. US AMy Strategic Ccminiioa-
tions Co•mand (USASTRATCOM) was designated as the system operator. The
contractor estimate for completion of the IWCS, idertified within DA as
Telecommunications Program Objective (TPO) .- 65., was 1 August 1966e. An
additional upgrade to the IWCS was proposed by CINC"AC on Ii October 1965,9

(S) On 16 December 1965 COMUSNACV submitted two Flag Pole items
on the IMS. The accelerated pace of the NVA/VC infiltration made es-
sential the upgrades recomaended by CINCPAC and acceleration of the
construction schedule. CINCPAOs and CC(USMACV's requests to upgrade and
expand IWCS was approved by SECDEF and an obligation authority was grinted
on 20 January 1966. Fundlg was completed cn 27 Januaty and ammeniments
to tho Philco and Page contracts were finalised on 1 February by the. US
Army Materiel Cwand (AMC)* On 4 February DA informed CC(USMACV that
funds for upgreding IWCS had been included in the Fr 66 Supplemental Budget.
$141,.5 million had been funded for SEASIA communications with $96.3 million
to support IWCS. There was a shortfall in funds available for work already
contracted. $25 mil.inm was programmed to cover this deficit, while $71.3
mmillion wam pro for the additional construction requested by GINCPAC
and CONU CV.95

(C) In Februar%4 trouble was experienced in obtaining reliable cocn-
munications via the troposcatter equipment between Vung Tau and Green
Hill (Thauland), owing to atmospheric propagation degradation at certain
seasons (see section on "Time Block 211). COMUiAOV' recommended reap-
praisal and possible amendment of the approved -49L Cable System Project.
to provide for a cable link between Vung Tau., RVN and Sattahip, Thailand.
The rationale was that a subharina ,rable would provide twice as mwe
oiriuits, provIde better quality, require' lees maintenance, and be less
susceptible to interceptiong interference, jamuing or destruction. How-
ever, such a cable would cost five times as much as a tropoecatter link
and would take much longer to install196

(S) in March COWJSYACV and CINCPAC informed JOS that the XWCS,
as Ihen approved and funded, would require further expansion to support
plamned operations and the increase in deployed forces. In RVUN ex-
pawded operations in the Delta and additional force deployments to the
central a&d northern regions would increase user demands. Eleven addi-
tic,,-l DXS links would be required to serve new bases or release tac-
tical equW.pent in the Delta arei. To serve the Saigon area, five new
IWCS li.W4 would bo required, and for central &td northern RW, nine new
linke would be required. In addition, 12 trunk upgrades were required
to sovae the increases mentioneds and to support the inareasing troop
populatior at exiýsting bases. These upgrades were in the form of addi-
tional cheannle. 197
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(S) Similar upgrading vas requested for Thail1and IWCS subsoriL-
bai*s. It was recognized that the expanded capability proposed could
not be completed in 1966, but it would be possible to instI many
of the 1W links during the year, thus freeing some tactical equipment
for other uses. Also, costs could be saved if the desired expansion
.were taken into consideration during current construction. CINOPAC
reccnended on 9 March that JCS validate the expansion of- the IWCS
system to permit tasking the appropriate Services for preparation oa
the necessary TPO' s. In a message of 23 April, COM(1S4ACV conour-red
in the CINOPAC estimate for upgrade of the IW~CS, with only minor chan-
ges in the numiber of requested channels. DCA had requested and had
been given ni statement of priority for installation of the new systems.
On 7 May COMUSMACV reported that "the rapidity of the force buildup
which began in June 65 in SEA quickly exceeded a corresponding ca~mu-
ications buildup. Fixed communicatiogs facilities now lag this buaild-
up tV approximately twelve months.11

(8) On 8 July COMUSMACV sent CINOPAC a mid-year status report,
stating,9 iner alia. that IWOS had been validated for additional
cocaunioations requirements,* by CINOPACj in February, and that JCS
in turn had validated those requirements and forwarded them to OSD
for approval. "All. conaerned, are awaiting OSD approval#" 0CC!USMACV
reported. Meanwhile, slippae had been encountered in the imple'.
mentation, oving. to various problems associated xw{4 transportation
production,, construction priorities, and strikes.

(5) On 29 July COMUSMCV once again sutmiitted his coiunications
r'equirements, to CINCPAC, There were inadequate long lines channels
to most circuit requirements for incoming combat utnits which consti..
tutod a "Iseriou coumo sortfall which is of great concern to this
oammind." Moreover, organic tactical signal equi~ment wat' being used
in long l.Uwes roles,. but wou.ld have to be released as soon as possible
to support highly mobile and flexible combat operations during "the
next few critical months."~ COXMU4CV agakn stated that this was an
urgent operational requirenmnts asked for*.1 aediate and positive -
action and ended with "request your full support." Thin upgrade was
approved by SECDMF on 2 Augu~st 1.966. Const:-uc'~Jon of 1WOS aitse as
.approved proceeded on a priority basis throughout 1966. Delaysa were
encountered due to non-availability of 'equipment, and the Unmited test
and the quality..assurance capability of the contractor. An ambush of
contractor personnel in November also oontributed. During December
1966 two of the 20J'Phase I INCS links were put In seeitice and the r
remaining IS Links wert exspected to be operational by June 1967, All
28 links of Phase 11 of týBIWCS were expected to be completed by the
end of the calendar year.
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(C) In April 1965 COMIACV had recommended to CINCPAC that DCA
explore the feasibility of a coastal submarine cable as a long-range
solution to long lines commmications problem. DCL recommended the
cable in November 1965 and on 17 December DEPSEOCDE Vance had approved
funding for the cable. The TPO was approved on 12 February 1966.
During the period of planning, a representative of Underseas Cable Corp-
oration briefed MACJ6 officers on the corporation' a capability of pro-
riding submarine cable and mobile, van-mounted terminal equipment. On
3 November 1965 CCKUSMACV, in a message to CINCPAC, urged that' the sub-
marine cable be considered in conjuction with the actions then under"a
to expand and upgrade the IWCS. COMUSMACV expressed concern over the
vulnerability of the troposcatter communications sites in RVN and sug-
gested that the cable would be a method of providing additional c•==-
ications over a system which would be relatively secure from deetlQution
by'hostile action. On 24 November OINCPAC validated the MACV requirwant
for a coastal submarine cable., and on 17 December JOS explained that
funding for the cable had been approved before the fact by SECDEF? f(r
presentation in January 1966 to Congress for inclusion in the FT 66 sup-
plemental budget.201•

(C) Preliminary land survey vork was completed on 29 April 1966.and
contractor estimates at that time were that the first three links would
be completed 10 November 1966 and the Iast three on 31 March 1967. Smt-
veys of cable landing sites$ beach approachesp and oable undersea rwzes.
were completed during the first week 'of May 1966. On 3,May CINCPAC .-6
wad briefed on the results of the site surveys 'and signed the site con-
ourr-nce drawings. On 19 May COKUS4ACV reaffirmed the MACV require nt
for a September 1966 operational date for the first three cable Ltwk"
The coastal cable wCuid Consist of dX link as followsp in order of
priorityl Vuwi Tau-Nha Trangq Nha Trang-Qui Xhonq Qui Nhon-Da NaMp VaS
Tau-Sattahip (Thailand, $ Qui Nhon-(Cam Ranh Bay and Cam Ranh Bay-VWu Tau.
Each link would be capable of 60 voice channels and would bb intercon-
neated to the 1tCS system. Constructioi of shore terminal points cocin-
ced in October. 1966; at year' end sites at Da Nang and Sattahip were
completed, and other sites were proceeding on schedule except for Cua
Ranh By. The entire cable system *as ;rojected to be operational b
June 67 h

SEAXTACS

(C) The Southeast Asi& Integrated Tactical Air Control Syste=
(SEAITACS) wes a concept developed and promulgated by CINCPAC on 15 Feb-
ruary .9669 from a plan approved far implementation by JOS on 7 January.
The plan had arisen as the result of a conference held by CINCPAC on 2
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August 1965, and provided for integrntion of all SEASIA tactical air
control facilities provided bt WAP and US component Services, under
the direct control of the Commander 7th AF. Addition of new facilit-
ies and bases and modernization of existing facilities were included
in the plan. The plan identified four separate but related elements:

1) Tactical Air Control Complex.

2) Direct Air Support Elements

3) Aircraft Control and Warning Elements.

4) Air Traffic Control Element.

Cc-munications circuits in support of the SEAITACS plan were reported
on 14 July 1966 as being "very austere" and ,wil of necessity remain
so until completion of the DiSCS.",203

Project Talk Quick

(C) In April 1965 CINCPAC submitted his secure voice reqi~re ftlts
to JCS. The DCA was directed to prepare a plan to satisfy these re-,
quirements; the immediate needs in SEA$IA made it necessary that an
interim plan be prepared. This interim plan was designated Project
Talk Quick,' and was an expedited measure to .provide secure voice coa-
munications to a limited number of subscribers within PAC$U, with a
target completion date of 1 October 1965. The system was to be cam-
patible with a plan to provide secure voice on a wild-mwde basis.
In SASIA there would be 24 wideband subscribers in the SaigontN
area, seven narrowband subscribers in other parts of RVN, and nine
narrowband subscribers in Thailand and Laos. The plan called for a
switch at TSN to switbh wideband subscribers between each other and
wideband subscribers to narrowband subscribers. All subscribers would
have access to the PACO secure voice system via the overseas switbh
(OSS) located at Phu Lam. The wideband portion of the system was
turned over to subscribers on 15 November 1965. The overseas secure
voice syestem providing service between Hawtii and Saigon/TSN becce
operational, and was turned over to the use of subscribers, on 1 J&n-
uary 1966. The overseas secure voice system was hampered because of
a time delay in removing echo suppressors from circuits in the Philip-
piies for each overseas call. To improve the system, echo euppres-
sore were installed at the Phu Lam 053 on 4 April 19661,The supjres-
sore in the Philippines were then removed permanently.

(C) The narrowband portion of Project Talk Quick was delayed
pending procurement and installation of signalling and conditionixg
equipient. Installation commenced on 4 April and was copleted in
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June; the Thailand/Laos portion of Projeot Talk Quick was brought into the
system in May. Plans were made to add 16 adLitional up-countrz subscribers
to the system,9 in an expansion known as Talk Quick Bravo. A major improve-
ment in the system would be realized when an ANTI•C-31 four-wire dial cen-
tral office was installed in Saigon. Such a system was planned for instal-
3lation on or about 1 September, but the site location at the now MACV
headquarters would not be developed sufficiently to permit installation
until December 1966--a date that would slip further with the decision to
build the new MACV headquarters at TSN. The new system would provide for
a total of 76 subscribers in the Saigon/TSN ,uea. Testing and acceptance
of the Talk Quick system commenced on 20 Apr.1l and was completed on 30
June9 at which time seven up-country narroow.b-L subscriber terminals
became operational and were turned over for vse of the subscribers.2 0 5

(S) On 1 June COMUSMACV answered a JCS ,and JINCPAC inquixy as to
improvements in operatlonal effectiveness of •ombat forces resulting frma
introduction of secure voiue capabilities. COMUSMACV reported that secure
voice comunlcation was gaining wide acceptance by cocmanders and key ataff
personnel. Secure voice was a more desirable system than the use of amies
or on-line printer systems, he felt9 because it was more responsive In.
imparting immediate and timely results. Information could be discusued
and amplified9 thus insuring comon understaung, and coordination Vas
speeded. Finally, the Talk Quick system was most responsive to operatimal
needs. Information involvng operations, downed arcraft, IntelUgence
reports. VC Inoidents; and political situation reports passed ovwi the
system. An ARC LIGM strike had been cancelled, for example aftr: the
aircraft were airborne. 2 06

Sa•ea~e Cocnnica~tons.-Pactf~.o

(C) On 5 January 1ý66 DCA prmulgated a plan for e.uTasion of

SEASIA communication by use of 5stellites, to satisfy an u- 'ent require-
ment for alternate cc uication paths. The satellites wnud .be used
to provide high reliability •ideband circuits. Apor: ..or of th.e required
chansela would be pro'tIded by the Initial Deft-nse Ccm1anuationa Satellite
Syitem 0=) and the ainder by leasing. &annes la from GowuAcations
Sate•lite Corporation (CSC), As of 13 Sulf ,.z 1DC5S puMnd stationm
were programmed fcr Pacific Area, to be sqtpped with AN/M-GS4 air-
tranmporatableg vani!ed lUnk terminal equl.menta. Two were to be lvcated
in RIM, one at Wha Trazg and the other ae TSN. Two terminals were to
be Li Hawaii and one each in Okitawa eard c.'lark AF8, CSC gmund stations
would be located Ii Hawaii, Gum/PI, Jap-n and Th•tland. Inplemeetation
of the plan for eapanslon of SEASA cowm-malatiom-t by use of satellitee
was to be accomplished in lour stagoes:

1) Deployment of AN/*SC-46 terminals btr January 1967. Thim
would provide two high-qAlty, voice-equivalent circuite between OW two
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of the terminals$ with a total of four circuits to be available
initially betwean RVXN and Hawaii.

2) Lease of surplus CSC channels in early 1967 to provide
10 each high quality channels from Hawaii to CSC tezminal located JA
Thailand, Japan and Guam/PI.

3) Upgading of IDCSS capacity by modification of terminal
equipments in two stages: from initial two to five voice-equivalent
circuits in Januar-y 1967, and from five to eleven voice-equivalent dz-
cuits by July 1967.

4) ?rN-ision of commercial terminals in Thailand and Gu=/
PI to upgrade capabilities to 60 channels each terminal by r6id-19M.

The first seven of 19 planned IDCSS satellites were launched from
Vandenburg AFB, C "aliornia on 16 June 1966. The ground terminal equip-
ment arrived at Mia Trang and Ba Quec in October, were installed, and
R&D testing aonducted through December. A second launch was sheduled
for early 1967.207

Radio Frequency Allocations

(C) Onr -f the problems f cing MACV comunications was' that of
crowded . By international regulations, adhered to by the
USO and the G*YJ the frequencies axe a country's naturaleresoircea.eAs such

AC a* .3 .-t-, -.: v` -. foý,r vLl ,.requency assign-

mente. Howcwý:. i,,ority to p, n ',ý t f•-•uencles was delegated
by GVt to tho RLec.:r Gereral af P&T. in 1966 this was being done
on a frequency- ýfrmquency basis, sinue ,ho two to 12 HC bands and
the 20 to 100 Mr bands were fully utilized. The parcelong, however,
led to a corif1ict. in Aseignment between MACV 16 and JGS J6. HAV'J6
recognited RC¶ as Gas ' s frequenoy-coordirmtion center an4 used fre-
quwcies onlý after receiving approval for them; however, JGS J6 merely
informed ?&T -f the frequencles that they were using. In cai.e of
conflicting aisirmaente, P&T listed the frequencies as shared, rather
than informirg tte JGS J6 that the frequency was not clear. In ad-
dition, therc wa5, a delay in clearing frequencies with P&T of about
one to t.wn w th delay i•n clearing with JGS J§ uu&Uy took are
th•a a WUm.- Aý

(C) By uz"al3 stanidards, an infantry division should have 116
tactical FM frequendes. In 1966, only 84 frequencies were assignod
for all US t.o :-4.tryj There were, however, a few frequencias

that became unused from ti'e to time, but there was no contingeney
frequency area. e.,xept that of the SEASIA oontngadnoy frequencies.
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Depthet crowding and heavy use of frequencles, there were no interna-
tional. repercussions. One reaaon for -the lack -of i.nternational4 inter-
ference wa& that local. assignment authority for HF frequencies was lim-.
ited to 500 watts. HF assignment authority for over 500 watts was
retained at CINOPAC and area wide coordination was accomplished prior
to assignment. S~dp conditions In. the VUF range did not cause noticeable
interference. Frequenciec in the range starting at9 27 IM were permitted
assignment on a local basirip regardless of poywer.9

(0) The problem of interferencep intentional or unintentionals, has
always been troublesvms, since the earliest days of radio o~unicatimn
In the crowded bands of RWN., without continuous "Wlo2cingst -the problem
could become acute. Utintentional interference-could be caused by prop-.
agation conditions, poor tuning ot' transmitters, or W.istaken setting of
trarnuwtting frequencies# among other causes. Intentional interference
is another matter; this could range from enemy Jmzzing (which, in 1966,
was not a problem) to an attempt by the enemy to deueive (which the VO
tried on many occasions) and to the s04-oalled "bootlegging" of a fre-
quency channel (whioh happened rarely in 1966). The problem of locating
interference, intentional or unintentional, is a matter of locating the
source of the radio frequency interforezice (flFI). As late as August
1966,, [Ac j6 did not have an D.FI unit in-aountry responhpe to its needs.
On a favor.-y-favor basis, assistance in IRFI traoildug was supplijed by Mt
DRU or the USAF Security Service, with results that. ranged fraa "inade-.
quite to poor,"t An electrc~agnetio compatibility teeax was assigned to
temporary. duty in RVN for approximatelq 60 days .in. early 1966. The teva
was highly effective-in locating~ transitters that hid caused uninten..
tio~ial interference. Permansnt assignment of -that team or a simi~lar
one to be urder operatio~a. -control of R{AW was requested.

(0) Conse'ation of frequency space can be accompliahed. by prope
Management and. o'perational methods., One important lesson learhe,4 by

MACV A6 is that any joint ataff should have a frequeny manaer, &Wd that
prop~ez1 jadai should be placed on frequency ansigamet from Umh begin~-

(C) A satisfactocry isolution to the problon 3f congestion 04 the
FM frequencies was fount'In the -tonvrsrion (by replacenent) of US -sd4e-.

* ~baud equipzaento with the new family of WE aquipw~nt having a capabLUty
of using only 50 KC iiietea, of 3.00 KC bandid~th. This provided on

aditioua. 566 channels for~ axclusive US use. nAV i~6 frequeney xmanag-
amet also paid close attention to terr-ain -end protpAgetion corditions,
in nonnection with equipients and output power, so that the sawe fro.-
quency could be shared by two separate units on a non-interferin~g
basis, The institution of this mangement method to another lesson
lemard that could be passed =n to future JoLint staffe in other aea
of the world, And, 4inae the host goernment owns tha speaori. another
lesown learned, in frequhnoy sona emunJalsons is that rapport with
the host governmet is most important.10i
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Propagation Problems Time Block 2

(FOUO) On 24 November 1965, MjW6 promal.ated a notice on a
propagation problem identified as Time Blook"2. During the winter
months, a condition exists which tenas to degrade the troposcatter
system in SEASIA from November through April0  During this time block,
atmospheric conditions are such that the probability of troposcatter
radio signals escaping through the ionosphere instead of being reflec-
ted back to earth becomes greater . This condition can cause excessive
noise levels and might also cause either long-term or short-term "
signal fading. RACVJ6 noted that, in mid-December 1964p signal levels
had dropped to aluormaLly low values. In January 19659 signal inten-
sities were weak for several hours each day, seriously deteriorating
voice ccmmunications and causing unacceptable service to many teletype
subscribers, A complete loss of communications between Saigon and Nha
Trang was experienoed for a period of 19 hours. The answe- ,ACVJ6
suggested, is not only to upgrade -he systemss, which was being carried
out through 1966p btt the contingency planning of alternate means of
a cc ions during any future total loss of troposcatter ccwmuni-
cations,

(C) The low part of the sunspot cycle may have been a help rather
than a hindrance in 19669 since certain frequencies'that lend them-
selves to skip conditions. hence the chance of international crowding
of frequency channels would be short-haul frequencies without an ion-
ospheric r eflection. The problem of high noise-level in a tropical
environment was one that "you have to learn to live with." Although
the, five decibels of tropical noise levol could be augmented by Light-

Sning storiw, such storms were not reported to be a. problem on the
operat.ng level. The long-haul HF SSB communications were interrupted
durirA sunspot flares (such as the MARS circuitO) but this was not a
problem of a large nature. Despite propagation problemsi co=unicationw
UgOt through" by reason of the buildup of sophisticated communications
systems which were of "good quality," although they did not meet DCA
standards. MACVG planning of in-country and out-of-country communica-
tions was based on the factors of real time communicationo, redundancy
and restoration of ca, tits on a priority basia, which would offset
propagation problems.

Seaurity of Installations - Use of Civilians

(S) The civil disturbances in April and May 1966 (See Chapter
VIII)o particularly in the fa Nsan areaý focused command attention on
a potential problem of operating and maintaliing fixed-plant commun-
ications facilities with non-combatants, The evacuation of all non-
combatants from Da Nang was not necessary, but if it had beeng essen-
ti&l cominioations terminals m4ght have become inoperable. Many
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aiyilien emp1.oyes remained on site durwing the disturbances., but 3 t a
doubtful that -they would be wllihg' to remnaini during periods of ifttense
cothbat, Faoilities that reJ4.ed upon civilian contractars inoluded'the
troposcatter radio sites in the* IWCS., certakin emergency radio nets, the
Deoca Canpany navigation systemp the interim Autodim terminals and
relayes and some electrical power generating slitos, About, 250 civii.ann
(150 US and 100 other VW and RWX personnel) were employed in these fae-
ilities. On 26 April COMUMACV requested OLNCPAC to replaceo'onwaft
technicians with militmry personnel as soon as posaiulet Wz~ to provide-
adequate incentives for essential technicians to reawIn on sitte during
cmergerAies. 2 14

(S) Replying to COMUSZACV on 29 June, U8ASTRATV0O stated that the
serious situation in relying upon civilian contractor parsbnnel for the
operation and maintenance (0W) of the IWCS' wais ttagtd;(O~ iz_
ixig of xilitary personnel for such 0&Ms it was polfted out, w~uld be.
predicated upon establishment of a training facility-at the USASOS. An
an interim measurep area contractors were tasked with the operation of
an on-~the-job training (OJT) program. This OJT,9 however,9 would be iriade-
criate to provide fully competent O&I! personnel, sizce, it was based ou the
assumption that they would have been trained in M~NS before airrival. in-
country. Installation of a WM~U training facility was scheduled for
completion date of 31 October 1966. The output of the faoility betvaeen.
-August 1966 and August 1967 would be only 243 tachniciam4 however,, and
some contractor OWH personnel would still be required, Ade;"-ate inoea--
tivesq it was believed,9 were, provided contractor. personnel,, t~o include
PX and ccaiseary privilegus,3 medical. carep use of 'militaV7 postal faail.-
itles, and equivalent-grade club privileges. Also, xonatar~v compensa-
tion9 the responsibility of individual contractors,. inolud&d a consid-
erableoyarseaa wage diferential'and individual contraot-coapletion.

(8} CINOFACAF had meanwhil* (on 10 MVy) pointed out that the TJSAF
did not have OW capabilityr without contractor assista~nbe, In order to
attain OWH capability# WT~ would have to be established. FUl military
mainning on a conhtinuing basis mould be severely limited after October,
stated CI.NCPACAF,, owing to rotation of trained personnel, but "past
operating expirience has indicated nio ser~ious morale probL=~ by using a
shift of mixed civiliin-military at the same geographical location.
Reca~en this policy be continued. Air Force pro~-pay is authorized for
all personnel currently utilied in these systems." i)OA-SAH4 insan
evaluation report. Of 29 July, also 0-notnd out that only two of 12 to-
signed military personnel poccassed the experience required in teobnioal
wuntrol operations of the SBFAWM 216

(C) Remote3 costly installations in unsecured areas would seem-
ingly present a problezm. Yet during 1966 none of these installations;
bad been attacked. MACV A6 officers hazarded a guess tlmt perhaps the VC
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thought they would have a built-in communications system without cost,
once the US troops, moved out. The WAshington P News sugested a
different 9 somewhat sinisterl i'easono Two channels of a new MW system,
it was reportedv had been assigned to the exclusive use of the RVN
military command, but were also being used by the VC, and, the News
quoted Electronics magazine9 "with the tacit approval of American
Forces." The News artitle wont on to say that US officials felt it
better to allow the enemy to use the system than to take a chance on
having them destroy it, 7

TV and Radio in RVN

Television

"(C) During the visit of SECDEF im November 1965P the decision
was made to introduce television to RVN, both as a morale factor for
US forces and as a psywar tool for GVN. The development of the program
was to consist o:! three phasese initial telecasting for two hours
daily, utilizing airborne facilities to begin within three months;
telecanting from studio facilities in Saigon for 40 hours per week
within three to nine months; and development of a seven-station system
for a 55-hour telecasting week, to be coaplete with$m nine to twelve
months0 The system was to have two channels aWd be a duag facility
for use by both the US and WIN. The initial portion of the project
utilizing the airborne facilities was given the name of Project Jp nh 1

(C) On 3 Jan iory 19669 GVN authorized the US to establish TV
stations at Saigon, Can Tho, Da Nang, Hue, Nha Trang, Qui Nhon,
Pleikug Ban Me Thuctp and Quang Ngai to serve morale purposes for
US troops. At the sa&e time the USG agreed to assist GVN in ettab-
lishing its own TV capability by providing advice, technical assis-
tance, and equipment. TV sets for US milixary personnel w-culd be
sold through exchange facilities. Armed Forces Radio and Television
Service (AFRTS) would be responsible for the US-operated channel, and
would provide the bulk of assistance for the GVN channel, but it was
considered desirable that the support of the GVN channel appear to
come through the Joint US Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO). This would
be possible with the use of two channels. To avoid dual contracts,
and to permit joint use of some facilitiesp DOD would build both
broadcasting facilities and be responsible for the installation of
equipment. The US Agency for Irternational Development (USAID) would
reimburse DOD for those facillities used exclusively in support of GVN°219

(C) To minimize the problem of training repairmen and providing
spare parts, it was desirable that all TV sets provided to the GVN be
"of one make. Therefore, USAID requested MACV assistance on a reim-
b-arsable basis for provision cf the Lnit•a•a 2jl " sets for civilian
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S-dist ibution and for maintenance capability; USAID estimated that 3,500
sets would be distributed to hamlets in RVNo GVN planned to sell sets to
private individuals as a revenue-producing medium After all coamunity sets
had been distributed° COMUSMACV was quite concerned lest sets sold through
the Exchange system reach the black market and negate the efforts of GVNx
stringent ration controls were placed on the sale of TV sets to personnel
aurhorized Exchange privtleges. Aftir the DOD/USAID/State decision to
introduce TIV into RVNM M funded for 500 23-inch TV sets to be distributed
vo RVNAF units. The sets were received on'14 January 19669 and were dis-

tributed and installed prior to 20 January. The MACV Signal Advisory Div-
isicQ7- reqttested and obtained six months of concurrent spare parts, tenhnici
manuals8 300 antenna kites field maintenanne equipment, and authority for
a five-man maintenance and instruction team. A mobile training tea.: was
requested from DA to rttratin ARIM electronic speciali.sts as TV repaimen
to serve as cadre for developing an in-oo=tay training aapabiLity.2 0

(:1') On 12 January SEGDEF instructed AMC to procure six mobile TV

-. . -..'.' •ng vans through a • e-source contract with RGA. The cole-sourr,S: .,,o.w"s tu insur•e midumn stockage requirements and =Aium inter-
0iangea; 1U-ty of spare parts. The vans were-to be ready as follow,: two
_n . July 19669 ore on 1 October i9669 two on 1 January 1967p and one on

1 .'pril 1967. One yearta supply of high•-•ortality repair parts oculd be
-. ,ed with each vanoZzl

1t •.itial broadca&ing utilizing airborne facilities Was sclheduled
" e *..,0., e Vnthe eveof th-e traditTional TW hcllaai 20 January. n1ow-: ..' exn c.ditionisaq transitrs vena n aii~eral% g.ine problem

,i.h4 intial broadcast* which firnaly begat on 7 Febrary,, Depot
ivel ",esk aqup.ent had not tesnr-ielved,; but tht us" of zaintenar-ce
fl.r partiutted uninterrupted iacejtion for WJNAP viw*2

A.1 a for con.set tion of AFflS facilities in Saigon were approvad

-a-,d on 15 March $640.,000 was released to OMCC frou DA. Off icial
S>:• vaui,_lrity to build a ground TV st4tion in Saigon was recoived in April,
Sar4i work btgan L= edlately. The target date fmý building complqio !,,ni ,.
I ,eptember, and for broadeastia,, 145 Octo• 5w A tentative site for the

* GI faciLity was being otudied at Can Tho.

(S• The o C-121 aircraft used to support Project Jrmy were rovidad
"P ýf*%- lie Oceanograptiio Air Suriry Unit", Naval Air Station$ Pat-

•aryland. This unit provided third C-M2 ekluipped =n4y

t- u mr..,doasts. The Project Jennt aircraft could al,' povide
tnur dible comunioations asis-tare to HACV. AF.OV lntoinwd his

component ccmanlers that these aircraft Coouid 1e ,wed for airborne com-
munications relayr. airborne coand and cor.mrol uaeng two on-line crpt•o
cir7cut*, psyvur broadcast, and other missions. The omý aircraft, riggd
only for hewýa radio broadcastingp could prove especially valuable without

re~ucir.Z e !ctivene!s of the TV broadcasting miasion of the other two.
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COMUSMACV announced that he desired maximum utilization of the air-
craft's capabilities. Both 7th AF and MACSOG expressed requirements
for the aircraft as Airborne Battlefield Command and. Control Centers.
A VC attack on TSN on 13 April damb~ged both TV aircraft extensively,
but the crews were able t6 effect repairs on one in time to Dermit
uninterrupted broadcasting on the two-hours per day, five-day r:
week schedule. COMUSMACV congratulated the unit on the fact that from
the start of the broadcasting on 7 F6eiary through 16 April, no
scheduled flights had been cancell-d.'•

(C) In MV three TV tower footings were poured for the large TV
installation in Saigonp and on1.0 June the studio building had pro-
gressed up to the aecond level, with the transmitter building cons-
truction starting about the same time. On 18 May MACV J6 forwarded a
DF to MACDC to issue construction directives for site development and
installation of seven nobile TV stations9 to be located at Da Nang,
Chu Lai. Qui Nhon, An KheD Pleiku. Nha Trang (on Hon Met Island), and
Can Tho, with completion dates ranging from 15 September 1966 to 15
April 1967o225

(C) The Saigon TV antenna departed CONUS on 28 June aboard USNS

* - Gry=i top-loaded to facilitate quick off-loading. The TV
2ower, 400 feet in hqight and self-supportingg was delivered to the
*Aigon site in August, sad contract was let by OICC to the Trylon
-opw for erection, with starting date of I September. The trans-

mitter building was completed durlng August and two mobile TV units
arrived in country, the one for Da Nang on 30 August and the one for
Qui Mhon on 31 August. The Saigon TV station was sheduled to be
25 nin power and the mobale stations (vanized) foi, KU. The Qui
Nhon station was opened by CJMUSMCV in a ceremony oa 25 September.
The fa Nang station became operational 22 October, with CG III MAF
offioiatingr followed by Saigon 't 25 October. Prime Minister Ky
and COKUSMACV participated in opening ceremonies for the Saigon

* staton cornerstone-1layg ceremonies for the GVN station on 31i ! Ootober'--9

4 Radio
(C) The MRS radio broadoasttng system in RWV was ori inally

designed in 1962, wW at that time concentrated in one percent of
the are of RVN. With the buildup, AFMS no longer met the require-

* ment for radio servica. On 5 February 1966; S=CZ approved a MACV
Sradio plan which prmvided for three 50 KW, two 10 KW and three 250

watt stations to cover RVN. The Saigon and Da Nang stations were
scheduled to be operational in October 1966. All other •ations were
to be operattonal by the end of FY 67. On 3 August .966, real estate
negotiations were going on for location of the Saigon and Da Ung
transmitter and antenna sites, The Saigon ivntenna was to be a non-
directional system consisting of one tower, while the Da Nang
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would be a two-tower directional array,227

(C) In Atgust 1965, after three years of effort to obtain prmis-
ýion of the Gv*N To establish MARS radio stations in RVN; COUSMACV
requested the US Embassy in Saigon to pursue the matter. Approval was
officially requested in an 2mbassy note of 12 November 1965, after a
favorable series of di .u-ons with GVN officials. Forual agreement
was given by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 25 November 1965. All
military services qcickly set up stations and by 25 December 1965, 13
stations were operational. During 1966, MARS stations in Vietnam in-
creased to 37 approved and 36 operational. A total of 297,322 messages

mere handled by MLARS operators, A major cobAibution to morale was the
phone-patch servioe provided to hospitals.

Footnotes

1. See the 1965 MACV Histo-y (TS) for a discuision of decisions to in-
oreýse US force levels in RVN. See also CIWPAr Cr 66 Capabilities
Programs (TS), Vois I thra III, Hq CINCPAC, 12 Feb 66, and CINCPAC
CY 66/67 Requirements/Capabilities . ograms (TS), Vols I thru IT.,
Hq OINCPAC, 20 Oct 66. (U)

2. Msg (C)9 SECDEF, 3T,6, 1O1033Z Feb 66.

3. CINCPAG CY 66 Capabilities Programs (TS), Vol I, Hq CINCPAC, 12
Feb 66.

4. General Westmoreland' s Historical Briefing (TS), 22 Jan 66.,

S5. ITR (TS), MACOC, 10 Nar 66, Subj: MACV Ccmnander'8 Oonference,
20 Feb 66 (U),-

6. MFR (S), MACJ02, SN00145, 16 Feb 66 Subj: Management of Measures
to Overcome Logistics Shortfalla (US.

7. Draft Briefing (S), KkCJ4, 22 Apr 66j Subj: Joint Logistic Support
Concept (U).

8. IIR (S), MACJO2, SN00145, 16 Feb 66 Subj: Management of Measures
to Overcome Logistics Shortfalls (UL.

9. Draft Briefing (S), MACJ4, 22 Apr 66, SubJ: Joint Logistic Support
Concept (U).

!0 Support of USMACV advisory elements was found axaellent during a
series of country-wide interviews conducted by military hi.storians
during July 1966. However, the excellence of this support derived
as much from locally-developed working arrangements with other
nearby forces as fro the supply policies of MACV.
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1. Draft Briefing (S), MACJ4, 22 Ayw 66, Subj: Joint Logistic Support
Concept (U). COMUSUACV felt strongly about the need to retain the
integrity of the RVNAF logistical system. See section on MAP°

12, Ibid.

13. General Westmoreland' s Historical Briefing (TS), I' may 66;
Briefing (TS), for Lt Gen Myer, J4, JCS, 1 Aug 66.

14. CINCPAC CC Telecon Item 055/66 (TS), I1 Jul 66, Subj: SECDEF-CINCPAC
1 July Conference (U); MFR (S), MACJO3, 16 Jul 66, Subj: Briefings-
Long Range Stationing Plan (U).

15- Msg (S). ClNCPAC, 1S18=1Z Aug 66, SubJ: Additional NKCBS (U).

16. UACV Command History (TS)X 1965.

17. Mng (S), CINCUSARPAC 9749, 7 May 66, Subj: Responsive Log Spt for
Combined Ops in RVN (U), For a discussion of Class V supply pro-
oedures, see sections on Class V and Expedited Supply Procedures.

18. MHg (C)9 COMUSMACV, MACJ(4, 092149 23 Mar 66,9 Subj: Responsive
Logistic Support. for Combined Operations in RVN (U).

19. Msg (S), CINCUSARPAC 9749, 7 May 66, SubJ: Responsive Log Spt for
Combined Ops in RVN (U).

20. Ibid.

21. Briefing (U)M, MACJ4, Nov 65, Subj: Transfer of HSAS Functions (U).

22. staff visit to Chu Las. and Da Nang TAM., III WAF by Maj J. W. Duncan#
USMC, 4-8 May 66.

23. Reports (S), Operations of III MAP in Vietnam, Jan, Feb, and Mar
66 (U)o

24. IWbi.

25, 3upplemental Data Sheet (U), 'mACJA2, 22 Mar 66, Subj: Expedited
Supply Proceduras (U),

26. Ibid.

27. Briefing (U), IKACJ4, Nov 65, SubJ: Transfer of HSAS Functions (U).

28. Meg (U), COMUSMACVq 36619, 15 Oct 65, Subj: Transfer of HSAS
Functio:s (U); Ltr (U), MACJ42-MS, 7 Jul 66, Subj: HSAS Tranafer
ot Functions (U).
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29. Meg (U), C0MUSMACVq 02056, 21 Jan 66, Subj: Transfer of Fiscal ' .
Fumcticna HSAS (U)o

30, Interview (U), Lt Col BrandewLe, MACJ4 by Capt Greene$ MHB, 19
May 66, SubJ: Transfer of HSAS Functions (U); DF (C), MACJW42-N$
8 May 66, SubJ: Transfer of HEDSUPPACT Functions (U ,r*r(U)
MACJ42-4S, 7 Jul 66, Subj: HSAS Transfer of Functions (U)v.

31. Daily Staff Conference1 COMUSMACV (S); 13 May 66; Ltr (U)s, 1AWJI,
21 Mar 66, Subj: Hq Area Command (U).

32. Meg (S)q COMSMACV, MACJ4., 18002 26 may 66, S'bbj: Stookage
Objectives (U).

33. Meg (W), CINCPACFLT, 2922= Jun 66, Subj: Stockage Objectives (U);
Meg (S), C.ONAVFORV, 271202% Jun 66p Same Subj.

34. Meg (S), COMUSMACV9 MACJ42-FL 18798, 1 Jun 66, Subj: Commanders'
Conference 1600 Hours 30 May 66 (U); Meg (S). COMUSMACV, MACJO0
25842s 27 Jul 66, SubJ: Stookage Objectives Within RVN (U).

35- Msg (C), COMUSMACV, MACJ42-PL 25851, 27 Jul 66p Subj: Stockage
Objectives in RVN (U).

36. Memo (C). XACJ03, 25 May 66, SubJ: Possible Realignmert of Log-
.istics Functions (U).

37.10 id..

38. Ltr (S), USARV AVD-PO, 29 Jun 66, Subj,: Possible Realignment of
Logistics Furijtions (U).

39. Ltr (C)q MIACJ 4 3-PM9 16 Jul 66, Subj: Realignment'of Logistir-,
Functions (U); Briefing (TS)q for Lt Gen Nyer, J4, JCS, 1 Aug 66.

40. Briefing (W9, 11 Jan 66, for COMUSMACV, Subj: Logistics Briefing
(U); Nsg (U), COMUSMACVo MACJ4 16757, 16 May 66, Subj: Diacharge of
Reefer Vessels (U).

41. Me (S), CINCPACFLT, 300613- Jun 66, SubJ: .LOGSt No. 25 (U); Msg
W(), cINCPACFLT, 150u=IZ Jul 66, SubJ: LOGSUM No. 27 (U).

42. L4.r (S), MACJ45, 15 Aug 66. Subj: LOGSUM (RCS-LOGSUM) No, 29;
14LMONVAL Jun 66 (8) MACJ31, 30 Jul 66

43. Ltr (S), MACJ459 15 Aug 66, Subj: LOGSUM (RCS-LOGSUM) No. 29; Msg
(S)+,COINAVPCRV, 271202Z Jun 66, Subj: Stockage Objectives* Meg (S).
MACii 3•3GZq21, 26 447 66r Subj: Stockage Objectives; Msg (Si, CINOUS-
ARPAC. GPWL--M 17376, 5 Aug 66, Subj: Stockage Objectives Within RVN (U).
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44. Meg (S), CG III MAFP 101238Z Jul 66, SubJ: LOGSUM No. 27 Period( ing 300800 Jun 66 (U).

45. Briefings (S), 11 Jan and 25 Feb 66, for COMUSMACV, SubJ: Logistice
Briefing (U).

46. Ltr (s) :?RV AVCe-DH, 1 Jul 66, Subj: Operational Reports on
Lessons Learned for Period'i Jan 66 -'30 Apr 66; msg (s), CINCsIA.RPAC;
I4536ý,2 Jul 66, SubJ: CH-47 Availability (U).

47. Msg (S), CINCPAC, 180•42Z May 66, SubJ: Flag Pole (U) ]Msg (S), J'#S,
5690, 30 Jun 66, Subj: Flu Pole Item F-I (U); Meg (S), CINCPACO
U402UZ Jun 66, SubJ: Flag Pole Item F-I (U).

48. DF (S), MACJ312, nod., Subj: CH-54 (Flying Crane) Aircraft (U),

49. Ltr (0), MAOJ21, 1.1 Aug 66, Subj: Logistic Support OV-I Army
Aviation Units (U).

50 MF (S)0 MACJ03, 13 Jul 66, Subj: Conference-Situation in I GTZ (U).

51, Interview (U), Maj E. S. Korpal, 25th Inf Div G3 by Cp Nuhlenfeld of
AM. May 66, Subj- Comnuiications in Infantry Brigades (U); Ltr (U),
MACJ424•S, 28 Jun 66, SubJ: Radio Sets AN/PRC-25 and AN/QRC-•25 (U).

52. mONE7AL Jannary 1966 (S), MACJ341. 28 Feb 664 Ltr (S), MACJ45, 15
Aug 66,9 Subj-. LOGSUM (RCS-LOGSUMS No. 29.

5 3 B- ief'ing (W), U Jan 64 for COMUSMACV$ Subj: Logistics Briefing;
5 .g (TS), COMUSMACV 01466, 15 Jan 66, Subj: Security of Nha Be (U).

-. 54. 1b~.T

55. MNg (TS), COMUSMACV 01466, 15 Jan 66, Subj: Security of Nha Be (U).

56. DF (S), MACJ4s, 20 Aug 66, Subj-, Monthly Historical Report-ACofS,
J4 (U).

57. These figures are taken from the monthly historical reports rindered
by MACJ4, an example of which is the previous reference.

58. Meg (C), COMI.MACV,, XACJ4 16019, 9 May 66, Subj: C~parison of
Costs of POL by Tankers to Coastal Locations (U).

59. Ibid.

60. Ibid.
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61. C, ( O• UMUCV, 25e429 27 Jul 66. Subj: Stockage Objectives Within
RvP"wU, M.4g (S), COMUSMACV, 24045- 13 JU 66, Subj: Engr Co (Pipe-
line. Conet) forRWN (U),- Briefing (TS), 1 A4 66, for Lt Gen myer, J4,
Jcs (U).

62. DF (s)a MACJ4, 20 Mar 66, Subj.. Monthly Historical Report-ACofs,
J4 (U); Msg (S), COMUSMAGVD 01662, 17 Jan 66,°Subi: MACV Emergency
POL Supply Plan (U); Msg (S) .G USRv, 51229;30 Mar 66, Subj:
Accampanying Supply of Packaged Class III (U).

63, This point is well iillustrated by the air munitions situation, On
i January there were six air munitions in the critically short
catego•y. By the end of Aprilp the number of critically short air
munitions had doubled because of this problem. (TS)

6&. General Westmoreland's Historical Briefings (TS),q January-April
1966 (u).

65. An exception to this statement is the 5.56-rm ammunition for the
Colt IMI6E! rifle. Issue of the rifle itself was controlled by the
ammunition ASR, a condition which developed becaus6 of insufficient
lead time to expand the ammunit.on production line. This subject
is covered in the section dealing with the X-16. (S)

66. Msg (TS), CINCPA C, 1303R3Z Apr 66p Subj: Aircraft Munitions Expend-
itures (U); Meg (S), COMUSMACV 05036, 16 Feb 66, subj: Mm2m Flares (U),

67. DF (TS): MACJ4, 19 Feb and 20 Mar 66, S3b6j: Monthly Historical Report.

68. Msg (s). CG4USMAOV 06555.,l Mar 66, Subj:. Critical Air Munitions (U);
DF (TS), MACJ4. 19 Feb 66, Subjo" Monthly Historical Report.

69. Msg (TS),q CINCPAC., 040037Z Feb 661 DF (TS)9'MACJ4. 19 Feb 66, Subj:
Monthly Historical Report; Msg (S), CINCPAC., 050C2IZ May 66, Subj:
Flag Pole (U).

70. Meg (S), COMUSMACV 00159, 20-Jan 669 Subj: VNAF Munitions (U)- Msg
(a), CI1NCPAC, 1223=( Mar 66, Subj% Air Munitions for VNAF (U).

71. i4eg (S) COMUSMACV 06555, 1 Mar 66p Subji Critical Air Munitions (U);
Msg (TS) COMUSmACV,, mAC3748, 8 Jul 66, Subjt Back Channel from
General Weatmoreland to Admiral Sharp (S)i Msg (S), CCKUSMACV 06754,
3 Mar 66, Subjs Emergency Resupply (U)§ Meg (S), 2AD (7AF) D*5734,
6 Mar 66, Same Subj :

72. Briefing (TS), 3 Apr 669 for DEPSECDEF, Subj: Munitions Shortages (U).

73o Msg (TS), COMUSMACV 1220O, 8 Apr 66, Subj: USAF. A/C Munitions Short-
ages in SEA (TS)i Meg (a), CINcPAC,, ;90945Z Apr 66, Subj: Transfer
of Ammunition (U).
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6 74. msg (S), CINCPAC, 10004 A* 66 -Subj: Coobat Sorties Cancelled Due
to Ordnance Shortage (S)) Mag (S5, 7AF 0617, 121218Z Apr 66, Same
SubJ; Msg (S), 7AF 06500, .4.441Z Apr 66, Same Subjo

75. Meg (TS), CINCPAC, 130353Z;Apr 66, Subj: Aircraft Munitions Expend-
itures (U); Msg (TS), CCUS ACV 13308, 7111 C7, -Apr 66, Sub j* Rmar-
Controlled Bmbing (U); Meg (TS), CflCPAC, 17135cz Ar 66, Sub:
B66/Fighter Radar Buddy Bombing ()

76. Mag (TS), CINCPAC, 150319Z Apr 66.

77. Msg (S), COI4USMACV2 MAC3092, 18 Apr 66, Subj: Ref Telecon and
CINCPAC Msg 10004• Apr (Back Channel) (S),

78. DF (TS)v MACJ4, 19 May 669 Subj: Monthly Historical Report; Meg (TS),
SECDEF 8036, 081853Z Apr 66,9 Subj. 'USAF A/C Munitions Shortages in
SEA (TS); Meg (TS), CJCS 1974, 13 Apr 66 (Personal from Gen Wheeler).

79. Msg (TS)g coMUSMACV FC3748, 08163•C Jul 66, Subj: Back Channel from
Gen Weastmoreland to Adm Sharp (5); Msg (S), CINCPACFLT, 142l12 Aug
669 Subj: LOGSUM No. 29 (U)j = T Sep 66.,

80. DF (S), MACJ4" '24 Apr 66, Subj-' Monthly Historical Report; Briefing
(TS), 1 Aug 66, for Lt Gen Ner, J4 JCS (U),

81. Mag (TS)v JCS M037, O81946Z Apr 66, Sub3j: Aircraft Munitiona
Shortages in SEA (TS); Msg (TS)., JCS 8558, 142345Z Apr 66, Subd:
Aircraft Munitions Shortages in SEA (TS).

82. Msg (s)p CflCPAC. 222135Z May 66, S.bj: Cy 66 Air Mnitionas (U).

83. Msg (TS)q COMUSMACVo HWA16389 18 Jun 66, Subj z ARC LIGHT (From
Gen Westmoreland to Maj Gen Resson) (U); Msg (3), CINCPAC, 17204CI
Aug 66, Subj: Flag Pole (U).

84. Meg Cs), COMUSMACY 224869 302037Z Jun 669 Subj-: Logistics Summary,
(RCS-LOGSUK) No. 26 (U); Mag (s), COMUSMACV, 243649 15l20M Jul 66,

Subj: Logistics Summary (RCS-LOGSU0! Noe 27 (U)0ý Ltr (9),v MAC442-MS9,
30 Jul 66P SubJ. LOGSUM (RCS-LOGSM) No. 28 (U).

85. Msg (S)o CINCPAC 092226Z Jun 66, SubJ3 Flag Pole (U); Meg (s)9
CINCPACAFp CS542399 210319Z May 669 SubJ: Shortage of 2.751-inoh
Completed Rounds with Motor and WP Heads Flag Pole G-12 (S)I Msg
(S)i CINCPAC, 28047Z May 66, Subj: 2,75-inch Rocket with Warhead,
Sik, WP (U).

86. Mag (S), CINCPAC,092237Z Mar 669 SubJ: Flag Pole (U).
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87. Nag (S)9 C~ICPAcAF,9 0354411,9 2OO)549z J4, 66,9 subS: Flag Pole Report
for. July 66 (U).

88. Nag (3),v JOB 8337s 021755Z Aug 66,9 Subj: Status of Flag Pole Items
B-=9 and G-~12 (U); gsl (8), CiNCw.AC, o 200Zmay 66,9 Subj: flag
Pole (U)s, Meg (3), CINOPAC,9 092237Z-Mar 669 Subj~ Flag Pole' (U)
Meg (S).ý C3:NIPAO3 222135% Ma 66; Subj! CY 66 Aik Munitib~ne (M)
Meg (9), CINCPA~, 1722272 Aug-66,' Sulij: CY 66 Aircraft1'ftdtons
Al1.ocations-Chg No, .3 (ii); Nag (8)$,CINCPAC; 172228 Aug 66,p Subj:
cY 66 Aircraft Munitions, Al locatiovil-C1hg No, 6 (U).

s9. Meg (8),% CINGPAC., 17204M Aug 66., Sfabj-: Flag-Pole (U); Me& (3),P
CINCPAC*, 24080(M May 6 6 9 Subj a Flag Pole (U).

90. Briefing (Ts)q 14 Juil 669 for -lon Paul H. Nitzie, SECNAV (U); Nag
(S), JS9 S, AT4 7099,9 1921452 Jul 66,9 Subj: aExpedited Movement of
Air W'nitione to RV1N (M)

91. Meg (TS) I COUMýAGV Xk03749, OU 6.3CE Jul 669 Subj- B~ack Ghamnel,
fro Gen Westmoreland to Aft Sharp (15) 0 Meg (S)p OCMUSMACV 20546;
1600452 Jun 6.4,0 Subj-. Logistics Swm~ary (ICS4A)CUM) No. 25 (U).

9.Me (W), CINOPAC9 262242Z mar 66., Subj: HM2 Flares FlAg Pole G-6

(U) Ltr (SM!ACJ49 S9382,9 24 'Mar 66,)Subjt N124 Flares (U);,e
ýS)9 CflNCPACAF VC540899 12.19552 Yar 66, subj: shbrtag of MM2
Rod .3 Flares t~o meet Oper'ati.onal Requiremsnsza (S)..

93. £4vg (3s) NCSRA 57269 18231Cc Mar, 66p Subj: PACAF Flag Poles
r~eport; (U); Hmeo (5),q VNP 13 Apr 669 for SEODEF, Subj: *Staus
leport on Fag Pole Items E4. Dý2p azd 1~. U).

94?. 1b (S), ConCpAcAI, 03.54346, W6(53z Apr 66,v Subj:- Flag Pole Items
(U); (8), CINOPACAFp 0554411,9 200492 Jul 66j, ub~j: puag 'Polo
Report for July 66 (u); Mag (5), CCKUSHACV9 HAXJ4.2-AN 2805=~ Apr
66,9 Subjs FlAg Pole Items (U)c

950 Nag (s), ciNcPAc. 060=1 Aug-66' Subj: F'lag Pole (U); Supple-
mental Data Mheet (C), l{A0J42p nd.,q Suibj A=un-tlon Supply of
TJS Arqy Vietnam (U); Meg (S),, CIEPC, 092272 mar 66.0 subj: Fla~g
Pole (U);j Meg (3),, CINOPAC., 09=26Z Jun 66,p Subj: Plag role (U).

96. Nag (S)o CINOPAC 080.347Z Jul 669 Subi: Flag Pole (U); Perecual
exp~erience of Opt W. H. Hublenfeldo Min, 25th Int Div.

97. M-eg (S)$ CNCPAC., 1,i2227Z Aug 66,, Sbj: CY 66 Airaraft MNiltionis
Allocationa--Chg No. 3 (U); Mag (3)9 GINCPAC 172228Z Aug 66., Subj:
CY 66 Aireraft Munitions Allocations-4bg. No 6 (U); Nag (3),q
CINCPALCFLT., 14212012 Aug 66a Subj: WOGSUIM No. 29.(U).
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98. Meg (s), ciNOPACFIAT, 07~2=2 May 66s, Subi~: Flag Pole (U).

990 Ibid.

100. Meg (S), CINCPAC 11204M May 66,Sp b: Flag Pola (U); Nag (S), Cw,
26213Z May 66, Subj% Report No. 2,p Flag Pole Item F-2 (U).

101. Meg (S), CINCPACFLT, 272121Z Jun 66, Subj: -Flag Pole (CINCPAC RUS
400-5) (u); Nag (S)9 CINCPAC 0600Z Aug 66, Subj: Flag Pole (U),

l(2. DP (5), MACJ49 19 Feb 66,9 Subj: Monthly ltistorio~l Report; xeg'(5).,
CINCPAG, 092237Z Mar 66, Subji Flag Pole (U); Nag (S)9 CINCPAC,
092226Z Jun 66, Same Subj Mag (3), CINCPAC; 060021Z Aug 66, same Srbj.

103. DP9 (S), MACJ4, 19 Feb' 66, Subj: Monthly 1Istorical Report; Meg (S),
CINCPAC 092237Z Mar 66p Subjs Flag Pole (U); Meg (S), CINOPAC,
0600=WZ Aug 66, Same Subj.

*104. Meg (S)., CQMUSACV,, 205469 160045Z Jun 66,9 Subj: Logistics Suwmary
(RCS-LOGSUM4) No., 25 (U)5 Ltr (S), MACJ4245s, 30 Jul 66,9 SubJ:

-GSUM (•RCS-.LoGSUM) No. 78 (U).

,105. Meg (S), "COMUSMACV 18690, 312301Z May 66, Subij: Logistics Smmary
(RCS-LOGSUM) .No. 24 (U); DF (S)q'MACJ4, 19 Jun 66, Subj: Monthly
Historical Report; DF (S), MACJ,"20 Jul 66, Subj: Monthly Hist-
orical Report; Meg (S), DA 772251, C12108 Jul 66; Meg (S), GINC-
USARPAC 14661, 06Q54Z Jul 669 Subs,- 105-. How HE Amo (U); Meg
(W). COMUSMACV 24364,o 15 120Cg Jul 66, Subj: Logistics. Su=ary'(UCBS-
LOOSUM) No. 27 (U); Msg (s)9 CINCUSARPAG 14985, o9a426z Jul 66,
Subjr USARV Class V Offshore Reserve (U); Meg (5), CINOUSWRAC

A63 39, 230016Z Jul 66, Subjt" Offshore Reserve U)I"Ltr (e),
1MACJ2420.S 30 Jul-669 Subj: WGSUH (ttCS-.LOGS ) No, 28 (U) DP (S),
HACJ44, 23 Mar 67, SubiJ: Draft 1966 USmAOV Go~mmd History.

106, Briefing (TS), I Aug 66, for Lt Gen Myer, J4, JCS (U).

107. Briefig Summ ar (s)3 MAC4, 10 Sep 65 Subj: PUsh (U).

108. Supply Data Sheet (c), MACJ42, 22 Mar 66, SuuJ: Expedited Supply
Frocedures-0 (U).

109. Ibd.

110, iJSMACV Cowmazn History (TS)., 1965; Mag (C).9 CC USARV 51173# 25112OZ
"Mar 66j Subj: Red Ball Express (U); Supplemental Data Sheet (C),
MACJ42. 22 Mar 66p Subj: Expedited Suppy 'Procedures (U).

11i. Ibid*
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112. Supplemntal Data Sheet (C), MACJ42, 22 Mar 66, Subj: Expedited

Supply. Procedures (U).

113. Ibid.

114. Ibid.

3U5. Ibid.

116. USM(ACV Cowmand History (TS),, 1965..

117. MHg (8); INC•AC, o040053Z Jul 66, SubJ: Flag Pole (U).

118. Ltr (U)v DODO ASD/VNEFT, 17 Aug 669,Personalifrom BG McCown to
MG Abbey; LUr (U), MA0J02, 6 Sep 66, Persoaml from W Abbey to
MG Dul (U).

119. Supplemental Data Sheet (C), MACJ42, 22 Mar 66, Subji Expedited
Supply Proceduree-G (U).

S120. Supplemental Data Sheet (C), MACJ429, 22 Mar 66, Subj: Expedited

Supply Prooedure"U- (U),

121. Ibi.

142.2 Supplemental Data Sheet,(C), XACJ4,, 22 Mar 66, Subj" Expedited
Supply Procedures-N (U); Repwt (S)o MACAJ, 24 Apr 66, Subj: Month37
Historical R~eport (U)q

123. Ibid; GO 142HQ USAV, 7 Mar 661 003,2 HQ USMACV, 9 Mar 66.

1244 Utr (C), KACJi43-4M, 15 Sep 669 Subjo: LOGSUM (RCS-LOOSM) No,, 31. (U)s
Meg (S). CONQIMACV 18690, 312302MaZ y 66, Sub4: Logistice. Sumary
(U~C344oosu) 110. 24 (U).

125. Extracted froa bi-monthly logistical suiaries oompied by MA&J42.

126. -bidw

127. U~r (C, MACJ435, 30 Am& 66, SubJ: LOGSU (RCS3400SUM) No. 30;
Lt~r (C•, -ACJ43 , 15 Sep 66, Subjt LOGSUM (li.RO8.UL ) No. . (U).

129. Meg (S)s CCOAUS)UCV 01465, 13002( Jan 66., sub3:- Lgistlcs suzuzwry
(LXSIUM) No. 15 (U); Meg (3), CO4USNACV 067071, 021723Z liar, 6", Subj:
"Logistics Suumiry (LOOSUM) No. 18 (U).

129. Hag (S), COMUSACV 20546, 160045Z Jun 66, Subj% Logistiac Su=mry
(Re3s-4.MG X) No. 25 (U); Hag (S), COMUMACV 24364v, 15Z202 Jul 66,
Subj Logistics Sumary (RCS-LCOSUM) No, 27 (U).
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130. Meg (S), COMSMACV 24364,9 1-5120M Jul 66; Subj: Logistics sumnary
(CWS4-LOGSUM) N96 27 (U)" Ltr (S), MACJ45, 15 Aug 66, Subj: LOGSUM
(R1CS4-OXSH No. 29 (U).

131. Nag (S) COHUSMACV 05059,9 16191OZ Feb 669 SubJ:" Logistics Summary
(LQ-sUMS No, 17 (u)j LUr (C), MACJ43, 30 Avg 66, Subj: LOGSUI
-I.CS-LOGSUM) No30 (e)o

132. Meg (S), COMUSMACV 20546., 160045Z Jun 66, SubJ: Logistics Summary
(Rcs-LOGSUM) No. 25 (U)°

1333. Meg (S)s C,•MSMACV 101339 302345Z Mar 66p Subj: Logistics Summary
(RCS-LOGSUM) No, 20 (U)6

134. Compiled from logistical" summaries covering the period. In its
LOGSUM No. 24), 31 May 66, MACV reported the Armv aircraft inventory
at l8240' fS)

135. Interview (C), Maj Frederickp MACJ49 by Cpt Greene, M0,9 27 May 66,
Subj: Floating Maintenance Facility (U),

136. Meg (C), CG USARV 51173, 25112OZ Mar 66"Subj. Red'Ball Express
S(U): Supplemental Data Sheet (C) MACJ42, 22 Mar 66, Subj:

Expedited Supply Procedures-C (UL, Meg (S), COMUSMACV 01465
150O3CZ Jan 66, Subj: Logistice Summary (LOGSUM) No. 15 (U5;
Meg (S)9 CINCPAC, 28Q4d4Z Jan 66, Subj: EquipmentDeadline Rates
(Uh);Msag (C)A, CG USARV 504829 060606Z Feb 66, Subj. High Mortality
of Engineer Construotion and 11E (U)o

3137. 10Mi (C), MACJ0Q3 2 Mar 66, SubJ3 Log Progress Measurements Priefing
- (U); mag (C), 0G USARV 514299 12;045Z Apr. 66, Subj-, LOGSUM (U).

138. Ltr (S), MACJ45•, 15 Aug 66, SubJ: LCGSUM (RCS-LOGSUM) No. 29 (U)o

139. Meg (S) COMUSmACV 06707., 02i723z Mar 669 Subj: Logistics Summary
(LOOSUM) No. 18 (U); See also MACV proposal to increase tube life
by limiting the number of projectiles fired at maximum renies (01
Meg (S), COMUSMACV, MAC 0696s 26 Jan 66o Subj. 175-ms Gun (U.'

140. Ltr (C), MACJ459 4 AuA 66, Subj: Supplement to Logistics Summary

(ROCS-LOGSUM) No, 28 (U).

141. Meg (S)9 COMUSMACV 16721, 16030OZ May 66, Subj- Logistic Summary
(RCS-LOGSUM) No. 23 (U ; Ltr (S), MACJ45s, 15 Aug 66, SubJ: LOGSUMS(RCS-L0G•L) No. 29 M.
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1426. e-Mg -(S), DA 757179, 252225Z Mar 669 Subj: Floating Maintenance
Facilities to Augment Logistical Support in RUN (U); Meg (S), DA
"758253, 021637Z Apr 66, Subj: Use of USS TtiA-lto Support Army
Maintenance for an Interim Period of Time (U); Meg (S), CINCPACFLT,
150704)Z Apr 66, Subj: Deployment of USS Tutu (U); Meg (S);
CINCPAC, 07031i4Z may 66, Subj: Deployment of USS Tutuila (U).

143. See the 1965 MACV History (TS) for a discussion of decisibns to in-
crease US force levels in RVNo See also CINGPAC 0Y 66 Capabilities
Programs (TS), Vole I thru III, Hq CINcPAC, 12 Feb 66, and CINCPAC
CY 66/67 Requirements/Capabilities Programs (TS), Vole I thru 137,
Hq CINCPAC$ 20 Oct 66 (U).

144. Meg (S), COKUSMACV, MACMAP 01434,9 150251Z Jan 66p Subj: Transfer
of Support for R1'NAF from MAP to Military Departments (U); JCS
Paper sm-194-66 (S), 3 Mar 66, Subj: Concept for Transfer'of
Responsibility for Support of Allied Forces in Vietnam (U).

145. Ibid.

146. JOS Paper sM-194-66 (S), 3 Mar 669 •ubj: Concept for Transfer of
Responsibility for Support of Allied Forces in Vietnam (U).

"147. Meg (S ),V COMUSM&CV9 MACMAP 063169 271350Z rob 66, SubJ: Transfer
of Responsibility for Support of Allied Forces in VN (U).

148.' Meg (S)D COMUSMACV,9 MACMAP 32040s, 07074M -Apr 66,9-Subj: Transfer
of Responsibility tor Material Support of Allied Forces in VN (U);
Meg (S), CINCPAC9 30224 Mar 66, Subjs Transfer of'ResponsbiU.ty'
for Material Support of Allied Forces in Vietnam (U).

i49o NE1oVAL Mar 66 (s), nACJ34l, 28 Apr 66 (U); DF (S), MACMAP, 16 may
66,9 Subj% Transfer of Support for RVNAF Military Forces (U).

150. Mag (C), CINCPACp 060002Z Mar 66, Subji Transfer of Responsibility
for Support of Allied Forces in Vietnam (U),

151. DF (U), MACCO, 16 Avg 66, Subj: Historical Sumiwry, Apr-Jun 66 (U).

152, MACV Directive 415-5 (U)p IACDC-EBD, 15 Jul 669 Subj, Military
Construotion for RVNAF and FWMAF.

153. Memo (U), MACJO2., 25 Aug 66, For Director MAP Directorate, Subj:
Transfer of Military Assistance Support for RVNAF/FWMAF.

154. MACV Directive 795-2 (FOUO), MACJA4 9 Odt 66, SubJ: Logistic
and Administrative Support of FWMAP (U)o



KCLASIRED
155. USMACV Command History (TS), 1965.

156. Msg (S), JCS 1281, 102259Z Jan 66, 'Subj: XJl6E. Rifles and XI148
Grenade launchers (U).

157. Msg (S), DA 763803, 062356Z Jim 66, Subj: JCS Allocation of Rifle
XM26EI and Cartridge 5.56-inn (U); Msg (S)s MG USARV 52052 20300Z
May 66, Subj. XMI6El Rifle Distribution Plwi (U); Msg (85,
CKUSMACV 29804, 2601458Z Aug 66, Subj: XWI6El Rifles (U).

158. Msg (S), CINCPAC, 152150Z Nov 66, Subj: Allocatior of 1.-16/XMl6EI;
Msg (S), JCS, 181313Z Nov 66, Subj- Allocation of MI6/XMl6EI; Msg
-(S, MACV, 220429Z Nov 66, Subj: Allocation of !46/X£l6EI; Mg
(S), CINCPAC, 230242Z Nov 66, Subj: Allocation of M16/D116El;
Memorandum 361 (S), JCS, 1 Dec 66, Subj: Phased Allocation Plans
for .m6/XnI6EI Rifles (S); Msg (US, JCS, 012027Z Dee 66, Allocation
of Hl6/X6EL.

159. Msg,(S), DA 748592, 261841- Jan 66, SubJ: M14 Rifles (U); Mqg
(s), CCKUSMACV 05712, 021146Z Feb 66, Subj: M16EI Rifle (U);
MSg (S), DA 770450) 202201Z Jun 66, SubJ: XMI6E1 Rifle and
5.56-ma Ammunition (U); Msg (S)s DA 777352, 092120Z Aug 66, Subj:
M4 Rifles (U).

160. Me (S)o JCS 3727, 271516i Sep 66, Subj: Cartridge, Ball, 5.56-m

161. Msg (is, CINCPACAF 49228, 100308Z Au5 66, Subj: KACV Pasbenger
Channels from Norton AFB (U); g (S, CG USARJ 669409, 150736Z
Aug 66, SubJ. Establishment of New MAC Channels (U).

162. Msg (S), DA 778781, 192117Z Aug 66, Subli MAC Passenger Channel
for Cam Ranh Bay (U)

163. Msg (S), CK4U2MACV 29084, 201133Z Aug 66, Subj: MAC Channel Traffic
CC1NUS/RVN (U).

164. Msg (C), C(3MSMACV 40962,, 110432Z Sep 66, SubjI MAC Channel
Traffic (U).

165. DF w/3 incl (C), MACJ45, 30 Sep 66, Subj: Development of Agree-
ment for Clearance of Comercial Aircraft ruder Contract to the
US Military Esterinag the Republic of Vietnam (U)

166. Itr (C), Pab Lodge to PH Ky, 9 Oct 66; Memo (C), MACJ45s, 16 Nov
66 SubJ: Status of MAC CONUS/RVN Traffic Channels (U); Fhbtel
S(C), Saigon 10835, 14070OZ Nov 66; Mission Council Action Memo
No. 140 (S)•-4 Nov 66.

167. Memo (C), MACJ45, 16 Nov 66, Subj: Status of MAC CONUS/RAN
Traffic Channels (U). O-
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i6d. Directive No. 525-13 (S), MACCOCl, 28 May 66, SubJ: Restoration of
the Republic of Vietnam Railway System (U); Memo (S),, MACDC-PO, 23
May 66, for Mr. Worthen, USAI)D, Subj: Restoration of VN Railwe7
System (U); Msg (TS), COGUSMACV 30167, 281134Z Aug 66, Subj: Selected
MACV Projects (U); CINCPAC CC Telecon Item 055/66 (TS), 1i Jul 66,
Subj: SECDEF CINCPAC 1 July Conference (U).

169. Ltr (C), MACJ45, n.d., Subj: Minutes of First Meet-Ing of the Joint
MACV/USAID Railroad Coordinat•ig Committee (MACV Dir 55-9) (U).

170. Meg (TS), Ca4USKACV 30167, 281134Z Aug 66, SubJ: Selected MACV
Projects (U).

171. Meg (CX &SCSTATE 72614, 260145Z Oct 66, Subj: Reconstruction
Vietnam National Railway 4ystem (VNRS) (U); Ltr (C), MACJ45, 13
Dec 66, Subj: Minutes of Meeting Joint MACV/USAID Railroad Coor-
dinating Committee (MACV Dir 55-9S U)

172. Quarterly Historical Reports (S), MACDC9 1966; Reference Study (S),

MACJ45, 5 Dec 66, Subj: Port Develorment Program RVN.

173. Statistical data derived from interview IDR R. E. Byrnes, USX, MAC 4J45,
a by ILDR McAlevy, USN, NHB, 21 Jan 67.

174. Mag (3), CCIUSMACV, 031021Z Dec 66, Subj: Tuy Roa Area Logistic
Suppirt (U); Msg (S), CIUSMAKV, 170303Z Dec 66, SubJ: Require-
ment for Permanent Port at Tuy Hoa (U); and Meg (S), CINCPAC
222325Z Dec 66, Subj: Port Development Tuy Hoa (U)

175. Nag (S), CMCIU~ACV, 190846Z Dec 65, SubJ: C-130 Airfield Con-
struction Priorities.

17ý General Westmoreland's Historical .riefing (TS), 22 Jea 66.

:1 177. Me=o (C),, 1ACJO2, 21 May 669 Subj: Development of P2.~n for Up-.
grading of Airfields in RVN.

178. Msg (FCUO), Ca4USMACV 7876, 250028Z 'y 66, SubJ: Master Plan
for Upgrading Airfields in RVX; Msg (6) C(U14NACV, 201256Z
Oct 66, Subj: AM-2 Matting Fact Sheet; Historical Summaries (TS),
MACJ3, Mar, Apr, Jun, and Aug 66.

179. Meg (3), CXNCPAC, 240002Z Har b6, Subj: Expeditionary Airfield
Plan, SEASIA; General Westmoreland' s Historical Briefing (TS),
12 Jun 66; Meg (S), C(•LCMACV, 150628Z Sep 66, Subj: M&Al MattingSDef iciwicy.
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180. Reports (TS), MACDC, 8 Aug and 24 Nov 66 SubJ: Director of Con-
struction Quarterly Historical Report (ULo

181. Ibid.

182. Reports (TS), MACDC, 24 Nov 66 and 19 Jan 67, Subj: Director of
Construction Quarterly Historical Report (U).

183. Meg (S)p COIMSMACV to CINCPAC9 010605Z Jul 669 Subj: Airfield
Construction and Site Selection, Vietnam; MtS (S), COMUSNACV to
CG USARV, 201005Z Jul 669 Subj'. Airfield Evaluation; Msg (S),
CINCPAC to JOSs 062254Z Jul 66j Subj: Phu Cat Airfield Construc-
tion; Msg (S), JCS to CINCPAC,'312258Z Jun 669 Subj: Airfiela
Constri~ction and Site Selection, Vietnam; Meg (S)v COMUSMACV to
COG III oAF, 31095CZ Jul 66, Subj: Alternate Airfield to Dong Ha;
Meg (S)9 COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 171059Z Sep 66o SubJ: AX-2 Matting
for C-130 UpgradiM.n

184. Msg (S)0 COMUSM-ACV to 7AFq 0M1355Z Aug 669 Subj: Binrh Thty Air-
field; Msg (S), CG fl FFORCEV to COMUSMACV9 120130Z Aug 66,, Subj:
Master Plan for Upgrading Airfields in RVN; Meg (S)y CINGPACPLT
to CINCPAC9 142 Z Aug 669 Subj Airfield Upgrade in I CTZ; Meg
(S), COMUSMACV to CG USARV, 30164CE Aug 669 Subj." Allocation of
M8A1 Matting - Khe Sanh; General Westmorelamd's Ristorical Brief-
ing (TS), 17 Sep 66, Msg (TS), Westmoreland to Sharp, 241122Z Sep
669 Subj: Recent Military Operations in VN.

185, General Westmoreland's Historical Briefing (TS), 10 Aug, 8 %ct,;
and 17 Oct 66; Meg (S),ý COMU ACV to CG US-.RV$ 22102OZ Sep t6,
Subj: Status Progress on Upgrading Khe Sanh Airfield.

186. MHg (S)q COMTJSMACV to CG USARV9 150741Z Oct 66, Subj: Airfield
Maintenance; Ltr (S) rACDC-EBD to 7AF, 22 Oct 669 Subj. Sub-
standard Airfields; *Ksg (S), CINCPAC tQ COMM.ACV, 24OlCOZ Nov 66,
SubJt n19 for C-130 Airfields; Msg (S), CG I FFCRCEV to 0OIM14ACV,
270606Z Sep 66, Subj, T-17 Membrane; Mag (8), CINTPAC to JCS,
• 0606Z Dec 66, Subj, Airfield Matting Requirements; General
Westmorelandt f Historical Briefing (TS),, 10 Auz and 6 Nov 6-o.

187. Report (TS); MACDC, 19 Jan 67s Subj; Director of Constru'tti-n
Quarterly Historical Rep•rt; Historical Summary (TS), ACJ3ý
Jan 67c 22 Feb 67.

188. Interview (C), LT F. L, Perra,, KACJ6 by CDR F. Huntleq, IW;B,
23 Aug 66j Interview (C), Maj E. A.. Brown, HACV J6t by CDR Huntley,
Hp19mB 23 Aug 66; Dy (S), .ACJ6, 25 Har 67A Subi: Draft USMACV
1966 Coamand HistOr7 (U).
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2.89. Monthly Hi~storiml2 z mnaries (C)., MAýJ6,, 1966; DF (S), MACJ6.,
25 Mae~ 67.

~90. Msg (0 ) p COMUSMACV,, 191325Z Mar 66, Subj - USARV Request for Light-
weighth Tactic-.al Airmobile Cmmtzniaation.2 Equipment (U-); Interview
(0)9 Kai W. C. Anbalt, USARV Siý Sect9 by CDR Huntley, NH. 25 Aug
66; 14ACJ6 Historic~l Su~mna"Y (0, .;. Nov 66.

2.91. interview (C),, LTC W. F. Pmut., MACJ69 by CDR Huntley, MI, 24 Aug 66.

A :92. KkACJ6 Fact- Sheet (C)D nod.$ Interview (C)q LTC Prout., by CDR Huntleyp
EB, ~4 Aug 66; DF (s), =AJ, 2? mar 67.

9r0 . ONE VAL "C).. MACJ3J4 ., May 66., Jul 66,9 Au~g 66,,

1,34 Rewpýr,ý tC 'I MACJQ3p 20 Apr 66; Monthly Historical Report (C).,
MACJ76, Jan 66

235. In~er'view (S*), Maj Curran$, J49 by Cpt Greane, MHB9 Subj: Flag
Pole (U); Msg (C)p DA %4221%Z Feb 66,'Subj: TPO-53-63 and
Addendum Thereto.

i96. Msg (C) .COMIJSHACV '0914532 Feb 66,. Subj: Vung Tau to Green Hill
Tropo~lkxe'io 6c~atter (Ul..

SMsg ( CIrNCPACD 09Z3 07Z Mar 66,9 ubj: SEASA C amo (Ui).

T9~ b:.d, MSg (S),, COWtiMACV:*231.23-Z Apr 669 subj.. SEASIA Cocmuni--
cati4%'na Requiraments (U'>' Msg (S), COMUSMACVs, 0804'57Z May 66p SubJ:

GUý'anc- Cnircuit. Valiclation Criteria (Uj),

:L-ý9. Msg (¶-S' CO01JSMACV to CINCPAC., oal63cz Jul- 66.

200. M.sg (3), 00MUSMACV:- MOO= Jul 66 Subjs Conmunications Require-ments (u). xAcJ6 BrltefinM Not.es (Ci,1Jl69Sb~UM~VLn

Line Channel Req~crements (U);* MACJ6 Briefing Notes (C), 14 Jul 66,
Subý- Southeast, Asia Integrated Tactioal Aixr Control. System (C),
(SEAITAC6) '(U);ý MACJ6 Fact Sh~e~t, MACJ764O, I Jan ý7.

201, MACJ6 Briefir4 Notes (C),,- '2.JuL 669, Subj: Submarine Cable; XACJ6
Fact "kheel, (C) , 20 May- 66, Subj: Project 439L (U);I MACJ6 Monthly
Histc'ri-C&2 5=.nnary (C), Jan 66o

2C2 MACJ6 M'inthly Historical. Suma May 66; MACJ6 Briefing Notes
I. Jul 66; Msg (C)s COMUSMACV., 300235Z Apr 66p Subj: Real. Eae%'ate
Requiremcnts in Support of Project 439T, (U); MACJ6 Monthly
Historical 3umaary (C), Oct & Dee 66,
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203. Interview (C)9 LVC Perraq 23 Aug 66; J6 Briefing Notes 9 14 Jul 669

Subj: Southeast Asia Integrated Tactical Air Control System (C),

(snAITICs) (U).

204. MACJ6 Monthly Historiml Sumary (C), Jan 66 and Mar 66.

205° Msg (C)q DCA-SAMp 16G43Z May 66,9Subj- 'Talk Quick (U); MACJ6
kiOnthly Fiistorical SumIary (C),q Apr 9 Jun9 Jul 66; Msg (C),
COMUSMAC' 7, 012035Z Apr 669 Sub J: Secaure Voice Cable Requirements (U),

206. Msg (S), COMUSMACVD 011304Z Jun 669 Subj : Employment of Secure
Voice COmunications; Msg (S)9 SAC-26143ýZ May 669 Subj: Employ-
ment of Secure Voice Ccii ications; MA0J6 Monthly Historical
S,:mary (C)9 Jun 66o

207. XACJ6 Historical Summaries (C)., J, Oct9 Dec 66.

208. Interview (C), Gpt F. J. DeRenzo9 MACJ6 9 by CDR Huntleyq Wq
24 Aug 66

209. Ibid; RACJ6'Briefing Notesy nod* (Current in Aug 66).9 Subj:
Frequencies 0

210, Interview (C),q Cpt DeRenzo, MACJ69 by CDR Huntley,, WB, 25 Aug 66;
MACV observer (U)9 2 Oct 66.

JU. Interview (C)9 Maj Brown , MACJ6A by CDR Huntleyy MHB, 23 Aug 66;
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MILITARY OPERATICVS-THE ROAD TO SUCCESS

THE STRATEGT

(U) The bx-oad goals of US national policy are best stated in the
following quotes from President Johnsons aState of the Union Message
on 13 Jaeiary 1966:

Last year the nature of the war in Vietnam changed
again. Swiftly increasing numbers of armed men from
the North crossed the border to join forces already
in the South. 'Attack and terror increased, spurred
and encouraged by the belief the United States lacked
the will to continue and that victory was near.

Despite-our desire to limit conflict, it was
necessary to act? to hold back the mounting aggres-
sion--to give courage to the people of the Soith--And
to make our firmness clear to the North. Thus wa
began limited air actior against military target. I n
North Vietnam--and increased our fighting forcc to
its present strength of 190,000 men.

These moves have not ended the aggression but
they have prevented its success. The aims of the
enevy have been put out of reach by the skill and
bravery oZ Americans and their Allies--and by th,•
•enduring courage of the South Vietnamese who los3i
aight men last year for every one of ours.

The enemy is no longer close to victory. Time
is no longer on his side. There is no cause to doubl'
the American commitment.

Our decision to stand firm has been raoa '
our desire for peace.

Until peace comes, or if it doe6 not co-.. ou:j
course is clear. We will act as we must to holp
protect the independence of the valiant people of
South Vietnam. We will strive to limit conflJi,'i.t
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for we wish neither increased destruction nor
increased danger.

But we will give our fighting men what they
must 4ave: every gun, every dollar, and every
"decision-wbatever the cost and whatever the
challenge.

And we will continue to help the people of
South Vietnam care for those ravaged by battle,
create progress in the villages, and carry forward
the healing hopes of peace as best they can amidst
the uncertain terrors of war.

(S) To carry out these broad objectives and their implementation
by JOS, CINCPAC developed strategic guidance for PACO4 forces involved
in the conduct of the war in SPASIA-..an area involving RW.N NVN, laos$
Cambodia, and Thailand. Recognizing the inseparable politicalq economic,
sociological, and military factors, CINCPAC strategy in essence provided
for a discriminating application of military force at the principle
source of enemy support-NVN. In defining the strategic objectives,

SCINCPAC maintai.ed that the first objective ust be a stable and indepen-
dent non-.co-mpanst government in RVN, functioning in a secure environment.*
The military strategy was derived directly from this objective. First

-- was the selective destruction of the NVN war capability; secondp protec-
tion of the South Vietnamese people; third., liberation of selected areas
dominated by the VC; and fourthq destruction of major enecy base areas
in.RVN.

(TS) To accomplish this strategy, CINCPAC conceived a series of
military tasks to be executed concurrently as applicable. Among these
tasks were operations in the Mekong Delta; air strikes against enemy
ports" power plants and fuel complexes; various operations against enemy
LOG 0s in NVN and laos; and preparations for mining ports. inland waterways,
and the coastal waters of NVN. One related CINCPAC objective was to
deter the Chinese Communists from any direct intervention in SEASIA.
In his concept qf ground operationsp CINCPAC stated'that there must be
an active defense of the major political, economic, food producing, and
population centers of RVN; these were needed to feed the people, deny
food to the enemy, bolster the economy. and cause the enemy to import
or fight for his food. The concept went on to mention the other CINCPAC
operations outside of RVN which contributed to the overall strategy,
The operations in Thailand and Laos and the sea-based forces were part
of the sipgle cqncept. Psychological warfare operations were especially
emphasized.1

(TS) CGO4SMACVD in implementing this concept of strategy) stated
his own guidance for the conduct of operations by the RVNAF, US forces,
-and FWA' during 1966:
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We must go on the offensive against" the VC and
"PAVN (NVA) Main Force units now rapidly building up
in South Vietnam. Q)ur operations must be oriented
toward the destruction of these forces and we must
undertake an effective war of attrition against
them. We have not yet adequately exploited our
great advantage in mobility and firepower . .
Major commands are expected to undertake operations
which will find, fix and destroy VC forces by sus-
tained and aggressive action . . .. The principle
of econoz7 of force will be employed in securing
critical bases and installations and the attendant
principle of ass will be employed in attacking and
destroying enem7 foresee 2

(S) To accomplish the assigned mission a combined USWRWAF
Camoaiin Plan, AB-141. was Dromulgated on 31. lDe-ember 19659 listing
objectivezý concepts, tasksp methods, and means for execution. This
Combined Campaign Plan spelled out in specific terms the military
&:.d political objectives and how they were to be achievred, With
this plan of action, together with intense personal comiand attention
to the enactment of its provisionss 1966 began with hign hopes that
effective VC/NVA resistance could be seriously degraded by the end of
the year.

(S) The basic objectives of the oampaigr for 166 were to clear,
secure, and assist in the e,'onomie dcwm.opment` af the heavily populated
areas around Saigon, in the Mecong Delta, and in selecte d portions of
the coastal plain. Along with the basic objectivess the defense of
sipnificant 'outlying political centers was to be achievei by under-

,ikirnr search and destroy operations in the surrounding areas against
major VC/NVN forces. In this tohee .lon th RVNAF would be responsible
for defense of governmental centers, control r4n protsection of rice
and salt producing areas, and the zonduat of .Learing and securing
operations in selected high priority areas, US and RWAF were respon-
sible for the security of their base areasp clearing in the vicinity
of these areas, and assisting the RUNAF in the control And protection
of the rice harvest and salt-producing areas, All friendly forces were
to conduct opera ions against VC forces in heretofore "safe haven"
areas and bases.ý

(S) The main task of USp RVNAF and FUNA' were as followse

1) Establish and defend major bases.

2) Defend governmental centers and sezure resources.

3) Open and secure oertain main r -ads, railroads and
w terways.
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4) Mount sustained ground and air operations against VC

forces and bases.

5) Frustrate VC strateg7.

6) Provide scmatiy for expansion of GVN control.

7) Interdict V'C land and water routes of infiltration.

8) Provide combat and logistics air support.

In executing these tasksg all operations of friendIly forces would be
conducted throuh centralized direction, but decentralized execution.
Certain operati&,s were to be directed by JGS, RUNAF and by CaIUSMACV
through the issuance of periodic operation schedules. individual Corps
Commanders and senior US/FWMJF taotical comaanders were to conduct such
additional operations as were needed in accordance with assigned tasks,
one of which was to bring certain areas of the couAtU under secure GVN
control. The mission of subordinate cosands was to conduct coordinated
operations in their respective zones; to hold all military) politicalp
and population centers; to locate and destroy VC forces; to clear, secure$
and assist in the development of specified objective areas. First
priority of effort was to be given to the national objectives, with
second priority to be given to the CTZ obJectives.4

(S) (Ci 2 February CCWJSMAC reminaed major'subordinate comnandera
that the guidance established for January and February was valid for
planning operationL in Marth and April acnd expanded this by adding:

Addi'4onal forces are becoming available in
each CV. With these added forces, we =ist take
the offensive in operations of greater magnitude
and duration. Greater effort must be applied to
the gaining of more accurate intelligence on the
general location of enery formations, Aggressive
reconnaissanoe9 employing all available resources#
must then find and stay with these enemy units
until our forces can be deployed to fix and destroy
them, Sufficient resources and time should be con-
centrated on importaut targets to insure, insofar
as possible, their complete destruction. Ready
reserves must be available to exploit opportunities
even if this requires the standing down of local
operations, Imaginative tactical plans making full
use of deception and flexible enough to aocoimnodate
expansion or curtailment of operations must be
developed. Full use =mst be made of our superior
mobility and firepower in the implementation of
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these plans, Major subordinate commanders will
insure the security of critical installations and
LOCts,s base areas, and national priority areas of
rural construction. 5

(S) To acamplish these missions the US$ GVN and FWMAF had
195 maneuver battalions (45 US/DAF and 150 RVNAF) with a projected
buildup during the year to 264 battalions (102 US/079 and 162 RVNAF),
plus more than 700 RF companies, more than 3,600 PF platoons, and
almost 200 CIDG companies. To oppose this friendly forCe the VC/NVA
could field an estimated 129 battalions in early spring, with an
estimated buildup to 155 battalions by the end of the year. 'This
comparison of strength was computed to indicate that the FWMAF
had an approximate 3:1 ratio over the VC/NVA. This ratio was lower
than estimated requirements for friendly vb enemy strength in a
counterinsurgancy situation, and much lower than the ratio the
British/Malayan forces had enjoyed over the communists in Malaya.
However, MACV and RVNAF had at their disposal over 3,000 aircraft
of all types (approximately 1,700 of them being helicopters), medium
and heavy artillery battalions in sizeable numbers, and other modern
and a roprlate weaponry to carry the fight devastatingly to the
enemy.

(S) 04 21 April Ga4USMACV amplified the concept of operation
for the southwest monsoon sea&on in Planning Directive 3-66. This

directive recognized that p traditionally, the rainM season of the
southwest zn'nson had been accepted as favoring enemy operations. a
supposition based largely on the fact that rainy weather had an
inhibiting effect on the use of modern transportation and close air
support. The directive, reflecting C@GISACV11a desire to dispel this
myth, poirted out that the effect of weather was not the same every-
where and did not amount to total paralysis of movement. At the very
worst, friendly forces should have a mobility equal to that of the enemy
and even this low point was unlikely -4o occur. CGIUSHAWV's directive
concluded that the challenge of the monsoon season was to plan and con-
duct opi'ations in which handicaps imposed by the imather were accepted
realistically, yet during which friendly forces wouldcontinue to reap
the maximum possible advantage from the mechanical equipment and superior

firepower. Failure to recognize the handicaps of the weather would
offer opportunities to the enemy; failure to recognize the continuing,
although sometimes reduced, advantages 6f US technological superiorityp
would lead to lost opportunities. Directive 3-66 further emphasized
clearing and securing operations and the necessity to clear the VC
infrabtructure from the village as well as to keep 10C0s open. Among
the primary tasks listed in the directive were the defense of US mili-
tary facilities and the denial of rice and salt to the enemy. 7
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(TS) CCWU34ACV's strategy for the southwest monsoon season was
confirmed by an evaluation of the situation at the beginning of the
monsoon seasong which he described to CINCPAC.-

The enemy had greatly increased his combat
structure during the preceeding year mainly through
deployment of NVA units. The morale of VC units was
only fair. The morale of NVA units was good. The
expanded enemy combat structure had not been coM-
pletely filled out despite local recruiting, Attri-
tion through illness and combat losses had been
high. The enemy had a replacement system and would
continue his infiltration. to offset his losses. The
enemy had easablished logistical bases in Laos and
Cambodia. Because of the US air interdiction pro-
gram the enemy logistical buildup fe I short of goals
by as much as 50 percent; howeverp the enemy did have
a logistical ability to supporý a limited objective
campaign in a number of areas.

(TS) On 31 May, in a meeting with senior commanders at Hq I
FFORCI3V in Nha Trang, CCMUSMACV expanded his directives and guidance
pertaining to'the southwest monsoon season. He stated that the enemy
had spproximately two divisions located in the general area of Chu
Long and on4 division poised in the panhandle of laos; he felt that
the bneiV wo\.l debouoh from these general areas across the border
into the h1ghlands idith the principal objective of annihilating US
waits. CGIUSMACV further indicated thaT, the highlands offered the
enemy the greatest opportunity for a victory of strategic significance,
and that the eneny. -recognized the hazards of committing his units on
the east coast during the southwest monsoon season when and where the
weather was favorabl"e for the employment of close air support. To
--inter this threatv C14USMACV indicatedp friendly forces had to assume

a posture from which they were capable of executing rapid spoiling
attacks whenever the enemy presented himself. C0USNACV felt that the
enamy' logistical system vas relatively inflexible and his communi-
cations marginal. Spoiling attacks could be effectively employed to
prevent the enemy frm having the time and opportunity which he rsquired
to make elaborate preparations for attacks. Futher, when the enemy
regrouped after friendly attackes friendly forces had to be prepared
to strike the enemy again, CC•WSMACV stated that he was thinking in
ton= of a five-month campaign and issued the following guidance:

1) Increase the use of B-529s on targets in the hiti&"ands.

2) Consicer giving the same anti-malaria medication then
being given to the US 3d Bdeq 25th Inf Div, to the lzt Bdep 101st Abn
Liv.
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3) Insure that US forces had an excellent medical posture
in the Pleiku area, in view of the heavy action which could occur there,

4) Engineers were to use periods of go.d .:;zther to improve
airfields in the highlands, and were to work on improving methods of
emplacing T-1.7 membrane so that airfields would be useable during
heavy rains. 9

(TS) In June CINCPAC modified, to a degree, his earliir guidance
for the war in RVN. The CINCPAC concept consisted of the mission to be
accomplishedg the objectives to be achievedý and the tasks to be executed
with respect to RVN, NVN, Laos, Cambodia, cnd Thailand, and the strategy
to be pursued. The PACOM mission was to assist the tovernment and armed
forces of RVN to defeat externally directed and supported communist
subversion and aggressiong and to attain and independent non-commiunist
GVN functi#ni.n, in a secure environment. The CINCPAC concept visualized
four objectives to be acoomplisheds to make it as difficult and as
costly as possible for NVN to continue effectively to support the Vo,
and to cause NVN to stopi its direction of the V1C insurgency; to extend
RVN's dominion. direction, and control over its territory; to defeat
the VC and NVN forces in RVN, and to force their withdrawal; to deter
Communist China from direct intervention in SEASIA and elsewhere; and
to defeat any such intervention if it did occur. Common to accomplishing
all objectives was the task of buildingg maintaining, securing, and
defending bases, ports, airfields, and comwioation centers, and sup-
porting WC's at key locations song the ioanto in the Deltaiv and else-
where in RVN as necessary, The strategy. invclved selective. destruction
of NVN war-supporting and war-making capabil.Aiee as well as widespread
destruo.tionp disruption, harassment and attri,ýion of military support
facilities, operations, and movement, and restricting access of NVA/VC
forces to the coasts and land borders of RVN through effective land,
sea, and air interdiction operations; protection of the people of RVN
from externally directed and supported cozmunist subversion and
oppression; defeat of the VC/NVA forces in RVN and withdraval of NVA
forces; destruction of major enemy base areas in RV14, Laol, and along
the RVN/Cambodian border; and liberation of jelected axase dominated
by the VC.

(TS) The CINCPAC strategy visualized retention of the initiative
by US, RVNAF asnd NMA? through the tactical offensive. US forces were
seen reinforcing and operating with RVNAF and FVWAF as well as canducting

unilateral operations. US military operations were to be aimod at
creating the operational environment and opportunity for GVN to gain
control and establish security of the main food-producing areas and
population centers. RVNAF capability to conduct clearing and securing
operations was to be increased through greater advisory and assistance
efforts, by providing combat and close air support, and through the
benefits to be derived from participation in coordinated operations.
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US/FWMAF and RVNAF sustained and coordinated operations were tc! be
conducted witth increased effort in the highlands. and along the western
RVN border. In order to conserve airliftg maximum use was to be made of
surfac.e LOCVso Jcint riverine operations were prescribed in the Delta
and on other inland waterways0  US air operations were to be conducted
against, the enemy in RVN to support US forces and RVKAF as well as to
gather intelligence, provide airJlift. and to conduct psychological
warfare cperatcions. Naval forces were tasked to destroy or otherwise
immobilize confirmed and designated enemy seaborne traffi-. detect and
restrict, enemy seaborne infiltration traffic; partioipate in amphibious
operations . conduc;t offensive mining and mane countermeasurea operations;
and to conduct shore bombardment in NVN as well aa in RON 9 and to provide
naval gumfC±e support as required0

1 0

-'TS) On 5 June arother MACV Commanders' Conferente was held at Nha
Trani. The maj•or top!.2 of this -1=ferenoe was again the strategy for the
southwest monsocn season. A':. the outsetp 13MUSMACV stated that the
period )f the southwest monsoon would be the most critical of the war
and that the enemy was laboring under the illusion that the monsoon
would give nim a big advantage. He felt tbr" enemy had to commit his
sizeable investment to a major campaign during the mo-nsoon season.
CQI4US-4ACV felt thae the enemy would probably start this campaiggn in July
and August and woud try to exploit the political turmoil in I =4 to attack
north ýf the Hai Van Pass and Li the vicinity o$ the Do Xa base, WN4USMPIC,
reiterated that the enemy might bs able to arciie, tactics. -successes
along the :cast., but that tnly the highlands or the northern provinces
provide., the opportunity for strategic suzeases, .4annnt thýis threata
t.he US toald have the advantage of eirpowerp aided by relatively good
weather in I CTZ. In II CTZ the itrsatey was for ROK and ARIYN units
to se:u3 •rit.al tnstallatiors or. the o~at while US forces imulei-onted
a :)rnep,. of fon4ard deploymen; 1 puaftiei toýard the Laotian and
Canbodtin borders from Kontu&. Pleie:, and D!arlac Pr-ovinces. Thie eonce-t
was to reouulT in early waraing and fruatration of eneV plans for a
"Dion Bien Phu." The stratea required elusiveness on the prt of 11S
units in order to .make it impaosbie for the eneiW to pan for the
Jes-ructiz)n of a ma~or US unit. CCE!T'SMACV reemphaeized the need for
ret.aining the 1nitigtive- stating that only a mini= nwabaer of tr'oop
ahauld 'e tied to aecurity udissions and that the ordar o. the day was
s-ustained eaobat .'•

(S) (k, 27 June CaWSIACV described what he -igrht ' 6e the VC
strate-r, termu.ng •A "strategic mobiliry." He pointod out that the
SC and NVA iAd sizeablo amirt s d&stributod throughout the ',ountry.
Laakirng the mobii~ty and frupply sources avaiLable to friend.l forces,
the eneamy leadership appeared to ha•-e adopted thf.s strategy as one
whi-h permitted them to engage the iaztmum number of friendly troops.
Up to .i"t t:, rhe VC had not pressed a co untr!-wide offensiva. and
CWSAV attributed this failure to AjUied taztical mobility, the
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seeking out and destroying of enemy base casmps and supply depots.
This had kept the VC off balance and prevented the organization of
of any large offensive. COUSMICV observed that the enewq appeared
to be following blindly Mao's doctrine and that since they were in
stage three they were either unwilling or unable to revert to stage
two., despite the severe losses sustained.12

(TS) In describing the US military posture in RVN9 CGTUSMACV
drew an analogy to the stance of a boxer who jabbed with his left
hand to keep the enemy off balance, while retaining his right hand to
protect vital aweas and to strike a knockout blow when the opportunity
presented itself. He noted that whenever a boxer used his right hand
he exposed himself to counterattackg and thus he used it sparingly and
at the right time, On the other handq a complete security posture was
not good because this allowed the opponent to strike at will. CMU•MACV
stated that US forces had to observe a very careful balance between the
use of the right and the left hand, employing the right hand for only
li.mited periods of time (72 hours) before bringing it back to a defen-
sive posture. Stated differently, the prnciples of mass and economy
of force were extremely important in this kind of warfare, One of the
major problems for friendly forces was that they did not have sufficient
forces to trap the enemy. This made it necessary to thin out the
security forces and at times to accept calcuated risks in order to strike
a heavy blow at the enez7, 1 3

(TS) Or- 1 July, at a conference between CMNCPAC and SECDFp the
six goals for 1966 established by the Honolulu Conference were reviewed
&nd a progress appraisal made. Tuese goals, aid CIBCPACts evaluation
or pr6greaa, were as foLlowsa

1) "Attrit, by year's end, VC/NVA forces at a rate as hi&
as their capability to put men into the field." CINCPAC felt that this
goal would not be achieved because of the ene:' s demonstrated ability
to incr•ease his forces despite losses.

2) "Increase the percentage of VCiNVA base areas dented the
VC from 10-20 percent to 40-50 percent." CINCPAC( felt that this goal

could be met if required forces were allocated to the task. If this
were done., however, the aocomplishment of other goals such as enetV.
attrition might be adverselv affected.

3) "Increase the critical roads and railroads open from 30
percent to 50 percent." CINCPAC felt that with Political stability
this goal could be reached unless the VC/iNVA foroes markedly increased
their interdiction effort.
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4) "Increase the population in secure areas from 50 percent
to 60 percent." CINCPAC thought this goal would be achieved.

5) "Pacify the four selected hig&. priority areas, increasing
the pacified population in these areas by 235s000 " GINCPAC felt that
this objective was ahead of schedule and it appeared that the goal
would be achieved.

6) "Ensure the defense of all military bases, political and
population centers and the food producing areas under government control
as of 8 February 1967." CINCPAC stated that this goal would be achieved. 1 4

(TS) On 5 September CINCPAC publishod his military strategy to
accomplish US objectives for RVN° Involved were three inter-dependent
"1,ndertakings which together constituted an integrated concept for the
conduct of military operations against NVN and in Laos and RVN. In the
north, the concept was to take the war to the enemy by unremitting but
selective application of air and naval power. Military installations
and industrial facilities which supported the aggression in the south
would be attacked, and movement into,' -thin, and out of NVN would be impeded.
The relentless application of force was designed to curtail progressively
NVN's war-making capaecity; to force on NVN major replenishment, repair;
and construction efforts; to impair NVN's support and direction of the

* Pathet Lao; to disrupt the movement of men and material throug Laos and
over all land and water LOCIs into RVN; and to reduce progressively
Hanoi's capability to support and direct military operations in RVI.
In the south the strategy called for seeking out and destroying communist
forces and infrastructure by expanded offenbive military ope.'Ptions.
US and other FW forces, in conjunction with RVNAF, uould attack enemy
main forces and interdict enemy £C~s on land, along the coast, and on
the inland waterway . In achieving this objective, existing military
bases would be expanded as necessary. Secure areas would be enlarged,
emphasizing the National Priority Areas. Reconnaissance operations
into enemy areas would be increased and intelligence collection improved.
The concept envisioned intensified bombardment of enemy base areas and
increased ground follow-up. Area control would be wrested from the enemy
and enemy forces would be broken up into small bands chiefly concerned
with their own existence.

The (TS) The third CINCPAC-directed undertaking was nation building.
The objectives here were to extend the secure areas of RVN by military
operations and to assist the GVN in building an independent, viable
nonacommunist society by coordinating civic actions with military
operation~s. Military operations would provide a steady improvement
in senurity throughout the country, thereby permitting extension of
government and creating an environment in which the civil aspects of
Revolutionary Development could proceed. The GVN RD Program was cited
as essential to the attainment of Free World goals in RVN, US forces
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would s~upport vigoz ,usly and part[icapa+ e in t his program in such
areas as logisticsq, sanitation9 medical care, -.onstructiong and
resources and population control0 Military personnel with special
ski~lls would assist in political, economic, and social development
programs. Every effort would be made to encourage and assist GVN

' to assumelpr-ogressively the responsibility for all aspects of nation
buf ]4ing,~

Dme~ w~stc', Uef TJS fcr'exn ;s' a fie z-Q: t~~i~.~t~VCl
WNA whL:tý"e0  il ARVN0 RF9  PtF? pertý,.-6s- ttn deiaL.c&ts art

~A33Lt ýiicnS tap'k Of &-Af~2ato mvilut±ia=7y der.4lopmr.nt
Laa bzte.tL- to tbs )Usasi-v. Ca -. 8 t:gt:at0 MAV J3 tated thaat

In ttbe ! ̂ -7 C'=b$W CaUai o 119M0 ttcmtý-Tw d'vmpto tt wat,
p~~SM~si © asisgn ARVII tho pK-zt2=7,7 otSZn p-- ,tbgd~~'

mqN A=in fat-oes srd b"Spe ws.T. COCSYA.CT ant Cozs±f W 9gS ?s
that, in 19 Mr. arA =2 CT2 9Os0 ARIM' w~'C.d irx%'s6 qtt 2Iszr. $^0 pe,-ent cf
its Gf~t~t directly7 to auppr't -t1' tL4 3) prgrazo In 17 CTh it vas

*agy,43ed tbat ARVN sttlU inwLd hn t,,t dowTVte ;en~r :f' its efforts
* 4to ~~~~ openationz K%2 ý5$?0 trsteadi selv irs.- CXYs pr-iority

&a-as fmr RDo armss werg 4t- b* &4Litti CTsr. pýv ty 0
Cpowsttr.s ow fv fcwr RD. Thnt .t-t s a~ t*) -ý- uzvtvt by
WjCWVEL faes%4 tý 1',Aft4 -vd. o J.w>i $nar "ma tzdas hA-2r£3S3%

* ',1 es lot in r fsL~p*2t 't- PD. 44 L837 L;~e.wt(ed 0 tý4sm3ý
741=, s m the psat t~t sa V-x 't AKIN le1szdýnt4p tc,

ass tJhs R tlok., Th~z's w!", prt4 .rfizj.TPPU,3do Lr
IS'-I Case$# tý,r ARVN t,> wviz, 7W,ýýf Mms d nail'? wscva e -vX4a

I SOIM1 6-LO~3d0  vzt tt t " ps?:& sizkxa it 7C2

I ~ ~ ~ ~ V, drw;ýý- toiso~ 0 stFlV 0 nz twst0 bzt4 373X seeuZfi

it~fo- s' zPP'or' it ED,, COCSMACVr emphviaizi tŽ'a, .. ý *.e AfRDt o ARVN lesdsiAmhip. A ps~ficd of ixr~ottig-iLwti~n wraS floc.es&ry, to

educate the leadevesU.p &M tos rstxat tikv tý4N'pa Ln, the iinpetx-:zie
and nse4, frr U0a r4Le thay W--4r s1ýsr 71 h hemw %1f' CO)USMACV
t=3 was 64t.h3~j nwinbsaýoi tts c A.?VNOt' 3

,S) in raplyi.rg t as1w~~ bmI t V! Cx-za Z :4 'L h L
ZIAsc taQ Nq t t 6e :t d tha th Offtbie &

p?3Cliatail.-lo bcfldup in V0 vnei WA c'p8±t& i ig.At'Lcsr tt-;
axzn' had dam±'t:!tted dttrt, ~ k t: f r* r P!nae II
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ir. crzlor to -;upport that rosol.ve. There was evidence that three
mceo onomy div-Ision would natorialize in succeeding months* Also
ntsworthy w,- .... r I, . to increased use of sanctuaries
in adjacent- " .o~ . Iii. [/,.; response to the enemyls activities
was well kn~,': :u1 ;.;ore powerful ground-sea-air team,

attended.1 hv an extensive andl U-lhly responsive logistic structure,
had been deployed aeainst th, onj since the spring of 1965. Serious
!:saos had been i,--•j• upi, -.nemy on the field of battle, arnd

his attempts to initiate raJor cfonsives had been frustrated, while

his LOC's had been interdiited by .qa and air operations. Neverthe-
1:•s, the eneoiy had intonsified his efforts to sustain his buildup in

RVN. The irfteroiction campaign ha booen unable to retard appreciably

.ifiltrati-n of personnel. Viile some evidence suggested lowered

7-ny morale, yet. there had been no significant diminishing of the

Ot f ýLe ' Ii" '!:; 1'" ladevship0 nror cf i& resolve to continue the

s, 11aggls. In a worde the enemy had plenty of fight left in him.

(S) CC• '"';" • .%.ed 4ht althogh commendable gains had been

mAls in copl-n'-- vifl the enemyls a,-gan~zed regular units and in dis-

r.ptirg hi•; Uj5 areas and supply system, the communist political
-'frrastracttro rotainod .4ts strength and vigor throughout RVN. Indeed,
in stop w5th t',; -: s . -%f ma.Jor unit structure, he also had
orment.at • ..... '- .... + *';,r of his political infrastructure and

g•1ezA~i11a i'.• _, i: , 3aa trn :vos.1.m that received continual communist

rmphasis on t4tbo 2.AJ:A. ob-Joot':..• 4 winning control of the people.
The enezmy rutt;' ' nrlrrti.L-.- t* , he possessed greater.will power

S.... n. .-- :.• A -. ,Y •-#.j :;.Lie protracted war of a6tiitir-, to
w ri. he was -C inmtted, he laoudd a±,.Icipate a weakenitg of resolve and
Uf"'' on the par't of US/FW forces., Looking ahead to 1967, CO:US NACV
"-*,I tY:at ag•inst this background the relentless aim of US/FV forces

1":. t.)t ho c.ntirwea -pressure on the enemy within the framework of the
•u-:,•,t strategy. Such an aim carried with it the determination to
•mke the fight to the enemy and to destroy his logistic apparatus.

It also meant that greater resources would be required to support the

!ý:elutior=7 Development of RVN, 1 7

GRUj M 0PEAT.IT0'

(U) Before detalling the ground operatiors in RVN during 1966,

it is well to consider the various envi:ror•ents in which these operations

t:ok place. The Republic of Vietnam is almost 500 nautical Diles in
length and its width varies from 185 nautical miles in the south to 35

nautical miles near the 17th Parallel- its area is about 66,000 square

miLss. Starting at the south, the Yekong Delta is low, flat, arxl poorly

drained--during 1966, major flooding radically changed many operations.

A few miles n3rth of Saigon begins a forect-4overed mountain range. -vith
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peaks vp to M~OO feet0o wtioh extendis wrz~h beyomdi the 17th, Pa--Th1.s
Between these exoxmss of Dellta anitd$ aze cmsztdl plains Mv.
Ni1e.=oouare piatcav The 61nate of M'V IS grre21y typ~in'al ý-
tbhat of CI. 5Ab~lavei by al te=ntt dry tint miiuy ss':cmss
In the sveat the smmsr mms5ns~ pmaLIfl fr= Jan thragh Sps~
iftfle tering the winter moutlim it is swr &-y- I= It'h mrx.th th1o
seasov &ae Ye'amrsed0  Thesm ntmx-1 Wo~ a tv be eaadae -.1
th9 plazrti of &Ul the mamtkrz :Lm 1&96o

(5) Early in !966 the Jtne ý;rld peumo ©gffosmot evu~led ultth
the Lzar Nn Yesim (Tfl) ar i the awt=ýtrgj oeasee-tn 0  mrltiad
1& a psr.txI of r~striotei mEIitawy aoti~tt; fbw) t~h f.ir.Mnyva
eere7 foroess Posptte this deosease in. actt-ý±ty0 HVN amd Frae Wzz:L
fzkorw#es itirned to mkae im)ds inMi amsea vn Tg r,==qdsd as 110
ttt~?yiVwT The mjjýzNzttyr u-f f.t*tenLy ('t ,asr-isrtei cof va.~2bsa

7 si4est~y f titdesigned to dsp,,,s thea VC *: lozg-tuti'ts bd
0O%'=nd &t271 c@2mtt±ow k"DtNXe! 0 tmfly3 mg "XL6Sv~ snti 8'app2L g1:'qWs.
These pezmt4dw also) senmed to kexup the VC0 -ff bClme 0 and punwms-tadi
U hM fsZkm m=06tL'a Ottens.-I.aV'g 1AM it at-itao 0cs.1thk'Vgh traesewr

* mzg efteoti~e aeaz*mhraxxLdestryý e-%;:t4,vs *mta&.ed dzu'trg thm
fBrst paRt of 19669 gains in am 9,nA ptopciat$.&@ *,ttva ýwes meittt¶Yi1l
smufl aad thq semurity statzs of' LO? 's r~matzd =pii&~U shsrgsd.

4, . ~Despite ths serinse pam:shmmt sshdb the enem' 0 his stzoargth
cootttead t., g--w nzd Uo tM1S V3 perD'Vsm sektue sammtetL12f
*a~hsken" Yest 0 it wss a-ppimmv that thes vibee the W Lade sut4
umI the -it,-tomrss be hsA taK- drýiedL"d~s 2aeid I,'tple~sr t tL4 ms.o'i'

of' elkppzg hiatztrzt &tzd evvAttn" 12±3 wr'l. "i2 *c4

V - alv442g& t*he .!s~if sle.:V */NIA 7"a'1' .C 4'w "~ '?at

~1rnableto the Ut~ists '!f i~a sp-9Thtý iztv*. ary tins t::Y;* tbe
* ew~amsy presented fosmas o*,f stttZ4,~ `tz Wt atýt he Was

hIt by a spoUI±g sttwk thit die r'pt-4s ixt-s p:=sŽ v~tdtpe~to~
In tile pL'oweotion1 @f the WarY 4g'tS-t t&-? VCQ CO!UrSM&CW it5IS3 gm~ida"'e
in dlefinlite time frsm~s sappm-,itat to, (bt.:gLmq s&tutflhýt~v aMT

geg~ipiootimttoc ritiozi. Ir. g ~iw ov t the ntt part,
Sof 1966c he strsseed tima wed &,:r fl-t~ 1, !ýlýA 0&td &atz~im the

* .2~~~emw. by tstatclad asmd vggK*ssiiets1t9s ,(4t¶ tA3o bt4emX2.y
*autintabges ZX nt4flity &,-d 11w 3 He di~g'aOd MAj't' rj4b*Ld'-a'tt

oo=-Sabi the ?2ic;WTg missi=S8 a1 k"eL Ca~ &ý =11iU041
fwtlltions0 base ~are : ratite.va p4:m.ty AzR~t5, 'itt tba

wh-ioh v~iZU tploit sýztC4m &AM takmA&-vf4sa stupztige O
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wcb~.lity arxi firepowrer to destroy emM~ forces whenmri anft whoermr
"t1sy OCUo14 b famad. He al~so "ghaized the need Lo free combat

Baaes of Eragamzat

The DMZ

(TS) Durin 1966# in em'ry instazm where US/T*MAF.t fames
iwoer cperat±n nux a border of MeN there waa a muremie~nte,
pz'j~imarf polltically-basedt for' gmowi r'ules , The operatiowne ar

teDEZ comerir in July sor1 August we"a no emopti.on. On 13
1yCOMS14ACV requested rules of wgagaemrt, from CnbVPAC for
friJy foroes co~dwotin operations in the iimadiate vicimity

* ~of the DM2, addirg that 'until imtraiotior were received, friend~ly
* f~om'es w~ould take necessar'y action or omnteractiozo agairmt VC/NVA
*forces P which itght Involve retm-niim of 11 or into

the DMZ in attsinlag 6bjeotivas in RVN or Lt exeroeisir the rdght
of se~tdefewe% On 26 July CIMPAC granteA COWUSMACV authoritye
alter justifyIiM a2X1 obtaining approval from JCS and1 State Depaz'ttmh..

*~ ~ * 0 oo?~ot air' st-ike into the DMe and1 az'tlllerY and nmvaJ iintre
Itto that portion of the D12 south of the demaroatiou. lin against

c~ea~~y.4eiwdnltax7 activity. CO0IJ04iV was dirvated to
vr-tis eilastwot!altes amd to.mDke no public disolosure of DWN.
ai-tl4w, emept :in acoorciane wuith L-twtions to be provid4ed

p~~y from Waohzirgton* - Mmmgnnb of gr =6c forces into the
*D was to be a esubjoet of oep tarat i~tioistuton to fo~lldw CflEPACe.

Usscid = CQOUSMAV's interim gIvidan2 to Metd Force Coamdew
psatt receipt of'intruatiLows 3imdistal rco~wmded to JCS
t;ýt the biddim be reviewed Mregaxdg the 2mles of engwment for
ac-,nduot of ~ i'teDE~Z& 39 spWI~itiaL21y rsciiested

b.-dsrdi~n1 of the rules to pendit im~zuverlM of troops into the
PVN povtioni of the D11Z# =~1 the use of aeillery and naval gunfire
"Ln the mrtharn part of the DN2 wher* mir at-Akes8 had previcmeCly
been authorized. The rationale for the gunfire supperb was to
q~o greater fle~dbibllty of ftre power uninhibitad by cdarkos
sa~i/or weathers The obvious reason for desiring authority to mnan
erainr tn-ops into the DMZ we that offewtvas "toations uir1oubteKIy
wa~ad occur as the INVA foines vere inu the DZ4Z in sizable stmefgths
JOS qurickly authoriztd COMSWAV to mwamwr troops in the DNZ south

* "~f the dn'ct i wheni in cooxtaft vaith VC/NVA folces, or where
suo7h sixageiwnt was mnrinet,, asn wes sary for the pxeservatien of
US/FiWW, forces. These forces wozald not advamxe north of the

* mawyt-ior. 14w* and woald vwitbdmiw south of the DEZ whon contact
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w±i~h the emWwsb'lm- U WOBA O ~~s IMdM'tdY (Of
&,4tjow taik-o roa this xrtbxytvy. SECSTA a.1s* ga appzw1 of the

(TS) 1bi1e tLq v.tb,&rt-r =r=~z of US/LW gman -aits wa
gmnod n motion bad b-w made of the pass~hlb ty RVWA b~o*=Lc

tizm-vvod, SMSTXU brmght the m s Tip ab zoquiestaed cmens from
js0wlao 0-aftezr n si&~ gf-* CIMPAC 1 wt-.Uid SESTATS
tbtth omens was tbat MWT~A sh6-md lu iyth-)~zod ýho seaw fr.doa
cf oti asth uS/IAMAF SESTAMS oowix-,-i the. RVNAF ahm1d to

rito-ie to ps:-+opats :La dellwl: cn'.ticw .M t.a smtbs',~ par
of ths D2o~ ta~ teSama basis 9- US/M& fcns hv r he d~trd
tht tba GVN be wt~iftsd. (%f t~h sbaol~to Zxity fo'v RV u 'ta
w,', t.,- wma =t±bA+ty g~ve t. US/flM fovos v~otdi nw h

* fl. This se't.ilcd tin vA bry Moly kagt &,.I Aflted fZ-es

*v to mww Vo t~j DNZ w,)d wAto~x dologatýM bolM
tba lz4 e tha 80=LM~ US ts&roM- *o=Vui ýi i~ " Is CG 3I1

W,2 CO~JMUMV 2a'ur- that' whu "UM ps=LVado "qussts

be PaaddtA MAV baAnlýr It~ D$*$Mb8 CO~SMMV UPd& A~ the

US/T" Z=993 eG)rl h~la" PV.3=Qýi in voti~w to in±1.wro RVJL

er (a~agwnUw' v~ estabisbo fm- US±TAfh' a si dlun

-to o ae trýtg wet-v~~v~ i

f""ns &-.A ip~s. ~ w~rid be
in mai±. &( " I -dw t", tba

4 -

w3tabLj3hsd tor clozt 0,,pdntW- bo'Mty. Ini
&VaIi CIMPAC O biizd o)=, a fq~ t~T- 1OW)M~Vo .-eAetdd t&t Vass
ot smagawn~t qiz~oo to M [* R~CanbcA.i tk~r ba me ztM
chiEPi stgga~siyd tim&t o~.~ b9 6fl1Kt wvth AS VAzti(da

u~ tbt a~pirio-a~ be romobad in diýw f~i -,c wwQ. w-M e*r

AgitViNAV4 t.~ dh
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c~. a d~tbr.rW s ' tW pr~±ded jwt-zraotic~ ini lim~ vith

tha bmder vý MB Vie axa to kep Wbishimu cloaiIy

tvtwneUre's~ of riA or~ mumr of ~tmops iirba

971 -A~ tC A -'08&27y *MnbM~tlAM I thS eGszMi of
a g~jast e3m att-201 f:L~td at US/RVNf

uzgn-l ±x? 'ZAMIZ _4za 1-%± US/RVN/

t~~m tbnt ~~it be

th' ýtdl.: -,: UO US O~UVNYp g petasted ame va~s

w~ tattýv c7=ss to d&:'4 his c w sga& t -&-md attaizk uithi

vr,!PAVN ,n minZgfl.

In& tz ,4m J~~ S Nn'~ Weay _Ths (3d to

agŽýýO VC INWA d!-ýýK __ t US .rVNA f, tR rn

.. id Csn&f4Las jw-i~~~i~!v-d bs vcwidszoA to xi±st
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border against VS/LVNAF troos, asm/or maneuver by US troops, while
awtually engaged and in contac with VC/PAVN forces, into Cambodia
as necessary for the preservation of the force.

3) No Cambodian forces would be engaged except in self-
dsfense, ant no Cambodian villages or populated areas would be
Žttaoked by air, artillery, or ground forces.

4) These authorities ant procedures were established to
provide for the defense of US/Allied forces,, would wot be applied
toward widening the conflict in SZIkeA.

5) The n4dJtary commanier retained the requirement to defend
his conmand &,pawt armed ÷tta6k with all meanw at his disposal. In the
zvent of such an, att•ac e cmannder concerned would take imiediate
agresSive acotior against the attacking force.:"

(TS) In Mmxh COJSMACV requested specific authority from JCS
through CfICPAC to mneuver troops into Cambodia in order to approach
the Chu Forg massif in fleiku Provinme from the west to seal off the
border ind deny the ewiry any route Of escape. This ruest was denied.
In Apr4 l CO I FFOIEV requested authority Xromm COWSMACV to =wuver
troops into Cambodia during Opaetion PAUL REVRaE. COQSMACV appreciated
the request but sinme JCS had only recently denied a sinilar request
there was no reason to think that the policy had changed so soon, and
no further request would be rade to JCS. In July a joint STATE/DOD
mass-age informed Saigon that the Ambassador's concern with evidence of
t/NVA use of Canbodian territory wAS thoroughly unieretood, and
assured him that both departents had very nch 1n :mii the added' br�den which this created, mor*lly and materially, for our fighting
"forces. The message added, however, that it would wot under the

existi m oircunstawnes be in the overall US interest to go boyond
existimg authorhiatiom' to US coomndere to attack across the Cambodian
bonder in self-defense. The message did state that when and if it
became rcessfa-r for a US coannder to use existig authority to
attack across the Cambodian border in self-defense, tin key justification,
in teams of public and internitional opinion as well as lay, would
be clear and dOemwotrblo evidonce that the VC/NVN forces concerned
yor unit' the Cam>oia territory in the particular instance.1

(TS) A prograxm to update the rnles of engagemont for the Cambodia/
MRN border on a quarterly bhsis vas inaugurated, *ith the firet up-

4 dating scheduled for September. The revisions as published, applied
only to US/FWM forces * but it -ws felt that pereonrel in positions
permittitg them to influence RVNAF opemtionear the Canbodian/RVN

Sbonior would exert themselvos to insure that the rules of engagement
ware conformed to as =uch as possible. The updated rulos of engagement
did not change vatorially the guidane provided earlier by COMS)-ACV,
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bat re~stated th~at vwbon oper'ations were plannd near' the Cazubodi=r ~
bordersr a~id the possibili±ty existed that actions or counxtorstiorp
vo23 be woassa=y against VC/WVA forces wbicli would requi±re firixg
o%* nwuvwiM into Camnbod-U- approvl in advawe would be requested
for? the antioipated action* This prorision was appli1cable both to
opeatilow againwt object~ver in RVN andA in exercisimg the ri~ght o:
saUdafanwee In emaszgen7 pit'uationsc US/R1M( forces were aUthoried
t,) takce the action woessazry to protect thb elves against VC/N7A
a''teoks a~ginaticg from witbin Cambodia# Az'tflery and1 air' strikes
40ew owxzms forces f Iri~ upon friendly forces from within Cambodia
,m eztborizad,1 as =a Lmazur by trienIfL7 forai" into Cax-bed.1
'wbile sa tal. e~gaged and In contact viii VM/NVN forees ' wheoi it
was covidexed. weOOssa7 to prosveso ths forse.- xo =arbtdam o's~
%as to be enagagd except in self.defensev , andl o Cambfxdia "illges

~ Civiis.i caswiLt.S wez'e to be mlloedKI Tha rules of~
&igtgemwel vev nwt to be countm~ed as probibitimg ootodxra f)mn

d,9fx1Lvtb.-L- w~tz; on the oontr=7v, oenarioz'a wer diretea to
1AXA C wosesaa7 comintsmtiow agaizet the erw forces in thm

ammi~se of this 2dght of~ s*94tne &zx to degaeix agdnwt arzud
at-tacks With aLl MW.W at their dispC4814 IzoLeadge or the M~Ils
of ~argapawt was to be dlA 3.ted strie.tay on a nmd.~to.4czaw basis,

~azr C.OWSXV reserved the right to ~a ~ ~e7the vabstame
cf Uish -4les of' Orzmomnt, aul of actiow taken tae' anthariity of
tha m~ils - The intoit of the rulez of erggemant %ms 'to ,a'nwide ;tor

* ~tha defaen :ýf RN "i for the protectzlon of US/F11NfIWM foxces..
2 ~ ~ W waney Wf.aly t to bs a~pplied touax'd vde~izM of the

Op6rstioai in I QTZ

($) VfLWAV directed that Jama e.b~iax7y opeamtion9 would
IV dWsi~d to in teant ths offewiv'e 0oowept WOMMi the Units 01
xv~a~iabla fora"~ in mch CTZ, I &Adiz -that to Oaddtion.l forees
boom a11al thq u1.ePM8nft1tOU woad ba eV&MWi~ ate tba.-t
swor-imty olf ndittcal installatlons ant1 boe arsas vould contizme,
Ths =_'n ew- fom- pos4ixg a real thmet W,1I CTZ dnrzrii +Afis

pwt evar the 1Ift IVA "zi 2d VC ielments # balieyad to be
locatod in Quang Ngai Provime. COI!MWMV dimetsd that CG MI
W aow~aot an oporation to loate anxi deostroy the &bm force.

ThIr,, Opom-tion DMMBL RAfIIS the ftxet m~or operation in I CTZ
&J.Iri aY 66 vas a se ~'sry(SIT) operation oondutwod In
sonthe= f(u& fiý, nrtbarn Birh Dinhi and QuazM Tin provinces.
PhWase 1# "18 Jawarzy.47 Febrivary* wourured in soatherni Quiar Ygai
4.X, notbý= 'Wimb D~ix& procvinrss in a in.ti=+or andI oorjw~tion
'with ooaiw fto19 CvDv(M dAV Div -r Ist A
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Div- Phase 11s 19 Febbrvry6-1 YArchs1 was cor~iUoted in Q=M~ Tin -Pro'v1.e
in tba area west of Tax X Kyr The opezction was desigried to position
Task Foxce (TF) Delta (a 210itforled meimnut) in the objective area (OA)
for the 'jltinmte pizose of Mzm±rM aerd dgstrcyii the enery forces.
The bdi1dup o:! =4s to be atxoaa1ished to dwecive the en*Ly~ ,z to

fren~y~ .Assrclt elemnts o4' the TFs, two battalionsi,
condiucted an anphi1bious la&ndng 11M the OA to create the iusression that
the forces wei~e asrho--ý to conitctl opa.=tiow3 within the i~sdiate aimat
howenre, on D~i o-ý- !At- lion wau heI31I Ps2xed about five miles west of
the larkiiig bewhas =nd on D4 a escom7d bsttalion was cooiintted by bai.1.
copter. Deta,2.1ed otAy im oorduited tiroughout the area#, but
Cot~t-act was ).ight.e

(C) D.uring the same period 1st Cav Div arx the ARVN Abn Div' wee
conrIucting 0.~at!.;1on. )1A5"/WE= 'WIW Uin wn he-- 3:1 CTZ, The scheme
of maneuver raquzL**zd the Yhaxýý.s to eater EBrŽh Dinih P~ru~ime to oontiime
opeintioms ani +iu ih th tat C&7v Div. This was thie first tim

* axwr lamge unit 1rad ~zictdaytperation? aroross the Car 'ps bc~x~ries i
Ffl~ow~~ the ~ ~ L~s o -imed sat,.ation Patrynllii~ h

area north a-*,A eWa,)t o.ý Ar Uoc Vai~ey. with moderats contact with
scat~tered VCeL.emnts~ o answept notwr into 'Quar Nai Prriwe.r~
tvward the ozdgiwa2 bsoto:Aead a Phase I terinated 17 Pebrcaai with
the enenWs suffe~dri %12 MI as a result of spor-dic fi hirg (Detailed
oasunlty f Igur'as, both f*ri-e-xly and1 ensmy. f or afll mjor gz'ourl ope.t5.ons,
nay be found1 in Am=~ K...Gro:L' tey.)

(C) Phase r- 1bgz, o19 Fe&::=.: with the. swx* units involved in
Phase I co eorgL-q t hý-I'::.ter &rdnt' transport on the OA located
west of Tamn Ky i-% Q-=g T-l:.-. 25 eiles niorth of Chi I~s±. Contact
with the ezom w~s again 1ight, cAi ext~zotionz of battsalio c n~ed
on 22 Febr'~nMy. Ths pt; te-rixtad an I. Marh Final. reVI~ts- of
DOMMBLEAWLE we:" .-7 e~vr7 ke:I'I,A 34 WlWs. aixi eight rAflirse.

(C ) Lq :m1 if DOUBLE EACIE p io2the single factor of
motsignifioarce was the oimplte !,aok ofcoortact with maiz force 'VC

alernents * Con.V--ai Lr ~~eports had lay L-nated that major VC
forces were lot~s.ted in týe a,-e of opa.-tions ax1 o.ebew.iv security
preoa-utions were U~ke~d~i.- both ~an~ phases so as not to divulge
fýrierdly intentitzo; In addVitiNr r apid re-di-sposition was aocaoris hed
as late as piossible. A=. tŽwe stsps woie taken in the vain atte*t
to gain coetact with the VC =4i ftirees. fr.t"r'ogation of captured
personnel indicatni thit the VC had knsrledge of ths tim az~i place
of attack for PhsLse I of DOUBLE EAGiLE. H~w this ooemwr'e vas not
knxwn; however. tha pl~nzxý tiwe for Phise I uWa quiite length7* ulth
exto;;iva massage trefi-i. I-%' was c io.uotded tbzt plamning for opentlon'
In this enl iment mat bie eý,ax-ted Tz-Ao10.y ".~ uiyler the most strirgent.
seourity maBau-ra t-, ^-,rC to erb-i"'~ ts,ý4'.Qti slpriso.21
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(C) In M4arche Apt-il 2ý Y%7. ther'e were incUications of significant
buildup of enewrq foroes inj gs. PjPgHa rov1.-xe. The tst VC and 21st
INVA regiments were ano~~ srthor regiment had been reported
movizM into the province. In addition reports indioebed that two
EVA divisions. the 312tL arA% ýZ2'th.,were preparixg to enter Quang Tni
Province. Captured aý 0,ozmd in acceptarce of the 31st
Regiment arA1 foaru addit ion. !-t~tiow in I CTZp these units were

s~bodin~e t the6ZC .:.: _iL~o located in the uarg Tin area,
A rallier reported details, o.! a 'M plan for liberating thea plains of
Quang Tri and Thua Tldaln -Pvnýves * To disr~upt the ewny plans,
COMZTMACV di~rected V^G Mt W to conuat operations to locate and1
destroy the enany~ arni vzia~s on the border of Q'uarg N~am-
Quang Tin provinces, a--4 to nPie:n an operation to locate anzl destroy
the enery forces ariA thrsi- lb& as in Quarg T*ki and Thna Thien provinces.~

(C) A battalion S&D) cy-titcn war, comirbted "20-23 March in
Thua Thion. Provimcs ir. an eft-o2' to di~srupt enemy plans in that
area. Operation ORM3O-4 ztd'with a USIC battalion being heli.
34t~d into an azw& 225 1= NU of Hue 0 where heavy contaot was made
'with an ostimated VC battý-sion in a well-fortified village complex*
The orgaement cost the VCU 49 confirmid arA 53 estimated deade4

(C) A combincc, ii--r~tion In Quarg Ngai Pravincae (Operation UTAH/
LIEIN KET 26) coum~nowd 4 M az~, url as highlighted whon USA; and AMV
infantzy axA airborne tvcoý- tý-uppsd an 1NVA regimn~t in welimprepared
positions in a va.Uey' ara t5 km !1W of Quang Ngai City. A total of
eight battalions coo. inat~ theair efforts to prevent the enamy from
takim~ control of th, m'c-a ývirvst in the araa. The battle 'lasted four
days; final results #D- 5*" oo kiLled aý1 24 captured. 'The 1st )MXV
flow 367 sorties.ý '/233 to-ns of ordrame.' aud 2 ij holicopter
sorties tanport~d.ýAU. ~Vt:*,ops azxi 171 tows of oargo-

(S)Thepoltial -:ar-,ez,,acauodby the diazdascil of C3 I

InICTZ79 the most eL azf.',-ctod, the ntnker of ARVN-initiatml
operations inoreasod f~tS3 Vaoit of tlo y-oar t~hmoigh WIkrah ana
ramainod ganartlly at t~vtt, Irl thr~nigh Jitw. Thie w4-r affort mwa
definitely disrupWd hawzýr. b,7 tho rapid rotation of oonmnnders

.j9in key positions. Tbere was a stAdrftn of some eloenirt-s' of the let
ARVN Div. aind it becoma -,or-ssý to em;Po7 a poetion cof the General
Heserve against tlhe d~ cUteýývcts v~'5.h datilotad frcxu othar arployment
of those forces. Only7 th:D I1st ARTZ Div vw-- L~~ ffectod by
the crisis, andi all ot>ýor I10-AY u-nitz cont-Ined to perforim at their

,past levals. US ard otbor ?d iLd.tarr7 operations were not affected.
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(C) Combined Operation TEAS/L=N =E 28 was condncted in
reaction to an attack on a prepared and established RF outpost by a
major VC unit. As the operation did not begin until the day after the
VC attack, it was a relief operation as well as a pursuit of VC forces
in an effort to fix and destroy them, consistent with the COMUSMACV
policy. The An Hoa outpost located in Binh Son District of Quang Ngai
Province lost radio contact with the province headquarters in Quang
Ngai on the morning of 18 March. Early on the follvOing day a 15-man
ambush patrol, which had been sent out from the outpost the previousI night, received heavy small arms fire from An Hoa when it attempted to
return to the outpost. An air observer surveying the situation later

that morning observed 25 to 30 bodies withLn the perimeter. The five-
day operation commenced on 20 Marah when two companies of the 2d ARVN
Div attempted to reoccupy the outpost with heliborne troops. The LZ
was only 200 meters from the outpost; the troops came under intensive
small arms fire a.nI had to be extracted immediately after lauxrig.
The second attempt was successful when a battalion of VNW and an
ARVN battalion were landed by helicopter 1,000 meters from An Hoa and
attacked the outpost. The rapidity with which the operation had been
organized and mounted did not permit the publishing of the ordinary
operation plan with intelligence annex; however, it had been estimated
that the VC forces would withdraw rapidly once sizable forces were
introduced. The most likely route of withdrawal was considered to
be SW into Binh Tuy initially, and to the SW if pursued. This estimate
proved correct. As the enemy withdrew a USME battalion was helilanded
into a blocking position to effect an interception, aid the envelopm:nt
proved successful. F•al results werz 623 enemy killed and ? 7's.a

(C) From a political and eononmlc standpoint9 Operation GEORGIA
vhich commenced on 20 April in Quang Nam Province, 20 miles SW of
Da Nair was of particular importance. Primarily a clearing operation.
its purpose was to clair the area around the industrial complex of
An Hoa an4 giong Son, which had been devvloped into a highly productive
Area servicing the whole of QuWng Nam Province with electricity, coal.
fertilizer, and iater. It had been isolated, however, 'iy the VC's
closixg of Route 4 eastwa&d to National Higirmay I. "'v- the success
of the operatior. depended the livel.ihood of more tb..- '. , V AetU-mese
workers who could be gainfully employed if the area were cleared and
he rmoad to Da Nasg opened for unrestricted comerce, The operation

continued thmough the end of April anxd terminated 10 Miy culminating
in the opening of Route 4 and the flow of goods and services 6 im luare
quamtities, while the enaey had suffered 103 confirmed KI&.?

(C) ARVN operatiorns in I CTZ contiue to expand and dovelop in
con3~uttion with US operations. Considerable conjecture had been
empressed earlier as to whether ARVN would continue to mount purposeful
operations or if a "let Gaorge do it" attitude toward the American
vould ba assumed. An indication could be found in the month of Harcho
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durig which It of the 26 significant operations recorded were
unilateral ARVN operations azzd four were conucted in conjunction
with US operations. One rnoteworthy ARVN operation was LAM SOM 235,
which was conducted 22 FebruAry-l arch by the 1st and 2nd Regts of 2?
the 1st ARV= Div. It accouted tor 444 enemy killed and 12 captured*

(S) A major action, accepted as a portent of the actions which
could be expected during the sunmer monsoon season, was the VC attack
on the isolted A Shau Special Forces Camp near the Cambodian border
in Tima Thibn Province on 9-10 %arch. Intelligence indicated that this
camp would be attacked by mid-March and on 8 March it wag. reinforced
by a CIDG strike-force company and 17 USASF personnel. Enemy forces
initiated a vicious night attack in a desperate "victory-seekimg
effort" on 9 March. when an estimated three to four VC/WA main force
tattalions opened fire against the campe Weather (100-ft ceiling)
prevented aircraft fro attackixg in relief during the morniig hours,
An AC-47, in an attempt to provide support for the outpost, crash.
landed due to groiur ftraj three of six crew members were rescued.
C-123 aircraft managed to resupply the camp with ammurition although
veather contirmed to hamper air strikese Bombing attacks on enemy
positions around the perimeter began on the following day, aircraft
being positioned for bomb release by mean of the TAGAN navigation
system, Nineteen such sorties were flown prior to 0630 hours. In
all, 201 sorties -ere flown in the tu-•."d•.y support operation, with
resultirg loss to heavy ground fire of thber attack planes and three
helicopters. After the -btt1les. 261 frierwly pnrsonnol wore counted
as killed or missing and 103 had been evacuated. The iimber of
cny casualties could not be assessed accu.rately, bix. the intensty
of the fighting suggwted tbat tho ern haW paid a heavr price.0

(C) In April CG III HMA bs4sed on intelliBgace reports that the
21st NVA and the Ist VC regiwants had reirdltrted the Cape Batangen
am&a of Quaug Rgal Provie sime the uc1wows of Operation PIldIUA in
the fall of 1965, decided to :4sweop the area. Operation NEVADA,
a tvo battalion operation cozelucted 12-t7 April in coordiration with
ARVN and V= uaits, Was suopessful in destroyirg numerous caves and
tmaels. One tunnel apole. was app•ximate•y onw-half Ule long
vith slee•dng quarters for several hundred peroons. Ore of the caves
contAined 15 enw•, all of whm vere captured after a brief fire
fight. It appea6 d that the enemy had been simassful in tho re-
iiltration., as the final resultz were 68 MIA and 23 %Ps,

(C) Three days after terenaticn of NEVADA, a VC defector
accurately revealed that the VC tat Regt headquarters and the 38th and
40th if Bns and the 45th A&ty Bn were located approximately 30 km W of
Quag %ai City. This laticn was in the saw gerartl area where
Opeiations UrAH. TMA ani INDIANA had taken place durirg Maxch. The
intalligenee masverifi-d personallly by the 1st Har Div G-3 and the
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divi±sion command~er' On 21 April a thrsee.hmur artifllery preparation
began., fol.lowed by satu'ation b,-ning by USHC fixed-ving airaraft.
Over 2,000 awtillery shells ard more than 100 tows of boz!bs hit the
targets One 'VMC and'two AWN~ batt&2 lans teamed with three US3MC
battalions for Operation EOT SPPJ.T1 ,'LIN KM 36v which began at 0900
as troops vere layxie in landirg zaa By mid-=day 257 VC bodies had
been ooiuited,) p1ns 96 indiifbta2 weapon3 aMi 14. crew-served wapon
=#tuz'edo FLAl Tesults of tha Operation wore 32.7 KUA and 16 p~s3

(TS InAprI CMS)AWfunished. planniNg guidame to the senior
tactcalcomwilersfortheperod My- IRovmbeo aperiod generally

coraespordrU~g to the SW monsoon ses;.sons The ao=Wep for I CTZ called for
intensive S&fl :peraticns alcrZ the entire east ocast of I CTZ south of
Quarg TrI Province 0 - w~bile holdingg, rmotion ard spoiling operetions

in conjuxntion vith RAF9 ~l coM. uct 1&i-go scale SOD operations to
ilocate udxuco sy thectighiIlydetm the ersmaixeof theuatine and b~ as.

atuoture thereino arA to iostr.-y ror drive cu-c s3J significamt enemy

1ý1) M-intain seo%.zlty of' almday cleared areas in his zon

4) Coniuait a contimcus tail i ~egrated program of surmeillaz at
coordrate vith adjacent and higher wnrmwAM p-rogra~ms* to detect enewiW

movement " cmntrations in hii zonao 1with particular attantion to the
DX-Z, division aixi corps bsio aiui the visixM~ty of friendly ocatlons

Ut1 toora ttrat awras atnd

4') Respow ait, c d3rnd igtIn erneew
Vhiwe in tho zone. viiiiah huad bo^en loc,.Gtod ptsitivaly AxA under condi~tionis
that ji~icated a raon&~Le chanwe of Vi4zg and destroyirZ tbmom

5) Support loznl def'eWW of remote military arxd political
conters when tbreatersed, to ixjluxd~ tinfron-nt of' such defetses a~s
requixed4

6) Conduot sptalss. ^-a~ticns as neoessary to daily wiw
ak~esstorice "n saltoll

(C) Iii the soithwwst c-rner of tha D& 111;ng TADIO in the Af ta
iindwitrial aaroa, Hariras MAt b~ opomttIng t,, cleat- the area so the
complex could develop amd ex-p4ti'- OEGT.A h2-ad been oornoutod
in tho same area earliy in Tt. Laa. aowp~lios o~nduotirg cleax'Ix

opot-lw taae rastadhoaý-rt smaLs* ams firs f.- three sides on 4 July
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An aerial observer observed 250=3G0 VC in the ama and called In
both air and artillerj. As a rsault of this sighting a five-battalion
effort--Operation MACON-vaa L2uzhed. Enemy contacts were mnerous
through 9 July, but then contact bacame light ani the operation was
reduced to battalion size. The e!nmy coitact was constant, characterized
mostly by small utit ergagements. The )perat.ion# continued at low
intensity and vas not terminated utflil 28 Octob•r. Final results were
507 enemy ETA ant 5 N',s. 32

(C) In early July the lkrsz ocmbneid operation of the war to
that date began in I CTZ when Opmntion HASTI=CS opened. On 7 July
Phase 1 commenced when a USMC battalion was sent U-ito the area south
of the DMZ, ten km southwst of Dorg Ba in Quarg Tn Province. AU a
result of reconnaissamnce sightirgs and intelligewe reports, the operation
ms expanded on 15 July (Phase 1t) to a multi.battalon S&O operation,
with Task Force Delta (USC) as Oc~mmaz ho~dqu&- ,, and iwluding the
battalion landing team cf the SUF. On 18 July two USMC platoons ware
attacked by an estimated 1,000 INA soldler. The platoons were actirg
as rear guard for a ragimsnt moving to attack a lawge enemy concentration
several miles NW of Cam Lo. The enemy hit the two platoons dith szC1
ams and mortar fire ar1 the battle intensified until contact kas
teruinated four hotrs lter. The Maxns calloed in artillery fire an
directed close air supprt, to dzive the snew off. NApul in dropped
as close as 50 feet from the USX FAM attached to thu platoob, who
dirmete the air strike from the gnurnd. Dur.ig the attack on the two
xitato ens, the enemy were wa-,rirg k-L.&± uzzaonns and usirg bugles,
%Sistles and arxm-aaha&A signfls - :ti- t the attack. Casualties
to the tw platoons -we hs . ARVN 4zts opertig to. the south
of the combat aras reprtsd ,nly light c. tct. Operation MAM3U3
sated on 3 August with hea7; ct4sraties to eloments of the INA 324B
Division which had Intiltz itid tr-• gh the PHZ with the auspooted
*wrpose of attaakira an seizing QOing T• Prrio-zn-e. Rasults woee
882 ew &tA aM 15 Ms. lat M.-it Air Wing supporte the operation
-ith 1#198 fixedwina so-,,tl, ani £x'U B$2 ettdkuss were used withuzo •.Lne reslta.3 3

(C) Dur.ing the peric4i 1742?7 Sptmbýer Operition GOLDEN V1EECS
ias conducted to prtect the rice harvest in the Xoc Duo region of
Quarg Ngai Provirne south of Quus Ngt %.,y! In previous year
guerrillas had obtalned as noh as 90 peeont of the barvwet. This
Syear. whe • 10,00 daily b-vutsr at 1 Duo venr protected by a
USb battalion 7,620 tons rf r-c e wre 1ha:z ted and r-taiedw by
th villagers, ast 727 additioral tons were ccatiscatod from VC
saurves uncover&d durlig the opsratin4.•un samut sufficient to feed
sane 31*000 Vietnamese 0trtZ1U s for a ys a. The enaey raoted
strongly to GOLMIDSN daily ,oaapting the risk of open ewcounter
with URIC forces in attempts t:, ,aplr. .Ith har.ast. Theime were
"f uent smallunit contacts .Y A ,ilerj aer msaZ gunfire wa
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extrensly effective 0 accmunt-ing 4.:r 14-3 VC LEA. The S.rcuni foreas
also destroyed a VC hamlet (Von HO) -with 13,150 po~ur~.s of explosives.
'When the operation tsiV rd-Ated -^t 271'J80011 Se;;tember0 about. 3c, 000 villagers
led by the district chief t.urn~d -Tat to thýank the Marims for the help
provided during the lrvs-,!st. Total ernqn losses were *NUa 1(1 ald I. N

(S) Duztng the September OWN e!.sotion peri&9cý c'it3.atve eidewoe
L=o the precosdirg sev,-.f weeks intiottsd that WVA forces were preparing
for opeamtions in the mz.-the=rmAt~ of I CTZ. The oo~miusts shoved

5ig~3of onIderabie logist-ic hbi-ldp 9 ai-t nmemzus repn~ts of the
arrival or expeted arrtval. of' adtitiork-l NVA. units were reeived.
Evideoi~ inlicated that the enemy, was rzz~o-.trE in MR IV with possi~j
&Dteor division-size force firm. MR I11. If true, this division voted
be a fr-esh unidt,, prvbabiy fu~lly warmed a=t trained, &t ospable of
being acmnitted wthrnnea t.) fi-v days in the easteam ssaAcir oC northern
Q=an T6',A.4 in srpport' cf an attack tCu seize aqnd oartrzl Quang Ti sand
Thun Thien Provainc. Frorm thase Lt~tosCOKJSMWV deoided that the

4.mjor ensria th-roat. was ix the northerr pzrt.-n. v)f I Cfl. In viftm of this.
belief PanA in the light ogthe develop~sq sittiAtion, COMUSM.ACY tasked

II AF. as a matter 3f high p:&riý%ty, to wtgmeprcbable enemy
courses of azition in I CTZ * CO1{GSI{4CV speiticefl~y 'anted to knmw the
mapabflI1ties of oounteriiZ the several courses of action open to the
eiry7, 'whiah prwose t-planmld operatios wou1A have to be modified.

ptpowd. or camefled bocmasse of' the enemy ecotivitt sari what additioal.
combat sani combat seý_ttcs aiipparrt 'uo'd be 7-aquinad.f.l

(C) Comxr-.,snt.:y -4t~h ot.ht_ prpesii. t iAvj' the expected_
enemW attaak, COXUSMAZVdisoe c~tizjgýny pL _intrg to Z'i~tifVlom I CU27.

* Three such plans ware d~awn uap. SOUTH CAROLIN4 t~a,! the conti~ngemoy
planto n~or UT AF n xr~t-m I CUZ v;tt2 a UISA brigade of

:4 three ba-tt&Uonsea NORM1 CAROLINA iwvs a rlsn to rainforce InI MAP with
a USA brilgadeo of thriao t-tt-.s ootrtar eazzmV threat in Qu~ang tam,
Quang Tint or Qus.nq Ngai prmwt'ýcs in the et .nt i+,tam boma uasary to

A ekaoy major UStE elemnorts in northsrn I CUZ. Ths pnsnibflity loomed
that actios c- i. xrnt*r- ThM ittn Lie rnrth 'tirnd requtre3 the
dopboymnont thbre of' li:ýger MSE forcels thin wezre visndized origixnfly.
"Shoud that s-uti-... -ur, t.ýen 1ýt, rerflt UVrd ef be irmftiffiont

To inzmarsg6.rAnt the posc~t f womqe35r ir. centrsl o." southern
TEO ESeml'-e dt Cynt eStir IERTH C&OTMhad been

implemented and1 S01T1H CtflOINA taa if~zt *.- thre-3ýbattalion
brigssade fro= the 1st Ca, Div (AX) to Cbua tat.. Fr*:m there tias briga-de

southanl~y deplyn'~ SA Ap;~ler ý "ireimyredi
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iiles of the DM2Z. 'rho suspeoctd ý3ito maa heavily camouflaged, Aioh
suggested the presence of other- zq1-.keatu1 siteas in the sawe locality.
Tho disposition of the s4 to posed a 4grei~fioant threat to 'US aircoraft
operating in that area.ý

(3) Operation PWRAIR had cc-.!omowd 3 Augus-t ikon,. upon termination
of Opomttovi HAISt3S omi. Iwattal..1or w~as reta-Led Ln. the fang H&.Cam Lo
area of Quaax. Ta4 flvizsco to. ksep track of the WA 3Ž4B aid Y41st
Divistons, 'ttierh bAd been driven bwsk ztrit ant acreas TJw DIMZ in Operation
HASIflS. Contact with tha anAV began 3znma13ately and oozvittaed to
increase. The 3d Mixr Div frizajos vare naWlistrzibatecI, reconstituted, &nt
prepared to disrupt~ avq Thrtbsr attack across the DbM2. The WIA Yý4B
Division xeturnoed this t~ro frci entry points in the mouritaimus
western portion of thew DMI; by the end of August three tENOC battalions
jvere ernaged ant by mid-9.Soptzntor the fru-rth ha ,,.talioa had been addd.
At the same time the Spooita larniit P~rco (SWF) of tho SEVEIWHFLT

in&W1 an amphbiwsns axmnault, ju~st smixth of the D'M2 nam oonhwuted
Opramtion DMK HOUSE TV agaimwt enemky units cdich had boon dateoatm
nttauptir- to iufftrato* frvm the DMZ southward alcnM #o coast in
eastoni Quang Tzit. Pirt-e,. Tho 931 rana~iwd aslunt ton days (15-25
Sep),p i hllatiz 254 aonfinmxt vrxnro EKI. The battle oort~imaod a&t
by the eat of Soptarber seven infantry battalions iaen ergag9 aui 943
6=7n had been kiJlod, while USMO casualtdoa '.tained lioht.J0

(3) In osaity October., because of tho iwreasiT enmV threat in
Quaxrg Tri ant Thin T~iisn p!ovirotr. COMIUSI9ACV directed certaiun USA

- 4uxits to be withdamn or dtvwrbedl frm --their aTZ's ant de~ployed on a
prtonrikv haste to eirnforce USt./AWI forces in I.CTZ. Those twoz
pmtini1nU', lY,1;ct a'Lilsoy wtsmsý ef udqh wnre stdll at am*
Owe tbay s-m do~tlhytxt. Qt"w T$. PRrtn Sx Kho Spa*~ to tVn sea
cvmL4 b to cvurd Vy artif'lory ±4'inv. In uldition ccu USA aitomm
hattnlirm -.= redeployed to I CEZ. The 3d ?Msr Div movedi to rhux $i

wAassvnxI rospersibflity for onntorztio in Qu=an Tri Rand Thu& Thona
pxtniwos. Thea tat ?Mr Dv CPt%,= mcrxd to Da 1Iais sai v,, d
aswspcnsif for operati A" in Quvxg N=% QuArig fli 4 sal Qua~ g &

* 2wcti *T~he miatzdhuatioa prn')idod for improemcnd a
contol owr III MVF foxtes in thesir ceam of deploymept "n for

corzii~mofa the high tem~po of opeamtions apaiwt the euV ozw*

(S) By the eat of Octobem' the MI!A VZ4 Division had, for the
cost part. idthdirai back. across the DM2 ftitr suftfenlM heavy loaos.
Cumzai~ve reultaas of 29Oc:t~or -**eI,2G00KM anl6N'Fs. 3.134
air sortim! bad been flown ant ¶44W mwa2. gua-ix. nissions fired in
support of the operation to tha~t tire. nmny losses itdiaated, tein
ctibixpd dith those inflicted i~en Opermtion RASTh1iS tinartead the
souatlwarl advwno of the WA 32-4B Divistpri. sanodal 2,000 oonfinmd
enwr IdU~lo it the mss comgczrta asw.4
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(0) Thtafl.lg=oe indicated that the enny. titended to seize a
sajvr baees ars in tang Vn Province in ozihtr to- resupply prior to
the northret monsoon season, but by the end of the year hb had not
been able to acoompliah this goal, Kmnbtile there w-re no other
indications of whet the euewv planed to do in tWe area* I.telligcvoe
indicated that the 324D Div• h b•en rolieved by the NVA Mist Div
and hW ti-thdrawn north of tbn V29, while tllaý 341st in" in and just

L nc'dh of the TZ nsear tht- eastern edge of tne uiartainous area, an
was inMvlating small froes into Me Opr&a•ton fl l was
ooutiundig at the e4 of the yn, princfly in reconnaissance with
application of force when uwttd. CW!ativa results as of 31 December
1966 wares- ?ienwly-216 M9 19052 WLA, 1 MU#, eney--1,I18 v U an
12 isa. 4,767 1X sorier 23 f.s ir , s 22 ARC fltIl
risatono had mapported t1h *pzation,2

",() L print MR, oontibutim to the acompliehemnt of the MACV
and RVA aiuulo•w the eteadly-*roving wave of mall unit operations
by which n*i W T wAer ae v eing satuated3, While the VC main force units
praeented a rteel thr iat to the poptlation of I CTZ, the Aarinos found
the W g-aerill. penoetnt-tot of the p#ople through terrorisp, brutality,
thrsat ana artortion to bh even grastav, By July 1966 there bad been
over 1t,950 ats of terrori vi4 I =Ih a totl of 126 local officials
cad 772 private oitizens hod beauen kidnpd or murdered. The Popular
!crcs (117) were taklug the bulk of the v. ehast. About 54 percent of
the RV1P killed in I CTZ in 1965 h4 "e-n 1 4 2 although P? made up only
20 Orent o( the RVE •ilitcy establishment. -

(CY . Realizing that the battlefield lay among the people, CG III
AP -owled that the way to fulfill hle early eocitmant to

airfield efcrtty vu by intinuoia offensive action designed to weed
out the VC iatiltretio fttc the population, while concurrently aoeking

! #ery xa# n fSrG o twits threatening larger scale attacks on ir-'allatitos.
It was apparent that thae Vietnsaeee people thenselves held the key to
success against the enhy, becawse they knew who and vhere 'be enezy was.

'Cosequently, it v*a quite clear that certain thinWr must • Aone to
exploit this fact. Fist, friendly forces had to demonstrr to the
people that They were aslwea close at hand aud vould stay in an area a
long as, theoy vere needed. Second, they had to prove that they could be
trusted and that they were friends. Finally, they had to give umis-
takable evidence that they could beat the VC in battle.

(0) The maneuerability of small units assigned to counter
guerrilla v&rfare wae excellent. Although many operations ware conducted
frta beginning to end on the ground, others were highly mobile. A good
example of the latter wat the SPARROW HAW actions. Throughout the
yer enemy contacts were exploited by wmall units, often of squad size.
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niclmamed SPARROW HAWK, which patrolled the air space tver USMC areas
in helicopters or itood by in alert areas for imiediate launch orders.
As a quick-reaction force to assist ARVN or other units requii-Ing help,
or to press attacks on targets acquired by the SPARROW HAWK force
itself, these small unit operations tended to strengthen the protection
of the countryside and mde it progressively more d1iZiult for the
guerrilla to operate and find safe haven. A typical SPFAM H&W
action took place on 14 March, when a district chidf reported that VC
a=1 VC sympathizere were organisirg to seize rice from the villager's;
"a platoon was dispatched to apprehend them. As they stted to flees
"a heliborne SPARROW HAN force blocked their escape; 65'VC were appre heded.
A SPARROW Hi unit nozrmally is composed of three UH-34 hecoopters, two
UH-1E gunshipso ore rifle squad reiforced with four X-72 light AT weapons,
one it-60 MGv one 3.5 rocket launmhere and one 60-mm mrtar. The reinforced
rifle scuad and the helicopter teams ere briefed together on each
situation before lauwnhing. The lrage elapsed time from request sub.
mission to laullng was 20 m1=tes.'43

(C) Developed by III WAF and first employed in the heavily-

populated area around Da Nang County Fair operations proved successful
in weeding out guerrillas. 'ne operation on 26 April resulted in 45 VC
MA, 17 confirmed VC capt'rod-and 14 weapons discovered. At another

Cownty Fair, the VC leader for' a hamlet and his entire cadre vere
killed or captured when they attempted to slip through the cordon.
The Marines believed that the County Fair conwept had great promise;
its only real deficiency was the inadequacy of the participating
their part of the operation. (Sie Chapter W.)

(C) In aidition to the thousands of smaal unit patrols and
A shes, a signifiUant =mber of guerrilla casualties also resulted

• A-om a hunter-killer tactic employed by III MAF. Reuormissanoe
teams varying in size from four to 25 Marines were infiltrated deep
into suspected enemy territory, and then called in artillery missions
&dair a tries o, observed targets* Artillery and air support plaw
were developed and helicopterborne infantry units were predesignated
and alerted for the exploitation of significant sightirngsv Enemy
casualties from this operational technique emeeded 100 per month,
vi+th the Ir:i killed by artillery fire. One significant small unit
operation involving the long-range reconaissanoe patrol took place
about 28 .nIes northwest of Chu Lai in Quarg Tin Frovbie during
June. An 18-=m reocnUssr•e patrol was attacked by an estimated
VC battalion at night a&d the battle condimed for about eight hours.
Everj effort to break off the platoon was unsuccessful due to the
heayr volume of eimmy fL'e. However, at daybreak an overland relief
uolunn arrived at the scene aii effeeted a relief. The recomaissaiwe
platoon was still hol(ing its original position despite 17 of its 18
•mb ,rs being either killed or wounded. At the tim they were relieved,
only seven of the original 1 arines vere able to fight, and some of
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them had bnen propped up i.nto positions f4rom which they would fire
point.blaak at the assaulting VC. Ovro: 40 enemy bodies were found,
,with considerably more probably killed and carried a&way durirg the
rights as evidenced by the 14 assault r.fles, ten carbines and
five LXG's captured*1 Annd helicopters and fixedc-wing aircraft of
the Ist N Air Wftng were contraU led by the patrol leader# •ho
called in both ar.ile.-y and air within 50 meters of his position.
For hi3 heroic action during the battlo the patrol leader was
reconnended for the hý. ,f Eonor5

.Operaio+•• 5-n II CTZ

(U) Largest of the Cores Zones in K.JIN, II r.TZ encompasses 12I•ii• • • provincoes and two broad gographi.cal. a• .S. the Central laghlands and
the Central Lowlands. The Central HighJnds actually .e southern
plateau area of +,,- C hane Anrmaitiqaue can also be diN dad into two
distinct parts. ' -, -Ahern part ex•:ndrzs from the vicinity of Ba
Me Thiot northwaix. frr about 175 miles, and varies in elevation from
600 feet to 1600 feet, although individual peaks are much higher.
Irregular in shape, with an area of about 5,400 square miles, this
region is covered mairly with bamboo 'and tropical broad-leaf forests,
interspersed with farms and rubber plantations. The southern portion,
mach of it lying about 3,000 feet elevation, anl centered around Dalats
has about 4,000 square miles of usable land. Evergreens predominate
at the higher reaches and bamboo at the lower elevations. -Sloping
gradually in the west to the hekong valley in Laos, the Righlanis fall
s .eeply in the east to the Ce•t,.J. Lowlands. The fertile, %xtenslvely
cultivatel Lowlands extend as f.ar inland as 40 miles in some azmas,
,Leo in others they have been c=wWe, into the sea by the eOMM6hiug
Highlands. Rice is the pAwcipol orop, although considerable sugar
cane is also growne In Cam Rann Bay, I CTZ bad one of the finest
atural deep-raXt hnabor in uthst sia.

(C) The eemy tanat existirg in II CTZ at the bkgirnir of 19S6
sas tho presence of an enomy Field Front in coastal Binh Dinh ?xm'vin.e,
contrlling, at least the 2d VC IT and the 18th NVA regiments, a possible
Field Front in Phu Yan Pro-ince aixi t.e =ial.ihood of major enemy
activity in the Highlands where alemants of several regiments 0
believd to be operating. (See Chapter IM)

(S) To ooiuiter this thrAt, as well as those oxisting elsewhere
it MVN, COMUSMACV directed his subo:ULnates to continue to seoure
critioal installations, base aroas and nitional priority areasl to implamw:
an aggressive it,%•U-erme pz:g-_um; a.ri to develop and implement taotical
plans which exploited the int1.gance gainel, as w3U as the supme-r
mobility and fixopower possessod by US fezoes. In addition, CO•U4MSV
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diated COG I FBV0 to conduct operations against identified eneq
tarWs Opeortion CATADOR in Fleikl and lower Kontum proviimes to
'dostw7 esW forces operating there, and Operation 144I1R. to locate
ar destroy the 2d VC WF Reginent and the 18th EVA Regiment. To

these missions, the 9 I FFRJ S bad the et. Cav Div (AM)
Sthe istl Bdev 101st Abn Div.

(6) Operation MA±ADOR was initiated on 4j January vith a four,
b~ttlian brigule cwnitted in western Eteikam Province along the
-*dodin/RVN border; later a second brigade vs committed to expand
the opa.tion i#to rontana Pnovthe. Vespite these deeply penatrltn&
actioz, coutaot mas litited to occasional encounters with small
poqp of local forae VO; in ksepi.g with CO4USHAV's policy of

daWorcirg successes and withdravi•g from froitless operations,
M*WOR nas terw•titGd on 20 January. (Deotiled frlaIrly and oneoy
Ulosew in all major operations are cont±ied in Anex -Conology.)

(8) Of tbe operations direoted by COMSACV for Jazmry and
TnArys, WASHER proved to be the most effective. This operation was
tXLt±&ed on a4 Jamry by tho 3d Bde, 1st Cav Div (tat) and the 3d
Bag lot Rqgt, oa (ta1il ROK luf Div (CUD). RV!AF forces joined the
opemrtion on 28 Jamary and called their portion of the Operation

• PHA• Om U. Priority ot' effort .went to the Bong Son/Con Thatn
w'Coy, -Ath second priority to the An Lao River valley. This
coastal plain area had not been entered by RVAF troops for over
a Yea. DBy 4 February over 800 VC had been killed. At that time
iather brigade from the Ist Cay Div (AN) =as added a"l the name of
tbo oyenution changed to UWTE WXW. (Because of the wide-spread
jatlicity the operation was receiving. authorities had np~ressed
ctmen over US-and worldwide roaotion to the name MASHER as

suggo4t g aorel or inhusn actions.) The oobined Opertions
'.. 14BP VJ�V= TA/TINH PROM1?31 f on.tied to fins, fix, arl destroy elements

of the 18th tWA and 2d VC regiments. The combined 42ay operation.
ttih teriaited on 6 March, resulted in VC losses of 2,389 killed,
70± captured, anl over 24000 Suspects detaied. The i8th WVA Regt
- ntmw wttzlied a" ih bulk of its crew-serwed w"apo oapturd.
The o~apul~lty of the 2d VC HP Rcgt vas seriouly impaireod, and
VC/WA bwe ftaelities and Potkficationw ,*ter destroyed. lu dis.
oinig Operation ASHFJ/W/ WINl, CO Ist Cav Div (AM) noted that
the e=7m rtood and fought from fortified viUIages and that it took
hInvy ArUXLzry (using delay fizes) ant tear gas to root him out.
fl tin battle clearly went against him, the eniy fragmented into small

T~adfled to the north And ,wet, the, majority of them getting

(S) C I•SACt' uisdame did nt belude suboritnate initiative
aw svewml other opratios were oonixucted. Operation VAN BOUMN,
Lmilving units from the Ist Bde, 101st Abn Dive the 2d l0K Mar Bde
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and the 47th ARIN Regt, was laiuched an 19 January. This operation
had a two-fold purpose- location and destruction of the 95th NVA
Regt, believed to be in the Tuy Hoa valley, azd protection of the
rice harvest in the rich coastal delta. The operation continued until
21 February, during which time local inhabitants harvested 30,262
tons of rice, and the enemy lost 679 killed and 49 captured. In
addition 177 eWmy defected and 4,700 local inhabitants were relocated
to safe areas*

(S) Subsequent to VAN BUREN, Operation HARRISON, a search-and-
destroy operation, was conducted in Phu Yen Province in the same
general location as Operation VAN BURENo Beginning on 21 February and
ending on 24 March, this operation's purpose was to destroy VC/NVA
units in the area of operations and to provide security for the Tuy
Hoa and Song Dia Giang River valleyse The operation was conduoteK by
the Ist Bde, 101st Abn Div, in conjunction with elements of the 2d ROK
Mar Bde and elements of the 47t• ARVN Regt. During the operation. 250
VC were killed and 29 captured. o

(C) Identification of possible new units in II CTZ during March
suggested that the enemy was continming to infiltrate and preparinga fbr
future offensive action. Following Operation XLS5ER/WITE WIN in
Binh Dinh Province, the enemy initiated efforts to regain control of
the coastal lowland and to prevent consolidation of the areas brought
under government control. Elements of the SAO VANG Division were
reported in the mountainous areas of Binh Dinh Province, ard there were
yet further indications of continued enemy activity in the Highlands.
Enemy strategy seemed to be to linkc Lis forces in the Highlands with
those near the coast. (See Chapter II.)

(S) In addition to his directive to seoo-re critical installations,
LOC's base areas, and national priority areas, COMUSMACV again pressed
for operations to carry the fight to the enemy. A series of search-ad.
destroy operations uas proscribed for CO I FFORCEV, to locate axd destroy
the enemy and his base areas in Phu Yen, Binh Dinh, Floiku and Kontum
provinaes. 5 1

(S) In Binh Dinh Provinoe, the CRID conducted Oporatioro SU BOK
and MEW HO V, while the Ist Cay Div (AM). in conjunction with elements
of the 3d Bde, 25th Inf Div, initiated Operation LINCOLN in Darlac,
Plaiku, and Phu Bon Provinces. This oporation vas a series of compau

And larger unit se h..ant•-destroy operations to locate and destroy
enemy forces, facilities, and control installations, as wol as to
spoil the enemys preparation for an anticipated southwest monsoon
offensive in the high plateau. Meanhile, the Ist Bde, 101st Abn Div
contio =d to operate in Phu Yen with Operations HARRISON and FILLMORE.3 2
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(TS) With the onset of the southwest monsoon season the elumy
contimed to infiltrate in an effort to achieve a favorable balance
of forces. Another division, the Le Loi, had been identified in
western Pleiku Provi.re 9 while the WA 5th Div was identified in
Bm Yen Provine. In September, two more enemy divisions, the 610th
(subsequently reramed NVA 3rd) and the 630th (subsequently rewmed
WA Ist) were identified. At the same time the enemy vas not
2ngleoting his logistics base. In spite of a US air interdiction
campaigM vhich probably intercepted 50 percent of the enemyts
supplies and which, in conjunction with US ground operations,
resulted in shortages of food and other supplies, the eneW
expar1ed his base. Alhering to the ao.-Giap doctrine of carefri
logistic buildup prior to o mie-ning offensive operations, and
showing himself to be an emellent, methodical, and sophisticated
planmer, the enemy built for a major campaign during the monsoon
season, probably hoping for a 'Mon. Bien Phu" against a major TUS
unit., The enemy's greatest threat in fl CTZ was of a coordinated

* iftpr'onged offensive in widely scttered amas, which would be
difficult for US forces to oounter.5

. (TS) Elusiveness on the part of US forces was the key to
frustrate enemy desires to destroy a major US unit, and to help
explode the myth that monsoon weather negated US mobility and
restored the advantage to the enemy. Important though it might be
to secure Highway 19s the LOC to the highlands, it was even more
important :to keep the eDWmy off balance, to keep hLm guessirg, and
net to let him prepare. Opertiow in I1 CTZ were to be oriented
on the enev and on his reaurces, and the eonmy's dispositions in
II CTZ determined, in lage degree, the areas for major operations.
Against the enemy coentratiow in the coastal areas, sustained
offensive operati•Ao vem the order of the day, to destroy or
drive out all ezvmy fo*oes of battalion or larger size, and to destroy

C his resources. Against the erimy ooneentrations along the border in the
highauis, intewive su• U.ce and reoonnssame uere called for to
locate merative tqrgets for attack by strategic and tactioal air
a&M previously designated rwserve..eaction forces. Betveen these two
areas, GMecontrolled faoilities and areas would be held while
positively loatod nemov fores would be attacked by ground and airo
forces. In order to acoomplish these goals, COMUSMA=V visualized
that~the Ist Cav Div (AM). although in reserve, oulA be oontinmsXy
on the move, exploiting int-lligeroe or amy contact or success of
the 3d Wda, 25th InTf Divor of the ist BMe, 101st Abn Div. From time
to time, I ._.ver, a eavalryregade could opamte in the higland
if desiz'ec CG I FFO1RMO

(C) On 10 MAy, tho 3i Mdet 25th Inf Div initiated Operation
M AEVEL east of the Cambodian barder wear Chu Pong mountain.
Designd to be the "wstvmad push" of C0SWI's soutuest monsoon
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strategy, this operation was pohbably the single most significant
allied action in keeping the e~my from moanting his vaunted southwest
monsoon offensive. In JulyD utn the NVA inr!V-iation appeared to have
become too large for the 3d BdeM 25th Inf Div to hanile, the Ist Cav
Div (AM) stepped in to assist, During PAUL =, the enemy lost 546
killed and 69 captured. Ct " ýugust, vhen the cavalrymen became
involved, the name of the operation was chazggd to PAUL EVM II and
contimied for another 25 days, when the major NWA threat seemed to
abite, and the operation was again redesigmted, this time to PAUL
MVE IM. The results of PAUL MVEM I were 708 enemy killed and
98 captured. CO 3d Bdeo 25th Div discussed Operation PAUL BE¶E

The 3d Bde, 25th Inf Div had one battalion
on a sumveillanoe mission north of Chu Pong, one
south of it and tne soeraerng the area in the rear*
There had been a good bit of aotivity north of
Chu Pong -ith four c r fivo contacts per day. This
was a munmillwre wver a 17,00C meter front, and
therefore, many of the contacts were by long range
obserwtion. . * .This vas An extremely rugged
area. Airiift was compleatly impossible and the
use of armor severely limited.

The pecularity of Operation PAUL PEVERE
vas that the enemy was all around US foroes.
Saturation patrolling of the entire operationLu
aroa shrsed that tue etsmy wA operating on
external lines and hs aould al~ys slip away into
Cambodia. cr bi oth•.• .Li.sotions.r The pattern
was one if Cualy ac-atactt with smdll groups of
four to ,'ive men scatteai c'Mr a "-. large
a#. Brsed on the frregMing, it looked as

though the 320th IWA Division had moved in
from Cambodia a&M was gettrg •dy for an
attack against Plei 1e. PAUL 1EVE broke up
theIr attack. AlthTugh the total enemy force
uwas a large one, US for-ess diC nrt find aVy
caches or bass camps. This pý9nted to the
comclusions that ths WA 320th Division 'was
.aed across th n. bardor in

(TS) Conducted in thl. saw gens-z•-l .- n as the earlier MASHE
2ITE WING, Operation DAVY CROCKEMT (-16 Xiy 66) was a 12-day search.
&and-dentioy opration in 1ifn Dina P--'-ný'A near Borg Son, the Eagle's
SClAw and Sout Cat Valley. Ths e fm- fought from formidable positions,
regular ant hills of oasa- de,-444 :1t7 -.ti h proved the value of
taks as well as air aul A2L,. in , ns,- DAVY CROCETT resultoc
in )74 ei•Wn killed and 82 apt;. With the mission of spoiling an
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antioi%&tad VC regimental attack on the Vi± Tha• h CIG camp,
Operation CRAZY HORE vas oouiucted 17 Xy - 5 June by the Ist Bde,
tat Cay Div (AX), plus CIDG and ROK urits, between the Vinh Thanh
Vaflev and Eaglets Claw. The ter-%in eswonteored on CRAZY HORSE
w• oha ÷+erized as the most rugged m~t by the Ist Car Dive and the
big problem wS t9g deot me just how lorg it 'was frintfUl to fight
in such terrain.-

(TS) On 2 June the 1st Bd•', 201st Abn Div initiated Operation
SAWRHOPM, an I8-day s1ar.4.aoni-estroy operation in Kontum Prviwe
designed to permit the -Atitrainl of the Toumororg outpost to Dak To.
After successfrlly ri±lirg the outpost, the brigade ewountered the
24th WA Pegt, and executed a double envelopment, vhich praftd to be
mst effective, especix1y in oonjumition with the massive artillery
awd air support available. The bxdgade c mawler stated that he had
had a•.oumd-the-olock air suppavt aw- that he had airlifted 15,000
troops in 30 separte aibmo!e ope.rtons . The brigade exploited
one L.52 strike withi 30 minutes after the last bomb fell, wl
found that employment of CS riat..ontrwl agant just prior to a
strike mas an effective way to get the enemy out of his holes awl to
in•rease the effeetiveness of the strike. This operation resulted
in 531 enmy kyilled al 22 capturad, as we"Il as 22 tons of rice

* seizied.5

(TS) Ih the middle of June, C0MSMACV sponsored a oonferewe
to discuss the strntgy for t'ho immodiate futura. It was apparent
that although. the enmir 1,id 'hegun his ghlArAis SW mowoon campaign.
the US SW mnsoon campaign was prooeathg admirmbly &at had only
to continue to keep the atyaW •f.f lhAn. Followizg termla,,ion of
ths then in-progrkvz 0paz'*tIx W•WIM), CC=SMACV wmaed the lst

.de, 101st Abn Div to sl-p scuth, gem-.%- centerirg its rear on
Ko'ntum uhile provld•i sur-witl•e awl a screen to the west. In
the meantime the M Bde, 25th Tif Div, centering on Plelka, was to
contime its mission of surding urnaei e and a screen to the
jst. When the Ist BWle, 1Cist Abr. Div moved aouth, COMBYACV wanted
a brigade of the lot Cav Div (AM) to move south of the 3rd BWle# 25th
Inf Div centerlig itself in the Ban Bloch/Buen BrIerg arem, and
opemting to the west, geeraslly south of the Ohu Pong Mountain
complex. US units were to be on the mo e c.ontinualy, nover permittimg
a brigade beoe to be statLowsy for move th= two weeks to lessen
opportumities for the eu - to laauh a major attack on US foroeS.

(S) Another spoiling opez-ation was the 12-day search-awL.
destroy Operation NAMWAN HALE, ooriueted in Ph-u Yen Prov£ine begimnilg
on 19 Juno. A udlatezr : sr.tirn to exploit contacts gainod by the
47th AW•N Regiment, it disripteA tha pl of the NVA 18B Pagt to
attack the Dong Tra USASF Camp. Durui the operation, 459 enW vere.
killed and 36 captured, beaids % h 177 tons of rice veo a .ptured.59
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(S) A se-mies o0f oWJte-on:e !_ rib. •rih Porovnce severcla
crippled the 51,b ITIA DIv. Threa o.prat•.,nq THAYER It IRVIM#l and
THAYER II, bsg rn=_-,g I S-18 z con..i•_zing rsuccessively through
the end of the ,ymaro, were c tuct±d Aby the i.st Cav Div (AM)# 0hdle
two combined USiA//WMAI F aporatibns,'m DIA BA2M 800 and MAEM No 6
vere conductede begining 23 September a'nd oontiming through 9
November. These ocp tions inViotedi er-b' losses of 2,396 killed
ard 2,160 cautu,..l...the latter figxr-. latcr revised downward after
,%creening. In addition. over 130 tons of rice and 100 tons of salt
were captured, and -rvqr 85 to. of arA 2.67 tons of salt were
destroyed carhrg .e e-tF:rs.

(S) .Ope.tlon ITZIG was .... oid to clear the terrain aramx
Phu Cat Mo4n=tai:n pior ,to its incorpo-•stion into the TAOR ef the MM)
The plan for this _ c.•12-d for a phabsed offensive. Phase I
was a seary *p:h--ar i-n)n ba - AJRVN regiment, a US brigade
and two ROK re-gi-mat.. Du. rljn. P'haze ii a searh-and-clear operation
VWs corductsd ti -. 1rpn.:'ta P2i_ Cat .M6-itxIn into the TAOR of the
CRID to reestablish GVN cozntrol ovsr the asu grndirng lowlands.
Participation of the 1st Car Div (AN) durzing this pkase was reduced to
permit the bu•l of its forces to reta-Ar to Operation THAYER.

(S) A request connacted with Operation-TEAMR shed an intrestdmg
light on the uni.que rnstue of the vwar being fought in RVN, Since
previous opera4.ons iLn the THZ-MR ara "ad. ve-6Led fortified positiom,
vbibh offea-ad eirelrlnt ta.gets for thq smp~oyment of taks, 'a tank
company mas requested for prartic-ipation in the operation.. Two iann
more given for :--f'ssirg the e-,quost. The a 'oacL in t1:e operations
area were not t.hoijhto szifftentv. st.r:.r: to suprPozt ;he tactical
employment cf tarks and them lgi:tie effort requi.red 4o sustain theme
especially during the mcloean. The ot•hor factor arguing against the
employment of tanks is the carp dariage a:A other loss to civilian
property likely to accompany tarA: operations in Binh Dinh Provincei..
The latter reason wni.A hav. react&el un;worably bn civil affairs
and revolutionary development programs.

(S) Operation PMM FME IV commeed on 18 October in Fleiku
Provine and conti•vid through the end of the year. Conducted initially
by elements of the recently-arrived i 4th Inf Div and the 25th Inf Div,
with later reinforevzaut by two attaiitns of the Ist Cav Div (AM),
PAUL REVERE IV severely iJsriptxi both the enemy's planned attack and
his base area. Dtaurng them cov:e of t--. operation, it was necessary
to commit US forces weit of the Nam Sath-.y wver, an area which the
enemy used as an i.nfiltration route azd in which he aould operate
with a mmber of t-ctical and logistical advantages. The nearness of
the Cambodian border =-de this a sem-itive area in which to operate,
and in conformity -ibth the existing rules of engagement. authorization
was given nelther to fire nor manwaver ireto Cambodia except in self-
defense. COWUSMACV, ccmmenting on PAXL .MIERE IV on 21 November,
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observied that the opemation cond~ted against a well fortified

and .dg-i2n secret enemy base ir, very ragged teo-,aiu, had been success-
hrl. However, he also obsseed the US foroes had sustained rather
subst=Lial casualties* Final frie=Uy losses were 136 kille4_al
466 wounded, 1&ile the einy lost 977 kdled arA 90 captured.*'

(5) In Phu Yen Provide, the corbined operation ADAMS/GERONIMO
I was conducted by the Ist Bde, 4th Inf Dl. and the 1st Bde, 101st
Abn Div against elements of the IWA 18B and 95th Ragim.nts. The
conept of operations was to suxround and destroy, or at least to
defeat in detail, the enemy unIts in the area. To accomplish this
mission, the plan of attack caaled for the Ist Bde, 101st Ain Div to
belilift two battalions under cover of darneiss to attack from the
north and northwest. The 1st Bde, 4th Inf Div me-nwbile was positiowd
to attack or block from th east. while the three battalions of the
47th ARVN Regt were p•laed tU attack or block alorg the southern
boraer of the operation azzw•. No ovranl ooimnader for the opexati=e
mas designated# so meuver ani ftres had to be coordlrmted by the
comanders on the grom-24u Operatt.,on GERONJIO I, uhose origiUml
concept envisiomed an airborw ope.ation, teodminated a 4 December*
EnwW personnel losses were 150 Wa!ed and 76 captured. Operation
ADAMS continued through the end of the year, by which time the
e=V had lost 162 killed wil 10i o&pturqed• 3

(S) Conourxvetly with thess operations, other opavations uelr)
being oonduotd throughout the CTZ. Some, liko •Operation SLMMI, ..
conducted in Phu Yen Promvwe from ") Sbptewnbr to 2.5 OGotober by elements
of the 101st Abn Div, ws• s" a•h .•destrmy A w soe harvmst-protootiun
operationst, Othere like Opsaition 1YDi, oon'iucte in Bird Thuan
Province by a battalion task fozoe cf the 1st Car Div (AM), wore
eoonamy of force bpertion-, Operatic-l BYRD was comneivwl as a study
vehicle to det4-.=Lwe whether an airmobfle b"tWlIon could operate-
effectively alone in a provinre, over an extended peri(l of time.
Operating within a 2=ius of about 25 km xrom Phaa Thiet, the battalion
task force mountei squa d-to.(mpsry Me operations with considerable
success, The enemy, eut•O-d to be one VC battalion, three separate
compamies, and two sepa.sto natoons, vas kapt cff balance by the
operation and was unAble 't.• unt 'A single major attack. Operation
BYRD demonstrated that a siigle batt•olen could oporate sucessfuly
under terrain, veather, Zp4 ery oanditions suah ws existtd in the
area around Phan Thiet'W
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Opertions ILL III CTZ

(U) Though not popularly thought to be a part of the Mekong Delta,
III CTZ nevertheless includes the northern part of the Delta% It is a
lowlying area, most of it beirg umer 625 feet elevation, and large
portions lying as lot as 10 feet a~bxve sea level. The area is drained
by three rivers, the Vam C.# the Saigon, ani the Dong Nai, qal. of
which are affected by tidal action. Differeawes of six feet between
high and low tide on the ncrthern reaches -.f the Saigon River have
been recorded. While mach cI"' the I&nd ha- been cleared for rice
production, there are still 2,)reu tracts d rain forest@ especially
in the east and north along the Caubodiaiin bla'er, and in the coastal
provinces* Mangrove swamps are foue in Bien Hoa Provitce, wher the
Saigon River empties into the sea. 6 5

(C) At the beginnirg of the year, the enwy was firmly ento!hed
in several areas of III CTZ. in Tay Ninh Provinces, War Zone C was
still controlled by the enemy, as was War Zone D in BizIh Duong Provinceq
In addition, the enemy was active in the .rg Sat Special Zone, the
razgrove swamp of Bien Boa Provine., ihere he had a mission to block
the deep-draft channel to Saigon by sjinking a ship in a marrow stretoh
of the Long Tao River. (See Chapter 1f.)

(3) To meet the enemy thLrat, CMSMACV dfreoted CO Ist Xnf Dive
.the senior US tactical ormma-Mer in III 0MZ, t*, conduct se*,%l
operations against the efnty. Operitin VA-STUFF vas preeeribed againsmt
the enemy operating in a-l sýý:ý2 the MioheVLn Plantation in Bin Duotgv

-Bih Long, and Tay Ninh P.oviý-es. Operation 1I!AMUDER Vas prescribed
along the Oriental River in RHa Nghf1a am L'ng An provimes to locate
and destroy the eneW there, •i tt inte.sript the major infiltration
routes passimg thzrough the a.a. Operticn MALLET vas precribed for
February in Phuoc Tuy Proavin. tý locate and destroy the ernmy, open
Route 15, awl disrupt infiltriti=n c.rridors. The let Thf Div and
the i?3d Abn Bde as well as tho Austrqlian Task Force were present in
11 CTZ to acomplislh these zisicws.b6

(S) Most of the action in Operation IM AUDER occurred on the
firet day during an ainmobile assault by the 2d Bn, 503rd Id of the
IM3d Abn Bde. Thereafter the operation degenerated into sporadic
contact amd vas terminated cn 7 Ja&ury. Besides detaining 625
suspects, US troops killed 130 VC rnd eaptured 43, as weU as saesing
rico and other foostuffs, ivestook, 30 sampans and a hospital. 7

(S) Operations MALLE and MSTIFF ure ownducted in Februau.
MALLET disiupted ccmar.a a&M lgistio crgarA zation by deutroyixg
tunnwls, bunkers a"l eo A pNsts in Long Tharn District east of Route 15
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MTIFF mae the Ist Div attack against a reported VC stronghold in
the Sot Loa woods. Traxps of the Division rapidly dominated the area
and contested its use by tha VC. Neither operation produced wW
subst&atal enemy kills& bat they were inwtz t in breakin up
110 supply and comwni and oortnfl facilitie

(S) Besides the operations directed by COMUSMACV, several ther
openations were conducted in III CTZ. Operation CRP vas conduted
&i4 jaxmary bw the 3d Bdoe st Inf Div$ the 1?3d Abr Bde, and elaunts
of the lst Bn, RAR in an attack of Ho B•Woods along the EauNhis.ZIt
Iong provincial boundsay. EnwsavotngM to find and destroy the
Saigonr.& inh-Calon VC political headquarters, five battalions in
aisobile assault. £folcl d a LS52 strike in the etin area.
Them resistanxe vas limited to sniper fire and occasional squad art
platoon delayixg action, most of the VC escapimg through an elaborata
and iel4f-camouflaeed tumnnl system. Those tunnels itioh could wot
be destroyed wre contaminated by a persistent riot-oontrol agent.
Operation CRIMP accounted for 151 VC killed, 91 capt=4 and th.
seizure of siule q•.ua•ties of Aices -*wa-p , um tlan ani

(S) On 11 Jamry the 3d Was Ist Inf Div wa idhdo f . '
Operation CRM so it could partioipate in Operation BLlSCN A

follow-on operation to CMP, BUCKSKIN is conducted in oonjawtion
tAth AWN forces to clear the area north Ad west of Cbu Chi in fau
NAA IProvinwe to assist in estahflahiv-a base camp for the 25th
Inf Div. T his oporatiou reulted in 93 VC killed, il cauptc awl
169 tows of rice and some wapcwas sized.

(S) The st Bde tt Inf Div aad the 8"t B. PM bean Olpmticn
HtIW S3TONS on 10 Febrtacy to provide security for the let £nr Bn,
,*ioh weas oonstrtir a roaA betwen the TAOR's of the lot "a 2nd
WBae. On 27 Febwuary, an estimated Il,.00-man VC force attacked thr

S4tt Ba, 26th nth but as dofeatod in the ensuin fire fight itth a
loss of 122 killed " i captured. Total 5 nea losses for the
Soperaton w 48 •Llt and 16 capturedJT

(S) C2VSMCV drected that %tile couti=dig to secure coritiil
wist& ot••, LOC's, base areas ain rAtional priority areas, Oq#eltiW3

be udertaken to locate a.i destrsy VC forces a& their bases arou
the &chelin PlFaAtion wrthah t t. W&ar Zone C in Thy itnh EPt•rn.
This operation bad, as an adiitional objretime, the ftrthoxtnao of
"p"i and preparation for & tuture major campaign to elixmto

Wkr Zone C as an eney opemting base. CONSACV also vanted an
operation in auToo Prcmime to locate and dstroy the aezq
aid hin base areas.7
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(5) On 7 &rch t-he 1st BAaa Is- I~nf Div,; the 1173d Abn Edes
ar2d 61aments of the 10t~h AmV m7 begin Opa-,tiozi SILJVER CITY, a
sear'oh,-ou-destroy opezectiong Lr th ar~ea of the B9 R~iver~ in Binh
Duan~g Provines The mere ir~trod-a l.!n of this fores triggered a
Pour-.hour attack by the enimy against the 1"Md Abn Hde. The operation
resJ ted. in destr.iction of a majo- ,ýJriem~ suppl- imstal.2ations and
disruption of enemy LOCts andix tzrlning o hcspitslv axd logistical
aotivities; 336 VC iwer Tid)Jei and one csaptwred.( 2

(S) A;;w oe T.T3 fnces war-R iri*'rýuced Lnt- III CTZ, a Corps-
olevel he-d-qmarberso IZ r-Feld .1 t'ce Vietw~m (IT FJORCEV)t was organized'

to control. ý;hea. OrgmAzied on 15 %Ach 1-1 MROC assturasi oporatiowal
cont~rol of~ the 1st I~nf Div, Z5th Ir2 Div, 173d Abn Bde (Sep), 23d
Arty Qps 12th keatin Gpe9 Ist Bný RAB.. arWi 161st Btzy, RNZ Arty.

(S) Beginni~ng on 30 yaMh one d,,- bqefore SfILVER LZTY terminiated,
Operation ABfLMEM was izitistexd in lThu~ T,,:y P--o-7noe by elements of the
1st Inf Div. On 11 April9 twr, days before tha operation term.nAated, an
estimated VC batta~lion surroumded a c-ompaty of the 2d Bn, 16th 7. %f.
Durltg thv ensuing threed-hour, battle9 the US un!.t. rsstaixw'l heavy
oa-sualties. Fiwna2 figures, howa-i-ar, showed that %he enemy lost 92
k~l~led And 20 oapturod th ope-ati~on agains-t friendly losses of 48

k~le and170 wounded.' h

(C) The thrast :Ln Tay IZran in:,-a C~pez.'t-on -BIRMIMAI, began
24 April and oonti~med th-fgh I.,, 4sc~y Tw3e 'st Inf Div employed two
reitforoed brigades pe-.qt-kn in. vC~ V~to ith AWVN MI
Corps. As tha operti,,ral szk. Lt. i -we zt' indn T &y Minh Provinoee
large quaantities of VC ie nt -_e t4,:-o; the Rach Gia Bao
Ri.ver-. InstsflLsticn uz ored oc emed that thie area vas used by
the enemy for rest, o p~~r tr.n..ng ai~i supply. The most signifioar
part of BIM1EMMI -:,as theomip!74ra ,.- dest ýutt±.n of vast quantities of
eonwm Supplies ard fDciluitio-a ii-ig 2,:o.3 t=.s of rice, 323 tons of
salt and other largo quayst.'Itioa of go s In ad~ition, 4,A8 enewy were
ItE~ld ard 28 captured. The impAct+ of thiýs potinwas expected to
have a lorg-term effeat c-n the VC 4&.Li.Uty to: shcaltsr, feod, and equip
large mboi-; of perore onol i-n tAa*Tk>ý !=,xLA4&te effeot wus to
disraxpt further the enomy scr,ýhmst oet~~nmpg~ign plans. Frm those
materiel lo-ssw. the anemy bezamt to 5upprcrt his forces in
the area, reflectod by hi,13f1'~e tca~tion around the
Mloh61in Plinta,.ticn. N~rtwithst-iiA1.) t1'.s m~~Llse the loss
of prestige aril octntrl in an ae.-N f i,-m!ýLy a :ý,s ioersd a safe haven

ws demoralizing blow to enemzty st~ahlrat- szxl influeme in Tay Ninh
arwl was the first. of the operatons t4&at sart Liar forces into
Cabodia to seek relirif :'nm US ~~~~3
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(TS) The pattern of operati.on in BI NGHAXEM was a contirmoas
series of platoon-size action against oaretaker-s of VC base camps.
US forces expected to fini VC supply as~as along the roads but not
untf•l the river was reached were sizable stpply areas ubovezred.
SAn the possible LV's in the area were heavily fortified, but
fortunately were not occupiad. A.,tillery &-- bombe had no effect
agait the bunkers, so US forces developed a skip-type delivery of
nApalm and also changed tair assault teohnrques. The troops now
began to charge out of the halicopters ani innediately a"sault the
tree line instead of wai:atg for the departure of the helicoptere
befors comiencing the assault. Guships hewred over the trooW
and delivered overhead suppressiv. 11i-e against the tree lina

(S) In the latt!,r stages of Operation BIRENG P, a raid
was planned which offered the prospects of destroying the headquarters
of COb3VN. This operation,code-named TF HOLLGWORH, was scheduled
for 7.9 Nay, and called for the hellopter employment of four
Infantry battalions and one artillery battalion. The initially hot,
dry. and dusty weather gave way to heavy rains of unexpected intensity
-hich dumped 3.5 inhes of water into the objective area over a four-.
day period. The weather deteriorated to such an extent that the first
lift was postponed by an hour and a half, and prevented further
iutroduction of task f 3ce elements. "Accordingl, the decision was
"nmde to extract the committed elementsa., nd oazwel the reminder
of the ununs."?•75A

(TS) Operation LMIMTON tV 'was si&niftoant because of its
kilratio arA the fact. that this was the first time that USA uXitS
bad operatcd, in the mangmm swamps of the Rung Sat Special Zone

(RSZ) . The operation 'an en 17 Apri~l, was interrupted on 5 Nay
be"ause of othr orit,.= =An -as resumed on 22 May, and
te-vmi.rted 9 Jutse. In LWh-tTON IIM t-L Ist Bn, 18th Inf operted
Jointly with USN aul ARVN III Corps forces in demonstrating US
ability to operata freel, zrA sie•fotivdly in such terrain. In this
"teration the VC lost 6f kiedad &M N captured, plus 35 tons of rice
" 2a7 twci of salt, against •liendly lsses of one killed and
smven vounded. Tho opeTation. vb2oh saw the troopi operating in
.=I up to their hips, :.rc•vd the VC to be. vulrable to might
amuhcs b ,ause of his habit of movlxg by sampan. Fire disaipliw
also proved to be .yry effective, ad vit was found that units GoulA
wt remain in the saFmps for more than 48 hours because of the
thret of iurmion foot. Of the three r•ine ompazia4 of a battalion,
nly one at a tae vs able to operate in the swmps * A system of

rotation •aS astat lghed, whereby one aomp&V ooldw*ctd the op1et14n,
vbuo another o --led out at base camp and Uw third proteod
the 1)43 oamp. r•
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(S) With the approach of the monsoon season, the enemy was
expected to exploit the adverse weather conditions which would exist
over mach of III CTZ, and he appeared to be building for a sustained
offensive. As part of the buildup, NVA units were infiltrating into
Phuoc Long and Binh Long and, since Operation ABILENE had knocked the
enemy off balance in Phuoc Tuy, constituted the major threat. The enemy
was also building up in War Zone D, and at least one regiment was reported
in War Zone C. While primary emphasis in I and II CTZ's was on enemy
forces and his resources, in III and IV CTZ s primary emphasis was
oriented on terrain, where it was hoped National and Corps Priority
Areas could be cleared. In the northern and western parts of III GTZ,
intensive surveillance and reconnaissance would locate targets for
spoiling attacks, while in the region around Saigon, clearing and
securing operations, characterized by saturation patrolling, search of
selected villages and areas. and clearing of TAOR's would be conducted.
Units participating in these operations would have to be alert to conduct
spoiling attacks or to relieve centers or outposts under attack. In
Tay Ninh and along the coast in Binh Tuy Provinces, GVN-controlled
facilities and areas would be held and positively-located enemy units
would be attacked by strategic and tactical air and by ground forcesA
Surface LOCts would have to be secured to support future operations.1 7

(C) On 2 June two brigades of the 1st Inf Div pushed into War
Zone C in the search-and-destroy Operation EL PASO II. Ending on 13
July,, the operation resulted in 855. enemy killed and 37 captured.
In addition, 1,600 tons-of rice. 25 tons of salt, 15 tons of fish
and 250 gallons of cooking oil vwre captured or destroyed. In dis-
cussing this operation at a comnanders' conference in July, CG !at Inf
Div said his division had engaged three VC regiments, the 271st,272nd,
and 27ýd; he summarized the action. (Quotation paraphrased.)

* On 8 June, a cavalry troop moving on Route 13
was attacked by all the battalions of the VC 272.d
Regiment. They hit the lead tank with 75-ms
recoilless rifle fire and fired on the rear of the
column, then the VC charged the column. Two days
later at I"c Ninh one platoon of the 1/28 developed
a VC battalion dug in deep trenches. They were from
the 273d VC Regiment and had been planning to attack
Loc Ninh.

On 30 June, enroute to Tac Ninh, the cavalry
,squadron was attacked by all the battalions of the
271st VC Regiment. This was a complete surprise.
The 2d Bnq 18 Inf, lat Eh, 2d Inf, and 1st Bn,
28th Inf were all committed by 2 July. US forces
nearly lost this battle. However, air superiority
proved to be the deciding factor and inflicted
severe losses on the enew. THIS PAGE pEGR DED UNCLASSIFIE"
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On 9 July the cavalry went out again, this
time as bait. A feint was made to the northeast
with a B-52 strike and information was leaked
through the lodtl people that one cavalry troop
would be coming down the road. However, two
cavalry troops with infantry were sent. At 3100
hours right where expected, the lead troopwas
hit with heavy mortar and artillery fire. The
second troop double backed (closed the column by
doubling the column) and north of the road was
hit with 2,200 rounds of artillery and the south
side with 99 air strikes. The VC finally broke
under the air and artillery. They had been
deeply dug in. and charged the column, hoping to
swarm the vehicles. The first 15 minutes was
critical in these fights.

To win these fights, they needed to be
intensively preplannod with plenty of fire
support.ready and plenty of helicopters stand-
ing by. (The last one was actually war gamed
with every cormmander involved.)7 8

(S) The Australians recorded their highest success of the war
against the 5th VC Div on Operation SMTHFIELD during the period 18-24•
August. In this action, the enemy lost 245 killed and 3 captured. The
enemy had attempted to destroy an Australian bittalion, but the tables
were turned and the Australians destroyed a VC reinforced battalion
which contained a.large number of NVA troops. 7 9

(U) The enemy, in spite of the wounds he had sustained in EL PASO II,
moved the 9th VC Div into wel.-conceeled base areas where he absorbed
replaoemonts--mainly from M- retrained, and reequipped. In early
November, the 9th Div moved to it6 base area near the Itichelin Plantation
west of Tay Ninh, where a very large logistics base had been developed.
Intending to use this base as a jumping off place for objectives in Tay
Ninh Province, the enemy instead collided with the 196th It Inf Bde.
The resulting battle, Operation ATTIMORO, fought in the unarled thickets
of War Zone C, became, before its final crescendo, the largest operation
of the war.

(S) On 14 September the 196th Lt Inf Bde began a tingle-battalion
search-and-destroy operation in Tay Ninh Province, but Uid not gain
significant contact. On 19 October the brigade was dirocted to reenter
the area with one battalion to look for more rice andc s".orage areas;
with the uncovering of such area,, another battalion wa:, fed in. On 30
October 1,000 tons of rice were unovered, and the deepir the area was,
penetrated, the more was found. A sizeable base area wzts uncovered buts
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although Known to be in the area, the 9th VC Div was not yet definitely
located. By 3 November further reinforcements had expanded the Search
capability in the battle area and, on the next day, all US companies
in the operation were in contact with the enemy. The lst Inf Div com-
mitted a1 0attalions then a reinforced brigade, and by moving all night,
concentrated near Dau Tieng. Accepting an area of operations, the 1st
Inf D.v started search-and-destroy operations on 6 November with two
brigades. one committed and one held back as a reaction force. The
3d Bde, 4th Inf Div was positioned and the 173d Abn Bde, with one of
its battalions and two ARVN Ranger battalions,. initially screened along
the river in the eastern part of the battlefield. The 173d then began
to search and cestroy, while the 25th Inf Div was placed on the left
of the let Inf Div to protect its flank. By 13 November action in front
of the let Inf Div had died down and on 15 November, as the. enemy faded
away, the 25th Div began to thrust to the norths moving 6 brigade con-
sisting of two mechanized battalions, three infantry battalions and two
artillery battalions to the Katum area, making the deepest penetration
of War Zone C yet recorded. During the battle, artillery and air support
were used extensive"y; over 4,200 105-,m rounds and 5,8O0 155-nm rounds
were fired and 74 air sorties wete flown. B-52 strikos were used alnost
as close air support or long range artillery, and served to disrupt
the enemy's chain of command. Platoon level contact constituted 90
percent of all contacts and 70 percent of those were at night. By the
time ATTLEBORO was terminated in late November, the enemy had lost
1,106 killed and.42 captured; the 9th VC Div was badly mauled. 8 0

(C) Generally there were fewer miajor operations producing large
kills in Ill CTZ than in II CTZ, because of the nature of the threat
in each area, and because of the differences in the missions assigned.
In II CTZ, I FFORCEV was fighting a defensive battle, while employing
maximum offensive action to keep the enemy off balance and pinned against
the border. In III CTZ, on the other hand, II FFORCEV was on the offen-
sive and was concerned with increasing the security of territory already
under GVN control, or of extending GVN control, while the enemy was as
elusive as possible.

Operations iIV CTZ

(U) Known generally simply as "The Delta," IV CTZ embraces the
low-lying alluvial plain formed by the Mekong River system in RVN. No-
where rising over 10 feet above sea level. the region's fertile soil is
intensively cultivated, with rice being the chief crop. Canals criss-
cross the area, and dense rain forests cover its western portion,while mangrove swamps abound along the coast. 8 1
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(C) At the beginning of the year, the VC were well entrenched
in IV CTZ and the-main threat seemed to be from guerrilla activity.
Although his activity decreased slightly from December 1965P the /
enemy's strategy still seemed to be to control Highway 4. Terrorism
was a primary tactic and, though he retained the capability to conduct
battalion attacks, most of the enewy s attacks during the early months
of the year were company-size or smaller.

(S) During the first two months of 1966, ARVN forces conducted
in excess of 230 battalion or larger unit operations. These were short-
term one to four day operations capitalizing on quick reaction to intel-
igence, and using overwhelming firepower and strength to trap and destroy
isolated enemy battalions and company-size units. In IV CTZ, ARVN developed
a tactic in which a VC force was cordoned from three sides with one side
purposely left open, but covered with crushing firepower. It was found
that when confronted with superior strength, the VC would move to the
point of least resistance, the open area, where intense fire from artiller ..,
air, and helicopters would bo brought to bear. During January and February:.
there were some 46 significant engagements with friendly forces victorious
in 37. It is significant that of the ten VC-initiated engagements, he
uas successful in nine, tending to reinforce the VC tactic of initialing
action only when assured of success. Most of these successes were gained
in attacks on isolated RF and PF units, and in ambushes of ARVN units.,

(C) During March and April the enemy continued to harass isolated
posts and hamlets. On 25 April, however, the VC departed from his normal
tactic by attacking in daylight the district town of Cau Ke., in Vinh Binh
Province. Timely intervention by armed helicopters aid reinforcements by
ARVN prevented the VC from inflicting heavy casualties and overrwing the
twmn. The eneW 'also displayed his disregard for proper treatment of
civilians and political detainees on 6 April, when he executed 22 chaine"
captives. In early Mayq sea infiltration of supplies into IV =TZ was
confirmed when a 200-ton seagoing vessel was engaged by tactical air
and beached off the tip of Cau Mau Peninsula. Subsequent boarding of
the vessel disclosed 120-am mortar anmnitionq the first UiLdication that
such weapons were in IV CTZ. In May, in two search-and-destroy qperations
the 21st ARVN Div, in An XuyeLa nd Bac Lieu Provinces, accounted for 512
enaw killed and 24 captured.c.. 7

(U) Beginning in late September 'water in the Delta began to rise and
continued until three provinces in particular, Chau Duc, Kien Phong, and
Kien Luong, were flooded. Such a situation, accompanied as it was by
"refugee flow and concentrations of people on ground and in ccminities
above the flood level, created conditions exploitable both by the ene
and by friendly forces.

(C) In Kien Phong Province, which had been the least aggressive
province in IV CTZ, the eneny was caught unprepared. Remining in the
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area during the flood, the enemy simply had moved to higher ground.
In the process, however, he became scattered and lost control of the
people. The technique used to hunt down the enemy was to block off an
area and send in boats which had been provided by the USN and which
were controlled by helicopters overhead, Helicopter gunships also
provided fire support. Results frum this effort were gratifying:
the enemy lost 262 killed and 158 captugd, at a cost to friendly
losses of three killed, and 38 wounded. 04

(TS) In Kien Tuong Province, where the province chief and the
RF/PF had been very aggressive and the VC were wary, the enemy had
scattered and had gone into Cambodia. Even so. in the Plain of Reeda,
PBR's and helicopters were used to good effect together and the enemy
lost 147 killed and 82 captured. Here, though, friendly losses were
heavier: 25 killed, 68 wounded and eight missing. 85

(C) The year closed with the largest airborne assault in the
war since 1964. At dawn on 27 December two waves of C-130's of the
7th AF thundered over the fringes of the U Minh Forest in Chuong Thien
Province; 1,200 RVNAF paratroopers disgorged from the craft to initiate
Operation DAN CHI 270/D. This search-and-destroy operation terminated
on 30 Decembe 4 after inflicting losses of 124 killed and 12 captured
on the enemy.

(C) For plans to introduce US forces into the IV OTZt see
Chapter III.

AIR SUPPCRT'OF GROUND OPM.ATIONS

(C) The early 1965 resolution to unleash US airpower in support
of US*XVN counterinsurgency operations against VC/NVA infiltration in
RVN rapidly moved toward new records in tactical air warfare. B7
the end of the year 1965P USAF tactical and strategic pilots had flown
more than 53 thousand strike sorties in SEASIA, including about one
thousand delivered by B-52 bombers based on Guam. 87

(S) The conflict in RVN generated rules of engagement for in-
country operations and for contiguous border areas--Cambodia, Laos,
and th MCZ. Within the country itself MACV directives delineated the
rules of engagement. In border operations, coordination with nearby
Embassies and compliance with higher headquarters guidance also was
necessary. In RVN operations all targets were approved by the province
chief or through higher authority; strikes would not be executed if
identification of friendly forces was in doubt. Control by an air
liaison officer (ALO), forward air-controller (FAC), or MSQ-77 or
TPQ-10 (ground control radars) was required, with the exception that
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FAC's were always requi.red �oi- A¶.,rikes on �l2.ages. The presence of
temples, pagodas, shrines. cr otter piaoe� of worship would negate
approval of B-52 strikes. immedinte rsque�ts for air strikes against
targets, other than close suppot of ARVNI'FW forces under direct attack
and engaged in specified operations, would not be honorc .f the possi-
bility of friendly casualties e.�sted. Strikes noL associated with a
spocified military operation r ii�ed positi� ident±fication and RVN
military/political authorities approval. The use of SKY SPOT (HSQ-77)
bombing was prohibited on ta�gets thir� 1,000 meters of friend2� troops.8 7A

(TS) The rules of eag�r� �'�or op�ra1A.ons nba, the Cambodian
border provided t.hat no C��v'rd:�i 'riLage� or pLrnulated areas would be
attacked by air; the C�1�L�2� t�or� could be penetrated when in support
of tact±e�.l operaticns� �d t� �i.>-'-to indu�e B.-52's--could be employed
to a depth of' 25 I�. Ir �he D�4Z�, �a= strike�. .�nto the area were permis-
sable so'utn of the Ii.rw of De atioi �tLe� &gains �. a clearly defined
military target. (For Laos9 see &� -Country Air C�erations. )87B

CS) Polioy go�rning rnA.l..ta�y o�.erat-�ons '1ur�ng TET, the Vietnamese
New Thar holiday. directed that nc� sive .ai: operations be initiated
in RVN. Exception could be �ed �y Ca4'J3I4ACV, if deemed necessary,
for s'ecurity of US/RVNAF/FW�AF iorce� �-i �onta�t with VWNvA forces. In
such instance q a�r end nava. operat�. on� in support of ground forces could
be employed, including B�-�3 Z�R� L�!T �r-�ei' �sted thrnagh normal
channels. As the � �iv z� � tns.� VC/NV� fcrces would avoid
engaging RVNAF dur�g TET wn�i; nt...ru�g to �.j�ge US/FWHAF units,
VNAF partid.pati'�n .: *�e��4 � �oh �-'ht ,�sult was provided
through prior �c.o ±na�xLz� !�ce.::0n L.� � :tn�:'� serial reconnaissance
was authorized for �ondu�� �zr�t :t�e �'ET �Aod.�

(S) Iwre�.�d aet � � support missions, and
shifts in opera�cA.onal t2�ng pat � z�z':ng .?�mz�.ry erolved in part from
the four-day standdown i� '4' TE� �ir� � the P�residential
moratorium on bcmb�.zi� ŽT� � f� 2..is�. � 37 d --Z3 Decsmber 1965 through
30 January 1966. �1JSAF '�d c:d the tct�1. volume of tactical
strike sorties fiownb� �e a-,4 t7� SO doing, increased six-
fcld the large general-�rpo�s bc.nŽ� rate � dslivery. Even so, USA?
tactical strikes in R'�N were off i,2X� sotio", seven p6rcent below the
December 1965 peak, �tn dire�t �i- a�p� �ow�i by 20 percent. Despite
a slight drop in tct.�.l *trA�u scr�v� ty Ser�ices during January,
ai2rpower was highly ac�4wt� � � 'i, t�r�.�Jicut RVN in support
of major ground act±ons a�A rv�o� 3�•�J. o��ations, striking
against long-held ene�r str�± � t�op 7�entrat±cns, storage
areas, and infiltration rut� * J�S �, K".7�JAF, Lt Geri Cao Van
Vien, in a :Letter to CC�SI�ACV 9 i±�. g�i�' c rn9'id�d US �nd Australian
forces, in uncover�.ng an importAnt �n�nry base used by the VC for
the Saigon/Cholcn/G�a Dinh area0 �.dd.ing that outstanding support
by USAF and USA avia�.ton units �o�tr�!�d g.�atly to t�e success
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of this operation. This was one of several JGS ccmendations Wihich
followed on other major operations throughout 1966.89

(S) A sharp upward trend in RED HAZE (infra-red) activity
occurred during January. Human activity or suspicious activity
outside normal areas of habitation were located precisely in 310982
separate returns from 3.243 positions within the target areas. Air
strikes on 23 January against an IR-identified NVA/VC regiment of
approximately 800 men in Chuong Thien Province killed an estimated
185 enemV- 90

(S) While TET holidays reduced hostilities during a ten day
period, VR-identified infiltration routes in the I CTZ resulted in
increased reconnaissance coverage aimed at enemy harassment and
target development. On 12 January CaWJSMACV voiced his concern to
the Cmdr 2d Air Div for insuring positive target identification and
control of air strikes in support of US/ARVN/FWMAF units. More
FAC's were needed to support adequately this critical requirement of
the visual surveillance program. Primary responsibility for visual
surveillance was assigned to USAp effective immediately. Corps SA's
would continue detailed planning (MACV Dir 381-l 2 Jun 65). USAF air-
borne FAG's would continue to provide visual reconnaissance for sttike
control missions and, in addition. provide requested visual recon-
naisanace in assigned areas as practicable.91

(3) AC-47 aircraft oparating in attackc mode,' side-firing 18,000
7.62 caliber rds-per-minute from three internally-mounted mini-guns,
continued producing impressive results. Enemy fear of the AC-47's
fiiepower throughout RVN9 and in TIGCR HOUND operations within the
Laotian Panhandle, was ful-y justified as t"PUFF, the Magic Dragon,"
circled at relativ'ely safe altitudes and sprayed deadly fire upon FAC
controlled targets. These aircraft were employed almost daily on pre-
planned targets in support of ground operations. 92

(S) Herbicide operations, as applied to defoliation of VC infil-
tration routes in RVN9 began in November 1962 when CC14USMACV and the US
Ambassador were given authority to approve defoliation requests from
RVNAF. Defoliation operations, until early 1965 were conductod under
GVN rulei of the FARMGATE programr which also comprised RANCH HAND
enemy crop destruction and JUSPAO psychological operations. FARUATE
rules required a RVNAF observer aboard US piloted aircraft with VNAF
marktng on military missions in RVN. Defoliation operations in Laos
were closely coordinated and approved by the Royal Laotian Govermeant
through the US Ambassador in Vientiane.,

(S) The herbicide program was increased again in 1966 to encompass
military security around airfields, bivouac areas, and supply dumps. In
1966 defoliation operations were szheduled well in advance of planned
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ground operations. In some instanceo, later aerial igniting of areas
dried by defoliation would precede air and ground attacks, such as the
burning-off of dense foliage mn Chu Pong Mountain for an attakduftng
March 1966.94

Air Support for Search-and-Destroy Operations

(S)" USAF's constant striving for an improved air-support capability
during inclement weather conditions brought forth in 1966 the instal-
lation of three AN/HSQ-35 ground radars to provide a ground-directed all-
weather bombing capability for RVN, Priority had been given to these
elements of the SEASIA Integrated Tactical Air Control System (ITACS)
approved by the JCS in mid-January 1966. The first unit was operational
in early March. US)"'s 30'h Weather Sq at TSN also received daily real-
time pictures of weather conditions over SEASIA and adjacent regions
from ESSA II, a weather-observing satellite. This information, relayed
to vhe SEASIA Tactical Forecast Center, vas used in RVN to confirm
weather analyses in data-scarce regions, to give more confidence to
long-range forecasts, to determine detailed cloud coverage over the
SEASIA peninsula-thus confirming tactical area forecasts in support
of air strikes and reconnaissance missions--and to provide more timaly•
data on locaton and tracking of tropical storms affecting SEASIA
operations.v)

(S) By the end of Marcq, airspace over RVN was covered by radat
and navigational facilities useful in MACV joint operational planning.
COCW4SMACV urged his component comuanders to make maxim= use of these
facilities. Advising that during the monsoon season enieW attacks
would take advantage of marginal weather, he directed USA and USAF
elements to develop an essential capability of providing support under
reduced visibility conditions. More than 40 beacons were opeatioral,

- L whdich contributed to navigation aid location of targets or landing

zones. Of special importance ais the capability of USAF AN/MKQ-35 and
the USMG AN/TPQ-IO Radar Courze Direatory Centrals (RCDC) to direct and
control both fixed and rotary-wing aircraft to predetermined locatlons.
Further, a DECCA Navigatio" System was operational in the southern
portiom of RVN, and another would beome- operatimmnl in the northera
portion of RVN in 1ay or June 1966.96

(S) Effective 1 April 1966, HQ PACAF deactivated the 2d Air Miv
and activated the Seventh Air Force (7th AF) with headquaeters at
Tan Son Nhut Air Base, RVN. The a&inistrative changeover did not
affect USAF modus Rndi, nor the comwuad structure with respect toccwjS.'q[CV.97. ..
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(S) In air operations during April, friendly aircraft flew
12,224 in-country strike sorties. This was a 39500 decrease from
March and the lowest since September 19659 reflecting reduced VC
activity as well as the applic-+Aon of a more discriminating target
selection policy. Concurrently 9 a new high was set in the number
of aircraft. held on ground-aert-not-launched as the slowed rate of
munitions delivery became criticalg particularly for general purpose
(GP) bombs and rockets. (See Chapter IV.) In some instances, lighter

bomb loads were carried. Reconnaissance decreased as requests dropped
nine percent during April°9 8

(C) In a continruing effort. aimed at best possible utilization of
0-1 aircraft used in the VR program9 CCHUSMACV in mid-April considered
test results of a USAF operational concept based on placing these air-
craft under the 7th AF for single management. CC!4USMACV decided that
the tests proved the concept was not practical and that the USA system
of decentralization was sound. However 9 the tests evolved certain man-
agement practices whJ.,h would be modified for more efficient use of
this limited asset. 9 9

(S) As the monsoon season opproached, tactical and strategic air
support of search-and-destroy ground operations continued on an ever-
widening scale throughout suspected VC-ocoupied ameas in RVN. On 12
May CORUSYZACV requested consideration be given to ut',.izing YANK and
DIXIE CVA air assets to meet contingency conditions, the deployment of
CVA'a to more favorable positions for support of ground forces when and
where required, and au- hor_.zation for COMSMTHFLT and 7th AF direct
liaieon in contingency planning. CINCPAC responded that C(MIA(WV
Shoiild request additi=n'l carrier torties from CINCPAC when needed and
from CINCPACFLT when directed; he would task TAKM STATION CVA'. to
support CO{MACV with any additional sorties required. OINCPAO7FLT
would retain operational control of CVA forces assigned. Furtherreo,
CI1CPAC stated that such coordination as would be necessary to aset
contingency situations could be atccgplished by utilizing the 7th
-A/CTF 77 coordinating committee.s.00

(C•. During May CO{HAOWV irltiated., on verbal instrUoticnes, the
Joint air-ground operations system with the objective of increasing the
number of sorties on a mission. Initial response of US forces to the
system wai excelleat. reducing preplcnned missions and relying on
ground-alert aircraft to meet immediate requiremente, resulting in some
reduction in sortie rates experienced. The tactical air support ale-
ment reacted with less-stringent screening of sortie requests, in order
to insure that support, which would be used in any event, was spread
aver the most desirable targets. Py the end of Yhy preplenned air
requests exceeded available &"rcraft as a matter of usual procedfure,
and the installation of SKY SPOT1 radars at Bien Hoa and Pleiku A3's
permitted night and foul-weather radar del.iveries of =nitions by
fighter aircraft -Ol
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(S) ýN_,her efforts to wamdmize the effectiveness of strike sorties
based on avsilable air assets continued as CO1USMACV sought to conduct
oearch-and-destroy operations within RVN while maintaining a high priority
effort in the newly assigned Route Package 1 (RP-I) in the southern OTN
Panhandle. In early June CINCPAC stated that the first priority task
in the conduct of air operations in SEASIA would remain in support of the
in-colntry effort. However, RVN-based US air assets could be used out-of-
country and in RP-I or. a priority second to their use in-country "when
CCWJSXACV considered such employment advantageous to the overall battle.,
CINCPFCFLT was directed to support CCUSMACV's in-country air operations
with one CVA ýor modified CVS) until further notice. Should CU&S4ACV
determine thia support insufficient, a request to CINCPAC would be appro-
priate. Aircraft from YANKEE STATIM would be used for operations in
Laos and NVN, but no Thai-based aircraft would be used in RVN. WNAY
should continue to participate in action against NVN on at least a tokon
basis., and would normally carry out such operations in RP-i. VNAF opera-
tions would be conducted only when they did not degrade significantly
in-county operations. Meanwhile, ARC LIGHT strikes would be conducted
Ln RVN, NVN and the Laos Panhandle, but with priority effort in RUN.102

B-52 ARC LIGHT Program

(3) On 17 June 1966 the first year of ARC LIGHT operations within
SEASIA had.been c-ompleted. During this per.od 3,715 B;92 airoraft
missions emplc'ed munitions against the eneW. CQRUSHACV notified his
gr• md component comanders that experience indicated that accurate
and coprehensive ARC LIGHT bomb-damage assessuint could only. be obtained
thrt ugh ground Wxlcitation. He realized that tactical ground mneue'ring
and tArget locations would not always permit troops to be committed for
exploitation, but the uoe of troops was encouraged for post-strike target
coverage whenever possible, In evaluating the affectivenest of ARC LIGHT
supportp CCMUSMACV requested a one-time consolidated report of each
commander's personal estimate (through brigade level for USA and regiment
level for USMO), to include total evaluation of direat support, spoiliag
attacks) and destruction of VC base areas. 1 0 3

(8) A review of B-32 ARC LIGHT targets struck during the first full
year of operations in RVN •evealed that previous evaluatione hcd analyed
the effects of B-52 raids and not thcir effectiveness. Sufficient
stutistical data was not available to justify an asoesement of effentive-
ness. From 18 June 1965 through 19 January 1966, 5,L ot the 150 strikes
were covered at least partially by ground follow-up operations. Since
tlat time, only 23 of the subcequent 219 strikes had been so covered.
Several scheduled follow-up strikes were cancelled because of adverse
usather or the ground tactical situntion) while one operation was can-
celled because of the i rnal political situation in RVN. Mons:•io
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rains which often precluded air support operations was a primary cause
for the decreasing percentaae of strikes covered by groumd follow-up
operations. Also9 B-52 raids were being conducted deeper in enemy
territory; 52 raids took place in Laos and NVN where no RVN troops w-re
ccmmittedg and where few agents had penetrated. While available infor-
mation did not allow complete evaluation of the effects of B-52 .strikes,
nu•erous interrogation reports continued to indicate that the raids
had undermined VC morale. In addition to statements by captives and
returnees, a captured document revealed that "psychologica~ly speaking,
the use of B-52's by the eneay for bombing, along with an extensive
propaganda programp considerably lowered the morale of cadre and mass."104

(S) A captured VC directive gave evidence that9 as a result of
B-52 strikes, the VC had altered their security techniques° Stressins
the need for increasing personnel securitys more effective camoufJ1age
dispersion of bivouac areas, and an increase in guard and patrol activi-
ties, it was noted that troops were to be stationed along the periphery
of base areas rsther than entirely within them. Fortifications were
being strengthensd and troops. as well as important activities, were
shifting more frekraently° Experience had aided the VC in their passive
defense against B-32 strikes. Hastily-built shelters, which had proven
inadequate, were to be replaced by ground craters, The use of bcob
craters as shelters, when available, woculd provide relative safety
because the VC had learned that B-524s rarely dropped bombs ou the
same locations during a single strike. VC captives also noted that
B-512 bombings were usually p.•i~ded by reconnmas*atnco missaons con-
danthd by eitherý L-19Is n et planz-o :t su^') aLrcraft were. spotted
and suspected of flying ai.- phoc m.scn.*ns. ta VC waald establish
aircraft warnin oells or. a 24-•hzur lasis.- .'

(S) Of major significanco was the fact that a growing number of
strikes was being integrated wl,'.h the field cosmanderls immediate
operational plans and tactical s2.tuations0  It became apparent that
the force would be targeted increxsingly against fleeting targets, such
as troop concentrations in contact,, and less against perslatent
targets such as base camps. Seven if the 33 strikes within I CTZ
were directed toward the further dis.'uption of the oonmnd land
control eyercised by VC MR 5 headquarters and subordinate units.
After VC headquarters relocation in Juwop the intent waa to continue
harassment in order to deter effective control of aubordinates and
thereby lessen the opportunity for major campaigns. Continued
harassment of elements of the 620th Div was -hieved by directing
six strikes in Quang Tin Province. 1 0 6

(S) an 6 July B-52's scored two "ffirsts" while conducting the
first mission under a neo QUICK RUN system of rapid response to
CCRUSFACV targeting and ae first B-52 mlssioi utilizing the HSQ-77
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SKY SPOT bombing system in OVN. t3 I FFORCEV expressed high appreciation
to the Comdr 3d Air Div for a B-Z PINK tADY mJ~ssion in support of l1t
Cay Div (AM) operations. H_ oberved tnat elapsed time from the 1st Cav
IDiv (AM) request through COMUSMACV to time over target (TOT) was only
Ui hours, and that from the time S c's cp of the target until TOT

was only nine hours and 15 mi*te _h.1s record reaction time, coupled
with the great accuracy in corirentratuon ,lC firepower, resulted in
dismemberment and dispersal of a:- en,:.- artillery force of at least
battalion size. 1 0 7

(S) SAC's qui -reýu.m-x ,..B w isted of six B-52 aircraft on
continuous alert on Guam. 'c '.;r~r.roi 'y tne MSQ-77 system.
CINCPAC and CINCSAC estatl._1he~a g- ".t.,::7 Uies lor the QUICK RUN force
which called for: i) reaztazon •.':e *V t-n hours from SAC's receipt of
target information from CCUFMU.V '. T(.! 2) from one to six aircraft
which could be used for QUIC(K tJI• it;nih .nre wore no spare aircraft
to replace air or ground abortt), j) noonx fuzing would be a 50:50 ratio
of surface, to sub-surface bursts- 4L) use of the QUICK RUN force would
reduce the next scheduled ARC LG11 g,-,kri y trie same number of aircraft
used; 5) minimum time between Q(CMK ?.U11 launches would be 16 hours; 6)
alternate targets would be i•.sdul,, • Ty COMUSMACV in the event one or
more aircraft could not employ nui..-ne due to MSQ-7- malfunctions;
and 7) the MSQ-77 system would dire.1.-. "nct more than two aircraft over
the target .in eacli seven-m;nut• &erý..d due t.c neiessitating a time-frame
for releasing munitions, rxr,, u. - fl TOT. To insure availa-
bility of the QUICX RUN fore to --:t . .ga•agt targete, C 4USMACV estab-
lished guidance responsiv'e :, v r, ."i- 4.di•. :*' r target nominations.
Only strikes in direct buppor.. ' -n ontat witha con..
firmed ene woud be . . UN and the target would be
the enemy force actually :n n.c-, n;:a.; .-rlp.ed tLme from field commander's
decision to nominate suchn t' - t, :......IC. " i str... " and SAC's reR t
of the target information eouid tQ e kept to a minMi"-•',

(S) Night sorties empioynrig tho, S." SPOT bombing system (MSQ-77/
TPQ-1O) increased from 73,. 1r; ? . 9, -.2 i July. This night harass-
ment and interdiction prograim wa m . f!: ube. of ordnance, as
prospects of hitting an enemy 's-. 'va-': a target at right were greater
and the psychological effect was m.:re p.ronou,.ed. Prior to 11 May 1966
no such capability haa exLs'.ed .ll RIMf. As a reaulL of increased SKY
SPOT employment, the intensity :., aa..r attacks on the enemV was more
even3y distributed throughcout each , -L hcr pertod. However, unavoid-
able sortie peaks still u In. O•ouc 0'700 1000 and 1500, while
the slack-off periods occurred h-.ween 1O10 to. o4O0.109
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MZ Air Operations

(S) By 12 July enemy activity in the DM had become a primary
concern of CCHSMACVo He -visited with senior commanders of the I CTZ
and learned of major units of the 324B NVA Div crossing the central
and western parts of the MZo He requested a priority emphasis on use
of 0-1 visual surveillance aircraft in Quang Tri Province, necessitated
by a high priority requirew-nt to locate, confirm, or deny the presence
of the 324B Div in RVNo The NVA had been blocked in infiltration
attempts by sea, and by the disruptive efforts of TIGU HWUND operations
agsinst bis LOC through Laos. Rains in Laos had almost halted truck
movements. Therefore9 the enemy had chosen a short LOC routed across
the D9Z, and had placed greater effort on reovening interdicted routes
in southern NVN, On 16 July COMUSMACV requested assistance from CINCPAC
to lift the restriction on B-52 strikes in laos so that logistic and
training areas could be hit; to grant COMUSMACV authority to strike
identified enems targets in the DMZ west of populated areas and remote
to ICC posts; and to-institute an intensified air interdiction campaign
of the TUG ýI2#D type along lines of co~nlnications south of Vinh
in NVN. CK4USMACV suggested a change of policy that would permit sorties-'
be diverted to strategic-type targets as opposed to the interdiction
of enewys LOC's. CWIUSMACV deemed it essential to disrupt in major
degree this movement of the enemy to the battlefield, even at the expense
of stretching put the destruction of ROLLING THUNDER targets.- He
urged 'continued top prioritr be given to the ground war in RVN. CCKUSSMACV
believed that the enemy, in finding his planned defensive aqtions blunted
in 111 II and southern I CTZ9 would ",go for broke" in the northern I
CTZ.4 6

(TS) CONCPAC replied that the latest efforts to gain approval for
all logistic and training-area targets in Laos for ARC LIGHT strikes had
been disapproved. He assured JCS support for these missions and expected
the SECSTATE position in the immediate future. Regarding strikes against
enemy targets in the DMZp a follow-up message had been sent to JCS
supporting CCSXACV~ s position. CINCPAC stated that CCWU{ACV had
more than sufficient USAF assets under his control to intensify the
effort against the LOOCs south of Vinh,. since -the allocation of '
sorties for Laos and N=N RP-i had been increased from 3,500 to 4,500
per month. He believed that the objectives 6f CCUSMACV could be met
without diluting the effort in other areas to the north and lea-tening
the pressure on the enear POL system.1 1 1

(TS) CCKSI4ACV appreciated CINCPAC's efforts to lift restrictions
against B-52 strikes on Laos and the efforts which gave bim authority
to. strike enemy targets in .the DMZ. Meanwhile, based on CINCPAC's
,'uidance, Cmdr 7th AF advised COUSMACV that following several meetings
with C3NCPACFLT staffp great progress had been made in developing a
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more comprehensive interdiction program. C•4USiiAGV urged to be
allowed the development of a fully-coordinated program before removal
of the DIXIE CVA from south to north, CINCPAC reviewed the total

.sortie capability in SEASIA in relation to the current military
situation. He concluded that an increased sortie capability was
required in NVN, and that this could be best accom•pished by moving
the DIXIE CVA to POINT YANKEE on 6 August.2

(TS) CMSMACV observed that during April he had received the
first indications that another enemy division was moving from NVU to
the south, At that time his feeling was that this division probably
would move through the Laos Panhandle to reinforce NVN troops already
in position in or near the central highlands of the II CTZ-such
deployment would be consistent with Hanoigs strategy. In mid-May
night air reconnaissance first noted considerable truck traffic moving
toward thv DMZ on Routes 1A and 101o On I June CCOMSMACV received
indications that elements of the division were moving across the DMZ.
He believed that the enemy's initial plans for deployment of this
division had changed because of the successful TIGER HOUND operations in
Laos, and because of the political turmoil existent in the I CTZ. It

.became clear by 10 June that major elements of the 324B Div had moved into
Qaang Tri Province, and by 13 June intelligence had crystalized to permit
a decision for execution of contingency plans that had been developed
several month .previous for offensive operations in the northern I CTZ.
The eneiW had prepared his division base in the rugged )ills of north
central Quang Tri Provinceý supported by LOC s along two routes that
"cross the DMZ. Enemy stockpiles had been propositioned in and north of the
DMZ in heavy jungleso An intensified interdic.tion program conducted by
7th AF in Operation TALLY HO north of the MZ resulted in destruction of
significant transport and supplieso In addition_ B-529s were targeted
against dispersed supply dumps. Intelligen'.e confirmed major infiltration
from Laos through a valley route ten k south of the DMZ9 and from a
logistics base seven km south of Highway 9, CCWJSMACV restated his
requirements for B-52 9 s against these targetso,!0

'(S) By mid-August rules of engagement applicable to TIGER HOUND
operations were adapted to strikes withia the MZC authorized under
donditions that military targets of opportunity would be identified and
controlled by FAG aircraft; prmplanned strikes against fixed targets
would be contained on TALLY HO frag orders; coastal armed reconnaissance
would be conducted south of 17 degrees,, and that strikes would be
confined to land targets unless engaged by hostile water oraft; all
water craft operating east of the DMZ or wiThin river estuaries or
mooring areas of the DMZ would be considered friend&l vessels; and
water craft which fired upon any US craft would be t.onsidered hostile
and could be attacked. On 19 August COMUSMA0V emphasized that all
possible air actions would be taken agslnat the NVA 341st and 324B Divsa
as well as any other NVA units in or near -he •MZo in order to insure
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that 7th AF planners had all information available to MACV, daily
communication would be maintained regarding location of these units.lU

ARP T"T(T Bombing Assessment

(S) CCIUSMACV assessed the value of the ARC LIGHT program, and
reported to CINOPAC in mid-August that many innovations had emerged
since the US had become involved directly in the RVN military effort.
If these innovations could be tallied in light of their contribution
to the overall war effort, the use in RVN of SAC B-52 bombers would
be high on his list. Cr(USMACV cited many advantages of B-52 strikes.
They provided the ground commander an unprecedented advantage over
the enemy as a means to deter or counter the aging communist tactic
of employing mass formations on the battlefield. The psychological
impact was effective, as "VC and NVA captives and returnees repeatedly

.state they fear B-52 strikes more than anything else." The enemyS
a ma,9ter of traversing difficult terrain, was constantly on the move
except when preparing for attacks. CCMUSMACV's strategy. had been to
attack the enemy's preparatory phase and keep him off balance; often,
however, it ias extremely difficult, if not impossible, to position
sufficient ground combat power to attack, and the B-52 was taking up a
large portion of this slack. Another benefit was the impact on the
operational aggressiveness of ARVN. Experience had indicated that,
following a B-52 strike, ARVN would invade well-established 5 bases,
an initiative that could otherwise never have been expected.A 5

(S) CS14SMACV admitted., however, that the potential effectiveness.

of the ARC LICHT program had been reduced by the need for dividing B-52
assets among two or more targets to satisfy requirements. With in-
creasing enemy ground maneuver elements in evidence, Ca4U3SMACV expected
an increased requirement for B-52 strikes in support of troops in contact
with the enemy, "which must always have first priority." The success
of B-52 strikes depended directly on the quality of intelligence,
reaction time, and the amount of ordnance that could be placed on target.
Both quantity and quality of intelligence had steadily increased, and
would continue to do so. The major limiting factors were reaction
time and weight of attack. Reaction time from Guam was barely adequate,
the lengthy flight time reduced sortie availability, and many valuable
targets were lost by delay. There was need for B-52 bases closer to
RVN such as Thailand, Taiwan, 0kinawa, or the Philippines. Obviously
these areas would pose political problems but COMUSMACV believed it was
time to initiate planning and negotiations necessary to develop close
bases. Although his thoughts were aimed at the immediate war effort,
CCMUSMACV concluded that the availability of an increased B-52 strike
capability and its deterrent effect on other potential aggressors in
SUASIA, after the end of current hostilities, should not be overlooked.
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Surnh a force, over-watching the peace, might permit a greater reduction
of ground maneuver elements than would otherwise be possible. CRUSMACV
reccmmended that provisions be made for B-52 bases closer to RVN, increased
availability of B-52 aircraft, fully adequate stocks and production of
nmunitions to suffgrt :a sustained campaign, and greatly redr~eed strike
Sr".tion times.

(TS) In response-to a request from the J.CS for comment and reco.
mentation from CINCPAC and CINCSAC on the question of basing B-52'8
closer to RVN, CINCPAC fully supported CiUSMACV's views. CIMCPAC
observed that the projected 800-sortie level operating from Guam approxi-
mated 7.7 million dollars per month, but if maintained from northerr,
Lnson the cost would approximate 2.8 million dollars. CINCPAC Otated
that several bases and possible airfield sites could be considered-
such as Kadena, Mactan, Clark, Ching Chuan Kang (Taiwan) and U-Tapao.
Kadena provided the earliest available option but would be only a 38
percent improvement in distance over Guam. U-Tapao offered many advantages#
including a nearby port, a short distance from target areas, and a large
contractor capability on the scene. Ching Chaun Kang would require con-
siderable rework &ad might involve political objections. Thi: Philippinpe
would have many advantages distance-wise, but Clark AB would requiL-e a
major construction project, and Mactan would also require mJor develop-
ment, with attendant disadvantages to joint-basing with tv'e Philippine
AF. A large air base could be built but the Philippine Govarnment would
expect substantive aid pro guo. CINCPAC advised that immediate steps
should.be taken to prepare for increased 'B-52 sorties. The quit.kest
solution would be Kadena or U. Tapo, where political problems would
not appear to be insurmountable.ll7-

(S) Meanihilep during August, high-levwl conoern developed regarding
the. posaibility of information leaks pertaining to ARC LIGHT strikes.
In reply to CINCPAC '- query, CGCUMACV on 2e ALguit stated that if ARC
LIGHT strikes were in fact being compromised, as suggested by canives
and ralliers, the source of information could b'ý a result o'f oomunications
intercept at any level (e.g., highk&level intel', i.trce cotwiunication in
either US or ARVN channels or lower-le-al intel.isonce collaction by
VC/WIA Agents in the vicinity of US/l.VN field writs). Throupgh results
from study of VC/NVA captive and re-tvrnee interrogations, it was apparent
that all ARC LIGHT strikes were not compromised, since severl such
captives or returnees had stated that they received no advance warning
of strikes. On the other hand, ori, captive did state that he had been
warned. over 20 impending strikee, but that on3l two had actually taken
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USC Air Operations in I CTZ

(C) USMC air operations continued to increase in 1966. A monthly
record of 4,190 combat sorties was flown during January. DB February
the Phu Bai/Da NangChu Lai air complex had grown to be one of the
most vital of its kind in SEASIA; 940 USMC, I4 USAF, 91 USA, and 44
VA? aircraft operated from the complex. This force comprised a major
portion of the air power in RVN. During March US40 fighter/attack planes
flew,5,637 offensive sorties . a record high. The 33,466 helicopter
sorties flown in February was also the highest monthly total to date.
USMO aircraft often flew in support of ARVN operations, or in response
to ARVN requests for help. A noteworthy example was the four-day emer-
gency operation in support of an ARVN outpost in the mountains 60 miles
west of Da Nang. This remote outpost sat astride a major cozmnnist
resnpply route. The 400 defending troops were attacked by an estimated
three enemy battalions in March. USHC fixed-wing aircraft flew 92
sorties in support of the beseiged troops, and helicopters flew resupply
and air evacuation missions during the three-da:,r battle. Two USMO
A-4C aircraft and three helicopters were lost dutirkg the rescue operation;
all the crews were recovered. In all, 107 US and ARVN troops were
brought out before the outpost was completely overrun. 131

(C) The 1st Marine Air Wing (MAW) aircraft also contributed to the
air campaign in NWN and TRos. In April alone 171 sorties were flown in
NVN and 1,595 as 'a part of the STEEL TIGER program. In June 4,096 co-
bat or combat-support sorties accountdd for 289 confirmed enemy killed.
One particularly effective strike took place on r, June, when Chu Iai-
based A-4 Skyhawks struck an enemy concentration About 30 miles south
o•f their base. The pilot assessment of eneuy casualties (75 KIA)
proved remarkably accurate--USASF patrol which arrived at the target
area a short time later counted 79 eneay bodice.120

(C) Daring Julyp USM helicopters flew a greater number of
sorties--41,959--and lifted more passengers-58,231--than in any other
month. Some 27 percent of the sorties and 29 percent of the passengers
lifted were accomplished during Operation HASTINGS. About 3,682 cas-
ualty evacuation sorties we-re flown, and armed UH-lE helicopters flew
3,300 fire suppert missions.=

(C) US{C air operations during late 1966 were influenced to a
limited extent by lowering ceilings and visibility prior to and during
the monsoon. In September a total of 79 sorties were cancelled
because of poor weather; the number would have been larger had it not
been for the support rendered by the Air Support Radar Teams (ASRT),
at Da Nang, Chu Lai, Thu Baip and Dong Ha. These conducted 1,587
radar-controlled combat sorties-733 of them in support of Operation
PRAIRIE. In September a total of 5,854 fixed wing sorties was flown
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and only three aircraft -' loit. One A-A crashed while on a CAS mission
in II CTZ; the pilot ejected successfully, but during the rescue attempt
the sling of the rescuing USA helicopter broke and the pilot fell approxi-
mate3.y 800 feet and was killea. 1 2 2

(C) In October alone o85 sorties were flown over W•N, 64 owi
Laos, and 345 in support, oI '*RVN, ROKMU and USA urJ.ts; .Rmmn 5,000 tons
of bombs and napalm were aroppea on tarputs. The %,, .... I, ,,i.,
rurway at Chu lzip the t"Irelt permanent one of its type for the U314C in
RVN, was officially opvnea durlR October.123

(C) In November 1st. t1AW flew a total of 5,447 fixed-wing sorties
in support. of RVN opcrait-nm.. Total tonrnale delivered was 6.874. The
wing ASRT sites controlled 1*834 sorties, hitting 2,404 targets. Heli-
copters flew 31,274 sorties. carrying 50,576 passengers and 3,827 tons
of cargo. During December 1st MAW flew 5,620 fixed-wing sorties in
support of RVN operations, expending a total of 7,812 tons of ordnance.
III MAF forces received :3,933 of the sorties, for an attack-sortie
rate of 5.7 sorties per hKrttalon per day. .Seventh Fleet was supported
by 156 electroric-warfare sorties. anut 134 photo missions were flown
for III MAF. TFQ:O att*..ek missions were commenced at 311920H December
in Thua Thien Pruvince, against a reported target of massing eneny troops
in the open, and continued until 010835.4 January 67. During the period
32 sorties expended 98.S *""" . -'-,or control of 1st 'MAW
A3RT. The ac ien. t, . i'." with the
concurrence of G(.A.;t w.

Herbicide Operations

(S) A distinct trend toward the increased use of herbicides as a
tactical weapon emerged clearly in CY 66. The ever-increasing use of
such herbicides contributed to Two major problem areas: a herbicide
shortage developed in the second half of the year, rivaling or surpassing
the earlier munitions crisis in tscope, and there was a shortage of air-
craft to meet the expanded programs of herbicide usage. CCMUSMACV
presented to DOD the FY 67 herbicide requirements in January 1966. This
requirement (5.62 million gallons) for FY 67 was validated in March.
The follow-on program for FY 68 (6.44 million gallons) was presented for
MACV/GVN in July and '-eptembar wi was validated in October. By November
CCIUSMACV was made aware of thv fact that herbicide shortages would limit
the original NY 68 requirement to half of that requested, while at the
:iano time the origiria request w,,b being increesed by two million gallons.
By December Gc(U,;iIA0V Is further reassessment produ ced a requirement for
a total of 11.9 zha.ll.or PaRlLone, An AiStronom.cal nine-.mill ion-gallon
short-fall now eistrd, *-?V/rVi w r i..al13nt, r:'vnuirements were accounted
for by an increasing buM,1ap Lr.'.,r. i to •.4 aircraft "vailable by 1 July
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1967, by increased operational efficiency, by an increase in the number
of project requests commensurate with the improved responsiveness to such
requests, and by the introduction of the TF 728 (34Z) program of defoliation
Alternate programs suggested to meet the predicted shortfall included
substitution of another herbicide which was effective only against broad
leaf vegetation, but it was determined that the jungle growth was too
varied to accept this consideration. A modified but less destructive
mixture was proposed, which MACV felt would require an increased number of
sorties. Another suggestion was to cut the present mixing ratio by
using 50 percent diesel fuel. Unable to find any of these alternativesacceptable, CCMJSUACV recommended to DOD that all sources-plant expansion,
off-shore procurement, and diversioas from CONUS commercial markets-.bo
explored to obtain the quantities of herbicide required. The year
ended with the dilemma unresolvedo 12 5

(S) The impact of herbicide shortages was one of the contributing
factors toward stretching out planned large-scale defoliation projects
by year's end. COMJSMACV reported JGS/RVNAF approval of extensions of
up to six months on six defoliation projects. At the same time defol-
iation was proceeding al~ng planned lines for the entire Long Toan
secret base, Mar Zone D, and War Zone C. The defoliation project in
War Zone D was well enough on schedule to complete the operation in
early CY 67 under the PINK ROSE concept (a defoliated area ignited by
B-52 fire bomb missions). Herbicide shortage was not the only ccmpli-
cating factor in defoliation. projects; in addition, there were such
factors as adverse weather conditions, aircraft availability, and in-
progress ground operations denying the area to defoliation sortiei.
At the onsiet of CY 67 a hold action was initiated upon plans for defol-
iation in the northern DIZ until an intensive evaluation had b en com-
pleted on the program to be carried out in the southern DM.12

NAVAL OPERATIONS

Organization and Control

(S) The CINCPAC concapt of naval operations in SEASIA for 1966
included offensive air operations from attack carriere (CVA) in the
waters adjacent to RVN and NVN; naval gunfire support (NGFS) of friendly
forces ashore as well as for amphibious operationsp and destruction of
known or suspected VC concentrations and bases; coastal air and surface
operations against enemy seaborne infiltration; and amphibious opera-
tions in RVN in support of CCGUSMACV. In implementing this concept,
naval forces were divided into two categories; those forces under the
operational control of CCRSMACV, acting through his naval component
commander, Commander Naval Forces Vietnam (COKNAVFQRV); and those
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forces under operat!.4al r..ontrool of Ckmnander Seventh Fleet (CO=SVEINThFLT). 12 7

(C) Naval forcesp including United States Coast Guard (USCo) forces,
under operational control af Ca4AVFORV during 1966 were the Coastal
Patrol Force, Task Force 115 (TF 115)t Lown as MARKET TIS; and the iwver
Patrol Force, Task Force 126 (TF 116)9 known as GAME WARDEN. 12 8

Operation MAPRT T L-

(C) The mission of R TItau' operations was to "1-onduct siwurvw_-
lance) visit and search. iaval g",fire, psychologics.1 -vrm{rars nombat
support of US Free World and VNa forces, and other operations as directed
in order to secure the coastal rtgions and major rivers as part of the
overall effort to defeat the CcGmunist insurgency in Vietnam." For MARKET
TIME operations the coast of RVN was divided into nine patrol are6.s,
enclosing 80 to 100 miles of coastline and extending 30 to !,0 miles at
sea. Air surveillance of the entire MARKET TIME area was provided by
seven SP-2H based at Tan Si. hut. augmented by P-3A based at Sangley
Point, Philippines, and by periodic deployments of SP-5B aircraft from

* temporary seadromes established .at Cam Ranh Bay utilizing S=TTFLT
seaplane tenders (AV). Three types of ships and craft were used for-
patrol and visit-and-search of suspect craft,, CCMSEVENTHFLT provided
the larger, more seaworthy hips for off-shoie patrol, radar picket
escort destroyers (DMR), w•an" iunswecpers (W1O), and coastal minesweepers
(MSC)s the ship-mix providing a tctal of 11 units on station with logistic
support provided by %EVLNTHFTT ';,,¢ioes Forces. Twenty-six L3CG 82-foot
cutters (WPB) operated from thr'et bases to provide close off-shore and
in-shore patrols operating in coordination with the 84 Fast Patrol Craft
(PCF) stationed at five perr.tnento baees and three temporary bases. All
these forces were supported by repair ships (ARL), barge repair facilities
(YR), and IST. The VNN aintaintd an average of 13 Sea Force patrol
units and 200 Coastal Group Junks on patrol. This air/sea patrol of the
RYN coast was controlled through a network of five Coastal Surveillance
Centers (CSC) at Da Nang, Qui Nhor , Nha Trang, Vung Tau, and An Thai,
manned by USN and 'INN peraonnel.l2I

(C) MARKET TIME rules of engagement (ROE) allowed US forces to
stop, visit, and searOh any vessal (less warships) suspected of attempting

infiltration within three miles of the coastline. Within the contiguous
zone (out of 12 miles frun the coast) units were authorized to visit and
search any vessel (leas warships) which gave a false response to its
identification and declaration of inLent, or gave other valid grounds
for suspicion. Vessels of foreign flags would not be visited and searched
withiu this area unless specifically authorized by CTF 115. Beyond
12 miles RVN vessels o: vessels reasonably believed to be RVN, even
though refusing to show a fla., were similarly subjected to stop, visit,
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and search in order to prevent or punish any infringement of the laws
of the RVN. When identity was determined to be other than RVN, the
vessel was authorized to proceed. Most of the US units on patrol have
a VNN liaison officer embarked as a member of the ship's boarding
party. 13 0

(C) As forces available approached programmed strength, the
number. of contacts increased, except where bad weather limited coastal
traffic and patrol activity. The effectiveness of 14ARKET TM was
summed up by CCRUSaACV in a backgrounder for selected correspondents
on 9 August:

A year ago it was estimated that 70 percent
of the enemy's supples came by sea, but due to
MARKET TIKE operations probably only 10 percent
comes in by sea now. In the Delta area there is
a lot of movement going on by the VC along the
watarwaya and GME WARDEN is designed to make
this type movement difficult for them.1 31

(C) In addition to the thousands of small junka, sampans, and
other watercraft searched or contacted by MARKET T.W. patrols, there
were two incidents involving large-scale infiltration attempts during
1966.

The Poit 2e Trawler Incident

(C) On the evening of 9 May USCGC oi~nt'G began a routine
pat: vl. in the area off the eastern coast of the Cau Man Peninwula.
At about 22009 while patrolling four miles off the coast, what appeared
to be a large bonfire was observed. Point 2 closed the beaoh and
determined it to be two large bonfires at a position just north of the
entrance to the Rach Gia River. It was decided to maintain cnainuam
surveillance through the night. A few hours later (lO0001Z FAy)
Point 2re-y' radar indicated a contact with an apparent steel-&l1ed
veessl, steaming at 10 knots. Point rv closed and issued a c eal e;nga
receiving no reply, she closed to abouT1M0 yards and illAmiated,
identifying the contact as a trawler. Coastal Surveillmice Center,
An Thoi, was notified, and PointGr ey continued her surveillance. At
0200 the trawler appeared to heave to, and remained dead in the water
just offshore from the bonfires. By 0315 the trawler appeared to be
drifting; Po Grey illuminated with 81-m and closed to 100 yards to
hail the trawlerl but there was no reply. By 0500 the trawler had
drifted to about 1,000 yards from the shore, and into shallow water,
which led to a decision of Point e to delay boarding until deylight.
By daylight, the trawler was apparently deserted and aground, 400
yards from the shore. At 0700•Point approached to board. Sha
then came under heavy fire fro shore, which she returned as ehb withdte
to a position I,500 yards off the beach.
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(C) A task force was already underway to assist. USS, BrLer"
(OER 327) and USS Virso (MSC-205) were enroute. CTF 115 ordered
USCGC FPint . to the scene and VNN HQ ordered five junka of
Coastal Gro"p 41 and Fleet Commnd Ships ISIL 328 and FGM 614 to
assist. Meanwhile, the tide and a running sea had pushed the drifting
trawler to within 100 yards of the shore, in an area of dense nmgrove
swamps. At 1350P air support was on station and CTF 115 ga" the order
to expedite boarding. With aircraft support$ Point worked in
toward the trawlert but received heavy and accurate small arms and
automatic weapons fire when •t•tn 200 yards of the shore; thrve
mn were wounded. & Qe backed out 200 yards at which time
ahe wao able to turn and ithdrar to safer wstere. Surface units
then shelled the shore all afternoon t- prevent VC attempts to offload
the trax.ýsr. By 31700 the trawler was 50 yard.. offshore, and the VO
would probably co 1enoe offloading at dark. The decision was made to
destroy the trawlpes. and at 1750 shelling and bobing commnce.
Numorous fires and secondary explosions wawe seei. uintil 2030, whern
violent explotion broke tbo trawler into two peiccsý putting out the
fires. Shelling then ceased, but the area waa; 1u~miwted tarough=4
the remainder of the night.

(0) At daylight, VW Coastal Grc,'p 41 moved in ami estabUlhewd
a defensive perineter, with US and VM surface units providing
addidonl support. LSIL 328 commenmd r-Olvage opaesationo, &ssistd,
-late in the afternoon,ý by USM SEAL and M LflN (UM) persrnel, the
Slatter also assisting in maintaining the deaensive 4 .mA-=teru There
was no VC opposition, a. d salvage proctede urntil dark. Through the
night, i•lumination was pravided. Salvage continuel at firs3t light
on 12 May 1965.. US T (LSD 26) arrived on scene with irbor
Clearance Team Oep 11C-1 and a helicopter fire teaz embAked.

(C) There ve a temporar halt in salvage Operations at 3500#
when VC harascs•ig fi causead the dexenalve perizater to wthdw to
sea. An air strike put an end to VO opposition. At O ealM4e
operations resumed and continued through the nigh, conobing at
1015 on 13 May. USS Brastar then destroved the tra"vir. Six crew-
served weapons and abo1 t iu tons of aWmition, movie pwojeoters, # •
other propagainda material were captu.ed. A slificent item use the
recovery of 120-mm mortar azutition zanufaotLre4 in Cc uwet Chima
in 1965, the first disaover, of this type in tA.'e .Mekong Delta. Also
found use 317-ml4 API fmitioa of •an• ufaaiure aud datep psr-,• haps i ndlca'ng a shortae of az=Mutioa or. the part of VC in the

area 132

The Point •oae, Trarler Inclgnidt

(C) On the afternoon of 19 June an SP2I MARIMT TDO aircraft
datected and photographed a trawler about 80 milae east of the Con
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Son Islands. The aircraft reported the contadct, then continued on
patrol. The next morning, at 0300, USCGC Point League, patrolling
off the mouth of the Co Chien River, obtained a radar 'ontact of
an apparent steel-hulled vessel, heading toward the river, and
reported the contact. Point League picked np s. smaller target
along side the contact and closed at best speed. At 600 yards she
illuminated and discovered s 40-foot J'ak elongside the steel-
hulled trawler. The trawler got under way, abandoning the junk,
and headed for the beach. Point League fired two rounds acros the
bow of the trawler, but the trawler did not stop. Point Lague
went i.o General Quarters, and again fired across the bow. Heavy
return fire caused two hits, one of which was an incendiary,-roun4,
which knocked down the executive officer and temporarily blinded the
commanding officer and helmsman. Point League maintained heavy
fire and at 0350 the trawler went hard aground. During this period,
tha junk may have been sunk. Since the trawler could not maneuver,
Point league made three firing runs. and illuminated. She then
Stood off to await assistance, which came in the form of a heli-
cox'pter fire team from Can Tho and a MARKET TIME VP-2 aircraft.

(C) With assistance on station, Point league again closed, but
came under heavy fire from the beach and was forced to withdraw. Two
USAF F-I00's were called in to strafe and bomb the shore positions.
An explosion from an unknown cause was observed aboard the trawler,
and fire broke out in the after hold and pilot house. CTF 115 directed
all possible attempts to salvag' the trawler. Point leaqe moved out
to replenish azmunition and USOOC Point Slocue mo in to within 800
yards when she also received heavy shore fire. Point Slocum mAde'
several passes, the helicopter fire team aiding with suppression fire,
but she was struck and Ne of her gmuners was wounded. Point Sl
withdrbw and aircraft attempted to silence the shore fire. other
units arrived: US0 Haverfield (DMR 393); units of VNN Coastal Group35; River Assault Group 23; USS John A Bole (DD 755), and US-=C Point

Hudson. r 1000 VC resistance was apparentl' suppressod aid a boardng
and salvage team of volunteers from USN and WIN ships went aboard the
trawler, cooling the fire with portable equipment and commenced removing
cargo. despite flames and exploding tmrunition. U3S Tortua ax.rived at
1020 and put a damage control team aboard the trawler. At 1115 troops
from 21st ARVN Div landed on the beach via USA helicopters and set
up a defensive perimeter. Throughout the morning and early afternoon,
USN, USCG, and VNN parsonnel continued to offload cargo and fight
fires. By 1400 all fires were out and salvage crews co=enced
dewatering. At noon on 21 June the trawler was pulled free, and
arrived at Vung Tau the follbwing morning. Of the possible 14 crewaun,
five were discovered KIA on the beach, one was found KIA in the engine-
room, and two were captured ashore by ARVN troops. The 280-ton die-
placement trawler was captured intact, and about 100 tons of war
"materials were salvaged. 1 33 As a result of these incidents, XACJ2
prepared Coastal Surveillance Program (CAPE COD) to intensify intelli-
gence and psywar operations to enhance detection of ene=y trawlers
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and steel-hull ships atLeapting to infiltrate the coast of RWN.

Operatj.on GAME WARMN

(C) The Mekcng Telta region of the RVN is the rice bowl of the nation
and, in a real sense, tho prize for which the present struggle is being
waged. The Rung .Sat Speciai Zone (RS3Z) encompasses the river approaches
to Saigon employed by all rshipping. Control of this zone by the VC provided
a secure base for the conduct of insurgorot operations within this area and
in adjoining areas. During 1966 large-scale operations in the Delta region
and the RSSZ. vare institlted to pacify areas controlled by the VC. 1Effective
control of the rivers and waturways to thesu freog'on was e-sential for tho
successful accomplistmient of th.o objectivc. The coricnrt for CAMS WARD1N
operations was doveloped ,jinrtly by (Tt::14ACV and Gh.lf, Naval Advisory
Group (CRUJAVAOVORP) in tnt varly weeks of August 1965. It consisted of
patrols and inshore surveillance to enforce curfews and prcvnt VC infil-
tration, movoL3nt, and supply a3uny the Delta estuary coast and across the
major rivers of the Mekong Delta and the 113SZ. These operations were
conducted by a force of four rivw.r patrol groups of 30 boats each, opera-
ting from secu:,e land bases and offshore support ships. On 18 December
1965 Task Force 116 was established, with CIHNAVAPWRP assigned the addi-
tional duty as Commndor River Patrol 1Fnrce (cPF 116). Since the com-
mencement of CAIf, WWARD4,4 vpxo.tion• many' infiltration and exfiltration
movements of supplim. at'nd/or priz-onncl have been detected and stoppod 1
effoctivoly. ',he vant :,cjoi ,f' 1.hoI s , Vi'iv•,lints havw been cross river.1 3,

(C) GAME.1 AUI'IEN operatienzv and forces expanded rapidly and at
year's end consisted of 120 1I1B10- it.tioned throughout the Delta and
RSSZ in shore base locations at binh Thuy, Vinh I.ong, Sa Dec, Long Xuyen,
My Tho, Cat Lo, 9nd Nha Bo. In addition, one section of PBR's operated
from a specially-configurod LUT stationed off the mouth of the Hekong
and Bassac Rivers. Two Ropair larges (YFNB's) located at river bases
provided support to maintain the P3DRIs in an operationally ready status.
Twelve Mine Sweeping Boats (MSBO') stationed at Iha Be were assirned the
task of keepinr; the 'al on phir.#plity routes clear of mines And, in addi-
tion, were available for mlno-clcari.rig olcrations; elsewhere should the
roquirement arise. Five armged 114-10 helicopters operated from shore
bases at Vinh Long and Nha 13e, and from a specially-configured LST flew
support for CAMP. W/J)IVEN operationu. 3XAL teams w.,re employed for river
ambush, patrol, and river bank scarch and reconnaissance. 1 3 5

(S) Annex H discusses in detail the enenV use of the inland water-
ways of RVN as a supply route for war materials into Cambodia and the
infiltration of these and other supplies into RVN for the use of the VC.
Included is the development of CAME WARDEN rules of enpagement and
devwlormant of US presence in RVN control of international :3hipping on
the Mekong and 13assac Rtv,,t*s.
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SEVEHTHFLT Operations

(U) CovmarAier, Seventh Fleet maintained USN forces in the
cortiguous waters of RVN and NVN operating in support of COMUSMACV.
Tactical operations0 primarily air strikes uxi VGFS actions, came
from forces provided by Com=aAer Task Force 7J (CTF 77) who was
an afloat comrandere usually an attack carrier division comsander
(COMCAMIV) embarked in one of the OVA's operating in the Gulf of
TorUi, Close coordination between CTF 77 and all MACV components
wao effected to preclude imtual interference. Major SVNTHBLT
operations in support of COUSNACV are described below.

Air operations

(S) COMSEVENrTWT provided in-country air support from CVA's
operating at DIMI STATION, approximately 100 miles off Vung Tau,
until 6 August when the DIXf STATION CVA was moved north toYAZZE
STATION as a result of redistribution of air assets brought about
by the shift of air-strike emphasis to the north. LAM STATION
CVA't lanohed strikes in the RL=M THUNDER, STE TIGER, and TALLY
HO operatiors and Route Package interdiction. The coordination
procedures and operational relagnships for these operations are
outlimd later in this chapter.

Vhval Gunfire Supirt

(S) Destroyers (DD) &nd arasiere (CA) from TF 77 conducted
SWFS in an CTZ's during 1966. The aooih-aoy nnd all-veather
capability of M3FS resulted in inoreased utilization of SEVUND1F=T
shiip. CMIUSMACV requested additional IMYS ships in February.
CINCPAC advised that COFSEVENVUL would provide four PD's on
a regular basis, with esuorts fr. YANM ani DIXIE stations
availAble on request for ems:-genry missions. Ad1ditionally, one
heavy orusier (CA), one Irsnore Fire Support Ship (IFS) and
thee LUading Ship Hadium R•.ket (LSMR) woulc, be available by
April. The assigrmor.t of onisic with 6 and &i-1ih guns and
poat.W I construowton destnayer type ships mozitirg 511/54 guns,
iwreased the ranges at whioh targets became vulnoirble to WMS.
Destroyare on station in the Gulf of Tonkin provided continuous
search And rescue and radct pioket e&rly waxming for both USN and
uw strike aircraft. 13 7
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(3) In latet~ ;.'Zl2 .. tip C114PAC that

CINCPAC reconvumlned t,ý. JC2 t,:i- M~W.~'~A be I1ncluded in
ROLLI1M THUMER of I .~ ~ cfVirhe Not
until intcflllgomn. :r'(t- ,,t-'' or and buildup

of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; NV c- .' n A47 d th:Aze airstie
.An the DVZ on t ki. .tr 1:jrltt cf" 1iad artil~lery

(S) Opao-.-.l:&Un TAT:,:~ L-PP 7.. 4 of LOC's in 1&N,
commenced 20 Jtly. On 7? ýIv ZM'JJy p' seel toCNCA that
IMF be Hn~-t' 1~-P f~(i .

of the ofikstta1 smýgmeont dvi7Qg daylight. In good
weathef-, exrploitttir~ tf -apabtlity for
uncbsey'.: r~gn ý.. f~ vu 1"thP7 11-- :g can be
esposi?.21Y tn~' rs~- efforts

CINCPAC reccmer,=mld to~ JC.3 t - 1: rl y P- .-:to Packagfi I (RP 1),
as proposed1 by COMIUSMAC11 t. t lZ~ Z lr, :All .md IV be Included in
the &utho~-&"Z.tLf...n fzzfr,.~ ~ VG~F-. I- hf!.'p..s he

alCUSly Anld Se.~~~y~LOC in ronJ~imtion
FC and ~ ~ - Ir :a with SAR
arl aarl 6sz 1 I .xr -:1,Z F off the
R'IN c~sasýI tlv.z ji< -- . stal1 traffic
s-apporlurg the ~~ :.-i ofort. The

(S) There11 vas nz, o-j- 'Uidz~ .-.±,*rdati~'n as late as
26 August9 whon CINCPt. '.'y Of IMfF in ~WN
based on intoli "es.n~m3 ;: ip :'* -i: a t I. 9' part~i=1mly rin the
ricinity of 17C2C)11T, CC!".'.. M,~-~I ' YAC with a comprehensive
review of the LCoLg,~~..r:rj C I ~RVN i~ttaral on 11
Soptemberl statingi 1"Tto i'.'' ~ ~5ssessment is that
the coaSt&1. .ict_.Vty y.- ;*.5i . -'t an intonslire W~N
effort tc- btLl', i- -.- &LZ s:j Sbs tantial
forces,9 known to beir.. thc~.!,-*r C- -r :.ie aotiorm. To
counter this acti Aty. he p~~~ t 'j Irl. :c~ ftes hp
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and craft by US surface urit5 in an operation having the unclassified
icnlkname TRAFFIC COP. The TRAFFIC COP concept called for a surace

unit of one DD and two PCF, under OPCON of CONMEVEIrMLT, operating
in an interdiction zone of the territorial and contiguous waters of
NVN in an area approxinately the seaward extension of the TAUTY HO
area. Air support would be provided by tactical air, available through
existing tactical air control agencies. 1ules of engagement Vere
proposed which would allow destruction of any hostile watercraft
in the interdiction zones; hostile watercraft to include those
attacking, or evaluated as reasonably intending to attack, US or
friendly forces- and those engaging in direct support of attacks
against the RVN. In addition0 other watercraft acting in an
unfriendly or suspicious manner would be engaged as hostile vessels.*4

(S) JCS disapproved previous proposals for NGF against NVN
coastal targets on 13 September. In the message, CJCS suggested
that definition of specific targets and a limted area of operations
might result in favorable consideration of the proposal. COMUS4ACV
recorded his reaction to continued restrictions on the use of NGFz

Although the B-52 strike north of the mid-
point of the DNZ was approved, my request for
naval gunfire was not. It is important that
we have this and I will co•tinue to press Cor
#t. For well over a month ncw I have asked
for authority to use naval gunfire along lligh-
way I north of the DMZ sinoe the enemy has
been attempting to move large nmmbers of trucks
loaded with supplies to or near the DMZ alongI the coastal routes., Although taotical air has
done considerable damage, the enemy has built
up considerable anti-airoraft defense which Ibelieve d be effoectively suppressed by naval

.S) Replyirg to CIMPAC 0 C0MUSACV gave his estimate of the
situation with supporting intelligenoe ard, inter .•ia, again
requested authority to employ NMF in the TALLY HO areas particularly
against AA (AW) sites and coWicidentally against enemy LOC's.
CInPAC repeated the request for NWF Against the NVN coast, usiq
the rntionale and information provided by COOSS V, inolud!g speeifio
targets, additionally incorporating the concept of aml requestirg
approval for TRAFFIC COP operations. As proposed, the initial use
of surface ship opvrations against NVN would be destruotion by M?
of enemy wateroraft transpcrting war materials alorg the coast fiom

.4 the DMZ to Dong Hoi, with PCF to aid in boarding and identification if
requirad (TRAFFIC COP). Sooonda•y objective would be interdiotion
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of coastal LOCts concentrating on trarsslpment points and highway
traff±t with occasional flak suppression 'of k;nown AMA sites-'as feasE.

(S) Anticipating early approval of the TRAM'C COP concept,
CO'VSXACV initiated liaison for plannirg and coordination among
CT? ±15, CO•EVT , and 7thAF.- C0O• MTL issued a."plannim
directive on 20 September outInzing the concept of operations as..
stated by COMMSXACV and designating the task organization. The
Surface Action Group (TG 77.1) integral to the attack carrier
Striking Foroe (T? 77) was tasked for coastal interdiction operations,
and Commander Crusier Destroyer Force (CTG 70. 3), a destroyer flotilla
ooziander, was directed to report to CTF 77 am planning agent for
TRAFFIC COP and to conduct pre-employment training. COW WMAV provided
CINCPAC with additional possible NGF targets, citing the intelligence
from which they were derived, and requested that the authority being
sought for TRAFFIC COP irolude authority to direct MY? observed by FAC
on specifically identified AA (AW) sites, to employ observed fire
against fleeting targets of opportunity wherever located, and to
conduct unobserved NGF in specific areas of kzown NVN truck parks,
supply dumps, storage areas, and other military targets in areas
devoid of populatione CINCPAC withheld approval of these targets
parnding favorabarespop from higher authority on the initial
TRAFFIC COP opeiti.ons.

(S). JCS on 1•5 October approved the conduct of surface ship
operations "to interdict NVN military and logistics craft in coastal
waters of NVN south of 170301N9t" Shore bombardment was prohibited
emept in self defense as was attack against flishing craft, house
juk•k, or sampaos engaged in pirely civilian aotivity.f"'5

(3) The surface action group oormander (CTG 77.1) had issued
an operation onder for Operation SEA DRAGON which inolud~d Operation
TRAFFIC COP and the interdiction of WN ground targets by MF in the ',
TALLUT HO area. A rehearsal of the SEA DRAGON/TRAFFIC COP operation
with tactinal air units (7th AF and SMVEMHLT) was conducted on
24 October and TRAFFIC COP becam operational on 25 October, initial
forces oonsisting of CON)ESDIV 152 ani two DD. The rules of ergagen1
vere as proposed originally by COUSMACV, slightly modified to
reflect the CS language as indicated above, vith the em ption
that boardng operations were prohined, obviating the requirement
for FCF's La the task org&nization.

(8) COhsDIV 152 in USS eld (DD 728) with USS Hunon
(D• 832), coimtnoed operations on 75-October. At 1710 looal
both ships were taken urder fire by shore batteries and iimediately
responded with destomtive fire which silemed the battery. The PAC
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in the area reported that there were many fires. The shore battery
was evaluated as a battery of six iz0-m guns. Day and night actions
continued as planned for a period of five days, subsequently extended
to continmous coverage of the interdiction area. Many NVN logistics
craft were taken under fire and e sunk or forced to beach to
avoid. destruction. This latter tantio was nullified when the rules
of engagement were changed on 28 October to allow NGF ag&inst water-
craft once taken under fire to contiz•e until the craft was destroyed#
even if the craft beached to evade. The ROE were relaxed further to
permit attack in the coastal waters of NVN whether the watercraft
ware afloat, moored or beached. Because of the possibility of =tual
interference with tactical aircraft if MF were directed against
beached craft or craft moored in bays or coves detailed coordination
procedures between DDts and tacticsl, air controllers were established.
As the operation continued into November 9 the effectiveness of the DD
tactical air team was demonstrated by the reduction of coastal traffic
in the interdiction area9 to the point that on 5 November traffic was
at a standstill and 7th AF was advised that airborne spotter aircraft
mere not required but that airorAft on ground alert would be required
because of the threat from enemy shore batteries.147

(S) This threat had been abundantly demonstrated on 4 November
when CTU 77.1.1 in USS Perkins (DD 877) with USS Brains (DD 630) were

fired upon by enemy shore teries. During the engagement both
ships received numerous near misses and Brains sustained minor
fragment holes in the forward stack , fire control radar reflector,
and national ensign. This was the thiri war in which Braine had been
hit by the enamy. There -ere no perscnnel casu 'ties* The shore
battery was silenced by the DD s guns and air strikes, with large
secondary explosions notae. Ci cpration and per0mance of tactical
air/bwrface forces was evaiuated as outstamding,

(TS) On il November CINOPAC authorized the extension of the
interdiction zone north to J-8ON latitude, and on 13 November defined
enemy radars in WN which were engaged in tracking surface units as
a threat and therefore to be taken under fire by MF and air strikes.
SEA DRAGON (as CIMPAC directed all surface operation off the NVN
coast now be called) was ncn in continuous operation with two DDt s on
station in the interdiction area. Waterborne logistics traffic
resumed and daily reports of destrution of enemy craft by SEA DRAGON
forces were received. Enemy response to the interdiotion of his
coastal waters by warships contimned as SEA DRAGON forces were fired
upon frequently during tha period. Significant bhatges of fire
occurred on 15 and 19 November. On 24 Nvember CINPAC agai~rrequested
authority to conduct M3F and artillery fire against targets in the
northern DXZ and NVN9 citing recent inte~ligence showing a continued
buildup in the area ard pointing "t the inoreised AAA fire which was
being directed at frilqndly aircraft in the areas. This request vas
disapproved by JCS en 10 Deiembh•. 1 49 Z -rs
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(S) The envxv~ioit traffic vAs hampared by bad weather
during tho 'e z JS~~or SZ'A DMOAON forces contimzod
surface patr-ols but the same wea ther conlitions precluded the use
of 7th A? and TDF 77 spatter ai.rc.:alt. As tEhe woather clearedi in
into December, vato--zrne, "Lo-atjCs tati'c 'increasedi, azd daily
sinkings andi daaraEgu -dare roportedt. Just prior to the Christmas
starnidown. on 23 Decem~ber, USS 01;ra (DD 725) was hit by enemy
shore batteries#* T~he c-hiL sustainedl tt,-x diroct hita a*1 one near
miiss on the port q7u-art.Eir. 0C'3rip~ rroca.ved moderate wMtoriil
damage. Two men v-;)re KIA aM .r WII:, ono seriously. O'Brian
returrxed the f~m I~~ strik,; -- r-craft from SS.

and~~~~~~~ (Y.S sTtrr ~ ~ -.... i- xv potting -icraft were
provided by U~SS~ 2.

(C) DLuZ-4rn -, .;A DR mJniintainoci
vatrols in tho a--cc~r~' rc; -rtoct intense traffic as
tho erarmy took achrars-. t ý,f tvf lul'A' inr firiht to replenish
and build urihis forcuaj. A....

BIý-':CLTM WIMMATIONS

- (C) The. discovi..ry ol; 4 +. nryatery ship in Vung Ro Bay* in Phu
Yen .rrovince in Febz'ua-T .19t3, !-,rros~evtocl a turnirr- point- in the
history Of raVA1. nF1rt-;'4"- -4: inýi11-tit n by son had long
been a tzet-ali~zirk,' ;:a;~: ~ i~.~ tvlto how the VC
succor, z ualy 1r'~r.: zo::n, ains, arxlaimrvanition
undlotvi2ted into IVY. T!A -i-4.0c~t. rvn.-imod that infiltration by
L~ea vai taking place,. thiouLh ;-':*idci such oporations was not
knou-n. Tho lar"O. arro! IT !~ z~ a-va inclicatoi 'that more
than one trip had bet~r ;A.-~'~ .r.± nor'o than one. ship had-,made tho
Journey# As a resuzlt of tbi' scooy C011-USYAV directpd, that a
concept of oporatlo)-- i:½'' -Xnfltrat~ion by sea.
FarJly irs March I6 ?,:. cr: ý*nrt: .%- 1101d inl 6,;na±-.on amorry
roprosontativoso ,e;*r . *';s furrt of'
that conferonco waL *tro cievoa' )2TtIIsEn -~ r1iN
operation andi a1 f**.; Sr ~ ±J~I oci~aJ Landiing
Foivu (.';iý ) x,. in -2.Lr. -*,!.Z!.- -. o wuumicn. i rocodiures for utilization.
of thuu~e twio &iy~jttjr-- %:co(?ovfO¶7EJ¶$ -.r. th-cl C0!oIYACV/CIINC1-AC71X Agrioomant
of Anti-63F.i UfnIiltrat:aor zv.1ru:-t v(-~ f 14 L~ay 0-5

(3) I~n 1959 thoi itc.''~kotiy Group/Special Larilinp, Forco
(ARO/MY) vwas croatod by CIIMPAC a~s a balanced, vorsatile PACOM
ContinErancy Force t~c:oo rxjal,!. thr'jhout the CW1-.(PAC iu'oa
of reuponsibil~ty, -d"..h e-u..nf:ln a. XroruL, i.Lalto/ia. ZUizranvrc2,
Tai±wan, arxi RV1. The ,\ht2L, :r.:: boui~~ augrfnont-o lur upcociall
miss iotu;, is bavicitily eornpozsod ea
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1) Three ships s A Lm-ling Platform Helicopter (LPH), axi
Amphibious Assault Transport Ship (APA) and a LazUlng Ship Dock (LSD).
A Landing Platform Dock (LPD) (a modified LSD equipped to carry troops,
equipment,and helicopters) is boisg considered to replace the LSD.

2) One battalion of Yrines (reinforced with artillery,
howitzers, tarnksc amphibious tractc:s, Ontos (tracked vehiale carryiM
6-i06 --. recoillep rifles)p trucksc shore party, engineers, beach
masters, etc*), and one medium helicopter squadron for a total of
about 2,000 troops. On a small scale the SLF has elements of all
units found in a USM division.

(C) The SLF has been deployed as the landirg and support forces
in all amphibious operations conducted in RVN. It is a specially
tailored, ready landing forceo embarked in SLVENHFLT ships and
prepared for any amphibious contingewoy within the SEVEUHFLT area
of responsibilityp or elsewhere0 commensurate with its capabilities.
'When operating west of 0kinawa, the SLF can resp6nd to an amphibious
contingency situation within 96 houxrs. However, judicious employment
of the AIG/SLF is ýiquired because it is the sole mobile ready reserve
force available to CIMPAC for contingency operations.-5 1

(S) The concept for employment of the SLF was that it would be
used in the role of'an Amphibious RmAding Force for short periods,
usually 48 hours, against suspected VC infiltration points, The initial
code name designated for these operations was DAGGER THIST. In 'ebxua'r7
1966 the code name was charged to BATTEN DW in comp3i e with a
policy for moderated epeaticns oode naas*,1

(8) Because of the wide range of targets along the Ii *torel of
•14 and the possibility of insdveter.t conflict with friendly troops

and civ-lians, vJOS, IWAva s &,lifays informed of all objectives azd
were requested tz pr-civde ARVN mtrtxt#ritr/Laison teaus. RVWAY always
resporded promrly to these requests. 53

(3) Tha B&TTEN DOWN operatinso -which were limited in time (72
hours) and scop, wroe self-suffioient and ordinarily did not require

xix.oountry coxb~t support or -oinforcomentv A minimum amphibious
objective area iAOA) uas established as an arc 10 nautical miles from
the target center inland ant an arc 25 nautical miles to seavrd. The
ADA also providtd for a restricted air space up to 25,000 feet, et ept
for a "tunnol" Ior civil airways 10 nrutioal miles wide from. a flight
level of 7,000 thr:ugh 1*,000 feet altitude. This probably constituted
the smallest AOA in US naval history. BATTEN DOWN raids normally were
oharacterizeO by the use cf both surface and helicopter assault elemaets,
supported by MF 9.nI cliso &it f pport. The objective area was
asaturated by a £iat moviP se h.ad.destrcy sweep and withdrawal via
ile same means wed in lw1ndg. Because of poor intelligemce on some
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objectivesp area survoi1anr, toma - g.iri e rocoamissance)
were employed when suitable terý.-ýn £f r c:,:rzesled observation points
vas available., Although ir.-t•l use cf the SLF was limited to
amphibious raids t: ints-1icr spi-o .td VC _nf iltration routes, it
gradually se~rrc alar, as a "4-1:o ig roservo for larwe-soale grouryl
operations, or as an .u A-L, aui Ln Operation DOUBLE EAGLE
in Quang Ngai Province (ljririg J.suýrv-Fvbrutry 1966. (Covered
earlier in this chapter under Ground Operations.)

(S) COMUSMACV z.ccgr,ated tho pctenti--il of the SLF in the coastal
areas and in April 1966 r-)qutstod C1NCPAC to authorize its positioring
to enable deployment in I rTZ wlthin 48 hzsrs as a quick,-reaction force.
The buildup of VC/NVA units -n tho prev4ncos of Quang Tri and Thua
Thien posed a sa.bstntiC! thY.a-r par tc'd.-rly to Hue/Phu Bai, and
COMUSMACV believed that the SLF -was ura"1iy suited as a wide-ranging
seaborne strike force off th" I CTZ littoral. In his view the SLF
ccuId .be used to trap a VCINVA f'c seekirg to disengaige, or to
pursue such - force beyonl tho rLngo of III WM units. In addition it
could, in its classic ampfubi:,uan c;;, -ll, oxploit an opportunity
to destroj a VC/NVA unit c.egod %ath Its back to the sea, or hit such
a force maneuvering near the ocast o.n its flank or in tho roar.@13

(S) CINCPAC, after dLisaussion with CINCPACFLT stated that the
48-hour reaction time, wnich had boon in offoot briefly during the
spring of 1966, was unaccept-abl.3 ox that & 96-hour reaction time
was needed urless ovorriding c rns-rle1A-.tions dictated o.therwiso. The
requirement for the 96-hour r•wa't.:on rimo established in July 1965
as a normal posture for the SLF• was ,soc on the need of the USN/USIC
elements for mujnium ossoncml t n. itr. !SIF m• uOZI3al maintonano, However,
CINCPAC did approve the use cf tbs SLF as COMUSMACV had requested,
Operation OSAGE, c6onucted -n ez.rly May1966 in Quang Tin Province,
was the first following this appr~"ri. •5

(S) In May COMUSI4ACV adh-tz- CINCPAC that although'he appreciated
the value of the SLF and r-ccgrA zed the ARG/SLF'. contributions to
the war effort, he did net ftres,)o the c:'--tinued need for purely
BATTEN DOWN-type cperticrts. Hi folt the changing nature of the war
had renrorod the BATTEN D0WN cý±erpt t:'o narrow in scope. The buildup
of US/FW forces. had reaultid in expz mnd ,.eoprations in which lucrative
targets accessible to the SLF hal i1Zrdy ten exqýLoited. Fuarther,
expanded MARKET TIME cpetins arg1 IMF had inhibited considerably
the use of sea in±lttraticn pcints, COMUSXACV recognized that the
extensive coast lint was suso4ptiblo tc- assia°t from the soa in many
areas, and that targots sif-Itabl ±'w. SLF cpero.tions would materialize
occasionally. Tc capita.lze on surh ,.pp ftunit-los, COMUSXACV desired
to develop, in concert with CON VENrHFLT, a. mcýe responsive procedure
than previously used f¢.r o lmltment -f ti-). SLF. He informed CfnlPAC
that a now cncept f-r dj',oymort )Yw usC . r the SLF would be forwzrded
to CINCPAC f£cr 6pp ',rf

S¶" , , ,



(S) CfIMPAULT agreed in prhnoiple with COMUSNACVIs views and
proposalso and CI1MPAC authorized direct liaison between the two

ommands to facilitate development of the new concept oonoerimi use
of the SLFW CIICPACYLT proposed on 17 YAy to host a conference on this
subject in Okinrva as soon as practicable. CINfPACELT considered that
the basic conoept for use of t.1- QTV, as stated by COESNACV earlier
in the month, was essentia2Jy valid and probably vould need only
minor changes to briMg the prcvedures up to date. COMMOCV oo red
vith the need for a confferenoe. t 5 7

(S) The confer.eroe, held on Oldn"-a from 25-28 May resol7ed 3•n
problems and view exept some differences cocmernIg the use of close
air support and M•F. The przposed Joint Agreement was thus largely a
matter for CIMPAC's a apmval. The main provisions of the Joint Agreem6t
were that both COMSY.ACV wil COMSELVEHFLT would provide sufficiently
detailedg accumate, tfm417 iballigemwe to conduct suftessful amphibious
operationsl U8140 unitt, from SEVMTsErT or II NOA in RVN, would be
made available as landing and close air support forces for operaiowS;
and SJE=HT and X4CV foroes would be made available for Particirtion
in amphibious operatioas, as required. The types of amphibious opevetions
vere envisaged as: 1) -unilater.l fleet amphibious operations in -lhih
the lawnizg force was composed of PACFLT Amphibious Force troops;l2)
amphibious operations in which the pred6oina-ht " •
amphibious forces with tne in-country forces inolved as a lesser
part; these were operations in which the lawlim force was composed
of PAUPLT amphibicus for£'es and the in.country forces were not embaked;

Sand 3) incountry opett:ions requirlbg a supporting amphibious .operation
mbhioh included esta bhmenx of the landing force ashore as a lesser
part of the specific Air -untry opep tior*-in this instance, i-mcwatxy
forces might or might no' be embarked with PAC=LT amphibious forcess
"P"laiig for the amphibicas operations ws to be in accordance with MS
Piblication 2. and WIP 22 (A)/FX 31±I/ILam~ig Fo~ces, Mna3 Oi.158

- (S) As intelilgenoe was t•aveopoe and opeetionol plan prepared,

CISJACV and subordiLate o wiere were Authorized to consider
employment of USN amphibi,,-us forces in support of operations "bduated
in RVN. It vas anticipated that such supporting operations woud vaW
in duration from rapidly eacuted Xtids to opentions of a week or moro.
To provide an amphibious aupporhing capability to CO•M&CV. CIMPAMILT
vould, on a quarterly bao~si furbish COMSSUMV a PISAned schedule of
agaloymentas, irwluding the paeiods of availability of the ARG/8IF
for specific operamtigris. PCG4UjSCV in turn would =niate objectives
and provide CIMPAMLT with the rissions proposed for the operation (sa.
to be accoMplished by th-:) AmphibVis Task obroe (ATF), current
intelligence includig the em;my situation, the inocountry forces to
be employed. the io.n oy commander, Lis location, awl oommurtoations
details to all int rts•td oo=a -nsd i.e., CINJPACe CINCPAFT2 COQVEHF
(G EWPACO CO1aMIBPACO CTF 769 CTF 79o CIG 76.5o and CTG 79.5. Direct

- • . "-e ''ASSIFIED
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liaison between COMUSACY ant CIWOPAOYLT vas authorized., In additions,
3OMUýNACV vwas responsible for providing Class Is, 111g, and V support
dmurIng operations of the AR/SI2 ia *Jioh it supported an im,-oountry
comimkaer. Otberu4se. the MiG/SlY was to tra logistically self-sufficient
for a twoý...wek operetion. Nsvrti gunfSire and el~ose air support vero to
be oor-diwted in aacordsxoo wit~h the applicable rdles of ongagemnt.
£he minim= AQA remained the sawe ap uaier the DAGGER THI0T/WATEN DOMN
conoept. 1 59

(C) On 24 August COMMIZNAV o'c-inmxnrd in the confere.,ce report.
Although some modifications waes madei in. the rwised agreements, for
the most, part they vera ecti toý:l In rature. The only objection made
by C0OMUSMACY concerned th(. requirement for approvL by CflC2AC prior
to use of the S13; th-is was he.ld to be urWhly i'estzititve and Uolacin
in flexibility for rapid reatct&n. The portion of the agreement
involving this procedure vas mtctt'iled aco'igl.Wt ow'nenxi
in the Joint~ Agreement it. vas believod that the -basis for an etfeotive'
proceduare for. use of the AR1/SIP had bqen estaLUshod which gave
every Aiixliation of a bopatlfri tt2!ue.

(0) The first major oo0ntrittttori~ was made in Sepltemer when tbe
ARG/SLY conducted Operation DECK HOUSE IVs, landling the SLY in Quaing

.1gai Province in southern IaCZ. The a jmnd. ashore tAm dapi (15w.
25 Sop) and accounted for 254 ewin flIA4

(M To meet the 1Žriicatnid threat of isbinet large-.scale attack
in I Cfl posed by the rsplid bU.lddup cf the enemy in the PMZ durding
Septembm, CI2EPAC ~ws requested t-:, prewide'& a. H (.) consisting of

:1 bjto SLY's from fleet ass~ts to ba zresprniv~e to COHUSHAV should the
zvted arise, Tho regtilar AMI~SLY was in the ThflippWms undergoirg
training, but vwas in positicon to react to asy requirement within 96
hours v The additio&al AG/SLY was f ormai avid in position of f the
coast of I CTZ by 6 Ootobeor vWare it rman~2red until directed to
debark and report to CO ill HA £'r cpuin ontrol at the end
of October. In the meanti.mo, thq ragulairly ans~iswod A3)(
had moved up and vas staafting rt~dy :ff t era coas~mM1

(C) In Dlrwmuber CUhCPAC granted CIWPAC=L authority to
conduct AMG/SIP operations in WiN during the periodsa requested ant
nitually agred ofl by COMSMACV and CflCPACaT1. COMUSNACV lnwdiAtey
iVoxUad CIJPAC and CThAWACFLT tbiýit ba_-rrlr4 unf oreseen changes in
the situation along the oc-astQa araas -f RYNf, presernt plas 'were to
request empboyment of the AM/SLF dtziT' Janury in the Kion flea
Province of the 1v aTz. Slws this vas to b~e ha airst iugsuF
operation In thes Delta, CDZWACFLT' azocyz %*re requestaed

CMPAELTreplied that tteaii would be prrtl4ma v Wbut they could be
substarztiualy reduced- ho c,:mn-nd with COMJS)%ACVs plan for
zAr/su Januar speoia ;~pa:n.tin aý IV aZ.IbJ
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(S) The plann=tz ec--ýntimad for empleywnt in early January.
The COMUSMACY ccrcept wi~ that the ampisibicns task force, in addition
to the AXG/ST.v wou'ld Azclude -one VMIC batt~alio and TB' 115 elements;
7th Al woul.d provide CAb ani PAC 9s.- CINCPACILT concurred with the
concept# with resarov~tiorw conzaemiMn the flUE for-,es * lie desired
assurance that the flOE trtý,pa vwre priperly equipped and trained to
conducot amphibiouis open-ticaxl aid that & clear an& complete uxder..
standin of ooatmu raiationshA# vas arlexstUode CQMUSM&CV readily
assured CIhCPACBLT that the ThE uxzits wereý c~apable of conducting
cmphibious opeznt>ýL-s aimd tW. .-- o problems 'weýe expected in corianid
relations. In addition this, JOS bx-d mai-e a'miable for the operation
not onw, but tv-% ixtarit!7 asttflkns-, owa 1O5c-lgmtillery battery,
amd a conzrl group inmludtIg two USbE advisors.i

(3) In late Deaembsr : omt'nwas reoeived from a reliable
source that the etmny bmwo rAbo't the ftpaantion and wan movirg supplies
to either the Long Tcan or the Biii Dai eAx during Christmas holidays.
Nwerthelesso as the year 1966 came to au end,, it appeared that DECK
MOUSE Vo as this ap~rstton ws iiov being cafled, 'was react; to go into
Kien Ho& Provimee IV ona with D-~Day tentatively set for 4 January
19670163

AIR OflRAIO1 OUT-OF-COOURY

(TS) Prepaxrator; wmstvrea takean by CINOPAC ariA COI4USHACV for the
early 1966 flon~ulu.P:a ~ ce~~ere sthtbi teonr ant t'Ie tempo of
air operations c,utslide t RV'N -4m 1966. Tha pc'floy paper pnspare for

4 - nzot by CINCPAC jas onVtItI ) a "C0-:mept tVr Vietnam." Since the ont-of.
countryr air openti -,ns deparde4m i-Nsartly upon UISAF contributions to the
iar effort, its desig-atid 4-<-a t1=nziqss-d the definition of the progrt
The definition of tza OW rle4 .~s

Air st-rlkas wr-jwx'a astoA4 aga:ýst military
targets) in tts) Rkwi/FIaiphg OctispOi ant ru
tn tha north sd zin'theastv to inwlude enmwn
ports,ý pCVer iýLwns.sc~a~oto faoflities,
ifual ant hesavy iantrolomplxaw, mineral
rascixcvesl uttlttary iflstAUlatiofl3, iwludtin
the ai-r stvrike capatil-ty, &MA gcn'arnmentfl
control buflli,rgs. Air, stzikdas are nade against
6neW~ targets to destro-y their potential to
support the 'war, with ±'ollovon strikes to keep
"taz ets nrasx-ahle. Armed recomflflawtS er withiz
DRV ani its !54.4stfl w;atra ndwithdIn Laosa is
eonduoctd to iritenlicat tOO and hareas , destroy
and disrtipt disperased mlxtAr7 opara-tions. and

nfl~rtrnY4~rTHIS ?ArE ~TE)UNCLASSIF7jn~tett-a.Order Sec Army BY TIAG por



to. hga.&ss, disrý.pt; ;,' n Les the movement of
men a'yi mstsrzti s :' DRV into, Laos and SVN.

Arm13d •.in SVNv NVN, Laos
and Caz'c•<1i•; to. ' Lc prcvide necessary
int•. • -.- ' frr gr:,txl, nm.v'al and air opera-
tiOns, *6.

(TS) Developmrint a -• e targets was a prerequisite to
effective interdiction of tr: azwy LOC in Lao s. Following the
Christmas standd-wno RVN-G_=h.. 1 were cleared again to
support TIGER HOUND, STEEL TIGEB0 BARREL ROLL and YANE TEAM
operations, CVA ai.-raft wer. o.-_.d rm axverfly RVN in support of
these operations and R- B..52 ARC LIGRT strikes were
authorized, but only vith JCS app..-ul. Permission was granted to
usq'hai-.bas.•i.US air-_ntrt :f:r BARREL ROLL amx STEEL TIGER special
clo e-arý-U!5ixrt in spta-if±c

(TS) On 5 Janiaqiry COMUSWCVL me
~f r , eviewe -patngpbls --in Laos. t-

-/_fc-!sedrto lift fhe lin.e cf dsma.•tion between TIGER HOUND an STM,&'
TIGER which had inhibited att&ok upc-n targets of opportunity avoiding
or escaping the TIGER HOUND -amea,'cat ag~reed to reconsider this
S proposal after more expe:_ienre gaLined could assure Laotians that the_-
TIGER HOUND system workced. He agre.d to pe.mi , _____

set Ur tUotica. 'i',ntm .xl and hvigation (,TAXAN) •
ecquipnint in southern Ls., .s to crrq)-mt.,nt new secure sideband communications % CLI

between Vientiane and •.x F headq',.•ters s.t Savinnakhet, He arranged to .
place two FMAF obse7rs tbc;s- th- .-9xi.tilt C-130 airborne cormand post# '
and gave COMUSMACV autin: ý. . t._ YOPS 'leaflets along Laotian " ,
infiltratiorLmnvtasS b-it s• V.''-:.

(TS) Rules of Eng&gem6.g t :.r :t_.5f-.ccuntr7 air strikes focused -
primarily upon La:,s &M. YIN. B-52 ARC LIG strikes were employed only
if approved by RLG and autr.o x..,rdi by JCS S aircraft were
pormissable for' BARREL ROIL. STFZ, TIGER se air support in specified /, >''/
areas. As CY 66 begat,, exl.st.i.t,.g !su vxthrirzed napalm only mhen it
was absolutely req-..are1 Z:.: -e f:igy crl.tio•l situations. hdlch effectively C
e•luded the use of p in r L"-:. *r By tZ-.9 end of March napalm was
authorized in Lacs. buts i) irý STEEL TIGER area it would be
confined to RLAF-validat. t.-:-s :.-rl.yt 2) FAC control, as defined in
BARREL ROLL/southern 1-:.7. er3-e.•t,_-g r. 1es, w s zxquired; 3) every means
for prevention sf irnd' t'r.rst, si-tý:%.3 sgmaint villages, innocent
inhabitants, and friear.y tL': "p p.:- iticns wqi.- applicable-, and 4
there would be n.: p,,bliciry. " W-L. el.ific ion.
restricted COMUSMACV f::mz .- . pLm &G.,inst "targets of opportunityV. •
such as vehicles &xi• ta.ck ,-.s .!kas spec:i fted as a numbered PLAF
target. The roles w-ithnii tiL. BARFELMA ROLLs,v...thern Laos armed recce

,,.. ,-rr~.,•:'nmN •
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area allowed attacks r:n-gets of opporunity-day or nint-if

located within 200 yds ;..f a mVt,..e trail or road outside of a
village, while fixed targets or targets of opportunity could be
struck if they were R1AF pricrity validated, Vientiane or Savanakhet
approved, or if AAA/AW inapc--r4 were observed firing at friendly air.
craft. Special restrictt" ,.q Laotian cities established prohibited
areas: 25 nautical miles vdivu .. Lutang Prabang arl Vientiane; 10
miutical miles and 15 CC0 ft :-ti'tidti ir Aicinity of Savarmakheto Attopeu
Thalhet. Saravann rimd lI'o1; .1 -V% a•-, Tould be expended in the towns
of Sam Ioau, Khang KIk.ay, *-r] 7- -)ýg Kh a-.3.na. B&mbing, includ riaar,
through.overcast ws $.r'Li>,•d .rless apprz-vd specificallyy
Maer.-JVCampfirms and c.,.r ilan habitaticons would not be s f-fck-7-

or e-stiricted areas incJluded NW Laos and the eastern terminms of
Route 9. Al1. aircraft were to avoid by at least 25 nautical miles the
known flight path of -perat-irig sites ari.&Irfields when being used by
ICC aircraft. AircrafL lfu.t.hed fro'I-, -P " °
to -e nDe ordnance inZ & M

y boats on the Bangfai River bet1Wen MAbmt arx
0 were authorized targets if FAC's identified them as military

transports arA controlled the st'rikes. Further extension of the rules
permittedt 1) immediate pirrsult of h stile aircraft, vess

ATO•fores ntoLac's am• Cambodia ..

cst.rikes eoi dispersed POL sites were aut~hor12 under the'
follovin. ex, ptions: 1) -within 30 raut.ic.l miles of the center of
Hanoi, 2) ten nautical Wiles cf the center of Haiphong, and 3) a buffer
zone. 25 nautic 11 miles from the CHICOM border. With the expansion of
the TIGER HOUND conc: ot intt the DMZ, these rules brought about the
following: FAC-cont-!0J.2d striks co'.Ild be conducted against targets
of opportunity; coastal armed recce could be conducted south of 17
degrees 03 minutes,- and all watsr craft operating east of the DMZ or
within river estuaries or m,: ring areas of the DMZ would be considered
friendly, but firin up-.i, US craft would make them subject to attack
as hostile craft.-lA

(TS) The TIGER HOUND operatlng zone0 as defined in December 1965
(see map), pezvdtted pred'etesnr.nad strikes authorized by Viehtiane,
with established procedures for requesting imuediate strikce approval
from Savannakhet or Vientlarn agAtnst newly-detected targets with FAC
control. FAC personne!i opir-ted P,"sm ftnrward operating strips at
Kontum, Kham Ducke Ke Sanh, i.an Dr,%,g Ha as necessary to meet opeational
requirements. FAC's i-e.e --,t-'li--e In 01-1, AC-A?. and A-1E aircraft for
both TIGER HOUND ,;• •-m"l-N •N MIRS operations. Defoliation
of infiltratior, mut. 7's umderway& CZMAC
-s deeply conce-n,1d •h•tj-a .noitiOhvhip ef TI ,R. HOUND ard STEEM TIGER
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would complicate the allocatior, :.f s:,tes available. He anticipated
that the available total daily average sortia-evel would reduce to
20 for STEEL TIGER and O00 for TIGER hUQND upon resumption of

IOLLLNG THUNDER oper4ati.-l c..er NVNo 169

(TS) TIGER "IOUND oparstio--s were itensLfied in concert with the
growing enemy activity along the Ho Chi Xinh Trail. By February a
frantic enemy effort. was underway to get troops and supplies into
RVN through these routes. In nzu=entrating attacks on vehicular choke
points along roads and threugh -c.nsta;nt p.z'rUng both day awd night,
the TIGER HOUND opermticn woas able to limit drastically the intenled
enemy buildup of ameni,'- POL and medic ' supplies. This became
increasingly evident as the number and typ,. of secondary explosions
ard number of vehicles actually destroyid increased. Extensive
bombing pulverized Laos rads which with the onret of the SW monsoon
in April became quagmires with numerous cuts and landslides that
impeded passage further. The enemy was forced to utilize primitive
methods of transportation inoludirg porters, pack arimAls, a1
bicycles .170

(TS) Meanwhile sortie requirements for Laos in late January
continaed to receive COMJSMACV's attention, A requirements committee
meeting in Honolulu, haaded by the MkCV J3, had settled upon 4,500
sorties per month for Lkos, about half cf the number flown during the
bombing pause in NVTN. During the conference plannirg sessions con.
iilerable resistance was experiencod against the higher Laos require-

ment, based on ACV•s inability'to "pr'.7e" a higher need. MACVfs
position was that TIGER HOUND slomn wzyald require a 'dnimum of 150
sortios per day, which could Lioease to 200 pe2r day by 1966 yar-emd./
BARRM IMQUJ and •B0N•CO/W1•SPL. - .... -L. .
initially vould require at la legtis per day and if Vientianets
estimates -are correct, support ,d IRLG opotations against Pathet LAo
forces in Laos would average 30 t-ý 40 scrties per day. COMUSMNWV
appravwi the cosmittee's pcsit.lzro wkding a i-,3quirement either for
additiono' progrnmeod lU.-.bAsed 3s.uraoes, cr that CVA aircraft
remain cowmitted t,)_ suppmrt Las por.ati:*n. 1knever, due to pending
air munitions shortageo, cnly 1,2000OC bh-rmbs werr available against
a requirempnt for 1,800,000, vhioh in otnsaquenwe would 4/uiA.

.caling down all efftcts inc.ountry, in NVN aTd in Laoe1.1

(S) Based on this positiýn, COMUSIM= tasked his staff and
component commanders tc study waans for enhancing air.str'.ke sortie
effeotiveress. Planned use cf air-strishe resources both in-country

: and out-of-cou-atry entailed major scrtie rsquirements for in.-country,
• and -!.rrier-based fighters. The_' affective use domanded
"-" o-'inuirZ assessment ef prfe',itfos M.I-hcation of effort, target

criteria, adi -esults aclisvedo Tr.hoe w-. need to recognize shortages

rS
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in oert4in catergories of air ordnance. Careffta and contiminng
assessment of ordnance selected, weight of expenditures, and results
achieved was mandatozy for economy and optimum sortie effoctiveness 172

(TS) In order to insure maximum sortie effectiveness, CIMPAC
recommended strike aircraft on strip-alert awaiting FAC callup when
no specific target was available. He stressed that ROLLING THUNDER
strikes should be launched only when there was a good chance of getting
to a target, but agreed to radar bombing against specific road choke
points in order to keep pressure on infiltration routes during bad
weather. Underlining this concept of sortie upplications, CINCPAC
was anxious that all sorties be designed for maximum eff tivewnss

(TS) Following throughonhisconstant of m rules of
ergagement, COMUStACV ..-.... 8 nmarch,,
to consider improvements ropbd? ir strkes-i--'o•.-- Among

_:hse were additional ARCLIGET-striko aln the RVN/ajinbre

reqiies appro for use of naps or FAC contrvl in -

the southern Laos ar•:n( oonnidssanao area; to request once more
R o t lifting of restrictions in order to • '

resume' Fi~o- ssa1~e on a controllod basis, particularly at
night; to approve expansion of SHINING BRASS operations throughout
*th TIGER HOUND Special ZoTo, inoluding oross-bordor irfiltration
by helioopteras and to study the donial of rico tarveets to NVA/VO
foroes infiltrating through Laos. Consensus was that whine the
coming S1 monsoon would limit tactical air oporatto,, good oover
nevortheless would be provided for B-2 ARC LIGM starik anl other
high.lovel harassment programs in Laos. There was reason t?_beli"
that the RLO would then permit expansion of air operations.-

(TS) COMUSMACV Infonno CI1CPAC that continued uso of in.
country assets for air opora-tionn in lzos was rmsoary, anl assumed
tUat the livdtation of 3,000 vortiva por month in Laos pertainex
only to uuo of out-of-country anuotu. Cli'CIW rpli• oiting the
decision reoohod at the January-Fbimuary Honolulu Confoerncs that
toaees nuadod to generate 3,000 n.t aould be providod spoeifioally
for Laos oparations f rota CV unota, anid t}rat a-"

level of offort above 3,000 sorties in Laos which might be idicatted
as a result of itkproved recotmusarsiao andL tartetinM prowtlures would

be providod at COMUSlACV's di•sc•tion from air assets allocated for
irnoountry support. 175
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(TS) Weapons emplocyment inLs s wts u t l factor' aff eoting
sortie effectiveness ani rles ý-X oinga-gmer&e COOUSMA~CV believed
that against selecte-i 't' Ldantki RL tI&~gts or those targets
dictated and evaues"04 by FAC. o tte Aiis innr~ate controfleci ezq~loy-
ment of napalm in Lav~s rtx sul r@ti Sreter target destrliction
per sortie andi subsoquiently fmp~m3 ;w z-Aill ~i/uii
utilization. This wou~le aW e: rt d- of airborne or~ ground-
alert resources f~m ixn--.Wt:":v ttl .ýTgt-s t,ý Ucrative fleeting targets
in Laos using all ave,1.-e = itlenso T1e ý-.itical in-oountry
stock level of some 1Wmnit-ý.-12s* ndem;o d~iao.r.vta use of most avail-
able or'dnance. COM4TSMAPV uxgen-t!-3 ýýoaast~i etats. BG concurrence
be obtained early in Jau&7fý_ %ts~s -'i' n4;aJm against validated
MAF targets, imoluding th-'.se sop-.-Fred focr FAC_,-Ureoted TIGER
HOPND strikes., In aekdi~ti~c r. COMUSNACV axp,-essad Interest in
obtaining the earliest t~i~sibia new type w9apcas uxndor development.
He expressed an urgent nwed for ný.ture Dr'agoA Tooth and Gravel
anti-personnel mine brmi Ions frrrs4.: rbi rr saturation dispersal
along enerv trails. He was likewte- invtivested in Tetrbahdrous
(see Anne' G.)176

(TS) Exis~ting. rules :;,thorized use of -ivpaam only Vnen it
zas absolutely requ:Lroi stgrfiý._nt, milAtaU7 r~ao.Sns in bighly
critical stuations. ft~~l~'ritad.A1M1 Vientianop "this zuae
could not *be snratohed tl- aw 4 rOCOSIACV cs dosire to uso
naal as ro n '. TIGER HOUIM zsi-,n~s." In rmquistiilz
its use@ COMUS~ACV hAd pr.-. s-'aA :Its extension to areas not
currently incli ijod in tr-,a TIGER EIOUM~ 'jzt&i str.Uce cone * CINCPAC
advised JCS that m palm wag s '.b &1'iunat to the SEASIA ordnamie
inventory aul would be p &Zysf'eX against speifi

~~1 ~targets in Laos * Ho cow-a-rir~ wL.. h COMMMSACV ts request for use of
rapa2Lm as routine oxxiiam.rL cn TIGER flOUM! zýioas. *SCDEF was
informned by CINOPAC tbst c±-,N2e b6 s~ibst-tuted for &pproxmately

j one hallf of the OP bombs :*,r dxsn1t-xy An¶ IUaosv arK thus acd4itional
GP bombs would be avr.iIabi! f,. te -L-11:'&er soobat areas.* SEWSTATIE
(Lid not believeo the ttsm 4 pr-prL", a f ntroduztim a now W'Sapon
elownt (napalm) as propn .,d, &-itroi- ho agz vwl to reconsider the
ques-tion of its use in 1; r ;t thd e :.ý,js t app- prite opport ty. 277

A(TS) By late Maa SE-PSTaIE ýaL~wfA :it appropeliAto to permit
the use of napalm in thi~ I': t. Ci c~itirg its i~rroasad flo'cibllity
for US tactical sir op& :,.: ý. .w AriZi ) obl.ý '. :jr6; Aaaranoe
from Premieor Sotxazrma Ptý..wu f* sti Am Iii v.uitn jLa,-i. HO
concurred in X.~Q .primla o It -e;p-mU 1A ,-k.st
gMAv full cOwUOUTero t-1: U1 k~r_'t trucks o~n the Ho Chi.
)l.nh Trail. CO1=kS'~CV wAs ~ ' d'~tht n.~pa.M cowld be
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employed in Laos in aacordawe vith excistirg BA-RJM ROL/Southern
Laos operating rules.* Addit~cnal -restriotions were that in the
STEML TIGER areat expenitituiv of napalm woixld be confined to MAF-
validated targets only; expe1%Uture of napaln would mour under
FAC control as defined -in MUMR~LOLL/southern Laos operat!.ng rcJlesi
maxim= effort by all comnsanders arxd air crew maxibers would be
necessary to prevent inadvP'+,týnL strikes against villages, innocent
inhabitants, and friemily troop positionst and no publicity would b3
permitted as to the use of rapalmx in Laos ,178

(TS) Inetýitsbly, arrors r'esulting from, the complex rules of engage.
mer, resulted in ±.netancez, in whrich US airoraft mistakenly bombed amd/
or strafed frieixfly villages and nlaitary :.nstallations in Laos. Ne
a period of several months such oocurenceis became less frequent,
but each mishap militated against efforts tc, obtain needed relaXWt0!ft

of the rules of engagement. CGMUSMA~CV as~urd the Ambassador to Laos

shared by afll participants and that efforts were beixg exerted conrtinuaflly
to prevent such oacurrances. Mearwhi~le JCS recommended to higher
authority substantive changes to JICS basio rules of engagement in SEA5IAI,
including authority for' US forces to condluct immediate pursuit of
bostile aircraftf vessels, and grc~und forces into both Laos and Cambodia;
to condub~t immediate pursuit ,,f hostile aircraft into Communist Clim
in response to attacks against US forces; and to condluct seaj'.irescue
(SAR) operations in Communist Clh-iia when -3rgageluent risk was sm&l).

and there wore clear prospects f:'successful recovery of orefis.

Photo e sa~ Out.of-Country

(TS) Aerial raonnaissance t i!X11tration LOC's in area con~.
tiguous to RVN rem, i-nd critical as the m, soon season approaahoed. By
Apr11 Cambodia ra~nked high on the agei~ti for zooonnotterirg re'qiire.

[ ~mants. 001USNAC requestod appro-vsl to conduct infre-rad (110. a ide..
looking ~iirborns rad~ar (MMA), &zY1 &i.-orzo radio direction fiix-ar
(ARDF) operat-ionw o-nr Cnb~dla., plzi~ euthcrity to overfly its border
to a depth of ten km to wac.-mpl.ish' YAM TEAN reconnissance require.-
ments * At the end of May. CINCPAC requested a flil ststmont of
COWMUIACV requirements,9 t:.r inclus ion with others, which would onable

*~i~nitial fulfilment of siml~ar r!)qul'remnts without duplioation.
'Unforeseen uregent r~enxo-=is.~snc xvqwL-4-A for VACV would be flown
an directed by CONTJSMA.CV. In TAcwv ft deterlo:-%ting weather in Laos
awl improving wiather in WN str-Ike sorties wore betrg div'ertod on a
daily basis for maxlzmu
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(S) I.ati r. J '" LT, .'1 r.r" t-,ri,' s:war.e o:;tabl.•s'od first
prt,.rlty ft-r h.io.r,., *.. '.tcll nco (Md ZX) to detect awl
det•rmine the nWttor-j on.' t, ! .v.,jn<t.',nt rations anl buildup
,.-ich thrnb•.•.r . .f. , T (. I.s ant contiguous portions of
lVI'', arni to proviQe ,,v,: r.. .r. ,oul.d confirr, or deny reoortedenemy trconpb-o,.•Idu, .- '.: ,:,".+rciyth in thoesea•:.D

i';:t.,u j ±;'*Gi,';: !,.OUID Conrcopt to IWA I'anbarilo

(S) Antcicpat:.r-C -i,- u~t,-ato effect of TIGiR HOUM) operations
in Laos, COMUSIACV oxproe .d,,-- intere•t in extension of such air operations
control into the southern panhandle of INN, in areas termul Route
Packages (RP) I 4nd II. CINCPAC had delegated air strike control in
these areas to CINCPACFLT anl CINCPACAF at a A.ime when enemy infiltration
involving these two areas i NVN was not a governing factor. However,
in 1966 infiltration from RVN had increased dramatically and COM1SM&CV
informed CIMCPAC that enemy activities in those areas bore a direct
tactical relationship to operations in RVN arl therefore comprised an
immediate extension cf the gro.-izl battlefield. This fact, coupled
with the need to shift tactical air operations weight into this area
during good weather. uriftro -red his dosire to have these operations
urxer single FAC contrel. 1 82

(TS) COI.*SI'ICV prcvdod a 31an, under exis+.ing procedures, for
control of NVN scuthorrr panhandle operations patterned afte7r TIGER
HOUIN. This callud for a,.gnomnt af RP I to 7; h AF arl RP II to
CTF 77. Air operati'-ns woldd be augmented from itn-country assets
based at Da Nang, Csm Ranh Bay, aix' Phan Rang as required. As
wneather in southern I&,s detericrated, a portion of TIGER HOUND
resources would be shifted t: RE's I ayl II. All appropriate resources
available would be f~ciuwod &n th.s mission in accordance with COMISMACV's
tactical Judgment, COI.IUS•ACV requested authority to implement this
plan as a matte.-l cC pe.ra:' al urgncy- authority so granted would
bring military poe:ts tO bot., mcst. effoctively on enemy approaches to
the RVN battlefield col, which he was responsible. , CINCPAC considered

:•tonaion of TIGER HOUND p;d:urss into RP I as appropriate. He
roecognized the success -,f TIGER HOUND with FAC control, and warned
that antiaircraft arttllery prevented FAC use in most of N1N. The
program, he felt was worth a try in RP I. Accordingly, the northern
boundary of RP I wa.s motioQt,8 - authorize COUSMACV's use of in..
country assets in this area." -

(S) Tn early 1'by CO1.WSFACV tr.vred TIGER HOUND operations awl
dCiscussed, rorwl t h:ho*,vd we tni plrnnrs awl operators, including
FAC s arnl stri.ce p31 -.t. From a .-evlew and analysis of results
since conception Or tne progrn.•m ho concluder there were many lessons

~ ~~- oe~ Sj~st• Copy'CSPo" -- %
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Si to be heeded by MACr and higher headquarters in plannin for the
imediate future. He stressed the need for a better focus on develop.
ing the capability to conduct 24-hour operations, regardless of
"weather and difficulty of terrain, in order to interdict lines of
conummication. The value of visual reconnaissanme in the inter.
diction . could not be over-emphasized. CONSNACV considered
the FAC in a slow-movirg9 aerial observation platform-familiar with
a given &rea through repeated flights ovar it.-a vital link to suo.
coue t Approxdzately 25 percent of TIGER HOUND damgo inflicted had
resulted from right operations, but it was oomeivable that signifioantly
greater results could be achieved with a more advaoed state of the
art, such as the coordinated useg4 available sensoe..quipped aircraft-
Mareships arA Star Lite scopes.

(S) Ordnace selection had proved to be of importace in
TI(MR HOUND operations. The GP bombs with both instantaneous auA
delayed ftudng, napalm, cluster bomb unit (CBU), rockets and 20-n
Smnitions were all effective when employed against targets suited
to their respective oharaoteristios. COUSINWV stressed the need for
insurAg a proper mix in ordnance loading in order to gain mzxlim
destraction. Despite the effectiveness of available mionitdoa, a
requirement still ediated for additional ordnawo in the area denial
ut4gory; The enemy's demonstrated abi.ity to repair road cuts an4
road blocks in rdn1mm time ad ocnfirmd his use of sizable labor
forbes Which bad suffered little attrition in accomplshizg such
tasks* COMS V was heartenid by the outatandixg results achievad
in TIGMR HOUND oneations, but he considered an increased capability
in +his area. c4alleng task well worth the attention of everyn.

USAF RMLtNG THUM Operations in NVN

(TS) RLIIM TMJNDER aistrikes in 1966 pirsued the US
objctives of brngirng pressure to bear as roessary to cause the
OWN to cease supporting and directing insurgeny operations in
SN. ftom the begirming of =1M THUM)R operatiow in Maroh
1965t, it was clear that this was not a classical military air
offetenve, but rather that the prgram would evolve from politioal..
mWlitary strategy with political factors doGmti•ng Di.reated JCS
retriotions imposed unpreodented control of tactical air operations
a4d at destroying prog.resively selooted military taxlets while
providing mLx1= protection to wrxzobatanta in NVN. By the and
of 1965, mmy of the orig oo±2contrainto which prohibitd• attaoks
in pecifiedogra•• and againast •pwified targets had been rela=d
or removed.S
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(TS = onofthe M.G th reat was uniertakon beginrdng
in April. CItMPAC directed his component co~mnanders to be prepared
to execute attacks against certain JCS targets when directed. Such
attacks possibly could result in a M~G reaction of~ sufficient mag-
ILtudo that a response would be required. C11oMUCLT and CINOPACAF
muld plan to counter the NIQ throat if' authoris"td to attack NOT
air fioldoo CflNCPAC roquested. a C1ICSAC plaai for B-52 attaoka on
Pime Yen arit Kop airfields I~ to inolude oupport required graum PACOM
forces&, An urgent requirement also oxivutod for B-66B aircraft in

ASWIA to counter the oxparm1ed sophisticated air defenses in WN,
Effective jamiwing, of o~nomiy r'adar had cdograd1ed 1UN air detoction and
cdafenueo yotom aml thus provided pro toution for otrike aijat
against the threat of. SX. andl radar controlled APL sites.19f

(TS) In response to COM~USMUCVs sut~,ootod targets for rotal..
±atory air strikoo in the ovont like tarmats vjor' attacked in RVN.
CISCPAC advised on 25 MAy that curront p.1.un; provided for repr~iual
against any or all such tar':eite: for wihich CINCPACULT, CINCFACOA, 9arA
CZNMSAC alroady had eCffocti ye plans ready for implementation, Current
ruiles of ongaConment iuore clear andl unequivocal rgainling inaurnions
into Co~mu~nst Chinat ank thua refleocted current US Govermiout policy
uhich authorized no purnuit into the territorial sea or air apace
of Covmuist China. In Ithe evenrt that Commuiat Chiness forces becas

diretlyinvlve inhostlites n S IAthis raol obviously wo7uld

(TcreS) totehihn uthorityt~ asg m thtý 16vJun to~bl stpouluc r .K
tn MMinnz civi +rgtliants cAutWvrizatiocit wats athe( strio

attmcallPX stovi ged sthat thr ~inough oulou t be ~ptts loxactf t
aoftoia uethi ofBu¶eeto ye or i othoy b: the t.oro '!51 murotoal iou

fr te HIa ecoetod as oT 059 20'~ a~ 30t~ natooalo tarets in th
of 1050 201.The doeii t~oi carr iahout. strkeslginot FM rev'io e

intlkeroto aind Vz civiian dvoutedtos thdoatre wtho o the stiku
"XIMPA wata X~CA advied hatifthod plan of actoudnotob aomplish ito
wogpinsh otherlais djof ivo4 m~tv of wtoln h padtyr-- vo s prortw ting-

US rew h wa nt t inti~o to piu r'am DG LARYNDIM

atr~es om outit o 29Juri a Oaw 4 ýU utrCa tartgta in tho

imeiat viiiyof.-a.IHihog oluoMareiwo

intalligumo~~~~~~ ard.~,oi, I tdtoU otato ftoW



(TS) CIi'MPLC nzv.. .L17oc (Mlvli'!117V *f h3LS plan to' relocate
D=~ CVA f~r-Zuc DlvM1 STATTM t: STATION off the no--thern
coast of contr9l1 RVN4 in :-!, -~ ;~* i. tc' b&lanoe avallable
air' .Q.ats in Light : L-' 0,.-. 1~ 1PO1 L %,.Vat sitn~tiofl.

F-) diected contiru,;d .tLr CIr!(,PACFLT ý.f COfltJSWCV from DIM~
STATION th:= 30 d~~.C~:'AV~a dlty iLr. moving
the DTX" CVA w~ril 4] Lýk~- ~ '- nd i.nstrrtte CINPCMFLT
to sup),Crt COlunuTWL"I~r D1T*L*!. iZ-Vi7 ON ~~i~p~d ec

6A-ugust to m&xirit-.ij ~r.'... /i :i: 1, i. 'n~i~L ty ý%f POINT YAIME.i 9

(TS) COEJS!'ACV -4Ki -. . - LBJ Po-rch in Texas.
%wrmi ed by the -f~d-' t. POL bombings in WNVN
CoOI,UJSIACV repIi~d- tri ~ ,.~;

4 o t-r. se-ý the ift2l impact of
t.Ls program, hut, ~ ~ ;*~gn~r t.*, shw up tha~t the
enony had bt"en hur't. 5` -,q l>~p. y aold b sen
inL the near r~a'~ ~Q' tJ. b,' rr,)ii- ý vr).S to the credi~t Cf
tl~e USAF a-nd the USP. W~ ~ Ir lse u.
th-e previcus veek in WNVN C0,',1SD2XV!.issc, it As a combinatior. of
ba(I luck andm;l;:~~~ USSR pr---fded to NVN. The
?t'.!ick:'nt di.u~dth-3:-t Yr r~:.~ st-an3ddow of the
ai~r c3.nplgTr ir. YIN. COMIUSIi'AC c that, durilg the INWN stArid.
downm (241Decamb-e, 065..-30~ J.nu:."v 1966, r.*Ci- t:5ng .s5-iies available.
yere put ta ef~roc tive tus, Ln L6:rf~:h w HO ~lzed tbt
some charge in -the bombingZ abc:g1- hAt the ,r~ly tr'ade-.off
±hsat o -ctc1I b.- nacl~in 4 .-.Tr& b--.t. u~r'ged the President
not to considc-: -nyf c-i.:. ';?ri -:1gr j -.1 the

'lie~ As a. irnimt~no !'r-~ .3 ''e `.en oria LOC Is in the
o-xtritioled atl z. r batttI$ in
the*YLth COM4TSMACV -It .'" tawgets exi~sted
in. t :-.s area aol i t 'wr~ia y~ r~' f~~'~N.~~'b brr'ut

(TS) Ihnd rd&Ajg. COII~JSIY-,CV Al. 11 S.. ' S taff to develop a
concept a~nd an ýrQatai 2-.:AhL - ~~ -ntr progressively
over a i2...onth pertud v:2 -.1hw-. ~rý4 . -1-n~ p-:siti~on to commenew
militAry operations .in th-3 s i P-r. ~ 1 the 17th Phrsilel.
Suich a comxept wr.).1d h,ý;..p -3js ~...e±~5.SSoriMA t-. la~n
ey='%tion arAp.oi~de g,.;4 't;.' M ep at.r 3 098U35 19 7

(S) In Octcb'to.r CIN1CPAL".-ryi of the PLI/N~
situation in Lqocs t~t. tt*t n.- -'a L. neiils plan
an!1 prico'ittes in mant rw.*~~ rintaýt:v%% PL/NVYT a--'mt
'we', irdicateolg 1) an' -i.ts~ SEZ L4,; n P9.99 allorC -easter
perimeter of Laos t:, So KtnIC! utfC4.m.A~ L-,% juwi.!cti0r0 and& 2) A
'politica21 baise tn &Y.% lfa., I't~. X.m Fts. Atho hRVN
renained the NVY'v ~ f. 'l 0  1 -~ ..x ffac *Ing th!ILSO
sensitive ara do ~..........-i -(.e;*c~jaq The aroVs2.ys
also pointed n ýt wa,t, NjVj in V m.,*~,,~'r raotion to
aa~lr Attempt at n. IA'mu This
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USN SORTIES FLOWN 1966
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analysis coiz,~id&M C!1z1Qy) wZ a FCV a'I-9 eeebeelctn
VCAATA logisti'~a~l j-tr~~i iocCS.i1 etme.lctn

(TS) The ,si s . TIGER HOUND ttri in the $,=uthern
Laios ParftamUle .-!r vd .,rbzal denilal c&f *eablo LOC s availlable
t^~ +.he enemyq ftcigi'~ th~e m ~ ~seAson. As t.6 resultp WA infiltration
efforts shiftedl !ztto t~hi snthirm fnhonMU.4 t~f NVN and undertook
infiltration t~hirigh, tý DMZ. arxci n~g'~. areas to iriolude both land
andx water routas* Att ,Q 1 18 JulJy st*Lf! c-ýnfaretjne (out.-ofrncountry air
session) * COMtJSIACV st.-vt-x:

pcasa~ ' Urh!~ tft ert-nm u~a 'nf the roads
leading Irntc -Ii,? #;xtA32vihx batt!.-fl-eld rif SVN
thrvigh . b-- DN. H93 has ttzzen-:, Aecided to

iit~jt~e a *LI ~~t -sri z:,"1r to
TIGER HOUI'D -1.i -1 ti be tom-3,d Opzamt-ion
TALLY HO. TALLY HO i s to~ lba ~nrge..zed and
opeatod. s zd.l:iy.3 to TIGER HOUND~ but vil
jxrf.it I.-_m the 11as the techniques,
and plek~Jearnd durinrg TIGER HOUJND-

COMUSMACVI' s ssaga i- CT!MAC ~-;x JCS p-,rtrayed the above concept
and added, 'TALLY HO erJ.±Y Lno cordt.wc1 efforts of USAF,, USAP
t1S?4, and VNAF strUcss 9,d ?-3rc,.1t. Additionally, control and
coordination ppzi '-mra~t Uie irt;:inof USN strikes
,&en an. if avaU11Wab

'%TS) Ba-c-aý,5; -'e a s :t. LOC's by WA to funnal
perqonnel and sp t s:.tIwi 'tlth A? ~4tepltd the Phalos of Engage..
mant affecting the S.I3AVh THUNDER, TALLY HO, ant TIGER KWM~ operations*
In a continuing e!r:ttoLe t.dcto of LOC'st CCMUMACV
requesting that h-11 -3 :tv forc~pers~tions in Southern Laos
be extended tr- cc-7-9' RP I. T",-:44 ji"u-3.t-At C~riginating in MCV@ -?th Al.,
and AME4 Vientla .u d. be :~e by COMIAJWoCV with CINCPAC stl
retaining disappv.-via. n;.7i..t- o ~f OPREMP intent reports .'Y""

(TS) The Jx ~ __c-ineyt of SAM udissflesq especially in
areas adjacent to tk~e DM1I. wa-ez ~-~i-s3 fZ'r 1=zeised concern toward
the end of CY 66. EvaLj~s i.,-n .-f tho threat aril plans and concepts to
counter. ret. 1iate' amid aisvn:y th tnrut were aotivay pushed fozward.b
A focal point for vmLt-.1 3 tiuv. YACV Science Advisor. Wi.th UVN ts
inreased coordlitL.n ,; SAE capabfi~ties with the MIG and AAA
cap&bilties,, the NW air- v~t as serieftis),y threaterae. Loi~aeva~
entries with pop-;Ap daV.ý*-7v tvcA-e' eW soed 1W aircraft to one or
the other elemen'.P -:f ~WI iW. Ith tna e v3ible requirement for
B-52 forces to oparal. *. . ' mi~-3 --t SAM envrr~Ioinentp PACON was assigned
the multiple tasik- orC~1t ~i thei pz'9esee ýf SA.-2 unitse * wlityln

o na,



their effectiveness by ECM, and, -whei. feasible, locating and
destroying SA-2 siteý. C0NUSMCVs racl• -vas to evaluate -nd determine
target areas requiring SA-2 support, cietarmine TOT s in coordination
W4th CINCPAC. and develop a support plan capable of implementation on
short notice* Aircraft lost in IVIN operations vere reported by
COWSI4g at the end of the Year as 30 lost to SAY~s aiid 10 lost to

(TS) The strategy and objectives fo.. the employment of air
evolved tbughodt CY 66, culminating in the creation of targeting
concepts for CY 67. CINCPAC in coordination with COMUBSACV in
December updated the June 1966 military strategy to accomplish US
objectives. In December the conclusions was to "take unremitting
war to enemy by selective application of US air and naval" power
against military installations and industrial facilities generating
aggression, against the conduct of aggression from a sanctuary, and
against the NON support of Pathet Lao and Thai insurgency as well
as Laotian LOCis. This vould be supplemented in various ways such
as: 1) air strikes against IVN ports p power plants, conmunications
facilities, PCL, =Ultary headquarters, and air defense capability-
2) PSYWAR leawets employed against NVN, Laos and the Cambodian
Panharnle- 3) SAC foxces corylucting svpport of combat operations in

*VMN, as wJ as strikes agaifist salected targets in Laos and WN
as authorizd,; and 4) arned reconnaissance in NVN. The major goals
-would be to convince 1VN that a. long %.ar was an unacceptable and
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(U); Mag (TS), CINCPAC to CINCPACFLT, 150401Z Nov 66, Subj: SEA



DRAGaM; Msg (TS), GINGPAC - JCS, Z:0326Z N~ov 6 Sub l
and IDF North of Deinar,ýation line: M&ag MT)o JC8 to CINOCPAC,
1-01607Z Dee 66, Subj: Atillerv Fire Northi of Demarcation LIna.

149. Ibid~l

150. M09 (S), CTG 77.1.1 'a MCI?AOF=W 23163CDZ Dee.- 66, Subj:. SEAt
DRAGON*

151. USMACV Co~and History, (TS), 19653, It:- S CINVPACFLT
ý32/00673. 29 Jun 66, Sub ~ ca F1~ x'MlCACFLT/CC2rJMACV
Amphibious Conference PU.

152. Working Paper (S)o SP&Q Div KqC(X,'ý 1~5 A=, 66g, Subj: BAT=S
DONN; Msgs (S), CINCPAFIJT 293231Z -jhm 63 aind 232132Z Fab 66p
3Subj% Identif.ier Assi~gnme~t.

153. Ltr (8),, K4AM to J3/jGSq 15 Nov 65, Sul-': P~owaed Targets
for DAGGER T1FMUJT Werations.

154. 9(sg (TS), CCKWSMACV 011",6Z Ate' 66p Subj: Raquest for W.

155. X!ag (TS) s C =.PAC 9 ORý34Z 65~, 2~ !ýbJ: liu-aaet for SY-2~

156. Nsg (TS), CWJj314AC*,1 10 LZZ Y4. B S;:hj: DCW and
ARQ/SIP (1)).

* 15?. )4u (TS)t Cfl4OPCW 2a2::z 66 B ADTTIM WIXN and
ARG/SLF; He-S (TS% CI.NOPAC', ha54 y 6ý' Sa~e Subj.

1L58. ~Joint C1NCPACFL-,QUMV* S AArCZ ,in '1 .i ILI -. 4.()

66)l Skibj:. US Naval R ~v~ ~VN (U),

3.59. IbidU.

Amphibious Co~ve-0 i'!) jL-t Clt ~ /1JS;- g~
want (S), KACJ3, a~. *O:b vv. ~i~-.(er ..ýons ia
nvN (u),

161. MU RAFCommand Cloc : A$ ,~

162. msR (c),, cQ 1Acv,, t !Azzj, *2. s!Mwf~P

CINCPACML, 011223Z Dea 6,); &SgA 3*



161I. Reg. (S).9 CMIUSMACV, 10323OZ Da* 66s, Subj. AMI/SI Opns; ftg (S) 9
CINCPACFITo 1=028Z Dee 66,, Same SaibJ; ft (S)9 CCWMUsHAT 290%U4
Dec 66, Sme Subj.

3165,. sAg (S), COCH&AWVF 9 231058Z Dee 66;v 0p~d 8/2-67 (S).9 CM 765
28098 Dec 66.

166. Hag (TS)X CINCPAC t6 C(EJ(CV6, 192230Z Jan 66,9 Subj: Concept
for' Vietnam.

167. Msg Ms) CINCPAC to CQ4UZAC-Vi, 25224,0Z Dec 65; Mnbtel (TSXI Bangkok
to 2d AD, M3050Z Dec '63; Meg (Sli CINCPAC to M8~ 9 252D
Dee 65.

168. Ks; (TS), USAIR Vientiane to CM~USM&CV, 310127Z D~o* 63, Subj:
Or -4--" Concept Pr-oposed by GOKLSMACY for Owe of Ahroarat in
I&o (3) Hag (TS)s CCiUSHAWV to MICPAG,9 MAC 0270s 121 Jam 669
Subj3 Jauu=7 Keeing at Udozri.

16U1. Nag (TS)v A1MW Bangkok to 2W,9 230550Z Deo 65; Nag (TS)., AN=1(
Vient~iane to S=SAT3$ 061036Z Jan 466, Subj-. M~IUM=; Neg (TS)#
AM=I Vitatiane to CO(SHACV *40110DZ Mar 66, Sab3: U~s of Napeal in
L.*a(s)jymg(Ts).* WMB Vinin t, CCKUSHACV 060958Z Apr 66; Nag
Wii)& 2AI to CIXCPAG, %10248Z Feb 661, Subj; Approval for New Operating
W~as Vi Tcao; M3,g (h$)9 JCS to CINCPAG, 31207A May 663, 3Sbjib: JC

Basc1. Razles of I~napwwnzv in SSASIA; MsS (TS),, VWC-RAGV to 7A?#
21 002212 Ju 66 Sub: S IP{Y; Ksg ( ),, JCS tc CnWPACs 1152255Z

Jan 66, Sub1 t R0LWM TflUNDM 50; Nag (S), 7AF '0830Z Aug 66,
%W t: Rules-of Uagawetmat.

169. Ksg (TS); M(IUSACV to CDWCPACs 06011Z Jan 66, Subjt Air Operstioia
Laos- Meg (TS), 2d AD) to C(1{USHAGV,, 0902_29Z Jan 66, %bj: StAtu3
of TlG&M HOOND (U).

170. Hag (TS.), GINGPAC to CMUMSACV, 0921M2 Jan 66) MFR (TS),, MACJ3,
19 Jul 66,v Subj: Gentral Wes-tmoresand 'a ConceWt for the Intiation
of Operation TALLY HO0.

171. Xag (TS)., 32 flePuy to COMSM~ACV~, 21 Jan 66, Subj: Sortie Require.
xent3 in Iao3 (S); Hag (TS), C()IJMACV to BG DePay in Hawaii, KAG
0549P 21 Jan 669 Sýxbj: Sortien in Lao3 (S); Nag (TS), 32 DePay. to
GORLEXACV,, 21 Jan 66., Subjv Soxrtie Requirements in Ia"a (S).

172. Ur (S), USMACV HACJO2, to Comdr 2d 0D9 a; III MAPs Co~dr 7th Fit,
MACJ2,0 MACJ3, 26 Jan 661, Subj: Lihancing of Air Strike Sorties
Effectivaness (U)
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173. Mag (TS)p OTNCPAC to CTIUdSMAGV,. 29Z255Z Jaa 66; Meg (TS)q
CINOPAC to CINCPACAF, 192112-Z Feb 0669 Subth SEASIA Air
Operations (U); MFR (TS)., USt4ACV, YACJ029 3 Mar 66ý Subj-.
Blriefing tor Admiral Sharp, 3 Mar 66 (U).

174L Mag (TS).,, UýfýJSMACV., MAC 2054,, 2.3 Mar 66-, Subjs Mtating witL.
Amibamsador to Vientiante, 8 Mar. 66.

175. Mag (TS)q CINCP.AC, 091928Z M4ar 6,~b:Ar(eai~ i

176. Meg (TS),~USiC to AWlŽIB Vlleintlarw, 2800.452 Dec 65; Mag
( -i) fa(4UZ;I4ACV tc, SECD~F-, MAC 0051., 4 Jan 66.

177 . Dnbtol (TS), V~etoaet SEOSTAT41,7 06-ZO,36Z Jan 66, Suabj-,
TIGER HOUND; Msg (TS),, CINCPAC to 1059 120Q20Z Jan 66; Xsg

4(TS)., CINCPAC to JCS,, 1.92015Z F4,1 66.

178. 115g (TS), SEOSTATE 2-4023Z M" 66s, SUb4. Use of Napalh in I~os
(3); Edbtel (TS), Vientiane 2512i15Z Mar 66; OPCI) ,433-.66, 1)0CC
03878 270610Z Nov 65,' Embtel (TS), Vientiane to CCZ4USHACV,,

,ojj00Z Har 66, Subj: Use of Napalm in L.aoB (s).

179. Msg (5)p USAIRA Vientiario, 1921120Z Jan 0'6; Nbg (TS), 2d A.±
toCNOA,090240Z Feb, 66, Su~bj. ipr~ for, Nsw Oparatiag

Rules for I~oa (U); Mag (TS)ý, CWMUS~4ACV to MEMB Viertiaiivp
26050OZ Feb 66,, Sub;ý STEEL TrGE1R (U); &-,,bte1' (T'r1 Vien~tla&ý
to CG4US14ACV, 27O425Z F'eb 66. msbg (TS), JCS to CINGPACý. 3:-2..U';
Xw, 66, Subjý JCS Ba:;ý.~z lvala of Zzgg,"wn a SZA',SIA k U) .

180. %Sý ('rs)$ CINOPAC I8(iX2090 lii~z t~p ;lt1 043frnjdiaa OP&t.,'ois
(Ul; 14s (T5),ý CQNUV4AGV t.) CIXCP.X' 4K12--7% Ap~r &'), Siioi RT-Zb
TRES (U ) j Mag (TS), CZNCP!,- 3Cý2315Z I~y 66$, 5u41 11UJE 'fl k!

181. * Y4g (TS)p CINCPAC 070309Z 1,x &k, Sub.5 Air' Oýa-t..oaz I.E4$.AS
(U, s-g (S), CINCPAC 262$.ý371 Jul 66, Subjt TROJANI HORSE (tU)',

CL5 S), CINCPAC 4-70326Z ohil 66, Subs: T=&=, TE&ýt Rtqui--0Mnt3

182. Nag (S); CC2{USIJ.ACV 1-.5,~7 XLz-r b66: W-g (S) CaWMJACV 08328,

183. Hag (TS)$. CM&IIMACV 2-275r, 20" KAr 56.9 Sunbu, Proposed ?1-An f:r -,,he
Conduct of Air Operation.,4 Ii. Area RP't I & 2. NiN kS); Mag (\TS),-
CINCPAC 262351Z Mar 66; lt-bg -\S I1lPA 2o2350Z Xiax 66, S",'t
Conduct of Air 0peration;3 in RP~ Area hnV \S).

1 v. sg (S), CC(rJSMACV' to CSAI% 08064rZ 6b,.
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125o MACV MCNEVAL (S)q May 66 (TIGER HOUND Operations 29 Apr - 26 May
66); General Westmoreland~s Historical Briefing (TS). 10 Jul 66;
Nsg (TS)p CCMUS{ACV to Camdr 7th AF, 030215Z Jul 66, Subj M

SPOT (U); Msg (TS),q AIRA Vientiane to CINCPAC, 300530Z Jun 66.

186. CINCPAC Comiand History (TSh 1965, pp 324-334.

187. USMACV Command History (TS), 1965; Mag (TS), CINCPAC 262159
Dec 65; Nsg (TS)q CINCPAC 23041OZ Dec 65; Msg (TS), CINCPAC to
JCS, O92121Z Jan 66; Msg (TS)q Ca{USMACV 45189, 260926Z Dec 65.

S188. Kg (TS)p 01N PAC to JCSs, 201958Z &an `6; •Isg ( 3  CINCPAC to
JGSp 150224Z Jan 66; Rpt (S)p 2d AD Mo•tyAix-r Intel.ligence News
Latter, Vol IT, No. 3, 12 Mar b6.

189. Msg (S), 2d AD te AL(Xa(, 022105Z Feb 66.

190. Mag (TS), CJCS 0950-66, 26 Feb 66.

191. Eibtel (TS), Viantiane to CCMUSNACVp CINCPAG, 13050OZ Mar 664
XFR (S)p USMACV Staff Conferonce NMc 66-1, 8'14 Ms, 66; Psg (TS)p
CINCPAC to GINCPACFLT 010200OZ Apr 669 Subj: Basic Operations"
Order.- R-OU T r-IR 1P.OWN RAND-BtUE TMEE (U); Hag (TS)o
CLGCPAC 020255Z Apr 66, Subjt ROL=iO TH1-DER ,)

192. MLg (TS)p CINCPAC to CINCPACFLT, 090505Z Apr 66, Subjt Mli.Aiti.on
of MlG Threat (U)1 Nbg (S), CXNCPAC to C(GU5MAUMA , 072323Z APr

* 660 Siubji BROWN CRADIE A4rcrz-A~ M.)

193. HEg (TS), Ctt4USMACV 031024Z ,y 166 Sbj' $4tatus and Analysis
Report (U); 14g (TS),, CINCPAC 25W809Z May 66p Sub3t Retaliatory
Air Strikes (U); Mag (TM). JCS to CINCPAO, 31-210Z May 66, SubJ:
JCS Basio Rules of gagemont 3EASIA (E).

if94. Meg (TS), CINCPAC 16W9=2z Jun 66, Sub, ROLLXG nHulim 50 (U);
Wig (TS). JOS to CINCPACs 152255Z Jur. 6, ,%.•me eubj;•Rig (TS)L
JOS to CXNCPAC& 222044Z Jun 66, S•ae subj,; Meg (TIS), JCS to

C24CAO, 052249Z Jul 66p Same subJ, M-Tg (TS). CINCPAC to C!NCPACFLTj,
406085Z Jul 66, $, b ROLWu ,t1NR 50A (U); Msg (TS). G 77.3

to AIG 912, 070438Z Jul 66; Mag (TS), JCS to CINCPAC. 302219Z Jul
66, Subj-, ROLLM TUN=D 51 (U); Meg (TS) CLUCPAC 310403Z Jul 66,
San$ oubj-.

195. M3s (TS), CINCPAC 1019 Z Jul 66, SubJ: 1,OLLMG THUNDER P3Anning
(U); NMg (TS)o CINCPAC 160355Z Jul 66, Subj Intolligence Obtained
from NV. PT Boat Crews (S)-, Mlg (TS), Comdr 7th AF to COMUSMACV,
"180455Z Jul 66; Mesg (TS), Cf 77 to ALWC&,(, 230510Z Jul 66, SubJ:
Tel 77 SASIA Coordinating Protedurse (U); KAg (TS); CINCPAC 242059Z
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CINCPAC 290332Z Jul 06,~, Subj i 1'bvirg D=X, CVA to POIN4T
YISME (S); Msg (TS)p CINCPAC 300Z1.OZ Jul 66,ý Subjo. bo'vng
DIXIE CVA (S),

196. General Viestmorelandis Historical Briefing (TSXq 19 Aug 66;
1bg (TS)v CC14USHCV to OCS"C (Hawaii)q 14~ Aaz 66.

197. Msg (TS)q 7th AF to Ca4USA%"V- 020653Z Aug 669 Subji: A~x
Operations SEASIA (U)ý Rp-,s (TS), 1( IJMACV Monthly Historical.
Suiar7., M(ACJ-3., Jul-Aiug 66,; Memuo ~TS)o 14ACJ5.9 22 Aug 66., Sub4'
,-tud Diective; Plans for Otu8rat±Ofl3 in the Laos Pwihand,1 (S).

198. Babtal (S).9 Vientiwie 140~550"Z OCiL 66; lHsg (S,), CINCFAC, 22010O0Z
Oct 66,, Subji Evalv.cis-o cf Prjyz in Southeast Asia.

19aA. &jo(TS)o eea iamr*,l ocp o hIi-aino
Opeation TALLY HO, 19 Jul. 6%; Mag (TS)q OCKUSYMAV to CINC~PAC!,
19.1152Z Jul 66, Subj-. Operation~ TZ1UX 1.4; Memio (TS),, Briafix.n
TALLY HO, 19 Jul 66.

b198B. Msg W), ?AF to TALU HO Addretst~s 260440.7 Nový 66., SiWJ: RO. NG
jTHUNDER/TALLY HO (RT/TF) Grnya_ Izstra^.tiorz 1, 169 (3)p, MIUSFACV

091233Z Sop 669 vubj: Conso2 idatului t:f 4/~YT Sorties; ksg (S)..
GINOPAC to JCS, 251947Z .Oo J66, Gub5- Ccpilatioja of Rul.es of
Engagement.

.1.9. ag S' DIA 2l11906Z~ DeQ 66: Wig (3), Det 5, TSN to 7AF9 0125
Aug 66, SubjT Possi.ble Tl'esting o~f AvlA-Missile for use in SEASIA;
rug (S), D)A to CNC4USARPAC., 042117Z djun 67:ý Subs; Sergeant

Nsie- 34T 144pos Sy-stews Ksg (S),, 7AF to 7AP Addrtseos$
121330Z Nov 66, SuabJ: AAM Tlhat; Hag (3), 7AF to 7AF Addcrosselesp
151215Z Det 669 Subj: Supplemn'w. to W~ense An~lsis- Intelligenee;
Hag (S),, MCINAC ti CaUSMAV 2 1~6416Z Sep 66; Hog (TS),, CINCPAC
to CI'N2SAC, 314k252Z Deo 66,ý Subj: TIXb TDI Support Plui.

400. Mag (-S), j INCFAC O1520c,0Z D, &ý,ýo Suib ji ML iitary qtrategy to
Accomplish Utd-ted4 Staxe6 for Vietnam; M. (TS),
GINOPAC 28005OZ Deo,, &66 t~b- Concept for Viatnam; Hog (TS),.7 ~CINCPACAF to CINCPACf 10,'940A Ja~n c-7, Subj: flOLLIM TIWJNDM;
Henw (5)q HACJO3p 9 Dso Vt6 Sx~b~t int-ar&<:ti.on of Linea of
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T1*S US AflVSOR EFTR

TS RVNA INI1966

(C) Although najcar US eaphasis in 1966 appeared- to have been on the
US buildup and operations9 the advisory effort Aev~rtheleiss received coatt-

* na rable emphas:Ls-it tixpancied as RVNAF expaxiedp aa ED' gained mtmsntumo
* ai~~~d as new territcrzy wa ~casdfrm VC domination. 'rae US14CV staff

-continued to function in three areas, as an Mdriaoy staff to RVNAF; ans
a subordinate unt~ied'oan~and under COMMPA; sar as the senitor US grouad
tactical headquar-ters. Separate, advisory teams existed for the USJED
USAF 9 and USN9 but the USA adflsary'eofforts_ except for the field elemwt 8
was integrated into the joint staff.

(3)' In rocog~aition of Lhe problem of joint, EVNAP operatians 9 it was
felt that advisrs kic'fld be pcddrdlieito assist in Jximprving'
this impartant area, It was rec--g'fsed that '&here wase need for imkrwoV6-
meoot in the operations of um Z's~priQgrcwxdgtsea aid air tea=s;
development of an. ef!eotvae RVONAF j3±rxkn-operatAons qapiaatty vas een &a

£ -one of the sa~llrt g ea~t tf-he- IC a!!vi'cry efztert,' Also ;.-eaoognzed, in
#ppr&al-'ang the taak of? essi~twst RVNAIF iný acthievihg tvwor=.o_.k awr=- Ltit

tponaentaq was the fact that RVia' %:rgar,%ation ani tqns iaob
eluded the a-pp' cation of US Serrtoe-s funtion anid joint dcc'trino. This
required the advisor to becom&o inimately tamil-lar with organtxatiouap
roles,9 aid iiteiozie, not only of the Serflices Ite %"s assigned ,ýop, but
4the of the sister hVNAP Services. Adv',ieors tiere uarnd to be alert' for
differenceis in crganisation &Wi dao'aine betwutL¶ US fo-,tle a-ni RVUA4.P
s&W the reasons for them, The~y "nre cautioned to exero:_ great care in
relat~iig US joint organisatbnr sAW doctrine to the RVNX? altncotwe 0 awa
ini discussting joint problems in such a way' as to~ eneend~e disseationis
and diminish teamwork among RVN1AF alemtnts. An ezample of this proiblam

~as o~parintg the USA a'viatian aissets to the lack of thereof in the
ARVNb or vocally participating In the ritpoliut that the VYIN and VNAF
should enjoy a greater measure of aute~ncw frcc the JGS.
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(S) Guidance was provided in acnnection with "ross-servicing re-
sponsibilities with RVNAFP such as logistic sdpport for ARVN, VNN, and
VNAF. US advisors workirg ;0ith the suporting'foroes wore encouraged to
work closely also with the fortes b61'*-bupp~rtedT to7 fadiltate coordin-
ation and mutual understanding. Advisors were .fifther directed to at-
tempt to ameliorate ary situation wherein problma= .-r attitudes within
one RVNAF Service proved to be a detriment to another RVNAF Service; if
such efforts were not successful, the Froblem was to be forwarded to the
next senior echelon in the advisory a i"

(S) In developing the details of association betwee US and ARVN
units in ITI CTZ, US advisors thought that greater impruyiant could be
made in ARVN effectiveness if ARVN'were to be given a largershare 6f
US close air and artillery support. Touard that eud, catuioation*
were established between US and ARVN units, liaison -officers were ex-
"changed, defensive concentrations were plotted, and positions were
sele.ted to which US artillery could displace to support ARVN units.
Coabat support coordination centers also. were established with the 5th
and 25th ARVN Dive to plan and conduct combined operations. Action was
also taken to station incoming US artillery units in positions that
.could readil support ARVN operations. II FECEV also planned to
establish a combined US/ARVN fire support coordizationa element with

h.tARK Miv

(S) A measure of RVNAF' s increasing effectiveness was evident
from a.21 July letter to Chief JGSj in which C(M CV stated that
"a gratifying improvement in effectivenes•j of RVNAF combat battalions
is now being reflected in reports submitt d by US advisors to PACV
headquarters." G(HUMSACV emphasized• how ver, the need to improve tmit
strengths, trainj4g, and leadership

The Effect of tb& US Bul!dup on the Advisory Wffort

(C) The increase in US forces in-country reaoted, on the advisory
effort. The scope aed intensity of the buildup eclipsed uhat had pre-
viously been an advisor' s "show," and introduced major requlremmnts
for the Deputy Senior Advisors (DSA) of the Corps, and Senior Advisors
(SA) of the Divisions, as well as for advisors to sectors and sub-
sectors in which US forces were located. Of particular impact on the
advisory effort were the requirements in the fields of law and order,
mrale and recreation, post exchange, base development, liaison, and
visitor and counity relations. With the increase in the advisors'
time devoted to these "additional duties" came the inevitable decrease
in attention to the primary mission.

(C) Liaison was one of the most demanding requirements plaoed on
advisory teams. Ters at Corps, Division, sector, and subseotor level

I
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were required to furnish liaison officers (LnO) to US units operating in

the territorial jurisdiction'of the commands which they advised. As the
number of'US units increased9 the LnO requirements increased propor-
tionately0  No TD spaces existed for liaison activities within the
advisory structures and LnO requirements had to be provided at the ex-
pens• of advisory efforts. At higher levels (Corps and scmetimes Diviaion
officers were assigned to this duty on a full-time basis. At sector and
uhsector level the requirement was generally satisfied by assigning the

Ln) function to an' officer as an additional duty. Even when assigned as
an additional duty9 however, advis6rs often felt the requirement was a
heavy drain on the primary mission. Closely related to the liaison i.e-
quLrement was the need for establishing advisory tactical operations
centers (TOC's) at Corps and Division levelp and to staff and operate
these centers on a 24-hour basis. The TD did not provide spaces for
TOC' s at these levels &nd it was necessary to staff them from existirg
resources, adding to the burden. 4

(C) The effect of the buildup on the advisory effort became a
source of concern to COMUSMACV. Besides the burden created on the
ac•vis•y groups, it was feared that the influx of US ground combat forces.
mjht degrade the role of the DSA in I, IU, and III Corps, and later on
the SA iz IV Corps. Prior to the buildup in I, 11, and III Corps the
Se's to the Corps cozmaAnerts were senior USA colonels. With the estab-

e.shment of Ill MAW9 I VORIXV and 11 FFORCEV, however, the CG' s of
these elements assumed the title and function *f SA to the corps CC.
La whose area they were located, and the former SA' s were redesignated
a, DSA' s. To prevent degradation of the advisory role and to emphasize
t:ie importance he placed on the advisory effort p COMUSMACV reiterate.
hiLs views on the importmase of the advisory effort to the senior US
o=nders. COWJSJACV stated that the load of the advisory system wa3
iacreasing and required constant attenticn, supervision, support., and
dLrection0 5

(C) The buildup affected CC*IUS,1ACV directly, in that US matters
and advIsy matters competed f1c'- lds attention. In order to keep abreast
of developmnts at the JGS and ,k itry of Defense. COOMUSMAGV as-
atgned a general officer as a speaci4. kki•-iant revpsýniible for main-
ta4ning aommand lais6n between COMUSMACV and the GVN Defense Minist.-y
a&i Cbief JGS. This officer also represented COMUSMACV on combined
icspeaitions at general officer level 9 iz order to assess RVNAF tralning
status, RVNAF unit readiness, and RD. In this way, COMUSMACV hoped to

~ntinue to prgvide timely advice and assistance to the GVN military
e stablishment.o

(C) The advisory program was affected by the transfer of the cup-
port of FWFAF and RVNAF fro MAP funding to Service funding. This a..ions,
approved in March 19,66 caused a realignent of logistics functions and
shifted the responsibilities of the logistics .advisory effort from ,ACV
to the Services cancerned. A USMACV Compt-oller study on the realignment
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of logistics functions was published on 2 June'and las Sent to USARV
for cament, The study proposed that the entire logistic support effit.
for iFW and RVNAF be transferred" frbn MACV to USARV, and defined con-
ClusiOns and recamndations in support of this badic position. DOG
USARV .howvwer, disagreed with the proposal, taking the position that
USARV should assume operation of al. logistics functions shich were
pe•oliar to the USA or in which the USA had the predominant interest.
He departed somewhat from the purely logistical aspect of the problem
to recammend that the entire USA advisory eff6rtq functions, and resources
be transferred to USARV without fragmentation. USARV envisioned that
those-advisory olements directly associated with RVNAF tactical opera-
Lions, although 'assigned to USARV, would be plaoed under the operational
control at- COMUSACV as long as COMUSMACV maintained control over all
ocobat forces and related intelligence funations. This position was
based on the fact that AUVN comprised 95 percent df RVNAF, and that the
US advisory effort was proportioned on this'basisl USARV maintained that
it Was on'ly a o188al ooolulsiwM that an advisory funzoti6n which ws
primarl2y USA-staffed should be transferred to a USA ocaporent headquarters.
A second premise to the USARV position was that logietical fumtions
could 4ot be separated from training and operational funotions, and that
these should be maintained under one headquarters.

(0) USARV also took the position that with respect to logistical
support of RVNAP and FWMAP, the responsibility for programmiMi,'budgetings
and exeouting the progi-ma should be transferred to USARVO along with
the vsieeeary resources to assvue the functions. It was recoarmded
that because of the intrica" relationships between RVNAF logistige•
and the logistioa advisory effoxL the latter hhQuld be transferred to
USARV in their entirety an acoordinatod basis. The purpose of this
wthod of transfer was to prevent the degradation of support for RVNAP
WKd FWHAP and td keep the eystem intact for possible future reversion

to MAP statua. In response to a m rend•um from the MACV Chief of Staff,
USAV prepared a detailed stuty of hci it envisioned the tranwfer of
the logistics funmctian and logistics advisory effort would be acuom-
plisheds, and planned for the phased transfer of the engineer advisory
effort, the Training Directorate, the AWVN• advioaryeffortg and other
related USA staff eLesnts. 7

(0) On 16 July COMUSACV approved the transfer of the logieti, a
advisory functions only, ard directed that a HACV/USARV pkitig group
meet on 18 July to plan the transfer of the logistics advisory effort.
The transfer of the loglstios advisorv functions became effective cn

(0O01) To the individual advisors, CCMUSACV addressed himself
in a letter in late 1966. He emphasized sad highlighted the importance
of a sound relationship between the US advisor and his counterpartv as
w&1 as the contributions of the advisor in the total spectrum of US/FW
assistane to RVN. Massive buildup of US/NW forces during the year had
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overshadowed, to some degree, the advisory function of MACV9 but •his in
no way reflected the actual situation in RVN. Gains made by RVNAF through
out the year in terms of strength and combat effectiveness9 CCWJSMACV
attributed, in large measure, to the advimor. The advisory effort was
the "heart and soul" of the commitment to RVN; ultimately, the success
of that commitment demanded that the Vietnamese develop and maintain a
military force capable of defending themselves. COMUSMACV did not be-
iheve that tbh processes of change were's6 gradual that an advisor

would not see improvement during his tour. While perhaps not meamvre-
able on a daily or weekly basis, if a year passed without progress, the
program could be presumed a failure. Two pitfalls awaited the unwary
advisor: an imbalance of effort devoted to the advisory mission, and
greater emphasis devoted to day-to-day olerational matters than to build-
ing a viable military force. COMUSMCAV stressed that the primary reason
for assignment to RVN was to advise; interiml management of the detach-
ment was of secondary importance. The advisor faced a demanding challenge
one that could be difficult and frustrating. The key to success or failwu
was the relationship achieved and maintained by the advisor with his
counterpart. In many cases, it was a matter of life or death. The
natural tendency of the US professional soldier was 1xmediate rmaction
and to expect the same of others, but it was necessary to temper counter-
part relationships with patience and restraint.. Experience demoistrated
that Impa ting the knowledge required for the counterpart tr make a
decision was more important than simply providing a solutl.on. Tha re-
sult would be a more qualified and competent counterpý* and the
establishment of mutual trust and respect. 9

* ~RVN.. I P Scal'

(U) One of the fundamental problems that faced the US advisor,
program was the unrealistically low pay scale of the RVMAF; This pWy
scale, plus an inadequate commissary and housing situation, almost
forced some RVNAF units to "live off tho land" and fo-tered c-ruption.
Pay for all branches of the Regular Forces 'gas generally the asme.. The
pay scale was a graduated one -,hih took into account longevity, or
echelon as the Vitenamese termbd it, and was atarderd for all branches
of the RVNAF. 10

Grade jo helo n Pao(tster

General 1 18, 2u
Lieutenant General 2 17,466

1 16,706
Wor General 2 1507

4j1. 1.59187
Brigadier Getaorl 1 14,731

Order Soc Are:: Dy TAG per
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Grade , Echelon lionthly Pay (Piasters)

Coloiaei 5 13 973
1 11,31C

Lieutein't iColouiel 4 12,,181
1 9.0'709

~a.or4 10 7~58.1 8,3 '45
• 5 9,493

1 6,961
ri~t~eiunt 4 7,278

1 6, 88

1 5:265
Asplrs+t.(WO) 8 4' 771

1 3,619
Master Sergeant I 8 4,ll3

1 2,;61
Master Sergvant 8 39 783

1 2- 633
56rgeantI 8 39455

1 2,309
Sergeant 8 3,127

1. 10' 075
Corp•ral 1 6 2.,633

.I l •81o

Corporal 5 2 Z C
1 19690

Private I 5 2,080
1 1,560

F'-vate 5 1,950
1 l,430

(U) In addition to the basic pay shown above9 several supplemental
allowances were authorized, The Technical Supplemental Allowance (TSA)
was for Aspirant (WO) through Corporal I for technical proficiency in
military skills; this special allowance was not authorized for commis-
siaoed offiaers, and the scale ranged from 400 to 600 piasters per month
do•nlini on grade. In addition, special allowances for initial enlist-

6 _iK -nJ tment were authorized wdth the infantry, airborne, VNI.4C,
_.......... z. , ners. receiving subs'tanJtially,,more then ,-thec V.NV..

"fficers received a "rofiziency allow-
....... '.. : n- allowance was authorized

S.... ',,- " .± o~a~_•_or%? rnk and for officers

-... ,.- . Ge~-.-~. ' o.~. Ccer -, d,,n to Division

.-._. •- -ec' a.ousekF.' .jo�'-': !-e,,r 3s:v "arls, etc. All
r. 3u•- nC' the RWNA r-•.:eived a familly allowan-ce, cost-cf-living allow-

S..e, tiret nt benefits, and death or missing-in-action gratuities.
T74 VNMC received a special allowance for the Marine Brigade of 200
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piasters for all corporals and below. These allowances were conceived to
afford the best renumeratton possible for members'of the RVNAF. Con-
sidering the econcmic condition of the government, the pay of the troops
was as high as practicable, but was still barely adequate; inflation and
a shortage of goods and services combined to create a problem for the
troops. A continuing study was being carried on to find ways of imoroving
the livelihood of the individual member of RVNAF. One such effort was
the establishment of government-controlled Exchanges where food and other
necessary staples were sold at" low cost. Continuing efforts were made
to improve dependent' s housing, to produce food-stuffs locally where
possible and to provide low-cost medical care.

(U) The disparity in pay between the Regular/Regional Forco -r
the Popular Forces had long been a serious concern to COTSMACV. When
the new pay scales were authorized and it wA learned that the PF had been
left monetarily even farther behind, CM{SUXCV in August forwarded, a
memorandum to Director USAID seeklng concurrence in the kyvmen* of a

cost-of-living allowance (COLA) to membere of the PF. It -was ŽNU&MACV' a
view that a COLA would decrease the great disparity ia take.4mw pay -
and living conAitions between the PF azd the RV wad Reguar Force., h.sip
ing to reduce the increasingly aeriouiis problea ar recruomtUA nd re
taining PF personnel-. CO24USWCV reminded Diroctar U$ALt that the eon-
tinued axictence of this disparity could lead orly to owr seto•
problems. Higher wages, higher cost of the wce31aiti of life-, the
generally rising Vietnamese standard of llvirg, and the resultant .- '
dezands for labor were creating increased competit"Lon, for A=N- $a
also stressed the importanoe of the PF caut•ribution to the war e$t *Or
and illustrated the point bj showing th.•t the W7 su•fered 0.75 pei-c nt
average monthly casualties compared to 04.3 -trcmnt and 0O.8 40 on
average monthly casualties for the Regular and U? respeettnIt, If tp -
casualty rates were considered togetfhler with the P3-t Ithat te zeft4
take-hba pay of a PF zmeber was 50 zah lower than the take,-h'.e pay
of the other personnel, it could easily be seei a a pri•a•y r*A why
recruitimg and retaining PP personnel w.as 6u•h a swrloa probisa.

(U) Accordingly, COIMAUAUVM propased that a COLA -o•f 4) skastere
per month in Zone I and 500 piasters in Zone, AI be p.d tsa 17 pmo
Although there would still rm-?ain a vldo dispae-rit ncta~ie~
he believed that this allowance would :o far toward resolving t~h cs
inequities arn the recruitment am retention p b Atlthough the
possible inflationary efteots of the allwt.a-e were recogniared by
COMUMACV, he believed that. the hwieaets to bt dvilved z.S .fr. Ot-
weight the adverse effects on the Vietn=mese economy. in additict it
was COMUSMACV' a view that dizw most PF perieam w'e loca*ed in rvraA
areas, inflationary effects tould be alnimnt On 7 cetober, hsviT
received no response frcm USAIKE a preopual to Increas th O of "R?
personnel was made by IACV representatives at the Pay Advis:try C,ý tte
meeting, and on 21 October the committee tIwed a pay increase ,.RCwvztt)ltg
to 600 piasters per month for PF paeOal in Zone I and 400 piasters
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f or Zone TI. Subeequently these arunots 'were changed by the GVN to 580 C
axnd 380 piasters respeotivet,9 so~ thaý the final pay rounted to 24.00
and 23,200 piasters per month. CtA 5 December the* proposed pay increase
was included in the, GVN1 Defense Budget fo QY*67s, wlach was approved "ty
the NIission Council, Wt op 71 januu-y the F? pay raise was signed into

* law aftoctive 1 Januazy 1967.1

ARVN c4Its US Arm4y Advisors

Mhe AM~ of the Republic of Vietn=a has behw at
war oomnuou-s4' for a period of over ten'yoars. it
has, by and large., fougta.t brav*ly 'e4id ouht~ *1f. whg.n
;'operly motivated and led, The.&snyr has mbitnted a
MqtwnAtio =srmpega to destroy its ieadershtpi prese~it

and. ttt~re. "ARMN itself hA3s fem! terd osalti-c of
great magnitude -ta toer of its total strerigth. Cob-
etant political insvkbdA.Uty haa reamlsed An job n'ixm
wirity aevmig aVN lsesaersbip. -The ta-at that xAWI~

e~ATýven sists ta =I ozrgad~za flhipt4 for"e it
&triazt to~ru ttwa-s It is$, by am,

AC) -- the y~sr btan* th-0 rLieu& 44aoýrl' Ct nt of, the AVfD
SdLitteA $or apvroval. (m1 !.looNotAbov .1%6 was authorivmd :5,377 persoimel.
2-DaoN thia Jfl) had t**' x;smprcsn.4, % waw onxe xgm.sntfttieod tb MCXP!4 ati
Ž0 Saaitazy rqostV13 an toe of 710 apro~sk for a total of 547,

m Te ruxeattd ar.o vee 0 m- sadatttera tntaaotcs tsama and fur !a-
ern'aeir.C~pa aai ,v'i*tio aen rtso nstift sAw t the~ Treaitivg

4 eto?&t, On W brlft X'aAt valfed b-i -zesma emA ret-
rwAed R3S 4%_vrd 9. &CS k w dŽrv~~(. vpavs t" 'the revised 4W -jut

te~edtc at~tm~i nsikcatbcsh tar tt* eother 46 atgtss. M aiW J
rumequentAy deztsud thOeiu~tt ot spae &,-.A sthO.tttl 0".
Ait, tnmli~ 4net,?4Mt-4'* f;r tb other ,aos %~A tho r'ý,V tP t

&d ?NACV, 1a~o~s~ %0ere rewu1iUaittQ4. o the basis of a M~1 nm gniui,

(S.) M4 pnr~itorm* &i wahai wtt hin "tm 4ThJ 6ootired oas reeutW
of a 1e4 ora wNn.f It" tt va** 31. Ja~z7u. At this e&#ttnght thm Aabt"e
tsdcrýAvrearcwl~d omvetAIC ",W a . twna&niva tlwt of F$ zftutary and

&Ifl pu ~ropn~ '14,s~ hav b*t i Wd t the, Z$ Mflstwyz effort,"
anouhimLi4 the inAwte&s at.alaU ta pczn~tatio4i, o~rV. zsI4& at
the !t- rtnctawl- atM A4tric.;, ltmaval Lan~~~t this3 cOnerzi,CC1

-ItA dirtw* -QV t jiev thte flTD to d 4tet tte re-
duetimofia *driiort stro:gwh c~tw &reo-hitetd ncmcuwet 4otr'mn~t to 0m.

x-stc~ -mi. Ph rvtvt*w'*a toa~mA~e the, vtqwu of ('orv, Divisii,,
esotot ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r, 4M.uetn RrtsD Wia~Itouan ~r adviso.-s
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as to the extent. to mbich their respect~ve organizations might si.,t-aia
persozmel, reductions; to aonsider personnel reductions 'vithin the adiv:L

4 50X7 structur. by discofttii~uing' wholle Oategores of advisory effoi-t,. such
as artillery; and to appraise the effect upon the persoznm1 replaccaent

*~~Fw of ~ted histo 4  selected advisory positions vhen the Inauent

(S) In order to antlyze the vieva of advisarb at afll levels, a
quetiannaixe mw preW-ade and .Uiispached to selected a~dvi'ory prsronue1,

soklid -them to oa~ent as to vutither advisors'were aov~ x!!Lxg their
Vietuimms counterpaxtsj, how amch thier reaps-i" org=nUaticmiu couldi
sustain parsonnel reductions without injury to misalio nomlb t
and the desirabfl±tT bi foisb41ltyb6f diaontinning whae categoies of
,adyisory effort. Of 510 questionnMires mal-led. andi rstrneds, On3.t rivo
indlicated that the Vietnamase were belag avevh~eld by advisoms It
was concluded that the Vietneaese were not beinag ovexiiha3.-ed by regklaa'W
assigned personnels but that occasiouklly an ~ieutzl6ira~nbr cdPr~t
nel did assemble to observe certa~in oerdticzwe iach gremna vere c=
posaid of advisory parsonnel, viaitiz.g digni~tariesp ob-i'vrea anu thqir
escor-ts. It iia elao concluded the.~ there wa3 .itore thasn tho Ni~v
advisory effort availabla at sc~s levela and that tasxium-U of at$
adMvisory poitions wuld not' Iwr en unfavorz-ihle Uq~ m psorwnw
replacnt plman and prgrv A R&CY J1V/J3 t -,8 vated *~a&~ Corte

* durIng MIarch Wn April to make a dbtsild 3tuy ef the spacos lreca-
mended for deletion, and the revolte wro pahlitshvd U~ a xtftrdw& o
7 May. The worandus rec~sweide4 deltaaou of 355 nps~aas am 0Ai IJAoraw

of67 3paces to the JTD., rew ýing1i 288 tmomrttad spsaosal

(C) Tbare was no abso1'vto 'm~atity, W. MAC.V t~a aangnad to
seetp am andsbesotorg, each tea=~ beaii t~aici4 ta Its, 1eouion and askQý-
uation. 'Changes aI1so occerred iz tho n'mbar 0teams- twoyed. On 2
Yebruiary,, 12 now subsectarm were a,1-ceV*'d and three withdr-aki f£r a a
iacrfeae of iiine. Other c-&Ag w,, ad-re im to tbo Vw~g &V~ UAI C*iA
BAnh adviaory detachnmntsg gddition of st ftwv-=k 1ITOtm a"hG
and to OR wnd an inarease a 30 apaoe5 to oMRa-ulii ýa ww la-
aru in the adviso, itor to xai~ Nt evdn ~ }

irBs-ae on a oftar tio wiul*7=A ua<x AS

for MS after the 13 Aprl4ak1

(U) Anotbter luterna3. ah~reoe crred hoin ýC1 ZE eloted1: ~LV
4 to furniah 25 otfi.ots vith a~ri:-' tuirel baotravot.- 1MAZ as 11C17.

ti~ ci~t~r1 tdvsorein selsiated p~i~~
later thA~ bilj' 20 of flatr-to "re attualy rtq~rd Zfx' r

Attw&,ageed thiat the 11SAID requir.-xont tould bt itt-ibriisd by st
the ssleotod officeris to ~eaotrr ot#.~fs,, udie& they wul perfom. & %tal

~. mi~ita7A"3AID isory~zt or tynan $,I'-ted ji*5bi

MJ2IS ? ~ t~)~r
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ARVN Effectiveness

(C) One of the more difficult tasks of the US advisor was the
quantification of ARVN effeotiveness, a difficulty. c'mpounded by the
necessity of applying meaningful parameterS" to such measurement. In-
tangiblee such a3 morale and birit 'deer at best, the-s'ab-
jective judgment of the advisor. Other factors, such as authorized vs
actual strength, could be tabulated,

(S) ARVN combat effectiveness. as measured by the number of bat-
talions rated as combat ineffective or ma:ginally'effective by their
US advisors, improved steadily from the lows of April, when'the highest
number (17)of battalions were rated as 'inffective,'and May, wh.jn the
highest number (39) of battalions were rated as marginally effective.
October was the peak month of effectiveness, when no battalions were
rAted ine fective and only seven battalions were rated marginelly combat
elfectiveo

(TS) May appears to have been the month when ARVN effectiveness
began to improve, in spite of the high number of marginally. effective
battallons, for in that month the trend toward an increasing number of
ineffective battalions was reversed. COMUSMACV underscored the Increase
in ARVN effectiveness in a report to CINCPACg noting that ARVN forces
were, in some instances, developing and naing a vigorous rapid-reaction
capability, considered significant because successful employment of a
rapid-reaction helilifted assault force, in coordination with tactical
air strikes ard artilleryp indicated a high degree of professionel com-
petence. An example was the action of the 9th ARVII Div in .Xien G'.amg
Province in IV CTZo In mid-May, intelligence agents reported the lo-
".cation of the VG Tay Do battalion, vhich had an estimated strength of
500. On 21 May the 9th Div attacked the battalion, killing 224••C and
capturing 44 individual weAporn while losing only six soldiers.-'

(TS) On A8 Juneo replying to JSB, COMUSMACV stated that there had
been no dramatic modification of RVNAF morale from the level that had
prevailed during the preceding six months, but that morale had. improved
in cadence with the US buildup, and increasing combined operatious had
resultod in improved RVOAF confidence and know-how. Further improvement
was hampered by such factors as an inoreased cost of livingg limited
promotion and decoration policiesq ineffective measures for apprehension
and Dunishment of deserters, insufficiency of family housingg leadership
diffWcultiess, and increased casualties resulting from stepped-up opera-
tion-, The GVN desertion decree and closer association between US
and ARVN units were two measures taken to overcome the cause of the
problem, and were beginning to produce modest improvements. ARVN com-
bat effectiveness had sho-,i steady improvemont, and in measuring ef-
fectiveles0 three AAVN battalions were equated to one USA or US•C
battalion. 0
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(5) Low persoonal strength vwat =e of * oritiwal factors in tae
ikieffeotive and aglnF ratings; only one of the 22 battalions rated
inaffective or zargizalIy effective in JuVp did not report a shortage of
personnel. In attaodng the" ontinuing p.robla of ARVN strength and its
effect on ARVN efaeotivniesa COK CV aisad Chief JGS to form an in-
apeotion •tea at general officet level to irnpect the strehgth situation
of ARVN divisions. The IG, JGSý heided the team iud vas aasisted by
COIUSMACV's parson! repreDLiveo The team began its inspection with
the 25th ARVN tiv on 7 Ju.

(S) A ocori,-on was made between unatisfactory/marg-nal ARVN
battalions and satisuActory ARW battalions as rated in each ease by
US adisors. The reserlts showed that over a four-month periodO satin-
factory b•t•alions had sgnifioa!ly better contact ratio on large unit
opercsional hiher k-U-. razias vad a more favorable w6eapons captured/lost
ratiA thanza uatis toy/marg•nal bat.tlions.2-

(s) Unit traini-ng pogrms received both their best ard worst ratings
tt 196'. duing the first £ r months of the year; iu Februaryp the year" s
low of . ::...`,txo= vz= r•ted uztisfaotor,7 and in Apil,? the high of
23 battaJUin was recorded. Unit advisors universal1y decried the quality
of training in their wdts and the general apathv toward it. Ow advisor
statedj "It is more accurate to describe Ue trainzo program as am-exLstent instead of unsatisfaetary "" Another stated:

Even though the unit advisors have gone so
far as to net up a program of trainings the u=it
fails to eonduct training°. t appears that the
battalion o~mander aotually desires the deter-
-ioratimn of the training status of the battalion
"so that higher authority vill plae the =it in
a training center to be retrained.

The SA I- CTZ recaunded that the JGS piblish i•ntruotlaw sequiri
Co p o xaiiiers to give c= uand emphasie to A tr akni o

(3) TUking coptawce of the aituaticav COLM CV wota Chief JG3
in March:

One of the most effective means at the die-
pesal of a cawaier to increase the professional
oapet~ntsc • o a unit and thhus ita confidenceg pride,

and rwralaq is continual emhasis ov the absolute
unceatity of effective unit training progravis• It

Wad becks inereasingly apparent to w durizg recent
xonths that thie subject requires strong comM eam-
pIesie. I partioularly urge that oerps' omandeers
stress the conduct of i.rppsoe trainingg frequent
training impeotiomn and maziim partioipation of

& ~----iJ' -- • ..... THIS PACE RFGRMDED bUCLASS!YIPM
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officers ardi NCOIa Wmin their battalions are -

undergoing retraining at the ntic~lnal training
centers. All of these trclhing acti~vities
require the carefully pre.pared, wfuvastlap
and acti-e participation of ofafoers at. all
leVele oC 0=2014,%4

(S) Tr~ainTing ;Cogre&s did not bazage appreciably throtJi 1966 froa
*the level recorded during the first fcf'ofits-0f the ybai. In tram

-o: uits havIng unsatisfactory training #'o4rsmny the woist aonth, other
than April,1 was November, when 22 battvim iers unsatisfactory; in
tw-ms of mr i,4y-'tkA~Im#4 bttatelionst4 miaaexb~ vu the worst wnth-

* uheA 37 were so rated. At no t~ime durmWn this pariod were fewer tham
tw~, bsttaliona cc~msidewad unsatisfactorily traineI,' Januar7 was-the
best mwth~in tome of nargivaflj trained but~.aJons., when one was'

4 rec~orded.-

(S) Leadership was one of the Xwt critica proUms :acing RVN
* dTyrlng 1966. The wobb3afi sad.sted at alU leve2.e, fiom Saigon doan to the

PF squad leader. Leadership weakess, eapecIsaLy at the jxmior ofX1cer/
X CO level,, and o~casioma~ll at field grdae level, was widespread, part.
ticularly in the m-saa of training aud disoiplIme. Personel. in Poaltitans
otf authority were often reluatoan to accept responsibilit~y or to supervice
their subordinates aggressively. The $A lot ARTJN Div s44 that becauae*
of an inmffioiaent numxber of trainod officer-s ard NCO's at lower )l.velso
muW' uzits below division level. failed to react~ quiokly enougih to con
tactep failed to r-ecognize vihare a =ain effort should be =ades vWtgo
to subat4.tute artillery and close air support f or fire &Wd Amsuver.40

(8) Most of the 3aadership probl=m wore duA I~o iusxperionoe a
indifferance. YAxW' of the inaptl$y--od units had nsw leadesr wi ataff
officers whio simply did nort know Wat to dos si~he in garrison *r the*
field. By far the zmoe serious problem awa iiftewanoui: to aliwaitys,
to truining, wid to the welfAre and morale of the soldier and -kis
dependents. One division, advisor stated of ARVU oarser maagemiant

By Wd large awao~csaders at the battaliou
level are bune out, Tfly are just plain tired an
any UStp~t~ ater havirg suefhaacafld for

fii'er~~ years. The only %m officers g~t out of
these Jobs generally7 Is (1) got killeds, or (2Y*Cdz'
but ratigue. I 14ave sewi both happen often .* .1I
urge that an &acclarated prcgrem be estiblihod to
puzh you~ng oficers up~o Uddker fast .. .opital~ise

or y~outh aad uaw blo~d*

ina3ther a.dvisor reportedt "Thi battaliju dowud~er has shown a doter-
,ioratiori in attitudes since ths arriv~il of a new battAlion exoti.w0xve
officer. ftior to tho arrival of the xww officer, he was an aggrsaiva

vr*I *. ¶WL '
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nd..-dynamic.-leader,' He now showa a reluctanoe to do aaything extcept~
plq -bards* andl chase wmiun." It was also brought out that the, new
executive officer was a graduate of Fort Berming and exbrwely coO2pateflt.
1U@t statedb but-1mjiedd, was tbj fact that he outshone the battalio~a
cciamerv 1*3ta'ing his yride.;45 Ths was not an isolated case of
such semsitivitjw.

(C) A regiaantal advi~sar-stated:

The regimental camander .. has been noiminated
to- attend the M ArM Caknd and General Sta.ff Co:ieges,
.aix, has departed for Saigon to compete for' selection.
-His qualifilcations for this selection are extremely
Limited and eff oi'ta should1 be made to preclude wr
fav' ýable action. His taipbrex'y replacement, a oaptdiu,
by his nare aesignmnt .*aoffers t~e prospect of a
s14nfio OP21 oveat In the leadership of this

(*Am-. advisors cowtiited that their counterparts wme AWO or lackL~g in
iatiaMvejor cautjus to the point of being ineffective,30

(3) During the iWeiod Janutry-September, ARVN battaliois were nut
an vftivv as Ub battgions lih terms of parcentage of available 4.imMe.

speak *on larp bpa at ions i.e. , t~hose inrolving three or mare amm.nis
&S.oifc#114y, ARVN forces Pepe-At 30 Percent of ai~aJ.b1.e tize an lange
operatioui oampared to 48 pe-i nt f or US -f orcesa. ARVN f oroet & ,onduct,*A

n*larnc opeatdowi han did ES ftroesv b~t the operations were mtb-
_.a~AUz A ~ rtr in duratl.c(, -Avegiy* 5.4 battalion days par large

opeamtion t capsred to 22,2 forwtd forces. Of ARMN large uperattocae,
46 permtr~cvaýaotd thp) oinwe, while 90 percent of US large opew'atiow
cont.&oteqd the P"~; 71L emV, veom Jd~ld per ARV~battalion wAn 336
per US battalioz. rw'RNeg kW. ratio wa., ).2,*l acmare~rd to tho
b81xemw kill ratioc' f 5.4:l.*

* (S) A factor eaffooting th effectiwneoa'of ARVN units durin:;
April$ Mms,-q and AJune was poltticrl :Lnstahiltv. Most sorl.-usly ..'fetoA
was the Ist Di'v* Lfrom which mauy troops had defect~ed to tht "t-i~gle

* Forces"~ In Hue ,KW Da, N&%, ITA reply to a questicn frm~ OINCPA%^ as to
the probabiliy of rotivep eftective partioiration of the let AMIN Div
im acabined operations against VO/NVA t'orobs near the DNZ# CCIWNACV
awwa.red in the affirzativeb The Jz-ý, Ij:&v was considered reliAble; 3.t
had shown steady 1xmrov=9t B4ince it3 participatiou :L. atrugale mveimnt
activities, While there ware still 4entiges of -truggle-force .nfluenae

wthin it, nowe of Its units shawed dangerous infection, w-d thta political
reliability of the division was acmsiAerec good. The division *us
coubat effective arid would jpx't4'ipate in coib~ieid operations near the DNZ.
It-was not pLamieds howvevr, to use more than one battalion ai the divisioa
in ouah a1op-siaors bcause of other operationsl reqAren&tts it had a.Lo~g

Hih yI. ancl in the vicinity of Hue and Quarg Tri,*JZ
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(S) In Saptember 1965, the prevailing Vietnagwse oPilion, among
civilians and military alike, had been that there was no substitute for
military rule, aid thaat continued military participation in government
at the highest levels would be necessary even after elections were held.
A year later, opinions had changed, Almost universally among civilians$
and among many ARVN officers as well. The concensus was that ARVN should
quit partisan politics because the power struggle, going on since 1963,
was corrupting and demoralizing the Army. It was their conviction that
each successive wave of generals, seeking to bolster their positions,
used government funds to buy off other officers and the pay-off Wad
become almost a way of life along the chain of command. As elections
approached, sentiment grew to find ways to insulate ARVN against politics.
"Opinion was almost universal against the incumbent leaders' using govern-
merit power to insure their own election, and many urged that future can-
didates from the Army resign permanently from RVNAF, well in advance of
election day. It was felt that officers occupying key Ministriesp such
as Defense and Interior, should be retired or placed on inactive duty
status. Others might remain on active duty but should be relieved of any
concurrent command responsibilities. There was rising feeling as wall,
that ARVN needed to be reorganized and reoriented to a new role of direct.
involvement in pacification. Not only would ARM be contributing to
pacification, but also it would be so involved in protecting and defend-
ing the population that it would have little opportunity or time for coups.
Reorganization would eliminate or reduce the Corps and Divisions as the
principal well-springs of a corrupt system extending all the way down into
the districts. There were even those who suggeeted that the US; as a
condition of its commitment$ prohibit any further coups, thus alleviating
the insecurity and uncertainty of tenure which encouraged corruption.
The entire question of the proper role'of the Arzp, in a country involved
in war and lacking a reservoir of skilled 4ivilian leadership, was di.'-
f•+cult to resolve.' ArnW leadership had to be used for tasks which would
normally be handled by civilians simply because civilian talent did not
exint. This, however, did not mean that AIWN must also constitute the
political leadership of the country; civilian leaders wer• availabl" VD4
others could be drawn from RVNA? on a nonpartisan basis.3"

I (S) In April a study, based on exhaustive analysis of field advisor
interviews and reports, was developed and presented to RVNAF. The study
concerned itself with the four major problem areas of leadership alndoc-
trination, training, discipline. and personnel management, and presented
broad recommwndations for approaching each problem. The recommendation
on leadership was to develop a jrogram which would emphasize the contin-
uing need for leaderahip at all levels. The recom ndation on training
was to improve small-unit leader-training courses and to emphasize leader-
ship training at the RVVAF CSC and other highlevel courses. On discipline,
the recommendation was to estatlish a court-m,-tial and no•-judicial pun-
ishment systen down to battalion level, and to establish a functional
inspector general system. ahe recommendations on personnel management
included the establishment of a centralized program for officer career
management, creation of programs for selection of officere and NCO's based
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on leadership potential, and the desie .of prowltiw, redction, and
elimination procedures to raise leadership and prestip.•4V.
reacted ypositiVel and quickly to the Tedmondations, sith the estab-
lishment of a committee to develop a leadership program, details of
which are tovered in Cbapter MJI.

(S) The combat effectiveness of the 5th and 25th ARVN Dive was
the subject of a staff study completed on 19 Apr:l. The facts devel-
oped *ere that both&divisions were confronted by a numerically superior
en-aey, that both divisions had been either marginal or substandard
during the year, that the NF/PF units in Vau Nghia Province were equal
to division forces and were'rated higher than division forcem in Long
An and Binh Duong Provinces, that both divisions were plagued by the
"Saigon syndrome" (the ease with which members could desert to Saigon),
and that the status of M 6dre in Log An, Hau Nghia, and Binh Duong
Province was unsatisfactory. Five courses of action were considered:
deactivate the headquartere of the 5th and 25th Dive and place subor-
dinate 'iits under the command of province chiefs; exchange the two
.divisions with two othqr divisions from 6ther CTZ's; relieve the two
divisions of theirprimary mission of fighting the VC and leave them the
secondary mission of pacification; relieve from key positions at any
level all uznatisfactory or marginal commanders and staff officers; and,
by eipredsion of C0MUSMA•e' concern and willingness to commit material
assets as well as influence, encourage intensification of IMI Corps ad-
visory, (4n0 ARVN) efforts to solve the underlving Corps-wide problems
that most acutely'affected the perfonmance of the 5th and 25th Diva.
The most'saLient of these problems waa counand relationship1 which
severely~inhibited the execution of efflec! ive leadership, recruiting,
training• • orale and d-'ci~uine, and unit dispositions. If no signif-
icant change f6r the better occurred in the two iivisions., it was
proposed to withdraw all US advisors4  If there was still no improve-
ment, the next step would be to withdraw all WAP support. CSU•ACV
Svetoed'this last proposal and had it removed from the staff study. He
expressed his guidanco when he was briefed on the stAf study: avoid
sanctions against MpN, intensify the effort to associate and integrate
the 5th and 25th ARM Dive with the let and 25th US Dive respectively,
and consider the possible needed dwonge in contemplated deployments/
redeployenats &nd greater US participation in pacification activities
in lau NgWa end flah Wong Provincen.'5

(S) Oa 8 *Wy CORMOV was presented another briefing on ARVN
effectiveness, this one aimed at 'raising the standard of oupport for
ARYS soldiers and their families. One of the main ideas explored was
that of US =nits aponsor•ng ARVN =its, and consideration was given
to expanding the concept throughout I13 CTZ. The briefing identified
the US 173d Ab Bde and the let Australian Task Force as possible joint
sponsors for the 10th ARVN Div. It was hoped that the concept would
result in better relations between US and ARVN units, would give th
US more leverage over ARVN, and would aid in tactical integration6.3
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(U) In an nffort to upgrade the combat effectiveness of the BF/PFP
a joint study was conducted with a view to improving the logistical sup-
port system for the RF/PF. The study resulted in, among other thing,
a requirement for increasing the advisor strength in the Administrative
Support and Logistic Company from one enlisted man to a seve*-man team
comprised of ti• officers (team chief and deputy), an administrative NCO
(Ls),a ad four advisors (E6) in supply; ordnance maintenance, signal
maintenance, %nd medicine. On 4 July MACV'J4 in conjunction with NACV
Jl, developed justification for the spaces, and on 14 July Corps advisors
were requested to submit their requirements to Jl. (This action could
conceivably increase the advisory strength by 258 personnel if Corps
advisors chose to have'the full augmentation assigned to the AS&L com-
panies in every sector.) 3 7

(S) On 27 July Chief JGS pointed out the weak areas in ARVN
operations during the first half of 1966. He noted the small percentage
of operations with enemy contact when compared to the number of oper-
ations conducted, and that about 80 percent of the operations had been
of tCiree days' duration or les. In combined operations ARVN usually
"played secondary roles, such as security of supply routes,-aziLinstallations,
and g9neral reserve forces sent to the Corps as reinforcements were 'used
in static sedurity roles in Division tactical areas. Chief JGS wanted
the Corp" commanders to improve intelligence activities, increase unit
strengths, improve in-place training, improve coorination with Allied
units, and he wanted ARVN to ta.e the initiative.3

(3) Another major problem area confronting ARVN was its lack of
effectWveness in contributing to revolutionary developments by assisting
in the security of hamlets and by operations against the VC infrastrucc-
ture. As an example, on the night of 19 Auust a VC company had infil-
trated An Phu hamlet in Gia Dinh Province; next morning they attacked PF
and Combat Youth in the area, inflicting several casualties. No real
action was taken by the GVN after this incident; the VC infrastructure
in the hamlet remained intact, 'with no detailed or coordinated effort
to eliminate it. On 29 Augustý, at a Mission Council Meeting, COMUZ4AGCV
stated that the ARVN units around Saigon were not d6ing their job in
this respect and noted that US units might have to be brought in to
assist. them.39

(U) Analysis of the tactics and techniques employed by ARVN in
search-and-destroy operations revealed that in many cases they were
actually sweep operations. Rigid pro-planning with successive objectives,
".-,realistic time schadulesv inadequate consideration of terrain and

"i•ther, and faulty schemes of maneuver all prevented ARVN forces from
.. osing with and destroying the enemy. Search techniques were b~ing
conducted improperly; the training program at schools and training centers
was revised to emphasize the tactics and techniques of search-and-destroy
operations. SA's were urged to stress the importance of attaining ,
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decisive results from search-and-destroy operations, to ARVN unit
commanders as well as to US advisors. All commanders needed to be
impressed with the fact that,4Rnly the enemy gained from poorly-
conducted search operations.o

(S) In line with efforts to improve ARVN's effectiveness, it 'AS
recommended that a major endeavor be, made in the field of desendent
housing, where a self-help program could be instituted rapidly. Since
the raising of ARXN pay or the purchase of local construction materials
would build up even greater inflationary tendencies , the self-help

Sprogram would not place a further drain on manpower or material resour-
ces. The US would furnish technical assistanae; construction supplies
could be requisitionovd by US Army units and not bought locally0  Mat-
eriAl would flow through US channels and be transferred laterally at
the lowest levelp to limit rake-offs and diversion of material. (on-
currently with dependent-housing constructionp the possibility of
drawing on USAID foodstuffs for distribution to ARVN dependents was to
be investigated. Other US assietance would include medical civic action
and techmical advice on management of PX's and coDmmssaries. It wab
cautioned that only the provision of technical assip.ance would be overt;
the remainder of the US operation was to be covert.'

(S) Or. 15 May and again. on 14 June COMUSMACV notified GINCPAG
of the proposed actions and requested funds for the project from un-
obligated funds in the FY 66 MAP. In reply, COIUSMACV was uct!f
that special congressional approval would be required to allow use cf
DOD funds to support the RVNAF PX/Commissaxy. CORUSMACV then requast-
ed that the necessary authority be obtained to permit the use of Do
funds to subsidie the cost ot items purchased by the RVNAF PI/Con
misbary system.

(S) By U July, the 5th ARVN Div had erected 1,900 family housing
units, the 10th Div had erefted 580 family umits, mid the 25th Div had
erected 1,460. All divisions needed wore units. 1mdiual care was
furnished to dependents of ARVN and RF/P? soldiers through MDCA.P No
progress had been made in the area of ARN PX and comqsar7y assistwce
because funds for this project had not been received.4','

* (C) Several benefits were thought likely to accruy- Tfrepro~vding
dependent housing. While not equivalent to a wage increase, mevertheleas

A • mdependent housing would decrease the difficulty and hardship experienced
by most RVNAF personnel in housing their families near their duty sta-
tions. 'An improved standard of living would be an incentive to ARMN
service, andi the ARVN soldier's effectiveness was thought liely to
increase as worry about his family's condition dectreed. In addtiJon,
the ARVN soldier was though likely to 1mat cipate, amre readJ yin RtD if
his own family were adequately cared for.
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Sector and Subsector Advi-ry Program

(C) COMUSMACV divided the US effort in RVN essentially into two
parts: one, the tactical effort to destroy VC/NVA main-force units, and
the other, to assist the GVN in developing a via-le government able to
exercise effective control throughout the cmuntry0 COMUS0ACV felt that
this second part of the US effort called for greater attention to estab-

±lishing security in the viJlages and hamlets and in the extension of GVN
influence and control, He regarded RACV and Special Forces (USASF) seotun
and subsector advisory teams, working with GVN officials at province and
district level, as the primary resources for accomplishing the second
part of the mission. "The effectiveWsso of these teams in advising$ in-
fluencing and supporting the GVN authorities is a direct function of their
ability to work x~th these authorities on a programmed recurring basis,"
COIAUSMACV indicated that$ as a matter (,- policy., he desired that each
sector advisor visit each district in his area of responsibilityp and
each subseotor advisor visit each village in his area, at least once every
two weeks, conditions permitting. He auplifLed this with respect to the
National Priority Areas# by directing that these visits would be under-
taken on a more frequent basis. He tasked the senior ommanders to
provide aircraft support for these visits when road security or distances
involved precluded use of regular ground transport.4•

(C) In June, MACV J33 analyzed the sector and subsector program,
including the role of USASF, to determine how to improve the effectiveness
of MACV aeotor and 'subsootor advisory teais. The buildup had developed
an urgent demand eor resources, talento aid command attention to support
US units, and care was necessary to insurt that the sector and subsector
advisory program was not slighted. This Irogram, although smallg had a
particularly widespread and important influence on the war and its effec-
tiveneas depended on quality rather than quantity 0 Ln assessing the
program J33 analyzed the subsector team compositionp teem-sitober training,
ard camrd emphasis necessary to have the greatest impact on improving the
program. The recommendations given to COMUSMACV were that:

1) The greatest degee of tai.Loring of the subsector team
organtlation should be *ncouragedg and the composition of all subsector
teams should be evaluated iz the light of additional sills available,
and altered where necessary to suit the situation of each district (pey-
chological operations advisorsa, Civil Affairs advisors, Engineer advisors#
etco )o

2) Special attention be directed to the selection and prep-
story training of officers designated as subsector advisorsq including a
12-week language course and a six-week Civil Affairs advisor course. MACV
racm~mended to DA that preparatory training courses for subsector advisors
be consolidated at one location in CONUS, to relieve the neceesity for
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extended TDY prior to assignment to RVINo

3) Command emphasis to identify the advisory program as a
priority program and insure that officers assigned as subsector advisors
not be used to fill other spaces in the commandq and that officers serv-
ing as subsector advisors serve 'their full tour in that capaoity, Any
deprAt uresfrom this policy must be approved by HQ IACVo

4) Exact requirements for helicopter support throughout the
countrj for sector and subsector advisors be deterainedp and a special
priority allocation of helicopter resources be assigned to meet those
requirements.

In addressing the use of USASF as sector and subsector advisory teamp
J33 felt the USASF mission and organization did not le.nd itelf to a
sector/subsector advisory role except in instances where teams could
be employed with CIlG units in village and hamlet security in more re-
mote areas. J33 recommended that the USASF adoption of the seotor/
subsector advisory miasion be governed by the detaohmentvs long-term
capacity to execute such a function without detracting from the CDOG
program, and that a survey be made of detachments which were operating
in a dual capacity, to determine whethir either program was being per-
foaived at the expense of the other. COMUS1ACV was briefed on the study
on I July, and thought that the recommepations would improve advisor
programs at theae levels of government°•°

(6) In the view of. COMUS4ACV• assg.aent of US personne. %o

sory positions required individuals of dpacation. ,professional prof-

iciency, and judgement3  He recognized the dirficulties fac-in the advi-
sors'A but he also reoognIzed the effortag both Vietnamese and Averia',•
which. were being made to surmount the problem, Addressing himself to
the Corps SA' sp COOUSMACV expressed his view of the American advisory
rogrAm.

The purpose of the MACV sdvisory effort over
the years has been and continues to be the building
of a soundly aganizedg balanced, fully trained,
well equipped and competently lod military forue

which can defend the population and destroy co.munLst
aggressors. To this end, much earnest effort Usa
been devoted, many Americans and Vietnameee lives have
been sacrificed, and millione of dollars spent. In
assessing the effectiveness of our .dvi.sory pffort9
the question arises as to mhether a proper blance
exists between the effort Senior Aklvisor3 expend on
tactical matters of current in.ereet and that =peuded
toward building a viable miiitý-7 force.

In addition to the undarlying problem of
piaster spending limitationc, we have had to aocept
that the 'R•VNF does not vet have from ei-her a



quan*,itative Or qu~alitative rtatadpoint the ret.U4xed
leadership to support a larger force. Personnel
management, to include the distribution of personnels
strength accounting., casualty repcrting,, and deser-
tion control has faflld to respx-nd to guzidance and
direution. Ineffective personnel are carried on
unitt rolls and the figWA~ng strengths of divisiorm
continue to be dissipated through onrertrength head-
quarters and unautilorized uznits.

It is imperative that advisory effort be focused
on finding and expl.oitinig overy conceivable means to
improve the combat effectivenece, of the ARMVN -Basic
to this objoctive is proper. personne) manageraent,
ensuring that:z headquarters wAn sivpp-rt e:Leent s
are hold to authorized streng-ths, im*ffectives are
removed from the ralUso relaoamenta flov to the
maneuver battalions wit1out diversion and desertion
conitr,. prooedures are enforced,.

Nuzerous programs have been put into effect by
the RVWA to 3ounter these deficiencies, The ca~amd
l~eadership progrea in a Iona range effort designed to
strikej at the root of the leadership pr'oblem, Door"e
law 15 and tho implementing prograsm shuuld have give
field oamuanders new incentive to stop AWOL esnd des-
3rtiona. M!oder~dxed pr'ocedurve in strangth accowmting
and casualty ireport~ig have been sort to the field for.
*implpmentation. tn order "Wo keep field advisors abreast
of programf inst*ttuted br t-i~ PVNO; transations of
all] ,vrtinent d~trecti~s uith exp~ifl n instrucotions
have been publishad and disitributed regularly. These
progrems u~e Pither discuessed Iz the Ji newsletter.,
which la disseminated zovtrly in English ardM Vietwamse
to aU4 advisor'y levlels In spite of meazauren' taken to

Lnformi field advisarn of aurrent program8j, inapeations
ard staff vivits often re-eai. that advisors are unfam-
iliaer with ourrereb policý 'a, diractives sal proc'idurea
preaulgated b7 the JG/'LVNAF eand in utich this head-
quarters ha-_ ex'pessed great, tnterest. This leads to
the CoowUSIon thrt" US$ &&.VeoV7 det4uhnat axe either
not interested in the ad tinistrative aspecats ot their
sAdvsoryr role or are becoming tio absorbed in internal
detachment. matters that the prinzAry purpose of their
w4stenae has be-comt, a matter of secozdery onncoom

Iz revievwtrg the deficlonaies disouesse in the
Senior Advisorst Hantb2y Zvlulatlin Reports, it is
noted thAt many itemi are correctabl~e in c~amw
channels at xuidi$.sion cr oorps level) yntjý it id
not apparent that sucoh antion in bei~ng taken aggrts-~

sively at lcaua and intei'zsdiate ocaaud levels,
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Deficiencies involving policy are referable
appropriately to this headquarters; deficiencies
involving non-compliance with direotlves, apath;y
on the pert of a commander, etco, are to be resol-
ved in RVNAF command channe11%

The role of the advisor is difficult and
often frustrating. It requires military acumen.
dedication, selflessness and persev' rance.. For
this reason, the finest officers and NCO's are
made available for assignment to MACV as advisors.
It is desired that addressees channel the profes-
sional abilities of the advisory apparatus into
efforts designed to complement tactical advioe with
improvement in the quaity,, efficiency and rtlia-
bility of the RVNAF structure as a whole. 4 7

(U) Success and recognition of the advisor could come in unexpected
.ways. In October, representatives of three hamlets near Thien-Giaop
Binh Thuax Province, wrote to COMUSNACV "to expose our aspirations."
The letter mentioned the fact that the area around their hamlets m
heavily infested with quite active VC. The Vietnamese praised the US
advisory detachment for its efforts in fighting the enV and directing
air atrikes around the district and in working to strengthen local clef-
enses. The letter concluded by requestin• that C(MMAOV dispatch a
de ,ation to visit the loual advisors, that he reinforce them and
"Rallow this US detachment to remain at Thien-.Zao for another year."
since they had gained the Vietnamese hearts, and that he approve awardis
for the advisrs. In reply, C04USMACV thanked the villagers for the
compliments paid to the US advitnore, but noted that extension of US
personnel in RVN was a complex problem. He assured the villagers that
either Vietnamese or US milita-y forces could continue to operate tirough-
out Mizh Thuan, 4gh, in conjuction with RD9 should imprmve the seo-
urity of the area.4•

(U) All advisory efforts did not turn out so happily. Instead
of a bouquet, the SA to the 25th ARVN Div received a brickbat shortly
after his departure, when CG 25th Div published an order of the day
castigating his •ormer advisor. The adviaor was accused of attampting
to have the OG 25th Div rminoved from commmnd; he was accused of attempt-
ing to dismiss two other division officers, of bypaseing the chain of
cumtand, and of destroying "the spirit of oooperation between Americans
awd Vietnamese." The order of the day went on to say that OG 25th Div
had attempted to have the SA removed, and failing that, had requested
his own relief, which w-a also refused. The 7rder of the day ended
by qixa+Ai* a pom which referred tDo the Vietnamese expulsion of the
rongols, which the press interpreted as a reference to the Americane.

(S) The C0~ 25th ARYN Div wAs daecribed ae an eo&.tre-.91,y uvak
individual who •wa afraid to c==d. On the other hand, the SA to
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the division had been a djxacd. ~Wapetesnt olfcer thO bad been assignd
tba nassion of iqwrovind the effeati'ven~ass of the JYirlaon. IA acce-
plishing this task,. the SU pursted his objectives in a fin ma=nar.
CC1&ISW&CV felt thAt the incident Wx received dUhS-0-*,d press coverage
in the US3, whore it was portrayed ote a onallenge to the entire p~sitioc
of t.hq US advisory off ort. Ha noted that the Vietnernese were sensitive
to real or imsagind infringaornts, of thoks scvercASSt1. Great earirad'Ito

. be, exercised to avoid even the QpCeareJWC ox nxoiavung their pride; an
of ficial to yielded too read;ly to -US advice was regarded as a pr3t
It was felt that the wet, efftective way to work Vwit the Vtetnemae was
to dincum m-atters mitb thnl and then to aflow them to revolve ther
praiomae=. The ingident, inz the 25th ARMN Div had resdtted trca a &ynaio
US officer' a working with on ARVN general considered better fitted frc
a st".ff position than for caatsnd of a cowbat divivltm However,. the
CO did have redsuzing qualities; he was maodtered ttonetv wAn for kite
rtani at the cou~p trilal in the early 1960's, tan he aesepted uihet
thile may othors wem rumiivg, he hW aoqidnld a idsebts ffl~oWIrg
awig !'JtN officers He wapin widitioaso a boyhood IXfrtai of CO 13U
Corpas, *c- was mdic to no . te the divIsion ecsaier' i# tvaate but to
feel that tie hazt were tied.

(s) MwCowsaOTýc who eanc3!"t low rapport with t00 CO 25th AaVS
Div, viitdW him at the reqvsst of d $Q= WWGT In a tw-t4o'Ž nietizzg, the
Vietaotso gentral atoke trooj wad opemlr with I1k1CQME)WV.O He di&s-
played geautne a4r s~trata 4srA%= sin re4V.T' 4ttitte4 his error in
issuiog the Order of the dw. Wavus already Apa&Oogod to CO In Corps,
the CG 2,5tt Div +,414 D~SZPCW~(A4V that ha hand r net intended to derogate
the US advisory' effort,* &d thot he had alWay apprsciated the jidviecra'
covributioi4 to bvts divJ~tloW a Woo Uctinos saW wlfare DEMOIEOMOAV
receied ths. i&eW~ou t~htt tbA tdrisor sdght hAe b1w" a little too
sggreee>v ufth the- Yiotn"S e mmtst* ýfta wius supenerA~tin. When
asked uibat -eolAd be dams to tutraZ$oten mt. the problem, IETVMUSCV
04gqested that 4 bm orA"AMI be p&~butsbod to the 4ivision ttiob would
mwnttom tbAt the order of the dar hW 1oeked. to thi pro**,# tich had
taken it out, of omiaext, und that thtre had b*en no intention to disparage

* the UM advivory ettrt4 -ft 21 r~eestler MX 25th Div published %he proposed
menonzhsm az a aamns of meaov~zi the inoidenit, The macreaum noted

* that tW Wet m~ust be targott*3n, ktile looking to the wesent and future;
eadres of %ll rank* vets cb'wtad to di$ptqy avamp, courteousi, and friend-
ly attittdi tsov4 tleir Mettomn counterparts. It appeared that the GO
25Ctj fltthad turstjed oter anla II. H bog" to ocmnad his division
uWt~¶z2.¶ng visitz to inibotinatem teaants ean tourizg the DTA. Re sought
so nt vt rsoept~ve toflJdcejý and to rwesed tor close rapport and amicable
tino uith his nWU.5

4'(q) In October the KACV pcUcy on tour lengths and mobility for
* *aviort %I-itomml was dewtbed to the Deputy Aabaasador. Beasaigiant

within H&CV, or the r=ap4neet cezmanda, was to be effected only when in
U- the'lst, intuazst of aopfsi the imediate ocaaul mission. It)
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was recognized that many personnel desired reass!gnnexitq out their
desires had to be subordinated because of the urgency of the comiazd

- . mission., and because of the relatively short tour length in RVNO
Personnel were not normally reAs signed beoaa'~-3e of pr~omtion., althoug~h
if,, because of prcnotiori,- An advisor outranked 1is counterpart by two
ranks, he -*ms considered for reassigment. The importance of the
sector and eubseotor advisc're' Thnctionii,q and the special training
required,, made It essent$.al. that advisors to these positions serve a
full 12-iwnth tqur, Reassigwnnsnt were avthorised. only for compel~lng
reasons, and COI4USKAO reserved to his headquarters authority to grant
such reassigments. Other advisors %anuld be reassigned only when ia
the best interests of acomlihig h co m is &sion* Pemissive
reasst-gnment of battalion sand regimental advisors to higher-levol. adts-
ory staff positions, after six monthis in that duty9 was authorizzed3 , and
was necessary. ir order to provide staff offiioers, Aio had already served
at lower levelet for the higher levels0 CC't USUACV wa contenied vith
obtaining stability of pereonnel. in advisory positions, and wantod every
ef fort made to insure that those- pisitionms were t~lUd by ;orsonneJ. ito
would provide the most continuity in a& 12-*voith tour of duty. A4 program
was implemented to extend selected offiaaers qf W~tue experienot .or
qua~lifications inVnsoodt~ i2mpl tour- Wigth- 'the officer%
selected cansa from afl Skoniaas ealigned to MtAC% wn4 .*ijd baiextnteed

1 ~~~for a period of duty oft sii or 12onh -on a volluitAry ortsohty
basis. It was expected that M'e $t'*gnl wotad Caus ne zvz *~af~
ber of outstanding officers tvw. arittocal ad-,,sc'ry poaitio', vo
voluntarily; when involuntarily appfled$ it wcas cvnnideed, Vhat ihe
officer concerned would recognizeý hýs ftat and t~he rzaeessitv Xtý-.
nxtenraion. It vas not the intent to }wiev azi extensive turvelunarý

A .. .ztepaJlon prrogram, but rather a pro~ars-*Aveit would ao24.4t a wcZ
response frathose d~s±6 ated and xniited as s"eleted ofti"ers.>'

TUe vak AF -Ld-ris Program

(2) in 11W, its cAIiftr asszpran in RVN continuted in activt
support of* thte BMW& outrnsreo eftfort by supprwemnting WI$P im
suxpport of ARVI4 and by -direot em,,ppo&.t of US g.round forces. Ths natture
of thes 4piýn' gecy has 1had A. Xmaor Qoariag on the evoluation 6nW de~velop-
moto*MT ' It~r 1xc, no o=nble to a ntubered M~ Tactical Air Forev,,

3 ~~but taillored to) the aoutntefliAsma-gency role * The tactical. =~ig~~e
in each of tite four C-tZ1 mar organised so that ther suppart tho prour4
forces, provide A risual recowwnaiseance aM psychological warfare :4ý4a-
bility,q _rw4v$o X1iais= ovantrol of fit-ater squvdron strikes,,andwith.
helicoptexr squ~drona, ywovide medical evaouatica a4n a rest~pply capia-.

?HI$ PA~ ~ irs 1rLASS1P1.T
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The mfissionl of VNAF Is to conduct tactical K
reconnaissanoep ixterdiation and close support
operations to bring Communist insurgncy in RVII
under control and assist in maintaining internal
security. They participate in the air defense of
RVN and provide airlifL. resupply and medical eva-
cuattion for RVN forces. They defend RVV territory
and protect the estal'lished government. 53

(s) ~ ~ ~ 4r CWSiCat trough his USAF component co1mmander gave
direction laia in 196-5 for estiaibLý, hing and operatingn conjunction
with ths- RVNAF9 a tactical air control system (TACS) for command and
control of tTSAF/VNAF air-crt and for coordination of UWY/USN air
strik~es under USMACV control. Conduct of offensive and defunsive +,ao-
tical air operations -.ms to be in accordance with established ru~les of
engagement. Commpndc.: 7th AMr Foroe (then 2d Air Div) functions as
the air defense (An)' commanader tm6er COMUSMACV. In this capacity he
exercises operat4i;..1ý contr-.1 over all AD weapons systems assigned,
attached, pr otherwise made. available for the AD of US and Allied forces
in the RV~N. aAD of maixftand SEAS3A is conducted in acoordance with
procedures a&ýeed upon betve-en the US and the Allied governments of
mainland SKASIA. The TAGS in RVN serves as both an operational and a
training v~ihicle. Allocaticn and control of USAF/VNAF air resources
aii c,'ordinati~a of USMC/USN aircraft is exercised through the elements
of this seytea.. 54

(C ) US &round' force av..ation assets were allocated to US Corps
and/or Division Sk' s fo~r employment in ARVN/US/1FW forces operations.

* Aviation resources so allocat~d were assigned missions, inscfar as
practicable,, in direct supporý of divisions and zones. Allocations were
made on the oasis- of operatuio aia cantr' diretsppro general
support in accordance with concepts of US growxnd forces. An Armiy avia-
tion element,, colocated vith each Corps DM30 and each Division TOO,
insured coordinai4on of Us,/VNkF air activiti.es supporting ARVIN.. UB, or
94FWAF operations.~5

(C) In-country mission requests for USAF,/VNAF air support were
processed according to category-irme'tLate or preplanned. Immediate
requests, handled on a prio.Aitn: bauis, wore normally from friendly ele-
ments in contact with enenq forces, or from an airborne obaerver who

* had achieved positive enemy idez:'.fication. Any requests requiring
ordnance delivery within three hours after initiation were expedited.
The AJRVN division coxmmander's apprnval was re uired to nominate targets
to the appropriate Direct Air Support Centor (DA30). Requests forwarded
to the Tactical Air Control Center (TACO) were considered tantamount
to approval, Becawae selection and validation of targets bF GVIN/RVNAF
were largely a matter of irdividual judgum'ntp mission requirem~ents were
occ&"ionally developed against targets which did not %eet US targeting

,S see,
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critedia. Strike decision was based on several factors% number of non-
combatants, nr:,-br of enemy personnel. tactical situation. local intel-
ligence of the a-ea, and the actual target estimate subsequent to F C
reconnaissance0  US'FWMAF ground forces insured that airborne liais:r'.
officer (AMO) and forward air control (FAC) personnel were zncl.ed •.
all operationl nlarozrng in which air strikes were rxpeotedo around
liaison ofjers (GTO3 s) assisted in planning air missions for strtke
aircraft. GIL' s were located both at the TACO and at each iupportizg
air base, where G-2/G-3 air officers scrved as altrnateso5 6

(C) On 6 February COMUS1{ACV updated operating procedures and

assigned responsibilities for omnand, contro2l and coordination of US
operations in RVNL It was not his intent to alter or modify current
Service concepts for allocation and control of air resources , All Ser-
vices, however, operated through portions of the same airspace and were
frequently employed on joint and combined operatý.onso each posiessed
to some dege the oapebility to accomplish missione normally assigned
t', another Service. ClosW cooperation and coordination were required•
therefore, to insure Integrated complimentary ,'fforts in order to
achieve most effective results. USAF resources vwuld bo employed under
the USAV concept of centralized control and decentralized operations.
Allocation and control of USAF/.4A?. air resources and coordination of
USMC/USN aircraft would be exercised through the elements of the TACS.
Aircraft and units operating xnder the TAGS would be allocated t-rough
the TACC to the DASO's as appropriate for operations in support of CTVeso

.USA aviation assets would be allocated as directed by CPMUSWACVo UJ%
and VNAF resources were subject to reallocationg recallý or diversion

through the TACC. Cdr 7th AF, in his capacity as IACV AF Component
Ccmwnder, would coordinate all US air operations and VNAF activities
neoessary for the conduct of active air defense3 would establish and

operat., in conjuction with the RVXAFP a WACS for comvand and control
of USAF/VNAF strike airoraIt, W would provide essential training fw
VNAF in offenoive and defensive tactioal, air operations, GG IiM ?4AF
through his tactical air cammander, CG lst NMIW would establishi and
operate an organic TAGS to include a tactical air direction center
(TADC). Ths system would be coordinated with the TAOS operated bySNAF/USAF°5

(S) The relatively low productivity of VAF lislso, 'units prompted
an examinnation of its liaison crew compobition anl the euitire concept.
of liaison aircraft operations. A subsequent racot=endation was made
to replace VNAF observers with ARVk observers having knowledge of ground
tactics. Measihilev a new operational concept was under developuent to
improve control of V14AF liaison missions in order to shorten the liaison
response time to the needs of surface forceo. mphaasis was placed on
comra'd and control, and the entry of fully-qualified observers n'
the visual reoonnai*sanoe program. 5 8
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(S) COMUSMACVJ on 15 May9 requested JGS support of a new tactical
employment concept which introduod operational c'ontrol of deployed VNAF
liaison aircraft by a VNAF liaison officer assigned to each ARVN division.
VNAF., in May, proposed to the JGS major unit 4hanges which included
establiuhment of an Aircraft Control and Warning(AC&W) group and regroup-
ing of the TACO, the ALO, the FACG .ad the DASC into one unit to be
identified as the Air Operations O4nmand. In addition, VNAF propot.ed
realignment of the 83rd Sýicial Air Activities Group from the 33rd
Tactical Wing to HQ VNAF. The JGS gave inforwal approval to the reor-
ganizaticn proposals. Neanwhile9 VNAF' s combat capability in helicopters
became marginal during May. with only 66 H-34• s assigned and 59 on
hand; 98 helicopters were authorized. including 15 programmed for the
newly-formed 83rd Gp.59

VNAF Organization

(S) in January 1966, VNAF personnel strength was 1,945 officersq
11,679 airmen, and 521 civilian3 against an authorized 2p708 officors,
12,052 airmen, and 803 aivilian=. Aircraft assigned totaled 39$, bhiah
included 121 A-1H' s, 29 A-IG' 8, 71 H-34• a, 85 0-At s, I4 U-17A' a, nine
U-6A's, 33 C-47's, three RC-47's1, and one EIC-47.-

(S) By the end of CY 66 VNAF personnel assignedi 14,465D feU
approximately i.500 men short of its authorized foroe level. The' nearly-
attained authorized force le -2. for VNAF was characterized by serious
dilution of top manag embnt leadership and technical skills. Chitf AF
Advisory Group (.FOP) isumarized the over-all VNAF force-etruotu e pLo-
-tue in the fo k.ig mannert

With the advent of US Force there was no
future requirea•at for masjor expansion of VVAF
since US Forces could absorb the additional re-
quirements of the current conflict, and VNAF force
levels are considered adequate for the rst-w&r
task and within the capability of the ctuntry to
support in the 'uture.fu

(3) In the first three months of 1966, total VNAF tcobat sorties
flown iwreased frcm 2'9710 in January to 34G6 in March--al were flown
inv-,oxrry.. Meanwhilep air muixtions ae-t at each VNAF base persisted
as a daiSy problem. Inventcriesp well below the 30-day level, generatod
many tac-'-tc.-0 emergincy .requosts•, resultang in CINCPAC, AF Logigtics Coed,
and CSAF b-.,n cotinually appraised of the '*itioal situation.04

(S) VNPA operations during May were affected by dissident political
turmoil in Da Nang (see Chapter VI11). VAFWs 522d Ftr Sq deployed frm
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Tan Son Nhut to Da Nangg where it flew 91 sorties on airborne alert.
The 516th Ftr Sq$ stationed at Da Nang., cancelled BLACK EYE strike
operations over NVN indefinitely on 14 May because of the I CTZ local
situation. and flew many airborne alert missions iastead, VNAF fighter
operations in I19 IfIs and TV CTZ'6 were hampered only to a minor
degree as some fighTers were deployed from these areas to Da Nang.
WNAF transport operations were heavily affected, however, as airlift
squadrons flew 133 percent of their programed flying hours. On 20
May VNAF rocket fire struck the headquarters building of In HAF at
Da Nang AB, VNAF planes attacked Da Nang insurgents on the f6llowing
day, as US planes deployed to other bases. US aircraft returned the
following day after 400 dissident ARVN troops surrendered to the GVNo
Chief AFGP underso,'red the fsot that, "from the military standpoint9
much of the VNAF contributions to the war effqrt was diverted during
these political arises (March and MWy 1966)."63

(S) Another factor affecting the mission and operations of VXAF
,during CT 66 was explained in the following manners

A political factor which has worked to the
detriment of V$ has been the syphoning off of
top leadership into positions of trust in the gov-
erment, This occurred at a time which VWAF could
ill afford because the rapid expanbion of VNAF to
meet. W requ.Lrements had already dilWuted their
manageqnt and leadership adills to a dangerous

(S) In June th4 516th Ftr Sq at Da Nang reumed BLACK EE oper-
"ations over NVN. Tho added emphasis placed on updated intelligence
needed for BLACK EYE strike operations over NVN required additional
VU efforts to support both VNAF and USAF during June. A VNAF recon-
nalssane squadron was activated 1 July at TSN AB with three oamera-
equipped RC-47 aircraftv one 9C-47 eqs4pped for flight facilities cheoks,
12 photo interpreters, and a film-photo processing capabilitko- Although
lac•ing a high-altitude photo capabilitys RC-47 experience had proved
the aircraft to be an excellent platform for aerial photo mapping and
lo•••ltitude pinpointing of targets, 1htelligewe produced ýftm the
BLACK EYE missions was incorporated into 7th AF target intelligence
pogrWa=, providing data that was unavailable before. 5

(C) Flight accidents continued to be a major concern to VNAF.
During January VNAF experienced 18 aircraft mishapa, ten of %hich were
o*used by pilot error. Despito extra precautions VNAF aircraft mishaps
continued and during April VWAF experienced 25 accidents. During Jul7p
VNAP .bia23 aircraft mishaps which resulted in 24 fatalities9 five
plawes lostp seven major accidents, aud six reportable incidents.
Cause factors included 12 accidents due to pilot error, two due to

* . material failure, One to faulty supervision, one to poor maittnaince,
THIS PACE RMNA.DED IMCLASSIzIOrdor Sco Arry By.TAG.pW
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and three to combat. 66

(S) Five of VNAF' s six fighter squadrons increased their Ptrike oper-
ations in June. Total fighter hours flown increased by 203 over Mang
despite the fact that A-1 aircraft available to VNAF, USAF9 and USN were
below authorized strength Meanwhile., USA informally requested assist-
ance from VNAF to furnish 34 pilots to help alleviate a shortage of USAU- cews°67

(U) During the second half of CY 66 VNAF operational statistics9
especially in the area of tactical olperations, fell short of the record
highs of the first part of the year. The modernization of VNAF, with
the commensurate demands for training to accmplish upgrading as well
as familiarization with new aircrafto explains the degrading of VNAFt s
tactical effort.

(C) The 15-month period frcm July 1965 through September 1966 can
be characterized as a period cf ,ccmdng of age" for the VNAFo "It became
possible during this period to begin to shift emphasis from the technique
of operating and maintaining aircraft and equipment to bhe skills invol-
ved in commanding, controlling and managi. g resources o 116

(C) The AFGP, working through mith its seven Air Force Advisory
Teams (AFAT's)D continued efforts to modernize the VNAF, AFAT's in the

field wrked closely with their Vietnamese counterparts to improve the
managementg skills, and leadership at all levels of VNAF. and to stabilize.
and professionalize the force. AFAT !s were located as follows: 'one at
TSN, two at Bien Hoa, two at Nha Tram& one at Da-Nang, and one at Binh
Thuy.

The" omoltment of US forces resulted in the
sound decision to place the Air Force Advisory Group
under the operational control of the 7th Air Force

o This arrangement has permitted the use of
7th Air Force resources and skilled personnel in
many areas to augment the advisoiy eff art and to
provide training to VNAF through joint operaition
of facilities well beyond the g;•aUilites of a pure
advisory program 4.g.s TAC2I.

(S) F-5 jet aircraft for the VNAF received SECDEF approval in late
December 1965 based on AFGP!COMUGACV/CIIICPAC/JCS recamnendations. RVN' s
Premier g Air Vice Marshal Nguyen Cao Kyp was also the VNAF Commander. and
had repeatedly voiced keen interest in modernizing the force, as feasiblaq
with a jet capability. AVM Ky assessed, confirming COMUSMA(V' s view,
that VNAF could effectively absorb one squadron during 1966, but he did
not foreasee a requirement for more than two jet iquadrons because the
A-lH aircraft in the inventory were excellent fighter-bombers for count-
erinsurgency operations. CINCPAC recommended retaining five A-I squadrons
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in VNAF through FM 1967 and,, in view of the world-wide shortf6 of A-i
aircraft, close calculation of requirement-a was necessary in order to
maintain a balanced allocation beyond that period. CINCPAC informed
JCS of plans for VNAFI s standdown early in FT 67 of A-;Vs converted to
F-5' s and their use of attrition aircraft in the remaining givft 4-i
equadrons. COUSMACV desired early completion of P-5 operational tet~ts,
begun early in January by USAF/APAA/USA field teams operdtizg otut of

Da angaBien Hoaj, in order to fulfill programed oo~itments to VW&in FY67o.

(S) AFGP' s concept and program to modernize VNAF9 oom=petod in
Februaryp was forwarded to all major aLr comma and military depart-
ments concerned to assist in agency plit•ng and provramm im act-ionsa,
The $320.8 million program submitted to CINCPAC in major portion was
devoted to aircraft modernization9 mxmitions and harbidide proumement1
and construction. Its purpose was to inoreaae slgn2.ficantly the VNAW
counterinsurgency effort. COMUMACV onsidered the program well con-
ceived and developed!> and approved an Izorere for WNAFV a force structure
in FY 1967, from L'.9760 to 16.073 peraormeloe1

(3) Early in January1 the first inwrements of 1-5 strike aircraft
were undergoing evaluation at Da Nang AB under USAF/LSA/ARPA joint .
testing in'ui operation called SKOSHI TIGER* Eight F-5' a flew two •esa
daily1 dropping four 750,•ouad bomos in pairs on selected tagets. All
missions were flow with refusel•i ardq 'zy Febraaryq ve'e scheduled for
30 sorties per day• CQOJMCV tnsalaed on accelerated tests to fulill'
programmed oommitments to 'NAF as early as poss..bie bginning in F1 1967.72

(3) In an effir1, to aClieniate a critical shortag of H-34 a•reraft
due to attrition, COX"•SMACV requested an early 19b6 delivery of 13 M-34
attrition helicopt.ers-progrenued tn FT 1966 MAP F•,$A)o Response frwA
DA indicated their non-availabllPy be.ause ull ansets had been1aued
to high pricrity Army unztsp and adit-Ionll aircraft were not being
procured. Meanwitile9 a JCS vsae on 10 February indio~ted that OASD
(ISA) was.avaiting CINCPAC's decision an the distribution of worldwide
helicopter assets, By 2 Mu,,ch , COMUSMIACV eutitted a FLAGPOLE (highest
priority requisition) item (Bu.?) on helicopters for VNAR indicating
that non-receipt of H-34 attrition apraft %w degradit)- VNAF'e %is-
sion capability to a critical degree. (

(S) Lack of H-34 attriticn helicopters continued to limit the
operational capability of VNAF squairons1 and odth the activation of
the 83d Helicopter Gp such capability was expected to decrease Mther.
Efforts continued during April to seeure replacement H-34 helicopters1
achieve the authorized atrengih of VNAF helicopter squadronso9 and pro-
vide attrition to offset high lcssee. Soaroes of available H-341 s
deplete3,rapidly as high priority requiremsnts from RVN exceeded the
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(S) Both CO(USMACV and CINOPAC had repeatedJj requested an e^rly
decision in order to incorporate helicopters into the FLAGPOLE system
during March. The shortage of H-34 helicopters could be alleviated by
accepting the shortfall in VNAF, accepting a oorresponding reduction of
USA helicopters in Europe3 accepting a reduction in the training base in
CONUS 3 or sharing the shcrta.• of providing increments of VNAF require-
ments over a period of time from a combination of USA. USNp and USM
sources. JOS preferred the second course of actionD vith the alternative
of using USN reserve assets as tVie-surceo Continued delay in decisions
was in effect the automatic selection of a course of aotLon--that of ac-
cepting the ehortage in vAF 7 5

(S) On 3 Augast9 CINCPAC informed JOS that VNAF had been short of
authorized helicapýers since October 19659 but no decision had been reach-
ed on this critical matter. VNAFe s March inventory of 71 helicopters
had been reduced to 65 by combat lossesa its current authorization was
98 helicopters. The shortage was having a direct impact = the lift cap-
abi3lty available to US forces3 with a corresponding increase in require-
ments for US heilcopter support for RVNAFo Because of this drain on
available assets$ 0INCPAC advised that VNAF should be provided authorized
helicopters from arV sources outside PACOM at the earliest practicable date
and recommended every effort be made to obtain approval. CSAF informed
CINMPAC on 2)'September that JCS had' approved a total nf 39 H-345' at that
time (18 for 83d TAC Gp and 21 for FY 66 attrition). JCS's. chart for
arrival dates reflected this total to arrive in RVN by the end of FY 670
These units would b,, drawn from Navy sources. GSAF iiiformed CINCPAC that
the 20 helicopters pre ously requested to cover FY 67 attrition had not
ye' secured approva.,..

(C) In an ear vy December MACV Co~mmandyl/Staff omOn~req it was noted
that VNAF hellcopar pilots were undergoixg a transition program in-country
from the H-w34 to UH-I. The school was being run by the USA with 22 in the
program and eight graduates to date, It was aftieipated that an average
of 15 woud be in the program at ay one time. J

(5) A further complication in the helicopter program was the intro-
duation of modernization plans concurrently with the attempt to bring the
program up to authn'rized strength lev"le. An AFGP message of 30 Sep =ber
had raised the questions of delivery schedules and probles assooiateu with
trainirg pilot and maintenance personnel for VNAF UU-lD. CSAF replied
that conversion plans from H-34's to WH-1Dis at that time would be procovA-
* ~ns on the nebulous broad recognition by WOCDEF as the only proper
authority. By 10 November JCS could advise only that conversion plans were
being staffed and an answer could be expected on 25 N1ovembero CY 66 ended
on this basis in regard to VNAF helicopter modernization. pxograsmig.78

(S) A detailed ,'ogramming plan was prepared in July for the con-verslon from A-1 aj"aft to the F-59 0-47 aircraft to C-U.99 and H-34
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helicopters tu pi-0 L~ .-- ,-4C osw~c.p:,ecedcd the approval
cycle were neces~ary In r'~ rOp-:eca sshedIiles !or program
completion. Late --n Uu~ U7.w C-5 ofp~i 7N.4 F con-vrersion
proposalsq work began on plan~s. w-, :- n rn aneuasly '.r both Vietnamese
and English, plac_'ng Jtmii t-f.:rhRý:a 3n _-htie F-5 pr,)ram; these required
immediate action to pr''fA.L rt tra.=np f~or I.T. p_"lts and main-
tenance pNrsonnel.,74

(S) Deci~sions a.-..v.rg c. crait ~191 s and AT-37! s
were lin a sta~te c-Af £1..:. r.. .?: i 4 nf :-med 'IN'C?AC and

~OUZ*~'.V ha VL.. 4 ...6. ~,-- 1) -1.!ice 2.n

VNA117 FY 67 f ~c r. fu- suadr-.r._i o-tn
TIE of ~5each, f, O 'c !P V.7 ýý 1-0 '_ ý; FY o t and 3)
apply six U-i7A's igain:ý* ri~~~ squadron ratner than AFGP'a ad-
vice for a traininnr :1u'J:ný< -~ Oct,*er C:NCPAC had
qut-ried ,asUAC ne .-i or f IISG c:~ntt present sch-
edule for MIFT 't' ~~L ~'-

`S) VNImdriVto.p...£frfxed wing aircraft. came under

a thorough and c.:--refu. reanpr"2al dur;.ng October, as all levels from
the AFGP to OSD ccn~ribu+teI T~c trie est.;,;lishment of a realistic and
obtainable przgrams CQ-17,MACI' Inforawed CIN'CPAC late in the month that
the joint VNAF/AFGP corrvers-.on rlans-.-'F-5 ýP,.Fan 66-2A) and AT-37 (Plan
66-28)-had been co-,rd--nat-ed I~hr,:.gr. ýhe VNAF sta~ff and signed by
Premier Ky. Or:ly -the F-..5 p...an had ocren d-±stribut~ed among the appropriate
USAF and VNAF agencies, By :he x-.dd:.e of Ncrremberq CINOPAC advised that
the phased schedul.ing fcn-, m-Aert.Zzattori was at~Ii under consi.deratlon
by SECDEFO COM4ESI4AOV re::mrnended adi.erernce the ý:riginal program
developed in J~a&yl he fel, that aekv 5 .n t~he -dotal number of
mixed -equi.page tactlca:' airlýraft wcvld &:,rade 'INAF's ±n,-c.untry war
effort and be construed as a rarz-%aC wi.thdrawal of US support. to VNAF's
participat~on.0 CINIOPAC sPP:r,-xdrIJe the or~ginal programming,,
but on 10 Decem~ber _'r.f,-nrmed t'?J'A. ~hat JrS nad confirmed that an OSD-
modified plan. FY 3/6,7 wý.,d refle-- pr~e folý:w-ng VNAF -tact-ical aircraft
equipage~ . ~~2 ~ 1- A-.. s e2A. 2' a 4 'gal -ý,f 18 ofq0A->130 The un-
avoidable slilppage '-n th~e mindernm:atý..ca rz-,gram waa r:-w confirmed.81

(S) Ithe period 10--2 N.;vsmber rield in at~re radcbcc& changes in the
VIJAr F~-5 mod6rnizat-lon i~r:gram,, C.5 C*IN'CPAC ., and SECDIM approved for
VNAF one 18 UJE F-5: three 16 717 A7 -371 ian twc 18 TIE A-! squadrons. Con-
trasted with the prevt_.cus p-an f£:r tuo IS *JE F-5 and f~ur 25 LIE AT-37
squadrons,, .T, was appaenr. inrwa a renarkablco slowdown vas being insti-
tuted0  The new propjosali w1as~to~ t:- 'JSAIF af the pkasedown to an
18 UE9 from the presem. 25 'JEi t.--i q7:alrons were expedited, This ec*r-
promise w.'iLd still aocp.r di-g:et of mz-erruizat~oi for VNAFp whuile
serving the added purpose :.f3lievl.atzng the A-I stortege f:%r USAF,
Since these changes would ha-.e a sgnZ-ftca~n ;.mpcat oni RVNAF combat cap-
abi~lity., COI{TJS14AV felt ".ha& ' sxer..sire e-ýaluat.3on 46s essential "82

See , By CAS
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(S) Professionalization of VNAF was faced by the follow•4n major
problems% VNAF was still being run at the squadron level. there were
no command posts at Wing and Headquarters level, no maintenance control
centers existed. adequate communication facilities were nonexistent, the
lack of an effective safety program negated any camnensurate corrective
actiong and the war-dictated emphasis on combat operations obstructed
essential training in instrument and night flying, VNAF's in-country
training program for 1966 called for formal courses in flying, comun-
ications and electronics, aircraft maintenance and general service
(support) specialists.83

(S) As of 31 January 19669 VNAF possessed 118 A-lH and 33 A-IG
tactical fighters. The JCS had approved a reduction of VNAFts A-I
pilot-to-aircraft ratio from 2.0"1 to 1.5:1.9 together with transfer of
A-I transition training of VUAP pilots to CONUS, based on AFGP recom-
mendations. Three of four groups9 each consisting of 10 liaison pilots,
departed early in January for CONUS T-38 training-the fourth group was
scheduled to depart in April. These pilots would ccrnplete an U-week
T-28 course, including 50 flying hours, prior to undertaking A-I train-
ing. In early 1966, VNAF personnel were also undergoing jet training at
Clark AFB in the Philippines, where VNAF combat ready crews were school-
ed to fly with the USAF B-57 unit at Da Nang. Four crews so trained
were to be VNAF'S initial capability in tactical jet aircraft.U4 -

(C) In June USAF's ATC approved for implementation the F-90 TFS
training' rogram--less pilot training. During the zoith a total of 21
VNAF' maintenance personnel departed for CONUS to train in basic courses
in support of the F-5 program, The pilot-training cot :-e was revised to
include transition training in the F-5 A/C aircraft in.itead of jet chook-
out in the T-33.- The 100 class-da7 course would follmr language train-
ing. Pilots selected for the Ist F-5 squadron depart d in Iid-August and
were expected to return to RVN durimg mId-41arah 1967.5

(S) The year ended with VNAF oriented to a long-range modernization
program with special attention to trainIng. The incoing Chief of AFGP
cautionedt "Careful attention must be paid to the development of joint
use bases so that upon ce~sation of hostilities VNAF will have the pro-
perly designed faoilities to opegate their modern well-equipped air
forces in the post war period." 8.

US Navy AdviSory Program

(C) "'Acccpliahmants in the advisory effort are best determined
from a perspective of several months, for progress in this area is
achieved in =,all steps on a day-by-day basisq" it was reported in the
COMIAVFORV Jenuary Historical Sutary. However. USN advisors reported
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a gradual improvement in maternal ondirtita of some =1W ships, and they
reported that somz commanding oifz:ers aoknoviedged th-at a training
progrmu and some form of preveni.ive m'atenqice program should be put
in effect. The advisors felt that ac-zcw!edgement alone was a step
forward in solving a heretofore-ignored Wrblo On the plus stde,
81809 was a rep'tr from USN adqrisors to the Coastal Groups and Repair
Facilities, which showed that some tcI s and spare parts, long on back-
order9 weru finally being supplied4

8 7

(C) At the beginntng of the year,, VNN Sea Force ships were not
considered effective. A step forward was taken on 13 Febrmary 1966, when
a USN Captain was assigned as SA tzo the VNN Headquarters0  This step
had been recommended befce., buI its need increased with exparding oper-
ational. ommitmentao The SA waa equal in rank to CINC VNN, and it was
felt that a new avenae .-f c• .cations would knw ýe opened, and that
persor.al conversation and pe4'sc,.al attention woufld create better under-
standing and better cozperauLono Additi.ýnally0 w-th the SA at VNN
headquurters, the other UJSN ad-hsc:e would have a better channel of
appoa;:h in suggested improvements., and, In 3=e cases., there could
be expeditious acttion4

8 8

(C) Lack of aggressiveness had been A mijor problem area for the
•VNN. Htnmver 9 by March 1966 USN adviicrs were beginning to report
"inoreaeng aggreseslveness" of the VNN sea patrol units , Yet these were
still critical areas i maintenance end person,=nl traintkl needed atten-
tion; leadership was graded as unsatisfactory> extexrtng into the jizaor
a ffi I e1 arA NCO leve2l, One area that needed 5.prdvemsnt was from
the US side-there was a sh,,.-age of ad-,iroc.,s In order to man CTF 115/
'116 staf."s: advi.a..rL hao ,er: sa2,Iea .n fr= ?a ,e fie2do This recall
was-not ý =sidered detrimen:-l r, the ot e'all advis-ry7 efftrt but. "we
would be iess than honest if we did not adxw., t,rxa a replacement ±n
the field must serve an apprenticeship befcrt he h a&sn m.. definite con-
tributions to the advlsory przgrazm4 The nimoer of USN advisore con-
tinued to decline, and thore were tastances of io on-board re)lefs, to
the detriment of the adViscry progra .n FebraTry and March.

(C) By March, Coaistal Groups were showing an iarease 1 in aggres-

sivenesnij there were a number of st,'eesslul actions, asi a groving co-
operation with MARKET TIME .i•ts was reported. One pro•l.em area that
remained was the sezirity of the Caastal Group bases. Startin•g in
March, experienced VNN of~aoera were assriged to Coastal Groups under
a new policy, and ad~tstra repzrted :ha. over fllty percent wers re-
garded as capable officers, Gn the other hLsd; the twin problems of
training ard maintenance eat I I remained4

(C) River Assault Group (RA3) operationsa cntinued to demonstrate
a high capability for eama-scAle weuep )perationes Advisors agreed
that such sweeps had several advanwagsest ;•hey o•sald be planned quickly,
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they could be executed quickly thereby preventing security leaks, and they
gave quick reaction to intelligence information. As late as March, a lUm-
iting factor of the sweeps was unavailability of troops, which had to be
assigned by district or province headquarters. VNN headquarters had asked
for integration of troops into RAG units to alleviate tle situation, but
the GVN had not seen fit to grant them this capability.0 9

(C) MNN RAG's wmre capable of carrying out their mission and
demonstrated their ability to execute the tasks assigned theat The ex-
tent of RAG participation was primarily a matter of providing troop and
cargo lift to the vicinity of operations. landing them and then providing
fire power to cover troop movements, to effect fire support for the
destruction of targets. and to conduct harrassing and anti-personnel fire
against the enemy. The mobility of the RAG's permit÷-d swift displace-
ment of mortars, 4GO-m and 20-em guns, and .30 and ,0 caliber machine
guns along the river axis, thereby providing extensive area coverage and
facilitating flanking movements.

(U) The origitr of the RAG's and their development provides an
insight into their operational characteristics, After the surrender of
the Japanese in World War II, the French began to develop a river assault
force in Indochina. The individual =imts of this river assault force
were teemed •!Dina6bs5t&- (Naval Assault Divisions). These divisions con-
'sisted of modified World War II landing craft which were provided with
additional weapons, armor, and an increased fuel capacity to pemitt ex-
tended self-supporting assualt operations.. An infantzr landingt force was
an integral part of the Dina&anuts. The total strength of each Dinassaut
was 800 men i6d seven river ciaft. An LSSL or LSIL was employed as the
flaiohip for the Diinwastta -wd,, occasionallyp, scouting aircraft were as-
signed. The basic tactic of the Dinassaut was an amphibious raid into
ene•Wyaontrolled territory, followed by a quick waterborne withdrawal0
The amphibious raid was successfully employed on many occacions, but the
*inassaut was suaceptible to ambush during retirement from the operation
area, The river assault operations were a major feature of the French
war against the Viet Ninh, and were often conducted in conjunction with
major ground operatiom. During the period from November 1951 to February
1952, Dinaesauts provided support for a major offensive in the Black River
area of NVN. Participating French paratroopiar wero cupplied by river
barge eucorted by the craft of the Dinassaut. Minirt w4 a•ouhes tok
a heavy toll of the river craft, On 12 January 19529 the Vitt &nh clcsed
the ri.ver and turned back a large supply convoy.. With iwal of Frenach
troops to friendly territory was effected by the D iLaA.Sesut

(C) As a result of four operations in April, there were favor-
able reports on the MNN capahiLities. On TEE SOT M,, for exmple,
VNN units were praised by adtisors for "outstanding participation0 0

coastal Groups were judged as "excellent" and two fleet Ccomand ships
provided able assistance on their own initiative. Operation ROUNDUP III
as also ovaluated as welt planned and iwell executed° 91
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,(C) Owing to leaks of information, the USN off4 .aers had been
secretive with their ThI counterparts when setting up SEAL ambusaes,
And, equally so, the VNN guarded their intelligence-operating pro-
cedures when setting up their UDT ambushes and would not reveal their
areas of operation. Although a firefight between supporting units
occurred, owing to this lack of information;, it was decided to continue
to exclude the VNN from infomation regarding clandestine ambush oper-
ationse. For example, even though a curfew had been well posted in the
RSSZ, a dishonest village chief allowed violations, because of a finan-
cial kickback, with the result that a VNN countarpart informed his USN
advisor on one occasion that a group of junks was unfriendly. They
were attacked, and it was later discovered that they had been friendly. 92

(C) Performance of VNN commandiug officers was criticized by USN
advisors in their April reports. There still existed an untcceptable
number of officers whose comand performance was marginal or unsatis-
factory, and it was reported that some had "no passion for improvement 0 "
To offset this, GINCVIN and the VNN Fleet Commander instituted % policy
.of holding commanding officers responsible for poor performance, eatorn-
ing Lt by removal from comand. USN advisor; thought tat this p*oUy,
if properly implemented, would lead tc, beneficial results. The shortage
of USN advisors began to be alleviated in April, with the arrival of
more replacements. There was stnll a shortage of VNN technical petty
officers,,, particularly In electronica ratings, and "the, mediocre major.
itz:" continues to present a challenge to advisory pew-ounel'" VNN UDT
(LDNN) teams were seldom used by the MN9 lhedteg to sense of frustration
and lethargy which hurt morale. This was acapounded by the lack of a
onending offioe:, althotagh one vas ordered during April. '

I (C) Coastal Zone coimiaders were regarded to good to exceflent
by th4ir counterparts, in April reports, One zone com~ander was rated
as outstanding, another as "agreesiv in paLiing =d &a trong leadr,,
and there was hope that advisory efforts would betiu to pay off during
1966. Maintenanne and supply, in April, reaained as vexLng probles,
Base defense, especialy at remote coastU) arxas, continued to bi
eious. River Forces of the VNN uontinued to ignore the threat of

mines, -nd followed doctrine oly when iLtae-igence reports indioated
the posAsibily of mintrg AdA•ors, were continuing, in XgIf to
bring am avWeless of the potenutial of ship' a wcwpa to p-rfta main-
tenance and repair, yet thena was a contiruing refusal o- ýwt ehbIP
to make theirova repairs), a yrobllm also noted in previots =oxths,4

(C) The reorganitatian of thu VPNN waioh was nearing amvpletaio
in April, came to a standstiLl in Mr. The main reasoA was internul
politicp, centered ourouu a possible ahift iz top billets within th
seoru-,vto. Some of the higher-rahking officeras .iere sent to at#dhe
billete owrseas, others to schools in the United Stoatea, Even though
CX'8CVNI made ma=4 iaspection= during May, 11pe hO0.-hp action on
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carrect.ing discrepancies was minimal. Senior VNN officers, wiho were aware
-of these problems, promulgated orders in an attemp~t to correct the short-
comings,q but the orders were rarely carried ou.95

(C) There was a slight improvement in Fleet Command ship maintenance
duri~n May. Howo-pr, advisors reported that engineering practices continued
to be lax. Personnel distribution, lack of experienced technicians, aging
ships, and & long lead time for spare parts-,a11 added up to maintenanee
problemis of the Fleet Command ships. 96

%'C) The beginning of an upsurge in the operational greiveMof
* te IN in May., aud subsequent additional aggressiveness in the followi~ng

mcatthst. (see Chapter V) went hafid in hand with other improvements. Although
* there w'rre numerout changes in senior officers and little progress in re-

organization, there was the bagimning of an improvement in personnel accounting
*procedrxes in several areas that had been pointed out by the advisors. Lead-

ership,, it. was reported in July continuea' to Lmprove, owirzg probably to in-
%:roased exposure to USN uni~tas more experisnoceq and the repl~aement of
poorer i~ffMors,. Counterpart relations,, epeca#lly7 among thi . AW~or officers,
was regarded as satisfactory. Advisors Were aware of a potential problemp that
the Increasing USN presence might begin to overwhela the Vietns~ese,, but
were doing what they could to alleviate it, Maintenance and logio as re-
amied &i problems th'at hampered sufficient operations of the WN.b

(G) Constant attention by USN advisors began paying off by July2 ý when
encouraginZg improvements were noted in several areas The overal-. Ability'

-' of the VM~ to perform its missioas wat satisf'actory; new cmanoing officsra
of same ships of the Fleet Comiand vere proving to be more aareseiva and
more resp. nsive to advice, with a notevortlq improvemant in several-o ~th
P3MO a, noi only in operations but in mainenance. Al2Zhough there -was still
no progress in the reorganization of' the MI~ throughout July, tbar6 -.ror
some improvements in personnel. di~stibutiono owing to close attention by
adviuors. For examplep Third and Fourth Coastall Zone HIQ were osavna~ed
lay 100O percent. CINCOIN gave- verbal authority to the zone oozr~r to
reassign personnel within their zoneaq but no action was taken, Adviaors
then made an attempt,, with some success, to have the GING ismue writi~en
authority, Whi..Ue the personnel traWinig picture wme not brlgbtv it was
reported as "eadequate"I at the Rearuit Training Center, Oam Rah Bay,. and
a small c~argr ship (AKL) h~ad been assigned as a trainiang ship for the MN,
Naval. Academ' in Nha Trang. Signiftoan. improvements wvre reprtad in
training procedures aboard Fleet Command ships aa they. made offorts to
accomplish more underway trainin~g, Advisory offorts were d4Lotod toward
officer ofT the deck training$ in-port damage ý'*ontrol. training, ge:aore2l
maintenancs,9 gunnery trainirg, an'd instruction iz Engllsh. To offset
the lack of a training pxogram for marksmanship and amall bzat handiling
in the Coastal Groupa, efforts were being made to os blalsh regular train-
ing programs. Morale continued to be g"-~ on all but a few Flett Co~and
uflitsD udhioh advisors thqgt' -was caused not only7 by the mrnatary incentive
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for capturing VO wearpons and material, but by the favorable public.ty
received from the display of the VC trawler captured on, 2 June with
a conoequant upsurge in prestige and morale of the VNN,9

(C) During July, also, Fleet Ccimand maintenance showed an
improvement as some of the new commanding officers began taking con-
cern for operation and maintenance of hitherto neglected equipment,
such as water evaporators. For example, on 21 July, egneerlng per-
nonnsl of PGM 601 worked through the night to replace a main engine
camshaft, without recourse to shiward assistance, as hitherto, UJY

enabled the ship to meet her patrol n'mictmcnt. Also, LWT 500, dwrin;
an in-port period, completed an overhaul of ore main engine using 0-nly
shipts force. Maintenance of Coastal G'oup boats remainaah barely sat-
isfactory7 mainly because of a lack of minor spare parts, while =m-ate-
nance of RAG craft remained statisfactory.

(C) In two other areas there war a decided iprovei-ent during
July. The recently-farmed Fleet Cowa4d Supply Asaiatance Teem (ust
advisors) helped WIb 328 in inventorying engineer spare p-rtts and
in packaiging labeeling, ad placling them iu storage boxe. An Infrnal
iyspection during 'a spare pt,% inventoN7 aboat LUT 500 -wa held and
the method of inventory was found to be satisfantory. A logistic lift
conference was held or. 2$ .July %wth IVN Wt VNN officers, and advisors
att'endirg. It was decided that scheduling of logisti.s •Lifts tts to
be done by the VON At¾4,9 after receipt of the oargo from the A'y.
During July the amount of oargo carried by VNN loistio lift ahbps
doubted over that c=rei during qune$ although the nzw*ýer oC troops.
carried remained the u=. There atilt rezaitd thA problem of
limited pier se. -

<C) As new US advisors becomo aooept-d !q their MIN comtter-
parts, some low improvement iU thhe effectivtness of the W•N va
4NowaZ -One encouraning trend qas the ineareaao4 *=b-er of zaterid
casualties being repaired by ships' force w•teb- outsid4 a3sio&,tfl*
A •ajor detriment to this progrem was th- Supply syst"T in use. Ad-
visory afforte to speed distributton of nuppliec and to eetablish
su4ippl depots at the repair base. havo .wc bee•n frutittO

(C) Personnoel di.stribution showed s=me idurvernt the
latter part of the year, Wt waa still u%%titfaotcry, with me dits
100 percent over strength and others basrly operational due t4 thort-
ages. On the brighter side, desertions deu*l 'd from July onD attri-
buted to the increaSe in morale of the OIN as the reports of actiov
tgaiist the enemya tntisooesa ci? WIN oporations were dieseiminedr'

(C) Leadership changet ware rapid and nteroie. On I Sepateber
Capt Tran Van Phan was relieved so CGIMIN by the 'Cief of Staff, CWr
AVyon Van Anh. ft 8 September the Chief of the Joint General Stavff

. . , l S
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Lt Gen Cao Van Vien, assumed the additional duty of CINCVNNo The
initial feeling in the JNN was that the Navy had lost face, but later
feelings were that an Army general officer might give the Nayy a bet-

ter voice in the JGS. Gen Vien was relieved by Capt Tran Van Chon,

VNNp on 31 Octobaro Capt Chon was a graduate of the Naval War College

and had had experience in Regional Force Boat Gronrz. His sjFed

objectives were to improve morale and discipline in the I=N

(C) As the year ended, the NavalAdvisory effort was stressing

the developmexht of basic skills and mangement practices directed toward

improved material conditions in The VNEN The. presence of advisors on

bea Force iunits on a permanent basis was resulting in more effective

leadership by VNN commanding officers and more aggressive action by them.

There were still many areas which had to improve to b3come even satis-

factory, primarily personnel management and distribution. The picture

wa- not bright, but there were hints of light around the edges. The

Coastal Force-the ,,Junkies"T-swere the most consistently effective forcey

with the RAG' s close behind. The Sea Force continued to be plagued with

materiel nroblems, but was making an effective contribution to operation

MARKET .TME,

US Marine Advisory Program

*(C) january 1966 saw the Marina Advisory Unit begin its 12th year

of ,ervice to 'the Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC), Activated in 1954,

tLe nnit had had a slow but steady growth t) 27 officers cnd five enllizd

by.the end of 1966, an increase of two pffit-ers over the end of CY 65,.'

(M) The funltion of the Marine Advisory Unit was co advise the

Commandant VNMC in all matters pvt4ning to the orgaizmat iong employment,

and internal functions of the Vxmu° u. executilg these responsibilities

the Senior Ma-.ine Advisor (SMA) was responsible to the Chief US Naval

Advisory Group for the USMC advisory effort to the VI • The SMA, assis-

ted by 47 officers and five NCO ts, was responsible for the submission,

and coo,!dination with the Naval Advisory Group, of contributions to the

Joint Stratagic Operation Plans and other plus conoerning the prolectee

growth., orgainization, and employment of the VN Marine Br!.gade. Thl SMA

also provided policy and guidance and aupervIsed the preparation of the

Military Assistan&e Program, Force Structure Plans$• upportingmateril,

constructiong and. schools plans, including annual revisi• 4

(U) As Cy 66 began the Ccmmnandant V010C, MaJ Gen Le Nguyen Khango

had four principal positionz? of responsibility within the RVN sxd RVNAF.

He was a member uf the National Directoratep Cc•mmnder of the Capital

Military Region (CMR)p Military Governor of Satgon, and Comm& idant. V ..

In Ma7y however, the 6pmardant was Appoint-A CG 'T Corps. Llthough still
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responsible for the CMR,9 he was assisted in that position by a depgty who
also asrumed the position of Military Governor of S&igon, However, the
Marine Advisory Unit offered advire and assistance to Gen Khang only with
respect to the military empleyment of the Marine Brigade. There were no
apparent significant problems encountered by the Marine Advisory Unit in
carrying out its assigned frnctions and responsibilities. -A prime reason
for thio was the very strong and capable V0C Brigade WofS, who enjoyed
the personal confidence of the Commandant ol5

(G) During the first six months of 1966 there were no significant
changes in the organization of the VW.C It consisted of the Brigade°
HK, two operational task force headquarters, five infantry battallons.,
one artillery battalionp one amphibious support battalion, and the ,VMC
training center. The authorized strength on 1 January 1966, was 6,540
officers and enlieted men. By 1 January 1967 tbie strength had in-
creased to 79189 officers and enlisted men, with tht authorization of
the 6th Inf Bn which was activated during the 3d quarter of 1966.106

(C) Training within the VN Marine Brigade was not as coprehensive

in some areas as was desired by the Advisory Unit, for many reasonmo Its
role as an integral part of the general strategic reserve found the bat-
talions of the brigade constantly in the fLelds, in every tactical. sone
of the country0  These employments, coupled with an increasing cwo-
mitment to extended combat operations in answer to various emergency
situations, both military and political, took most of the time of te
brigade, preelvding its settling in base areas long enough for a formal
training schedule to be carried out. One example of this was the dis-
patch of two battalions to Da. Nang in April and again in Mayp the tirst
time as a show of force and the second time as a projection of • N
strength In that area to overcome the dissident reael* of the ab-08ent
"strungte movement" (see C'ther s1sid. 0.et "'"s -oth
permit the formal training desired. Gradu.,4,. h.w.vtr by .TMh end of.
19669 the various battalion had initiated a prot azp low advoý-ý ed by
their advisors, to utilize the time bptwfean operatioa for a short •t
and relaxation" period, followed by an intesivo retraUing ard reOrgani-
zation period. The benefits of this progr.am wer easily dise4rnib1e & "
4t• proficient manne.- in which the battalions. vokled- t.e next deploymeat,

(G) The activation of the 6th Bn on 1 September g'..e pr.omee 4 of
.helping to. overcome a tpat of tht problem of bese area traininga The
addition of the new battalion was approved by torce struoýir planners to
allo. a better rotation system to am! f.m the field, permitting at least
one battal.on to b. in base csap at all tiieso IThis afforded the
battalions an oppartinity to conduot necessazy traixirg which und.•btedly
increased the o.feotiven•es of tho bWrigade°

(C) While there were ahorucomings'in the tr-&Uiig of the brigadep.
it was impwtng gradu,41ly 0  W Marines, a&siOed by US Arv enginners
frmm the nearby let Iuf D•-v cempp built a fina rifle range near Saigon;

We.
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its use markedly improved ME marksmanship. In addition, continuous
on-the-job training was conducted within the organization. One of the
most successful efforts in OJT was the increase'in efficiency of staff
functioning; from a very poor situation in 1965, there was a marked im-
provement during*1966. One cause was the personal attention paid to it
by the VNMC Cofl, Another was the formation of the two Task Force
organizations, Alpha and Bravo.

(W) VIMC task forces ýre similar to USMO task forces in that they
consist of 'wo or three infantry battalions, or more if necesary, and
the following supporting elements:

Task Force HQ$ commanded by a LTC.
105-M How Btryo
Recon Platoon,
Motor Transport (as required).
Engineer Det.
Detq Landiig SupporT Cc (for helicopter or amphibious operations).
Signal Det.
Medical Det.
Military -Police Det0

(C) Because of the requirement, set forth in 19659 that' VNMC
units were to'be utilized only in multi-battalion-size forcesp efficiency
in staff functioning became a prerequisite for successful operations,
Although there was rooa for improvement, the progress made was encouraging.
In addition, proams were in efe5t for sending qualified NCO' s and
officers to GONUS for traini• g •7

(o) The bsio logistlic support for the VN Marine Brigade was its
ampibioqs supw.k, battalioy (ASB). This uni; contained al1 the essential
aeeants neceasary to supply and support the brigade on an' austere basis
for axq type of operatimn- Urvltdiria an amhibiou as"sault The logistic
supprt for the tak foreae operating under the control of ARVN units in
combat was the responsbilty of the commdn to which attached, Plans
wer, made for the evwntual break-ut of s=4t of the components of the ASE
as the brigade evolved into dtivisionx size. As of May 1966 these plane
called fo making the mesOtola, signal, egineer, and combat support/service
companies intbettal ize units Lu order to support a division c-gani-
zation. . Howter, s %&apoýmr restri*toln forced a revision of these plans,
and the reorgpaiticii of t•h AS xnto a TIQ En, Medical Bn, Signal
Buglaier Bn, a&d Service Eu had not taken place by the end of 1966.1%

(C) Throuhout 1966 the mrale of the 0N Marine Brigade was good.
The organicatton was cousistant3y praised as oe o of the elite combat arms
of the UVIfAF. It was a purely voluntary organization, with the attendant
' a .vantages of such a m-it. The brigade, 4 -with the airborne units, was
& beavy orgardizatIon. Its battalions word considerably larger than ARVN
iftantcqY battalons ,rg\heir stayizg poker in combat was increased
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aoccrdingly. The VNMC battalions were ocuzitted to combat operations
(daq in operationsm ompared to 365) on 1,612 battalion-days, or 88
percent of the time, Despite this, the Marine battaLlons during 1966
were the only RVNAF units to te-ke to th6 field at all times with more
than- 75+percent of their on-board etrengt'as. The Marinee also un-
tained a favorable 1:6 kill ratio in cposations against the VC.

(C) There were problems, ot course, The linited award of dec-
orations and medali caused Bome disappointment within the brigade.
Advisors frequently stated that their particular units were not getting
their proportionate share' of awards for successful operations, while
some allegedly leas-d6serving units were gettihg more than their combat
contributions merited. Variation in awards depended on which CTZ the
unit might be attached for a particular operation and the policy ot that
CTZ comander; some Corps bomnandbra were more-liberal in 1suc zatters
than were others. The brigade was able to overcome this situation in
some instances, but the matter had not been resolved fully atý the end
of 1966. It was believed that this problem would continue as long as
did the poe!B of deploying individual units to the various CTZ's forS• • operations,•

(C) The problem of dependents' housing was ooutinuous. as Marine
,dependents were billeted adjacent to each base camp. There had been
some improvement in this arba# but many dependents wre living in sall-,
poorly-constructed quarters. By Vietnamse standards they were not
necseerily.sub-marginals buat when contrasted to the new houoing built
for other dependents as funds became available, there .=. Qonýiderable. .....

difference, which caused some dissatisfaction. Lack of funds was the
biggest problem; it was expOcaed that the situation would, imp-ove in

* +- time, but not in the near futunA. However, a continuous self-help
program was in effect to improve the lot of dependents, and most of the
depeandnts' housing was designed and built by the brigade engineers
themselves. This aspect of improving the moirle of the members of the
VNM was a source of pride to the Commadant, who =de available asSuch material and eNpimnt as possible.

(C) On 10 Auguat COMU CV visited the base camp of the let WN

Marine Bn at Thu Due and' found the battalion in ewellent shape. and
.bviousy we-conmanded. He walked through the dependent housing area
uhich, in his words was "far better than most, but not fully eatia-
factor~r as to standards." Later in the week JA of JCS called on
CON=4ACV to discuss the logistical problem in RVN, whereupon COPS-
HACV emphasized the imprtance of providing b . .ing material, for
RVNAF dependent housing ad for subsidising the PZfommiseery through
the provieion of' rice at the outset, and CO MACV urged the viaiting
JGS representative toll~e if he could get such a ror ind•rsed at
the Wa gton level*-
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(C) Problem areas found within the VWM4C other than those mentioned
abovej rre primurly in the operations area. Rapid-and frequent commit-
ment to operations precluded the execution of a necessary training program,
Coordination and control on operations needed improvement, On one oper-
ation during April, contact was made with a VO unit in a jungle area. One
of the battalions moved aggressively for a time, but soon bogged down and
lost the initiative, with a resultant delay in operations. This allowed
the enemy force to inflict heavy casualties on the Marine attacktd force
and to withdraw with unknown casualties, Assertive leadership by junior
officers was not always what it should have been, and was a matte Uf
continued concern that was consistently stressed by all advisors*

(C) Staff functioning continued to be one of the most perplezing
problems of the brigade* It was customary for some time to assign the
most capable officers to command billets, and the staffs suffered ac-
cordingly. By US11C standards, the functioning and coordination of the
various staff sections left much to be desired. A ray of hope became
visible with the appointment of a CofS, who began to give the staff
members a chance to use their initiative. This proved to be an inval-
uable step in increasing the efficiency of this important aspect of
military functions.

(C) Four basic deficenoies were apparent in'the tactics of the
VNMC infantry battalions. They were related to dispersion9 maneuver9
control, and use of fire support. MaWy tactical objectives were based
on out-duted initelligence supplied by the pupporting ARVN divisionss,
and this fact wa3 tften know, by the battalion commander. A consistent
weakness was the tendency of a battalion to march through assigned
objectives in route column. When contact was made, often the leadiug
elements were pined down, and the formation could not-maneuver quickly
and effectively. When the attack was mounted, often it was exeouted
by frontal assault v•th attendant high casualties. In heavy cotact,
evacuation of casualties bogged down some operations; initiative was
lost and the enemy escaped as the commanding officer ordered contact
to be broken. The use of artillery and close air supportq while betterg
In the opinion of all advisorap than other RV1NAF organizationsp was
often against indeterminate targets. The Marines were reluctant -o
call in close air support closer than 29000 meters of frisndly poalt:ons,
and artillery fire closer than 500 meters. This became a major goa
of advisors during 1966, and during operations in October, November,
and December, greater confidence in the accuracy of. supporting arms
an increased use' of -lose-in defensive fires were noticeable. In
several instances, tactical air strikes were called in within 500
meters of Vietnamese Marines.

(c) There was scme progress in related problem areas. Recog-
nition finally was given to the importance of the camuinicationsp
engineer, motor transport, and combat service support functions, as
well as to the assigment of certain officers as special staff officers,
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Intell±gen and energetic staff officers found their way into all staff
sections., They were given increasingly more latitude and" their opinions
and reccmendations were received'and given consideration. Staff
officers, general and special, began to make field trips and developed
their status as brigade'staff officers with 6ognizance over all aspects
of their specialty, i.e., comhuniaationsp engineerinzg motor transport,
throughout the entire brigade* Their acceptance by all brigade members
as the cognizant authority in their specialty. equal in importnce to
field c=zandersp was a heartening experience for the advisors, This
latter change in attitude was probably the most significant improvement
• of the V1M during 1966o-3
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CHAPTER VII

PACIFICATION AND NATION-BUILDING

FROM RURAL CONSTRUCTION TO REVOLUTION ARY DEVSLOP)WT

The HRral Construction Program at Year's Beginning

(U) Although 1965 had been a ybar of decision in the GVN/Free
World reaction to the military threat posed by the VC main forces and
the infiltrating units of the NVA, the problem of countering the VG
guerrilla at the level of hamlet and village remained. As a Presidential
advisor later reported: "The Viet Cong have been able to sink their.
roots deep into the fabric of rural Vietnam. Insecurity, poverty, low
health standards, lack of opportunity, social injustice, and land La-
equities have enablid the VC to exloit a rural feeling of alienation from
the governent,1"1 The problem had been recognized dimly for years, but
little success had been achieved toward a solution until the tall of the
Diem regime. In february 1964 the GCW had published its CinThan
(Victory) National Pacification Plan, which established the "spreading
oil sp6ilt" ,oncept in two phazses-,restoration of secut.y (clearing and
securing) and devel9-nent-and outined military support for the 1964
pacification effort, But the overall military and civil aspects of the
1964 plan lacked coordination, and many of the definitions lacked the
clarity and detail necessary to describe the totality of pacification
activ~tles. The plan also failed to spell out clearly the roles and
missiow or the various forces involved.

(U) The 1965 pacification plan corrected some of the weakneasea
of the ___ _ progmm. Bonefitting from Mission Council vroposals
to iz ve defaititons of-roles, and missions, improved civil-military
coordination was acieved, but because of the instability of the GVN in
1965, funds for the pacification program were not released until April and
the program got off to a slow tartu.. In an attempt more closely to defiie
the praoegrm, the term "pacification" was clanged to "rural reconstructiona
in April and to "rural construction" at. the end of July. The death of
the Minister of Rural Construction (RG) in August was'a set-back to the
Sprocrwa, but was also the indirect cause of revitalization of the whole RC
process: the Ky government, recogiitinjg the enormtty of the problem if rot all
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of -its ramificata.asp~ appointed the talento~d and ex.ergetic Maj CGir Kguen Duo
Thang as the a-m maace or. PC,

(0) Gen Thang proved a fortunate choice; under his ministry the RC
-prcgram jumpedV t Lfe,, and effort's vmre made to extend the philosvrhy of
the program into every province and dowin to every village and-hamlet imn
governmento-contro:lled areas. The path vas by no means simotth., however,
for the Viet~namese peasant had seen aiudl ar programs be'fore and reca11~d
all, too clearly the fat.e of many sach efforts under the Diom regime. It
was appare&t 'dhvat nothing could be accomplished in any area, on any level,9
until enemy mna~in =LJ.1.tary forces had been defeated and driven off9 adequate
lacal secu~rity had been established, and the remaining VO Pverrilla threat
had 'neen neutralized_. Nevertheless, the last, quart, 9r of 1965 saw consid-
orable pro:gress, as GVN officiale analyzed the many f 'actors thatv had
ýmpede~d pr-gress in thti past and devi-sed plans t~o -inst~re greater progress
d~uring the zboxing year0 The 10.66 PaciAfication Mlans, lesied as GVN Cir-
cular 31041 on 1J. ANo'ember~, wais implemented by JGS Dfrective AB 140,9
issued L4 Decemb 'rq which spelled olat in. detail thes MW military plan in
support, of 'pacL'ticatiarý`rural constructiot, and by RMNAY 4ACV Directive
AB 3.41 t. 31 December, %t!.ah delirneate-t-ho oamb'.Ined H.VNA"P-M.CV actions
to be undertalan in aupport of the 194-6 FaciltMcat!,on Plan,

* - (C' One of tho most :ý,ghificant. aotions taken by tne GV1W prior to
the e.d c=16 a h ~s~.~e 1.0 December of Cent~ral Executive C=-~
mitt-e 111r/ MV1~ ,9 'Wichi, eVin~±he e Rural Construction Cvdre.

The Vletnaeade m~ r ̀cx adveoq Can Ln * 3%me, into
tahe lan.g-age frcu the Ch4inese dourIng World W.t "110
L t was used in Vietna Lria12:y by' Th Viet 14.mn to
designee. `1-ose vtarhilghly mativated, ~
coýuragec-z Ladividuals -kho operaz~ed clandestinely in
Frtnoh octntrclld areap, -ý- :Mrst inocrnate ard
then to organize the p,ýpUlation to suport, the res-
istante ,,o French co~~lrule.

Because of the position of honor and respeot
these Can Do oacoupied in Whst became P. historilc and
successful revolu~tion, thG emerging, gcovernmen'U' of
both N~orth "n South Vlietnam attempted to capit~lize
on the goodwMl associated vdth the Can FRo and so
designated those lower level government employaos
%to worked at the viEla~e ax~i hamlet 1svels,-'

Gen Thang and his aesistants had for some time realized the need for a
new 1k±nd of cadre, or team, which would be more effective in atabiLizing
and beginning construction in b~hose hamlets clasallied as "'undergoing
seemrIng." 16 he new cadre group was envisioned as 4 espe cially-trained
te.sm, with high mnot~.vations, which could defend adequ~tely the hamulet to
which it was assigned;~ it was thought that the eLdre group would raa~in
In one haml~et for abou-; three months0 The basi6c problems in developing
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(. the cadre-team concept involved the size of the teams9 the number of
teams to be trainedp a!i the allocation of trained teamso A year-end
decision was reached to train 80 teams of 50 men eac-ho Every effort
was made to start the training program early in 19669 and to insure
that funds from the initial budget for the 1966 Rural Construction
effort, would be in the hpands of th. province chiefs by I January. MACV
and USAID representatives from all levels had parti4pated in the
review of these dlans and related actions. Upon approval of the plans,
the Minister of RC required RVNAF Dividon and Corps Cosmanders and
Province Chiefs to sign statements that at least 75 percent of the
planned programs would be accomplished in 1966o US advisors also were
required to sign these documents to signill mutual understanding of
the minimm goals for 1966,

(U) Tho 1,966 RC program was thus initiated with much enthusiasm.
On 5 nuary the Congress of the Armed Forces met to review the AC plan
and to apprkwe its budget. On 6 Janaary the Directorate oonsidered the
GVN policy for the next 16 months and studied the plan for ndemocraay
building'" which had been prepared by the Directorate' s Secretary General
Brig Gsn Pha.a Xuan Chieuo Included in this plan were provisions for the
creation of an Adisory Council iihich would function as a Constituent
Assembly. 0A 14-15 JaruaryD over 19400 military officers participated
in. `.he Second Convention of the Armed Forcesp whioh examined and approved
the GVWNs RCý econcmic and "democracy building" plans.

US Planning for RC Support

(S) Seniwr rapresentativec of the US Mission in Sbigonp the Vietnam
Coordin•ting C =mittee in Washington9 and other USG agencies met on 8
January ia a four-day session at Warrenton, Vaop to datermine the future
course of the joint US/GVN RC program. The conference took steps to
eliminate manpower mterielp and transporkation.. shortages in RVN9 and
to destgnate priorities and mechanisms for control and allocation of
rsrcouroees, it was agreed that the military eituationg although not
critical. uLs never t.eless grave, with the prospect of several years
mo, s fighte at least on the currert scale before the GVN woald be in
a position to exercise effective control over substantially all of RVN
(except VC base areas). It was noted that there had been some instances
of weakening VC morale, but the VC9 buttressed by continuing infiltra-
tion Xrom the Wortho conoinued to be a dangerous and effective fightiang
force, It was accepted that the Ky government 9 %hich was relatively
stable, was wil-ing and in a limited degree able, to take certain nec-
essary measures to improve its dometctio and international position9
but it was fragile. and was failing to live up to its "revolutionary"
billing as originally presented by Premier Ky. In view of this eval-
uation and particularly because of -the inter-dependence of military
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operations az• RC• it was recommended that a special National !ntelligenoe .,
Estate be produced on the probable development of the poLttiuo-•litary
situation over the next two years9 based on present estimates of en•
•pabilities and GVN • Allied deployment pl•s• with particular attention
to certain outside factors which could produce unanticipated shortfalls in
the execution of present plans° The Warrenton conferees noted the encour-
aging GVN actions to develop, in consultation with the US Nissi•n, prcattsing
concepts to provide an agreed basis for theRO efforts to issue detailed
instructions on the oper•tion of the RC •rogram• including provision for
continuous coordination between the civilian and military branches at nat-
ional• corps• division, and provincial leve!s• and to organize cadre teams
and groups designed to see the effort through from the conclusion of large-
scale military action to the point a• which reconstituted governmental and soclal
institutions could resume •eir •nctions in cooperation •ith a receptive"
.•pula•iono•

(C) Brig Gen Jo Lo Cclllns• in a report to COMUS•ACV• cc•mented that
perhaps the most important benefit of the cm•erenoe was the eduction that
was provided Washington officials on what was actually happening in Vietnam°
The meetlr• apparently generated an enthusiasm •h!ch pervaded Washington,
•here• a•cordln• to Ambassador Porter• the watchword was "pacification and
cadres° "5

(S) Some of the basic requirements emanating fr•n the Narren•on meet-
ing which were placed on. US agenoles in Vietnam were•

I) Submit •y 31 Mar•h •u ev•luatiom of prospects for successful
6xecu+•Ion of 1966 goals in the GVN National Priority Areas (NPA•s)o

" 2) C•ider immediately the advisability of d6s!gnatlr• US tea•
o•efs to head the US advisory ,"e.fort in the four NPA•so

•,, Review roles and missions of national police• RF/PF• cadre;,
CIDG• and the relation of these to each other and to regular forces• in
the iAgh• of budgetary and manpew• llmltations• oonsiderin6 the possibility
of eventual nesotiations and the need. for an expar•ed police force in such
circ-•metanCS•o•

•) Review the RC concept papers ar• develop updated concepts
far use as a trainin• aid or handbook on RCo

•) After receipt of additional assumptions and instructions from
Nashin•en# the Niesion would provide a draA• strategy paper to cover the

com• 3-5 year period°

6) The Mission would collate f•ings of various surveys on
•he primary needs and attitudes of the •Aral population for use• in con-•
Junction with V•C fln•s• as a basis for alloca• resources and
develo•tn• US .progr•=•_ . '•,



7) Undertake continuing review of all construction programs,
taking account of their economic impact and of limitations on available
manpower and materials.

9) Direct US activities particularly to youth in urban areas,
and examine how US might expand its educational and cultual activities
to serve this purpose, to include g survey of specific projects which
private US groups could undertake.'u

(C) From 17 January-6 February, a planning conference was held at
HQ CINCPAC to reassess requirements and capabilities for the deployment
of additional US and other forces to PACC( during CY 1966. A concept was
also developed to provide strategic guidance for the conduct of the war
in Vietnam; iý included the objectives, mision, and the military tasks
to be executed in or with respect to the Thai-Indochina area and the
military strategy to be pursued, The concept recognized the inseparable
political. aconomic, sociological and military factors and exploited the
strengths of friendly forces and weaknesses of the enemy.

(U) During the ensuing conference in Honolulu attended by top US/
GVN leaders from 7-9 February., President Johnson reaffirmed US stead-
fastness in its commitment to. the Vietnam conflict and discussed plans
for the improvement of the health, education, agriculture, social welfare,
and economics of RVN. The talks stressed the need for accelerating pro-

.gress in stabilizing the economy and in the RO program. President Johnson
also cited the need for an effective method of measuring-progress.

(S) On 17 February Ambassador Lodge designaTed Deputy Ambassador
W.Uliam J. Porter as the Coordinator of all aspects of US support of

o• RC activities. The problem of organization and relations between US
agencies dealing with RC adtivities had been extensively discussed at

1 " Warrenton and various solutions had been proposed. The need for direc-
O i* tion from top level authorities in resolving this problem had been
0 • recognized in late 1965:

Friction appears to be developing within
the mission in the areas of roles, missions,
organization and responsibilities, This faction-
alizirg can place us back where we were one and
a half years ago. The talents extant Ln the

'A Lansdale group should be harnessed and the reins
X0 • controlled by one person who can direct the effoirt

along the same path as the rest of the team. A
coordinating committee, with General Lansdale and
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one member from.each of the mission agencies
forming the nuc.1-eus, could be formed which would
address every aspect of the rural construction
efforto This oonmittee would be required to
present splits to the Mission Council for resolu-
tiono7

¢•MtJSMACV wts pleased'with the designation of Ambassador Porter ta this
role and felt this was a fortunate development,

The Ministry of Revolutionary Developient

(U) By Decree ?03CT/LDQ`G/SL9 dated 2_1 Febraary 196 6 , the National
Leadershlip COmmittee redesignated the Ministry of Rural Construction as
the KinLbtry of Construction , an action interxed to eliminate the impli-
cation that the prbgram concerned rural and not urban areas. Since the
"literal English translation of the new Xinistry title did ncu describe
adequatt&Ly a program with the bi~oad objectives' envisioned by the GVN, the
English r,-em "Revolutionary Developmentw (RD)p was coined by Premier Ky.
to refer to the activities conducted by the Ministry of Construction, As
developed jointly by the US and the GVN. the definition of 'Revolutionary
Developmeut" was as follows:

Revolutinaary Development is the integrated
military and civil process to restore. eonsolidate
ai expand government control so that, nation build-
ing can progress throughout the Republic of Vietnam,
"t consists of those coordinated mi-itary and civil
ictions to liberate the people from Viet Cong oon-
trol9 restore pablic securityo initiate political,
economic a&d social development; extend effective
Government of Vietnam authority; and win the wil-
ling support of the people towards these ends. 9

(U). On 24 February COMUSMACV9 with the approval ot Deputy Ambas-
aador Porter9 directed that Col Joel M. Hollis. Chief RD Division (J33
MACV), assume an additional role as Advisor to Ambassador Porter for RD
matters. He was to act as the lcoal point for all MACV RD affairs whioh
required coordination with the US Embassyo He would present MACV views
to the Ambassador 9 insure appopriate irterrelationship of MACV programs
with those of other elements of th Country Team and serve as an infor-
mation source for the MACV staffs',

(U) In order to provide Deputy Ambassador Porter current information
on RDp Joint Directive 1-66 was published on 18 March9 outlining the
procedures for a speiaWl report, :n additiong a ocpletely revised MACV
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Direotive 335-10 was ý.ssued on 23 March to improve the system for eval-
uating progress in the RD program. It provided instruction for the
preparation and submission of the MACV Monthly Report on RD and the
Population and Area Control Overlay, data from which were to be used
in the preparation of the Monthly Special Joint Report on RD submitted
directly to the D•j Ambassador. Criteria and terms used for hamlet
status and area control were provided in. Annex B of MkCV Dir 335-10-

(C) In mid-March the Mission Liaison Group (M.G) was reconstituted
under the Chairmanship of the Deputy Ambassador. Members of the group
were senior officials from each US agency authorized to represent their
agency chiefs on matters dealing directly or indirectly with RD. The
VC radio promptly commented that General Lanedale (Senior Liaison Officer
to the Ambassador) had been dismissed because of "failure of rural pac-
ification prbgram" and expressed determination to counter strenuously
the activities of the rural pacification program. By National Security
Action Memo of 28 March 1966, Special Assistant to the President Robert
W. Komer was charged with the responsibility for directing, coordinating,
and superviesing in Washington all US non-military programs for peaceful
reconstruction in RVN. He was also made responsible for mobilizing
US milita'7 resources in sapport of such programs and for programs for
combat-force employment and military operations.

S(FOTO) Meanwhile, GVN authorities were also trying to accelerate
progress in RD. The Joint Cadre Operations C6ntrol Group (JCOCG) had
been established on 26 January 1966, when responsibility for the RD
cadre was placed within the (then) Ministry Of RC. It was composed of
designated senior US officials from the US Embassy/GASp USMACV, JUSPAO,
and USAIDo and senior Vietnamese officials from the Directorate of
Rural Opera-ions and Training of the Ministry of RC (now RD). The JCOCG
was a joint GVN/US staff-coordination and liaison activity concerned with
the operations9 plans,) and support of the RD cadre program, Its mis-
sion was to monitor the advisory and support activites of GVN and USG
agencies concerned with the RD cadre program, to assist in the maint-
enance and operation of the RD Cadre Operations Center in the Directorate
of Rural Operations and Training, Ministry of RCO and to provide guid-
ance and support to the National Training Center for cadres.

(U) On 26 January 1966 the GVN Central Executive Committee had
published Decree 137/XDNT which provided instructions on the adminLs-
trationp employmentg and functions of the RC (now RD) cadre. Super-
seding a dearee of 10 December 1965% it defined the changes in the pay
scale., cadre qualification criteria, and medical benefits. According
to the new decree, the RD Cadre Group was to be headed by a Group
Leader 9 assisted by a deputy, and in principle might consist of the
following teamss° People s Action, Census Grievance, Civil Affairsp and
New Life Development. The group could be strengthened by a number of
technical service cadre or by other spebial cadre as required. RD cadres
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must have a self defense capability in order to carry out their respon-
sibilitles. The People's Action Teams met the various urgent needs of the
rural population in social welfare, health, and eduction fields9 .detected
and destroyed the VC infrastructure in rural areas9 explained -ho pacific-
ation policyp studied the area projected for pacification, and organized
and trained a peoplegs self defense force. The Census Grievance Teams
surveyed., identified, and classified the people, determined the grievances
and aspirations of the peopleq monitored the thought and activities of
the friendly and enemy infrastructure, and trained hamlet members to con-
tinue this activity after the teams departed. The Civil Affairs teams
helped to strengthen the village/hamlet goverrents and might temporarily
conduct the aduinistration of such units when neceseary, urged the people
to. organize themselves into groups on a regular basiso encouraged them to
help in organizing the election of administrative committees and village
councils, and provided training for hamlets and village officials when
necessary. The New Life Development Teams instructed the people in the
various type of benefits offered by the GYN, such as materials provided for
self-help projects and roads and market-development projects; they managed
direct GVN assistance (technical information, improved fertilizerq etc-)
and provided basic social servicee such as schools and clinics. RD cadre
candidates -were recruited at. the provincial level and had to pledge to
work for at least two years. Upon successful completion of trainig at the
National Training Center, they were returned to the province from whioh
they were recruited. They received a basic salary rangi4 from 2,500
piasters a month for those in Step 1 to 4,500 for those in Step 11. Team
and Group Chiefs received 19000 and 2,000 piasters more, respectively,
as a position allowanceý cost of livig allowances were also authorized
as appropriate. While serving as a R cadreap the individual was exem-pt
from the military draft. Three types of previously existing cadres-New
Life Hamletp Mobile Administrative, and Rural Political cadres-were mer-
ged into RD Cadre Grou1ps in accordance %ith the transitional piovisions
stated in the decree, ol

(S) On 21 February (the day on which "Revolutionar Development" waa
used to describe Rural Construction) 49800 cadre candidates, the first
class to be trained under the new program, entered the National Training
Center at Vung Tau. At least one 59-man team entered freom each province;
provinces with priority areas were required to send more.1 3 Subsequently
73 candidates were rejected largely for medical reasons and five were dis-
missed. During the third week of the eourae, 91 candidates %ere listed
as AWOL; this represented the highest amber of AWOL's of any class and
was attributed to the large input of Mobile Administrative and Rural
Political cadres, who were not aware that they faced possible pay reduc-
tion until they arrived at Vung Tau. As of early April, the training of
instructors at Vung Tau was not proceeding eatisfactorilyl only 74 of
the expected 150 instructors began their training and four of them were
eliminated during the first week. This prcblem was considered very serious,
as plans for the second group of cadres called for doablinq the number of
specialist personnel to be trained, The failure of instructor trainees to
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report to the center was attributed largely to recalcitrý,nt province
chiefs• Quotas for 39200 specia-list anid 1.800 Peopl es Action Team
(PAT) personnel were prepared by the US/GVU Cadre Committee and dis-
seminated through Vietnamese channels on 30 Maraho14

(C) During the last week in February. RD Minister Liiang and his
staff had visited the provinces in the IV CTZ; they interviewed cadres.
checked actual progress against the Provincial RD Plato for 19669 held
seminars with Provincial RD Council members p and fixed openific pro-
vincial goals to be achieved by 31 May 1966. During March the Minister
and his staff completed visits to each of the provinces in the nation
and planned to make similar tours in early June to inspect results.

(U) To promote coordination and integration of RD activitiesq the
GVN establizihed a series of RD Councils in February extending from the
nat.Ional level down to the district9 with the chairman at each echelon
a member of the council at the next higher level. The RD Minister is
the Secretary General of the National Central RD Council and his Kin-
Istry serves as the Council9 s Executive Agency0 These councils met
periodically to review projects and program lrogress, to suggest 1 rogram
improvement. and to give emphasis and direction to the program. 7he
Ministry of Defense also published the TOE• s for the permanent bureau8
.w*ich serve as the executive agencies of their respective RD councils,
Permanent bureaus were established at C •rps,, division and provincial
levsls arid in the NPAI sq at the district level. Authordzation was given
for 1,198 military and W50 civilian positions, Students of the National
IT.T- -e of Administration 'NIA) were made available to the RD Ministry
to perform management duties with these bursaý So After one year of
train1.ng at the NTA9 student officiale were tL- be assigned to the field
fx.- t he second year and then ret.,un to The NIA for the third year. Thenp
aftero s•ccessfAlly completing six months of sulervised probationary
work in central government agencies y they were to be graduated as "field
administrators°" By mid-March9 the RD Kinist.er had apprioed a new in-
spectIon corps consisting of nine seven-man teams p five for the Central
RD Council ad one each for the four CTI so Members of the OCS at Thu
Duo were screened to provide the Wain body of tfe inspection cosrpa
but each team was to have two civilian membera°l

The PRO-M Study

fS) In March 1966p a DA itaff team developed a conceptual study
entitled ýPacifioation and Long Term Development of Vietnam" (PROVN) 9
which was kept within military channels and not disseminated above the
JCS. The sTudy was piresented in the CINCPAC Command Center on 17 May
to military authorities in Hawaii and to COMUSMACVo At COMUSMACV s
request; this subject was presented in the MACV conference Room on 21
May to senior representatives from USARV, NAVFOR9 7th AF, and the MACVTRIS PAGE REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
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Joint Staff, COMUSNAGVQ s comments at. the conclusion of the Hawaii-briefing
had been that most of the recommondazion in the study already had been
acted on. Coordination among US agencies in Vietnam in RD activities was
good and there had been only isolated cases of conflict of interests
between US military and non-military agencies; the prospects for progreas
in RD were goodo although there "r- nomplicating problems such as the
craalitative and quantitative RIN manpowor base and the leadership of
,ýhe national govermentý and the RVNAF/USMAGV Campaign Plan AB 141 was
already in effect to provide military support to the RD program. He noted
that the central theme of ?RUN already had been accepted by the US Embassy
in Saigon. He disagreed with the suggestion that the Mission Council be
abolishedg and emphasized that particular care should be exercised to W id
conditions uhich would cause RVN officials to be brQyled as US puppets.

(S) In response to a JCS req'iesti, COWUSMACV made detailed coments
on the PROVN study on 2? May, PROVN9 he felt9 was an excellent overall
approach in developing orgaf•zation, concepts, and policies to defeat
communist insurgenCy in BVN, It recognized the need for the oomon GVN/US
objective of a free and independent nationg proposed integrated procedures
in support of tLs objecWive9 and addressed detailed actions for imple-
mentation. PROVW appearei to recommend two major irittiatives--the creation
of an organization to integrate total US civil-zilitary effort 9 and the
exercise of greatly increa&sed direct US involvement in GVN activities.
COMUSXACV agreed with the FROVN concept of achieving full integration of
effort im antairing US objectives in RVNp. but felt that the US organizatton
in Saigon -as evolving. owards this goal; the Depaty Ambassador. had .already
establiahed a special task force to dra±t mission-wide statements Of strat-
egy9 objectives. and priorities which,• Ln effects was Performine. functions
t.hat under the PROV11 conce )t would be done by a suprr-agency ataff. The
SPROVX r,:posal..for designa ion of a single manager Nman a supra-staff was
a uqll.*m Jw which could Lot be realized by evolution in Saigon but
would nued to be directed by highest level Li Washingt on,, OI*JSXACV agreed
with PROMN that inmediate and substantially-8inreased U6 involvezent in
GVN activites9 in the form of construotive iufluence and manipulationp
was essential to achievement of US objectives in Vietnam, PIIOVN emphasaied
that "leverage =st criginate in terms of reference etacblished by gover-
nment agreementp" and "leverage . in all It8 iiqc' 2 =a., usta ce under-
stood by the Vietnamese ie it is to become an effective to;l•' OHMUSOACV
felt that there was a great danger that the involvement envisioned could

. bectae excessive and boomerang on US interests; US manipulations could
beoame an American takeover Justifted by US compulsion to "get the job done,"
COMUSMACV considered that aWy major re.gmazation such as envisioned by
PROVN must be phased del b)rately to avwid confution and slowdown in on-
going programs; the MI)VN irgonizational recommndations did not address
suffieently the re'trueturing of PACOM and 03 command liiies, In suoh an
actionp problems concerning logistical q dmiristratilvep intelligence and
planning support would be diffioult to resolve. PROVNVs proposed separ-
a&ion of the adv'or'y e:'fot (JUSMAAG) from ".he maJor miltaU'y command
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(USFV) required careful determination to ensure effective supervision
and support for proposed JUSMAAG The apparent overemphasis on military
control in PROVN could be undesirable. The Senior US Representatives
should not all be US military officers, as stated in PROVN, but should
be selected on the basis of major tasks4 , local program emphasiso and
other local considerations, particularly at the province level. The
proposed increase of US personnel in the RD program, at sector and sub-
sector levels, was complicated by the shortAp#eI of qualified civilians
who desired duty in Vietnam. and mipht resuli. in the use of milita.y
personnel not only for added military positions but also for many
civilian functions as well. The PROW proposal for GVN agency fiscal
and procedural reform must be implemented not only for RD activities
but as a coordinated effort for the programs of all GVK Ministries.
PROW proposals for improvements in logistics support for RVNAF were
desirable; supplies should ;ontinue to flow through RVNAF channels in
SVN rather than US channels. The advisor staff in these commands was
being strengthened in order to control comeodities to insure effective
distribution and utilization. CCKUSMACV saw the advantages in removing
ARVN divisions from positions of coninand over provinces, and attaching
ac•e of their units to provinces, but this action would require a major
shift in Vietnamese attitudes, Assignment of ARVN units to provinces
in the past had had limited succoss because of restrictions on employment
and ooamd Jealousies..

Regardless of what US might desire, however,
our efforts to brtri about. new Vietnamese organi-
zational staructure musL ba, tempered by continuous
evaluation of the pressure such change places on
Vietnamese leaders, Our goals camot be achieved
by Vietnamese leaders who are identified as US
puppets. The US will must be assertedy, but we
cannot afford to overwhelm the structure we are
attempting to develop.

Accordingly, HACV reommiends that PROW, re-
duced primarily to a conceptural document, carry-
ing forward the main thrusts and goals of the
study, be presekted to National sourIty Council
for use in developing concepts, policies, and
actions to improve effectiveness of the American
effort in Vietnam.2!8

S() The PROWN study$ which was basically a staff exercise for the
contingency that the US military aL some future d,%te, might be directed
to asswmx many functions hitherto wlthin the purview df civilian elements
of the US Mission. contained the seeds of controversy0 For this reason,
it had been considered by DA and JCS as an Uin-hauseO paper for contin-
genicq planning only--hence CINCPAC's reccomondation that the study be kept
within the military establishment. Neverthaless, tne existence of the
PROVW study became known to the civil side of the US Mission, and early
in the following year Ambassador Lodge requested a copy of the document,
indicating that he had imnediate need for the study and was prepared to
go above SECDEF for release if necessary.

The RD Cadre Program Develops

(C) Toward the end of March. a new pilot hamlet program was devel-
"oped which featured agricultural demo strations, model health and infer-
nmation stations, and self-help pro cts. Provinces were authorized to
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commit as m~uch as 15 percent of their total RD ef'orts to these pilot
hamlets. The RD Ministry also was consideriing a special budget for
pilot hamlets. At the national level, tha Ministries of Agriculture,
Puablic Works, Information and Chieu Hoi., Interiorp and Education all
appointed full-time liaison officers with tho Ministry of RD and thusa
fulfilled the greatl7y"needtd inter-4ftnisterial uoturdirjation and ao-
operation~ RD) Minister Thang himself represented the Ministry of

(C) In April, "tCouty Fair"i operations, an innovation devel-
oped by the 133 Marizes in I CTZ which involved the combined resources
of US1E, ARVN., RF., and RD) Cadre,9 were conducted to accelerate and rein-

* ~force pacification efforts, US4C forc~es wo~uld surround caapletly a
specified village while ARVN forces woýuld call the Ihabitants to gather
in an area ap~art froip the village. While a com-plete censui -was taken
in a festive at-mosphere (sometimes including a Military bpand), Small

* ~gifts distributed and the sick treated., ARVN troops 3wwached the entire
village for suspicious persons or hddr:. zaohes. On subsequent, occasiones,,
the same operatiou war repeated withouit warning., Missing or new persons
were noted and explanations for their 41)senne -or presence -required. By
this procedure, an increasingly small"s number of villages could harbor
VC personnel, or store their weapon~s and supplies. COMUSMACV regarded t.he
County Fair' concept as am exccellent ap-proach to neut~ralizing VO0 elements
and infrastrucotur-ep but felt that therm could be greater exploitation of
opportunitiets created by theze operatiOU5022 Th~tt the County Fair vas
not the oamplet^. anawer to the RD~ prob-:.em seezed evident after a groiup
of seleotedt R=NF ttaff officer1 was 3.uvited to view an operation in the
Uina Dizh Seotcr; a %40C observer rep.a ted as fl3,216wa

County Fai.r 1-~21 was an &actremely well ex'e-
cuted operation whioh reflecotdd close coordination
atd cooyperation between US and flVN torces. The
last~ing effect of the cperatians was diminished
oons.Lderably due to the Lubility of RVhN to pro-

* vide government and mW.4.tary forioes to control the
villge after the operatton. tUndo~otedUly the
vill~age will in~ediately return to VC aoortral,

Of particular note was the lack, of interest
4 ~displayed by the JGS dolegation L. the ooi~uc't of

this operation. The delegatts ar'ýared to make no
affort. to inspect or evaluate tne effects of each
aocoty fair event. It it doubtful t[hat the JG3
delegetion teparted County Fair 1-2 with a a=-
pleto uderstar&ing of either the purpose of the
operation or the importance of the ooordibated
and detailed plant~in~g that is necessary between
US and RVN forces to insure mn .muim success in
'thi3 type operat.on 4I THIS ?;GE RV3'nDD IMCIASS1711M
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it is the _pni/ f that the
arrngant and undisetplin ed uonduct of the V'jetna-
mn~se Rangers is such that the success 3f operations
such as thi'.s are gravely jeopardized 2)

(C) Deputy, Ambaasador ?arter-i a memaradnuim of 6 April.
to ?rsidentia. Assist omr.

propon'td t~a't tk a; a e g Program be expanded rapidly,,b con-
struction of a new training center' to incorease the annual trang rate "-

Of RD cudre from 199000 to 39.p000 per year by the erd of 19669c by saný-
wrnriarity for rec.. ýent- of RD cadre at the e' nse ofF

Governmenz agenci~.es lageo d ry vile 'opJy
- any personnel an.d material needed for the new training center,, par-

t' cular:Ly Seaee unt.t and &hIp ping facilities 3.01MU5}iACV recognized
the -importance of' the program and found the objectives of the propoaal
laudable,9 but the aciuti~oned the Deputy Ambassador concerning some of the
assumptions invol1ved, particularly those which related to Mt~CV resources.
S.ince the Vung Tau "'raining .0entrez could not expand its trairing load for
the class starting in June, CumutY{cv suggetted implementaRtion of a
phased i=,puet "ftierule, similar to that used in US Army training centers.,
Parmd ullarly in ,-i;,w of the limited inutruotors available at the Center.
He also felt-that if RD cadres were introduced into areas in which there
were inadequate RF/PF personnel., the RD cadres would be compelled to
devotz waoh'effoýrt to security arO rtal progress of th'i RD program would
be hindered., He not~d that the PF waa about 3K-30)a below its planned
stitength and cauld r.0t. meet the reqtniremenit. for pernonnel even in the
NTPA's utile if 'Cthe Wn tagnard School were t- 'De axpanded to train. 59-Man
cadre gro-aps as wel.ý as PA11S , this coulda invalve another requi~n for
addit.ional. tfad..ll-tias and training suppoe..0 In vlav of these problems.,
COMUISMACV .5trongl4 reco:ýaended that a study group be esta~blished to exa-
mine the propese~d exa&nsion LA d,!toail, tod=rre h euree o
RD Cadrit iu areas where RD) could be pushed fonwad. t-he related require- O
=ents which wC~uld bs generated, the feaaibil.2ty of 's&1,sfying such require-1
ments in light of' their impact on ongoing programs., the posaibility of
betAe~r ulilization of current facilities,, and the time factors involved , ,

In -the expansion, of the, cadre training program,2-4

'C) In respons.a to a JCS :Lnquiry ,-n t~nis mubjeot, COM(JSMACV note~d
that he had suggestud the format-"on of a strudy group -c:) Deputy Am~ba~saador
Porter., who had approved this suggestion0 To a VJOS ques'ion on the sffec-
tiveniess of the RD cadre, CM'JLT1SMACV repliedi that as ne RD cadre had lret .

graduated from the n;.Aw program, there was no experienoe factor by which
to judge the effectivenese of' the program. However,9 of the some 400
PAT's that had been trained at SVung Tau and had been deployed during the
last two years,ý those which were properly motivated, super-Vised and em-
pl~oyed had been successful, Mhe sueoessful results demonstrated by some
of the PC's had teen a maý,.- considerattior. in the development of the
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, RD Cadre program. Toe' cadre groups then functioning in the country
were ad hoc groupings of PAT'b and other cadre who had not been through
the new RD Cadre program training, COMUSMACV saw no indications of
any major problem in maintaining instructor quality at the National
Training Center in Vung Tau. The required 270' instr'ctors and assis-
tant instructors were on had to instruct the 49800 enrolledo 'These-
instructors had been through an eight-week training course and about
120 recently-discharged Vietnamese officers and warrant officers had
been interviewed and accepted as addional instructor trainees.
COMTJACV believed that additional oi-MACV pers.3nnel should be -

assigned as monitors to ensure x u4 effectiveness of instructiono2 5

(S) The 'e of the PF.' COMUSMACV felt. should remain as stated
in Rural Const.--tion 1966 plan, AB 140. During the securing phase,
the PF platoons and squads worked in or immediately adjacent to th3
villages and hamlets from which, ideally, they had been recruited, the
FP leader was directly responsible to the civilian leader of the commun-
"ity. If PF were not availablep Regional Forces (RF) had to be used
until PF could be recruited. COMUSMACV informed JCS that as of 24 April,
no US Mission review of the roles and missions of RD Cadre,9 National

, Police, PF, RF9 and CIDG forces9 as contemplated by the Warrenton meet-
ing and directed by SEOSTATE on 26 January had as yet been undertakeno

• .. , COMUSMACV felt that a clarification of the roles and missions of thece
I• • forces prior to a major expansion of the RD Cadre program appeared to

be logicalo2 6

(S) JCS had alslo requested an estimate of the impact which RD Cadre
' . expansicn would have on the PF and other military Torces programs°

4 • COi{FJSMACV believed that the impact on the PF would be considerable0  The
higher pay, better allowances9 weapons, and equipment of the RD Cadre

Zl.increasingly would attract the P? soldier, particularly the leadersq both
actual wid pctentlal, Frequently the arnas from which RD Cadre groups
should be re.rulted were the very areas wh•ere recruiting for RF and PF
units was most difficult., Though RD Cadre groups were essential for

Sp5 • progress6 the'would find it difficult to perform their primary missions
witnout sufficient ARVN, PF, or RF to provAd the minimum security in
their assigned areas. COWJSMACV hoped that 'he study group which he had
proposed and which deputy Ambassador Porter had approved would be able
to devel3p a balance of forces needed by specific area.

CS) JCS queried furthert if the majority of support was pro-
viLded trom military resources wad if the program was to be coordinated
with military operations, weuldn'It the RD objectives be achieved more

ion of the program under COMUSMACV 9
.1USMACV answered that since RD was ,Y/, (:-)

, M.rily an. 6concmicg 1x) t oal and sociological undartaking, it
appeared appropriate thy+ ir'4--rcn for th ro
the ci a•entq,;1e__
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that the disavantages of MACV' a a~ssumigm _conrro o Me prrogram wqoul
outweigh the advantages. In conclusion,9 COMUSMACV saw little meaning in
organizing excessive numbers of 12D Groups if this would impact on the R2F
and PF to the extent that they could not provide the security needed
for the RD) Groups to opera-we. Assuming that the US Mission Study Group
-_ould be able to develop sound and balanced requirements., COMUSMACY
hoped that SEODEF would postpone signing the blank check presented by
Presidential Assistant Kcmer until realistic estimates could be pro-.
vided. CINCPAC concurred with the comments of COMUSMACV with sawe
amplifications, He supported cross-utilization of'resources by, various
elements of the US Mission i ca ifrqured.9 use of MACV' rson-
nel as advisora to cadre

(U) The first class of RD cadre,9 consisting of 80 groups with
4,518 personnel,, graduated from the National Trainding Cent~er at Vung
Tau on 21 May and were returned to their respective provinces to imple-
ment the now RD) program. Quotas for cadre trainees were allocated to
the provinces for an expected enrollment of 5,,400 in the second class.,
which commenced as slated on 13 June.28

* (S) On 20 May., Presidential Assistant Komer proposed that MACV, -

through USARV9 assume logistic responsibility for en
r utrements for the RD-Cadre durin 3~6

C Cnteon 1Juet . USAID was planning a f Ull takeover of RD
Cadre support,, based on the assumptions that transfer of the RD Cadre
program to USAID would be completed by 1 January 1968 and that the exist\

* ~~ing RVNAF logistical orga~nization would become zesponsible for support\
of all military-type items such as field equipmentp weapons, ammunition,$
and vehicles. USAII) had expressed strong support for uising the GVN log-.
istic system., and MACV questioned the necessity for duplicating the
existing system. In response to a JCS request, CINOPAC estimated that
the cost of the ordnance items for each 59-man oadrro team would be
$9s,205.24; calculating on the basis of the projected cadre strength of
689 000 for FY 67,, total costs would be $10.6 million, not inoluding

<packing and handling costs. CINOPAC concurred with tlheflCASrecomen-.c
dation. 2 9

(U) On 13 July, Mr. Henry L. T. Koren was named the Director
of Deputy Ambassador Poteg staff. As cited in Ambassador Lodge's
M4emo of 17 February 1966,o thia staff was charged with the management
and control of all US civilian agency activities supporting RD., and
.,.a ma.inLenanoe of close consultation with the MACV staff on the
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relation of non-military and military requirements, In response to tho
Deputy Ambassador' s request for a permanent military member on his staff
to assume the major responsibility for coordination and liaison with
all MACV sections on RD affairs, Brig Gen Willis D. Crittenberger, Jr.
was designated Military Assistant to the Deputy Ambassador on 10 Septem-

-In the meantime, on 25 July Col Marcus L. Powell, Jr. had succeed-
ed Col Hollis as Chief, RD Division (M.CJ33) and MACV member of the
MW and the Economic Warfare CmmuLtteeo3v

A Critical Evaluation of the RD Program

(U) The Washington Daily News on 27 June had published an article
which alleged that political turbulence at the Vurg Tau Training Center
had obstructed launching of the new pacification program. It claimed
that the firat. class of 4,500 which graduated on 21 May was not trained
according to the new program, but like the PAT's under the old discred-
ited Strategic Hamlet program, The article alleged that in January
1966 the GVN decided to assme control over the schoolp fearing that
the cadres might become a new political force uncontrolled by the gov-
eminent. 'US officials reportedly aoquxiesced to junta control since GVN
-support of the pacification program was considered vital. Although a
new center commander had been appointed in Febr.uary, the Government dis-
covered in May that the old instructors and officers had refused to use
new manuals and techniques. On 18 July, the New Y.':k T published
an art.cle by Charles Mohr which alleged that GVN •'acia!• had taken.
control of the RD cadre training program from GAS because 0AS-employeO*
ARVN Major Le Xuan Mai had (apparenbly without the •t1•c• of US
officials) directed the indoctrination of the RD ca-.*4• ih Lupport of
a highly-nationalistic political society (Duy Tan Seat of Dai Viet
Party) whose doctrine was neither pro-commurist nor pro.GVNo In the
ensuing struggle after discovery. the rticle claimed, MaJor Mai's
retention at Vung Tau was urged •by CA0 but RD Minister wang opposed
such a compromise and CAS agreedto Mi' s dismissal and the GVN' s
greater control of the cadre program. Many GAS employees remained in
the cadre program because they were irreplaceable, but GAS reportedly
was not unwilling to'take a less prominent part in what had become the
largest overt program in its himtory.

(FOO) The Department of State suggested that US officials draw
on the following background in response to press inquiries: the GVO
and US had cooperated in the training of the RD cadre since 19Nip mid
the program had always been umder the direct control of the pro vince
chiefs. Training at Vung Tau had been under the control of the.. Mitnitry
of RD, and assignment of personnel both there and in the provinceý. w
a responsibility of the GVN. The US role had been to support. this
progr.n with funds, logistical support, and advisory personnell r,:..•'
sibility for US logistical support was in the process of being tr'~&•red
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to the USAID mission in Vietnamv)$j CAS was the primary agency respon-
sible for this program and held closely-those i#icators which might
reflect adversely on its projeco the statements made in the cited news-
papers could not be confirmed or-denied. Howeverp US military observers
were generally of t4 opinion that the newspaper statements were not
without some basis,•-

(S) In mid-July the Director General of the National Police and
the Military Security Services, Cl Nguyen Ngoc Loan, who had played a
leading role in the GVN actions against the struggle elements in I CTZ
in June (See Chapter VI'II)q appeared interested in assuming control of
the RD cadres and converting them into an arm of the National Police,
Deputy Ambassador Porter found this proposal unacceptable. 3 2

(S) In response to Ambassador Porter' a 27 May directive. Director
JtSZAO made Col George Jacobson available to act as chairman of a study
group to .define RD strategy and the roles and missions of the various
elements. The group, which included representatives from MACV, .9
USAIDý and JUSPAO was joined in its efforts by the Senior LiaisonrOffioer
and members of Ambassador Porterva office and commenced its study on 15
June. From 1-6 July elements of this study group visited IMI and IV CTZfs
to gain direct experiences of the field operations of the various RD
elementso33

(S) At a special Mission Council meeting on 25 August, Col Jacobson
presented the findings of his group° He explained that the study was
"I still highly tente.tve and preliminary" and had focused on direct exper-
iences at the provinoial level. The'study delibarately was uncoordin-
ated with any of the US agencies, to avoid speculative influences, and
"had sought the ,"Why" of recommendations rather than the "how" of impliemen-
tation. The study contained 81 separate recommendations affecting
every element of the US Mission as well as the GVNo Examples of the
major findings were:

1) The varied elements and echelons charged with ferreting
out and destroying the VC infrastructure within the provinces were con-
fusing; a special branch of the National Police should have primary
responsibility for this mission, with other elements in supporting roles.

2) Although the RD cadres were doing a good job., they alone
could not provide the element necessary for success, Certain reforms
within the GVNq including its basic attitude toward the citizearyp were
necessary before any real forward thrust could be expected, Many rural
residents believed that the US condoned torrupt practioes, as they saw
mo little effort made to check irregularities.

3) NFW forces were commended highly for their military achi4Ve-
meat`s is well as for their contributions to the RD program; they could
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/ help RVNAF improve its, performance in RDo The study recommended that
with the increasing strengrh of FW military forces, ARVN forces be
encouraged to participate in pacification activities to a greater degree.

4) The RF/PF should be developed into a constabulary-type
organization. A p.rimary advantage of this change would be to legalize
the status of GVN security forces in the event of negotiations and a
cessation of military operations°

5) The group was singularly unimpressed with the Ministry
of Security and suggested that the RF/PF be placed under the jurisdic-
tion of the Iinistry of RD. Logistic support of these forces would
remain under the Ministry of Defense; the Police Field Forces would be
integrated into the constabulary and the latter could be given police
powers,

6) The CIDG, advised by US Special Forces teams shohld be
positioned only in remote areas.

. 7) The Vietnamese Information Service (VIS) cadres were not
effective at the local level9 .and it was recommended that these cadres
be given a supporting role*

8) A Directorate of Intelligence should be estabL4.shed to

coordinate all intelligence activitiesq military and civil0

'. 9) The reinstitutLon of the MACV Subsector Advisor Fund was

/ urged; the usefulness of tb19 fund in enhancing the .Distirct Chiefs'
effectiveness was particularly noted.

"�< 10) The ARVN Divisions (and eventually the Corps) should be
removed from the chain of command fairs; it was noted that

S* there was neither a USAID, JUSPAO epresentative at the Divi-
4 6•Z• sion level, nor was there likely tTBe such a representativeo

11.) Because of the general bad behavior and attitudes of the
si•' 4' Rhanger units, the study recommended that they be dissolved and that

/ some Ranger personnel be reassigned to ARVN units on an individual basis°3 4

S' (S) On 7 September COMUSMACV made the following comments, among
otherse, on the recommendations made by the Jacobson team:

1) Actions had been undertaken to increase ARVN's partici-
pation in RD, but removal of the Division from the chain of command
in RD activities appeared to be illogical; if ARVN combat battalions
were dispersed to all 43 provincesp the Corps' span of control would
probably be ineffective, and this arrangen.rDnt would risk having these
units defeated in detail. The proposed placement of battalions under
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the sector commander was feasible only in some areas; forces employed and
techniques of employment should be considered on an individual basis0 The
1967 Combined Campaign Plan would clarify the functionss responsibilities,
and relationahips )f the Sector and Division Commanders with regard to
the operational. zontrol of the battalions participating in RD. These plans
and other actions such as the "buddy system" between US and ARVN units were
realistic ways of accomplishing the goal envisioned by the study without
drastically reorganizing ARVN.

2) The recaomended disbandment of the Ranger battalions would
seriously reduce ARVN combat strength. They should be retained and reor-
iented under a new commander to accomplish their original mission of deep
penetration patrols and raids0

3) The suggested recruitment of PF personnel for the RD cadre
would weaken the major hamlet security force. To siphon off the few
capable leaders among the PF to enhance the quality of the RD Cadre would
render the PF even less effective. Although ultimately the RF/PF should
be convarted into a Provincial/District Constabulary, in the immediate
future BF/PF could be employed effectively by establishing a clear-out
chain of comand from JGS to the operating units, increasing their logis-
tics support 9 and increasing their motivational and leadership trainingJ
actions had been undertaken by JGS and MACV to accomplish these objectives. ýO
The advantages of RF/PF9 s being a constabulary in the event of negotiations ' •
were clear�, but they were not sufficient to launch an im4ediate program of
oonversion without a complete., coordinated plan to accomplish the conver-
sion.s an Lnitial MACV study on this subject was to be cmpleted sQOno

4) Although the study recommended that the responsibility for C'

identifyi'g and eliminating the VC infrastructure be given to the National
ZAPolic., the nature of the insurgency and the deeply-rooted VC infrastruc-

t~ure dictated that all US and GVN military and quasi.mmiUTary elements
contribute to this important goalo

') The idea of a single director of intelligence seemed sound

thý.ýxetically, but it was not ealistic to expect to amalgamate in RVN the
suboruinate e.Lements en it was not done in Washington, The
same result could beRMtaLnedhbrouugh increased emphasis on coordination
among all agencies at all levels.

6) RD required both civilian and military participation and
was an integral part of military operations in RVN; it could not and should
not be separated from other military operations, Since RD encompassed
actions in every area of staff responsibility, it was not feasible to sep-
arate RD from other normal staff functions. Furthermore, such a separation
probably would have an adverse rather than beneficial effect upon military
participation in RD. All staff sectionsg unit commandersp and advisors had
a specific responsLbility to assist in implementing the GV PRD Program, and
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they were discharging this responsibility in an effective and efficient.
manner. Continued emphasis on military participation in RD program'would
be giveng but suggested major charnies in the KACV organ#zationmade bythe study did not seem necessaryo3)

Methods to Improve Revolutionary Development Support

(C) In a study entitled "Increased MACV Support for the US/GVN
Effort at District and Province Level,'" dated June 1966, the RD Div-
ision of J3 MACV noted that for the US subseutor advisory function to
be profitablep much time and effort was necessary to develop a district
staff capable of managing the many RD problems and of discharging sat-
isfactorily the respobsibilities of local government. The study pointed
out that lack of security was the greatest single obstacle to RD advan-
cementp but that real security could ultimately be achieved only by the.
people' s willingness to participate actively in their own defense, . On
2 July Chief RD Division pointed out to the MW that there wsre no plans
or policies for the transition of secured districts from US military
advisor to US civilian advisory nor were ther" adequate plans for GUN
civil agencies to assume responsibility for oagoing socialg econcmic,
and politioal/administrative programs in these areas. He felt that it
was inadvisable arbitrarily to remove subsector advisory teams from
secured districtes as such action might have a detrimental effect on
the entire program, and recomnended that planning be initiated tar the
transition of s•rare districts from US military, to US civiWn advisory
responsibility%-`

(S) A MACV proposal for eventual civilian control wae pnrteted
to the MW on 7 July, and the MWL requested XACV to arrange a confer-
once to formulate detailed reouncadations, At a meeting attended by
MACV and USAID representatives on 15 July, three major areas of consid-
oration were outlined as necessary to formulate a detailed recumenf-
dation: GVN civil govererental organization for the Distdotp GON
programs for secured Districtsp and US presence a4 advisory structure.
Other considerations included criteria for determining a "sexmra"
distriotp to permit transition to followup programs of nation-building;
provisions and resources associated with seourity; law, and order; and
control of the NP, PF, and local Self-Defense Forces. On 9 July
COHUSMACV directed that a long-range plan be developed for a GVNI e.Z
rity Atructure to be operational when hostilities ceased. Such a
plan was to consider the establishment of a constabulary, reduotion of

SRVNAP in terms of other nation-building requirem-ents. the role of the
Corps Commanderp and the role of the RD cadre. 3 7

(U) On 12 July Gen Thango the highly-successful Minister of
Revolutionary Development, was elevattd to the poesition of Ccmmis-
sioner-General for Revolutioar Develo e =etaini his own
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Ministry, he was now given superelsion over the Mixi•o.'riese of Public
Works, Agriculture and Adhminstratlon (formerly Interior). In his
relations with XACV, however, he was usually referred to as the
Minister of RD.

(S) By the summer of 1966s the buildup of TS/Pw forces had reached
a level uhich allowed consideration of greate- ARVN support to the RD
program, In July, at the suggestion of GCMU[ACV 9 the Chief JGS issued
two directives requiring ARVN to increase its support of RD and to increase
the tempo of its operationso . ARVN omanders were informed that military
efforts in support of Plan AB 140 during the first half of 1966 had been
encouraging., but less than desired. It was poixte d oat that intelligence
was non-exLstent or ineffectivej pacification operations were not 0ontin-
uous, and usually lasted only one day; un#.t on ders tended to neglect
civil affairs activities; and the behavior and discipline of same troops
were not consistent with the mission of aultivating the people to support
the GUN° ARVN ommanders were enjoined to assign the same importance to
pacification operations as to search-and-destroy operations, as pacific-
ation required patience and special attention by all ranks to intelligencee
continuity, and night operations; to exectte the policy of befriending
the populace by civil affairs activities; to improve the behavior and
discipline of the troops, who serve the people; to aukment the RF/PF in
.a timely manner; to instruct responsible military personnel to coordinate
closely with administrative organizations to achieve a uniform plan of -
action and to supplement one anothe and to enCourag other military ac-
tivities rolAtitg to pacication.-,

(C) COMUACV direoted advisors to er.curage 'ARVN field acmanders
to comply with the JOS direotivesa to insu.i that ARVN efforts were in
direct supprrt of. U through clearing and smouring operations, He felt
that at least 50 percent of ARJN forces in 1, Up and If CTZ should
be employed in direct support of RD. Advisors were to urge ARV and RF/W
to operate at night to "take the night away from the VC,'" to emcute mAll
unit operations based on tUmely intell-gence, and to carry out saturation
patrolling of long duration. They were to assist ARVN to establish an
education and training prograx at all ievelop to orient ARVU attitudes
towards RD aMd towards cooperation &u,. cocrdinatioz w'ith the RpF, the
training proram was to include tactics wnA teohniqu*3 oi" military sup-
port for RD., and to emphanixe the ueed for cordon and search operations
to destroy local guerrillas and the VC nfrastuotue. Finallry they
were to assist ARVN in developing a troop indoctrination program to im-
prove conduct of soldiers toward the peopule, and to emphasise payops
targeted at local guerrillas. Also necessary, in CMiKACV'a view, w-
a program to orient all US F as to their role in encouraging ARM per-

k ouel and in developing operational plans that would provide may~w=
dix-eat-and indireat support to the RD ;••gram in conjuotion with ARVN
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.. (S) The following views were presented to the US Mission Council
by J3 MACV on 8 August: since the Vietnam war could not be won by
military operations alone9 the RD program seemed to offer the only
real solution; all US/FW/RVN resources and efforts should be harnessed
to provide maximum support for this program. The aim of the RD program
was to gain the support and involvement of the people in the GVN' s
efforts to control the country and build a nation. Progress in this
program was dependent to a great degree on a secure environment. The
loss of many qualified leaders over the years, political meddling in
the appointment of officers to key positiQts, the lack of incentives
to induce initiative, and the general Vietnamese reluctance to serve
in the military forcesy had all contributed to the problem of odequate
leadership in the RVNAFo The organization of ARVN also contributed
toward the difficulty of encouraging regular units to undertake RD act-
ivities. Designed for offensive actions, the ARVN Divisions were com-
mayied by ranking officers who disliked diluting their combat stren&th
by deploying these forces in a series of amall-scale operations. ARVN
personnel generally corsidered local security operations as degrading
to their prestige, as this mission was already assigned to the less
well-paid and well-equipped RF/PF. Furthermore, it was not in the make-
up of the Vietnamese soldier, and particularly the Vietnamese leader,
to be concerned with the peoplets welfare, and it was difficult to
.illustrate the importance of military operations designed purely to,
assure the security of a segment of the rural population, Zncreases in
USIFW had made it possible to release ARVN from some of its other

.tasks, and to direo• its attention to local security operations in sup-

port of RD. As laid down i the 1966 military campaign plan (AD 14O),.
the military' missions in RD had been too broadly stated, and MACV and
JGS now realized that in order to make the pr~gram meaningfuls. positive
anA intelligent action at Al. levels was necessary to change the habits,
attitudes, and obstacles which were retarding this effort. MACV &nd
RVNAF efforts toward this end included the establishment of a combined
RVNAF/U3 inspection team to examine the strength, morale, welfare, train-
ingg logistics, and effectiveness of each of the Divisionse the prcm-
ulgation on I August of Decree L&.d 15c, which prescribed severe penalties
for desertion, ranging from five years in a frmnt-ine labor unit to
death; a freeze on further activation of units for an indefinite period
so that ezisting units could fill their ranks to their authorined
strngeths; and revision of the draft law by lowering the draft age ard
liberalizing rea 'ting restriotions in certain provinces to allow them
to recruit R,/•.,

(3) In response to the decreasing effectiveness cf the ARVN 5th,
25thq and 10th Diva, the US let and 25th Div* and the 1lth ACR wore
aeooiated with these ARVN divisions respectively, to enco-u,'vtge a
wholesome motiv~ation and to portray to ARV! *o=andemthe potentials
of their cowand and leadersh~ip responsibilities. In August, 1965p
the USHC had developed the Ccmbined Action Cunpany to imp-rove hamlet
&rd village securityp gather intelligenceg conduct civic action, and
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train the 1'?. A Marine squad had been employed w#4,1 a PF platoon for a
6-12 month period,9 and the results were excellent,4

(C) OOMUSMACV had advocated in earlyv July that a Directorate for
RF/PF affairs be established and be placed under the Ministry of RD. He

* believed that this developmet would serve to focus attention on the needs
of the UIF/F and the potential which these forces offered in the problem
of local security, He suggested to GOM officials that the Natioual'Police
and the Police Field Forces also be placed under the Ministry of RD,4 2

(8) In early August, the US Mission Council. studied the recmnende
measures for strengthening the improving the role which the Vietnamese
military forces could have in the pacification effort. One of the maj~or
problems involved the adjustments which were believed necessary in the
ministerial control ancu amployment of the RF/PF, Assistant Deputy Amnbas-~
sador Korea believed that the struggle-forepower factor among key figures
in the GYM should not be overlooked in these considerations; as an examplej,

* General Thaing might well be planning his owin asoezdenoy by developing a
power base.. Mr. Koran queried MACV officers In determining the type of
force which could best fill the neode of pacification; he was more inclined
toward utilyIng ARYN personnel, working mome closely with the Province
Chiefs on security mattereD than vith the RD Cadre Groups. He was inter-.
.ested particularly in the plans for training the RP/PFp the avaiLability
of additional leaders tao fill the shortages' wad theexnto pei- 0

tioir. for thIs manpower among the various agencies. He, wondered if put- 0\
tinzg RF/PIF unde~r t~e RD Ministry w~A4d make them more effeactive ýbemolauSsq

* of better support .'4 \ tn!

(U) On 10 August COMUSI44CV strongly endorsed the Chief JOS' a concept\
for Increasing the role of ARVN foraes in direct cupport of RD. He con-
stdsred the concept so important that he felt the 1966 Campaign Plan
should be revised tn emphamise the primary Importance of local security
operations in direct isupport of RD. COAUSHACV believed that joint in.- \

spec~lion teams consisting of' representatives frozu JOS9 NACVO and aoýher
GVN agencies responsible for RD should visit all the divisions to determine 0 "
their urtderatanding ofs and comipliance *4ths the concept of direct *up-
port for RtD. To that ends, COMUSMACY suggestead that all RVNAF schools

* and acad~mias include spec~ifi instructiod'on the concept of RD) and on
the tactics and techniques of providing the required millt~ary supports and
that combined operations between ARIIV and US units conductinDg sscurit.y
operations be extended and ireasedg with emphasis on training in the
conduot of night operations and zatu'ation pe 1 -1 D-. n.4 4 f

(C) At the Mission Liaison Group meeting on 18 Augustimis-
cussed oadre desertion in tomrs of cownts made by the s er 5-iof RDI)
on the subject. I Ioned out that no s~pecific ariteria ae-~sted for
des-ationg *.ich" =dod more properly be termd as dismissal or resigna-
tion. D s %OU y genzeraE.13 lenient and varied from province to pro-

v~not rely on OU figures aAplanned todevelop)
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its owns, an estimated 4.6 percent of the total cadre reportedly had
deserted since April 1966. Among measures being considered to improve
this situation were better selection procedures for cadre-trainees,
impr-oved motivation training.. and closer Mdinistry of RD surveillance.
The JUSPAO representative noted that the youthfulness of' the cadre then
in training in Vung Tau nrould reduce their credibility -when deployed
in the haml.ets. The Deputy Ambassador suggested that a levy be placed
on the Province Chiefs to select older candidates.45-

tht(S) Apparently contrary to Deputy Ambassador Porter9 a expectations
tabySptembpptefrtcaso graduates frmw Vung Tau might begin

"o"take hold,, o~ New York Timesa bureau chief in Saigon., Charles. Mohrs,
reported in late September thats

No one. expe~ted perfectuion9, but the performiance
A of many teams has beeni marginal. One hard-bitten

* ~source estimates that only two out of five t~eams
are effective.. A more optimistic source guesses it
might be seven out of twelve.

Responsible South Vietnamese officials have,
in orficialst~udits. found considerable fault with
performanoe. - Recruiting -requirements were met Ili
quantity but not qua2Lityll one source said. This
s~me source added that "cadres, . )were not
enthusiastic toward their work and toward the
aspiration of the people,," Above all, these
studie,4 saidg somne teams f&ailed in the most vital
task ol all-that of creatina genuine enthiisiaam
an(rutamn the hamlet residents,,4 7  JSta '.e

.'()On 28Outober a.,'.SAW inom CINOPAG n C htwte

S the effectiveness of the RD cadre would dete~mineglargely the outoeme ~
~ $ of the RD Program dlid not hove the aaaets or resources

a - ne-cessary to influence Waig ML ly the effectiveness of the RD cadre
*at di.strict level and below. In response to Deputy Aiibassador Porter's~

A chartor of 23 September., which called for an expansion ot the role of
the MACV Subseotor Advisory Teem to include monitoring the activities

a ad effectiveness of the RD cadre9, C0IIU&4CV proposed that at least one
additional1 specially-trained E31 be asaigned to those districts in

. zwhich RD) cadre3 were deployed. He rec~imended that the USA Civil
AC fairs School determine the feasibility of' obtablishing a srecial CA
course fdr RD oadre advisors and that direct contact be authorized
between the CA School and LACV to det.ermixie the detailed curriculum of
the course. An estimate-d additional requjirement for 200 RD cadre
adviaors per year was izdicated. 4 8

(C) In September COMU.$MACV had p.roposed to Chief JGS that as a
means of enhancxt militar support for RD9 a joint JGSA{ACV team be
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formed to prepare appropriate directives t-ios.1cablish Mobik6 frauinng
* . Teams (1V2T~s aX provide guidance to field 0=-andoars and organize a

detailed two-4meok pr'ogram of instruction for all. ARVN' maneuver battalions,,
less the general reserve. Chief 4tS acceptod the proposal and MACV
representativea mat vi~th an AJ( counterpart. working group on 3 October
to d evelop a program of instruction. On 5 October the Chief of the
Cent~ral 1'raining Agency (CTA.)p MaJor Gen Vy,9 chaired a high-love! Joint,
confarenoe dri~x'g which the p~rI{~ose and object~ives of the program were

* olarified.9 administrative taaiks were a.-iguied, and a schedule of required
actions were deva.opeda A joint MACV/JGS team visited a few ARVN division
headquarters during October to survey the extent to which these units had'

inceasd te~rsuportfo RDas iretedby heJOS directives., The
team found that personnel of the divisions visited had not understood the
requiremants and th~us had not undertaken the actions directed0 49

(C) On 2.4 OotdberD M4ACV pu~blished Directive 350- on RD training
to provide information and imstanaotlons on the RVNAF RD Training Program

* to all. MkCV per3onnsl,, who were ewj oizzed to support this program on a
priority basis. A program to instruct RD Mr-' a was conducted during the
period 1-15 December ýý, Saigon. A twelve-officer team from each ARVN
corps awl dlNvision reýceived instruction on the concept of RD9 rdle of
the RVNAF in support of RD,, wupport of civilian agencies in UD, a-nd
.mathods- of teaching RD oriqed aubjeota,. Gon Thisup Chief1 jar Stat, ;

2 Lt Gen Vien% Chief JGS ý Mai Gen 1Vy1, WoS JGS1 Maj Gen Thang~ inster-
of ' RDý Ambaesador Por'~er and COa4U3MAC ur &-rest speakere., 1,lear
Ky de~l.vered the gre-d~ation addrmis. Duiring the period Dem-absrz
three US'offiasr adviaors for each corpz and dlivinion rtoaiedl or"Int-ation
,x, subject., designed t.o atsiA' them in advising tht& XTTaQ During the
remainder of D ectxberp " ~' a fl Ailivsd 'the oc~a r eontrated training
program wnioh %4li be given tc &U%*N~i~batin~Ti
ttra~inig v41.1 stLart -,n early January 1%7~ and wl-'Ll loa comploted during
August. A sinllar p.rtgý ~ traininag UI ana MY is u,14wr for imple-.
mentation ta41Y1.97

(S) At the end of Atwguat USAIM, in icordili~4oa with DOD and
3tatep asked %% Joieph F.. Holt~, 4 forzocr member *f Congress end ex-
Marine reaerve offioer, to vialt RIZ -for ts-or threa mcanthe to fitudy
and wilyio the milktary and MSAIL, otntribtiono to RD and the re-
lationshipa between them. Arart from tutudyinig the pioneer operatioaa
formulated by' US military foraer in tbaiT Imeiication offorts, eag.
the Combizmd Action Ct~paskvyý his chio aroa of Interest was to be the
a ffectvenoee of inili-ta~ry-eivi. oopr,,tion ixi the Civia Action field.d
On 2 October~ COMUSMACV requestsd cci~amera of units to be viaited to
aubnit a%=sriasre of observations and cvamenta made by Mr. Hlolt,, both
favorable and unfavorabie1 . wbioh rel1ated to any WS agency or aotiiitý,,
Dadmrin his firL-t 1visit (8-15 Saptamber) to III WAF, Mr. Holt expressed
critiaism or Armq wnits Im other areas, appeared to be looking for
spaotAcular taenpies Q: tafficetenoy In LU~kl)~ expressed very -trong
dlipleaeuro vvr r.ding In H-34 helicoptera, made the observa-tion that

u~g~M0%
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Ssenior ITI P officers "were not leveling with him" and th-at ýhe 1I1I AP
staff was shallow and ignorant of ourrent-activitiee, and stated that
people did not know %ho he me and that he was treated better by the Army.
During his second visit (21-30 September) to III WAP, his attitude seemed
somewhat improved. He cumplimonted the III WAP County Fair and Cambined
Action Company concepts and efforts, but criticised in general terms the
milltary's efforts in pacification and working with thi Vietnamese, and
remarked that he had gthered a lot of ammunition that -would be useful to
the Repolicm Party.

(TS) CINCPAC pointed out in a document entitled "Mllitary Strategy
to Aoamplish US Objectives for Vietnam," dated 5 September, that the
success of US military strategy in Southeast Asia was dependent on a
coordinated and persistent effort to destroy the wsr-supporting capability
of NVN, to seek out and destroy ccimuni4 forces and infrastructure$ and
to pursie aggressively the building ot the RUN.

)ilitary operations will provide a steady
improvement in aecurity throughout the country
permitting extension of governmnt control and
croating an envfrou•snt in- which the civil aspects
of Rev-lutionary Dvealojtent. can wrocete. The
Government f Vietnamt a Revolutionary Develop-
ment p.uragm is vital to the attairnent of free.
world gi-va in South Vietzam. Our forces will
vigorously tuppyrt atd participate Am that
program in such areas aa logitics, sanitation,
madical cares, construotion and resourees and
population control. Mil-ta.-y personnel k-avimn

--Wil assist in politioalp economic and
social development programs. The sub-sector
advisory program will be bol•tered. Increased

Smilitary reoourcea aid support will be provided
for the Revolutionay Developunt prograa.
Every effort will be made to encourage and
assist the South Vietnam govermwnt progressively
to aesume responsibility for all aspecte of
building a ftre independent and viable nation.51

(S) On 17 September White House mtaff members expressed interest in
tthe proposals to give a new thumst to RD by increasing military support,
and requested current data concerning military forces engaged in support
of RD so that the potential impaot of the proposals could be evaluated.
A clarification of the meaning of tern, porticulas~y those relating to
reportitg categories in support of RDp was alto requested. Ln his
response to this requeft COGOUMACV noted that the differences• in teims
were created as the RD concept evolved, awd that they wero belng re-
solved in the combined campaitgn plan for 1967 and in changes being
implemented in current t s-rti procures0  The current US/GUN concept
of an w•z ddined as; THIS PACE REGRADED 1CLASSTLID
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if"'.
the integrated military and civil proceas

to restorev conu•s date and ezpand government control
so that nation building can progress throughout the RVNo
It consists of those coordinated military and civil
autions to liberate the people from VO controls, re-
store public security, initiate political and econonz-c
developmentq extend effective GVN authority and win
the willing support of the people tmard these ends.
The primary role a! •ilitary forces "n support of RD
is to attain and maintain. a requisite level of security
in and around selected areas so that civil aspects of
RD and nation building can proceed. Security is a-..
chieved by military forces conducting clearing and
secUring operationso 52

At the MACV Staff Conference of 26 Septemberp COMUSMACV directed that a
study be made of means to provide greater publioity to the "nation building"
activities of the cmmnandq as contrasted with the military activities. He
desired human interest stories as a means of dramatizing the "nation
bulding" aspects.

(TS) When propouall for the construction and manning of an infil-
tration barrier were being considored in September, CINCPAC supported
CO(U3XACV• s position on the need for concentrating on the RD program in -
RVNo.

Without'the introduction of large numbers of
additional forces into ti e thc34re, a -.ajor effort
would have to be divelted if the barrier envisioned
it to be a in~Cx e .Such action woilff" hot only
delay RevoluT,.nary Davvevument in the south..but
wvuld mrke its subsequent acoemplishment much more
difficult. Revolutionary Development in South Vietnam
is now getting underway, though it may seem painfully
slow, It must be pushed relentlessly and not be
alluwed to bog down or regress in anyway because of
diversion of resources to other programs leas vital
to i'i objectives in South Vietnam° 55

(C) On 23 September the Minister of RD (and COmissioner General
for RD Activities)., Gen Thangp assumed additional duties as Assistant to
Chief JGS for Territorial Affairs and Pacification. He was now re-
sponsible for developing the policy and concept of military activities
in support of RD and of organizing the territorial security structures;
supervising the execution of the policy and conqept; supervising the
employment, disposition, and training of the RF/PF; and supervising,.
expediting, and inspecting the territoria3 posts system and strategic
bases0  Howeverp MACV authorities could not as yet determine precisely
how the implied reorganization of the RF/PF would affect the RD progrimu54
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(U) MACV Directive 1.'%-12, published on 13 September, directed major
field commands to establlýh an RD staff element (G33) as a counterpart
of MACJ33, under the supervision of the 03. CG II FFORCEV commented that
the funcLions of his G5 sectionp expanded in RVN to include psycholo-
gical ol;:rations, encompassed all aspects of RD except military combat
operations in support of RD and would normally include political, eco-
nomic, and social matters as well as public security and the restoration
of local government. He felt that establishment cf a G33 element would
not only duplicate functions already assigned to G5, but would also down-
grade the functions of RD from a staff section level to a branch level.
CG II FFORCEV submitted that "the most practical and efficient method of
incorporating the functions of RD into a TOE ttaff structure was to as-
sign these functions to an ACofS for Revolutionary Development (G5).
This would place RD functions at the general staff level and iuld thus
be consistent with the intent of MACV Directive 10-12 to emphasize Dj; a
G5 planning elementp working in conjunction with the G3, would develop
plans and programs on the tactical aspects of RD. CG II FFORCEV's views
were recognized as valid, and the MACV directive was revised to permit
this latitude in application. The principal concern was that military
support for RD would be adequate and rhat complete integration of
milltary and civil activities would be insured.55

! (U) COMUSMACV pointed out in a command letter of 22 October that a
special effort by commanders at all levels was required t. portray
appropriately the importance of RD and civic action in the U6 mission in
RVN.

.'Revolutionar:y Developmontll is the term adopted
Ly the Government of tne Republic of Vietnam to de-

cr ibo the entire range of activities which will
bvi.ng this w.r-torn nation ti a state of economic,
tclitit.al and sociological viability. It encom-
passes not only building modurn power sources and
industrial plants; but improving living conditions
and working methods for all of the people. It in-
volves building schools, training teachers and pub-
lishing boo)ks, developing civil a .0nisttat.or, for
the hamlets and villageB9 pablic oervants in the
cities, and government systemsa under %diich they can
work efficiently. It means generating public

* ,attitudes which are at once appreciative and re-
spectful of the central government, and cooperative
and democratic at the local level. It is, in ef-
fect, moulding a proudg courageous and individualistic
people into a modern cohesiveo btrong$ free and self-
governing nation,

Our goal must be to pvMduce a positive co-
ordinated ccmmand and public information effort,
aimned at bingiring *Lk. ~4L~t i4A h cn!,UL
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action/nation building equation. While internal
credit for US ingenuity and effort is encouraged,
it is important that outside publicity given to
civic actions stress the cooperative, or joint
aspects of nation building. Wherever possible.
in hometown news stories9 general releases, or dis-
cussions with newsmen,, full credit should be a-

6-corded 'V-o the Vietnamese Revolutionary Develop-
ment efforts. and to Vietnamese individuals involved
in them. Only thus can we hope to dispel the
frequent assertion at home that the effort in
Vietnam is largely an American operation.

It should be a goal of each component0 s Com-
mend Information program to so indoctrinate cur
servicemen that they will "talk up" Civic Action
and Revolutionary Development, not only when talk-
ing to newsmen 9 but in their letters and on their
return to the United States0 If this is done, we
will accelerate progress on the task we have set
for ourselves here in Vietnam0 56

(FOUO) DEPCOMTJSMACV noted a less-than-satisfactory RD situation
in late Oqtober in Dinh Quan District, Long Khanh Province0  COMLMACV
'directed that a case study be made of this subsectorg to include an
investigation of the circumstances wtich resulted in the failures and
deficiencies noted0 -He direottd that J33 monitor the studyg which p6-
tentially should become very useful if MACV were given more RD responsi-
bilities° J3 MACV was assigned on 31 October the project of prepa"ing
a handbook for fu'-.ure uso on lessone learned in RDo 57

(S) In response to CINCPACus request, the following RD sau=ary
was presented in early Noiembers

PFesent.Orgirza•ton, The Deputy Ambassador
has directive authority over all US civilian RD
activities; military activtties in support of RD
were subject only to coordination. Authority and
reaponsbility below the Saigon level for total
US RD effort are not fixed, and the big problem
in RD concerns the integration of civil-military
planning; the RD effort has been pursued along
individut4 program lines rather than as a single
integrated program, and in many cases several
agenies have been competing for the same resources
and have similar goals and objectives. The real
RRD gains are accomplished at the hamlet level. but
only KAG7, had advisors at that level; advisors of
civilian 4;enicies did not reside at that level and
their program suffered accordingly.
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Efforts to Increase'Coordnt, ion: The Joint
"US Ageacy Planning Group, which was established
in July 1966 to coordinate joint and combined
planning for RD, has developed general concepts,
guidelines, and priority areas for 1967. So far,
this group has made a significant contribution
to 4sm coordinated RD effort, but it is only a
coordinating body and has no- review authority over
US agency plans. The team chief experiment, which
involved the idea of an overall chief of each US
province team, was conducted from June 1965 - January
1966 at SECDEFs direction, Chiefa were appointed
in three pilot provinces to determine whether this
would improve provincial coordination; the results
were iriconclusive and the US Mission Council' s re-
commendation to place team chiefs in each NPA was
not implemented, as assignment of province team
chiefs without a corresponding arrangement at higher
levels would have resulted in the province team
chiefs having four supervisors--one from each US
agency. Regional Councils have been established on
an ad hoc basis to improve coordination of the
c.ivrl/Mitary effort at Corps/Regional level, and
Joint and MACV Dirgctives have been published
towards this endo5

• kU) On 7 November COMUSMACV directed the establishment of a MACV
Revolutionary Development Support Direotbrate (RDSD) under the staff super-
visiov of J3o Initially this directorate absorbed all the functions and
perso iel of MACJ33 (Revolutionary Development Division), and its further
evolut .on was to be determined after a study of the full range which
militar. support for RD was to assume. Brig Gen William A Knowlton,
MACV SJS, was designated as the Director of RDSD, Col Powell becoming
his deputy. In the interest of parallel staff terminology, the RD
Divisions of the major subordinate commands were also similarly
redesignatedo5 9

(TS) In October JOS recoamended to CINCPAC that consideration be
given to developing plans for accelerating US military support of a '
post-hostilities RD program, particularly in terms of civic action and
assistance in major reconstruction projects, JCS assumed that in such
a period, troop labor could be used for civic action projectsp and some
combat support and services support units could be employed on major
reconstruction projects; major planning requirements would be an assesa-
ment of addii.Lonal military assets available for civic, action and recon-
struction assistance, the development of long-range requirements with
priorities and material requirements listed, and the development of
coordinated plans for each province/district, In response to CINCPAC,
CO1JSMACV recognized that substantial US military assets would be.
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available at the termination of hostilities, and indicated that studies would
be conducted in the folowing sequence: 1) a long-range projection for
the RVN security structure -which the US was prepared to support, including
an assessment of. RVNAF capability to maintain internal and border security
and support of RD., an assessent of manpower and material resources avail-
able as a result of termination of hostilities and reduction of RVNF
strengths, a proposed design for deployment of GVN security forces., and a
proposed activation of an internal security force (constabulary) uing
RVNAF manpower and material A b'; 2) survey of potential US militwry
support of post-hostilities RD and nation-building to include numobrs,
types, and lucations of US construction and civil affairs units, supplies,
and materials; and 3) specific construction matters, to include assess-
ments of roads, railroads$ port facilities, warehousing, water systems,
and irrigation systems; priorities for construction9 based on overall
impact on the economy; and analyses of construction material requirements
and US unit availability by province, In fact, the first two studies had
already commenced and broad concepts of the projected GVN ;cgurity structure
had been presented to the US Mission Council on 7 October.

(S) US authorities in Saigon were concerned over the Manila Con-
ference statement which had proposed withdrawal of US troops from RVN
within six months of cessation of hostilities and the withdrawal of NVA
forces. The. need for current planning on RD to anticipate such a con-
"tingency was keenly felt, They noted that there were no provisions for_
advisory personnel to remain in RVN, and felt that the civilian elements
of the Mission should be strengthened, with particular emphasis on GAS
and USAID activities ; The Ambassador felt that MACV should be made re-
sponsible for the inmediate organization and intensive training of a
national constabulary which would draw on Itr/PF for its manpower re-
quirements. Even if this effort were intei-rupted by the US troop with-
drawal, at least it would have been started. Although it was highly
doubtful that Hanoi would react favorably to the Manila proposal,
COMUSIACV concurred with the Ambassador' s views as a matter of prudent
planning. 6 1

The US Mission Reorganizes for Better ED Support

(U) The Manila Conference of October 1966, although it produced no
startling developnentis sharpened the focus of attention on RD support.
The joint comunique issued by the participating governments on 25
October included several pertinent references to pacification and RD,
sme general, a few specific:

The participating governments concentrated
particular attention on the accelerating efforts
of the government of Vietnam to force a social revo-
lution. on hope and progress. Even as the conflict
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continues, the effort goes forward to overcome the .,
tyranny of poverty, disease, illiteracy and social r/
injustice.

The Vietnamese leaders stated their intent to
train and assign a substantial share of the armed
forces to clear-and-hold actions in order to provide
a shield behind which a new society can be built.

In the field of revolutionary development,
measures along the lines developed in the past year
and a half will be expanded and intensified, The
training of revolutionary development cadres will
be improved. More electricity and good water will
be provided. More and better schools will be built
and staffed. Refugees will be taught new skills.
Health and medical facilities will be expanded.

The Vietnamese government declared that it is
working out a series of measures to modernise agri-
"oulture and to assure the cultivator the fruits
of his labor. Land reform and tenure provisions
will be granted top priority. Agricultural credit
will be expanded. Crops will be improved and
diversified.

The Vietnamese leaders emphasized that under-
lying these measures to build confidence and cooper-
ation among the people there must be popular con-
viction that honesty, efficiency and social justice
form solid cornerstones of the Vietnamese govern-men% 03 program, 62

(C) The progress of RD during September and October was dampened
soiewhat by the necessity for GVN officials to prepare for the national
elections, and subsequently by the need to prepare detailed plans and

D •estimates for 1967. The Minister of RD planned to issue basic guide-
U • lines ,.n early October to be followed sits to all provinces, ac-

compan.ed by a joint brieing team to explain the/ 13
program to American aa soreGenThai% began his series of visits on e.^ ./
14 November, announcing that he hoped that all provincial RD plans for

)• ,, 1967 1ould be approved by 25 December. At the same time, during the
'0 j period 14-22 November. civil-military planning sessions were held in

Saigon under the direction of Deputy Ambassador Porter; the main ptrpose
v •. of these sessions was to have US provincial advisors present their plans,
\ including specific objectives and goals for 1967; a secondary purpose

1:' 0 was to inject into the provincial plans new ideas on participation of
• ARVN units in RD, employment of the RD Cadre, the assi~gment of prior-
! ities, and coordination of the civil and military aspects of RD

(U) In connection with these planning sessions, but as a result of
prior study and discussion, came an operational reorganization of the US
Mission for improved support of RD activities. On 21 November Ambassador
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Lodge announced the formation of a new Office of Civil Operatiorn (OCO)6 -..
under the supervision of Deputy Aziuassadnr Porter9 which would be directly
responsible for the Missiongs'civil support of the GVN glD effort, and for
all civilian operations and personnel in the regions and provinces. Mr.
L. Wade Lathram was appointed Director of OCO. Excerpts from the OCO terms
of reference9 published 1 Decembmr. were of particular interest to
COW.KACV and the military RD support effort:

CHARTER

Te Office of Civil Operations of the U.S.
Mission reports directly to the Doputy Ambassador,
and to the Executive Officer of the Deputy Ambas-
sadorgs office during the Deputy Ambassador's
absenceo It is responsible for the Mission's
civil support of the Vietnamese Revolutionary
Development effort. Its purpose is to obtain a
fully-integrsted, enhanced and intensified U.S.
civil contribution to that effort at all levels.

i. The Dirvctor• The Director of the' Office
of Civil Operations will attend meetings of
the Mission Councily but not be a member° The
Director of Civil Operations will direct and c mand
all personnel and projects within his office and
in the fialdl, to include the, Regional Directors
and Province Rapresentativeso * * *

2o MUg and Province0 The Director. of
CivJ. Operatio:Ls will be represented in the four
regions .by Reg. nal Directors. They will be
selected by the Director with the approval of the
Deputy Ambaseador. The Regional Directors will
be responsible to the Director of Civil Oper-
ations f&a the direction of all UoS. civilian
activities and personnel in the Regions and Pro-
vinoes. * *

There will be a Provincial Representative in
each Province responsible to the Regional Director,
He will be designated by the Regional Director
in consultation with the Director of Civil Oper-
ations. He will be responsible for all U.S. civil-
ian activities and personeel in the province.
Until Province Representatives are designated,
individual agency Province personnel will, con-
tinue to perform their assigned duties o0 0

(C) Just prior to undertaking the reorganization of the Mission

effort in support of RD9 Ambassador Lodge had instituted a pilot pro-
gram for unified direction of the RD effort in Long An Province. After
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prior consultation with COMHSMACV, the Ambassador on 9 November designated
ol Sam Wilmon, a USA officer on loan to the Missionp as. Team Leader in

that prov±nca. At the Ambassador' s request, CGMUSNACV issued instructi=s
placing MACV advisory elements in Long An under Col Wilson' s operational
direction, directing the US battalion commazder in Long An to m=intain
close liaison with Col Wilson and to *be responsive to-his operatioual
advise in all matters pertaiig to support. of Revolutionary Davelopmsnt. NO
C(USIACV also directed CG nl FFYCXV to monitor the L-I" An situation
closely and to support the Team effort to the fullest$ ihicating that he
proposed to have COl Wilson report to him on militat matters through CO
II FFCCEV. By the end of 1966, houmver, a complete evaluation of the
effectiveness of the Team Leader concept In Long An remaded to be made.

(U) In implementation of the establishment of the Mission's a000
Ambassador Lodge on 6 December notified COMUACV of the appointment of
Messrs Henry L. T. Koren, John P. Vann, and Vincent Heman as Regional
Directors of Civil Affairs for the Regions correspoviing to I, InI and
IV GTZ's, respectively. On 16 December Ambassador Porter advised that

Col George Jacobson would asasme the position of Regional Director,
Region fl, on an acting basis. In compliance with AmbassadWvfodgels
requests C(MUSMACV in turn notified CG III Ms, 00 I FFCCEY, CO U F7MV,
aid SA IV Corps of these appointments and requested all necessary assiet-
ance to the Direotors in est#JIishing their new offices and carrying out
-their nswly-ase4.gned duties,6'

(3) One of the basic problems facing all elements of the Kaesion was
the a4•isory situation at sector aud sb-noctor level. As CCUMOV pointed
out in a mz oandum to MACV aub-sctor advisors, MACV advisors were the,
ony US personnel actually residing dat the district levels and. the oWly
advisors in constant contact with the district chief on RD cadre matters;
as suchs, they were expeoted to make a continuing review and evaluation of
the strengths, weaknesses, and acoc *hments of the RD cadte U theaim

he did for othor RD programs.Of Of other, Mission elements M
- urned to their Washington agencies for increased persomý. t ..

a hlo staff the lower levels of the 000, but it becaoa evident that
their personnel requircsents could not be met either quickly or eas . ' '-/
S=ATEA advised Saigon that top priority wouId be given to 000 personnel
needs and that he was coufident the Washingtcn agenc•.aw wsd mas ,tho
ma .mu effort*

but reallam indicatmw that, ftr amay i alto j
all of us desire, main reliance mot be on re- , ,...
organziing staff and reassigning officers now in- , .

country. They have experience and will benefit
by new supervisory arrangements and pinpointed
responaibilities, But above all, they are there.
Even if new candidates can be found in numbers
desired, transfer problems and lack of current
familiarity with Vietnam would mean lee. of mo-
mentua in cases in early mnths L3tJ their
now tourew.
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(S) COMUSMACV had already f.rakelan need for additonal miltary
advisors at the sub-sqctor level and had notified CINCPAC, JCSx and DA of
his plan to add one EM to each district to uitch a RD cadre was deployed;
os already noted, he had recozmended that the USA Civil Affairs School
establish a special course for such RD cadre advisorse Although by the
end of 1966 no definitive action had been taken, it appeared that favor-

,able consideration wae being given to COMUSMACVts plan; CINCPAC, in a
message to his component commanders, noted that the purpose of the plan
"is to provide continuing review and evaluation of RD cadre in view of

.inability of qSAX1 and OSA provide personnel to influence RD cadre pro-
gram at district level and below. Prior to deployment it is plqed
that EM selected would undergo special Civil Affairs training."T

(C) An interesting study prepared by the ACofS, M1 II FFCRCEV,
Sin late October, reached the conclusion that ARVN divisions were not
receiving sufficient command emphasis on the RD program, awl that
"within each ARMN division, it is desirable to establish an additional
Deput~y CG as the Deputy CG for Revolutionary Development with primary
responsibility for planning, coordinati•g and supervising military sup-
port of RD programs 'n the DTA, In view of the current ARVN grade
structure it is not feasible to assign a BG to this position." This
study, concurred in by DSA 141 Corps, was forwrted to COMMSMACV and
was studied carefully by the MACV staff agencies concerned, CO4USMACV
replied on 4 December to CG II FFORCEV, expressing his appreciatiou fQ, T.
the study, but concluding that: , .

in . . the interest and energies of all commanders
in the division. from the division CG to the company
commandersi must be devoted to the RD program if
significant improvement is to be made. To recommend
the establishment of a Deputy CG for RD could imply
that is is unnecessary for the division coimandor to
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ecome involved personally in the RD pgram. This
umat be avoided. The effectiveness of ARM ,unis in
support of ED is related diractlw to the interest and
a&ressivezeas displayed by the division camander and
hia staff in this program.

The primary mission of the division, to inclid
support for revolutionary development, remains military
in naturer, There is no US civilian advisory structure
esablished at this level and no plan to establish such
a structure. Tho creation of a Deputy CG for Revolutionary
Development could tend, however, toward too great
iavolvement of the division in civiliian functions, a
relationship which may be difficult to break in the
future as civil goverament replaces the essential'
military governmental structure in existence nov..4

(S) At year' s end another organisation chtnge in the US Mission
structure was taking place, a change designed to bring more closely to-
gether the civil and military support of ZD. This was the appointment
of a senior military officer to the position of Deputy for RD in the
Offie* of the Deputy Ambassador. CM•SMACV agreed entirely with
Deputy kabaseador Porter's aggeation, and proposed as the first in-
cumbent tha former CG 173d Abn We, N1&j fliu Paul Fa Smith. The Deputy
Amabasador accepted this noodnation and in ýurn proposoi truw of ref-
erence for the mw office. The wrdlM of these terms t reference
caused n diffculty, w~haeupm the Bepat4 Abanseader .bittsd two
possible oulutimns; the alternate ter=s ver as fdl•o's

The Deputy for PD -All aule charge in the
absence of the Deputy Azbasuador of &U Mission
civil side activities in support of RD.

The Deputy fow RD x be directly responsible
for saintaliig effective liaison Aith MACV in matters
pertainig to US and RVN Mlt.it0 mapport for and
protction of RD.

Beoaswe RVNAF wil carry the main burden of
military suppot for Mt, the Deputy for RD may have
direot taisou wih RWAF an mattere wittin his
pWniq* Rw~veflW? ACOV wil rxawni the channel
for convaiizg• fficial 0.S. advice on azh ziattars
to RVNAP, vith approplate participation of Bspfty
for RD as diacussed bam.

To help achieve systematic civil-=illtary RD
plannir and evaluation, the Deputy for RD il
supervise the 4oordination and e"xatiacm of civil/
Mltary pD la . He will also be responsible
for civil side participation in the developMent
of such plans. He will in conjunction with MACV
advise the GMN on developing a similar and if possi-
ble Joint system for coordination and evaluation of
oivilfmilijta27 RD plans.
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`hbc Deputy for RD •wll assist, and when neces-
svury .epresent, the Deputy Ambassador Ln the con-
duct of periodic GVN-U.S. reviews of RD progress.
He will assist the Deputy Ambassador in supervising
the execution of RD by frequent field visits.

The Deputy for RD vill coordinate visits by
Utdgh-rankdng officials looiiLing into the .u) program
and ý&ll assist the Deputy Ambassador in establish-
ing effective contact with the press on RD matters. 7 3

COUSMACV accepted the alternate terms of reference, with one proposed
change in the third paragraph:

Although the terms of reference . . . indicate
that RACV will remain the channel for official US
advice, I am concerned that the present wording may
lead to confusion on the part of the Vietnamese and

-possible conflicts of guidance, At the same time,
I havo no desire to restrict In Smith in the con-
tacts he may have with elements of RVNAF while on
inspection trips. I therefore recommed that the
two words direct liaison in p~ragraph 3 of the
alternate term-s o- reference be changed to the one
word contact.• 4

CINC1MC was advised of this agreement, with the chdln aoted, and. in-
dicated his oonc4rrence to* JCS in early January .1967.

Measuremont of r' grxosa

(3) T,: prohiem of how •'o•ro• in RD)autivitjie should be gauged
aA- n.it a now one. Giver the, yvir3, Liny yavdsticks hlid been used to in-

d tt achieveent in vnrious ways. l&ch proposal for a rAw Way of
.m .- urirg hW.c boon aocompanied by recognition of the linitations of p•t
syne= and mathods, yot each in turn had been superseded; in a sense,

some, m-ogress had been made in terms of the successive reeogritions of
the Uimitations of past ard current systems. In November 1965, both RD
'aidster Thang and S•GDEF McNamara had expressed dis may at the lack of
progreus in the pagIfication effort, but both looked forvard optimistically
to a nov chapter.7( .

(",) At the top-level US/GVN Honolulu Conference (7-9 February 1966),
President Johnson himself had expressed the need for ubwequent meetings
"to assess progress from the date of the conference.rl Even before the

Honolulu Conference, the MACV Chief of Staff, at a briefing on the
Warrenton Meeting (8-U1 Jaruary 1966), had brought up the queýstion as to
hoa progress could be measured and had proposed that "consideration
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zight be given to the number of schools built or establishedp teachers:

trained and/or employed, number of additional children in school and
Gifilar information,0 7 8

(U) A few weeks after the Honolulu Con!fsrenoe, a newsman reported
frc Sa4oa thatot

iUs tAd -Vietnamese officials in Saigo• feel
that if hopes for political and economic progrees
through the pacification program and other measures
are raised too highp the ultimate result of the
Honolulu Conference and of the imense publicity
surrounac., it could be disillusionment•

RecA'iing past failures, these officials also
fear that if Washington applies too much presjure
for reports ot specific results, American and South
Vietnamese officials in the provinces may begin
produoL.; the kind of "paper progress" that plagued
previou% programs 4d contributed to their failure.

As ax example,. Maj Gen Ngdyen Duc Thang, . . .
is known to be worried that President Johnsa. mz,-
call ujon him to report visible resultt in June,
when the next Honolulu meeting is contemplated,
General Thang is reported to feel that he cannot
produce substantial progress in so short a time°79

(TS) Following the honolulu Conference, new attempts were made to
reexamine criteria and coverage of data used to measure progress. MACV
began development of its saytem of evaluation based on the "McNaughton
Memorandum" an unofficial document prepared during the Honolulu Confer-
ence, which listed basie programs a&M goels. By inoreasitng the strength
of UVN, US, and FW forcss in RHO wid expanding the offensive actions of

4 such forces, while providing essential defense: the following wos to be
achiie'd in 1966t. Increase the population in secure areas from 50 to
60 percent; increase the critical reads and railroads open for ute from
20 to 50 percent; increase the destruction of VC/NVA base areas from
10 - 20 percent to 40 - 50 percent; ensure tre defense of all military
bases, political and population centers, and food-producing areas now
under governrnt control; increase the pacified population in the four
selected high-priority areas by 235,000; arn attrit, by year's eod,
VC/NVA forces at a rate as high as their capability to put men into the
field. In consonance with this outline, MACV developed a system of
evaluation, approaching the problem by examining major prograzs, breaking
them out in terms of tasks, evaluating progress made in accomplishment
of specific tasks and, finally., ana-ly-ing the separate results in the
context of their contributions to the total effort. Reporting reqilre-
ments evolved by this system of evaluation were listed in detail.bu
This system of evaluation, to measure prograss in the mdlitary effort
in RVN in relation to the specific goals and prmgram=s established at
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the Honolulu Conferen.e, appeared to be sound and comprehensive. CCKUSMACV
noted optimistically; *We have tried this many times and I hope on this
occasion that we have developed a system that will be practical, meanin-
ful, and., needless to say. reflect the progress which will be ours."°

(S) In late March 19669 COMUSM&CV was still cautiously optimistic
regarding the measurement of progress: *I received a briefing (on 26
March) on the first progress measurement following the benchmark of 8
February established by the President in Honolulu. I believe we have a
practical iueasurement system shich is beginnim to show some slight pro-
gress although admittedly some of the data are very qufstionable,. 2  He
was refnrring to investigations conducted in March which required major
adjustments in aD statistics:

In order to provide an acctt-ate basis for the
measure of progress during 1966p a review of US and
GVN statistics submitted as of the end of December
1965 revealed wide variaxxces in the province "tosal
planned hamlet/populaticn" figures. in additionp
the Onumber of hamlets/population secured" reported
by US Sector Advisors did Dot agree with the Onuaber
of hamlets complete/population under control" eported
by 3VW. This might have resulted from a difference
of interpetation of the terma 8aecured" and "incou-
pleted..

Ministry, RACV and USAUD agreed hamlet numbers
gams not trus index progress RD Programo Ho•fuily,
revised, efl point criteria effective this month and
reversal past policy neglect constructed hamlets
favor uew hmlets may charge bicak- record of repeti-
tive cycles pacification qme hamletsa am produce
more reliable statistics,.

CONUS'rACV noted that aocaitimes other factors resulted in less-than-
objective evaluations-. 'ýA Vietnawose evaluation oa the oeourity/pacifia-
cation statue of hamlets in Gia Dinh Province resulted in the dograding
of . . . 64 hamlets9 38 of wttch vere allegedly becauso of deter rA~ting
security. Xt wae noted that this action may be related to Xti~stry of
Revolutionary Develougent policy of terminating grants when a hamlet is
conuidered secured,0°O

(U) The so-caied Six-Point Criteria for Secured Hamlet3 had been
developed jointly by MACV =d the inistry of RD as a means of asaeung
the degree to whbch a given hamlet had been converted frow VC to GVN
control. In mid-1966 the o criteria were as follows:
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1. A census of hamlet residents has been
completed; the Viet Cong infrastructure has been
discovered, identified, and destroyed or neutra-
lized; and an intelligence net has been established
to deter its recurrence.

2. Adequate Popular Forces or paramilitary
forces have been recruited, trained, armed, and

are qualified and available for operations.
3. Hamlet security is effective with an inte-

grated defensive system to include methods of re-
questing reinforcements.

4. Hamlet inhabitants have been questioned
and have axpresa•d their grievances and aspi-ations,
and some eccnomic ard. social development projects
have been initiatee to satisfy people' s deasires

5. Hamlet Irhabitants have been organized
* *for self-defense and Revolutionary Development

taaks3
6. Hamlet chiefs have been elected or appointed,

trainedn, and aru suppogted by the majority of the
people in the Hamlet..•

(C) Statistical data on area and population contrcl for March 1966
reflected txtensive reevaluation of hamlet, status and population densitj
based on more realistic criteria and a reconcilation of GVN and US con-
trol data. A decrease shown in' the -secured popuation in 'the NAP's of
about 28,000 reflected the appl cation of more strigent criteria rather
than a real less. It was anhic pated that fluctuatiors in statistical

Sdata would continue for some morths until a comaun data base for real-
istio a*" valid measurements of the RD Program could be established.
During April, the coumftvy'idde de^rease of 93 secured hamlets and 0.7
percent aecured population resulted primarily from a revision of statis-
tical data in the three provinces of Quang Nhaig Darlac, and Gia Dinhb
rather than an overall decline in the effectiveness of the RD Program.
Small but significant progress in 24 provinces was not sufficient to
counterbalance the large scale "paper" shifts and was not readily ap-
parent if only Corps or country totals uwre considered. In spite of
slight country-wide reductions in both secured population and area, the
overall population' and &rea control situation was viewed with reserved
optimisLm. The large "urdergoing securing" population foreshadowed sig-
nificant gains during the latter half of 1966 if political stability andcontinued military pressure on the VC were maintained. On 21 May, the
first RD Cadre Groupe were graduated from the National Training Center
at Vung Tau. The country-wide deployment of these groups was expected
to improve materially the progress of the RD Program. Although the
actual impact of the groups would probably not be felt before July,87

(C) A number of reports in May indicated that GVN local officials
hmd a tendency to a&3ipt substandard construction and security in order
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to meet Minister Tharg's deadlines, specified during his visits to the
provincaes in March. US authorities in Saigon were concerned over the
evolvement of a "Potemkin qyndrcmea (showpiece withoux substance) which
had plagued the ltrae.egti Hamlet. Program and other pacification efforts,
and hoped to advise GVK officials that it would be better for the UD

. to be long oi! tfire ra,;har than short on quality. 8

On 2 alyr, at %- meeting vIth selected correspondents,
CMUSMCV 3itoed +,be follodwg aromplishments achieved during the first
half of 196$: In the ED prggramp secured areas had increased by 2.4
percent *dle areae ,ontrolled by the VC decreased-by 9,0 percent; the
populatioz l3Ixing in secure areas increased by 390,9700 and the nmaber
of Chidcu Hoi ral"'ere doubled ', of the same period in 965, with
9,500 rallierg counted up ow 24 June. 89

(S) OL I Au-,uaý President Johnson requested a detý-,,ed report on
activsies and plans affecting the civil side of the conflict, The re-

port was to include statistical data wherever feasible and to be organ-
ized in terms of what wam accomplished during FT 65 (the -yýar before the
buildup), Fr 66 (the first year of the major US buldup), and FY 67 (what
we hope to accomplish during the second year -f the buildup).' Subjects

"were to include progress in destroying VC infrastructure, pacification,.
RD cadre and activities, the Chieu Hoi Programp population control and ,
identification programs strengthening of civil management, refugees,
and a study of roles, missions and prioritiesQ Presidential Assistant
Komer believed that this reportg which would be in effect the first over-
all post-Honolulu sumationp would •rve as a useful measure of progress
and a basis for prospects for 1967".§

(3) J2 MACV 'was directed in late August to keep cumulative data
on areas in RVNa--by grid square-whioh had been searched9 entered, swept,
or exenined. These data were to b e used primarily by troops in locating
VC bases, but they also served to express another faaet of KACV activity
and to provide an added indicator in the measurement of progress. During
this period there was considerable discussion regarding alternate meaps
of grouping USMACV tasks and in analyzing both quantitatively and
qualitatively what tools would be required to perform these tasks. The
CINCPAC Automatic Data Processing Survey Team visited MACV from 22-27
August to assist in expediting response Xrtm higher headquarters and to
measure the progress made in KACV. Its tentative findings were to coa-
plete the existing and proposed survf projects and to increase the use
of the CINCPAC and ICS Data Systams."L

(3) At the Mission Council meeting on 5 September, Deputy Ambassador
Porter revealed that RD Minister Thang was under pressure to report numbers
of newly pacified hamlets within specific time fraues. The Ambassador
expressed concern over the danger of "falling back into the numbers ume
where we will once again be t'ing to win the war with staiisticas"9
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(0) In response to a request frm SECDEF, COWUSNACV had tcwenced i.n
FebrUaU7 1965 the submiasion of the nI==•T rert, vhicoh contained stat.
ist•es on key civilian offioiaa asaLs si-,ted or kidnapped • xthe VC .1hro-% i
Cut RVN . Prior to February 1965p v1arous ageniles in and "out of the Ub
R5L.oh had zal.taid data, but- they were largely estimatas avd, in the
Use Of GV figures, usiUy greatly inflated. statistics maizzta ued br
different elements of the US Mission were onten inacmpatible and ould ",
be roseolved because of differing oriteria, Deputy A*assador Prter. In
July 1966 had directed that statistics of assassinations, abductions, and
toowisma be gathered centrally for all Lission .agencies by MA ,ftrov&
U& Public Safety Divisions begimi vith data for the month of .AXKSt
l•66* CCHUMACV assigned a J2 LTCV officer as XACV representative to the
mssim Coordinating Gruup to achieve better coordination in the rzepomrt4.
sstem. Qtegories use,- :.-iet 1) selective deaths (ioe.. goverment.
i ficials, government ei. >qees, RD cades, and certin elites uo=g.ths
general population); 2) general or unsptcified deaths (i:e., deaths frm
attacks by Persons presumed or. know to be W but not ftom zW7~tr
actions or from accidexiLs); and 3); the abductions of Vietnuamse, listed in
teMs of goverment officials, prominent citizensj, etc. The. establi0hmnt
of this data base ended the inconsistencies and variations within the W3
Iudaon, but the matter of coordination and rationalisatim of figurea
between the US aM' the GV1 remained unsettled. SKCSTATE expresae4 :ith
vwi on 21 Septwber that there veae advantages, in descrhibio the victus
In tam of professions and-occupations rather than.as goverment of-
,_ alsA and praocant oitisens, as these new terms would. stimlate greater

J AIX -J f on, and thus sympathy, by the audience of such.informatio
reports.

(S) On 10 October, in a statemient during the briefing for SECODEF,
"Ambassador Lodge noted that he believed that progress was being made on

the• varios fronts of the war# but fult that progress was "quioker vith
oms than with others."

The mileage of roads which are open=to
oategories of persons is just about what it has
been; the percentage of the population living under
secure conditinns. is only a little bit greater than
it was; the percentage of the population under
VC domination is not substantially diminiahed, but
still stands at about 20%; every day brings its
rolls of public officials being assassinated, kid-
napped and tortured, vith certainly no dramatic
diminution; and RAT believed that the Viet Cong
can still impress men at the rate of four bat-
talions a mouth in South Vietnam.

(S) A new system of evaluating hamlets with respect to meeting RD goals
was proposed by Mr. George Allen, a for•er member of the US Mission, in
Wovember, and was tentatively approved by Stateg Defense, CIA, USAID, and
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"U"a•. Mr. Alln P-esented his Vaytm to the Ritason Counoil on 13 December,
oting that it had been field-Uested in RVE k• an intern-ageny team &=J

Washi%4=. Depoty Ambassador Pmter reported the results to =CSTAt:

Nisaica COucil. * . approved lapQ nam tam~ of
hamlet evaluation Vtesm to bagin dith month of Jsnuary.

9 . . Approved system ret.ina basic oharactoristics
of grid concept developed In Washingt.on, using soam si.
factors amo five grade levels. Checklist reduced to

1three idicators for each fater. Field tests *howd
s fed checklist produced results coupareble to those
of initial ohecklint in terms of a reasonably reliable

Ievalwt.ion of hsmlot ftatus. Refined system, with auto-
mated iroadureds 4.11 s1so be much less time con-
outing than initial qyztemý.

l Mission plans to brief General Thang on eml-
uation systems at Wa.est opporituuty, Wa to suggest
that his Ministry might -f.ZKIt usW to adoA saw

(3) in with evaluation of RD proqgrese allCMA advised
C(MUMIAV an 16 December that ho he W been briefed in the- Mlq'•Aanna-

tou WA Opmrtions rocs at KvUul Lv.aW I the * ramlbad be=i 4 c~aujd
ee' dW4M the confrontation period. azi had been converted to ume s

a rmve center for the wmaysimn Rual TDeveopuent Prograa4. Ara marp
b&Ueved the method miht be umful for the RD program in RW, and u= d
OQMWACV,* other US agency offlcialo, and GO representativws to visit
the operations centea. CCKUSXNCV replied on 2 December that he ap-.

I - ]pemated the information, as he had Just learned frou Chief of State
ThibU-that the GYN was in process of oestablishing a suitable operations
r in the new pacel e OUSNACV indicated that a team headed by RACV
DioW of RD Support .Brig Gen Knw4ton,. wold visit uala Lunpur as
mam as arrangements could be made, after which visgs by GVN officiala
ard thoa of other US agencies wuold be emouraged.

(C) To Deputy Ambassador Porterta proposal of 13 Deeember on a
wopatrx system for RD$ O(UMCV concurred with reservatiamt

Your proposal to have a Special Joint Report
submitted each month by the Regional Director of
Civil Affairs and the Corps Senior Advisor should
provide us with a good overview of the Revolutiom-
ary Development program fron each of the geograph-
ice] areas.

Although I concur in the report,* I am concerned
that w are singling out spefmio items, such as
ARVN effeotivenese, und not addressing ourselves
to other equally important activitieo which have
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a definite impact on Revolutionary Development
progress. I refer to such items as the effetive-
zoss of National Police, Revolutionary Development
Cadre, land refores, corruption, RF/PF effective-
ness and the general ineptitude of Goverzument
admiistrators from hamlet to Saigon level. I
feel we &mst look at the mhole problem and at-
tack the deficienoies on all fronts, As I am
sure you realize, ARVN mist be evaluated and im-
proved, not only in its mission of supporting
Revalutlonary Developmnt, but in all aspects
of its ailitary effteiency as it relateo to the
total war effort. This is being accomplished
on a priority basis.

As a f4inal point, I feel that the mossage
could be handled best as a joint lbbas7/yAACV
message, I.e., fr= Porter and Westmor4.nd
This would reftlect our mwtual interest in this
"matter. A revised draft message is attached for

.4 o consideration. If you desire, the message
J.n be transmitted by xCV. 97

The draft mesage proposed by CONAMUCV, which would take effect for the
mnwth of January 1967, advised both civil and uiLitu7 advisors of the
now joint reporting procedure:

'(U) The special Joint RevlutionW.y
Development Reports frxw the US advisors at
each of the provinces and autonomous cities
have been most valuable in identifying pro-
blem ad 4desribing RD progress, with the
reasons for sucoess or failure. Hover, 4..

itW -of the recent reorganization affecting
'the civillan agencies and the -nead to refine
and improve our reporting proeodure*3 the
Office of Civil Operations and RDSD, KACV, are
-maddg app apriate revisions to this repprt.
The revised Provinaial Special Joint Report
format should be diatributed in time for re-
porting on Januawy RD activities. The new
format will have three parts: a routine
evaluation of monthly RD antivities; a stat-
istical annex concerning civilian progress
.4d activities; and a now reporting procedure

* for hamlet evaluation. (The hamlet reporting
proeedure currently being used in the MACV
Monthly Report will continue in effect until
the new hamlet evaluation system has been per-
foeted.) Further information and instrue-tious
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on these new reporting procedures will be pub-
lished in the near future and will be followed
up wit4 trips to the field explaining the now
reports s-stem.

(0) In addition to the Provincial Special
Joint Reporty a new Special Joint Report will be
prepared by the Regional Directors of Civil
Affrars and Corps Senior Advisors or their Deputies.
A specific format is not prescribedo rather the
two senior US officials involved will cover for the
Corps/Regiun their overall impressions of RD to
iclude important innovations . main areas of pro-
gress, principal unsolved problems and recamendatlons,
in an informal and informative narrative. An
evaluation of ARVN's performance in support of RD
and identification of GVN officials whose per-
formance is detrimenral to the RD effort will be
addressed in the report. This report iv\ill cover
a calendar mcoth and will be submitted to reach
the Offioe of the Deputy Ambassador and.KACV RDSD
by the +tenth of the month following. The fire)report wilbe submitted by10 1%7.iy

i. PUnnzg for 1967

(C) During the spring of 196p using experience gaineý ia.n th pre-
rous 1.laning cycle, MAH&W began to formulate concepts on which to base

1967 planning for RD. On 11 %1w re esentatives of JOS, the Kiniutvy
of RO, and MACJ3 mot in a pMeI i-ry plannig session to dieou3s
developent of National Priority Areas (NPA) and military uA RD plans.
In late June a Joint Us plawnig group f-I)p to partizipate with GVN
in combined RD planning, was approved '-ACV and the Mission Liaisav
Group (NW); MACJ33 presented the tentatve 1967 RD conoept to this
group, and all agencies ccncened began to develop estimates for ,967.
For a clearer understanding of the problems, the Minister of RD and
meabers of his staff Nisited all provinces, beginnLig in June; in
July a JOS team, aoccmpanied by MACV QW USAID representatives, visited
each CorLm to discuss military plane in conjunction with the RD.

* progras.y

(0) Early in the planing cycle the JF( aeleeted its recommended
NPA's bhich were approved by th MW for submission to Ministry of RD
on 8 August; Ministr7 of RD and JGS approved these NPA's together with
recomae•ded guidelines to provide the basis for planning by individual
provioaee, on 10 August, The 1967 NPA's were generally the same as
the 1966 areae, with ome expansont I CTZ contained no changes; in
11 C=#Z Phu Cat District in Bb* Dinh Province ims added; q CTZ was
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expanded to include Ben Luc, Thu Thua, and Thanh DuO districts (Long An),
Due Hoa and Cu Chi (Hau Nghia). Phu Hoea Chan Thanhy and Lai Thieu (Binh
Duong)b all of Bien Hoe Province, and all of Phuco TuY Province except
Xuyen Moc; in IV CTZ9 the new NA included An Giang and Vinh Long Byinces
and the contiguous portions of Phong Dinh and Vimn Binh Provinces,

(s) In a briefig for the Mission Council early it August, J3 MACV
outlined the basic philosophy of the 1967 Combined Campaign Plan. Gen-
erallyp ARVN would be given the primary mission of providing security for
ED, while US and FWMF would continue efforts to destroy VC/NVA main forces
and base areas. In the three northern CTZ *s1 ARYN would devote at least
half of its effort to support of RDP but in IV CTZ ARVN might have to de-
vote up to 75 pere- of its effort to o.'fensive operations. US/FW forces
were to support RD ni •he ptovisaioi of security in their-TA e and b&se--
areas; they woul2d aL.siz contribut~e ,zplicit aid to RD and to the resurgence
of the RVN eooncmy as a by,-product oa normal operations, To insure in-
creased ARVN suppo t for PR, mobile training teams (M&TTs) ve formedfo
each ARVN division in order to expl:an U all battalicnw their roles and-

, responsibilities 1Z MD, and to ine•o ate in the f troops the neaeseity
for proper conduct itoward their. cw,. dountrMno9

(C) The Niniets• of RD had =asde onsiderable progess in develoing
the guidelines for the several provinoes9 but involvement in the natiorAl

46 elections of 11 September delayed publication until 80 otob6r; five dayt
later the English translation w,% published and disaemineted" after which
teams from both US aM GVN agencies visited each Corps headquarters to
preaene detailed brietings on the documents and the requLrements generated
-thereby, In early Ncoznber the Ministry sent teams to the provinces to
provide aasistance in developi,-g *heir pla"Js review and approval of the
plant waro a-3cciplishied byv Gan Thangp Comisaioner General for 09D who
%,As *cra-paw d by a combined 1S/GVN te~m, between U4 November and 23
December ,"" th% exoeption of -two provinces ýKien' Giwig and Don fina)
which we:. .- i.ad fu- 9 January 1967 beoauae of the recent appointment
of the province chiefs. ae appropriate Corps and Division caanders were
required to indorse the plan, to signify their wnde. tandt a4 Conou,-
renceo and their ability to support the plans mllitarilyo

(0) Mili~tary planning for the Combined* Camps±p Mln for 19.67 con-
tinued as the RD plan evolved; as the focal point. withir RACV Zor RD sup-
port,0 MACJ33.-'now redesignated the RD Support Directorate-Turnished the
RD concept (Annex B) to the planp which was signed by OMSMACV and Chief
JGS on 7 November. Although the purely military aspects ct the Combiud
Campaign Plan, discussed elsewhere in this {istoryp were fully understood
by US military ecmanders, CONUSMACV was concerned that the RD portions e.
the plan should be equally undorstood by all LS personnel, particularly
by ARVN advisors. On 22 December Ct4USMACV addreseed aimilar letters to
each of the Corps Senior Advisors cLASS
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Mant. ORD). 3U-4. 2r L967iqii
depend lazge~.Ly an how. ow~.

2n (C) "."be .7 V

of RD zar' ;w1,. ~ ~~.are, io.
vide securlty for tne a~~~t.in ud 'jadra Uemebs 'in
thesearemas., assist wr. r.r ftcocec to i.dgntify and eU.fia.
w.'e wbne VC~ i~nrst,~- *.- a'V_ sooi-xe lines of
cowur4.cation ns-e.:>:: tienrelanert and
cond~uct an a: i2.:&? iM_ CooflsaMic
centers. In s- .%r',* r A:re.-d. ;t~r,-"rY o:perations
are ý.o be wlm~ed a: cz- :1rixof enemy

~~tiri1 %1rc -oi:. nx~a j. RD and destroy-

- ! " *rt.tl;e Svr'C~z of 'LLD ics iRVAIS prip.r1m'Y
,U~,_, AU t V ad,.~r:sý. are re id~1ect that Ithbi:z primar~y

niissi*;Vi~ ia t jpsrvyici .iidi.sory asisisuarce in all matterz
:._,144ain&g to = 1 it,3ry wtipport of W.-. . .,. all ARVII
advisors must knowj~ ;azd unde~rsrand every *i~pact c-f RD
support and use thlslknowled~e in every-possible way
to assist their comnte-rpar*t*s.

4., (C) utsprt b7 GVN and 'u's miita:- forices ~

t-ers:
P-4 Qnall ,-t operationt. Th.i:3 puts a pre-

b, - Nig1- i~mra~-_::%se Xe w;Vs. t ~t~he zight

in by the Vietnamusai p~sople. If~ US are available
to pitch inr and "g-z tftsir, hizds di-'tytt an exc~ellent

~~~~~~t ý' '~s rrPs w.ti' have
0*Oal3 LlLiflC'2 ij.' d 2m; .' . ýcwan on ptrticipation
A tith the poo.ple I.n M;~: ~I-.Te vtalz of P.roop

civi acluoi ispernps,_mo .pycitoloaicaa. than mater-

(C) Oil 2,9 Dr-Cg.Mbsr C(YU ;_r- n:lgd !AwdC- dir-act~ive re-
quiring the p~reparation~ otf 9ecor -~jiy ta~ pvviide co.-
ordinated x±1±ta'_ry aupport fixr p;'ov~zo~is FXD.- '%0 ITh- diretive
.was forwarded too Chief JGS f,ýr signatujre at yemb's eand jth the expeci-
tation that, it would be pub~sihed dix'ing :a~z~ary '19.,10
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The RD Program at Year' s End

(C) As 1966 came to a close, it had become apparent that thM year had
been a watershed in the field of RD. The continiing buildup of US aLnd
WA forces, together with such outstandingly successful wilitary oper-
ations as ATTLEORO3 provided a new cimate in which to prosecute the RD
program. Recognition of this fact was implicit in the reorganization and
renaming of the GVN Ministry of RD, the increasing acceptance of the RD
role by th JGS4, and the establishment of US agencies, both civil and
military to render the most effective support for the RD program.

(TS) COMUSMACV's view of the RD program near the end of 196, and
his estimate of the problems for 1967, were siamed up in extracts frm his
closing remarks to his senior aubodinate commanders in the latter half of
November:

During the coming year, the GVN hopes to surge
ahead in the Revolutionary Development program.
They are counting on our support. It is going to
be necessary to re-educate the generals and retrain
and reorient the troops, in order to develop greater
finesse in this field than has been typical in the
past. The GIN has asked for our help iA this regard.
• * * •We must all remember that Revolutio•ary
Deielopment is a Vietnamese program. Our prt is
to support the program. When we refer to our. partiai-.
pationt it is Revolutionary Developyznt suppor ard
not our program; it is a Vietnamese progra=.
* *

Before our arrival, the Vietnazse were figfht-
ing for their lives. They had to depend im the RP
and PF to protect the people and the resomweas
while ARVN had to fight the VC guerrillas and main
forces. Now we are here in strenýh an have been
effective against the enemy rAin fores. With our
engaging the main forces, ARVN can now turn their
attention to fighting the guerrillas. They can now
provlde protection to the area, people, and rnotoces
and participate in Revolutionary Development pro-
grams. aIn order for them to be suecessfulb a re-
education process is necessarx, from the genaerls
91n down. The attitude has been, 'Don' t let the
reuglar troops act like the ar/t.' The oorps co-
amande;s are changing their attitudes aMd are
desirous that those under them charge their at'
titudes also. ARVN Must be made to rea•lse that-
they must conduct night ambushes and night patrols
to get the VC off the peoples backs and provide
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. c•wity. Li a secure envirromnent, the Rev-
, .' '.:•.ry Developwnnt cadre can come in and aocmp-

"" .ri t"hair duties. General Thieu, Premier Ky, on
, . We line must realize this. We mrast help and not
.,,-rely lip service. We must produce tangible

.rop ex•aple of the re-education needed: In IV
, ian ARVN battalion spent several weeks in and
S. thsir coapound. A road which ran right by the
, • was. in need of repair and could not be used

• z,::.ortation of people and produce. The local
'.e asked the battalion commander if his troops
-,•air the road. The battalion commander said

-wa beneath the dignity of ARVN regular troops to
do such a job.

r• example is illustrative of why we must work
ietnamese to change their attitude. ARVN must

", ' "h the people and we must help to reorient
* - z:• support the Revolutionary Development program.
", .- attitude is a carryover from the colonial days

S. -* e army was aloof from the people and did little
_- zz.-kthing to assist them.

The attitude of the soldiers toward the people
"... - . is poor. When out on operations or training,

i.~': s steal. chickens, pigs, or rice from the
•."...' ol -der to feed themselves and without any

, -,•aton to tho people. We must do all we can to
zv ,v'-. practice. It is self-defeating if we fail

".- c onfidence of the people in ARVN, which is
- .Y to assist and protect them. Encourage your

•-.-s,'t to make sure that the u:its have rations
'. t. o pay for food, because if the troops

, ;•O food or a way to get it legally, they will
".-. ....: Every effort must be made to prOvide rations

1.-i2.d. If you have any problems in this regards
:L.Oe to me. It may be that action from the

S ._-7aJ can assist in provision of rations to the

, .• ui•io i this pro~ram, each ARVN division is* -tra: -ing cad-e to Saigon to receive train-

-o serve as mobile training teams within their
A -e divisions. These teams return to their

-ir•. . id go to each battalion in the division to
* . : weeks of instruction designed to reorient

* ".. . 'st towards Revolutionary Development. Included
.- :-.-ztruction are small unit tactics and night

, . , .•s. You should be aware of the existence of
zv, pay some attention to them, and assist in

" o •.u can. These teams are very important and
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must be successful if ARVN is to be W7 good in
conduct of Revolutionary Develcysent programs.

In conduct of operations in support of Revolu-
tionary Development., we will frequently have units
buddy up with ARVN units. Once we net the patterns
started, it will help in future operati@ns. -A w ord
on comand relations in these combined operations
is appropriate. We have had great success with our
cooperative efforts in the past. We should establish
a proper relationship from a technical cmand stand-
point. Proper types of missions are general support
aW direct support. When conducting operations
where we nave the preponderance of forces committed,
vhich we umually will have. and ARVIN, R/PF, or
C01) units are working 'with us, their association
wl be in direct support or general support of our
operation. This is a good military terminology
dal quite proper for use he.e. General Vien agrees

in this termThology,
A unit can be placed in direct support of

another unit or it can be originally placed in gen-
oral aupport 'an be further diverted to a. direct
.upport role, * * * In operations
.. support of Revoluttonsry DevelopanLt, it wIl
be quite propr to place U3 battalions in direat
sUpr*t of AREN battalions. These oan be infantry,
atillerys, artorp or any ki•d of US bAttalione,

It lc akouwip clear-cut. mission wAnta~~nt
A Ad-ot, tis terminology and mission aeigmw-nt ihen
""oingL with ARVi,

"R.•w of the AWJ oommendere feel that Revolu-
" "tionuay Development operationis are not spectacular

•A they voan't gt cr4iAt for doirA an iUWOItant
n '.6h, They vsnt to get a big body count or capture

PenouadI or supplies9 etc., in order that they
and thir units receive recognition. In your dim-

tdýawswth 7Oy o unwpa, zstress the point
t°hat, im Revolutionary Dvdlopunt, the destructitn
of guorrilia and the VC infraetruct•--• it* nore
tim ctant = disrupting the enemyt s overa.l of-
forts than ia destruction of z&L foroca rmnts.
Yt hurts the enmy twice as much to lose a gerrIfla
&a opposed to lo•i•g main force persownl., Th-
gue•n•l4a datnates the paople of the courtryp
denire the fl-w of rice throughout the countryo
and provides intelligce to "an acts as gides
for mian tore units. When g•urrrills am kted,
it rtzoves the intimidating force of the peope ski

"* destroys the eyea ant ears of the mAin forme.
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Ifthe mifoce doesnot have the support of t

where it it required. The Vietnamese co~mnader
whdo does well in Revolutionary Development -programz
should get appopariate cred~t for doing an import-
ant Job wall. These operations are not 1ýtclr
generally9g but must reoeive recognition.

FSYChii..AýICAL OFERATIONS

B~ackground

* . ~(S) The introduction 6f UJS psychological Warfare (PSYAR) per-
Ksonnal into the RVN had been directed by CINOPAC on 27 April 1.960. In-

s1tructors from USARPAC resources were to be utilized to stimulate the
x A-ining Frogram within the RVNAF. The first PSYWAR Mobile Train~ir
Team -(MVr) arrived in early Februki7r 1962. Because of Zragmented psy-
chological operations in the GVN and the absence of an integratet GVN
pregram3 US military activities in this field %are limited to providinxg
advice, assistanaeg or-training to BNAF personnel in specialized as-
pacts of psychological oparations.1

()P=YWR. opertilýas were hmzpered ir. their early &tager of
devloil-"not only by Vietimmese skepticismp bu.t also b~y the iron-

cla cotrl. er the go'verrnient exberised by the Diem regime, However,
inthe attftu~e of tr4. RV14AP regarding the importance of psychological

operations (PsYOY), Throughout 1964. the MT? 0 e assisted the RVNAF and
* ~~distinct pirogresti was d~i'aernihle in all technical fields in wghich

*advisory asistanc3 w4s5 given. With the arrival of US com~bat forces
in the RIJN iL 1965.; it became necasaaxy to rslate the oemmitment of
these for~ces to theo need for ootuitering thq mounting efforts of the
VC0 Propaganda direa',,ed at NVN ai~ienuea was ini.tiated in April
1965; it _explazned the necessity for US bc~ubings of oa~unicatio~~
routes anid warned the paopl.. to vk'ay avay from miLL~tary tazrgets&~v(

(FOLIO) During 19~60 the MAGV' Political Warfare Advisor Direct-
orate-later reltesignated the Psychological Operations Directorate
(MACPD)-oontixnud to perfona its bcsio mission of reomending and

* devalopirg PsY0P/civia action programs for KACV9 and of advising the
RVNAa General Political Warfare Department (GPWD). MACPD supported
the RVNAF PSYOP/CA activities9 azd exeraised staff supervision urder
!4ACJJ3, of a~ PSYWAR progrm of US t'actical units and US PSYOPS units
in the RVNO.ý0
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Organization and Planning

(C) The introduction of US PSYOP units in the RVN was designed
to provide a maj• e a.-lAaus to the overall US/GVN PSYOP programs and
to insure that US tactical units were provided adequate and timcly PSMOP
support. In early 1966 the ultimate US military PSYOP buildup objective
in the RVN was one PSYOP batts-11" &,ad an Air Cando Squadron (PSYOP).
The Vietnam Detachment of th. US Axi &foadcasting and Visal Activty
Pacific (USABVAPAC) was in the Saigon ar-m attached to USARV and under
the operational control of COMUSNACV. Personnel of this unit became
part of the cadre of the HQ and PD. Co of the 6th PSYQP B%, which arrived
in the RVN on 5 February and which ts aasigned to liSARV$ although under
operational control of COI04kISACV On 10 February three t&ctical FSYOP
companies (244th, 245th and 246th) were organized and activated, incor-
porating eleents of seven previouely-deployed ME OP detachments.

(U) On 24 March the ,>. , I FFORCV aImid Z FFCRGEV were requested
tc recommend solutions to &albviate the apparent veakness in the PSMOP
field in the form of shortages of PSYOP staff personnel at brigade,
division$ and FForce levels. These comandere confired the need for

* • more PMYOP personnel at the various levels and agreed that the beet
solution would be to augment their TOE with the desired staft sections.
CG USARV was informed on 6 June of the specific recommendations -woe by
these commaidersa and requested thut the reccomended augsntationr be
expedited so that the commanders oencerned might have apprpriate person-
nel resourc u to carry out their PSYOP responsibilities.-O9

11) Fo oowing a discussion between COMUSMACV and the Directar of
the Joint U3 Pablic Affairs Office (JUSPAO) of the US Mission on 27
Aprilq a review of the %holo sequance of PSMOP coordiuation was urner-
taken by the MACV staff. As brought out during the revie" Director
JUSPAO was the Mission Coordinator for PSYOP and was responsible for
initiating Nisaion-level programa, for generating actions. •ra the Mis-
sion that inyolvsd operations policy decisions from Washington bgenfti*w
and for monitoring matters of substance concerning policy or resources
at the Miselon Council level. The Mission Psychological Operations Ces-•
mittee, on uhich the J3. served as the MACV representative. although in
relative disuse, wee available for discussing substantive PSYOP matters.
In Saigon, coordination was effected between MACV &Ad JUSPAO by the
KACGD Ditectcrp who attended JUSPAO Exacutive Board and Staff Meetings;
at the Regional and ProvIncial levels, the representatives of the several
US agenoi.i worked together closelyq both !.ndividual]y and as members of
x ,rious PSYOP ca~ittese that mAt on a regular but informal basis to
implement the many facets of thc National PSYOP Plan. The MACV staff
--ecmaended that a new joint HACV-JUSPA0 agreement be drawn up, to
include some of the many developmente since the 18 Mek 1965 agremesntll0
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7 (U) On 13. June COMTJSMIACV dLa 4Ket X-'5 !CV ooriuot a coempre-
hensiv~e analyais to deterrine whether .e or~eat KACV PSYWARV orgainization
was adequate to pursuse effetiv-931.y and sat:.isfy 14ACV2 P,3W.R requirements.

J5 was to rec nnd actions vklaoh w-uld omlide týhe DMACV PSYWAR posture
and tiOiih would4 lnprove the eff o5ivene.ze of "o±I AVJSOPY?
The need for aueh a survey had been br~nzet about by the lztroduction
of massive IIA forads into RY119 wtd by tuie mga,7 changes created by the
US military 'biuildup and the expanded ad'di &-ry effort. During the buildup,,
CC*IUSMACV had eeiphascized to of 44iarv riving in-.cvantry the need. fior
giving full attention to FSYWAR., wAi cýnauerntly US and Allied field
commanderp had requested more PSYWAR tupport. CO1TMiSACV obaerve4-tat
as military operations expanded9 PSUAFM &eivti.dtes lagged behind.LU'-

(U) Since the MACV PSYWVAR effort3 whers directly related to those
of other US and GVN ageinies:; the survey ±noluded the activities of
other agencies as well as t~hoseA of the MACV staff and operational units
involved in ?M!WAR. The analys?.a included acnsideration of the ade-
quacy of professional expert~ise at MACV wid slabordinate staff levels;
the extent to hicih e-.sting &nd programmod PSYWAR. resources met require-
ments; the manning adequaoy azd eer c.s If PSI-WAR units, the affective- *

ness of PYIWAU planning and zaaszes to caplo.ot intalligence9 , paitiou-
lax'ly at local levels.; the possibl.e n~ee for mod~ifying MACV/JUSPAO
functions and responsibilitiea au the degree to uhich black propagandla
could be used, to greater advant~age~.'~

(TS) On 23 July COMU9MkC.V wa ' ofdby the- j5 on the PSYAR atudy.
He did not approve the f~dir.,gs ý;petaly but 4-d a= to a decision

*.on the aprahway trha't ý=ra mp~n~z.s . owld 1)e placed on the
provision of personnel and e~-pnt at, thr, 'tawtýLal levzel to eupport a
stepped-up P=YAR ýogr=ý k~ ths.4 301gen empha6As would be on
"research designe4 'tv detarmt neet~ezy %a -ea and an techniques that
had proven successful agaý.xwt the mis~ in tat ~eiad. A recomaendation
that a J7 ataff seotion bi t~e o dea wýn psywar matters was

diapraed HverCaNMHC-1f 3tated thawrto~ was the MACV PSYWAR
Offiergard hatall fý_umerAhis ;sae reponibilitq

by increaaing greatly the~.r in .n W~i,

<1 ~(S) On 3 August tte P$a.Wearfaxe kivisorvy Directorate was
redosignated the Payoologtoal. Opartiona D.Irct rate k M..tP Dir or
MAOPI). It remained under the s~taff suevisitw of tho -MACJ3, odth 4Ax~ot
access to the )4AGV Cat 3 and COINMIUVC whtn aprrpriwit. Functions wAn
personnel wnd equipmntrs~~~tin t,,r MtAIUVý znd tne dID augmentex-
tion for HQ MACV, were r. v)e oorf ý tr the addtlona2. responeibil-
itiets assigned by C(TUSMACV. Mn expawitr ofT the PSYOP Directorata was
considered necoacary to improve Its iaanail~ities td analymes ýwopaganda
requfre~ort s, exploit aivill.&t. poroesai nal wad Viatnsneae adviaeg observe
&%d e'~aluate oparationap end prjrde _ ±-ly te and positive mtx.va..
tion. By late Augut the P3Y0P Yvec wig a bzble tc. report. that a

or
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NOR 7,

closer integration of intelligence and PSYWAR activities had been
4ecomlMshed. J2 MACV had Mittensifled its coordination with the PSIOP
staff and JUSPAO,, and had begun to conduct propaganda analysis and
eva~lua&ion of enerny psychological strengths and weaknesses,, assess-
Ment3 Of PSWA effects, and dissemination of information concerning
PSIWAR opportunities gathered by intelligence agencies.114

(U) A 1(ACV/JU.1P-AO Memorandum of Agreement on Direction and
Supervision of US Psychological Operations in Vietnax, dated 10 August
1966,, clarified COMUM(ACV1 a authority to conduct PSYWAR against tL
enemy and his responsibilities for coordination of PSYOP in RVN.&-7

(Ui) At the requa&'.- of Dfreca~or JUSPAO, a MACV team conducted a
* ~fact-fixxi-ig sur'vey of :ie .dG(SPAO organization from 21 October to 4

November. The survAý was based on information provided by JUJSPAO mebers,,
xid, did not necessarily represent JUSPAO' s official views. The team

ooncluded that:

tuUSPAO is a ' thigh coatt- organizatiin compared -1
wlith USfACV and that JUSPAO should fulfill- .certain0

0
fiardamejital organizationgl needs before undertaking

* ~azrv empansion of activities. Tiiess needs include:
an effective system and organ~ization for logistic-

4 ~support; add~.ioiwa1 warehouse and wwrking space; an
effettive 6y-stem of liaison with field represen-

Atatives; an intagrt~ted system (. internal recordsj,
reports,, and st~andiný6 operatizg proce-ures;
rcviaed joint table of distrihition for US mil-
itary personnel;- and an effective system fur itr
nal financial 1,managemnit z~nd cost reduction.~

(0) The Ad so Co., - tte fo- q o enior

wesesa -so on
7 Novemuber, Its pwp1ode wau o ad so e aion "~ouncll on matters
pertaining to PSYOP in the RYIN and to provide genural and ad hoc policy
advice to JUSPAO in the coordLinati,)n and dirartion of PSYOP. In add-
ition to supporting JUSPAOp it war, to tnsure that PSYOPS in the RVN were

'3 consistent with the policies andi objectives of the QVN and the US. The
Cwmittea waig to r"view periodically the effectiveness 4f PSYOP, 3timu-
late now programs to meet, cizagizng eedB a p nd preeseit periodic reports
to the Mission Council on tWe status of major QVN/US p~ychologic4.
programns. Through the end of 1966 this committee had not oonvet~ad,1 7

(S) By mi& -November MACPD had submitted necesusry recvauieixations
to increase MACV PSYWViR resources in order to respond effectively to
PS~EQP mqVirwaints, In the riw~ of tue Director,# this involved the
expansion of the 6th PSYOP Bn to a PSYO0P Qro~ipl staffing increases It
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HQ MACV and major subordinate command PSYOP staffs; an increase in the
PSYOP aircraft 3-siltory; the use of VNAF PSYWAR aircraft and aircraft
organic to US tactical units to augment the 5th Air Commando Sq support
capability; the provision of a quick-reaction PSYOP capability for divi-
sions and .smpWebrigades/regiments; and the equipping of maneuver
battalions mith hand-carried loudspeakers° Definite plans had been for-
mulated for increasing the MACPD staff from its authorized strength of
23 .nfficers and nine enlisted men to a staff consisting of 51 offfg rs,
25 enlisted-men and two professional US civilian PSYWAR officers.

(U) In December 1966, the 6th PSYOP Bnt s second heavy mobile
printing press became fully operational, vith an immediate increase in
the battalion' s production output and a corresponding decrease in the
backlog& Augmenting the battalion' s in-country strength was the arrival
of the 19th PSYOP C00 which was moved into the IV CTZ and located at Can
Thop with reproduction operations at Binh Thuy Airbase. This arrival
increased the in-country PSYOP strergth to four companiesi, ay1 represen-
"ted the first US PSTOP capability in the Mekong Delta area.'--

The Chieu Hoil Program

(C) The Chieu Hoi ("op'en arm"•) Program,, orginally established by
decree of President Diem on 17 April 1963 to ,encourage VO cadre to
return to the side of the GVN.ý was thought to be potentially the most
productive of the PSYWAR efforts. The program floundered throughout
succeeding goverýmental cr-lses., however$ because of a lack of demonstrated
interest n the part of GVN officials. From its inception until the end
"of 1966 ie total number of returnees atands at 48,031. The year 1966
(20,242) rapresented an increase over 1965 (U9,124) of 82 I.trcent. The
reasons for this recent marked increase in Chieu Hoi returnees has been
attributed to the greater stability of the GVN, improvements vithin the
Cheiu Hoi administrative structures, the increased PSYOP efforti and the
military pressure which continued 8 deprive the VC/NVA of their food,
amu=nition, and safe haven areas,•

(C) During 1966 the greatest PSYOP effort every conducted in the
Vietnam War was the TET (Lunar New Year) Holiday PSYOP Campaign, 9-20
January. This effort consisted of a nation-wide, all-media campaign by
all GVN, RVNAF, and US civilian and military PSYOP agencies to convince
all friendly and hostile groups in the RVN that the VC were losing the

war. The goal was to influence as ma--y VC and their supporters as poa-
sible to rally to GVN control within the framework of the Chieu Hot
Program (CHP) during and after the TET Holiday which began on 20 January.
The Assistant Director for Field Services, JUSPAO chaired the US Mission
task force vhich managed the US activities associated with the TET Cam-
paign. MACV contributions included staff planning for the campaign;
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arranging for the printing of 92 million leaflets on US military presses;
coordinating military aircraft shipment of the 69.5 million leaflets,
which were printed in Okinawa and Japan•, and USIS PSYWAR material from
the Thilippines; conducting an extensive multi-media command information
program to support field comnanders in orienting their respective per-
sonnel on the Chieu Hoi Program and the TET Campaign, assisting the
RVNAF GIRD in developing a similar set of3.nstructions and program for
the RVNAF; cooaitting the 5th Air Commando Sq to disseminate leaflets
and conduct aerial loudspeaker broadcasts; and utilizing the "Project
JeraV" airborne transmitter aircraft for radio broadcast in support of
the TET Campaign0

12 1

(C) US authorities were pleased with the immediate results of the
TET Campaign. At the US Mission Council meeting of 31 January, it was
noted that the daily returnee rate sinoe the end of TET (24 January) was
84, as contrasted vith the pre-TET January daily rate of 45. Ambassador
Lodge noted that while Premier Ky had seemed rather cool toward the CH?
in August 1965$ he now appeared to be a firm supporterp which was",
definite step in the right directions However., subsequent analysis
and scrutiry revealed that the returnee rate during the two weeks fol-
lowing TET was not as. great as initially thought, for among those counted
as Chieu Hoi returnees for the weeks ending on 29 January and 5 February
had been 2,762 civilian refugees. In mid-Februaryp the decision was
made not to count civilian refugees as CH returnees. The majoritv
of returnees referred to themselves as village guerrillas, and thers
classified themselves as VC draftees. Only one -in five admitted to being.
a VC volunteer, While basic reasons for rallying were given as bombings,
food shortagesp inadequate care, separation from familyl and lack of
freed=., a large majority .of returnees cited Chieu Hoi appeals as an
important factor in their decision to rally.122

(C) In the wake of the Honolulu Conference (8-11 February) and a
preliminary appraisal of the TET Campaign results and methods# PS!WAR
authowitiez deoided to program more extensive use of the "campaign"
method for in-country PSYOP as an overall supplement to the separate
PSrOP condusted in support .of specific combat actions. During Febru-
ary, major military operations continued to receive priority PSYOP
support. The four major combat operations during February47A&H/
NMI WING, DOUBLE EAGLE, VAN BUREN, amd two regimental-size sweeps
in Darlac Province--accounted for a great number of Chieu Hoi returnees,
and a GVN/US effort was begun to maintain the returnee rate at the high
post-TET level.1 2 3

(C) In mid-Haroh a trend toward higher-caliber personnel among
the returnees was noticed, including a NVN first lieutenant end a VC
regional force platoon leader, but VC terrorism against Chieu Hoi centers
also increased. Center construction was stepped up with self-help
returnee labor, supervised by contractors. The quality of the Chiou Hoi
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cadre was also improving through the national training program. The contin-
ued trend of defections involving important NVA and VC military and pol-
itical cadre in early April provided an indication that the enemy' s morale
was apparently declining. In view of its evident success, and with USAID
assistance, the GVN began giving more support 1 9 the CHP through its
Ministry of Information and Chieu Hoi (MICH)."9

(C) During April a Joint Chieu Hoi PSYOP Comittee, consisting of
JUSPAO, USAID, MACV, MICE, and GPWD representatives, completed prepar-
ations for implementing a GVN/US Joint Chieu Hoi. PSIOP Campaign. Delivery
of nine standard leaflets in 40 million copies was completed from US
Army printing facilities in OkLnawa and Japan, and 50 million more were
slated for delivery in May. The MACV Political Warfare Directorate pre-
pared a command letter on 29 April which provided instructions for the
execution of MACV contributions to the campaign. The drive was to con-
tinue indefinitely throughout the RYN by all propaganda agencies in
support of the GVU4 Chieu Hoi Program. MACV participation was to be
accomplished within the framework of the JUSPAO National PSYOP Plan and
the GVN/US Joint Chieu Hoi Program. 125

(C) However, the returnee rate throughout the country fell off
after the record March figure of 2,336. The daily average of 74 return-
ees rellized during February and March fell to 54 in April. This decline
was attributed prizarily to the drop-off in military contacts during the
period. Progress in the construiction of CH centers and resettlement
hamlets was acceleratedp due largely to greater GVN emphasis on the
program, greater availability of materials, and the rush to complete
work befoie the rainy season. On 26 April the third training class for
CH oadre was started at the National CH center,; the class duration was
for three weeks and consisted of one-third of the CU cadre from eqoh
province. Although. funds for vocational traiting of returnees was not
available at province level. several provinces had initiated eewing and
brick-laying classes. Some of the basic problems involved in the CHP
were the dely in construction of some centers, inadequacy of province-
level training of the returnees, shortages of cadre, and a continuing
lack of total support for the program. Many of the province chiefs,
as well as officials at the GVN MICH level, applied their own inter-
pretations to the program,' which were sometimes contrary to its purposes.12 6

(S) Concerned with an apparent deterioration of the program, Wash-
ington authorities requested more information about the program itself#
the attitude of GVN officials toward the program, definitions of various
categories used in classifying the returnees, and the adjustment problems
experienced by returnees after their discharge from the CH centers. It
also suggested that th" US Hission Weekly report be the sole recurring
report to Washington h 'he CH Program.127
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-. (C) US Mission authorities did not believe that the program had

deteriorated. In spite of certain shortcomings, it was noted that GVN

officlals at highest leavls were "thowing tore support for the program
than before January 1966.U The "Chieu Hoi Programs excellent in theory,
was sevrhl,7 compromised in the eyes of goverrmuente Vch succeeded
Diem by the fact that it was closely identified Ath him.0 US author-
iti.- 5n RVN believed that they were in i better positiomp in late
April, to give high-level emphasis to the program that ever before. In
olarifyiug scme of the menagement problems in the CHP9 it was noted
that the placement of CH operations under the Vietnasese nformatioa
Service (VIS) authorities had been directed by GVN decrees dated June,
July, and September 19659 but that these .dsera. had hot been enforced
until MICH direated on 31 Janumry 1966 that.they be enforced. One effect
of the decrees was that the Province CH GhWef became subordiate to the
Provinot VIS chief and the salary of the District CR chief was reduced
by 500 piaeterso12H

(FOUO) In July a MACV J2 Intelligence Officer was assigned on
full-time liaison duty with USAID Saigon to coordinate intelligence
exploitation of returnees. Three military officers were also given

coordination responsibilities at the Corps level, and a fourth officer
",ýaa slated for the same asaigient, The USAID CH advisory staff reached
full strength on 11 July vhen Mr. Ogden Williams arrived to assume the
position of Inter-Agency GH Coordinator. Other members of the USAID
CH staff included one bkericanp two Filipinop and four Viethamese enm-
p1opwaeat Saigon and two Azaorican civilians and two Angtrilial Army
officers on the statfe of the Regional Directors. USAID also planned
to recruit 45 Filipinos for adviso?7 wo~r~k two for. assignment to the
National CH Center, We each to the regional centere, and 39 to the
provincial centers.

(FOUIO) In late July th,* US Ebassy reported that dince Ootober
1965,* 31 provinocW CH centers had been repaired or ewpsnded, eight
were under conotructions and plans had been approved for the remaining
siv. Although construction plans for 1966 o ed for four new Regional
(Corps) centers at Da Nan&9 Pleik% Bien Hoap and Can Tho, actual con-
atruotion had begun ouly in Pleiku. The Regional centers were expeotted
to accomodate returnees who could not be processed satisfactorily at
the Provincial centers --M to control special facilities (such as in
iltelglenae-exploitation capability and a Abaiafactory reception center
for high-caliber returnee).

(FOUO) Hopeful prospect for the program was found in the improved
attitudes of GVN personnel toward the CH concept. Unlike his predeces-
sor,9 Dinh Trinh Chimh, who had failed to indorse the CUP fully, aJ
Gen Ngyen Bao Tri (appointed MICH on 13 July) promised strong support
for the program. US officials in I CTZ were also hopeful that with the
favorable attitude of the new I Corps oommander, Brig Gen Hoang Xuan
Las, an effective CHP could at last be launched in the I 0TZ after an
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years. The II Corps ceomander Maj Gen Vin4 Loc, also urged a greater
-.H effort in his area of responsibility.• 'I

(FOUO) By late July under the direction of the Joint CH PSYOP
C•rittee, 60 million leaflets were beirn produced and distributed
monthly and 20 new leaflets and a library of 35 loudspeaker tapes had
been developed, with about 3,000 copies of the latter distributed to
24 loudspeaker planes of the 5th Air Commndo Sq and other PSOP
operators. CH programs were broadcast daily by Radio Saigon and weekly
by the Voice of Freedom. OH themes were alto used in JUSPAO Cultural/
Drama team performances, and films to publlcize the CHP among the RVN
citizenry as well as the GVN/FW military forces were in production.

(U) At a'27 July press conference the new MICH, Gen Trip com-
mented that the GVN CH policy vould be guided by two principles:
Unity of Command and Selection and Classification of Targets. He
noted that the efforts of his M±nistry were aimed at the goals of
developing national solidqrity,y encc-nraging govermnent responsiveness
to pjblic opinion and the later' s respect for the law, cultivating
discussions and negotiations be-ween various political and other rival
groupsq, azd emjptisizing Jhe need for a growing recognition of the
basic right of freedcm of thought by the citizenry, in a tanner congr-
ent with the gradual .dev&lopaent of a society of responsible idividuals
and groups.

(S) Waphington autho.ities vere impreesed with. the progress madq
In the CH!P and diredtod that the program objqctives be pursued as & mat-
"ter of top priority, with the 1.967 'rogram to be planned on a greatly
expanded scale. They expressed cancern au to the lack of data concerning
the actual integration of the CH raet.rues into society. and felt that

" publioity of ibtances of genaiae conversion of returnees to productive,
loyal wasmrs of the RM- su3oaey wctd increase the effectivenesas of
the progrsmA

(s) US offt•ials in Saigon ixfornmtd Wamhin.on that although it
as clea.rly recoganied that the CP should bt Varsued on a priority basis,

tho .Uprogr&e in =M province has alwys been 'weeully weak due to a
variety of faetors much as t poor qtlity of GVN. adminietrative asdre,
lack of overall GYW prior-ity for prograr and GVN political instability
and past ft-ulrm toaetriWta'. atd laplJent clear and sincere revolutiwh-
ary goals to steal VC thwýierý•, They notedj, however, that the direction
of tht CHP had 'ean restored to its former Otatus a an independent
sub-mini-try sepArate fr•u the MP3• Wd that the now GVN teao headed by
CUP Chief Col Pham AMt appeared to i 4regsin 1 but would need time
to translate Iionm io rztie 1 'it.
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(K: JA~r On 22 Augast UJS authorities in Salgan informed Presidential.
Assistant Komer that "while zany GVN inhibltions remain., progress Dow'
underway is impressive, andi new organizational concepts the Misdnon is
implementing, based on better trained personnel,. more adequate funding,
more imaginative inducement and exploitation techmiques, and improved
follow-through should produce sharply st'-ip;A--up, program in FT 67."~
It wias contemplated that piaster funding and dollar aid for FT 67
would be increased substantially over FT 66, and that the OT 67 OH re,~

tujeas goal would be 459000,- or double the anticipated total for CT 66.
It was uoted that additional funds might bo required as the program
developed in PY 67 if the GVN accepted proposals to mount in inareased
bounty program (defection inducement for rankidng VC perisonnel.) and iii-
prov training and resettlement benefits. filipinos being recruited
would advises, maonitor., and ashit~t all~ CH activities at provinae and
district leveS,3 Becaus~e OHi returnees were sometimes unatoceptable for
resettlement in existing hamlets whiose inhabitants feared VO reprisal,*
CH hamlets appeared to be indi~spaitab1e in the resettlement problem.
Improved effectiveness in OH activity was visu~alized in terms of inte-
grated and imaginative program deviceso to include a bounty program and
stepped-up local tactical PSYOP to ixprovo inducements to defect; stream-
lined surrender procedures; more sophisticated aud earlier interrogation
requirements at initial points of OH processing; stepped-up tactical
dxploitation of returnees' along Ithe lines of the Maltayan experience I
PSYOP, counterintelligence, and combat patrols; inducement of high-level
defections-, improved vocit~ional traizing; new resettlement iid career
opportuniti~es azd a follow-up on-returnees after they departed the CH

on a test basis a poete." with the photographs and aames of 50
known W.~, along with appeals -Go the peasantry to contact them and per-
suade. them to defect, was distributed in August in Gia Dinh ProviriceD9
and plAns more made to distributte similar posters in other provinces.
The Hission Council also studied the possibility and signiflcance of
attempting to induce the defection of an. entire 70 unit. In aid-August
a ra~lkng returnee ccamented that the OH t~hemea were aimed at low.-rwxk-
'jag 70 because they emphasized the miseries and hardbhips which the 7G
must endure.% he suggested that V0 cadres be targeted 4nd that emphasis
be placed on the warying rights and privileges among the differee4 ranking
cadrea and the inconsistoncies ar4 dissensions between cadres of northera
and southern origins. 134

De)furing July and August; there were aded indications that the'
VCwas becaming increasirgly concerned over the success of the CUP.

Amoug theset indications were V0 orders to assassinate CE~ rtturnevs,,
actual assassinations of returnees, captured 70 documonts which described
plums for increased oornter.CHP propaganda;, reported- 70'pLans to ",taock
Moentersa, ground fire at aircraft on Th3XWPA missions in araas which

pre been quet, nd7esionage operations targeted against
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(S) As the GVN ela.ctonas appa.r.hoed, US authorities in Saigon expressed
S- agreement with Washington suggestions th.at the CH effort be accelerated
- during the preolection period. The theme for this effort would be to

contrast the free system in RVN with the t!)talitarian methods in NMN. As
it turned. out, this special appeal was nf gatak by the recognition that the
attractiveness of such a pvýýram must in~lude the eligibility of the re-
turnee to vote, and that an exception to GVN electoral law would be neces-
sary, as the law prohibiýe4 voting by persons not registered on the electoral
lists prior to 6 Augusto&

(C) Intelligence sources in ear4y September reported that the
VC were organizing cadres to train draft dodgers. The trainees would
then be issued CH certificates to -'return" to the GVN and volunteer for
service withih RVNAF, to become VC esp.onage agents. Several reports
also indicated that the VC were instructed to collect CH passes found,
and to "return"' voluntarily to the GVN In situations in which eacape was
impossible. 1 3 7

(U) The MICH now took steps to reduce the categories of returnees
from five to the following three: military, political (including foiuer
"liaison agents"), and other elements (La., draft dodgers, deserters,

VC sym1Athizers, and VC fo!owers.). The old term for a ralLier, "Quy
Chanh," was changed to "Hoi Charnh1" to express more clearly the concept
of a "person who has rallied to a ruit C-ause,' CH authorities considered
thq increased use of Hoi Chanh as member, of the Oil cadre at all levels,
and the provision of % comprehansi-ve media.il service program for Hoi Chanh. 1 3,

(U) Noting that the majority of Hoi Chaih surrendered themselves
at the District level, and that they were supposed to be forwarded
promptly to the Province OH Ceoiter for proessingp Deputy Ambasador
Porter lropeod to COMUSMACV that the US military sub-sector advisors
be urged to assist in the CMP in several ways. Comenting on these
proposals, COMUSMG'V reasserted MACV's full support of the objectives of
the CH? within the limits of resources av±la'bla, noting that MACV's '
primary concern was with the psychological aapetts oi the program and with
the intelligence exploitation of the Hoi Chanh. MACV had collaborated
with JUSP.5O in producing end dieseminatizi propaganda desigred to induce
defection, and had strengthened its expleitation effor, by the assignment
of J2 OH liaison officers at each Corps aid by an inorease of four person-
nel in each aotor. COUGM.AWV felt that the MAO4V -4b-sector advisory teams
were hard-pressed to meet all their responsibilities, wnach included
support for the CHP, but he assured the Deputy Apbassador t they would
provide all possible assistance withii. their capabiltiesl ý

(U) In late October new KAWV instructions for rallying procedures
for VG/NVA returnees were diaseminated, and all US..and FW troops were
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advised that the success of the CHP deo-ended upon proper treatment of
the ralliers, as promised by the Mlo A propaganda leaflet instructed
the potential defector to hida his verpon9 rsport only in the daytime,
and hold his hods up to show his good will; he was reminded that he
4ould rally oven without a Zflet b'y rimply approaching Allied troops
holding both huaus upright.'

(U) A. 1966 ended, MACPD was workng closely with JUSPAO and MICH
to develop a PS•0? campaign for the forthcoming TET celebrations (8-12
February) in 1967. E ,o on the results of the 1966 TET caampaia and
thb increasing nr1derw of 11oi Chanh rallying as a consequence of the in-
creased tempo *o. &A.Uary oparationa into former VG strongholds, there
was every hope that the Chieu Hoi program in 1967 would equal ar even
surpass that of 1i966

Leaflet and Broadeestiug Operations

(TS) In addition to the specialized effort devoted to the Chieu
Roi program and to support of military and medical Civic Action p.'ograze,
the =V psychological warfare effort in 1966 was channled primarily
into a continuing series of leaflet amA loudspeaker broadcasting cam-
paigns, aerial and ground, designed to hinder the enemy wak effort,
lcwer hie morale,. and induce defections in his ra~ks. For convenience,
leaflet and broadoasting operations during the year. are divided into
four categories; continuing general PSYOP campaigns, Fact Sheet opera-.
tions, the Treil" CaipaignD and operations in Cambodia.

Psyop Uei~'&ins gnj TheMes

(U) During January, continued use wao made of leaflet thesee that
had proved themselves most effective in 1965. Th.ree leafletin parti-
oular, directed to NVA troops infiltrating into AVN, made basic but ef-
fective psychological points3

As vou leave hm to kill the peaceable people
in South fietnamp you leave behind burdens which tbe
women, the old onesp and the ohildren will have to
bear. They do not ocplainto but they know that they
must prepare themselvns to mourn your deatt) and shame-
ful burial in an urmarked grave.

Durin8 your three-month maarh to South Vietna,
either you or one of your two nearest cowmades will
be stricken with malaria. If you tak* your malaria
pills regularly, you may live to die in South Vietnam.

You will never see one of these and probably won't
hear it. It is a B-52 bmber which carries 29,700 kilos
of bombs and can drop them with pin-point acouracyý., You
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can avoid being a casualty by tuzing yourpelf in with
a safe-condut pass.

(G) In February a leaflet showing the picture and names of 27 cap-
tured NVA soldiers was disseminated9 with the legend: "These men were
released by the GVN and crossed the Ben Hal Bridge on 21 January. NVA
soldiera who surrender or are captured by ARVI or Allied forces are trebted
well. Only they will live to return home." A PSYOP campaign to exploit
the B-52 strikes in and near War Zone C (Tay Ninh Province), which =a=oen-
ced on 15 February, emphasized the fact that War Zone C was no longer a
safe area and urged that the dangers of repeated bombins be avoided by
using the safe conduct passes. By the end of March, 5.8 million leaflets
with this theme and 1.1 million safe-conduct passes had been dropped on
14 targetas, 4 nd loudspeaker broadcasts of 30-minutes duration had also
aca1menaced.

(0) IACPD participated in a quick-reaction leaflet operation on 20
February in support of the US lzt Inf Div' s Operation ASTIFF in III CTZ.
Br52 strike-warning leafletsý general warning leafletso and safe-conduct
passes were dropped on suspected VC locations northeast of MASTIFF objec-
tives for, the purpose of fiadN the VC in place ir, anticipation of ta~ks,
or to cause their movement southwestward toward B-52 strike zones.

(G) At the request of the US Naval Advisory Group and after coordi-
nation with the RVNAF PSYWAR Department? an all-media PSYOP campaign,
announcingand explaining the str4ingtr security measures. in force .a3oni
waterways and shipping channel' within toe Rung Sat Speaial Zone (RSSZ),
was initiated with loudspeaker brdcas-' and !eaflet drops on 6 MWrah.
* Soon after the victories of ";he lat ARVN Di.v in Operations LAM SON 2349
235, and 236 and the III 4ri,/jLVN ;,jký41 in Operations LIO KET .6/
TrAH in early March-, the I Corps PXWAR persoanel launched an all-otedia
YSYOP campaign in conjunction wlth the GNM sponoredctory celebratiow
to 4i*oie these important ad decisive v•otoies,1

(0) In oarly A•'il IX Coýwp PSYOP ý,Lnitsp conducting a campaign
directed against NVA Wniltratora in SV1, dropped over 2.7 million leaf-
lets, iznaluding strip maps bearin surrender trac4ons, Ohieu Hoi
leaflets, and eafe-conduct pase3,0 on knim or buspected enea positions
in Pleiku Province during Operation LINOOLN. Around-the-clock aerial
loudspeaker broadcasts were employed using taped Chiea Hoi appeals, our-
render instructions9 and nigh, harasomem. tapes. to heightean enemy aidletiee

and fears. As directed )y CHUSMACVD a special leaflet wat. developed,
printed, and loaded into leaflet bcbbs in late April and dropped on 10
FAy in and around the Hu Gia .%no a&raq to discourage constraction workers
repairing damages in that aa•".-

(C) In mid-44y a new leaflet was developed for use :n 1_.1 CTZ ftress-
ing the ditforences between what NVA soldiers were told by their cadre
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( bout RV0 and the real conditions in the jungle and in RVN. "Those *ho
bel-eve these lies and invade South Vietnam face certain death and can
avoid it only by looking for and using a safe-dozduot passo"l'8

(o) CCKUSMACV direoted CG III NAP and the DSA of I Corps on 25
May to prepare plans for a oawkA.d US/RVAF PSYOP cimpaign in I CZp,
to reverse the rend of the people in that area toward non-ident.fication
with the GVX, and to gain and consolidate the support and loyalty of
the people and members of the RVNAF for the GVN. COWUSM 96drected
execution of this program in coordination with the RVMAF.' 6

(C) The 5th Air Comando Sq (C-47'a) dropped leaflets in the War
Zone Do Ia in I CTZ within four hoas of BE-52 strikes in that area in
late May. The area covered inolned the radius of the bomb-blast noise
envelope to exploit the fear and disorganization resultIun from theraid.147

(S) Representatives of JUSPAO, US kmbaasyq and MACPD decided in
July that production of a newspaper for distribution in VC-controlled
areas was feasible. In order to I•uiid reader, aco,'ptanoe, to create a

•4emand for this newspaper as a valuable source of news and to achieve
unquestioned credibilitys the following editorial policies were est~b-
lisheds The paper was to include no cmmenta and contain no polma3al
or tendentious writing, but was to be Ulited to factual nows reporting
and featuris. The emphasis of the paper was political reporting; it
included items in Oupport of US and GVN objectives p an building a viable
government, revolutionary deielopment, the Chieu Hoi program, unde•-
standing of the American presenoe, and news of victories over the VC and
NVN forces. The writing was aimed at a barely literate audience, but the
"oontent. was selected to appeal to officials and potential leaders of
h nlets and villages. Daring the period Augumt-October four newspaper
issues were published and two million copies of each werb distributed
except for tie election uampaign issue. which amounted to five Mi&lion
copies. Distribution percentage for the four CTo's was 20* 25. and 35
respectivoly, determined in terse of ostizated literacy rate and pop-.
ulation density in VC-oontrolled or contested areas. Approxizately
half the total was airdroppedp the reainder beizg distributed by PTOP,
texas in support of tactioal oparations.US

In response to CO1I•A0V's inquiry concermbig measures which
vere being used to counter NO clalim to military victories, MACPD re-
ported that, in generLl, a leaflet program was not considered the most
efficient method, because of the tin and effort required to counter
specific enemy propaganda data and the great effort required to dietrib

,~e the leaflets. Althwuh the Voice of Axerica did not engage in
counter-propaganda as such, it did present tvo hours of factual news
reporting or news ccenta&y daily, which effectively challenged propa-
gaida broadcasting. The other zethoda used were interview programs vith
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Chieu Hoi ralliersp and the dispatch of personaL letters from POW' s and
ralliers to their families in NU 'Which explained the good treatment
received from GVN AF and the actual outcome of battles in which they
had participated.9

(S) On 30 July COHUSMACV conferred with the Ambassador on the ex-
tensive press coverage and favorable impact on world opinion received
after the 21 January and 20 July release of NVA PW' so US Mission offi-
cials had examined the idea of repeated releasesq and their conclusion
was that Article 109 of the Geneva Convention specifically required detain-
ing powers to effect unilateral repatriation cf PW s who were seriously
wourded or sick, after ctring for them until they were fit to travel. If
vkii•lfully handled, a continuing and regular program of repatriation of
_ sAck or wounded NVA PW's could stimulate favorable world opinion for the

GON and embarrass the Hanoi government, The latter' s refusal to accept
soldiers who were conclusively NVN citizens!. or who, if prisoners, elected
to remain in the RVN after being offered repatriation, muld ress4t in
"much adverse publicity for the iWVN. COh31'MA'V \,iolievwd th1-t such a pro-
gram, planned for maximum publicity, if iL ý2 .vrded the implication that
repatitin- was merely a propaganda stunt. would offer convincing and

* repeated evidence of Hanoi' s aggression against the RVN. 1 5 0

* (S) Over two million copies of a new leaflet were printed in mid-W
August and dropped on two cities in the Red River Delta. The leaflet
was titled "What is the Future?" and posed the alternate courses of
either more bombs and more dead sons and brothers, or an honorable ne-
ootiat'oa. It also emrhasize* the RVN/US wili3ingness to negotiate, in
contrait to Hanoi' Si

(C) MACPD .infornied CKLUSMACV on 7 Septamber that the PSYWAR effort
against the VC infrastrcture in the Saigon arsa had no US military par-
ticipation but that a variety of US and GVN agencies had ox•goig programs.
However, there was no apparent aentral2.ed direction or control, PS1WAR

in this area was large'y a GVI activity and JUSPAO w.pported the HIGH

and the National Poli4e PMYAR Senrice in support of PS7WAR efforts
against the VC. RVN.A participation was limited to coordination by the
Capital Military Region (Cs) G-5 with the Mayor of Saigon, the Saigon
Polioe, and the Saigon r.3. The Cit did participate in PSY•AR activitiesin the "outer-defense-oelt" oZ Saigon and had Vrqpjred a PSYWAR plan in

support of the defense of Tan Son Nhut Air Base.,

(C) On 15 September COM(SHACV informed sen-lor cao&anders that the
restrictions on the use of US PSYOP resources to support the Vietnamese
elections did not apply to exploitation of the election results. In
preparation for the national eleotionsa the GVN had printed four million
leaflets entitled "Should I Vote on Septtmber 11?.'1 These leaflets were
disseminated on the eve of the eleution by the VNAF. CONUSHACV enjoined
his ccomariers to use all available PSYOP resources to exploit the op-
portunities created by x-he results of the elections. The only "estriction )
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was against references to victories by specific candidates. JUSPAO pro-
duced a leaflet hich stated that the people had taken their first step
toward true democracy, in spite of VC threats and the protests of a min-
ority of the free citizens. It called on all Vietnamese, including those
'ho had believed that true freedom could be gained through the VC move-
ment, to recognize the mandate of the eople and to join in the develop-
ment of a true revolution in Vietnam. 1 ?3

• ' During the floods in the Mekong Delta in Septweber and October,
US/GVN PSYOP uagemais actively exploited the positive aspects of the GOV
flood-relief program. Themes in these PSYOP included the citation of
specific villages aided and the type of assistance rendered. The GYN
MICH distributed a poster showing a flooded dwelling with the residents
being evacuated, bearing the caption: "The responsibility for flood
relief belongs to everyone in the Nation." JUSPAO issued ten separate
press releases giving details of assistance offered to flood 4.atims by
USAID, GVN, and voluntary a ncies, and of long-range plans for rehabil-
itation d crop replanting. 5 4

Soon after the Manila Conference (24-26 October), JUSPAO de.
. leaflets reporting the results of the conference. Some 40 million

of these were disseminated in RVN starting on 29 October, and 1 million
were dropped over N= commencing on 3 November. 55

(U) During December two national quick-reaction leaflets were
printed and distributed. The first exploited statements by VC Lt" Col
Chuyen, who had rallied to the GVN; ten million of'these leaflets were
distributed country-wide, using as the theme Chuyen' s personal letter'
e ainin his reasons for rallying after ten years as a member of the
Oou~nist Party. The second leaflet exploited the assassination of Con
stituent Assembly leader Tran Van Van by VC terrorists. Three
of these leaflets were produced and given to MICH for distribut n,

Fact Sheet Opgrations

(C) Fact Sheet operations were conducted in NVN and consisted
of the dissemination of propaganda material as a means of causing die-
sension azong the citizenry, with the ultimate aim of forcing the
ruling Lao Doug CGmunist Party in W•N to cease its aggressions against
the RUV.

(TS) Ftat Sheet operations vere not conducted in early 1966 be-
cause "e bombing pause over NVN, fibioh had started on Christmas bye
1965, was still in -effect. On 7 January SECSTATE requested the UM
Mission' s €onents on the desirability and practicability of resming
Fact Sheet operations during the bobimg pause. The Miesiot Council
recomended that, except for the special TET Grmetings drop planned for
the eve of the TET holiday season (21-23 January), the operations not
be resumed during the bclimg pause, but that a mass leaflet drop be
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conducted upon its termination. SECSTATE ag~read with the first proposal,,,
but did not approve the plan for a mass leaflet drop at the termination
or the pause. Hopeful for a favorable reponse from Hanoi to US peace
initiativess, SEOSTATE recommended that printin of leaflets for use after
termination of the bombing pause be susaperedN~5

(TS) Following the resumiption of bombings of NON on 31 January,
CC(U.IKACV requested authorization for Fact Sheet operations on 4 Febru-
ary,, in order to place 15 maillion leaflets into the Hanoi-Haiphong Delta
area and six million leaflets into the area frcm, Tharnh Hoa south to the
DIC. To facilitate an effective leaflet coverage of these areas,9 CINOPAC
authorized flights as necessary into the ROLLING THUNDER area, as it had
been defined prior to the standdcwn. In mida-February CflNCPAC providled
further authorization and guidance,, indicating that normal Fact Sheet
operations could be resumed in the area of armed recorm ssanceAROTLIMC
THUIMDR operations, and~ that operations outside these boundaries could
be conducted occasionally over NON att night and from high-altitude air-
craft; the Igter however) would be on a eaase-by-case approval from
Washington.'

(TS) Following CINCPAC's authorization of' armed reconnaissance area
ROLLIIM THUNDER 51~-Wbich allowed transit of the Hanoi and Haiphong air-
spaces to carry out authorized air strikes-MRACV PSYWAR authoritiesa felt
that the liberalization of these restric"Icons would appl'y to Fact Sheet
operations as well. No cozmments were made an or after a Fact Sheet oper-
ation over, this area in jovemberp when leaflets describing the MAWila

* Conference were dropped. 5

*(3) SEOSTATE on 24 November rtquested ;t..-..-rmation on the effectire-
me..of both thet Fact Sheet pragram and the psychological campaign

directed a aiflst tha civilian population and of infiltatnar from WNON A
joint MACV IJSAO atudy released on. 20 December included the followibg
Pointst

It in evident that the Hanoi Regime fears
the effectiveness of psychologi cal w~arfare di-
rected against it and its efforts to c3?nquer
South Vietnam. Hlo Chi !i ' .h stated,~ oxi 22 October
1966# 1 . . . we must further heighten our deter'-
mination to smash all spying andi psychological
warfare activities of the enemyv. oheck aid smash
in time all maneuv'ers of the reactki~:naries and~
maintain public order and ser-ur-ity in North Viet-

nmlThe NVA daily organ quan _Doi. I~a Dn dated
27 November 1966., was even more eiplirit'i W.n exp~-
I1ng alarm over the effectiveneess of PSYWAR dire~cted

asainst the North: the U. S, -imperiallsts
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have stepped up their psychological and espionage
-Warfars Lu an extremely vicious degree . . they
have launched many deceitful 'peace negotiations,'
propaganda campaigns and resorted to other dirty
psychological warfare tricks. On the one hand
they se5*A every means to stir the reactionary
elements to oppose our regime in an attempt to
crtate troubles in our rear base; and, on the
other hand, they use material means to buy up
certain elements along with spreading groundless
rumors and putting forward hypocritical sugar-
coated arguments, All of the enemy s tricks
have the dark aim of paralyzing our army and the
people' s .-igilance and shaking our determintion
to fightnO60

The study noted that considerable effort was being devoted to the gather,-
ing up of leaflets by the local authorities. In addition, "spontaneous"
meetinguwere called to counter the leaflets. Other sources indicated
that in mome sections the people were warned that the leaflets were
poisoned, and would cause slow death to anyone who picked them up.
However, interviews with ralliers and PN s indicated that such warning
had orly l ted success.

(8) The reluctance on the part of the North Vietnamese to disnuss
the contents of leaflets with their fellow countrymen made assaesment
of popular reaction difficult. Interrogations pioduced too small a
ample on which to base any firm aoncluziovs, and most of tose inter-

rogated had departed NUN in late 1965 or. early 1966. Nevertheless,
some concl:asions were draum frcm coments on leaflets dropped during
this period. Of all leaflets dropped either in NVN or along infiltra-
tion routes, an NVA soldier' s poem to his mother (see illustration)
seemed to have the most impaotp and was still being used as of the end
of 1966. Captured NVA soldiers said this leaflet had had a definite
affect on their moralo. Warning leaflets had the eff'et of encouraging
people to leave an areap and they resented it when NVN authorities
would not permit evacuation. The people also appreciated being informd
that civLtans were not the targets.

(8) To improve their effectivenesas all leaflets desined for
NVN and the NVA infiltrators were T*44a1*d on the Northern ralliers
and pridsonre. In this way, their potentilw effectiveness was deter.
Lined befcre they were printed. Most poyahlogioal capuigna have a
cumulative effect, which is Aifficult to measure at any one point in
time. Howeverp there were indications frcm the increasing number of
defections that the kNN Fact Sheet campaigns was eofective."1
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()A new technique was used t~r. W-6 ftrst time rin December 1966,9
that Of printing and packingW z'= diff.erent. 3.saflet: toggether. quia,,
coupled with a smal Ier l.eaflet. sixe. a ).argb incorease in the
number of leaflets that could ýt oarried bty a aingle aircraft for wind
drift dissemination. Uise of thi's techntque resulted in the largest one-
day drop to date-24,00%330 leaflet's an VIN or. 23 December. The total
.. =mber of lea{~ts dropped over 147N during Decenzber amounted to 47,120.,000
of all types.

The frail C2Mignpa

(TS) Soon after Washington authoritie3 approved the planff an
intensive "Trail Campaign" was initiated on 24 January 1966 against the
NVA infiltrators in' Laos. The Traill Campaign was primarily a MACV effort
within the context of a plan approved by the Director of JUSPAO and with
JUSPAO Par+ ic4pation in thematic conitento and leaflet design. The targets
plannied for this oumpaign acnaisted largely of way stations, staging and
supply areas., routes§ and trails leading to these areas, in MNqN the
Laotian Panhandle, the Laos-iWN border areas, and the Cambodian-tVN
border area*.. The themes employed were designed to create in the infil..
trators a feeling of anxciety azd insecurity leading ult.mately to a
heightened susceptibility to surrender appeals. CINCPAC had specified
in late December 1965 that leaflet arA airborne loudspeaker operations
in Laos would be conducted in accordance with BARRE.L ROLL/STEEL TIGER
basc..?4raion oderz. (.See Chapter V), In early January the~

Mripproved tZ'he propota3. to c-onduct leaflet opar W
* nth asen . 4.or ofhe la-iz` r. Vaiuhandj.e,ý but restricted It to

"Eazt cf a strLight lI-ne frcm YD 71.25 to WE 6514 anid then due North to
intorcept the I2RV battder. " _e~t of the leat2.et 4e34ierias 1z Laos
v~ere zade by C-4'7.six'ralt.

(IS On' .8 Febr-..ry VY6 NCalPAC avror_.ztd ze~oer~~nt of Trail
Capagno--mations nos !,iýern NIV?, Trail CazPaign 2.taflets were

drop~ped ~,cwr NVN bajnirg -mn 28 Febr-u.'*y, iniitially explo-Iting Hanoi's
failure to respomd to poatis overtumeduring the bcmb~ing pause. The
leaflets &pnealed to the ý**p3le to persuade f riszds and relatives In the
MIA to use the GUN sd, pas~te vhen 0.hLey arrived '.n ON~, so as
to aG:-ez a;rtain df.,0h wd;i ultizaeJly t~o rev.1urn heme and LI-e "n peace. 164

(TS) Although, inliti&U14 the zaapaigai wa~s plawned to last only three
Month it, was deeided 2t.11 s donniel Inmi-a
19660' ______ C)W4&4ACV -a proposed

tor-so the zwoa C~p--,e tarltr ha~ring lueA4 found to be !nadeqtate for
effeativ'i c'zverc.go. CINCPAC roc u=er~ea apiproval teo JCS and diefined the
area prtpase~d for expans.s-n e.3 tcludixig OalU Laotian territory east of
the following b~wd.ry,, fr WE _'-577 &!, the N tardor South to Intercept
armd r.50ce line at WD) t2?, h.Lr. e.aong an~eti retz~a 1ine to XC 9404 thence

zzto "B 15,11 thence to e:''er i C az~-Lan 1~,::rx at YES 45..6



A NORTH VILNA14E SOLDIEa' S
POM1 TO HIS l4OTHER

?rom. the day I left you, mother, to follow my
-c companions on the trip to Central Vietnam

through Laos, I have endured the hardships of
climbing up the green mountains and inart.idang

I\ I. ~ through rain and shine. Although with my
V - young age Life should blossom like a tlowor.

For the sake of Peace, I don't mind enduring
Shardships and dangers. For several months, I
Smarched during the day and rested at. night.

*'.W shoes' heels have worn out and my jacket's
(r >~ shoulders were rubbed thin thr~ough which the

4cold sips in. When evening ',.oms$ besieged by
loneliness in the heart of the Trixong Son
range., 0 mother, I miss our home,, I mine the
blue aokes the gourd arbors, the little butter-

4~flies, the old temple roofs 0 how I mins them
'(all. So I am bore on strangers' soil but the

* ~$'!South is also our country. Here, I saw the sam

perfumed with the scent 'of rivce paddies,, the

same blue amoke filling the e~ ening sky, the
buffalo rettxrning to its shelter, the sound
of the flute which makes one feel howsick.17.
An I got ovor my feeling of estrangement I

~)began to look around and wondered what there4
was here to liberate? Theu mrkei.t. was crowd*

wit pope n gay mood# the ricefield wu
gren wthpaddiae. From a curve-rooted

The classroom~s were full of cheerful childrou
ainging a ~aong in Whomu. * d in a plot. of

gardn th ma] I butterflies were busy on the
yellow cabbage flower:. Peace &ad hppiness '

raignped throughout teoanr.Bt-h
"tihoy ordered m~ to bumn the vilages, destroyz
the bridges, w~plodes the rines and aow dtath
around? Often my hand ;ýrazbled when I had to

a mine only to later witaoss people blown
up and blood sprayed around. Uhosa bleed it ~

* was? It was the blood of people like yau,
mother# and £aytelf. That night, my eyen
w-ere filled with tears and my sleop waas iter-
rtuptad by nightmares.

"K4 G)O-p
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SThere were no signifioant cnhnges to the area authorized for
the Trail Campaign operations durJing the remaining portion of 19v66,
The canpaign succeeded in reaching infiltrators according to several
interrogation reporteip and to combat thin efforti; cadres wars reported37
sent ahead of infiltrating units to tear up l~eaflets found on the trails,
.This tactic vas not entirel~y succesifulp for many leaflets were picked
up and read despite admoniubzaents and wartingr, from the cadres. The
beet evaluation of the campaign was the nimbew of NVA soldiers persuaded
to rally or accept. capture rather than death*

Cgambdia

(TS) Increasing evidence In late 1965 and early 1966 indicated
that there were NWA fwores equivalent to two divisions in the Chu Poag
area of Pleika/Darlac Provinces,9 on the Cambodian border, WAd that,
areas just inside Cambodia were boirng utilized as staging and refitting
sanctuarieso In late April 1966,9 CONIMMCV considered it essential to
take steps to reduce the effectiveness of these units prior to their
acmsitment to major operations in the RVN, Perwission was requented
from higher headquarters to initiate a PS'!WAR leaflet campnign against
these forces9 'with authority to overfly the Cambodian territoryr at night
to a depth of' 20 kioao'urs elong Pleikcm aud Denseo Provinces. This
request was based on the belief thelt there would be relatively little
international impact from the proposed intensiVe PM~AR leaflt oam-
*paign,. and on the analysis that a nfdýdrft method of delivery ?P'o=
the RWV elde of' the border would be ot only margina] value. dtUring May
a=d prawbioaUly infeasible in June. In a message to JCS,, CINPAC con-
curred in the *proposed action and advised that such operations involved
mirliAmm risksp were leaet provooaiv~e becuswe of their- non-dastructive
naturse, and were aimed a. NVA personnel and not Can~bodian nation*ls.
Washineton authoritles approved the ;ropoaed leaflet campaig~ap but dis..
approved the requeet ':Or overflitght of' Cmabodian tcrritary. Effective
upon GINPACVa approvalp distribution operations could be conducted 'ihsu
there were p hualg westerly winds ag&lnst NVA units in 0 =1AU
territox7 immediat-ely adjacent to Plmiktx and Darlac Provimces.-M

(TO) On I Juns CINCIRAC autacr~ized conduct of the operOAtons.
taa~tsfor this o&ampign were provid&4 by' the 6Uo Pey~ope Bn froma

oiAt-of -country printlug f elUU~tae; 1 to 1. 5 ml 31-4 an leuflets ware
detivered towad targets derived tiua current intelience b7 0-47

* ~ . aircraft amalgned to loho 5th- Air G~and~o Sq MsOP* In as analysis
ofthe a~9,J COhUMCV datermind that the afefti~~veLeas wau34

bd mýbhcad If leaflets were droppsd on that Atr~t of' Cmbodia "? Jiacnt
to Xonitwu V'rovince. Ase request f~ this w~ausion was appro~ed by

SW~ambiogton autwhorilties on 6 June. 6

(TS) Un id.d'4unie in viow of zoundrig eoncern mvr the usae of
OaxbadiA &a a sanctuery by the Iry/12A forces,, WCOMUSCV believed it
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appropriate for Washington agencies to consider a psychological ua-
* lW against Cambodia it.elf, Realizing that sensitive issues suoh as
the proposed expanion of the International Control Caission, the
need to keep Cambodia non-beligerentý and the udessrability of expand-
4w ehostiflties into Cambodia might preclude early implementation of
such a campaign, COXUS&ACV nevertheless felt that an intensive and well-
ooordiated psychological campaign x1ght be useful in peraua4ing Cambodia
to adopt a more meutral position in the months ahead. The US bbaesy'
aM JUSPAO mocrred in COHUSACT' reouma ndation that the feasibility
of such a camptij, diracted agains• Cambodian leadership at opion-

akers with tasks and themes developed y Wuah on be e oed ith
& ±1ev of timewy n aon in the futureo,1iI

(TS) On 21 September GCPAC directed that a new plan for these
leaflet operations be prepared in conjunction with JUSPAO. By ear3y
Oatober, a plan proposixg overflights azWyiere aloug the Cambodian/WI
borde had been propared4 Ath the qualifation that overflights
shoif no penetrate more than 20 ki•msters i•thout prior approval by
40$, The pAn 'vawsad uwe of themes that vould loia4r the morale of
the eneq forces reate fricton between cadre e.d soldiere, and
encowneo u4 ugarinp, desertion, or defection. Delivery of these leaf-
1et va to "e executed at fwt tV cargo-type aircraft over areas wmc.
to contain .3mvu wreonne

(TS) Sivail~ng winds permitted delivery of ealy 16 million letf-
afro 9--2 Jv 1.2 Million of 21 September ad 1.4 xilion on 25

Se$perr A pletae =naysizs of the effectiveness of the ,prgram had
not ben d•u•loped by the eat of 1966.

Civic Aotiou PFograms

(u) HAOV COvic Action (CA) staff offloers visited aliwot aUl the
aajr X0/NV wits In RVN during January 1966 to orient theawavee on
new U develop•nte, to learn of problems enoiniwtend In the fidd, end
to evaliate omxflt and planned CA pogras. To facilitate the pepwre
atmon of Vpewm'data 5ustrztag the dual -role of the fighting man in the

yR!, EA( Mropad a coamm letter on the subject on I0 Jnmay, This
letter was distributed to the US Maress# to Viatnaasee nwenpape al
napines, wA to third-country media representatives in Viotnm; dis-
s*zAutjsi to fr1441u countries was hwatled -through UIA. offices for

(S-) In Jauary the FhUTlOpt Goverment tAdicat~d its wilaugassn
to s to h a Civic Aotion Group (C.M) ocnsiti$ of 123 offio- wn
1,07W enlisted men. Subsequently, a rfi-sa US yr was sent to the Phil-
ippiss to provide the GAG an orientation on VC weapxo, tactices, ,m
* tsh ues, as wei as on those used by ridetly forces in seauring ..

&W and on a-cobat hazards associated with operatocs in Me 70
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(C) VN efen MiXnister Co signed DiLrective 963 on2Fbury;this docent formalized the basi principles ad regulations governing
RVNAF CA activities. US autharitiee welcoamd the finalization of this
long-awaited directive, which was Wected to encourage RVNAP to parti-
cipate more vigorously in the •ilitary CA actitiesa, Ther'luctance
of marg •VNAF personnel to engage in CA in the past ua partly attri-
butable to the fact that in many areas, the civilian pLAlation had

4gher living standards that the RVNAP membaers and their dependentm0
The directive designated the province chief as the GVN official wo would
prepare plans aW ooorWdiat4 and supervise the RVNAF participation in
this program within each province0  The objective of the entire CA pro-
gram was to gain the suprport of the rural population, and RF/PF were to
implement these CA activtttes whenever circ.umstances &ad capabilities
permitted. The province chief was also able to assign CA activities to
ARV* regular units stationed in his provincial area, upon approval of
the CTZ and DTA ommatders. The publicat•on of this MACV/RVNAF-drafted
dociment hopefully signaled the beginning of ae enlightened attitude on
the part of RVNAP and the acceptance of and cooperation vith UVNAF by
the peoplt@ US/Fd CA staff offioers were alerted to the potentials of
thin directive and advised to prepare to plan9 and execute CA projects
jointly with RVNAF units whenever feasible. 1 71

(U) On 23 February the GVN Mnfistr at Defense restricted expend-

itures of CA funds to indemnificaticn of civilians for dmages and losses
due to -itSAfluSAW c~bst act-Iivty; all other CA activities by ERVA?
were encathd to be %inded by the Kin.6try of RDlP. Nh the 'asae date USA=O
establtihed a Regioml .Direotorm•- Prdovinoial Representatives MIprept
'ftmd, h ws not to be used in ompeftiton with the HACV substotor
Revolving Rural Construction Fundo but was to be used in ,areas where "no

aub-o-ectorteaom were deployed raid tn areas where high impact could be
obtained, Cieurrence of the Pro vtmial Coo•-'•natiUg CQ ttee *ae

required for use of thia Cu.Vdtt.

({) ��CV CA a•tf officers visited the 5th Special Forces Group
in the contral highlards area t4 ?ebruary to give smamisis to the CA
projeots =on$ the Montasgnet. The objoetivsa of the staff visits
durire Yxsrch ware to moitor CA actittles at each echelon to iAsure
that c•gte CA inMtrzQttons we-e n'&lable to unite and advisory
teseme to notify cowanders oobnerwd CA hirtt -winge by eubordinate
units in the ftie34 and to enroaurage CA ert0itoiation by the ARVN unite.
An information letter on the conoc-at O: • ounty Fair" operations- na
published on 29 Ayrfl. ets was a coordlxAttd GVUN/iS3C mrerh-.yp.
oation incorporati% CA wnd PSYfP mnasurn for tooting out VC infra-
truotute in auapeoted vUllaes HACV Directive 515-2 na pu• ,ished

on 30 Apwil, lmnorparateing &U pmtc'ta CA gVudance snd establishing
MLitary Civ•- Action ?rogrsm (MILCAP) potic*ee for all aubordinate
torarnds and advisoy ditaohWeats. It outlined the revpan-sibilities for
the develoment, coordintion* and impiezentation of CA progrm,, a&W
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re'aomineded basic guidance to the FWMA commanders.1 73

(U) A special civic acti.on account (,the MACV Civic.-Action Pind)
-oms established in April 1966 in the.XACV Chapl~ains Fund for admlinitra-.
tion of funds donated- to HQ KACV. for use in military civic action pro-
grams,, US units and advisors request disbursements frum this se~cial
accouzt for civic action projects =Anucted in their areas of responsiu.
bility. Projects undertaken owntribmkA. to the obj edtives of civic action
and are the quick-wreac~tJ tyme atuigned to have a high impact upon the
local. civilia.A populace,.

(C) On 23 May C In NAH -was d~irected by COMUSNACV to develop a
specific CA program to alleviate the suffering o4- the civilian po*-~z
lations of UlatIkng and Hue caused by the political. criis. This pro-
grams to be co6duated -,Iintly with the RVNAY,. was designed to dexonstrmto
to the people., "as well as to anti'-government elements, that. the GVN was
interested in their welfare and needs, Implemented on 26 May, it con-
sisted of the issuance of food and relisf supplies a&W the provi~sion of'
temporary ahaltere throvgh thi I Corps Joint Coordinating Councilis C=-
modity Di stribution OComittee, The RVNAF and the GVX civiliat agencies#
assisted by the III MAP Medical Civj.L Action Program (IRDCAP) teems,
provided medical treatment and gave priority to the evacuation -of -emor.-

*. geney cases .475

(G) On 5 June SECDEF requeoted the US 3W±ssiort in WRU to emphasis
* to the RVNAF the importaace of mllitary-civiLiAm. telationa* through proper

attitudes and actions. Presideut J'ohnaoný in his 1 February address to
congress, hadL stressed the need for a five-year emphasis ont-CA irgae
ad SEGMF felt that. the PL~esidentt s plani for worldwide emphasis on CA

provided an a'~spiuious ooccasion to stimaulate renewed RVNAP eforte in this
field. In responre to SBC~irits request for informationp the statAw ' of the
X ACV CA progravil as of 1 Junep was desar:1bed* as. followes 37 military.
personnel were assigned. to the RD) -iield on the MACV staff; About 2oZQOD
others in the RD field throughout the RVN devoted 10 to 90 percent jf their
efforts to CA as additional Oluty; LL staff personnel coordinated CA,* 4&

-tesat IIACV; and ove'~' .ýOQ personnel were. assignao to CA poaitions -throsgi!..
*out the emmuando' All planniug-for tactical operations includied pLin
for emer~gency medical care and distirubtion o: food and clothnU

(U) US forces distributed the bulk of the Internatiomal Voluntary,
-A&scy supplies bro'3.ht into the RVN` by: the (¶atholic Relief- Serdioes aud
CABS From January to May 1966.9 US torce~i distributed 1l29*6O tones of
foodt clothing# a;nd medical itvý-m supplied -by the Catholic, laeliw Servip~ee
and about $759,O0 worth of GAPJE coduoditieso 'Planned US unit. *9-40
ttls from January to MAy resulted in the const~ructwi-ou or mijo repair of,
78 schools, 43 biidgesp 246 milea of road (hone surfacid for all wetiv)
and 29 dispensaries. Htowever, this repro smnted -only a fraction of'the-'
total mil~itax'7 effort, For example, overall schoolrocm ocostruction during
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this period approached 1,000 units, with military advisory teams at
province and district level routinely assisting in procuring or trans-
porting required building supplies and furnishing technical advice as
an integral function of their daily duties.

(U) All military CA projects were e.2'ely coordinated with the
local GVN officials. Provincial coordinating comittees, which4 ,-
%d,,MACV, MUM and GVN representativev, developed a file of potentia
projects within their areas which would have'a high impact on the pop-
ulation. As US/iFAVN forces were avAilable, these projects were re-
commended in priority far complotion u resources and time permitted.
Australian and New Zealand forces regularly coordinated with the US 173d
Abu Bde in projects of all types in the vucinity of Sien'Hoa. Korean
units pursued CA programs vigorously, with emphasis lonr oitpubction of
bridges and schools.

(U) USAID supplied almost all requirements for construction we
.r04si to US/N forces, in the form of cement, reinforcing bare, and
tin roofing. In many cases, USAID Province Representatives served as
points of liaison between GVN officials and military unit staffs.,
Although not directly relAted to military civic action, USAID efforts
had significant impact on improved civilian-military GV attitudea and
gotioips During the sumsr, of 1966, about 12,000 students, led by their

fteachers, participated in "small social welfare and econaio development
projeote in 33 provinces and in Saigon and Da Nang. This program u
sponsored by USAID and the Ministry of Education, and US miltary person-
nel were requested to assist largely in the transporting of .building
materials fro warehouse to project sites. USAID facilWtated arrange-
mnts for US military personnel to assist in the GQi'i p*ysical aouation

(U) MACV published a directive on 6 June establidhig poloisen
and procedures for the conduct of CA programs to provide waxima support
for the GVN in its programs of IW and nation-building, CA functions
were to support both the military and RD pvgraxs, to -i-mse adverse
econaoic, political, and psychological impact on the civilian population,and to increase acceptance by the populalion of GVN control." All CA

activities were to emphasiso GIR, participation aWd *ponorshipp US/i
forces' support might be recoge aed, but was not 1 be accentuated.
On 15 June MAGV Directive 37-13, uhiah concerned finathcial aivinistra-
tion of US/FW forces' CA funds, announced the establishment of a revolving
cash fund for US/FN focrea, with which to finance, in coordination with
lonal MACV advisors, high-impact CA projects that required rapid tc-
comhlisbaent and for uhioh other funds were not available. An initial
grant of 200,000 pLasters per division and 100,000 per eaparate brigade
or equivalent unit was provided to-each caunde'r upon applicatica; a
unit's montly expediture was not expected to exceed this basic awunt.
For GI 66v a foroce-%ide 30 mallon yster lizitatim was imposed. The
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fund was to be replenished perlodicoaVy by the uixdt' s Imprest Fund Cashiers,
w iho received cash frcr `%.e 2M.OV Aid-%In'-4(nd Custedian upon bubuission of
paid vouchers, The fund was to oupplaient exdisving programs and was MAt
to be used 'when.nonsl. MITN fizanciNg wa;3 aalilablej it was limited to
use in the fields of eduoation,9 public workap agricultures, hea~lth, and
3 azrdtation.

(U) In JIM3 the PSY0? Dixct-orate was designated as the MACV liaison
office for coordinatioa of' U-S aoiutiaW actlvitim.s with the Vietnam Bay Scout
Association. MACV assi~stxa~.c to the Vietnam Boy Scomt Aseociation centers
on the voluntary, partiLzpati.on of acout-trained persoznel &as advisors to
unit and district leaders, DurZI ng It perilod June-December 1966 more than
50 LIS soocxts indlicated an interest in assisting the Vietzamese scout
movement., anti abot)at 20 were actively engaged in the program. The Lftqr~k
shown by advisors to Vietnaemee nilitary sahoola and training centers,9
coupled with the support of civic action funris, have made scouting avail-
able in several areas to refugee children and military dependent. iio
would otherwise be unabl.e "a part~icipate. Logistic su~pport 'was given to
two large caamoorees. one at. !,=- Son Mhutt Air' Base in October and the other
in Pleiku iir Doei7:t-!-v OMhtr MACV effortse in the youth field included
English instruction and asit~anoe in the fields of'sports and physical
education. Personnel of US wiite ahd advisory teame throughout Vietnam
taudht Englizrh classes for Vietuamese offlcers, civil. servants# school
children, and ref-.igeea on a voluntary baoia. MAID provided Englisah
primers for use in. conniottiova with -!heise classes,, US units end advisory
teoms aasiat-*d sports az.d p8iicial sdc~At~ivaprogrems by construction and
repair of atEn.et-to tac!I¶-.ies , providiae, poi'sonnel to act as coabhes and
physiaal educkt3,on advsos.,0d fio'dt.ng teams to c~pete with Vietumaos
m!J -4aryx and t ivilian &-

(U) On 23i JŽy i.Lte ftrav -of sa new ser'ies of monthly military CA
reporrtlo was pait!Ishadt to ikadloate tho broad scope and variety of CA
projecats ccplýGed zfach mu~rn~h .'67 RVN/'*/\N' forces t~hroughiout the RVN
The malor t'~taused "r. ~.s stal.I.-ical11 rtip~t wý3e: 1) construt-
tiouiAi&;.iAr proj?.3cs -1 teeatmentes, 3) health end sanitation
activ=.ties.9 4) di tribuftXi of oc~d-tLetip 5) redistribution of fgatured
items,, 6) educavtý.). efforts.# and 7If) unit, volluntary contri.butions',?4A

D(U)ooint response to a sv$ggestion by the US Embasayp the PSMO'
Dirotoateorgineted arni asrrled ont a pr~xgam for providing 'coaching

*si~stanc* to Vietnamese- at~hA2 ti~ r. eparit-r for participat~on In the 5th
Asian Game-,. Volneer" With pre'vivuu uaoching experience we"e obtained

frmall co~ands to 5pen-4 f=r months atsisting the Vietnamsoe. This
* progran produoed dramatic improvemtnt in- thoi ability of Vietniamese
* coachem to t-rain athlotei and enabled South Vietnam to send a toga to

the Asie ans Oema mpetit'ni wr-Ich brought h~onor and favorable notice to
their country. Tbe coaches als sermed as peyscial. oduation instructmr
in Sa~igon High .12chools, and wo nz ded by school directors and GVN
Himiatryr of Sporta f
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(U) At the end of Ju~lyg MACPD inf ormed A4 MACV that the military
CA program had reaohed such proporltiotas, both in quantityý of shipments
and in command emphasias, that, distribution through an opportune trans-
port system was no l~onger adequate,. J4 was requested to determine and
establish a system which would be most effective in distributing the
increasing tonnage of CA clumdities.1 7 9

(U) At a mid-August conference a.ttended by the USAID Child Welfare
Officer,9 the Director of Foster Parents Plani (Vietnam),, the UN Welfare
Advisor to the Ministry of Social Affairs,, and representatives of XACTV,
the question of military construction of new orphanages was discu~ssed.
Because massive construction of orphanages in Korea had encouraged
poor families to abandon their children,, the conference members agreed
that the MACV CA program should be directed toward improving existing
orphanages rather than building new omes.18

(U) In Septemnber, Amboassador W. Averell, Harrimnan queried Presi-
dential Assistant Kamer In Washxington about the ultimate disposition of
.svill from the military messes in RVN$ suggesting that this oommcdity
be used in support of pi~g farms near US camps. In answe *r to the query
CONUSMACV noted that the lat Otv Div was contributing some 5,000 gaUons
per month and that other US unit~s had similar programs. Distribution
of swill to hamlets near US installat nsq C(QIUSMACV had found, a
wvrthwhile project wi~th high impact4 if

(U) CINCPAC informed COI4ISKAGV in mid-October that a propoaal ~had
been mad. by a Newspaper Enterprise Assoolation representat~ive that~ the
national urge to send .Christcas gIfts to military personnel in Vie.amz
might be channeled to support t1he OA program In.Vi~etnamo In his lotter
to the Assistant SECDEF (r'ublic Af faire) oa I Iovember,, CINCPAC notsd
that because of t.he plaoster-oonveraslor limatati~on Imposed on COMUSHACY
for' progroned military spei uig,, the ASD (PA)' s uggo35tion that con-
tributions be ahanneled xnto exý.st~ing fumde mid agencies appeared to
be the most praotiesal course to adopt, He ad~iieed that if thic course
were pursuedv USAXI should be eneouragod ta ochannel contributions into
payment for servioee and for the pairehase and shipment of material to
IiVN9 thereby reduoirg the influx ef US do.ladr3 into the country.al

'(C) Specifio examples do tho XACV CA p~rogram for Vie last two
mon'ths ~of 1966 indi.oated thes degrs. of progress made in this field-
since the beginning of t~he 7tar. At thoendz of No*vemberp a mmiuur
report noted:

The civico act~ion prog~ram in I Corps was received
well. by the people, ARVN and US force civio action

i ~teams in Quag 'r1 Province assisted in the mov~ement
of 800 refugaee to seoured areas for medical attention$
refugee relief and USAIIJ t~cvyrdity distribution. The
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amount of construction oompleted by US forces dp&.-eased'
during November, A continuing ahortage of building
materials and items such as M.AP supplies inhibited
the US program in I Corps. In II Corps, RVNAF particL-
pation in the civic action program was negligible thile
US and FWMAF continued to support the program. *.mnere
was a slight decline in US civic action efforts in
some areas of II and III Corps because of heavy
operational requirements however, an increase in the
number of joint construction projects was. seen as US
units coordinated their ci.vic action projects with
provincial RD plans0  RVNAF participation in the
program in II and III Corps continued to be negligible;
althoughJ9 in III Corps ARVN and RF/PF: interest in
civic action projects has increased. Of any program,
medical treatment continued to have the greatest
impact on the rural population. Distribution of
foodq clothingg soap and building materials, for.
those persons without the basic necessities, was
next in line. In Hau NghLay civic action efforte by
a US team so impreseed the people at Duo Hanh "B"
hamlet that 40 families returned and began recon-
structing houses deatroyed previously by the VC. In
the IV Corps, the progr= consisted .primarily of 4-
ical treatment, preventive med.cizne, sanitation and
distribution of food and clothig. imiLtde civic
action occurted in Go Cont Kien Phoug., Piong Dinh
ad Kien Hon Povinces. Civic action increased in
the olher 11 prvritoees. pIh particpated in the
program for the flist tlze.

Similarly, the report iamxed as cý the end of December indicated the weak-
V5se; as well as thie 3,6&3hs of the CA program:

The civic artion program it I Corps continmed
to be reoeived well by the people, Commodities and
gifts were distrlbuted by comiz ned US/RINAF groups to
children for Christmas. Timely assistance from US/
RVNAF persornel aided the viotLs of the 24 December
Flyng Tiger aircraft craish in Binh Thuan Hamlet
%there 121 pereso were killd and many residences
were damaged or destroyed, In II Corps, medical
treatment and comodity distribution continued to be
two primary RVNAI cV-ic action projects. In PFeiku
and Ninh Thum P v•.ces3, RVNAF displayed little in-
terest in civic aotion while oivic action was a major
contribution to the RD program effort in Khanh foa
and Binh Dinh Provinces. There was a slight decline
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in civic action efforts in some areas of III
Corps because of increased operational requirements.
Another contributing factor to this decline was
the tremendous amount of time and effort expended
by the provinces in developnent of the 1967 RD plan.
RVNAF participation increased over last month. RF/PF
continued to improve their active p--t•-ciptwo- in
civic action projecte. In IV Corps, emjuMMs was
placed on medical treatment, commodity distribution
and educational classes. Noteworthy examples of Viet-
namese par.tycipation were immediate relief for fire
victims in Vinh Binh Province and voluntary contri-
butions from parents to build a high school in Vinh
Long Province. A high impact US action was the
plastic surgery performed on eight resident of Chau
Doc Province. in An Giang, RF/PF made voluntary
money contributions to two civic action projects,
Additionallyn 3!j,200$VN were voluntarily contri-
buted to schools and orphanages. Emphasis was
placed on repair and construction of public facil-
ities, playgmunds; classrooms and bridges,184

Medical Civic Action P.cgrams

(C) During 1966 the Medical Civic Action Program (MEDOAP) continued
to play an , . ... =...... ."... . • '. 

4tary civic action
effort throu,ýinxr, h:r-. i*R.:. :e -, V S•,rgecn was responsible for the
medical techzi"aL, .ffi: :. . setior advisors, component
commanders_ mnd . - ta-tical units had responsibility
for conducviDng o '-%ý. -..-. t- , ce=s within their zones. MEDCAP
I pro'jects were C i.ucts• ,.y t,•.tng •illtary personnel and resources to
treat Intige•u:',e p ri.., ":;, R F M.51 c•.mterparts. .n n•zl-.
and often remvoe &:.aa, _'iA' ta4b..e evidence that GVN was inter-
ested in the we)a. e -k. Ine , . some cases the only evidence of
the goverment he:izz6.c:e3 i. ,. ese people had been the village
chief, ped:cman, c,- t: c'_s"ctc' ~3o the MDCAP teams, which always
included RVN military *:n3-.n:•l1 . 'ara.ed a favorable impression of the
3VNAF an: the C..7. S.-.e .h.e "a4- ictent of MEDCAP I was to establish
and maintain a s- ;. %f zXaual respect and coordination
between the RVY.0 ± tbh c'•...: 2.-ce, it was essential that US
personnel workird the program T.maIn in the background. Every effort
was made to indoctrinnte 5.V!7acr :.o;erarts in order that some day
they could assume res on O2.ita 2- "iie e&ntire program without, US
personnel supporz. "ICEDA? - nasieted af .ojaecte conducted by majorUS and FWMAF troop •i,. 0 • bs'•. .a!ien size and larger, not working
directly through 71etnameae e±Ze, •ach project was initiated by
submission of a i oraki A'ý .*. •.ai wrttan concurrence of the XVN
Provincial govar=-,n+t., t'h. "S•C) •ovn,:!i. Representative, and the
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MACV Sector Advisor. Formal vcitten approval of the plan vas obtained from
MACV prior to implementation.o.

(C) The supplies necessary to carry out the mission of the MEDCAP
continued to be funded by USAID and distributed through RVWJ' medical
depots. Every effort was made to persuade Vietnamese medical units to
requisition supplies for all personnel in their immediate geographical
area -who were performing medical civic action.jpojects, inolding the
US teamsj this was considered necessary as the first step toward turning
over the entire program to RVNF units. However, late in the year a
study of medical supply support to IEDOAP indicated that it could be
improved, duplication eliminated, and supply mangemont of requirement.
simplified, if supply support came from the same logistics system pro-
viding medical units with their regular operational medical supplies.
Under this proposal the RVNAF logistics system would support all RVKF
medical units, including unit WMAP supply requirements. Similarly,
USARV, NAVkPV, a&d 7th AF would support all, medical supply requiremutt.
of their respective US and FWMAF medical customers. XACV cmponent QCEwaan
concurred with the study' s recommendationsp and it was planned to aoor4inate
and phase the transfer of 1ME.AP supply support of US and YVXMF l~ p
teams Irm RVAF to WZCV c=ponentm oowds during early C! 67.,39

(C) During the period 1 April to 30 June HMEAP treatments innreaeed
from an average of 450,800 per month to apprtdmately, 000000, ar. by the
end of September the monthly figure had reached 1,000,000. By thu end 3t

* 1966 a total of 9,7652591 Vietnamese had been medically treated hravg
?MCAP., at a cost of approximately 15 centa per treatmentp as cj0ared
with less than 6,000.000 during 1965 at 22 cents per treatma,

.Hii•ta jcrY_ ial Ho.nital ,Aumnta!t!Im. Prorm

( D) During 1966 the )Wiary Provincial Hoapttal AuSmontation Pro-
-gram (fLPAP) continued to stress the use of mi3i4tary %adica pezonnel
to treat RVN oivilians in oivilian medical instaJlatiots axd ir- field.
This program augmented the KMHCAP, The RVN is a country :ýf approximtar
14,000,000 people with few physioians, most of whcum are either In the
RVNAF, are not practiaing, or are too old to praoti, "v leaving ony a
miim number to care for civilians. Tis pauoity of nrofseional
medical education made it necesetary in mwvy instanceep to plce RVW
pioains in iviliian hospitals and perW. the &=a r ,yWA,• the rit
to a civian practice.e

(C) On 1 Janary 1966 there were iix MIUIP teams i-countr•y by
the end of the year this nmber had increased to 23 KMI.-P, plus the
two special surgical teamS. The KUXF &P team c andewsr did not aeses
responsibility for the operation of pcovince ho.pitala or health servioes,
but supported and assisted their counterpart mýo~dcal chiefs in oarryiM
out their ultimate responsibilities for all health matters. The !ILIA
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temaz ttemptiu4 to integrate thsmse1ve& iuto the entire health se0rvice
Operations, &g Opposed to &a~umptjon of responsibility for any one sea-
tion thereof, The jrovinoe maedical chief remained in charge and re-w
tamed fnal ve~o, power over US tears prcwwa~soM 9

(0) In November 1966 thb' preoject ti*.3.e was changed frem MiltAry
fprofi~noia1 Vospital Augmentationl Program to MilitarY Prvincial Health
ptrgfl3 Ath the coderms remaining thea same (NMtJA). ThMes change
enabled the tczne to beece mare fragmented and to offer Uea44 umdioal
awasitane outside the re~gular civilian MediCal iaaltoa 1

()During the year signifi.caut sbaps were taken by USAID t.o
iamwo medical supply slapport to US KWH1'AP teams6  The USAID log1-
tioal advisory branzh to the GVW Ministry of Health '-O) Atpbt system
was expanded; the pipeline vas iftortened by requisiti.oning Medial
supplies fromn the US AMy Depot RYuW=~ Zelands, effective 1 0atober
661 and a prograa %wa initiated to streamline GVNAH) depot prOcedthres.
The re of fil at the NR depot at Phut 1ho, (Saigon)a bad *Px'ovd.
frca 30 percent, initial, fill in September to over 50 percent In Neas"
ber. It was anbicipAted, that fill rated of 130 percent anW over' vaild
be possible by April.57g. .his will. ease oow ideiably the tardon of
!(ELIJA tumamn which under the KtLUWA OOWePt Must re0,i1" their
supp]y support through the GIN~ X4OI, on. the theory that thee pr&Uacia
value of their advisory' mission wo~uld be doaWnaded We" thty to bay.
sources of supp~y&ýyeil~bI to them that are not available to ther

(1u) xot paxt o., the MILWAP pmarmq but. of inestimablo' value
to ~the people of UV~r v~x the medical oortributions by several Taos
W004d MatUM. Oa 23 JU4~ the first MhilPPIM ViVilian i"04ia teaM
arrived in RNq tfliowed six dap~ later bir- K-a siVar to= PM the

Unitd Kigdcm. A SPwAnsh xadical team re.ce sgno sbr
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CHAPTER VIII

CCKTINUfl4G CHALLENGES

CHALLENGE AND RPSPSE IN RVN

From Political Crisis to a Constituent Assemba y

(C) At the beginning of 1966 the Government of Vietnam (GVN),
ý.n power since June 1965. appeared by recent Vietnamese standards to
be relatively stable. Relations between MACV and the government of
Premier Nguyen Cao Ky were generally excellent, and close coopera-
tion between CC4USMACV and Chief JGS, the apolitical Lt Gen Cao Van
Vien, was leading to an increasingly effective prosecution of the
war. Yet behind the facade of governmental solidarity lay a number of
fundamental sources of trouble, .any one of which might at any time
exupt and threaten the fragile fabric of the Ky government." Chief
along the issues of great sensitivityp many of them interrelated, were
a basic feeling of dissatisfaction toward the military Junta, especially
on the part of out-of-power politicians; a fragile relationship among
the senior officers making up the ruling National Leadership Committee
(NIU); an increasing tension between "northerners" and "southerners"
within the Ky government; political more than doctrinal differences
between Catholics and Buddhists, dating from the Diem regime; andq
overshadowing all factors, the worsening economic situation in RVN.J

(C) The GVNdqmt3tic political program for 1966, as outlined to a
Aember of the US Mias•pi on 7 January by the Special Assistant to PremiLer

Kyv, provided for adoption of democratic processes at something less
than high speed. It was clear that the ten-wan NLC (also called the
Directorate) was firmly opposed to holding free elections for a National
Assembly during such a critical phase of the war, and proposed instead
to initiate only the first steps in building democratic institutions
in RVN. The first move, according to the NXW, was to appoint a "Democ-
racy-Building Council" which would draft a constitution and statutes
concerning politi.Osl parties, elections, and possibly regulation of
the press. The constitution, to be drawn up after consultation with
provincial councils, political elements, and leaders of the politico-
religious sects, would then be submitted to the electorate for approval. 2
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14-15 s~~ y ia**: c > .: ... * : isa: ± in Sa. gon on

mary GýVN go le -1r £t: iiiii ti,4 -. c a anid racoristruct the
rural ar'!,'!, t'- :& z~d te. build dmoc.racy.
Ky po~ited trat thL* t:*6 I Pz. ~a not, With the
intention o:t~ tc at, ur. t~o czf'at~o th~e nec t&y conditions for
setting up ai trueat r~.T~e 'r *31i Couhils1 he announced,
would be appoin'ced v:-, sltsr, L~ziar New Yma.- (xi~n') to d.-aft a con-

stittiox f~r ~ V. & :tts~r rsferen&L':,t in October 1966; democratic
elections wesre p70~: f: ~

(S) Whi.le t~he -w~-. as in- the year's first
rwn~ors of a -_.u b-,: o ~'~h prmesenca of so
many offi-e--s in Sa.I.n -~ h .~~ h c. r1%T (21 January)
the tradit;ional peri.:-, ;a 1BVII F~r st:.kr.~ iuts i.n preparation for
thc new yeý&r. 17heiýt z i-~c eiiv*i weclc3. ran the gamut
fram a peace~fL.1, rea iinx' ýý of --hs M-1.0 ~R:'ny bei~ri replaced by one of
his colleaguesp to a --i -s.-- tv~~i~ cup backed by dis-
gruntled elemeirc~s bct~h Vh .'R VNF~AF. A GVN spokesman
denied to the press tŽ,at tt-: A r-;-Lee hed arrested some junior
officers planni:g a vcp bi.A X7 !. ltex aeknctwledged to Ambas-
sador Lodge that a&nl 'J' --... _- g~r':nrp t-er uentovler)"- and neutra-
lized. It appeare= ::-. v *~~~a a' ozi~if"Icant threat to
the Ky reg~me,, but tsv.v ~ ~ ats 4Zo tiomec,4

(S) Meanwhile.. in~ *.- 1 ZWTZ' far to t~he n~rth., there, appeared the
first minor rumb1ý.nge ol' towa. 1-tc ozr the the prina~pal political
crisis of 1966. The fir.-r. 11k tt he cloud nio largor than a
man's hand, wa p ý~ i~ i~ .* The I Corps Commander Lt Gen
Nguyen Chanh Thi had differat vetnty h Col. Thien,9 the Mayor of
Da Nang,, over the administ~rat:±oz of theat im oirtant. ity, and on 16 January
Col Thien was relierld and e~a~~~yac.rla physician, Dr. Man.
The US Consul in Hut t1hat. .me ahazq, in zlkrora might have political-
repercussions; Dr. Mrn. 'Pie rxtoi wA jinaxperienced. in public administra-
tion and in po', tic;3 and azoy chan±g8 in the delicate
balance of power in th:e IvdSLxiistV rr r -IRa danger-aus. "Students

Budhis, and ±noZ:t a. ti,#manis o~f .1:-. %isfacticn wth current
government continuae, ,' the <oia o n 4.Ja~nua:7y, "even though
for time being thei:.' unr~hppin!tss :ýt 14sn. lag in any forceful
manner." He added tha`;a t*.hl, ý tremtn ý,ez7 sensitive to any acts
by American ailltar-r whi1c~h TA'e7 a~ dyi~tf.-rellglod.a or threat to
nationaleobversignzy. '. Or 02 Ft;bra- z.-r.; 13.0 r..Iaers mnarched on a
district headquarters bet-w-t, Htue' 6:ý B&ý to j),,.toest ths alleged
killing of a civliar. by !1`5 1-! pr-ix- dtay the gathering
dispersed q~uJet1, -4~ %~ ~.,_ a: Fu; rar'nkd that it
augured probab2z 'a ~ ~ ~ ½ over the American
milit~ary preeut=6.*
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(S) OA 7 February Chief of State Thien and Premier Ky met with
President Johnson in Honolulu in a two-day conference on the political,
social., and economic aspects of the war. The subsequent Declaration
of Honolulu outlined the j~oint US/GVN goals (of a determined military
effort together with attacks on hunger., ignorance, and disease in RVN.
The fact that the conference had tak~en place on US territory was seized
upon by dissident elements in RTA as s undue subservience

(0)a 21. February Premier Kýy announced a cabinet reshuffle which,
in the view of the US Mission, would result in a strongwr governmevt by

*(8) Oai3 Ma oh Premier K f2e&i, ero~rtedl to inve te

e r~ienings& pa -Pltcal act ty agains '
'The governme~nt.taThe medt ing was apparently acrimonious, with

charges and countaroharges fran both sides, and it beem~ increasingly
claar that one of the two would have to back down. Ky returned to
SaAon. tO solicit support frwi the other members of the NUD calng
for a formal vote of confidence on the basis of dismissal.

ri ' ý"h -m T 16% eeV aked the er,
agreeing to th r oif o and suiggestin~g that he
should go abroad for' an in ae =nate p!TriofdM. hi apparently a =ed

a decisi n and the followinig day a QV& comeinique anniounced

c asif .ed'T __pix a ed y -he Miflit~ax' ~ifstor-y JBranchj, H{Q US4ACV,
on 9 December 1966, entitled "The Karoh--June 1966 Political Crisis in
South Vietnam and Its ~Ffeots onl Military Operations.")
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(TS) CWSMACV's first official indccataton
came on 9 March, when Gen Co. Deputy Premier and n'nFWis erof LIense

advised him of the meeting to be held the followi da.

SRACV discussed with US Mission officials and

the ossible impact of the relief in I CTZ. He noted

ithat a reaction appeared to be talking placee
with the objective of restoring him to duty or assiLng

we CCKUSMACV felt that the latter objective was the motive of

potentially dissident elements in I CTZM

The Vietnamese in Central Vietnam have never
oeen genuieiely sympathetic or loyal to the Saigon
government and we are seeing a marifestation of this
attitude. In my opinion there is a great prospect
that political trouble of a serious nature is again
to develop in the Da Nang/Hue area. All of us de-

plore , . . the resurgence of politi"al unrest and
p:roblems which have set us back so often in past
years. Such seems to be inevitable in this long
and tortuous task of rebuilding a nation concturent
with fighting a war. These two tasks tend to mutu-

ally interfere and this phenomenon is at the root

of our problems in achieving rapid sucoess. ,

(S)
CC USMACV n";tructe au-. US subordinate conmandera to av generAtin.

rumors on th' subject, and to counsel their RVNAF counterparts to under-

stand and act ept the administrative aqtion anreto concentrate on the all-

important mission of getting on wi.th, the war.:2

(S) The predicted reaction in I CTZ bein .5,:'

immediately; some 2,000 persone.n includinglMN personnelq took part in D

a peaceful demonstration in Da W~ang on U1 March9 the theme being "Down

with the Generals' Command in Saig=n." In the next few dari other dembn-

strationa took place and schools were closed in Da Nang and Hue, and it

became apparent that the protests wore beiLg organized with the tacit

UIM -l lclofcas he mn them Mayor Man of Da Nangpg
go' Meanwaile leaders of the ,uddist

Institute in Saigon declared the country to be in a "state of crisis"

and called for the retu:rn to public life of several generals who had

taken a prominent part in the overthrow of the Diem regime in 1963.14
In Da Nang, a general strike called on 13 March was about 90 percent

effective; it was instigated by the "Military and Civtlian Struggle

Committee for I Corpse" composed of elements loyal to Thi a:;d including

ARVN personnel.15

(S) On 15 Kr-h the GVN made a de.o-i aite - Fuoh criticized)

_.. .._ _ •Q . .. . .
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S°:1-
to return to Da Nagtmoa- "

yto Da Nang

on March to pack his belongings, say go to friends, and demon-/'
strate publicly that he had accepted his dismissal asb in the
country's best interest; on his return te Saigon ... depart for the

US and a medical check, a trip arranged DDa proffered by CCMUSMACV.
In Da Nang, and the next day in Hue,, -greeted by large and
enthusiastic crowds. His addresses were moderate but ambiguous, stres-
sing that he himself was a poor man without education, that he was
always on the side of the peop le, and that he would be wi,,in to-
seviehijj ut  ry n ere

(TS) In a meeting with Chief af State Thieu on 19 March,
CCRUSUACV gleaned the official GVN veaotion to the unrest in I cTZ,
a reaction perhaps not unnixed with wishful thinking• According to
G a t ori ofm RVNAF personnel su orted 5the a

Theu felt that -eturn to S on nd u b

agreeable to goin aoa -1Eher, tlaimed that the Buddhists
had been consulted and had acquiesced, but despite
their agreement they were now qai , to capitalize on the situation;
the Buddhist argmment ume that the relief of Thi demonstrated a lack
of unity among the generals, that the generals were not united because
they had political ambitionsý and that therefore the generals should
be returned to the Arm. and that the =•vilians should take over the
running of the government.-"

(5) The Directorate (NLC). already. had decided not to compromise

with the Eddhists in any way, reaffirmiag its announced plan for a
constitutional referendum in the fall of 1966 and general elections
in 1967; on 19 March Premier 1 in am address at Lalat, made it clear
that "any form of disturbance * will have no influence on the govern-
ment. The Armed Forces and the Administration will not yield to unjusti-
fitd cl"ms which are contraxy To the interest of the nation and the
people."•' The Buddhist reaction to this stand was an immediate
demand that the GVN be replsced at once by an elected civilian govern-
ment; for the first time the struggle forces began attacking Ky by name.
On 23 March there were general strikes in Da Nang and Hue, and the
vtruggle propaganda became increasingly anti-American in tone: although
the American people and tro"ps wxere thanked for their assistance to
the Vietnamese people, they were slmultaneoualy accused of infringing
on Vietnamese sovereignty and blozcing democratic movement in order to
strengthen their control orer the GVN.- 1
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S(T) CW-USACV took a very poor view of the propaganda of the
•jj•j. jajch he had a meeting on the sueject Irith

I told him I was very concerned about the iýs
"military situation in I Corps and that I did nnt
believe the people in I Corps realized the serious-
ness of the situation, I stated as I saw the situ-
ation there were four columns marching into Quang
Tri and Thus Thien Provincee fro North Vietnam and
Lacs and fifth column activities in Da Nang and Hue.
* * * Furtherp I Icld him I was concerned about the
reaction of the Americam public -Aen they learned
that 210 Americans had been 4fled and S08 wounded
betxen the period -22 Marcb and, despite this eacri-
fl-e•, civl disorder had been allowtad to tako place
-... Ut Hang and Hoe w.ich not only failed to recognice
W cotri'mtjion of the Americans but was derogatoq7

"(TS). Begjnzn .on 25. March, an overt ixudent in Hue provided fuel
for the struggle propagarntitasa DThrn the couree of the demonsttationa
.a student leader posted a banner with provoqative anti-..American sent&&
ments; a US Mar•ne. promptly tore the banmer down. The student leader
obJected, 'and demanded a public apology. After many telephone cealls
involviing .US Mission and Mtay personnal, tha matter was s0oo'the
over when a US a.dvisor to the lat ARVN Div wrot a latter to the student
exproel$Sg regret-over the incident. OOAUS$ACV iccapted the tat,

A -but .n. not happy about it: "This was a very distasteful
action frM, W point of viPw because of t•,e hotheaded attitude of the
stuiont leader who was erither intentis~a3Jly or m±wit-tir~ll aiding and
..abetting the VC. Th o n. . , is apcr t.lW Z5 Vavas of ae and
ahould be serving lOI-heAr., A With the 2ocmurr-no of A.bast•,dor
tdc$ge OCKUMAGV ofi 28N.&rah wriote to I,:;- Gen Vica, Chitf JOS.,~raan
h~b zomcern ovft the, whole -strupg, itain

, .. 4 unjustifIed abuise of United States policy
.reflect4ed in a serins of radio broadcaots, together
with displa~y of. Eglist lanmigue eigns obviously in-
tended to voWvke US military pereo•nel-the ssme per-
sonnel whoso sacrifioe of life and limb hat played an
i po•tant role in enabling the citizenry of Hue and
-the egion as a whole to pursue the good life in safety.

Abu" of United States military presenae in the
northern reaches of the Republio . . not only degrades
troop morale, but pl.a-es me itn an exeeedingly difficult
and embarassing posit ton in attfermpting to explain the
situation.

• ' •. J. Ordcr ; ,
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It is for the reasons Just cited that I address
you in the frank, straightforward manner that marks
our association to seek your assurance that United
States forces, who in themselves are an inspired
"struggle group" dedicated to serving your country-
men, are treated with customary dignity and spared
•m1necessary interference in accomplishing the tasks
'1!rusted to themzz

(S)nned in the I Corps areat, ignoring aln/
GVN requests- return to Saigon and either accept a GVN position •
or go abroad for his health. Hie presence continued to fragment loyal-' '"

ties; much of the Ist ARVN Div supported, at least tacitly, the
struggle movement, although on 30 March the GON ordered seven of the
most politically-inclined officers of the division transferred to
Saigon. Ch the sam day an incident in Da Nang, in which a UMM vehicle
scraped the bumper of a VN truck, was greatly magnified by the atruggle-
group agitators, who demanded that "top US officials* come to Da Nang
to settle the matter within 48 hours, or "we will not be responsible
for the lives and property of US residents in Da NaM.-3

(S) By the beginnwng of April the struggle forces had taken con-
trol of =7 of the centers of political power in Da Nang and Hue, aid
hard-core elements uvre established not only in I Corps towna.and
villages, but also in wany areas of the II CTZ. The effect on the
military situation was becoming serious. While US and RIU forces con-
tUnued to carry the fight to the enenm•

PVNAF activity, reflecting the political turmoil,
dropped off sharpkv, particularly in I Corps where the
First Division Commander has, in effect, led the divi-
aionu in a passive mutiU against the Government. The
Viet Cong, apparently not wishing to divert the VietnAmse
fram their internal b4ckerijg, mounted only four small-
scale attacks 5n the week 3-9 Apri!g, the loweut total
since t4he week of October 6-14, 1965. The number of heavy
contacts also decreased, with the total RUNAF casualties
dropping to 278 fron 518 last week, the lowest weekly
total since the . . week of Febr,2ry 12-19, 1964 in
the wake of the ýhanh coup . . .

(S) On 3 April Chief of State Thieu announced that a national

political congress shortly would convene to draft a conatitution. Oa
the heels of this concession, however, Premier Ky declared at a press
conference, '"I consider Da Nvig to be in the hands of the com=nIsts,
and the government will organize an operation to retake N Nang." He
accused Kayar Man of using GVN funds in support of dissident elements,
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*and bluntly -warnedý that if the may-or were. c-augnt .'he., Will be shot to death
outrih -without trial~a Ky also .ordarod suspension oft q.11 Vietnamese
comnercial- fzlights from -.5aigon., "because tha.. lane htep stand by in

* ~case the goverrment needs them -to move too. s O(5{,JSC1ACV inn~diately
ntfied -CG 111- MAF -.to 't~alo all nesessary. mesrm.-t.-oda confronta-

tion between -US *troops and. RVN -civilian or zilitary' elements. Predicting
violence- in.DaNang after GVN forees were flown in, C-.qdUTWCV ordered

PEI tha~t all US troops be confined to biliets and vehioles-kept off the roads;
he further suggested that. all. Da Nang port operations be suspended until.

the eitution-wa -reolved,42 . .

I:(r) Daring the night of 4-5Apirmery .'.

& and .Ci~f -JGS Gan Vien accompanied two VMC battalionst,: h j1ice
-' ~~~and PSYWAR: augmentationq- from Saigon-to Da Nang -air bsh.ti4.

batalonfollowed . later, US advisors to hs units -had enirtd
not to- accatrpany them,, but to fly to Da: Nang the , next..~t d ~reO 4A
: 'clos~e at hand.'- CCKUSACV -instructed OG III MAF 1to insure,.thaýioJ

'-aEdvis-ors '-accompa~nied. RVNAF tro~ops in or near- fla Nangp buý ,.that ~41sors
shouild 'be: ,eady tro join their units. if -they, were d.pJ oyod .. ýis tke
VO . Premieri- Ky spen4 -most .of .5 April at the -airfield4 inconisutation
with his. staff and1 loca:l offi~cials; t%-he VNI4C battalions "made no move
toward. -the c. 1itysf but VNAF aircraf t dropped. pro-OWN. leaflets over Da.
- -Nag~Late in the afternoon Ky announced on the '.oca1 riadio' *ýt, ha aad

comuanist, infiltrat~ion. Th'e Premier.then flow bacl~-t o 'Aigon.,)j ..

--(S) Meanwhile the CG let ARVN D~iv had announaed over -f~i u
that h-I.s dtvision supported the st-rtgg'9 movmients, claiming that the
GVN hid "betrayed the people~s interes.&*," he prott~st-,A. the GVN troop
movement; -to Da Nang and rejecti'A Prex_±er Ky' s earlier contenition that
Dau Nang was comnun2.st-clatz'o.Lied Units of the let ARVN. Div qiere posted
south- of Hue on Rouwte 1,, evidently zo guaerd against, pr~o:-GV troops, 9 nd
othei -troops,.- aid-id by astudent demonstr atorsp removed barri .ades outside
the. MAWV cuapound -at flue, . At this stages, all US advis3or31 to the 1st Div
were-. withdrawn- to base-camp lzwcat-ions and all- US heliippt~ers and fixed-
ving alrcraft were withdrtawn, frowl:-st Div. support.. - On t1je f oll1owing day,,
6 Apri4l,, the 4e'vbuation, of US civi).ians was ordear~d:~ a,28

4 (SY)"I'n Saigon,, whero Lo'Low:ng a meetIng at. the. Buddhist Institute
there had been clashes between demonstrators and. r2..oV p' e aided by
ARVN airborne units, C(1WtSMAOV reported Iwo CINCPAC on the ei'fect'-3 of the
polit~io9l unrest on military operations a',.

..- Th~ o eretos~ nas l be n a n road-lr iop* orant~
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have lost 18,000 man days of Vietnamese labor, and
1500 US man days have been expended to accomplish
required tasks. Unloading of ships in Da Nang has been
curtailed on several occasions with a tonnage loss of
3700 short tons and hat oedn suspended since 31 March
ir. Hue with a loss of 1600 short tons. Commercial POL
deliveries were not acoomplished on 23, 24, 30 and 31
March, and military convoys and airlift were substi-
tuted. Continued interruptions could result in a reduc-
tion in III HAF stock levels, increased employment of
tactical units for convoy and other logidtical opera-
tions and increased requirement for logistioa.L airlift

"The deterioration of the political situation has
had an adverse effect on the GVN military effort. In
the let Division Tactical Area, command and control by
both division and aector military leaders is reported
as marginal . . . . Influence of Buddhist leaders is
reported in competition with that of the military, and
2000 military personnel participated'in demonstrations
in Hue, contrary to orders. The situation in the 2nd
Division Tactical Area is considerably better, and
only a little unrest has been noted.29

(TS) CCWJSRACV had made available to 0hief JGS a C-130 aircraft
with which to return VNMC units to Saigon, but on.8 April the aircraft
arrived in Saigon oarrying only Defense Minister Cop who had been held
hostage for a brief period by members of the I Corps staff in Da Nang.
Earlier Ln the-day Gen Vien had requested COIUSMACV to provide aircraft
to fly additional RVNAF troops to Da Nangq but CCJSMACV refused.
Although Gen Mi•U backed the request, stating that he planned to move
two Hanger battalions that nightp COMUSMACV indicated only that he would
ask the Ambassador to Vuery Waahington; the Rangers were flown to D&
Nang in VNAF aircraft.30

(3) Ln Hue, lst ARVN Div leaders and the dissidents associated
vith them decided on 8 April to reduce their anti-American tone. The
LIt Div had been shocked by the withdrawal of their US advisors, and
the OG had urged their return as soon as possibleD promising to assign
ARVN troops to protect US installations and to replace at once the
bar$.ers at the Hue MACV oompound lst Div troops declared in a reso-
lution that Wi.ile they had no coniaidenoe in the Ky government, they
would "always stand side by side with allied soldiers, particularly
US aoldiers, in the mission of fighting communist aggression until
victory.,31

(C) a 10 April- by NLC 6ppointment, the Hue-born Lt Gen Ton
That Dinh, a former commander of XII Corps, assumed command of I Corps,
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replacing Gen Chuan, who had returned to Saigon and asked. to be relieved.
On the same day 9 at a press conference in Saigon, the Baddhist Insti-
tute denounced the GVN and warned that demonstrations would continue
if its demands were not met. At the conference,, formaally
launched the Buddhist political party, Vietnamse Buddhist Forces.
The US Mission viewed the Buddhist declarations as a virtual pledge
of all-out attack on the Ky government 0

3 2

(C) On 11 April Chief JGS requested US aircraft to remove the two
remaining VNMC battalions--one had departed the previous day--out of Da
Nang, and on 12 April the units and their US advtsbry teams, with vehicles
and cargo, were returned to Saigon by USAF =nd VNAF airlift. Tensions

.were eased and, for the mcmentg at least, demonstrations ceased in Hueand Da Nang.33
an (C) Also on 12 April,. the National Political Congress opened in

Saigon. The di a initially boycotted the congress, but later sent
an obs rver; told the press that he was not anti-American and
had no desir expe US forces from RVN, but had simply opposed US t
policy as blocking the establishment of a national assembly. Despite
an intensive VC attack on Tan Son Nhut Air Base on 1.3 April, the congress
wand up its wo* on the 14th with a ten-point proposal which included
elections for a constituent assembly within four months and retention'of
the military government to organize the elections, As the. congress was
ending, NIL Chairman Thieu promalgated a decree for the election, to be
held within three to five'months0 The Buddhist Institute accepted the
program and the decree, agreeing that the Ky government should stay on
ur.•il the elections were held.3 4

(C) Despite the apparent amity in Saigon, the situation in I CTZ
remained unsettled. On 15 April, appearing in Da Nangaopenlyassociated himself with the struggle movementg calling for an Lediate - {
change in the GVN and urging conit.nued demonstrations in the area. Mayor
Man, still clinging to office, supported Owhile the struggle-
controlled radios in Hue and Da Nang denoMencedte GVN election decree
as a trick. Radio Hue on 15 April made the frenzied declaration that
more than 60 Buddhist ,bonzes were ready to immolate themselves in
protest0

3 5

(S) On 18 April CC1USMACV reported to CINCPAC and JCS his belief,
based on a survey by advisory teamsq) that ARVN commanders throughout
the I1, III and IV CTZ's were loyal to the GVNp and that the same
was true of the 2d Div in I CTZo The ist Div was dividedy but its CG,
Gen Nhuan, sided with the struggle movement, and the lot Div, under
the influence of Gen Tri and it.s Buddhist chapiainsq would demonstrate
against GVN if the crisis flared up again. RF/PP forces were either
behind GVN or politically indifferent:, except for a few un:its in
northern I CTZ.3 6
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(C) CG III WAP reported on 19 ijril that Gen Dinh was making
progress in returning I CTZ to normal, Dinh had ordered Gen Nhuan and
Da Nang struggle eemW±1 off a planned demonstration, and
had had a meeting • in Hue; the Bhuddist leader assured
Dinh that Buddhist- Wou no longer demonstrate against the GVN.
Nevertheless9 MACV intelligence estimates in late April considered the
situation potentially ezplosives with§ leadership of the
struggle movement tending to negate Gen Dinh's efforts, In an effort
to reduce ýthe GVN on 2 April appointed 1SS Chief Col
Loan to succeed Col Lieu, as Director General of
the National Police. 3 7

(U) At a press conference on 7 May, Premier Ky stated that the con-
stituent assembly to be elected sometime in 1966 would simply draft a
constitution and could not be transformed directly into a national assem-
bly; for this reason, Ky said, the presený GVK would remain in power until
a legislative assembly had been elected "some time in 1967." This state-
ment provoked strong reactions from the struggle forces and Buddhist .

leaders, who professed their belief that thejVN would resign upon the/' .
-election of a constituent assembly. aega issuing a series of
increasingly inflammatory statementsIs o them aimed at creating dis-trust among the 'members of the NICo, approached by US Mission
officials9 added his voice to charges t -emier Ky was discredited
and should resign ad n -;;.. . tLM• 1:6 appeared that Col Loai-,
who enjoyed Ky's full confidenwe, azt'a1ily was trying to keep the I CTZ
situation stirred up9 so as to o~vide the GVN with sufficient provocrtim
to intervene and s5t'ýie the situattin permanently."-

(S) Early on 15 May - stlensibIT tv euppot ARVN units which had
"risen up" against the &rcgg±t mo3ment , the GVN took swift action to
settle the whole affair. JNAF paratrroops and marines were airlifted
from Saigon and Quang Ngal to Da Nang; under the personal command of Gen
Vieng Chief JGSp the t1ops quickLy secured the airfield and proceeded to
take control of I Corps headquar-e-s•, the Da Nang garrison, the city hall,
the National Police garrison, and -he radio station. Gen Dinh* OG I
Corps, requested and reoe.ved US trimcportation to HQ III MAF, where he
sought asylnmo3 9

(TS) The entire opra':t0:h, a aos--crate gamble by the GVN to
retain contral of I CTZ, was undemaken without any reference to the
US Mission or MACV. at a rtnme -wA= both The Ambassador and C(1USMACV
were in Honolulu., CC4USMACV expressed US conceamn

0 * . apparentl•y tne Prin6 Minister decided to
send tioops tc Da Nang in order to take over the
Mayor's office, tio zadio statAions and the I Corps
Headquarters *o t.•tablish government control. I am
convinced that this move was incidental to both
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Ambassador Lcdge aad mysel.S being iaut of the I-ouPntz7
at the t~ime. Thils unexpected move was made withouxt
the knowledge of T~he Amerioaans and has created cause
for great. toqeern. P * rom whal, I knocw of the
situaticni, it is a. 1mple-x one. I fear that-there
wi2ll be unfortu-nate bloodshed and political reper.-
cussions before the mat~te.- is quieted, from which
nobody but the Commur.±stle -411 benefit. To try
to bring about. some orde.-- ouit of this chaos will
be a del-icate and diffit~lt task indeed. 4 0

(S) The reaction in Hue to the GVN move against Da NJang was
immediate. addreased.ý thr'aoagh the US Consulate, a. tele-
gram addressed to - sident Johnsbag Ambassador Lodge,9 the World
Buddhist Association,5 and Buddhist leadaer it Saigon., urging iniediate
intervention on the grotunds that the GVN fa~rces in Da Nang were
oppressing the people and preparing to atttaok the Buddhist pagodas.
Radio Hue 'broadcast de-Jlarations by Gens Di±M and Nhuan opposing the
GVN o eration. cal It an invasion aimed at provoking civil war.

onsu~e~ ~ 0 appeared to be in
ca~mmza e-t a Conulae bf1T~-1: hat any GVN tr'oops sent to

Hue would be neutralizedo 'y persu±a-ic'a if posslble$ but by force if
necessa-'y. - personally aasured the safety of Americans
in Hue., In go,,, meanwhile.. the aa-i'hisT. In.-titute denounoed the
GVTN a.ction in Da Nang., oalling ~.t 't1w gzave betrayai, opportunistic9
irresponsible and thoughtless ,114

1'31)

(S) As this s46ond Da Nang _-rsiai began, the LIS Mission received
caution&.ry guidance from SECSTATE,, 114~ snc:iuild noz throw our weight in
anyq way beiiind a GVN effort tnat seema baa-y planned and ill-advisedq
likely to drive mi-litant Buddhia3ts &nd mainy ýthetrs into clear oppositiong
which the GVN may no,. be s-,rong or de,ý,ruiied e~.u~to handle without
tompromisa or tho worst c'Natcome Of Laodrwi~ I rep1lr, the
Miss'-on noted that no 8iah a.ft.on had but :autlaen abatns
the opposite turaese 1)N
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If we move quickly and give the impression we are
pulling the rug out from under Kyo the government will
undoubtedly fall and ARVN•, which despite revolving door
changes in government since November 19 19639 has remained
the one reasonably stable unit in the government, may be
irreparably damaged. The government which will emerge
may very.well not be the "other side," but will probably
be the worst sort of jury-rigged affair imaginable . . .
incapable of waging war and even of making any sort of
acceptable peace.•4

(TS) With the outcome of the crisis still in doubt, CG III MAP
met on 18 May with CG 2d ARVN Div. Gen Hoang Xuan Lam, in an effort to
determine the position of Lam's command. Lain ste- that the 2d Miv
was loyal to the GVN, but that problems would aris the GVN tookaq dioet atiinaaine Buddhists in pg

'rt handing over cmadfrom Hue he joined

in attacking the Thieu-Ky 45gov ment 4

his ddr-i-ip K" e secrecy of the

operation on the grounds that it was a political and not a
military affair. Cnce installed complained
private oCofS III MAF that C was mo troops Da Nang
without o authority, and that Loan was urging an attack on the two
main pag s which were struggle group strongholds. Cao absolutely
refused to order an attack on the pagodasq and shortly thereafter
requested asylum at HQ III MAF9 claiming his life was in danger. By
19 May it was becoming clear that Col Loan9 with or without Premier
Ky's knowledge, was determined to attack the pagodas and end the
insurgency; the former I Corps CofS and G3 both sought sanctuary at
HQ III MAF, stating-that atholic officers oudnot stav at I Cg&m.
HQ.

(S) Col Loan returned to Saigon late on 19 May, and early the next
morning heavy fighting broke out in Da Nang as GVN forces attacked a
number of struggle positions and VNAF aircraft continually buzzed the city.
Shortly after noon9 the struggle forces sent a letter to CG III HAF,
through an American correspondent, claiming that more than 1,000 persons
had been killed or wounded and threatening to destroy the Da Nang air-
base unless the US intervened and forced the GVN troops to withdraw from
the city. Two hours later a a ruggle-force officer callesand
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warned that if the GVN troops continued the assaults, the Da Nang East
ammnition dump would be blown up, III MAF had received reports that
the struggle forces had wired the dump for demolition. In order to pro-
tect US personnel and property. and to be in a position to occupy the
dump9 a USMC company was moved from the Marble Mountain area to the
new III MAF Command Post at Da Nang East; at the same time traffic
control posts were established on Route 1 north and south of Da Nang
airbase to block all troop movements toward Da Nang that might endanger
US installations.47

(C) The military action in Da Nang reached a peak on Z. May, with
heavy street fighting beginning shortly after dawn, The ARVN 7th Abn
Bn was flown in from Saigon by VNAF aircraft. After struggle forces
in Da Nang East fired on VNI1 t roops, VNAF aircraft began ising guns
and rockets to suppres tVie fire, Rockets left craters in the III
RMAF compound and blew a hole in the messhall roof; three USC personnel
were wounded and evacuated, With US personnel olearly endangeredg
CG III MAP informed the VNAF conmander that further strafing or
bombing of Da Nang or Da Nang East could not be allowed, and that III
MAP aircraft, already airborne. would shoot down VNAF aircraft if
.the attacks continued. The VNAF attacks stoppedp but at about the
same time the Da Nang airbase was struck by 60-=m mortar rounds from
struggle positions in Da Nang; two USAF personnel were wounded and a
vehicle was dambgedg but no alrcraft were htt. Shortly th6reafter the
new UII MAF CP received eight mortar rounds from the struggle forces
at the ammunition dump; eight US= personnel were wounded, one seriously,

(TS) CWUSMACV received the latest information as he uas departino
Saigon for Chu Lai to meet CG III MAFo He had already recomnended to
the Mission Council that the US "thange our policy and start throwing
our weight behind the governmsnt, but at all times staying in the
background. In particularp I suggested that we make plans to support
ARVN psywar/Civic Action programs in the Da Nang area.. 4 9 Now, at
Tan Son Nhut, he spoke to Comdr 7th A,, 'who Advised him of the mortar
fire on the Da Nang airbasf and recomaended that US aircraft be evacuated;
COHUSKACV approved provided other arrangements could be made to provide
required air support. At Chu Lai CCHUSMACV "instructed Gen. Walt to
start using our influence behind the scene in order to try to break off
any ARVN and other supporting elements from the struggle group. Also,
I instructed him to move in and take over the ARVN aimimition dump which
was held by ARVN officers aligned with tne straggle forces. He was told
to do this by negotiation rather than military action if possible.050

(TS) Meanwhile, after heavy fight!ng, GVN forces occupied the Tan
Linh pagoda and an ARVN hospital in Da Nangý inside the pagoda a large
cache of arms was found, including six BAR'sE 150 carbines, nine machine

S/

gtmis, and 150 grenades. Th6 main di~ss3dent stronghol,d the Tinh Hei '
pagodap continued to hold out3 elsewh6e.• In the city were only isolated
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pockets of resistance, including the ammunition dm. Late in the

Ge Venap~jgiedf r heVNF cton aga~t~n•"he new III£

MAF CP, and requested CG III MAF's assistance in gaining control of the
ammunition dump. US officers agreed to approach the dump coimander /, 5i"
with an order signed and guaranteed by Gen Vien, that the
commander would be gurantee amnesty if he turned the dump over to
GVN forces. A key struggle officer revealed to a USMC officer that the
dump was not rigged for demolition, but claimed that the dissidents
would fight to hold the dump and would destroy It if the VNKC attacked.4

(TS) A message from CJCS to CCMUSMACV expressed Washington's deep
concern over the situation. and asked him to coc nt on a proposal which
would terminate all US military and economic aid, suspend the military and
civilian advisoz7 effort, and withdraw US units to base areas; afer
such a possible step, high US officials might personally inform GVN
and leading anti-GVN officials that the US could no longer tolerate the
situation and that the opposing factions must resolve their differences.
In reply, CCKUSMAC7 indicated his belie! that the crisis had been exag-
gerated to the American people by sensational reports from Journalists,
and that the situation had not deteriorated to the point that such
drastic action was needed. He reacmonde4 against sending special
emissaries from Washington, and felt •tht he himself could play a
useful role by individual contact with senior military officers on both
sides of the conflict. He thought it unwise to threaten curtailment
of US aid, and the US advisors provided an in\raluable channel of
com~unicationa; to cease offensive operations and withdraw US units to
base, areas would be dangerous militarily and politically, and would
surrender the initiative to the enew.v

(TS) CKZUSHACV went on to advise CJCS that ii plan was being
prepared for US forces to take over the engineer axd amminition depots
in D& Hang under the guise of a combined activity; le believed Premier
Kyr and Gon Vien would accept the plan. and once the pattern was estab-
lished it might perhaps be expanded in I CTZ as a first step tward a
more efficient logistical system throughout RVN. Other possible com-bined
logistical arrangements included POL products, Da Nang port operations,
and aeromedical evacuation. The MACV PSIOPS Directorate was preparing
a plan in support of the ARVN PoIWar Directorate to improve the GVN image
in Da Nang through leaflets, broadcasts, civic action, and prompt indem-
ifcation. Regarding the ARWN posture in I CTZ, COMUSMACV reported

that the 2d Div, under the firm leadership of Gen Lam, was loyal to the
GVN azA respnnsive to the orders of the Corps Commander; it va. fighting
the VC better than it had for two year4, KUI three regiments of the
ist Div were intact and Gen Nhuan was now taking more interest in
fighting the VC, although he was still wwayed by- (on Diah. i
C(ISMACV had instructed CC III MAF to develop a pn for a a ed
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operation againmt the VC involving elenwnts of I- Corps forces# RYNA
general reserve units in Da Nangp and USMC unita, but ouch an operation-
would not be possible until firm GVX control was established in Da San&,
which might reqairs several more da~s. 53

(8) OAi the evening of 22 May CCRUSMACV mct with Chief of State
Misup who expressed satisfaction with the course of we~rnts in Da Nange
Thme OWM would have loot fao~ with the peopleg, Thirni felt, if it had not
moved back into D& Nangi tutvroa if the Wadhista had bw~n allowed
to continue uudermining the discipline and morale of RVNAF a civril war
would have baen inevitable bacause the Catholics would not have allowed
the Buddhists to gain such power. Such a ci'vil war would have riesulted
in complete US lose of confidence in the Vietnamese and the probable
w~ithdrayal o US forces.. Finallys, Thiau said that the NW saw clearly
tht was trying to control the up-ooming elections and thereby
conta t ecountry. Thieu hoped that as soon an Da Nang was secured,
the struggle forces iu Hlue would. be under increased. pressure to surrender.
CCQSMACV stressed the inportaxoe of 4a. trom ~comAnanr once I Corps was
reetored to GVN control; Thiau'thought that eventuaLly would
become effective, but OC(K0MACV expressed reservatiora. In the matter of

still a prime catalyst in the struggle, Thiou said the =W vas
almj-to apvoint aszbassador, a military repreeentati tre to the
US, or lot him become a student in the US. liowevero it was CCt4USMAOV'o.
beliefL n~ rss oTin tihat, ihe :reacoh between

W~as rreiaarableD and wo~never accept, tip d n
that would make superior 00 "osgue e

(3) The denouemen of the cwelsia in Da Nang came on 23 May wheng
following complix- negotiations, the 2d Bn.9 4th Marines assumed control

* of the D& Jiang Fast azmmnni~tion dump without inoidont. Shortly after
4noon tite strugle forces in the Tinh Hoi pagoda surrendered to GVN

forces, and soon thereaftor the last remaining pockets of resistance
collapsed. Sme 250 uniformed personnel, 75 OiviUia8D~ 3,1 bodies,, and
1,300 weapona were removed from the Tinh Hoi pagoda. Mayor Men and
other koy struggle loaders weie arrested.* CCI4SMCV estimated the
cumulative losses on both sidos at 150 killed and 700 wounded; US
casualties had been 23 wounded, including 16 U,%C, Throughout the criasi
InI WA medical facilities had provided u"r to all Vietnamese who
presented themselves for treatment. Now III MAIF quiekly opened the
MMI from the airbase to Da ?4w4 West., and shortly unloading was -%vailmad
on both sides of Da Nang harbor. A few isolated oonfrontations on
Rloute 1 were resolrad, and by nightfaU on 23 Ma~' all struggla forces
in and around Da NV%~ had either surrendered,9 been captured, or
gone undergro=*d. 5

in Husp howverer the struggle forces r.mained intransigent.
~i~in an add-resa to 5,000 fo~lowses accused (falsely) the
u.ofav.u destr-oyed two pagodas. Claiming that the bidd~hist goals
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were simply to achieve a national assembly and a civilian government,
he called for absolute discipline and obedience to orders, adding
that great sacrifices and suffering would be necessary because Owe
are now in a civil ware" But it was the continued presence I/'
in Hue that had become pivotal. Ch the evening of 23 &y, over Radio
Hue, he u d e _to uprntheir weapns against the GVN.
Sthe -dispatched a
declaration to MACV ty eaterdxg to bring 1st ARVN Div troops into Hue
to defend that city.5 °

3) Later on the 24th CC(UM[ACV flew to Chu Lai end met a'
'• for about two hours. They were in general agreement enept / 3Sinsisted that the Thiev-Ky government be replaced before

t-e e-ections, while C0HUSMACV felt that it was in the best tareets
of the country that th remain. CKUSMACV proposed . meet
with Premier Iy- initially unreceptive, but agreed to conelder
the idea; he later sent word through GG III HAF that he would meet
xyin Ohu Lai on 27 may.57

(C) Meanwhile, in Saigon, the GVN held a "Peoples and Armed
Forces Political Congress" on 24 Mayq attended by sowe 800 persona
who questioned Thieu and Ky on the I Corps situation and GVN plans;
the first public discussion concerned the possibility of enlarging
the NWC by adding civilians. While the Congress was in session, two
swall Buddhist demonstrations were staged. The next day the number
of demonstrations rose to about 20, involvihg an estimated 5,QQO'
persons. Police and security forces used tear gas to disperse the
mob,,. awresting over 400 demonstrators- a number of youths wearing
imonks' robes were found to be draft dodgers and were ordered inducted
into the RVNAF. As the unrest spread, US military convoys through
Saigon were halted and travel in the city for US forces was restricted
to essential business. -

(5) In Hue the situation continued to doteriorate, On 25 Mey
awe 6,000 demonstrators listened to speakers denounce the US for
supporting the GVN. Ahout 75 students began a hunger strike in front
of the US Consulate, waniing that if the US did not cease supporting
the GVN within 24, hours, they would lot the "people" take action.
Based on a warning that the USIS library would be destroyed, the build-
ing was evacuated. Intelligence reports also indicated that the US
Consulate was marked for attack•, whereupon classified material was
burned and the Consul requested Gen Nhuan, CG let Div, take necessary
safety me-asues. The following day there was a massive funeral procea- -
siA,, estimateO at 10,000 persons PVN officer who had been ,

killed on 17 Ky after he fired a helicopter. At about -,

1630 some 300 students arrived at the USISCbrary; as NP and ARVN
forces stood watching the students broke into the library, ransaakod
it th•roughly, and set fire to the building. By the time the crowd
dispersed three hours latoer only the shell of the building remained.
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Armed students manned barri-aies around the US Consulate., and reports
continued to indicate that the Consulate would b6 attacked. 5 9

(S) The meetingýý at USMO headquarters in Ch'a
lal. on 27 MVy turned out to- be ye _,asal Gen Viea to CUSmaCYv

to eooperate with Kya at. te T. if& wo eave shortly

his support in returr4.n the troo a to their units to fight the VO; he
said he had complained & about the lack of diseiplina--among
the Bulddhists anid s ý8nt-s in Hue9 obut found the Baddhist leader bitter
and unapproachable.

(C) In the ear3,v hours of 29 May 9 a±> esr writting letters and tele-
grams of protest against US and GVN ac~tions, a Buddhist nun bure
he self t-o death in front of a pagoda in Hue. A ceiunique.

anuced that President Johnson was
rFesponsible for te nunus death.9 "as wall as for the sacrifices of all
other Vietnamese4 Buddhists in the past and in the futuro." Ovrer 100
-Buddhist monk~s and nuns began an ar-ti-.US hunger strike in Hue. That
n~ight at the-.Buddhist Institute in Saigon., following police c1ashas
with large nu~ibers of demonstrateirsq ýmaother nun- burned heroalf to
death; next. morning a Baudh&-hZst monk co~nitted self-iimolation in Dalat,
To an ultimatum by the Thua Thiesi Provinces Chief to turn in all arms,
remove obstacles from the streets., and retvnrn the Hue rat.io station to
the authorities, the. struggle '.Leaders t.urned a deaf earl ýhe general
strike remiained-in effoctq and iivil.ian employees were pravented from
entering the MACV copouud.6 5A.

e NXJC on 31 May offioiaLV replaced,112 M R

returne, o g n after 4C had relayed assurances from
Ch~ief OG"S wouild not be arreseted. Oni the same day Thlieug Ky. and
other GVN ii s.e~ met wi.th Tamn Chau and other Buddhist Institute bonzes.
The Prme ffrdt double the sizs of the NI.C9 adding ton civilians,

Tho uddist ageedto hispropositd~oa and -indicated that they were
prepared to call) off thGestruggle', but advised KY t.a any, agreement
they made would ha"e to be aecepzabJ.

(0) The solutiong however. wuff Pf to be so peaceful. In Saigmi
on 1 June a leading Buddk"4st. youth effiztaa3, Thien Minh,, was wounded
seriously by a grenade thrown at his c~ar shortly after hQ 4iad mat withp. Chief of State Thiou. Buddhist youths reatted immediate~y.9 burning a US
jeepq attacking two US sesrvicemon and a poli:ýew& ý. and flaunting bannere
accusing the US and the GVN of having t"killedn Minh. In H~ue at the same
time, struggle elements held a xazse mee'ting and decided on violence;
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about 800 demonstrators, many armed, marched on the US Consulate.
Units of the ARVN 3d Regt fled, lea7ing no 45curity- unopposed,
students threw rocks at the Consulate g broke down the door, smashed
President Johnson's picture, and set fire to the building with
barrels of fuel. Also sacked and burned were the US Administrative
Assistant's residenceg next door9 and the homes of the Province Chief
and other GVN officials. Most of the US advisors at HQ lst ARVM Div
were moved to the MACV compounds, which did not appar to be in danger,
and CG III MAF recommended against its evacuatio, o3

(S) Gen lan informed III MAF authorities late on 1 June that
although he had intended to move slowly intp Hue, the day's events
had changed his mind; he now planned immediately to move two reinforced
infantry battalions from the let ARVN Div into Hue from the north to
seize key positions. Lam had been informed that 120 VC were involved
in the violence, and that the struggle forces were on the verge of
entering the ulidmate phase of complete insurrectica, which would
include an appta for help to the NLF. LAM planned to entrust the
tactical operation to Gen Nhuan of the lot Div, but surprise was
compromised when Nhuan promptly drove into Hue and warned . 1, 5

(S)' In a maeting with Premier Ky on 2 June, CCGUSMACV found
him satisfied with the GVN progress against the dissidents. The
Buddhists, Ky felt9 now realized that their position was very weak,
for without any real issue they had gone too far, lost control of their
demonstrators, and garnered ha real support froM the press or inter-
national Buddhias groups they now admitted VC penetration of their
ranks, and had o. ficially requested the GVN to provide protection for
the pagodas. On the same day, 2 June, agreement between the Buddhists
and the NL_ was announced in a joint communique; the NLC promised to
invite ten civilians to become members prior to 6 June, and would try
to establish a civil-miLitary advisory ao'uncil to the GVN prior to 19
June; the Buddhists agreed that 44, struggle activities would be
suspended at least until 6 UuneDo1

(S) The Buddhists, however, could no longer control fully their
adherents. in 'due, as ARVN troops watchedg students on 2 June sacm1d
a district chief's house 50 yards from the MACV cowpound, and the 1 _ ."

struggle forces made no move to abandon their heavily-guarded strong-
holds. In Saigon that nightq youthful demonstrators roamed the streets
uhtil police dispersed them with tear gas. On 3 June-Buddha's
birthday-Buddhist Institute chairman Tam Cbau announced his resignation
in the face of a demand that t e ttute cease negoti-
ations with the Ni -m •-- ately n Hue, told the press that
his followers would boycott any GVN4-orgaý& e e on; he reiterated
his demand that Thieu and Ky be removed and criticized President Johnson
for supporting them, At Da Nang on 3 June a Buddhist nun burned herself
to death, and the next day three more sdif-Lmmolations were reported in
Saigon, Nha Trangp and Quang Tri City.5 6
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(TS) On 5 Jane C(H08NA0#t ant &nd ba•ssy Political Counselor Habib
addressed a MACV Comutndes.14 Conference at Yna T rang. CCMUSMACV noted
that although the political crisis had yet to be resolved, a milestone
had been passed; the efferts of US ocrmanders and the stabilizing influence
of US troops had checked trends toward g-'atvr deterloration of the
political and military situationg and there were many encouraging
indications that, amid the inevitable p•o.Aitical turmoil of a yonmg
nation, the Vietnamese nre grvi-ng up. Ths Political Courelor noted
that the US could not and wotid not abandon the GVN in the v'rieis; US
polic-y was to limit the . tendenzies imn the GIN reaction, and to
back its authority and centrol cvr a&1 of RVN. He pointed out that
anything adversely affe;.tirz% the prr'speotive elections would be profoundly
dlstuzuriing to the hightat Wastington loeols."i

(C) The Armed For"rc w nf. mt in Saigon or. 6 June, nominated
ten civilians to be added to the NW, and ccnfirled Chief of State.
Thieu and Premier Ky :n their positions. *"Me new civiliar members of
the government were p'-ri~ary po2l-tical or professicnal figures, and
thoeb who were Buddhisv.i wers not. officia. representativea of the
Institute. Almost at onze the Ir.titute amnna.nced its oppositions and 0
Tam Chau, whose resegiiation had not been accepted by the Institute.
announced that his ergamIzat~on would becom "The Ccuimitte to Defend
Buddhism and the People" becausep ho said, ths GVN was trying to
destroy the BuafdhLzt fai. h the -ra.gge would c,'.tiue, he 1f.-neds
until 1irieu. and Ky w. . -m. "

(TS) The Ba dhzts t:. C.i.t.d .h iiýque of placing family -

and pagoda altars and tL-.,V.'Aa I-- it: tre , ±nitiay in ""
Hue, Da Nong, Qzang TrI , an.i Qu± Mhn=, US troops were instructed
not to *%ou',h The cui, a ""ARINIMC cp,&raldn in T.-u Thien"
Previn..e was deiay-', by" ,..nma i,';., y b ne t6Fie .'t got under way C.
it had been comprcmisedd.- and litl.e :on'tavt va made the remainder of the
week. At the sam, ti.me a :luand.otine straggle :ad3.o began operating in
the Hue area, at CW,".-MACV~t dlrioi,.'xo. KkACV JA .ocsted the transmitter--
in the Dieu L* pagoda--and u, zuf±fed MSS, In Da Narp, traffic conditions
deteriorated to the exte.t that.Crt (f1 MAI'reatricted use of vehicles
larger than 3/4-tors, and =nioading was pt.-Pped at the Da Nang piers.
Laze on 7 June Gen LBm cmiIdered oZ, and ARVN =itA s to remve the shrines,
improving traffic "wit,~ In Fi~ u& AR~VIN D- .V and National
Police refused zo movie. •ns TAiar. "he, nexi &ay after dispatch- 0
ing ftrters of prote'., to US and GVW 3ff-iiSL M n i-piblished

hunger strike, to continue tant!1 he ret.ei'lar word frM PFesident JohnsoM i 3 "j"
about US support for trbe GI. -, Saigon, at a ,aCss acr.-Oerene6, Tam.
Chau hiLte.d that hiA Btdddic.t ?LŽ.6atute wnht bz=7cot, tne September elec- i'

tions unlesis Thies ant Ky wr--.

(S) Late :n 4 • -.. i- .- ••R, , 4 .hat people olea.
the etreets and s-pp i. ý . 9 . cpa b-t -!.I-:,•1'. the .lOthalthonA
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the roads in and around Hue still. contained altars, vehicles up +
2*-ton could pass with care. About the same time, homver, acme 350 AM
riot-control troops arrived at Phu Bai from Saigon; by early &fternoon
they had reached Hue and were being billeted at the polit camp. Sho.rly
thereafter, the Buddhists were reported replacing the altars in the
streets, monks directing the movement with loIazpeakerv* An Anm truok
passing a table caused a picture to fall off, and a few mimtes later a
Marine track brushed an altar and knocked it over: in both cases
apologies vere given and accepted. ý - moved
into a Hue hospital to continue his •ast, and in Saigon, Bucist /, •,.
Inotitute leaders declared that sizoe Thieu and Ky were unwialiM to
resign, they would go to prison, if necessary, to protect their fallowers
from oppression, and they would refuse to participate in the eleotionas 10

(S) Just before noon on 10 June the Chief JGS, Gen Vien, arrived
at Da Nang and was met by Gen Walt and Gen La. The three fl••by
helicopter to the CP of the 1st ARVN Div, where they Vera wt by Gen
Mnhan and briefed by a staff officer. Gen Vien then addressed the
officers and men at the CP in a vigorous speech, qhich was trans!atod
for Gen Walt as an exhortation for &1 officera to get out of palitio4
and to get back to fighting the VC.71

(S) On 13 Jure another 300 riot-control troops wore sent to Ihe,
but Col Loan told US. officials that he was counting heAvSiy on FSYOP
activities atd general public weaneasze, to achieve restoration of GVN
control. However, for that day arw the -xt, altars still remained In
the streets, while in Saigon a US jeep and a lvlice vehloli were burned
iz sporadic Buddhist demonstrations. GVN authorities vere losing
patiewse, and when CO•SIIACV visited Da Nang, ho was assured by Gn Lmai
that I* intended to covL -ito Hue with whatever force was required,
arrest the leaders of the struggle movemeror, clear the streets of the
Buddhist altars, ani reestablish GVN control owe a"l for all.- 2

(C) On 15 June the GVN promulgated a decree establishing a pre-
doziamntIy civilian 80-man People.Ax'y Council to advise the gove• ovnt
on political, economic, aMd social matters. Having thus carried out
its plcdge to the dissidents, the GVN movod that same evenirg to settle
the issue in Hue. The 5th ARVN Abn Bn joimne riot police in the oitf,
and under the direction of Col. Loan, began final operations againot the
str-aggle groups. Loudspe&kers broadcast a message from Tam Chau, in
Saigon, to remove the altars. The ARVN troops, ignoring &utdhiat
invitations to join the struggle, acted with restraint; a captain advised
police to bow three times and then remove each altar. Draft-agae youths
who resisted orders to disperse were put forcibly into tracks, and tear
gas was used to break up a few last.-ditch demonstrations. As the operation
progressed, all US military personnel in Hue were restricted to quart er
and track convoys were kept out of the city. On 16 Jut* the lit ARVN
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Abn Bn was sent. Intto Hae 't.t: 104t.3- GVN strirethip srmid thmit night
martial law was 1ea;.m iAci tha rat7. The, m~iin ztrugle forces were
ncv in~ the aea& oUf the Cit~4&i, arxi inml-,Aedi fp100 ARVN s63,!A0Z115
L.&-'gelyv from support units ~tthe !a Div.73

broadoaste 0a. e ~L4 fcr a general strike. for
all BUdd]U3ts eajbr's tO lay &3=c t.h~ir' Vs.1 frr COntiingz nOD-
violent dononstrations Agxtt4it 11teor~rism," .*At i boyoott of Americans.
One effect of this &;a;~ was ths.t an~ opoi-ati=. by the ist ARVN Div
against the VC in the Quzrz Tri ari faltjitd- vinein cary about 30
percent of the tha±es bitt;:Ucta I~ depl_:.yd to the field; all
AWNl units engaged i&gqinst ~the sm-ragge fos rs'8 of co ureetO operating
-without their US sdrls2.ýs

(C) A second V2MC battC1:cn, sarnzi-d. in Ha.e on ±8 Jurnebringing
Col Loants total combat strear~gft t-, fcur. bsttLes~two airborne
and two marine~.plus his i ::nbit pol~ice. These GVFN forces swept
-the Citadel. areal meeting w ret!, c.g r,1ze r'esistanooo At the same
time Gen Lam appointed .Cel Ng-, Qi4z.,ng Tru:=g, dsputy cozmmander of the
ARMN Airborne Dive is ± i..-mrwIz zif th-s !st ARVN Dive replacing
the feoe,.setting Gean N-'.US 1 ~::n , 1,.1ndi s mnmber * of 1st
Div -anits that dayq strr C:~T' rg~ statement to Ast
Div troops that GVN c.rni- .2.6 8 .1~z e.it2.y By the night
of f8 Juno :h4 two, m.;4i 5n ;nd sf2. other strong-
hiolds had b ion niutr~lizidtzd o2.~t f _attrse and several

key ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. s-_jg2%-oo 14.;3,A
4 ±9 Jun.-h

first anniversary of the...zpt--.-: f had besn
restored to GVN contrecl.'-'

(C) In Sa-igan th-e B4i& e ;~isetr their final
spasms.* On 18 Juz,. dworsr&L~ t .. dAittt'. .;p:liemane and
dragged another in~ethe B~d3 ~it.Ax ARVN Parger battalion
promptly s.,aled off the I-. ~t iz ~U, I &. r nd electricity.

ýOn 2± June. as a fe~L -~zrm~~~~ Tin Ckhau ani the YAWor

using no force, arri rv:-id up ttsrvr 500 -1". :s t.1%Aing & an USA t
confessed to xr _dP~ring ±'tvs

'k..
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1,11 QW0 mum

S)Af'ter' quelling, the~ stmggle mocemnt9 the GV1N f ound itself
in a considemz,%Y strvngarpo~ The People."=7i Council wasinaugurated on 5 July, gr1 eat onýs began detailed p, anning othscheduled It September ej.ec4tic)- The 14iii:stry of Information armouwadplans for a four..phase prg~,Utilizing all. cozimriniations media$, to
en'ou-rage the People to Parti~lpata in the electoral process, toinsure a large turn-out At the Polls 9 and to warn the p~opulaoe- 4gainbtefforts by the VC or other dlissident gro.u.ps to u1~neýrL_ the election.The first phase (U JuIly to 25 ka-gust) imluded di~ssa=Lmtion of theelection decree, eWlation of the purpose ani Imiportawr& af theelections, and pr. -lg-ntion_ tf mazo - - =xUidates anixv~Oti23g procedures;o the seoc~i phase) (26 August to 10 Septembe) u~~edall citizens to support tl;:ir azrx th diphs#on eetpdaswas ar, 11ouphase, elotýpn day ca.mpai~gn to get v.t the vote*in Peaceful arA orderly faslbdo, ýýO to -report the el~ecti~on. results as.rapidily as possible.; the fourth a~aj fLa, phase, following the ejectionviwould be to pu.10licize the -eso~tsý emlipasizing their demooratic natuxeani the achieveent of p--gzqzs t~~ iga flee 7

(5)T On1 Jay P- -e~ Ky -arxried oxut a modest cabinet reshuffles,adding four civit1S.nS an.-i rsm*-),'Ixg t-w members who represented theOnly significa~nt Miniitaýn BudUdhist finVueroe * In I Corps, the restoration
of th 1st ARV~N Div az an ef±fectj-z fighting force ,=s un1erway. Goen
Lamo talcLng a firm hn1C1 as CG I r,%rps, ±V.t Az July that he had the
rebu~ilding the Corps staff, wLich ha-d only 50 P--1-1 f its authorio

p~o ticijU vtr.e Baddh-Lst -s a uihole appeared so frsgmented.,pat 7&~ as to offer nco sigrkificarnt opposition to the GV1N. Col Loan 7.of the WS /Natioml PoILicep presumably as a reward for his support of theGVTN ani' his effOrts in e3ndirg9 t~d str.1ge1 crisis, was promoted to BrigGan.? 9
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(S) Iz *aczwlt, witijs V:i I w s aril --r..J4ttnson the
aieatIvj'rss 9cr, a acitit~.zesrmA. Ww !-. 1-4 sup ler-rd b7 lceta3ly..
applirted C"OMmittees, Writh 1,3 "PrtsentA-t.1.11 -:f the
eairdidat.es. RVNA? ri gxa. - p vid-!zg seoz=ityp

inc~~rt:p'4 t nimtu ~ ~ let±a The R"XAF
concept nf opoaruti-,ns ~ c ~A~this nds.s:lcr vwA rv-=~t yi

mojo cp~artics cty-'irg the piv.ýdv Y to pr-':d.,d't B+-rlt7 over £8
wide an~ a-res &.3 pt-ssiblev wh sult id Cmgw--ngtat:r-.% &f ARMN
uznits. Reserr'as at *Illeh.~: w,)" c1dil d jitA smil"A urtJtts te.
augment electitz secur.-ty, p g tvw RV'NtF geneie-. "serve battalions
wez'e held intacto .fz :'vedvo-A MrUcd :p~i~.activity
vas a uterbi~a2L ed 1ty incsf aray . ,IYxtig arms.

(S) The US Gov'n*e iu Ir. no soeris -. "monl.tcr" the elections,
and US/NW forces ani :"stcýn-kt vse- i . tz b-. used in wamy to
suppearb- the a~lecticaa ditreet Iy-: t,) pr -,-d4e~eui in the immediate
vicinity ef pCfLIL.n PIZ-03 IZ CMh tz Pr-.!D~e axry Aetiton which
coul~d be ocnnst~'tid t7 warid i.9 ~ en~~z r inverflgrIng vith
the MV a nd to b;l-z the t r~ivtati=n of ARMN
forces &-A ,-4sarves 9 USIPW miMlt~ary f --- 9 virs direocted, to maintain
strang m-.:,bj-e reservias t1o i'Lxt ;gr.i N VfA th-ueatp,. to increase
ka-rassment &Md Intax-dist~i:- prc-gz~:-;-ac t keeýp VC/WA f oroes c-f f balance,,

awl to ontzxl ca-refuf.y &Il W:~t ithitUn US/N TAORts to preclude
operations in the 'viainvty zof pý-pla~d amis -ýzp-331ng VE~ei Since
it was %nticipa t-ad 03~. RVXIA(NF f i:v- -1 t,-3 tilized iB7 eleectiozi..
supp:-rt r-:1*39, US =EsV~d~ ATA --.3s4.t for RVNAF
£Ov.39S d--2r.IA ths iDA~j;tA. 0 9rpd C mately iO0.12 Sep);
US sdvisr. rs wihRVN&F > t~ ~: tpzr units %hich
perforieci purely, a tiý3.:2-7 MissE- -,A- Wr t±.~ arsto
that US/NW tzaoticzl s.r4 A i:.5 ~~iD~.t t.ý reive prioritylp
MALCV also ag,-esdx t.: s4rlat;. 3, * 30 drt finz udlitary
trainixg cant-4'5 to desigmt.&xI C . - .-s .1..rAs wiba t  s~iere t-,' be
used -to, augment electi.,n y ~it." p:,-,.de s~b'il~
for the t=z RVNAF gemeri.i It r e qua12'-d

(S) Ini til v'iew Cf theS.r- e Dep;rtm-vm , g,:.d tur=out. for the
oleotion would be aa sirX"Ae'a istc'f)cA eXt-Szzt t~o *whch the
TWN populatian vas b*e-admxzg sufintn~v '.m.-j-e ta b-wi-. VC threats
in ordor to vwtse Fvzrqm zezw~t, fzr US hlpo, the bok of
v'ehloles ard &L-eroZtt t.ýr -axz- W.p~a sA~u frr g~ttin,-
Powple to the p~~seemvdi~i rf 4e' tiik SICSTATE
asked AmbAssackri Lo:dg-ss viw -ýn tr., pr-3 and zna -f, giJving suzch
help. As tIhe situat4.:i w;.3 ~3,"t in W.L0dgUzrL. tihe isaeu hirged on
the political risks, !a RVN.vz atz~vi ib tAf &pp*;eag !Aiterfar* in
the slectiens* Th* w. 3t toiýt~ i- inA fr' .*% be..A.2 p.3rioX
Mas not cornaidez'ed 8a tiioin- .:~iii ti.~e maf: r -;syohc1*ioal gain
from a big alection t ?.2 .2.:tl £tt v anw'bld be ayvtided.
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which 'would &ppea-- to "boh c-wreng -7-ters tzi. wa.y., The interference
issue might be o'ove==9 if US agrr.#rz w to provId~e tr9.sp-ort

tepoarl t A n- ttwhich in turm -sra use thefr own transport

(S) The US Mis~hui alrsdy ooz's±ciered the question of what
transportsti~on sar .ces t~he US could pr-tov.d GVN in connection Vith the
election. The genersZgl we'which iall. Mission elements had been
ifolowing vias that the US shuald ro't tr pejt I'oterG * election officials,
or candiidates in US-amza~ed ei.orufte The US 'woald not transport ballot
boN~s or use US PSYWA1R assats direotly, nor participate im fah In the
caMpaigm or votting pmncass * T1w US of.fcrt was designed to avoid giving
substance to Hazzci and VC r&.mOiio prap~gariia Ilns that the elections were
an Aneri~c.n do-vIce t.a dape the Vietnamese people * The US was@* howeverp
fair-2isbing Ic.ogsti- stppcozt in mv-,ajg elect:Ilor materials into the fie~ldv
andi JUSPAO was ovidf4 the MICH 'wilh =.luabls rtp>-b in the production
and disseminatio. c.X tei-otioz. mu. Larials..* The His sion had been directedg
insofar as pcossibler to ralie-wnA VNA.,F *f r".tiLw missions to enable it
to meet likce raquests f Izesa- -. fficW.s t-- inoe oeuxid.cltes azA others
from place to pls.oe during the o:wiptign. Tba Mission, in effect, =as
a1'ready prepart.4 to d4- what SECSATE azggested. 8 2

(TS) As the electicns apprm.&heA. COMUSM&CV aixd other members of
the Mis sion Coucumil o~ercised exztteme cAmi to a"oid any smiden strIMss
o .n the GVN political st,--aavtani W<.d '-*4OYZSYA.CV that theAL a
considering talkire steirs atr-sie-. -;,= .*f its zra.r membe

____ ~they were al.legerdm olbe
itnv.-lved in large..-scaml g-ral:tr., Lt G'3n Vien, Chief J"We
,,ought ±nihi.ctly to, do-riz-arr *,a thr---agh CQMUSMACV, the atti.tude of

hie US Mass~c~ter 'w rz1 th.. 'gie t-W 'ýf±'iials f V-.M the GM.
%"'OA" -416.1- ~-'.:7% s-ý~ A:--- ýL jt' tiaedf, be.,1Ah

timely:

Altar 1 '.619 Embassy, wvrd
was passed t t V ..eA~k -as9 it. ra.7 imprtant
that they iz U -L&D -

tzlm &.An pn¶?* tka.tl 1-h* zvrrzt- had enJ4*ed.
&:,,me st-abil"ItT f4r th-3 Isat swa-o months b*:ause
oi~ the uzirty --f' ,vs N4W !P*i owtel the evgp of
diecti~ns -wi r~ ~e t:im cdi.s: t± riy

(S) Th*) -aenet-AI:na rzL3i it vt." September despite
the anticipated VC vsr-;'e -k -.f Lr..sat ancc.=-Agmewflt
to the Missicni swrA *, t.ha US IL:, em SECSTATE cenoywie the preliniwry
US assessment -'t tr- -V-3: L.- r. :,sa:.~s i a a -7usagi --a 14& September. Be
felt that the sy: rg 3.9 ovo-A+,tut~ed an Important
stop in the ri-- t.: c..:.nstiL#.A- :-,:-.~.1 m~~~ .zlmro bzo~d1-based
govermnent in RVN94d ,-ira s cl-caszi- i dt~m-.vnt -%Iicn Df the VCts inability
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both to exercise dmins.'nt i ezL e ,i'i r the RVN population and
t,-. hamper GVN ts ability to eaz'y out az important internat pmgrem
such as a well organied, rmtizxmride eleoti;%n. The mas3ive turnout
could not be interpreted spszific:13.y as a positive Ptm af confidence
in GVN or in Premier Ky peasonll.y but it. did represento as the ,inim,
the willingness of the people ti partioipate in the GVNMsponsored program
of political development. 41thaagh the massive turnout was at least in
part attributable to zealvas efforts of the local officials to get out
the vote, it showed clearly that the vyting pC.pulation was more responsive
to GVN organizatioe and qimxLnIstr-;ti:.n than to the VC, despite an urn.
precedented VC pre-election campaign ýf threats, intimidation, &Yxi terror,
emphatically giving the lie to the VCIHAri claim that they control two.
thirds of the RVN poplation or that they were the sole representative
of the Vietnamese people. The relativeiy small peroentage of invalidated
ballots (ranging from less than 2 to it percent, deper.ing on the
constituency) showed that the gmeat bulk of voters were positively
inclined towar1 elections and had no desire to respond to VC pressure
or propaganda, or even to the earlier Buddhist Institwioall for a
boycott.

(S) As was expected, SWCDEF continued, the complexion of the
constituent assembly did not appear at first view to reflect the
emergence of new political partises, blocs, or groupings; rather, it
"reflected the existing mosaic of the Vietnamese body pnlitic, e.g., in ' .
areas where a particular pxdtical. .Q:rgicvs, or ethnic grcrpiug was I CD

strong, that grouping cbtainad repnsenl'aaton in the assembly. There '3

was m. evidence that the GVN h;.d msade r.y .gized e±'fort to ensure \ '. .
election of a bloc cf candidctes" r-Apcs:ive tz. it, "although there were
instances of local cffic:Lals 4ctivrly wcrlrng for favorýi..e candidates.
Over 150 military and civil service c 6lidtes ran who could have been
considersd responsive t-, GVN, of th~a-ap only t8 miltlry and i8 civil
•rvants won, less than necessary t.: give GVIr zzntzvl of the assembly.
Another interesting aspect ef ths nswLy-elected as-:embiy was that over "
half of its elected memtears wem unier 45 y ý.rs :f age, sugesting that
the election had brought fos•,.rd c'me n•ew•_w.tioal p•.o. .o.

S. ,•.I- . 5
'"-3 ' s..hly.) uen

was inaugrarted without ' •dent

(S) Chief of Sit.e Thie-iP tc COM=SMACV th.t Ccwti'ýuent Assembly
members initially had f~ed rg1~. s.1r÷; and
southern in, but sor. ag~n diss,:e Irng t.;, f v"ing either
a US eir Koi- n..type gove~ent. Thy geelw.y agr-id hd',r, that a

.1



strong e10eoutive was neede~d. "'Be,,guze, ei±f tw Vletrzamese psychology sixi
temperamento" a. lgiestive &as itly WO~ld lo'-,e raquaired, bat the
battle lines semy.d to be cL--Ani bi~atw o!,aiLiarX favorirg two houses,
and1 the military mht% leazk-d trwaz1 a =Lnewl body. The principal
civilian fear was tha~t the milit,= wwi0i pl-y a. strong role in any
faxture governmient-as In South. Me TUf bgsvqe'd Utha the mi~itary
must serve as a balnae in the ra ttaer of rogimnaibnz, and claimed that
southern politicim-an had beer, t~ry.Lg to irflaerce generals of saathern LE
origin. Thiou add-edi t~hat. the MLU'-r7 was unified but that cormpt /

IMCM :o Ud not be moted
ou7 at~ tha VC 1 a constitution

* produced# arA a lagisIAtiv'e assemily &ai ohie9f ex~sutiva elected; then
the work of raoemrng sllazwnt fr~om tae mi.3itaz'y could proceed. 8 5

( S) The US M s sib:)i f'alt the, t he Cnst.1tuebnt Assemnbly was likely
to be both the bi-rthplace =1i -")po ig gu.m for a rxzber of~ political
alliances.* Most d.(putie&s - %gzfz<i I he row ard probably ephemeral
mture of the parties, a~xi lookaed boyor the dv-fting of the constitution
as they mave,_-a-3d for co~tr-,l oi t: Asi-ainbly, Regionalism was the
most important facto- in foý=L-g political blocs in the Assembly#
espeoially in the ofe Ui he 4~4 .3,=thsrn deprtles; could they have
united, they had the votes to e:ýwoiLse !jportant influencto within the
Assenibly, but contezxiing leader.3 atrd factions diluted their strength.
Religion was thie saecn& most imporztant factor in groupings-, notably in
the case of Romnn CatUcitqo -!ldmtng ai m4z as 35 seIstsw
the secout largest group I= tlhe As,4orVlv. Buddhists.* with 34 delegateaq
did not seem to be l~irjm~g ,A-P cf thte relYfigious Itne. Other roligions
were less import-&_= -?s Le:1i f,'r 2.ial luiAcest although an Hall-.
religion frvnt 2' reyilnd a poa.-Thle 'rn fc'r a. lrargg :Ational party.
Yfouth Ms ags was4,S fa Laotr in t~h- As 3ernhllyq lbt wis not expected to be a
factor gs~ezer.2'z. T%.- vis c' I ,, gor .'nmant blocs which
if cohesi-ve a- rd s~l sQ;~' , orlA 'w r'zed by GYN 1Co form the
backbo~r o-f a zrýt--X-:r. paýt T.: a&.naa w4th rdlita'7 leatdeship; the
l~ssio-z. hopad th-is vt_' bG a-:s 1L~±~ eAeshd not

arourd the VetýLay 9 L~gz- h~~t -tbd baen. drappsx. Th dlitary was
kniow, to be intrdgued irith thK-s.. amanpl a' '= ad sent two un~.
official det±±st- stA RK It asloyad !:ike2y that Korean po..
liticil ide~as wvr~jA b-4:~s MTN R Thto's !intartions were
likely to b'0= ome n 'As-A ;"):ae~s tliey settlied on a'
presidential tiaxwAidsta; c.:!5 rý.a ~;i~ t1.rard :-,rganized suppoet for
him, they wouLld 'ci likely Le sýk :, 'brzae pzl.tl:al 83lliance. Given
the Venm e iK~~az'=o ipe~ 5 s ~rety fa~mution, whether
goverr~a:t IzapLil"i -:! nt't wa;A 1~'on s~~szyce Open party
activI~ty o%.~~: 1f~S~i~ : ~ .pL.t t.* 43.et-orate at large
would take tizm~, ~ ai 5.L& :.0t mizh could be
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US orugIrt t<ý nait 'for twtltlq ,!~gdm an!t wulrTi1, int pioitiaCl
tarylties ba±~se cwedti4 z,g w& wS pw.4tr !: d 14 p-mt
the foato of br'wd ztet'li-M- pAtAs~o

( 'Erb the sIMttsr b&h ý*:r t "t:"S~a bs4
?wiew ly,; Xt2tater ot M Ths&!; ve =i c tir keýr, M-TI :ctftvcds, p:,nptzvsd
to attwt the Mntfls. C ~ (SsCrl%?apt? IM) ; QQ1MSNACV ta
eono!Dead a~wut the i'Ay'~ Cciap xtoA~t in 1$&iP fl&ssoes.
He adoted his snbotti-,ta t-mmdw-3s t@: rsý V= x nl (Ca. =MP A map~id

ARVN ocmisnlans cthr.L. tner&..t Zt4.5C-ýeer Ai~ it t~wt;ýqi ont :w~
camp attnmpts at tKusl G(7ni~t ec"GNn~Sze ~f~ eitm
in protest v9OU; itat '4 oY-iASLleed ý,"..&txai (býeamiz.ac of Ila GVI 'qy

(S) Da te ~ r~~ts'rSGN A3.&; ~2N5~
flktimamDyl ~ a t~wat -4i.t2f t ýStL VC ~ tttz th'..' ptr&&es
It an 34±32 , zre c i n$2tx~l wmýrý%a ==MLxs astwf týLian
i~xvavLvmg tb-A Ca :v C.-,,a, *t TAZo D&.t, Vs ,axg s. Ch t j= or

* Pnnier Ky sotkud wltti týMm, !aZ~ oaim t m x srd
cab~t CAr#nge dsa±4±sd toez ow O t),- rw4@t1zt N's&btass to
* plit tie paasafitZ ±sw of ZutcrzV tv~ tbt swit'zte a dAstyjjs of

* Ccmno= aM dtyai1Cse tho 8a~eta~ew e- Stsat f~or Ycrt6W

rtha 1~ltof it Gm Qi"' %.* -- CO :11 flaL~h. taa
:ma&Aat wa ao, L'.)~i kwil tka ~

lex"7of ptiscag a~ tl ¶r"Lt-pw-A4 0 T,,ý 4a~' &a opted Uis

3aigo= ona 7 D'&n'dbs:'g tb~ow %amS O)fl:.9tOmfl ?&
pYOsS tht tha GVN ýayA Adi S\ Zni -ŽSn LVtia T A± p ('Q3ý

bSItOf OMs -:X Vta Wz4' -& 22' 1ia hý, VMSa
a VO, c!4 stok, to~a~i a4,.L ttlp

tp)i~ hep~zawuttls ttn&1A 0 t5r:tmi~4 a n.2A1z '!I:L t"Ptjm~ns
in the US Missivo M4t X-h 7 KLg . tXi %:&z j ý~Kr~~

strctger thaa evn's a :jtrst a'4*ot'iii r.t;d ~2z in tta
GVli; diestl~xt. or rucmnpt t'~as to t,±Xk Cb~zx.trt4i -14 'IA is

* ~qaickly as migr drasis't t~ve C~t~im~ ~iA - ~tsdtta &atias
witha entwttism snl wts =&zL4 ;nqtw* A!:-CC;2Tk~C ~

nib or tto HisattC-!QŽtA : ,t .=0tt~. C,,'2. WZS6 t&~
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Ambassador Porter noted to SMCSTATEO III am persuatded that our active
role probably must be quite limi~tede. Any attempt =n our part to assist
diz~aotly Z.n' the political situatig~r wouldi be deeply res entedo e.4
For the tim being therefore, we see the US role as limited to trying to
influence res-ponsible leaders t-nward those actions ani policies which

we eliv vllxIesul in the Coraataon of broI prep-sentative nationml

Economic Pwblems and Solutions.

(U) The Viatramese oconomy, sorel.y strained by the -war and
incessantly inflationary. was a mattwe of Mrvo cormern throzghout 1966
for COHUS.4AV* as it was for ths entire U5 Mission in RVN.

(C) At the beginnibg of the yearl. COWUSWAV oonfr~erW extensively
inSaigozi ,dth thew Addmiidstrato# 7US Ageray for Internati~oml fa~larLp-
ment (USAID) on wayjs to curLail the serious GVN *inflatioazz7trez1s # a
problem ~'hioh had bwe) under continuiig rwricn- by MAICV. COWS1WANV
assured the Admaidstrator that MACV wolild do all ILt oould to moderate

* the mvit~able pressures of the imroosdx US miltary prasernce on the
local eoonwq~. Among other measures. COIIW.V =as studying the Saigon

* ~housing problev# with the thought of reooving those pers omnalnot serv~.
irg in headquarters in the oity pmpopr to tie2.d.type billets .*

(S) Di.scuss ion with the Adrddsmimotor centered around red~uoing
tetroops I incont',Ive tomake parohases oii tho ).ooal~ eoonomyl, i~lud1irg

wip' to divert US xMtary pay into US cha~mels and to 'raduse th6
req .reUmet for piaster exponci~ttweb These neasuras Including vdluntýa
troop savings# simpl'Ified proaodiuw for trarsterring troop pay to
the OS, expansion of US facilities * inoreasing outof--cauntry M-R
limiting &cess to the local market,, frequent convwrsion of one rseries
NFC to another seriess, troop info1mat~icn, instituti.nM US bankting
facilities in W~N, and limiting the anoun~t of plasteris US persVonnel
purchased.. MCV~s views on tbese measures as oaxtlinod ou 6ja~ary
to CIICPA~p are e~ceirpted WeJow,#

3Kut -T roo% .Ms i Any maw of inoreasir4 troop
savings vas desirabla 1 such an 'a,:hievamnt vw 4. ieent ow~1
creating incentive type intres%-of aheut ton pezvent-on spciAl

* ~series savings bxdso, sarLWg acooutts , :rc-diers' deposits. ota.;
2) savings effected in Viet=az shcrOiA be iesadi3y aveal~able to the

indiiduol on return from Vietnam; 3) USA arA USa$ regulatioro "Žiould

be amended to formalize the procedure wheraby the iniividual m44t,
elect to acoumala~te pay in the.sawm ="nr aut~xorled~membere Of.-the

ordar Soo truy Bji TAG per
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Simyt1fied TrauZfe Tra.o ohMM ýPto the Ua Creation
of a Treasviy caheck similar in design to post~I morsy orders was
favored, devised in $10c, $201, and $100 denominations. non-.negotiable
outside the VS erept at US disbursing offices.

Lw~ion of US FacILities: An additional 100 officers
tani £E clubs in C 66 were anticiptd beyond the 183 in existence
at the beg'z ~nn- of the year. 050, Red Cross, iwprest f=A wcbhbnges
sat motion pitott-e accountbs were also to be expawlaed In oonj'um0
tion with ec~aMiWg post exhange CPX) activities, US customs duty
exsq~tdon should be irireased from $10 to a minmamm of $100-cr
elirinated cox4etely on items pazvhased in the PS by personnel
stationed in RVN.

Irnresin )ut-of-Couatr7 R&Rs 2ACV plan were to expand
the progrem by the end of the year to babot 24,000 trips per month
to such points at Horg Kong,, 1)argkokj, Tokyo, Taipei and !&inla,

I predicated on avaflbi~lity of' eirornft and Lit±g of restrictionsWy host goverm ents.vtere State Pepartatat help would be deeirabU.
(see Chapter flI tor a. detalead tretwaZ of This' Prrca4.0

,+ a sQ The prnovaflim. ao~nn
polioy of limtt*n to ton Peivent tlii nmbser sof perstnnel on leave or
pass at any tio =as considerad rdequata* So iothor restxictilon were
ixnzodiately m~md

I * F~oMq Cs3.tp ofd off Seies i~oxrqsiona Der -so wcWt4
* Wt etVoct te ooom~n ty.so4 be oczstM otLyas ftqMz;a 4 tor
* urrenty (72C) control.

T$o p fnutio A program vau urderway to bring the
adverse impact Of .pias-ter- snpontttunos to ttýoor'v attflntor, witth
tao bope or achieving voluntarSJly roe=ucd tasuia -on the 1%,4l

*3~rkr iný Sago US LL 4 týa $=h fhzi~titi sh--lodud be est~abtishad
ina~ Sztitton and tie Bark og Amtr~a baA apjlied t-1the

0V111 * but for the t,.n be IM they s hazld not bo cxteaai to outfl~tu6

bocawzwes u4aitulrqiwto varVied, sua__ tttai~ou *Ootul
* e~~asfly be 4a~iommonted through blaac ms±4et dealimst =1 ow~t4

persionnel would wt beo &te'.otat t*44ch it4*W be detrimental -to troop
* onle. C02XI7SMAC reported tha~t local pun'chasos of ejontrwwotio cteria-Us

woept for minor repairs, were prohlbir~ite The wins trittioni Prgr~al Wa
boon Orevieved, paread dowlA aze x4 rstd to a point where tithrwx r.n=14kationl

KV
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would not be froitfrl," with mirni=~ construction standards already
* ~in effect. MACV opposed assigmnent 4of "n econonic advisor to the staff

of CONUS14ACV as a du§I~ication of effort; the US Smbassy and USAMh were
respousible for icowomio counsel in UVN, and this aounsel was -.vadily
available. C0MSI&CV recognized the urdestrable effects of lonating
troop cowezrtntions in and near population, contere artx 'was coxnducting
studies in this regard. He also noted tnat there 'was no knouwn preedent
for a commanler to refuse to pa:- earned salary, with AR 37-104 making
prozqt payment of troops a comwxA rtssponsibflity. No change in this
regulation vas ncoimrrneie nor 'was axy livitation, or the monthly, pay
an intLflidual might draw in Viojtwam Sininrg up, COWSNACV recognized
that a contiwing coordinated& effort by all US agowcies ooenoend 'was
required tocontrl theimpact oftheU W troop buildup on the0VIN
ecoonmy. He believed that progrems of entailed troop spendiig and/or
increased troop savinigs be volluntary to be effeot~vu. HO IWAV felt that
agreement in principle was reached on nfl. the above points Iz the

* - ~discuastons with the USAID Achministnitor.9

(C) Dintng his early Jaimary visit, the AMaintatintor also he)A
- ~ t twteonomic policy moetiups with GVN officaas,. which resulted in only

partiC ~agreement. The US reoimwanded, =4 the OlIN agreed., the GVN
inport fiais be douaited to a'.level of *200 Ddflion in 1966 p wth
$50 Vt43lon to be wqezpe iU the fixat quarter. Tba US c gned to

thle ftr# lw~wtnz Food -for- Pace fr~orts, o $400 mzfLjon. het
sbtvessod the inporta~o of G-VN measur~ss to meet the dowaMx forcvtf
tranfl%,mt~abz'od so tlat th lo aktcud be hld to its p5sont

lv..or redoced sown.bat; if this was rot done, ttw flaok ma4t rate
uvw .b, wtlis an1 us travow 'ou1A1 bo entloed from the ll8sdpiasiterwpr,
deflAr '~O'O thO bbk W_4hat. Tho toat

bot aoId tor pitastxW teý ~ 1ztv of tue 140 mao #an agastoKty tax
at tworaftt rate at abourt 1150 pA~orepr dollr

ant GY 00OIMvr or ovIrtt i4torv".tiou. ill th Mack m* t. 1o GYU
tejetal ho4 prppoait ca= tho hc.uis that pdflttot*y 1 oox2 -a t

n2Wford U) £±nuxto. o-1a$S I~gt nstead t~s OVIN MecaCaAd that it
Son. go"A 4ib IWMN to ;:eet 'thIn doa'n;te Ua D roee-Oat tis,S &W an

- . - 0 aftar~2 da uui, the! OV ati_ agreed arbfq to.
tie 4aU'j fOXW;fl O'ý)je Wnt'%$ ArA tO zo a.ii Up Xreserves c~ixzTr

319ý66 to Alt at a 196' tax col3sctOa0- taxt~t Of 24 bflb ptatoe

- ... to;iao nA~~x ~¶r t * fnoscot anz st*n 4sposlsile; oA to
TU T td e4zn'on felt. it dz quastiotfblo 'whether agreetsnv t wIudb
rVaoited, viAjta L GTVi orj th fack pAot oblem, AMA rrte that it

- 'Ind -tak<e 02&4&0 supervtli1 aml ftrqu-01t, prxtdltg to OtsuX'O that the
CN¶sercitUlzeWn *4g.1 1W isvoatuts reaohod, par CIoi~rly On thes ta=

t4_arot ent. tao oxp~ntns %Xi tteroif,ýg. o~hano eazingrs.9
?MIS "Ix& CMRI -MAý.El IVIr:1&-SUMY
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(8) As pmediatedo onlyvery slow pr'ogress was achieved. The
US M~ssion was advised by a GYN offtip4" followirg the 1Homaulu
Cor~fez'ewe that P,,emler KTý andi Cbief of' State Thiou did uzxierstaxnI
the serioausness of' the aconomdo si1tiatio' mix the r0OOssi1t for'
prnipt action& axmi that Wys political fuiture was tied to econmoila
performioe. The problem remaimde hawevexr, of oowvino1g Lhe other
ruling genaoalsl of this and1 ganing tbbir su~pport in ar'eas of power..
fI4 pers onal inxterest to thems This official warnd that the
Honolulu. econm2dae program could not be carried ouit unl.ess the
generals fuflly suppowWe and did not iterferwe with autI,.dnf.at4.onzu7
actionw. He felt this voifld be most diffcult, as discipl~ime in
the GVN was at a mr, love while interfez'ene by the RVNA in civil
affairs bad ruached a row high. The difficulties waze cempoiunaw
inmwely by the po~itionl crisis which gr'ipped the ration startixg
in early YA!-ache The onset of the crisis ooz'zspoixxed wit a uw
slovikdown in Clhdnwe business actk,7#* partioa'larly in the iriport
aactor', as a resu~lt of ades reaction to the 414, Xarah ey'Dottion of

* ~~~Ta Viinho wn iorn,'tant Chinose rrchant in Saigots, Viiniwas coxte=d
by a mrvly establi~sbed 116pocixa CourV for bribery oC a VmUNei

iof I =1 ar~ eljxM imporWe cloth =ant ~tee3 at higher, than legal
prices. The cwauirg slump in i~ort activity did not ease until
wall into Apxdls wheon the basirss oomimunty krpazently decided
the ('JN voUld tolerate. swno black markect aativity, 'with sam

wrexihts bal~evia the palitical. crisis had dist~ated the GVN
"frm its ant -ormption carpaiggt. The leval of iqxrts.%em±ind
an arma of =Jor cowcern thi igOhatt the yer9

(S) in bis Itzra roport to the sti(Wonto the USAID Dixmtor

PcltialprbU=m have divnrte *m~ot 011.

GV1N attont-Ion oray i'e ecormcs. FM ýMi
c= nlcepolicy docisiora axl on.Ly =Lwnr dzp~le..

=nltation.of Roxielui1U eacaude ec~owds oah --
momtedundl ~wcrnizi is w-mnl'eae Cunent

poliica prbles r~~o er~to~ionHonolulu,
ocorimdc ag1ro3nts ver doub~tful* &amwiio

pxwums which havo developod over' thie past
sevei=l =ntho 'VIfl. =kO it Mst urlikely7 to
m~et ma,-' targets O-f lizztilgin 3]ation to 33

The fl3wtor said tbAt While recogizinM tlwse ýAohtaspe t* tUS
IrdrAMto rwsforat eas mtd= VN ampUawo vith h

l~orlulu tax taxgets. Tho rm GON Miz~Iter of BoorcrV anxaunied on
7,0 Ar-oh th~roe t=~ maamnw esaloulatwd to yield aboult one bill ion

pkastors in eaditioral rovemez (three btlliont les thaz the axtmr
four b IlI Aon 4agrood on at Eonolulu above the orig~inally ta rgeted 22

.- \n* G
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bi5X.1MA Thoztuue ixludVod Stxl(ct CQO&Tction of itotol' vehicle
taxems, vonvero ion of the tax onxeta=uxnts ftei a pNoxentazeo of prvoccxls

-~~ to a flat assessmenxt. =I strict collection of tax on excessive rentals.
Another oonti=JXmf probleMm ws congestion in the port of Saigon., which
constantly delaYed, goodIs em'oute to the VN ,ai~cet. (In April, COJSNAV
turmd Over a n4Aitaxr pier in Saigon to civilian use to help speed t~z
flow of goods.,9

(S) The deliverzr of rice from the Delta to Sailgon was another
critical problem * Altht~igh deive~ries had beon at a thzvo-yea high
in Decemb-r196~4,*theyVWerorxepo+eteby14aoh 1966 to bOat a in.

* year low. Factox-s cited imluded the f-act that sons of the ammal
rice crop =as beirg sold for higher prizes aceross the border in Cambodia;
Delta rice warchants wore holcWxg large aMounts of rice :in walehouses
in an attamt ('which sceddfor -a tiz-3. in April) to force higher
OW'N prices j aM. steppo&,_p VC tanition= 'ts and purchases for the
support ofT tdib3.r -Iorces a CM2NUSMCV d±S'sod-ss this problem 'idth Chief

K ~~J(ý on 28 ter- _y~ tjTxsg that VIC xintho&z of blocking rice shipments
tw Saigoll ixmlIed Thterdictý.on of routes, spreading of rumors of

- ~~pewiýs uriae Iwretasawe ant other wotwmic 'warfare techniques * Chief
"GS later epcnteOd hack to COIUSWV that the CG IV Corps vwa taking a

:1porsnnzal interest In rice mavoxnt aMj that a battalion of W&EV had
been ordered to start operatiows in the Rung sat azut CG IV Corps
did not believ a great deal of rice 'was goirg into Cambcdlz. ActuAl

tioe stocks in Saigou were kept at adequate levels pri~anrly -by. imports .95

(C) COW'AV'S etforts to aid the eoowmric situation oontirnod
throughout the year. The M&CV piwrem to reduce the mflitar7 population

N~iA 'wban areas oroc.3Xlde -stoaWU3y. On 13 April all =& awl loaves to
SAigon wu~'u csWPunwu cjiiu ciUs .iatur COvtNatV dja~otuuucl oDpowzm
00ntbtre to take positive actions to preclude the tutroductio)n of
otkltiona3 uniits or aotivities into t-vi Saigon aa.On 2 )*iy CO)NACUV
issued a directive prohibitili the acquisitioni of atdditional Vietnamse-
owwdi bufl&in!?3 for use as billts,0 boynxl those already undr option.,

7 without his perct ol amn4U1.l By 1 August 10asel faei2Atiq es oaenixtz
t74h80Osqnare footn =i $4454in anrnualrent hadbeen returmd to
Vietnarvse control. awxl this pxwo53 14s progrornýd o inorease rapidlyv
for the retinainr of the year. MJARV awl 1st log Coat headquarrters
W72n6 scheduled to Mvn to Long Blat wlin facilities unter coontniotion
wre oe0Plotcxl. with a Portion of FACV iritially ocaipyirg Vie vacated

* ) facilities.- Ulti =tely MACV would nwvo to mi qugartors wit tU Tan
A Son Nhut aizriaso.5

(S) Strict black maraket controls- wore put into, effect. A Ration
Controll Boaxrd +'=asstablished to consider requirements for rationing

r ~certain essential items; on 3 Februazy the list of ratioiwl itas3 vars ~ ~greatly ,= escid, atserial mumbera of items, sold for more than $10
TN4rs PAGE RDGPADED UNCLASSIP1=
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wereO recorded. The liquor stian mas tewined by 50 percent and
a further reduction was planmd - In coopeation with the US Eibassy
ant 1VN autho$.ities., =4V took drastic and aggresabe action to reduce
the !Agh pereentage of' pilferage from DS stocks * Stringent coontrols
were establshed cma US personal currewy transactions and postal
monay orders. The two US ban~cbg facilities were cleared to open
in Saigon. An inrmease in E'X ;htlets provided bettor quality goods
designed to. absorb troop spentting. Ort.~o-acounztry FMR was wqpanded
A oomnna&spcozeod Savdings Bard Drdxu mas init~ated. ComuS
eiqbasls relative to illegal practices by tbo military mts contiwmally
stressed tbroungh Coimmmterss Conferewpes0 Troop IM~ Pzcgr-ams. Azved
Forces iiadi Stations, and other local wwsaia9

(6) The ventding iqortarice of soiring the ca-tical GVN
ecowntc pzrobem i:l.iscihenrg p-:itoy constderatiozs for the DS
Govermenet 'with oleamr implications for CQI4UMA.CV At tbu andi of

* ~April,, co.1sidevaticn ins given to devising the Dkb5t effective mragot::att.M
strategy for ccýmvinoig the reQlvtant GYN to tnke recessary Anti-
Jifnt1A ti7r stepso., CONUSI3XPts c(lmflnt~s wi's sclicited on A series
of possible mcmvos dnsigno19 wamo otbsr tbhings, to Ilea t-m Mii by
logicial . stops to ?nmWuetaai the w~oessity of drastic msauns such
as (ievaluation or exnmet~e auctionsk This pcwsifUle daemtosy i-cl~vd

* ~advising the QGO at the top lemnC that the US =mn the help tho flN
presrveits iniepeameno as lcrz as this 1e1p =as desired, 'cut that

USImp aso~f no=4 avl tikss the MW oo=IA also tsks the essential'
steps .isquiraxl to res tore ecozncdc and fimxvi3.1 stsblvJit that tho
1US re-ognized that t1nttat~om stcnmd to o,-.m extent ±~m the etats
of erpsnciod gwnmwont. progmm far axeeding incme, but that
another factor mi tUm cmn a'mvprlirg war effOrt. iwl'uUdIz the
pros one of the US urS ttaiy sxr the rdhtti ocrnstrmeiatb efort;t
ant that tho US akwxm aeit =a bixottzig ixzeasiay concermed over

* them lpact of coxttiaiud tensiw~ of US Cotnes ii M10, ix it knped
generate roxmway inLationt Which untermnhed the iwhoe GYN stamturo.

p Thrtheo r,. Itwu~l ba pointted cut that oertain antp4niftatiozsx7
measuxes b-ad been agreed upo= dmdat. the IEMID Adzdnistmatorts Jawxaay

visi toSaigox, sat 4t. Hnolulu# but that in taut Little eation
* had bomi tot en4 The GVIN ~uldW be mdwbxM that sew & tzsse

'vasurs, such as tAntioh& were aso important stops in the social
rev~oluti-on it vas plndtgod to eutry foirmd. If the GVN mwation

w~rt negative, as was &ntioipate4v the US 'w.a than xVues for mte
ctxurtic stoaps such as denluaiaton or emhange auction techniqua.

4If it beca oe clr the MVI -would not =wiortake mm an ossentUia
mI~mzm programp t." US would havi to clonsdr tho "shock. trotntwntu

'1 ~ o d QL x~dxing the OVIN that dm34) Usi US r~litary pmrence wwu one
cause oll the pyoblaem then US tomld have to decide whether tocrai
tilitaxY qLg ruto sbaflply *ut to %wtnxanimi tho taoop deploynet
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(S) VmIle efforts were bei made to spur effective GVN eoconomnc
Smoves, the W~ite House generated an across-the-board program of
SuxAteral US aotions to reduce iniltionuvy pressures in RaN. A
Viite House menoramdum to SCMEF on 6 May cited expert opinion that
"inflatioary pressures could soon reach such raway proportions as
to beomre a threat comparable to the VC or severe politimal unrest
to our objectives in Vietnamw. The mmorandum stated&

Inflationary prssuroes are so eroding the
pwobasig pmoer of gove t workers, mlitary
and security personwl, eand farmers as to uzdez'
Sw the wfll to vork arA wfll to win of the very

Vietmmese elements on -hom we rely most heavily.
Our m•ltary effort could be undezmized it the
ME ani their fcadlies losr oomiciderne in the
glasters vita whioh t&hy "e paid. W also
wug ithat economic diste oreatod by shortages
ani pr'ice rises hadl =.oh to do with, area1g the.
lixate tor the present political un.at,

(6) Noting týat the -4pid super3position of the US milituy
.4 btUililp on wa already weak GVN econory vws perhias the ohWe contribtor

to ti uLation the maW= suggested z. series of mw nmi

1) Devalopmott of prjeotiow of thA Ikvlr irnaetiomratx
impact of raw US troop deploy mmts zl mlit=r7 oawtmlont

2) Establishment of amm or-ll LIS rLLty az cIvil
pister ad resource budget.

a3) sbshment of ' GVW maznw budgoat.

4 ) Devlopment, o a symta of priorities as a gide to
sesihlo pUsterz &M ouwes budgat•oo .

5) Establishment of an effootive procedure in iWashiton and
the ftaDok for plmicig military ane oivl progvew from the standpoint of
irnAtionary impact and political iUcatiow, as vell as need. The
WALite Rouse ftrt:Ier urged •owidotion by tho military establishment of
thaes specifio anti-iaflation7 measures (s•m already suggeoted or beirg
uert*slon by V)

a) Ibre sedf-suffiaýRnt WS ocastnwtion methods.

b) Potponesnt or stret-oh-mt of lass essontial U
military contMction,

THIS PAGE REGRADED UtCLASSItP,
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o) Greater use of third-country labor. 1'

d) Gxrater use of RVIF in construction.

e) Reduction of less essential US mlitary shipents
to r-4eve port oogestion.

f) Reduction of US denars for housing and ether
.3 t umAu4s uinJn.a aeres.c

g& Further efforts. to recapture earnings of military
and contractor persornel, such as:

(1) Increase out-of-oountry PR*

(2) Epand in-coutry R&R facilities.

(3) Expand PX sales further.

(4) Iarove soldiers' deposits.

(5) cdt-savig imentiva aiards to 9, Vietmaese
and tbizt-country perwosnele

(6) Exana T&B program to alert US forces to
the inflnationary impaot of their e.pen3tres on the RVN eoono12*TO

(S) On the oritiJcl problem of Scigon port congestion, the
1&ito House proposed a series of intertm wasures for imAiate
relief of the bottleneck, awd an urgent Dn/CouUSMACV stut y of. the
pyssfbllity oý tha US military taklng over operation of thi Saigon
port. COMSMACV agreed that MACV could do this if the GVN agrted.
a if MACV could serve as the GVN9s agent to unload ships and
deliver goods to a designated spot f-r turnxvr to the GYM or
USAID actirg as agent for the WN. After detailed study and
wgotiation, an agreemnt was signed with the GVV on 4 July trans-
ferring respowsibility for USAID/CPA cargo in Saigon from the CPA
to MACV. For,.,ll intents a=t prposes, M&CV then began oyemting the
Saigon po1,UI (See Annex C.-tin Saigon Port.)

(3) On the ftna=jjJ front, SEMEF proposed to the Ambassador
-and COMSMACV or I Jan that &Ul DW-gnemrated loo. spenixi in
Vietmn duing FT 67 be limited to 34 billion piasters, a figur
calual ated to lIer off spendinh on the basis of the May 1966 rate.
Tho projected FY 67 •xtpexliture bhad been 47.7 billion pisters.,
.WDEF listed 17 possible measurs to rzuuce sponrxing and requested
Saigon's cc=ints and suggestiors for a•ditiomnl outs which would
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ahesthe desimi gw. v.thatzt r1~vexedly aff~wtim cm~at *apabflitye
On 19 Jumt after dtabx~d wartp34 of =vmr.is proposed mas~e to
Tedune, spenlxWg, COMUSIiiV state 'to CI1MPAr., SBCSTATE, SMMEF witl
JwS Uth~ 'ftb imnwitin Of tbD M== fldi m date, FY 67 02ezxiftuxre
coiliirg is wmxidclml otca~ and1 1b.g1y xstrictiw to thbe
padlit of Mqn~iuiý% tZ~ o of stated Opmti=al goasoll '

Iimteado COEMACV rimm'-mIed that the 34 b~o be an werpex1ttus~
cbJectivev~ oer gsl l-titst as opposed to a ca~lfrge 15ubh =Ucti

voud rdtthe cOtmwia~ to achiam establise obmtiw rdtbw.t
1w3t4A 72~2tmvy anti pwU~cti= eftowts in RVNp" COMITSMV

stated*

(S) TIM !5 W ss/USA3D Joibt Eb~zz Divisoa= felt that a
plaster budget with a buLt-d xqpcm*A antl cwt=L system ms
urgn~gtly requirnkd, nami xo~w===ed t~uit XACV =1z the Ewwrdo Division
i~imdiately dlerv1p ow Plaog vMt a a q~L~mmntaxV =mawr biulgeto
COMM~MACV* hIdle coa -z v~ixg tba muessity for conti')J4 piaster

cqendictmbs amz for oamp%-hbm~ nar t~imly iiifoiiation on all DOD.~
Vnawa-1 spenz1±ng# diu wt amider it ope~t-.ora1liy feasible to
establi h, an 11 Aa~dotaled &dgetir~ge aooaunitig andz zeport±,g
system. :tnseAmde be recoo~mx1ed that tbo wd~stdxg systems of the
military deparmnts* zncdiied as nooessaa'y, be utii±~ized with C3MMA

as bthe~. fba on olao=t of data* This approaoh =as

(C) On 18 Junm the GO1 car~od out its inst 81g1IinWAxt, snt1..
irflatio=x awtiem at the ymxD K i~dvuticm of the pAster.* The
dxwtic nimoe taken in co~lbta tio with the lutermtianl ?binta:y
Ruilz azzi stz'oir4l suippmi-W by tho US, 9 ssetzaally Lmuvslk the
adjustmen~t~s of thae ~hmige rate from 60 to 118 pitos~t to the US
dollars Thoz'e wai w olinage in the speoWi zmte for pereona1 trawiaotiow
cif US r~eo~mcl 1av&*tmU5r The iwI~m ±l~te oftfot of dam~atioz mas to
double the iV$eas pddA IV 1opmdIoze for anlwpm~~'te caoadi*4c emapt
ritoe and1 metnl pr'&oa thimipon rose a1i ~m~, befte lvUw&U off
in late Septem~bers Si mtamomsly w4.th daI~MIS tho M~? =wum~ued

adl~r iWV30S NftVb9 2 pmart f r Sho f Aiu~ny Uy TAG pe
of th rdiay n bl eie vw6A ifm wt m 4n~i

Th GN dovd pdOFl~ionwihmte etnoveg1&sle Sih



(S) Asked by CINCAC to identify problem areas in achieving
the desired piaster Linitationo COIWACV provided a list on 28 July
which includeds

USARV Lcal Procuzement of Selected Commodities: "SignifJ.-
cant reduction in piasters eeed'ed for cement of selected
conmodities cannot be achieved at this time either because of the
perishable nature of the itemo or the shortage of shipping space to
permit deliver7 from off-shore•."

EoMI COwes~ioum

The oum'ent problem of port congestion wwild be
aggravated by =7 curtailment of the CY 1967 two bil-
lion plus piaster p.-gAm for oontractor effort in
ship unloadiz* and port cleaare operationso. The
urgency on shipment of air mnittonsv oconind with
support -squired for troop buildup scheduled for this
fiscal year, wi1l further oomplicate the port conges-
tioon problemo Unless military termina service per.
sonnel, traok and lightemge units can be made avail..
able, contined heavy ellawe m=wt be placed upon
private contractors in order +o effect some relief
from the ourrent 245,000 M/T cargo unbooked in COMS
ports aud vithheld fixm shipmnt to loading ports.

Significant zddctions In piastere epeied in
rof local. rztlol employment or in pa n

for io ntractual so.-vioes cannot be achieved without
-esultizg tpair•m t of mision aocorpUshmeht unless
pro•t rep • e•1s. of the affected capability in
daployment of appropVriate =M1tary unitsI pa'tiou.
larly to SAMW can be Nrovided.

COWSW.WV also noted only slow progress in reduoing US leases of
Viotna"sole 4owlties wid in reducing pereonal e niltre of US
parooml in OXN, In oonolusion, COG=M/ stated:

Ax. piastor spetAimg limitation mgst provide for
moth Z l lity neessary to imure contir s effec..
tits oeamplisbment of the Ca•wds'a mAtary and
poification missson. An expenditure of pias tre for
an u=progrimd mlitar requirament should be accom-
wd aW o a one tim requiremant an" luded from
the eatahUished spendixg litiltation*106
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r (U) On 25 August, COWSMWV proposed to the Ambassador# as one
piaster-spwxriir reduction measure# that an ad hoc bbtasyl, isAfl.
and military coomittee be formed to study tb;rjMlbility of provlsdaM
selected US commdities in lieu of fstdly..alowance plaster payzments
to irxiigenou employees; of the US Goverenezt. Such ±tems as unprocessed
rioe, oookiig oil, ant condensed Milk obtainable from WS -- l-nes at a
savings over local prices, would be highly acceptable to Vietnamase
sxploye~es CO)DflIV stated, and families receiving siwh ±tems under
a payvmnzt-iz1.idnft system would be less susceptible to inlaltionary
pressures,9 since they would receive the commnodities regardless of costs
oil the local eo0Dono27.i

(U) To implement the DOD program for reducizg and. controlling
piaster expenditures, HQ 14ACV on 13 September issued a comprehensive
diraoti*s cnitliadni policies, procedures, art responsibilities of the
US military establishrent in WIN. EQ MACV was to establish Dmxdmm
penrmissible quarterly piaster-experxtitune authorizations for ali. official.
MXCV activities. Indivivcual eVpeditures were not sub ject to control
or liusttation by directive, but MACV policy was to contiwo efforts to
reduce such piaster spending by publicizirg savirgs programs ant by
emocureging individual purchases of commodities from other than WIN
maiets Plaster exqpentditures from the Joint Support portion of the,

GVN defens budget wv*i3A be oontrc'aled through a system of cash releases
to the OVN, so that established quartorly ant annum).1 llzits wrex not

/ezceeded&- The directive zoted that effoctivewas of combat operatiow
satv emergemy action to safegustd life would not be ccmnromsed by
ezpeaitur cef-ixts; proper mawggexnt of wnozssentAal spendirg should'

.pixeolude ow e~nesses riesultirg from emrgemy expewlturwes MACV
establWisd a Piaster Rxpenditure Control *orldzig Gioup (tPvW) ahaired.
t7 the 1MAV CoMptrcfler and composed of % representat~ive of each L~otS
sari the Cons tmation Directorate. Tba M~WG 'o chargeid with plwannig
distribution of the p4azter limitation a.%I assessing zwjuireriouts to
permit mission accoViqilabmt vithin the apolied listtationwAO8

(8) On i. October, foflwitg repeated urzunces s~t! attempts to

obtain Mission Couxcfl unanimi4ty on pLaster buds6eta for C! 67, the
Aztassador xecoiirnded that *shi4Eton i#pose A 7tGz,#tf os±2Ixgat
L42bilion for tboUS ltaxyo7in W laati % '14 t1;r WeiA
elements; the total of 58 billon comparad with IQ 1;A__- C1 64-
Despite cbject4.or 91vm OOEWCHV" awl Ms~otar %&ti the Amatiaoeoxw
felt thAt arq highar spsnitxg levetl0 WtsuA &#oeteiato inflAtitn end
tbureb-yjeopandi--e polifticalv adz : UiWar pqijrvSS- Th* Awzaado:
statedi his belief thaet VK! ýS shoiltd qdak1-btdimg asbý*live a
military torce to btai, in Ths."t*4as ~rn10S o oth-s- -ooAd be
dbns without --0 cekt lf.itA si] *tber 1etba polti-oai eti~bcts,,

taLc VNaabr6sea Of the CV4'-M ttoeps WWt h ~~OWi45frl
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II Septeitor 61otion-as "tenuous and preclA4ous." Hie eV~essed
fear of a nuoh larger W-.sponso-red program in Vietnam because he
believed the GyM vas ndarbtstrativel~y too weak to carry' it out, thile
special Vietimmese, inerests were still ve3ry strong. "'I believ thore
iss a rate at vhich these people can go ahead and anything beyond that
rate tends to be UiP service,"f the Ambasador s3id Cmcluding his
oveTrall. assessw*,t the Ambassadlor vnred that it tka CT 66 US military
piaster budget level set by SE=B wown not hold, the entire attd.
inflationary pxrgin in MV wovld be jeoparzdisci 109

(S) On 5 October, CQNMWV set forth for QIWPAC atd Vasbington.
his position comominiz the rxittaxy st eoononlc situation in 0N
ean the reasons he could not cowur in the flassador's proposed CT 1.967
piaster budget. COWMACV uoted that the primary tssic'2 of US forces
in WiN was to defeat the VCINA ant to assist the GYN in oztendixg its
control throughott th ecouzty. He forther stated:

If MWV nust operate within a piaster ce524x
of' 42 bUllon for CY 1967 ant It our a0toal deploy-.
m~nts approach the approved deploynmnt level as
MIn~titedI iz W SPsSoutheat Asia PbpT0y~wnt Prcgn
f,3 duted I August 166j, It =Ioud =z'athat US troop
dv~loyzents toW¶IM ouldhuve to stop aboutnWA-
flecetber 19664 Such action would denrive us of at
least ono division sat tUs requiired co=bat support
ani ootbat aorvioQ suppoat :woesaa to buano.-
oar forces as Vient~tiod and approved it the CT 1966
Foracs Roqutrewmnts A US rd4ta-,x-7 piaster fteoeditun'

111 ceVAtn of 47~.4 b~lion is the mi4at4. nquireiwnt
"4 ~xietd by KICV Lin order to conduct su-stctned operationst o~~~f the 05D FT 1.966 apprcrmd force of44,00

az agwnzge of e44,00W dwiutg CT 97-1

* ~~(S) tNvrt-hlleas, CO1Z5ICV hvA dizxrtoc1 a rwooawtation Of t12
planint US force stmotokn for an aVv~nige of CY 67 3tit~Rt~hof 450,000
T13 forces, based on an esthAte rSZ sczrioe capaditties. This resprosented
a 10,000 reduction, vbdoh would oxut 1.4 billion plasterks from the
estimated 47.i4 billion raquircnnt, h1-~qng MS zititay expentitares
to btr blflwt w* than tie ttuasndor's roocweMt211ton-ot142
bflflin plaster". A dwmiaat nsdoIion of WMFk starenth for CT 6~7
brought COd0WV's budget estimate to within one bUilio piUtez'e of
the Ambassador's reooz~mniation.111
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Vietnamese Reactions to the US Presence

( The reactions of RVN's citizenry to the US presence in-
country remained throughout 1966 a matter of vital concern to
CQa4USACV and other elements of the US Mission. In May, MACV con-
curred in a proposal that JUSPAO be assigned primiar responsi-
bility for maintaining an up-to-date assessment of nation-wide
Vietnamese attitudes, The year's most dramatic instancea of
Vietnamsse anti-Americanism came during the March-June Buddhist/
struggle crisis, but there was no evidence that the isolated acts
of violence against US personel and installations or the virulent
propaganda slogans of the struggle forces represented the feelings
of more than a small minority of the Vietnamese. The main thru•st
of this agitator propaganda was that the US was "interfering"
in RVN's internal affairs and was violating the interests of the
Vietnamese people by supporting the Thieu-FK regime. Tri Queng
and hip militant Buddhist supporters noisi3v protested asinst
President Johnson for backing the GVN, and many of the series
of sprigtime Buddhist self-imnolations were avowedly under-
taken to convince the Preeident of the error of his policy.
The evidence srggested that the. extreme antI-Americanis which
develHord in the Da Nang and Hue demcmstrations was inspired by
""'elrne-iMt which had infiltrated the stnggl tomes. It tax
sitifi rAnt to note that evn at the height of this cAzpip,
troops of the dissident lit AR!VN Div and the I Corps stff pased
resolutions declaring their detemination to continue the fight
against the omuniats alongside their American alllss. (For
a detailed discussion of the struggle movement, see MB Mono-
graph "The March-June Political Crisis in South Vietnam an Its
tffeots on Military Owatiousa, 9 December 19166.)W

3:In mid-April, a growing sense of uncertanty about RWH
political orientation marked Vietnamese public csp on. In
part this was an cutgwth of the past =mnth of political turmoil
within RVN, during which the prospect of a raoanligned RVN was
allUed by the Wfddsts., and in part it was due to the Aeoricea
reaction to the Vietnamese political crisia, raising the inevi-
table question of continued American preeie. in RVV.
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S" .

Typical of this was the Vietnamese newspaper editor to copied
a headline fram a comentary by a US news Magazine: 'TDf FOR
A US P=MOWW' To a degree this rebulted from increased atten-
tion to the idea of a political settlennnt of the iar, negotiated
either with Hanoi cr directly -ith the Vict Cong. There was
little doubt that this attitude of uncertainty was salient
at the tine. The touchstcne of the attitude appeared to be the
matter of a negotiated settlement of the war. This in turn
was intricately mixed up with the attitudes toward the US
and its future decisions. Mary Vietnamese at the time were
exhibiting seneitivity to the possibility of sno sort of
Americau withdrawal frcm RUW, despite the lack of any
evidetee that this was in the offing. As oae Saigon intfl-
leotual expressed it to a JUSPAO officer- "The Vietnamese
people have been betrayed again and again, by the French,
the UWanesop, twice by the esamnists, by Diem, and br the
inteflectauas. So most people feel eventuaL4 the US too, will
betray us.' 12 3

(S) On 5 Al~gust, amid RVN National Police anger at an
incident in whih two XiS militay seuurity gvards mistakenly
accused a Vietnwwse policeman of stealing US beer, the
Avbaasador ctlled a special Miston Council mateting on the
proble of anti-Aaoricaus. The Ambassador stated that he
had ctmfimted, and was ravely eoncerxed by, the existence
of anti-Amearioanm in the Wigon police force. He stated
that this could undrwcut the US effort iri Vietnam "Just as
urel3y as can a ailitary defeat, or wildcat inflation, or

a camnit coup d'etat.' Deoeribing the cause of the anti-
Americanism,s the Ambaasadctr eaI4, "the Vietnamese pol!lce have
told everyone who is Interested that it is the rowdy behavior
of certain Amedeans up and down the streets and thrmgh the
nightclubs and bar-snot once, but night after night. They
are behaving in a way which is making them ab3solutely une
bearable to tte Vietnamese police and are a constae; source
of anti-Azavican feeling. The Ambassador felt that many
uS asonci•s and activities wore iuvo•ved.llt4
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<t"In Julyv it was reported that there was reseutmnent An Loxig
An± Pz'o'utne, openlty expressed, over the growing nmner of US twmis ors.
The cooment was Hadvice, yes--izt~rfxerewo no," Fo= the auiaco caro
the report that several. AflN officer had said, "Mwricanw are not
st±OldsigM to their role of advi-sors, iwtead they eat ass~rnie OOUwrAYV
Ibnotions. This doesn't sit wdl2. with us Vietnwmse. It's sowmtltng
Americau mo~t gunti against." Ator art, they add.e "this is our

(01 In early Septeriber a US battalion uas moved into tong An
1Nwixre in a pilot project to detonidn the feassibility of omqploybin
M~ combat Loreoas In the (lovely populated VskcoM Delta4. The reactions

44 ~~of the local populas vow wercloely racnitored as the battalion undei%..
to*We its cwiplex tawsk. Amw the maJor pr&.tems apparent. fwm the
outast, sa~ that the populat$~n (lorwity vould cause Pire support to be
oareszfly raontraflod wiL 2M4tLed. The lcxal inhabiWtars wero afruid

pieiworohatsw orr velocal aanimtoui an; £ino c~trtor thy are ages Th
ra oitW Mgof tyaiaid sotrn*' worezaa thet oe theirp wettd olaiaw RvWto
ltlp hernht agat At-oasnmtt adlrttrvosuiomue ani approval nof w thanowo,

mtOCOaflt thl bazodarit,- L ar.-of~ ix~svtio , thato th uomtn mhto notomb
safe, tituio ofther poro -or r ~oxxt VC, txei roLear ofth Am~rvica.z Nugt

is vmery earl =-Io4 =-1 woit fof te soets h; 1'lad , Lugal Thea
the niajoty of tho people0%t i.tOrder cinIA t~ ot ditips ttm In. RM toat
t141p IWh aOs-tors or~as angtxnes, ar~1 'anta apxociaoftheir artAaoazse
int was, iwot. =do ha ie ni thumfA e, oim pwems ab~t z ofz 3=wrI'C1
agalz.tjr theXW Qouao inax&~whor tqW~io troewt +410 bem aperat not.

saet x-dmt a4orepomn!. t rww, dxrt~ fear vhtoas twit thMrez Vietno
people. A card. onaaiir i~tn of 4 condurt hUs iaoaMto to each1

isaiV fron!th4oUspal, Amt1nos o~lrnKV. AnA vireovtivo znviedin a~y,
co~n VAceOtdex or tzz P dents ir~aldtmg phMicld yor materia.1 1060. th

direth hivec dolirrato Porampos ofointt hwax-4 reotingn Swt4gatIng
it ~ ~ I u-" ossrtf- roti scnrthatn= wnm W codt.at c oun± bifor d sof by rotfidens

(1)~ ~ ~ ~~~~~re Ta "soniigomAi tasec Aon fly wA§ sper fo
M;~~~ ~ ~ rdi=S44$24*OMA~an ,0 rA0 Ut hDV~Mea40

pop~ Aoad oranl~grbwrue or1 otZjcauutwsislsoet
4ze fteWt-w ocsi V*AWVdmio vt nFv



Z At vamtova times of temiion dut±mg the years curfew hours
in Saigon tarA elsewhere were extemtied for US tlitary taui USG
civi~ian perso~ml as a means of reducing, the likelihood of untowuni
:ixtdents.or O2 6 Angu t; a us curfew of 2300-01Mo went into effect,
replacing the forcer ur-qdnght-..O t$O curfew which corresponded with the
livitation set for Vietnanse citizew b.7 the GYW. During thb
Cowotitmnt Msotmliy elootion, percio in September. hmerdlaxis vmre
restricted to travel 'between duty a~tatom and bilets. For =,.oh
of the year, Sue,4 Da RWang, jfrt sar other popuation center~s were
off.4itits to US porsonwl.

4<The September elwtion results brought comments fci
fe-reign, diploimts that tbo elections had boon weither free nor honest.
Tlis thinking popj3,Ulatic was 3,xnigtnnt 'ver tUh8 OO11ts OxAr puzzled
as to their x~snn.The 58lf.4aCfl8C tox.-er Premier Tmnn Vn THim
alloged that the e4sotiew Wa bueen overty prepared $jrnrA kAil.
brdatarz this reply f=o ~a lees. xiwspapent 0.Mr. Rh ttilrs assa
French puppet. Ph doevs rot ~la4bzevtan tthat the situad"on baa
xsUcafly abx-Ad an that the Vit s.Mrcnfrelo-s hip boniz
a-.* *.-r traM sin44Uago those tyirg Euu to hr. aster darizg the

*(OA; In Octobiar two local nr-spA-Par4 1vbl~gb~tMx a Ifl spakt8.
=1nS -taterzAWit t*Ut thO WS PIA $Yitn1wsatty tor osnbh AVfl4ext

aratou)eV30 tar of -13-4 'nw ut=127 a solatium, but v.*,, altoagM
by the press to be the sett34rMnt ioy each otvlia~n kiled iu
d~itaI7 action. Ona of tho ewisnapn'- al~ko,#ter tUhe mi&.

4 unber-tarstin- hod been. eormieotle~tat "ItaWhe ubo contot but
rejoice at the tuz"j .3o2p41±mtn by tho t4=0incn autbortio ta
t %w $ý& is tt. an. 5zxitA3 paYme.-t. I't do&rether obl-qUsly.

the Viet=a we nau Awrioan pepl.0

()In 0ar4y October, 14f 4LI the issues ola~rinc fror attentiox
in the press, mw ttng louder than the q~uswton ort vl~tbst the war
vould soon endl in r'w0 or be ealtaxsM. Locs1al Mtora seecad
rartu*ed by &2q peace* proposals em-bodr-rg eowessiow On the p"tt
of the M1~ they, cppaarwl " in fact, quitea vifllrin to eat% N-a the
=r if neceasary. Vice Presdtht Rutpnwa was bitterl$ crittoit,&i
f br suggw'sitirg the eventuAll xroaogrition of the Natina~l lWeantcau
tPtont (it?) 0.* Onerpye%,r rtot MNN i3 the real prmoter cor this
Vwur of aggrosaion. $aouO. zmgotliatiow startgomn m=st t,3c with the
izssAtigator saix rot the atcowqplie. The Vietzwnese ame as eager for
poace asthe Ainorican, Wtsi they canat accept peawe at aily price.
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in rdcd,4,tohor the Mrflz Croxezrvo. =1l th&, direatimon ti war
-would take, w a result oC tho e tiŽg0 ware UP' =.in edituorial topics.
A number of papers cited poiazts tha~t shoiti be emphasized at MavJla;
ow stresed that "whether the final result of the acneremmo wif be
a negotiate peaeo or a peaoe thrxgh via~tory0 this people, this

toniormust rat be used ýas a sca~egqt, a test for a. peace Lazwla
or a type of war initiated by othrwo aM£rccx fatn use Ftesident
Johnson sluuldi omdoer during the imatinT thet. 'tb Vietamrse mily

* ~~rujuest tamk Awr-ia friemds to latp eqpa the otmutdst a~s q4Q4a
possible v=1 to return to the US owe this Uabu job is .

(4) Prior to the cozf'weire thiem had taen wn~tiario by the
local N-'esso cif Lwr tint tUs MS mIght 3ritiata a. statctegy or mecO

* mm ctt~orxtconsutingthe V1~.Owe mws m~ca sent thv CNN dQ3.egattm
toU~?2airth tL adctn."oh~etaamant pesitiem about the

rocessity of ooMmvst defeat, to adfuttu~m, stlmrsiori.' vtile awithar
rematthd Amba-.stsack Gos-herg that "thme TNT Is the pritipsi actor =1z
the US is only its afly." Typical comtrets after, the contoeiweo
vcpressed b1y mwst FIN wwrspapm-s +fl th docmumt2 rnlz&sýK at the
conelusion of the rhinUa CQozem¶L &%v rzastot.piGaS *I," US POulcy LI
VIN mnmsinp uxchangod.' "As a re~sult we charge is wqa ted0 eonopt fobr
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of then year* There %.%I &sa "aims~f pttCto, dlsom3tons on the
pro-sitfti-on p.-oblem in Saig* flhem. was a generol Viet, tssa Tha3Axg
't~t twn* rcgnitmtdo of the prohlawm1.it w"; tiel~ tzoltz sýAXboi been
Oaued 107 tbo Axwfrcaw * A140 cbt~r~ Nkvmbr t.Eive v-eve oomntz~so
the Kunu~e c=561 ame dly wW4aP"er Stated tho Viotmrose could
talents the iUzttoiyd ~I tats of tho 1sr Cf syýph orw tbea#
tat MAt those a a Caiytain who '~r-tolat Viatzarrise Sortmgnyb
caflin hit±aeU "thn X%3'ta of USa~gova" 011r genoavl opini'rnnt that

t~ir'serAmrioan troops prcrraid securiýty t$w w-ere ',;Olea; ±t UWa
U\ %tiatlo ptwseire tht. -waa aWt tf) rb £*3Snge the woe .Av Ow
3aidoa wwspaper aw'ksc why tin Viotzazase did ruot see mmn' e. the goo4
--Ida or t.Iw &31±dw pesene,, stating that it =s a *nartcz t-ýt tho
-pcw,4,ntw !xiliowx tICU 'wnre.suah = thint Xn24.cotwe iwro tusrn by the
OX'S to catch girisA'

In3Ta Dweez~n, A VIfllAgo in Bi& aES P'rmznmi =4s hit &0AoodUitafl
by W~ axtifle7 41ia, aSitor tmvAttZ- lsn 'ca-4lsd weoirlet-ily ini July.7
The ftwnt tin a VIflsý or bamLot is attagxlw int =k-vr by Azwioi LIre.
a. sur'ctW oofl2gluztl the pwsple usiaJly aecopte the Ircident with their
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usual fatalistic resignation ani are gzateftl for any help they can
get, H-r, when it happens twice0 they not only woriler about
the accuracy of the American aim, but more importantly they have
the 'strozg impression that the Americans don't rea•ly try to avoid
civilian targets.i2 4 (See Annex F-ZCivilian Casualties.)

(W) Dm-n'ig December most of the Saigon press directed its
attention to news conwerming the assassination of Tran Van Van$
Constituont Assembly deputy and leader .Nf a southern political factions
and to the proposed Revolutionary Drmlopwnt Program for 1967. But

S time4 space, and effort were still avaiable to discuss the inoident
involving the Mahyr of Saigon and US NFts. The Mayor* perserraly
wrknuwn to the M ts, had bee. appreher•ed by them while "target shooting"i
across the Saigon. Rveri--with a submachine gun. While the imnident
did not make the. press imilatelya extpt for an indiract questioning
of the auto-.ity ;- the lPtsawithin a few days all the papers had made
comments, usually .d'•fa'orable tcmwaud the 14Pts, the general conclusion
being that the US had gore too tax. The gossip column of one paper
.roted that tha US realistically gave behavior guidebooks to troops
:,n foreign lazis, but that appa-ently Vi~tnam was an exeptionu.Z5

(0) In late December, the Saigon prass comtn6ed pro-.am-oon

about contimzed bombing of NVN !a an extendea cease-fire. Most were
fox' "i-vased US pressure agaixt Hanoi," noting that "to destroy
clrngovus vlzi, stxo.Tg medcires aza neessary." Ow paper welcomed
Senatco rz' 11el, t1s call for a 45,iay tacre because it would mean
114,; ciays of no blwxl, no wths. no brmbings," while other mvred
th. pople to 'Vi•ep -,=1e1iIt and ors'sly dewru.e those hypocrites
* .wh thivw Viekla ixto t•Ve lap of cc-uaura•m. sui,• for a negotiated

610- e." Cemxnts on Arbassador Gcodbeogs request for UN mediation
ni-mr . Some of the press ca-led it a "IIohi- -vllian trick"1 which

would enable th'e US first to prove its g.';Dc w:l2, t.w, +.o escas.,Atn
the i-= when t.I cmaruit týarm dyn a, peac( proposala-as they
would hae to becase they had lost fza One SaIgon pper saw the
neqaest as "a mT choss tactic"' mmmat._ig frmn a top-level Washington
r- eting, a possilly $'the forerunor of a=other series of moves in
Sllno with the aeoibt diplomacy whorein Russia ray play a leading role,"
wh4le amther daily suggested that the Alassadowls request. plus the
n;.Ltwawus arrival of US reinfo:ements, might represent the ronmal
of a =-I'olicy, a m fndered about the uvexpected
siltirQ of the USR over the Viet-,= pmblems. A Saigon Chinese
paper assailed U Thant for what it called his "biased attitlde" in
haviz s xpressed iagzets aver the alleged recent US bombirgs of Hanoie
"fid yow hear of ar ArwrxA-an billet blasted by a VC explosion in the
heart of Saigon? Uy dlidn't you. express &.Z regret or sympathetic
feelings to the innocent Vietnaw.<e ci!'i. ian victims of the VC
oxplosi n? And why didn tt yvu b3.e the VC for such an in1tman
ac*n2 THIS PAGE FEG1R'DEs MCLASSI1'I1
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).rAt the e=1 of the ye=r It ooittd bOoolu tht thoer
Vero signs that the Vietamwmse people, for m"'s oxr irag'iamd rtaflolw,,

wez vening same of their Avuztrmtiow ags'4nt tie tU3 anxi otherZkA.
)&ietbsr this imw a nonnal reaction to the eoni~tions under which they
bad lived for so long, or the beginzning of a significant manifestation
against the US an't W pwaeseco oiity tiss w'uJ t4l.11

.COMIhIICT OF OPMfON ATlIion~

The US Governmeant ?ositiem

CU) The U' Gtnn,.t unmmwsdngly lwed to its conmiitmert In
RVN &irzing 1066o despite tbz pressure of domestic art Fbee World
cr-itics and the laxt-nstigenwe of the cormunists. The policies urrter.
pi.wih the vast nZ*Utary offor: directed by COINJSHOAV wene rotilmd
in dletail1 &s the year pr43gzssed9 but remaiad ±Nazsiainntally unobange4d.

(U) V, v'obrmary SDBDEC spelled out USa objectives in termn
ie~lmfl&..'\on vZri=OL subsequwnt occasions by the Pros idanxta

Our objeoti-ios is not to destroy the govenwent
of' North Viet=mx or to sot up permawnnt bases -in
South Vietymm or to makce $outh Vietna a member of
mi alliance Our objective is to protect the
govermennt of South Vietram so that she can work
cur her a=n desttzq politically. Our stzttegy
is to) prov to the enmig that they canot vna,
that they w.4ll pay a very high price for tryiz;
cg,,,1 biel'y thery UMl be wiLling to nagotiato a
settlement. An antt-.oonunnst sfllsuce is wt
own of our objootives 127

(5US (Thi-aft of HUsion in tbz Far st mat at Bagudo intha
Philippines fruu 27 Febrmavy to 2 Marh a1 came to certain gemmz'l
conflusions rcortgti S miwtt Vo hmapee
pros pect of cln~o Ain the outltook of the present Pekirg leadershbip,
wr for an e.ary. detente between the US ant Red Chbnt. Iz pumine~g
a pilicy of curtainnrnt of' Cbian, hc,,nver, tin US wished to mnUdito
tlwa risk of tmr a=1 sought, the znttv support or' others;4 chaxwiz,
for contacts with tho Chtzso shaald be kept opens Tho RD) promn
in RVNi vas an oassjntial cowomitant of military opozatton, but It
requi-rud a lon leadl ttn; care should be take not to push the
progrtam beyeni its capabilities to be sustained. This fact plus the
z'equirsients for mflitaty aftttion of VU main foc~es aixi I4N troops,
led the W~ to recognize that tn war wou~st ba lore ant arduous, ani
to discoumao hopes for quik, easy solutions * The US,, however. didl
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not wish to foreclose the possibility that termination of the fighting
in RVN might result from gradual, unpublicized NVN withdrawal, rathfr
than as a result of formal negotiations. It was felt that Soviet
policy in Asia was torn between the desire for containmont of China
and ambitions to push forward the cause of Marxist revolutions everywhere.
If tNU were to refrain from active pursuit of its ambitions in RVN,
and to retire to its territorial confines, it would doubtless require
economic and military support from the Soviets, which they would
probably be prepared to provide 0123

(U) Ch 30 June•, the day following the first US raid on the Hanoi-
Haiphong POL facilitiers President Johnson spoke in OQaha o-why the
bomaing had been necessary:

In many more ways than I can now tell you

here in Qaaha, we have explored and we are continu-
ing to explore avenues to peace with North Vietnam,
But as of this moment their only reply has been to
send more troops a4d to send more gunw in to the
South. And until the day they decide to end this
avession mnd to make an honorable peace, I.can
assure that we. speakLng for the United States of
America, intend to carry on. No one knows how
long it Will take. Only Hanoi can be the Judge of
that ... But I ea and I do here and now tell
you th4is• the aggesusion that they are conducting
will not succeed. The people of South Vietnam
will be gien the chance to work out their own*
destiny, in their own way, und not at the point- of
a bayonet and not with a gun at their temple. x27

r The dramatic political purge conduoted in mainland China during
the sunmer led some observers to speculate that the reason for Peking's
failure to intervene more openly in support of M following the POL raids
'was that the CfICIC regime was in fact preoccupied and izmobilised by its
own internal conflict, The State Department in July cautioned posta that
it was not anxious to see this line of rsasoning become ýgenera~l accepted.
The Departzznt believed that the reasons for Chinose restraint included
such basic factors as the schism with ýhe Soviets, reluctance to confront
US forces unlese Chinese te8ritobr Was actuaiV attacked, logistic
difficulties in conducting war against the US in Vietnam, and difficul-
ties in haU4D relations with Faaoi which would arise frc= more opan

(u) US forces in VIetuam reoeived personal assurance of -mceasing
support from President Johnson on 26 October. The President flew from
!Anila to Cam Rlanh Day, boooming the first US -resident to visit a war

v.wre since franklin D. Roosevelt atopped in Casablanca, Morocco during -)
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World War II. President Johnson, honoring all US fighting men in Vietnam,
awurded CC4USMACV the Distinguished Service Medal. Addressing assembled
US troops, the President declared:

- I give you my pledge9 I shall never let you
* down, nor your fighting comrades, nor the 15

million people of South Vietnam, nor the hundreds
of millions of Asians who are counting on us to
show how in Vietnam aggression does not pay.1 3 1

Political Argaments

(U) Congressional interest in the war was high in 1966, with
Congressi.nal i.nves~igators visiting RVN at various times and con-
ducting I arings in Washington. In February, a Setiate Foreign
Relatiuns Committee hearing on the war attracted national attention.
Former tLS Ambassad•-- to Moscow and Belgrade, George Kennan, out-
lined his vir-w for the Committee, whose Chairman, Senator J.
Willim ?ulbright of Ark-'nsass, was a leading critic of Administra-
tion polacy. Amox,* other things, kr. Kennan saidt

Given the sitmation that exists today in
iChe relations =morg tne leading Commmist

wewrss, and (particularly) the Scviet-Chinese
-ootflict, there is e,;ry likelihood that a
Comunist r-eAGin in South Vietnam would foll6w
a fairly indapenuent course , . .'Fram the long
term standpoint, there"ore and on principle,
I think our military involvemeut in Vietnam
has to be r~coe4ead as unfortunate . . . . I
have gnrt miegivings abv,.t any deliberate
&xpansion of hostilities on oar part d!e ted
to the achievemetit of '.=mething rzlled "via-
toryl--if by the use of :. 't term we erviaage
the cwnplete disappearance of the raoalcitrance
witu V4-1ch we are now fad,4 the formal sub-
mission by the adversary to our will, and
complete realizat!on ,f our present stated
political aims. I doubt that these things
can be achieved even by the most formidable
military success . . . . I hope our Government
will restrict our mili+a&y operations in
Vietnam to the minimnm neceseary to assure
the security of our fnrzaee, and to riintain
our military presence there unti.l we can
achieve a satisfactory pajeful resolution
of the conflict .2
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(U) General Maxwell D. Taylor also appeared before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee. Excerpts from his testimony present
the other side of the coin:

A simple statement of what we are doing in
South Vietnam is to say that we are engaged in
a clash of purpose and interest with the mil-
itant wing of the Comndnist movement represented
by Hanoi, the Viet Cong, the Peking . . . . The
purpose of the Hanoi camp is perfectly clear and
has been since 1954. It is to absorb the
15,000,000 people of South Vietnam into a single
Comnunist state under the leadership of Ho Chi
binh and his associates in Hanoi. * * * Wa
intend to show that the "War of Liberation)"
far from being cheap, safe and disavowable, is
costly, dangerous and doomed to failure . . .
The question has been raised as to whether this
clash of interests is really important to us,
An easy and incomplete answer would be that it
must be important to us since it is considered so
important by the other side, Their leadership
has made it quite clear that they regard South
Vietnam as the testing ground for the "War of
Liberation" and that after its anticipated success
there, it will be. used widely about the world .

* * *

Both sides in the struggle have over the years
developed the current strategies which are now in
confrontation. During 1964 and 1965, the Hanoi
leadirship attempted to exploit the political
turbulence which followed the fall of President
Diem in November 1963. Greatly encouraged by,
the disorder which marked the political scene in
Saigon, the Cca==it leadership made a massive
effort to press on to victory . . . . they began
the infiltration of personnel of the North Viet)-
namese Arx, first as individual replacements,
later as formed tactical units. Utilizing this
new strength, they intended to make the monsoon
offensive of 1965 a major drive for significant
military victories.

I am obliged to feel that the Hanoi leader-
ship is not yet convinced that it must mend Its
way. Perhaps they still hooe for sane kind of
military victory in the South. CertinIy,, they
are not convinced that in scme way the United
States cannot be detached from the support of
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South Vietnam . . . . They nave not forgotten that
the Viet Minh won more in Paris than in Dien
Bien Phu and believe that the Viet Cong may be
as fortunate in Washington. They doubt the will
of the American public to continue the conflict
indefinitely . . . The key, I believe, is in-
exorable pressure at all points, directed at the
will, the ability and the means of the Commmist
aggressors. It is a fair question to ask, whether
this is the best strategy to attain our basic
objectives. . . . I must add in honesty that I
know of no new strategic proposal which would
serve as a better alternative to the one which I
have described . . . .133

(U) Some Senators viewed askance the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee hearings. When asked about the discussion of US military
strategy in public hearingsp Senator Richard Russell of Georgia said:

I think it would be a grave mistake for
any active US military officer--or civilian
official-to testify in open hearings on so
delicate a subject as Vietnam. Every dissent
prolongs the war. It makes no difference if
some poor, half-baked beatnik-he can do it-
or a Senator of the United States who is highly
critical of the war demands that we get out, or
has a different tfeory than the Administration
as the objective and purposes of the war. This
undoubtedly confirms Ho Chi Minh in his basic
concept that the United States just wouldn't have
the patience to wage a very lengthy war there.
There is, of coarse, every legal right to dissent.
But the fact is that the boys over there in
Vietnam are paying a rather high price for our
vaunted right of public dissent. There's no
question about that--many boys will lose their
lives as a result of it. For much of the
dissent confirms the North Vietnamese in their
theory that# if they can just hold for a while
longer, we will get tired and go away.134

(U) SECDEF McNamara refuted the often-expressed claim that the
war in RVN was a civil war. Appearing before the Senate Foreign R-Ia-
tions Committee, the SECDEF produced 15 photographs made, some in 1963,
over NVN and Laos. The pictures showed convoy staging areas in NVN,
southward-moving convoys in Laos, and construction of roads in Laos
leading to the RVN border. The SECDEF said th•t Hanoi started the war
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in RVN in the late 1950't "when it became clear South Vietnam could live
at a separate nation and was even surpassing North Vietnam in economic
improvements and advances in health and education. Terrorism began in
earnest in mid-1957 and in 1960, while communist terrorists assassinated
or kidnapped more than 2,000 officials and civilians, a new phase of

..aggression was started when Hanoi ordered thousands of trained military
and other leadership into South Vietnam." The SECMF quoted from a docu-
ment found on a dead communist soldier which proved that the NLF was
formed by the NVN Communist Party. The SECDEF said, "the war in Vietnam
was not and is not a civil war. It is a case of aggression 'modern style'
which calls on us to honor our treaty commitment. It is a direct and
flagrant aggression by North Vietnam.1n35

(U) Senator Fulbright spelled out his position in an article in a

national magazine:

We have neither the obligation nor the right- to
intervene in a civil war. If, prior to American
intervention, the war in South Vietnam was essentially
a civil war, as I believe to be the case$ then the
legal basis of American involvement is dubious . .

The first step which I recommend is that we state
explicitly and forthrightly that we recognize the
Viet Cong as a belgrent., with whom we are prepared
to negotiate peace, and further, that we will use our
considerable powers of persuasion in Saigon to induct
the South Vietnamese government, which has said tha*
it will not negotiate with the Viet Cong, to change its
mind . . . It is a tragic fact, but nonetheless a fact,
that- n Vietnam the effective nationalist movement is
controlled by communists .

My second recommendation is that we state forth-
Srightly and explicitly, in advance of negotiations,
that we are prepared to conclude a peace agreement
providing for an internationally supervised election
to determine the future of South Vietnam and, further
that we are prepared to accept the outcomeog such
an election, whatever that outcome may be.J

(U) The pre-election Republican assault on the Administration'
handling of Vietnam began in effect with a salvo f'rom House Republican.
laader Gerald R. Ford, who declared:

We have gone along with our elected Commander-in
Chief on everything he has asked to support our fight@
ing men in South Vietnam. But when I read what is
happening over there and how we are running short of
bombs despite all the billions we have voted for defense,
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U ,I

I wonder how long we can underwrite shocling mismanage-
merit in the name of national unity.

Ford cited reports of shortages and shipping bottlenecks which he
said were "almost a national scandal," maintaining that the "overall
combat readiness has definitely been diminished by a draw-down of men
and materiel from Europe to meet Vietnam needs."15 7

(U) Democratic Senator John Stennis of Mississippi, asked to
comment on Ford's charge deplored making the war a political issue
but maintained that he also had "found some mismanagement all the way
through." Stennis also spoke out for increasing military preesure on
NMN and for allowing military men to control military planning:

We are trying to win this war without
substantially damaging the economy and produc-
tive power of North Vietnam. I'm fully convinced
that plan will not work. I don't mean to destroy
them, but we must substantially cut off their
capacity to make war . . 0 *

I frankly think the opinions of the Jolit
Chiefs of Staff and other top military men are
discounted too much. I think the field of
military planning ought to be exclusively to
them. I feel these men are restricted toomuch .3

(U) Senator Fulbright strode back in the spotlight in ear. May
with the accusation that "both literally and figuratively, Saigon had
become an American brothel." Delivering an address at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies, the Senator cited US press
reports that many Vietnamese found it economically necessary to put
their wives or daughters to work as bar girls or as mistresses for
American servicemen, adding that RVN's society was being undermined by
the presence of US troops and US goods. SECSTATE Dean Rusk, asked to
conient, replied: "I was disturbed by the characterization of a city of
two and a half million people, a proud and sensitive people, as an
American brothel. It Just isn't true . 0 . ,.139

(U)' Although he continued to criticize Administration policy on
Vietnam, Senator Fulbright moved in mid-August to disabuse the cosmunists
of any idea that President Johnson enjoyed little Congressional support
and therefore would eventually have to change his policy. In an inter-
view the Senator denied that the President was "isolated," and noted
that Congress had approved by a substantial margin every measure
requested by the Administration en Vietnam. The Senator said the
President had had overwhelming Congressional support for his actlons.140
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UNCLAS~IlU--. 1

(U) As the Congressional e)e ̂ *ion neared, Republicans became
more vocal on the Administration Vietnm= policy, concentrating on
charges of "deception." Wisconsin Congressman Melvin Laird, Chairman
of the House Republican Conference Camnitteep stated on a television
program on 22 September:

eUblican7s. feel that the deception and miscon-
ceptions over our involvement in Vietnam should be
cleared up so that all people in the United States
understand the true facts about our involvement . . . .
One of the major deceptions is the fact that this
Administration is not being honest with the Americas
people as far as the cost of the war in Vietnam is
concerned. This war is said to be costing a billion
five, and we were funding it in the 1967 fiscal year
budget at a billion five a month. The costs really
are running in excess of 2.5 billion dollars a month.
The second deception that I feel has taken place is
the fact that the decisions have been made to escalate
this mar on the groumd militarily , . . .11

(U) The effect of the war on the elections, if any, was difficult

to gauge. At least one "dove" was elected, as were supporters of the

Administration's policies as well as those who called for more stringent
measures in the war. House leader Ford said the increase in Republican
House seats was a signal to Hanoi that the VS would try to prosecute the
war more strongly. Richard Nixon calledc for "deuisive" action in Vietnam,
fewer offers of "new concessions" to the comunists, and a halt to
repeated offers of peace ".-,ich only lengthenas the war by leading the
enu•y to believe we will puq a growing price for peace.N"24

(U) Balloting in November did not stop Congressional etatements.
In New Orleans, the Chairman of the House Aimed Services Subcamxittee
called for an all-out attack in Vietnam "short of dropping the atmc
bomb." The featured speaker at a Veteran's Day celebration, Rep. F.
Edward Hebert of Louisiana, placing himself on the side of the "hawks,"
said, "we can't win with ).imitations or fight a defensive war. Our youth
can't be dissipated uselessly. We should move and destroy every+.hing
that is in the hands of the enenq. I decry bombing innocent civilians,
but there is no impediment -to destroying the docks and harbo, oT Haiphong."

US Public Opinion

(U) As measured by polls and surveys, American public opinion was
seen variously as erratic, divided, and disturbed over the war in Vietnam.
Some cocmentators were fond of remarking, as had beet, done in practically )
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every war since the Mexican War, that this was the most "unpopular"
war in the nation's history. From the welter of public upinion polls
and sociological surveys, two themes seemed predominant: a sense of
frustration, and a desire for an "honorable settlemant,"

(U) Opinion on President Johnson's personal handling of the war
fluctuated sharply during thlyear. Polls showed the President's
actions were approved by 7well over half of the public in January,
during and just after the 37-day halt in bombing of NV. By June
his support had declined to about 40 percent, but the bombing of the
Hanoi-Haiphong POL facilities at the end of June dramatically increased
the President's rating in all polls. The Harris survey found that 62
percent of the public approved the POL raids, Ul percent opposed, and
27 percent had no opinion- 86 percent of those polled felt the POL bcmb.-
ing was more likely to hasten the end of the war than to increase the
will of the North Vietnamese to resist. In the ensuing months until
the Manila Conference, public approval of President Johnson's Vietnam
actiona again fell off to a minority. 1 4 4

(U) The Buddhist crisis durinzg the spring had a notablyv negative
effect on US public opinion, Drew Pearson reported on 21 May, after *
a month-long tour of the US, that "the public ia getting more and more.
disillusioned and fed up with the war. They feel that we are not
wanted in Vietnam, that we're in the middle of a religious controversy
which cannot be solved . ." Journalist Stewart Alsop quoted a
Senator who supported the President in public, as sayLng .at a dinner
party, "the best thing that could happen to us in VietnAam is for them
to kick us out." Alsop feared this remark accurately mirrored the
"exhausted exasperation" of most of the country. A widely discussed
Gallup 419!i releaaed 22 May showed that 54 percent of the respondents
felt the US should withdchaw its troops if the South Vietnmmese began
fighting on a "big scale" among themselves, while 48 percent felt the
South Vietnamese would not be able to establish a stable government. 1 4 5

(U) Pollster Louis Harris felt in mid-August that American public
opinion about the war had reached a "critical watershee.." His surveys.
had shoin that while 69 percent of American adults were committed to the
US presence in RVN, 54 percent 3aid they felt more and more that the
US ought to win the war or get out. More than 70 percent of the people
expected the war to last a long tiae, a feeling which remained wide-
spread throughout 1966. Harris reported that more than half of the
people thought the US should blookade NVN ports, but an even larger
proportion still opposed th6 use of nuclear weapons in the conflict.
Suming up, Harris stated: "if it were possible, most Americans would
like to keep the Communist from taking over South Vietnam, 'win the
war,' erd the fighting, and avoid a third world war iz the process.
They are ready to blame President Johnson for falling short of all these
objectives, but they are not ready to desert his position on the use
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of American troops in Vietnam." At the end of March, commentator Howard
K. Smith had found similar sentiments throughout the country: "the over-
whelming mood of most Americans today is 'our duty in Vietnam is unpleasant,
but we've got to do it.' * * * There is a loud, but not very big, minority
on campuses for quitting in Vietnam. In business -ircles, especia"ý ""',,
the Southwest, there is an angry but not very big minority for an all-out
war to get it over fast. In between, the great majority of the people
seem to wish it were diffeent, but they can see no alternative to what
the President is doing.,AT

(U) Another interesti poll, released in DNcembcr, was the
one made in the Washington arr-a of a segment of one of the most vocal
anti-war groups in America-cthe college student. The poll dhowed
that 54 percent believed the US could do more to achieve peace in
Vietnam. It also showed that four oat of five did not know who the
Viet Cong were. 1 4 7

WM0aID REACTION TO THE WAR

(C) The US position in the Vietnar war during 1966 was poorly
understood and, partly as a result. opposed by a significant humber
of people throughout the non-coimunist world. Summarizing US diplomati...
reports of reactions to the war in mid-September, JFUSPAO stitedt "It
appears to the majority of literate citizens of the world hhat Americas,
in this case, is the neighborhood bully who has pounced on ths smallest
boy in the class--and a brown-skinned boy at that." This JUS.AO Purvey
found two common threads of worldwide opinion: a fear of escWlation of
the war because .of the bombings in NYN, and a feeling that the war was
an Amorican unilateral effort nnsupported by the Pouth Vietnamese. In
Asia, the survey established that while all countries feared that Commmist
China might be provoked into attacking one or more of them, there was
general unanimity of opinion- that the US, once having 'egun, should
continue to fight to the end. Only about a dozen Free World governmenta
openly opposed US policy in Vietnamp but many which privately expressed
support or understanding malntained Gil~nGe in public, whinh often was
construed as criticism. Intellectuals in the Free Wor3d more often were
vocaly opposed, on the basis of such arguments as:

1) American uniDateral action was another version of French
colonialism;

2) Vietnm was not worth such a costly effort;

3) Strategic bombing was of no real value and strewthened
enwn oppositions and
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4) Bombing near Haoni-Haiphong would escalate into World
SWar III .'

(C) The world's major forum for official statements of govern-
ment policy on Vietnam was the United Nations General Assembly. When
the Assembly's fall seasitn general debate concluded on 18 October,
103 delegations had made statements reflecting attitudes toward US
policy in Vietnam. An analysis by the US Mission. to the UN showed that
29 of the statements were basically favorable to the US (Belgium,
Britain, China, Itally, Paraguay, El Salvador, Dominican Reputlic,
Jamaica, Ceylon, Laos., New Zealand, Tunisia, Denmark, Turkey, Kerna,
Costa Rica, Uruguay, Argentina, Netherlands, Ecuador, Japn, Australia,
Canada, Thailand, Brazil, Philippines, Greece, Israel and Norway).

A Statements unfavorable to the US totaled 19: USSRj Ryelorussia, Ukraine,
Poland, Rcmaria, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Hungary, Alizania, Mongolia,
Francs, Guineas United Arab Republic, Mali, Congo (Bratzaville),j Syria,
Cambodia$ Cuba and Algeria. Fisentially neutral statements totalled
36, while there were 10 neutral statements showing a aligt edge for the
US and 9 neutral statements with a slight edge against the US. Thu
US Mission noted that n&tioas which were olosest.t-" the Vietnam conflict
had lined up quite solidly in support of the general US position. On
the other hand, while the US received a fair measure of approval from
Western &u-ope, widespread misgivings or reservations about the US
position were evident among Africant nations and,, to a lesser extent,
countries in the Middle East and Latin America. The Mission attributed

* the fact that more than hAt tho otatemepta were neutral to coambina-
tion of misgivings or reservationa about US policy (p•rticular3y the
boabing of UN)t plus a widespread desire that the military twonfliot
be ended as soon as poasible-without prticularly strong views as to
how this ,was accovolished. 9  "

(U) Throughout the years, ould-4e peacemakers sought unsucoess-
* uly to bring the war to the conference table. 1he US coupled its
37-daY NON bombiAng pauwe, begimning on Christmas Eve 1965, with a
wide-rarging eiplomatic effort to persuade Hanoi to negotiate.
Subsequent peace efforts, all equally without result, were undertaken
by Pope Paul VI, Tha- Foreign Minister Thanat Rham, the Shah of Iran,
British Prim Mini.ter Harold Wilnon and Foreign Sacretar7 George Brow.,
Indian Prime Mirnster Mes. ndirsa Gandhi, Indonesian Foreign Minister
Adam Malik, Canadian Special Envoy Chester Roning, various African
statesman, and UN Secretary General U Thant. May reports assooirted
Thant'h announced intention nut to seok another term as Secretary
Gejaral with his distress at the lack of suc.cess in ending the Vietnam
war. Thant's position, as offtciAlly otated on 10 March and repeated
at various times thereafters, wss that an moe to bring the parties
closer to negotiations must include the cessation of bombing of 1'VN,
the substantial reduction by all partios of all military activities
in RYN, and the participat; on of the NIF in any disoussiow for k
peaceful eettlement,1A0
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Indfia

(S) The Indian government, increasingly concerned during 1966
about the possibility of Peking's entry into the war, steadfastly insisted
that to avert this and as a first step toward peace, the US bombing of
NVN must be ended, This position also stemmed from the conviction that
there was no hope of gaining even covert Soviet support and cooperation
for peace vntil the bombing stopped. Prime Minister Gandhi proposkd on
7 July that Britain and the USSR immediately convene the Geneva conference,
of which they were co-chairmen. She also appealed for an immediate end
of NUN bombing, to be closely followed by a cessation of hostilities and
of "hostile movementn and actions on all sides throughout Vietnam."
Shortly thereafter, Mrs. Gandhi visited Moscow where, a-rx int.', in~nr
heavy Soviet pressure, she agreed to a joint comuniqxit lopsidedly weighted
against the US position in RVN. Following strong US protests, the Indian
government subsequently reverted to a public posture closer to its professed
neutralism. The Indian press was moderate in its criticism of the US role
in Vietnam, while objecti;g to each new "escalation." Indian military
attitudes were strongly enti-Chinesa and in support or US military acticue
in Vietnwm, alt hough these reows were expressed on7 prlvately. TrIdan
public opinion waa largely apathetic, although there waa the growing
feeling that the war was changing frcm one in which the US ws advising
the GON to one in whioth the Vietnmwsae were merely an ineffrp Iti"e
aufliary ta a giant US effort to for NW into sultaisi(M. 1 51

(s) Jatan was greatly alarmed by the initial period of US troop
buildup and retaliation against NVI in early 1965, withwidesreadf ea-r that the conflict would escalate into a Si-American war 4

llovmver, the Japanese gradually gained a mcre oo3ectir, appreciation
of tha situation, and te Tokyo govtnmsnt decjlard on ;venal oceasionn
its basic view that the Vietnmese problem was the reeult of ifleg•l
NW infiltration into RVIN. As 1966pr' e-e, the Jana•se g ern= t
ga'n increAing Vrblic support to US foros R-R facilities, ship onr
haul., an offshore procurmýent facilities4  In con-trst, Jaanese mass
media wre generally critical of the US, esapecialv of the bombi4g of
NVIJ, The Japanese public vas incroasing)y apathetic. 1 52

(S) Although preoccupied with Xnternal coxsolidation following
the October 1965 revolutionary uLteavel, the Indenoeuan govenament was
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Couve said, this might ell mean a commnist government in Saigon.
However, Couve said the essential point was that the future govern-
ment would not be under foreign-i.e., CHICM--domination; he dismissed
the potsibility of domination by Hanoi, as such a move would be unaccept-
able to the RVN people and Han;i was not powerful enough to impose itself
on Saigon. An author. 4-.t614ve jutline of French govemnment views in late
October showed that Paris felt US diplomacy had no way out; without
unconditional and definitive cessation of bcmbing of NVN, Moscow could
not make the slightest gesture tcird rrmLtting Hanoi or the VC to
open negotiations. As for China, alth•,ýh Peking and Washington had
a kind of tacit accord whereby China agreed hot to enter the war if the
US respected Chinese territory, .ies between the two countries which
might lead to a dialogue were blocked by the insurmountable barrier of
the Formosa problem.14

(5) Fr.•mce maintained consular rel-ttions with the GVN during 1966,
Saigon having broken dip '. atic relations with Paris in June 1965.
Appo3ximately 8,500 French nationals resided in RVN, with French assets
there worth about $.!'. million; approxdimately one-third of RVN's exports
went to Francs. In lugust 1966, the former NVN commercial mission in
Paris was raised to a Delegation General, the same level & the French

establishment ma.intained in Hanoi since 1954. French trade with NWN
to4 al:d 1% millian, •nd Paris extended nine-year export credits t5 NWN
for industrial equipment purchases.155

(U)- -'blic opinion polls taken in September indicated that French-
men largely approved de Gaulle's .views on Vietnam and put most of the
blham for the wir on the US. In one poll, 68 percent of the French
correspondents vanted the US to begin withdrawlng from RVN, 8 percent
favored the US)aintaining its current -,it j cormmitments, 5 peruent
favored increasing attacks on NVN, and 19 percent had no opinion.1 5 6

The United Yingdom

(S) Britain's contribution to the Free World effort in RVN was
largely on the political side. The ý.: vernment of Prime Minister Wtlson
provided diplomatic support for the US position in RVN, although it
diisassociated itself from tfie bombing cýf the Hanoi-Haiphong POL facili-
ties and voiced resorvutions in general about the bombing of NVN. The
UKG quietly cooperated in bringing about the virtual removal of UK-flag
ships from the NVN trade, and Wilson sought doggedly to help in getting
negotiations started. At the labour Party Conference in October, Foreign
Secretary George Brown advanced a Vietnam peace plan calling for A
conference of interested parties, a negoti&,ted cease-fire, a negotiated
political settlement based on the 1954 Geneva Accords, international
inotpectior and control -if free olections in both Vietnams, neutralization
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Reactions to Hanci-Haiphong POL Bombing

(U) Perhaps the most controversial aspect of the war during 1966
was the bombirg of NVN. A comn theme of much of the international
criticism of US policy in Vietnam was that peace negotiations were
impossible as long as the bombig continued. The 29 June attacks against
the Hanoi/Haiphorg POL facilities occasioned worldwide furore, which
subsided rather qJ.ckly as recognition spread that -ivilian casualties
had been exceedingly light. Free World government statements and press
comment almost universally stressed that the POL raids ',epresented
a furtuer escalation of the war. ýbach concern was ezpressed that the
bombing increased the danger of CHICCt4 intervention. Such US allies
in the war as Thailand, the Republic of Korea, and New Zealand declared
their support for the raids, but these expressions were the exception.

(S) The reaction of the bombing in Thailand, where the US eujoyed
wholehearted support throughout the yearp was completely favorable.
Prime Minister Thanom Kittikachorn wrote President Johnson thp.t "we
in Thailand fully concur in the reasons that lie behind this unavoid-
able decision." The ROK government called the bombing an "inevitable
consequence of the fact that the commiunist have mJejted all direct
and indirect US peace efforts." New Zealand Prime Minister Keith
Holyoake and other government leaders -gave unqualified sup;ort to the
POL raids, Holyoake charged. in parliament that ilN, not the US, was
escalating the war and that criticism of the bombing was largely mis-
guided'. He said the US was acting with great restraint and had wqde
every effort to'avoid-harm to the population of huanoi and Haiphong
or the destruction of civilian property.160

(U) 'ýI Secretary General Thant, in a statement prompt)y refutod
by the US but widely quoted by opponents of US policy, expressed his
"deep relpet" at "the report of the bombing of the heavily populated
areas of Haiphong and Hanoi." Thant reiterated his belief that cessation
of all bombing in OVN should be the first step toward peace. Attracting
equal attention was a statement by British Pime Miniator Wilson
"diasasociating" his government from the POL bombing. Wilson's state-
ment drew considerable criticism at home, much of it on the basis that
British influence in Wanhington would be reduced as a result of thia
pu-ic dissen- from the policy of Britain's closest ally. France was
predictably .ritical of the bombing, which was generally condemned as a
new step in U3 escalation. An anti-American demonstration was staged
near the US F .,-y in Paris. 16 1

(S) Theve were also leftist-inspired demonstrations in India and
Nalaysia. Mrs Gandhi issued a statement expressing "deep regret and
sorrow" at the bombing, and warning of great danger that hcostilities
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The Manila Conference J

(U) The 24-25 October summit conference at Manila resulted in a
joint communique stressing the unity of purpose of the seven allies and
outlining progress achieved in Vietnam and objectives still to be met.
In a statement of basic policy, the participants pledged: "we shall
continue our military and all other efforts, as firmly and as long as
may be necessary, in close consultation among ourselves until the
aggression is ended. * The allied called on Hanoi to begin cooperating
with the International Committee of the Red Cross in the application of
the Geneva Conventions on prisoners of war. The GVN leaders declared
their intent to train and assign a substantial share of the armed forces
to clear-and-hold actionsp reflecting the shifting role of RVNAF into RD.
The GVN stated its expectation that work on a constitution would be
completed before the deadline of March 1967, with elections for a
National Assembly to be held within six months. Village and hamlet
elections would be initiated at the beginning of 1967. The GVN announced
it was preparing a program of national reconcilation designed to entice
the enemy to abandon arms and join RVN as free men. The conference
participants reviewed the many peace efforts undertdken without response
from Hanoi and agreed to continue seeking a peaceful.settlement.l 6 4

(TS) In the most controversial clause of the communique, the allies
stated that their forces in RVN "shall be withdrawn, after close consul-
tation, as the other side withdraws its forces to the North, ceases
infiltration, and the level of violence thus subsides. Those forces will
be withdrawn as soon as possibl and not later than six months after the
above conditions have been fulfilled." CCGUWMACV reported to JCS and
CINCPAC that he was "as surprised as most when this emerged in the
final version. "16 5

(C) The six-month withdrawal provision was adopted partly in
response to suggestions from many parties (including de Gaulle and
commnist sources) that enunciation of a time period would be more
convincing evidence that theretofore available of the F•AF intention

* not to maintain a military presence ýin RVN once peace was assured.
-US agreemmnt to the provision was based on the consideration that if
infiltration from NVN ceased and NVA forces and "subversive elements"
were withdrawn, the "cutting edge" of the VC would in effect be
removed. The US interpretation of the provision was that Allied with-
drawal could begin when there was convincing evidence that withdrswal
of the other side was underway. This was consistent with the long-
standing US position enviggging mutual, time-phased withdrawal of
foreign forcen from RVN. 1l
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ANNEX A-PRISM1MS OF WAR

In 1966 the entire spectrum of the prisoner of war (NW)
prob0lem, which included both Viet Cong (VC) and North Vietnamese
Army (NVA) Mes in friend3y hands as well as US e's in enWm
captivity, was of political, military, and humanitarian concern
to the Uited States Goverment (USG). The interrelation of the
friendly handling of NW's with that of the enemy's handling of
US FW's ,as evident during 1966. In spite of arrangements worked
out by the USG with the Government of Vietnam (GVN) concerning
the handling of enemy e's in 1965 (see USIACV 1965 Coand
History, Annex I--Prisoners of War, for a discussion of develop-
ments in this field in 1965) GVN efforts to comply with t.e Geneva
Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war (OFW)
could be described as marginal, due mainly to the deeply ingrained
feeling against the commnists by GVN offieials. Ihis made it necessary
for both VACV and the US fmbassy Saigon to fttres94constantly ,to GVN
correct Nd handling, not only for humanitaria motives but in order
to create a favorable climate of world opinion toward Free WorLd pro-
gress in the PW field, as well as to hope that USN's, woulk be treated
reciprocally by their enea7 captors in accordance with the ONW.I

US F's in-VC/NA Captivity

e During 1966, the situation of US civilian and military
-personnel in enem hands continued to cause concern at the highest
levels of the USG. Beset with legalistic complexities as well as
an apparent lack of commumioatiin between the USG and VG/NVN
representatives or. this matter, an Lpasse had developed which made
progress on the diplmmtic front impossible. Every attempt to
establish cowavr 4 cation with Hanoi had met vith rebuff. Various
neutralist countries such as the United Arab Republic (UAR) had
offered to act as a protecting power for US W's in NVV under the
G(W, but Hanoi turned a deaf ear to all appeals. The fact that the
US(W ane. to a lesser extent, the GVN, were adherigg to the tX in regard
-to VCOVA PW'e meant little or nothing to Hanoi.'

(Td) The USG persuaded the Intemnational Committee of the
Red Croas (ICO) to attampt to establish various points of contact
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to discuss prisoner exchange with VC/WNV representatives, but the
effort had yielded nothing. Other sources tried to arrange various
exchanges of PW's, However, this meant dealing with the VC. There
was some doubt on the part of the State Department as to how far
negotiations with overseas representatives of the VC could be
purgued since it might have involved a de facto recognition of theS~~VC.';"---

W) It was the position of the USG that the character of the
conflict in SEASIA, although not a declared war, constituted an
armed conflict within the meaning of Article 2 of the GPW relative
to the treatment of PW's. Accordingly, it was the US position that
US military personnel held captive by communist forces were entitled
to NW status. Efforts to insure humane treatment of US military
personnel held captive by the communists were being constantly pursued
by USG agencies at the national level.4

(Z) A total of 98 US military personnel were known to be prisoners
in SEASIA at the end of 1966. A further 390 were missing and could be
presumed to he detained,

HISSIN AND CAPTURED US/FWI(AP

PSO•NMN. IN SOUTEAST ASIAO

(As of 31 December 1966)

RVN Iao NVN CHICU

MislZ~~~e Misi a pctured Mssng atured Missin&/Catured Toa

USA 34 12 10 0 5 0 0 0 61

USN 1 0 1 0 43 47 0 0 92

USAF 26 5 34 2 196 26 0 1 290

USMC 33 o0 0 7 0 0 0 45

Based on limited information, the USG believed prisoners held by MVN were
general1y receiving reasonably decent treatment. Those held by the Pathet
Lao (PL) and the VC probably suffered more acute privation# and there had
been a few reports of outright brutality (three murders by the VC and the
sensational 1engler account). The chances of obtaining the release of
US PW's during the continuance of hostilities were slim, but the USG
continued to explore every possible alternative, for a discussion of
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N exchaag-3 -eoai isus cones: .0 co Aid lead to broader talks.
NVNv althoigh prry eo the -949 Geas ý.'-wventio-a did not grant the
benefits of the convreaizn to US prso:e6:ts. Appointme# of a
protecting pwr, actcess by the ICRC, and full mail privileges,
among other i4ghts,, wir refused on the grounds the prisoners were
"criminals" and not MCs. Some msil priviieg-s had been allowed,
but efforts of the USG to initiate d-ect governrmntai discussion
of the NW question was met witb ilence by MVN. Quo approach, not
tested• was the -ar .. . r:-r of the
families tf the de'~aiz~ad pbsomz-' .6 "hs .tz k~

might accept a per'sonal emissary allthotg iV rejected aU official
contacts. The U8- was giving the approtzfý serious consideration as
1966 came to an end. 0

(% During 1966 the VC had resisted sevw.ral attempts to
establish contact through intermediaries to discuss NW matters.
Intense efforts •wae made by MACY to re-o"vr prisoners, but none
of these special rcojects was successtul as 1966 came to an end.
(For a full discussion of these o-oeratlns see Annex M-Special
Operations fublished separate2l,). The secretiveness, mobility,
non-recognized character, and disrupted life of the VC made.it ver7
difficalt to establish the conWcts that might bring about release
or improved treatment f r .W' 1I. nteligenc•e sources indicated that
the VC offici.:l.y .orsidere, Ardi~ u I a 'iuable sseet to be
protected.

ý In iaos MACV i3.vied ,w .U ,S ya-a as being f 'a of the
Paths% Lao and 47 a, mt•sing in Laos All at,.'s to open W talks
with the FL h•d bsei f•,i2.s. HowAr, th USG ccntempA&ted
further approaches Jo the PL repreena•wiwe La Vientiane.°

* (U) When DOD iatited r eparate ,aa. reporting in 1962 for
casualties inu.ed in RVN, the catsgory a, "maptured or interned"
was used to deslvibe Fhose 1S mitav7 persa~el who had been reported
missing fron their uniie &ad wre beiievtd to ae held by
enem or hostile foies. This category continued to be used until
1964. when an menimein. tc. the US Missir4 Person Act., Public law
88-428p created the oamtgory' of "f.@taiWred" for the reporting
of US militax7 psesannl who were bting held against their will in
any foreign ='%L-try, At that time DOI) adopted the phmse with
respect to US militant personnel in RVN. Because the terminology
of "captured or interned'" wcre rope:l.r desci-_bad the status of US
NW'u in RVh, the ,seportidg xtthods were modified in 1966 to return
to the original system. US m iLtar7 persounel wo ve-re rtpored
missing 'M RVN9 MVN, Laosp or elsewiho,, in SEASIAp and were believed
to be held by saaW or hosti." torcee8 vutld be carried as "captured
or intern. THTIS PAGE RMEGRADED UNCLASSIflm
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S( A French newspaper correspondent, in Hanoi from May until ýAgust,
made somw observations in regard to US M's. In a meeting with US (ffiealal
in August, the correspondent reported that he believed there were ?•0 to
260 Mes in NV; he thought they were being held in dispersed • of
about ten. He believcd that the NW's would not be tried or executed, asd
he also believed that the vast majority of the prisoners remaned laoyal t o
the US cause, and that the comunists had been impressed by their de. 0

() Zn another report from a French correspondent who hal visitAd
US M's, more detailed information was obtained. According to 1ids nor-
respondent, the Nas were not held at one large camp npecialrv oet up for
this purpose, but were scattered all over the country and held 'Lu smll
groups ranging from two to 30. Wherever possible, FW's were mowed from
time to time from one place to another as protection against US bembing
and the possibility of US rescue missions. The health o1 the Ma was
fairly good. All. of those visited suffered from intensb heat, but food,
while not up to western standards, was adequate and cowiderably better
than what Vietnamese themselves were eating. Those wio had bee. taken
out daily for physical exercise kept in relatively goad pysical condition,
The morale of the NWs, according to these sources, ws at beat *fair*.
The correspondent pointed out that any pilot, regardless of naticnality,
who had been shot down had to make Serious payiholoical. ac'justments. The
change was uch harder to make for US pilots, becau7a overAight they had
to adjust from being the hunter, dropping bombs, to being targets of
bombing, thus, sharing the fate of the Vietnamese, The correspondent was
impressed that PW's when interrogated did not divuige mtlitary secrete.ll

(9) NM was trying to influence US M'a c-A their ittitudes tovard
the war, but according to the correspondent, it appeared that MW was
using a soft sell rather than force. For txiample• evnry prisoner MW
given a full text of the Geneva Agre-emnia. which av often the only
reading material available to them, Ata t he hope that the M's would
conclude that the US was violating these a".e-entsý The M'a w"e also
encouraged to discuss the Vietnamese w with their guards, No US M's
bad asked to remain in North Vi ntna, ox hau renounced tir citisem p.

.On the other hand, some NW's htd expressed ooncarn over the destruction
caused amng civilians by US bWbing, and had volunteeved to record
publicly their opposition to ý,heoe raids, gome had dunoinced US policy
in Vietnam, but none had att.,.ked the US form of goveiament or zade
statements which could be 1aterpreted as treason. From the conversa-
tions with e's the oorre.-ndent gathered that most M's expected to
be treated much worse upc. capture, some even fearing torture; they
were pleasantly mwprised by the coaireotnesas of the treatment they
received. The prisoners were receiving some mail, and all were eager
to ýkow vhether their wives were receiving their letters. The US
Embassy in Paris pointed out that tae Frinch correspondent who had
vi•it•ed the Me' was a hard-boiled communist party member Vhose past
press reporting had been slanted in favor of NVN. This fact appeared
to give his statements additional credibility.1 2
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Ca rimes Trials

( 5 During early 1966 Hanoi new media continued to denounce US
bombing raids on NU and to emphasise the theme that US pilots were
"war oxIminals" who must be punished. Oa 7 June Hanoi broadcast a
comparison of US raids to Nazi World War 31 raids, and declared that
US pilots' orimc-s "are Just like* those of Nazi war criminals tried
at Nuremberg. The broadcast went on to state that US pilots would have
to pay for their crimes before the tribunal of the NMN ara and people.

f.. This in itself was not new, since the NVN regime had always claimed to
consider the raids as scrminal,' but the USG noted unusual intensity
and shrillness in these Hanoi denunciations. 13

S(On 16 June Hanoi domestic broadcasts and the military news-
paper ,Qun Doi Nhan Dan reported widespread meetings and petitions
urging punishment of US pilots as war criminals and a campaign to
bring the pilots to trial. The USG noted reiteration of the word
S:ediatelyo" which indicated the trials might not be far off, On
29 June, after the firs+0 TM*Adr. Ike onuHanoi and Haiphongp the Hanoi
radio reported huge crowds milling outside buildings shout"g 4death
to the US Imperialistar Iat us'severely punish-th. air pirates to
defend cur beloved capital city.e,4

The official CGech news agency claimed in a dispatch fro"

Hanoi on 7 July that MVN might soo begin trials of captured US airmen,
gnd that death eeutences Would be demanded tcw s•o• The report stated
that the trials would begin either on 20 July, the anniversar of the
siping of th 1954 Gaeneva Agreeaments on Vietnam, or on 4 August, the
second aniver'axr of tkA Tonkin Gulf incidpnt. The pilots would
proeably be tried before military tribunals in the pnovrnces in shich
they were captured, according to the report. As yet there had been no
amwn=noinmt from NVN that trials vould be held. Hmftvr,. Hanoi had

1 mountod an unpmradentedl 'vhenant propaganda campaign against vhat it
called c ial' US airmn. Specific threats had been made regarding'
both trials and detands for death penalties. The total number of US
airmen hold by M was unkwwv, but there were pttvbbly at least 35.15

SMGSIM on 10 July pouched a circular airgram on the ubJeect,
directing all -issions to be prepared to counter Hanoi's efforts, The
1$G bell d it mae neressary to see that LIVN was given a ftm and un-
equivcal message, through an appropriate tird.comutry governmenit, that
holding such trials would be a serious mistake, Accordingly, all Mbass
poets were instructed to approach host govermanta and ask them to reUV
a masage along the follwng liuss to NVN authorities:

USG has noted retont stateMents suggesting
that North Vietnam is preparing to ftr7" US air~me

it holds prisoner. USG cAtegorically rejectsNWN theaiA that these prisoners are *war criiinalt,*.
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They Wive omi~mtted no war rimea and axe fully
entitled to their rights aa prisoners o.f uar under
the Geneva Convention. North Vietnam 1ad adhered
to these conventions; the pris~oners wre uniformed
members of the American Armed Forces; and the
conventions apply irrespective of a declaration
of' war. Thus any action taken to Otry" or
"fpaniah" these prisoners would be nothing more
than disguised reprieals against individual
servicemen in reta~iation against the United States
effort to assist South Vietnam in resisting Hanoiva
aggression,

The USG urges NVN to consider car'efully con-
sequences of mny such action, Any "trial" or
"punishment" of theae priaoners would not be
understood by the American people and would have
ani effect on kmerican publia opinion, Such
action wo~uld inc rea se the difficulty of' bringing
peace to- Vietram and wovld force the USG to con-
eider seriously what act~grn rm4t be appropriate
undar the ciremsetaume.=

(U) On 13 July SMS~TAT advised the ICILC that t 'he USG strong~ly pro-w
tested the recent a-ationa of WNYNauthorities in parading American prisouste
of war through ther streets of Hanci. H6 pointed out that such cmdhct#
calculated to in~tmidate and hmilate TPWs b7 exposing them to public
ouriousity'and insultq was A olear lrioation of the GIP, Article 33 of the
coxw'eitioumq he noted.? apoific~y' prooided that N's' a-zat fit all times
be protectedo prtioularly against aotb of violwene or intividation. and
against insults aad public auriosity. The USO Mueqisted the ICRO to coz-

vVthia proteat to the authoritiei in NON and to remind then of the -

tax-ian obligationa acepted by WN~ when it' aftred to the GIV.. n, Ti -MW
sent tal grphic mosaeges to Hanoi on 1.4 Jul7y, giving detalled la tis
and interpre~t ton3 o~f the GIV aad drawing UMV's attention to Its

The first Public NVN reaction cAwn on 20 1u0$, in the tam~ of
cables signed by Hoe Chi Min~h to- US -spoi-list leader Normsn Thwss arA
others. Alth.ough Ho's message ns~rely streasised U's "huanitAritann
policy with regard to onemies capt~ured in war,~ the tone of the massae
and its failure to uxsa 'iwr armizals"l contrasted with 1Hanoi's earlier
vengeful line.* On 21 July a French correspondent i~n Hanoi rep.orted
that the wi~minance of a trial of American pilots is not, confirved by IA

4 formed cirales,' noting the followidng da~y that the trial of captuted US
pillots had been poetponad until a later date. He also reported that US
pilots *zul4 no lcnger be regarded as war oeiminwls, but &as drimals
against "the Vietnamese nationp* a~nd that a comi't-tee of inquiry had been
established tt c investigate crtmes resulting from US air rsids. Oa 23
July Hanoi ot~allyaounced the formation of a comittao to *in~esti-
Site war crimes of US ImperIalista in Vietnan."lw
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(0) In October ICRCI repr'-sentatives visited, the U6 temporary-
deteaton facility at D~i Rangs, housing 19 NON fl-boat PK12  (discussed
hentizfter), and the ARMN NW =ep in ?leilm. T*.Y ICUC was favorably
impressed with the lao ilitica sad the trev&tment wr-oiwid the NUN Me1'
in. Da Wang, The conditions at Pleikim were also found to L-* good., thu
ICRO representatives cozientjing thast rch progress IMd been mada in the
preceding three nontha with respect to the NW program in RU-Ne The GUN
MO0D app roved an _ICEC request. to make a P4 documentary Mflx at, Pleiku NW
camps, a project completed mn 27t October. The ICHE also rnported that
they wre reoeiving, monthlyr rosters of NMs confined in +,he GUN W
camps*.

(c) Anothxer ICRC repre-ientathua a-tompa*.:t.ed by the Zaigcn dael-
gate coMpleted an extenrsive tours durdins the period 29 Novrember - 8
Decznber, of the (11GW4 -TsXF snd US NW facilities, throughout RVN. The
£aailities visited 4included ARVN IN# camps in is 1I k- M CTZ'sa tuo
ARYZI hosjiitti,. the Australian NW collecting point and field hospital,
the, ua Capital ~Div 141 collecting point and ilozpital, the frurw US NW
Collecting poants and, aix hospitals, El MA? Special detention facillity
at Da Žlagj, cMn the PHIIAGV hospital at Toy Ni4uh. Mh~& 101W repre-
sentatives were agaa ztavorubly impwesssd by the progress of the NW
treatmnt in W/.219

(s) In late 1966o, bowjever~, the MWN inormed the ICRG by letter
3)f 16 December 4tT its decision tou 7r'Arrlt ICRO visit's to FV? oMaps.
Varitsu xeast vn ere cited to the TORE for the decision9 sauch ar the
fact that, theX1Ua Ihad already made Wxtesive 'viqits and was nzl,'ietie
with the treatment it M's, US esfflioAla bellierýd, hcuewr thezt the
basic reason w~s 'that the LORC I'a suddeýn demand tcr aecass to 4s1lt ptaea*
of detentIC-4 an, It's oxiensivdia Sitst to'suob detm,*tian places* o ore,
Approval w-A ginen had antagonized t14he WIN in v-arious wya Zforte
wer bicing made bly US officials to have the deaision s4,t aside, and~
faycrahie repons. to these offorta vas indicated by GVNr but the re-
striction vas not rescinded! as 1966 en-ded. US off iciash infomsdl the
I=$O freankIýv, of tho MW ecmplaint that the IQ;RC -was dewanditng and
own hostile toward the GUN. The !JSG beliet'd that-tha XCRC SkMaid he)
awtre that the OGl readnted the "double stan.iardlu imposed on ite ha-
havior aso opposted to that of NVI/I The MT?, had raerfo.-ned relatinly7
wel with regard to NW pr&lcaw in 196-6, 'whi-ch hMled fto further
dmsnt'. on thems, while NI/N had rojocted ti~e lOC t que.ts with rW
tive impunity. USoEhasurged the I-GCi ';o take into account GOW
84MA~tty in this teepsat, x4M. to b6 tacztfalý Ii it.- dealing with

B elese of NMe

(0) Oa 30 January 1966; 24 NVI P11's '-sre released b7 the, GUN and
allowed to return to NI/N. Three of tie N'sa elected to remain in RVI.,
US authorities did naot participate in tahe NW releaase, as flSPAO felt
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that the GVN should receive sole credit fcr the release1 which coincided
with the Trr (Tauar New Year) celebration period. The event was covered
by the international press, and it was obvious that these NW's had re-
ceived humane treatment in accordance with the provisions of the GNW.3 1

(C) Cc. 14 July the GVN selected 18 NMs and offared each the option
of repatriation to NVNj, release to one of the Chieu Hoi (Open Arms) camps
in RVEN ot' reteni'4 on in RVN as a NW. Twc elected to enter the Chieu elb
Program. On 20 Julv the remaining 16 were taken to the MIen Luong Bridge,
whure, in the presence of the ICRC9 three additional FW's opted to remain
in RVN under the Chieu Hot Program. Thus 13 W's actually were repatriated,
of wh= four had been captured by US forces and nine by RVWNA. The GVN
released the 13 N'A N' s on 20 July as part of the I2Mh anniverseary of
the Partition of the Homeland (Geneva Accords). The Ministry of Infor-
mation and Chian Ha-A asked JUSPAO to asuist with propaganda leaflets,
both before and af•,er the release. The ceremony, held at the AMZ
bridge, was simi.ar to the FW release in January. The ICRC and ICC
representatives were in attendanco, and the MACV Provost Marshal in.
wared that. those p:isoners for vwiom the US was responsible signl
utaterente that they had vaountaxrl chosen to be repatriated.ý'

SOo2truction-of AT cans

(C) In the uske of pablicity concerning the possible trial of US
W's in Us•o! durtng July, interest In the P, problem began to focus on
the extent of USiGVN compkiance-wtth the ON7. In parttonlar, W•SVATE
requeqted the status cf ocsnstruction of the new NW camps atD a Nang and
PMAiku and the expsion, of the one at BIMn Boa, CtUSMACV reported that
of the four prison cemps in RWH ordy one was in operation as of 20
Augkat, that at Bien Hoa with a vspaoity of $00; expansion of the camp
to a capacity or .. 000 had begun and was e.xected to be coapleted inOctober, The UW Plelku camp Qcmp3etioa date was estimated by the GVN

to be 31 August. Construction had not started at Dfa M.ng. *ich re-quirmd the relocation of grsven nor at Can Tho, whieh needed a site-
able Uand fill as well as relocation of graves. Under these ciro-*
stances, it d4d not appear that the ccmpletion target dates of November
1966 for Da Rang and Februay 1967 for Can Tho womld be met. On 10
Avgust CCiWJSMCV sent a letter to the Chief JGSp RVSAF, expreesing
•dubt as to Cooplbtton of the N campsi by projected datesc the need
for more suitable sites, a&W ur&gen in completing the N camp atPa ang.

(C) The GWN P camp construation continued to receive priority
cocan attention. The selection of a ,ew I Corps N4 camp site in the
vieinfty of Da Nang was undertaken in Auguut; the surverizng and grourn
leveling began in Septambers, and by the eud of the month preliniary
construction had hegun. Because of the 4rgnfly of the requirment for
a PW camp in I CTZ, a US&I'B unit ,was signed to assist the RVWA
&gineers in expediting tha costrautoln. The e'r.:aon of structuree
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began in October9 and the MIN programmed campletion date of November was
wet,, The construction of the 11 Cor-ps FN camp at Pleiku was c~mpletsd on
28 August and the initial, input of MWa arrived on I. September- byr the
send of September the camp Populatim, Was 225. The III Corps NW carp at
Bier. Hoa became operational on 16 May, and construction for the ex-pansion
to a lpOC0-JM capacity was ten percent -,omplate in Aug-zt,, with a pro-.
gra~mmed complet~ion date of October. The construction program suffered a.
setbackc in October through diversion of RVNAF engineer effort to National
Day preparations throughout the country; completion dates slipped patt
the end of 1966. The new IV Corps NW camp site at Canz Tho was selected
oil 20 Auguata 'with a oomplletion date of February 1967. Dredging was
completed in September., sitte draining In, October.9 and Phase I construction
was bagun in Decenber0  A MACV stu'dy to determine~ ft"ure ARVN PW camp
capacity requirements served az3 a basis for a C~UMACV letter to MOD.,
GVN., on 28 November. recommending allocat ion of exi.sting 1~966 funds for
Phase II expansion of the 1, 11, and IV Corps ?W camppa. already pro-'
gramned for CY 1967,, aid Phase 7 constr-action of a new 1,9000 NW caapait7..
camp in Qui Nhon. Tht need fcr immsdiate planningg site acquisitiong
and ccamencement of constlructiua efforts was sturessed to enable adlaquate
capacity, for NW popolation projected by 30 June 1.967* GVN recognized

* the urgency of P camp eequirements and., with US ass'"stance 9 programmed
* and funded for the expAnsion of new conistruc ion.9 *as outlined in the

above mentioned letter, by the end of '19?66.-t

Status of' knMy Personnel

(S) One major subeida'ry problem was the 6tatlis to be accorded
captured eneny personnel and returnees. MA.C709 con--ept for determining
the status of captives taken into a,.istody by US and FMAF t.bok into

*conisideration three 'categories of parsomieiý returnees., VC suspacts~,
and NW~. Following ar. initial tacticAl Interrogationg rmturnees were
to be turned ove3r to the appropriate GVN. oivii. agenoy under the Chisru
Hoi Program. 5" 3pects who haa no further mitlitary signi~fioancei were
turned over to tho appropriate RVN Province Security Committee for
disposition. NW's and suepects having mAilitary info4rmation would be
processed through appropriate combined interrogation centers,, Upon 4
completion of interrogation, Me~ were turned over to GVN for detention.-5

* to (U)- A M&CV instruction card on treatment of captives wae issued
tomembers of the US aimed forces in RVN9 and similar cards were is-

sued to RVNAF and FWMF. The card gave the combat soldier gmideLinaa
for the treatment of all captivea9s sNithovt regard to uhether they were

*actually entitled to NW treat~ment-such ontitlemernt to fufll protection
Sunder the ONW would be determined la~ter by properly designated inter~.
rogators and tribunals0 Captives %rcu.1 bei di~sarmTed., thoroughly searthed9,

* and carefully guarded. They were to be prstected against all. acts of
violence,, inaultn2 public curiosity., and reprisal of any k!.nd. Women
captives woere to have the benefit of trpatment at, least as favorable
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as that granted to males.- and,, in addition,, would be treated with all re-=
gard due to their sex, Before any captive., returnte, or suspact was
released from US tustody9 , his stat-us would be a6--ertained by the division
or separate brigade responsible for his oapture0 A dsta~ied person who
had committed a belligerent act., but whose ei+; en.to NW status was
dorubtfuls, was to b~e referred to a tribunal authorized under A~rticJe 5s,
GP1W, and in accardance with MACV Directiia 20-5.* When the status of a
detained person was doubtfuls, the decision as to whether the tribmnal
procedure would be used would be made by a US interrogat~ig officer after
the interrogation. When a detainee had been determined to be a NW and
was delivered to CPJN authorities9 it would be noted on the NW card
whi~ch ace ompanleci him that he had been determined to be a PV tnd that he
was entit-led t~p the '&eatmant accords? suoh a pe-non under the GM. Any
deteramiation. ot a VS *%.ribunal of entitlemuent tVo FWv trtatment vas also
to be made available to the GVN authorities upon atsumption -of the ie
vidual1 s custody frowa US authorities. Normally,, a MV soldier captured

-. .. in combat would b6 treated as a PW,, as would a mamber of a VG Main Forae,,
local forces, or mili'-ia unit. In essence, US eommanders were given a.
large -Nsasura of dL _cretionary powers, with the clear implication that in
cases where reasonal2..e doubt existeds, FW status would be accorded
captured personnel.-;,ý

USRsosblt c dEeyPronL

(M The USG felt it had both a moral and legal. responsibliity for
enemy pariaonnai raptured by US forces and subs equently .traxwfarred to OVN
cuitody. Artd,,le ~.12 of the GON require'i the GVN as the trianoferea power
to insure that. FW9 transferred to them by US forces receivad. propor
treatment~, but iinplied that the USG as t.ran--ero:' power .had a oontinuing
respon'sibility tc'vtard -ýYe Ma~ captured ?4~y its forces; according to

Article I2p he USGi ooulA demnd custody of t*ho PW~s if the GVN tr.eatment
of them was belowe uh! minim=m standards presexribed by the MI. A jtiut
DOIAftate mossage dizrcted the US Hission to work oute appropriate ar'-
rangeme~nts witch the GVN to eatablish proaeduras for monitoring CW'X treat-
mernt of Ails. US interests in this matter were protected by M4P zi.dvisor7
detachments located at ARVN Corps NW campq; while the mission of ý-hesa
NP' detachments was ostenatbly one of aiding and advising the AILVN HPQ9S,
they were L% fact given the additional missioax of ineuring that OWN actied
in accordance with the Gp.

(S) IL late 1966 newse reports and meseagea indicated acme con-
fusion in the classification of prisoners. An instance was the reporti.ng
of 386 Opvisoneran taken early in Operation IRVINKG-which produced a
final take of only 27 7.41. The problem was an out~lgrowth of the nat~uro
and type of military operattio being oondt-.ted, In BInkh fli-nh Pro-tncev
(where Operat~ion 10V.hC0 too~k place)p which wea a heavily populatod area
and long tuaer VC controls, all Inhabitants weare under suspicion., with the
resultant tendency to claosii'y, initially,. a~llpotentially hostile

t ~elemints as VC. The requirem~ent ±'or detainees$ aafety wil in US
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custody dictated that, pr&e {m~-zmry tactioai. Bcre~r-zng and ýIassJ'fiastion be 7
,accwqplisha#4 rapidly at a forward screening point., zo sare*n out those
having information of immediaoe tactical val.ue and to idexit'..fy and soroqn
out innocent civiliasm, The baseit problem in processing a sud~den large
influx of detainees was a short~age of Viethamse language-qualified US/
FWMAF iziterrogator/tmnanlatcr personnel utiliz~ed for detainte screening.
As a consequenoft, the initi-al classification of prisoners inpluded ele-
insntE. who wouald not neeesearly qualify for NW status; ffinal ýiAssifi-
cation was determined only after detailed interrogation. MACV reported
that action w.%& being t&eken to rv~roome the short~age of qu& l fied
Vietnamese-3pealcing US interra~gatwr.,translator persw-neig and that in
the future all detained persi s' would be referred tok aa "It-etainees*
until interrogeatzva azd f~ a2. al j~t en a divislxný . r brigade Mas
.completed. 5hosý. determine~d -~ :PW N- were initerrogated in accordance
with M1ACV flireetivs .SO& 19-z § 3r. and avc onrmb%MIt.7 -os maintained0

Wawho underwey t extendisd '_ntFros'ation wore .'anzuated t~o -hae '=Lined
Military lner~tnCenmr 'MC7L or the Nat~ion-01 Lntexrog"ation Center
(NIb) in Saig-a. In' all. oa h''ose indivi~ualis enritled. t,.. N1 status

wore sent to Ri tcamps W'er* < iz4Wd.cgatioai war.operd3

(G) Action was aeso iL-"ated to establish a program for trans-'
ferring MW~s confined in civiý-l Jailsi to establ.ished NW camps, on6
September MACV was repr'esentedI at t6e fIrst screening of QVN eiviligm
Jails. The RVNAF Screening Ca=mitteeq, oonsstatng4 of reprosentatives
fromn JOS (J2 and PMG)D _tht Oorwa (G2 ,anci Surgeon) ,, &ad 6as~rverz from
MACV (02 and J15ý), ýftduote& orer4.ng in the~ 11 and .11. Corps areas,
The screening process includse, an irterrriew S eezr ds thook of'all1
possible Map Iwo dotermline those entitled to S1 s--atoue. Those olas-~
zi4 .ed Mes by the co=xattee- wer" processed, gý.vef pfqaioal examiatioflea
and transporte.d to. an ARMN P o~mp or to a hospit1A:., Ix., Septefter L8166
Wlt- were luransferrel wo N camps and four to vi ARVN hcepital; of these
162 originated &cm M Z~' 3a~ and '2 f rom & RFT zI amp, gý- YPvo01 Duri~ng
October MACV reprev.,a-1e a. 4:tpanied -,he RVN.AF S-n-i'e~'Jng 0C=tit~ei
on 15 visits to the provinteei during t~he monthi 7ý3 ?WKa w4e idei~ti-tiod
and transferred fr.oM cAv.1an 1ýiils to ARV.N NW oswv~s. Br vle earl of
November the coomittae iad soreen.ed a""' 22 of ths ýýIrv-Lun liails in II
and III Corpsz a total of 4ý13 Ms~ had been identifieI&B1 ýIf Wn.m 346 wtre
trý.nsferred into ARVN ?d 4amps. Screening :.n I Corps was ai c*pllahed. in
December. A total o! 5.35 FW19 had been ider.tbifled in T. 7119 vrAi M Corps
by, the end of 19'669 gr4 371 Pal beqn tranerd t W .-=pam. The re.'
znaiuing 164 were pendi.ng transferY' 9

(C) As of 28 Deomberý th~e breakolat of NW's being hel,1d in 1RVI1 was
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i, nAP Camp ARVN ARV AMR
Da I Cors II CMR~s III Cgornl

19 155 475 .21. 660
R'oupe _a .0 21 15 60 %6
vc 0 91 414 169 6 01

rti.ine Force

US 19 74 572 213 878
RA 0 1.92 255 2X6 663
FWoAF 0 1 77 11 89

Totals 2267 904 440 1#630

The figures shown under ARVN I Corps represený those former3. detained in
& toporea7 facility at Da Nang who were transferred to the I Corps PN
camp on 7. December. Additionally, unverified sources indicate that there
were approjdmately 239 detainees in RVAF, FWMjA and US medical hahnU
not reflected in the.above totals. 4 0

W jCae of the NVN PT-Boat Nl•s

(S) on 1 .Ju2y US units operating on the high seas in the Gul of
Tonkdn sighted three NVN PT boats approaching them at a high speed. Tha
PT boatas engaged in a torpedo attabk oan the US ahips and lanmched eeveara.
torpedoes. US aircraft, after being fired' upon, returned the fire a&d
sank all three boats. As a result of this action, 19 sauviving wow..
mbers were recovered by US foaces, These survivors were granted status

'ightas. and treatment due M's, and were retained in US custcdy aflftt,
The OIC of the boats was wounded, not severely, and was most cooperative
in offering information. The crew were kept isolated and were not awwe
at each other's presence aboard. In addition to the OC, two
mibers of the PT boat unit were also wounded, both seriously#

(8) The USG was aware that these personnel were of considerable
actual and potential value with respect to the overall prisoner situation#
since, lvke tbh NVN personnel captured in RVN, -Banei would find it dif.
tioult to diaavow them, The cirounsteaces of the capture of theae pWe.
& *el difoered greatly from circumstances in which other NVN perswool
bad. fallen into US hands, in that they were taken on the high seas ot-
sids R•v territory. The USG at that time (••y) caoidered **'4C.
im.,d jýe preferable ~tto retain thesozprsonel M.US diot~y: ftitt, than
MWi -them over to the GVNs as was done in caue of NVN I'W' taken by US
Seos.. in RVN. 42

(3) The initiot interrogation of the M's was by the Seeth Fleet
Xplaitation Team, on bpard the USS Cflyje4. The team 19as activated on6 July and began interrogation immediately, reporting completion of
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fiTase I interrogation as of 24 July, Until !:rch time as permanent facili-
" ties ashore ware availables .further exploitation$ Phase II was pursued on

board the Cav -lier. C SM3ACV's roi was to coordinate between the GVN
and CINCPAC in visits and.interrogation of the N's by GVN officials.
CMUMSKCV was also given the mission of preparing facilities in Da Nang
for holding the PT-boat crews. The prisoners not only had to be housed
in full compliance with the GN, but also had to be isolated from one .
another and managed in such a manner as to prevent comunications be-
tween them which would result in their knowing that others in their
group were aware of the degree to which they had coupromised themselves.3

(S) Under instruction from MACVY, 3I1 MAF engineers prepared plans
for a detention facility at Da Nang., to house the M~s in accordance
with the GON as well as to insure that they were "isolated fran one an-
other and managed in such a manner as to prevent co==niations betmeen
them.* This latter requirement entailed a challenging problem of design
and construction, especially if the facility were to conform with Article
12 of the GOW, which prohibited close confinement of e's except for
health reasons, and Article 22s whtch provided that "prisoners shall not
be separated from prisoners of war belongLng to the, armed forces with
whom they were serving at the time of their captures except with their
consent.9 The engineers were able to square the circle and comply.with
both the GPW requirements and those set forth by SMCSTATE. Construction
of the Da Nang facility was to conform to standards for a ftransit or'
screening* camp within the meaning of Article 24, rather than as a per-
manent internment facility.. CCIUSA•&CV advised CINCPAC that the eon-

_ struction of the facility hd started ofn 13 August, and estimated
completion by 5 September.

(S) On 31 July CCKUSIACV requested and CINOPAC granted authority
for RVNAF interrogation of the M's. RVNAF interrogations-were conducted
in the presence of a US representative who was a qualified Vietnamese
linguist in order to insure proper treatment under the GON and the con-
tinuance of a cooperative spirit on the part of the captives. The RVNAF
team was not given precedence over other priority interrogations already
in .progress. On 14 August COMUSMACV expressed RVNAF disappointment with
the results of interrogation of the Mes and-requested authorization to
release the results of US interrogations of the NW's to RVNAE', reom-
mending that .fture NVN captives be interrogated jointly by RVNAF 'and
US to enhance the combined intelligence effort. CINCPAC replied 'that
photos, names of NWts, and individual interrogation reports in the "
hands of RVNAF would soon result in complete knowledge in Hanoi of the
degree of cooperation of each N., In view of the repatriationtak
then in progress and the possibility of future repatriation of othersi,
it was felt unwise to provide these identifyirg details to .RVNAF.'
RVNAF was to be told that these NW's had the unique status of being
the first NVN personnel captured by US foroes in international waters.
and had beodgie the subject of international bargaining with far-'
reaching implications. CINCPAC granted authority in September 'for the
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release to GYN of sy interrogation reports$ sanitized so as not to iden-"-41.Y an I, which would be of value to the GUN. CINCPAC and C0MUSMACV
." felt that the G interest in future NVN captives taken outside of RVNby US forces should be given full consideration, but that commitments
should be avoided which would Jeopardize the sole right of intefrogation
and US custody of sow selected prisoners considered to be of exceptional
value to US intereets. 45

(S) The special US NW detention facility at Da Nang was completed

on 5 September, and the transfer of 17 of the NVN Mes to the new fac-
ility vas effected three days later. The two wounded TWO8 were•moved
initially to the ITAVSUPPACT Da Nang for medical treatment and were
transferred to the detention facility on 17 October. MACV now assuid

- t)e responsibility of providing the intelligence exploitation team.'0

(S) On 7 November the US Mission requested guidance from SECSTATE,
reporting that although no request had been made by the GVN9 the question
might have to be resolved when the ARVN I Corps NW camp at Da Nang
opened by the end of November. The-Mission felt it would be advantageous

"- to retain US ustody of the 19 NW'ss as they could be handled in accord-
ance with any subsequent arrangements for repatriation. Conversely, the
continued retention of this group in US custody might appear to set a
precedent for establishment of US NW camps and arouse the interest of the
"ICHC and the press as well as the GVN. SECSTAT replied that in view of
the status of the 19 PT N's, which made them of great potential, value
for exchange puwposes, the USG preferred that they remain in US custody,
with the uhderstanding that the USG would review their status no later.
than March 1967 in light of exhange possibilities then existing.

S.E5STATE did not believe the ICRt would have any basis for objecting to
the-USO's retaining custody of the prisoners under conditions satisfying
the dN, nor did he believe that if the USG continued to hold the PW's
temporarily, it would establish a preceden4.for news" . the responsi-
"bility for all PW's captured by US forces."'

-(S) On 9 July the US Mission bad suggested that consideration be
-'given to direct repatriation by the US of the two NVN N'e vho were

seriously wounded. Articles 109 and 110 of the GPN required direct
repatriation by the detaining power of seriously-wounded N's who met

' certAin criteria as set forth in Article 110. The Mission suggested
that the advantages in so doing would be the deronstration of strict
compliance with the GON and the excellent medical care and humane treat-
"ment by US forces. If NWN refused to accept, it would indicate further
non-complianoe with the GPW by them; if the N's refused repatriation
under Article 109s favorable propaganda would result. The repatriation
would serve as an example to the GVN in similar cases in the future,
and the attempt would give some indication of NVN's attitude toward
accepting N's, with the faint possibility that NUN might reciprocate

, with seriously injured US M's. The USG, houever, wanted to explore
the possibility of repatriating these two PW 's via Cambodia, as the
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prior repatriation of two US soldiers through Cambodia provided a precedent. I Ai
Such repatriation might provide a useful precedent for the futures since
prisoners sent to Cambodia could then proceed to their country of orin
without any political concessions or admissions by either side, The USG
envisaged that the Mission would inform the GVN of the USG intention to
repatriate two 74's via C&zbodia. Through the Australian fbassy in
Washington, the USG would ask the Australian Government to approach and
secure Cuaý)rodian agreement to the repatriation. If and when the re-
patriation of the two M's was successfully effected, further approaches
would be made to GVN and Cambodia with a view to arranging other repatri-
ations and possibly establishig a permanent exchange facility in Cambodia. 4 9

(S) The Embassy in Laos was instructed to arrange a meeting with the
NVN Embassy and tq provide NVN with the list of names, ranks and state of
health of the NVN-PT-boat P's; no mention of Cambodia as a possible channel
for repatriation of the two wounded Mes was to be made, but the Mzbassy
was to indicate that the USG was prepared to discuss repatriation of these
and other prisoners on mutually acceptable terms. The Vientiane Exmsuy
took the desired action, reporting the encouraging fact that the NVN
Embassy did not reject the letter. The US Ebassy in Geneva .provided the
IORC with a list of the a's, and the ICRC representatives in RVN ywere Ak*ed
to contact the RaigonEwbassy with a view to arranging a visit'to the Nes.
'Ze US Mission informed the GVN Foreig Knilster on 18 July of the pro.
posal to repRatriate the NW4 e'S via Cobodial the Foreign Minister readil

Sconcurred. 5 .

(S) On 19 July the. USG gave 'the Australian Embassy in, 1ashington the
background on the capture, custody, and general plans for the MNN N's.

The bbassy was asked to tell the Australian Government that the USD"wotid
appreciate its approaching the Cambodian Govermen (RWG) to secure its
agreement, in principles to the repatriation of unidentified sick and
wounded Me' via Cambodia. The USG told the Ebassy that the US inteaded
to proceed on a basis of no publiciby until the N's were safely in
Camtonia so as to prevent, among other things, any possible embarrassment
to HE. The Australian Ibas"y saw no objection of passing the US& pro-
posal to the M03, and in early August the USO wus informed the RKG agreod,
in principle, to the request, and was prepared, as a neutral for the
humanitarian reasons to act as intermediary between the US and ONV in the
return of the prisoners. The USG assumed that RUG would not have expressed
its agreement unless it had secured NVN consent, ad waýs inclined to view
this as a hopeful developmntp perhaps related to Hanoi's apparent post..
ponement of war crimes trials of US PWI ' Pursuant to the plan, the tSG
proceeded rapidly to arrange, with ICRC cooperation, for repatriation of
the PMs. The PW's were told of the plan and stated that they desired to
be repatriated. The Saigao and Phnom Penh representatives of the ICRC,
together with a Vietnamese interpreter supplied by the Vietnamese Red
Cross, viaited the NVUN 's aboard the USS Cavalier off Da Nang on .3
end 4 August. ICRC delegates informed the USG on 5 August that the visit
was gare.vl3. succesefiu. 51  )
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(S) The Australian Embassy mn. with State Department officials on
26 August and proposed to transport the two wounded PW's by air from
Da Nang to Phnom Penh on 5 Sept•mberq a date selected so as to provide
adequate notice the the Australian Embassy in Thn=n Penh. CC4flSMACV
alerted CGINAVFORV that he was to provide the armed and medical escort,
and advised COMNAVFCRV that the ICRC repres6ntative was scheduled to
arrive at Da ng on 4 September to accompany the PW's duringSrepatriationff-

(8) After all +he elaborate planning that had taken place for
almost two months pthe repatriation s•.u me fell apart at the last ament.
When the Australian Aibassador in r: P*:.a was received by the 1KG
Foreign Minister on 2 Spptemberg the latt r abruptly amnounced that the
proposed transfer date of 5 September-was "out of the question," as there
would not be time enough for the RKG to obrai,! Hanoi's agreement and to
mnks arrangements tor onward movement of the PR's. Surprised that Hanoi's
agreement had not been gained already9 the Ambassador asked the R1KG to

* suggest a suitable date. In lieu of a direct anower, the Ambassador's
attention was invited to an article in the New York M K date-

* lined Saigon 3' Augusto headed "US Paving Way for Possible Exchange of
Prisoners.* The story announced that "information" indicated that US
authorities had been "exploring ZJe7 possibility of exchanging 19
seamen for American airmen held in NVN.;'•

(S) The US Mission advised COCMMUACV of the press leak and of the
resulting attitude of the R.KG• bat took the position that the repgtriationhad been postponed rather timn oanoelled. As the yeai ended, there had

been no change in. the stat u, or disposition of the 19 PW's still being
held in the special detenticu facility at Da Nangg but it was announced
that-there would be a J.ont State/Defense review of the situation anq,
a deciaioun, in March 1967, on possible further repatriation efforts,*
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(S) During 1.9669 OOMUSH(ACV and the US Mission had a definite inter-.
est in the Moritagnard problem because of it. visible effect on the war'
effort. TheMo. e were a group of Xrmmtive muntain tribes that
resided main~ly in 4. ent~ral highi.ande of RVN,9 and although all the
various -tribes were 41f* compatiblep ethnically at, least three were
represented In the IFULR0 Movemenb (Uaited Front for the Struggle of the
Oppressed Races). There were reportedly 29,000 men under arm in the
PULRO forcesp mainly Rhade tribesmen1, and MACV estimated that FULUO had
the capability of rallyi~ng from 2.,000 to 101,000 additional men. It %,as
-of course, desirablq that this potential force be favorable to the GVI.
FTLR0 had Indicateq~ that it knas anti-amimunet.9 but NAGV felt that if
G~VH did not satisfy FMflO' aspirations, FUtI0 could create a divisive
trend that could uork only to the advantage of the VO. 4

(0) Under the Frenchso the coix-ral. and northern bighlmAns had been
4 Hontegniard preaerve. Therefore9 Mwntagnards resented'and resisted
Di±em' s polic~y of assimilationo which tended to disrupt their tribal
life without preparing them for adjustaent to the laws of the now nat~ona
The wa&tershed In GVNAýontagnard relations was marked by a decree issued

7..'by Premier Khanh on 17 October 1.9"s, vtlah granted many con~cessions to
the !Aovtagnaxds, amng~ them reineititut.Ima of tribal oourtas, a revied,
draft lawp a praott.oall syst~m of land distributiong reolmtion Of school
tees and entrancve requirtmentag axd authorisatioa for the use of tribal
languAgo In elementary eduoatior.Z

(8) The Mont~gawuwe had eeriously embarrasoed the GOJ by rebellinsg
in l964, end agai.n in Septomber and December of 1.96$, As 1.965 calie to
an endp the GV1N hod succeeded in pat~ting down thoaa revolts with military
power, but the US &"ibsy and XACV recognized the gravity of the ditu-
ati4on and were oonaerned over the GVN~e ]A ck of progress with the Montag-.
uard problem. They reasonied that as the US aomitmant of troops and
US casualties grew$, the US public prob~ably~ would bocce* more aware of
the Montagnard problem and wonder how the GON could allow their major
efforts to'be weakened by this problem*3

3 (0) The Montgnaiz4 diacontent had Lioreaead aonslderably b7 the
beginning of 1966f, deepite GVV efforts to meet tnelr legit4=mte aspft-
tUon.. The OVN actions clearly had-been inadequatep and the interisi-
fxcation of the war in the highlands had m=de things atill more difficult.
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FUIRO had inctme a seracý.s pr~ble=,. L=: t: *as. ;2ay7-g on the discontent
of thle lXon t a,-nards to st-,r up the p~rluaagai:nst the goverrent..
There was d--nger that lurther- out breaksi of 'tCeoentgh~t occur.at. any7

* ~~timer since FtJLRO agttrs yre icnora t' be at work. There wa& no con-
4 -sensus in t4e CVI' on 4h-,w to handle the Montagnard problems, although one

high GVN official told US ?Lssion members in earl-y January that. the
approach, of the CG 11: Corps, was wrong. Th~e SWX official befle'yed that

* CG U Corps was too ha.-eh, was unwfl~l.ng to make an eff,,ort to tirderstazt
the Montsfnardss, and. was tzo~ ready to use force as an answer to alflý.
problems...

(C) The GVW indtoatted In January. that it would like to call a
Montagnard confeý-ence at Plec:0kj after TETi, similar to the one held in
Pleika in QOtobe. 1964, and te. . - :cxds those Montagnard represenwitivoe
who had been preaient at the 1$.. , ±neetL',g. The aonterenoe -would discuss
the general Political and saecir'-y bit'.tiatn in the highianda;, the
difficulties. GIN% 4a-eztcunt-aegsd in trying to fulfill its earlier prouizies,

* ~~to the Montagnarca, and the ŽMot~poblem of FOLIOO US officials in
Saigon bei~oved that In fle# ' 2tta seriouarnesa of the Mont~agn~rd pr~oblem
and the apparent genuinenesa - GYM' s desire for aeeist~aoe9 -ine USC
thould xrespLovk favorably to the recquest for specific suggestions. Although
the GVAI had taken the initiative in approaching the USj, there wa& still
sulbstanxtial residual GO suspicion of US involvemenat in the )tontagnard
situation. For thi* reasoz the USC, would have to proceed cautiously. 5

* (ulM The ow-M created on 22 Februezry a Special. Cc~innisariot for
Rontagnord Affairs (MA). The OMA called fir cooperation between Delta
peop~es and the Wontsgnerde to create's nrew lite and a new society.
¶fl~cal efforts cited to il~ustrate gcver-raent policiets were the careation0
at ?,leiku, of a ecntiar to train Montagnard cadre suds s chool for. childran
of Mxn~tagnard soldierzq, te reopernin of the traditionts. Montagnard court,

wadgsbditawacto Montagnade in the flieds of education ax4 adminietn-

(c) While ther- remained cornsidereble unoertatnty as to what even-
I tuafly would be accectt.aehod US offttQVai roported in Miarch that the

OVW aseemed to be =moing towmiý the 1tin o! approach -to the Montagnard
questionq wtith the, Nisa'on had beat urging*, Both thi "ew Cot~isstoner

* for Montognard ~f~airej, 'Paul Nurp and CCI Corps, Kaj Cajn Virtl Lao,, had
issued "aotion progranst for 1966 which nabodted esseatial hlflmfltO of

*the US &easionte, rec~ondations folr eaoronic. eoclalp and ad'ki~dstrative
action, At the same tý.me GYM had bfeen nakirg acme effortas tc give the
Montaguarda the tooling that they weare lheing given a stronger voice at
the policy level of government,, Hen faz and how rapidly 01/N woculd go
in making good on Ito pram-uiaes was a. crttteoal .'co -.n wehro
FUUIO agitation in the highzlaads would result In another uprising in
early 1966,
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C) C m~~'~'-- ~ .p a~al ~norzqe raz. f r action in
early~~~~~ &)e hr ~.ya12 itO _zn GVN and Xtontgnard pro.

Posals ±~r ec ~ ' ~ and ad.~ea.v actlon and a ntruber of
new _,deaa. Accr.2,-vLY Uz .. 44. t~ ths prcqrsm was so) wide and

da~arae ~ ~;pe ha.r.a~ 0a 0e, it would be beyond the
oa~abia ~tle.' of GV1NO The~ Coani.szLc-er 1:.wiied thate the program had been

by ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ý, I't? -" ~ k.~:.~L u So'±cials believed
this approval. Ld netn or2.y ý.n M~~:p~e 'ore ta'ngilele encouraging
de';-r-IýMent wa the .rsp'rt~ed approael Gy G14 af a iotrt TJSAID/CIJN plan

'.-:ýrdiLng c and "he. -t4-eate ..f th6 neoelsary 310 7-01lion pias-
ters fz -thear cT~: o~n

'Y ..rý ;.:- mred and stibut-,?d videiL7 a pamphlet
ezmý...; -.2 'il C_.:reo Flv P ýnf.-r 19t6.-, wfach had a separate section
or, '"pz~rt -P ... t±z~ x'e stwndard Vinh Loa

'i~e ~.ar~ ~. ~- :.I ~ and tRI±.tcrs" would be an-tzzey
pu:~ th.~ **-: ~ ', ~.r.1t-Te p:-vD s-aJs. These Included

the~ greater ezjpna3is on
educat, on and v<k.' "meirdl 'tial care,,e rap~d ~tatbl-Lsment of special

tribal. a.-~ -s ~nt~ng of land `~tlea. C~rnrisaioner Nur reture
frcm n 'AWO-day m~-gw~tc CGI --I Carzps$) 8-9 M4archp encouraged by the
good workc':.g relaL,1o.,oýsnip he fel.t rad been e stabl shed; he claimed to
have had asgurance -'&a-. the C,,miexiria~t would remain In Saigon and be
reSD* ne I t , th r I>e. e r f~ o~o r qzstiofl8. The Ccnmissioner indi-.
cat-ed that 'pr -.~. e vp'iud ýzDp:ý:t the Corpse.a 'mcnders for paro-
j et3i.n -:hne _r 5 r:! f;

~ .~.L Tr1- 'hN ad made iiroreaaec! eff ort., In
ndd-tzse s -w- d tr.' G'N repre santativeag

S* -st'go equ~al t'reatment of
-S:- na t 1-'. '"z a - at Z~v ant a7-.Ithe h igghlana s about

had _':s'-a an z h~~t1 : Ao~ ttn ~e III-

Hi.s amrpeaJ cc;ntaixitca a -,raýa: o ~JR~to "return L-:
era&--ate ai z rs;wthre bli1d a r.w

soc.ety~he ld~edzh~. c n~al' vx.31d "St'and secur-ty" for
retturnesa. M, n' kta2 aF. the (CMA twoured the high~lands explain-
ing that the GVN hadi Di!id."PLxt r~sw evphasis on 'unea MoitAgnard
question and make a g,ýwza elfo' -t.,: sat-isfy their leg~tirt-me needs.
The Commiss±cer in±':med '.." : von, 1 .0 March cha-ft he oned two
obtain the re1l.a~e e u.M ~a ar-rested :ai the aftermath of 17
December 1965 re- w, t., lzd r.:-., ye- o~ee tr~red and seinenced. He also
hoped for a sreci.fio t 2 ýffera of a_=ezzy aird guaranteed employment
fcr ra:2.!.ecs f:mF1.LRC' -.%r 7r1"C~ofe i~hc~h -.ts implied by not
a~elled cut Lr. hzs ap
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(C) while there were cont_-:uing rumors of psaibl~e YTJIRO.4nspired
aprisingý, there had been no solid intellgaence that 1~would be the aa~eo
FUIRO organizers and agitators continued their work, in the highlands and
apparently were active ivith virtually all tribal g.roups. A capability
certainly exi~sted for FtURO to instigate some sort of armed act-ion against
the GVIN at the moment of its choice, but it was the opinion of infoimed
U..S observers who had bee.n in the high'lands th~at there probably would be
a period of~ at least superficial calm while Montagnards generally and
.,ULRO in particular assessed the real.i~n~~ of the CGV1 sixi observed
the activities of the raw CMA, US off.444als in Saigon reported !a March
that they ittfrded to continue their efforta to move the GVN to carry Out
as rapidly as pousib-le the key proposa1a containsd in the act-ion programs
of C?4A and CG 11" C-orps wtidh -,re susceptible o." imp2.ementattion with
available GVN/'%2ý i~e.' view of devrelce nts affecting the Direc-
tory and the rej.a ;-ionuhip et~< the cen!tra~ ?-vez~nent %c the Corps
commanders.. th~e 'T-ib-ssy did nc-.- 11itend to uarR-_e Premi~er Ky~ s suggestion
that he and Gen Tnlneu meet wit, -Ambassador,, 'AL4ge snr Porter to- discuss
Montagnard questszýý:Z0

(C) 1n. dra~i.%1-g repre-.. .3atior for zhý7 Co-stituent Assembly on 27
May, the Montagnard represenzt--F yTe reues~ed -Che Election Law Drafting
Committee to reserve six seat-3 for Montagnards. There were few objections.
The Committee decided by vote of 28 tgo 1. to give Montagnards one sea., in
tkach of five provinoes-Kontump Pleikus, Darlac. Tuyezx Duo.. and Qtuang Ngai-
plus one aeat for thp Chain minority iL Ninh Thluano, In order to inoure
represontation for Xontuin~a Vietnamese gompazJaa-onp Ko)nt~a was allowed two
seats, one Vie tziainae and o~m Mont~agnard,9 evfn. thzAT41.4 ,.t tad 1e88 than~

*100.,000 people, -0

(S.) The DSA 11 Cc~rp as i nfiormed tby OG~ 11 ---rps thazi 12 FUI~R.O
representatives kraý been.^ pr'osent. -at 21 L~izie cer ~emý,es At, the Montagnard
Trai.ning Ceniter in ?2.Ialkv, a~rl-ended 'by Peury.Th-e FULKC represen'-
tatives had t.old th~ xeZ ths~~t FULR0 1--ai~fBam Lno~had accepted
GVN terms f.,.r retura o1 Y."ZO forces from C'a=boca a, Gf'ereci during OVN-
FULRO negotiati~ons held .~ ax, anH Thu- , OG Co~rps appea~red highly

*pleased at the success of these nea-:tiat-on.a although2 recogniwing the
strain thatl st zz ULEO fres and xittlezA-nt of dependents would
have upon GVV,,resources. The Chlel'tok Staff of 11 Coýrps.,, however,, cautioned
thatCY Bham? ýj acceptancý' did ntvt necees~arily enQ. he FULRO problem, pointing
out that whereas Lv Bha'- .-laded the most tzpartwan FU gtIfl~orpp there were
other faatý.ons antagon.-cia to CVN as weil, as to~l 13hanJ.

(C) Premier Ky rejected the. f-aw-pcdrit agreement that.- had bdan reached
between CRA and FTJLRO and approved by tý,e C0, 1 Cor-piq the reason for the
Premier'se decision was noit knovu, rren by (M4A, z'cr was It clear whether the
rejection applied to a.11 four polte. Tkhis deodi8on was not voounicated
to FUL-RO,9 and CMA began eff-rts te I.ve the ma~ttear recaueaderad,, drafting
a, letter for the Premier gi-rng hie genar9J. agr eenent to t'he four points,0
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which had been rephrased so as to be more palatable. Th& A.4ter was
approved by the OG 11 Corps in late Julqý, according to GXAj, and was sent
to the Premier uith the endorsoment of both the CG 11 Corps and the Min-
ister of Revolutionary Devel~opment. Repeated CMU requests for appoint-
ment with the Premier during the first ten days of August were not
.answered. The Premier'sa aide reportedly promised that the si.gnature'
,Quld bo :forthcoming before the PreWier' a departure for Marnile, but
nothing happended and the 'Premier left for Manila vithout signing the
letter. The only concrete indications of sticki~ng points were coments
by (21A that the GON would not be able to accept integration of FUIRO
into ARVN and GVN paramilitary forces as separate unitso this was not
surprising, and had been foreseen. However.. DONA also stated in late
Julyv he believed acome formula ao~eptable to both FULUO and GVX night be
found.12

(S) During June, July, and-August there were indications that as
many as 500 men from FULRO military forces had oome out from firest
areas along the Cambodia-MV border and settled temporarily Li Darlac
and Quang Due Provinces, awaiting the outcome of negotiations which they
apparently expected to be favorable. They reportedly had shown eagerness
at the thought of being able to abandon their hqrd * nomadic life and
again to settle down,. and appeared more ready to trust the GON than at
*any time in the previous two years. *US ofti~ciels doubted that there
woul~d be a more favorable occasion than at that time (August) to heal
the long-festering FUUR0-OVN sore which the US had been doctoring for
three years. Moreover$ a FUIRO reaction to what they-would ceftainly
consider another example of GVN bad faith could take several ad~gly-.
undesirable forms. The US Mission realized the highly advdrs6 "retution
,which could ensue in the 'US and elsewhere should FULRO and the-=tir*,
Montagnard problem erupt again, just at the moment when worlC,%'~ Zt'-'
tentton wams focused on the upcoming elections. The Ambassadov 0' ztessed
this point in urging Premier Ky to find accommodation, yLth FtJLRO-,-crior
to the 15 August deadline set in a letter frmT Bhsnmp

(S) COMUSMACV realized the possiblity of a confrontation betwton
GON and FULRO) and alerted CG I FFORCEV or, 14 August. CONUSMACV atated
the the confrontation could take forms ranning from demonstrations.,
violent or non-violent, against the GV1~, to armed uprising against the
GVN; critical. areas would probably be Buon Ba Yang,, Plei Do Limp and
Ban Me Thuot. CC*AUSMACV requested OG I FFOROEV to alert his subordinate
commavders and advisors as he deemed necesoary and further requested
that aa information developed on Moritagnard attitudi: &Wd P131 inten-m
tions,, it be forwarded to MACV as soon as poosible. 4

(5) FULRO representatives stayed in Ban Me Thout after the 15
August deadline in sp3.te of threats to depart for Cambodia =nLess the
Premier agreed to the terms reached previously. TY Bham, who had ordered
the representatives to return tu Cambodia~if an agreement could not be
accomplished by 15 August,. now asked the rAgotiators to be patient and*
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not to allow any outbreak of violence against the GVN by FUO members.
X Bham and his aief negotiatonrasked the GVW to consent quickly to FULaO
Wesands so it could prevent candidates'for the September elections, and.
to extend the time limit for presenting them until 25 August. 1 5

(S) On 18 August Premier Ky signed the letter agreeing, in prWiciple,
to the FUIRO demaurs. Ca 19 August he sent the following letter to the
GGCo orps:

The Office of. the Chairman of the Dfirotor&ae
agrees to the view of your headquarters concerning
the four demands of the FU=O negotiators, Never-
theless, your headquarters must make it clear to the
FUIRO negotiators that the main concern is not one
of terminology (as for example, regulation as opposed
to policy, secretariat as opposed to commissariat),
but rather is a matter of the use of resources and
the coordination of efforts to push ahead with social
development and the improvement of the living standards
of our Montagnard compatriots. The government has
b6en and continues working on these matters with good
.Tesults. Regauding the matter of a FUIRO flagp, the
goverment will call a Congress- on all Montagnard
Tribes in South Vietnam to disrnis the problei in
order to reach a decision. The government hopes
for the early return of GVN authority of our FULRO
Brethren in a spirit of national unity in order to
make it possible to forge ahead in the struggle
against the communists and in order to improve the
life of the Montagnard compatriots. The goverment
prcmis*-s to preserve both the honor and the liveu of
all the cadres of all ranks when FULRO followers
return.

Members of the CMA interpreted this letter as meaning that the Premier had
agreed only in principle to the four demands of FULROH, and that details
of the agreement were yet to be negotiated. They expecled that some
"friction would develop during subsequent negotiations.lO

(S) Upon notification that Premier Ky had agreed, at least in prin-
ciple, with the four points, the FUIRO negotiators requested that several
minor conditions be met by the GVN. They wanted permission to announce
over the radio at Ban Me Thuot the GVN accord with the four FULRO demands,
and copies of the letter signed by the Premier for distribution among
FUMRO members. They asked for the immediate release of the six FUIRO
members imprisoned during the past year. They requested GVN transportation
for a team to go to Buong Sar Pa for the ipurpose of Contaoting Y Eham in
C.pmbodia.J Finally, they sought the assurance of the GVN that all FULRO
followers in hiding in the highlands could returnptfely to their families
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and villages, so that F=UIO members could contact them in their hiding
places and tel them to come out.1

(c) After prolonged negotiations which had stretched over almost
a full year, but which had begun in earnest in early Hayq the GUN ap-.
parently had reached an agreement with FULWO. The agreement called for
FULRO leaders, armed units, and their dependents to return from Camodia
and forest hideouts on the RVN side of the border to areas under GVN/
control. In exchange, the GVN agreed to a phased release.of FUIRO PAS_'
Qners.' to a Montagnard "bill of rights$" and to some form of pennant
which Hontagnard military and parsamlitary units uould be able to fly
under the GVN flag. FUIO armed units were to be integrated in some
fashion into GVI zmiitary or paramilitary organizations. FULRO candidates
would be permitted 4o run for the September eleations.8o

(FOUO) UO officials reported on 29 September, after the successful
elections, that GVN-FULRO agreements seemed to be holding firm, and that
preparations were being made to celebrate the return of the first group
of 500 in mid-October. The GVN plan called for a small ceremony in Ban
Ne Thuot on 10 October, followed by a maximun celebratiou in Pleilai
which would last five days. 14-18 October# and would be attended by some
5s,000 !ontagnards from all over the highlands, The big day would be
17 October, the second a~niversary of the issuance of the GVN decree
favoring Montagnards by General Nguyen Khanh at the Pleiku Conferezice in
1964. Mission officials also reported that USAID assistance in resettling
returning PF=LRQ and their families had been requested in wriUMn by the
CG II Corps and the CMAo USAID'had acknqwledged its readiness to provide
assistance, and was working closely with CMA to assess the actual needs;
other elements of the ixssiou were prepared to assist as needed. 1 9

(a) Also on 29 September, COI4USHAWV outlined the GVN-Hontagnard
relationship as he saw it. The indications, he felt, pointed toward
a lessening of tensious between the GVN and FUIO. The election of
FULRO followers to the Constituent Assembly, the release of most of
the Montagnarde arrested (but not tried) after the Deceaber 1965 uprising.,
and tqhe granting of permission for a F=ULaO team to travel to the highlands
to okpli. the GVN/FUT.O agreeme nt, all had tended to reassure tLe
Montagnards that the GVN was serious. COU34ACV reported also that there,
were indications that the VC were attempting to sabotage tUis improvirg
situation by trying to infiltrate FULRO, by endeavoring to create inci-
dents between Montagnards and Vietnamese, and by "out-promising" the GVN
with comessions to the Montagnards. The ultimate objective ef most
Montagnards was a higher degree of autonoe*y than any RVN government was
likely to offer, and no final solution to the fundamental differences
between Vietnamese and Montagnards was prohsblo in the near future, no
matter how much goodwill and determination were displayed by the present
or future governments of RUN. US personnel were reminded that the USG
supported fully the GVN and not any individual or groups within RVN*
The USG interest in the Montagnards was the same as its interest in all
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other citizens of RVN--tb assist them in winn1ig-the war so all.citisens"c
of RVN could enjoy peace, freedoms and prosperi.ty. Th• kontagnadad c*Ou.4
serve their people best and attain their desired goals by working with
and through the. GVN COKJUSMACV directed US personnel whose duties and
positions required contact with the Montagnards9 to avoid interposing
themselves between the Montagnards and the Vietnamese on jny issue. US
personnel were cautioned to insure that their words and actions did not
suggest to the Montagnards that the' US supported Yontagnard independence
in any fashion. On the other hand$ US personnel were also to insure that
their words and actiona did not suggest US support for ary GVN actions
to suppress FULIO or any other Montagnard movement. It approached by
FUIZO or any other organisation claiming to speuk for the political interest
of tha £ontagnardeg US perasomnl were directed to report the fact immed-
iately to their superiorsp anW to their Vietnamese ooutermarts or the
nearest GVX official. 2 0

-- (C) On 17 October a fivi--day "Highlandeor4,wlander r.nferenceD"
marking tho return of the fL-. contingent of FUM1O, enred 4ith an impres-
sive ceremony in Pleiku at wtuch CO. T Go~os, (s(A, FUIRO remresentativee,
and the Premier opoke. PUURC returnees too'.. the oath of !.eSlty to the.."
GVN,, dministered by the GVN Chief of State. In addit•or. to senior GVN .-.
officials, the U. British, and Japanese Ambassadors were riifsentg ad3-...
were senior US, ROK9 and RVN military officers. Two leading FUTRO nego-A.
tiators told-US officials that FULRO now saw no realistic alternative, to

*.cooperation with the GV•, and gave the impression that FULR0 had abandoued
its previous demand for auton=' and a separate army. The apparent'reasons
for this were strong pressure from hostile VCO-and NVN uuits in the CadbOdian

Sborder areas, coupled with a more tolerant GON att.itudeo Howeverg onl$:uj.•

250 FUIIRO returned from Cambodia to participate la the ceremany; mot 'tof.
the 3,700 Montagnards who' attended came from the -'.ontagnard Training Center
at ;eiku. The gmeat bulk • the FUMIO forcesp e•t•mated at up to 7,00O,
and FULRO leader Y Uham Enouq remained in ýambodia watchiug the GVN I,,
pqrfoiiiance in dealing with the irg-p-ase returnaes before maidug the 4

final decision in favor of the GVN. . .

(C) The ceremony marked a milestone in GVN-Montagnard relations.- .;
Unfortunately, however, US officials believed that the GVN had miassed an,,
excellent opportunity to improve its position further, The CG 11 C'MZ =n4
other top GVN officials gave the umitakable impression that they wer* ý,w
* more interested in celebrating their own accomplishments than in eatablish-
ing closer ties with the Montagnardse The prelzmInary conolusion by-
USG was that while thM FULRO-GVN agreement was still holding, much rema•ined
to be done before the bulk of FULRO could be expected to return to th. ,,,.
GVN fold. All elements were fully aware of the problem and would be '
working with II Corps, Montagnard and Refugee Commiseariats. and CHA to,!
insure that favorable opportunities to improve Vietnameae-Montagnard
relations were not losto.
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(C) Members of the US *ission Council Committee on Montagnard

affaies, accmparted by DSA I Corpo, met with 0G II Corps on 14
December to dis3uss the general question of FULRO, and what steps
might be ta*en in resettling and finding employment for FULRO who had
returned in Septeimber0  The docision to talk with CG II Corps was made
after repeated efforts with CNt over two months had failed to produce a
GON program fc:i.tlingwith returnees$ and because the Mission believed
that CG TI Corps exercised de f*to_ policy control over CMAo The dis-
cussion with CV II Corps was relaxed and friendly. Gen Vinh Loc gave
the impression of being receptive to several specific suggestions for
FUUOT employment imd resettlement, agreeing with the committee that
FUIRO was becoming more restive, although he did not think there Vas
.ny danger of any inmediate action such as revocation of the agreement
with GVN or a return to Cambodia by the first group. The Mission
ICwiotee did no•, point out that the almost complete lack of GVN follow-
through since the Pleiku ceremonies might be the cause of FULUG uneasi.'
ness, but did stress the necessity for making a successful effort with
returnees if the -1-maining FYLRO., inalu~iirw Y Bhomp were to be persuaded
to leave Cambodia despite Cambodian VC and ;robablygrenmh counter-
pressures0  CG II Corps seemed to accept this line,'-

(C) On 26 December CO6MUSACV gave further guidance to his c•manders
on the Hwtagnard problem. Repeating his 29 September guidazoe, COHUSMACV
idicat.ed that there had been several instances of US personuel accepting
communications from alleged FUIUO representatives. These oc~muni-cations
had been addressed to US Special Forces camp cozaanders and to COMUSNACV,
C(U(AGV stressed agai nthat US personnel were nbt to accept mesagess,
letters, or any fbrm of co•nmioations from 3XR 0 alleged PiIROD or
other 11ontagnard representatives unless specifically authorized by MACVo
When approached with such coamunioationsp US personnel would refuse to
accept. ýhe document(s), and would recomend that the representatives
deal 4,Lh the local GVN officials. COUSMtCV believed it was vital
that those US personnel MIsely to be approached by FIUIO or Hontagnard
representatives be made aware of US policy, and reminded that signfii•nt
events concerning GVNAMontagnard relations would4 be reported to MACV.A
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ANNEX C-THE SAIGON PORT

Introduction

(C) As 'the buildup of men and material increased during 1965,
the inadequate ports in RVN could not handle the increased military
cargo loadings and still keep up the civilian imports, both normal
commercial goods and those sponsored by the US Agency for International
Development (USAID). The result was congestion'of the ports, requiring
emergency procedures to keep vital cargo moving. Additional deep-
water ports were planned and developed during late 1965 in an effort
to relieve the pressure~on Saigon. The first of these to become opera-
tive was Cam Ranh Bay, but not-untilZep ember 1965 were there two deep-
draft berths fully operational there. eanwhile, the Port of Saigon
became a mor bottleneck-and a major headache to COMUSMACV and the
US Mission.

(S) Saigon/Cholon is located on the west bank of" the'Saigon

River 43 miles inland from the South China Sea. The combined population
of this metropolis is approximately two million, and it constitutes
the politicalj administrative, and economic capital of the RVN, The
port complex consists of deep-draft, lighterage, and shallow-draft
operations, and includes facilities located at Saigon, Nba Be, Buu Long,
Cogido, Tan IV Ha, Bien Trieu, Cau Binh Loi, Song Dong Nab, Thu Due,
and Vung Tau. Primary access to most of these facilities is via the
Saigon/Long Tao River. Although this river is completely navigable for
deep-draft vessels, the channels are restricted, narrow, winding, snd
poorly marked. The Viet Cong repeatedly have attempted to sink a ship
in a restricted portion of the channel in order to block the rivr-.
Although these efforts havenot been successful, the possibility exists,
and with it the possibility of complete stoppage of deep-draft shipping
into the Saigon amea. In addition to providing support for approximately
206,000 US and FW forces in the III and IV CTZ, the Saigon port complex
is the major port of entry into RVN for Military Assistance Program (MAP),
USAID, and commercial cargoes. The USAID class was further divided
between Central Purchasing Authority (CPA) and Commodities Import Program
(CIP) cargoes. The former are USAID-financed commodities consigned to the
GVN, while the latter are goods purchased with US funds and consigned to
civilian importers to increase the amount of purchasable commodities
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on the civilian market as a deterrent to inflation On I January 1966,9
Saigon port was handling 90 percent of all dep-draft shipping working
in RVN, including all commercial cargo enterdzg the country in deep-
draft shipping and there were 164,164 measurement tons of cargo backlog
in RVN ports or offshore waiting to move into the ports.

(C) The facilities at Saigon on 1 January consisted of ten deep-
draft alongside berths, seven large berths at buoys, four small berths
at buoys, two LST berths, three T-piers for coastal shipping, and six
to ten miles of canals to warehouses alongside (go-downs). Factors
contributing to slow discharge of cargo were insufficient deep-draft
pier berths., insufficient barges for discharge at buoys, lack of
sufficient open and covered storage, improper location and scarcity
of LST rampse obsolete lighters incapable of handling palletized
cargo, and no GVN military control of the txrt, The allocation of
facilities was three to four berths for military cargo -md three to
four for USA2D cargo, with the balance to commercial cargo. The
c-apability of the port was about 13.000 &hort ton=(S/T) per day.

(C) Plans for imProvejnt had been formulated and implemented
during 1965 to augment the Sigon port with one LST slip and a quay
wall with floating camels at the location known as the fiohmarket.
An additivnal cargo-handling complex., known a3 Neawort, would proidt
.seven lighterage bertha two LST slips with crane wharves, two LU/L1
ramps and. later, four deep-draft berths. Newport would be loced.A
one mile upstream from the city, of Saigon. There were adequate plianxs
for material 'improvement to the port complext,, but this was not to be
a sit-and-wait sa.uation that would cure itsoei when the hardware
became available.'

(C) Not all. of The problem ww die to the sitltio.M iii Ri.
There was a lack of coordination with the shipping agtecies in the
US, Ships were arriving 4th mixed-priority cargo, and wi'ro assied
both to the mtilitary end to A-ivllan ages. "-mny ti4m#s loV-P.iority
cargo had to be offloaded oxito already overerowded piers to get at high-
priority cargo, The reinlt was t1hat ahips would be held at anchorage,
fully loaded, for several days or in so.M cases veke6, as a floatilg
storage until tho cargoes could be offloadewd OoCaeioaally these
ships would find it necessary to leave RVN still loadedo sail to a com-
merocial port in S=AIA to replenish fwl, wntur aad provislone, then
return to RVN aAd fall in at the and •f tie Li.e again. All this 00st
money, since ' ahip under space/time chart.or waft coating the govern-
ment from $2500 t-' $5000 a day. The dazurrnge (waitiig cost) of ten
ships, each waiting ten dayz, would be a minimum of a quarter of a
million dollars.
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( (C) During 1965 plans were made for expamding the capabilities
of ports other than Saigon, and construction was undertaken as a
matter of priority, These ports are discussed in Chapter IV. The
specific ewe•ures taken in the Saigon port complex-and the continuing
problems--are discussed in this annex.

Saigon Port Operations in Early 1966

(u) Týe Saigon port, at the beginning of the year, was operated
by a civilian port director under the direction of the MAN Ministry of
Public Works. Many US agencies were already at work on the problem of
the port congestion. A special group of representatives from the Inter-
-ntional Longshoremengs Union (ILA) spent several weeks in Saigon
studying the problem. Their report was made to Defense and State
Departments; several articles in US papers in early January reported
conditions in Saigon. The head of the 11A was cautiou3sly optimistic:

We've been here since December 16. we've
worked every day, including Christmas, trying to
straighten this tfrag out. It's an old port.
They've been oiereting it lazy for a hundred

ears or 80 nowl. w•i- you try to change old
customs, yo•i know, you're not too entirely
welc o. But we're getting through to thez.3

Other press statements pointed up the increase in tonnage resulting
from the buildup in RVf. bie cmrrespondeat wrote on A January that
ships awre w-&ing- -'as long as 1t days to muload"; another repOrted
that- "100 or so transportsu loaded with cargovtrv waiting at anchor
to unload, with demurrage costs reaching $200,000 a day.

(C) X] response to a SECDEF query of 13 January, CONISMACGV
described the current port operations under the Ministry of Public
Works and predicted: "Signifiecnt operational improvements can be
achieved by establishaig a Saigmn port authority under the Minister of
Defense tand by having the Port Director report through this channel.'
A proposal for such & port authority was to be presented to GVN within
a week. %IWW was also advised that there was no 3hortage of long-
ohoremen, and that necessary equipment was on ,rdar.5

(C) Earlier in the month COXUSMACV had advised Director USAID
that the MAGV position. on US military operations of the Saigon port
remained unchanged: MACV should not operate the port of Saigon since
the primary workload was USAID (40 percent) and civil cargo (40 percent);
MACV would continue to requite additional berths in the coxnrcial port
for the foreseeable future, and wo-uld operate the Newport facility u&"
it was developed.
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(C) A logistics briefing of 1,- January put the backlog of cargo
awaiting discharge by military r-esources in RVN9 including all ships
in port or holding in RVN or other PFAOM ports, as 1ý working days,
or about 123,000 tons. Aside f-ovi the problems withIn the Saigon port,
the problem of clearing cargo from point of discharge to user was high-
lighted:

Within the past few months, the backlog of cargo
awaiting transshipment or retrograde movement, has
mounted steadily. This a:: uation is caused in part
by the lack of suffizient deep water ports and piers
which requires an inordinate amount of transshipment.
For example, cargo must be moved from Da Nang to Chu
Lai and Hue, from Cam Ranh to Qui Nhon and Phan ?.ang,
and from Saigon to all of the other ports. Further,
the situation has been aggra'4ated by a lack of LST's
and lighterage to meet ship discharge and intra-
coastal shippLngp we mean that cargo which is out-
loaded at-'one port in Vietnamý and discharged at
another Vietnam port. It is pertinent to note that
these two needs do not include the requirements for
movement of troops and equipment to support combat
operations. At preesen, planned tacticall require-
ments must be supported either by di ersion4 of LST's
in-country or by use of flqet LST s. "

(C) In February the picture improved somewhat due to improved
facilitiesp arrival of terminal service units, and single 'port loading
of ships, On 12 February the backlog had deretsed to Pive working
days, or about 55.,000 short tons, and on 22 February, 30 ships were in
the RVN area-20 wc-kings nine waiting in port, and one enrouteo The
military cargoes were movingo but the commercial cargoes w.-•re not,
mainly because of i.nefficienr. operating procedures, but also due in
part to the lack of facilities0  'OMUSMACV felt that "too many people
are involved on the US side with port operations. This situation has
come about because of the port bottleneck several months ago when
many people became excitedo"8

Milita ,.y and Commercial Operations Coordinated

In early April the Port situation was discussed by the US
Mission Council. USAID representatives recommended that the US take
over operation of the Saigon port0 No decision was made, but an
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adjustment in the allocation of warehouses and berthing spaces
between MACV and USAID was directed by the Ambassador. COMSMACV
discussed the problem:

Prior to the Mission Coumcil Meeting I had a
session with 4• ACJ nd C9ý, 4th Trans Com47 on the
port situation and, following an analysis of the
situation, decidea to offer one pier to AID for
civilian use with the understanding that they would
do what they could to improve the efficiency of
their port operation and to try to relieve con-
gestion on the docks by diverting building materials,
reinforcing iron, lumber and cement to barges and
thence up the river to Thu Duc Island. Subsequently
at the Mission Council Meeting this proposal was made
by me and enthusiastically accepted by [Director
USAIb7 and other members of the Council. This item
came up on the agenda and AID brought in a couple of
people to make a briefing which was going to suggest
that we make a number ox piers available to them,
but I told the Ambassador that we could save time
by my making a proposition. This thereby gave me
the initiative and we had the position of our offer-
ing something rather than 'my having to respond to
implied criticism which I suspect might have been
the case. My view towerd USAID and a nuwber of
other agencies of the Mission'was we would do all
possible to look at things objectively and in the
Mission's intere-it and to cooperate with all
parties. I had concluded in my own mind that we
can get along with one less pier and, since the
civ..lian economy needed it, I made the proposal
which I hope w,.ll be helpful but at the same time
not unduly restrict thl flow of supplies required
to support our effort. o

(C) By the end of April the working arrangement provided that US
peroonnel would clear incoming shipmants from the port area to separate
customs yards some distance from the port. Commercial importers would
claim their shipments there promptly, or else, if pickup was delayed too
long, the GVN could sell the goods at auction. Thi was a positive
approach to one of the greatest problems in the commercial port, that of
moving the cargo off the piers and barges after it was offloaded from
the ships. The importers were reluctant to pick up the cargo. af this
would require payment of customs duties, and tie up their funds.' 0
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(U) A memorandum of understanding between USAID and MACV on a
reallocation of Saigon Port c-ssets was si~Cd on 26 April. MACV
released one berth and several hardstand areas to commercial use.
USAID agreed to improve the efficiency of the commercial port by insur-
iig 24-hour operations, expediting the clearance of commercial cargo,
assuring that bulk goods were discharged directly to barges or to a
holding area outside the port proper, and encouraging the GVN to stream-
line customs laws and impjt practices to assist importers to clear
cargo in a timely manner.

(S) In a telegram of 30 April to the US Mission, SECSTATE agreed
that it was difficult to deal with the supply side of the inflation
ecuation by stepping up imports, unless the goods could be moved
through the Saigon port,*

Believe conclusion inescapable that bottleneck
in flow of commercial cargoes through Saigon port is
not likely to be cleared fast enough with present
measures. As I see it, key problem is management of
'Saigon port, from ship call up through xmloading,
port warehousing, customs cleerance and removal of
goods from the port area with a degree of efficiency
unknown in Vietnam.

He proposed three alternative solutions:. 1) an ILA proposal to estab-
lish an association of stevedoring companies and an associated long-
shoremen hiring hall, tied closely with an e:panded staff at the Saigon
port director's office, with US advisors and supported by a1 needed
equipment, including trucks and military unloading help if required;
2) the GVN be asked to declare the port a military zone, and to draft
all stevedores and work crews into a 1Special Port Battalicnp" with
USAtD and ACV advisors, 3) the whole port area be taken over and
operated by the US, primarily using MACV transportation battalion
resources. The Mission was requtsted to comment on these alternatives.12

(S) Or, 4 May JCS advised CINCPAC that the White House vas
generating an across-the-board action program to cope with the rising
inflation in RVN, including unilateral US actions of loading RVN with
goods when the overall Saigor port congestion problem areas were
alleviated. Specific suggezsed measures were a speed-up of Newport.
construction by assignn3nt of "Super Priority," and use of military
transport for iniand movement of essential civilian cargo. As a long
term program, the White House suggssted establishing a joint shipping
and priority t•ystem to forecast future USAID shipmuents integrating them
into t',e military shipping and movement control organization, and finally
h% _rZg COMUS•ACV take over the Saigon port. Comments were solicited,
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*including any othor reconmndations as to ways of co-mbating inflation'
with lWss military impact,4 GINCPAVC re~lisd that wivery eWort would
be made to assist in moving AID cargo through RVN ports4, and. t~hat
Newport already had the highest consruction. priority. He pointed
outtthe shortage of military airlift for inter~nal distribution of
civilian cargo. He alzo noted that a study-wras underway to determine
the feasibility of developing Vung Tau as a major port. for TJSAID and
minlitary supplies, and recommended that USAfl) plan the l~oading of
somib deep-draft shipping for discharge at anchor at Vung Tau directly
into intra-coastal shipping. CINCPAC concurred in establishing a.
J.oint shipping and priority system. 13

(3) 00MUSMACV, commented to CINOFAC on 1 2 May in great 4.ata~il
on the White House proposals. He confirmed, that' NeTort co:Wtruction
enjoyed the highes`,t prior.ities and estimeved c-ompletion of the first

*barge landings on 31 July; this, with the hadstand. of' 90.000 aq feet
open storage to be completed 30 $eptvembeir, and complation of the
Fishmarket Quay Nc. I on 30Q Octobar., would ease the pressure on the
Saigon port about December 1966. After describing the paucity of
military trucks,, he concluded: "We cannot at this time suppo.rt USAID
with military trucks. To do so would affect adversely tacti~cal and
logisticall support missions in support of overall military oparations."
In regard to military operation of the port,, COXUSMACV reviewed previous
actions, inca.udi4Z GIN r~jection of proposals for a National Fort
Authority. Control of the port by the Xinister of Riational Economyr
and Finance) and the absence of 24-hour port operation., were prime

* ~cont~ributors to the 'congesticn. The ?JSAID agi'eement to improve
port operations, which had become effective I May., had achieve i little
progressý. The proposed Vung Tau expansion would assist the ainiU.tary'
but would contribut.o little t;o USAID because of a lack of contr-actual
operating 3ervices outsi-do of Saigon. Hilitary operation of the Saigon
port was considered'impraotical because of the lack of legal control of
port assets., commodities,, and customs. The political factors which had
led to GVN nojn-accept~ance of an earlier propoaal for a port authority
under the JGS still existed. The mochanics of handling cargo from
hook to consignee wgould be terribly complicated and could result in
adverse political effect ' and possible accusations of favoritism..
There was nio legal boasis fo.r control of civilian consignees., or of the
banks which in many cases held bills of lad~ig as loan security., to
force prompt eargo pick-tip or acceptance if it wiere delivered, Military
capabilities were insuffi~cient to'divart 50 percent to commercial
operations without curtailing logistics for- US and AIRVN operations and
military construction. The diversion of military truck capability to
handle one half of bhu USAID cargo bndling deflucit (3,000 S/T daily)
would result ir a 55 percent reduction in reaupply of combat units.
Uinder this reduced rate., comibat ope~rations wovld necessarily shift from
offensive to defensive at a time when the succes,% of the overall US 1program was dependent upon a post~ure of sustained offensive action,1
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(S) COWSMANV summed up the entire problem as it affected the
many facets of MACV operations:

•the port situation7 seems to be progress-
ing except in the Saigon area where there is an almost
desperate need for barge docks along the Saigon river
where cargo can be unloaded and bypass the congested
docks in the city, Later in the week I discussed
construction priorities with the component commanders
end fACV Director of Construction7, and again empha-
sized the high priority for the new port project and
the preparation of barge docks. This is a serious
matter and has overriding considerations to include
construction essential to move troops and installations
out of the Saigon area. Our construction capability
is now extended to the utmost and priorities must be
assessed almost monthly to insure that we place this
construction capability whore it can best serve our
overall effort. The problem is a complex one. We

Snow 
have many troops in-country that require logistical

support for combat opera ions and their oun admini-
stration. The presence of troops in Saigon has
served to bring about inflation that has raised the
cost of living and tbereb5 created a political prob-
lem. Also the impact of American dollars in the city
has tended to reshape the sccial structure, a matter
re'sented in many quarters, since those peop.le catering
to soldiers such as night club operators and bar girls
are bonefiting moot from the additional money in circu-
lation, Ysanwhile for the first time it is possible
to mdve troops and installations out of Saigon as
security-will now peimit such movement since more
American combat troops are available. However, the
pace of this effort is limited by the shortage of the
construction capability which has to be spread to
literally thousands of projects. The port project ls
the most important because this is the bottleneck of
the buildup of American supplies and the introduction
of dommercial imports which are essential to absorb
the additional piasters that are surplus on the economy.
So, this whole complex goes more or less in a circle
which dictates that al1 factors have to be b anced
with certain giv-e and take in many quarters.6
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(3) The Deputy Ambassador, with CO1USMACV concurrence, advised
SECSTATE on 16 May that in consonance with the CCIUSMACV evaluation,
the military could not takeover port operations unless additional
personnel were provided, which would take four to six months, and
by that time the civilian cargo problem would probably be well on the
to solution through increased facilities. In addition to the operational
problems, it 1 was considered politically unwise if not impossible to
have the US military operate the civilian port. The solution to Saigon
port congestion was seen as, first, to turn" back berths, storage areas,
and warehouses in the traditional civilian port as rapidly as possible,
and, secondly but of equal importance, to continue pressure on the
GVN to makj its operations more efficient. In regard to the latter
the Deputy Ambassador noted:

My eight monthsQ stay in Vietnam and two
recent experiences with CIP where we forced the
Office of Small Business procedures on the .GVN
and the Air Vietnam airplanes incident has
convinced me that if we judiciously bare our
teeth, the GVN will cease it reticence and be
responsive to our recommendations.

(S-NF) Although he agreed with the US Mission that the military
should not take over the port, CINCPAC directed COMUSMACV to prepare
and submit a contingency plan for taking over the responsibility for
all Saigon port activities including those related to commercial 1 7
imports; all work on the plan was to be limited to US personnel.

Contingency Planning for .Mlitary Operations

(S) In forwarding the contingency plans for military operation of
the Saigon port, COMUSMACV advised that military assets on hand and due
in were for programmed military tonnages only, and that diversion of
these assets to clear USAID/CPA cargo as first priority would reduce
cargo clearance by one half, and eliminate highway transport support
to tactical and logistics operations of combat units. With the receipt
of the required assets described in the plan, military clearance of
USAID/CPA and commercial cargo could be accomplished without degradation
of military cargo clearance. As a. point of departure for t~he dete rmina-
tion of the assets required for the assumption of military control and
operation of the Saigon port complex, the plan assumed a basic require-
ment tc discharge, and clear to first destination, all USAID/CPA cargo
which was for support of the counterinsurgency program. This represented
about 42 percent of the total forecast. Of the total volume of civilian
and counterinsurgency imports, somewhat less than half were discharged
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over the fixed facilities of the commercial port. Since this was the '

area most responsive to improved management procedures, emphasis would
be placed on routing high-priority civilian goods thrrugh the main
port. It was deemed essential that the GVN enact and enforce legislation
to oblige importers to remove their cargo from the port in an expeditious
manner, under penalty of loss of import licenses or seizure of goods.
The assumption by the military of the responsibility for distributing
commercial imports, as opposed to USAID/CPA imports, wes not recommended;
this would involve moving about 58 percent of the total of all .mmer-
cial cargo to an estimated 2,000 or more importers in the Saigon area.
USAID/CPA cargo, consigned to the various governent ministries and
other agencies for use in the counterinsurgency program, could be dis-
tributed to first destination storage facilities in the Saigon area
coutside of the port area. A large portion of non-military idports was
discharged into barges from vessels at buoy berths, and then delivered
to various locations along the canals for ultimate discharge. This
was the area which was the least amenable to military control and
numagement because of the large numbers of lighters involved and the
ntmerous landing sites. However, some degree of military control would
be established over this traffic, since it was most susceptible to entry
into the black market, required large numbers of lighters, drew down
on the labor1 rrket, and required numerous trucks for movement to-
detination.

(S) The unskilled labor supply in the Saigon area was considered
adequate to support present and planned levels of operation. &isting
stevedore contractors would have to be expanded to support the increased
tempo of operations envisaged if the port were placed under military
dontrol. Whether local commercial importers or GVN agencies wt-uld be
willing to bear the costs of round-the-clock operations *could rot be

-determined at that time, but USAID would have to bear the increased
costs of continuous operations for the discharge of USAID/OPA cargo.
Equipment assets, both military and civilian, were inadequate to handle
existing tonnages. Additional equipment, trucks, materials haidlJig
equipment, and lighters would have to be procured from either CONUS
or Free World sources, or existing commercial contracts expanded,
in order to discnarge and clear projected monthly tonnage requirements
for USAID/CPA cargo, Lead time would vary from four to six months
between contract initiation to availability in Saigon but exceptional
authority would be requested when opportunities arose to shorten lead
times.. The majority of une increased military personnel supervisors
required for the assumption of military control were available from
within MACV resources, USAID management personnel were extremely 19
limited in number and could not be expected to fill the shortfall.
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(s) The plan was based on several broad assumptions. All USAIDand civilian GWM Port Authority-owned and leased equipment, real estate,

associated facilities, and contracts for equipment, services, and opera-
tions would revert to military control. Civilian Port Authority personnel
would continue to perform under military guidance, and stevedores, ware-
housemen) cargo checkers., laborers,, and supervisors would work under
military direction. To the e"tent available, additional barges, tugs,
trucks, and port handling equipment would be rented or leased to the
military or military contractors. GVN would enact the laws and decrees
necessary to establish and maintain all port operations facilities and
assets uider military control. Real estate would be made available for
a USAID/CPA intransit storage area to be located some distance away from
the port, with USAID continuing its port funding program and paying
all costs generated by its cargo, while GVN would fund for port costs
in excess of port revenuis. ARVN truck capability would be available
for port clearance. The concept of operations was that upon execution
of an interdepartmental 6greement• the US military would assume responsi-
bility for discharge and clearance to first destination of USAID/CPA
cargo. Upon execution of an appropriate diplomatic agreement between
the US and the GVN, the US mllitary would accept the responsibility

* of acting as the agent of the GVN for the discharge of all commercial
imports. Agreement by the US to accept this responsibility would be
contingent upon GVN acceptance of the reeponsibility to clear this cargo
from the port. The agreement should prc -'de for the e stablishment of
.a Saigon Port Aathority under the direct:.jn of a RVNAF general officer.,
The Director Saigon Port Authority would exercise supervision over,
and establish policy guidance for, those mattere relating to the manage-
ment of the Saigon Port., The present USA'port organization would assume
responsibility fot 9ort operations, to include control and allocation
of all port facilities, equi~ ent, labor, harborcraft, and all otherI - assigned assets. The USA Terminal Command was tobe granted the neceswary
authority by the Saigon Port Authority to enforce compliance with estab-
lished port rules and regulations by all users of the port. Military
and commercial operations would be separate activities coordinatec,
controlled and supervised by the US TermLnal Commander under the policy
guidance of the Director Saigon Port Authority. Finally, the plan
recommended that negotiations be initiated to permit the US military to
assume responsibility for USAID/CPA cargo and the operation of the Saigon
port complex in accordance with this plan; that the high construction
priority currently assigned to the Saigon Port complex be maintained;
and that the authority and funds t o obtain the additional assets r~ufred
for military operation of the port be finished on an urgant basis.

(TS) At the end of Pay COMUSMACV analyzed what appeared to be an
impencang MACV mission:
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It appears quite clear that MACV is going to . 2
have to take over the AID and commercial port opera-
tions if this bottleneck is to be broken. I agreed
to do this if acceptable to the Vietnamese govern-
ment and if we could serve as their agent to unload
the ships and deliver the goods to a designated spot
where we will turn over control to the GVN or AD
acting as agent for GVNo From there they could de-
liver the goods to the importers or auction them off
if they were not picked up. I am now asking CG Ist Log
Comd to work up a detailed plan which we can study
to determine the cost and implications involved -f
these additional responsibilities are placed upon
us. Fortunately several weeks ago I saw the "hand-
writing" on the wall on this, and USARV was directed
to prepaj a plan on the assumption we would be given
the Job.

(S) The head of the ILA revisited RVN in early June and discussed
the port situation with the GVN Riniszer nf Economy; some agreement was
reached to expedite identifying of delinquent cargoes so tbht the GVN
could then move them out of the port. However, no actioh was fort4v-
coming immediately.22.

(S) Director USAID commented on the RACV plan on 10 June, calling
it a "sound and useful step forward. in resolution of the port problem."
However, he believed ýhe plan did not go far enough, and proposed that.
COMUSMACV supervise intransit warehouses and assums responsibility for
moving goods from the port area to holding areas and warehouses out-
side of the port area, with USAID to supervise the management of goods
in customs warbhouses and holding areas outside of the port area, in-
cluding se 3ing that goods unclaimed aft.er a reasonable period were
auctioned off. Further, U3AID tuggest.ed forming a US civilian company
to asswige charge oi port operations when the military moved to Newport.
CCMMSNACV agreed to this plan, contingent on receipt of sufficient men

*m• and material. The first and moat difficult step, COMUJSAGV thought,
would oe obtaining the authority from GVN to operate the Saigon port,
and, extending con=rol into warehousing, trucking mnd auctioning.

I had a long discussion with /Zirector USAID7/
* on how the efficiency of the Saigon port might be

improved. I worked with him on a cable to be dis-
patched by the Ambassador which provides for MACV
taking over the port and delivering civilian im-
ports to a first distribution point away from the
port area if required wfhere custody would be as-
sumed by either GVN or USAID. After lengthy
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detailed study of the matter, I am convinced that
we can handle this matter if an arrangement can
be made with the GVN until Newport can be developed
and we can vacate the Saigon port making it avail-
able for the exclusive use of civilian traffic.
During the interim period I would hope that AID
could org.4ze t o take over the port managemeat
from us.4.

1MACV Takes Over USAID/CPA Cargo

(S) A joint STATE/DEFENSE/AID message of 13 June desired that an
interdepartmental agreement be drawn to be effective I July for the US
military to assume responsibility for the discharge and clearance to
first destination, outside the port area, of all USAID/CPA cargo. AID
and DOD would develop a plan to control the flow of USAID/CPA cargoes to
Saigon. Contingent on the completion of the necesuary agreements between
the US and GVN, COMUSMACV would assume responsibility for acting as an
agent of the GVN for the discharge of all commercial imports, including
CIP material. The agreement would provide for the establishment of a
Saigon Fort Authority under the direction of a RVNAF general officer.
COKUSKACV and USAID were asked to propose how and what to negotiate
with the GVN. 2

(S) COMU3lgACV determined his requirements in two increments:
Phase I, MACV assumption of USAID/CPA cargo responsiLiLity only; and
Phase II, MACV assumption of responsibility for operation of the entire
port. Phase I would require 560 additional military personnel and
275 local-hire civilians. Additional forklifts, tugs, and barges
(contracted), together with the civilians' wages, totaled $18,379,770

oper year after deduction of $3,8519000 for current USAID/CPA tug and
barge contractso Upon receipt of the detailed MACV plan SECDEF and
3ECSTATE authorized 00MUSMACV to assume responsibility for USAkD/CPA
cargo on 1 July, as proposed, and advised that the personnel required
would be provide? as soon as possible; meanwhile the maimum number
of slots would Lj filled from personnel in-country. CO•USMCV was
authorized to incur costs as necessary with funding arrangements to
be concluded Mn Washington. SECSTATE requested the Saigon Embassy to
assist CCMUSMACV in the negotiations required to implement Phase 1- 25
JCS and CINCPAC paralleled these authorizations in military channels.

(S) The economic and political scene was less clear-cut. At

that timo important negotiations between USAID and the Ministry of
Economics on the subject of 1967 AID/CIP funds were in progress.
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It was felt in Washington f.hat to attempt negotiations of the
Phase II actions would cause delay of the AID/CIP decisions, which
had to be completed prior to 28 June to meet a congressional dead-
line. However, the Ambassador was given full authority to decide
how and when negotiations would take place. At a social function,
Premier Ky had mentioned AL Port problem to COMUSMACV and had
alluded to the acceptability of MACV operation of the port. The
Ambassador was eager to implement the plan and made preliminary
contact with the Premier on 23 June. Indications were that the
GVN wovId permit the US military to assume responsibility for the
discharge and clearance of U5AID/CPA cargo; the question of USAID/
CIP cargo was undetermined.b

(S) On 2? June COMI.MIOCV and the Ambassador called on the Premier
and obtained his agreement to US military operation of the Saigon port,
details to be worked out with the Port Director-designate and the
Commissioner for Finance. On 1 July a meeting with the latter cleared
the major obstacle for assumpticm of the port operations. The plan was
to handle USAID/CPA cargo in the same manner as military cargo, with
delivery to GVN Ministerial depots or to USAID/CPA off-port holding areas.
The draft agreezent was presente to the Minister • Economy and Finance
on4 July and signed that date.'t

(s) The mechanics of the operation were being developed con-
currently with COMUSMACV and the port director:

(8 July 1966) 1 talked to Zhe port direotP and
his Deputy ; about the Saigon port operation and came
to a meetin, of minds with him on the arrangements.
After pi.nning the two of them down and admitting to
understanding fully our proposal tiat the US Army
Terminal Command would operate the port as an agent
of the GVN, their concern w,.s to develop an operation
that would be acceptable to the political sensitivities
of the Vietnemase and make it appear that the Vist.-'
namese were doing the job. I therefore called

1 st LoA7 and gave him further guidance to work
up an arrangement which would set up a comoined facade
at appropriate echelons. I told ffhe port directox7
that we thought they should have appropriate r'epresen-
tation and liai.son at the various operating levels
to enable them to gain some on-the-job training and
experience. He agreed that the arrangements,,goco.ld be
worked out to meet both of our requiremsnts.•

tC) The GVN order appointing the Director General of P-ats was
published 8 July, although the decree establishing the port authority
had not been promulgated. On 5 July the 4th USA Trans Comd (Terminal),
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which had responslb-i.ty for port operations under the I et Log Cored,
had begun handling USAID/CPA cargo. Phase II talks were being held.
By 11 July, the port director had moved into the port offices and was
beginning to take charge, and USAID/CPA cargo was moving without
.backlog. The commercial port had benefited from the military handling
of USAID2/CPA cargo by the mijtary, fresing manpower sid equipment
for use on corzarcial cargo.

"The Commercial Cargo Problem

(C) Since commercial cargo was not being cleared from the port
by the impnorters, the commercial port was in danger of being jammed
with goods and, until some was cleared) cargo could not be unloaded
from the ships; there just was no place to put it. The GVN had been
urged to force importers to clear the cargo or face confiscation of,
the cargo and its disposal at auction. Unless the cargo was cleared,
all efforzs to increase part capacity would be to no avail. A GVN
decree requiring removal of imports within 30 days of receipt had been
promulgated 28 July, to become effective 28 August, but if it were not
enforced it would be of no use. Washington concern over the increasing
commercial cargo backlog was expressed by SECSTATE in late July. The
non-military economic effort to combat inflation was based on flooding
the RVN market with commodities and soak up the inflated piaster-levels
generated by the buildup af US Forces. If the port of Saigon could not
move the goods into the Vietnamese market, there was no hope for the
plans. The GVN had bean urged to reduce -Jhe allowable time goods could
be held in ustoms frdm 30 to ten days, The decree, when published,
stated that importers were 2aouraa (emphasis supplied) to removv
goods within ten days. CMJSMACV replied to SECSTATE by noting that
the mlitary rlan had been in effect only 30 days, the Port Director was
"taktng a poswtive and realistic approach" and had agreed to concentrate
his efforts on the commercial sector, and COMUSMACV did not recocmend
any further intrusion into the activities of tho commercial port.
A]Lthough both military and commercial cargoes would increase during the
following zonths, COGMSAV planned to vacate the Saigon co~nercial
port facilities when adequate facilities were available at Newport. To
accomplish this, additional funding of the Newport project would be
required. USAID was giving strong attention to the potential problem
of distribution of CPA goods beyond first-destination so that first-
destinatio5 arehouses would not fi.1 up aWd force a backlog of cargo
on barges.
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(8) A complete Newport project had been estimated to cost
approximately $60.4 million; with two very desirable add-ons (rail
and highway clover-leaf), it totaled $64.4 million. However, the
current funding level of $27.604 million dictated elimination of
warehouses, transit storage, administrative facilities, and cold
storage, and adoption of a reduced wharf design. An increase in
funding of approximately $20 million would permit construction of
solid wharves in lieu if sixty-foot quays, construction of limited
storage and transit facilities, and provision of electric power
for around-the-clock operations. These improvements would contribute
to further reduction of the deficit in discharge capability and,
perhaps most important, would expedite the move of the military
out of the commercial port. Since the requirement at Newport had
been made more critical as a result of military assumption of
responsibility for CPA cargo, which represented approximately
50 pervent of discharge at Newport, it was suggested that the $20 million
needed be supplied by USAID. USAID Saigon did not concur with the
use of their funds, but applauded the concept.. CINCPAC favorably
endorsed the COaWUSACV request for funds to the JCS and said they
should be provided at the "earliest practicable datae.. 3 1

(S) A very close association had grown up between the 4th
Trans Comi and the GVN Port authorities. As the US advisors and
GVN Port personnel worked out bottlenecks, it became mre and more
evident that something had to be done to clear commercial cargo
from the port. Although the Ministry of Econozy and Finance hAd
been given a tour of the port by the Deputy •Abassador, and .had
seen the goods jamming the port, he still insisted that the
congestion was due to mismanagemant by ýie Port authority, not
the failure of importers to clear goods.

s-aff (S) On 3 October CO.USM.ACV called a moeting with the cogazant

staff sectiops and representiatives of USAID to discuss the port
situation. All agreed to a CORUSMACV suggestion to try to persuade
the GVN to have ARVIU pick up the commercial cargo that had been in
uarehottes over 30 days and move it to AVN warehouses, for later
d-,isposal as desired by the GVN. A talking paper for the Ambassador
was prepared for presenting this plan to Premier Ky. oewever, on
5 October, before the paper was available to the Ambassador, the
"Premier asked Ck4UW4ACV to call on him and, among other things2,
mentioned the Saigon port. COMUSKACV recommended the plan agreed
to at the previous staff conference. The premier indicated approval
"of the idea and agrgsd that ho would bo inclined to turn the goods
over to the troops.
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(U) On 22 October the construction of Phase I of Newport was
completed and the facilities turned over to the 4th Trans Comd.
Although this made more facilities available for military cargo,
the addition of the USAID/CPA and seven CIP commodities to the
military workload prec tded turning back areas in thb •uxwmrcial port
to civilian operation.

(S) As the increased CIP program started more and more civilian
cargoes toward Saig.on, thc backlog of ships waiting to unload built
up. Increasing concern in Washington was expressed in a series of
messages from JCS, SSECDE1 and the White House, all deploring the
situation and repeatedly suggesting that COMUSMACV take over complete
operati.ýr of the Saigon Port. To these suggestions COkiUSMACV, with
M1i-tŽn concurrence, maintained the position that the Saigon
commercial port bottleneck was primarily due to the importers' refusal

2 • to move goods out of the port and the GV1 refusal to recognize this
and force compliance with existing laws. The GVN had been approached
at all levels. When the Minister of Economy and Finance visited
Washington in early October he was strongly urged by SECDEF, SECSTATE,
and the President to enforce the decrees and move the cargo. The
Ambassador and COMISMCV repeatedly urged the Premier to take the
necessary action, 'as did SECDEF during his October visit to RM.
In early November the Premier told CCIUSYIACV that he would put out

the appropriate decree and "solve" the port situation. On 10 November
COIStACV accompanied *he Premier on a tour of the port, during which
a briefing by the Port Director again pin-pointed the necessity for a
firm stand on the icaporters. In the discussion following the briefing
the Premier seemed sincere in his desire to ol.en up and modernize
the port, and clean up the corruption which he felt was prevalent
thruughout the port operation. It was apparent that the Premier
did not have full confidence in the incumbent Port Director and would
not, therefore, give him the authority and backing required. On 2
Novmber the Premier had stated that he would give the Port Director
60 days to clear up the port mess; if he succeeded he would get another
star, if not he would be fired. (The Port Director was replaced on
16 January 1967.435

Advisory Efforts in the Commercial Port

(U) US advisore were on the scene and some progress was being

made in organizing and streamlining the Saigon port. The first eleament
mcS the 125th Trans Terminal Cord had arrived on 4 September and
immediately had begun to work with the Port Director. The 125th was an
advisory unit tasked "to assist and support the Director General of
Ports Vietnam in all aspects of his mission with the primary objective
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of improving the management and operation of the Saigon port."
Using the study produced by the Saigon Port Study Group, published 2
4ugust, as a kick-off point, the 125th tackled the port problem in
depth. Their range of interest went from classroom and on-the-job
training for stevedores to sanitation and preventive medicine,
including a civilian mess facility, employment policies and wages,
cargo accountin,•, 1;ublic works projects, and cargo handling planning;
it would be a long, involved process, but dividends were there to be
accrued. The xask was broken down into two phases: Phase I was to
develop an efficient terminal operation, while Phase II would be
devoted to developing an efficient Port Authority, including projects
to achieve economic analysis, financial management, operational. and
engineering glanning, administration, executive training and promotional
activities.3

I(U) The advisory eff.xts of the 125th Terminal Cord had begun to
show results by December. Cargo accounting procedvres and a barge
locator section made it possible to identify and locate cargo irithiL,
tie port. Physical improvements in the form of a successful clean-up
carnoaign (250 truckloads of trash), the construction of ras.sing and
sanitary facilities for the dock workers, and medial facilities
improved the stevedores' performance. Physical security and traffic
control were itproved. A sound comptroller section had been forMed
and a 1ý,67 budget produced. The most significant effort was initiation
of cargo plazning, whereby ships' agents provided cargo stowage plans
to t1he stevedorei ccmpanies prior to the ships' arrivals. The stevedore
company f.h.in p-.t.*at,.J -.n unic.ldhtg nlon Lo tne , ','t Diz-ccttr for approval
oofore tl~e &., ý.,s c , b,', or ,:i,,c1 ".i:,, By t ,•n, of 'Jce .ber
ýl a n ls tvl o .' i loo L n' , s• a b a i t L 'A •I o :i."'0 1 . • : k ,- ,". r, o "' a -i.; ' : r i v a l , t i mu s

fne Llecember Fort Crisis

(S) In spite of the improved cargo-handling procedures, it
became evident at the bedinning of December that, despite tile Pr-emier's
earlier staeemnt thhat the decree of 28 July directing confiýcation of
cargo after 30 days would be enforced, there would be in fact no
confiscation. • In conjunction with the US Mission, C. M1SMACV worked out
a course of action. The Ambassador would present tho Premier with a
list of goods which had been in the port well ovor 30 days, and remaid
the Premier of his previous statement about enforcbig "Lhe decree. The
Amoazsador would also indicate that the US intended to ask the GVN to
deny further import liceiaos to importers whose goods remain in the
port more tPmn 30 days, a nce the pur.tse oZ the URAID/CIk imrortu was
to provide gzcds for ths FIVN market; iliort&rs who did not rmove their
goods did not deserve fu-ther imports financed by the US. The worst
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offenders would be blacklisted by letter from the Minister of Commerce
for a set period of time. The Premier would be asked to approve these
steps. SECSTATE approved and requested the Mission to inform the
Premier that Washington had proposed a two-month moratorium on USAID/
CIP cargo shipments to Vietnam. This step was drastic, he admitted,
but why ship goods that could not be moved through the port?3 8

(S) On 2 December SECDFF requested that COMUSMACV prepare a
contingency plan for US take-over of the operation of the Saigon port.
On 13 December a joint White House/State/AID/Defense message advised
that Washington plans were for COMUSMACV to take over complete operation
of the Saigorn port by I February 1967, if feasible, and in. any case
not later than I March. Lf thie GVN failed to deaonstrate dramatic
iMpvovemwnt in the commarcial port sit"atlion witihin a few daye, the
Ambassador was I0o propose to Premier Ky that CO.iUSMACIT take over
complete operation of the port, including disposition of goods left
beyond presc: ibed time !Amits and black-.isting of violating importers.
He was to explain that with the port in its present condition, US
agencies concerned could not support GVNI, US, and other forces, could
not import enough goods to check inflation, and could not justify the
"appalling" situation to members of Congresa who were seeing it with
their own eyes. CINCAC requested WKUSMACV to coemmnt on the additional
personnel and equipment. which would be required, and to adviso what
impact the take-over would have on military operation,4 if persounel
ceilings were mjaitained at presently programmad leveleX

-C(S) The contingency plan prepared by the h Trans Comd end for-
warded by COMISIACV was based on tLe same aeseumptions as the one
prepared in May. The concept of operations was that to insure an
adequate flow of all cargo (US.41lr/CIP and ccxmrrcia).) through the
3A-,iJon coixnarcial port, the followni major responsibilities would be

assumed by the US militaryt pLanning the discharge of 'all cargo;
establishing berthing priorities; supervising emd controlling discharge
operations and terminal handling; perform~ng port clearance; establishing
and operating bonded intransit facilities outside the immediate port
area; notifying importers of cargo availability for release from the
intransit facility; disposing cf goods left beyond the prescribed time
limit; dooumsn ing and &zcounting for all cargo handled; and.operation
of the com.•rciea port under a revolving fund concept. To accomplish
this, a firm governmont-to-government agreemnt would have to be

-* executed which would give the US military sufficient authority to deal
with government agencies and veadel operators or their agenta; to
insure rapid flow of goods and to prevent interference with tue MOve-
ment of cago Into the economy of RVN by such agencies as ý8stoms,
"Ha"-rbor Police, National Police, or co mrcial enterprises.
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•....~i... r concurrently forwarded an evaluation of the
impact of this plan. Additional troop units and additional troops
required for tne accomplishment of the plan were not available in-
country, nor were they approved in SECDEF Programs. Any action to
draw thiese troop, requirements from current assets would have
significant adverse irrpact on current military port and other
related operations in RVN. Should this plan be approved by SECDEF,
MACV would be required to submit organizations and units as new
force requirements. A vehicular capability to move 63,350 S/T of
ccxrgo pir month ultimately would be required, which would reduce
railitary co..n.bat support capability by an equivalent amount unless

C%,: %.y could be provided contractually. Government-to-
--......- :.r.,ents were considered essential so that appropriate

.• ...... d ' G7T to promote expeditious port clearance

i. . 1, 1 - .s of confidence by the populace
,6 a.............4 &,pjared to be a by-product of any US military

ta>:-ov•. oi the civil sector of Saigon port. Implementation of
the plan, sLez;-by-step to its final phase, would probably make the
7ort of 3ai.-ol fluid, but would not necessarily solve the problem of
;t..t :.L. ••..s into the hands of the consumer; it would simply
trwa.13zr Line °.oLit of congestion from the port to warehouses outside
the port. Implementation of this plan would be counter to US revolu-
t4.on.xýry eveloTnz1nt and nation building programs, in that it would
j).At , b .•ra.e GVN to assume the operation of Saigon Port in the
future. Kilitary take-over of this vital civilian function could
lead to the US being branded as dolonialist instead of a nation

d w,. ~yjrdingly, COMUSMACV recommended against the implementatioh

.) ,'uring tzais critical period, labor disputes arose involving
v i.ati0oon tort. A strike threatened in late November over wages, but

did not materialize when satisfactory negotiations were conducted.
However, the unions had demanded that stevedores who had been laid off
because of the military operation of Newport be rehired for two weeks
in accordance /ith MVN labor laws. A communique was issued on 7
Deceirer stating that the workers had been rehired, but establishing
Newport as a military activity. On 20 Docember the unions again met
with GVN and US officials about work at Newport. The Dock Workers
Union said they would not honor "he decisions made previously and stated;
-n the communique, as they had not been consulted. After US authorities
remained firm in terminating the Newport contract, as long planned. on

j....cember, the Secretary General of the Saigon Workers Union (CVT)
zade the parting remark that he could no longer "guarantee the peace
of the dock workers."1'

(C) The Vietnamese dock workers' last shift at Newport ended
at 1730 hours on 22 December. During the day a group of 40 to 60
dock workers lingered in the Newport area, but there were no
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C-
disturban., It was rumored that a sitdown strike would be held and
that a march on Newport would be organized. The next day a group of
workers, varying in number from 40 to 300, milled around outside the
fence at Newport and a few signs were hung on the fence, but work
continued undisturbed at Newport as well as in the Saigon port. On
24 Dectber the signs came down and the demonstrators dwindled to 30

(C) A meeting with unions, stevedore companies, GON labor Ministry,
US military, and Mission representatives on 23 December tried to clear
the air. The Dock Workers Union objected to loss of jobs at Newport;
fearing that US military personnel, without any Vietnamese assistance,
would handle more and more cargo, the union insisted on drawing the
line at Newport to stop the trend. The stevedore company said it
worked where the milit~ary ordered, and so its hands were tied. Military
-representatives said that Newport had been planned and built as a
military port, where US military would handle cargo, and that no change
ia that high-level decision was possible at that late date. But it
was becoming increasingly clear that 'the Newport dispute was only
partially a labor dispute; it was a skirmish in the much larger business
and political battle affecting control of the whole port of Saigon, On
31 December the US Army's contract with the six major stevedoring companies
in the Port of Saigon would expire. Negotiations were underway at that
time for' short-term (one to three month-) renewal of this contract.
Stevedore companies feared that in bidding, other stevedores might take
away th•eir lucrative contracts. The Saigon Dock Union had ties-sose
strong, some weak-with the six stevedore companies.. It was charged,
evei- by the CVT president, that leaders of the Saigon Dock Workers
Unian were paid off by the stevedore companies; whether this was true
or rnot)'the fact was that the union and the companite had strong
common interest in seeing that the Saigon Port's status quo was not
disturbed. They had a particularly strong interest in making sure that

'-l Korean contractors and Korean workers did not move in. The Labor
Inspector told US representatives that if they could assure the dock
workers that Army contracts with companies would be renewed, the
union's "main worry" would be relieved. The issue was-turther
corplicated because of a falling-out between two CVT officials,
including the presiden4, and two top man in both the Saigon CVT Council
and in the Dock Uaion.e'0

(U) At 09fl0 hours on 26 December the stevedores went on strike.
All unloading stopped in the military sector of the Saigon port, and
partially stopped in the commercial sector. Work at the Nha Be
ammunition discharge complex continued uninterrupted, as did unloading
at Newport, which was a US military operation. Preparations had been
made for the US military to operate the military sector of the Saigoa
port, but the Ambassador requested that the military not move in at
time, in order to permit the GUN Labor Minister to discharge his
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responsibility. The real basis of the strike was still unknown,
but the stated union reason was, he stevedores' desire for continued
civilian emploment at Newport.

(U) By the moring of 27 December all unloading, commercial and
military, had halted. At 0730 the Ambassador granted permission for
US military personnel to begin discharging military cargoes in the
military section of the Saigon port, and at 0815 the first cargo was
moved without incident. Later the Mission Council agreed that the
military should continue to operate the Saigon military sector until
the civilian workers returned, at which time the military would with-
draw. In the interim, the Hission uould continue to apply pressure
on the GVN to get it to settle the strike. Negotiations with the
union continued throughout the day, without success; the unions
insisted on civilian hire at Newport, and the Labor Ministry and US
officials maintained that that issue was decided and not open to
negotiations.

(C) Direct hire (non-union) workers were still on the job, but
by 28 December were requesting permission to stop work because of
threats against themselves and their families, and they were allowed
to leave. Since the. duration of the strike could not be predicted,
COQ,,1..:tCV requested that shipzents from CONUS to Saigon be curtailed
by 50 percent, in anticipation of a backlog in February 1967 when
future shipments would arrive,. Plans were, finalized to supplement
US mlitary cargo operutions by air movement of one trnisportation
ssrvice comiqany from Okinatr:a and one from Cam Ranh ,(laterchan&ed to
SQui Nhon), amd U3N personnel an ea{uipient. from i)a N;1,.n*',

(s) The=GV started to move from the sidelines into the arena
on 28 December. The Premier had expressed ais displeasu-e with the
strike to the GVN officials involvens and a government communique was
issued urging the workers to raturn to work. The Premier had summoned
the Port Director and tCe National Police Director to give them
instructions, but no positive results were seen and the dock workers
'union was threatening to extend the strike to other ports and indusqtres,
Immediate airii't of the 154th Trane Co from Okinawa was requested.4"

(C) Activity on all fronts increased on 29 December. COHUS1-ACV
alerted COMNAVFORV and desired t. know what assistance could be provided
by in-country USN personnel, and when . CO=NAVSUPPACT Da Nang replied
for CO.,kAV'RV that 100 W en were "ready now." Tho first elements of
USA personnel arrived from Qui Nhon in the early afternoon, and tl.e USN
personnel from Da Nang were scheduled to arrive on the next day. The
Premier was reported to be in full support of the US position on Nswport
as a military port, and eueugested that the US make a t'gesturoe" to help
the workers. The USA civilian personnel director made a concrete offer
that the USA was ready to order the stevedore company to hire the 288
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( additional workers displaced from Newport to Pugment the company's
operation at the Saigon port.. The Mission felt that the lader of
CVT's position waE weakeningl alo other unions in Saigon had struck
as threatened, nor had dock workers struck other ports. However, it
was rumored that the Saigon bus workers would strike the following day.
The Premier later instructed the National. , Director to change
his "hando off" policy toward the strike, as it was encouraging the
"strikers.49

(C) The General Secretary of CVT called a general strike for 30
December, but it "fizzled." No more than 3,000 workers walked out in
sympathy with the 5.000 dock workers. At a meeting with the unions, the
USA civilian personnel director pu in writing his previous offer con-
ceming jobs for 288 stevedores, aiid the unioai agreed to resume work on
the 2000 shift that night, The woakers reported as agreed, and by 0800
the next moring., port operation ias back to normal civilian operation
-of the Saigon port and m=_Tary operation of Newport. Tha additionAl
USN and USA personnel had arrived h-om Da Nang and Cinzwa; not being
needed, the USN poreonnel returned to Da Na%.50

(S) The year ended with much left to do in the Saigon part.
Twenty-nine ahips with commercial cargoes were waiting at anchor to get
into Saigon.. Contingency plaxs had been drawn up for a complete take-
over by COMUWMACV and piressures were still rising in Washington for
just this action, In OMMUSWCV's view the eventual solution to
commercial jaumin of the Saigon port was strong. action hby the G00.
As 1966 ended, C ,USMACV made this roiut to the Amhassadar:

A US military take-over of the civilian
sector of the Saigon Port would involve swch
more than the apparant physical operation. I
recoia md that you take every posible. antion
to prevent this unnecessary disruption of. the
internal civilian operatio% of the Republic
of Vietnam. Our course of action should be to
continue to assist the Vietnamese In evser
possible way to increane the flow of ci, ,t,,t
cargo out of the Port rather than takiag .-,4
jobawyfo hm5
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36. IFR (U), 4th Trans Cored AVCA-TC-CG, 22 Oct 66; Improvement Plan
for Saigon Port (U), 125th Trans Comd (Term A), 9 Jan 67.

, 37. Ibid.

38.' Msg (S), SECSTATE 070300Z Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port.

39. Embtel (C); Saigon 2098, 9 Dec 66; Msg (S), SECDEF 022021Z Dec 66;
Msg (S), JCS 032002Z Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port Plan (U); Msg (S),
SECSTATE 130345Z Dec 66; Msg (S), CINOPAC 140327Z Dec 66, SubJ:
Port Operations - Saigon (U).

40. OPLAN 3-66 (S), 4th Trans Corns 220700Z Dec 66.

&41. 4eg (S), COWSMACV 221036Z Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port Plan (U).

S...42., MFR (FOUO), 4th Trans Comd AVCA-TA-CG0 21 Dec 66.

Q1. &btel (C), Saigon 2211302 Dec66; Ebtel (C)s Saigoa 24060OZ
Dec 66, Sub'% Saigon Port.

44. Ibid.

S.45. H,5g (U), CO..MSMACV 260726Z Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port 4trike.

46. Ms (U), COUMJMU CV270704Z Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port Strike; MR
(U), 4th Trans Comd AVCA-TC-CG, Jan 67, Subj: Chronology of Labor
Dispute, Saigon Port.

4?. Ibid; Msg (C), CCMUSACV to PAMPA Oakland, 281055Z Dec 66, Subji
-Saigon Port Strike (U).

4$. Edotel (S)ý Saigon 26110OZ Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port Strike (U);
Msg (C), CO USARV to CG 2d Log Comd, 281224Z Dec 66, Sub3j Deploy-
Ment of 154 TC Co (C).-

49. Meg (C), COVUSCV 29022.Z Dec 66, Subj! Saigon Port Strike (U);
Meg (C), CUCNAVSUPPACTDaNang 290715Z Dec 66, Same SubJ; 11g (U),
CQi',SMACV 3UW922L ueat 66, Subj: Saigon Port Strike 29 Dec SITREP;

teel (Ci, saigon 290530Z Dec 66, Subj; Port Strike (U).
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50. Mag (C), C01,USMCV 301258Z Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port Strike (U);
Embtel (C), Saigon No 14591, 30 Dec 66; Msg (U), COMUSMACV
310450Z Dec 66, Subj: Saigon Port Strike Final SITREP.

51 . emo (S), COXUSMACV to Ambassador Lodge, MACJ45, 21 Nov 66, Subj:
Saigon Port (U).
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AN= D-THE HOP TAC SECRTARIAT

(C) In early 1964 the Viet Cong, challenged by GVN pacification
success, concentrated its activities on fragmenting and disrupting
GVN control in the city of Saigon and the innediate surrounding
provinces. The situation in the Saigon plain during this period was
obviously deteriorating: 50 percent of all VC-initiated incidentswere occurring within a 50-mile radius of the city. In order to
inhibit VC activities in the Saigon area and to secure the national
capital complex as a rear base, Ambassador lodge and CChJSMACV
prepared a plan, approved .at the Honolulu Conference in May 1964,
to achieve these objectives.:, Daring the period May to October 1964,
the plan was presented to and accepted by the GVN. The Vietnamese
chose for the operation the word HOP TAC, meaning literally "many
working together," a name quite appropriate for an aLtivity which was
to require a ccwbined US/GVN military-civic effort. 1

(U) A US/GVN military and civilian planning staff was established
to develop detailed pians and to assign missions; this staff was
designated the HOP TAC Secretabulat, It consisted of a chair•ui, who
vas-the personal representative of the Chief, Joint General Staff,
RVNtVY; the comanders of the three major cocnande in the HOP TAC
area-Capital Military Region (Cwi), %ung Sat Special Zone (RSSZ),
# nd III Corps Tactical Zone (111 CTZ)--and ministerial rpreeentation
fr= the GVN. The mis-sion of HOP TAG was, in essence, to pacify the
surrounding area adjacent to the capital. The HOP TAC &rea, located
within the II! CfZ, encompassed the province of Gia Dinh in the center,
the southern three districts of Bih Duong to the north, Dien Hoa
Province to the east, the western three dcstricts nf Phuoc Thy Province
and the RSSZ to the southeast, Long An Province to the south, and
Hau Ughia Province to th4 west. 2

(U)- The initial concept of operations for accomplishment of the
KO? TAC mission Was to:

1) Expand outward froa Saigon, tollowing the spreading oil
drop concept.

2) Use existing operations adjacent to Gia Dinh as stepping
stones.
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3) Conduct clearing operations to prepare for successful
securing operations.

4) Conduct coordinated search-and-destroy operations in

support of clearing and securing. 3

(U) HOP TAC was to follow closely what have become established
Revolutionary Development principles. The clearing operations were
deaigned to find, .fix, and destroy or drive off VC organized main force
and guerrilla units. The technique used was area saturation by patrolling
and ambushing. The clearing phase was followed by the securing phase
which stressed the use of platoon and squad patrols and ambushes. In
this phase it was necessary to discover and render the VC secret-cell
infrastructure ineffective. When the security phase conditions improved,
the ARVN forces were replaced by the RF/PF. The third or development
phase, which consisted of social, economic, and political activities,
was to attempt to strengthen and improve local governments, the end
result being "nation building." 4

(C) The HOP TAC operation got underway in September 1964, and
in October numerous visits were made to the HOP TAG provinces by
deputies of USAID, USIS, and MACV. The conclusions of their report
revealed the difficulty in energizing a program with the scope of
HOP TAC. "Gener'ally speaking,ý HOP TAC, aa a program, does not
appear to e~.st as a unified and meaningful operation . . . a
long tough, slow process of mobilization and organization lies
ahead.1"5 Duriang November and Decemoer, however, the learning process
began to pay dividents: cadres became more effective, ralliers to
the Chieu Hoi appeals increased, police capabilities more than doubled,
and confiscation of supplies reached an all-time high. At the end of
1964 HOP TAC was one of the few pacification areas that showed some
success and greater promise.

(C) In October 1964 the VC strength located within or on the
periphery of the HOP TAC area included three regiments, five separate
battalions, six separate companies, and 14 separate plato6ns. During
1.965 the VO began a large-scale buildup of their forces in reaction
tc early success of HOP TAC. By mid-summer of 1965 they had increased
the strength of their forces by about 65 percent and had equipped
main force units with MHICOM weapons. The growth continued through
1966; by the year's snd the confirmed enemy strength was six regiments,
seven separate battalions, -4 separate companies, and 15 separate
platoons within or on the periphery of the HOP TAG area. These VC
strength increases required additional AYVN forces to counter
them; ARVN g.ew fr.m 28 battalions in October 1964 to 34 in December
1966, within the HOP TAC area, and an additional 24 battalions operating
in the bordering provinces. The RF increased by six percent, PF by

/
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".. "-en, and Natt-s:ea. ter by 21 percent duri.ng the same period.
S-' n , i. pent these forýes *fther US forces were ilized on operations

in ;. ovinces within and" b erderng the HOP TAO area.

(5) In early 1965 Ca11;o14ACV had felt that there was urgent need
to consider major changes that could drastically stiffen the GVN and
give forward mcaentam tt. pacification; he was seeking the best means of
maling a dramatic rtmcrovement in concept, organization, and discipline
of the pacification effort- The HOP TAO program had come to a stand-
still; the problem was not enough G7N support. In order to gain wider
intersstý CXGSMLACV sug~astud that the HOP TAC idea might be extended
to each of the other three CTZ'so with priority areas established in
each CTZ. 7

(S) On 3 April 1965, W.nister of Armed Forces Maj Gen Tran Van Mirth
directed the I1 IL and IV Corps ccmmanders to de'elop HOP TAC type plans
for each of their CTZ's. ROP TAtý-like a~eas were selected by the indi-
vidual Corp n--mnders. in i '-orps, the Da Nang area; in II Corps,
the Qui Nh c-ý ; and in IV Gorpsý the Can The area8  COIUSKACV recognized
that the problems in these CTZ-s differed from those in the original
HOP TAC area. Special organizational arrangements did not have as
great importance as had been the case in the original HOP TAC area,
Under the new organization for rural reconstruction, the Corps comunders
had the requisite authority to follow through and correct any matter that
might be obsTructing progress. It was. critically important that the
US advli• and supoort. be •onsistent, and attuned to the Corps civil-
ian-pol 'ce-military plar..,

(S) COOMUISMACV maintained that for success in any of the CorpsHOP" TAC operations, there must bet

1) Full integration of the iivwlian-military-police efforts
under umified direction.

2) Adequate and timely GVN support ir accordance with
local plans and requiirements$ not Saigon-developed programs and

desires.

3) Military support for clearing and support operations,
committed on a long-term basis.

4) Ezpansion not pushed ahead on arbitrary schedules,but paced to the development of lasting security as provided by

1 -5) District and province authority; these were the key
cahelons in rural reconstructiong but their efforts had to be
coordlnated by local HOP TAC councils. 9
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(S) The HOP TAO organizat:Lonp ~CC4ISMACV felt,, was unique in
providing a forum for the militAry and civilian of'ficials to address
common problems. He also felt that the program received good pub-
lleity,, stressing that regar'dless of 'Losses elsewhere, paci~fication

programs had continued in the r~~nlHOP TAO area. Trhe problems
which beset. thie prograin were to a large derree national in scope,
and outside the control. oL' the HOP TAO organization, which was a.
coordinating body dealing with problems which cut, across political
and military boundaries and 'which by its very nature', generally
iateraoted :Ir tvo cr mov~e -Ltnistri,',P iKowev'er,, such a body wa8 ese~jn-
tial if problems of rural reconstruction iLn the capital complex were
to be isolated and solved. %&ad it not e~dsted, something similar
would have 'had to be in~venited. The organization of HOP TAC was in
being and COMUS~IAC' belijved the HOP TACC conoept, remained sound. it

* prov:.ded a channel zýf f iati rc rm prov3.nce to. nat-.* onal level.,
by whicha t -e'e tention ýoulXd exptdite the solution of pro.blems
whiohl othev'wise wou.34 be lost in the kinlici~rative umazo The lack, of
government stability .ad had a heavy impaet on the program; five gov-
ernments had been in peowr during the pr~ogram, This had caused numerous
personnel and organization changes; as an examplo,, 28 of the 53. district
chief a had been replaced duriLng the peried, ýft litarily there were three
major VIC atrongholds oa the periphery of HOP TACt War Zone D) to~ the
north and northeastj the Phu Hoa/Ho Bo/Boi Izoi safe haven to0 the nortlh.
wec3t; and the Pliain of Reel~s to the west. T11ha presenze of these strong.
holds; tvid the need to mow, the tir-nea einemating from thems diverted
milit~ary effx~t. irana wit~h=. HOP TAC.*-L'

B~ y the endI cf 19651, the inclusion of the HOP TAC area in the
Natý.onal Pri,)rity Area NPA) for tho III %'TZ, and other developsonts
relat-ed to the 1.1966 pmra~rmg noesitete~d a.hanes in the HOP TAO
*prue~r~atr. Consi-doration w;L-~ giv,-n +c tne possibiLity of MIACV's turnting
the pro)grsm over to anothk-- i-d.s-!-n 4,encyt but CG{V2IACV ezphasizzed
'ýh6 ,3e n.3C ,~tKyo ep~f luisaf h yaigGNogtia ao

.1 ~ .i O TA". 1 3prg"ns f"tee~tigGV~ognztcio

(S) In earl.y June 1966 the HOP TAC Seeretadiat Informed J3 NACV
that the GVN had taken staps to diasolve the Capital Mtltary Region
and pl.ace Gia D~inh Povrin~e under the co~mand ot the CG III CTZ. The
cma~nd strutture, Athin the HlOP TAC are, act reorganized on 7 June.
Actcording to aVIAF JOS lMemoxandum the, new "~Capital M1litary District"
-would tnrlude Saigca, 0-1a Di#4nh Provinc6, and thý Con Son Spacial Zoiaie
It would be subordinate to III CTZ and would be considered equivalent
tc a DP4ivion TacticalJ Area.:2

(S) Wn 25 June, J3 I4A*V edvi~ad COMUSMAV that the time bad
come to inform the Hisoicn. Council tind the GWfl that the 1-tOP TAC
Cour.nil had been overtaken by new avelopxer~ts in the III CTZ end
should be dis~olvmd. Thebe "'ova2opwrits inl.1de~d the o.giatu
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of the comn rd structure affecting the HT area on 7 June,9 wherein
the 'I1R became the CM4D and was placed under the command of the III
Corps,, and the assumption of the chairmanship of the HOP TAG Council
by tLe new III CTZ commander, Gen Khang. Gen Khang confirmed that
the HOP TAO Council Resident Chairman., Brig Gen Dzup would act as
both the Deputy Chairman --f the HOP' TAC Council and the III Corps
RD Co'.n=il; as Gen Dzu was currently reporting to CG III Corps,, it
was fel t that the Senior Advasor to III Corps should., unlder the new
cew=.--nd stru~zture, also ass~e the advisory. responsibilities -onnected
idta the HtOP 'PAC program. CGO III Corps had access to min~istry

representation required to 3oordinate the civil functions in the
HOP TAG area, and the Deyuty IýLnister f:)r RD c-onfirmed that the
HOP TAC, programi was 'Ievng absorbAed by the III CTZ RD program.. It
war ncted bo-er. that J13 XGS and CGO II Corpe f'elt that the HP
TAG Cour-.ii. shculd :.ont.Inue as organized until the end of 1966 ,13

(S) As a resuic of the recoomendatlorns A=om J3, C4JMC
b.rought. ti . matter before the M.ssion Cow.-zil o0i 5 July. He sum-
xsaiized the purpose of~ tL-. HOP TAG cfncept at Its izplementation
two years Weore, aiid said that wnl2.e it had enjoyed only modest.
suce~ss over tbs past two yazs the siý*-uation in the area sur-
rounding S1aigor/Cha3..oa wol-td hatre been "comparativel~y worse today"
without the HOP TAG ~arrarngem~nt., He des.zribed tho racent orgarizationtl

ThrgeLa which had rreve!,ed in the 13 hepoming the 0141 (As part fti
TI- CTZLý., wita $3ai.ganr~ aj3 an., au- nomous city. In viow of
these oýnangbs. ht zei 7-t-k w#Ms soma 'juestion of the val-idity of
continuing W-.th t'ie o.'Igirial -,nnt, par-.ioularly as III Corps now hz-A

bath anRb Znd. anrd a 40P TAC Ca)uy.., which resulted in some
da.plicatiom -f eZfo M ~USMAC7 £ 11.2 y r&e--ormended d±ssolution of
HOP TAC, and offered T-, Neputy Ambassado.- Porter the servio,"t of sw-as
of the 113 orff cers and NCO's who had been working wi~h the HOP TAG

(S) With the oonurrence of t,- Hission Cou~.cil, CaMUMA0V sent
* ~a letter to Def'ense Minister Go describing the developwnts af'fectinm

the HOP TAG programs, and recommend-ag that the HOP TAGCGounoi] be
phaaod out and Uts rpsp ýaibllltiea be assumed by' the inI Corps RD
Council. Unofficial informa.ýIon received by COM{1SMACV indicated that
Gen. Coo agreed with the re-ýczmendation,~ but wished to hol.d up action
on the m.2.tter until sac~e time alter the 'Soptember electioias. It appeared
that. the GVN remained relluct"nt tCo olace all of the militar.- forces
located that close to the capital uuder th~e cont.rol of E. single com-
ma ne.'

(S) Although *J3 MO~V had raoumnendad an August termination of
the HOP TAG program.~, a later tar-itiation date would provide a perie'-
of ivknsitinr frw HO"1 TAO t3i the III Corps RD Council; during the
phaae-out period trie HOP TAG Cotaicil would have a reduced report~ing
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function and a reduction of 15-20 percent of its personnel. On 24
August the Minister of Defense approved the recomrended dissolution
of the HOP TAC Planning Council as of the end of the calendar year.
The HOP TAC Secretariat was officially terminated effective 31
December by MACV GO No. 2000, 27 December 1966.

(U) CCKUSMACV evaluated the results of HOP TAC in a letter of
appreciation to Col C. H. Armstrong, Jr. 9 the last Senior Advisor
of the HOP TAG Secretariat:

The many accomplishments of the HOP TAC
Secretariat, throughout the HOP TAC area aret
reflect-ed directly in the improved security and
stability of the hamlezs and people .

Although the HOP TAC Council and Secretariat have
given way to the III Corps Revolutionary Devel-
opment Councils their work has left a permanent
record in the firm foundation laid for nation
building, in the cooperative relationship estab-
lished and strengthened between US and GVN agencies,
and in the growing, Integration of their efforts by

-the separate agencies and ministries of the GVN.10

Footnote$

I . HACV Command History (TS), 196t 'Mag (C), CCJUSMACV 12728, 23 Jan
67, Sub.j: Appraisal of HOP TAO Operation (U); Brief .ng Notes (U),
Col C. H. Aramtrong, Jr., Sr Adv to HOP TAC Seo, n.d .(Jan 67),

(hereafter cited as Armstrmng briefing).

2. Armstrong Briefing; Msý(C), MACV 02728, 23 Jan 67. Subj: Appraisal
rof HOP TAC OperationW

3. rxmstrong Briefing.

SIbid.

5. MACV Camand History (TS)t 1964.

6. 1sg (C), CCMUSMACV 02728, 23 Jan 67# Subj: Appraisal of HOP TAO
Operation (U).

7. Msg (S), CHJ45 MA(PIIL, Cite 1278, A/3, 18 Jun 65.

8. MACV Comand History (TS), 1965.
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10. KiACV Command History (TS), 1965, S)ubj% Extension of HOP TAC (C);
1Ksg (C), I.LCV 02728, 23 Jan 67, SubJ: Appraisal of HOP TAC
operation. (U).

11. M (S), MACJO3, 25 Dec 64, SubJ: Rural Construction Plan, AB 140
(u).

12. DF (S), HOP TAC Secretariat. 31 Jun 66, Subj: Future Status of the
HT Council (U).

13. DF (S)p MACJO3, 25 Jun 66, Subj: Future of the HT Council (U).

14. Mission Council Memo 91 (S), 9 Jul 66, Subj*. Minutes of the Mission
Council Necting (U), 5 Jul 66; General Westmoreland's llistorica3
Driufing ( 24 Jul 66.

15. Mtission Council Memo 100 (S), 4 Aug 66.

16. Ltr (U)., MACV, 1 Feb 67, Subj: Ltr of Appreciation (U).
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ANNEX F--CIVILTIN CASUALTIE3

(U) By its very nature war is destructive,
and histori~cally civilians have suffered. 31t the
war in Vietnam is different. It is fought among the
people, marw of whom are not,, participants in, or
even close]y identified with, the struggle. People#
more than terrain, are the objectives of this war,

_ * and we will not and cannot be callous about these
people• 1

(;K-In a war so thoroughly covered by the news media, perhaps it
was inevitable that the subject of civilian casualties should assume
especial prominence. During 1966,. over 150 civilian deaths resulted
directly from military operations of the US and its FW allies. Often
these casualties, resulting from error or from a. deliberate attempt

*by. the enemy to wage war while hiding behind the civilian population,
were treated in the world's press as the only civilian casualties in
RVN. ,Too little notice was given to the willful campaign of the enemy
to terrorize civilians, to extort money from them, to induct them forcibly
into military service, and to murder them when they resisted. In the
suiafer of 1965 CCKUSMACV had provided guidance to his subordinates which
stressed that coamanders "must strike a balance between the force neces-
sary to accomplish their missions, with due regard to the safety of the
commands, and the high importance of reducing to a miniolm the casualties
inflicted on the non-combatant populace."n2

W() In response to a SECDEF request, prompted by a report from the
Chairman of the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations that he had
been unsuccessful in securing official data on civilian casualties in
RVN, and that USAID had stated that no such estimate was available,
CCGWSMACV provided such data as he had. From August 1965 through
February 1966, 109 civilians had been killed and 170 wounded as a result
of US/FW military operations.. At the same time, GCSUS(ACV informed
SECCDEF that procedures for handling compensation claims for death,
injury, and property damages were well established, and that through
rapid reporting of civilian casualties by BACKLASH reportsA the possible
adverse effects of civilian casualties would be minimized.'
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(3) OCRUSMACV rofleated that civilian CASUAlties W~rq:

*, the inevitable accidents that happen
aumog the civi.lian population during the course of
fighting a iar thrcujýýout the countryside, Regret-
ably a ninnber of civilians are ldi2Ld accidentally
despite etf orts tu prevent such M~d occurmeces.
Thids remiziddd &nl to again investigate measures to
prevent noncombahtant casualties. I believe that
our directives are adequates, but perhaps additional
emphasis should be placed on them. I have decided
to do this by having the I~nspector General make
a special tour of the units, investigating compliance
with these directives plus those con~cerning the
orientation of troops in their conduct toward civi-
lians. and captives4 44

(S) By March. S=CSTATE also had become very interested in civilian
casualties. A repoznirel.aased by a Congressman stated that some
operations resulted in six civilian casualties for' every 'VC and
reached the extraordinaxry conclusion that a two-to-one civililan-to-VC

*ratio appeared likcely. Iý-esa report~s on civilian casualt3 as continued
to create adverse publicity in the US. During DEPSCDEFfe visit to
Saigon in early April, he was Inforued, that it was 'practically impossible
.to obtain a reliable n'ount of civilian casuAlties, and often that it
was even d!Xficult to tell *hether a casualty was in fact a VC or a
civilian. COMWW.WCV vxplained the hopelessness of providing definite
fZigures on the number of non-combatant casualties resui~ng fromi US
combat operatius;, mny attempts to develop vali4d statistics were difficult,*
and the results were mireLiable * While criticism could never be silenced.'
a ntirelyj, it could be countered somewhat by publicizing the casualtiee
of the VC terror campaig.1

()In late April a reporti submitted to SECDMF provided the con-
clusione of a, comaprehensive study of the question of civilian casualties.
Thle six-to-one or two-to-ama ratio of civiliau-to-4C casualties cited in
Gmip'essional commnents vare erroneous, and indications were that US iFWMIA
forces operations caused only a fraction of those caused by the VC. 'Even
these indications were qualified by the difficulty of determininag which
casualties were non-combatants, as well as whose fire caused them, US and
FWKA force's, adopted unusual measures to avoid civilian casualties, 'While
consideration of thie problem was lialy to emphasize the cause of civilian
casualties,, The study recixmended that no civilian casualty rgporting
requirometit be p3Aced on MAGV beyond those already inefct

(S) While C(WMEMV was confronted by non-maoc*batant deaths steumming
from US anid Allied coi~iat operations, he alao ums asked constantly about
news reports inacaurately reflecting cdviliAn casualties. CO(UMOAV)
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comented about one such questifOing:

a delegation of three members of the
New .Zealand Parliament called and expressed great
interest in my appraisal of the situation. One

imanber-had been reading US newspapers and had
concluded that a great number of civilians were
being killed on the battlefield by American
troops. I believe that I convinced him that this
was exAggerated and blown out of all proportion. 7

(U) During July and August there occurred a rash of unfortunate
accidents and incidents involving air firepower in which non-combatants
were killed. As firepower was increasing constantly in-country,
there were concurrently greater risks in operations conducted in the
vicinity of non-combatants. It was prudent that bvery conceivable
step be taken to use firepower with discrimination by setting up
appropriate controls so as to avoid mishaps. Yet it was recognized
that if firepower was to be effective it had to react rapidly
against the elusive enemy. The problom was to set up controls in
order to provide for the necessary safety, but not to inhibit rapid.
reaction of firepower against the enemy. Although accidents during
July and August resulted in maxy Vietnamese civilian casualties,
there was no apparent trend or pattern in these occurrences and
they constituted less than one percent of the total strikes against
the enewr during the period. CCZUSMACV had already directed that all
existing instructions pertaining to air strikes and artillery
attacks be reviewed and republished quarterly. A system of compensa-
tory payments and renumeration to victims had been developed and was
found to be responsive. 8

(S) By August MACV directives required that all targets be
approved by the province chief directly or through higher authority.
Air strikes would not be executed if identification of friendly forces
was in doubt. All pilots would have knowledge of the disposition of
friend3y troops and/or civilians prior to conducting a strike. Control
by an air liaison officer (ALO) or forward air controller (FAC),
I(SQ-7 or TPQ-1O (ground control radars) was required, except that
PAC's were always required for strikes on villages. These rules
generally had been observed in the conduct of the air operations involving
those in which accidents occurred. In no case, with the possible exoep-
tion of a MM incident and the air attack on the USCOGS Point Welcome.
were the rules disregarded. The incidents had involved almot every
element of the entire spectrum of weapons and weapons systems employed.
Every conceivable type of accident had occurred; there was no comon
denouinator. Nevertheless., when it became apparent that such incidents
were increasinfg. CCMUSMACV dispatched to. all commanders instructions
to reiew a1l ic;itol sd.o q Nolta & the. ljxporta• e of
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.the procedures to all personnel. Further, he instructed a board or
officers to review and analyze all control procedures, and to republish
directives with certain additional controls. Previous directives had
been publi hed on 2 July 19659 20 December 1965, 6 February 1966, and 28June 1966.

(S) On 27 August the III CTZ DASC issued changes in rules of
engagement, Immediate requests for air strikes against targets, other
than close support of ARVN/FW forces engaged in specified operations, or
installations9 outpost8, and units under attack, would "be closely super-
vised by the DASC deputy directory and by sector and Corps ALO'se"
Targets would not be struck if the possibility of friendly casualties
existed. DASC9 AIOes and FAG's would insure that rules ,)f engagement
were applied rigidly to gain absolute minimum risk of friendly casualties
or incidents which might be exploited by the VCo Strikes in specified
strike zones not associated with a specific military operation would not
be made by USAF FAC 8s or aircraft unless the target was positively
identified and approved by RVN military/political authorities. Rockets on
O-lE aircraft would be fired only to mark targets for fighter strikes
and would not be used for harassment or interdictions. FAC's would
not fire guns from inside the aircraft.. If the AID/FAC acquired a

.target that was in any way doubtfal, no air strikes would be made.
Ground fire directed at the FAC would not be sufficient justification
"for calling an air strikeo1 0

(S) With reupect to ARVN., any FAC-generqted imuediate request
would be coordinated with and concurred in by the divisior coma der
or his representative., plus the se-i r advisor and the div Lsion ALO,
prior to submission to th6 DASG. F.'0-generated immediate ýequeats by
the FFP.CEVs -would be ooordinated and concurred in by the division
G-3 Air, and the division ALO would advise and assist in the coordina-
tion. It was recognized that ARVN/VNAF system could proceed on its own,
but in suoh cases the US FAC would not direc', the strike. Emphasis was
placed on the instruction not to "proceed into the unknown," Thorough
and careful analysis of the target by the FAC and the ALO, and cross
coordination with their counterparts at all levels would provide all
echelons the necessary air support and render the essential positive
control. Compliance with and strict adherence to MACV rules of
engagement would allow success as well as safety of missions. 1 1

(S) On 7 September CCWUSMACV again expressed his concern and
instructed unit ,ommanders to exercise safety precautions to preclude
incidents and to take all possible steps to minimize adverse effects
when they did occvr. Immediate action would be taken to repair damage
and alleviate suffering; letters of condolence would be prepared and sent
to the victims or next of kin by appropriate commanders. In cases
involving extensive damageap pertinent data would be provided to CCGUSMACV

ana-a 4im tL. p~ep.e personal letters to those concerned. 12

NQ4f
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(U) COMUSMACV continued to be concerned about the inaccuracy of
news items reporting civilian casualties. Several newspapers contrib-
uted to this with articles concerning the incidents of July and August.
Inaccurate news reporting could be as bothersome as actual hostility.
An article appearing in the New York Times on 30 August quoted a figure
of 63 persons dyiag in a 9 August air raid on two hamlets near Can Tho.
In actuality, 24 civilians died in that accident and 82 were injured.
The Newport Press of 27 August reported that an accidental "napalm
bombing was th-e16th reported 'unfortunate incident' since 1 July.
In these errors of battle more than 150 people, mostly civilians,
have been killed." Official figures showed that 56 civilians were
killed and 185 wounded . 13

(U) Perhaps the best answer to press criticism in the field of
civilian casualties would prove to be other segments of the press. On
27 August the Denver Post contained an article which refuted allegations
of American brutality and atrocities. Pointing out that constant Red
propaganda, often aided unwittingly by our news media which give it
circulation, was a factor, the paper went on to say:

Then the publishers of some of our newspapers
are bitterly opposed to our presence and effort in
Vietnam. Their reporters and photographers in the
war zone, being human, send back material tending
to support the well known editorial policies of
their papers. Strangely, one rarely sees in such
papers anything critical of the Rede, such as the
fact that they murdered 129000 South Vietnamese
civilians last year. This newspaper group, while
not consciously disloyal, could scarcely do more
harm if it were. It is the most influential
segment of the anti-Vietnam bloc whose shrill
protests are the prime reason Moscow, Peking, and
Hanoi still believe the United States will quit.
These critics must thorefore share the blame for
the continued conflict with the growing casualty
lists.l 4

(C) Refined figures on +'teenameae civilian casualties resulting
from military operations durýzg 1966 ýhowed the casualties to be: 1 5

%= CE KnWAD WCUýE MISSIN

AjrFixed Wing) 83 185 0
Air (Rotary Wing) 16 29 2
Artillery 46 134 0
Small Arms 9 7 0
Naval Gunfire 0 0 0
Naval (Other Surface Craft) 2 _. 0
Total 1966 1 359
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(U) As the year wore on, concern over the question of civilian
casualties appeared to abate, Other matters arose to demand attention:
the Vietnamese Constituent Assembly election, the President's Asian
trip, US Congressional and gubernatorial electiors, and speculation
that Christmas and New Year's truces would lead to peace in Vietnam,
Even so, the question of civilian casualties was never real3y far out
of mind. Indeed, all indications were that the subject would appear
again with the coming of the New Year.
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Organization and Respon b aitsee

(U) The Secretary of Defense (SMTEP), recognising that the re-
search and development community could do a great deal to enhance the
immediatd and future counterinsurgency capabilities, authorized the
conduct of US Research Development, Test and Evaluatiou (R=)&. -and
Combat Development (CD) activitles in RVN. 2he toAQV theater provdded
a combat enviroeint for data collection, reswarch1 s anslyisj, develop-
mentp and engineerings as well as oparational tests of etyipwnt*
concepts, doctrine, and techniques. In April 156 S3DW pproved the
conaolidation of all recearch and test activities in RVN into a single
storgiation to be known as the Joint Resewch an :Test Activit$ (JRATAY.
JUATA exercised operational control over the' Adv=ned Research fr*$*ot
Agenya Research and Development Field Unit, Viet.nam (AM ="DI-V) ;
the ArW •Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV); the Air orce Teat' Uniti,
Vietnam (API¶U-V)- and the US Navy Reaearuh *Ad Developu•et Uat, Vietwx
(NRDU.-V). Oper~toual control over JRATA was veat~ed in CWMkAV.4-

"-. (C) At the time of JATAI s creation there had been no iponent,
commands as such within MACV, With eatabib sheat of the aaapcent
cammends, COMU&4AC07 aes of the oplnion that it weuld be appopiatto to
cotsider aesignent of the JRATA test unite to the amponeuot. ma*drs*,
aM the AUPA team to a )AGV staff ageney. Thee reco• rndati•w wrs
submitted to CINCVAC on 29 June 1966. COHSMACVI a recomendations
stewmed from tbe con~ietton that RDT&E and CD activities et14lt
were Service matters, and that component *mmanders wor by"then in a.poeLtion to abscrb the test units and to assist thea in fafilling
thoir responsibilities. The three Service test ,mite (AOTW, AWT-V
and NMDU-V) would be reassigned to their Service ca=rAaere. ARPA wMU
cont, iu to be a wi•ay KACV a~eney to advise and support the develop-
m=nt of indienous RMU•& capability, and would provide the point of
contact with US military Service test unito to insure appropriAte
participation by RVNAF personnel in US testing and evaluation acivities,
Certain residual joint RDT&E flunctios of monitorship aid control *3"
assigned to 4rCJ3. 2

(C) Despite his feeling that the components should absorb Service-*
oriented UDTME activities, COMUSMACV felt the need for scientific teah-
nitoel advice on his own staff. He was keelq aware that the course of
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thevarwasevovin toct ever-increa~ing degrTee the ,mof sophisticated
weaponry and new scientiic t-ecbniques, and he was eager to assist in any
way posuible the stimulation of the US scientific cormnmity totmrd this
end. In ay he had "made a fi mto be used as an introductin toa•
program to be shown to sciintlfte anr engineers in the area of research
and development," and a few months later noted that he "was very mzch in
support of the developmont oa? new weapons by the ecientific and engineer-
in commu=ities." O010¶3LACV was thus particularly receptive when in

March 1966 the JCS had recomanded that he establish on his staff aa- l groip of technicl advisors under the direction of a nationally-
prominent eiiantist, The head of this group would serve as a soienti-
fic advisor to CONUSACVY, would be responsible to MACV, and would translate
into appropriate language and actioa the scientIfic or ennineering
requirements growin out of the war in SMAIA. As JOS foresaw it, this
group would operate in much tha same fashion as had the Field Service
Offices of the. Office of Scientific Research and Deyelopment in W UI.
COMUSMACV replied that this proposal conformed to a concept he had had

* in mind, arn that he considered that such a group could make a positive
contributich to ACV. CINOPAC felt, and C0QMUS.CV agreeds that a large
number of oi Un R&D pernonnel could not tt accommodated in the
theatre; it was recommended that not more than three civilians be em-
ployed as scientifio consultants. JOS approved this concept at 3
steps to reoruit a prcminent scientist for the kenior advisory position.
JRATA was 4eaotvnted as of 15 November, and on t December the Office of
the Science AdviaorD W U$MACVs, we established, lth Dr. William G.
HRclalti as the Chie

*1() The fumctionr-of the Office of the Scionce Advisor were to
monitor and conduct indepandent review of R&D acm ivities within MCV and
to make receowinndationa to COkWVMCVY as appropriate; to review and was
r.czamvunation% to COKMAOV concernixg new equiment of a 3o0entifto
an techical nal"r; to monitor amA coordinate the aotir~ties of scien-
2tio wal tmecwial p•renosl on dufty in R"', to maintain conutact with OSD~s
Director of Defense Research and Eigineering on scientific wod technical
autters; to be el$. to possible new applicatlions of adanuced- tchnology

"deserving of inoreaed M&. eamphasis; e to exercise staff suprVi~ion
over -AfPA? $ RDPU-V. 4

(U) Under the overall eupervsion of JHATA until its deaotivatioais
the three Service RDTMS urite tested new concepts and new materiel
durlig 1966" a&s ill as trytg to devise better wys to employ older
weapons ad equipment. JRATA paublIshed progrest reports ln January
at JtyV,• ad a wrap-uap report in jove er, oovering in detail moat of
the aotivities simarisaed in sucesMdmg paragxries.'

(Q, An avluation of tha 125th Air traffic Compan to determi
the signitioteof the role that an air Utaffio cpsyplays in the
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"counterinsurgency environment of Vietnam was conducted. The final
report concluded that no missions not already assigned should be
assigned to The companyp nor should current,-yassigned missions be
deleted,

(C) An evaluation was made on the employment of the Helicopter
20-ra Automatic Gun System XM-31 to determine the operational suita-
bility and the concepts for employment of the 20-au automatic gunun
system mounted on the UH-1B helicopter in the counterinsurgency envir-
onment of RVN. It was found that as long as the XM-31 was functioning
properly it was a very effective weapon system.

(C) A study to evaluate the JuM;1e canopy .platfozm and to determine
the feasiblity of employment of a platform in support of combat operations
by 9S forces in RVN was conducted. USARV had stated that a requirement
existed for a means of resupplying and retrieving troops in junile areas.
The final report of this project was to be completed in 196?.

(C) The suitability of the armed/armored CH-47A helicopter, to
"fulfill the requirement for an interim armed-escort helicopter for use
-in a counterizsurgency operation, was evaluated. Employment was in
direct support of the 2/20 ARA, the 227th AHB, the 229th AHB, and the "
1/9 Car. Generally, all agreed that the firepower was impressive.

(C) A study was carried out to determine the suitabilty of a

"lightweight flamethrower, modified M-9-7 (E36-7), for use by RVflA. The

study recommended that the E36•7 flamethrower not .be issued to RV1'
troops at this time, but that the 20 £36-7 flamethrowers used in the
evaluation should be turned over to the RVNAF Combat Dev6lopment Test
Center (CDTC-V) and xeissued to service schools for instruction and in-
doctrimation on the use of flame warfare. IS, as a result of commnd
emphasisp interest was generated in the use of flame during combat oper-
ations, the flamethrower should be issued to RUN&F for further evaluation.

(C) A study was conductod to evaluate night-vision devices used
by USA units in RVN. ACTIV tUntatively concluded that there wore no
signficant deficiencies in the design and construction of the first
generation of passive imge-Antensioieation night-vision devices. At
the same time it recommended tentatively that those minor deficiencies
noted during the course of the field evaluation be corrected, and that
prooureunt and issue of this materiel to US combat forces in RVN be
&qcmDlAhed without delay.

(C) An evaluation of the capability of the USA Special Forces
Group in RVN to advi-a and provide plannings training, and operational
assistance to selected indigenous military and paramilitary forces was
completed. The recosb4aenoty of pre eation were that the intel-
licente d.Tabierity be further improvedl ereater eephasit be placed on
theorr and practice of pMychologioal operations; steps be taken to
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insure. that SpeWial Forces personnel had the psychological adaptability and -T ,
-understanding of cultural pattenz required to perform operational tasks
in UVI language-proficisnay pay inoentives be panded; and the logistical
system currently used be considered for application in other counterinsur-
gency situations.

(G) The organizationg equipnentp support, and emplopent of armor
units were studied in relationship to their capabilities and missions in
counterineurgena.y in order to determine their adequacy and to determine
methods for impoving ARVN armor capability. The conclusion of this study
recomended that each ARVN division have an organic armored cavalry squadron.

(C) A project started in 1965 arA dompleted in 1966 was an evaluation
of the USA Aviation Compay -(Aerkal Surveillance) in counteWg nqy
operations. The final report drew. same of the following conclusions

1.) The 1R and SLAR electronio surveillance systems used were
effective in provJ.difi information on VO actiVities.

2) Photographic sensors were effective during dalight hours,
but their use wAs not fully exploitedo

3) SLAR sensors had a 24-hour near all-weather calpability and
were effective under instrment flight condition.

4) The existing navigation .equijment wVo inadequate for m
survbiLlAnce in mountainous terrain at night and during perioia of refdoed

"5) Groind naviagation aids UYailabU to TN were adequate for
naB and. dvlUlit visual/p1•oto recommnissae.

(G) Completed in 1966 wu an evaluation of the 40O-m grenade launoher
for the UH-1 helicopter, This esetem was evaluated to deteradcae its oýera-
tional suitability in the aounterinsurgenoy enviroment and to develop

S concept* for its emplaynato The ftnalmeport nmted that th,, "-5 armaoxt
*94bsyes, idwen mployed in ean" other than defne jungle, w,s suitable fkv
90p1oemmt in c" autinsUurgenoy environment and wa" capableo of deliveriqg
a high vobm of now-mnulear area fire In support of airmobie and ground
.. simmeW operationsa and that the N"5 with its traverse oaaLbility and
accuracy at short ragesap would provide alove-in protection ,ihen mounted
on troop-tranport belicoptbre entering and lea•ing loxing 'uome.

(0) Another study started in 1965 and ocpleted in 1966 vas the
- • ,testing Of a bar armor kit for the M-113 APC to determine tte suitability

"of the kit for use in RVN and to recomiend a basis for issuio. This Mit
as designed to reduae the effect of shapod charges by oauatug them to

detonate prematurely. ACTIV recomemnded that the bar armor kits, as
* presently designod and construatod9 not be issued to ARVN cr'M units in R1VN.
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"(C) Started in 1965 and completed in 1966 was a study to determine
whether the use of airboats would increase the capability of ARVN to in-
tercept insurgent forces operating in inundated areas containing aquatic
grasses. The final report, published on 10 May, was approved by COMUSMACV
and forwarded to CINCPAC; it recommended that airboats be considered for
introduction into the MAP for issue to elemerto --I ARVN and LLDB units
operating in the Delta.

(C) Projects proposed by ACTIV included:

1) A study to determine employment. performance, suitability,
and basis of issue of the CAR-15, SMG, as a possible replacement weapon
for selected personnel presently armed with caliber .45 pistols and sub-
vachine guns. The weapons would arrive and be ia3ued in increments from
September through December 1966. The evaluation would be conducted from
November 1966 through January 1967p with final report to be published
by 31 March.

2) A project to evaluate the doctrine, organization and employ-
ment of th\s field artillery battalion (aerial rocket)$ as equipped with
interim aerial artillery weapons, when introduced into the counterin-
surgency environment of RVNo

3) A project to evaluate the employment of an armored cavalry

squadron in the counterin=-uency environment of RVN.

"4) An analysis of the role mid effectiveness of USA advisors

to ARVN combat units, 4th emphasis primarily directed toward the advisory
effort at ARYN battalion and regimental',size units. Formal coordination
of the evaluation plan w&s' completed by 31 October 1966, The scheduled
tine period for the project is 1 February to 1 August 1967.

iroo Tes Unt ...- v.... FT-V

(C) The WDU-4/A flechaette warhead was evaluated against operational
targets in SEASLI. The coclusion of the evaluation was that SEASIA was
not a suitable environment for obtaaiing and documenting terminal weapons
effects. The WDU-4/A flechette warhead, although undoubtedly effective
against exposed personnel when fired at optimum ranges and speeds, must
properly be considered inferior to the 1151 warhead (PMI) for use in
$EASIA. The recommendatioms of the evaluation were that all USAF weapons
should be tested in CONUS.

(C) An evaluation to investigate the feasiblity and desirability
of installing and operating the M60 machine gun in a side-firing position
for the rear cockpit of the 0-1 aircraft indicated that tho M60 side-
firing system in the 0-1 was both feasible and desirable.
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(C) An evaluation to determine the effectiveness of the Airbornu
General Ifllatination Light Set (AGIL) in night air-strike operations.
village defense., surveillance of transportation routes, search and re.&cue
missions, and other combat operations in SEASIA was carried out. The
conclusions were that the AGIL illumination was better than the pr,*, -nt
flare capability but, because of inherent .weather limitations. a back-up
flare capability must be incorporated.

(0) A study was conducted on the use of light-intensificati on deviacs
for USAF aircraft to determine their usefulness of FAC's and ACV47 ary-s.
The final report was approved by Director JMAU and published 11 May 1966.
AFTU-V recommended that the USAF develop light-intensificatioi" devices
suitable for installation and use in mission-aupport aircraft A;uch as the
0-1 .-nd AC-47 aircraft. As an interim measure the USAF should procure
devices with at least the capability of the Night Observatior, Device for
use in AC-47 aircraft g and devices with at least the capability of the
Starlight Scope should be procured for the 0-1 aircraft.

(C) The AHL Two-Light Landing System and associated airfie-ld-
lighting equipment was studied to determine whether or not it would meet
the requirewnts for a basic systemcapability and suites.Alty for austere
airfield operations, The conclusions of AFTU-V were thrat the Portable
Visual Approach and Airfield Lighting System evaluate4 was not acceptable
in the present design configuration.

(C) The AF-V was advised by P3S/Research and Developmentp USAF?
that. equipment was available for an evaluation of an , Airbc-fe Ground Fire
Detection Device, Evaluation of this item Is to bo acocamlehed as a
oontir-ation of a previous J.ATA pr3eaet,

USN Ret-earch and brelozEMnt Unitn VietaS, (MuDm.,.•V)

(0) The potential military usefuiness of the Patrol Air Cushion
Vehicle in various Naval zissions along the oot and in th. inland water-
mays of RVN was evaluated., Testing %ms soheduled zor aompletion on 5 Dec-
ember 1966; the final report was to be co: pleted by 25 January 1967.

(a) A study was conducted to evaluate the effactiw-ness and utility
of an anti-ewiJmer net as a aoudtermeasure deviae in the harbors and on
the rivers of RVN. The evaluation was conductod in Jaruary and February,
HMRU-V concluded .that the ne~t was not an effective anti-ewbwer device as
"currently constructed and utWlised, because the net was unable to defeat.
swimuers, was extremely suscuptible to ?ouling y debrisa and would require
a higb l*Y4 of logistioal ,support.

(0) To determine the operatioWa1 effectiveneas of the AN/SQS-19
ma1U3Aboat sonar as a mine detection device for use on the rivers, canals

and harbors of RVN, a test was perfo.-,d. Baaed on the data collected
during the evaluationp NRU-V concluded that an AN/SQS-19 sonar would
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not achieve a high probability of detection of inland waterway miniies of(the type utilized bythe VC8

(C) An evaluation was conducted i~n January and February on the
effectiveness of magnetic gradimeters in detecting contraband aboard
sampans and junks being inspected in MAR= TIM~ operation in RVN.
INRDU-V concluded that the Naval Ordnance Laboratory contraband-detection
device was effective as a tool to enhance the se 'arch capabilityp, Wn
no ~dd that the contraband-detection device be procured in quantity:
for issue to YA=K~ Tfl anid GAME WARDEN forces.

(C) Projects proposed by NRDU-V included the developmnt of a rapid
fire, hand-cranked 40a-= low-vel~ocity grenade launcher, and a vehicular-
mounted version of the Condensaation Nuclei Device ("people sniffer");
studies were planned for detecting and neritralizing mines (e~g,9 High
Speed Chain Drags, Catenary Bottom Chain Drag,9 Mine Neutralization Device).

ARPA Research and DeveloiEont, Field Unit. Vietnam (&ARPAAFUtV)

(0) The purpose of the Swamp Forest Warfare study was to develop
concepts of operations and derive therefrom generalized weapons systems
and operational requirement a. During the study, a detailed analysis was
made of the physical environments of the several types of samp forests
extant in RVN, Two swamp f orest -areas with different physical charac-
teristics mere selected for detailed studyg th~e Rung Sat area immiediately
southeast of Saigon and the Man Gan area at the tip of the Can Mau penin-

(C) ARPA requested RflFU~-V to compile a report of all defoliation
projects undertaken in RVN, The report covered both airborne and hand

* ~defoliation projects conducted by ARVN 'end other forces, and reported
dated, locations and amounts of defoliant used, Date collection widll
continue until 30 March 1967.

(0) A project to evaluate Ground Surveillance and Intrusion
Detection Operational Analysis wias conducted0 The objective was to pro-
vide field comanders in RVN with practical examples for ground aurveil,-
lance and intrusion detectioh. 'The studyp completed in March 1976.60,
recommnded specific areas for further research on the' short-range
radar (AN/PPS-6),g magnetic iattusion datectors, and soismic detectors.

(C) A study was pertorined to evaluate the Multipurpose Coniceale
Intrusion Detector (MCID)), Model T8.9 to determine Its ability to fulfill
the operational requirements otf disolosing the lweaance of Intrudere by
audible and visual signal. The evaluation coaumnoed on 15 December 1965.'
and terminated I April-1966. JARATA recomuexe that the MEID be intro-
duced into RVN for both US and UVWN uni~ts defending fixed #an semi-fixed
installations,
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Specia Programs and Un~dies .

ARCOV Battalion §tudZ

(S) Xaplied in the ooumi.tsent, of US forces to PRV? was a requIrement
to evaluate promptly the suitability of wexiting doctrine.. materiels, and
organization for operations in such an environment. This evaluation was
conducted by examination of extensive data collected and segregated for
analytical study during the first three months of 1.966. It incorporated
material from after-action reports,9 observer reportsp q!Aeationnafress,
interviews with key personnel, and commanders' evaluations. Evaluation
teamst analyvsis and -*Hmg provided the basis for reco~einded improve-
Ments " The study showed that the battalion,$ the ba-aic USA fighting unit.,
suffered one serious shortcoming:t it lacked sufficient rifle strength for
operations in environment~s like RVN.

(S) In guidance to the Chief US Army Combat Operations in Vietnam
(ARCOV) Evaluation Team, CO1WUSACV directed that four alternatives be
explored during the study of the battalion organization best suited for
operations in RVN. These alternatives were:

1) ZThe infantry battalion as presently constituted (a headquarters
and headquarters company and three rifle companies).

2) The airmobile battalion aL5 presently constituted (a. headquarters
and headquarters ocdmpanys, a combat support company,9 and three rifle companies),

3) A battalion with a headquartesrs and headquarters company and
-. four rifle companies, less upito and weapond determined to be of marslIna
-or no value it! RVN.

4) A battalion -with a headquarters -and hoadqwxarter -onrmpa
(Including a reconnaissance platoon) and four rifle aompanies, less u=its
and we.'pons determined to be of marginal or no value in RVN.

* (3) After study of the alternatives, the AR.COV Teem raocm~ended the
third alternatives, I~vh± provided for four rifle companies per battalions,
.but whbich specifically eliminated the reconnaissance platoon:

which Is not habituaJ.14 employed in the
role for wihich it is designed,. This is attribu-
table solely to the nature of operations in Viet-
nam. At presentj, the only reason the platoon has
for being is to serve as the- nuoleus of a composite
maneuver element * The addition of a fourth rifle

* . company to the battalion elJ~dzates this require-
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COMUSMACV did not agree with the conclusion as to the reconnaissance
platoon# and so stated in recommendations tn the CofS USA:

Whereas the team recommends elimination of
this platoon (when the fourth rifle company is
added to the battalion)9 I feel that the battalion
should continue to have a specr.J_'-ed combat in-
telligence and reconnaissance capability. Under
.current conditions the re connaissance platoon
can also be used for ranger type patrols and
pathfinder functions in airmobile operations. I
also foresee growing opportunities for ground,
including road reconnaissance as additional ground
forces are deployed in Vietnam. Command emphasis
will ensure that the reoonnaissa.ioe platoons cap-
abilities are fully exploited. To emphasize the
proper role, I prefer to cail it an intelligence
and reconnaissance platoon.

Area Denial Weapons

(S) in his constant search for ways and means of limiting enemy
movement. for interdicting lines of commmications, and for eliminating
enemy sanctuariesp C0MUSMACV showed extreme interest in several new
area-denialp anti-materiel weapons which were then available or which
could be-made available in the near future. The four most promising
of these weapons were:

1) Tetrahedron (Missilis, free-fall, tire puncturling), a tire
puncturing barb constructed of tu nular metal. It was approximately four
inches high and had four pointed. A4des.

2) Gravel (XM'-47), a small incapacitating anti-personnel mine
with the appearance of a rock wtighing approximately 3 1/2 ounces,

3) A trip-wire anti-personnel mine (MLU-42/B)o This mine on
•landing automatically threw out trip wires in different directions,

4) Dragon tooth (CBU-28), a small incapacitating anti-personnel
mine, triangulpr in shape9 that burrowed just beneath the surface of the
groUnd. 7

(TS) Development criteria included dispensing systcms compatible
with attack/fighter9 B-52,o B-57,p A-I1 and UH-l aircraft9 and a self-
stezilization capability such that the weapons cbuld not be picked up
and used against friendly forces. The self-eterilization aspect of
these weapons was emphasized by COMUSMACV as an absolute necessity.
It was felt that a 900,000 monthly production of Gravel would provide
continuous denial with a reasonable kill-probability in a swath only
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70 feet wide by three miles in length, SECDEF requested COMUSMACV to
furn-ih IuantIt.tve requirements for each type of weapon plus delivery
vehicles through CY 67. COMUSMACV' s concept for employing these weapons
was to destroy personnel and equipment and to delay. channel 9 and block
enemy movement 9 using Gravel alone cr in cbInation with other weapons.
Gravel limitations of incomplete self-sterilization and no self-destruction
capability. would restrict its application o .n the prozWiity of friendly
troops, Primary emphasis thereforeq woald be out'-of-country use8 COMUSMACV
advised CINCPAC of his concept for employment in Laos and NVN (Route Package
I)* With bhe introduction of Gravel murlit.1ons to SXASI=A CORUSMACV planned
to employ this weapon extensively in the hazassing area-denial role. It was
to be used on infiltration routes, near britiles aiaf road segwntas at fords,
ferry slips, and choke points. COMUSMAIV btated the air-emplaced mines
would be dispensed in many sequences p.ovid-Ing variabIe,-sise patterns. Is
considered that the risks inherent in thee Iw'.ut I xation were, noý utque
and were acceptable in light of the potential adt••~ttges cffe•±"ed ' its
employment. The problem areas associated with Gravel had been recognized
by MACV and certain disadvantages had been noted when the original recm-
mendations-were made to Gravel as an interim weapon, CO1,USMACV esa•red
that MACV continue with plans for the employment of Grwvel-

The importance of a prompt decision to lift the
suspension of use of this munition is underscored by
the current buildup of enemy units to diviston
strength in Quang Trn Provinceo if approval is
"granted for the use of Grav'el special precautions
will be taken by careful target'seleotion oe by provid-
ring suppressive fires on enemy -anti-aircraft instal-
lationa to miramize the risks of cawnister detonation

* fura• .round fire.

COVISMACV reaffixmed the orignal re a nendation to employ Gravel as soon as
possible and to introduce improved weapons. auch as Dragon Tooth a& trip-wire
mines as soon as they could be providedoe

(S) Because of urgent operational requirementa for aerial delivery,
SECDEF in early 1966 requested COWUSMAOV to select the Oelivry ,ehlcles
contemplated through GC 67 for Gravel., Bragon Tooth9 and trip-vire mines.
COMUSMACV .specified that the dispensers must be compatible with tactial
fighters 1B-529 B-57p A-I.9 and UH-i airorafto On 15 November COWJSMACV
requested that the development programs for dispensing the (I-27 frim the
F-100l F-105, and F-4 aircraft be expedited, and that a certified deliver7
system be deployed to SEASIA for operational use, JCS infoaed CITPAC *W
COM1SMACV in December that provided the dispenser tests were'satisfactory
at high speeds, the USAF would initiate action to certify the F-4 or F-105
in approximately four to six months. As 1966 endedp the A-IE airaraft
used for Gravel had been modifled0 the USAk loadivi crews in RVN were cer-
tified, the 7AF was in a "Go Co•.t.lonu '9 and t)ho UI-lB capability was being
developedo 
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(S) Caltrop was a non-e2plosive tetrahedron anti-infiltration device
for route and trail interdiction; unique feature was that it was
self-neutralized by corrosion, During July DA informed HACV of an R&D
program, to develop Caltrop and requested guidance on a 30 to 90-day
sterilization time, COMUSMCV felt that the sterilization time was
aceptablep and that a delivery system for high performance aircraft
should be developed, After reviewing Caltrop. COMUSMACV stated that
it appeared to have great potential value fow route md trail intardice
tion; it. was decided that Caltrop wculd be empLoyad initialy in areas
wher e nmy air defense did not prevent the use of low performanoe
aircraft. COMUSMACV strongly urged the expeditious deployment of Caltsop
for operational testing in MSEA9 rapid development of a high-performance
aircraft delivery system9 and preparation of a contingency plan for
urgent procurement of Caltrop in large quantities. The MACV Seienica
AdvMvor was nformed in Noyamber that 500,000 Caltropp with dispnsing
systemsp wond be shipped to ACTIV for operational evaluation during-
YAroh 156?.

JMnLe'Burninsg

(S) In the search for measures to deny the VC/NVA the conceat.mt
afforded by the jtmgle, interest was shown early in 1966 in the use of
forest/jungle fire to destroy selected jungle target locationst It was
felt that the use of fire could have the dual effect of trapping the
enen. in the target area as well ae destruction of the 3ungle area by
fire. In this endeavor SEODEF gave ARPA the project of devboaennt of
filed operatiobal teams for determiining the specifia jiugle zoistum,-
content conditions under whioh thwe %as tho gnat-eat posriblity o.W-0
destroying jungle/forest by fires and the quantitatilw reAouactIte- in
jungle-coiature content that could be achievw throogh defoliation,
The.US Forest Servica was called on to perform this work and a team
of technicians in the field of forest fuels begn vork on this problen
in January 1966. USAF in coordination with CINIPACp was authorised
to conduct in RVN a test of a fire ignition source.- CofS USAF, advised
of the MACV plan to conduct a jungle-burn operation in RV)N, recommended
to CINCPAC that the BLU-29/B delivered by-.-52 aircraft be evaluated
as the fire-ignition source in this test.11

(S) On 19 January MACV J3 suggested that since ARPA had been
directed by SECDEF to initiate tests on burning jungle ±bliage, rnd
as JRATA had a technical team to plan., advisae, and evaluate iuch tests,
that JRATA be the responsible office for the test projeo, of burning
Chu Pong mountain forest. He further indicated that although this
project was essentially a test v it could yield substantial operational
benefits if successful. Suggested phases for the operation Me%

Phase I - defoliation of target area.
Phase II - weather evaluation to determine time for iguition,
Phase III -air operat 1 Ila 'THIZSPAGv~
Phase IV -evaluain .
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(3) The original test of bm-unng Chi Pong was executed on U1 Marah,
using 14-35 bcmbletus The initial report stated that the test was an out-
stawding operational succeas 'ut apparently only a qualified technical
success. All phases of the test were conducted under optimum conditions
at perecise times and with spectacular delivery accuracyp but heavy flames
were not observed and fire storms did no. develop. On 16 March CINOPAC
assigned the nickname PINK ROSE to all jungle-fire activity8 Hc imdicated
that the initial reports of the Jungle-burning test showed. that jungý.e-
burning might be a feasible and practical tactic, and reqmsted COMUSMACV
provide preliminary plans for exploiting thi5 or similar-type operationr.13

WS) COMUSMACV replied to CINCPAC on 2 April that the effectiveness
of techniques used in the jungle-burnirg test had been ideterminat.e and
that further avalu.stin would be necese&jy prior to eonsiderlmg and
selecting areas for this tyie of operation. He sugested that the best
defoliant was Herbicide Oranges, hich killed foliage and produced drylag
in fcur to saN-,,eks. In answer to CIGDCPAC's query on aircraf " spraying,
COMUSMACY replied that the C-123 aircraft with A/A45Y, an internal defoli-
ation dipeý 3er, was conaidered the optimu conftigwation for aerial
spraying, and that an evaluation of adequa."y "l number of aircraft foMr
the herbicide program was in progress. On 2 September COMMUCV advised
CINCPAG that tho next test of PINK ROSE iould be in Wa-r Zones C and D.
The sones watid be. ,sprayed by defoliatiao agents, &j1owed to dry, then.
sprayed a-ain with "Agent Blueau a •-ryig omipouA.

(S) In October COMUS IACV designated the AFTU-V as action agency for
the upcomirg PI• ROSE test. He de-ired that a ooordirated test plAn b4
developýd and necessary actions be taken to ptiait projeeý aeeoution on
a selected datep -vhich wa& antiipated to ba esrly in 1961. The pLs g
continued wA tho first defoliation trettmtat f n-11 selected target wav
completed an. 27 Mclemraero Because of envky forces a&d instal atione
uncoverd in WAr Zone C during Operation AMTUMO, WhLch requdied iaresd
tactical air strikes and long razge patrolJs the cculetion of the War Zone
0 targets for Phase 1U and III of PINK ROSE was del~qdi and COM AMV
recomended that the War tone D target be desi&-ited the primary target.
N OMMACV reported that no ma$, operations were ptýnnýd in War Zone 1)
bet-ore the scheduled PMIN ROSE testing, and the targets could be made
available tor ignition test during the last two weeks of Febr=7 1I.

(0). M=W forest areas in RVN were long-.etablished VC base arcae.
Althc.h periodic military sweeps were cahnductod in thes areas and the
VC elisinated, the ewrW retutned to them -nd continued to harass the
surroting countrysidt. CO3J1 0V form)iated pla-is to deny the ettuary
permanently in these areas by ,utliu*1 and clearing the rvtest growth. The
project would be utdertaken initialy by speOial.r tailored USA EngLneer
unitas, equipped 1with Rme plows wd other special devices which had been
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.used successfu.ly in other parts of the world in similar projects. The
plan considered later participation of both ARYN and PSILCAG Unita. In
addition to eliminating eneW bases, forest clearing was expected to
benefit the Vietnamese economy significantly. COMUSMACV expressed his
desire that testing on the jungle-clearing operations be implemented as
soon as possible. He identified this project as one that had 0sex
appeal" because it was a new idea for denying r cover and wvld both
raise ARVN morale arqproduce badly-needed lumber for construction and
other wood produets.oI

(C) The two mev,4ods C0MUCV was considering were:

1) The ROME PLUN method, which used a standard military doner
equipped with a special cutting blade and operator protective cab. The
blade was equipped with a horisontal cutting edge and a stinger for
splintering the larger trees. Felled material would be windrowed for
destruction or recovery.

2) The King Ranch method would use two dozers operating
generally in parallel, 100 to 200 feet apart, towing a 600-foot heavy
anchor chin. The debris was subaequentldy salvaged or destroyed as
desired.

The Ambassador approved the conuept as a very sound idea and stated
that MACV should move ahead toward implementation. USARV and II

* FF(RCEV had been given the miosion oa developing a PlAU for leveling
fcrests. The guldawe provided by CO(MU.SMAV vwas "think b--eelect
a VC base orea aud level it. Upon arrival of the additoal 0l0
a& pun Iii. early in 7 the plan vas to be put into e~feot,
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AMNEX H-WATWAYS CONTR.OL.

(U) The inland waterways of RVN have always been important
as avenues of commerce in peace, and as lines of communications in
war. In the Delta this is particularly true, as 1 ,500 miles of
canals•-1,000 miles of which constitute primary canals connecting
main waterways-criss-cross the area. Besides these man-made
arteries, important rivers also flow through RVN, especially the
Mekong River. Like so many of the world's great waterwayss the
Mekong is important not only to the nation in which its mouth lies,
but also to the other countries through which it flows. Until
1960, the main port for hUN's neighbor, Cambodia, was the Makong
River port of Phnom Penh. Even though it has been replaced by
Sihanoukville as Cambodia's main port, Phnom Penh is still used
rather extensively by smaller cargo ships of up to 3,000 tonsgross.1

Control of Mekong River Shipupin

(U) Since the Mekong was so significant in the l3res and
development of the SEASIA countries of Laos, Cambodia, ..ad RVN
through which it flowed, the three nations had signed a Tripartite
Agreement to regulate navigation on the river. Signed in Paris on
29 December 1954P the agreement provided that on the basis of
equality of treatment, navigation would be free throughout the
course of the Mekong, its tributaries $ effluents, and navigable
mouths located in the territories of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietisam,'
as well as on the waterways giving access to the port of Saigon
and to tte sea. Such freedom was automatically granted to states
which recognized the high contracting parties diplomatically, and
freedom of navigation would be subject to their consent. (Neither
the US nor RUN has diplomatic relations with Cambodia.) Navigatidn
had to conform to the requirements prescribed by the riparian stateso
particularly in sanitary, police, and customs matters and with
respect to the maintenance of general security. Each riparian
state had the right to subject the transportation of persons and
goods to certain conditions, provided they were applied equally, and
nprovided that freedom of navlgation would not be in violation of the
national laws of the riparian states concerning the importation and
eipaotatioa of goods, or immigration and emigration.'-
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(S), Un.der -the -terps of the - ripax'titd Agreement, ships flying
te flags of .the contracting countries., and of the counltries which

recognize these countries diplomatically,7 were to be allowed freedom
of navigation ani the 149kong. This had special signif4~cance for sea-
~going ships bound for Phnom Penh, because the mouth and lower reaches
of thet.Mekong were in RVN. UnA4-1- late in 1.964., the MVN did little
to Interfere with ships proceeding up the Mekong to Phnom Penh, A
pilot and a customs offitdal normally boarded the ship near the
mouth of the river and accompanied it to the Cambodian border.
Cargo manifests were examined in a routine fashion; and no attempts
were made to inspect car.o Intelligence developed over many ýearss
however., indicated the increasing rola played by Cambodia in
infiltrating men and materiel for the VC in RWN. In October 1964,,
using the mechanism of the Tripartite Agreement.* RVN acted to at=~
the flow of goods into Cambodia from the sea,0 with the issuance of
a new decree governing transit traffic on the Mekong. This decree
stipulated that comiercial. vessels wene required to apply at the
appropriate GVN customs office (Vung Tau for ships going up the

* river., and Tan Chan for ships coming down) for authorization to
transit the RIN sector of the river. No authorizaiions were permitted

* ~to 3hips enrout~e A-om Commnunist ports., those flying the flags of
countties which d~id not recognize OVN (applied~at firest to all,
comunist .ships 'but. not to Cambodian ships), or those carrying
weapons, a~mmuitionp or commodities of military significance, -without
advance permisrdton from the Ministry of Defense., An RVN pilot was
required to b a aboard at aU. tim a between the mouth of the Yekong and
the Cambodian border. QVN officials were authorized to inspect cargoes
amd custnms papers, sofl holds, and, if necessary to take commarcial
ihips to Saigon for inspection and sealing. Navi~gation was authorized
only betweei; sunrise and sunset and night layovers ware authorized

* only- at purescribed anchorageo, ex~cept for mechaqnical breakdowns,
accidzntos otte.. During the tinet t-,, month that ths decrme was in
ei~ect., RVN olh idasl confiacatad a consignment of cartridge bolts

* abo 'ard a Japanese -ship bound for Phnom Penh, and prevftnted six other
Free Wo".d ships (motl Japanese) froofentering the rivsr-f our
carrying cament from the U3SM and Co~miait China a&W two carrying

(S.) in Jaxuaary 1965 the MVN introducted certain changes in It*
regulAtions for shipplig on the Makong. Cambodian vesselm were ctenied
access to the river becauza the Cambodian Goverrumsn. (1MO) did not
recogaize the GO*. Authori~ations were to be refused to ships that
had called at Communist ports since leaving their home ports; all
a hips carrying 'cargpss* of Communiat giregardless of flag aud
port of loading,, were to be datai~ned with their holds sealed until

L the GVtJ Ministry of Defense investtggted the aroumstanctbs; and all
w&U,=*%c1~vere. prohibited from comalng alongside cowtureial freighters.
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ring Kpxch 1965 the decree was enforced and access to the lower
* ~ (Mekcong was denied to tvo small Cambo~dian freighters which normall.7

.- operated between Singapore and Phnom Penhe Later# however$ enfcu'e-
ment, of the regu~lations' stopped , and the Cambodian ships resumsd their
formr activity on the M.ekong. Appa. ntl.. t

lations previously imposed by GV, cauced a decline both in-Us number
of calls at, Phnom Penh by dry-cargo ships and in the vo3.ume of dry.
cargoes discharged from seagoing ships in :19651 The rya~bavk ~fe
by dry-cargo ships dropped from. 372 in 1964 to 316 in 1965ur ind the4
volume of dry cargo discharged dropped from, I47pOO0 to 75#000 tonsr,

(4 Examination of cargo manifests. revealed that- war material
had bnw. shipped into Cambodia as early a 1964rgh Many ite were nthcqo
whiach thedVC could use and, in factj had obtained, Large quantities of
ricerand other supplaes had been infiltrated into RVN from Gambodite,
in some cases even with the active pa~rticipa~tion-of .KG of~ficiela.:ý

(T4 In December 1965 CONIJSZACV requested CI!NAVADVGRU to develop
plans for a naval blockade ofg Sihanouknille and of the i3kong entrance
to Cambodia, Specifically,, COI4IJ5MACV wanted to know the requirements
necessary to achieve an effective blockade; the organization and:command
arrangements dividing the -effort between US and VRNJ the ssetis ava•l-
able; and what additiona means-would be-required,. Reiulta of the
study were provided on 20 sanuar7 n966. The mechanics for effet.ng a

*blookada already e~cisted in a CINCPAC plan which, while not specifiwIlly
cover-ng Camboiia, could be expanded to inblude Si6 noinkI e n•t*The
plane cafed tor the establishment of a NrWitim 0 Control For? e (Cto 74)
to control traffic "in the Pacific Ocean and its tributaries aontiguoUp
to tha Asian mainland" when directed. The study pointed out that
"blodbadenh was a belligerent act leading to the most complex ramifica t on
.of international law, and discussed the use of such substitutes as
interdiction-commonly termed "quarantinie from the Cuban -situation of.
1 962, VNresources were not sufficient to enforce a blockade of
Cambodian parts. The estimated force requiresnt Was for tix USe
destroyerf and seven Sb-5 aircraft based at a mobile seadrowg at An Thoi,
utilizing a USN Seaplane Tender (AVP)O. Ten Swift boats _(CF) %wuWn
provide adequate Inehore patroln Blockade was csaidnired tiwj OnP
practical method of cutting the supply or twar material- to 'Camodia
by ada.. hterdiction wa mea-wd impractical becuese of the natur of
the cargo being interdnicted Crates of misTiles or pieces of IL-28 a

-bombero a deck loaded, could be spottea byC interdiction ships and air-
.- afgt; not so the war oaterials foe d the V•_C Wich could be concealed
ealyn or mixed in with legitimae cargo. As CAs =AVADVUo said:
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It Ajnteradicti~a fails -as a workable solution
ýbecause it is unenforceable. Presidential. proclama-
tion,1 publicity.,great and enthusiastic deployment
of forces . . .all would fail because even the most
flagrsn'ý infiltrator, with her lower holds full of
ýcontraband, could innocently face the militant~ US
Navy warship and st~ateco 10K., go ahead and search
Zbov 6

(TS) Three possibilities were considered by the study for the
control of contraband snipped via the 14kong Uiver: strict enforcement
ofhich in GVN regulations; harassing actions of a "nuisance" nature.,

wihinevitably would cause a shift of Cambodian-bound traffic to
Sihanoukville; and outright abrogation of the'-Tripartite convention$
closing all rivers to all traffic, thus also diverting all, traffic to
Sihanoulcville. These measures were all within the capability oft*GVN.
The last was rejected as too broad a move which would, by establishing
a blockade., be a belligerent act signifying that a state of war existed
between EVN and Cambodia (azd probably Laos, since it also was one of the

* sipsatories to the convention .)3 The recommended cdurse of action was
the-first:-9orce, existing regulations w'ith harassing actions to follow,0
it requrd

(TS) Concurrently with CHNAVADVGRU' s study, the JCS direLtdCICA
to formulate. plans, in conjunction with COHLJSMCV and the US Hission,
t~o improve surveillance. of the sea LOý Is betweein RVN 4nd Cambodia and
to intensify and make more effective controls of the MWkong/Baasac water-.
ways." This was to be doner without violating the Cambodian border,
territorial waters, or legitimate rights of navigation~. COZ4USACV

refered o th CHAVAflVGRUJ study and expanded on thie proposals:

Each of the many possible regulatory measures
relating 'to the Cambodian problem has a correlative
alternative (available to any potential inMfiltrator)

*which necessitates additional measures applied elso-
4~ ,' hero. This is suggested by the followings it contra-

' band were elizInated on the Mekong/JBassac (or its intro-.
* ~ / duction made substantially more difficult) it would

~ / obviously be diverted to Sihanaukvi3.le, or flown into
Phniom Penh. This would necessitate similar regulatory

* '* / nasures to control contra~band entering overtly through
the gulf of Thailand; but if the overt traffic were

~ a: ~Vcontrolled, the desperate would-be alder of' the VGO,
j4 00~ would be forced to attempt covert initrto of

All contraband via the Cambodi~an coastline, or to increase
his efforts &long the RVN coast. Consequently, the
entire Cambodian problem r'epresents a complex array of
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inter-relat~ed causes and effIect~s, of aotione and
reactiou.~ which muet. be, foreseen and considered as
as part of a "package program" fo.- coxntrol1 {ng alUl
of~ tha sea lines of' communl-oati e: in Southeast~ Asia
potentially available to t/he oC

(TS)_ CUSItACV approached. thr- pnrbem ýn tjwc h'ýcad to~is
those measureez which co;.uJ.d be taken -,n=ediately -4hi ex-Isti1 ng authority
and protnn~olq and those which Aould reqTuire. USG actic-nk and authori.ty
to Imp.Lement. Ui~der- the former cat~egory there were several measures
which could be takcen. MAN sni'crasmant. of~ exi.titng rvguiat"Lons% could be
strengthened:, ir~zuding embazrkation. of cusLcn.¶ agtnrtsp~ sacur1ty police.,
wid/or military per-sonnel. Strong repr nawi.~ t* t.his, eff~c.~ were
made to CvVNg iLa.*luding the use of RVNAF tro-:ps ard nationanl pc~lice$

if ~ ~ ~ 4 GNsreutd, US troops would be made avail2able to aseeist0
COMIUM~AV &di not expect an early ýnAplezentaticn cf this measure, due
to the 1"c.=mp.Lez interaction of diverse political/mitary faction4
in GVN.1" Small boat Pattrols could be x=aintained alongside ahips during
the. transit of the river and at overnight, ancho~rageso This also was
urgently proposed to the GVNFl. bvt the same problems of mL:itary/political
intrigtie were inolved. The sli~r:,.ge of VNN bovts Kact exp4-:tIed be
corrected when US River ?atro-' Zcat4. (PBWt be-. ame operat.i':z'a2 :to !Iky,
These two-mDeasures were deaigred ti7, precludo the, t.f-za-d_,.g If supplies
to sanip-n-s whi.le shlps were trlaneZ.'zrng t~he MeciOg m- * V Rý10  The
GVN wouaAld e enc-curaged tlo wuca p :P. pr-ýg~dm Cf f*ruc
spot oheckt of cargo.. wiýýh the thr'ea-, ;,!.fi~ie Wczd4 ani inspsc-
tjiofi. with ',he ass:.stan;z; ct US perso.u=e.ý. 4d thie .oe of: US fac-iiit~ie'
if reouiz~ed. ThNs, 'mwa-u~re might i. Ln nwewrý sfpZ-l and -,'z :iziga-.
-don due 14( voyage del.ays and -targo aamage.. A!.-', on-xt z :'! the
compl.ete offload measure,- -4.I rtquire t~hý shlo k~o b(- ýn S.Ftgon, and
would take about. ten dar. per ship f er off *L:a a',sp~ ý..d backload%
this wgould consume. already overtaxfd pier- space and aargc4-Nt-,.i1ng facil--.
ities in Saigon.. further d&lay-ng other hih shgcos. The mcrit
severe measure, under exivtin~g authority. wot',d b-s Ir the MIN effectively
to close the river to a'"' -,raffic by means of laa!se~nt 0. thes river
mouths by nuisance actions such as tnterminable pz -erwcric, Oncr.~-avalla,-
bili~ty'" of pilotap. and eumberscms health quexantinee. AMýe~r theee
measures had been tried and had fa.i~led to halt or' divert rargoee from the
rivers a measure requiring a change off US po2iA-y., zlouing the I&tkorL&/
Bassac Rivers to all traffic vfj- tzle maintenance c. gerý.a !e-U-rtyu
under the provisions of Art:,ce 11 if "he :-_.yarita .''E-i cn, wcild
be considered. COMUSM.AC recormiended tha- tral be p:-ýpcsed if and
when it was desired to cicse tho Makong to all traff:c. fo:: such a eourse
Llecessarily would incl.ude a. gua~rantee L' US bJOXa and ase.Qfstance,
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.COI4USMACV foresaw that "great pressure" by the US would be required to
.get GVN concurrence in this plan, and noted, "Enforcement is relatively

"simple if will exists, but foresee small hope until US exert influence
on GVN." Should the proposed river-control measures prove effective,
Cambodia-manifested cargoes would be diverted to the remaining seaport,
Sihanoukville. COMUSMACV pointed out that controlling overt salt water
*dRML into Sihanoukville would require certain measures, "all of which
are tingea with the international consetquence of fblockade' end/or
'interdiction,' all of which are clearly beyond the capability of
the Vietnamese Navy (except for token participation) and all of which
would involve unilateral action by the US." 7

(TS) COIAUSMCV recommended that CINCPAC approve the concept of
implementing gradually-tightened regulatory measures by the GVN, and
that diplomatic plans be made in anticipation of possible international
consequences should GVN close the river. He also recommended expansion
of contingency plans to include the Cambodizi ports and littoral. He
pointed out that the protection of land routes for infiltration from
Cambodia into RVN would require control of the borders and stream,
canal, and river branches by ground forces. In summarizing, COMJSMACV
said:

It is considered that substantial gains can
be effected in minimizin& the introduction of con-
traband destined for the VC via Phnom Penh., or by
off-loa!ing to small craft on the RVN side of the
border. Actions by COMUSACV are now underway to
motivate the GVN to strict enforcement of existing
customs and police regulations pertaining to river
-transit. This includes embarkation of RVN troops
and use of VN river craft to prevent off-loading.
Embarkation of US troops to assist the GVN is a
future possibility. The threat of complete cargo
inspection, and the actual conduct of spot checks
should be effective. All of these are within the
scope of existing protocols, require a minimum of
US involvement, and require wo action by higher
authority.

If the foregoing are ineffective, the river and
Gulf of Thailand entrances to Cambodia can be effec-
tively blockaded by USN and VNN forces. These
'actions have serious international implications in
that they would violate (to varying degrees) the
Cambodian border, territorial waters, or legitimate
rights of navigation. T fS PA F r . NtLr
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Mining of the6 Cambodian sal'•-wter Dorl- has

certain advantages over classin nckadeý in that
(after appropriate mining warning.s and notices have
been promulgated) the burden of dedision to proceed
from (or into) a Cambcdian port -*tn -,ne master
of the vessel; whereas the bizdsnn t.&. .stop, searchg
or sink a blockade violator rests unLilaterally with
the enforcer.

The planning and execution of a' actions Im. the
Gulf of Thailand lie withi•. the CINCPfQ/CINCPACFLT/
COMSEVENTHFLT chain cf -ommand.

(TS) In commenting to JCS c.&; COMUS*LOCVC proposals CINCPAC said he
did not think it necessary to employ patrol boats for escort if armed
guards were posted on the ships. He concurred that. off-landing shipping
for inspection at Saigon was presently uaacceptable due to port conges-
.tion. Closure of the Mkong and Bassac Rd'imrs was not considered

warranted at that time$ and extension of MITRKT TIME into the Cambodian
coastline would serve orn ly as a sbip-counting operation. Blockade also
was dismissed as unwarranted, but CINCFAC concurred that high priority
be given to plans for gaining control of the border, land areas, and
waterway, beaches. The addition of Swift boate 'PCF) and USCG WPB's to
MAKET TIME Area 9 should reduce the movement of infiltrating water-
craft from Cambodia by sea to the Southwest coast of RVN. He also
pointed out that the planned implementation ot GAME WARDEN river and
air patrols would intensify and make effective Mekong and Bassac contr6ls,.
Increased inte2ligence activity, already iL V ated by COMUSMACV, would
provide data on the VC use of th- waterway- &nd. the support they were
receiving from Cambodiao.

(3) In a memorandum t.. the Ambueadcy,, COU3MACV requested the
assistance of the Embassy in gevzmng GMN tzý increase oc.ntr+ols on the
Mekong and Bassac Rivers. 1r the meantimes, in.1tion continued apace,
On 25 February, a US official observed an anchored ,ý,ean-gc.ing frsighter
offloading supplies =nto aevcral sampan= about one kiulcater from the
city of TAn Chau, in Chau Doc Prcv:nce. When assault. boata. attempted
to approach the ahipq it weighed anchor and stoamed toward Cambodia
before it could be halted. The sampane also eo,.caped,- so that no cargo
was confiscated or identif-ed. in Mizch, -_ntoelriiene sources reported
that a CIUCOM ship had unlgaded fiela guns. ammunition and other war

"' imaterial in SihaaoukviUle.i4

(5) Replying to proposals by COMtSI4ACV and CINCPAC1 a Joint State/
Defense message of 22 March requested tha-.. the Embaesy urge the promul-gation of regulations by VIN ,o require RVNAF parsonnel to be embarked

on ships transiting the Hev.cng and Bassac Rive~r, including a statement
of intent to search ships in tran!:to The P'4" "w
assist customs off•cers inspect -argc. to ro~scheck on the performance
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of customs officials and pilots, and to provide additional intelli-"
gence on the waterways shipping. It was also recommended that GVN
inform EKG in advance as a diplomatic courtesy. Further, the Bnbassy
was requested to ooordinate plans with GVN, COMUSMACV, and CINOPAC for
further tightening of the controls, and to submit them for Washington
review. The JQ. edoresed this rect~irment to CINCPAC, who requested
COMUSHACV to represent him at the initial discussions. COMUSMACY
recommended that the Mission approach GVN to request US assistance in
enforcing waterways controls, in anticipation of Operation GAME
WARDEN becoming operational. Because of special conventions governing
navigation on the Mekong River, it was advisable that the GVN formally
request US assistance to give a legal basis for US participation in
the enforcement of controls on the Mekong. A similar request had been
used prpviously as the legal basis for MARKET TflE operations, but it
was limited to the territorial seas and contiguous waters of RVN.
The Mission advised on 16 April that the GVN Foreign Ministry had been
approac•hed informally and was agreeable. CHNAVADVGRU, as COMUSY.ACV's agent,
"and CINCVNN were to work out the rules of engagement, which were to be
forwarded to JOS for review. 13

(TS) CQMUSMACV reported to CINCPAC on 19 April that GVN had taken
encouraging preparatory actions suggesting acceptance of some of the con-
trol measures which had been offered by the US. Continuous efforts by
COMUSACV and the Mission were being made to push the decisions, and the
Premier had received a letter from the Chief JGS which requested, • ".,
& ,ia, "that a ministerial order or memo relative to the establls1ý=t
4f the Water Traffic Control Committee to be promulgated so as to put an

CNknd to the clahdestine supply, by foreign merchant vessels, to the
diet Cong in the territory of Vietnam." It was also noted that convoy

escorts "1 111 be adequately armed and manned by customs, police and =7
Cersonnel -.o control briberies and opposition to searches."14

I (TS) On 24 April -CNCPAC promulgated new rules of engagement for

~ "•=3ASIA. Significant in this context was the inclsuion of "internal waters
• o•C Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, nortti dnd South Vietna=." This reconized
She pending use of US forces in the Mekong Delta waterways, including

go ýhe ekong River. Additionally, a "hostile vessel"V.was defined "a a -
0 4essel in RVN or Th d internal wat whih w • engsd in one of

ýfthe hostile acts described. 1 5

£4 (S) At this stage in the development of the overall waterways
Cc control program, two aeparate and distinct programs were being considere4,

Sirat, control of third-country shipping from the sea to Cambodia, to
S • •%eaccomplished strictly by RVNAF, customs and police forces. Seconds

, •, ;control of the smaller inland waterways of the Delta and RSSZ with
14 l operation GAME WARDEN, a US operation. GAME WARDEN forces might be
0 !callod upon to provide escort duty for shipping through VG-controllad

areas, tt only as a defensive measure to protect shipping from VO

attack. _
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Control of the Mekong Delta Waterways

(TS) In early May, in proposing rules of engagement for GAME
WARDEN, COMUSMACV felt that "the rules should be equally applicable to
all RVN inland waterways, including those of an. international character
(Mekong/Bassac) ." The Mission agreed to the rules of engagement prior
to their transmission to CINCPAC, and the previous position that US
personnel not be involved with third-country shipping was abandoned.
Further assumptions were that GVN would request maidmum assistance from
US forces in patrolling all such waterways-, that GVN actions in patrol-
ling and establishing control of waterways would eoual that requested
of the US; that Article II of the protocol to the Tripartite conven-
tion was sufficient legal basis for the GVN to establish strict control
of the Mekong/Bassac; and that the eventual abrogation cf the Tripartite
convention by RVN was a recognized possibility. The rules Ver'i to be
effective for US forces engaged in surveillance operations on the inland
waterways of RVN, to assist GVN in enforcement of GVN regalatig9 s an4 to

counter infiltration of RVN which supported the VC insurgency.'

(TS) During May and June there "wore several exchanges of proposed
rules between COMUSMACV and CINCPAC, primarily concerning wording of the
paragraphs defining the Mekang River, i.e., "intirnational waters" or
"inland waters with special international status." A final proposal
was sent to JCS by CINCPAC in July, and final GAE WARDEN rules ofa.
engagement were promulgated by JCS in De-embmr. The 'ules specified
that GAIE WARDEN u.nits wnuld follow the basic rulet for SEASIA, with
certain, specific directives, GAME WARDEN forces would follow MARKET
TI7DS rules if actually opdratin& in MAWM TIME areas (dafensive sea
area of RVN and the high seat, including the contiguous zone of RYN);
immediate pursuit was not authorized over Cambodian territory, airspace,
or internal waters. In an emergenc~yp when operating near the Cambodian
border, necessary cunteractions could be taken in accordance with
existing rules, to include returning hostile fire from VCANVA forces
across the border, and maneuvering while actually in con~tact with VC/NVA
forces, into Cambodia as necessary for the preservation of the force.
While the rules were being developed, GAME WARD= forces began their inter-
diction of the inland waterways of R/N with rewarding results. COMUSMACW,
advised CINCFAC in early July that, "Intelligence indicates that GAME
WARDEN operations have hampered VC efforts significantly. Several
Vietnamese watermen have stated that they can now move on rivers in
comparative safety for the first U.me in years."' 8
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Mekong Controls Impleimenttd

(S) Problems of control of shipping on the Mekong/Bassac Rivers
still r.nained. Reports of explosives or their chemical components
entering RVN via the Mekong were verified on 29 ApriL when 1 ,200
kilograms of sulphur-type explosives were inercepted by border patrol
forces. Intelligence reports also indicated that a portion of the 15
tons per day infiltrations of non-rice cargo along the Mekong route
was being transloaded to sampans from Cambodia-bound ships transiting
the Mekong. CO!US continued discussions with appropriate GVN
agencies throughout May and into June$ and on 27 June GVN formally
requested US assistance in "improving control of rivew waterways in
Vietnam." The GON Foreign Ministry advised that its note constituted
the le122' basis for USN participation in waerways control (GAMEWAm . 9

(S) During Jizly the US !W saion established a waterways commttee
to study the problem and develop US plans for increased controls. On
29 Jw.y GVXN established a Waterways Control Committee under the Ministry
of Defense. The aelay in GVN action was caused by internal political
problems during the sumer. With the establishment of the waterwva
committee, it was possible to begin negotiations for an integrated US/GYX
plan. The US Mission committee recommended a plan w-hich would require
ships to transit the Mekong in convoys under armed escort, and which
also developed possible actions to cause delays in transit, both desiged
to make the transit4 of the bekong R4vert unattractive to shippers arA
thereby divert traffic to Sihanoukville, thus saturating that port and
the connecting overland LOG's. The US and GVN committees met in October
"and considered a WN-developed plan, to be impleminted on 1 November,
which required all merchant shipping to transit the Makong in convoys,
three each way per mnth• The ahipa would be required to ariv, at
Vung Tat or Tan Chau 48 hours yrin to .cnvcy departure for ouetoma,
health, ard sanitary ins pections, and =V.3to p . ctiou if requi-.-o°
A Shipping SurxveillAnce Center was to be eetah•llhed in Wgon, with
representatives of all in•terested GVW authorities ond & US Mvtsoro

SThe plan was implemented on 6 November, uhen all shippli8 bound for
Cambodia was &topped at Vunr Tau to await aoavoy. The first c=nvoy,

' consisting of four Japaneso, two Cambodian, anwd two Fmr m Ohim-..,
( ~ departed Vung Tau 15 November. No ships aborted when ilifori of the
-- convoy requiroments.n

UZ . ° (S) Internttinal reaction to the GNN action was intwdiate.
* S ,'4 £3Z0 and S*ELL representatives in Phnom Perh complained to the Auatralan

Embaeay theae, and the New York MSS- officiý to the State D6epartmnt, that
V the convoy syAto wouled dely servicing Phnom Perth and would raise

petroleum prios in Cambodia. SRCSTATS repended that although legitimate
arguments could be made in defense of the convoy system and that Owe
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u nderstand rationale from a military point of view," it was
that the operation be "handled carefully in order to avoid

unfortunate political repercussions, in n..ticular Charge that
the action was motivated politically in effort . put pressure

-on Cambodia rather than from legitimate security consideration."
SECSTATI insisted that the GVN insure that it was not open to charges
of "hobbilng legitimate commerce," and pointed out that if the immediate
effect of the convoy system was a rise in petroleum prices in Cambodia
and increased operating costs for shippers, the "political lose might
exceed the military gain. . .USG does not wish at this tise to
participate in action intended to damage Cambodian economy." The
Mission in Saigon was requested to provide the considerations which
prompted the convoy action at that time, and information to justify it,
and to assess the feasibility of increasing the frequency of the convoys
to reduce lost time for ships in Phnom Penh. The Nission reply to
SECSTATE noted that ESSO, GALTEX, and SHELL had called on the GVN/VNN,
and NAVADVGRU, that the Japanese Embassy had talked to the GVN For-ign
Ministry, and that ESSO had talked with the Deputy Ambassador about the
new controls. All had been advised that the convoy was a "legitimate
measure aimed at maintenance of security and prevention of illegal
importation of goods." The GVN understood the problem and was stressing
that the measure was not aimed at damaging the Cambodian economy. After
reviewing the rationale and planning that had gone on with the GVN,
the M.ission stated that the petroleum aspects had been studied; it
was realized that the oil companies would have to make adjustm•nts,.
and that Cambodia would be affected. Nevertheless,

*o. ,.value to US of denying this considerable
logistical asset outweighs, we believe (and GVWI, of... course, foals even more sltrongly on this3 point)

"adverse commercial impact in -mall market for huge
international oil companies. This also applies to

Oh t ucecs __f CTh a s odn rea~ion.

gent e as, convoy sys' ar strio-

I.. 1ý &exit-hat other miaau~res we could have takea, and in

• , not repeat not •a•ed at Cambodia, but at VC. CINCQiC
views are invited on question.

,On timing, we had projected impuiwntatiot of
control measures for end of 1966. GVN, however, for
once moved crisp]S" and afficiently ahead of expecta-
tions, and was in posi.ion to start this w-nth. Since
rmeasure is sovereign matter within their perogatives,
South Vietr.amase went ahead and clamped down.

•W.OF K.A
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CINCPAC concurred in full, and additionally pointed out that the GUN
could c'1ose the river completely to all shiaping whose country of
registry had not recognizeCd all three riparian states, or had not
specified;n writing their willingness to abide by the terms of the
pFotoc-i.

(S) On 24 December, the US Mission Waterways Committee forwarded
its study of the Uoekong waterways control problea to CINPAC for con-
sideration of further actions which might decrease infiltration of
supplies to the W via the Mekong axis./-2

(S) From a state of "no control" in early 1966, COWSM14AV had
worked with US Government agencies in Vietnam and with GVN authorities
to develop and implement plans for controlling the waterways ef the
Mekong Delta and of the Mekong River traffic into Cambodia. An
order of battle study published by the combined intelligence center
had concluded:

Control of traffic on the inland waterways of
the Mekong Delta is one of the key problems facing
the AJlied Forces in South Vietnam. The Viet Cong
presently have the freedom of movement required to
support logistically all of their combat units in the
Delta. Moreover, the present lack 9f waterways control
allows them to use the Delta as a gigantic food supply
depot and. export Ifoodstuffs and other taterial 'to
units in other areas of the country1. Fre'edom of move-
ment over the waterways of the Delta &lso affords Vi&4t
Cong units lacking the strength of the better equipped
and larger units in the Northern Corps areas, the
mobility required to tie down large Government units
and to exert their control over areas, that would
normally be beyond their influence. Viet Cong lines
of communication are probably most vulnerable in the
Delta. Waterways control measures would effect al
areas of VC endeavor and substantially reduce Viet
Cong ability •q function effectively in oombat or
supply roles.°

The implementation of convoy systems by GVN and the continued success
of GAME WARDEN operations were definite steps to exercise coatrol of
the waterways to stop VC.infiltration. The end was not in sight, but
the tools were in hand, and most important, the t1tl was apparent,

ee1, at 1-)na,
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AN=l I--MDICAL ACTIVITIS.

Preventive .edicilne

(C) Preventive medicine activities in RVN became increasingly
4 important iL4 early 1966 as major forces arrived in-country. These

activities were oriented toward the establishment of health standards
and conditions which would enable the fighting forces to adjust to
Vietnam's environmental conditions with little or ao loss of combat
effectiveness. The Preventive Medicine Section of the MACV Surgeon's
Office (MACMD) was closely associated with troop living conditions
and assisted the MACV Surgeon in the following endeavors: super-
vising, coordinating, and monitoring the preventive medicine activi".
ties in RVN; surveillance of the haalth of US personnel in RVN; comok
piling KkCV monthly relative inoldence of disease morbidity reports;
maintaining current information on disease 4pidemics in ell 1o1Oa
tion groups in RUN, in coordination with USAID Public HealtW DitLon.
and the GVN Ministry of Health; and advising and aiding FWKr in
preventiv madicine matters in RVN. The Preventiv Medio$,rSA, t.
was conzierued not only with the myriad of tropical diseases Ap..RIN'
and their preventip but also with mess sanitati, water vup,4es.
and sewage disease.l

(U) The climate of RUN is characterized by high humidity and
high temperatures; therefore, personnel must consume daily amounts of
potable water baned on their activities. A*wOO daily water oonemu•
tic rate is 10 quarts for moderate activity and 13 quarts for vry
strvnuous work, Iten sufficient water is not consumed, the result

is a rapid loss of efficiency and reduced ability to work. This fact
emphasized the importance of locating and evaluating available water

(U) In July MACMI) published a technical report compiled by
their sanitary engineers, which pointed out that the water supplysituation in RUN wae quite complex, due to both hydrological and
chemical quality considerations. The geology of Vietnam is repre-
aented by an old and new alluvial plain; ground water quality and

a.i..........
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Yrield in th6 rtov ,z~ ta.;. p uti'* the qmklity and yield
of watar fromn thtu cli 1- t,:-'i; 13 gt--I W&T-.-r qutality data is
being dFi"cap £P t¶ 4kjJ 3Uf;Mcit4t water
suppIy f or m!iŽ IVi re.Uý U:51v.

(C) OTn ;3 J't. .

iia ttý I ?.v V-- er cfi-ch mvt.dical

9 4pp i 7,-1 ar -. Tne l~ack of ade-
quai ~ ~ ..gkv~.tRVIN 1!s the
raull-N ;. siidThi-rd

01.6 iZýAii.-` I.:- c". ~n of water
source a:--d i :p :irni~zft, rnoxftis. Specific
cases wvere inets,~ with reconmienda-
tions for additLinal mda w.i ~ hen appropriate.
7%1e. MACY Constrtucti.-.n LL --kvt2oc,.ýi-t s'.zr-ical bullemtin,
'Standards for Watez g.5- whinh seýtp forth minimum
standards for savage~

(yThe reflcte dire c¶AA417

on tha dia,&a-6e rae, I. .:%-M u.. ýU . asomse were the
leading cause of 'I .5 ,s .~$~- -?j 14.7; n- mty

water, Another oi A4,; auebl~*c dysentery,
which is Bu-'ni~' ~ V.r. t.= RaNdical
officials stated that and~r2 & ~ ri colera., as
well as other watarbzvim. %L!- mntTju t~b r~kced ecignifi-
cantly by mcce stvvn~~t,'s 5 z~~s~ aa'&1.3

(U) The printipel vi-q ef L mvsrspplies for US
troops waqs hart~age @i* 1~IatJ pWiC.L'iiAam tvai~mmt.. The mest reliable
pies* of .quivmmrib is the a.J~rD& t~~~o pmrilsrp but-
during 1*A them wtmv IPM -f^~ tv ' 'PA^A water Purifi-
cation requirement .-- T~-?' ol zi.&l va.-Leirin set had
a Jliodtcd capability;~ i". 1 trtar'.4.-I w'tI mi ban mpaced by
ardlators * 'Howevrjr, .9 VO Gd3-. -4 ~b in, -i-io=' areas idier.
the 'more moder'n an~d a2-siUPitcj-. wers art; avidllable. Thei
shortages of trziined v~s.peIt , apd mtcrra w such as

*pumps, water t~i.-j L11ez-s &n-74az azM himi aU added signifi-
cSaitl7 to the water t~r~a-t"az: 4ativ ir vad:vvy to establish
a higher przic~ity cc- o.,. -j:ddxýi: z .fl.emtion equip-
ment to the VfIld.
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Al.
(U) Water supply for US forces in RVN has not been a major

problem for units operating primarily in I, II, and III CTZ's, where
adequate water sources are avAilable in the form of deep wells, shallow
wells, and surface water sources. Should US forces enter the IV
CTZ in large numbers, a water-supply problem might exist because of
the limited number of fresh water sources in some areas. Water needs
thus far have been met with the erdlator, both truck and skid-mounted.
This complete but complex water purification system is being used
in may areas where filtration and disinfection are the only pr(wesses
required. The shortage of these units in-country has forced many
small facilities to rely on Vietnamese water systems which are not
considered potable. Distomite Water Purification Set 2 is being put
to good use in many areas, but the supply is limited and repair
parts are scarce.

(U) Bacteriological tests on water supplies now can be accomp-
lished by the 9th Medical Laboratory, the 20th Preventive Medicine
Unit, the Navy Preventive Medicine Unit, Da Nang, and PA&O facilities
Jai Dien Hoa. Chemical tests are performed by the 20th RIU. Pasteur
Institute in Saigon also can perform these tests on a limited scale
for civilian facilities.

(U) Waste and refuse disposal, like water treatment, were major
problems in Vietnam. Waste disposal is ,complicated particluarly by
t-,he high water table, limited real estate for cantonment areas, and
lack of sufficient sewage disposal plants. -Where syitems were not
available, burn-out latrines were used. The burn-out latrine is an

•.h expensive method of waste disposal. but does help maintain sanitary
conditi~ons. Eventually most base camps and cantonment areas will
utilize the waterborne system. The most comonly used ethod of
refuse disposal was the sanitary fill$ which often %as located Outside
the ccapaimd perimeter and was therefore subject to scavenging by
the local population. Burning has been the most satisfactory, means
ot refuse disposal. As the year ended it was hoped that sufficient

io,.-• m would beco available so that the burn and cover method
* "could be used.

(U) The dumping of gbage and trash in open dumps raised sever4l
objetions from local Vietnamese civilians during 1966. Complaints
were brought to the attention of MACV thru USAID health wnrkers
and corrective action was taken. Guidelines for garbage and traa3h
disposal were set forth in a new MACV directive, and a command-wide
message, forbidding the use of open dumps, was dispatched to all
cimanders.

. (U) Waste disposal in the Delta region (IV Corps) presents a
special problem. Usual methods of waste disposal such as leaching
pits, tile fields, and sanitary f1lls cannot be utilized effectively
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in this area because of the high ground water table. The feasibility
of utilizing incinerators for disposal of wet garbage and trash is
being studied. Burn-out latrines appear to be the most satisfactory
method of human waste disposal.

Infectious Diseases

(C) Hospital admission statistics for 1966 indicated that the
diseases admittance rate was twice that of non-battle injuries and
injuries resulting from hostile action combined. The battle against

. diseases was as important as that against the enem•, for without
healthy troops units could not sustain themselios in combat. To
prevent deterioration of health standards, troop orientation strongly
emphasized 411 aspects of preventive medicine affecting troop health
and living crnditions. Many of the major diseases in RVN were the
same as those in previous wars-diarrhea, acute respiratory diseases,
and skin infections. UgiLficant)y, these diseases are most camon
among recently-arrived troops, with the rate declining after a period
of adjustment.

(C) Malaria was the foremost disease affecting US forces in RUN,
causing an estimated loss of 275,000 man-days during 1966. Malaria
was most Ocamon)y contract'd on fiel operations, and had a time lag
of approximately two weeks frk contraction until the oneat of sen1ptCtO.
fDiarrheal diseases were of major imortance in terms 6f total nuwbero
of caaes, although the majority resulted in little loss of duty ti.w.
With improved mess facilities and batter water supplies, the overall
inaidence of diarrheal diseases was expected to decrease. Other dinwes
thiat impacted on. hospital admission rates and man-~days lost were
infectious hepatitis, respiratory disea3es, and fevers of unkaown
origins.

US Foroes in RVN

1966 Disease Rates Expressed in Number Ptr Thousand Per Am=

V Disease Jan Feb Mar' Ap Ma Jun Jul &S ýM Oct Nov fLea

Malariu 12.7 6.5 11.1 38.1 24.7 35.7 29.2 17.5 42.5 31.8 30.2 36.0

Diarrhea 33.7 44.7 15.2 45.5 79.5 9.7 9.4 8.2 6.0 6.3 3.6 6.1

Other G1
Maordore 4.6 12.5 48.6 8.8 7.2 56.1 30.0 38.5 25.0 30.7 30•5 30.1

Fever of Un-
known rigin 42.1 44.1 49.4 52.9 38.1 65.5 68.6 69.6 59.8 57.0 62.9 S4.6

* . ~ r R'AED t'WtUCLASSI?1W MMALOF.-12MERS
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Disease Jan Feb Mar Apr &7 Jun Jul Aug g Oct Nov Dec

Dengue 1.0 9.0 I- 1.9 2,2 1.7 1.0 1.1 1.9 2m0 0.8 0.7

Respiratory
Disease 43.9 38.0 310 26,349.7 3796 31.8 29.4 39.4 27.3•27.8 27 .1

Infectious
Hepatitis 4.2 4.2 3.9 3.2 3.9 4.5 3.3 2.8 2.6 2.6 3.6 4.3

Non effective
Rate 7.3 8.1 8.6 9,4 9.6 9.6 10.2 10.4 fl.l f.11 9.0 10.0

(C) A pilot project using automatic data processing in compiling
morbidity data and disease statistics was initiated in late 1966, in
conjunction with the MACV Automatic Data Processing Center. Over 1,000
individuals with malaria were interviewed by physicians at several
USARV hospitals. Information concerning age, rank, unit, approximate
location two weeks prior to becoming ill, date, regularity of taking
chloroquine/primaquine, regularity of using bed nets and other personal
protective measures, type of malaria, and other clinical data were
obtained and placed on punch cards. This information can now be processed
to determine relationships among different variables. Tho pilot stu0y
helped pave the wav for further use of ADP in US forces in RVN for
compiling health statistics. Plans am nw undeneqior converting
morbidity reporting to AD? in 1967.

(o) Although most malaria cases were due to P.Laoid rum it
became apparent during the latter part of the year-that more V. vivax

and P. malarias infections were occurring. As was the experiaencein
1965,$7 sa Il of the malaria was acquired during field operations
against the enen0, there being a time-lag of approximatelvotwo weeks
ferc exposure during an operation to the onset of malaria m"
Very little malaria was acquired in baae camp areas. It nowappears.
that several 4dfferent strains of P2 falcipaM are present in RVYN
some of which are more refractory to chlorocqine than others. Although
there were more cases of malaria in 1966, there were considerable
fewer deaths attributed to malaria, as wen as fewer complications.
With the use of daraprim sulfae and Ihpsone (DDS) in treatment,
the relapae rate was reduced significantly.

(0) The Walter Reed Arkw Institute of Research, Vietna(W ). early
in 1966 conducted field tests with Dapsone (DDS) as chezoprowylaxis
against malaria. The reselts were thought to be encouraging, reducing
the incidence of infection bW 50 percent. Consequently, units operating
inhighly e*smio malarious areae in II t TZ were placed an daily
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25mg doses of Dapeone (DDS) in addition to the weekly chloroquine/
primaquine as chemoprophylaxis. The MACV Surgeon's Offices- in coordin-
ation with Walter Reed Arny Institute of Research, Vietuam, and the
Preventive Medicine Officer, ROKFV, conducted an evaluation of Dapsone
as a malaria chemopropbylactic on two battalions from the cavalry
regiment of the ROK Tiger Division. Dapsone or a placebo was administered
to each individual on the basai, of whether or not the individual's
serial number ended in an odd or even digit. In addition, each
individual was also taking the week3y chloroquine/primaquine.
Individuals on operations in the same area had presumably identical
exposure to mosquitoes in known malarious regions, although approxi-
mately one-half of the troops received a placebo and the other half
received Dapsane. Preliminary results of the study revealed that
out of 650 troops taking the placebo plus chloroquine/primaquine,
72 cases of malaria were confirmed. Out of 600 taking Dapsoue plus
chloroquine primaquine, there were 37 cases.

(C) Malaria rates per thousand per annum by month fluctuated
from a low of 6.5 in February to a high of 42.5 in August before
tapering off slightly to 36.0 in December. Among the infectious
category, diarrheal diseases were of major importance. Thin group
of diseases was of major importance in terms of number of c.-ses;
hcwever, the majority of oases were mild, with little time lost.
In the more serare febrile illnesseas, Shigella organisms were
probably the culprits. With inproved mess facilities and better water
suppl3y, the overall incidence of diarrheal disease is expected to
decrease progressively. A VietnAmese food handlers' trainig program
was developed and put into operation in the clubs and messes of. t,..
Saigon area. .

(U) Infectious hepatitis rates decreased during 196- ev-., -.
routine use of ga=& globulin propky•,is was discontinued in, - .
1966 for US Axv troopa in RVN. ,A-c January through June, the
average hepatitis rate in USAbV was 4,8 per 1,000 per annum. F -rv
July through December the average rate vas 3,90 Art popultion -
groups deemd at high risk of exposrwe to irifeatious hepatitiai rte h
uas Special Forcos personnel, continue to rem ve the ga g!obu - "
Navy,, Marine, and Aix Pore personne .contitme to receivs routine
pro~idwlazia .

"(U) After injuries resmlting from hostile %etion cnd nobattle" ""
injuries, the next leading causo for ad•mAion to hospitale i RVi - .
is fever of unknon origin (FUO). It is, felt tMat malafia of-tn
may' be overlooked since chemoprophylaxis drugas may suppreso the
parasitemia, thus proven~tng a diagnosis. A -. tud of FtjOls at thi.
93'.d vacuaticn Hospital (in conjunk~tion with WPAIR, Vietnim) i#icUtsd
that the diagnostic problem could be divided into five ma•o- goupes ,
1) aiA-,*virus diseases (dentnue anid chLkun~pa ,'1; 2) scrub t-#uz;
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3) malaria; 4) specific bacterial diseases (shigallosis, malioidosis);
"and 5) non-specific febrile illnesses (mild enteritis and 24-48
hour fevers).

(U) The VD rate in US personnel in RVN was 246.8 per 1,000
per annum during 1966 (this included out-patients). Gonorrhea
comprised the majority of these cases. Chancroid, lymphogranuloma
venereus, and syphilis were occasionally encountered. Rare instances
of granuloma inguinale also appeared. Drug resistance was not a
problem.

(U) Plague and cholera are the two most serious diseases among
the RVN civilian population. Until economic progress brings improved
water and wasta-disposal systems, better housing, and increased
awareness of public health, little can be done in the control of these
diseases other than massive immunization programs and associated
measures. These two diseases threaten uninfected civilian and military
ccmminities. Smallpox, absent from RVN since 1959, could be reintro-
duced with serious sequelae. Civilian malaria is eipected to increase
in comzunities previously protected by GVN malaria control activitics
because of shifting populations due to -wartime conditions, Epidemi-a
of dengue hoawrrhagic fever have been documented in the 9ýigon area
and provinces of the Delta region. 'Epcepalitia has occurred in the
civilian population and in US military personnel, but the epidemialoao
-of the disease remains undefined. Other diseases possessing significant
.pidemia potential for one or Wre p-puation groups arm tyvpoid fVevr,
.acrub typhus, diphtheria, hepatitis, lsptospirosisL, and anirgoooccal• ~~meninti. .•. .

'(0) LTeeot and rodent control in- air and wator ports 'caue.-
gmriat concet-n to the MA M office during Wvter 1ýa,. A YACV directive
'n t-4s s:AJect ws staffed th.-4-h 7th AF, M3TS, ann let Log/USARV,
This diroct~ive mets forth genral control meaotn's to be ue24 At o•I
vesaels uid alrcmft it addition tu those r acwred in ground facilities.
It "t.i be distributed to oowrim. al vessels entering militax7 ports

-4 vvi- offort will b-1 made to insure enfovebment 4

(12) £k•. 1966 new KkCV directives on m.•maiia control, veneral
diaosea control, rabies prevntiion, ixmunization requirements, 4nd
other dirootives p-rtaining to preventive medicine wers published.

(M) Dtxring tho year the Corps i.gidmiologial .oforence Officee
(CMO) btecame a reality. T~hrouzh a joint YACV and USaID direeti-,
thoer was establishod ii each of the four 1or•t a-tas a CM-0, withSpi~zary mebers-ip con'isting of the Corpa HAOV 3onior Medical Advisor,
the Roeional UWD Public ieaith Director, for each of the I!, M
and IV Corps, a USAly rapresentativt, and for I C-e-. a III M•F
ra)resentative. CMRO's have be.n establ•ihed to facilAtate raul4
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communication of epidemic disease data and to coordinate all available
resources within the respective Corps areas for epidemic investigation
and control activities. It is planned that CeO will serve as the
pathway for encouraging and assisting GVN civilian and military
authorities in controlling and aborting epidemics.' It envisions
bringing visible GCJN public health services to the people through
control activities. C3RO is ai outgrowth of the Joint Preventive
Medicine and Communicable Disease Control Subcammittee, which meets
in Saigon on the third Sunday of each month.

(U) Aerial dispersal of insecticides in RVN is coordinated and
supervised through the MACV Surgeon's Office, which authorizer all
proposed spray missions. Over 400 helicopter aerial-spray m ssions
were conducted by the 20th Preventive Medicine Unit and the Navy
Preventive Medicine Unit, Da Nang, during 1966. For 30 days during
October and November, a C-123 oudfitted for aerial tp aying was assigned
to the MACV Surgeon's office to be used as an adjunct in combating
malaria. C-123 aerial spray missions in RWN, with 57 percent malathiou,
were conducted at Due It, Chun Lai An Kha, Binh Kheg Nha Trang, Lai
Nghi, An Loc, Xuan Ioca Gia Ray, Rhe Sanh, Lang Vei, and Con Son.
island. In conjunction with theq20th Preventive Medicine Unit and
the 9th Hdiual laboratory, pre- and post-spraying entomological data

-WW• obtained on Con Son Island, The data collected points to theo• " c xli,iu that C-12r3I applic~tiork of !.nsectioide is an effecti-v means - .
of red - the qTitj'popul0"tioin, Further studies are plannedwhet. &othor in23beces.avalable i March 1967-

Hospit~ization and IEvacua.tiou

" -) The availability of hospital beds and their occupancy by

USmilit f oroas in RVN durirng 1964 -ws aafonaga

Ave ago Av-erW 0

January~ Iy4s~,6 1313'6
vabrary 206,685 !7(Y3 130? 76-4

Irib 2124p,1 180 1368 72.6
April 2"t29 21-3. 1&ý 5.
May 259,278 3750 209, 55.9
Jt" 269,501 3991 :7k@9 62.4
July 2%0,) 477 • 1 2579 61,i5
*Augu•st 2 47,347 -4413 2690 60.9
*epev ber 313,110 31- 3128 64,7

Oct-Ober 33,901l 4015 7.
Novvomer 357,510. 4352 2992 63..7

ber 373,213 4964 3486 71.7
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(U) The percentage distribution of hospital admissions by
disease, non-battle injury, and injuries resulting from hostile
action for US forces Ln RVN during 1966 are sunmarized below:

month Disease KBI IRRA

Jan 68.5 18.5 13.0
Feb 56.7 16.8 26.5
Mar 62.5 17.4 20.1
Apr 68.4 14.9 16.7
MaV 62.2 14.7 23.1
Jun 70.0 13.3 16.7
Jul 71.5 14.2 14.3
Aug 71.2 14.1 14.7
Sep 72.4 14.0 13.36
Oct 75.1 14.0 10.9
Nov 73.2 14.0. 12.8
Dec 71.4 14.9 13.7

(C) Actual hospital admissions, with a break-out of those

admissicus due to malaria, are shown in the following table:

Average
In-Country Percent Percent
Strength No. Houp of No. of of Admissione

Mont (Tosns Adm~issio.ns Comarid Malaria Due 'to Malaria

Jan 195 6043 3.1 210 '3.5
F1eb 207 7572 3.7 103 1.4

mar 225 8989 4,0 21! 2.3
Apr 245 9736 4.0 ?78 8.0
Hay 259 9681 3.7 631 6.5
JIM 270 11,799 4.4 816 6.9
Jul 281 10%523 3.7 693 6.6
Aug 29? 12,742 ?,.3 441 3.5
Sep 313 13,079 4.2 1081 8.3
Ot 334 12,954 3.9 900 7.0
Nov 358 13,729 3.8 884 6.4
Deo 378 150371 4.1 i 134 7.4

(U) 0Y 1966 showed a marked increase in the number of patients
evacuated from RVN and Thailand, with si niflcant changes it evacuatio
copabilitios and procedures. During 1966 casualty staging flights
were established at Tan Son Mhut, RR!V; Da Nmng, RVI; and Korat,

(U) Oa I July the Military Airlift Coamand initiated diract
a4dical evacuation flights to Andrew Ai- Force Base and Travis Air
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Force Base. The East Coast C-.41 flight departs T9ar koa hiut on four
scheduled fligt each week. The West Coast fligt originates at
Clark Air Base. Both flights make an initial stop at Yokota Air
Base, Japan, to allow the transfer of Fszt and West Coast bound
patients. The 9q3d Air Evacuation S'madron established a scheduled
in-country air evacuation route effeutive ! November. Formerly, all
in-country evacuations were on an on-call basis, which led to sporadic
requirements. Although this route has been in existence on2ly a short
time, it has proven successful.

(U) In November the ROKAF bagan their own aeromedicd! evacuation
flights. Initial flights were limitod to a call number of ambulatoy7

- patients, flown from Clark Air Base to Taegu. Korea. As more experience
is gained in the many varied problems of aerumedical evacuation it
is anticipated that the R(ZAF eventually will evacuate all ROC patients
'from Qui Nhon, RVN, and Clark Aix Base, P1, to Taegu, Korea.

(U) The number of patients evacuate during 1966, by destination,
was as follows:

-.. PATIU4S SVACUAT

4--,Jan 539 312154 i470ri
Feb 623 116 10Q3 I'M2
ZHar 930 1395 95 21 0
Apr 693 986 86 1745
Apr W6 124M 69 2127

Jul 792 1461 21% 252
Jul 920 1290 811 2291
.Aug 931 1111 $2 ZIA
Sep 855 1410 27V 2537
Oct 333 1918 3t0 2556
Nor ,13 I2714 2580
One 570 1791 14C 2501

-RVNF loaioal Services

(U) The doeartb of persannel trained in proewntive medicine
Sremins one of the foremost problemsr faeed by the RVUAF Cldef Surgeon.
' urther, admnist-rative and logietical obstacles continue to hamper
coWlete nalination of sond preventive medicine programs. Neverthe-
less, slow but steady progress appears in the making. The Chief of
Preventive WOdilit. !VNAF Chief Surgeon's Of fice, obtained a KFster
o-f Public Health Degree from Tudawa University. During 1966 his

.t 0; .--
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( staff was further auwgnetrd ty the add-ticn of a physican who recently

received a Master of Fublic health Degree and• of c

Degree in nutrition from Columbia University0  Since 1965 there has
received ~nee an Matro ulc athDere s andffcr~''~ecnot been a Sanitary Engineer on the saff, but one man is scheduled

for off-shore training in sanitary engineering in FY `7. Accomplish-ments and activities ivr e966 were as foflows•

1) Field trips became :outine for members of the RVNAF
Preventive Medicine Branch and their 'MACV counterparts. Epidemiological
:IJ.vetigatiofis, hospital vIsIts Corp, Headquarters liaison visits,
mnd sanitation ;-urveys, all result.ed in clearer recognition of preventive
medicine problms.

2) Technicai competence of ARV" Preventive Medicine Teams
improved due to efforts cf NCO aavieors from the MACV Surgeon's
Office and instructors from the RPNAF Chief Surgeon ' .- Office. The
trainiing program for Prevantive Kedtchtn teams: established in 1965,
has been continued 4±th at least one sesslon conducted in each corps
area. Tn addition) OJT •ith US Preventtv. Medicine units has been
accomplished in a few instances =n 1966, wIth =re planned for 1967.

3) Twenty LtW', eni sted men received training in basic
sanitation and pre,entive medicnLe procedures in a foul-week course
conducted at the RVNAPF Miliary Medicine Sehool, Cholon. All were
returned to non-medical units wh:e they w.,U serve as PH technicians.
Plans are underrey and cou-ree- ot.-:,ned for qztabllehing an odv;nced
preventive medicine course -tf výur to sx.x weeks duration, aimed at
improvi~g~ overa.l1 competence of MIZ Preventive lHbdicine specialists.

4) Pr i-enty therA are four AMWN Preveitive Medicine team.
assigned to the tirst four rea aiz Ccmrnds ALC=s2. A fifth

as trained parsonnel are availabiLe.

(U) Iminizations for ARVN and RFiPF troops received new emphails
in 1966, although the prograz is far from complete. Sca,1pox is given
routinely each year mnd cholera c--ery nonths. New recruits receive
a basic series of Typhoid. paraWtphoAd, tetanus, and diphtheria,
which is repeated in one year and arie 3in ftiva years. Tytoush is
not given, and plague immuzazations are. ad stered only to those
troops in a Lnown plague endemat area or during epidemics. Formerly
- French-cade diphtheria vaccine was used whi:h had a high content
of toxoid. This allegedly caused e Wtgh reaction rate, particularly In
those receiving the booster, mad curamnders •wre often reluctant to allow
its use because of incapacitatý:or. of troops for several days. During
1966 schuick testing on several hundred new recruits revealed that approxi-
mate3ly 95 percent were rmnune to diphtherLa. Consequently, it was
recozzanded that the diphtherIa toxoid content be reduced in vaccine
given to military persomnel-
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(U) The use of the jet Injeotor gun for immunizations was introduced
at an ARVN training center. The major advantage is the rapidity with
which injections can be given. One disadvantage, howeVer., is the maintenance

Srequired to ke6p the gun in bperation, but training of dispensary NCO's
should alleviate this problem.

a

(U) Establishing good water purification practice has been a major
problem in many ARVN compounds. Calcium Hyochlorite (35 lb pails) hac
been a "due out" item in ARVN supply channels for several years because
of a breakdown in the requisitioning procedures. The problem was inves-
tigated, personnel were instructed as to proper requisitioning procedure,
and 'the chemical c should be available for use in water treatment before
April 1967.

(U) Efforts by the MACV Sanitary Engineer to persuade ARVN personnel
to use chlorine in their water are meeting with some success. Several
commanders have consented to its use in recent months. This change in
attitude is at least partially a rtsult of chlorine utilization by advisory
units. Their apparent good health and lack of intestinal disease has set
an example for their counterparts, Even though iodine water purification
tablets are a standard item )f issue for ARVN, they are seldom used by
enlisted personnel in the field because of the lack of come-nd emphasis
and lack of knowledge concerning protection provided by this tablet.

(U) During 1966 increases and additions to the RVNAF medical
structure were recommended and supported by advisory personnel. The
following listed changes were approved by MACJ3 Force Development and the
RVNAF Joint General Staff in October 1966, lor implementation in CY 67:

1) -An increase from two to three Blood Bank detachments.
With the Central Blood Bank in Saigon this will provide for blood
storage and bleeding capability in each CTZ.

2) An increase of one 500-bed station hospital, to be located
in the Bien Hoa area. The only hospital facility in this area is Cong
Hoa General Hospital, which normally operates at greater than 100 percent
of its rated cap.city. The addition of this station hospital will relieve
the overcrowded conditions at. Cong Hoa Hospital.

3) An increase in the authorized staffing of Convalescent
Centers from 25 spaces to 90 spaces. The reduced staff is adequate
to operate only a small portion of the 700 beds required. The increased
staff will permit each center to operate at fUll capacity, making more
hospital beds available for the seriously sick and injured.

4) An increase for the Central Blook Bank from 40 to 50
personnel spaces to permit establishmont of mobile bleeding teams to
visit outlying areas.

'3L .- *



5) An increase from three to four type-A dispensaries (50-bed)
to provide a dispensary for the Airborne Division. A medical facility
for the division is operated by the organic medical companyr; however,
when the division is committed, no medical personnel are 'railable
for continuing medical support of base compound personnel and dependents.
The authorization of this dispensary will insure cuntinued support
of the compound and will free the organic medical company to support
the division properly in operations.

6) An increase from three to four Veterinaay detachments
(Type B) to provide a small-animal treatment capability in each CTZ.

7) An increase from 30 to 38 spaces for the Medical Disposi-
tion Center to provide support for RF/PF personnel.

8) Establishment of five Mobile X-Ray teams to provide
each AL with X-ray facilities to conduct physical examinations of
inductees and to conduct area surveys for tuberculosis.

9) Establishment of three Dental Prosthetics teams to be-
located at Qul Nhon, Nha Trang, and Can Tho. With the current teams
at Cong Hoa Hospital and Duy Tan Hospital this will provide a Dental
Prosthetic capability in each AIL.

10) An increase from 100 to 224 personnel spaces under
control of the RVNAF Chief Surgeon to permit establishment of a Dental
Section, Research and Development activity, and .'ive Medical Staff
Sections for the AIL Headquarters.

11) A recommendation for an increase of Field Hospitals
(400-bed) from three to four to provide one Field Hospital for each
CTZ was approved in October 1966, but for implementation in CY 68.

(C) For further improvement of medical support, a Territorial
Medical Plan was submitted by the RVNAF Chief Surgeon and was approved
by JGS in May 1966. The normal evacuation and treatment system of

RVNAF is based on a conventional warfare concept under which the sick
and wounded are evacuated from the battalion aid station to regimental
clearing station, field hospital and general hospital. Current practice,

O however, is to evacuate from battalion to field, station, or general
hospital. In the type warfare being waged in RVN, many small units
(i.e., RF/PF and other units in remote areas) are not provided adequate
direct medical support. At the same time, some medical units which
normally would support conventional operations are not fully committed.
In RVN the total medical resources are not adequate to support combat

*. forces and the civilian population at the same time. Mobilization of
the necessary medical personnel to support combat operations leaves
the civilian population with limited medical assistance9 particularly
in public health. To alleviate this situation, the mili5ary medi'a!
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resources are to be reorganized to share some of the demands of the
population. Specifically, the medical territorial reorganization will
provide for adequate and effective medical support of RVNIAF, and support
of the Medical Civic Action Program, to assist in winning the support
of the people by pro-lding first aid and definitive treataent for
sick and injured civilians. Further, the development of Preventive
Medicine and Sanitation programs will improve the general health
status in rural areas.

WU) To implement the plan, existing medical units which are
not fully emplcyed or are in reserve will be used to establish a
100-bed military hospital in each sector (province) which does not
have an exi.sting military hospital. Twenty-bed infirmaries will be
established in sub-sectors (districts) remote from the sector hospital.
These infirmaries initially will be staffed by RF medical personnel
Implementation of the plan to utilize fully medical support units
and provide the greatest care to the greatest number was underway by
the end of 3.966. This program will require increased emphasis and
support during 1967.

(U) Cong Hoa General Hospital is located on the edge of Saigon.
It is authorized 1,800 beds, but consists of permanent masonry structures
which were built to house 1,000 patients, and temporary wooden structures
which were build to house 200 patients, for a tota7. constructed
capacity of 1,200 patients. It is. the primary teaching hospital of the
RVNAF Medical Service. It provides on-the-job training for students
of the Military Medical School, Cholon, to include Surgeons, Nurses,
Medical-Aidmin, Anesthetists, X-Ray Technicians, and Laboratory
Techniciane. Construction programs were funded in 1966 to provide
800 additional beds to this facility. Construction has commenced
on a 700-man dining room. MAP funding has been requested in order
to provide a surgical suite of ten operating rooms and supporting
services. The Duy Tan General Hospital is located in Da Nang. It
provides specialized medical and surgical c.are to the I and II CTZ's.
Construction has begun on wards to provide permanent type facilities
for 400 additional beds. Additional latrine facilities, as well as

an improved water supply, are alao being built. The Phan Thanh Gian
Station Hospital at Can Tho was dedicated and placed into operation
on 1 September. It is of semi-permanent construction, has a bed
capacity of 600 patients. and is the model which will be followed
in construction of future station hospitals. Station hospitals at
Phan Thiet and Tuy Hoa (of temporary construction) were partially
completed in 1066. They need only electricity and water to become
operational. A new station hospital programmed for construction at
Ban Me Thuot was delayed by lack of funds. In the interim, a portion

. of the hospital's patients are cared for in the province hospital and.
a portion are provided 'for in a make-shift annex located approximately
three km from the town. One additional 500-bed station hospital has )
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been authorized. MAP funding was requested to provide this facility,
to be constructed at Bien Hoa. Numerous other construction and
rehabilitation projects were progranmed during 1966, but lack of funds
or contractors and other problems caused such projects to be deferred.

Three field hospitals are authorize AVNAF with a total of 1,200

beds. Of the beds authorized, only 600 actuaLly were operational

during 1966. The additional beds wili become operational upon imple-

mentation of the Territorial Medical Plan.

Military Provincial Health Program

WU) There wre i6 additional Military Provincial Healih Program
(XMI P) teams deployed in-country during 1966, bringing the total
number of teams to 21. location of MILPHAP teams of 31 December we

as follows: 1) Navy teams at Quang Tri, Hci An, Tan Kf, Bao looo

Chau Doc, and Soo Trang; 2) AIr Force team at Hor. Q.n, Twa Vinh,

Tran An, Long luyen, Phan Rang, Vinh Long 9 and Qumn Long; 3) Am
teams at QAang Ngae, Bac Lieu, Plseiku, Song B*, Saigons Ban Me Thuotp

Bog Son, imd Moo Hoae

(U) T7he initial MILPWA? Concept of concentration on strewthning

the clinical sirrioee of the province hospital was expanded by USA.D

1 November 1966 to incli;de the entire spectrum of the provincial health

program. This deletion of emphasis on aty orie area of the provincial

health service was brought about by several factors, the first and

foremost being that of demand. Not only were the provincial hoepitals
in need of augmentation, but the dibtrict health centers (where by

fathe larger number of outpatients are seen) were desperately in

need of help. Because the objective of the program is to a-gment

"Md strengthen the Vietnamese medical capabilities, sections of the

NILPHAP teams haw been separated from the provincial hospital and'

sent in teams (usually one medical officer and three enlisted men).

to the district health facility. This program is beginning to bear

fruit in that now, by early identification of disease and in.u7,9
only those cases which need inpatient medi•4 care are being referred

to the province hospitals.

(U) As a Joint KACV/USk!D program, the Military Provincial

Health Assistance Program received logistic support fIra both, with

MACV's responsibilities being limited to supply and maintenance support
of TCE. The MILPHAP team were hampered throughout 1966 by low
rates of fill on medical supplies required for mission perfomane.
USAID initiated a broad program to improve the GVN Mi(nitry of Health's
capability of providing medical supply support to RVN health servioew.
The USAID Logistical Advisory Branoh to the H MiniestYr 4 Health

was expanded; a program was initiated for regional depots to isprovs

distribution; a program was initiated tO streamline GININCHI depot



UASfED
procedures; and the pipeline was shortened on 1 October by the requioi-
tioning of medical supplies from the US Army Medical Dcpot. Ryukyus "
Islands. First fruits of this broad attack were realized during
the closing months of 1966, with initial rate of fill rising from 30
percent in September to over 50 percent in December. It is anticipated
that the initial fill rate will continue to improve to approximately
80 percent by March or April 1967.

Medical Civic Actio~rrProgram

(U) The Medical Civic Action (MEDCAP) effort continued to have
I :•?vur •hi- impat on the Vietnamese people and provided considerable

t to th3 overall GVN program during CY 1966. The biggest draw-
b-k to the program during 1966 had been the problems encountered in

iical supplies, Tha RVNAF logistics system provided medical supply
':upport to all KEDCAP activities during 1966. The rate of fill for
l2EDCAP requisitions averaged only 50 percent through the year,
Despite the low rate of fill, medical supply support continued to
inorease throughout the year. Actually, the. dollar value of medical
supplies issued in support of MEDCAP has approximately doubled each
calendar year since 1963, when it totaled $248,552, rising to a
total of $l,838,Q37..in 1966'.

(U) A s-tdy was made by the MACMD office in 1966 of the medical
supply support to MEDCAPo This study determined that medical supply

• support could be improved, duplication elimimated, and management
of supply requirements simplified if MEDCAP supply support came from
thhe same logistics system providing each military unit with its opera-
tional medicaQ supplies. MACV component ooraminds concurred with the
v5tudy's r commendations whereby the RVNAF logistics system would
supporit all RVNAF ýMEDCAP requirements through WA? and USARV, NAVFORV,
US and M.AIF customers. This study will be used as the basis for

implementing the transfer of all MEDCAP funding from USAID to DOD,
which was directed by the Secretary of Defense in November 1966, to be
effective retroactively to I July 1966.

(U) Treatments provided by NEDCAP have reflected a major area of
growth during 1966. Category totals for 1966 were: 1) MEDCAP I (RVNAF)
7,194,060; 2) MDCAP IV (US/FWIAF) 2,686,753, and 3) an overall total
of 9,880,783. Although the number of MDCA.P supply accounts has
remained constanty the number of personnel involved has increased.
The current 225 MEDCAP accounts are broken down in the following
groups: 1) RVNAF MEDCAP Accounts-176; 2) US MEDCAP Accounts--43;
3) FW Acoounts-6; and 4) a total of 225. Another index of increased
MEDCAP activity during 1966 is the dollar value of supplies issued
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in support of fEDCAP activity during 1966 is the dollar value of
supplies issued in support of =EDCAP. The total of $1,838,037.s-4
reflects r. !CC percent increases over the total of $924j,549 for 1965.

Footnote

1. All infornation contained in this Annex is based upon MACMD
Quarter•- Historical Reports, 1966, and DF (C) MACMD, 23 Mar
67, SubJ: Medical Input (U).
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AM~ J--CO)OUA RS AN~D !MINCIPAL STAFF OreIOCS*

HQ US Xilitary Assistance Commands Vietnam

WMU CV
William C. Westmoreland CEN SA

DEPCOOUSMACV
John A. Heintges LTG USA

DEPCOMUSNACV for Air Operations
Josep H R Moore LTG USAF
William W. Moiver LTG USAF 1 Jul66

Chief of Staff
William B. Roseon )c USA

Deputy Chief of Staff
Richard S. Abbey BG (MG) USAF
Augustus M. Hendry Jr BG USAF 1 Oct 66

Lpeoial Assistant to COI-RSZNCV
James L. Collins Jr BG USA
John F. Freund. Ba USA 28 My 66

AC of S, J1.
Ben Sternberg RG WA
Donald H. McGovern BG USA 1 mar 66

AC of S, J2
Joseph A. McChristian BG USA

AC of S, J3
William E. DePuy BG (M) USA
John C. F. Tillson III 1 USA 12 Mar 66

Deputy AC of S, J3, for ARVN & RF/F?
Albert R. Brownfield Jr BG USA 12 Dec 66

Director, Combat Operations Center
William K. Jones BG (Mn) USMC
John R. Chaisson BG UIC 20 Dec 66

AC of S, J4
John D. Crowley BG USA
Carroll H. DuwIn M1 USA 1 Jul 66

* First-named imoumbent occupied the position on 1 January 1966, or upon
arrival of his unit in-country, or upon creation of the position. Date
of sucoessor is indicated. Prooons during tenure are shown in paren-
theses.
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AC of S, J5 -

John N. Ewbank Jr Wj USAF

AC of SQ J6
Walter E. Lotz Jr -.BG (G) USA
Sam L. Huey BG USAF 25 Jul .66

Chief of Information
Len W. Legare COL USA
Rodger R. Bankaon COM USA 4 Mar 66

Director of Construction
Carroll H, Dunn MG USA 11 Feb 66
Daniel A. Raymond COL ( E) U 1 1 Jul 66

Director, Trp-.nizg Directorate
Sterling R. Johnson COL USA
Lloyd J. Ptak COL USA 7 Mar 66
John F. Freund BG USA I Nov 66

Directorg Revolutionary Development Support
William A, Knowlton BG USA 7 Nov66

Chý.eft USAF Advisory Group
Albert Wo Schints BG USAF
Donavon F. Smith BG USAF 23 0O 66

Chief9 USN Advisory Group
Norvell G. Ward UAD USN

Dep'ty Senior Advisorp. I Corps
Howard B. St. Clair COL USA
Archel&us L*. Hamblen Jr COL USA I Mar 66

Deputy Senior Advisor, I1 Corps
Theodore C. Metaxis COL USA
James F. 1atq COL USA I Fab 66Richard M. Lee GOL (BG) MA 22 Jun 66

Deputy Senior Advisoro III Corps
Albert W. Frinic COL USA
Arndt L. Mueller COL USA 10 Jan 66

Deputy Senior Advisor, IV Corp*
Gze Barton COL Ma

ftn ..aiDesobry COL (BG) USA 3 Jun 66

HQj US Ari V, i

Commanding General
William C. Westmoreland GEN USA
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Doputy Co~manding General
John Norton USA .Jean B. Engler IfG USA 24 Jan E6

Aest, Dep CG and Chief of Staff
Richard J. Seitz BGA

Deputy Chiof of Staffs, Perm & AdinEarl F. Cole COL (BG) USA 4 Jul 66

Deputy Chief of Staff, Fla= & Opno
Frank D. Miller Ba MA 25 Mar 66

Signal Officer/CG Ist Signal Brigade
Robert D. Terry CML (BG) USA

Engineer/CG 18th Engineer Brigade
Robert A. Ploger BG (M) USA

Aviation Officer/CG ist Aviation Brigade
George P. Seneff Jr BG MA

GO, Headquarters Arema Commad
SRobert L. Aahworth BG USA

CGS, lt Logistical Cumand
*. .Charles W., Eiflr USA
CG., I Field Force/S•.d..t Corpsw

Stanley R. Larsen LTG USA

SCG, x1-at Cavalry Division (Airmobile)
Harry W. 0. linnard USAJohn Nvton USA 6 May 66

CG, 4th Infantry DYi4±tu
Harry S. Collins USA Sept 66

CG, let Br2gade 1Olst Airborne Diviaim
Willard Pearson BG USA 17 Jan 66

co, 1I Field Fcrea/Sr Adv .• Corps
Jonathan 0. Sear= LTG -SA 15 Mar 66

C0C, let Infantry Division
Jonathan 0. Seaman I (LTG) USA 1 ..-
Will~iam E. fleAWx USA 15 Mar 66

COG, 9th tnf at-4 Divisiou .)
George S. Eckhardt USA
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" 25th. .In.'r. DivisiO
d ~C. w'eyead USA

OG,q 1-734 Air-bormt, Brigade- (Separat-O:
Paul F. ..h: W (IM. " SA
"Jm R. Deane Jr

- 196th. Briga
-. 1. J , . . .US
Ed~mx H. deSauura BG USA .. Nr 66
Ri-"ard T" Kiow1* . USA 16" & 66

OGG. 2,99th ULi,,h Inf antr- Brigade
Charles W4. -r• Jr BC0 WA- 1 Dec 66

korvU -G* Ward U= Usx 19 Apr 66

Co=adaer Tak Fme 115
Norvell G.. Ward RAD. USN
"C.uford L. Stewart CAIT USN• 16 Apr 66

.Co=Wamer Task Force 116
Norve22 G, Ward -RADH SS
Burton B. Withax Jr CAPT WN :3 Ua h 66

COX 3rd NOB/DEP DIR, PACNAVFACSAA/OCC
Robert R. Wooding RAMI USN
Paul E. Seufer U.D . USK 9Deo 66

GONVUpACT/2'4V;FRVlUP. Da Nang
.Thon.s R. Weacler Lem 6I Feb 66

CG, III Marim1 A ibious Fore*
Lewis W. Walt LTG U3

CG, !st Marine Division
Lewis J. Fields I US 9 Mar 66
Herman NiakerSol1 Jr mc U 1C 1 N&m 66

GO$ 3rd Marine Division
Wood B. Kyle M USE 18 W 66

CG, lst Mariie Air Wing
Keith B. MoCuroheon m USmC
Louis B. Robertshaw NG uma 16 Hay 66
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WG, Focrce Iogit-ic C 10. na15Mad6
George 0. AxteU O UC1lMr6
Jamies F, Hmbold Jz BG 03140 3 Oct 66

Vi.ce Ctmiander
GibAL Me y USAF

Chief of Staff'
Sdwin J, ýLitzenburger COL USA~F
'ero nkUin A. Nichols1 $F 2Jz 66

(,ccmnnder, 834t-h Air Dvi.Azi=
IWiLlam 0. Xa~v Jr BG USAF 30) out 66
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.ANN K - 1.966 CHRONOLOGY

JANUARY

I -- US militay strength in SVN approximately 184,000. (U)

"" The 173rd Abn Bade, including tho Ist Bn, Royal Austaralian
Regt (I/RAR), and ARVN units launch Operation IMRAUDER/AN
DAN 564, a seven-day sweep against two VIC blns in the Rau
Nghia Province Delta Region near the Cambodian border
(LOSSES Frd-15 US/AUS KIA, 72 US/AUS WlA, ARVN 31 KIA,
i1 IlA; -En-268 JA. 96 VCC). (C)

MWN and ROE fCorcs launch 17-day Operation JEFMSON in Phu
Yen Province (LOSSES: Frd-45 MIe, 94 WIA; En-391 I, 14
Vcc)> (c)

- First overseas switch voice circuit operational between Saign/

Tan Son IMut and Hawaii. (S)

2 -- VC device exploded at 5th Special Forces Headquarters in Nia
* 4Trang (LOSSES S: Frd- us 4 w~IA vi; 2- waL). (c)

3 5 I-TACV A4 Aamniition Div cob nnces 'operations assuming super-
visory responsibility for all RVN anmunition requirement%,
storage, and distribution. (U)

4 - In first conflrme use of 120-urn mortars in RWIN, eney attacksThe Saul Spe6ial Forc-s CwV in Quang Tri rrovince. About 25

of 75 rounds fired during the attacks are 120-sm -- the heaviest
cret;-sorvmd wuapon employed in-countaT by enemy to date.
(LOSS=.: F'rd-I1 U1AJ 30 .;tLl; Equip,-two 0-1 aircraf't destroyed).(C)

5 F- 'irst elarmnts of 2 Dde, 25th Inf Div arrive in RVII. (U)

6-- CJaynoro i.Ano eoxploded out-side Tan Son IMiut mAin gate (LOSSES:
I &d-US I M~L VN I MI 5 ;rnx). (U)

MAC C' COC co-runications center operational with 10 seure
circuits. (S)

4 38 -- 173rd Abn de units, including the 1/MR, and tat US Wnf Div
urits launch Operation CMl, a coven-day search-azd-destroy
operation in Hau i4hia and 3inh Duorg Provinces. Extensive
enG,' tunnol systems arn a secret headquarters are uncovered,
and large quantities of weapons and s=muition captured (LOSS:

SErd-US 23 KLI. 122 VIA, AUS 4 KIL. 16 WlLA; En-151 KLI, 91
VC-C). (C)

$' -. ',Senior representatives of US lassion, Saigon, the Vietnam Coodi-
- sating Conmittoo, ','ashimngton, and other USG agencies meet for four

dayt at Wdarrenton, Virginia, to determine the course of jolit US-
GV1N Revolutionaiy Develoe•pret program. Conference tak" masurs
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8 - to eliminate marpower, material, and transport shortages
in Vietnam and designates priorities and machinery for
resources control and allocation. (U)

VC ambush RF convoy in Phuoc Tuy Province (LOSSES: Frd-US
3 I RF 31 MA, 30 MIe 10 Io A). (C)

9 - ROK units launch two-day Operation FL!IfG TIGE VI in
Binh Dinh Province (LOSSES: Frd-ROK 11 lIA, 42 WIA- 13-
192 eA, 69 VcC). (c)

13- Estimated VC bn ambushes ARVN regt in Hau Nghia Province
(LOaWsE Fd-US I IM 2 IM # ARV, N 25 =, s17 ICA). (C)

15 - Premier Ky tells the 2nd Armed Forces Congres- In Saigon
"that a national referendum on a constitution will be h6ld.
in october 1966 and that general elections will be held
in 1967. He lists tho GVN's 1966 targets as: winniXg
the -mar, pacifying the countryside, stahiliziag the
econamy and bualding dewrcracy. (U)

Cam Ranh Bay ssadrome osablished for anti-Jnfiltration
aircraft patroling the northern coast (Red •rack) of
RVN (C)

16 SECSTATE doraits after 26-hour &aigon visit for talks
with G leaders. (U)

- onth-long l'igstic and .eplovmont canforence on RVNWF

ope•ations at CINCPAC UQ. (C)

- 500 41P-supportod television sets issued to ARVII. (U)

- LTG Jean E. Engler, USA. succeedsS BG John Norton# USA
as Deputy C==xW-4g ong Gonral, USmRV. (U)

17 -- &oadquartors, Regimwntal Landing Toam, ar other UIC
elemunts bg laxilirg at Chu Lai Anm Okinaxwa. (U)

- VC ovwrrun IM outpos at Bien Eiop in Binh lzn
Povince (CMDG 39 MI).- (C)

- USAIM representative Douglas Ramsey captured by VC near
ca Mi in Hau Aghta Provinco. (U)

18 - United States Operation Hisslon (USOI) Vietnam redesigrAted
United Statos Agoncy for Inbernational Development (USMID)

*~ aision. (u)

19 - Elamonts of Ist Bdoe, 10st Abn Div, and 2d ROK Ylaxine iPde begin
Operation VAN BUEN, a 33-day rice-security operation in Phu
Yon ProvLice. "•4re than 30,000 metric tons of harvestod rice
secured (LOSSES: Frd-US 54 KI, 194 WtMI ROK 49I, v15 WIA,2 M; n-6"9 M , 49 VCC, 130 i ns, It Cis Wpw). (C)
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JANUARY
19 - Several RVNAF junior officers arrested after Preimier Ky
1 dibazres that a "small group of people" are working toward

a iltariy coup. (U)

20 - USs free World and RVN forces undertake an P)4-hour cease-
*fire over the Lunar New Year (TET) holiday. Enemy-initi•w

inoidents of violation of the cease-fire total 106 - 77
against Free World forces and 29 against RVNAF units,
Friend27 losses over the period: 13 KIA, 36 WIA, I hKA. The
holiday sees the climax of an intensive US-GVN psycholoic&2l
warfare campaign to encourage enemy defections utder the
Chieu Hoi program. (U)

21 - Al•. creaven rescued by US and RVNMF units after Penam-dian
memchatrt ship MIGHT STAR goes agxound near Chu Lail (TU)

- COMUSCICV decided Ty Hoa expeditionary airfield construct lon
ahould be postponed indefinitely becauzse of difficulty in
building suitable supporting port facility. (S)

- Approximately 400 VC attack POK Marine platoon outpost 15 km
SW uf 1Tvy So& in Phu Yen Province. (LSSEW; Frd-ROK 5 KIA,

-• .13 WIA, 8 I'WA; Zn.-46 KIA). (C)

- 24. 3rd Bde, Ist Cay Div (AN), a ROK battalion and RVNAF units
l rau/h 42-day coneblned OpQ5ratioi M•AStR/W4HTE WIN/THANH PFORG
Y"- noear Bcng Son Ln 3inh Dinh Province which produces the
).rfest numbor of VC casualties t. date in the war. Tle
primary eneniy unit is 18th VC 1ain Force Regt (LOSSES, Frd-
US 245 KIA, 876 niA, 6 niA; RVNAF 119 KIA, 359 WIA, 6 xtA;
ROK 10 =IA, 24 VT•'i E&-2,389 MIA, 701 VCC, 14937 VCS, 343
ii4 wupns 41 C/S wpns). (C)

- An intensive psychological warfare campaign begins against
NVA infiltrators along routes from NVN through Laos to
R VN (C)

25 - C121CPAC advises COMIJSNaCV of decision to build expoditionary
airfield at Qui Mon instead of Tuy Hoa. (S)

-- VC attack Da Nang airfield and nearby I Corps HQ with 120-mu
mortar, inflicting minor damage (LOS=ES: F~rd-5 =1Ao 2.5 WlA) .(C)

S• . -- All 46 aboar-d Idllod when USAF C-123 crashes near An Khe in
worst air crash in Vietnam to date involving US troops. (U)

-- Curtailment of SNIPE V{!NT night helicopter operations reported
because of serious shortage of flares in SVN. (S)

28 VC attack Special Forces outpost in Quang Ngai Province and
ambush friendly reaction force (IA0SES: Frd-35 K•IP, 14 WIA,
81 IM, more than 100 ind wpns lost). (C)
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28 - VC attack Vo KDa Now Life Halet in'Kien Giang
Province (LOSSES: Frd-3 t, 6 M I, 17 M). (C)

- In lsrgest amuhibious l3m¢Ung of the war to date, USfC
units launch 12-day search-and-destroy O aion
DOUBLE EAGLE, in Quarg Ngai Province. Operation which
,snters a second phase on 19 February, is directed against
at least two VC Main Force battalions and eventually
covers a 500 square-mile area in Quang Ngai and •mn Tin
Provincqs, com-lm the Bi•ltaneous ASM/WHE
w3z/T¶HA PHOo In to the south. (LOSSES: Frd-Us 27
KIA, 252 WIA; En-437 Mt, 34 VCC, 434 VCS, 8 VC ralliers). (C)

`9 -- Two companies attack Thanh Tri Land Developmnt Center
in •ien Tuong Provine (LOSSES: Pd-25 KM., 16 WA-, 1

M~l;En-? rift). (C)

30 - VC overrun Thuy Lien outpost in Chuong Thien Province(LosSES: Frd-R/PF 64 IIIA).* (C)

31 - US aircraft resu=e bumbig in WYN after 37-day lull. (U)

- VC detonate two oharges at US EBQ in Dalat (LOSSES: Frd-
US 1I, I O9 I o A, • I =A I Y wWIA). (C)

- US•cGSqdn I R established on USS KR off Phu Quoo
Island- (C

- Estimated 2 VC brii attLack ROK Mrine bivouac area in
Phu Yen Provineo (WSSt,: Fd- KAs, 50 WIAI ,n-217
Km). (C)

I - US mLi2tary stranfh in RVN roaches 201,000. (U)

5 - VC detonate clayre•mine in b in Vinh Long City
(LOSSES- Frd- US 2 M 1, 6 WTA, VN 5 KI, a0 WIA;
En,1K1M, 2 VCS detained). (C)

S -- AVN units begin month-lona Operationr THUA THtN 177
in Thua Thien Provinre (LOSS,: Frd-17 K., 44 WIAVt
, En-183a , 34 VCC). (C)

7 - President Johrion, Preier KY a Chief of State Thieu
meet at Honolulu in a two-day conference with heavy
emphasis on tho political, social and econoic aspects
of the -r. A "DeclAration of Honolulu" outlines the

* Joint US-VN goals of determined military effort along
with attacks on huger' ignorance and disease in Vietnm. (U)
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7 - Television form&1l3y begin in SVN. (U)

- VC bn ambushes ARVN bn in Dinh Tuong Province (LOSSES: Frd-
74 KIA, t44. WIA, 46 MIA). (C)

8 - VC ambush RF coonya and RF platoon in Tay Ninh Province
(LOSSES: Frd-RF/PF 40 KIA, 47 WIA, 55 vpns lost; En-
12 KIA) (C)

10 - Vice President Humphrey arrives in Saigon for three-day visit. (U)

-- st Inf Div begins a 19-day Operation ROLLIM STONE in Binh Duong
Province (LOSSES: Frd-US 15 KIA, 101 IC; En-lW eIA, 16 VcC,
39 VCS). (c)

iI - MACV Directorate of Construction established under BG Carroll H.
Dunn to handle all Vietnam construction responsibilities
previously under J. (U)

13 - ARVN forces conduct one-day Operation AN DAN 14/66 in Long An
Province (LOSSES: Frd-ARVN 21 KIA, 5 WIA; En-150 KIA, 9 VCC,
4 VCS 10,000 bushels of paddy rice captured). (C)

14 -- USN swift boat mink by VC mine off Mien Gi&M Province (LOSSEM.
Frd-US 4 MA* 2 =0). (C

1- B-52 's str8  e COSVN M in Tay Ninh Province toeii within an
hour. (S)

- ARVN uits launch six-day Operation TUAM IONG 234 in L ,lao
Province (LOSSES: Frd-AHVN 62 MeA 143141A, 12 MAL; Mn4 f). (C

17 -- Deputy US Ambassador Porter assuaes responsibility for all
"aspects of US support of Revolutionary Developmant in RVI41 (U)

-- VC detonate 2 claywore mines near JGS compouid in Saigon (LOSSESi
Frd-VN 12 il-led, 51 wouuded). (C)

18 - USAF undertakes laying of RVUI coastal cozvd cations cable by
Sbiptesmber 1966. (C)

20 -- VC attack 1st Cay Div (All) base ca= at An Kho (LOSSES: Fvd-US
7 ETA, 51 WIA , 8 CH-47,s damaged; n-7 M). (C)

21 - ist Bdee 101-st Abn Div begins Operation URISON, a 32,day area
somarity operation in Phu Yen Province, superseding Operation VAN
MEN (LOSSES: Frd-US 42 KIA, 249 WIA, 2 HIA; En.285 ETA 29 VCC ,
165 ind .pns 16 C/S wns). (C)

Premier Ky shuffles cabinet, creating VeteransI s 1ffairs and
TrAnspoft-Conmuncations NInistries and a high court to handle
eormption a black markotering. (U)
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21 - VC attack Trieu Phong District Town in Wuang Tri Province
with mortars and grenades (LOSSES: Frd-PF 22 IA, #18 WIA,
30 ina vpns lost). (C)

22 -- VC attack RF company and PF platoon north of Trieu
Phong in Quang Tri Province (LOSSES: Frd-20 KIA, 14 WIA,
7 KIA, 20 ind wpns lost). (C)

Estimated 2 VC co attack security force at Binh Long
bridge in Quang Nam Province; ARMN ranger reaction force
engages VC (LOSSES: Frd-18 KIA, 46 WIAt 10 XIA; En-F114
M)). (C)

Two regiments of ist ARVN Div launch Operation LAM SON 235,
a nine-day search-and-destroy operation in Quang Tri Province
(LOSSES: 'd ARVN 35 KIA, 185 WIA, 3 M&; EnD-44 KIAt 12
VCC, 53 ind wpns. 5 C/S wpns). (C)

U=4C aircraft over Quang Tri Province receives fire frc'm
suspected enew madar-controlled AA gun. (S)

25 -3rd Bde, 25th Inf Div launches 29-day Operation GARPIELD in
Darlac Province (LOSSES: Frd-US 17 KIA, 63 WIA; En-124 eIA,17 VS). -Co)

26 - Phu Cat US jet airbase site selected northwest of Qui Nhon,
to be completed by 31 Docembor 1966. (3)

27 - USHC elements begin six-day Operation II YORK" (Joining ARVN
Operation THUA THIN 177) in Thua mrien Province (LOSSES

B)rd-US 15 4IA* 32 WIA; En-12 = M # 7 VOCCs 15 VCS).- (C)
- Philippine freighter SS DRIII.DA temporarily grounded 15

1m SE of Mha Bo after receiving VC small arms, machie gun
a 57- RR fire (3W _A). (C)

28 - Estimated reinforced VC bn attacks ARVN bn at Vo Xu in
Binh Tuy Province (LOSSES: Fvd-.ARVN 32 KIM, 60 WIL. 17 MIA;
En-8 M o 3 VCc). (C)

I -- US military strength in SVN reaches 213,000. (U)

- BG DonId H. fRaGovorn, USA, named IACV ACofS, JA, repolacing
Ir Ban Sternberg, US&. (U)

3- Ist Inf Div lunches four-day Operation COCOA W-ACH in
Binh Duong Province (LOSSES: Frd US 15 KTlL. 15 WIA , 3 PMA,
1 F-100 and I Ul-ID destroyed, 2 UH-ID damaged; Ean-199 MIt,10 VCc). (C)
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3 -- Panamanian vesse). SS Paloma receives VC machine gun and
57-mm fire•1Zkm SE of Nha Be (4 WIA). (C)

4- UW4C and ARVII forces begin coordinated Operation UTAH/LIEN
KE' 26 near Quang Ngai City in Quang Ngai Province. In
four days of heavy I'ighting, VC Main Force and NVA elemerts
deferxiing well fortified positions are decisively defeated
(LOSSES: Frd-US 33 KIA, 204 WIAo ARVN 32 MsA, 136 WIA; En-
632 A, 29 VCC, 29 ind wpns, 11 C/S wpns). (C)

7 -- Ist Bde, ist Inf Div, and 173rd Abn Bde, including I/RAR,
launch Operation SILVER CITY, a 17-day search-and-destroy
operation along the Song Be River in the Binh Duong--Long
Khanh Prorincial border area* Major enemy unit encountered
is 2?1st VC Main Force Regt. Important VC supply, training
a.d hospital installations destroyed. (LOSSES: Frd-US 22 KM,
232 MIA, AUS 2 KIA, 11 WIA, I UH-ID destroyed, I APC and 7
UH-ID damaged; En-336 KIA, I VCC, 115 ind wpns, 36 C/S wpns,
4 trucks, 531 tons of rice and 800 gallons of fuel). (C)

-- VC chemical grenade used for first time in PhA Yen Province. (3)

*" .9 -Estimated •NA regimant, taking advantage of bad weather which
hamp.ers air strikes and friendly reinforcements, attacks A
Shau Special Forces Camp in Thua Thien Province. After three
dvye of heavy fighting, friendly forces evacuate the strategi-
cWIZ- located camp near an enemy infiltration corridor from
Laos ,LOSQS3: Prd.-261 KIA or MA (5 US), 103 VIA (12 US)
37.5 ind wpms, 43 C/S wpns and more than 30 radios lost.
ZwV losses can not be accurately assessed. (C)

-- VC motor junk rumned and sunk by US)=C POINT WUITE na•r mouth
* of Vam Sat Piver (LOSSES: Zn-7 KIA, 4 VCC). (U)

Enamy early-warning GCI radars detected in Laos warning con-
voys of ipc.g US air strikes; now infiltratlon trail
discovered ý, .h•vf-t-xn Laotian Panhandle. (TS)

Z- GVN National Leadersbhip Committee vote to remove LTG Nguyen
* Chanh Thi from his post as I Corps Commander. BG Nltyen Van

Chuan named to replace Thi, widely regarded as Premier Ky's
major potential political rival. (U)

- US Naval units begin river mine-sweeping operations in RVN. (U)

11 - About 2,000 persons demonstrate in Da 1ang against Thi's
r-moval. (U)

-B-52's using H-35 fire bomblets conduct inconclusive jungle
burnijg test on Chu Pong Mountain. (S)
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12 - Buddhist leaders at Saigon's Vien Hoa Dao (Institute
for the Execution of the Dharma) declare RVN is in "period
of crisis" and call for the return of generals who
supported the anti-Diem revolution of November 1964.
Demonstrations protesting Thi' s ouster held in Hue, Da
Narg and Hoi An, and other protests and general strikes
called signalling the start of prolonged political
turbleJence. (U)

- MS John C. F. Tillson III, USA, named MACV ACofS J3
replacing BG William E. Depoy, USA, who takes command of
1st I& Div. (U)

13 - General strike in Da Nang closes port as I Corps
demonstrations protesting Thi's removal spread. (U)

Agreement reached with Royal Laotian Government to
employ B-52's against Mu Gia Pass infiltration route. (TS)

14 - Student demonstrators take over Quang Ngai radio station;
Hue and Quang Ngai schools close, anti-GVN protests
increase. (U)

- CONUHUMCV requests development of suitable B-52 targets
along Laotian border with I and 11 CTZ's. (M)

- Convicted economic criminal Ta Vinh executed by GVN
f-ring squ .4 in Saigon. (U)

First U.SF squadron arrives at newly-actiwted Phan Ung
airbaso. MU

" VC attack IRV14 bn at Bung Cao in Dirh Duong Province
(LOS=,. Frd-19 KIA, 4 -; En--31 A A, 2 VCC). (C)

15 -- 11 Field Force Vietnmu activated at Bien Hoa under Mr
Jonathan 0. Seaman, USAt Fi•ld Force Vietnam redesignated
I Field Force Vietnam, remawLs at Ma Trang under NW
Stanley R. Lax-Ven, USA. (U)

- Da Nang 90 per cent pAramly-d by general strike; about
1,000 ARVII personnel Join 3,500-man protest demonstration. (U)

16 - Thi arrives in Da tang from Saigon, begins series of
speeches in I Corps. (U)

19 - UMIC aMd ARVN units launch Operation TK=AS/LI•fl MT 28 to
rocapture An feoa outpott Ji Quang 1'rni rn•i.ro-e ftr-om VC
*'- iForce rP'ont,'.• In week 3ona.e oe t (LOSSES: g

KIA (51 US)# 175 WxA, (141 US); i-86 MsA, estimated. . .
780 a•ditional M or W1. (C)
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20 - ARVN uits launch four-day Operation CUU LON 15 in Kien
Thong Province (LOSSES: Frd..ARVN~ 3 KIA 1 30 WIA; Exi-2l9 KI
17 VCC). (C)

21 -- ARVN Special Forces launch one-day Operation LE LOI 21 in
Darlac Province (LOSSES: Frd-US 2 WIMI/, ARVN 10 KIA, 12 ICA'

-- VC attack ARVN bn at Vo Xu in Binh Tuy Province (LOSSIS:

Frd-ARVI 12 KIA, 28 '•W; En- 107 KIA, 8 VCC). (C)

F- irst 11 US River Patrolf Boats arrive in Vietnam. (U)

Three VC bns suppoirted by artillery attack the 1/52d ARVN
Regt in Binh Day Province (LOSSES: Frd-ARVN 12 KIA, 28 WIA;
En-107 M, 8 VC) . (C)

22 - Struggle forces take over Radio Hue, strike anti-American
themes in broadcasts. (U)

23 - ROK Capital Div elements launch Operation AIfD HO V a four-day
search-and-destroy operation in Binh Dinh Province (LOSSES:
Frd-ROK 17 ICI, 48 WIMi En-349 I, 281 VCC, 451 VCS). (C)

VC attack Ist ARVT, Armored Cay Sqdn traA -iing center in
Binh Duong Province (LOSSES: Frd-30 KIA, 60 WTA,* I taik losts
En-70 M4. 2 .VCC, 15 in wpns). (C)

224 - ARVW units launch too-day Operation 11N CHI 2 11/B in B4 Xuyen
Province (LOSSES: Frd.-ARVI; 17 KIA, 20 WAL; En..245 KMt., 5
Vcc). (C)

VC attack Bu Prang RF/PF outpost in Quang Due Province
(LOSMSES: F-vd-RF/FF 5 MelL 17 WlL-; Ex.-212 MCI). (C)

25 - Ist Cay Div (6US ) and elements of 3rd Wde 25th Inf Div
"begin a 14.day series of search-and-destroy actions called
Oporation LIINOLN in Ploiku, Darlac and Phu Bon Provinces
(L3SES: Fr-US 41 KMks 93 WIL. 3 UH-ID destroyed; En-
453 XIP 12 VCC. 88 md wmpn. 8 C/S vpnz). (C)

EleMents of the Ist 3do. 101st Abn Div and the ROK 1-•-ine
Bdo begin Operation F=VM.RE. a 119-day search-amd-destroy/
area security operation in Phu Yen Province. The operation,
-aporseding Operation IMIUSON, provides extensive rice-

haarvest protection* US participation terminates on 20 J~1ns
(LOSSES: Frd-US 10 KIL•, 94 WLA ROK 20 KIAM 50 WIM; En-
373 M. 73 VCC, 45 VCS, 59 id wppn, C/S upn). (C)
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25 -- President Johnson signs Fn 1966 supplemental appropriations
bill approving additional SE&SIA war budget and transferring
MAP funiing to the Lidividual services. (S)

26 - Elements of the ROK Capital inf Div in Birnh Dinh Province
begin Operation SU BOY which continues six months until 23
September and becomes the longest operation of the war to
date (LOSSES: Frd-23 KIn, 84 WIA; En-299 MIA, 33 VCC* 132
VCS,, 88 ind w.ý (C)

Operation JACK STAY, the southernmost large scale employment
of US ground troops in Vietnam to date, begins when USXC
units supported by USN,- VNN and VNKC units penetrate into
the Rung Sat Special Zone. During the 12-day operation a
large VC complex is destroyed (LOSSES. Frd-6 KIA; En-.63
ETA o6 VCC, s66 wpns) (C)

27 -- About 20,000 Buddhists in Hue stage largest anti-GVN
demonstration to date. (U)

29 -- 25th Inf Div launches eight.day Oporation CIRCLE PIES i•n
Hau Nghia Province (LCsSES: Frd-.32 KIlA, 195 WIA; Zn,.170
KIlL, 8 vCC, s7 VCs). (C)

- Ist Marine Div command post established at Chu Lai,
relieving 3rd H•aie Div of all responsih•±2itt~e in Chbu
Lai ThoR.. (c),

31 A record number of monthly returnmes undar the ChiU Hol
Progr=a is lot at 2,336. (U)

APRIL

I- US miUitary strength in SVN reaches 236,000. (U)

At 0510, VC detonate estimatod 4,50 pounds of explosive
at entrance to Victoria B0Q in Saigon/Cholon. First three
ifloors extensively damaged; upper floors a&M surrounding
houses modrately damaged. (LOSSSS: US 3 MIA, 107 WIX;
-AU S 3 WD I V1N 3 I= # 6 WIA) (U)

2d Air Div redesignated 7th Air Force, continues as the
USIF cavonant of USJtACV. (U)

-- US Naval Forces, Vietram (NAVYORV) established to everaise
operational control of US14 forces in RVII as naval cqomont
of U,•CV. (U)

- USARV Sgnal d e (U&1SM1TCO,! Signal de, SPA) activated. (U)

o- Hea(quarters Area Commna MC) activated under WG R. L.
Ashworth, U&S, to assumo support ftuntotions formo-zy
performe.d by .. D., -PACT. (U
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1.--Hq, 25th Inf Div closes in RVN. (U)

--G Pham Xuan Chieu, National Leadership Secretary General#
briefly takan hostage by Hue struggle forces. (U)

Ist flotilla of Alaska Barge and Transport Company closes
Nha Trang to provide lighterage and port management at
-everaJ. RVN ports* (C)

2 - ROZ elements launch 11-day Operation BUN KAE 66.-5 in Binh
Dinh Province (LOSSES: Frd-23 TA, 62 WIA; Eb.-292 EMA#
74 VCC, 107 VCS). (C)

Some US vehicles damaged in wave of violent Saigon
demonstrations. (U)

3 - Premier Fy declars t'.rkt Da Nang is in comauist hands
and indicates GVNI troop movement to the city is imninent.
Ky and Chief or State Thieu announce a National Political
Congress will soon convene to discuss creation of a
constitution-drafting body. (U)

- EwM fires 10 British 25-pounder artillery shells from
Cambodia into the Cau Cau' Speoia Forces camp in Klien
Te•ong Provinue. (S)

4 -- American civilians evacuated from Dalat where dewomtators
burm radio station arA clash with police. US jeep burned
in continuing Saigon demonstrations. Ilartial law deolazed
in hU .rang. Hue demonstrators threaten US installationn. (U

- CO11,0 CV authorized to e~loy napalm along solected
initration routes in southern Laos, under FAC control,
against movrig motorized vehicles and AAA/AW positiows
firing on aircraft. (Is)

- Converted seaplane teorer USS Corous Christi •faX. arrives at
Cam Ranh Bay to provide a floating aviation maintenance
facility for US Ar-7 helicopters. (U)

5 - Premier Yv flies to Da Nang with two V14 Marine battalions,
beginning a confrontation with the ant!.-GV,1 stvuggle foroea.
Ky anmumnaos that the city has been infiltrated, not taken
over by caominists. Ist ARVIIN Div C*=ander, BG Ph&m Xuan khuan,
declares solidarity with the struggle mov-emnt. All US
advisors to the division withdrzrn to base camps. Dewnstrators
clash vith riot police a&d airborne units in Saigon. (U)

6 -111 non-essential US civilicans cmauatod from Hue whorethoasands of demonstrators dewrid the and of the GVN and its
US b ck•ng. (U) r"lS PAGE R MRADED UVCLAsSIpIa
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8 -a GON flies two Ranger battalions to Da Nang in an attempt
to break the stalemate with an additional show of oirces
against the struggl- morvent.. Ist ARVN Div troops in
Hue pass a resolution denouncing the Ky govenment bat
pledging to fight with US at NW troops against the
cQ=Mnists.(U

COMUfCV refuses JGS request for aircraft to fly the
Rangers to Da Rang. (TS)

9 - At peak of Da Nang crisis, struggle leaders agree to
remove two howitzers from range of airbase. More than 200
US and third country civilians evacuated from the city. (TS)

10 - LTG Ton That Dinh assumes command of I Corps. One 'IN
Marine battalion withdrawn from Da Nang airbase. (U)

- In reaction ewisration to a VC attack in Kien Tuong Province,
ARVN units kill 140 VC, suffer 13 MlA an 8 WTh. (C)

.IXC.V Provost larshal discontinued as a separate special
staff section, becomes J.15 of %ACJ1. (U)

12 - he D4 Ng confrontation erns as the CGVN returns the
last of its "Task Force" units to Saigon and rowdy
dmionstrations cease in Da L ang Hue, The ational
Political Congrss opens in SLagon. (U)

8-52's used aginst IM' for the first twim, vtriking
tho 0i Gia P-ass near the W-hLaos border to amagrnt
taotical otforts to close tho main infiltration rout*
vfa the .2Laotiakn Panharxilo. It is the first use ot
the vssivw B-52 bot4sbxdmt pattern for road interditiot . (U)

13 -- u launch intensive• rtar attack on Tan Son Wiut air-
base. Approximrtely Art rounds of 82..= mortar &aM 75.-i
recoteU rifle fire idll 7 US "rtonel al woiud 135
US aM 14 ,AIMi. Four arcraft destroyed ao l 56 damaged.
4000,OO-gc.Uoui fuel storage tAnk* destzoyed and so=s base
instafllat'Amis daiage. (C)

-CICPAC requests reduction in road cratering awd rndar
Sonbinb, because of critical air manitiona shortage3 in
'Z-sn (:s)

7th Air Force institutes contimous nighttimo airborne
alart vith four guraft aloft at all tims. (3)

Estimtated VC com)ay attacks ARVI company in Quatg Ngai
Province ( Su S': Frd-7 !M%. 13 L%, 924 M; En,-I VCC). (C)
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14 - As the National Political Congress closes, Directorate
Chairman Thieu promulgates a decree for an .e"ted
constituent assembly within five months. The Buddhist
Institute "accepts" the decree and agrees that the X•y
government should remain in power until the elections. (U)

- ARV14 units launch two-day Operation QUYET iaA 184 in
Quang Ngai Province (LOSSES: Frd-11 KTA 49 VW.A; En-2O6
IAo, 3 Vcc). (C)

VC battalion attacks RF/PF training center in lien Hoa
Province (LOSSES: Frd-50 XIA, 40 'WI, 90 A., 173 weapons
lost; En-12 KIM). (C)

JCS authorizes CINCPAC to conmit a:y appropriate non-
nuclear air minitions in PACO to operations in SEASIA. (TS)

Reaction time for 3-52 strikes reduced as control
decentralized to CINCPAC in coordiration with 3rd Air Div
(sMc) and C0OJACV. (TS)

5 -- Thi publicly associates himself with thie struggle movement,
calling for an "inmediate change in government" and more
struggle deon.trations. (U)

- CDEF orders the Navy to release and move to !MISTA lane
stores of air munitions held in COM-US for. laT0. (S)

16 - ROK 26th RCT begins arrirvig at Qui 'hon to rou-d out ROK
division in Ii Corps (U)

1 -US aicraft hit MXI sites 1.5 ar4 17 rtles from Hanoi in
closest strikes to the capital to date. (U)

18 USNi aircraft strike Uong- U thorval pourer plant 14 miles
' Uaiphong (previously hit during Dcembr 1965). (U)

19 - =Z lbrvoU G * Ward assiunos coom-xrd as C0O~0.' .FV aand
aIal~ Componet Coz.andor. (U)

20 - US':C olmsonts begain 20-day clearig Opoa-ation GWMIGM
around the industrial corz-lox of An Eoa anr hong Son in
Quang Nam Province (LOS=- S- Fr,'38 UM 94 WIA; En- 103 CNA
10 VCC, 408 VC3, 5 im upns). (C,

Royal Austlian-?cy Tatnk Foreo begins arriving in RVN. (U)

Z-stL mated 15 VC penetratoe An Khe airfield, damago two C-130's
with satchel charges. (U ) T PA G -N
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21 - USC and RVNLF units launch three-day Operation HOT SPRINGS/
LIEN M 36 in the same general area of Quang Ngai Province
where Operations TEXMS and UTAH had taken place. (LOSSES:
Frd-USMC 5 KIA, 33 MA; RVNAF 7 KIM 38 WIA; En-327 KIA,
. VCC, 23 VCs, 98 md ,pnss 14 C/S WpW). (C)

-- ARN units launch four-day Operation DAN CHI 219C in
Chuoog Thien Province (LOSSES: Frd-20 KIA, 138 WIA; En-
247 KTI 4 Vcc). (C)

-- GVN issue~s decree setting more severe penalties for militaxy
desertion. (U)

SFour strugg3 e force demonstrators and three RVNAF personnel
IcIlled in continuing violence at Dalat. (U)

22 -- VC mortar and infiltrate new Pleiku airfield, causing
light damage and casualties. (U)

23 -- M 14G-21's engage US aircraft for the first time .in
tie amr, uns-ccessfully attacking a mission-support air.-
craft during F-105 strike against Bac Giang railroad
bridge 25 miles NE of Hanoi. F-4C escort aircraft
counter the two IG-21is and eight VMG17Is. Two MCG-
17T's downed. (U)

24 -• el~ments of the Ist Inf Div launch Operation BMNGHA,
a .4-day search-and-destroy cperation ivolving The
deE nest friendlly penetration in .ve years into War Zone
C in Tay Ninh Province. Large quantities of enemy
supplies captured or destroyed, numerous logistical
installations destroyed, and onq southern exit of the
Ho Chi Minh Trail interdicted during the period (LOSSES:
Frd-US 56 KIA, 324 WIA, I M, 15 UH-In, 6 C:n-47 and
7 A.FC's daiaged; En-119 IM, 28 VCC, 30 ralliers,, 131
,wpns). C)

- VC attack several factories in Gia Dinh Province
simultaneously (LOSSES: Frd-PF 4 KIA#, I WIA, 2 VN
XIA). (C)

26 F- First IIG-21 of the war is downed by a USAF '-4C
firing Sidewinder mtssiles in a brief engagement
involving two F-4C's (undamaged) and two HfG-21ts 65
miles ME• of Hanci; the pilot ejects. (U)

27 .- The 1,000th NVN truck damaged/destroyed in TIGER FOUND
air operation against southern Laos infiltration routes
since program began 6 December 1965. (S)
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28 - Premier Ky authorizos construction of new MACV headquarters
at the Tan Son !ut soccer field. (C)

- Thousands of lýoorers reopen Mu Gia Pass in NVN 18 hours
after a B-52 strike closes it. (C)

29 -- Ist Bde, 25 Inf Div arrives in RVN, completing the
division's deployment. (C)

Col Nguyen Ngoc Loan, NSS Chief, replaces Col Pham Van Lieu
as GYN Director General of National Policeo (U)

30 -- B-52 strikes on Hiu Gia Pass halted by CINCPAC pending JCS
decision based on calculated risk of V SAWI environment. (TS)

-13t Inf Div elements engage an enumy unit in Cambodia across
the Cai Bac River from Tay Itnh Province. (C)

MY

- US military strength in SIM reaches 252,000. (U)

173rd ".bI Bade and Ist Wdet 101st Abn Div launch 18-day
Operation ti!STIN VI in Quang Duc anl 1-huoc Long Provinces
(LOSSES: Frd-9 MsA• 18 ';,AA; In-101 Ms&, 6 VCC). (C)

"RAIVR IZAT1lLu ILTO," a strategic not-work f'r SEASIA,
inaugurated at Tan Son laaut to provide excellent weather
observation for a 75-mile radius and moderate esolu'-ion
t.o 200 miles. (U)

First three USN Patrol Air Cushion Vehicles (PACV) arriveS~(uN
in RV1I* (j

3 .- I-l K" . Jackay, IM assumes cowlan of AuntrlJlan For-ces,
Vietr =. (U)

4 - Ist Cay Div (Ml-I) and RIVIA•F elements launch Operation DAVY
CROCTT, a 13-day combined search.and-dostroy operation
3' - Binh Dinh Provinme employing reconnmissance in force and
saturation patrolling (LOSSES: Fhd-CS 27 KLA, 110 W-A,
RVaF %4 KIA, 24 WIA; En,-374 MKI, 82 VCCa 40 ind wpns. 12
C/ wpns) (C)

VC attack An Lao village in Lain Dong Province (LOSSES:
Frd-PF 1 MIL, 6 lahs 18 village council members and I

civilian Icrtnapped). (C)

6 - M John Norton. U319 assumes command ol! Ist C;ay. Div (l).(U)
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7 - Premer Ky tells the press that his goverment, will remain "-,

in power until the election of a national assembly "Isom,
time in 1967 ," since the forthcoming constituent assembly
will only draft 4 constitution and rot be tranwforied into
a legislative ody-. Ky also says he and his mi1litary
coD ,Agues will oppose amr elected govervment ',tich ,A•s
out to be neutralist or com=nuist.(U)

I01CC officially turns over the Binh Tuy airbaso in Phong
Dinh Province to the GVN. (U)

8- US and, VIAF sircraft extand CAME GUAM) progirm of LOC
interdiction into southern ITVI from SE Laotian Panhandle. (S)

- C-.USa1I4CV reviews 7th AF inventories, concluding that
aia- munitions should be plenti4 'l! by the end of 1966;he
declines to reduce the number of Bw-52 strikes in order
to increase bombs available for- tactical air support. (TS)

10 -- A 120-foot steel.,hulled eneP7 trawler, is- detected,
cattacked and heavily damaged by USCGC Point Gre_ ar4 US
and VNAF planes along the east coast of the Cau Ilau
Peninsula. Salvage operations yield about 15 tons of
weapons and aDmnition manufactured in Comniist China
in 1965, movie projectors, film, and other propaganda
mate.,ria:le (C)

SElements of the 3rd Bde, 25th US Int Div and ARVV
launch Operation PALTL REVMER/TMAU PO110 14, an 82-day
border screening, area-control operati on in Pleiku
Province whdch thwarts a VC monsoon season offensive
in II CTZ (LOSSES: Frd-US 63 M o• 301 WIA, P ZM;
ARVN 16 KA, 41 WI, 10 I-.IA; En-54,6 KIA, 68 VCC, 39
VCS, 224. ind upn, 17 C/S wpns). (C)

- In eonf--sod firing after a VC mine explodez near
the Brink WQ in Saigono 5 VN civilians are killod,
21 VII Vtmxed and 8 US voutied. (U)

- C1XZAC rnomero es JCS kpproval of air strikes to
* destroy 11MN POL system beginning uith Haiphong POL

sites. (TS) 1apog h

lI -- USN jots stru•e "MIA sit t1o miles from Haiphong, the
olosoat striko to.da+A, (U)

14 -- ARYI,, units launch two-day Oorat.Aon ITAN MfT 227 .n An
Xuyen Province (LOSSES: Frd-I Me •\, WJIA; En-247•L, 19 VCC). (C) THIS PAGE REGRADED UVNCLSSII7XD
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14 - F!-st RC-47 (PHtLI3 ANN) aircraft deployed to Tan Son
I1hut to begin US&F program of dinpointing enexV lower-
power HF radio transmitters. M

15 - GVN marines ard paratroopers airlifted to Da IbXg from
Saigon and Quang Ngai take control of I Corps HQ, the
Da ang garrison, city hall, the Natior-1 Police garrison,
and the radic station, encountering only isolated small
ar=s and grerade Vire as the struggle forces retreat into
pagodas. I Corps Commander Dinh takes asylum in =I WLF
HQ; GVN names NG Huynh Van Cao to replace him. (U)

16 - Elements of the ist Ca& Div (AI)ý the Capital ROK Div
and ARVI launch 22-day Operation CRAZY HORSE/BUN ME 66-7
in Binh Dinh Province against elements of one VC and two
NVA regiments (LOSSES: Frd--78 KTJA, 213 IA, r I A, 18 ind
wpns, I C/S Wpn; En-478 KIA, 27 VCC, 114 VCS, 88 ind wpns,
15 C/5 wpns). (C,

25th Lif Div launches 12-day OperatioL WAUiIAWA in Hau
:!ghia Province. (LOSSES: Frd-30 MLe, 240 WIA, I KUA; En-
157 Kt,1.0 VoC) - (C)

AC-4? aircraft authorized to fly night armed reconnaissance
missions ovcr Laotian section of the Sihanowlc Trail. (TS)

Estimated VC company attacks RF com in Phu Yen Province
(LOSm: FW-23 MeI, 20 1-11.A, 1 lIL, 33 ind wpns, I C/S wpn
lost; Bu.-3 e, I ind wpn). (C)

17 - ARVI forces launch one-day Oporation DU CHI 22813 in Bac
Lien Province (LOSSE: Kd6 2. 3,5 'WIA; Er,-265 Ell, 5 VCC).(C)

,- XWVN officeý £Xtres on helicopter loaving Hue with Gen Cao,
C/S III ZAF, ard D%. I Corps aboard; helicopter guinnr kills

~2fier.(U),

- [-:s officially disestablished ard the ltaval Support Activity,
Saigon, simultaneously establishokd under CIPT H. T. King,
USN, to provide support to US IN-vul Forces in IIL IlI, IV CTZ's

Sard coastalvaters. (U)

18 -- VC attack Soc Trang airtWai in B Xuyen Province (LOSSES:
?rIx- U11 I. WI, I. a./ severely dawngods 9 a/c lightlyv damagods
AtWqi reaction operation results (LOSSESt En- 4 1 MIA, 5 VCC,

VCS). (C,

- CIICPAC directs COI'US.CV to undertake surveillan=6 of
Cambodia, taking maxdmum advantagu of oblique photogmaphy in
areas contiguous to RV14. (TS)
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15-VC attack ARVN bn in Binh Long Province (LOSSES: Frd- '
17 KIA, 20 WIA, 6 ind vns, i c/S wpt lost; En-15 KIA,

SIVCC, 3 Ind ;Tns) (

- CAPT Burton B. Withsm, Jr. relieves RADW N. G. Ward as
River Patrol Force (GUM WARDE4) Coamder at Ma, Be. (U)

- After his formal installation as new I Corps Comnander,
Gen Cao asks for asylum at =NAP EUM cla, in his life
is in danger. (S)

19 - EneaV attacks Gia Linh post in Quang Tri Province (LOSSES:
Frd-US I KTIs ARVN 42 MeA, 54 WIsA, 4 ind wpns, i C/S wpn;
En.-8 Met 9 ird w~ns) - (C)

20 - Vehicular traffic along Ho Chi NI•h Trail in Laos reaches
virtual stand still due to air interdiction, road wash-outs
and landslides. TIGER HOUND air strikes concentrate on
heavyv activity along Sibanouk rrial. (S)

- VC attac Tan Phu RF post in An Xuyen Province (LOSSES:
Fd-1, Me, 7 WIA, 32 e, 49 i• ,lpns). (C)

"21-- US aircraft evacuated from Da Nang airbase after 11
dissident mortar rounds hit base, wourding 4 USAF personmel.
VNaF fire strikes we ILILF CP in Da g,.w wunimg i1
UMIC personnel. (C)

First class of Revolutionary Development cadre teams
traimd urder revised program graduates from the Vung
Tau Nationl Training Center and is deployed in 59-man
teams to secue 80 hanlets. (C)

- ARVN units lAuih tWo-day Operation tONG Pil 971 in Xi-n
Giang Province (LOSSES; Frd-6 A, Me4 WIAt; En-224 &Us,
22 voc). (C)

.23 - Da INag restored to GVU control as the main strg elo-force
pagoda surrenders without opposition, fofloWeid by the
final pookets of resistance. Struggle forees in Hue
vow to defend that city against a GVII takeover. (U)

6 -- USIS library in Hue burned by student damonstrators as
National Police and Ist ARVII Div troops stand aside. (U)

-- Panamanian merchant ship Eastern 11rxner damaged by mine
at Nba Be; Frnch vessel Mo Dal M- undazaged by
azother min&. Nb casualties.
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?26 - Estimated 2 VC bts attack ARVU/PF position in Kien Phong( Province (LOSSES. frd-ARVII/PF 51 -,M9 03 WIA, 5 ARVN MIA,
39 ind wpns, 3 c/s wpns lost; En-20 IM ,9 ind iwrp). (C)

27 -- All non-essential US civilians evacuated from Hue.
Premier Ky, Gen Thi meet at USIC installation in Chu Lai. (U)

- Estimated 2 VC bns attack Duc Hue district town in Hau
Nghia Province (LOSSES: Frd-20 KIM, 30 ,IAP 7 MA; En-
20 K). (C)

- .F comparq captures a new CHICOIN D-50 anti-tank rocket
launcher believed to have been used in the sinking of a

=T boat in Gia Dinh Province. (C)

- VC ambush 2 PF platoons in Binh Thuan Province (LOSSES:

Frd-7 VIA, 3 WIA, 21 IMPA, 29 ind wpns lost). (C)

28 -- BG John F. Freuri, USA, appointed Special Assistant to
COf3M&MV. (U)

29 - Buddhist nun commits self-immolation in Hue in first of
a series of protests against US ar1 GVN actions. (U)

30 - ARVN units conduct one-day Operation QUYET THAUG 296 in
Quang Tin Province (LOSSES: Frd-AR 2 ICA; En-100 KIA). (C)

31 - USAF aircraft heavily damage Yen Bay military storage
complex ia largest'strike against a sirile target in NVN to
date; two US planes lost ýo grouw- fire. (U)

- GVN and Buddhist Institute leaders reach apparent agree-.
ment to ease crisis, with Directorate to be expanded by
10 civilians . (U)

- JCS confirms decision to drop planned construction of Hue/
Phu Bai airbase because of political situation, imstead
conmtruct airfield at Tuy Uoa and a third runay at Chu
Lao. (S)

- 2d ARVN Div Commander 11G oang Xuan Lan becomes acting I
Corps Commander. (U)

JUME

I - US military strme th in SVN reacýes 261,000. (U)

4- -- Strurggle-force mobs in Uue sack and burn US Consulate and
-several residences and seize a large wmber of weapons; US Army
aircraft evacuated to Phu Bai and US personnel confined to Hue
MkCCV compound. (U)
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2 - Elements of Ist US Infivand 5th ARVN Div begin Operation
EL PASO II, a 41-day search-and-destroy operation in Binh
Long Province which deprives the VC of key monsoon season
victory in III CTZ. All three regiments of 9th VC Div
engaged and defeated; VC base camps and logistical complexes
destroyed (LOSSES: Frd-US 125 KLI, 420 WIA., ARVN 22 KIA,
71 WIA, 16 NIA; En-855 KIA, 37 VCC, 79 VCS, 154 ind pns,
"J2 C/S wpns). (C)

Ist Bde, 101st Abn Div and ARVN units launch Operation
HAWTHORNE/DAN TANG 61, a 19-day search-and-destroy operation
in Kontum Province which allows removal of the Toumorong
outpost to Dak To (LOSSES: Frd-45 KIA, 241 WIA, I MeA, 2
105--m howitzers damaged; En-531 eIA, 22 VCC, 88 id wpns,
21 c/S wpns). (C)

GVN requests United Nations observers for the September
elections. (U)

Ten-day Force Development Conference opens at CINCPAC
HQ in Hawaii. (U)

5 -- Ist Australian Task Force becomers operational under II
IFOREV. (U)

6 Armed Forces Council names 10 civilians to National
Leadership Committee. (U)

7 - ARVN and CIDG units launch five-day Operation THAN PHONG
ITI in Pleilka Province (LOSSES: Fr4RVNAF 20 KIA, 36 WIA;
Bn-135 KIA, 6 VCC). (C)

3rd Bde, :'5th Inf Div vtncovers first sizeable amount of
Soviet small arms ammnition in cache in Pleikz P=4ne. (S)

8 Attempted VC ambush of ARVN battalion in Blinh Long
PLrovinco results in (LOSSES: Frd-25 MIA, 58 'WA, 19 MA;

n-250 ETA, I VCC). (C)

Tri Quang begins extended an±t-GVN and anti-US hunger
strike as &uldhists block Hue streets with altars. (U)

VC attack US quarters in Ny' The, Dinh Tuong Province, with
60-mm mortar and 57-m RR (LOSSES: Frd-US1 KI , 33 4A I
S2 XMe. I1 WA) (C)

SCONUSWCV directs 7th AF to target water buffaloes
observed by FAC's in TIGER HOUND area. (S)
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9 - BG Le Nguyen Khang, Saigon Military Governor, becomes
III Corps Commander, replacing Nguyen Bao Tri who takes
over General Political Warfare Directorate. (U)

- Buddhist altars halt US and ARVN troop movement through
Hue, causing 24-hour delay in Operation FLORM&. (C)

12 - Bulk of Ist Australian Task Force arrives in SVN. (U)

- VC attack RF company in Quang Ngai Province (LOSSES:
Frd-RF 8 M0A, 17 W1A, I tM, 5 ind pns, I C/S wpn
lost; 9 Civilians MI&; En-8 MeA, 3 ind wpns). (C)

13 - Estimated VC/1VA bn attacks 218th RF Company in Binh
Dinh Province (LOSSES: Frd-32 KIA, 34 U9, 40 MIs,
3 C/S wpns, 116ind wpns). (C)

15 -- GVN decree creates predominantly civilian 80-man People-
Army Council to advise GVN on political, economic and
social matters. (U)

- GVN troops and riot police begin formal operation to
clear struggle forces from Hue. (U)

"16 Letter from Tam Chau protesting Tri QuargIs actions
publicly confirms extremist-moderate split in Bud&dhst
hierarchy. -(U).

-- Estimated VC bn attacks U.I4C reconnaissance platoon
in Quang Tin Province (LOSSES: USIIC 9 MsIA 15 WI&A;
En-45 CA). (C)

18 - Col Ngo Quang Truong, ARVN Abn Div Commander, replaces
BG Pham Xuan Nhuan as Ist ARVN Div Commander, (U)

- VC attack CIDG and RF companies in Phu Yen Province

(LOSSES: Frd-1? KIA, 13 WIAt 6 IDA, 29 ind wpns,
3 C/S wpns lost; En-16 VC wpns). (C)

19 - Hue restored to GVN contrul as troops and riot police
pacify pagodas and other struggle strongholds, remove
last Buddhist altars from streets and arrest key
dissidents. (U)

- Elements of Ist Cav Div (All) and the Ist Bde, 101st Ahn

Div launch Operation IATHAI HAELL, 12-day action in Phu Yen
Province, exploiting contact by 4r/th ARVN Regt with 18B NVA
Regt (LOSSES: Frd-US 62 KIA, 329 WIA, 4 eA, I UH-ID
destroyed; En- Me, 2-9 VCC, 93 VCS, 130 ind wpns, 28
C/S wpns). (C) THIS PAGE REC, RfAnl UNCLASSIFIM
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20 -- USCO %oint Lea• e shadows and drives 100-foot eneow
trawler aground near mouth of Co Chien River in Vinh Binh
Province. The trawler is captured intact, with 100 tons
of cargo including more than 2,300 weapons, mary of 1966
CHIOOM manufacture, and new type of 75-ami fin-stabilized
HEAT projectile. (C)

21 -- RVNAF units launch three-day Operation IAX SON 283 in
Quang Tri Province (LOSSES: V-d.37 KI&, 104 WIA; En-
331 KIA, 40 VCC, 6o VCS). (C)

- Estimated VC bn attacks 345th RF Company in Lam Dong
Province (LOSSES: US 2 WIA, RF 31 KM9, 26 WIA, 13 ind
mpnso 4 C/S wpns; En,.20 KIA 1 VCC). (C)

22 -VC attack US airfield at Soc Trang for sixth time in 9
months, with estimated 20 rounds of 75-mm RR fire
(LOSSES: US 3 IWCA, 3 0-1E's damaged, I UH-ID destroyed,
1.6 UH-1fl's damaged). (C)

SEstimated VC bn attacks 3 ARVN bns in Quang Ngai Province
(LOSSES: Frd-20 UA, 36 W•cL, 20 ind wpns, 2 C/s wpns
lost; En-43 Mt, 2 VM 15 ind wpns). (C)

.23 -- UsiC companr helilifted into former A Shau Special Forces
camp destroys larg enealy am=nition cache. (U)

- GVN troops and police enter Saigon Buddhist Institute,
seize arms and arrest suspected nurderer of policeman. (U)

"- VACV Standard Design Commi.ttee established to adopt a
comwon tr-ser•ice constivotion stAndard. (U)

Estimated 2 VC companies attack Trung 1,hi post in Binh
Duong Province (LOSSES: Frd-11 MIe, 20 WIA, 38 Ind
wpna, I C/S wpns; En..2 TA#3 ind~wpns). (C)

25 - US•[C and ARVN units launch four-day Operation JAY/LAI-
SON 284 in Thua Thien Province (LOSSES: Frd-US 23 KIk,

* 58 WIA i AlVIN I W,"; E-, 102 KIA, 264 probable KIA, 9 VCC,
18 vcs). (C)

- V' ambush two CIG platoons in Kien Tuong Province
(LOwSSa: Frd-6 KIlI, 5 WI, 1 t , 63 id wpm lost). (C)

26 - Estimated 2 VC companies attack 884th RF Compaw in
Minh Thuan Province (LOSSES: Frd-23 EJTA, 29 WIL . (C)

-- VC attack hamlet defended by PF in Quang Duo Province
""(LOSSE=: Frd-27 KIM, 2 WIA, 9 IM.e 9 ind wps lost). (C)
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28 - VC ambush 745th RF Company in Quang Tri'-Province
(LOSSES: Frd-20 KIA, 8 WIA, 12 MIA; En-16 KIA,
1 VCC, 8 ind wpns). (C)

VC attack two CIDG platoons in Dinh Tuong Province
(LOSSES: Frd-PF 6 KIA, 5 WIAA, 17 MIA, 13 ind wpns lost).

29 - USAF and USN aircraft bomb POL facilities at Hanoi and
Haiphong for first time, inflicting heavy damage. One
USAF F-105 downed by ground fire. Four YMIG-17's encountered
and one probably destroyed during dog-light. No SAM's
sighted. (U)

- Estimated VC bn ambushes 2d VNMC convoy In Thua Thien
Province (LOSSES: Frd-43 KIA, 83 WIA, 4 trucks destroyed). (C)

30 -- First instance of enwny booby-trapping of dead body reported
in Pleiku Province. (C)

Construction completed of 170,000 barrel POL tank storage
farm at Cam Ranh !lay.. (U)

- VC ambush 4/520 ARVN Regt in Long Khanh Province (LOSSES:
Frd-19 KIA, 31 WIA, 35 MIA, 2 C/S wpns lost). (C)

JiULY

1. - US military strength in RVN reaches 274,000. (U)

- USN aircraft sink three NVN PT boats in Gulf of Tonkin,

capture 19 NVN seamen (U).

-SAC quick reaction force of six B-52's at Guam initiates
continuous alert for strikes against urgent targets in
SVN. (s)

-L L1T Wllliam 1f. Momyer succeeds LTG Joseph H. Moore as
Comnander, 7th Air Force and DEPCKISMACV for Air. (U)

W- G Carroll H. Dunn, USA, replaces BG John D. Crowley,
USA, as ACofS, JA, MACV; PG Daniel A. Raymond, USA,
succeeds Gen Dunn as Director of Constructiot., RACV. (U)

- A 0-141 aircraft fl.Les from Saigon to Travis AFB, Calif.
in the first direct USAF Medevac from RVN to the US. (U)

AP
2 - C(•UC4ACV appr.yes location of 2d Bde, 4th Inf Div at

C e'. (-t
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'2. VC ambush ARVN comparq in Binh Duong Province (LOSSES:
Frd-8 MIA, 17 WM , 8 ,T*A, 20 Wpns-). (C)

SConstruction of nev MACV headquarters at Tan Son Nhut
soccer field begins. (U)

3 24-hour all-weather bombi_ autho_,. _•inst targets
C in Laos validated by RIA ~tlzn

I-SQ-77 ground director n ~ g" INPOOT). (S)

4 -- Director UMID and GVN Econot and Finance Minister
sign agreement providing for US military operation of
Saigon port. BG Pham Dang Dan appointed Direwtor
General of Ports and U.NAC• agrees to provide advisory
assistance Zor port management. (0)

USMIC elements begin 116-day security Operation MACON for
An Hoa industrial complex in Quang Nam Province (LOSSES:
Frd-USZ4C 24 MIA, 172 WeA; En-507 KTA, 5 VCC, 53 VCS,
26 ind• s). Cc)

5 -- Cow Thi, Dinh, Cao, Niman, and Chuan detained 1w GVN
authorities in Saigon. (U)

US airctraft successfully elude 26-28 'SUts over NVN -

-ecord =mber to date launched in one day. (U)

MW& RVF units launch two-day soarch-and-destroy operation
in Vinh Binh Province (LOSSESs Frd-20 KM.i 55 WIA;)
En-F109 M a, 4 VCC, *40 id wm-ns, 3 c/s wp=s). (C)

West Germaur.pledges 14.6 million piaster aid credit
to help izprove social welfare facilities in SVN. (U)

6_ B-52's under the QUICK RUN concept utilile now MSQ-?7
SKY SPOT bombing ystem and C00UASCT rapid-response
targeting for first time. (S) •

- ARVN units conduit one-day soarah-AW-destroy Operation
CUU LONG 32/66 in Kion Hoa Province (LOSSES: drd-4

MIA# 10 WIA; En-155 KIA, 32 ind w;Es)e (C)

ARVH units launch six-day search-and destroy Operation
BI1W PHU 9/10/11 in Binh Dinh Province (LOSSES: Fd-15
KA, e 19WI; En-137 M o 3VCOC 17 VCS). (0) 0

7 - USN, ARVI Id Vand ,C units launch Operation HlSSTINGS,
a '/-day search-and-destroy operation against 324B NVA
Division uhich had infiltrated into Quang Tri Province

-V
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7 - through M2. 7th Fleet SLF operates in supporting Operation
DECKHOUSE II in eastern Qa'ng Tri Province from 16-30 July
(LOSSES, Frd-147 MI1, 488 WA#, 7 ir4 wpns; En-882 MI&,
15 vcc, 254 md wpns, 26 c/s -mns). (C)

- 4IG0-21's attack US jets 25 miles NE of Hanoi, firing air-to-
air missiles for first L. but with no bits. (U)

- VC attack Bil, TMWy airbase in Phong Dinh Province with
estimated 40 rounds of mortar fire (LOSSES: US 1 MeA. 4
WIA, I H-43 destroyed* I H-43 and i C-47 damaged, 2 vehicles
and various installations damaged). (C)

8 - ARMN units launch four-day search-and-destroy Operation
TWANG LONG 243 in Darlac Province (LOSSES: Frd-I7 KIA,
39 WIA; En-107 M, 4 VOC, 1 ind wpns). (C)

9 - Former I Corps generals Thi, Dinh, Cao, Nhuano and Chuan
sentenced to 60 days confinement and removed from military
servioe by special Armed Forces Disciplinary Counil. (U)

- Elements of G Cavalry Regt begin 44-day search-and-
destro, Operation BMI KNE 66-9 in Pleiku Province in
conjunation with Operation PAUL REVME (LOSSES: Frd-ROM

EL7 IA, 42 WI; Dn-.106 KIA, 6 VCC, 73 -d wpns, 6 C/S
wp). (C)

13 - Four now -civiLansd to roshuffld an axed GVN
cabinet. (U)

14 - USAW F--C4 dora t zo IMt-2I1's over NM using Sidewinder
missiles. (U)

Philippine Presid mt Mlarcos signs bill providing for dis-
pa-tc i of 2,00O-mai Philippirt E6intci- Battalion (PHJ9=AG)
to RV"0,

- Torrorist iqTlosive device kills I US , wounds 13 US a&d
5 'N in Vuna Tau, Phuoo Tuy Provice. (C)

15 - ARVN ? leeant ambashod by VC rear Ben Cat in Binh W~ong
Province (LOSSES: Vrd-37 KIA t 22 41A , 2 1 MI~A, 57 Wn
u ,ns. 2 C/S wpn, 15 radios lost). (C)

16- US units discover 20-= 161 weapons and " nition in Bih
Duong and Quang Tri Provinces, first indication that ermV
possesoos this caliber weapon. (C)
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, 16 -- VC attack RF comparq gtarding waterworks near Phan Thiet
in Binh Thuan Province (LOSSES: ftd.-9 ElA, 12 WnsI 6 MeA
12 indup 5 radios). (C)

- Naj Gen Ngyen Bao Tri replaces Dinh TrMh Cinh as GVN
111nister of Informaton. (U)

17 - Ho Chi Minh proclaims partial mobilization of NVN,
reiterates intransigent stand on settlement of the war. (U)

- VC attack RF platoon and 2 RD Cadre teams in Quang Tri
Province (LOSSS: •- 8 M , 15 WIA 1 3 Me 41 wpm). (C)

18 I ARVN elements conduct one-day search-and-destroy Operation
LWI SON 290 in Quarg Tri Province (LTSSES: Eno.-135 KIA no
ARVN casualties). (C)

19 - US pilots sight record 29 SM!'s over 1N. (U)

-- USN F-BE downod by SMI 20 miles south of Hanoit first US
aircraft lost to a S.U• aiwe 241 April despite enW fi1ring
of Vo-150 zissiles. (S)

20 -- TALLY HO program of round-the-olock air interdiction begins
in southn INN4 Pathandle. (TS)

USN, pilot LtJg Dieter Deonaer alifted froiJ U3Ie after
eseAping fm en en-y prison camp a"d e6.Ai recapture
for 20 days.- (U)

" --USF RB-6" dcinod by .14 over .WN, the se-oad MN d=
"intwo days. (S)

21 -- st Bdet 102it Abn Div and RON uniti, lAwuh 46I-ds
Operation JOBU PAUL JO01= in Phu Yen Province (LOSS-:
Frd-20 KTA, O118 WIA; M eZA, 35 VCC, 359 VCS, 49 med
wp. 5 C/S wpus). (C)

-SS'C aMn ,!CDEF agree to ARC LIGHT B-52 strikes
aains.t so!.ct d remote Laos targetsý to bo executed
uithout knowledgo or con',rrenme of the RW*, with public
covor in form of strika in noay 5V1 t ryitoi•. (TS)

23 - VC attack, U -Naarbe 1,!Guntin Air •-•'ility, Da 4 ,
amd adjacent VS!U hospital vith approxlmataly 30 rounds
of 81-=m mortar (LOSSES: US V7 WIA, 10 helicopters
damaged, 901-E's dAmg--i., 2 U.6(As ani 3 U-1A's
damagod. Mc) Ol.o, ,o -, ,D
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23 -- First civilica Philippine medical team arrives in SVN. (C)

24 - US tactical air strikes commence in MZ. (U)

- Royal Thai Air Force squadron arrives in SVN to aid VIAF
airlift mission. (U)

25 - Premier Xy declares in magazdwe interview that invasion of
M' VN is necessary to win war. (U)

USAID Public Safety Advisor Normal L. Clowers killed by VC
in ambush in Khanh Hoa Province, 8th USAM eiaployee killed
in RVN. (U)

26 - VC twice attack 25th US Inf Div base caxp at Cu Chi in Hau
Nghia Province with total of 175 rounds of 82-.tm mortar and
75-=m R~R fire (LOSSES: 23 US WIA) - (C)

27 - US pilots fly record 542 combat sorties in RVN. (U)

28 US pilots fly record 375 combat sorties in MNI. (U)

29 -- First British medical team arrives in RVN, (U)

0 -- B-52's 1aboxb a facilities in M for first tim. (U)

31 -- Form I Corp C n Thi fies to the US. (U)

AUGUST

I - US mlitay strangth in RVN reachos 285,000. (U)

Ist Cay Div (AI.) and AIIV units laur-h 25-day search-and
destroy Operation PAIL REIE 11 in Pleiku Province (LOSSESt
Frd-94 KIMI, 337 Z '101, tn-809 MvA 104 '(CC, 78 =4S 15?
ind up=#. 41 C/3- wpas). (C)

VC anlawh ATRVN convoy in Phuac 'my Provi•o (LOSSES Frd-
32 KIn. 14 IMt, 5 ZZL1- 21 inxI mpns.# 2 C/s wpmn lost-, -Ma
I, W. I I.nd w-n). (C)

VC launch -in-Utancous attacks on -ADVNN position u-4 RF
convoy near Long Thanh District T"wn in Bion Hoa Provino
(LOSSES: Frf-9 KIlL, o 14IA. 5 M, A 21 ind p. 2 C/S
UPns lost; sn-,I KIM-). (C)

2 - Premier Ky reaflii that he uill leave politics ater
formation of conmtitutional.ly elected govonet. (U)
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2 -- Thi says in Lyncvburg, Virginia that he -41l be a candidate
for RVIN Premier when elections are held. (U)

3 -- US•'C launches Operation MIR&1=I which was carried into
the Ne;r Year; cumulative results at the end of the year:
.. 1,316 KI•A; 12 VCC, nFd-z09 KIA, 998 iat i. {I.,. (c)

Political Walrfare Advisory Diectorate (I.ACPD) redesignated
Psychological Operatior Directorate (1ACPD), remaining
unckr staff supervision of ACofS, J-3- (U)

5 -- Crop-destruutLon operations authorized in Laos to dexr
lo;l food to infiltrating ener forces. (TS)

6 -- USMC and ARVN1 utits launch 15-day search-and-destroy
-.peratlon COLORADO/LIEN KET 52 in Quang Tin and Quang
Nam Pro .ncas against VC/flVA staging areas (LOSSES: Frd-
US 23 KIA, 167 ZIA; ARVN 51 KMA, 156 WIA; Eri-674 KIA,
E8 VCC, 99 VCS$ 51 ir4 wpns, 5 C/S wpns). (C)

-- Elements of 4th US Inf Div land at Qui Mon. (U)

7 -- Seven US aircraft downed over NVN (five USAF F-105's,
I USAF F-1O1, 1I TSN A-1H)--record lors to date for one
day. (U)

9 -- In case of idstaken targeting, U.MF aircraft bomb hamlet
near Can Tho in ihong Dinh Province (LOSSE: VN 15 MIA,102 WIA.). (U).
VC. mine tr%,ck '- 71inC ARVN recarits near Sadec in Dinh

Tuong Provinde (LCSSES: 19 KI s 5 W1A, 5 141A). (C)

10 -- Premier Ky flies to 14anila for three-day official visit. (U)

11 -- VC attack VIN Special Forces base in Phu Yen Province
(LOSSES: Frd-CIDG I0 KIA, 12 WIA, 17? MiA, 2 Cb wpns,
2 ind wpns lost). (C)

VC attaAc ARVN training center in Vinh Lorg Pravine
(LOSSES; Frd-RF 14 KIA. 9 WIA, 3 MIlA, 10 ind wpxs lost;
Eni-5 KIA).- (C)

USAF air,,raft mistakenly attack USCGC Point Welcne at
ziht off M2 (LOSSES: USCG 2 KIM, 5 1=- - - t-

VC detonate explosive device at Binh Tri Dong US MP firing
range otitsido Saigon (LOSSES: US 2 KM 17 WIA). (C)
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j.E IA4.

Q 14- VC bn attacks two ARVN co's near Mo Due District Town in
Quang Ngai Province (LOSSES: Frd-5 KTA, 1i WIA, 8 MA;
En-50 MA). (C)

- 196th US Light Inf Bde lands at Vung-T•.. (U)

- President Johnson and COMSMA.CV oonfer at LBJ FAnch in
Texas. (U)

15 - VC attack Ist US Inf Div position near Ben Cat District
Town in Binh Dauo. Province (LOSSES: 5 Ms, 33 WTA). (C)

- Vietnam Support Expediting Task Force disbanded an FLAG
POLE supply-shortage reporting system discoitined. (U)

17 - VC terrorist device sot off at fair in Hue (LOSSES: Frd-
VN 26 M. 151 WIA). (C)

VC burn refugee haWiets of Pho An and T...n qy in Quang Rgai
Province, destroying etimated 4,600 hrows, (U)

VC ambush PF platoon 7 KH soutU of Saigon (LOSSES: Frd-
14K me, lW•, 34 ind pn lost). (C)

- ý attack Ist Australian Task Force CP in Phuoo Tuy
Province with 67 rounds of 82.-= mortar fire (LOSSES:
24 WA). (C)

VC place heavy weapons fire on Ist US LOG Com motorpool
at Tan Son Nhut (LOSSES: Frd4US .3 WI&A ARVV 3 MIfao,

*9 WIA9 3 truxcl& destroyed). (C)

Advance elments of the 2,O00-ran Philippirn Civic Action
Group (PMLGV) arrive in SVN. (U) ,

1B - st Anwhtrllll Taiik i~relannchts' f0W.dalsearch2.awd-
destroy OGperatton- .SM*JH4 in Phalo T Provim -d mrg
whi~ch V'C battalion is amttihilatoI after attewptb-a~ish
in most si ificant Aus-tralian victory of war to date
(LOSSES: Frd- 17 MIA, 22 WIA; En-245 KIlA, 37 ind vpns, 16
c/s wPns).. (C)

DIEN In Thu& Thien Province (LWS: Fd-21 KIA, 16 WIA;

ErO.100 A, 9 VCC, 18 ibd waps, 1 C/S wpa). (C)

Two VC co's ambush RF compazV in Thua Thien Province (LOSSESIFrd-23 Mgn, 2 WTA, 3 .1-I, W) Ind XPn lost).- (C)
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18 -- In tbee -separate attacks on US vehicles in IZ environs
of Saigon, 4 US are MA ar 5 WIA. CC).

19 -- VO o run two outpost,, in Vinh Long Province (LOSSES:
Fv'd.12, MIA, 10 WIA, 3 Civilians 9A, 11 ind wpms lost). (C)

20 -- USMC units !au.ch rnie-day search-ami-destroy Operation
AIMMICI in Quang Nam Province (LOSSES: "W-7 K, ,59
WIA; En-113 A., 3 VOC. 25 VCS). (C)

- VC throw 5 grmeades into Da Nang US NOO club (LOSSES:
Frd.US 8 WITA, 2 Cive WIA. VN 2 WIA; En-1 KIA, 4 VCC). (C)

21 -- VC attack Dong Thai R2 post in Mien Gian. Provine
(LOSSES: -Frd38 IaA.e 28 An WPns, 2 C/S wpns )o). (C)ot

23 - NSTS freighter ato Roiw Victo carrying military
equipment to Saigon dawled by comnad-detonated m~te
and grounled on bank of' Long Tau •fivers temporarily
closizg this main shipping chan•l (US 7 KIA, 3 WIA). (U)

- 1st Bde, 1st US Whf Div begi•i ninmday rad-lwea-Ing
Operation AMMAILLO in Bimh Duong Province (LOSSES: Frd-
43 MIA, 248 1IU; Ea-102 KIAM 6 VCCq 4 ind wpns# 4 C/S
ipns). (C)

24 - Estimted VC bn attacks' Phu Hoi outpost in Biih T' ir'
Province (LOSSES: Frd-PF 59 KTA, 22 WI , 19 'A, 58
ind wpnss 1 C/S w.pn lost; 10 CIVG M.1A En-11 KIA.

25 - Hq T MROE'( begins Opera+tion DBR1 Ix. Bir Thuar wad
Lam Dong Provinces* whiao was carried into the i-w
year,. Cumla~tive rotults at ordn of year: Enb.282 ETA#,
130 We 10562 Dot, 218 W cnrm, 27 C/S vim; Fr-

~9KA 52 2i wiA.. 6inA (C

- ARVN elcmonte launch two-d.y scArh-w-destroy Operation
IONG PHI 984 in Kien Giag oince (IMSSMS Frd-
30KIMe 54 M WIA MIt; Er.-32RIMe 7 '(CC. 16$ 'C). (C)

26.(C detozate mine iLn tw in '(ith Long Province (WSSM:
r-wVN 16 M•I,•J IVA). (C)

Z7 -- 2d ROX Mn 3de (-) after daployirg to Chu Lai comea
under operadtonal cortrol of III IMF. (C)

28 - VC fire " rouns of 75- . RR f airo n Vinh Long airfield
ji,% Vtnh Lorg Province (7 helicopters damaged, 3 heavil7y).(C),,,,* \
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28 VC am1bush CL) a rn~i:'' , - ~

29 -- C(PT Tran Yard, Mar. reno-ood i ITZI z~ -2 '

Vient Chief JGSD assumed irli's-in cm a~~V. '

1 ~US mU~tlit~w stz~rarr~ in RVN "&ohev, 3%C?.JiX00

-USMACV lojg..sqtics adviaory .i 7
result of, transfeor of IV-111F asappwrvt :z ~.. ;-

MAP to the individulal servictiv5.

2 -- KVfIAF e1~emeoxs l.aunah Opera-.In DIAN 1CH. ý6 1., a 2;
four.-phase 3earch-and.-des-urcn aa;- n i I A�;Xs~ ;.7A, 34' .
7Aeu Provinces (LOSSES, 7--d-2 i =-A., 41 WI-h: R-c~TFA
104 VCC, 50 VOSb' 24 4 indi vpnF 1. C~. w4on (7

-- VC platoon ambushes bus in B.-*n3 Hca Prne LSSE.R
Fid-VN £0 KIM 18S WIA). WC

3 ~-VC attack US CaM Radcliff suppoctý area in Binh DI-na Pz.;

4 =At 61 WIA., 19 H-139 it. CH-i7t 4'ý4 U3' d6.v
dest~royed) ~c)

-~VC *,laymore mine dot riAtei Alt CMG ._ t .xwa--d z<~~-
Rau Nghia Prcrince (LOSSES? ri-d41S ý4 VDI 'CQcX.

WITA 1 ciLvilian WI&)h C

5-. st Bde& 101st Abn Div :&z*vA. 2.-I&'Qhe WZ.
Phu Ter. Province (LOSSEs~ Ftn-2*1 XT 17. W:A.~2i
34 V=C1 880 VCS, -79 ixA 7 2. Ci wpn,. C.

VC attack ARVN cc And -rn U$4C. c~c n" x
CLO flS.Bfl tF E.& 0KIA 391 l. AF.',f E' *.t. .

20 IdA) (C

-- First elements of 9th IPOT !r' ;.i :.*f'~; .K (N
Trang. (UI)

6 -- ARVN uni.ts begin thiree-d~ay r4V~Q r'.. : AI
Ho 3, 4, 3i, 6v in BLnh Dith Pzrtiý ý1I'10-W, IZAt
23 WrXA 17 BIA.; En~.rn1AJ7MKo 8. Lnd w~rz~ Ji AAI
rounds of aocaptuz-vd)- (0)

-- VC th~row exple-sire derices !2x4,.. gjr.A-A e-- :;L..
Hue (26 icivllians vourded). (0'
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7 - 11th USA Armored Cavalry Regt arrives at Vung Tau. (U)

8 - VC attack ARVN 40th Regt in Binh Dinh Province (LOSSES:
Frd-ARVN 17 KIA, 19 WIA&t 8 MA, I. Civ IA , 35 ind Wpns,
I C/S wpn lost). (C

- Spmish medical team arrives in Saigon. (U)

9 -- First deep-water pier in Da Nang harbor opens with arrival
of use Audm (AF-55). (U)

10 - The first US aircraft, USAF AI-E, shot down in D1Z by NVA
A fire. (u)

II - Elections held throughout RVN for Constituent Assembly. (U)

- VC fire 12 rounds of 81-=m mortar on Quo Son District Town
in Quang Im Province (LOSSES: Frd-Civ 15 KM&, 10 IMA). (C)

VC attack Phan Thiet airfield in atnh Thuan Province with
mortar ard SA fire (LOSSES: 2 M.DEVAC UHt.IB's, 13,000
gal JP-4 and 3,000 gal AV gas destroy). (C)

"12 - One bn of 25th US Inf Div deployed to Long An Province in
pilot project to determine feasibility of emp1bying US

forces in Mekong Delta. (U)

- First Brazilian contributiun, medical supplies, arrives
im RVN; . U)

13.- It Cav Div (AD) launches 40-day searc/h-ar-destroy
Operation THAW I in Binh Dinh Province (LOSSES: Frd-
32 KrA# 243 WIA; E1-430 latt, 66 VCC, 681 VCS, 104 ind
i, 20 C/S wp). (C)

- VGattaok Nui Vang outpost in Quang Ngai Province
(LOSMES: -*d-ARVN 31 KIA, 32 WIA, 16 •IM, 64 id wPns,
4 C/S wpns, 2 i05-..= howitzers seized,, fired at another
outpost and then destroyed; 4 VC KIM, 5 ind wpns)s (C)

14 - 196th Lt Inf Bde begin ?72-day search-and-destroy
Operation ATTLE0RO, in Tay .Ninh Province, which grows
into largest US operation of war to date. Other US' inits:
Ist, 2d, 3rd Wles of Ist Inf Div- 2d Bde. Z3th Inf Div;
3rd. Wlo, 4•÷.h Inf Div; and one bn of the 173rd "Ibn W4e.
Thiro•xr'ation credited trith largest enery rice haul to date:
1,121"tons captured, 1,263 tons destroyed. 9th VC Div
suffered heavy casuclties (LOSSZ: Frd-115 KIA 1447 VWIA;
Ln-IX, 106 KIA, 42 Vcc, 60 VO:;, 128 ind wpns. 19 C/S wpns). (C)
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14 -- VC domolaticin eqaad 1-1 .i
compouixI four miles !z i f -

VN 2 WI1A1, 38 truacks dsstrý;ye"',~ Z & *:2

West German hospital ship !Lo~Lj -e *-

treat VN civi~lians, (U

16 -~Tr. Quung announces end of h,-.;i CArg .~s~:~.~rS-
declares his ct~ntinuing cvpoii-r tc 3-px :ý 1.~~
goverrmient. (U)

17 -US11C elements bogm.n 11-day ri'o-e-.3ec-."'y ~ C
FLEECE 1-7 in Quang Ngai. P--ointe (T.,OSSR5 7t.Z.I ~
WIA; En-2Li4 KIA% 1I VCCs 30 VCS9 6 inxv4 wp.-,s).

V-'C attack base camp of I 1/!.5Xat ARV~i R*.,,:t N~z.
Province (LOSSES: FrI-9 Kih,2 WLi. : *

19 -- Second class of Revolut:.onary ~ ~~~

graduated from Vung Tau schoc-1. (U)

-- Advance party of' 3rd Bdes ZJlth In~f Div ai'r7os a P,- ~en N--a, (V)

21 -- 1'IG-21's engage US airnratt orver~ ITM f ft~~d t~r. .-
months as US and M'14 jets clash rana ý,ee 1-- si, z~~?W.
downs a-t least two ethers dan~ged. ~s~i- ~r. ?
losses. (U)

-- VC mortar Chux Lai. airstrip in ~srgT
Frd-tTS 16 W~lL, 5 alrcraft. daTn1g-d.).

22 -- VC 57-=ui RR fire denages USN ~ ~ ~ t:- ':
2.7 1C.1 SE c f Saigon (LOSSES: I".A-UQ- I Kt 'I. VVýA '

-- ARVN units begin six-day sac.ad~~~~C~.-2.
PHU 27 in Binh Dinh Pr-euirce (LOSSES2 Fird-28 K11"
En-22-9 MI, 7 'ICC, 3r, ind urpr~t, 3 CS i *Cf

2.3 -~ROK Capital Inf Di-v ]A'~~itwhs 48-aday ~ ~
Operation 11AENG N~o 6 in fli~rl DLiiI Prinoe 9 LOSSEF: Y~
30 MelL 115 WIA; En-1,161 F21.. 318 VCCo bf'.s V%7$ 1-zr
wps 43 CIS wpns). (C)

V-'C attack Haumord airtield in Blxlt Dl Pcv.n:-
mortar' 9 A and SA (LOSSES:i F~.-!US I CA,, k:.5 o I- *Ci.~' -
4 UHI-1Bo 4 UH-ID damaged. %C-)

24 W 10st Abn Div unit U5bsratee 11 'IN ftte, a VC A4J ump .a .

Yen Province. (U)

27 -- RVN's 117-me~mber consti±ruent assvutly
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OCTOBER
IO -- US military strength in RVN reaches 321,000. (U)

2 -- izlt~t-brigade force of the Ist Cay Div (AM) in uoordi-
ation --ith RVNAF and RO4 units launch 22-day search-and-

destroy Operation IRVING in longtime ener area of Binh
'Dinh Province. W'/A 610th Div decisively defeated
(LOSSES: Frd-29 M s, 135 vIA, 2 m; En-681 KIA. 690
VCC, 4,136 VCS* 191 ind wpns. 19 C/S wpns). (C)

-- ARl:, US and ROK units launch 22-day search-and-destroy
Operation DII RMNG 800 in Dinh Dinh Province (LOSSES:
Frd-3 KTA 13 •I•; En-240 K1C.. 891 VOC, 1,096 VCS. 107
ind wpns, 7 C/s ,rpns). (C)

V141N1 LC• strikes mine and sinks in branch of Long Tau
River in Rung Sat Special Zone (LO3SSE: Frd-U. 5 KIA,

3 -- GVN Secretary of State for Health Nguyen Ba !Qha
resigns in dispute between southerners and MS3/
*.tional Police Chief BG Loan. (U)

-- ARVN units launch 44-day search-and-destroy Operation
LAM SON 318 in conjunction with Operation PRAIRIE in "

*-* Quang Tri Province (LOSSES: Frd-US i KIAM 5 WIA; ARVN
38 IM, 251 , I,11A; En- 179 .KM, 5 VCC). (C)

4 -- ARZ1 Ranger truck hits mine near Duc 1.1y in Khanh Hoa
Province (LOSSES: Frd-10 KIA, 15 `MA). (C)

5 -- 1st Bde. 4th Inf Div lands at Na Trang. (U)

S6 -- stimated three INA bns attack ARVN Abn Task Foxce 400
meters south of DNZ in Quang Tri Province (LOSSES: Frd-
US I KIA, 2 WIA; VN 21KIA, 161 WIM; 4n-20 KIA). (C)

S7 7- VC attack and damage USN LCM on Donx Tranh River 23 M!

Ssouth of Saicon vith 11R. Al ad mortzr fLir (16 USN WIA),h (C)

10 -- SECDEF arrives in Saigon for four-day RMi visit. (U)

-- 3rd USMC Div (RMD) assumes control of Operation PRAIRIE
in Quang TnI Province, first division-controlled operation
in I CTZ. lot US11C Div, CP at Da Nang., assumes respon-
sibility fox Da Nang TAOR. 3rd USCM Div CP located in
Phu flai, (C)
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10 VIC Lira, on &eamans ormmemr.L ri, c
i1%B of Saigon for soooi!c :.ro 0.1-, IA. J
4~ Wn I: VtL I Kn., 3 WLe s ARVNI 1 ".1 En-4 CA~

1 -VC launch six attacks within h-urns &gi.qst :, at -. 4a
towns in Kieon 1?oa Provine (10S.MES5 Frd. 2? K M 4-l" WIA,
3 VIM: 1 VC ind wpn cap.ariuI) - C)

12 -- 3rd 14e, 4th Int Div lands at 'lung Tau, the~g
Division's deployment to FWDV1, tU)

-- VC overrun PF out-post in Dinh Tlactg. P-mvinze `LC$SF
P1? 5 11CIA, 5 'WIAt 71 ind v.nrms t 1, 2 iý ~
childr-on killed).- (C)/

13 -- FQr secondl time in week, NVA atta:1 ARTN iAbr Tai:'? F.. -7c
near MZin Quang Tni Provirrie4 ' sing &ppr,.xamt:, ZC
rourds of 60-mm mortar fLOSS&S:. Frd-U.2. I ',-A, r -1 F. VP.
29 WIA).- (C)

14 -- VC attack 30th .ARVN Ranger Bn &daring RVNAF ecXa-
destroy operation in Gia Dinh Province (LOSSES: Fr.d.US
I M t, 4 IAM; 'IN 41. KIA1,~ 29 WIA , 30 MIA , 37 In w~na lost
En-6 xiAt 13 vec). (C

-- US pil~ots fl~y reroird 175 -rvinim~.i :L WNVN (U)

15~- VIC 1aneh for~m attaks~ wit~hin 1-y h~xz''in (Quang Tn m
(LOSSES: Fwd-RF/PF 25 IMA, 26 waAj, PF 4 tACiri 3 LIA.,
6 Me& 16 ±ird ipnst 1 C/3 wpn. i&t c')

16. RVNA. units launch one-dayse -n dr' n
MUU LONG 22/KT in-Dinh Tuorg Prov~ince (LOSSES EL -: ;jk.

4 -Estimtated reinfrorcoc± VC on a+t~tj. dQ ý.. 131-
Thuan Province (LOSSES i F rdZRF,'F 30 M. :2 41P, 4 ri
wpns, 2 C/S 'wpnslost; En=1.7 KIA, 4 VCIQýU 5 :.nd wps), `C)

-VC attack R? ooMpary in Quamg Tni Pro7mca (T 4SMSE s ri
3 K1L, 20 TA s 5IMIA #5 ind wpms &1I C/S KPA Loa+.; 2. )(Cj'

-VC attack twro outposts and v~i31-goe: E,x a~n Ho,%'~L
*(LOSSES I Frd-6 EL&,# 17 WIt s 5 M14 29 ixd wpns lnsv

6 CA) . (C)

IS -- 1ilmmunts of .4th .iTnf( - ~ 25th Inf Di,.. and iat Ctviq D:ý (AM",
launch 74-day bperation PAULI REVERlE IV I.n Psixoa P?:Lý.-lo
(LOSMSES Frd43116 &Ik~ 466 W:A; &a-9,?? KiA 6 90 7W~ _35L et

* ~~~~~~280 nd 'wpne, 28 C/S Wpms).() tSAG R1DEt1C S~p
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IS Wo -ARV. bns encounter sti.ted two VC ba duri:ng
holiborne landing in two-day Operation D&N CHIi 263 in
Chuong Thien Province (LOSSES: Frd..US I. lMif 10 VITA�~
helicopter cemmen; I1U111- 13 destroyed& 23 helicopter.s
damiged; ARVIN 29 'i~ig 67 Vin; iEn-i3B KBA.' 3 VCCt 10 i~nc
wpns). (C)

19 -- 11th.Anrored Cay Rogt launches 50-day Operation AfLILNTA
.in Long lKhanh and Phuoc Tay Provinces (LOSSES:. FIVd-8
Kn~ 41.-'d1,3AC tr cks stroyed; Zn..131 ICIA, 51
VCC* 276 VCSD 7 ind iupns, 9 C/3 vpns). (C)

20 II(CV accepts as cnfirn'od the presence in flN6f tho
Nong Traong 5 M~V Divt bringing in-country confirmed
total to 7 enemy divisions# (C)

-- VC ambush ViI combat you-cls and rPP near Soc Tramg in Ba
Xuy..n Province (LOSSE..-. . .rd_-VI. . .KIA •15 ... , ... 7 av.

21 -- VC s~imltaneously attack Kien Thion District Totn
in Chong Thion Province and three nearby outposts
(LOSSESt Frd-PF 10 KIAi. 2ý Z. iIt P/Pr 20 wIA. z
Civ' 51 ind wpns lost) . (C)

VC detonate claymore .inno- in marketplace in .Vinh Binh*
Province (LOSSES; Frd-VlI 1l± 4 KIA- 15 WIA i 0iv 5 M,

VC attack ARVN Rager bn 10 01-i 1 dest Quay g3 gai City
(L0OSSES: Frd-13 KMlL. 10 4IIA 5 1WLAt 15 ind wpns, o1 C)~
wpn lost; En-ZO I'JA, 5 ind wpn-). (C)

VC attack Ph post in hac Lieu Province (LOSSES. Frd-
15 K 0 I. 1 4 t. 19 civs ICI 30 ietl wPns lost; En-.3
iVnd 6Vpns captured). (C)

23 -- Donovan F. Smith, USAfi. replacrese . Albert W. Schinz,
USF as Chiefs Air Force Adv.isory Group, Tan Son ieut
AB. (U)

24~ US,9 RVI~. ROK) Australians Lou Zealands Fhilippine and
Thai Chiefs ol State aeot n Manila for two-day suemnit
conference on ward (U)

X yeN civilian bus hits c no in I Corps (LOSSES: 15 Civ
meA 19 WIA.) . (C)

A-VN unit discovers VC r.o? camp ctcining 13 hilitary andT
5 civilian prisoners in Vinh Bia~ Province. (C)

'Il-s PACY I-*A:* per ~1 *P~
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25 -- 3rd Bde, 1st Cay Div (AM") laus s Operation THAIM, 11T
in Birh Dinh Province, which wa& carriad into 1967>
Cumiati~ve results at end ot year: En.960 JA, r. V',,
1,562 VCS, 218 ind wpns, 27 C/S wpnsa US i49 KI A

WIA, 6 na). (C)

- USN and USAF surface vessels and strike a oxitrai commence
Operation TRAFFIC COP to interdict, :1v.stigate and devtry
NVN watercraft in waters adjacant to T=LLY HO area. (TS)

26 - Fire aboard USS Ori~ in. Tonkin Gulf kills 43 US,
injures 16.()

-- Phan Ehac Suu elected Speaker of the GVN Constituent
Assembly. (U)

-- President Johnson visits Cam RanM Bay. (U)

Ist Bde, 4th Im Div launches Operation tdM ix Phu Yen
Province which carried over into 1967. Nunilative re-iLts
at end of year: En-164 M &, 101 VCC, 1,055 VCSs 80 inx vns,
I 1C/S wjpn; US 13 CIA, 133 WIA). (C)

27.- Au Truong Thanh resigns as GVN MX.Inister of Zconvoiv replaced
by Truong Tai Ton in continuing "southerner" dispxte in
Cabinet. (U)

A'8- VC attack USAMV a=mtition dump i- Bien Hoa Pcmirme wit'.

mortar fire and satchel charges (LOSSES: Frd-2 KTA, 9 WIAo
13,.00 artAfllery rourds, 3,700 pxopellants destroyed)- (5)

3"- ist Bde, 101st Abn Div launches 34-d.y sear-hnd~d~st-,y
Operation GERONM I in Phu Yen Provii.,e (LOSSE?: Fri.±6
ýMA 78 WIAo I ind wpn lost; En-150 =0A 74 VCC6 67 VCS;
III irA wn, 31 C/S WPM~) (C)

- VN Natioeal Police in Saigon capture VC demo:ition teA)m ar
cache of 1,746 bloaks of TW ar 10 Z apmm. C)

31 - CAPT Tr" Van Chbn designated Comiazder-in-Chiaf VNN. (T)

I -- US military strength-in RVN resches 35(OO. (U)

- VC attack central Saigon with app. A 24 r•,*•,ui 7.5-a
RR fire as National Day celebrations ae beginnira (LOSSES:
F-d-Us IA$ SWIA. VS 2KA....3. I). ( )
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. -I VC detonate mine on Long Tau River, sinking a USN mine-
sweeper (LOSSES. 4 'M , 2 MIfD). (C)

4 -- Snoey attacks 196th Lt Inf :-do base camp 5 10, W of Tay
11Ah City 7irth ostinated 111 rouris of 60-rmf and 81-mz
imortar (LOS&ES: US. 2 Mi, 54 TA\, PHILC.,G 4 lW'I4 Reaction
to this and other onery attackcs noar Tay iinh City
developed into major phase of Operation ATTLEBORO, (C)

5 -- ARV•1 units launch 3-day search-and-destroy Operation
LMI KET 68 in Quang Tin Province (LOSSES: Frd-64 KIM,
97 WIA, 3 XMA; En-.109 KIA). (C)

6 -- VC attack Thuan Thien PF outpost in Phong Dinh Province
(LOSSES: Frd-FF 7 KIA, 4'.YA, 18 IZA; civ 12 KIA, 9
VMA, 23 ind upns lost; En-5 mines captured)- (C)

7 -- VC kidnap entire population (107) of Cai Doi hamlet in
Vinh Binh Province. (U.)

Advisory Cormittoo for Psychological Operations. conmosed
of senior representatives of JU3PAO, F ACV, USAID, MS
_~ pm..b Ioliticcal Soction, established to advise I.ission

-- Revolutionary Dcveiopment Division (J33) redesigrated
Revolutionary Dovelopnent S•pport Directorate under
BG William A. Knoulton. USA, to control expsamod 1AOV
support for 1D. (U)

9 -- ROK E:arine units launch 18-day search-and-destroy Operation
DMAG0IN EYE in Quang ligai Province (LOSSES: a rd.4IO&l 38 MI,
97 WBI; US4C 4 WIA; En-.154 KIM, 4 VCC, 21 VCS, 7 ralliers,
23 id wpVS 1 C/. 'wn). (C)

10 -- Ist Inf Div patrol in Operation ATTIE3ORO in Tay M'Ah
Province encounters first reported enemy tear gas attack
of =ar; gas is CS or CN type. incapacitating men for
appro.dmteoly four rinutes. (C)

11 -- VC attack Vi Than RF dependent-housing area in Chuong
Thi~n Province trith SA, mortar and RR fire (LOSSES: FD'id-
-- 3 KIA' I civs I-A, 32 WIA). (C)

12 -- EnmV places an estimated 500-600 mortar rounds, heaviest
sustained mortar fire of the war, on 4th Inf Div units in
Operation PAUL R1EVM. IV 17 miles W of Plei Djerong in
Kontum Province. (U)
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12 Estimated 2.5 VIC infilta-te MI~C platoon defensilrf po--ltion
N ~~~~in Thua Tbien Provim-o -ix atttack u~t-bs~l2.a-ýea~

and1 aatchel char~ges (WIa$~ r-US. 14 KIAb ;!8~2 ARVN
I M,,W 4,WIA, I1.M a I C/3 an~d 4 ind wpns lost; U-03CJA) (W)

- VC ove~wm PF oitPost near Tay RI&. City (LOSSES: Frd- -

8 KIA. 18 WI&* 19 Mr&. 2 CI/S iwpns &ad 31 izzl wpns lost). (C)

14 -~ VC attack Cfl)G imet 20 km S of H~oc UIoa in Kien Wiong Prov!Lrae
(L0T~ - Frd-US 2 ELA,* 4 ~WIA. i C3G 8 ELA 1 17 WL' * I MI,- g
aji'boat amd 6 1,4i vpts lost,; Enm86 ETA 7 sa~ap~n dsvdbo
I C/8iopn). (C)

-VC attack Can Don PF owtpost in Lonig An Province (LO)SSES,.
Frcl-PF 9 MLI& 12 WIA, *~ 10 WA 9 civ M~Av 2 C/S iipu Wy1 35 ixd

mpslos3+4). (M

~Estimted 2VC coazies attack R o~atpost in T~y*i
Province (LtPSM:S fid-~IW %' EA P 13 WIA; 3 MItt; 16 civ MtA
ýr WIA, I Hn 2 C/S wpns wnd 33 Ind wpns lost) - ARVN reaction,

fore ppoadobi z outpvst strikes mine (LOSSW: F%4- 14 3ZA @ 9

1,5 -GIN emwwwce *M~d COMWoy for a2&U Inte attr'n_. &~t4.ppig into

and from Cambodia oan IU port4.owi of K- nMThasb4 RiVsxs- (8)

STuy Uo* aixbaso activated. (U)

17 .~.Witbiin* ha in Dinh Tnong Prwinc, VC blook anal rjiuo
!lijLi~y 4 Q1 attACk 5 ARVN arA !t/PF PObitionS (IOSMS-
Frd-VN 6M,2t4 ZWIs i RF ICA. 16 ipnd Wlost). C

18 Fremior 1Ky amxnnces cabinot chan~es imvo 4g ore~tion
nw Olt~ura Affairs Knirdtry under DqputY P w-inx~ g~ u

Vi~n.' 1p34t±g of goonmq Mnivtz7 into MIiti~eS of COzMW&1Ce
N~4~r4Indue: and& repoecawt of Soco~rieta s of -Stat.1 .or

&Ucatiwnv Social Welfare au Youth"- (0)

VTC attack USARV Long l-Inlh -mwr~iAon 6W, 1-n Dionl [!,,

Frotimc'wvith satcho2. char'goo (1,265 IJ,'-wi.r ar'tY I Xnd~s
dlostroyed) - (C)

prxd..4 mL&. 9 wiA,. 2 mIA 6 Sed pwp; Eti-1O EtA). C

19 .IV 00.-rp3 Co niear LTG D&ng Quarg i=ad to nswly rot
post of mItster of Plaiming4 aNc')~eveoprnent; PAaoa~d ýV
:23rd ~ARVU Div C~mandxer BG 1%e Van Ma., (U)
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S9 -- 2d ARVil Div launches eight-day Operation LIZ I T 70
in Quang Ngai Province (LOSSES: Frd-3 I'M', o 33 WI,; En-
123 MoA, 30 VCC, 21 ind wpns). (C)

2noa. releases 59 VN PW';Is captured at A Shau in ILarch. (U)

VC on., age 60 PDF adl 2 US advisors in Kion "io.a Province
(,OSijw: Frd-U:3 I IJ-t F1 17 it.\, 10 ;JI', 28 ind ipns
lost; .n-60 :ma, 9 it v•nc,), (C)

2):.'- "VC ::Vmn 109 civilians and burn 15 houses in Din Cu
..ct: Lifo hacnlot in Vi7h Zinh rrovinco (U).

7VC arbush b" convoy carrying civi.ixn construction orkeors
10 km SE of Dalat (LOSSES: Frd-1 US military, I US civilian,

7 foreign nationals KBI, 11 WIý, 3 trucks destroyed, 5
trucks damagod). (C)

'25 -- VC attack 1st Tnf Div ard ARVN (2's in Binh Duong Province

(LOSS: Frd-US 41 WIA; ARVN 3 WNU). (C)

28 -- Advance party of 199th Inf Bdo arrives at Bion Hoa. (U)

29 - NC ambush AIWVN/RF convoy in Tuyon Duo Provinco (MDS=-:.
Frd-24 KTiX. 27 WID. I vhicle destroyod. 3 trucks
damaged, 31 ind Pns, 3 C/S wpns lost). (C) *

.)0 - At11es declare 4 8-hour cease-fire over Christmas awl
Vew Tear. four-day c.oase-fire over TET (8-12 February),
toU%4ng ooi•tnmst doolaration of Christmas and Now
Year coase firom, (U)

410,465 gaflona of herbicide oeoandod for defoliation
and ecp-dostruction projacts vas largest of any month
and xcoods average quarterly usage duriw g F 66. (C)

-- Y far the highest monthly total (6914.5 hrs) of aerial
loudspeake.r hours varo xrecorded. A total of 1.803
psyops sortios were flcm to accomplish this feat. (C)

-- US planes scattered rocord high of more than 272 nfllion
psyops leafletts ovor !NU and SAI, xcooding any provious
month's total. (U)

I US military streng-th in RVUN reaches 361,000.(U
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Ele- fments of let Inf Div l.aunah Operation FAIRFAX, whichKwas cridinto the I11c1w Yoar. Cuiniiattvo resiLra~ at the
crK o th yarwore: En- 14-9 KtA, 40 'VCC~, 36'? VCS j60

ind &~pns, 11 C/S wpns;- Frd-UJS 11CT' 6? ..JA% -,11.1 23 &U,
58 ;W'. I N 1-h). (C)

2 - Eight US aircraft downed over V with 13 fliers dead or
captured1 both one-day ivecidas for war to data. (U)

-7'C, atisuh retn plat of 11th Anred.- Ca;' Reg+. in LongM Shait
Province; breakt contact in twoc of rsjactýIon f~~,ArtifltCry
arx air suppr (L0;z Dr- L,22.A n 1.KJ
ind wpne 3 C/s IwnS). c

-VC 00, ambunshes RF co in Long, An Province (LOSSES: &h-.

17 1M*t 6 lilA, 2 tfMf; En- I KJA). (C)
--French merchant ship SA~dinih oeives 10 rourds of VC 75.-m
RR fire on Long Tau River 23 km SE of Saigons reaches
Saigon with superstracturo considerably damaged (LOSSEMi
FrýdZW1A; £n-1KIM). (C)

4 enVC attack Tan Son Ilrnt airbaso. with SAand approximately 40
rounds mortar,1 30 VO penetrating perin~qtar and ongag' rig
USAF deofeilers provided olose air suppr 1USairoratt
(LOSS,-ih Fid-US 3 SEA, 3-0 W1%k; VN 2 WIA: IS afr'rraft
damraged; En-31 Mt, 4 YCC, 11 imi wpn~s, 41 gres-Aee, 6
60..m mortar roauxla 1 olaymote miia~ captured). (C)

*1 - Ye stathel charge ewlodea at PM.OPS blleot in USaI
cocpxourdin Saigon (11US WIM. (C)

-e U Navy 3~4MF boat detains aniA tows to ?& Trang 80430ýt
jubk carry'ing 36 rales an 7 chiirb'an IdentUifid an
Oomzniat ehineso nttion4L~s x-= Tafli Sica, Hainan tslnd. (C)

7 - Thlunntial Constiftwmt Assiteshly n=bor Txrc Van Van
assassinated in Saigon by Man idont'yin b=58e1S' &a
ye. (0)

8 -. US pilots encounter highly disciplNined and profscslon-al
siz.-flG fbz¶%tion ovor INN bellieve 14? {Qwr 7th A? to have
boon flown byr North Koreans. (S)

9 Estimtcd bt2v bn attacks twro B? co's tvonbvotii tnining
aoerois-es in Phuoc Thy Province (LOSS=S: Pz'd.11 ETA. S8
WIA, 179 WfA.s 81 izr. w-pra lost; En~-2 VC Mf).- (C)
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9 -- SECSTATE Rusk arrives in haigon for two-day visit. (U)

10 -- VC launch simultaneous attacks on 3rd ARVN Inf near An
Lo bridge in Thua Thien Province (LOSSES: Frd-US 1 IMA
4 WIA; ARVN 23 KIA, 81 W•I, 12 MT.•. 103 ind wpns, 6 C/S
wpns lost; En-6 KIM, 4 ird wpns). (C)

VC detonate oxplosives at UtS-RV ammunition dump in Long
Binh, Bien 1Ioa Province (LOSSES: US I IMA, 1.5 tons SA,
80 l715-•m propellant charges dristroyed), (C)

US aircraft, acting on erroneovs infoitation, strike
UMC uidt in Quang Tri Province (LOSSES: 17 ETA, 11 IMA). (U)

-- VC attack 25th ARVN Div base caup 17 KM SW of Cu Chi in
Hau Nghia Province with AW aad mortar fire (LOSSES:
Fd-7 EIA, 14 WIA, 14 MA, 22 ind upns, I C/S wpn lost,
7.civ WIA). (C)

- VC ambush jlatoon of 1/16th US lef 5 km N of Phu Khuong
District Tdwn in Tay Ninh Province (IOSSESM Frd-18 M•,
10o1M En-26 X-&). (C)

.12 - The Dong Nai water supply systm inaugtnated; when
comleted will be .able to Supply 14-.5 million gallons
of potable water daily to the 2.7 mil3on inhabitants
of the Saigon/Cholon/Gia Dinh area. (U)

-the Soviet 'UaOn- has given 100 new MI= jet fighters
to Hanoi, douhling size of NVAFý according to news
release. (U)

13 1/33r'd ARVN Xnf. disccvers 64 prisoners of VC juring
Operation 11N CHI Z7OB in Chuong Thien Province, (c)

*14-- Tn Quarg Tin Pr4ince, 5 km E Taz xy. 3/6 ARvN inf
attacked by u own zi.umber of eneny (LOSSE: Frd,
'%' 7 WIA; ARtVN Y4, ELI, 39- WTX; En-35 KUf) - 01)

-- Seven US planes downeri over North Vietnam. (U)

15 -- GVN Constituent Assembly approvel first three artlaes
of nnei ecnst.,tution, providing for popularly-elected
President, and a Prime Minister and Cabinet appointed
by the President. (U)

19 -- First. contingent of 9th US ef Div arrived at Vumg Tau. (U)

-- Bob Hope arrives to start his eaza4 Christmas show. (U))
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19 -- Philippine Speaker Cornmelio T. Villareal arrives for a
K four-day visit with GVN leaders. (U)

20 Army Chief of Staff Gen. Harold K. Johnson arrives in

Vietnam. (U)

22 -- About 25-50 North Korean pilots reported to be in NVAF. (U)

24- A C1-4 aircraft belong1ig to Flying Tiger Lines crashes
into a populated area $1 M1 from Da N~ang rummy. iA1 persons
were kicled (107 VWs 4 US crew members). (U)

26 - Saigon dock workers on strike. (U)

?27 -- RVi. Medical Corps graduates 75 new corpsman. (U)

-- 'VC/*AM', troops overrun position of 1st Cav Div artillery

and iLnflict heavy casualtlea. (U)

US and .ARVN units launch OpratA.on DAN CHI 270D in Chuong
Thien Province, a 3-day search-and-destroy operation (LOSSS:
Frd-2 KTA, 24 WIA, I ARO damae n -124 KI, 12 VCC, 6 VGS,
37 ind vpws. 3 C/S v ) M

0 -Saigon dock strike ends. (U)

"31 111 MAF units observe estimated 1,O00 VC/NVA troorn wellmax ., -:••arme# ziM• into position 14 of Ru•e in Thua en Prvince

during the New Years' cease-fire* Eneuy taken unaer air
attack and arty fire by 3d Mar Div and ARVN unitst actimi
cotia w*AnW 010630Z Jan 6?. No friendly oazu~1tias;
oevn• losses wn~nown.

--. •r•nd total of US/IDWAF forces in RVN is 441,190.

)MaCV 8.794
Aray Unita Z36,1
Mmrin Corps Units 70Z
"Navy udnts 19,953
Air Force Vnits 52,397
Combined Studies 6DODSPEW 137
MD MRA=C 40
S0 595

Total -US forcesn
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•.m31.- Auitat~ a 4,533"
Rep of Chin 30
Rep of Korea 45,605
New Zealand 155
Philippines 2,063
Spain 12
Thailand 224

Total A.&,F 52,62.2

Grand Total l441,190
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ANNEX L--GcAY AND ABBREVIATIONS

AM Antiaircraft
AAA Antiaircraft krtillery
A&AFES Army- & Air Force Exchange Service
AAFPS Army/Air Force Postal Service
V.TT Australian Army Training Team
ABCC Airborne Communications Center
ABFC Advance Base Functional Component
ACC Army Component Command
ACR 4rmored Cavalry Regiment
ACS Air Commando Squadron
ACTIV Army Concept Team in Vietnam
AC&W Aircraft Control and Warning
ACT Armed Combat Y6uth
AD Air Defense
ADA Air Defense Artillery
*ADIJM Air Delivered Land Mine System
ADP Automatic Data Processing

.AE" Airborne Early Warning
AFAT Air Force Advisory Team
AFCt Armed Forces Council
AFC Automatic Frequency Control
AFGP Air Force Advisory Group
AFRS . Armed Forces Radio Service
AFRTS Armed Forces Radio and Television Service
AFTU-V Air Force Test Unit, Vietnam
AV Australian Force, Vietnam
AGIL . Airborne General Illumination Light Set
AHB Assault Helicopter Battalion
AID Agency for International Developmnt-- •AIE Aid,-in-Kid

SAlk Air Attache
AKL Anxillary Light Cargo Ship-
ALC Area Logistical Command
AwI) Air Liaison Officer
AM Aluinum Matting
AM Airmobile
AM Amplitude Modulated
AMA Air Material Area
•31CArmy Mateciael Command
AME3 American Embassy
AM Aviation Materiel Management Center
ANFE Aircraft Not Fully Equipped
ANGLICO Air & Naval Gunfire Liaison Company
ANZAC Austraý.ian & New Zealand Arxy Corps
.ADA Amphibious Objective Area



Ap Ail- Polioe
* AOCP Aircraft Out of fsir Pf~arts

APA Arnpbibious A-ssault L-ýanvt :RU-n
APB Barrack ShI~p
APC Armored Personne-I 'API Armor-Piercing I ~ '
,AP0E Aerial Port of Sh-~~r

AAAerial Rocket Ax-t-Uerwy A~tVhc

ARC American Red Cfoss
ARCOV US Ar=7 Combat Opý-aia Ir. Vietnam (study Group)
ARD? Airborne RadiatLIn De06i.,: and Fix'Ing
APJG/SF Amphibiovs Rewkdy T La2~ing Force
ARL Repair Sbip
ARPA Advanced Rechc(t ~~ OS1)
ARPA/RDFU-V Advanced 16ýsa'~ h Rrj~t I-Agn~ty- Research and

Development. lhal~1~t.q Vietnram
ARVN Army of the ZlkpuwJi of V

ASL Auhorized ato,%cage U.isit.
AS&L Administrative Suypcrt =d~ Logtstic Company
ASOC Air Support Operat.o;nn Genter
ASPB Armored Supp!:ir* ?I, rJ BaW4
ASR Available Su±ppa7 B.ate
ASHT Air Support Rada.r Team
ASTA Aerial Surv;%7 ar.nI Te A.ý:.,at~
ATC Armored I.'roop
ATCO Air Trarispcr. C. r t
AT?' Amphibiousi Taz'k iX:-

* AT? Australian Tav !X:
AV - Seaplana Tsn&eLr
AVL13 ArmoredVhii'a
AVM Air Vice )~
AVP Seaplane Tandg-r (~Ž

AW ~ Aut~omatic Weap'.ýr
AWS? Automatitý We.ý7n,
BDA Bomb aav
Bde Brigade
ELT Battalion Lwan 3 Zý
fln Battali~on

130D

CA Crusier
CA Civil Afiir3

*CA Constituent, Aaýt!I ('YJWI'
CAD Coron Advi.eo-' D-!aizzw'nt
,GAG Civic knio~. *.

'CAS C ntrol leil ,x-~ r , iL,



GbCo Air SupportSCBa Cluster Bomb Unit

CCB Comand Communication Boat
CCF Corps Contingency Force
CCRSFF (D) Commander, Central Region Seato Field Forces

(Designate)
O' Cover and Deception
CD Combat Development
CDTCV Combat Development Test Center, Vietnam
CEP Circular Error Probable
CERO Corps Epidemiological Reference Office
CGS Chief of the General Staff
C&GS Cmmand and General Staff Course (RVNAF)
CHAFA(G Chief Air Force Advisory Group
CHECO Contemporar7 Historical Evaluation of Combat

Operations (USAF)
CHICCM Chinese Conmmnist
CHINAT Chinese Nationalist
GHNAVADGP Chief, Naval Advisory Group
CHNAVADVGRU Chief, Naval Advisory Group
CHNAWP Chief, Naval Advisory Group
CHP Chieu Hoi Program
CICV Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam
CIDG Civilian Irregular Defense Group
CINCPAC Comander-in-Chief Pacific

* CINCPACFLT Ccmmander-in-Chief Pacific Fleet
CINCPACREPRIL Commander-in-Chief Pacific Representative#

Philippines
" CNCSAC Commander-in-Chief Strategic Air Command
CINCSTRIKE Commander-in-Chief Strike Command
CINCUSARPAC Commandor-in-Chief United States AnW Pacific
CINCVNN Ccmander-in-Chief Vietnamese Navy
CIP Commodities Tmport Program
OJCS Chainran of the Joint Chiefs, of Staff
CJGS Chief of the Joint General St.ff (RwAF)
CLASSES OF SUPPIL
CLASS I Rations
CLASS II Clothing and Equipnent
CLASS III POL
CLASS IV Organizational Equipment and Fortificaticas Material
CLASS V Ammanitionr
COA Gommissariat for Montagnard Affairs
CHD Capital Military District
CMSC Combined Military Exploitation Center
CHIC Combined Military Interrogation Center
CM - Capital Mltaity Region
COo Combat *orationa Center
CofS Chief of Staff

AQ - = .OF=P=•-G S



COIN C Olut 0rine 'rlenc
CoLk Cost of IL1-v~ng Allvcs
C(CMAFV Cwmandor., Austrs2lie Foroeas Vie~tnam
CCKAAF7 Comanwder, Austrxal?,n Army Forcess, Vietna
CO4CARIV Cow inder Carrier Dirision
OCODESDIV Comwnair- Dstroy~sr Div.nion
C~OWGROCV Ccw*sader, HlItta.-7 Asc .stance Grov.PD, 'Rp~ of

China Vietw~am
CCHAVPCRV Coummder# Nav,_1 Forc(-.s Rvisteam
CaamWZEv Ccaancier,- New ZealAnd Ass.Istaxnee Detachazot,, V i atza

CMINIZMCcua nders Nerw Zealanud ArW' Forces Far Bast
CGIPMHIPAC Com.uaders Am~Abiicus FreFac itl Fleet
CCb4IMI2AGV Cemander, 17blippixne M4ilitary Assist?.ince Gxwoap

Vietnam
GCCKRIVFLOTC&HI Comandew, River i'lotilla Ono
C(C4ROKFV (CcammdsZ, Rep~ub3 ie of Korea Forcev. , Vletri~z
CCHRCOAGV Commandar, Repa.bU ic of Korea NKilit-.7r At;Fznci3-

Gzrolp.,., Tiatnam
C-OWINAG~ Couiaander Royal Thai MtIitary- Assistaric s

COMSC Ccwrnieiati~nts Secirity
C ORMVPAC. Cormluder,, Service Force Pacific Fleet
C~5qVLITHFLT Commider9 Seveeth Fleet
CW{TS~ul Cmmander,, XMilitatr- Sea TrzRnspv r(- 7ýn Re
C C4IUSK.C±R al Gan~dsr.*. Ur.:tsd.Sta.tes F~~
CCI4USJLAAN Goadr. US Forc-eB Japwi
OCKUSKAOLHAI Camanders, United S'tatoo 42.ta-i Assiatar.ta C 0 =z .c

TI aiA.13dd
C~4USMACV Conm~nderUnited States IA4 Li- et- 0± ,

Vi -itsmm
CGaJUS-SMAtA Ccawnder, US Faraoe. Smut-haae.~ Atda
CCNJSTDC CoimianderUiedSac I~'~~ Ds-i ~~ii~
CCGUS Continental United States
COSVN Cewtraj. Office f'or Sourt.h Vietv%% (Vts)
CPA "Jentral Puirchasing Au~hority

* CM, C--ýst Plus Fixed Fie?
Cp~,j Gomzur-ist Part~y of the Lk.7¶wt

C-30F Chief of Sta~fj GS Aix For-*
* CSC oasta3. Survef1ance Cms
CSC Coimiunications S.tbell.Ito Oorlvirrkýr
050 Combat Support iO:oup
CSU Casualtyt St&giiig Urdt
COF C0marder Task Force~
OTG Commander Task Group
OITOC 4 Corps Tacticali Oparmtionzt Caitter
GTU Conuander Task Ur-it
CTZ Corps Tactical Zone

* PACE



MV Attack Ca~rrier
0,5 Anti-Siabmairins Aircraft Cazrier
CVT Saigon 1*rkrsm Union
CW cwntioums waft

DA %-flPaibont or the A1z
DAWn trectft~st# A~j MA? LqOgstcs
W~C, Direct Air Support~ Center

DADefele iunotin Agenq
DCG Deputy Cmdn General
DOS Defense Canmiatc s ytin
DD Destroyer
DDR&Z Director* Defense Researc and &agineering (amP)
DEPCCgdsmaCHi Deputy Commnder# United States Military Assistance

Command,9 Thei~and,
DEP(XI4SMACV Deputý GoamoandersUnited States Yilitary Assistance

Command,, Vietnam
DMM Radar Picket Destroyer. Escort
DIA Defense Intelligence Agency

Demilitarize Zone
DRV Democratic Republic of Vietnam (NmN)
DSA Depu:17 Senior Advisor
DST Destructor
DT& DiLvision Tactical Area

Be Escape and Evasion
ECAD' Engineer Control Advisory Detacbment

ZZ Electronic Countermeasures
EMl Electronic Emission Intelligmnce-
ELIT Elect~ronic Intel igencee
E4B = Em~bassy Telegram
EWD Explosion Ordnance Demolition
FAG Forward Air Controller
FAR Forces Amases du Royaunie (Laos)
FAREL? Far East Land Forces
FATOC Field AnV Tactical Operations Centsr
.FEIAES Far-East Armty & Air Force Exchange Service

FFOCEVField Forces Vietnam
FFV Field Force, Vietnam
P15 Fighter Interceptor Squadron
FM ~ Force Logistical Commnd (USKO)
FLSG Force Logistical Support Group
FLSU Force Logistical Support Unit
Fl(FPAC Fleet Marine Force* Pacific
P!RAG Order Dispatching Single or Multiple Aircraft Sortie
FSCC: Fire Support~ Coordination Center
FSR Force Service Regiment'
PUIRO United Front for' the Struggle of Oppressed hLoes

(Front Unifie de la Izuffe des Races Opprimees)
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FUO Fever of Unknown Origin
FW(F) Free World (Forces)
FW1A(F) Free World Military Assistance (Forces)
FWXAC Free World Military Assistance Council
FWMAO Free World Military Assistance Office
GFR German Federal Republic
GLO GVN Liaison Officer
GNVN Government of North Vietnam
GNZ Government of New Zealand

... GOA Government of Australia
GOK Government of Korea
GOP Government of the Philippines
GOS Government of Spain
GP General Purpose
GNW Provisions of the Geneya Convention relating to

Prisoners of War
GFWD General Politinal Warfare Department (GVN)
dRC Government of the Republic of China
GVN Government of Vietnam
HAC Headquarters Area Ccmand
H&I Harassing and Interdiction Fires
.=SUPPACT or HSAS Headquarters, Support Activity, Saigon (Now USAHAC)
HIS Heliborne Illumination System
H- • . Medium Helicopter Squadron
HT Hop Tac
ICC International Control Commission
ICP Inventory Control Point
ICRC International Committee of the. Red CrosL,
IDCSS Initial Defense Communications Satellite System
I&E Information and Education
IFS Ishmoe Fire. Support Ship
In International Longshoremans Union
IMAO International Military Assistance Office
INTC Intelligence Corps
INTSUM Intelligence Summary
IR Infrared
iA injuries Resulting from Hostilo Action
IRS Internal Revenue Service
ISM Intelligenee Summary
ITACS Integrated Tactical Air Control System
IWOS Integrated 'Wideband Communications System
JCOCG Joint Cadre Operation-Control Group
JCS Joint Chiefs'of Staff
JGS Joint General Staff (RVNAF)
JFG Joint US Planning Group
JPRC Joint Personnel Recovery Center
JRATA Joint Research and Test Agency (Dissolved Nov 66)
JSOP Joint Strategic Objectives Plan

PA- ..O..PAGES
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JTACC Joint Tactical. Air Control Center
J'D -Joint Table of D.I.stribuion
JTOC Joint Tactical Operaties Center
JUSMAAG Joint US W44 3lit& Assistance Advisoy Group
JURAGPHIL Joint US M Wilia7 Advi••y roup, Philippines
JUSMAGTHAI Joint ITS Military Assistance Groups Th4lmd
JUSPAO Joint US Public Affairs Office
JUW Joint Unconventional Warfare Task Forcew
IOBA Killed by .A,,ir•.

KCAG Korean Civic ActionGroup- "
KIA Killed in Action
RISC Korean logistic Service Corps
KIAG Korean Military Advisory"Group (us)
LAAM light Afitiaircraft Missile.
LAPES Low Altitude Parachute Eztraction System
LCM Landing Craft Medium
LOOP Logistical Control Office, Pacific

Slanding Craft Utility
WVP Lauding Craft Vehicle Personnel
Lw NUnderwater Demolition Team (RVNAP)
LLPE Special Forces (RVNAP)
LNO Liaison Officer
Lnc Line(s) of Cmmmnicatimn
LO letter of Instruction
LaJO TA. •+s- Official Use Only
IPD Doak L&=Umg Platform
LPH landing Platform Helicopter
LSD D.ck landing Ship
LSIL Infantry Landing Ship, large
Im Medium Landing Ship
LSMR Landing Ship Medium Rocket
LSSL Support Landing Ship, large
LST landing Ship Tank
I/T long Tons (2,240 lbs)
LwL Limited Warfare Laboratozy
lZ Landing Zone
MAAG Military Assistance Advisory Group
MAC Military Airlift Command
MACGOC Combat Operations Center, HQ USMACV
MACFWMAO Free World Military Assistance Office, HQ UMCACV
MACJOO CCWJSMACV
MACHD Surgeon, HQ USHACV
MACPD Psychological Operation Directorate, HQ USXACV
MACSOG Studies and (bservation Group, HQ USMACY
MACV Military Assistance Camand, Vietnam
IACVGC Cuua=n•. Center, HQ USMACV

.i . .
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Marine Amphibious ForceNAG Marine Air Group
MAGR= Military Advisory Group, Government of the republic

of Mina, Vietnam
MAP !MAitary Assistance Program
MARDVU Marine Advisor-y Unit
MARS Militau7y Affiliate Radio Station
L- .1w Marine Air Wing
1MCID Multipurpose Concealed Intrusion Detector
MCS Mine Countermeasure Support Ship
1 MAF Mekong Delta Mobile Afloat Force

" ME Ar Medical Civic Action Program
-arine Expeditionarj Force (Now Marine Ampbibio,'

MFa ý,orcoi
MFR Memorandum for Record
ImB Military History Branch. HQ USMACV
M Materials Handling Equipment

MIA Miasing in Action
MICH )aiestar of Inforzatil= and Chieu. Hoi
MILCAP Military CiviQ. Action. Program
K=LCON Military C nst.ruction
MILPHAP Military Provincial Hospital Augmenation Program

(Changed Oct 66 to Mllta-xy Provincial Health
Assistsnce Program)

14ILSTRIP Military Standard Requsition and Issue. Procedures
11P Motivation Indoctritation Program
MrtU Mobile Inshore Undersea Warfare Surveillance Units
MLG Mission Liaison Group
MOD Ministry of Defense
MOH Ministry of Health
NON='AL Monthly Evaluation Report (HQ US3ACV)
MOOSE Move out of Saigon Expeditiously (Project)
MY., Military Payment Certificate
MR Military Region
MRB Mobile Riveriie Base
MSB Minesweeping Boat
MSG Coastal munesw~bor
9Minesweeping Motorlaunch
14SO Ocean Minesweeper
YSS Military Security Service (RVNAF)
NSTS Military Sea Transport Service
NSTSFE Military Sea Traneport Service, Far East
M/T Metric Tons (2,205 lbs)

wS -Military Transport Mnage• mt Terminal Service
M1T Mobile Training Teams
M •Microwave
Noi' Maxdmi Useable Frequency -

NA'ADGP Naval Advisory Group

PAGtPAS



NAOGW NeevaZ Advisor Group
NAVSUPPACT Naval Support Activity
NBI Non-Battle Iniuries
NFA Jot for Attribution
Nap Nayal Gunfire
NGS Naval Gunfire Support
NIA Nttionel Institute of Administration (GWM)

7_C National Interrogation Center
NMW National Invent*ry Control Point
!%LC National Isadership Committee
LC National Legislati ve Gomoil,

NLF National Liberation Front
NIYSV National Liberttion Front of South Vietnam
-MMB Naval &bile Conetruction Battalion
1*5CC National UnItary Ccnvnd Center (nOn)
NOR Not Operationally Ready
NOIRX Not Operationally Ready for Maintenance
NORS Not Operationally Ready for Reason of SuppJl
NP National Police
1NPA National Priority Area
NPFF National Police Field Force
NRIU-V US Navy Research and Development •dtit, Vetuam
NSA Naval Sipport Activity
NSO( National Security Action .X ewrazdum

* .NSD Naval. Supply Depot
KTC Nlat4onal fraing Center
NVA North Vieatamnes Arsqy
NVN""Iorth Vletnam or North Viatnaass
SNVNAF North Vietrsmee Air -orce
NVNN North Vietnam•se Navy
NWP Naval Warfare Pub•ication
OA Objective Area
OASDUISA) Office of the Assistant Secretwy of DN1re- tot

International Security Arfaifr
000 Oftce of Wivl Operation
003 Officer Cmalidate Sohoo,
OXC Officer ia Charge bf 'Comtructtacn (WO)W4),,
OJT O(-the-Job TrLrtng

Operation and Uaintenance
OPLAN Operations Plan
OSA Office of the Special AsS21,,r-w. (us &bany)

3SD Office of th. $mcretary of Dease
-OD/ARPADFUV Advanced Research Projects Ageoy's Rsearch a-d

Develoant Field Mtt Vietnam
0SI Office of Specita Invetigatians (OISAW)
083 Overiseas Suitch
O&T Organitatioa and Traini•g
PACAF Pacific Air Force

* PAMF Pacific Fleet
PA•tS Pacific Comaad

€/"



PACV Patrol Air Cushion Boat
PAMPA PACOM Movements Priority Aoncy
PAT People's Action Team
PAVN Peoples' AI M of Vietnam (UVA)
PIR River Pa•rol Boat
PC Patrol Craft
PC& E S•cort Patrol Craft
PCF Patrol Craft, Fast
PEW -Piaster- Expenditure Control Working Croup
PF Popular Forces (RVNA?)
PFV 2hilippine Forces, Vietnam
SPG Patrol Gunboat, Medium
PHD Public Health Director (Department)
4IILCAG Philippine Civic Action Group

PHILCO • Pliýlp- 'ine Contingent
PL Pathlet Lao (Laos)
PLL Prescribed Load or Prescribed Load List
-P&L Provisional Militiry Demarcation Line
PM0 Postal Mmney Order
Pi(U) Preventive Medicine (Unit)
POL Petroleums, Oil,ý an Lubricats
POVWAR Political Warfara

V¥0WARADDR Political Warfare Advisory Directoi ate
PRO Personnel Reoovery Centet
PflTn2u Pacification arn Long Term Development of

Vietnam (DA Study)
PM- Pierced Steel flanking
PSYOP Psychological Operations
PSYWAR Psychological, Warfare
M&T Postes et Teihcorniunication (GWN)
PTT Postes, Telegraphs et Telephones (GUN)
RA Royal Australian Air Porte

RAGRiver Ass-atilt Group
HAR Royal Australian Regiment

P RAS River Assault Squadron
Red Bafll Thprese
Rural Construction

ROC 'ral Construction Cadre
RODN Radar Course Directory Central
RT Regimwntal Combat Team

Research "nd Development
PIT) Hevolutionary Development
£IFU Resarch wnd DevolopmX t Field Unit
EDSD 2 'volutlonary Development $port Diraectorate,

S|• UPAGES

4US Raearch, Deviopmnt, Test wid Eva3.uat.aai• •RF Ragional Force (RVNAP)
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RIIVDIV River Assault Division
RIVIFWE River Flotilla One
Z.G Royal Khmer Government (Cathodia)
RLAF Royal Laotian Air Fcwce
RMY loyal Laotian Forces
RLG Royal Laotian Government
RLT Regime-utal Landing Team
ME-BRJ ay=nd-Morris on-Knuds en/Brown-Root-Jones

(Civilian Construction Firm)
RNZ Royal New Zealand
SOC Republic of China-
RO!ACV Republic of China, Military Assistance Glrup,

Vietaam
ROE Rules of Engagement
RMK Republic of Korea
RCP Republic of Korea Army
R a• Republic of Kbrea Aix Force
• ROXV Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam
R(AG Republic of Korea Government
Raw Republic of Korea Marine Carps
SY Republic of the Philippiua
RP Route Package
HPC River Patrol Craft
SRRU Sadio Research Tit
-- nZ g Sat Specal zon
RT ROL ING 1W1D-
ETA Royal Thai Arav
RTAF. Royal Thai Air Force
BTAFOQV. Royal Thai Air Force Contingtat, V±tnat
M? Reconnaissance Tack Force
RTG Royal Thai Governnat
TMAV, Royal Thai Milltary Aasistance Group, oitam

Royal That Navy
RT/TH ROLLING TUW31EALIZ= HO
RVN Republic of Vietnam
BONA Republic of Vietn= Armd Forc3s
SA Seanor Advisor
SA Suriace-to-Air
SAC Strategic Air Ooasnd
SAM Sarface-to-Air NKisele
SAFKV Sub-Area Petroleum ffice, Utnam
SAU Sea-Aix-Ens cue
SAS Special Air Service
SAT$ Short Airfietd Tactical Strip
SOD Search and Destrc
3 Suplemental Data Sheet

SEACOORD Southeast Asia Coordination Council
SWTACS Southeast Asia Integrated Tactissal Air Control

systemI , yee
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SEAT, Sea, Air,. and Land
SEASIA Southeast Asia
SEATO Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
SEAWBS Southeast Asia Wideband System
SMV•THFLT Seventh Fleet
SF Special Forces
SFCP Shore Fire Control Party
SFG Special Forces Group
SIGINT Signal Intelligence
SJA Staff Judge Advocate
SLAR Side-Looking Airborne Radar
SLF Special Landing Force
SMA Senioir Marine Advisor
SMIAT Special Military Intelligence Activities Team
SOFA Status of Forces Agreement
SOG Studies a•d Observation Group
SP Self-Propelled
SM&O Special Plans and Operation

Sq Squadron
SB Single Sideband
SSZ Saigon Special Zone
iS/ Short Tons (2,000 ibs)

STAR Speed Thu-u Air Supp:VSTOL Short Take-Off and Widing

SVX South Vletnam (preferably RVN)
SWIFT A 50-foot 9 "32-knot, Radar-Squipped Aluminum Boat
SYNCOM Synchronous Commuiuications Satellite
TAk/AFSC Tactical Air Comnand/Air Force Systems Comand
TACAR TactiQal Air Navigation
TACC Tactical Air Control Cinter
TACS Tactical Air Control System
TADO Tactical Air Direction Center
TAOR Tactical Area of Responsibility
TASS Tactical Air Support Squadron
TD Table of Distribution
TILT Lunar New Year Holiday
TF Tak Force
TFS Tactical Fighter Squadron
TnW Taotical VM zhter Wing
TG Taak Group
TMA Tratrxic wnagement Agency
TOC Tactical Operations Center
19OT Tim over (on) Target
TPO Telecomunications Program Objective
TRAC TargeZ Research aid Analysis Center
Tas Tactical Reconnaiasance Squadron I
%SA Technical Supplemental Allowance

T - Ta Son Nhut (Air Baie)
To. letype

s-..



*TU Task Unt 4
TUCR Troop Unit Change Request
UAR United Arab Republic
UBA United Buddhist Association
UBI United Buddhist Institute
UCMJ Uniform Code of MIt-btary Justice
UDT Underwater Demolition Team
TiE Unit Equipment
USA United States &-my
USACD United States Army Comb~at Development Command
USAF United States Air Force
USAHIAC United States ArziV Headquarters Area Command
USAID, United States Agency for International Development

(United States Operations Mission., USO..5M prior
.0 to 1966)

USAIRA United States Air Attache
USALCJ United 0`X-ates Army Logistical Cozmmand, Japan
UW2C -United States Army Materiel Command

USAREUR United States Arzq Surope
*U3AWJ United States Army Japan

USARPAC United States Army Pacific
USARV United States Army Vietnam
VSARYIý United States Araq Ryukyus, Island
UtJIA SC United States Army Support Command

j!ASF *United Stat6es Army Spiecial Forces
LT34WGUnII States Army Special For cesa Group

USASFQV Unitod States Army Special Forces Group in
Vietnam

USAS,'-% thited States Army Supply and.4aintenance Command~~
*.USASTHAICaii United States AraW Strategic Gomjmui~catious Commaud

USCG United States Coast Giwurd
USCGC Un4.ted States Coast Guar.4 Cutter
USI)AO :Mmited States Defensea Attache Officee
USPJ Unted States Forces, Japan-
USFP United States Forces Police
us"V tnited Staftes Forces Vietnam
USG United States Government,
11513 Uited States Iziormatian Servico

* WSC United States Marine Corps
USMCl United States Mission Wteekly Report

UW1United States Navy
UW Ucnventional Wa~rf are
VC Viet Cong
VOC Viet Cong Captive
ITS. Viet Con1.1g SUS-PeCt

- . Visual Flight Vlwlea
VtS ie s~x soInfrmaionsarviceý

* vie t Winh* Q. VA, Maine Pizhtar Squadron. (Attack)

* PA01-70OF2ZM NaS.
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VN Vietnam or Vietnamese
VNAF Republic of Vietnam Air Force
INETM Vietnam Expediting Task Force
Xi Vietnamese Marine Corps

• • R&public of Vietnam Navy
VNQDD Vietnamse Nationalist Group

VNRS Vietnamese National Railvay System
V? Patrol Squadron
VR Visual Reconnaissance
vrR Vehicle Track Recovery
1AH S Western Area/Military Transport Management

Terminal Service
* wES C Western Pae•ifc (CINOPAG area of respohsibility

west of 16OUE)
•A . Wounded n -.craon
wPB CoastGuard Patrol Boat
WRAXIR Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Vietnam
M70*~N Large Cov'red Lighter (Repair Barge)
YOG Yard Oiler
YR Harbor Repair Craft
IR Repair Barge
'B L e HLaRarbor Tgs"
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